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Preface
This volume contains the papers presented at the 23rd International Conference on Approximation Algorithms for Combinatorial Optimization Problems (APPROX 2020) and
the 24th International Conference on Randomization and Computation (RANDOM 2020),
which due to the travel restrictions related to COVID-19 were organized as parallel virtual
conferences during August 17–19, 2020.
APPROX focuses on algorithmic and complexity issues surrounding the development of
efficient approximate solutions to computationally difficult problems, and was the 23rd in
the series. RANDOM is concerned with applications of randomness to computational and
combinatorial problems, and was the 24th in the series. Prior to 2003, APPROX took place
in Aalborg (1998), Berkeley (1999), Saarbrücken (2000), Berkeley (2001), and Rome (2002),
while RANDOM took place in Bologna (1997), Barcelona (1998), Berkeley (1999), Geneva
(2000), Berkeley (2001), and Harvard (2002). Since 2003, APPROX and RANDOM have been
collocated, taking place in Princeton (2003), Cambridge (2004), Berkeley (2005), Barcelona
(2006), Princeton (2007), Boston (2008), Berkeley (2009), Barcelona (2010), Princeton (2011),
Boston (2012), Berkeley (2013), Barcelona (2014), Princeton (2015), Paris (2016), Berkeley
(2017), Princeton (2018), and Boston (2019).
Topics of interest for APPROX and RANDOM are: approximation algorithms, hardness
of approximation, small space, sub-linear time and streaming algorithms, online algorithms,
approaches that go beyond worst case analysis, distributed and parallel approximation, embeddings and metric space methods, mathematical programming methods, spectral methods,
combinatorial optimization, algorithmic game theory, mechanism design and economics,
computational geometric problems, approximate learning, design and analysis of randomized
algorithms, randomized complexity theory, pseudorandomness and derandomization, random
combinatorial structures, random walks/Markov chains, expander graphs and randomness
extractors, probabilistic proof systems, random projections and embeddings, error-correcting
codes, average-case analysis, smoothed analysis, property testing, and computational learning
theory.
The volume contains 34 contributed papers, selected by the APPROX Program Committee
out of 67 submissions, and 30 contributed papers, selected by the RANDOM Program
Committee also out of 67 submissions. We would like to thank all of the authors who
submitted papers, the members of the Program Committees, and the external reviewers.
We are grateful for the guidance of the steering committees: Klaus Jansen, Samir Khuller,
Monaldo Mastrolili, and László Végh for APPROX, and Oded Goldreich, Cris Moore, Anup
Rao, Omer Reingold, Dana Ron, Ronitt Rubinfeld, Amit Sahai, Ronen Shaltiel, Alistair
Sinclair, and Paul Spirakis for RANDOM.
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Abstract
We revisit the fundamental problem of determining seed length lower bounds for strong extractors
and natural variants thereof. These variants stem from a “change in quantifiers” over the seeds of
the extractor: While a strong extractor requires that the average output bias (over all seeds) is
small for all input sources with sufficient min-entropy, a somewhere extractor only requires that
there exists a seed whose output bias is small. More generally, we study what we call probable
extractors, which on input a source with sufficient min-entropy guarantee that a large enough fraction
of seeds have small enough associated output bias. Such extractors have played a key role in many
constructions of pseudorandom objects, though they are often defined implicitly and have not been
studied extensively.
Prior known techniques fail to yield good seed length lower bounds when applied to the variants
above. Our novel approach yields significantly improved lower bounds for somewhere and probable
extractors. To complement this, we construct a somewhere extractor that implies our lower bound
for such functions is tight in the high min-entropy regime. Surprisingly, this means that a random
function is far from an optimal somewhere extractor in this regime. The techniques that we develop
also yield an alternative, simpler proof of the celebrated optimal lower bound for strong extractors
originally due to Radhakrishnan and Ta-Shma (SIAM J. Discrete Math., 2000).
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1

Introduction

Strong seeded extractors are central objects in pseudorandomness that have found many
applications in theoretical computer science and cryptography. Informally speaking, a
function Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} is a strong extractor if for every source X of sufficiently
high min-entropy it holds that the average bias of Ext(X, i) over the seeds i ∈ [D] is small.
More precisely, we have the definition below. Throughout this paper, we focus on single-bit
output extractors since lower bounds in this setting immediately imply lower bounds for any
m-bit output extractor.
I Definition 1.1 ((k, ε)-strong extractor). For ε < 1/2, a function Ext : {0, 1}n ×[D] → {0, 1}
is said to be a (k, ε)-strong extractor if
E [∆(Ext(X, i); U1 )] ≤ ε

(1)

i←[D]

for every (n, k)-source1 X, where i ← [D] means i is uniformly distributed over [D], and
∆(Ext(X, i); U1 ) = | Pr[Ext(X, i) = 1] − 1/2|
is the bias of Ext(X, i).
A fundamental parameter when studying strong extractors is the number of seeds D.
Ideally, one would like to construct strong extractors with D as small as possible. However,
there exist lower bounds on D depending on n, k, and ε. Nisan and Zuckerman [21]
showed that every strong extractor must use D = Ω n−k
seeds. Later, in a seminal work,
ε
Radhakrishnan and Ta-Shma [22] improved the lower bound above to2


n−k
D=Ω
.
(2)
ε2
Notably, this turns out to be tight. In fact, a random function F : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1}
with D = C · n−k
ε2 seeds, for a sufficiently large constant C > 0, is a (k, ε)-strong extractor
with high probability. An alternative proof of (2) for a limited range of k was given by
Bar-Yossef, Kumar, and Sivakumar [3], based on the connection between extractors and
averaging samplers [27] and sampling lower bounds.

1
2

See Definition 2.3.
The lower bound in (2) also holds for “non-strong” extractors, i.e., functions F : {0, 1}n ×[D] → {0, 1}d+1
such that F (X, U[D] ) ≈ε Ud+1 , where d = log D. Note that in this case the lower bound only holds for
output length at least d + 1; otherwise, one can just output the uniformly random seed.
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At the opposite end of the spectrum lies another well-known pseudorandom object, called
a somewhere extractor. While a strong extractor has small average bias, all we require of
a somewhere extractor is that its minimum bias over all seeds is small. More precisely, we
have the following definition.
I Definition 1.2 ((k, ε)-somewhere extractor). For ε < 1/2, a function Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] →
{0, 1} is said to be a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor if for every (n, k)-source X it holds that
min ∆(Ext(X, i); U1 ) ≤ ε.

i∈[D]

Somewhere extractors arise in a number of different contexts. In fact, many of the
most important applications of strong extractors (e.g., in the construction of multi-source
extractors) actually only require these potentially weaker objects. Given the complete picture
we have of strong extractors, it is natural to wonder what kind of bounds we can prove on
the number of seeds D for a somewhere extractor Ext.
A simple averaging argument on the preimage sizes of Ext shows that D > n − k, but it
is possible to improve on this lower bound. If one considers somewhere extractors with m
output bits, then [2] showed that a connection to dispersers leads to the lower bound


n−k
.
(3)
D=Ω
ε + 2−m
While (3) was good enough in the context of [2], it is quite unsatisfactory in general for two
reasons: First, it is trivial for small m (e.g., in our setting, where m = 1). Second, even
for larger m, it does not scale with ε below 2−m . In the 1-bit output setting, which is the
hardest for lower bounds, the best known lower bound is given in [2] as
D = Ω (n − k + log (1/ε)) .
On the other hand, as we show in this work, a uniformly random function F : {0, 1}n × [D] →
{0, 1} is a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor with non-negligible probability only when D = Ω n−k
ε2
(we discuss this in more detail below). Therefore, in contrast with strong extractors, there is
a large gap between upper and lower bounds on the number of seeds required by somewhere
extractors, leaving open the exciting possibility of better constructions.
One may also wonder whether the strong extractor lower bound techniques from [21, 22]
can be adapted to yield better lower bounds for somewhere extractors. However, it is not
clear how this can be done, since these techniques are fundamentally tailored for dealing
solely with the average bias as in Definition 1.1. Overall, current techniques seem incapable
of yielding a sharp, unconditional analysis of somewhere extractors.

1.1

Our contributions

In this work, we develop a novel approach towards proving lower bounds on the number of
seeds required by natural variants of strong extractors. We highlight our main results here.

1.1.1

Improved lower bounds for somewhere extractors

We significantly improve the lower bound for (k, ε)-somewhere extractors. More precisely, we
prove the following result.
I Theorem 1.3. Every (k, ε)-somewhere extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} must have
D≥

ln 2 n − k
·
.
2
ε

(4)
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Recall that the previous best lower bound was D = Ω(n − k + log(1/ε)). Observe also
that the lower bound in (4) is a factor of ε smaller than the one in (2) for strong extractors.
Remarkably, we construct a (simple) (k, ε)-somewhere extractor that shows (4) is tight in
the high min-entropy regime.
I Theorem 1.4. For every ε ≥
{0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} with
D=

1
,
2(1+2k )

there exists a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor Ext :

2n−k−1
+ 1.
ε

1
I Remark 1.5. We note that there are no (k, ε)-somewhere extractors with ε < 2(1+2
k ) . To
k
see this, consider an (n, k)-source X uniformly distributed over a set of size 2 + 1. Then,
for every i, Pr[Ext(X, i) = 1] = 2kC+1 for some integer C ≥ 0, and so Ext(X, i) has bias
C
2k +1

−

1
2

=

C−2k−1 −1/2
2k +1

≥

1
2(1+2k )

In particular, Theorem 1.4 shows that (4) is tight up to a constant factor when n − k is
constant.
On the other hand, the existential result for strong extractors immediately implies that a
uniformly random function F : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} with D = C · n−k
ε2 for a large enough
constant C > 0 is a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor with high probability. Interestingly, we
show that this probabilistic argument is tight up to a constant factor, in the sense that a
uniformly random function F : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} must have D = Ω n−k
in order to
ε2
be a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor with non-negligible probability for essentially all regimes
of k and ε. Given the above, we conclude that a random function is far from an optimal
(k, ε)-somewhere extractor in the high min-entropy regime. This provides a rare example
where an explicit construction actually yields a significantly better extractor than a random
function (at least for some parameters), and highlights a qualitative difference with strong
extractors.
To be more precise, we show the following.
I Theorem 1.6. For large enough n, suppose that k ≤ n − 400, 2−0.24(n+k) ≤ ε ≤ c for a
sufficiently small constant c > 0, and
D≤

n−k
.
400 · ε2

Then, a uniformly random function F : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} is not a (k, ε)-somewhere
Ω(n)
extractor with probability at least 1 − 2−2
.

1.1.2

Simple proof of the optimal lower bound for strong extractors

In the setting of strong extractors, we give an alternative proof of the tight lower bound (2).
Our proof is much simpler than those due to Radhakrishnan and Ta-Shma [22] and Bar-Yossef,
Kumar, and Sivakumar [3]. To be precise, we prove the following result.
I Theorem 1.7. For every n, k, ε > 0 satisfying n − k ≥ 39 and every (k, ε)-strong extractor
Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} it holds that
D≥

ln 2 n − k
·
.
18
ε2
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Generalizing somewhere extractors and lower bounds

Finally, we initiate the systematic study of a meaningful generalization of somewhere
extractors and also obtain significantly improved lower bounds in that setting, as discussed
below. A somewhere extractor Ext can be generalized in a natural way by requiring that
some fraction of the seeds of Ext yield an unbiased output, instead of only a single seed. This
leads to the following definition.
I Definition 1.8 ((k, ε, δ)-probable extractor). For ε < 1/2, a function Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] →
{0, 1} is said to be a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor if
Pr [∆(Ext(X, i); U1 ) > ε] < δ

i←[D]

for every (n, k)-source X.
We note that probable extractors have been defined explicitly before, but not studied in depth,
in [23, 6]. Observe that a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor corresponds to a (k, ε, δ = 1)-probable
extractor. Moreover, a (k, ε)-strong extractor lies somewhere between a (k, ε/2, ε/2)-probable
√ √
extractor and a (k, ε, ε)-probable extractor. More generally, every (k, ε)-strong extractor
is a (k, ε/δ, δ)-probable extractor for every δ > 0 by Markov’s inequality. On the other hand,
we also have that every (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor is a (k, ε + δ)-strong extractor.
Given our previous discussion, a natural question to ask about probable extractors is the
following:
How do ε and δ influence the number of seeds D?
Our work leads to a better understanding of this behavior. Similarly to what was already
discussed in [6], by separating the maximum fraction of “bad” seeds δ and the maximum
bias of the “good” seeds ε, we are able to explore the explicit influence that each of these
parameters has on the number of seeds. Such a fine-grained analysis is not possible, for
example, in the case of strong extractors, since those properties are essentially merged into a
single global error parameter.
Besides being interesting on its own, there are practical motivations for the question
above. In fact, several constructions of multi-source extractors make use of (k, ε)-strong
extractors in scenarios where a (k, ε/δ, δ)-probable extractor would suffice with δ much larger
than ε. The reason for this is simply that no better constructions of (k, ε/δ, δ)-probable
extractors are known. However, it could be a priori possible to design a (k, ε/δ, δ)-probable
extractor requiring much fewer seeds than a (k, ε)-strong extractor. In turn, this would lead
to simpler constructions of, and improved parameters for, several multi-source extractors.
We expand on this in Section 1.2.

1.1.4

Lower bounds for probable extractors

Lower bounds on the number of seeds required by probable extractors can be derived directly
from lower bounds for both strong and somewhere extractors. Combining (2) with the fact
that every (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor is a (k, ε + δ)-strong extractor immediately leads to
the lower bound


n−k
D=Ω
.
(ε + δ)2
However, note that the bound above becomes trivial whenever one of ε or δ is large.
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To achieve a stronger bound, we observe that a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor Ext : {0, 1}n ×
[D] → {0, 1} must be a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor when restricted to the first δD seeds.
Therefore, any lower bound L for the number of seeds of (k, ε)-somewhere extractors immediately implies the lower bound D ≥ L/δ for any (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor. Combining this
with Theorem 1.3 leads to the following result.
I Theorem 1.9. Let Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} be a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor. Then, it
holds that
D≥

ln 2 n − k
·
.
2
ε·δ

(5)

The lower bound in (5) significantly improves upon all previous bounds over a large range
of (ε, δ), namely when δ  ε or ε  δ. On the other hand,
we show that a uniformly random

function F : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} with D = O n−k
is
a
(k, ε, δ)-probable extractor with
2
ε ·δ
high probability. It remains an open problem to close the gap between this upper bound and
Theorem 1.9 in general. While we know from our previous discussion that the lower bound
in Theorem 1.9 is tight for δ = 1 and n − k = O(1), the behavior might change substantially
for other parameters.
Given the gap between the bounds above, it is natural to ask whether a different
probabilistic argument could be used to show that a uniformly random function using
fewer seeds is a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor with high probability. As before, we can easily
extend Theorem 1.6 to the setting of probable extractors to show the answer to the question
above is negative. Namely, we have the following result, which shows that our probabilistic
construction is tight up to a constant factor.
I Theorem 1.10. For any δ = δ(n) ∈ (0, 1] and large enough n, suppose that k ≤ n − 400,
2−0.24(n+k) ≤ ε ≤ c for a sufficiently small constant c > 0, and
D≤

n−k
.
400 · ε2 · δ

Then, a uniformly random function F : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} is not a (k, ε, δ)-probable
Ω(n)
extractor with probability at least 1 − 2−2
.

1.2

Applications of somewhere- and probable- extractors

Besides the works we have already discussed, several others have either implicitly or explicitly
used probable extractors. Many constructions of seeded and multi-source extractors [26,
20, 25, 24, 15, 17, 16, 9, 18, 19, 6, 8], along with some constructions of dispersers [5] and
non-malleable and affine extractors [7, 19], use probable extractors (or slight variants of
probable extractors) in their constructions.
In the literature, the output of the probable extractor (concatenated over all D seeds) is
usually called a somewhere-random source with D rows. The time complexity of the resulting
extractor constructions depends linearly on the complexity of enumerating the D seeds of
the probable extractor being used. This poses a problem because, even now, the best explicit
probable extractor we know of for a single weak source is simply a strong extractor. For such
constructions, the lower bound in (2) applies, and so extra assumptions must be made or
parameters must be worsened in order to ensure that seed enumeration can be done efficiently.
We present concrete examples of the compromise above. Some works settle for a
large overall 1/poly(n) error of the resulting extractor to get around the seed enumeration problem [24, 15, 17, 16, 19]. On another front, many works use extra independent weak
sources with enough min-entropy as input to generate somewhere-random sources with fewer
rows [4, 5, 9, 18, 19, 7, 6, 8]. Moreover, the addition of a short uniformly random seed to
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achieve this goal has also been considered [20]. Many works above can be interpreted as
constructing several types of randomness extractors for somewhere-random sources (called
mergers), a problem which was first studied by Ta-Shma [26]. Other works that have studied
mergers include [25, 28, 12, 11, 13, 10].
Prior to this work, we could not rule out a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor for δ much larger
than ε with much fewer seeds than a (k, ε)-strong extractor. Given the discussion above,
this would lead not only to extractors with improved parameters, but also to conceptually
simpler constructions, since many tools and assumptions were introduced to deal with the
fact that somewhere-random sources generated by strong extractors have rather many rows.
Our results preclude this possibility.
Finally, we note that many of the applications above still work if one considers an extractor
that outputs convex combinations of somewhere-random sources from (n, k)-sources instead.
Our lower bounds do not apply to this weaker setting. Therefore, we do not rule out the
existence of methods of generating a convex combination of somewhere-random sources from
one weak source requiring fewer seeds. Our results show that, without considering convex
combinations, one cannot do too much better than the naive and globally used method of
enumerating over the seeds of a strong extractor (although, surprisingly, we show that a
polynomial improvement in 1/ε is possible). We leave it as an interesting open problem to
extend our new techniques and bounds to the setting of convex combinations.

1.3

Technical overview

In this section, we provide a more detailed account of our contributions.

1.3.1

The high-level approach

Our extractor lower bounds can be unified under a common high-level approach. Fix an
arbitrary function F : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1}. Our goal is to relate the number of seeds D
to some measure of the bias of F over all seeds, depending on the type of extractor we are
dealing with. For the remainder of this section, we focus on somewhere extractors and the
minimum bias. However, everything is equally applicable to strong extractors simply by
replacing minimum bias by average bias.
To prove a lower bound on D, we must show the existence of an input (n, k)-source X such
that P = (F (X, 1), F (X, 2), . . . , F (X, D)) is sufficiently biased. We do this by constructing
the output distribution P directly, rather than trying to find an input distribution X that
maps to P .
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we write
F (x) = (F (x, 1), F (x, 2), . . . , F (x, D)) ∈ {0, 1}D .
Then, for F and fixed k, we construct a distribution P = (P1 , P2 , . . . , PD ) over {0, 1}D such
that the following two conditions hold.
1. There exists an (n, k)-source X such that F (X) = P ;
2. It holds that3
min ∆(Pi ; U1 ) ≥ α,

i∈[D]

where α is some quantity depending on n, k, and D.
If F is a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor, the two conditions above imply that ε ≥ α. This
relationship then yields a lower bound on D.

3

In the case of strong extractors, this condition is replaced by Ei←[D] [∆(Pi ; U1 )] ≥ α.
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The main novelty of our approach lies in the design of the output distribution P . The
distribution A = F (Un ) takes on a special role in our construction of good choices of P . We
begin by showing that the first condition above automatically holds provided P satisfies
a simple constraint related to A, which is detailed in the following lemma (below and
throughout the paper, we write X(x) for the probability that a random variable/distribution
X takes on value x).
I Lemma 1.11. There exists an (n, k)-source X such that F (X) = P if
P (a) ≤ 2n−k A(a)

(6)

D

for all a ∈ {0, 1} .
Proof. It is enough to consider the source X ∈ {0, 1}n that picks each x ∈ {0, 1}n with
probability
X(x) = 2−n ·

P (F (x))
.
A(F (x))

First, by (6) it follows that X(x) ≤ 2−n · 2n−k = 2−k for every x. Moreover, using the fact
that A(a) = 2−n · |F −1 (a)|, it is easy to see that X is a valid probability distribution and
F (X) = P .
J
I Remark 1.12. It is easy to see that such an (n, k)-source exists if and only if (6) holds.
However, in this work, we only need the implication in one direction.
We construct distributions P implicitly in terms of the distribution A = F (Un ). In fact,
Lemma 1.11 shows it is enough to restrict our attention to distributions P that can be
written as
P (a) = A(a) · f (a)
for some non-negative function f satisfying f (a) ≤ 2n−k for all a ∈ {0, 1}D . As discussed in
the following sections, careful choices of f lead to good lower bounds on D with streamlined
derivations.

1.3.2

Improved lower bound for somewhere and probable extractors

We employ the high-level approach detailed in Section 1.3.1 to obtain improved lower bounds
for probable extractors. Namely, we prove Theorem 1.3, which states that every (k, ε)somewhere extractor must have D ≥ ln22 · n−k
ε . In turn, this easily implies Theorem 1.9 for
general (k, ε, δ)-probable extractors.
Let Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} be an arbitrary (k, ε)-somewhere extractor. In order to
prove Theorem 1.3 via the high-level approach from Section 1.3.1, we consider the family of
distributions P z parameterized by z ∈ {0, 1}D defined as
P z (a) =

D
Y
1
· A(a) ·
[1 + (−1)ai +zi γ],
Cz
i=1

a ∈ {0, 1}D ,

where A = Ext(Un ), γ ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter of our choice, and Cz is the normalizing factor.
We choose z ? which maximizes Cz over all z ∈ {0, 1}D , and consider P = Pz? . In
particular, this choice implies that Cz? ≥ 1, which allows us to take γ = Θ n−k
while
D
still satisfying (6). It remains to lower bound ∆(Pi ; U1 ) for every i ∈ [D] appropriately.
The product structure of the family of distributions we consider makes it amenable to a
Fourier-analytic approach, which we employ to show that for every i ∈ [D] we have


n−k
∆(Pi ; U1 ) = Ω(γ) = Ω
.
D
This yields the desired lower bound on D. More details can be found in Section 3.
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Figure 1 An illustration of the (k, ε)-somewhere extractor that shows our lower bound is tight in
the high min-entropy regime.

1.3.3

Tight upper bound for somewhere extractors

We design a somewhere extractor that shows our lower bound for (k, ε)-somewhere extractors
is tight (up to a multiplicative constant) in the high min-entropy regime where n − k = O(1).
More precisely, we prove Theorem 1.4, which states that there exists a (k, ε)-somewhere
n−k−1
extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} with D = 2 ε
+ 1 for all non-trivial ε.
This is accomplished by showing that the function Ext : [N ] × {0, 1, . . . , E} → {0, 1},
n−k−1
with E = 2 ε
and N = 2n , defined as
Ext(x, i) = sign[(x + i) mod 2E],

i = 0, 1, . . . , E

(7)

is a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor. In (7), we see x mod 2E as an integer in {−E, . . . , E − 1},
and define sign(y) = 1{y≥0} . Intuitively, this simple function yields a good somewhere
extractor because the functions Ext(·, i) “transition smoothly” from Ext(·, 0) to its opposite,
Ext(·, E) = 1 − Ext(·, 0), as shown in Figure 1.
In more detail, given an (n, k)-source X, we wish to prove that there is a seed i such that
∆(Ext(X, i); U1 ) ≤ ε. In order to show this, we will look at how the quantities
∆i = Pr[Ext(X, i) = 1] − Pr[Ext(X, i) = 0],

i = 0, 1, . . . , E

behave. The desired result follows if we show that |∆i | ≤ 2ε for some i. In turn, this holds
because the ∆i ’s satisfy two simple properties. First, we have ∆0 = −∆E . Second, when
going from Ext(·, i − 1) to Ext(·, i), by our choice of parameters at most 4ε · 2k elements of
[N ] go from 1 to 0, and vice-versa. This implies that |∆i − ∆i−1 | ≤ 4ε. Combining the two
properties above immediately ensures the existence of i? such that |∆i? | ≤ 2ε, as desired.
For more details, see Section 4.

1.3.4

Simpler proof of the optimal lower bound for strong extractors

In this section, we discuss our alternative, simpler proof of the optimal lower bound on
the number of seeds for strong extractors, originally obtained by Radhakrishnan and TaShma [22]. Namely, we prove Theorem 1.7, which states that every (k, ε)-strong extractor
must have D ≥ ln182 · n−k
ε2 when n − k ≥ 39.
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As before, we follow the high-level approach introduced in Section 1.3.1. However,
we consider a different family of distributions. Fix an arbitrary (k, ε)-strong extractor
Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1}, and let A = Ext(Un ). Then, for z ∈ {0, 1}D and t ≤ D define
the distribution
1
P z,t (a) =
· A(a) · 1{kz−ak1 ≤t} , a ∈ {0, 1}D ,
Cz,t
where Cz,t is the normalizing factor. The desired result now follows via two simple
p combinatorial arguments, which guarantee that (i) for an appropriate t = D/2 − Θ( (n − k)D),
there exists a choice of z such that P = P z,tsatisfies (6), and
 (ii) the average bias of every
p
distribution P z,t is at least 1/2 − t/D = Ω
(n − k)/D . More details can be found in
Appendix B.

1.3.5

Probabilistic constructions and lower bounds for random
functions

We study for which values of D it holds that a uniformly random function F : {0, 1}n × [D] →
{0, 1} is a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor with non-negligible probability. To show an upper
bound, we consider a connection between probable extractors and strong two-source extractors,
and then invoke well-known existential results for the latter.4 This shows that, under a mild
constraint on k, ε, and δ, a uniformly random function is a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor with
probability at least, say, 0.99 when D = C · n−k
ε2 ·δ for a sufficiently large constant C > 0.
We complement the upper bound in the previous paragraph via Theorem 1.10, which
n−k
states that a uniformly random function with D ≤ 400·ε
2 ·δ is not a (k, ε, δ)-probable extractor
−2Ω(n)
with probability at least 1 − 2
. This means that our probabilistic construction above is
tight up to a constant factor. Similarly to Section 1.3.2, to prove this result it suffices to
focus our attention on somewhere extractors. We consider a source X ∈ {0, 1}n uniformly
distributed over a set XF defined as
XF = {x ∈ {0, 1}n : kF (x)k1 ≤ t}
p
for an appropriate t = D/2 − Θ( (n − k)D). Then, we show X satisfies two properties:
First, by a Chernoff bound, it holds that |XF | ≥ 2k with very high probability over the
choice of F , and hence X is an (n, k)-source with very high probability. Second, we show
that, again with very high probability, we have ∆(F (X, i); U1 ) > ε simultaneously for all
i ∈ [D]. These two properties immediately imply that F is not a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor
with high probability. More details can be found in the full version of this paper [1].

1.4

Open questions

Besides the natural problem of improving upon our lower bounds in general, our work leaves
open other interesting avenues for further research.:
Consider the special case of (k,
lower
 ε, ε)-probable extractors. In this setting, the best

n−k
bounds only yield D = Ω n−k
,
while
the
probabilistic
method
requires
D
=
Ω
to
2
3
ε
ε

work with non-negligible probability. We believe D = Θ n−k
is
the
correct
answer,
and
3
ε
it would be very interesting to prove (or disprove) this claim, as it showcases different
behavior than (k, ε, δ)-probable extractors for δ  ε;
4

More direct approaches do not seem to work because the set of sources from which a somewhere extractor
successfully extracts is not necessarily convex.
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Show the existence
of a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} using

n−k
D=O ε
seeds. This would extend the tightness of our lower bound for somewhere
extractors below the high min-entropy regime;
Extend our (k, ε)-somewhere extractor from Section 1.3.3 to output m > 1 bits with
(roughly) the same number of seeds;
Extend our lower bounds to the setting where one is allowed to output convex combinations
of somewhere-random sources from one (n, k)-source (see Section 1.2).

1.5

Organization

We introduce basic notions and results that are useful throughout our work in Section 2. The
proofs of our extractor lower bounds are presented in Section 3 and Appendices A and B.
The matching upper bound on the number of seeds of somewhere extractors can be found in
Section 4. Probabilistic constructions of probable extractors, along with lower bounds on the
number of seeds of uniformly random functions are discussed in the full version [1].

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Notation

Random variables and distributions are usually denoted by uppercase letters such as X,
Y , and Z. When context allows, we may confuse a random variable with its associated
distribution. We write X(x) for the probability that X equals x, and denote the support
of X by supp(X). The uniform distribution over {0, 1}n is denoted by Un . We write i ← S
to mean that i is sampled uniformly at random from the set S. For a distribution X, we
write x ∼ X to denote x is sampled according to X. Given an event E, the indicator of E is
denoted by 1{E} . The expected value of a random variable X is denoted by E[X] or Ex∼X [x].
Sets are usually denoted by uppercase letters such as S and T . The set {1, 2, . . . , D} is
denoted by [D]. We will usually identify a set S with its characteristic vector, so that we
write Si = 1 if and only if i ∈ S. We write S + T for the symmetric difference between two
sets S and T (i.e., the modulo 2 sum of their characteristic vectors). We denote the base-2
logarithm by log and the natural logarithm by ln. We write kxkp for the p-norm of a vector
x. The inner product between two vectors x and y over some field is denoted by hx, yi.

2.2

Probability theory

In this section, we introduce some basic notions and results from probability theory.
I Definition 2.1 (Statistical distance). Given two distributions X and Y over a set X , the
statistical distance between X and Y , denoted by ∆(X; Y ), is defined as
∆(X; Y ) = max | Pr[X ∈ S] − Pr[Y ∈ S]| =
S⊆X

1X
|X(x) − Y (x)| .
2
x∈X

We say that X and Y are ε-close, also written X ≈ε Y , if ∆(X; Y ) ≤ ε.
I Definition 2.2 (Min-entropy). Given a distribution X over X , the min-entropy of X,
denoted by H∞ (X), is defined as


H∞ (X) = − log max X(x) .
x∈X
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I Definition 2.3 ((n, k)-source). A distribution X supported on {0, 1}n is said to be an
(n, k)-source if H∞ (X) ≥ k. An (n, k)-source is said to be flat if it is uniformly distributed
over a subset of {0, 1}n of size 2k .
The several notions of extractors that we focus on in this work were already covered in
Definitions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.8 in Section 1.
Later on, we will exploit the well-known (and not difficult to prove) fact that the Chernoff
bound is tight (up to constants in the exponent).
I Lemma 2.4 (Inverse Chernoff bound, see, e.g., [14, Lemma 4, Part 1 with p = 1/2]). Suppose
γ, D > 0 are such that γ ≤ 1/2 and γ 2 D ≥ 6, and let Z denote a binomial distribution with
D trials and success probability 1/2. Then,
−D

2

(1−γ)D/2 

·

X
i=0

2.3

D
i







(1 − γ)D
9γ 2 D
= Pr Z ≤
≥ exp −
.
2
2

Basic boolean functional analysis

In this section, we briefly discuss basic notions from the analysis of boolean functions that
we will use later on.
Given a set S ⊆ [n], the Fourier character χS : {0, 1}n → {−1, 1} is defined as
χS (x) = (−1)hx,si ,
where s is the characteristic vector of S (i.e., si = 1 if and only if i ∈ S). The characters χS
satisfy χS (x + y) = χS (x) · χS (y) and form an orthonormal basis of the space of functions
f : {0, 1}n → R. Consequently, every such function f has a unique Fourier expansion
X
f (x) =
fb(S) · χS (x),
S⊆[n]

where fb(S) = Ex←{0,1}n [f (x) · χS (x)] is the Fourier coefficient of f on S.

3

A lower bound for probable extractors

In this section, we follow the high-level approach described in Section 1.3.1 to prove Theorem 1.3, which we restate here for convenience. By the discussion in Section 1.3.2, this
result immediately implies the more general Theorem 1.9 for probable extractors.
I Theorem 1.3. Every (k, ε)-somewhere extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} must have
D≥

ln 2 n − k
·
.
2
ε

(4)

Fix a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1}, and let A = Ext(Un ). For
z ∈ {0, 1}D , consider the (unnormalized) distribution Pz defined as
Pz (a) = A(a) ·

D
Y
i=1

[1 + (−1)ai +zi γ] = A(a)

X

χS (a + z)γ |S|

(8)

S⊆[D]

for a ∈ {0, 1}D , where γ = (g/D) ln 2 and g = n − k is the min-entropy gap. The second
equality in (8) holds because for every S ⊆ [D] we have
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E

a←{0,1}D

D
Y

#
[1 + (−1)

ai +zi

γ] · χS (a) =

i=1

D
Y
i=1

=

Y

E

ai ←{0,1}
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[(1 + (−1)ai +zi γ) · (−1)ai ·Si ]

γ(−1)zi

i∈S

= γ |S| · χS (z).
Observe that 0 < γ < 1 since we know D > g > 0. To see this, note that, if D ≤ g,
a simple averaging argument guarantees there is a ∈ {0, 1}D with |Ext−1 (a)| ≥ 2k . This
implies there is an (n, k)-source X such that Ext(X) is constant. We can then define the
normalizing constant
X
Cz =
Pz (a) > 0,
a∈{0,1}D

and we set
P z (a) =

Pz (a)
.
Cz

We will fix z ? to be a choice of z that maximizes Cz , and we let
P = P z? .
Note that P is a distribution over {0, 1}D . We denote the distribution of its i-th coordinate
by Pi .

3.1

Proof of Theorem 1.3

Our goal now is twofold: First, we must ensure that
P (a) ≤ 2g A(a) ∀a ∈ {0, 1}D .

(9)

Second, we wish to show that
min ∆(Pi ; U1 ) ≥ γ/2.

(10)

i∈[D]

Since Ext is a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor, from (9) and (10) it follows that ε ≥ γ/2. By the
choice of γ above this immediately implies Theorem 1.3.
I Lemma 3.1. Condition (9) holds for the choice of z ? and γ above.
Proof. First, since z ? = arg maxz Cz , we have
X
Cz? ≥
E
[Cz ] =
E
[Pz (a)] =
z←{0,1}D

a∈{0,1}D

z←{0,1}D

X

A(a) = 1.

a∈{0,1}D

Therefore, it suffices to show that
D
Y

?

[1 + (−1)zi +ai γ] ≤ 2g .

i=1

for every a ∈ {0, 1}D . This follows immediately from the fact that

D
g ln 2
(1 + γ)D = 1 +
≤ exp(g ln 2) = 2g .
D

J
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I Lemma 3.2. We have
min ∆(Pi ; U1 ) ≥ γ/2.

i∈[D]

Proof. In order to show the desired inequality, it suffices to prove that
E [χ{i} (a)] ≥ γ

(11)

a∼P

for every i ∈ [D]. For any T ⊆ [D] and z ∈ {0, 1}D , we have
X
Cz · E [χT (a)] =
Pz (a) · χT (a)
a∼P z

a∈{0,1}D


=

X

A(a)

a∈{0,1}D

=

X

X

χS (z)γ |S|

X

χS (a + z)γ |S|  · χT (a)

S⊆[D]

A(a) · χS (a) · χT (a)

a∈{0,1}D

S⊆[D]

= 2D


X

b + T ),
χS (z)γ |S| · A(S

(12)

S⊆[D]

where the second equality follows from (8), the third equality is true because χS (a + z) =
χS (a) · χS (z), and the last equality holds since χS (a) · χT (a) = χS+T (a) and by the definition
b + T ).
of A(S
For i ∈ [D] and b ∈ {0, 1}, define
X
b
ab = 2D
χS (z ? )γ |S| · A(S).
S⊆[D]:Si =b

By setting T = ∅ and z = z ? , from (12) we obtain
Cz? = Cz? · E [χ∅ (a)] = a0 + a1 .

(13)

a∼P

Moreover, setting T = {i} and z = z ? in (12) leads to
X
b + {i})
Cz? · E [χ{i} (a)] = 2D
χS (z ? )γ |S| · A(S
a∼P

S⊆[D]

X

= 2D

χS 0 +{i} (z ? )γ |S

0

+{i}|

b 0)
· A(S

S 0 :=S+{i}⊆[D]

X

= χ{i} (z ? ) · γ · 2D

0
b 0)
χS 0 (z ? ) · γ |S | A(S

S 0 ⊆[D]:Si0 =0

X
χ{i} (z ? ) D
0
b 0)
·2
χS 0 (z ? ) · γ |S | A(S
γ
0
0
S ⊆[D]:Si =1


a1
= χ{i} (z ? ) a0 γ +
.
γ
+

(14)

Combining (14) with (13) implies that
E [χ{i} (a)] =

a∼P

a0 γ + a1 /γ
.
a0 + a1

(15)
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To conclude the proof, we show that a1 ≥ 0. Coupled with (15), this yields (11) because
then we have
|a0 γ + a1 /γ| ≥ γ(a0 + a1 ) = γ|a0 + a1 |,
where the inequality follows from a1 ≥ 0 and the fact that 0 < γ < 1 (recall that D > g > 0),
and the equality holds because a0 + a1 = Cz? > 0.
It remains to show that a1 ≥ 0. Let ei ∈ {0, 1}D be the vector that is 1 at i and 0
elsewhere, and set z 0 = z ? + ei . Then, by (12) with T = ∅ and z = z 0 = z ? + ei we have
X
X
b
Cz0 = 2D
χS (z ? + ei )γ |S| · A(S)
b∈{0,1} S⊆[D]:Si =b
D

=2

X
b∈{0,1}

(−1)b

X

b
χS (z ? )γ |S| · A(S)

S⊆[D]:Si =b

= a0 − a1 ,
where the second equality follows from the multiplicative property of χS and the fact that
χS (ei ) = (−1)Si . Since z ? = arg maxz Cz , we conclude that a0 + a1 = Cz? ≥ Cz0 = a0 − a1 ,
and thus a1 ≥ 0.
J
In Appendix A, we present an alternative proof of Lemma 3.2 which was suggested to us
by an anonymous reviewer.

4

Matching upper bound for somewhere extractors

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4, which we restate here.
I Theorem 1.4. For every ε ≥
{0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} with

1
,
2(1+2k )

there exists a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor Ext :

2n−k−1
+ 1.
ε
Combining this result with Theorem 1.3 in the high min-entropy regime (i.e., n−k = O(1))
immediately leads to the following corollary.
D=

I Corollary 4.1. The minimum number of seeds required for a (k, ε)-somewhere extractor
Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} when n − k = O(1) is D = Θ(1/ε).
It is instructive to compare Corollary 4.1 with analogous results for strong extractors and
dispersers, since somewhere extractors lie between the two. With respect to dispersers, the
optimal number of seeds in the high min-entropy regime is also Θ(1/ε) [22]. Moreover, this
is achieved by a uniformly random function with high probability. For strong extractors, the
optimal number of seeds is Θ(1/ε2 ), again achieved by a uniformly random function with
high probability. Remarkably, by Corollary 4.1 the optimal number of seeds for (1-bit output)
somewhere extractors is Θ(1/ε), matching the behavior of dispersers. On the other hand, by
Theorem 1.6, a uniformly random function requires D = Θ(1/ε2 ) to be a (k, ε)-somewhere
extractor with non-negligible probability, similarly to strong extractors!
We now proceed to define and analyze the relevant (k, ε)-somewhere extractor Ext
that proves Theorem 1.4. In this section, it will be useful to identify the set of inputs
{0, 1}n with the set of integers [N ] for N = 2n . For any N and D, we define the function
n−k−1
Ext : [N ] × {0, 1, . . . , E} → {0, 1} for E = 2 ε
via the simple expression
Ext(x, i) = sign[(x + i) mod 2E].

(16)

In (16), we interpret (x + i) mod 2E as an integer in {−E, −E + 1, . . . , E − 1} and
sign(y) = 1{y≥0} .
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4.1

Proof of Theorem 1.4

In order to prove the desired statement for the choice of Ext above, we need to show that for
every (n, k)-source X there is i = 0, 1, . . . , E such that
∆(Ext(X, i); U1 ) =

1
| Pr[Ext(X, i) = 1] − Pr[Ext(X, i) = 0]| < ε.
2

Fix an arbitrary (n, k)-source X. For each seed i = 0, 1, . . . , E, define
∆i = Pr[Ext(X, i) = 1] − Pr[Ext(X, i) = 0].
The ∆i ’s satisfy two important properties. First, observe that
∆0 = −∆E

(17)

since
sign(x mod 2E) = 1 − sign[(x + E) mod 2E]
for every x. Second, for every i ∈ [E] it holds that


 
N
−k
= 2−k · ε2k ≤ 4ε.
|∆i − ∆i−1 | ≤ 2 ·
2E

(18)

N
To see that (18) holds, it suffices to note that (i) there are at most d 2E
e = dε2k e integers
x ∈ [N ] such that Ext(x, i − 1) = 0 but Ext(x, i) = 1 and vice-versa, (ii) X(x) ≤ 2−k for
1
every integer x, and (iii) we have ε ≥ 2(1+2
k ) . Finally, combining (17) and (18) ensures the
?
existence of i such that |∆i? | ≤ 2ε. Therefore, we have

∆(Ext(X, i? ); U1 ) ≤ ε.
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Alternative proof of Lemma 3.2

In this section, we present an alternative proof of Lemma 3.2 that was suggested to us by an
anonymous reviewer.
Pz?
Recall that we defined P = C
for z ? = arg maxz Cz , where for arbitrary z ∈ {0, 1}D we
z?
defined
Pz (a) = A(a) ·

D
Y

[1 + (−1)zi +ai γ]

i=1

with A = Ext(Un ), and
X
Cz =
Pz (a).
a∈{0,1}D

Observe that P is a distribution over {0, 1}D , and we defined Pi as the distribution of its
i-th coordinate. Then, our goal is to show that for every i ∈ [D] we have
∆(Pi ; U1 ) ≥ γ/2.
Equivalently, we must show that
|Pi (0) − Pi (1)| ≥ γ

(19)

for all i ∈ [D].
Consider an arbitrary i ∈ [D]. Then, we have
?

?

Cz? = (1 + (−1)zi γ)S0 + (1 − (−1)zi γ)S1
for
Sb =

X

A(a)

a:ai =b

Y
?
[1 + (−1)zj +aj ],

b ∈ {0, 1}.

j6=i

We proceed by cases.
zi? = 0: Then, it holds that S0 ≥ S1 . Indeed, if S0 < S1 , we claim that z ? does not
maximize Cz , a contradiction. To see this, consider zi0 = z ? + ei . Then, we would have
Cz0 = (1 − γ)S0 + (1 + γ)S1
> (1 + γ)S0 + (1 − γ)S1
= Cz .
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As a result, we can compute
Pi (0) − Pi (1) =

(1 + γ)S0 − (1 − γ)S1
≥ γ,
(1 + γ)S0 + (1 − γ)S1

which follows by elementary algebra, using the fact that S0 ≥ S1 and 0 < γ < 1. This
implies (19), as desired.
zi? = 1: The proof follows analogously, but symmetrically, to the previous case. First, in
this case we have S1 ≥ S0 . Then, we have
Pi (1) − Pi (0) =

(1 + γ)S1 − (1 − γ)S0
≥ γ,
(1 + γ)S1 + (1 − γ)S0

again by elementary algebra, since S1 ≥ S0 and 0 < γ < 1. This implies (19), which
concludes the proof.

B

A lower bound for strong extractors

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.7 via the high-level approach in Section 1.3.1. This yields
a different, simpler proof of the optimal lower bound on the number of seeds of (k, ε)-strong
extractors, originally obtained by Radhakrishnan and Ta-Shma [22]. We restate Theorem 1.7
here for convenience.
I Theorem 1.7. For every n, k, ε > 0 satisfying n − k ≥ 39 and every (k, ε)-strong extractor
Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1} it holds that
D≥

ln 2 n − k
·
.
18
ε2

Fix a (k, ε)-strong extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1}, and let A = Ext(Un ). For
z ∈ {0, 1}D and t ≤ D, define the (unnormalized) distribution Pz,t over {0, 1}D as
Pz,t (a) = A(a) · 1{kz−ak1 ≤t} .
The associated normalizing factor Cz,t is given by
X
Cz,t =
Pz,t (a) = A(Bt (z)),
a∈{0,1}D

P
where Bt (z) denotes the Hamming ball of radius t centered at z and A(Bt (z)) = a∈Bt (z) A(a)
denotes its measure under A. Provided that A(Bt (z)) > 0, we can then define the normalized
distribution P z,t by
P z,t (a) =

B.1

Pz,t (a)
.
Cz,t

Proof of Theorem 1.7

Taking into account Section 1.3.1, in order to prove Theorem 1.7 we will show, via two easy
lemmas, that P = P z? ,t? for appropriate choices z ? and t? satisfies
P (a) ≤ 2g A(a) ∀a ∈ {0, 1}D

(20)

and
E [∆(Pi ; U1 )] =

i←[D]

1
D

E [a] − (1/2, . . . , 1/2)

a∼P

p
≥ c g/D,

(21)

1
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q
ln 2
where g = n − k is the entropy gap, c =
18 , and Pi denotes the distribution of the
i-th coordinate of P . Properties
(20) and (21) imply there is an (n, k)-source X such that
p
Ext(X) = P , and so ε ≥ c g/D. This immediately yields the desired lower bound on D.
q
I Lemma B.1. For c = ln182 and C = 39, if g = n − k ≥ C, there exists z ? ∈ {0, 1}D such
√
that (20) is satisfied for t? = D/2 − c gD.
Proof. Note that (20) is equivalent to
A(Bt? (z ? )) ≥ 2−g .
Moreover, a simple averaging argument (based on the fact that every y ∈ {0, 1}D belongs to
the same number of Hamming balls) implies there is z ? such that A(Bt? (z ? )) ≥ 2−D · Vt?
(recall Vt? denotes the volume of a Hamming ball of radius t? ). Fix this choice of z ? . From
the choice ofp
c and C above, and since D > g ≥ C, by the inverse Chernoff bound (Lemma 2.4
with γ = 2c g/D) we have

2−D · Vt? ≥ exp −18c2 g = 2−g
√
for t? = D/2 − c gD.

J

By considering the shifted extractor Ext(x) = Ext(x) + z ? , without loss of generality we
can assume that z ? = 0. Then, we have the following result.
I Lemma B.2. For t = D/2 − α, it holds that
≥ α.

E [a] − (1/2, . . . , 1/2)
a∼P 0,t

1

Proof. Note that Ea∼P 0,t [a] is a convex combination of elements of supp(P 0,t ). Since
supp(P 0,t ) ⊆ Bt (0), it follows that
≤ t.

E [a]
a∼P 0,t

1

Moreover, it holds that k(1/2, . . . , 1/2)k1 = D/2. Consequently, by the triangle inequality
we have
≥ D/2 − t = α.

E [a] − (1/2, . . . , 1/2)
a∼P 0,t

1

Combining Lemmas B.1 and B.2 immediately yields (20) and (21).
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Introduction

Refutation of random instances of constraint satisfaction problems (random CSPs) is one of
the central questions in theoretical computer science with numerous applications. Among
many predicates (types of constraints), this paper considers the XOR predicate and studies
the strong refutation of the corresponding random CSP. In fact, Allen, O’Donnell and
Witmer [2] demonstrate that one can use strong refutation algorithms for random XOR to
refute random CSPs with other predicates1 . In particular, we consider:
I Definition 1 (Random k-XOR). A random k-XOR with probability p (or equivalently, at
density pnk−1 ) refers to a set Φ = {CS } of k-XOR constraints over n variables x ∈ {±1}n
obtained as per the following procedure:
1. First sample each of the nk possible k-tuples with probability p independently.
Qk
2. For each sampled S = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sk ) ∈ [n]k , include a k-XOR constraint CS : i=1 xsi =
ηS , where ηS is i.i.d. Rademacher random variable.
For an assignment x ∈ {±1}n , let PΦ (x) be the fraction of constraints satisfied by x.
I Remark 2. One can alternatively
 consider a model where we sample subsets of size k
instead of k-tuples (there will be nk possible subsets in total). However, as noted in [2], the
precise details of the random model are not relevant to the results to follow. For simplicity,
we follow the prior works [2, 7] and consider the above k-tuple model throughout the paper.

1

For instance, it is demonstrated that one can refute random k-SAT by reducing it to strong refutations
of random `-XOR for ` = 1, 2, . . . , k.
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A Simpler Strong Refutation of Random k-XOR

Under this random k-XOR model, we study the strong refutation problem. To motivate the
problem, it is a consequence of standard concentration inequalities that when the density
is of ω(1) (i.e., pnk−1 = ω(1)), with high probability, no assignment can satisfy more than
a 1/2 + o(1) fraction of the constraints. Hence, it is a natural algorithmic question to ask
whether one can certify such a fact. More specifically, we consider:
I Definition 3 (Strong refutation). For a quantity α = ω(1), an algorithm which takes a
cΦ is said to strongly refute random k-XOR at
k-XOR instance and outputs a quantity P
density α if it satisfies:
cΦ for all assignments x ∈ {±1}n .
1. For any k-XOR instance Φ, PΦ (x) ≤ P
cΦ = 1/2 + o(1) with high probability.
2. For a random k-XOR instance Φ with density α, P
However, the question of developing strong refutation algorithms for the density ω(1) turns
out to be rather intractable. More specifically, the best known guarantees are obtained from
e k/2−1 ). This computational limit
spectral methods [2, 3] which require the density to be Ω(n
e k/2−1 ) (also known as spectral threshold) is significantly larger than the informationof Ω(n
theoretic threshold of ω(1), and this gap has been conjectured to be fundamental.
Recently, to bridge the gap, Raghavendra, Rao and Schramm investigate sub-exponential
refutation algorithms below the spectral threshold [7]. Their results constitute a smooth
trade-off between the density and the time complexity required for certifying unsatisfiability.
More specifically, their algorithm parametrized by d achieves the following performance: For
e n(k/2−1)(1−δ) in
all δ ∈ [0, 1), their algorithm with d = nδ finds a certificate at density Ω
e δ )). At δ ≈ 0, their result recovers the polynomial-time strong refutation result
time exp(O(n
at the spectral threshold, while at δ ≈ 1, their result recovers an exponential-time strong
refutation at the information-theoretic threshold.
This beautiful result, however, relies on an intricate analysis spanning over 20 pages as
well as technical complications in algorithm steps, raising a question of whether one can
simplify the analysis as well as the algorithm. This work addresses this question as follows:
1. This work simplifies the key technical component of the analysis in [7] (Section 4). More
specifically, the spectral norm analysis [7, Theorem 4.4] is significantly simplified in this
work relying on more elementary combinatorial arguments.
2. In addition, for even k, this work also simplifies their refutation algorithm by modifying
the technical preprocessing step (Section 5). At a high level, the previous work requires
O (d) spectral norm computations of the matrix of size nO(d)×O(d) , whereas the approach
in this paper only requires a single computation.
As a byproduct of our simpler approach, the theoretical guarantee in this paper comes with
less technical conditions and enjoys better refutation performances.

2

Preliminary: spectral strong refutation algorithms

To set the stage for our main result, we first briefly review the spectral refutation algorithms
in the prior works [5, 2, 3] that achieve the spectral threshold. For illustrative purpose, we
focus throughout on the case when k is even; indeed, the odd k case follows similarly modulo
some extra “tricks” to reduce it to the even case (see e.g. [2, Appendix A.2] for details).
We first represent the strong refutation problem as the problem of certifying an upper
bound on a polynomial.
I Definition 4 (Constraints tensor). Given a set of constraints Φ consisting of m constraints
CS1 , . . . , CSm , the constraints tensor of Φ is a nk tensor T Φ defined as T Φ
S = ηSa if S = Sa
for some a = 1, . . . , m and T Φ
=
0
otherwise.
S
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I Definition 5 (Constraints polynomial). Given a set of constraints Φ, the constraints
polynomial of Φ is a k-degree homogeneous polynomial f Φ defined as f Φ (x) := hT Φ , x⊗k i.
Having the above definitions, it is straightforward to verify the following identity:

 X
m
1
2m · PΦ (x) −
=
η(i` ,j` ) xi` xj` = hT Φ , x⊗k i = f Φ (x)
2
`=1

1
1
· f Φ (x) .
(1)
⇐⇒ PΦ (x) = +
2 2m
Having established (1), the strong refutation problem turns into the problem of certifying a
good upper bound on the constraints polynomial:
1
max PΦ (x) ≤ + o(1) ⇐⇒ max n f Φ (x) = o(m) .
(2)
2
x∈{±1}n
x∈{±1}
Now, the key idea of the spectral refutation is to certify an upper bound on the constraints
polynomial by first computing a matrix representation of the polynomial and then computing
the spectral norm of the matrix. We first formally define matrix representations:
I Definition 6 (Matrix representation [1, Section 9]). We say an nk/2 × nk/2 matrix M
is a matrix representation of a degree-k homogeneous polynomial f if we have f (x) =
(x⊗k/2 )> M x⊗k/2 . Here and below, we use x⊗k/2 to denote its vector flattening2 .
If we have a matrix representation M of the constraints polynomial f Φ , one can certify an
upper bound by computing the spectral norm of the matrix representation:
max f Φ (x) =

x∈{±1}n

max (x⊗k/2 )> M x⊗k/2 ≤ nk/2 kM k ,

x∈{±1}n

(3)

√
where the inequality follows since x⊗k/2 = nk/2 .
Having (3), it is now crucial to find a matrix representation that results in a small spectral
norm. It turns out that to achieve the spectral threshold, a simple matrix representation
suffices. Let us denote by M Φ the natural nk/2 × nk/2 flattening of the constraints tensor
T Φ . Certainly M Φ is a matrix representation, and hence, its symmetrization is also a matrix
representation:
I Definition 7 (Symmetric matrix representation). S Φ := 12 [M Φ + (M Φ )> ].
Indeed, it follows from a standard result in random matrix theory that the symmetric matrix
representation S Φ constructed from random k-XOR has the spectral norm o(m) with high
e k/2−1 ) (see
probability as soon as the density is above the spectral threshold, i.e., α = Ω(n
e.g. [2, Appendix A.1] for precise details).
Thus far, we present the spectral refutation algorithms in the prior arts that achieve the
spectral threshold. Now, we move on to the result due to Raghavendra, Rao and Schramm [7].
It turns out that for strong refutation below the spectral threshold, one needs to rely on a
higher-order symmetry. This will be the subject of the next section.

3

Higher-order symmetry for refutation below spectral threshold

In this section, we discuss the approach based on a higher-order symmetry due to Raghavendra,
Rao and Schramm [7]. We remark that a similar technique was independently developed by
Bhattiprolu, Guruswami and Lee [4] under the context of finding an upper bound certificate
of the tensor injective norm.
2

More formally, we regard x⊗k/2 as a vector of dimension nk/2 rather than as a nk/2 tensor.
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3.1

Higher-order type-symmetric matrix representation

To illustrate the main idea, we first define the types of the entries:
I Definition 8 (Histogram tuples). Let hist(I) be the n-tuple (α1 , . . . , αn ) such that αi is the
Qn
number of times i appears in I, i.e., the histogram of the tuple I. Let hist(I)! := i=1 (αi )!,
where 0! = 1 by convention.
I Definition 9 (Types of entries). Given a matrix representation M of a constraints polynomial
f Φ , we say two entries MI,J and MI 0 ,J 0 have the same type if hist(I) = hist(I 0 ) and
hist(J) = hist(J 0 ), i.e., for all i ∈ [n], the number of i’s appearing in I (resp. J) is equal to
that in I 0 (resp. J 0 ) .
With this definition, one can easily notice that the entries of the same type corresponds
to the coefficient of the same monomial in f Φ . Now the key idea of [7] is to consider a
matrix representation which distributes the coefficient of a monomial in f Φ equally across
the corresponding type of entries. It turns out that such a matrix representation has small
spectral norm, resulting in a better refutation certificate.
I Definition 10 (Type-symmetric matrix representation). We say a matrix representation is
type-symmetric if the entries of the same type have the same value.
To maximize the gain from a type-symmetric matrix representation, [7] indeed considers
a higher order matrix representation, which amounts to working with (f Φ )d instead of f Φ
for some d > 1 at the cost of increased computational complexity. Given a type-symmetric
matrix representation RΦ,d of (f Φ )d (we defer the formal definition to Definition 13), we
have f Φ (x)d = (x⊗kd/2 )> RΦ,d x⊗kd/2 from which one can conclude
max n f Φ (x) = nk/2 ·

x∈{±1}

max
1

h

(x⊗kd/2 )> RΦ,d x⊗kd/2

i1/d

≤ nk/2 · RΦ,d

1/d

.

(4)

x∈ √n ·{±1}n

However, as mentioned in [7, Section 4], it turns out that the inequality in (4) is not tight
enough for the desired result. To overcome this issue, [7] suggested the technique of removing
high multiplicity rows/columns. This will be the subject of the next subsection.

3.2

Overcoming challenge with trimming rows/columns

Before getting into the technique in [7], let us first discuss why the inequality in (4) is not
tight. The main reason for the looseness is the fact that the left hand side of the inequality
is the maximum over the specific unit vectors of the form √1n · {±1}n , while the spectral
norm certificate finds the maximum over all unit vectors. In particular, if the maximum of
the spectral norm is achieved by a sparse vector, this certificate would no longer provide a
good upper bound.
To cope with this issue, [7] employs the trimming step, in which they remove rows and
columns of RΦ,d corresponding to index tuples with high multiplicities, i.e., I’s such that
coordinate values of hist(I) are large. This technical step indeed results in a better spectral
norm bound as we shall see in Section 4.2.
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Technical challenge of the approach in Raghavendra-Rao-Schramm

However, it turns out that analyzing this higher-order method with the trimming step is
rather technical:
1. Note that the construction of symmetric matrix representation results in a rather complicated dependency structure across entries, making it hard to analyze its spectral
norm. Indeed, the spectral norm analysis [7, Theorem 4.4] constitutes the main technical
component of the analysis in [7].
2. Moreover, it turns out that justifying the validity of the trimming step also requires some
technical modification of the algorithm together with an additional careful analysis. At a
high level, these complications arise due to the fact that the trimmed matrix is no longer
a matrix representation of the constraints polynomial. In particular, their approach
requires computations of O (d) spectral norms of matrices of size nO(d)×O(d) .
We will address the above challenges in order in the subsequent sections.

4

A simpler spectral norm analysis

In this section, we provide a simpler spectral norm analysis of the symmetric matrix representation. As we mentioned in the previous section, the symmetric matrix representation
has an intricate dependency structure between entries and hence the standard tools such as
matrix Chernoff bound [8] does not apply. Hence, we need to rely on more direct analysis
based on the trace power method:
I Proposition 11 (Trace power method). Let n, ` ∈ N, let c ∈ R, and let M be a symmetric
n × n random matrix. Then,


E Tr(M 2` ) ≤ β =⇒ Pr kM k ≥ c · β 1/2` ≥ 1 − c−2` .
2`

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that kM k
Markov’s inequality.

= M 2`

≤ Tr(M 2` ) together with
J

Hence, to come up with a probabilistic upper bound on the spectral norm, one need to
bound the trace power term. However, in contrast to well-known settings in random matrix
theory, our matrix of interest M has kd/2-tuples for its row/column indices, which renders
computing the trace power term more complicated. In particular, for an integer `, the trace
power term can be represented as


2`
X
Y
E
MI (j) ,I (j+1)  ,
(5)
I (1) ,...,I (2`) ∈[n]kd/2

j=1

where indices are read modulo-2`, i.e., I2`+1 denotes I1 . As a warm-up, we first analyze the
symmetric matrix representation, i.e. M = RΦ,d .

4.1

Warm-up: analysis for higher-order type-symmetric matrix

In this section we apply the trace power method to M = RΦ,d as a warm-up. Let us first
formally define RΦ,d . To that end, we first recall the symmetric matrix representation S Φ . By
its definition (Definition 7), S Φ is a nk/2 × nk/2 symmetric random matrix with independent
mean-zero entries taking values in [−1, 1]. Now, let S Φ,d be the d-th Kronecker power of S Φ ,
i.e., for k/2-tuples U1 , . . . , Ud and V1 , . . . , Vd ,
Φ,d
S(U
= SUΦ1 ,V1 × SUΦ2 ,V2 × · · · × SUΦd ,Vd .
1 ,...,Ud ),(V1 ,...,Vd )

(6)
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Now, the symmetric matrix representation is obtained from S Φ,d by replacing each entry
with the average of the entries of the same type as the corresponding entry. To formally
define, we begin with some notations:
I Definition 12 (Permutations). For each positive integers n, q and I = (i1 , . . . , iq ) ∈ [n]q , let
Sq be the set of permutations on [q]. For a permutation π ∈ Sq and a subtuple U = (ij1 , . . . , ij` )
of I, let π(U ) := (iπ(j1 ) , . . . , iπ(j` ) ).
Now based on these notations, we formally define RΦ,d as follows:
I Definition 13 (Higher-order symmetric matrix representation). For an even integer k and
d ≥ 1, RΦ,d is an nkd/2×kd/2 matrix representation of (f Φ )d defined as
RΦ,d
I,J =

1

Φ,d
.
Sπ(I),σ(J)

X

|Skd/2

|2

(7)

π,σ∈Skd/2

Now having the formal definition of RΦ,d , one can write the trace power term (5) as follows
(·)
(·)
(·)
(where we write each kd/2-tuple as I (·) = (U1 , U2 , . . . , Ud )):


2`
X
X
Y
1

·
E
SπΦ,d
(j) ),σ (I (j+1) )
j (I
j
|Skd/2 |4` (j)
kd/2
j=1
I

πj ,σj ∈Skd/2
∈[n]
j=1,...,2`
j=1,...,2`


=

1
·
|Skd/2 |4`

X

X

πj ,σj ∈Skd/2
I ∈[n]
j=1,...,2`
j=1,...,2`
kd/2

(j)

E

d
2` Y
Y

j=1 s=1


SπΦ (U (j) ),σ
j

s

(j+1)
)
j (Us

,

(8)

Although (8) looks quite complicated, note that one can actually simplify it further.
I Definition 14 (Partition of the index set according equality). Given {I (j) }, {πj } and
{σj } (j = 1, . . . , 2`), we define Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) to be the partition of the index set
I := {(j, s) : j = 1, . . . , 2`, s = 1, . . . , d} according to the equivalence relation (j, s) ∼ (j 0 , s0 )
(j)
(j+1)
(j 0 )
(j 0 +1)
(j)
(j+1)
if and only if (πj (Us ), σj (Us
)) = (πj 0 (Us0 ), σj 0 (Us0
)) or (πj (Us ), σj (Us
)) =
0
0
(j +1)
(j )
(σj 0 (Us0
), πj 0 (Us0 )). We denote by |Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj })| the number of equivalence
classes in the partition.
Since S Φ is a symmetric random matrix with mean zero entries, it follows that the summand in (8) corresponding to {I (j) }, {πj } and {σj } is equal to zero if the partition
Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) contains an equivalence class of odd size.
Hence, in order to have a nonzero summand, every equivalence class of the partition
Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) must have even size.
I Definition 15. Given {I (j) }, {πj } and {σj } (j = 1, . . . , 2`), we say the partition of the
index set Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) is called an even partition if all of its equivalence classes
have even size.
When Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) is even, since each entry of S Φ is in [−1, 1], one can easily
upper bound the summand of (8) explicitly in terms of the number of equivalence classes in
Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }):


2` Y
d
Y
(j)
E
SπΦ (U (j) ),σ (U (j+1) )  ≤ p|Par({I },{πj },{σj })| .
(9)
j=1 s=1

j

s

j

s
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Using the upper bound (9), and grouping the trace power term so that each group contains
the summand corresponding to the same partition, we obtain
(8) ≤

1
Skd/2

X h
4`

i
p|Q| · Num(Q) ,

(10)

Q: even


where Num(Q) := ({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) : Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) = Q . Therefore, to upper bound the trace power term, one needs to upper-estimate Num(Q) for each Q. Although
the counting Num(Q) looks complicated, the symmetry saves the day.

I Definition 16. Num(Q | {πj }) := ({I (j) }, {σj }) : Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) = Q .
First, one can easily verify the following based on a simple symmetry argument (here Id
denotes the identity permutation in Skd/2 ):
B Claim 17. Num (Q | {Id}) = Num (Q | {πj }) for any {πj }.
Proof. See Section A.1.

C

Due to Claim 17, it follows that:
Num (Q) = Skd/2

2`

· Num (Q | {Id}) .

(11)

Hence, with this argument, we reduce the problem of counting triples ({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj })
into the problem of counting pairs ({I (j) }, {σj }). Now let us further reduce the problem. To
that end, we first define:
I Definition 18. We say a collection of index tuples {I (j) } is Q-valid if there exist {σj }
such that Par({I (j) }, {Id}, {σj }) is equal to Q.
Q2`
B Claim 19. For any Q-valid {I (j) }, there are at most (kd/2)k|Q|/2 · j=1 hist(I (j) )! different

{σj }’s such that Par {I (j) }, {Id}, {σj } = Q.
Proof. The proof is based on an elementary counting argument. See Section A.2.

C

Due to Claim 19, now we have:

Num (Q) = Skd/2

2`

· (kd/2)k|Q|/2 ·

X

2`
Y


{I (j) }

: Q-valid


hist(I (j) )! .

(12)

j=1

Putting this back to (10), we obtain the following result:
I Theorem 20. For even k and d ≥ 1, let RΦ,d be the nkd/2×kd/2 higher-order symmetric
matrix representation (Definition 13) of random k-XOR. Then, the following upper bound on
the trace power term holds:




2`
|Q| X
X 
Y

1
 p(kd/2)k/2

E Tr((RΦ,d )2` ) ≤
·
hist(I (j) )!
2`

.
Skd/2 Q: even
{I (j) } : j=1
Q-valid

Having established Theorem 20, one can slightly modify the proof to handle the trimmed
matrix from Section 3.2. This will be the focus of the next subsection.
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4.2

A simpler spectral norm analysis of the trimmed matrix from
Raghavendra-Rao-Schramm

Having established Theorem 20, which explicitly characterizes the upper bound on the trace
power term in terms of hist(I (j) )!’s, one can now quantitatively understand the trimming
technique due to Raghavendra, Rao and Schramm [7]. In particular, we will shortly demonstrate that our Theorem 20 recovers the main technical result [7, Theorem 4.4]. This is
remarkable as our proof is much simpler than the original proof in [7].
The problem with the upper bound in Theorem 20 is that the value hist(I (j) )! could
be in general large. For instance, if I (j) is the kd/2-tuple consisting only of index 1, then
hist(I (j) )! = (kd/2)!, which turns out to be too large for our desired result. Now having
observed this, one can now see how the trimming preprocessing of [7] helps reduce the spectral
norm: by removing rows/columns corresponding to the index tuples with high multiplicities,
one can significantly reduce the upper bound. More formally, following [7], if we remove the
rows/columns corresponding to the index tuples I’s such that hist(I) has a coordinate value
larger than 10 log n, we have the following:
I Corollary 21. For even k and d ≥ 1, let RΦ,d,trim be the nkd/2×kd/2 matrix obtained from
the RΦ,d (Definition 13) by removing all rows/columns I’s such that hist(I) has a coordinate
value larger than 10 log n. Assume that dk/2−1 nk/2 p > 1. Then, the following spectral norm
bound holds with probability at least 1 − n−2 :
RΦ,d,trim

1/d

≤c·

e3k/4 · 105k/2 nk/4 p1/2
· (k−2)/4 · log5k/2+1 n .
(k/2)k/4
d

for some absolute constant c > 0.
I Remark 22. Although we focus on the even k case throughout the proof for simplicity, we
note that a similar argument applies to the case of odd k following the “tricks” [7, Section
4.2] based on Cauchy Schwartz inequality. Consequently, our proof technique provides a
simpler proof of the main technical statement for the odd k case [7, Theorem 4.13]
Proof of Corollary 21. From Theorem 20, we have the following upper bound on the trace
power term:




2`
|Q| X
X 
Y

1
 p(kd/2)k/2

E Tr((RΦ,d,trim )2` ) ≤
·
hist(I (j) )!
2`

.
Skd/2 Q: even
(j)
j=1
{I } :
Q-valid

On the other hand, due to the trimming procedure, each coordinate value of the tuple
hist(I (j) ) is upper bounded by 10 log n, from which we have the following upper bound on
the hist(I (j) )!:
hist(I (j) )! ≤ ((10 log n)!)

kd/2

≤ (10 log n)5kd log n ≤ n5kd log(10 log n) .

The trimming step gives us an uniform upper bound on hist(I (j) )!, and hence, it suffices to
upper bound the number of Q-valid {I (j) }’s:
B Claim 23. For any even partition Q, there are at most nk(|Q|+d)/2 Q-valid {I (j) }’s.
Proof. The proof is elementary. See Section A.3.

C
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Due to Claim 23, the upper bound on the trace power term becomes:


|Q|
n5kd log(10 log n) X 
Φ,d,trim 2`
k/2
k(|Q|+d)/2
p(kd/2)
E Tr((R
) )≤
·n
2`
Skd/2
Q: even
d` 
M 

n5kd log(10 log n)+kd/2 X
k/2
,
=
NM · p(nkd/2)
2`
Skd/2
M =1

(13)

where NM is the number of even partitions of size M and we have M ≤ d` in the range of
summation since an even partition has size at most d`. Thus, the last ingredient is to bound
the number of even partitions:

2d`−M
B Claim 24. NM ≤ 2d`
for all 1 ≤ M ≤ d`.
M ·M
Proof. The first term in the upper bound accounts for the number of different ways of
choosing M representative indices in I, and the second term counts the number of different
ways of assigning the other indices to the M representative elements.
C
Due to Claim 24, the upper bound (13) becomes:

d` 

M 
n5kd log(10 log n)+kd/2 X
2d`
2d`−M
k/2
·
M
·
p(nkd/2)
.
2`
M
Skd/2
M =1

(14)

Having established (14), the rest of the proof is straightforward
We first
 calculations.
2d`
2d`−M
≤
upper bound each term in the above summand as follows: (i) 2d`
2
,
(ii)
M
≤

M
2d`−M
2d`−M 2d`
k/2 M
k/2 M
kd`/2
(d`)
. Then, the
≤d
` , and (iii) (kdn/2) p
≤ (dn) p
· (k/2)
summand in (14) is upper bounded by

M

M
22d` · d2d`−M `2d` · (k/2)kd`/2 (dn)k/2 p
= (2`)2d` (k/2)kd`/2 · d2d` dk/2−1 nk/2 p
.
Using this upper bound, it follows that
(14) ≤

(2`)2d` (k/2)kd`/2 n5kd log(10 log n)+kd/2 d2d`
Skd/2

2`

·

d` 
X

M
dk/2−1 nk/2 p

M =1


d`
(2`)2d` (k/2)kd`/2 ekd` n5kd log(10 log n)+kd/2 d2d`
k/2−1 k/2
≤
·
d`
·
d
n
p
,
(kd/2)kd`
2`

where the inequality follows from the facts that |Skd/2 |2` = ((kd/2)!)
(n/e)n ) and dk/2−1 nk/2 p > 1. Reorganizing terms in (15), we obtain

(15)

kd`
≥ ( kd/2
(∵ n! ≥
e )

(2`)2d`+1 ekd` (k/2)−kd`/2 d−kd`/2+d`+1 nkd`/2+5kd log(10 log n)+kd/2 pd` .
Invoking Proposition 11 and using the fact that f (x) = x1/x is bounded on [1, ∞), kM k
is upper bounded by

1/d

c · (2`)ek/2 (k/2)−k/4 d−k/4+1/2 nk/4+5k log(10 log n)/(2`)+k/(4`) p1/2
with probability at least 1 − e−2` for some absolute constant c > 0. Choosing ` = log n, we
complete the proof.
J
Thus far, we have addressed the first challenge in Section 3.3 by developing a simpler spectral
norm analysis of the type-symmetric representation as well as the trimmed matrix. Now, we
move on to the second challenge: as mentioned in Section 3.3, the trimmed matrix RΦ,d,trim
is no longer a matrix representation of (f Φ )d , it requires additional non-trivial modifications
of the algorithm steps as well as analysis.
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5

A simpler spectral refutation with re-scaling entries

In this section, we address the second challenge from Section 3.3 and develop a simpler
spectral refutation algorithm. Our main idea is to re-scale the rows/columns of RΦ,d . To
describe our re-scaling step, we first revisit the upper bound from Theorem 20:




2`
|Q| X
Y
X 

1
 p(kd/2)k/2

·
hist(I (j) )!
(16)
E Tr((RΦ,d )2` ) ≤
2`

.
Skd/2 Q: even
(j)
j=1
{I } :
Q-valid

As we have discussed in Section 4.2, we need to cancel out the hist(I (j) )! terms in the
bound to reduce the spectral norm. Our approach is to appropriately re-scale RΦ,d so that
Q2`
one can remove the j=1 hist(I (j) )! terms in the upper bound (16). In particular, if we
p
Q2`
divide the (I, J)-th entry of RΦ,d by hist(I)! · hist(J)!, the j=1 hist(I (j) )! term will be
exactly canceled out by the re-scaling. More formally, we define the following vector and its
corresponding diagonal matrix:
kd/2
I Definition 25 (Re-scaling factors).
-dimensional vector whose I-th
p Let hist be an n
coordinate is defined as histI := hist(I)! for each I ∈ [n]kd/2 . We define Dhist to be an
nkd/2 × nkd/2 diagonal matrix whose (I, I)-th entry is defined as histI .

Using Definition 25, one can precisely achieve the re-scaling discussed above as follows:
−1
−1
I Definition 26 (Re-scaled matrix representation). RΦ,d,rescale := Dhist
· RΦ,d · Dhist
.

Then, following the same proof as that of Corollary 21, one can prove the following spectral
norm bound:
I Corollary 27. For even k and d ≥ 1, let RΦ,d,rescale be the nkd/2×kd/2 matrix obtained from
the RΦ,d by re-scaling the rows/columns as per (26). Assume that dk/2−1 nk/2 p > 1. Then,
the following spectral norm bound holds with probability at least 1 − n−2 :
RΦ,d,rescale

1/d

≤c·

e3k/4
nk/4 p1/2
· (k−2)/4 · log n .
k/4
(k/2)
d

for some absolute constant c > 0.
I Remark 28. Note that the spectral norm bound in Corollary 27 is better than the bound
due to the trimming step (Corollary 21). This improvement actually leads to a better strong
refutation guarantee as we shall see in Theorem 32. Also see Section 6 for an extensive
comparison with [7].
Proof. Due to the re-scaling factor, following the proof of Theorem 20, we obtain the
Q2`
following bound on the trace bower term without the j=1 hist(I (j) )! term:


E Tr((RΦ,d,rescale )2` ) ≤

1
Skd/2

2`

|Q| X
X 

 p(kd/2)k/2
·
[1]

.

Q: even

{I (j) } :
Q-valid

Now due to Claims 23 and 24, one can further upper bound the trace power term by
nkd/2
Skd/2

2`


d` 

M 
X
2d`
· M 2d`−M · p(nkd/2)k/2
,
M

M =1

(17)
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which is better than (14) by a multiplicative factor of n5kd log(10 log n) . Now, following the exact
same calculations as in the proof of Corollary 21 and choosing ` = log n, one can easily notice
that the improvement by a multiplicative factor of n5kd log(10 log n) results in an improvement
in the final bound by a multiplicative factor of n5k log(10 log n)/(2`) = n5k log(10 log n)/(2 log n) =
(10 log n)5k/2 , which completes the proof.
J
With this re-scaled matrix RΦ,d,rescale , one can also easily come up with a valid certificate for
strong refutation (Definition 3):
I Proposition 29. For any k-XOR instance Φ and assignment x ∈ {±1}n , we have

PΦ (x) −

1/d



1
1  Φ,d,rescale 
≤
kR
k·
2
2m

X

hist(I)!

.

I∈[n]kd/2

In other words,
refutation.

1
2

+

Φ,d,rescale
1
k
2m [kR

·(

P

I∈[n]kd/2

hist(I)!)]1/d is a valid certificate for strong

Proof. First, since RΦ,d is a matrix representation of (f Φ )d , we have
f Φ (x)d = (x⊗kd/2 )> RΦ,d x⊗kd/2 .
Hence, it follows that
−1
−1
f Φ (x)d = (Dhist x⊗kd/2 )> · Dhist Dhist
· RΦ,d · Dhist
Dhist · x⊗kd/2

= (Dhist x⊗kd/2 )> · RΦ,d,rescale · Dhist x⊗kd/2 .
Consequently, we have
|f Φ (x)d | ≤ RΦ,d,rescale · Dhist x⊗kd/2

2





= RΦ,d,rescale · 

X

hist(I)! ,

I∈[n]kd/2

where the equality is due to the fact that x⊗kd/2 is an nkd/2 -dimensional vector with
coordinates equal to ±1. Therefore, the proposition follows thanks to the identity (1), which
1
reads PΦ (x) = 12 + 2m
· f Φ (x).
J
Hence, in order to guarantee that the certificate from Proposition 29 works, our last ingredient
P
2
is to show that the term ( I∈[n]kd/2 hist(I)!) is not too large compared to x⊗kd/2 = nkd/2 .
I Proposition 30. For even k and d ≥ 1,
X

hist(I)! =

I∈[n]kd/2

(kd/2 + n − 1)!
= (kd/2 + n − 1)(kd/2 + n − 2) · · · n .
(n − 1)!

In particular, if d ≤ n, we have

P

I∈[n]kd/2

hist(I)! ≤ (k/2 + 1)kd/2 nkd/2 .

Proof. We first group the terms in the summation according to the value of hist(I):
X
I∈[n]kd/2

X

hist(I)! =

X

n
Y

(si )! .

(18)

n
i=1
(s1 ,sP
2 ,...,sn )∈(Z≥0 ) :
I∈[n]kd/2 :
hist(I)=(s1 ,s2 ,...,sn )
si =kd/2
i
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For each (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) ∈ (Z≥0 )n , there are Q(kd/2)!
different I’s such that hist(I) =
n
(s )!
i=1

i

(s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ). Hence, the right hand side of (18) becomes
(
)
X
X
n
(kd/2)! = (kd/2)! · (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) ∈ (Z≥0 ) :
si = kd/2 .
n
(s1 ,sP
2 ,...,sn )∈(Z≥0 ) :
si =kd/2

i

i

It is a simple enumerative combinatorics (c.f. stars and bars argument)
 to show that
kd/2+n−1
the number of feasible (s1 , . . . , sn )’s is equal to kd/2+n−1
=
. Therefore, the
n−1
kd/2
summation is equal to


kd/2 + n − 1
· (kd/2)! = (kd/2 + n − 1)(kd/2 + n − 2) · · · n ,
kd/2
J

which completes the proof.

Combining what we have obtained thus far, one can consider the following simpler
refutation algorithm based on re-scaling entries:
Algorithm 1 A simpler strong refutation algorithm with parameter d for even k.

Input: A k-XOR instance Φ on n variables consisting of m clauses CS1 , . . . , CSm for
distinct tuples S1 , . . . , Sm ∈ [n]k and a parameter d ∈ N.
1. Construct a higher-order symmetric matrix representation RΦ,d based on the k-XOR
instance Φ as per Definition 13.
2. Compute RΦ,d,rescale as per Definition 26.
1/d
1/d 
cΦ := 1 + 1 RΦ,d,rescale
Output: P
· (kd/2+n−1)!
.
2
2m
(n−1)!

I Remark 31. A similar idea of re-scaling rows/columns with diagonal matrices to obtain a
better certificate also appeared in the MAXCUT literature; see e.g. [6, Theorem 2.2].
I Theorem 32. Let d ≤ n be positive integers and k be an even integer. For any instance Φ
cΦ of Algorithm 1 satisfies |PΦ (x) − 1 | ≤ P
cΦ − 1 for any x ∈ {±1}n .
of k-XOR, the output P
2
2
Assume further that Φ is an instance of random k-XOR with probability p (Definition 1). If
p · dk/2−1 nk/2 > 1, the following bound holds with probability at least 1 − O(n−1 ) for some
absolute constant c > 0:
e3k/4 · (k/2 + 1)k/2
cΦ − 1 ≤ c · p log n
P
·
.
2
(k/2)k/4
dk/2−1 nk/2 p
In particular, Algorithm 1 with parameter d certifies with high probability that PΦ (x) is equal
to 1/2 ± o(1) for any x ∈ {±1}n whenever nk−1 p = ω((n/d)k/2−1 log2 n).
Proof. First from Proposition 29, we have


1/d
1
1  Φ,d,rescale  X
cΦ − 1 ,
=P
hist(I)!
PΦ (x) −
≤
kR
k·
2
2m
2
kd/2
I∈[n]

(19)
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where the equality is due to Proposition 30. Hence the first part of the theorem is proved.
As for the second part, it follows from Corollary 27 and Proposition 30 that with probability
at least 1 − O(n−2 ):


1/d



kRΦ,d,rescale k · 

X
I∈[n]kd/2

hist(I)!

≤c·

n3k/4 p1/2
e3k/4 · (k/2 + 1)k/2
log
n
·
d(k−2)/4
(k/2)k/4

(20)

for some absolute constant c > 0. Next, it follows from a standard concentration inequality
(e.g. Chernoff bound) that with probability at least (say) 1 − n−10 , m ≥ pnk /2. Putting
these bounds back to (19), we obtain
PΦ (x) −

1
n3k/4 p1/2
e3k/4 · (k/2 + 1)k/2
1
≤
·
c
·
log
n
·
2
pnk
d(k−2)/4
(k/2)k/4
log n
e3k/4 · (k/2 + 1)k/2
=c· p
,
·
(k/2)k/4
dk/2−1 nk/2 p

and hence, the second part of the theorem also follows.

6

J

Comparison with Raghavendra-Rao-Schramm

We compare Algorithm 1 with the refutation algorithm of Raghavendra, Rao and Schramm [7].
First, the algorithm steps in this paper is simpler than that of [7]. As we have discussed
earlier, the trimming step in the algorithm of [7] causes some technical complications as the
resulting matrix is no longer a matrix representation of (f Φ )d . Indeed, their algorithm first
constructs matrices of size nkj/2 × nkj/2 for j ∈ [δd, d] and computes the spectral norms
of those matrices to design a refutation certificate; see [7, Section 4.1.1] for details. This
is in stark contrast with Algorithm 1 which only computes the spectral norm of a single
matrix RΦ,d,rescale of size nkd/2 × nkd/2 . In addition, while their certificate requires non-trivial
cΦ readily
analysis [7, Section 4.1.1] to guarantee its validity, the validity of our certificate P
follows as we saw in Proposition 29.
As a result of the simpler approach in this paper, the theoretical guarantee in this paper
comes with less technical conditions and enjoys a better refutation guarantee as well as
density requirement. More specifically, unlike the guarantee in [7], our main theorem does
not require a technical condition like d log n = O (n). Moreover, the density requirement
for strong refutation reads nk−1 p = ω((n/d)k/2−1 log2k n) in [7], which is worse than that
of this paper by a poly-logarithmic factor (recall that the requirement in Theorem 32
reads nk−1 p = ω((n/d)k/2−1 log2 n)). Lastly, even when the density requirement is fulfilled,
their refutation guarantee reads 12 + γ + o(1) for some constant γ > 0 that depends on a
hyperparameter in the trimming step. On the other hand, this constant γ does not appear
in the refutation guarantee of this paper.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we establish a simpler approach to strong refutation of random k-XOR below
the spectral threshold. Our simplification is two-fold. First, we provide a simpler spectral
norm analysis of the certificate matrix of the previous work [7] (Section 4). Second, we
develop a simple strong refutation algorithm for the even k case (Section 5). Thanks to
our simpler approach, our main result (Theorem 32) enjoys a better theoretical guarantee
under less assumptions. It is important to note that a recent work by Wein, El Alaoui and
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Moore also establishes a simpler strong refutation algorithm for random even k-XOR [9,
Theorem F.1] with a different approach. Given the successful simplifications for the even
k case, it would be interesting to see if one can come up with a simpler strong refutation
algorithm for the odd k case.
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Deferred proofs of claims
Proof of Claim 17

Proof. Recall that Claim 17 reads Num (Q | {Id}) = Num (Q | {πj }) for any {πj }. Let us
arbitrarily fix a collection of permutations {πj }. The main observation is that for any
{I (j) } and {σj }, we have Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) = Par({πj (I (j) )}, {Id}, {σj ◦ πj−1 }). This is
a straightforward consequence of Definition 14. Hence, there is an one-to-one correspondence
between the collection of pairs ({I (j) }, {σj }) such that Par({I (j) }, {πj }, {σj }) = Q and the
collection such that Par({I (j) }, {Id}, {σj }) = Q. This concluded the proof.
J

A.2

Proof of Claim 19

Proof. We first restate Claim 19: for any Q-valid{I (j)}, there are at most (kd/2)k|Q|/2 ·
Q2`
(j)
)! different {σj }’s such that Par {I (j) }, {Id}, {σj } = Q.
j=1 hist(I
We bound the number of feasible {σj }’s as we go through the index set I = {(j, s) : j =
1, . . . , 2`, s = 1, . . . , d} in the lexicographical order, i.e., (1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (1, d), (2, 1), . . . and
(j)
(j+1)
so on. As we read the indices in such an order, we call an index (j, s) new if (Us , σj (Us
))
is not equivalent to the previously appeared indices. Consider the indices (j, 1), (j, 2), . . . , (j, d)
for a fixed j ∈ [2`]. We consider two different scenarios:
1. First, suppose that all indices (j, 1), (j, 2), . . . , (j, d) are old. Then it should be the
case that for each m = 1, . . . , kd/2, σj (m) is chosen so that the σj (m)-th coordinate of
I (j+1) respects the previous appeared equivalent index. Having observed this, it readily
follows that there are hist(I (j+1) )! different choices for σj (1), . . . σj (kd/2) considering the
permutation.
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(j)

2. Now, suppose that there are dnew new indices among (j, 1), (j, 2), . . . , (j, d). For simplicity,
(j)
assume that Uj,1 , . . . , Uj,d(j) are new. Choosing the values σj (1), σj (2), . . . , σj (kdnew /2)
new
arbitrarily, there are at most
kdnew /2
(kd/2)(kd/2 − 1) · · · (kd/2 − kd(j)
new /2 + 1) ≤ (kd/2)
(j)

different choices for σj (1), σj (2), . . . , σj (kdnew /2). A similar counting to previous case
yields that for the remaining values there are at most hist(I (j+1) )! different choices.
P2`
(m)
Taking a product over all j’s, we complete the proof since m=1 dnew = |Q|.
J

A.3

Proof of Claim 23

Proof. Let Q be an even partition. We count the number of possible Q-valid {I (j) }’s. First,
let us choose I (1) arbitrarily. Note that there are nkd/2 different ways of choosing I1 . Now,
consider I2 , . . . , I2` . Similar to the proof of Claim 19, we will bound the number of feasible
choices s we go through the index set I = {(j, s) : j = 1, . . . , 2`, s = 1, . . . , d} in the
(j)
(j+1)
lexicographical order. Again, we call an index (j, s) new if (πj (Us ), σj (Us
)) is not
equivalent to the previously appeared indices.
Note that we only need to consider new indices because the tuples of old indices are fully
determined by their previous appearance. We begin with the tuples (1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (1, d).
(1)
(2)
(2)
Whenever we encounter a new tuple, say (Us , σ1 (Us )) , we only need to specify σ1 (Us )
(1)
kd(1)
/2
since I
is already fully specified. Hence, there are at most n new different ways of
(1)
choosing I (2) , where dnew is the number of new indices among (1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (1, d). By
(j)
similar arguments, inductively for j = 2, 3, . . . , 2`, there are at most nkdnew /2 different ways
P
(j)
2`
of choosing I (j) . Taken collectively, we obtain the result since j=1 dnew = |Q|.
J
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Abstract
In this paper, we address a conjecture of Fill [Fill03] about the spectral gap of a nearest-neighbor
transposition Markov chain Mnn over biased permutations of [n]. Suppose we are given a set of
input probabilities P = {pi,j } for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n with pi,j = 1 − pj,i . The Markov chain Mnn
operates by uniformly choosing a pair of adjacent elements, i and j, and putting i ahead of j with
probability pi,j and j ahead of i with probability pj,i , independent of their current ordering.
We build on previous work [25] that analyzed the spectral gap of Mnn when the particles in [n]
fall into k classes. There, the authors iteratively decomposed Mnn into simpler chains, but incurred a
multiplicative penalty of n−2 for each application of the decomposition theorem of [23], leading to an
exponentially small lower bound on the gap. We make progress by introducing a new complementary
decomposition theorem. We introduce the notion of -orthogonality, and show that for -orthogonal
√
chains, the complementary decomposition theorem may be iterated O(1/ ) times while only giving
away a constant multiplicative factor on the overall spectral gap. We show the decomposition given
in [25] of a related Markov chain Mpp over k-class particle systems is 1/n2 -orthogonal when the
number of particles in each class is at least C log n, where C is a constant not depending on n. We
then apply the complementary decomposition theorem iteratively n times to prove nearly optimal
bounds on the spectral gap of Mpp and to further prove the first inverse-polynomial bound on the
spectral gap of Mnn when k is as large as Θ(n/ log n). The previous best known bound assumed k
was at most a constant.
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1

Introduction

For n ∈ N, the problem of generating permutations of [n] = {1, 2 . . . , n} at random is
foundational in the history of computer science [19]. Markov chains for sampling permutations
arise in a variety of contexts, including self-organizing lists [17, 30], card shuffling [2, 32], and
search engines [5]. The spectral gap of a Markov chain provides a measure of the rate of
convergence to stationarity, which is crucial to the efficiency of Markov chain algorithms for
sampling.
Suppose we are given a set of input probabilities P = {pi,j } for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n with
pi,j = 1 − pj,i . A natural Markov chain Mnn over permutations operates by uniformly
choosing a pair of adjacent elements, i and j, and putting i ahead of j with probability pi,j
and j ahead of i with probability pj,i , independent of their current ordering. We call Mnn
the nearest-neighbor transposition chain.
The Markov chain Mnn was among the first Markov chains studied in terms of its
computational efficiency for sampling [1, 10, 9]. Its spectral gap has been studied extensively,
both in the uniform and biased settings [3, 4, 8, 10, 32].
A central question is under what conditions the spectral gap of Mnn is an inverse
polynomial in n, which implies a polynomial time bound on the mixing time, or the time
until the chain will be “close” to its stationary distribution. We say P is positively biased
if pi,j ≥ 1/2 for all i < j. It is easy to see that this condition is necessary (see, e.g. [4]);
however, it is not sufficient, as demonstrated in [4].
In 2003, Fill [13, 14] introduced the following monotonicity conditions: pi,j+1 ≥ pi,j for
all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1 and pi−1,j ≥ pi,j for all 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n. He conjectured that if P is
positively biased and monotone, then the spectral gap of Mnn is an inverse polynomial in n,
and moreover that the smallest spectral gap is attained at the uniform distribution.
Despite significant work on this subject, Fill’s conjecture remains mostly open after more
than 15 years. In the uniform case, there is a clever path coupling argument that achieves
tight bounds on the mixing time [32]. Various papers [3, 4] have identified different classes
of P for which Mnn may cleverly be viewed as the direct product of simpler independent
Markov chains, and thus may be analyzed easily in terms of those chains. In [3], the authors
proved a bound of O(n2 ) on the mixing time of Mnn in the case that pi,j = p for all i < j,
and in [4] the authors considered the case that pi,j depends only on the smaller of i and j.
Among the positively biased, monotone distributions that have proven to be challenging
to analyze are those arising in the context of self-organizing lists, where each element i
has a frequency wi of being requested, and then moved ahead one in the list; in this case,
pi,j = wi /(wi + wj ). The Markov chain Mnn was termed a “gladiator chain” in this case by
Haddadan and Winkler [16].

A partition of [7]:

C1
C2
C3
C4

= {1, 2, 3}
= {4, 5}
= {6}
= {7}

3765241 → 1432121

Figure 1 An example of a 4-class permutation and corresponding 4-particle process, with n = 7.

It is instructive to consider k-classes [25], where [n] is partitioned into k classes and
particles from class i and class j interact with a fixed probability pi,j 1 . When k = n, this
captures the general setting. In this context, Mnn can be seen as having dual duties: whisking,

1

The bar in the notation indicates that we have re-indexed the probabilities by class.
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which uniformly mixes particles of the same type2 , and sifting, which mixes particles of
different types in together [16]. As the mixing properties of the uniform chain are wellunderstood, it is sufficient to analyze the sifting operation in isolation [16, 25]. By discarding
moves between particles in the same class, we are left with a linear k-particle process that
maintains elements within each particle class in fixed relative orders (and therefore we may
drop their individual labels and re-index, identifying all elements from class i with the label i,
as is done in Figure 1).
In this paper, we use the version of the k-particle process introduced in [25], called Mpp ,
which is also allowed to make certain non-adjacent transpositions – it may swap i and j if all
elements between them are smaller than both i and j. This simplifies our analysis, and as
in [25], we compensate by using comparison techniques [9, 28] when evaluating the spectral
gap of Mnn .
The bias towards having a particle of type i ahead of a particle of type j is q i,j = pi,j /pj,i .
We say that the bias is bounded if there exists a constant q > 1 such that q i,j ≥ q for all
i < j. After a series of papers [16, 25], it was shown that the spectral gap of Mpp is at least
Ω(n−2(k−1) ) for positively biased, monotone, and bounded distributions. These results apply
to the gladiator chain (self-organizing lists) with k distinct frequencies. In fact, the result
in [25] requires only weak monotonicity, and not full monotonicity. Weak monotonicity in
the setting of k-classes is defined as follows.
I Definition 1 ([4]). If P forms a k-class, then P is weakly monotonic if properties 1 and
either 2 or 3 are satisfied.
1. pi,j ≥ 1/2 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, and
2. pi,j+1 ≥ pi,j for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k − 1 or
3. pi−1,j ≥ pi,j for all 2 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
The aforementioned results are based on a natural decomposition of Mpp into simpler
chains, but not as a direct product. To get a bound on the overall spectral gap, the authors
of [25] used the decomposition theorem of [23], which bounds the spectral gap of a Markov
chain in terms of the spectral gaps of the simpler Markov chains. Unfortunately, one incurs
an extra factor of n−2 each time it is applied in this setting, and in [25] it is applied iteratively
k − 2 times. Thus, this produced a bound on the spectral gap of Ω(n−2(k−1) ), which is an
inverse polynomial only for constant k.
To make this iterated decomposition scheme work for larger k requires a stronger decomposition theorem, and that is the main focus of the present paper. We introduce a
new decomposition theorem that allows us to achieve nearly optimal bounds of Ω(n−2 ) on
the spectral gap of Mpp for bounded k-classes, as long as the number of particles of each
type is at least Cq log n (where Cq is a constant depending on the minimum bias q; i.e. not
depending on n). We believe this new decomposition theorem is of independent interest and
will have other applications.

1.1

The decomposition method

The decomposition method was first introduced by Madras and Randall [21], and has been
subsequently used and modified to produce the first polynomial time bounds on the spectral
gaps of many interesting Markov chains [6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27]. Suppose
M is a finite, ergodic Markov chain that is reversible and has stationary distribution π.

2

We use the terms “type” and “class” interchangeably.
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Let Ω = ∪ri=1 Ωi be a partition of the state space of M and γi be the spectral gap of M
restricted to Ωi . The disjoint decomposition theorem of [23] states that the spectral gap
γ of M satisfies γ ≥ 12 γmin γ̄, where γmin = mini γi and γ̄ is the spectral gap of a certain
projection chain over states [r].
There has been significant effort towards improving the decomposition technique by
providing stronger bounds in special cases [7, 12, 15, 18, 22, 23, 26, 27]. While γ may indeed
be on the order of γmin γ̄ – one example is the random walk on the path, decomposed into
two smaller paths – there are instances in which it may instead satisfy the much larger bound
γ ≥ c min{γmin , γ̄}, for some constant c. The simplest such example is the direct product of
two independent Markov chains [4, 12]; in this case, c = 1.
Tight bounds are especially important when applying the decomposition method iteratively, as was done in [25]. At each level of the induction, γ̄ = Θ(n−2 ), so the original
bound of [23] yields γ = Ω(n−2(n−1) ) for the final iteration. Even a bound of the form
γ ≥ c min{γmin , γ̄}, such as the one in [26], would introduce a factor of c for each application,
and would thus yield a bound that is an inverse exponential in n if c < 1 is constant. The
bounds in [18] are iterable in some cases, but Mpp does not satisfy those conditions.

1.2

Our results

In this paper, we develop a new decomposition framework that yields iterable bounds for a
new class of Markov chains. Among our results, we present a complementary decomposition
theorem, which achieves a tight bound on γ without appealing to a bound on the gap γ̄ of
the projection chain, but rather the minimum gap γ̃min of certain complementary restrictions
P̃1 , P̃2 , . . . , P̃r̃ . We first consider the simple setting where the state space Ω can be seen as a
product space, i.e. Ω = Ω1 × Ω2 . In other words, for each a ∈ Ω1 and each b ∈ Ω2 , there is a
unique σ = (a, b) ∈ Ω. This setting is similar to the direct product of independent Markov
chains, but the transition probabilities are not necessarily independent. We define a restriction
chain Pa for each a ∈ Ω1 that fixes a and operates only on the second coordinate. Similarly,
we define a complementary restriction chain P̃b , which fixes b and operates only on the first
P
coordinate. Recall π is the stationary distribution of M. We write π(a) = b∈Ω2 π(a, b) and
P
π(b) = a∈Ω1 π(a, b). Define
r(a, b) =

π(a, b)
.
π(a)π(b)

The function r(a, b) allows us to capture the degree of dependence between a and b. Let
=

X

π(a, b)

p

2
p
r(a, b) − 1/ r(a, b) .

(1)

(a,b)∈Ω

We say a decomposition satisfying the equality above is -orthogonal.
I Theorem 2. For any -orthogonal decomposition of Markov chain M on product space Ω,
√ 2
γ(M) ≥ min{γmin , γ̃min } 1 −  .
√
This bound can be iterated t times with only a constant overhead, as long as  ≤ 1/t. We
note that parts of the proof of this theorem are similar to a “multi-decomposition” result of
Destainville [7], which we discuss in Section 5. There we also present several generalizations
of Theorem 2, which apply beyond the product space setting.
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Favorably, analysis of -orthogonality requires only a comparison between two stationary
distributions and not an analysis of the dynamics of any Markov chain. When M is a direct
product of independent Markov chains, we have that r(a, b) = 1 for all pairs a ∈ Ω1 and
b ∈ Ω2 and the decomposition is 0-orthogonal, leading to the bound γ ≥ min{γmin , γ̃min }, as
expected. However, we do not require a strong pointwise bound on r(a, b). The notion of
-orthogonality captures the average value of r(a, b), and allows us to achieve tight bounds
on γ even when the constituent Markov chains are only nearly independent. Indeed, it is
possible to prove  is very small even if r(a, b) is far from 1 for pathological pairs a and b, as
long as it is close to 1 on average. Importantly, this holds even though the elements in this
“bad” space are visited polynomially often.
Armed with our new decomposition theorem, we use the iterated decomposition in [25]
to achieve nearly optimal bounds on the spectral gap of the k-particle process Mpp .
We prove that this decomposition is 1/n2 -orthogonal at each level of the decomposition. Thus, we may apply Theorem 2 iteratively k times to get a bound of Ω(n−2 ) on
the spectral
o up to constants. More formally, let
n gap γ(Mpp ). This bound is optimal
2

2

)+log((1+q)/(q−1))
(14)
N ∗ = max log(6n log((1+q)/2)
, log2log
=: Cq log n, and let ci denote the number
(2q/(1+q))
of particles of type i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We prove the following.

I Theorem 3. If the probabilities P are weakly monotonic and bounded and ci ≥ 2N ∗ for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then the spectral gap γ of the chain Mpp satisfies γ = Ω(n−2 ).
413112413142
Figure 2 At level 2 of the decomposition, all particles of type 1 are in fixed positions, and the
underlined particle 2 may swap with the 3 to its left or the 4 immediately to its right.

The iterated decomposition works as follows. At the ith level of the decomposition, all
particles of type less than i are in fixed positions, and particles of larger type are allowed
to swap across these (this is the reason for allowing these non-adjacent transpositions); see
Figure 2. This decomposition is designed to exploit the hypothesis that the movement of the
particles of type i is nearly independent of the relative order of the particles of type bigger
than i. The tool of -orthogonality allows us to make this intuition precise. We define the
complementary restriction chains to contain the moves involving only particles of type bigger
than i, and we define the restriction chains to contain moves between particles of type i and
particles of larger type. We prove that this decomposition is 1/n2 -orthogonal if the number
of particles of type i + 1 is large enough. Indeed, the highest probability configuration is the
one in which particles are sorted by class, with all particles of smaller type appearing before
particles of larger type. Thus, having many particles of type i + 1 ensures that a typical
configuration will not have a particle of type i after a particle of type at least i + 2, as this
requires many transpositions from the highest probability configuration, and each costs a
factor of at least the minimum bias q; see Figure 3. Note that such “bad” configurations are
polynomially suppressed, but not exponentially suppressed.
1223123112133413143444
Figure 3 A “typical” configuration at level 2 has no 2’s appearing after any j ≥ 4.

We use Theorem 3 and comparison techniques to prove the following result for Mnn .
I Theorem 4. If the probabilities P are weakly monotonic and form a bounded k-class with
at least 2N ∗ particles in each class, then γ(Mnn ) = Ω(n−7 ).
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This is the first inverse-polynomial bound on the spectral gap of Mnn for monotone bounded
k-classes for k as large as Θ(n/ log n). This is a significant improvement over the previous
result which was inverse polynomial only for constant k [23]. Theorem 4 also leads to a
bound of O(n9 ) on the mixing time of Mnn under the same conditions.

1.3

Outline

The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we begin with some notation and
terminology. In Section 3, we give details on Theorem 2 and illustrate its use by applying
it to the one-dimensional Ising model. In Section 4, we apply Theorem 2 to the biased
permutation problem. In Section 5, we generalize the notion of -orthogonality to non-product
spaces and present a more general complementary decomposition theorem that applies to
all -orthogonal decompositions. We also present a classical decomposition theorem that
generalizes some results of [18] and show how our decomposition theorems relate to previous
results. Finally, we give a brief summary of the proof techniques for the decomposition
theorems. Appendix A provides even more detail concerning the proofs of the decomposition
theorems, whereas the complete proofs appear in the full version of the paper.

2

Preliminaries

We assume M is an ergodic Markov chain over a finite state space Ω with transition matrix
P . We also assume M is reversible and has stationary distribution π; that is, it satisfies
the detailed balance condition: for all σ, τ ∈ Ω, π(σ)P (σ, τ ) = π(τ )P (τ, σ). Notationally, we
P
write π(S) = σ∈S π(σ) for any set S ⊆ Ω.
Let Ω = ∪ri=1 Ωi be a partition of the state space into r pieces. For each i ∈ [r], define
Pi = P (Ωi ) as the restriction of P to Ωi which rejects moves that leave Ωi . Formally,
Pi is defined as follows: if σ 6= τ and σ, τ ∈ Ωi then Pi (σ, τ ) = P (σ, τ ); if σ ∈ Ωi then
P
Pi (σ, σ) = 1 − τ ∈Ωi ,τ 6=σ Pi (σ, τ ). The Markov chain Mi with transition matrix Pi is called
a restriction Markov chain, and its state space is Ωi . Let πi be the normalized restriction of
π to Ωi ; i.e. πi (S) = π(S ∩ Ωi )/π(Ωi ) for any S ⊆ Ω. The chain Mi is ergodic, reversible,
and has stationary distribution πi .
We will be interested in decomposing P into the part that performs restriction moves and
the part that performs all other moves. Define P̃ to be the transition matrix of the Markov
chain defined by rejecting moves from σ to τ if σ and τ are within the same Ωi . The matrix P̃
defines a complementary partition Ω = ∪r̃j=1 Ω̃j , where each Ω̃j is a maximal subset of Ω that
is connected by P̃ . For each j ∈ [r̃], define the complementary restriction P̃j = P (Ω̃j ) as the
restriction of P to Ω̃j which rejects moves that leave Ω̃j . The complementary restriction
P̃j is also ergodic, reversible, and its stationary distribution is the normalized restriction of
π to Ω̃j , which we call π̃j . Notice that the complementary restrictions are defined by the
decomposition P1 , P2 , . . . , Pr .
The efficiency of a Markov chain M is a function of its spectral gap, denoted γ(M), which
is defined as the difference of 1 and the second largest eigenvalue of its transition matrix.
Letting γi = γ(Ωi ) and γ̃j = γ(Ω̃j ), the complementary decomposition theorem, Theorem 2,
is proven by analyzing the spectral gaps γmin = mini γi and γ̃min = minj γ̃j . Note that if
some restriction or complementary restriction has a single element, its spectral gap is taken
to be 1.
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Complementary decomposition theorem

In this section, we show how to apply our new complementary decomposition theorem by
considering a few simple examples. Recall r(a, b) = π(a, b)/(π(a)π(b)) and
=

X

π(a, b)

p

2
p
r(a, b) − 1/ r(a, b) .

(a,b)∈Ω

√ 2
Theorem 2 states that the spectral gap γ of M satisfies γ ≥ min{γmin , γ̃min } (1 − ) . A
simple application of Theorem 2 is to a Markov chain M that is the direct product of two
Markov chains M1 and M2 . It is easy to see that r(a, b) = 1 for all a, b, and so this proves
γ(M) = min{γ(M1 ), γ(M2 )}. By iterating on γ̃min , we can immediately prove the following
well-known result.
I Corollary 5. If M is the direct product of Markov chains {Mi }, then γ(M) = mini γ(Mi ).

3.1

One-dimensional Ising model

As a second introductory example prior to our main application, we consider the onedimensional Ising model. Here each configuration σ ∈ Ω is an assignment of a “spin” (either
+1 or -1) to each of n vertices connected to form a line; see Figure 4. Let λ = e−β , where β > 0
represents inverse temperature. We are interested in sampling from the Gibbs distribution
given by π(σ) = e−βH(σ) /Z, where the Hamiltonian H(σ) is the number of edges whose
P
endpoints have different spins and Z is the normalizing constant σ∈Ω e−βH(σ) , also called
the partition function. (See [20] for background on the ferromagnetic Ising model.)
Consider the Glauber dynamics Markov chain Mgd .

Glauber Dynamics Mgd
Starting at any configuration σ 0 , iterate the following:
At time t, choose a vertex 1 ≤ i ≤ n uniformly at random.
Set the spin of vertex i to +1 with probability p = (π(σ t,i←+ ))/(π(σ t,i←+ ) + π(σ t,i←− ))
where σ t,i←+ is identical to σ t with the spin of vertex i set to +1 (or −1 for σ t,i←− ).
Otherwise, set the spin of vertex i to −1 with probability 1 − p.
For simplicity, we will assume that n is a power of 2. To apply our theorem, we decompose
the state space by breaking configurations in half along the middle edge; again, see Figure 4.
Transitions that fix the signs on the left are part of the restriction chains, and transitions that
fix signs on the right are part of the complementary restriction chains. Thus, our restrictions
and complementary restrictions are both 1 × n/2 Ising models for which we can readily apply
induction. Let a be the assignment of signs to the left n/2 vertices and b be the signs of the
right n/2 vertices. It is straightforward to see σ = (a, b) gives a unique configuration and
that the state space is a product space. However, Mgd is not a direct product of independent
Markov chains on a and b because the probability of changing a sign of either of the middle
two vertices (n/2 or n/2 + 1) depends on the sign of the other middle vertex. In order
to apply Theorem 2, we first analyze r(a, b) = π(a, b)/(π(a)π(b)) and subsequently . The
techniques used here are similar to, but simpler than, those used Section 4.
Define λ = e−β . Let w(a) = λH(a) , where H(a) is the number of edges in a (the left
half) with disagreeing signs. Analogously, define w(b) = λH(b) . Let cab = λ if the middle
signs disagree and cab = 1 otherwise. Thus π(a, b) = w(a)w(b)cab /Z. Let Ω∗ ⊂ Ω be the
P
P
configurations where the middle two vertices agree. Define ZA = a w(a) and ZB = b w(b).
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+

−

+

−

+

+

+

a

= λ2
=λ
=λ

w(a)
w(b)
cab

+

b

Figure 4 An example configuration of the one-dimensional Ising model.

P
P
1
For any fixed a, we have b:(a,b)∈Ω∗ w(b) = b:(a,b)∈Ω
/ ∗ w(b) = 2 ZB , since we can swap
spins on all vertices in b to obtain a unique configuration b0 ∈ Ω \ Ω∗ with w(b0 ) = w(b).
Thus, we have
X

Z=

X

w(a)w(b) + λ

(a,b)∈Ω∗

X

w(a)w(b) = (1 + λ)

(a,b)∈Ω
/ ∗

w(a)w(b) =

(a,b)∈Ω∗

(1 + λ)ZA ZB
.
2

We consider two different cases for r(a, b) depending on whether the sign of the middle
two vertices agree. First consider the case where (a, b) ∈ Ω∗ . Here we have
π(a) =

X

X

π(a, b0 ) =

b0

b0 :(a,b0 )∈Ω∗

w(a)w(b0 )
+λ
Z

X
b0 :(a,b0 )∈Ω
/ ∗

w(a)w(b0 )
w(a)(1 + λ)ZB
=
,
Z
2Z

and similarly π(b) = w(b)(1 + λ)ZA /(2Z). Therefore
r(a, b) =

π(a, b)
4Zw(a)w(b)cab
2
=
.
=
π(a)π(b)
w(a)w(b)(1 + λ)2 ZA ZB
1+λ

The next case is almost identical except that cab = λ, so we have for (a, b) ∈
/ Ω∗ that
r(a, b) = 2λ/(1 + λ).
P
Next we use our analysis of r(a, b) to bound . First notice that since (a,b)∈Ω∗ π(a, b) +
P
P
P
/ ∗ π(a, b) = 1 and
(a,b)∈Ω
/ ∗ π(a, b) = λ
(a,b)∈Ω∗ π(a, b), we have that
P(a,b)∈Ω
P
π(a,
b)
=
1/(1
+
λ)
and
π(a,
b)
=
λ/(1
+
λ). This yields
∗
∗
(a,b)∈Ω
(a,b)∈Ω
/


≤

X

π(a, b)(

p

r(a, b) − 1/

(a,b)∈Ω∗

=

1
1+λ

X

p
r(a, b))2 +

π(a, b)(

p

p
r(a, b) − 1/ r(a, b))2

(a,b)∈Ω
/ ∗

r

2
−
1+λ

r

1+λ
2

!2

λ
+
1+λ

r

2λ
−
1+λ

r

1+λ
2λ

!2


=

1−λ
1+λ

2

Applying the complementary decomposition theorem (Theorem 2) gives the following recur
2
2λ
rence: γn ≥ γn/2 1+λ
. Since the base case has gap Ω(n−1 ), this solves to γn = Ω(n−c )

. Note that while this does not give a tight bound, the constant c is
for c = 1 + 2 log2 1+λ
2λ
strictly better than the constant given by [18] and, unlike earlier decomposition approaches,
we have not incurred an extra factor of n with each application of the decomposition theorem.

3.2

Ising model on bounded degree trees

As in [18], our proof for the one-dimensional Ising model can be easily generalized to trees
with constant maximum degree r. A straightforward induction shows that such a tree T on
n vertices has an edge whose deletion cuts T into two components, each with size at least
n/(r + 1). We let a represent the spins on one component and b the spins on the other. At
each level of the induction, we compute r(a, b) and  using arguments similar to those in
Section 3.1 to get γn = Ω(n−c ) for c = 1 + 2 log(r+1)/r 1+λ
2λ .
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Application to permutations

In this section, we apply the complementary decomposition theorem, Theorem 2, to the
problem of sampling biased permutations. We give an overview of the proof of Theorem 4
which bounds the spectral gap of the following nearest-neighbor Markov chain over Sn , the
permutations of [n]. The complete details are provided in the full version of the paper.

The Nearest Neighbor Markov chain Mnn
Starting at any permutation σ 0 , iterate the following:
At time t ≥ 0, choose a position 1 < i ≤ n uniformly at random in permutation σ t .
With probability pσt (i),σt (i−1) /2, exchange the elements σ t (i) and σ t (i − 1) to obtain
σ t+1 .
Otherwise, do nothing so that σ t+1 = σ t .
The chain Mnn connects the state space Sn and has the following stationary distribution
(see e.g., [4]):
Y
Y
pσ(i),σ(j) −1
−1
Znn =
qσ(i),σ(j) Znn
πnn (σ) =
pσ(j),σ(i)
i<j:σ(i)>σ(j)

i<j:σ(i)>σ(j)

p

where Znn is a normalizing constant and qσ(i),σ(j) = pσ(i),σ(j)
.
σ(j),σ(i)
We consider the special case of k-classes where [n] is partitioned into k classes C1 , C2 , . . . ,
Ck , and assume elements in class Ci interact with elements in class Cj with the same
probability. That is, if i1 , i2 ∈ Ci and j1 , j2 ∈ Cj then pi1 ,j1 = pi2 ,j2 . In this case we define
pi,j to be this shared probability for classes Ci and Cj (the bar indicates that we have
reindexed the set of probabilities by the classes) and we say that P forms a k-class. Note that
pi,i is assumed to be 1/2, so that Mnn swaps elements within the same class with probability
1/2. When k = n, the k-class assumption does not lose any generality, but this structure
allows us to simplify the problem by considering k < n, as was done in [25, 16].
Define q i,j = pi,j /pj,i to be the bias towards having a particle of type i ahead of a particle
of type j. We say that P is bounded if there exists a constant q > 1 such that q i,j ≥ q for all
1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. The constant q is called the minimum bias. We prove the following.
I Theorem 4. If the probabilities P are weakly monotonic and form a bounded k-class with
at least 2N ∗ particles in each class, then γ(Mnn ) = Ω(n−7 ).
The chain Mnn samples over Sn using these probabilities, and in particular the order
of elements within each class approaches the uniform distribution. The spectral gap of this
uniform sampling is well-understood and may be analyzed separately. The complete analysis
can be found in the full version of the paper. In order to isolate the biased moves, we define
a new Markov chain Mpp that eliminates swaps within each class. As Mpp maintains a
fixed order on particles within each class, it makes sense to relabel each element of [n] by the
index of the class it is in. That is, we let ci = |Ci | and we consider a linear array of length n
with ci particles labeled i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We call this a k-particle system for the given
set {ci }, and the Markov chain Mpp is called a k-particle process. We view the new state
space as the set Ω of k-particle systems for {ci }.
The Markov chain Mpp over k-particle systems also allows certain non-adjacent transpositions. In particular, we let a particle of type i and a particle of type j swap across particles
of type less than i and j. More formally, the chain Mpp is defined as follows.
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The particle process Markov chain Mpp
Starting at any k-particle system σ 0 , iterate the following:
At time t, choose a position 1 ≤ i ≤ n and direction d ∈ {L, R} uniformly at random.
If d = L, find the largest j less than i with σ t (j) ≥ σ t (i) (if one exists). If σ t (j) > σ t (i),
then with probability 1/2, exchange σ t (i) and σ t (j) to obtain σ t+1 .
If d = R, find the smallest j with j > i and σ t (j) ≥ σ t (i) (if one exists). If σ t (j) > σ t (i),
then exchange σ t (i) and σ t (j) to obtain σ t+1 with probability
Y
1
q σt (j),σt (i)
q σt (j),σt (l) q σt (l),σt (i) .
2
i<l<j

With all remaining probability, σ t+1 = σ t .
The chain Mpp connects the space Ω and has the stationary distribution (see e.g., [4])
π(σ) =

Y
i<j:σ(i)>σ(j)

pσ(i),σ(j) −1
Z =
pσ(j),σ(i)

Y

q σ(i),σ(j) Z −1

i<j:σ(i)>σ(j)
p

where Z is a normalizing constant and q σ(i),σ(j) = pσ(i),σ(j) .
σ(j),σ(i)
Recall the definition of weakly monotonic from Section 1. We will assume that property
(2) holds. If instead property (3) holds, then as described in [25] we would modify Mpp to
allow swaps between elements of different particle types across elements whose particle types
are larger (instead of smaller) and modify the induction so that at each step σi restricts the
location of particles larger than i (instead of smaller).
We prove the following bound on the spectral gap of Mpp . Then, using comparison
techniques [9, 28], we prove the bound on the spectral gap of Mnn given in Theorem 4. The
details of this comparison argument can be found in the full version of the paper.
I Theorem 3. If the probabilities P are weakly monotonic and bounded and ci ≥ 2N ∗ for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then the spectral gap γ of the chain Mpp satisfies γ = Ω(n−2 ).
The proof of Theorem 3 uses the same inductive technique as [25], where at each level
of the induction we fix the locations of particles in one less particle class. For i ≥ 0, let σi
represent a fixed location of the particles of type 1, 2, . . . , i (σ0 represents no restriction); for
example, in Figure 5, we set σ2 = 12_1_2_1_ _, where “_” represents locations that can
be filled with particles of type 3 or higher. We consider the chain Mσi whose state space
Ωσi is the set of all k-particle systems σ where the elements with type in [i] are consistent
with σi . The moves of Mσi are those moves from Mpp that do not involve an element of
type at most i. We prove by induction that Mσi has spectral gap Ω(n−2 (1 − 1/n)2(k−2−i) )
for all choices of σi . To be clear, we assume that the spectral gap of Mσi are bounded for
all σi by induction, and then prove our bound on the spectral gap of Mσi−1 . To start, we
show that Ωσi−1 is a product space, which is required to apply Theorem 2.
Pk
Let A consist of all 2-particle systems with ci particles of type i and j=i+1 cj particles
of type “_”; A is in bijection with staircase walks by mapping each i to a step right and each
“_” to a step down, as in Figure 6. Let B consist of all k − i particle systems with cj particles
of type j for all i + 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Our goal is to show that the set of permutations σ consistent
with σi−1 on particles of type at most i − 1 is in bijection with A × B. To this end, we can
write σ = (a, b), where a ∈ A is the 2-particle system obtained from σi by removing particles
of type less than i (see Figure 5), as those particles are in a fixed position for all of Ωσi−1 .
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Ωa = Ωσi
↓
σ

σ2
σ3
a
b
σ

← Ω̃b

= 12_1_2_1_ _
= 1231_2_13_
= 3_ _3_
= 454
= 1231425134

Figure 5 The state space Ωσi−1 decomposed, with i = 3.

Next, define b ∈ B to be the restriction of σ to elements of type bigger than i. For the other
direction, given any (a, b) pair, it is clear that there is a unique σ ∈ Ωσi−1 corresponding to
that pair.

i_ii_i_

i_i_ii_

Figure 6 An exclusion process on staircase walks operates by adding or removing a square.

We next describe the decomposition. Note that the moves of Mσi fix an a ∈ A and
perform (j1 , j2 ) transpositions, where j1 , j2 > i; i.e. they operate exclusively on B. Thus,
the Markov chain Mσi is a restriction of Mσi−1 with state space Ωa . On the other hand, the
remaining moves of Mσi−1 are (i, j) transpositions for j > i. These are the complementary
restrictions; these moves fix a b ∈ B and operate on A, so we label the state space of this
Markov chain Ω̃b . As these moves fix the relative order of all particles of type bigger than i,
the complementary restriction chains can be seen as bounded exclusion processes on particles
of type i with particles of type bigger than i. Bounded generalized biased exclusion processes
operate on staircase walks as in Figure 6, where every square has a different bias but they
are all bounded by some q. These processes were analyzed in [25]. We prove the following
lemma in the full version of the paper.
I Lemma 6. The complementary restrictions at each level of the induction are bounded
generalized biased exclusion processes with spectral gap Ω(n−2 ).
The chain Mσi−1 is not the direct product of the chains on A and B because, e.g., for
(a, b) ∈ A×B, P ((a, b), (a0 , b)) depends on b. However, we show that the above decomposition
is 1/n2 -orthogonal by bounding r(a, b). We define “good” a’s to be those with fewer than
N ∗ = Cq log n inversions and “good” b’s to be those with fewer than N ∗ inversions involving
particles of type i + 1. Thus, as there are at least 2N ∗ particles of type i + 1, then (a, b) has
no inversions between i and j for j > i + 1 when a and b are both good. For such pairs,
r(a, b) is very close to 1. For all other pairs we show r(a, b)π(Ωa ∩ Ω̃b ) is small. By viewing b
as a staircase walk on particles of type i + 1 with particles of any higher type, we see that
for either a or b, the probability it is bad is smaller than the weighted sum of all biased
exclusion processes with more than N ∗ inversions (equivalently, area N ∗ under the curve).
We prove the following lemma in the full version of the paper.
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I Lemma 7. For any biased exclusion process with minimum bias constant q > 1, the total
weight of staircase walks with area larger than N ∗ satisfies
X

q −N (σ) ≤

σ:N (σ)≥N ∗

1
.
6n2

This allows us to prove the following.
I Lemma 8. If the probabilities P are weakly monotonic and bounded with ci ≥ 2N ∗ for all
1 ≤ i ≤ k, then at each step of the induction we have a 1/n2 -orthogonal decomposition.
We illustrate the main ideas of the proof of Lemma 8 here in the simplified k = 3 case
(the details are deferred to the full version). In this case, there is no recursion but instead
just a single application of the decomposition theorem. The restriction chains of M = Mσ0
are the set {Mσ1 }, which fix all elements in class C1 . The stationary distribution of M is
Y
π(σ) = Z −1
q σ(i),σ(j) ,
(2)
i<j:
σ(i)>σ(j)

where Z is a normalizing constant.
Let w(a) and w(b) be the parts of this product that depend only on a and only on
b, respectively, and let w(a, b) be a correction factor that depends on both a and b. Let
t1,3 (respectively, t1,2 and t2,3 ) denote the number of inversions in σ between a 1 and a 3
(respectively a 1 and a 2 and a 2 and a 3). For example, let σ = 111221312323, which has
stationary probability Z −1 (q 1,2 )4 (q 2,3 )3 (q 1,3 ). Then a = 111_ _1_1_ _ _ _ b = 2232323.
From b we find that t2,3 = 3 and w(b) = (q 2,3 )3 ; more generally, define w(b) to be the
product (q 2,3 )t2,3 . From a, we can see that there are five inversions involving 1, but the
number of those that are inversions with a 3 versus a 2 depends on b as well. Ignoring this for
a moment, we define w(a) to be the product (q 1,2 )t1,2 +t1,3 . In our example, w(a) = (q 1,2 )5 .
Since we have made the false assumption that there were no inversions between a 1 and a 3
in σ, we need a correction factor w(a, b) = (q 1,3 /q 1,2 )t1,3 . With these definitions, it is clear
that π(σ) = Z −1 w(a)w(b)w(a, b).
A key idea in the proof of Lemma 8 is that if a and b are both good, then t1,3 = 0 –
indeed, the total number of inversions is less than 2N ∗ and the number of 2’s is at least
2N ∗ – and thus the correction factor w(a, b) = 1, implying π(a, b) ≈ π(a)π(b). Moreover, the
probability that a or b is bad is very small, so these pairs (a, b) do not contribute much to
the sum in Equation 1.
To make the above statements precise is somewhat technical. Deferring details to the
P
P
full version, we now give a bit more intuition. Define ZA = a w(a), ZB = b w(b), and
P
P
1 = 1/(6n2 ). We show that a bad w(a) ≤ 1 and b bad w(b) ≤ 1 /ZB . Thus, we find
P
P
P
ZA ≈ a good w(a) and ZB ≈ b good w(b), and moreover Z = a,b w(a)w(b)w(a, b) ≈
ZA ZB . We show that when a and b are both good, π(a) ≈ w(a)ZB /Z and π(b) ≈ w(b)ZA /Z.
π(a,b)
Thus, when a and b are both good, r(a, b) = π(a)π(b)
≈ ZAZZB ≈ 1. This allows us to show
p
1
π(a, b)
r(a, b) − p
r(a, b)
good

X

!2
≤ 521 .

a
b good

We must also consider the case that either a or b is bad. In this case, we show that the
weight of these configurations is so small that it overcomes the fact that w(a, b) and r(a, b)
may be exponentially small. We use the loose bound
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π(a, b)

a or b bad

p

1
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!2

r(a, b) − p
r(a, b)

≤

X

π(a)π(b) +

a or b bad

X
a or b bad

π(a, b)2
.
π(a)π(b)

The summation on the left is bounded by Pr(a bad)+Pr(b bad) ≤ 21 /(1−1 ). The summands
in the summation on the right are products of conditional probabilities. We use the law of total
P
P
probability to bound that summation by a bad w(a)+ b bad w(b)/(1−1 ) ≤ 1 +1 /(1−1 ).
Putting this all together, we have, for 1 ≤ .225,
X

π(a, b)

a,b

p

1

r(a, b) − p
r(a, b)

!2
≤ 521 + 1 +

31
≤ 61 = 1/n2 .
1 − 1

This shows that the decomposition is 1/n2 -orthogonal.

5

Generalizations and comparison with other theorems

In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we present several generalizations of Theorem 2 and compare
these results with related prior work. Our decomposition theorems fall into two categories:
complementary decomposition theorems that rely on the notion of -orthogonality between
the restrictions and complementary restrictions, and more classical decomposition theorems
based on the projection Markov chain. In Section 5.3, we summarize the proofs, with more
details given in Appendix A.

5.1

Generalized complementary decomposition theorems

Theorem 2 generalizes easily to non-product spaces. Define r(i, j) = π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )/(π(Ωi )π(Ω̃j )),
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ r̃. We say that {Ωi } and {Ω̃j } is an -orthogonal decomposition
of M if
X
p
p
=
π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )( r(i, j) − 1/ r(i, j))2 .
(i,j)

I Theorem 9. For any -orthogonal decomposition of M, γ(M) ≥ min{γmin , γ̃min } (1 −

√

2

) .

We use Theorem 10 to prove Theorem 9, which in turn implies Theorem 2.
I Theorem 10. γ(M) ≥ minx⊥√π,kxk=1 γmin kx⊥ k2 + γ̃min kx̃⊥ k2 .
Here, x⊥ and x̃⊥ are orthogonal projections of a vector x onto the complement of the
eigenspace of the top eigenvectors of certain matrices (defined in Section A.4) containing
the Pi ’s and P̃j ’s, respectively. This theorem is similar to a special case of the main result
in [7]. Destainville [7] introduced a “multi-decomposition” scheme that uses m different
partitions of Ω. In Destainville’s result, kx⊥ k2 + kx̃⊥ k2 is replaced by a function of the norm
of a “multi-projection” operator Π. Bounding these norms is essential, as the Markov chain
M can require exponential time to mix even if all of the restrictions and complementary
restrictions are polynomially mixing3 .

3

Indeed, the introduction of the projection chain in [21] was a key insight to the original decomposition
theorem.
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Unfortunately, bounding these norms can be challenging. Destainville [7] bounds the
norm of the projection Π by the spectral gap of a smaller matrix Π̄. In some cases, this
gap can be analyzed directly, or even computationally for particular problem instances.
However, for very complex distributions such as the distribution over biased permutations
we consider here, it can be challenging to find the spectral gap of Π̄. We believe one of our
main contributions is the definition of -orthogonality, a concrete combinatorial quantity that
may be easier to analyze. This approach is particularly useful when the chain decomposes
into pieces that are nearly independent, as in the setting of Theorem 2.

5.2

Classical decomposition theorems

The disjoint decomposition theorem of [23] states that the spectral gap γ of M satisfies
γ ≥ 12 γmin γ̄, where, as we recall from Section 1, γmin = mini γi and γ̄ is the spectral gap
of a projection chain over states [r]. Jerrum, Son, Tetali, and Vigoda [18] considered two
quantities related to the spectral gap: the Poincaré and log-Sobolev constants. There, the
P
authors defined a parameter T = maxi maxσ∈Ωi τ ∈Ω\Ωi P (σ, τ ), which can be seen as the
maximum probability of escape from one part of the partition in a single step of P , and
used it to produce a bound on the order of the minimum gap when T is on the order of γ̄.
They also provided improved bounds when another parameter η is close to zero; this requires
a pointwise regularity condition. More recently, Pillai and Smith [26] introduced other
conditions in order to directly bound the mixing time by a constant times the maximum of
the mixing times of the projection and the restrictions.
The techniques developed for proving the complementary decomposition theorems introduced in this paper can be further applied to prove the following “classical”-style decomposition theorem.
p
2
I Theorem 11. Let ρ = 2T /γ̄. Then γ(M) ≥ 2min
γmin q 2 + γ̄ (qρ − p) .
2
p +q =1

We state a more general version of this theorem, Theorem 17, in Section A.3. This bound
allows us to rederive several known classical decomposition theorems.
I Corollary 12. Assume M is lazy. Then γ ≥ γmin γ̄/3.
In fact, one can show that the constant is 1/2 if γmin , γ̄ ≤ 1/2 (which is a common situation)
or δ2 ≥ 1/2 (δ2 is defined in Section A.2). In Corollary 13 we show that Theorem 11 can be
seen as a generalization of Theorem 1 of [18], except that it instead bounds the spectral gap.
n
o
γ̄
I Corollary 13. γ ≥ min γ̄3 , γ3Tmin
+γ̄ .
In particular, if T /γ̄ is a constant, then we get within a constant of the minimum gap as
well. Theorem 11 produces slightly improved bounds over Corollary 13 when T ≈ γ̄  γmin .

5.3

Summary of the proofs of the decomposition theorems

Our proofs are elementary and use only basic facts from linear algebra about eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. We have chosen to assume the Markov chains are discrete and finite to
keep the proofs as accessible as possible. We utilize the following standard characterization
of the second largest eigenvalue λ of a symmetric matrix A with top eigenvector v:
λ = max
x⊥v

hx, xAi
= max hx, xAi.
kxk2
x⊥v:kxk=1

(3)

For a general reversible Markov chain with transition matrix P , we apply Equation 3 to a
symmetric matrix A = A(P ) that has the same eigenvalues as P .
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We apply the Vector Decomposition Method from the expander graph literature (see,
e.g. [29, 31]), and decompose the vector x into x⊥ + xk , where xk is parallel to the top
eigenvector of each restriction matrix. The intuition of this method is that if a particular
distribution is far from stationarity, then it will either be far from stationarity on some part
of the partition or on the projection, and therefore applying P brings us closer to stationarity.
The benefit of this approach is that it allows us to quantify the independence of the restriction
chains with the projection or complementary restriction chains. Using Equation 3, for any
x ⊥ v, we need to bound
hx, xAi = hx⊥ , x⊥ Ai + hxk , xk Ai + 2hx⊥ , xk Ai.

(4)

It is easy to bound hx⊥ , x⊥ Ai and hxk , xk Ai using ideas from other decomposition results [18,
23]. The term hx⊥ , xk Ai determines whether the decomposed Markov chain is nearly the
direct product of two independent Markov chains M1 and M2 , in which case hx⊥ , xk Ai ≈ 0
and γ(M) ≈ min{γ(M1 ), γ(M2 )}, or whether they are far from independent, in which case
hx⊥ , xk Ai is large and γ(M) = Θ(γmin γ̄). The key to our decomposition proofs lies in our
bounds on hx⊥ , xk Ai, which are different for our complementary decomposition theorems
than they are for our classical decomposition theorems. More details are provided in the
appendix.
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Proofs of the decomposition theorems

In this section, we provide illustrate the main ideas of the proofs of the decomposition
theorems. Some details are deferred to the full version of the paper. First, in Section A.1, we
introduce some notation and terminology which will be useful for the proofs. Several parts
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are common to all of the proofs, so we present those parts in Section A.2. In Section A.3, we
prove our classical decomposition theorem, Theorem 11. Finally, in Section A.4, we prove
our complementary decomposition theorems, Theorems 2, 9, and 10.

A.1

Preliminaries

We first fix some notation and terminology. We write In to mean the n × n identity matrix.
The symbol ⊗ is used for tensor product. We write (v)i to mean the ith coordinate of a
vector v. The second largest eigenvalue of Pi will be denoted λi , and λmax = maxi λi . The
“top eigenvector” of a matrix will be the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of largest
absolute value.
Define P̄ to be the aggregated transition matrix on the state space [r] defined by
P
P̄ (i, j) = π(Ωi )−1 σ∈Ωi ,τ ∈Ωj π(σ)P (σ, τ ). Then P̄ is the transition matrix of a reversible
Markov chain M̄ with stationary distribution π̄ defined by π̄(i) := π(Ωi ). We call M̄ the
projection chain.
It is useful to decompose the matrix P into the part that performs restriction moves and
the part that performs all other moves. Define P̂ as the block diagonal |Ω| × |Ω| matrix
with the Pi matrices along the diagonal; i.e. P̂ is obtained from P by rejecting moves
between different parts of the partition. Define P̃ to be the transition matrix of the Markov
chain defined by rejecting moves from σ to τ if σ and τ are within the same Ωi . Then
(P̂ + P̃ )(σ, τ ) = P (σ, τ ) unless σ = τ , and (P̂ + P̃ )(σ, σ) = P (σ, σ) + 1, since each move of P
gets rejected in exactly one of P̂ or P̃ (and of course the probability of transitioning from a
state is 1). Therefore, we have P = P̂ + P̃ − I|Ω| .
Note that for any pair σ, τ ∈ Ω, the transitions (σ, τ ) and (τ, σ) are either both nonzero in
P̃ or both zero in P̃ . Thus P̃ is itself the disjoint union of a set of ergodic, reversible Markov
chains P̃1 , P̃2 , . . . , P̃r̃ on state spaces Ω̃1 , Ω̃2 , . . . , Ω̃r̃ . We call these chains complementary
restrictions.
In order to prove our decomposition results, we wish to apply Equation 3 to P . However,
since P may not be symmetric, we appeal to the following symmetrization technique that
appears in [20, p. 153]. Given P with stationary distribution π, define a matrix A := A(P ) by
A(σ, τ ) := π(σ)1/2 π(τ )−1/2 P (σ, τ ). A is similar to P (i.e. they have the same eigenvalues),
but is symmetric, so we can infer a bound on the second eigenvalue of P by applying
√
Equation 3 topA. It is easy to check that the top eigenvector of A is π, which is the vector
with entries π(σ) for any σ ∈ Ω.
We apply this same symmetrization technique to other matrices as well. For i ∈ [r] we
let Ai := A(Pi ) and for i ∈ [r̃] we let Ãi := A(P̃i ). We then write Â to mean the |Ω| × |Ω|
matrix with Â(σ, τ ) = Ai (σ, τ ) if σ, τ ∈ Ωi for some i ∈ [r], and zero otherwise. Analogously,
we write Ã to mean the |Ω| × |Ω| matrix with Ã(σ, τ ) = Ãi (σ, τ ) if σ, τ ∈ Ω̃i for some i ∈ [r̃],
and zero otherwise. It is important to note that Â 6= A(P̂ ) and Ã 6= A(P̃ ). This allows us to
write A = Â + Ã − I|Ω| .
I Proposition 14. The matrix A satisfies A = Â + Ã − I|Ω| .
Let µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µ|Ω| be the eigenvalues of Ã with corresponding eigenvectors
v1 , v2 , . . . , v|Ω| . As Ã is symmetric, the real spectral theorem tells us that its eigenvectors
P
form an orthonormal basis of R|Ω| . We consider the basis representations x⊥ = i a⊥
i vi and
P
P
k
xk = i ai vi . More generally, for any v ∈ R|Ω| , we write v = i ai vi for some constants
P
P
a1 , a2 , . . . , a|Ω| ∈ R. Also, kvk2 = i a2i kvi k2 , and v Ã = i ai µi vi .
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A.2

Key ideas and lemmas for the proofs

√
We wish to apply Equation 3 to A. Recall that π is the top eigenvector of A. Let x ∈ R|Ω|
√
with x ⊥ π and kxk = 1. We will decompose x into two vectors xk and x⊥ as follows
(note: this is similar to the vector decomposition used for the Zig Zag Product in [29]).
For any i ∈ [r], let xi ∈ R|Ωi | be the vector defined by xi (σ) = x(σ) for all σ ∈ Ωi . Then
P
√
k
x = i ei ⊗xi . We further decompose xi into xi , the part that is parallel to πi , and x⊥
i , the
√
√
part that is perpendicular to πi ; recall that πi is the top eigenvector of Ai . Finally, define
P
P
P
k
k
⊥
xk , x⊥ ∈ R|Ω| by xk = i ei ⊗ xi and x⊥ = i ei ⊗ x⊥
i . Hence x =
i ei ⊗ xi = x + x .
Define x̃k and x̃⊥ analogously.
As described in Section 5.3, we will bound hx, xAi via Equation 4:
hx, xAi = hx⊥ , x⊥ Ai + hxk , xk Ai + 2hx⊥ , xk Ai.
We need the following simple proposition.
I Lemma 15. The following holds: xk A = xk Ã.
Applying Lemma 15, Equation 4 becomes
hx, xAi = hxk , xk Ãi + 2hx⊥ , xk Ãi + hx⊥ , x⊥ (Â + Ã − I|Ω| )i.
For ease of notation, we define the following quantities:
δ1 =

hx⊥ , x⊥ Âi
hx⊥ , x⊥ Ãi
hxk , xk Âi
hxk , xk Ãi
,
δ
=
,
δ
=
,
δ
=
.
2
3
4
kx⊥ k2
kx⊥ k2
kxk k2
kxk k2

Plugging these in, we have
hx, xAi = δ4 kxk k2 + 2hx⊥ , xk Ãi + (δ1 + δ2 − 1)kx⊥ k2 .

(5)

Bounding δ1 and δ4 is straightforward, and borrows many of the ideas from classical
decomposition results. If xk Ã were orthogonal to x⊥ , then doing so would be sufficient to
proving a strong decomposition theorem. However, this is not true in general, so we must
also bound hx⊥ , xk Ãi. Our two types of theorems do so in different ways, which are presented
in Sections A.3 and A.4.
The next lemma makes concrete the intuition that if a particular distribution is far from
stationarity, then it will either be far from stationarity on some restriction – in which case
Â will bring it closer to stationarity (as in part 1) – or on the projection – in which case
Ã will bring it closer to stationarity (as in part 2). The proof is straightforward from the
definitions.
I Lemma 16. With the above notation,
1. δ1 ≤ λmax .
2. δ4 ≤ λ̄.

A.3

Classical decomposition theorems

In this section, we will prove Theorem 17, which is a generalization of Theorem 11.
p
2
I Theorem 17. Let ρ = (1 − δ2 )/γ̄. Then γ(M) ≥ 2min
γmin q 2 + γ̄ (qρ − p) .
2
p +q =1

With the technology developed in Section A.2, there is one critical piece remaining to prove
Theorem 17, which is to bound the cross terms generated by applying the matrix Ã to xk .
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p
(1 − δ4 )(1 − δ2 )kxk kkx⊥ k.

The proof appears in the full version.
Finally, we are ready to prove Theorem 17.
√
Proof of Theorem 17. Let x ∈ R|Ω| with x ⊥ π and kxk = 1. By Equation 3, γ(M) ≥
1 − hx, xAi. Applying Lemma 15 and the definitions of δ1 , δ4 , and δ2 , Equation 4 becomes
hx, xAi = hxk , xk Ãi + 2hx⊥ , xk Ãi + hx⊥ , x⊥ (Â + Ã − I|Ω| )i
= δ4 kxk k2 + 2hx⊥ , xk Ãi + (δ1 + δ2 − 1)kx⊥ k2 .

(6)

Applying Lemma 18, we have
p
γ(M) ≥ 1 − (δ4 kxk k2 + 2 (1 − δ4 )(1 − δ2 )kxk kkx⊥ k + (δ1 + δ2 − 1)kx⊥ k2 ).
Rearranging terms and using the fact that 1 = kxk2 = kx⊥ k2 + kxk k2 , we have
p
2
p
(1 − δ1 )kx⊥ k2 +
1 − δ2 kx⊥ k − 1 − δ4 kxk k .
γ(M) ≥ √min

(7)

x⊥ π:kxk=1

By setting q = kx⊥ k and p = kxk k, we immediately get
p
2
p
2
γ(M) ≥ 2min
(1
−
δ
)q
+
1
−
δ
q
−
1
−
δ
p
.
1
2
4
2
p +q =1

Using a bit of calculus one may show that the expression on the right is minimized when
(1 − δ1 ) is minimized, when (1 − δ2 ) is maximized and when (1 − δ4 ) is minimized. By
Lemma 16, (1 − δ1 ) ≥ γmin and (1 − δ2 ) ≥ γ̄. Therefore, we have
 p
p 2
2
γ̄ .
γ(M) ≥ 2min
γ
q
+
q
1
−
δ
−
p
J
min
2
2
p +q =1

The statement of Theorem 17 is admittedly technical. However, from it we may derive
several corollaries, as listed in Section 5. It is simple to show that Theorem 11 follows from
Theorem 17 by noticing that δ2 ≥ 1 − 2T .
We do not currently have a comparison between our Theorem 11 and Corollary 2 of [18],
which requires a pointwise bound of πij . However, see Remark 19 which shows that their
result would not be sufficient for our application to permutations.
I Remark 19. It is worth pointing out that the decomposition of Mσi−1 that we described
in Section 4 does not satisfy the regularity conditions of [18] needed to obtain a better bound.
For any υ ∈ Ωj , define
P
0
υ 0 ∈Ωj 0 P (υ, υ )
j0
πj (υ) = πj (υ)
.
P̄ (j, j 0 )
0

We need to bound πjj (υ)/πj (υ) for any j, j 0 , and υ ∈ Ωj . For example, let σ2 =
12_11111_2_1_ _ and σ3 = 12311111_231_ _. Notice that the two permutations
υ1 = 12311111423156 and υ2 = 12311111523146 are in the same restriction Ωj (i.e. they are
both consistent with σ3 ). They each have a single move to Ωj 0 : the move of swapping the
first 3 with the 4 (in the case of υ1 ) or 5 (in the case of υ2 ). However, the probability of
these moves differ by a factor of (q 4,3 /q 5,3 )(q 4,1 /q 5,1 )5 , as there are five 1’s between them. In
principle, there could be order n smaller numbers between the two numbers we are swapping.
0
Thus, πjj (υ)/πj (υ) cannot be uniformly bounded to within 1 ± η unless η is exponentially
large.
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A.4

Complementary decomposition theorems

Next we use the technology developed in Section A.3 to prove Theorem 10. Recall that
µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µ|Ω| are the eigenvalues of Ã with corresponding eigenvectors v1 , v2 , . . . , v|Ω| ,
P
and that for any v ∈ R|Ω| , we write v = i ai vi for some constants a1 , a2 , . . . , a|Ω| ∈ R. Also,
⊥ ⊥
P
P
Ãi
kvk2 = i a2i kvi k2 , and v Ã = i ai µi vi . Define the set S = {i : µi = 1}. Let δ̃1 = hx̃kx̃,x̃
.
⊥ k2
Now we can make an explicit statement about the gap of M; notice the equality in Equation 8.

I Theorem 10.
γ(M) =

(1
√min
x⊥ π,kxk=1

− δ1 )kx⊥ k2 + (1 − δ̃1 )kx̃⊥ k2 .

(8)

In particular,
γ(M) ≥

γmin kx
√min
x⊥ π,kxk=1

Proof. Notice δ̃1 kx̃⊥ k2 =
(1 − δ̃1 )kx̃⊥ k2 =

P

⊥ 2

i∈S

k + γ̃min kx̃⊥ k2 .

(9)

k

2
µi (a⊥
i + ai ) . Thus,

X
k 2
⊥ 2
k 2
⊥
k
(1 − µi )(a⊥
i + ai ) = (1 − δ2 )kx k + (1 − δ4 )kx k − 2hx , x Ãi.
i

On the other hand, from Equation 6, we have
1 − hx, xAi = (1 − δ1 )kx⊥ k2 + (1 − δ2 )kx⊥ k2 + (1 − δ4 )kxk k2 − 2hx⊥ , xk Ãi.
Thus, for all x ⊥

√

π with norm 1, we have

1 − hx, xAi = (1 − δ1 )kx⊥ k2 + (1 − δ̃1 )kx̃⊥ k2 .
Applying Equation 3, we get Equation 8. To get Equation 9, we apply Lemma 16, which
yields 1 − δ1 ≥ 1 − λmax = γmin . An analogous statement to Lemma 16 holds for δ̃1 , and
shows 1 − δ̃1 ≥ γ̃min .
J
It remains to prove Theorem 9. By Theorem 10, if γmin and γ̃min are not too small,
it suffices to show that kx⊥ k2 and kx̃⊥ k2 cannot both be small. To this end, we further
decompose x⊥ and x̃k based on the eigenvectors of Ã. Define S = {i : µi = 1} and vectors
P
P
P
P
k
k
⊥
⊥
x11 = i∈S ai vi and x12 = i∈S
/ ai vi . Similarly, let x21 =
i∈S ai vi and x22 =
i∈S
/ ai vi .
Notice x̃k = x11 + x21 and x̃⊥ = x12 + x22 , so that the vectors in each row (respectively,
column) of the following table sum to the vector in its row (respectively, column) label.

xk
x⊥

x̃k
x11
x21

x̃⊥
x12
x22

The vectors within each row are orthogonal, as they are in the span of eigenvectors with
distinct eigenvalues. However, the vectors within each column are not necessarily orthogonal.
The idea of the proof of Theorem 9 is that if kx11 k is small, then kx⊥ k2 + kx̃⊥ k2 is large.
The following lemma states that -orthogonality is sufficient to guarantee kx11 k is small.
I Lemma 20. Let  be as defined in Equation 1. Then kx11 k2 ≤ .
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Proof. Recall x11 is the projection of xk onto the top eigenvectors of Ã. The top eigenvectors
p
of Ã are precisely the set of all π̃j for j ∈ [r̃]. Therefore,
x11

p
X hxk , π̃j i p
p
π̃j .
=
k π̃j k2
j

As the eigenvectors of Ã are an orthonormal basis, we have
X
p
kx11 k2 =
hxk , π̃j i2 .
j

For any j 6= j 0 ∈ [r̃] and any σ ∈ Ω̃j 0 ,
π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )/π(Ω̃j ). Therefore,
hxk ,

p

π̃j i =

X X
i

p
π̃j (σ) = 0 and for i ∈ [r], π̃j (Ωi ∩ Ω̃j ) =

q
X
xk (σ) π̃j (σ) =
αi
i

σ∈Ωi

q

X
σ∈Ωi ∩Ω̃j

πi (σ)π̃j (σ) =

π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )
αi q
.
π(Ωi )π(Ω̃j )
i∈[r]
X

(10)
√
√
√
⊥
k
Since x
√⊥ π and x ⊥ π by definition, it follows that x ⊥ π as well. This implies
that α ⊥ π̄, as
p
X
X
X p
X p
X
√
π(σ) p
k
p
0 = hx , πi =
πi (σ)π(σ) =
π(σ) =
αi
αi
αi π(Ωi ), (11)
π(Ωi )
i
i
i
σ∈Ωi
σ∈Ωi
√
P √
and this final term is equal to i αi π̄i = hα, π̄i. Multiplying Equation 11 by π(Ω̃j ) and
subtracting it from Equation 10, we have


q
X
p
π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )
hxk , π̃j i =
αi  q
− π(Ωi )π(Ω̃j ) = hα, Vj i,
π(Ωi )π(Ω̃j )
i∈[r]
where


π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )
Vj (i) :=  q
−
π(Ωi )π(Ω̃j )


q

π(Ωi )π(Ω̃j ) =

q

p
p
π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )( r(i, j) − 1/ r(i, j)).

By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the fact that kαk = kxk k ≤ kxk = 1, we have
hα, Vj i ≤ kαkkVj k = kVj k. Therefore we get,
X
X
X
p
p
p
kx11 k2 =
hxk , π̃j i2 ≤
kVj k2 =
π(Ωi ∩ Ω̃j )( r(i, j) − 1/ r(i, j))2 .
J
j

j

i,j

To prove Theorem 9 from Theorem 10, we must show that if kx11 k2 ≤ , then kx⊥ k2 +
√
kx̃ k ≥ (1 − )2 . As the sum of the squared norms of the vectors in the above table is
1, it is reasonable to expect that if kx11 k2 is small, then kx⊥ k2 + kx̃⊥ k2 is large. However,
this is not as straightforward as one might expect, as the vectors within each column are not
necessarily orthogonal, so we may have kx̃⊥ k2 < kx12 k2 + kx22 k2 . The proof is deferred to
the full version of this paper.
⊥ 2
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1

Introduction

Polynomial identity testing (PIT) is one of the fundamental problems in the area of derandomization. The problem asks whether a given multi-variate polynomial is identically zero.
For example, the polynomial (x + y)(x − y) − x2 − y 2 is identically zero. The input to the
problem can be given as an algebraic formula or circuit or other algebraic computation models
like arithmetic branching programs or determinant of a symbolic matrix. The problem is not
known to be polynomial-time solvable. One way to test zeroness could be to check whether
the coefficient of each monomial is zero in the polynomial. However, for a given circuit or
branching program, it might take exponential time (in the input size) to compute coefficients.
On the other hand, there is a simple (polynomial time) randomized algorithm to test
zeroness of a given polynomial: just evaluate the input circuit at a random point and see
if the evaluation is nonzero. It is known that a nonzero polynomial evaluated at a random
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point from gives a nonzero value with high probability [14, 6, 22, 20]. More precisely, for an
n-variate polynomial of degree d, if you evaluate it at a random point from S n for some subset
S ⊆ F, then the probability of the evaluation being zero is at most d/|S|. The polynomial
identity testing question can be asked over any field, however as this randomized algorithm
suggests, in case of finite characteristic we need to take a large enough field extension.
To obtain a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for the polynomial identity testing
has been a long open question. Such an algorithm is known only for some special cases, for
example, read-once oblivious arithmetic branching programs (ROABP) (for more such cases,
see [21, 18, 19]). Deterministic identity testing for ROABPs has been widely studied in the
last decade. One reason for such an interest in this special case is that it can be considered
as an algebraic analogue of the RL vs. L question. An ROABP is a product of matrices
f = β > f1 f2 · · · fn γ where β, γ ∈ Fr×1 and fi ∈ Fr×r [xπ(i) ] is a matrix with entries being
polynomials in the variable xπ(i) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n for some permutation π : [n] → [n]. The
permutation π is said to be the variable order of the ROABP.
Raz and Shpilka [16] gave the first polynomial time algorithm to test whether a given
ROABP computes a nonzero polynomial. PIT is also studied in the so-called black-box model,
where one does not have access to the circuit/ABP computing the polynomial. Instead,
one has to construct an explicit hitting-set – a set of points with the guarantee that every
nonzero polynomial in the class of interest gives a nonzero evaluation on at least one of the
points in the set. Here, by explicit we mean that every point in the hitting-set should be
computable in polynomial time. Forbes and Shpilka [9] first gave a quasi-polynomial size
explicit hitting-set for ROABPs, when the variable order is known. In subsequent works [8, 1],
a quasi-polynomial size explicit hitting-set was also constructed for the unknown order case.
Constructing a polynomial-size explicit hitting-set for ROABPs remains a challenging open
question. This situation is somewhat similar to that for pseudorandom generators (PRG)
for log-space computation. There are no PRGs known with the optimal seed length, i.e.
O(log n), but are known with close to optimal seed length i.e., O(log2 n) [13, 12, 15].
There has been a sequence of work in last few years which improve the hitting-set
construction for ROABPs with respect to various parameters. There are usually three
parameters associated with ROABPs, its length or depth n, which is same as the number
of variables, the individual degree d – maximum degree of any variable, and the width r –
the size of the matrices involved in the product. The hitting-set of [9] and of [1] both had
size (ndr)O(log n) , for the cases of known and unknown variable orders, respectively. For the
known order case slightly better results are known. The first paper [9] also gave a bound of
(ndr)O(log n/ max{1,log log n−log log r}) , which is better when the width r is relatively small. For
the small width case, another improved bound of ndrlog n was obtained by [10], when the
field characteristic is zero or large enough.
A special class of polynomials, which is known to have better hitting-sets, is called
any-order ROABPs. These are polynomials that have small-width ROABPs in every possible
variable order. Any-order ROABPs generalize commutative ROABPs2 and diagonal circuits
[17]. Building upon the techniques of [8], an explicit hitting-set of size (ndr)O(log log r) for
any-order ROABPs was obtained in [10].
A more general model, namely, sum of constantly many ROABPs was considered by [11].
As is known for ROABPs, they could give a polynomial time algorithm for sum of constantly
many ROABPs in the white-box case and also a quasi-polynomial size explicit hitting-set.
c
More precisely, for a sum of c ROABPs, their hitting-set size is (ndr)O(c·2 log(ndr)) .

2

We say an ROABP is commutative if its output does not change under any permutation of the matrices
involved in the product. The usage of “commutative ROABP” is slightly different in [8], which actually
refers to any-order ROABPs in this paper.
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Recently, Bisht and Saxena [3] considered PIT for ROABP and sum of ROABPs in the
c
small variate regime. For a sum of c ROABPs, they gave a hitting-set of size poly(rn3 , dc ),
which also means a hitting-set of size poly(rn , d) for an ROABP. These results are better
than those of [11] and [1] respectively, when n = O(log(rd)) and r = O(1).
In this work we give improved explicit hitting-sets for ROABPs (unknown order), sum
of several ROABPs (small variate regime) and any-order ROABPs with respect to various
parameters. Though, we are still away from a polynomial size hitting-set, one important
feature of our results is a better dependence on the degree parameter d. In particular, for
unknown order and any-order ROABPs, our dependence on d is only polynomial instead of
quasi-polynomial (when field characteristic is zero/large). This is somewhat analogous to a
recent result for read-once boolean branching programs [4], where they construct a hitting-set
of size quasi-polynomial in length and width, but the dependence on the error parameter 1/
is nearly-polynomial.

1.1

Our Results

We now state our main theorems, which give improved explicit constructions of hitting-sets
for ROABPs in an unknown order, sum of several ROABPs, and any-order ROABPs.

1.1.1

ROABPs in an Unknown Order

We have the following result for general ROABPs in an unknown order.
I Theorem 1. Let C be the family of polynomials f ∈ F[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] computed by ROABPs
of length n, width r and individual degree d in an unknown order. If char(F) = 0 or
char(F) > d, then there exists an explicit hitting-set for C of size polynomial in
log n

M (n, r, d) := d · (nr) max{1,log log n−log log r} .
In arbitrary characteristic, there exists an explicit hitting-set for C of size polynomial in


nd ≤ r2 ,
(nr)log n d

M 0 (n, r, d) :=

log n

(nd) log log(nd)−log log r


nd

r2 < nd < rn ,
nd ≥ rn .

Comparison with Previous Work. In all cases, our bounds are strictly better than the
previous best bound of (ndr)O(log n) [1] for unknown order ROABPs. In particular, our
dependence on the individual degree d is better. Our bounds are also better than known
order case results of [9]. Recall that they had an explicit hitting-set of size (ndr)O(log n) ,
and for small r, they had an explicit hitting-set of size (ndr)O(log n/ max{1,log log n−log log r})
(not explicitly written, but follows from [9, Theorem 3.24]). These results are subsumed by
Theorem 1. In fact, we follow the same idea in [9] of merging k ≥ 2 parts of the ROABP at
each level of the recursion. We note our construction has two advantages compared with [9]:
Theorem 1 applies to ROABPs in an unknown order, while it is not clear how to achieve
the same using the construction in [9]. The requirement that the hitting-set works in an
unknown order is crucial for the model of the sum of several ROABPs which is discussed
below.
When char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d, our size bound depends only polynomially on the
individual degree bound d, which gives much smaller hitting-sets compared with [9] if
n, r  d.
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The hitting-set constructed in [3, Lemma 9] for C of size poly(rn , d) is also subsumed
by our result. When char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d, Theorem 1 improves this by giving an
explicit hitting-set of size M (n, r, d) ≤ poly((nr)log n , d). In particular, in the log-variate
case n = O(log(rd)) considered in [3], they can achieve a poly(n, r, d)-size hitting-set only
when r = O(1), while we can achieve the same for r up to 2O(log d/ log log d) . In arbitrary
characteristic, we obtain a worse size bound M 0 (n, r, d), which still subsumes [3, Lemma 9].3
Finally, in comparison with the hitting-set of [10, Theorem 3.6] of size poly(nlog r , d)
for known order ROABPs, our bound of M (n, r, d) is weaker. In particular, they give
polynomial-size hitting-sets when the width r is constant. However, their result is not known
to be extendible to ROABPs in an unknown order.

1.1.2

Sum of Several ROABPs

The paper [3] studied the problem of constructing hitting-sets for the sum of several (logvariate) ROABPs and established a reduction from this problem to constructing hitting-sets
for ROABPs in an unknown order. Using this reduction, we obtain the following result for
the model of sum of several ROABPs.
I Theorem 2. Let C be the family of polynomials f ∈ F[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] computed by the sum
of c ROABPs of length n, width r ≥ 2 and individual degree d in unknown and possibly
different orders.
1. If char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d, there exists an explicit hitting-set for C of size polynomial
c
in 2cn · M (n, (2r)3 , d)c where M (·, ·, ·) is as in Theorem 1. In particular, the hitting-set
has size poly(d) when c = O(1), n = O(log d) and r = 2O(log d/ log log d) .
2. In arbitrary characteristic, there exists an explicit hitting-set for C of size polynomial in
c
2cn · M 0 (n, (2r)3 , d)c where M 0 (·, ·, ·) is as in Theorem 1.
c

The paper [3] constructed an explicit hitting-set of size poly(rn3 , dc ) for C, which has
size poly(d) when n = O(log d) and c, r are constants. This result is subsumed by our
Theorem 2 (2) since M 0 (n, r, d) is bounded by poly(n, rn , d). Moreover, when char(F) = 0 or
char(F) > d, our Theorem 2 (1) yields a poly(d)-size hitting-set for n = O(log d), c = O(1)
and r = 2O(log d/ log log d) (instead of constant r).

1.1.3

Any-Order ROABPs

Recall that any-order ROABPs are polynomials that have small-width ROABPs in every
possible variable order. We obtain the following result for any-order ROABPs.
I Theorem 3. Let C be the family of polynomials f ∈ F[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] computed by ROABPs
of length n, width r and individual degree d in any order.
1. If char(F) = 0 or char(F) > n4 (d + 1)2 , then there exists an explicit hitting-set for
C of size poly(n, rlog log r , d). In particular, the hitting-set has size poly(n, d) for r =
2O(log(nd)/ log log(nd)) .
2. In arbitrary characteristic, there exists an explicit hitting-set for C of size
log log r

poly(rlog log r , (nd)1+ max{1,log log(nd)−log log r} ).
So the hitting-set has size poly(n, d) for r = 2O(log
3

1−

(nd))

and any constant 0 <  < 1.

We note that [3, Lemma 9] is proved using ideas different from ours. To directly see that our bound
1/e
subsumes the bound poly(rn , d) when r2 < nd < rn , write nd = rn
with 1 < e < log n and note
log n

M 0 (n, r, d) = (nd) log log(nd)−log log r = ren

1/e

= rO(n) .
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The previous best explicit construction of hitting-sets for any-order ROABPs [10] has size
(ndr)O(log log r) , which is superpolynomial for width r = ω(1). Our hitting-set has polynomial
1−
size for r up to 2O(log(nd)/ log log(nd)) or 2O(log (nd)) depending on the characteristic of F.

1.2

Proof Techniques

We prove our results by combining the analyses in previous work [8, 1, 10, 11, 3] with the
following ideas.
(1) Low-Degree Concentration via Random Shift. Randomly shifting a multivariate polynomial is an important and common technique in polynomial identity testing for ROABPs and
related models. For example, it was used in [2, 8, 1, 10, 11, 7] to achieve rank concentration of
polynomials. We use a simple version of this technique, applied only to univariate polynomials:
View the layers of a width-r ROABP as univariate polynomials f1 (x1 ), f2 (x2 ), . . . , fn (xn )
with matrix-valued coefficients. We preprocess these polynomials by performing the shift
fi (xi ) 7→ fi (xi + α) simultaneously for i = 1, 2, . . . , n with randomly chosen α ∈ F.
Assuming char(F) is zero or large, a standard argument shows that with high probability,
each of the new polynomials fi (xi + α) is low-degree concentrated in the sense that its
coefficient span, which has dimension `i ≤ r2 , is spanned by the coefficients of the `i
monomials with the lowest degrees. This is useful when the width r is much smaller than
the degree bound d of the polynomials, as it allows us to reduce d to r2 in the analysis.
We remark that a generalization of this technique was developed in [7], where it was shown
that a (pseudo-)random shift achieves low-cone concentration for multivariate polynomials
[7, Theorem 2]. We only need the special case for univariate polynomials, which is classical
and uses the nonsingularity of the Wronskian matrix.
(2) Merging Multiple Parts at Each Level of the Recursion. Explicit hitting-sets for
ROABPs of size (ndr)O(log n) were constructed in [9, 1], which may be seen as analogues of
the PRG constructions in [13] and [12] for read-once branching programs. Roughly speaking,
these hitting-sets are recursively constructed as follows: Divide the ROABP into two parts,
construct a hitting-set for each part recursively, and then merge them at the cost of increasing
the size by a factor polynomial in ndr. The size of the final hitting-set is (ndr)O(log n) as the
recursion tree has depth O(log n).
A slightly better construction was also given in [9] for ROABPs of small width. The
idea is to merge k parts of the ROABP at each level of the recursion, where k is possibly
greater than two. We use the same idea in this paper but replace the construction in [9]
by the one in [1], which has the advantage of working for ROABPs in an unknown order.
The cost incurred at each level of the recursion is bounded by poly(n, d, rk ) while there are
O(log n/ log k) levels. When char(F) is zero or large, the cost incurred at each level may be
improved to poly(n, rk ) by using the idea (1) above. We then choose the optimal k according
to the parameters n, r and d.
(3) Reducing the Number of Variables via Hashing. In [8, 10], hitting-sets for any-order
ROABPs are constructed in two steps: The first step is to explicitly construct a small set
T ⊆ Fn such that for some s = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) ∈ T , performing the shift xi 7→ xi + si achieves
low-support concentration for any-order ROABPs. The second step is to convert an any-order
ROABP with low-support concentration into a short ROABP.
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In [8], the cost of the first step (i.e., the size of T ) is polynomial in n and dlog r . This
was later improved to (ndr)O(log log r) in [10]. In this paper, we further improve the cost to
poly(n, rlog log r , d) when char(F) is zero or large. In arbitrary characteristic, we obtain a
worse bound which still improves those in [8, 10]. See Theorem 16 for details.
One crucial idea used in [8, 10] (which originates from [2]) is that for any-order ROABPs,
low-support concentration is a “local” property. Namely, in order to achieve low-support
concentration of n-variate any-order ROABPs, it suffices to achieve it when restricting to
every subset of ` variables, where ` = O(log r). In this paper, we use a construction similar
to the one in [10] except that we further exploit the locality by using hash functions. This
has the effect of reducing n to poly(log r) in the analysis, which leads to the improvement.
Organization of the Paper. Preliminaries and notations are given in Section 2. Theorem 1
and 2 are proved in Section 3. Theorem 3 is proved in Section 4. Finally, some open problems
are listed in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

Notations. Let N := {0, 1, 2, . . . } and N+ := {1, 2, . . . }. Denote {1, 2, . . . , n} by [n]. The
cardinality of a set S is denoted by |S|. Denote by log a the logarithm of a with base two.
Let F be a field. Throughout this paper, we always assume |F| is large enough. This can
be guaranteed by replacing F with an extension field if necessary. We often write x as a
shorthand for a list of variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn . For a = (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) ∈ Nn , write xa for
Qn
the monomial i=1 xai i . The support of xa is supp(xa ) := {i ∈ [n] : ai > 0}. The set of all
monomials in x1 , x2 , . . . , xn is denoted by M(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) or M(x).
For an algebra A over F, write A[x] for the ring of polynomials in the variables x with
coefficients in A. For f ∈ A[x] and a monomial m = xa , denote by coef f (m) ∈ A the
coefficient of m in f . The linear span of a set T ⊆ A over F is denoted by span T . The
coefficient span of f ∈ A[x] is span(f ) := span{coef f (m) : m is a monomial in f }.
More generally, for an extension field K of F, denote by A ⊗F K the tensor product of
A and K over F, which is an algebra over K, i.e., A ⊗F K is obtained from A by extending
the field of scalars from F to K. For f ∈ (A ⊗F K)[x] and a monomial m = xa , again denote
by coef f (m) ∈ A ⊗F K the coefficient of m in f . The linear span of a set T ⊆ A ⊗F K over
K is denoted by spanK T . The coefficient span of f ∈ (A ⊗F K)[x] over K is spanK (f ) :=
spanK {coef f (m) : m is a monomial in f }.
Let r ∈ N+ be a parameter. From now on, we fix A to be Mr×r (F), the algebra of r × r
matrices over F, even though statements in this paper often hold over other algebras as well.
So A ⊗F K is simply Mr×r (K), the algebra of r × r matrices over K.
Rank Concentration. We need the following definitions about rank concentration.
I Definition 4. Let f ∈ A[x] = A[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] be a polynomial over A. For a set S ⊆ M(x)
of monomials, we say f is concentrated on S if span(f ) = span{coef f (m) : m ∈ S}. For
` ∈ N, we say f is `-support concentrated if it is concentrated on S = {xa : |supp(xa )| < `}.
Similarly, we say f is `-degree concentrated if it is concentrated on S = {xa : deg(xa ) < `}.
More generally, for an extension field K of F, we say f ∈ (A ⊗F K)[x] is concentrated on
S over K, `-support concentrated over K, or `-degree concentrated over K if f satisfies the
corresponding property above with span(f ) and span{coef f (m) : m ∈ S} replaced by spanK (f )
and spanK {coef f (m) : m ∈ S} respectively.
We use low-degree concentration of f only for univariate polynomials f in this paper.
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Hitting-Sets. We say a set H ⊆ Fn is a hitting-set for a nonzero polynomial f ∈ F[x1 , . . . , xn ]
if there exists α ∈ H such that f (α) 6= 0. We say H ⊆ Fn is a hitting-set for a class of
polynomials C ⊆ F[x1 , . . . , xn ] if H is a hitting-set for every nonzero polynomial in C.
ROABPs. A read-once oblivious arithmetic branching program (ROABP) in the order
x1 , . . . , xn is a weighted directed graph B with n + 1 layers of vertices {V0 , V1 , . . . , Vn }
together with a start node s and an end node t. All the edges are from s to V0 , Vi−1 to Vi
for i ∈ [n], or Vn to t.
For i ∈ [n], the weight of an edge e from Vi−1 to Vi is a univariate polynomial we ∈
F[xi ] ⊆ F[x]. The weights of the edges e from s to V0 and those from Vn to t are constants
(i.e, we ∈ F). We define the weight of a path in B from s to t to be the product of the weights
of the edges on that path. The polynomial computed by B is the sum of the weights of the
paths in B from s to t.
Let r = max{|Vi | : i ∈ [n]}. We say B has length 4 n and width r. We say B has individual
degree d if deg(we ) ≤ d for e ∈ E(B). By adding dummy vertices, we may always assume each
layer Vi of B has exactly r vertices. The polynomial f computed by B can be represented as
a product of matrices f = β > f1 f2 · · · fn γ where β, γ ∈ Fr×1 and fi ∈ A[xi ] for i ∈ [n] with
A = Mr×r (F).
Let c > 0 be a large enough constant. Throughout the paper, we always assume the
length n of an ROABP is at least c and the width r is at least two, which is fine since explicit
hitting-sets of polynomial size for ROBAPs are easy to construct when n < c or r = 1. These
assumptions are made to avoid technicalities in boundary cases (e.g. log log r is undefined
when r = 1). Similarly, we always assume the individual degree bound d is at least c by
replacing d with max{d, c} if necessary.

Unknown-Order and Any-Order ROABPs. The above definition of ROABPs is given with
respect to the variable order x1 , x2 , . . . , xn . More generally, we say an ROABP has an unknown
order or is an unknown-order ROABP if it has the variable order xπ(1) , xπ(2) , . . . , xπ(n) where
π is an arbitrary permutation of [n].
Let C be a class of unknown-order ROABPs. We say f ∈ F[x] is computed by ROABPs
in C in any order (or simply an any-order ROABP in C) if for every permutation π of [n], f
is computed by an ROABP in C that has the variable order xπ(1) , xπ(2) , . . . , xπ(n) . In this
paper, C will be the class of unknown-order ROABPs of length n, width r and individual
degree d for some n, r and d.
We also say a polynomial f ∈ A[x] over A is computed by ROABPs of length n, width
r and individual degree d in any order if for any permutation π of [n], we can write
f = f1 f2 · · · fn such that fi ∈ A[xπ(i) ] is a univariate polynomial of degree at most d in xπ(i)
where A = Mr×r (F).

3

Hitting-Sets for ROABPs

In this section, we give an explicit construction of hitting-sets for ROABPs in an unknown
order. Then we prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.

4

The length is also called the depth and equals the number of variables.
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3.1

Low-Degree Concentration by Random Shift

We start with the following lemma, which states that random shift achieves low-degree
concentration with high probability.
I Lemma 5. Suppose char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d ∈ N. Let f ∈ A[x] be a univariate
polynomial of degree d. Let ` = dimF (span(f )) ≤ dimF A = r2 . Then for all but at most d`
choices of α ∈ F, f (x + α) is `-degree concentrated.
h i
Proof. Using the fact that all the `×` minors of the Wronskian matrix W = ji
0≤i≤d,0≤j<`

are nonzero when char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d, it can be shown that f (x + t) is `-degree
concentrated over F(t), where t is an indeterminate. We omit the proof of this claim but
note it is a special case of [7, Theorem 2] applied to univariate polynomials.
View A as a vector space over F. As f (x+t) is `-degree concentrated, the matrix formed by
the ` vectors coef f (x+t) (1), coef f (x+t) (x), . . . , coef f (x+t) (x`−1 ) ∈ A has a nonzero ` × ` minor
g(t). Note g(t) is a polynomial in t of degree at most d`. So for all but at most d` choices of α,
we have g(α) 6= 0. For such α, the vectors coef f (x+α) (1), coef f (x+α) (x), . . . , coef f (x+α) (x`−1 )
are linearly independent and hence span the space span(f ) = span(f (x + α)). So f (x + α) is
`-degree concentrated.
J
We use Lemma 5 to preprocess the univariate polynomials fi in an ROABP so that they
are r2 -degree concentrated: Suppose f1 ∈ A[x1 ], f2 ∈ A[x2 ] . . . , fn ∈ A[xn ] are univariate
polynomials of degree at most d. Let S ⊆ F such that |S| > ndr2 . By Lemma 5 and the
union bound, there exists α ∈ S such that fi (xi + a) is r2 -degree concentrated for i ∈ [n].
I Remark. Lemma 5 may not hold if 0 < char(F) ≤ d. For example, let a, b ∈ A be linearly
independent over a field F of characteristic p > 0. Let f (x) = axd + b where d ≥ p is a power
of p. Then f (x + α) = axd + αd a + b is not `-degree concentrated for α ∈ F and ` ≤ d.

3.2

Basis Isolation

A weight assignment of the variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn is a map w : {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } → N.
Pn
Extend w to a map w : M(x) → N on the set M(x) of monomials by w(xa ) := i=1 w(xi )ai
Q
n
for xa = i=1 xai i ∈ M(x).
One basic tool we need is the following explicit construction of weight assignments that
separate polynomially many monomials.
I Lemma 6 ([1, Lemma 4, restated]). For n, s, ` ∈ N+ and 0 <  < 1, there exist weight
assignments w1 , w2 , . . . , wN : {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } → [N log N ], where N = poly(n, s, log `, −1 ),
such that for any s monomials m1 , m2 , . . . , ms ∈ M(x) of individual degree less than `, all
but at most -fraction of wi among w1 , w2 , . . . , wN separate these monomials, i.e., wi (mj ) 6=
wi (mj 0 ) for j, j 0 ∈ [s] with mj 6= mj 0 . The weight assignments w1 , w2 , . . . , wN can be
computed in time polynomial in N .
We are interested in weight assignments that have the property of basis isolation, introduced in [1].
I Definition 7 (basis isolating weight assignment [1]). For a polynomial f ∈ A[x], we say
w : {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } → N is a basis isolating weight assignment for f if there exists a set
S ⊆ M(x) of monomials whose coefficients in f form a basis of span(f ), such that
1. w(m) 6= w(m0 ) for distinct m, m0 ∈ S, and
2. coef f (m) ∈ span{coef f (m0 ) : m0 ∈ S, w(m0 ) < w(m)} for m ∈ M(x) \ S.
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The following lemma states that, if w is a basis isolating weight assignment, then the
variable substitution map xi 7→ y w(xi ) preserves the nonzeroness of polynomials. This makes
basis isolating weight assignments a very useful tool for PIT.
I Lemma 8 ([1, Lemma 6]). Let f (x) ∈ A[x], β, γ ∈ Fr , and g(x) = β > f (x)γ ∈ F[x].
Suppose w : {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } → N is a basis isolating weight assignment for f ∈ A[x]. Then
g(x) = 0 iff g(y w(x1 ) , y w(x2 ) , . . . , y w(xn ) ) = 0.
Explicit Construction. We use the following explicit construction of basis isolating weight
assignments for ROABPs, which is a k-ary generalization of the one in [1].
Let n, ` ∈ N+ , k ∈ {2, . . . n} and  ∈ (0, 1) where n is a power of k. Let u = log n/ log k ∈
N. Let N = poly(n, s, log `, −1 ) and w1 , w2 , . . . , wN be as in Lemma 6 with respect to the
parameters n, s, `, , where s = max{`, r2k }. Let h = n`N log N . For t = (t1 , t2 , . . . , tu ) ∈
[N ]u , define the weight assignment wt : {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } → [N log N hu ] by
wt (xi ) =

u
X

wtj (xi )hu−j .

j=1

So wt is a linear combination of wt1 , wt2 , . . . , wtu , where wtj is multiplied by hu−j for j ∈ [u].
If u = 0 (i.e., n = 1), define wt (x1 ) = 1 instead for the unique element t ∈ [N ]u .
Qn
I Lemma 9. Let π : [n] → [n] be a permutation. Let f = i=1 fi where fi ∈ A[xπ(i) ] is
`-degree concentrated for i ∈ [n]. Then for all but at most 0 -fraction of t ∈ [N ]u , wt is a
basis isolating weight assignment for f , where 0 = (n−1)
k−1 .
Proof. We prove the lemma for the case (xπ(1) , xπ(2) , . . . , xπ(n) ) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ). The
same proof works for arbitrary variable orders since the monomial separation property of wi
as asserted in Lemma 6 is closed under any permutation of the variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn .
The proof is done by induction on u = log n/ log k.
Base case: Suppose u = 0, i.e., n = 1. We want to prove that the weight assignment wt
defined by wt (x1 ) = 1 is basis isolating for f = f1 . Choose the set of monomials S ⊆ F[x1 ]
in the following greedy way: Start with S = ∅ and enumerate i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . For each i,
add xi to S whenever coef f1 (xi ) 6∈ span{coef f1 (m) : m ∈ S}. Continue this process until
span{coef f1 (m) : m ∈ S} = span(f ). Then wt and S satisfy Definition 7. So wt is a basis
isolating weight assignment for f = f1 .
0

Inductive step: Suppose u > 0, and assume the claim holds for u0 = u−1. Let n0 = n/k = k u .
Divide [n] into k blocks B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk , where Bi = {(i − 1)n0 + 1, (i − 1)n0 + 2, . . . , in0 }. For
Q
Qin0
Qk
i ∈ [k], let f (i) = j∈Bi fj = j=(i−1)n0 +1 fj . So f = i=1 f (i) .
0

−1)
Let 00 = (nk−1
. By the induction hypothesis and the union bound, for all but at most
k00 -fraction of t = (t1 , t2 , . . . , tu−1 ) ∈ [N ]u−1 , wt is a basis isolating weight assignment for
f (1) , f (2) , . . . , f (k) . Fix such t. For i ∈ [k], let Si ⊆ M(xj : j ∈ Bi ) be a set of monomials in
the variables xj with j ∈ Bi such that wt , Si and f (i) satisfy the conditions in Definition 7.
Then |Si | ≤ dimF span(f (i) ) ≤ dimF A = r2 for i ∈ [k].

B Claim 10. The monomials in S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk have individual degree less than `.
Proof of Claim 10. Assume to the contrary that some Si contains a monomial m whose degree
in some variable xj is d ≥ `. Write m = xdj m̄ where m̄ does not depend on xj . As fj is
`-degree concentrated, we have coef fj (xdj ) ∈ span{coef fj (xaj ) : 0 ≤ a < `}. Using the fact
Q
f (i) = j∈Bi fj and fj ∈ A[xj ] for j ∈ Si , we see
coef f (i) (m) ∈ span{coef f (i) (xaj m̄) : 0 ≤ a < `} ⊆ span{coef f (i) (m0 ) : wt (m0 ) < wt (m)}.
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But, from (2) of Definition 7, we know that for any m0 ∈ M(xj : j ∈ Bi ) \ Si ,
coef f (i) (m0 ) ∈ span{coef f (i) (m00 ) : m00 ∈ Si , wt (m00 ) < wt (m0 )}.
From the above two containments we get that
coef f (i) (m) ∈ span{coef f (i) (m00 ) : m00 ∈ Si , wt (m00 ) < wt (m)}.
This contradicts the fact that the coefficients of the monomials in Si form a basis of span(fi )
(Definition 7).
C
Qk
Let T := { i=1 mi : mi ∈ Si for i ∈ [k]}. Then span{coef f (m) : m ∈ T } = span(f ).
Qk
Note |T | = i=1 |Si | ≤ r2k ≤ s, and T consists of monomials of individual degree less than `.
By Lemma 6, for all but at most -fraction of tu ∈ [N ], wtu separates the monomials in T .
Fix such tu and let t0 = (t1 , t2 , . . . , tu ) = (t, tu ).
For m ∈ T , as the individual degree of m is less than `, we have 0 ≤ wtu (m) <
n`N log N = h. By definition, wt0 (m) = wtu (m) if u = 1 and wt0 (m) = wt (m)h + wtu (m) if
u > 1. In either case, we have wt0 (m) 6= wt0 (m0 ) whenever wtu (m) 6= wtu (m0 ) for m, m0 ∈ T .
Therefore, the weight assignment wt0 also separates the monomials in T .
Next, we choose a subset S ⊆ T of monomials such that wt0 , S, and f satisfy the
conditions in Definition 7. Initially, let S = ∅. Choose m ∈ T with the minimum weight
wt0 (m) such that coef f (m) 6∈ span{coef f (m0 ) : m0 ∈ S}, and add m to S. Note m is unique
as wt0 separates the monomials in T . Repeat this step until span{coef f (m) : m ∈ S} equals
span{coef f (m) : m ∈ T } = span(f ).
We check that wt0 , S and f satisfy the conditions in Definition 7. The set {coef f (m) :
m ∈ S} is a basis of span(f ) by our choice of S. As wt0 separates the monomials in T ⊇ S,
Condition (1) of Definition 7 holds. We now prove that Condition (2) also holds.
B Claim 11. coef f (m) ∈ span{coef f (m0 ) : m0 ∈ S, wt0 (m0 ) < wt0 (m)} for m ∈ M(x) \ S.
Proof of Claim 11. We prove the claim by induction on w := wt0 (m). The claim is vacuously
true for w < 0 (since this is impossible). Now suppose w ≥ 0 and the claim holds for w0 < w.
Qk
If m ∈ T , the claim holds by our choice of S. So assume m 6∈ T . Write m = i=1 mi where
mi is a monomial in the variables in Bi . As m 6∈ T , there exists i ∈ [k] such that mi 6∈ Si .
Assume i = 1 (the other cases are similar). By the choice of S1 , we have
coef f (1) (m1 ) ∈ span{coef f (1) (m01 ) : m01 ∈ S1 , wt (m01 ) < wt (m1 )}
⊆ span{coef f (1) (m01 ) : m01 ∈ S1 , wt0 (m01 ) < wt0 (m1 )}.
where the second step holds since wtu (m01 ) < n`N log N = h for m01 ∈ S1 , which in turn
holds by Claim 10. Therefore
coef f (m) ∈ span{coef f (m01 m2 · · · mk ) : m01 ∈ S1 , wt0 (m01 ) < wt0 (m1 )}
⊆ span{coef f (m0 ) : m0 ∈ M(x), wt0 (m0 ) < wt0 (m)}.
Consider a monomial m0 ∈ M(x) satisfying wt0 (m0 ) < wt0 (m). By the induction hypothesis,
either m0 ∈ S, or coef f (m0 ) is in the span of the coefficients of those monomials in S with
weight strictly less than wt0 (m0 ) < wt0 (m). It follows that coef f (m) ∈ span{coef f (m0 ) :
m0 ∈ S, wt0 (m0 ) < wt0 (m)}.
C
By the union bound, for all but at most 0 -fraction of t0 = (t1 , . . . , tu ) ∈ [N ]u , where
0
 = k00 +  = (n−1)
k−1 , wt is a basis isolating weight assignment for f . This completes the
proof for the inductive step.
J
0
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Let  = 1/n. Then the maximum values of the weight assignments wt constructed above
are polynomial in hu with h = poly(n, `, rk ) and u = log n/ log k, which suggests that we
should choose k = Θ(log(n`)/ log r). However, as k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we have to choose k = 2
(resp. k = n) when log(n`)/ log r is subconstant (resp. superlinear in n). This yields the
following theorem.
I Theorem 12. Let C be the family of polynomials f = β > f1 f2 · · · fn γ computed by ROABPs
of length n, width r and individual degree d in an unknown order, where each fi is `-degree
concentrated. Then there exists an explicit hitting-set for C of size polynomial in M0 (n, r, d, `),
where

log n

d
n` ≤ r2 ,

(nr)
M0 (n, r, d, `) :=

log n

(n`) log log(n`)−log log r d


n`d

Proof. Choose



2
k = log(n`)/ log r


n

r2 < n` < rn ,
n` ≥ rn .

n` ≤ r2 ,
r2 < n` < rn ,
n` ≥ rn .

By adding dummy variables, we may assume n is a power of k. Let  = 1/n. Construct
the weight assignment wt : {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } → [N log N hu ] for t ∈ [N ]u as above, where
N = poly(n, s, log `, −1 ), s = max{`, r2k }, h = n`N log N , and u = log n/ log k.
Consider 0 6= f = β > f1 f2 · · · fn γ ∈ C. By Lemma 9, there exists t ∈ [N ]u such
that wt is a basis isolating weight assignment for f1 f2 · · · fn ∈ A[x], which implies that
gwt (y) := f (y wt (x1 ) , . . . , y wt (xn ) ) 6= 0 by Lemma 8. As gwt (y) is univariate, any subset of F
of size deg(gwt ) + 1 ≤ N log N hu nd + 1 is a hitting-set for gwt . Enumerating all t ∈ [N ]u , we
obtain an explicit hitting-set for C of size at most N u (N log N hu nd + 1), which is polynomial
in M0 (n, r, d, `).
J
Theorem 1 follows easily from Theorem 12.
Proof of Theorem 1. Note degree-d polynomials are trivially (d + 1)-degree concentrated.
The second part of Theorem 1 (the claim for arbitrary characteristic) then follows from
Theorem 12 with ` = d + 1.
Moreover, when char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d, we may preprocess the polynomials fi using
Lemma 5 so that they are r2 -degree concentrated. The first part of Theorem 1 then follows
from Theorem 12 with ` = r2 .
J

3.3

Sum of Several ROABPs

Using the reduction in [3], we may extend Theorem 1 to the model of sum of several ROABPs
and prove Theorem 2. Here we only sketch the proof as it is the same as the proof in [3]
except for some small adjustments.
Proof sketch of Theorem 2. Choose a function M ∗ (n, r, d) ≥ poly(n, r, d) such that we
have explicit hitting-sets of size at most M ∗ (n, r, d) for the family of polynomials computed
by ROABPs of length n, width r and individual degree d in an unknown order. By Theorem 1,
we may choose M ∗ (n, r, d) to be polynomial in M (n, r, d) when char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d
and polynomial in M 0 (n, r, d) in arbitrary characteristic.
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Fix n and d. It was shown in the proof of [3, Lemma 14] (and the proof of [3, Lemma 12])
that for c ≥ 1 and r ≥ 2, one can explicitly construct a set S of ring homomorphisms
Ψ : F[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] → F[t] satisfying the following properties (C is the class of sum of c
ROABPs):
If 0 6= f ∈ C, there exists Ψ ∈ S such that Ψ(f ) 6= 0.
For f ∈ C and Ψ ∈ S, the degree of Ψ(f ) is at most S(c, r), where S(1, r) ≤ M ∗ (n, r, d)
and
S(c, r) ≤ poly(M ∗ (n, r, d)) · S(c − 1, 2r3 )

(1)

for c ≥ 2.
The time complexity of computing S is at most T (c, r), where T (1, r) ≤ poly(M ∗ (n, r, d))
and
T (c, r) ≤ n2n · poly(M ∗ (n, r, d)) · T (c − 1, 2r3 )

(2)

for c ≥ 2. In particular, the size of S is bounded by T (c, r).
c
Solving the recursive relations (1) and (2) above gives S(c, r) ≤ poly(M ∗ (n, (2r)3 , d)c ) and
c
T (c, r) ≤ poly(2cn , M ∗ (n, (2r)3 , d)c ).
For f ∈ C and Ψ ∈ S, any subset of F of size S(c, r) + 1 is a hitting-set for Ψ(f ) since Ψ(f )
is a univariate polynomial of degree at most S(c, r). Enumerating all possible Ψ ∈ S, we
obtain an explicit hitting-set for C of size at most T (c, r)(S(c, r) + 1), which is polynomial in
c
c
2cn ·M (n, (2r)3 , d)c when char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d and polynomial in 2cn ·M 0 (n, (2r)3 , d)c
in arbitrary characteristic.
J

4

Hitting-Sets for Any-Order ROABPs

In this section, we prove Theorem 3 by giving an explicit construction of hitting-sets for
any-order ROABPs.

4.1

Low-Support Concentration

Following [8, 10], we first achieve low-support concentration by shifting the variables. The
basic tool is the following lemma.
I Lemma 13 ([11, Lemma 5.2]). Suppose w : x → N is a basis isolating weight assignment for
Qn
f = i=1 fi ∈ A[x]. Then f (x1 + y w(x1 ) , x2 + y w(x2 ) , . . . , xn + y w(xn ) ) is dlog(r2 + 1)e-support
concentrated over F(y).
The next lemma states that low-support concentration is a “local” property for any-order
ROABPs.
I Lemma 14 ([2, 8, 10]). Let ` < n. Let s = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) ∈ Kn where K is an extension
field of F. Suppose for any distinct i1 , i2 . . . , i` ∈ [n] and f1 ∈ A[xi1 ], f2 ∈ A[xi2 ], . . . , f` ∈
A[xi` ] of degree at most d, the product f1 (xi1 + si1 )f2 (xi2 + si2 ) · · · f` (xi` + si` ) is `-support
concentrated over K. Then for f (x) ∈ A[x] computed by ROABPs of length n, width r and
individual degree d in any order, f (x + s) is `-support concentrated over K.
Explicit Construction. Let K = F(y, z, t), where y, z and t are indeterminates. We construct
s ∈ F[y, z, t]n such that the shift x 7→ x + s achieves low-support concentration over K for
polynomials computed by any-order ROABPs. The construction is as follows.
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Let ` = r2 if char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d. Otherwise let ` = d + 1.
Choose sufficiently large n̄ = poly(log r) and let H = {h : [n] → [n̄]} be an explicit family
of hash functions of size poly(n, log r) such that for any T ⊆ [n] of size dlog(r2 + 1)e,
there exists h ∈ H that maps T injectively to [n̄]. Such an explicit family H can be
constructed using pairwise independence [5].
Using Lemma 9, construct a set S of weight assignments w : {u1 , u2 , . . . , un̄ } → N of
the variables u1 , u2 , . . . , un̄ such that for any permutation π : [n̄] → [n̄] and polynomials
f1 ∈ A[u1 ], f2 ∈ A[u2 ], . . . , fn̄ ∈ A[un̄ ] of degree at most d that are `-degree concentrated,
Qn̄
there exists a basis isolating weight assignment in S for i=1 fπ(i) .
Fix an injective map ψ : S × H → F. For (w, h) ∈ S × H, construct the polynomial
pw,h (z) ∈ F[z] of degree |S × H| − 1 by interpolation such that for (w0 , h0 ) ∈ S × H,
(
1 (w0 , h0 ) = (w, h)
0
0
pw,h (ψ(w , h )) =
0 (w0 , h0 ) 6= (w, h).
P
Define s = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) ∈ F[y, z, t]n by si (y, z, t) = t + (w,h)∈S×H y w(uh(i) ) pw,h (z) for
i ∈ [n]. So si (y, ψ(w, h), t) = t + y w(uh(i) ) for i ∈ [n] and (w, h) ∈ S × H.
The main difference between the above construction and the one in [10] is the use of hash
functions, which has the effect of reducing the number of variables from n to n̄ = poly(log r)
in the analysis.
I Lemma 15. Suppose f ∈ A[x] is computed by ROABPs of length n, width r and individual
degree d in any order. Then f (x + s) is dlog(r2 + 1)e-support concentrated over K = F(y, z, t).
Proof. The lemma is trivial if n < dlog(r2 + 1)e. So assume n ≥ dlog(r2 + 1)e. Let
n0 = dlog(r2 + 1)e. Consider distinct i1 , i2 . . . , in0 ∈ [n] and f1 ∈ A[xi1 ], f2 ∈ A[xi2 ], . . . , fn0 ∈
A[xin0 ] of degree at most d. By Lemma 14, it suffices to prove that
0

g :=

n
Y

fj (xij + sij ) ∈ (A[y, z, t])[x] ⊆ (A ⊗F K)[x]

j=1

is n0 -support concentrated over K.
Fix h ∈ H such that h maps {i1 , . . . , in0 } injectively to [n̄]. Note that there exists α ∈ F
such that for j ∈ [n0 ], fj (xij + α) is `-degree concentrated: If char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d,
then ` = r2 and this claim follows from Lemma 5. Otherwise, ` = d + 1 and this claim holds
trivially. Fix such α.
Qn0
Let f ∗ (u1 , u2 , . . . , un̄ ) := j=1 fj (uh(ij ) + α) ∈ A[u1 , u2 , . . . , un̄ ]. By the choice of S,
there exists a basis isolating weight assignment w : {u1 , u2 , . . . , un̄ } → N in S for f ∗ . Fix
Q n0
such w. By Lemma 13, f ∗ (u1 + y w(u1 ) , . . . , un̄ + y w(un̄ ) ) = j=1 fj (uh(ij ) + y w(uh(ij ) ) + α) is
n0 -support concentrated over F(y). Substituting uh(ij ) with xij for j ∈ [n0 ], we see that
0

∗

g :=

n
Y

fj (xij + y w(uh(ij ) ) + α) ∈ (A[y])[x] ⊆ (A ⊗F F(y))[x]

j=1

is n0 -support concentrated over F(y).
Q n0
Let g0 = j=1 fj (xij ). As g0 (x + α) = g ∗ |y=0 , we have spanF(y) (g0 ) = spanF(y) (g0 (x +
α)) ⊆ spanF(y) (g ∗ ). On the other hand, note the coefficients of g ∗ can be written as linear
combinations of those of g0 over F(y). So spanF(y) (g ∗ ) ⊆ spanF(y) (g0 ). It follows that
spanF(y) (g ∗ ) = spanF(y) (g0 ). Also note spanK (g) = spanK (g0 ) since g(x) = g0 (x + s).
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Let D := dimF (span(g0 )). We have D = dimF(y) (spanF(y) (g0 )) = dimF(y) (spanF(y) (g ∗ ))
and D = dimK (spanK (g0 )) = dimK (spanK (g)). As g ∗ is n0 -support concentrated over
F(y), there exist m1 , m2 , . . . , mD ∈ M(x) of support size less than n0 such that the
coefficients coef g∗ (m1 ), coef g∗ (m2 ), . . . , coef g∗ (mD ) are linearly independent. Also note
g ∗ = g|z=ψ(w,h),t=α , which implies coef g∗ (mi ) = coef g (mi )|z=ψ(w,h),t=α for i ∈ [D]. Therefore, the coefficients coef g (m1 ), coef g (m2 ), . . . , coef g (mD ) are also linearly independent. It
follows that g is n0 -support concentrated over K, as desired.
J
I Theorem 16. Let s = (s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ F[y, z, t]n be as above. Let T ⊆ F be a large enough
set with
(
poly(n, rlog log r , d)
char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d
|T | =
log log r
log log r 1+ max{1,log log d−log log r}
) otherwise.
poly(n, r
,d
Suppose f ∈ A[x] is computed by ROABPs of length n, width r and individual degree d in any
order. Then there exists (a, b, c) ∈ T 3 such that f (x+s(a, b, c)) ∈ A[x] is dlog(r2 +1)e-support
concentrated.
Proof. We know |H| = poly(n, log r). If char(F) = 0 or char(F) > d, then |S| and the maximum value of every w ∈ S are bounded by poly(M (n̄, r, d)) = poly(rlog log r , d). Otherwise
log log r

they are bounded by poly(M 0 (n̄, r, d)) ≤ poly(rlog log r , d1+ max{1,log log d−log log r} ). The degree
of each si ∈ F[y, z, t] is polynomial in |S|, |H| and max{w(ui ) : w ∈ S, i ∈ [n̄]}.
Let D = dimF (span(f )). By Lemma 15, f (x+s) is dlog(r2 +1)e-support concentrated over
K. So there exist monomials m1 , m2 . . . , mD ∈ M(x) of support size less than dlog(r2 + 1)e
and individual degree at most d such that coef f (x+s) (m1 ), coef f (x+s) (m2 ), . . . , coef f (x+s) (mD )
are linearly independen over K. Therefore, the matrix formed by these coefficients (viewed
as vectors over K) has a nonzero D × D minor g ∈ K. Note g is a polynomial in y, z, t
whose degree is polynomial in n, r, d and the degrees of the polynomials si ∈ F[y, z, t]. By
the Schwartz-Zippel-DeMillo-Lipton lemma, for large enough T whose size is as in Theorem 16, there exists (a, b, c) ∈ T 3 such that g(a, b, c) 6= 0. For such (a, b, c), the coefficients
coef f (x+s(a,b,c)) (m1 ), coef f (x+s(a,b,c)) (m2 ), . . . , coef f (x+s(a,b,c)) (mD ) span the coefficient span
of f , which implies that f (x + s(a, b, c)) is dlog(r2 + 1)e-support concentrated.
J

4.2

Converting Low-Support Concentrated Any-Order ROABPs into
Short ROABPs

Our next step follows that in [8, 10], which converts any-order ROABPs with low-support
concentration into short ROABPs. In particular, we need the following lemma proved in [8].
I Lemma 17 ([8, Lemma 7.6, restated]). Let C be the set of polynomials f ∈ F[x] computed by
ROABPs of length n, width r and individual degree d in any order such that f has a monomial
m with a nonzero coefficient and |supp(m)| < `. Then for some n0 = O(`2 ), there exists an
explicit set S ⊆ (F[y1 , y2 , . . . , yn0 ])n of size poly(n, r, d) satisfying the following condition: For
any f ∈ C, there exists (φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ) ∈ S such that f (φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ) ∈ F[y1 , y2 , . . . , yn0 ]
is a nonzero polynomial computed by ROABPs of length n0 , width r and individual degree
n4 (d + 1)2 in any order.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider 0 6= f ∈ C. Regard f ∈ F[x] as an element of A[x] ∼
=
Mr×r (F[x]) such that the (1, 1)-th entry of the corresponding matrix is f and the other
entries are zero. Then f , regarded as an element of A[x] this way, is also computed by ROABPs
of length n, width r and individual degree d in any order. Let s = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) ∈ F[y, z, t]n
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and T ⊆ F be as in Theorem 16. By Theorem 16, there exists (a, b, c) ∈ T 3 such that
f ∗ (x) := f (x + s(a, b, c)) is dlog(r2 + 1)e-concentrated. As f 6= 0, this implies that f ∗ (x) has
a monomial m with a nonzero coefficient and |supp(m)| < dlog(r2 + 1)e.
Let S ⊆ (F[y1 , y2 , . . . , yn0 ])n be the set in Lemma 17 with ` = dlog(r2 +1)e. By Lemma 17,
there exists φ = (φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ) ∈ S such that f ∗ (φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ) is a nonzero polynomial
computed by ROABPs of length n0 , width r and individual degree n4 (d + 1)2 , where
n0 = O((log r)2 ).
Finally, use Theorem 1 to construct an explicit hitting-set H for
f ∗ (φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ) = f (φ1 + s1 (a, b, c), φ2 + s2 (a, b, c), . . . , φn + sn (a, b, c)).
Then Ha,b,c,φ := {(φ1 (α) + s1 (a, b, c), φ2 (α) + s2 (a, b, c), . . . , φn (α) + sn (a, b, c)) : α ∈ H}
is a hitting-set for f . We do not know the correct (a, b, c) ∈ T 3 and φ ∈ S but may just
enumerate all the possible choices and then take the union of Ha,b,c,φ . When char(F) = 0 or
char(F) > n4 (d + 1)2 , the size of the final hitting-set we obtain is polynomial in
|T |3 · |S| · M (n0 , r, n4 (d + 1)2 ) = poly(n, rlog log r , d) · poly(n, r, d) · M (n0 , r, n4 (d + 1)2 )
= poly(n, rlog log r , d).
In arbitrary characteristic, the size of the final hitting-set is polynomial in
|T |3 · |S| · M 0 (n0 , r, n4 (d + 1)2 )
log log r

= poly(n, rlog log r , d1+ max{1,log log d−log log r} ) · poly(n, r, d) · M 0 (n0 , r, n4 (d + 1)2 )
log log r

= poly(rlog log r , (nd)1+ max{1,log log(nd)−log log r} ).

5
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Open Problems

We list some open problems.
The results we have obtained in positive characteristics are worse than those in characteristic zero, due to the issue that random shift may fail to achieve low-degree concentration
in positive characteristics. Is it possible to close the gaps between characteristic zero and
characteristic p > 0?
In characteristic p > 0, are there explicit hitting-sets of polynomial size for any-order
ROABPs of length n, width r and individual degree d when r, d = 2O(log n/ log log n) ? The
following issue prevents us from obtaining such a result: In Lemma 17, the substitution
map f 7→ f (φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn ) increases the individual degree from d to n4 (d + 1)2 . Thus an
application of Lemma 17 forces the new individual degree to be at least poly(n) even if
we start with d = no(1) .
It was shown in [7] that in characteristic zero, explicit hitting-sets of size poly(s) exist
for log-variate diagonal circuits of size s. It is a natural question to ask if this result
can be extended to commutative or any-order log-variate ROABPs of width poly(s) and
individual degree poly(s).
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Abstract
We give improved and almost optimal testers for several classes of Boolean functions on n variables
that have concise representation in the uniform and distribution-free model. Classes, such as
k-Junta, k-Linear, s-Term DNF, s-Term Monotone DNF, r-DNF, Decision List, r-Decision List,
size-s Decision Tree, size-s Boolean Formula, size-s Branching Program, s-Sparse Polynomial over
the binary field and functions with Fourier Degree at most d.
The approach is new and combines ideas from Diakonikolas et al. [24], Bshouty [13], Goldreich
et al. [32], and learning theory. The method can be extended to several other classes of functions
over any domain that can be approximated by functions with a small number of relevant variables.
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1

Introduction

Property testing of Boolean function was first considered in the seminal works of Blum, Luby
and Rubinfeld [12] and Rubinfeld and Sudan [46] and has recently become a very active
research area. See for example, [2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 27, 31, 33,
36, 37, 41, 40, 43, 47] and other works referenced in the surveys and books [29, 30, 44, 45].
A Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is said to be k-junta if it depends on at most k
coordinates. The class k-Junta is the class of all k-juntas. The class k-Junta has been of
particular interest to the computational learning theory community [10, 11, 14, 23, 34, 38,
42]. A problem closely related to learning k-Junta is the problem of learning and testing
subclasses C of k-Junta and classes C of Boolean functions that can be approximated by
k-juntas [9, 11, 25, 17, 24, 32, 33, 43]. In both testing and learning we are given black-box
query access to a Boolean function f . In learning, for f ∈ C, we need to learn, with high
probability, a hypothesis h that is -close to f . In testing, for any Boolean function f , we
need to distinguish, with high probability, the case that f is in C versus the case that f is
-far from every function in C.
In the uniform-distribution property testing (and learning) model, the distance between
Boolean functions is measured with respect to the uniform distribution. In the distributionfree property testing, [32], (and learning [48]) the distance between Boolean functions is
measured with respect to an arbitrary and unknown distribution D over {0, 1}n . In the
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distribution-free model, the testing (and learning) algorithm is allowed (in addition to making
black-box queries) to draw random x ∈ {0, 1}n according to the distribution D. This model
is studied in [13, 22, 26, 28, 35, 39].

1.1

Results

In Table 1, we list all the previous results and our results in this paper. In the table, Õ(T )
stands for O(T · P oly(log T )), U and D stand for uniform and distribution-free models, resp.,
and Exp and Poly stand for exponential and polynomial time, resp.
It follows from the lower bounds of Saglam [47], that our query complexity is almost
optimal (up-to log-factor) for the classes k-Junta, k-Linear, k-Term, s-Term DNF, s-Term
Monotone DNF, r-DNF (r constant), Decision List, r-Decision List (r constant), size-s
Decision Tree, size-s Branching Programs and size-s Boolean Formula.

1.2

Notations

In this subsection, we give some notations that we use throughout the paper.
Denote [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For S ⊆ [n] and x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) we denote x(S) = {xi |i ∈ S}.
For X ⊂ [n] we denote by {0, 1}X the set of all binary strings of length |X| with coordinates
indexed by i ∈ X. For x ∈ {0, 1}n and X ⊆ [n] we write xX ∈ {0, 1}X to denote the
projection of x over coordinates in X. We denote by 1X and 0X the all-one and all-zero
strings in {0, 1}X , respectively. When y is a variable then z = (y)X is the all y string
with coordinates indexed by i ∈ X, i.e., zi = y for all i ∈ X. When we write xI = 0
we mean xI = 0I . For X1 , X2 ⊆ [n] where X1 ∩ X2 = ∅ and x ∈ {0, 1}X1 , y ∈ {0, 1}X2
we write x ◦ y to denote their concatenation, i.e., the string in {0, 1}X1 ∪X2 that agrees
with x over coordinates in X1 and agrees with y over coordinates in X2 . For X ⊆ [n] we
denote X = [n]\X = {x ∈ [n]|x 6∈ X}. For a function f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, x ∈ {0, 1}n
and X = {i1 , . . . , ik } ⊆ [n] where i1 < i2 < · · · < ik , when we write f (xX ) we mean
f (xi1 , . . . , xik ).
Given f, g : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} and a probability distribution D over {0, 1}n , we say that f
is -close to g with respect to D if Prx∈D [f (x) 6= g(x)] ≤ , where x ∈ D means x is chosen
from {0, 1}n according to the distribution D. We say that f is -far from g with respect to D
if Prx∈D [f (x) 6= g(x)] ≥ . For a class of Boolean functions C, we say that f is -far from
every function in C with respect to D if for every g ∈ C, f is -far from g with respect to D.
We will use U to denote the uniform distribution over {0, 1}n or over {0, 1}X when X in
clear from the context.
For a distribution D over {0, 1}n and X ⊂ [n], we denote by DX the distribution D
projected on the coordinates X. That is, the distribution of xX when x ∈ D.
For a Boolean function f and X ⊂ [n], we say that X is an influential set of f if there
are a, b ∈ {0, 1}n such that f (a) 6= f (bX ◦ aX ). We call the pair (a, b) (or just a when b = 0)
a witness of f for the influential set X. When X = {i} then we say that xi is an influential
variable of f and a is a witness of f for xi . Obviously, if X is influential set of f then x(X)
contains at least one influential variable of f .
We say that the Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is a literal (dictatorship and
anti-dictatorship, resp.) if f ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn , x1 , . . . , xn } where x is the negation of x (f ∈
{x1 , . . . , xn } and f ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn }, resp.).
Let C be a class of Boolean functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. We say that C is symmetric
if for every permutation π : [n] → [n] and every f ∈ C we have fπ ∈ C where fπ (x) :=
f (xπ(1) , · · · , xπ(n) ). We say that C is closed under zero projection (resp. closed under one
projection) if for every f ∈ C and every i ∈ [n], f (0{i} ◦ x{i} ) ∈ C (resp. f (1{i} ◦ x{i} ) ∈ C).
We say it is closed under zero-one projection if is closed under zero and one projection.
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Table 1 A table of the results. In the table, Õ(T ) stands for O(T · poly(log T )), U and D stand for
uniform and distribution-free models, resp., and Exp and Poly stand for exponential and polynomial
time, resp.
Class of Functions
s-Term Monotone DNF
s-Term Unate DNF
s-Term Monotone r-DNF
s-Term Unate r-DNF
s-Term DNF

r-DNF (Constant r)
Decision List
Length-k Decision List
r-DL (Constant r)
k-Linear
k-Term

size-s Decision Trees and
size-s Branching Programs
size-s Boolean Formulas
size-s Boolean Circuit
Functions with
Fourier Degree ≤ d
s-Sparse Polynomial
over F2 of Degree d

s-Sparse Polynomial
over F2

2
2.1

Model

#Queries

Time

Reference

U
U
U
U
U
D
U
U
U
U
U
U
D
U
U
D
U
U
D
U
U
D
U
U
U
U
U
D
U
U
U
D
U
U
U

2

Poly.
Exp.
Poly.
Exp.
Poly.
Poly.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Poly.
Exp.
Poly.
Poly.

[43]
[17]
This Paper
[17]
This Paper
This Paper
[24]
[17]
This Paper
This Paper
[24]
This Paper
This Paper
This Paper
[7, 12]
This Paper
[43]
This Paper
This Paper
[17]
This Paper
This Paper
[17]
This Paper
[17]
This Paper
[17]
This Paper
[1, 25]
This Paper+[1]
This Paper
This Paper
[17]
[25]
This Paper

Õ(s /)
Õ(s/2 )
Õ(s/)
Õ(s/2 )
Õ(s/)
Õ(s2 r/)
Õ(s2 /)
Õ(s/2 )
Õ(s/)
Õ(1/)
Õ(1/2 )
Õ(1/)
Õ(k2 /)
Õ(1/)
Õ(k/)
Õ(k/)
O(1/)
Õ(1/)
Õ(k/)
Õ(s/2 )
Õ(s/)
Õ(s2 /)
Õ(s/2 )
Õ(s/)
Õ(s2 /2 )
Õ(s2 /)
Õ(22d /2 )
Õ(2d / + 22d )
poly(s/) + Õ(22d )
Õ(s2 / + 22d )
Õ(s/ + s2d )
Õ(s2 / + s2d )
Õ(s/2 )
P oly(s/)
Õ(s2 /)

Overview of the Distribution-Free Tester
Preface

Our approach refers to testing properties that are (symmetric) sub-classes C of k-juntas; that
is, f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} has the property if there exists a function f 0 : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} that
belongs to a predetermined class C 0 of functions (over k-bit strings) such that f (x) = f 0 (xΓ )
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for some k-subset Γ. Our new approach builds upon the “testing by implicit sampling”
approach of Diakonikolas et al. [24], while extending it from the case of uniform distribution
to the case of arbitrary unknown distributions (i.e., the distribution-free model).
This allows us to present (almost optimal) distribution-free testers for classes of properties
that are sub-classes of k-juntas, which correspond to classes of k-bit long Boolean functions.
While we follow Diakonikolas et al. [24] in considering learning algorithms for the underlying classes, our approach is also applicable to testing algorithms (see [30, Sec. 6.2]).
Let us again spell out our task. For a class C of n-bit long Boolean functions and a
proximity parameter , given samples from an unknown distribution D and oracle access to a
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, we wish to distinguish the case that f ∈ C from the case that
f is -far from C. Recall that C is a (symmetric) class consisting of a symmetric subclass of
k-juntas C 0 ; that is, f ∈ C if and only if there exists a k-subset Γ ⊂ [n] and f 0 ∈ C 0 such
that f (x) = f 0 (xΓ ), where x{i1 ,...,ik } = (xi1 , . . . , xik ). Actually, we also assume that C 0 is
closed under zero projection.

2.2

A Bird’s Eye View

The basic strategy is to consider a random partition of [n] to r = O(k 2 ) parts, denoted
(X1 , . . . , Xr ), while relying on the fact that, whp, each Xi contains at most one influential
variable. Assuming that f ∈ C, first we determine a set I of at most k indices such that
∪i∈[n]\I Xi contains no “significantly influential” variables of f . Suppose that f 0 : {0, 1}k →
{0, 1}, f 0 ∈ C 0 , is a function that corresponds to the tested function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, and
that I ⊂ [n] is indeed the collection of all sets that contain influential variables. The crucial
ingredient is devising a method that allows to generate samples of the form (x0 , f 0 (x0 )), when
given samples of the form (x, f (x)) (for x ∈ D). We stress that we cannot afford to find the
influential variables, and so this method works without determining these locations. Using
this method, we can test whether f 0 belongs to the underlying class C 0 ; hence, we test f by
implicitly sampling the projection of D on the (unknown) influential variables.
The method employed by Diakonikolas et al. [24] only handles the uniform distribution
(i.e., the case that D is uniform over {0, 1}n ), and so it only yields testers for the standard
testing model (rather than for the distribution-free testing model). Furthermore, their
method as well as the identification of the set I rely heavily on the notion of influence of
sets, where the influence of a set S of locations on the value of a function is defined as
Prx0 ,x00 ∈{0,1}n :x0S =x00S [f (x0 ) 6= f (x00 )]. However, this notion refers to the uniform distribution
(over {0, 1}n ) and does not seem adequate for the distribution-free context (e.g., for1 f (x) =
x1 + x2 we may get Prx0 ,x00 ∈D:x01 =x001 [f (x0 ) 6= f (x00 )] = 0).
We use a different way of identifying the set I and for generating samples for the
underlying function f 0 . Loosely speaking, we identifies I as the set of indices i for which
f (1Xi ◦ 0Xi ) 6= f (0n ), where (recall that) 1S ◦ 0S is a string that is 1 on the locations in S
and is 0 on other locations. (Be warned that this description is an over-simplification!) This
means that for every i ∈ I and x ∈ {0, 1}n , the value of x at the influential variable in the set
Xi (a variable whose location is unknown to us!), equals f (x0 ) + f (0n ) where x0 = xXi ◦ 0X i ,
i.e., x0j = xj if j ∈ Xi and x0j = 0 otherwise.2 Note that the foregoing holds when f ∈ C; in

1
2

The addition operation in this paper is over the binary field F2 .
Indeed, if τ (i) ∈ Xi is the index of the (unique) influential variable that resides in the set Xi , then
f (x0 ) = xτ (i) · f (1Xi ◦ 0Xi ) + (xτ (i) + 1) · f (0n ) = xτ (i) + f (0n )
since f (1Xi ◦ 0Xi ) + f (0n ) = 1.
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general, we can test whether x 7→ f (x0 ) + f (0n ) is close to a dictatorship (under the uniform
distribution) and reject otherwise, whereas if the mapping is close to a dictatorship, we can
self-correct it.
To sample the distribution DΓ , where Γ is the influential variables in XI = ∪i∈I Xi , we
sample D and determine the value of the influential variable in each set Xi , for i ∈ I. Queries
to the function f 0 are answered by querying f such that the query y = y1 · · · yk is mapped
to the query ext(y) such that3 ext(y)j = yi if j belongs to the ith set in the collection I
(and ext(y)j = 0 if j ∈ [n] \ XI ). Effectively, we query the function F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
defined as F (x) = f (ext(xΓ )), and this makes sense provided that F is close to f (under the
distribution D). To test the latter hypothesis condition, we sample D and for each sample
point x we compare f (x) to F (x), where here we again use the ability to determine the value
of the influential variable in each set. Specifically, ext(xΓ ) is computed by determining the
value of xΓ (without knowing Γ), and using our knowledge of (Xi )i∈I .
We warn that the foregoing description presumes that we have correctly identified the
collection I of all sets containing an influential variable. This leaves us with two questions:
The first question is, how do we identify the set I. (Note that the influence of a variable may
be as low as 2−k , whereas we seek algorithms of poly(k)-complexity.) The solution (to be
presented in Section 2.3.1) will be randomized, and will have one-sided error; specifically, we
may fail to identify some sets that contain influential variables, but will never include in our
collection sets that have no influential variables. Consequently, f (1Xi ◦ 0Xi ) 6= f (0n ) may not
hold for some i ∈ I, and (over-simplifying again) we shall seek instead some v (i) ∈ {0, 1}n
(i)
(i)
(i)
such that f (v (i) ) 6= f (w(i) ), where w(i) = vX ◦ 0Xi (i.e., wj = vj if j ∈ [n] \ Xi and
i

(i)

wj = 0 otherwise). Second, as before, for every i ∈ I and x ∈ {0, 1}n , we wish to determine
the value in x of the influential variable in the set Xi (a variable whose location is unknown
to us!). This is done by observing that if f ∈ C then this value equals f (x0 ) + f (v (i) ) + 1
(i)
(i)
where x0 = xXj ◦ vX (i.e., x0j = xj if j ∈ Xi and x0j = vj otherwise).4 Again, we need to
j

test whether x 7→ f (x0 ) + f (v (i) ) + 1 is a dictatorship, and use self-correction.

2.3

The Actual Tester

As warned, the above description is an over-simplification, and the actual way in which the
set I is identified and used is more complex.
We fix a random partition of [n] to r = O(k 2 ) parts, denoted (X1 , . . . , Xr ). If f ∈ C,
then, with high probability, each Xi contains at most one influential variable, denoted τ (i).
We assume that this is the case when providing intuition throughout this section.

2.3.1

Stage 1: Finding I and corresponding v (i)

Our goal is to find a collection I of at most k sets such that the function hI is /3-close to f
(w.r.t distribution D), where hI is defined as hI (x) = f (xXI ◦ 0XI ) and XI = ∪i∈I Xi . In
addition, for each i ∈ I, we seek a witness v (i) for the fact that f depends on some variable
in Xi ; that is, f (v (i) ) 6= f (w(i) ) for some v (i) that differ from w(i) only on Xi .





3

Notice that ext(y) = 0XI ◦

4

Indeed, if τ (i) ∈ Xi is the index of the (unique) influential variable that resides in the set Xi , then

◦ (yi )Xi

i∈I

- Here (y)X = 1X if y = 1 and 0X if y = 0.

f (x0 ) = xτ (i) · f (v (i) ) + (xτ (i) + 1) · f (w(i) ) = xτ (i) + f (v (i) ) + 1
since f (v (i) ) + f (w(i) ) = 1.
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The procedure
We proceed in iterations, starting with I = ∅.
1. We sample D for O(1/) times, trying to find u ∈ D such that f (u) 6= hI (u).
(Note that if I = ∅, then hI (u) = f (0n ). In general, we seek u such that f (u) 6=
f (uXI ◦ 0XI ).
If no such u is found, then we set h = hI and proceed to Stage 2. In this case, we may
assume that hI is /3-close to f (w.r.t D).
2. Otherwise (i.e., f (u) 6= hI (u)), we find an i ∈ [m] \ I and v (i) such that hI (v (i) ) 6=
hI∪{i} (v (i) ), which means that Xi contains an influential variable and v (i) is the witness
for the sensitivity that we seek. We set I ← I ∪ {i} and proceed to the next iteration.
(We find this i by binary search that seeks i and S such that hI∪S∪{i} (u) 6= hI∪S (u),
which means that v (i) equals u in locations outside S and is zero on S.)5
Once the iterations are suspended (due to not finding u), we reject if |I| > k, and continue
to the Stage 2 otherwise. Recall that in the latter case h = hI is /3-close to f (w.r.t D).
Note that if f ∈ C, then I contains only sets that contain variables of the k-junta, and
so we never reject in this stage. In general, if i ∈ I, then hI\{i} (v (i) ) 6= hI (v (i) ), which
(i)

implies that f (x0 ) 6= f (x00 ), where x0 and x00 differ only on Xi (e.g., x00XI = vXI and x00j = 0 if
j 6∈ XI ).

2.3.2

Stage 2: Extracting the value of an influential variable

Given a collection I as found in Stage 1 (and a sensitivity witness v (i) for each i ∈ I), let
h = hI and recall that h is close to f w.r.t D. For each i ∈ I, given x ∈ {0, 1}n , we wish to
determine the value of x at the influential variable that resides in Xi .
For each i ∈ I, we define νi : {0, 1}|Xi | → {0, 1} such that νi (z) = hI (y), where yXi = z
(i)
and yXi = vX . Suppose that f ∈ C, and recall that τ (i) ∈ Xi denotes the location of the
i

influential variable in Xi . Let σ(i) denote the index of τ (i) in Xi (i.e., the σ(i)th element
of Xi is τ (i)). Then, in this case, νi is either a dictatorship or an anti-dictatorship. In
particular, if νi is a dictatorship, then νi (z) = zσ(i) (and otherwise νi (z) = zσ(i) + 1).
For each i ∈ I, we test whether νi is a dictatorship or anti-dictatorship, where testing
is w.r.t the uniform distribution over {0, 1}|Xi | . Note that we also check whether νi is a
dictatorship or anti-dictatorship. If the tester (run with proximity parameter 0.1) fails, we
reject. Otherwise (i.e., if we did not reject), we can compute νi via self-correction on hI ;
that is, to compute νi at z, we select u ∈ {0, 1}|Xi | at random, and return νi (z + u) + νi (u),
which (w.h.p.) equals (z + u)σ(i) + uσ(i) = zσ(i) .
Hence, we always continue to Stage 3 if f ∈ C, and whenever we continue to Stage 3 we
can compute all νi (for i ∈ I) via self-correction.

2.3.3

Stage 3: Emulating a tester of C 0

Recall that when reaching this stage, we may assume that h = hI is /3-close to f (w.r.t D).
Also recall that hI (x) depends only on xXI , where XI = ∪i∈I Xi , and that by Stage 2 we
may assume that νi (z) = zσ(i) (for every i ∈ I and almost all z). In light of the forgoing,
we define F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that F (x) = h(x0 ) where x0Xi = (xσ(i) , . . . , xσ(i) ) (i.e.,

5

By Step 1, we have hS 0 ∪I (u) 6= hS 00 ∪I (u), for S 0 = [n] \ I and S 00 = ∅, and in each iteration we cut
S 0 \ S 00 by half while maintaining hS 0 ∪I (u) 6= hS 00 ∪I (u).
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x0j = (xXi )σ(i) = xτ (i) if j ∈ Xi )6 and x0j = 0 otherwise. (Indeed, if f ∈ C, then F (x) = h(x),
since h(y) depends only on (yτ (i) )i∈I . Using hypothesis that C 0 (and so C) is closed under
zero projection, it follows that F ∈ C.)
We observe that if F is /3-close (w.r.t D) to both h and C, then f must be -close to
C (since f is /3-close to h). Hence, we test both these conditions. Specifically, using our
ability to sample D, query f , and determine the value of the influential variables in XI , we
proceed as follows:
1. Test whether F = h, where testing is w.r.t the distribution D and proximity parameter
/3.
This is done by taking O(1/) samples of D, and comparing the values of F and h on
these sample points. Recall that h(u) = hI (u) = f (uXI ◦ 0XI ).
The value of F on u is determined as follows.
a. For every i ∈ I, if νi is a dictatorship, then set vi to equal the self-corrected value
of νi (uXi ), where νi is as defined in Stage 2. Otherwise (i.e., when νi is an antidictatorship), we set vi to equal the self-corrected value of νi (uXi ) + 1.
b. Return the value h(u0 ), where u0j = vi if j ∈ Xi and u0j = 0 otherwise.
Indeed, F = h always passes this test, whereas F that is /3-far from h (w.r.t D) is
rejected w.h.p.
2. Test whether F is in C, where testing is w.r.t the distribution D and proximity parameter
/3. This is done by testing whether F 0 is in C, where F 0 (z) = F (x) such that xj = zi if
j is in the ith set in the collection I, and xj = 0 otherwise. Here we use a distribution-free
tester, and analyze it w.r.t the distribution DI . Toward this end, we need to samples DI
as well as answer queries to F 0 , where both tasks can be performed as in the prior step.
Recall that if f ∈ C, then F ∈ C, and this test will accept (w.h.p.), whereas if F is
/3-far from C the test will reject (w.h.p.).
We conclude that if we reached Stage 3 and f ∈ C (resp., f is -far from C), then we accept
(resp., reject) w.h.p.

2.4

Digest: Our approach vs the original one [24]

Our new approach differs from the original approach of Diakonikolas et al. [24] in two main
aspects:
1. In [24], sets that contain influential variables are identified according to their influence,
which is defined with respect to the uniform distribution. This definition seems inadequate
when dealing with arbitrary distributions. Instead, we identify such a set by searching
for two assignments that differ only on this set and yield different function values. The
actual process is iterative and places additional constraints on these assignments (as
detailed in Section 2.3.1).
2. In [24], given an assignment to the function, the value of the unique influential variable
that resides in a given set S is determined by approximating the influence of two subsets
of S (i.e., the subsets of locations assigned the value 0 and 1, respectively). In contrast,
we determines this value by defining an auxiliary function, which depends on the unknown
influential variable, and evaluating this function (via self-correction w.r.t the uniform
distribution (!); see Section 2.3.2).

6

In general, τ (i) denotes the location in [n] of the σ(i)th element of Xi .
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2.5

The Model

In this subsection, we define the testing and learning models.
In the testing model, we consider the problem of testing a Boolean function class C
in the uniform and distribution-free testing models. In the distribution-free testing model
(resp. uniform model), the algorithm has access to a Boolean function f via a black-box that
returns f (x) when a string x is queried. We call this query membership query (MQf or just
MQ). The algorithm also has access to unknown distribution D (resp. uniform distribution)
via an oracle that returns x ∈ {0, 1}n chosen randomly according to the distribution D (resp.
according to the uniform distribution). We call this query example query (ExQD (resp. ExQ
or ExQU )).
A distribution-free testing algorithm, [32], (resp. testing algorithm) A for C is an algorithm
that, given as input a distance parameter  and the above two oracles to a Boolean function f ,
1. if f ∈ C then A outputs “accept” with probability at least 2/3.
2. if f is -far from every g ∈ C with respect to the distribution D (resp. uniform distribution)
then A outputs “reject” with probability at least 2/3.
We will also call A a tester (or -tester) for the class C and an algorithm for -testing C.
We say that A is one-sided if it always accepts when f ∈ C; otherwise, it is called
two-sided algorithm. The query complexity of A is the maximum number of queries A makes
on any Boolean function f .
In the learning models, C is a class of representations of Boolean functions rather than
a class of Boolean functions. Therefore, we may have two different representations in C
that are logically equivalent. In this paper, we assume that this representation is verifiable;
that is, given a representation g, one can decide in polynomial time on the length of this
representation if g ∈ C.
A distribution-free proper learning algorithm (resp. proper learning algorithm under the
uniform distribution) A for C is an algorithm that, given as input an accuracy parameter , a
confidence parameter δ and an access to both MQf for the target function f ∈ C and ExQD ,
with unknown D, (resp. ExQ or ExQU ), with probability at least 1 − δ, A returns h ∈ C
that is -close to f with respect to D (resp. with respect to the uniform distribution). This
model is also called proper PAC-learning with membership queries under any distribution
(resp. under the uniform distribution) [3, 48].

3

The Distribution-Free Tester

In this section, we sketch the proof of the tester from Section 2.
For a class C of n-bit long Boolean functions and a set Y = {y1 , . . . , yq } we define C ∗ (Y )
the class of all q-bit long Boolean functions f (y1 , . . . , yq ) = g(y1 , . . . , yq , 0, . . . , 0) where g ∈ C.
We define C(Y ) ⊆ C ∗ (Y ) the class of f ∈ C(Y ) that depends on all the variables in Y . That
is, all the variables in Y are influential.
Our main result is
I Theorem 1. Let C be a class of n-bit long Boolean functions that is symmetric subclass of
k-Junta and is closed under zero projection. Suppose for every Y = {y1 , . . . , yq } with q ≤ k,
there is a tester TY for q-bit Boolean function F such that
1. TY is a polynomial time two-sided distribution-free (resp. uniform-distribution) adaptive
-tester
2. If F ∈ C(Y ) then, with probability at least 1 − δ, TY accepts.
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3. If F is -far from every function in C ∗ (Y ) w.r.t D then, with probability at least 1 − δ,
TY rejects.
4. TY makes M (, δ) MQs and Q(, δ) ExQD (resp. ExQU ).
Then
1. There is a polynomial time two-sided distribution-free adaptive algorithm for -testing C
that makes


k
Õ M (/12, 1/24) + kQ(/12, 1/24) +

queries.
2. (resp. There is a polynomial time two-sided uniform-distribution adaptive algorithm for
-testing C that makes


k
Õ M (/12, 1/24) + Q(/12, 1/24) +

queries.)
Using Goldreich et. al [32], reduction of testing to proper learning we get
I Theorem 2. Let C be a class of n-bit long Boolean functions that is symmetric subclass of
k-Junta and is closed under zero projection. Suppose for every Y = {y1 , . . . , yq } with q ≤ k,
there is a polynomial time proper learning algorithm that learns C ∗ (Y ) using M (, δ) MQs
and Q(, δ) ExQD s (resp. ExQU s). Then
1. There is a polynomial time two-sided distribution-free adaptive algorithm for -testing C
that makes


k
Õ M (/12, 1/24) + kQ(/12, 1/24) +

queries.
2. (resp. There is a polynomial time two-sided uniform-distribution adaptive algorithm for
-testing C that makes


k
Õ M (/12, 1/24) + Q(/12, 1/24) +

queries.)
Before we give the proof sketch, we give some applications.

3.1

Some Applications

k-Junta: For the class C = k-Junta, C ∗ (Y ) = q-Junta and since f is q-bit Boolean function
f ∈ C ∗ (Y ) and the tester TY can just returns accept. Then M = Q = 0 and we get a
distribution-free tester for k-Junta that makes Õ(k/).
k-Linear: For the class C = k-Linear, the sum (over F2 ) of at most k variables, we have
C(Y ) = {y1 + y2 + · · · + yq }. If f is -far from C ∗ (Y ) then it is -far from y1 + y2 + · · · , yq .
We can distinguish between g = y1 + y2 + · · · + yq and a function that is -far from g
with O(1/) ExQD . Then M = 0 and Q = O(1/). So we get a distribution-free tester
for k-Linear that makes O(k/) queries.
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k-Term: For the class C = k-Term, the conjunction of at most k literals, we have C(Y ) =
{z1 ∧ z2 ∧ · · · ∧ zq | zi ∈ {yi , yi }}. The tester TY asks O(1/) ExQD . If for all the strings
f is zero then the tester accept. Otherwise, there is a string a such that f (a) = 1.
Then zi = yi if ai = 1 and zi = yi if ai = 0. Then as above, it tests if f is -far from
z1 ∧ z2 ∧ · · · ∧ zq and we get a distribution-free tester for k-Term that makes O(k/)
queries.
s-term monotone r-DNF: For the class s-term monotone r-DNF (a DNF that contains at
most s r-Terms), in the full paper, we give an algorithm that properly learns this class in
polynomial time and makes O(s/) ExDD and O(rs log(ns)) MQs. Since the number of
influential variables in any s-term monotone r-DNF is at most sr we have q ≤ k = sr.
Therefore the class C ∗ (Y ) (n = q ≤ sr) can be properly learned using O(s/) ExDD and
O(rs log(rs)) MQs. By Theorem 2 we get
I Theorem 3. For any  > 0, there is a polynomial time two-sided distribution-free
adaptive algorithm for -testing s-Term Monotone r-DNF that makes Õ(rs2 /) queries.
In the full paper, we also show that
I Theorem 4. For any  > 0, there is a polynomial time two-sided distribution-free
adaptive algorithm for -testing s-Term Unate7 r-DNF that makes Õ(rs2 /) queries.

3.2

Proof Sketch

Algorithm 1 A distribution-free tester for subclasses C of k-Junta.

TesterC(f, D, )
Input: Oracle that accesses a Boolean function f and D.
Output: If any one of the procedures rejects
then “reject”, otherwise, “accept”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(X, V, I) ←ApproxTarget(f, D, , 1/3).
Define h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ).
TestSets(h, X, V, I).
Define F
Closef F (f, D, , 1/15)
Run TY on F
Accept

We now sketch the proof of Theorem 1. See the full proof in [13]. The tester is TesterC
in Algorithm 1. First, TesterC calls the procedure ApproxTarget, in Algorithm 2. This
procedure executes the first stage of the tester. See Subsection 2.3.1. The reason that here the
procedure is more complex is because, for learning classes of unate functions the procedure in
Algorithm 1 returns witnesses for h(x) = f (xXI ◦ 0XI ) and not for f (as in Subsection 2.3.1).
So those witnesses also give us the unateness of each variable in the function. This is, for
example, how we get the result in Theorem 4.
Throughout the paper we denote X = XI and h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ). In [13] we prove the
following. The proof sketch is in Subsection 2.3.1.

7

The function f is unate if there is a such that f (x + a) is monotone.
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Algorithm 2 A procedure that finds influential sets {Xi }i∈I of f and a witness v (i) for each
influential set Xi for h := f (xXI ◦ 0XI ) where XI = ∪i∈I Xi . Also, whp, h is (/3)-close to the
target.

ApproxTarget(f, D, , c)
Input: Oracle that accesses a Boolean function f and
an oracle that draws x ∈ {0, 1}n according to the distribution D.
Output: Either “reject” or (XI , V, I)
Partition [n] into r sets
1. Set r = 2k 2 .
2. Choose uniformly at random a partition X1 , X2 , . . . , Xr of [n]
Find a close function and influential sets
3. Set XI = ∅; I = ∅; V = ∅; t(XI ) = 0.
4. Repeat M = 3k ln(15k)/ times
5.
Choose u ∈ D.
6.
t(XI ) ← t(XI ) + 1
7.
If f (uXI ◦ 0XI ) 6= f (u) then
8.
W ← ∅.
9.
(`, w(`) ) ← Binary Search to find a new influential set X`
using u and uXI ◦ 0XI and a string
(`)
10.
w(`) ∈ {0, 1}n such that f (w(`) ) 6= f (wX ◦ 0X` );
`

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

XI ← XI ∪ X` ; I ← I ∪ {`}.
If |I| > k then Output(“reject”).
W = W ∪ {w(`) }.
Choose w(r) ∈ W .
(r)
(r)
If f (wXI ◦ 0XI ) 6= f (wXI \Xr ◦ 0XI ∪Xr ) then
(r)

16.
17.

W ← W \{w(r) }; v (r) ← wXI ◦ 0XI ; V ← V ∪ {v (r) };
If W 6= ∅ then Goto 14
(r)
Else If f (wXI ◦ 0XI ) 6= f (w(r) ) then u ← w(r) ; Goto 9
(r)
Else u ← wX ◦ 0Xr ; Goto 9
r

18.
19.

t(XI ) = 0.
If t(XI ) = c ln(15k)/ then Output(XI , V, I).

I Lemma 5. Consider steps 1-2 in the ApproxTarget. If f is a k-junta then, with probability
at least 2/3, for each i ∈ [r], the set x(Xi ) = {xj |j ∈ Xi } contains at most one influential
variable of f .
I Lemma 6. If ApproxTarget does not reject then it outputs (X, V, I) that satisfies
1. q = |I| ≤ k.
(`)
(`)
2. For every ` ∈ I, vX = 0 and f (v (`) ) 6= f (0X` ◦ vX ). That is, v (`) ∈ V is a witness of
`
h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ) for X` .
3. Each x(X` ), ` ∈ I, contains at least one influential variable of h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ).
4. With probability at least 14/15
Pru∈D [h(x) 6= f (x)] ≤ /3.
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I Lemma 7. If f is k-junta and each x(Xi ) contains at most one influential variable of f
then
1. ApproxTarget outputs (X, V, I).
2. Each x(X` ), ` ∈ I, contains exactly one influential variable in h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ).
(`)
(`)
3. For every ` ∈ I, h(xX` ◦ vX ) = f (xX` ◦ vX ) is a literal.
`

`

I Lemma 8. The procedure ApproxTarget makes O((k log k)/) = Õ(k/) queries.
The tester then defines h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ). Now, since Pru∈D [h(x) 6= f (x)] ≤ /3 it is
enough to distinguish between h is in C and h that is (2/3)-far from every function in C
with respect to D.
The tester then moves to the second stage. See Subsection 2.3.2. First, it calls the
(`)
procedure TestSets. See Algorithm 3 in Appendix A. The procedure tests if every h(xX` ◦vX )
`
is close to a literal. In the procedure, UniformJunta(g, k, , δ) is Blais’s uniform-distribution
one-sided tester [7] for k-Junta. For k = 1 it tests whether g is a literal or constant function
or -far from any literal and constant function with respect to the uniform distribution.
The following is very easy to prove
I Lemma 9. We have
1. If h is k-junta and each x(Xi ) contains at most one influential variable of f then TestSets
returns “OK”.
(`)
2. If for some ` ∈ I, h(xX` ◦ vX ) is (1/30)-far from every literal with respect to the uniform
`
distribution then, with probability at least 1 − (1/15), TestSets rejects.
3. The procedure TestSets makes O(k) queries.
This test does not give τ (i) (the index of the influential variable in Xi ) but the fact that
(i)
h(xXi ◦ vX ) is close to xτ (i) or xτ (i) can be used to find the value of uτ (i) in every assignment
i
u ∈ {0, 1}n without knowing τ (i). The latter is done, whp, by the procedure RelVarValues
that uses self-correction. See Algorithm 4 in Appendix A. We have
I Lemma 10. We have
1. If h is k-Junta and each x(Xi ) contains at most one influential variable of h then
RelVarValues outputs z such that z` = wτ (`) where h(xX` ◦ 0X` ) ∈ {xτ (`) , xτ (`) }.
(`)

2. If for every ` ∈ I the function h(xX` ◦ vX ) is (1/30)-close to a literal in {xτ (`) , x̄τ (`) }
`
with respect to the uniform distribution, where τ (`) ∈ X` , and RelVarValues does not
reject then, with probability at least 1 − δ, we have: For every ` ∈ I, z` = wτ (`) .
3. The procedure RelVarValues makes O(k log(k/δ)) queries.
(`)

Proof. Since νi (x) = h(xX` ◦ vX ) is (1/30)-close to a literal in {xτ (`) , x̄τ (`) } we have that
`
for a uniform random string z, with probability at least 1/15 we have ν(x + z) + ν(z) = xτ (`) .
If we repeat this test O(log(k/δ)) times for every ` ∈ I, we get a success probability 1 − δ.
Since |I| ≤ k, RelVarValues makes O(k log(k/δ)) queries.
J
We collect all the above events that happens with high probability in the following
I Assumption 11. For the rest of this section we assume
1. If f ∈ C then
h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ) ∈ C.
Each x(X` ), ` ∈ I contains exactly one influential variable.
(`)
For every ` ∈ I, f (xX` ◦ vX ) is a literal in {xτ (`) , xτ (`) }.
`
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2. If f is -far from every function in C then
h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ) is (/3)-close to f with respect to D and therefore h(x) is (2/3)-far
from every function in C with respect to D.
(`)
For every ` ∈ I, f (xX` ◦ vX ) is (1/30)-close to a literal in {xτ (`) , x̄τ (`) } with respect
`
to the uniform distribution.
3. For any u, we can get (uτ (`) )`∈I using Õ(k) queries.
We are getting now to the third stage. See Subsection 2.3.3. For a function f ∈ C we define
Rel(f ), the set of all influential variables of f . Let q = |I| and Γ := {τ (`1 ), . . . , τ (`q )}. Notice
that, with the above assumption, if h ∈ C then Rel(h) = Γ. We define the class C(Γ) (resp.
C ∗ (Γ)), the set of functions in C with Rel(f ) = {xγ | γ ∈ Γ} (resp. Rel(f ) ⊆ {xγ | γ ∈ Γ}).
Since C is symmetric and closed under zero projection C(Γ) (resp. C ∗ (Γ)) is the set of
all functions f (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) , 0, 0, . . . , 0) where f ∈ C and Rel(f ) = {x1 , . . . , xq } (resp
Rel(f ) ⊆ {x1 , . . . , xq }). We recall that, for Y = {y1 , . . . , yq }, C(Y ) (resp. C ∗ (Y )) are the
set of all functions f (y1 , . . . , yq , 0, 0, . . . , 0) where f ∈ C and Rel(f ) = {x1 , . . . , xq } (resp.
Rel(f ) ⊆ {x1 , . . . , xq }).
Let F (y1 , . . . , yq ) = h(z)(= f (z)) where z = (y1 )X`1 ◦ · · · ◦ (yq )X`q ◦ 0X . That is, for every
`i ∈ I, j ∈ X`i we have zj = yi and for every j ∈ X we have zj = 0. Then, by Assumption 11,
it is easy to prove that (see Subsection 2.3.3)
I Lemma 12. We have
1. If h ∈ C then F (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ) = h.
2. If h ∈ C then F (y1 , . . . , yq ) ∈ C(Y ).
3. If h is 2/3-far from every function in C with respect to D then either
a. h is /3-far from F (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ) with respect to D,
or,
b. F (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ) is /3-far from every function in C with respect to D.
Therefore, we need to do two tests. The first is to distinguish between h = F and h that is
/3-far from F w.r.t D. The second is to distinguish between F ∈ C and F that is /3-far
from every function in C w.r.t D.
The following result shows that we can query F (y1 , . . . , yq ) and for every x ∈ {0, 1}n
we can extract xΓ . So, in particular, we can get a sample according to DΓ and query
F (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ). The proof is immediate (See Appendix A)
I Lemma 13. For the function F we have
1. Given (y1 , . . . , yq ), computing F (y1 , . . . , yq ) can be done with one query to f .
2. Given x ∈ {0, 1}n and δ, there is an algorithm that makes O(k log(k/δ)) queries and,
with probability at least 1 − δ, either discovers that f 6∈ C and then reject or computes
xΓ = (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ) and F (xΓ ).
3. There is a polynomial time algorithm that makes O(k log(k/δ)) queries and with probability
at least 1 − δ returns a string u in {0, 1}q according to the distribution DΓ and F (u).
4. There is a polynomial time algorithm that makes one query and returns a string u in
{0, 1}q according to the uniform distribution and F (u).
We now give the procedure Closef F that tests whether h(x) = f (xX ◦ 0X ) is (/3)-far
from F with respect to D. See Algorithm 5 and the proof in Appendix A.
I Lemma 14. For any , a constant δ, and (X, V, I) that satisfies Assumption 11, procedure
Closef F makes O((k/) log(k/)) = Õ(k/) queries and
1. If f ∈ C then Closef F returns OK.
2. If h(x) is (/3)-far from F with respect to D then, with probability at least 1 − δ, Closef F
rejects.
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The second test is to distinguish between F ∈ C and F that is /3-far from C w.r.t the
distribution D.
Consider the tester TY in Theorem 1. If h(x) = F (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ) ∈ C then, by Assumption 11, since each x(X` ), ` ∈ I, contains exactly one influential variable, F (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ) ∈
C(Γ). Therefore F = F (y1 , . . . , yq ) ∈ C(Y ). If F (xτ (`1 ) , . . . , xτ (`q ) ) is /3-far from every
function in C w.r.t D, then it is /3-far from every function in C ∗ (Γ) w.r.t DΓ . Therefore,
F = F (y1 , . . . , yq ) is /3-far from every function in C ∗ (Y ) w.r.t DΓ . Therefore, TY can be
used for the second test of F (xΓ ) ∈ C vs. /3 far from every function in C.
Now by, Lemma 13, every MQ to F can be simulated with one MQ to f and every ExQDΓ
can be simulated with O(k log(k/δ 0 )) ExQD queries and have success probability 1 − δ 0 . Since
TY asks Q(, δ) queries, we need O(k log(kQ(, δ)/δ)) ExQD to have success 1 − δ for all the
queries. When D is uniform then, by Lemma 13, every ExQUΓ can be simulated with one
query to MQ.
Notice that the success probability in all the procedures above is 1 − δ for any constant δ.
By choosing δ = 1/20 for each procedure, we get a tester with confidence of at least 2/3.
By Lemmas 8, 9 and the above analysis the query complexity of the tester is as stated in
Theorem 1.

4

The Second Tester: Uniform-Distribution Tester for Classes that
are Close to k-Junta w.r.t the Uniform Distribution

The second tester in this paper tests classes that are close to k-Junta w.r.t the uniform
distribution, that is, for every f ∈ C and every , there is k such that every function in C is
-close to some function in k-Junta.
To understand the intuition behind the second tester, we demonstrate it for testing s-term
DNF, the class of DNF with at most s terms. This class is close to (s log(s/))-Junta. This
is because, for every s-term DNF and every , the function g that results by removing the
terms of size greater than or equal to log(s/) in f is -close to f and g ∈ (s log(s/))-Junta.
Let f be an s-term DNF. Since, for -testing, the variables that are influential in f
are variables in terms of size d = O(log(s/)), there are at most k = sd = O(s log(s/))
influential variables in f . Suppose we uniformly at random distribute the variables of f into
r = 10k bins X1 , . . . , Xr . The influential variables falls into at most k bins. We call those
bins influential bins. Terms in f of size greater than d, with high probability, d/2 of their
variables falls into the uninfluential bins.
We try as before to find the influential bins, but this time, we use uniform random strings
in our search. This is because, when we use uniform random strings, with high probability,
all the large terms in f are equal zero for those strings, and therefore, no uninfluential bin is
found by the search procedure.
We find enough influential bins such that if we substitute a random assignment in the
variables of the uninfluential bins, w.h.p., we get a function H that is /4-close to f . The next
key idea is: as we said before, if we have a large term in f , then with high probability, many
of its variables fall into the uninfluential bins. So when we substitute a random assignment
for the variables in the uninfluential bins, with high probability, the large terms in f vanish
in H. Therefore, with high probability, H is /4 close to f and contains small terms (terms
of size at most d = O(log(s/)). Since H is s-term d-DNF, it is a function in sd-Junta, and
we can use the first tester to test H.
See more details in Appendix B.
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The Procedures of the First Tester

Proof of Lemma 13.
Proof. 1 is immediate since F (y1 , . . . , yq ) = f (z) where z = (y1 )X`1 ◦ · · · ◦ (yq )X`q ◦ 0X .
To prove 2. We run RelVarValues(x, X, V, I, δ). If it rejects then, by Lemma 10, f 6∈ C.
Otherwise, by Lemma 10, with probability at least 1 − δ, the procedure outputs z where
for every `, z` = xτ (`) . Then using 1 we compute F (z). Since by Lemma 10, RelVarValue
makes O(k log(k/δ)) queries, the result follows. Now 3 and 4 follows immediately from 1
and 2.
J
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(`)

Algorithm 3 A procedure that tests if for all ` ∈ I, h(xX` ◦ v ) is (1/30)-close to some literal
X`
with respect to the uniform distribution.

TestSets(h, X, V, I)
Input: Oracle that accesses a Boolean function f and (X, V, I).
Output: Either “reject” or “OK”
1.
2.

For every ` ∈ I do
(`)
If UniformJunta(h(xX` ◦ vX ), 1, 1/30, 1/15)=“reject”

3.
4.
5.

then Output(“reject”)
Choose b ∈ {0, 1}n uniformly at random
(`)
(`)
If h(bX` ◦ vX ) = h(bX` ◦ vX ) then Output(“reject”)

`

`

6.

`

Return “OK”

Algorithm 4 A procedure that takes as input (X, V, I) and a string w ∈ {0, 1}n and, with
(i)
probability at least 1 − δ, returns the values of wτ (i) , i ∈ I, where h(xXi ◦ v ) is (1/30)-close to
Xi

one of the literals in {xτ (i) , xτ (i) } with respect to the uniform distribution.

RelVarValues(w, X, V, I, δ)
Input: Oracle that accesses a Boolean function h, (X, V, I) and w ∈ {0, 1}n .
Output: Either “reject” or returns for every ` ∈ I, the value, z` = wτ (`) where xτ (`)
is one of the influential variables of h(xX ◦ 0X ) in x(X` )
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For every ` ∈ I do
For ξ ∈ {0, 1} set Y`,ξ = {j ∈ X` |wj = ξ}.
Set G`,0 = G`,1 = 0;
Repeat t = ln(k/δ)/ ln(4/3) times
Choose b ∈ {0, 1}n uniformly at random;
(`)
(`)
If h(bY`,0 ◦ bY`,1 ◦ vX ) 6= h(bY`,0 ◦ bY`,1 ◦ vX ) then G`,0 ← G`,0 + 1

7.

If h(bY`,1 ◦ bY`,0 ◦ vX ) 6= h(bY`,1 ◦ bY`,0 ◦ vX ) then G`,1 ← G`,1 + 1

`

`

(`)

(`)

`

`

8.
If ({G`,0 , G`,1 } =
6 {0, h}) then Output(“reject”)
9.
If G`,0 = t then z` ← 0 else z` ← 1
10. Output(“{z` }`∈I ”)

Algorithm 5 A procedure that tests whether h(x) is (/3)-far from F with respect to D.

Closef F (f, D, , δ)
Input: Oracle that accesses a Boolean function f and D.
Output: Either “reject” or “OK”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Repeat t = (3/) ln(2/δ) times
Choose u ∈ D.
z ←RelVarValue(u, X, V, I, δ/(2t)) .
If h(u) 6= F (z) then Output(“reject”)
Return “OK”.
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Proof of Lemma 14.
(i)

Proof. If f ∈ C then, by Lemma 12, F (uΓ ) = h(u) for every i. By Lemma 10 and
(i)
Assumption 11, z (i) = uΓ for all i, and therefore Closef F returns OK.
Suppose now h(x) is (/3)-far from F with respect to D. By 2 in Lemma 13, RelVarValue
(i)
makes O(kt log((kt)/δ)) queries and computes F (uΓ ), i = 1, . . . , t, with failure probability
at most δ/2. Then the probability that it fails to reject is at most (1 − /3)t ≤ δ/2. This
gives the result.
Therefore, Closef F makes O((k/) log(k/)) queries and satisfies 1 and 2.
J

B

Classes that are Close to k-Junta

We now give more details. The tester first runs the procedure ApproxC in Algorithm 6.
This procedure is similar to the procedure ApproxTarget. It randomly uniformly partitions
the variables to r = 4c2 (c + 1)s log(s/) disjoint sets X1 , . . . , Xr and finds influential sets
{Xi }i∈I . Here c is a large constant. To find a new influential set, it chooses two random
uniform strings u, v ∈ {0, 1}n and verifies if f (uX ◦ vX ) 6= f (u) where X is the union of the
influential sets that it has found thus far. If f (uX ◦ vX ) 6= f (u) then the binary search finds
a new influential set.
In the binary search for a new influential set, the procedure defines a set X 0 that is
equal to the union of half of the sets in {Xi }i6∈I . Then either f (uX∪X 0 ◦ vX 0 ) 6= f (u) or
f (uX∪X 0 ◦ vX 0 ) 6= f (uX ◦ vX ). Then it recursively does the above until it finds a new
influential set X` .
It is easy to see that if f is s-term DNF then, whp, for all the terms T in f of size at
least c2 log(s/), for all the random uniform strings u, v chosen in the algorithm and for all
the strings z generated in the binary search, T (uX ◦ vX ) = T (u) = T (z) = 0. Therefore,
when f is s-term DNF, the procedure, whp, runs as if there are no terms of size greater than
c2 log(s/) in f . This shows that, whp, each influential set that the procedure finds contains
at least one variable that belongs to a term of size at most c2 log(s/) in f . Therefore, if f is
s-term DNF, the procedure, whp, does not generate more than c2 s log(s/) influential sets.
If the procedure finds more than c2 s log(s/) influential sets then, whp, f is not s-term DNF
and therefore it rejects.
Let R be the set of all the variables that belong to the terms in f of size at most c2 log(s/).
The procedure returns h(x) = f (xX ◦ wX ) for random uniform w where X is the union of the
influential sets X = ∪i∈I Xi that is found by the procedure. If f is s-term DNF then since
r = 4c2 (c + 1)s log(s/) and the number of influential sets is at most c2 s log(s/), whp, at
least (1/2)c log(s/) variables in each term of f that contains at least c log(s/) variables not
in R falls outside X in the partition of [n]. Therefore, for random uniform w, whp, terms T in
f that contains at least c log(s/) variables not in R satisfies T (xX ◦ wX ) = 0 and therefore,
whp, are vanished in H = f (xX ◦ wX ). Thus, whp, H contains all the terms that contains
variables in R and at most cs log(s/) variables not in R. Therefore, whp, H contains at
most c(c + 1)s log(s/) influential variables. From this, and using similar arguments as for
the procedure ApproxTarget in the previous subsection, we prove that, ApproxC makes
at most Õ(s/) queries and
1. If f is s-term DNF then, whp, the procedure outputs X and w such that
H = f (xX ◦ wX ) is s-term DNF8 .
The number of influential variables in H = f (xX ◦ wX ) is at most O(s log(s/)).
8

So in this case we need the class to be closed under zero-one projection.
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2. If f is -far from every s-term DNF then the procedure either rejects or outputs X and
w such that, whp, H = f (xX ◦ wX ) is (3/4)-far from every s-term DNF.
We can now run TesterC (with 3/4) on H from the previous subsection for testing C ∗
where C ∗ is the set of s-term DNF with k = O(s log(s/)) influential variables.
Algorithm 6 A procedure that removes variables from f that only appear in large size terms.

Algorithm ApproxC(f, )
Input: Oracle that accesses a Boolean function f and 
Output: Either “X ⊆ [n], w ∈ {0, 1}n ” or “reject”
Partition [n] into r sets
1. Set r = 8sc log(s/).
2. Choose uniformly at random a partition X1 , X2 , . . . , Xr of [n]
Find a close function and influential sets
3. Set X = ∅; I = ∅; t(X) = 0; k = 3ms
4. Repeat M = 400k ln(100k)/ times
5.
Choose w and u uniformly at random from {0, 1}n ;.
6.
t(X) ← t(X) + 1
7.
If f (uX ◦ vX ) 6= f (u) then
8.
Binary Search to find a new influential set X` ; X ← X ∪ X` ; I ← I ∪ {`}.
9.
If |I| > k then output “reject” and halt.
10.
t(X) = 0.
11.
If t(X) = 400 ln(100k)/ then
12.
Sample w uniformly at random from {0, 1}n ;
13.
Output(X, w, H = f (xX ◦ wX )).
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1

Introduction

Given a graph G(V, E), let n := |V | be the number of vertices and ∆ denote the maximum
degree. A proper c-coloring of G is an assignment of colors to vertices from the palette of
colors {1, . . . , c} such that adjacent vertices receive distinct colors. The minimum number
of colors needed for proper coloring of G is referred to as the chromatic number of G and
is denoted by χ(G). An interesting variant of graph coloring is list-coloring whereby every
vertex v is given a set S(v) of available colors and the goal is to find a proper coloring of
G such that the color of every v belongs to S(v). When this is possible, we say that G is
list-colorable from the lists S.
It is well-known that χ(G) ≤ ∆ + 1 for every graph G; the algorithmic problem of
finding such a coloring – the (∆ + 1) coloring problem – can also be solved via a text-book
greedy algorithm. Very recently, Assadi, Chen, and Khanna [5] proved the following palette
sparsification theorem for the (∆ + 1) coloring problem: Suppose for every vertex v of
a graph G, we independently sample O(log n) colors L(v) uniformly at random from the
palette {1, . . . , ∆ + 1}; then G is almost-certainly list-colorable from the sampled lists L.
The palette sparsification theorem of [5], besides being a purely graph-theoretic result
of its own independent interest, also had several interesting algorithmic implications for
the (∆ + 1) coloring problem owing to its “sparsification” nature: it is easy to see that by
sampling only O(log n) colors per vertex, the total number of edges that can ever become
monochromatic while coloring G from lists L is with high probability only O(n · log2 n); at
the same time we can safely ignore all other edges of G. This theorem thus reduces the
(∆ + 1) coloring problem, in a non-adaptive way, to a list-coloring problem on a graph with
(potentially) much smaller number of edges.
The aforementioned aspect of this palette sparsification is particularly appealing for the
design of sublinear algorithms – these are algorithms which require computational resources
that are substantially smaller than the size of their input. Indeed, one of the interesting
applications of this theorem, proven (among other things) in [5], is a randomized algorithm
e √n)1 time; for sufficiently dense graphs,
for the (∆ + 1) coloring problem that runs in O(n
this is faster than even reading the entire input once!
Palette sparsification in [5] was tailored to the (∆ + 1) coloring problem. Motivated by
the ubiquity of graph coloring problems on one hand, and the wide range of applications of
this palette sparsification result on the other hand, the following question is natural:
What other graph coloring problems admit (similar) palette sparsification theorems?
This is precisely the question we study in this work from both upper and lower bound fronts.

1.1

Our Contributions

We consider palette sparsification beyond (∆ + 1) coloring: when the number of available
colors is much larger than ∆ + 1, when it is much smaller, and when the number of available
colors for vertices depend on “local” parameters of the graph.
(1 + ε)∆ Coloring. The palette sparsification theorem of [5] is shown to be tight in the
sense that on some graphs, sampling o(log n) colors per vertex from {1, . . . , ∆ + 1}, results
in the sampled list-coloring instance to have no proper coloring with high probability. We
prove that in contrast to this, if one allows for a larger number of available colors, then
indeed we can obtain a palette sparsification with asymptotically smaller sampled lists.

1

e ) := O(f · polylog(f )) to suppress log-factors.
Here and throughout the paper, we use the notation O(f
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I Result 1 (Informal – Formalized in Theorem 5). For any graph G(V, E), sampling
√
Oε ( log n) colors per vertex from a set of size (1 + ε)∆ colors with high probability
allows for a proper list-coloring of G from the sampled lists.
Result 1, combined with the lower bound of [5], provides a separation between (∆ + 1)
coloring and (1 + ε)∆ coloring in the context of palette sparsification. We also prove that
√
the bound of Θ( log n) sampled colors is (asymptotically) optimal in Result 1.
To prove Result 1, we unveil a new connection between palette sparsification theorems and
some of the classical list-coloring problems in the literature. In particular, several works in
the past (see, e.g. [31, 20, 32] and [3, Proposition 5.5.3]) have studied the following question:
Suppose in a list-coloring instance on a graph G, we define the c-degree of a vertex-color
pair (v, c) as the number of neighbors of v that also contain c in their list; what conditions
on maximum c-degrees and minimum list sizes imply that G is list-colorable from such lists?
Palette sparsification theorems turned out to be closely related to these questions as the
sampled lists in these results can be viewed through the lens of these list-coloring results. In
particular, Reed and Sudakov [32] proved that in the above question if the size of each list
is larger than the maximum c-degree by a (1 + o(1)) factor, then G is always list-colorable.
The question here is then whether or not the lists sampled in Result 1 satisfy this condition
√
with high probability. The answer turns out to be no as sampling only O( log n) colors
does not provide the proper concentration needed for this guarantee. Despite this, we show
that one can still use [32] to prove Result 1 with a more delicate argument by applying [32]
to carefully chosen subsets of the sampled lists.
O( ln∆∆ ) Coloring of Triangle-Free Graphs. Even though χ(G) in general can be ∆ + 1,
many natural families of graphs have chromatic number (much) smaller than ∆ + 1. One
key example is the set of triangle-free graphs which are O( ln∆∆ ) colorable by a celebrated
result of Johansson [21] (which was recently simplified and improved to (1 + o(1)) · ln∆∆ by
Molloy [24]; see also [29, 8]). We prove a palette sparsification theorem for these graphs.
I Result 2 (Informal – Formalized in Theorem 6). For any triangle-free graph G(V, E),
√
sampling O(∆γ + log n) colors per vertex from a set of size Oγ ( ln∆∆ ) colors with high
probability allows for a proper list-coloring of G from the sampled lists.
Unlike Result 1 of our paper and the theorem of [5], in this result we also have a dependence
of ∆γ on the number of sampled colors (where the exponent depends on the number of
available colors). We prove that this dependence is also necessary (Proposition 8).
The proof of Result 2 is also based on the aforementioned connection to list-coloring
problems based on c-degrees. However, unlike the case for Result 1, here we are not aware of
any such list-coloring result that allows us to infer Result 2. As such, a key part of the proof
of Result 2 is exactly to establish such a result. Our proof for the corresponding list-coloring
problem is by the probabilistic method and in particular a version of the so-called “Rödl
Nibble” or the “semi-random method”; see, e.g. [33, 26]. Similar to previous work on coloring
triangle-free graphs, the main challenge here is to establish the desired concentration bounds.
We do this following the approach of Pettie and Su [29] in their distributed algorithm for
coloring triangle-free graphs.
We shall note that our proofs of Results 1 and 2 are almost entirely disjoint from the
techniques in [5] and instead build on classical work on list-coloring problems in graph theory.
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Coloring with Local Lists Size. Finally, we consider a coloring problem with “local” list
sizes where the number of available colors for vertices depends on a local parameter, namely
their degree as opposed to a global parameter such as maximum degree.
I Result 3 (Informal – Formalized in Theorem 12). For any graph G(V, E), sampling
Oε (log n) colors for each vertex v with degree deg(v) from a set S(v) of (1 + ε) · deg(v)
arbitrary colors or only deg(v) + 1 colors when the lists are the sets {1, . . . , deg(v) + 1},
allows for a proper coloring of G from the sampled colors.
Coloring problems with local lists size have been studied before in both the graph theory
literature, e.g. in [14, 11] for coloring triangle-free graphs (and as pointed out by [14], the
general idea goes all the way back to the notion of degree-choosability in one of the original
list-coloring papers [16]), and theoretical computer science, e.g. in [13].
To be more precise, the first part of Result 3 refers to the standard (1 + ε) deg listcoloring problem and the second part corresponds to the so-called (deg +1) coloring problem
introduced first (to our knowledge) in the recent work of Chang, Li, and Pettie [13] (see
also [4] for an application of this problem). We remark that the (deg +1) coloring problem
is a generalization of the (∆ + 1) coloring problem and hence our Result 3 generalizes that
of [5] (although we build on many of the ideas and tools developed in [5] for ∆ + 1 coloring).
Our proof of Result 3 takes a different route than Results 1 and 2 that were based on
list-coloring and instead we follow the approach of [5] for (∆ + 1) coloring. A fundamental
challenge here is that the graph decomposition for partitioning vertices into sparse and dense
parts that played a key role in [5] is no longer applicable to the (deg +1) coloring problem.
We address this by “relaxing” the requirements of the decomposition and develop a new
one that despite being somewhat “weaker” than the ones for (∆ + 1) coloring in [18, 13, 5]
(themselves based on [30]), takes into account the disparity between degrees of vertices in
the (deg +1) coloring problem. Similar to [5], we then handle “sparse”2 and dense vertices of
this decomposition separately but unlike [5], here the main part of the argument is to handle
these “sparse” vertices and the result for the dense part follows more or less directly from [5].
We conclude this section by noting that our proof for (1 + ε) deg-list coloring problem
also immediately gives a palette sparsification result for obtaining a (1 + ε)κ-list coloring
with sampling Oε (log n) colors, where κ is the degeneracy of the graph. This problem was
studied very recently in the context of sublinear or “space conscious” algorithms by Bera,
Chakrabarti, and Ghosh [7] who also proved, among other interesting results, that (κ + 1)
coloring cannot be achieved via palette sparsification – our result thus complements their
lower bound. We postpone the details of this result to the full version of the paper.

1.2

Implication to Sublinear Algorithms for Graph Coloring

As stated earlier, one motivation in studying palette sparsification is in its application
to design of sublinear algorithms. As was shown in [5], these theorems imply sublinear
algorithms in various models in “almost” a black-box way (see Section 5 for details). For
concreteness, in this paper, we stick to their application to the two canonical examples of
streaming and sublinear-time algorithms. We only note in passing that exactly as in [5], our
results also imply new algorithms in models such as massively parallel computation (MPC)
or distributed/linear sketching; see also [12, 7] for more recent results on graph coloring
problems in these and related models.
2

Technically speaking, this decomposition allows for vertices that are neither sparse nor dense and are
key to extending the decomposition from (∆ + 1) coloring to (deg +1) coloring.
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Table 1 A sample of our sublinear algorithms as corollaries of Results 1, 2, and 3, and the
previous work in [5] and [7] (for brevity, we assume ε, γ are constants). All streaming algorithms
here are single-pass and all sublinear-time algorithms except for (1 + ε)κ coloring are non-adaptive.
Problem

Graph Family

Streaming

Sublinear-Time

Source

(∆ + 1) Coloring

General

O(n log2 n) space

e 3/2 ) time
O(n

[5]

(1 + ε)κ Coloring

κ-Degenerate

O(n log n) space

e 3/2 ) time
O(n

[7]

Oγ ( ln∆∆ ) Coloring

Triangle-Free

O(n · ∆γ ) space

O(n3/2+γ ) time

our work

(1 + ε) deg List-Coloring

General

O(n · log2 n) space

e 3/2 ) time
O(n

our work

(deg +1) Coloring

General

O(n · log2 n) space

e 3/2 ) time
O(n

our work

Our results in this part appear in Section 5. Table 1 presents a summary of our sublinear
algorithms and the directly related previous work (even though our Result 1 implies a
separation between (∆ + 1) and (1 + ε)∆ coloring, the resulting sublinear algorithms from
Result 1 are subsumed by the previous work in [7] and hence are omitted from Table 1).
Sublinear Algorithms from Graph Partitioning. Motivated by our results on sublinear
algorithms for triangle-free graphs, we also consider sublinear algorithms for coloring other
“locally sparse” graphs such as Kr -free graphs, locally r-colorable graphs, and graphs with
sparse neighborhood. We give several results for these problems through a general algorithm
based on the graph partitioning technique (see, e.g. [12, 27, 28, 7]). Our results in this part
are presented in Appendix B.

2

Preliminaries

Notation. For any integer t ≥ 1, we define [t] := {1, . . . , t}. For a graph G(V, E), we use
V (G) := V and E(G) := E to denote the vertex-set and edge-set respectively. For a vertex
v ∈ V , NG (v) denotes the neighborhood of v in G and degG (v) := |NG (v)| denotes the
degree of v (when clear from the context, we may drop the subscript G). For a vertex-set
U ⊆ V , G[U ] denotes the induced subgraph of G on U . When there are lists of colors S(v)
given to vertices v, we use the term c-degree of v to mean the number of neighbors u of v
of with color c in their list S(u) and denote this by degS (v, c). We use the term “with high
probability” (w.h.p.) for an event to mean that the probability of this event happening is at
least 1 − 1/nc where c is a sufficiently large constant.
List-Coloring with Constraints on Color-Degrees. We use the following result of Reed and
Sudakov [32] on list-coloring of graphs with constraints on c-degrees of vertices.
I Proposition 4 ([32]). For every ε > 0 there exists a d0 := d0 (ε) such that for all d ≥ d0
the following is true. Suppose G(V, E) is a graph with lists S(v) for every v ∈ V such that:
1. for every vertex v, |S(v)| ≥ (1 + ε) · d, and
2. for every vertex v and color c ∈ S(v), degS (v, c) ≤ d (recall that degS (v, c) denotes the
c-degree of v which is the number of neighbors u of v with color c ∈ S(u)).
Then, there exists a proper coloring of G from these lists.
A weaker version of this result obtained by replacing (1 + ε) above with some absolute
constant appeared earlier in [31] (see also [3, Proposition 5.5.3] and [20]).
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3

Two New Palette Sparsification Theorems

We present our new palette sparsification theorems in Result 1 and Result 2 in this section.
We postpone the proof of the optimality of Result 1 (the lower bound on sampled-list sizes)
to the full version of the paper as it is a basic argument. Instead we give the more interesting
proof of the optimality of Result 2 in almost full details in this section.

3.1

Palette Sparsification for (1 + ε)∆ Coloring

We start with our improved palette sparsification theorem for (1 + ε)∆ coloring.
I Theorem 5. For every ε ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists an integer n(ε) ≥ 1 such that the following
is true. Let G(V, E) be any graph with n ≥ n(ε) vertices and maximum degree ∆, and define
C := C(ε) = (1 + ε) · ∆. Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V , we independently sample a set L(v)
√
of colors of size ` := 10 log n/ε1.5 uniformly at random from colors {1, . . . , C}. Then,
with high probability, there exists a proper coloring of G from lists L(v) for every v ∈ V .
We shall note that in contrast to Theorem 5, it was shown in [5] that for the more
stringent problem of (∆ + 1) coloring, sampling Ω(log n) colors per vertex is necessary. As
such, Theorem 5 presents a separation between these two problems in palette sparsification.

Proof of Theorem 5
The proof of this theorem is by showing that the lists sampled for vertices can be adjusted so
that they satisfy the requirement of Proposition 4; we then apply this proposition to obtain
a list-coloring of G from the sampled lists.
Recall that degL (v, c) is the c-degree of vertex v in lists L. For every c ∈ L(v),
X
`
`
=
.
(1)
E [degL (v, c)] :=
P (u samples c in L(u)) ≤ ∆ ·
C
1+ε
u∈N (v)

Now if degL (v, c) was concentrated enough so that maxv,c degL (v, c) = (1 − Θ(ε)) · `,
we would have been done already: by Proposition 4, there is always a proper coloring of
G from such lists (take the parameter d to be maxv,c degL (v, c) and so size of each list is
√
(1 + Θ(ε))d). Unfortunately however, it is easy to see that as ` = Θ( log n) in general no
such concentration is guaranteed.
b
We fix the issue above by showing existence of a subset L(v)
of each list L(v) such
that these new lists can indeed be used in Proposition 4. The argument is intuitively
as follows: the
is
√ probability that degL (v, c) deviates significantly from its expectation
√
2−Θ(`) = 2−Θ( log n) by a simple Chernoff bound. Moreover, the probability that Ω( √log n)

Ω( log n)
√
colors in L(v) all deviate from their expectation can be bounded by 2−Θ( log n)
(ignoring dependency issues for the moment). This probability is now n−Θ(1) , enough for us
to take a union bound over all vertices. As such, by removing some fraction of the colors from
the list of each vertex, we can satisfy the c-degree requirements for applying Proposition 4
and conclude the proof. We now formalize this.
We say that a color c ∈ L(v) is bad for v iff degL (v, c) > (1 + ε/2) · E [degL (v, c)]. As the
choice of color c for each vertex u ∈ N (v) is independent, by Eq (1) and Chernoff bound
(Proposition 28),
 2



ε
`
P degL (v, c) > (1 + ε/2) · E [degL (v, c)] ≤ exp − ·
.
(2)
12 1 + ε
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Define bad(v) as the number of colors c in L(v) that are bad for vertex v. We note that
by the sampling process in Theorem 5, conditioning on some colors being bad for v can only
reduce the chance of the remaining colors being bad for v. As such, by Eq (2),

 2
ε·`/4
`
ε
`
· exp − ·
ε/4 · `
12 1 + ε

 3
ε
≤ 2` · exp − · `2 ≤ exp (−20 log n) .
72
√
(by the choice of ` = 10 log n/ε1.5 and as ε < 1/2 is sufficiently smaller than n)

 
P bad(v) ≥ ε/4 · ` ≤


By a union bound over all n vertices, with high probability, for every vertex v, bad(v) ≤
b
ε · `/4. We let L(v)
to be a subset of L(v) obtained by removing all bad colors from L(v).
b
For any c ∈ L(v):
degL
b(v, c) ≤ degL (v, c) ≤ (1 + ε/2) ·

`
≤ (1 − ε/3) · `.
1+ε

(for ε < 1/2)

b
On the other hand, as bad(v) ≤ ε·`/4, we have L(v)
≥ (1−ε/4)·`. As such, by Proposition 4
b and consequently also
(as ε is a constant with respect to `), we can list-color G from lists L
L, finalizing the proof.

3.2

J

Palette Sparsification for Triangle-Free Graphs

We now prove a palette sparsification theorem for triangle-free graphs.
I Theorem 6. Let G(V, E) be any n-vertex triangle-free
graph
with maximum degree ∆. Let


9∆
γ ∈ (0, 1) be a parameter and define C := C(γ) = γ·ln ∆ . Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V ,
√
we independently sample a set L(v) of size b · (∆γ + log n) uniformly at random from colors
{1, . . . , C} for an appropriate absolute positive constant b. Then, with high probability there
exists a proper coloring of G from lists L(v) for every vertex v ∈ V .
It is known that there are triangle-free graphs with chromatic number Ω( ln∆∆ ) [10] (In fact
this bound holds even for graphs with arbitrarily large girth not only girth > 3). Theorem 6
then shows that one can match the chromatic number of these graphs asymptotically by
√
sampling a small number of colors per vertex (almost as small as O(∆o(1) + log n)).

Proof of Theorem 6
As we already saw in the proof of Theorem 5, looking at the sampled lists L(v) of vertices
as a list-coloring problem with constraints on c-degrees can be quite helpful in proving the
corresponding palette sparsification result. We take the same approach in proving Theorem 6
as well. However, unlike for (1 + ε)∆ coloring, to the best of our knowledge, no such
list-coloring results (with constraints on c-degrees instead of maximum degree) are known
for coloring triangle-free graphs. Our main task here is then exactly to prove such a result
formalized as follows.
I Proposition 7. There exists an absolute constant d0 such that for all d ≥ d0 the following
holds. Suppose G(V, E) is a triangle-free graph with lists S(v) for every v ∈ V such that:
1. for every vertex v, |S(v)| ≥ 8 · lndd , and
2. for every vertex v and color c ∈ S(v), degS (v, c) ≤ d.
Then, there exists a proper coloring of G from these lists.
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We give the proof of Theorem 6 assuming Proposition 7 here. The proof of Proposition 7
itself is technical and detailed and thus even though interesting on its own, we opted to
postpone it to the full version to preserve the flow of the paper here.
Proof of Theorem 6. We prove this theorem with the weaker bound of O(∆γ + log n) (as
√
opposed to O(∆γ + log n)) for the number of sampled colors. The extension to the improved
√
bound with O( log n) dependence is exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5 and is thus omitted.
γ
Let ` := (∆
 + 100
 ln n) and suppose each vertex samples ` colors from {1, . . . , C} for
C := C(γ) =

9∆
γ·ln ∆

. Let p := `/C which is equal to the probability that any vertex v

samples a particular color in L(v). We have,
X
E [degL (v, c)] =
P (u samples c in L(u)) ≤ p · ∆.
u∈N (v)

Note that as p · ∆ ≥ p · C = ` ≥ 100 ln n, a simple application of Chernoff bound plus
union bound ensures that, for every vertex v and color c, degL (v, c) ≤ (1.1) · p∆ with high
probability. In the following, we condition on this event.
Let d := (1.1) · p∆. By the above conditioning, c-degree of every vertex v ∈ V is at most d.
In order to apply Proposition 7 to graph G with lists L, we only need to prove that ` ≥ ln8dd .
We prove that in fact ` · ln ` ≥ 8d which implies the desired bound as ` = p · C ≤ p · ∆ ≤ d.
We have,


9∆
γ
` · ln ` ≥ (p · C) · ln (∆ ) = p ·
· γ · ln ∆ = 9 · p∆ > 8d.
γ · ln ∆
(as ∆γ < ` = p · C and by the choice of C)
The proof now follows from applying Proposition 7 to lists L.

J

Asymptotic Optimality of the Bounds in Theorem 6
We now prove the optimality of Theorem 6 up to constant factors.
I Proposition 8. There exists a distribution on n-vertex graphs with maximum degree
∆
∆ = Θ(n1/3 ) such that for every γ < 1/16 and C := C(γ) = 16γ·ln
∆ the following is true.
Suppose we sample a graph G(V, E) from this distribution and then for each vertex v ∈ V ,
we independently pick a set L(v) of colors with size ∆γ uniformly at random from colors
{1, . . . , C}; then, with high probability there exists no proper coloring of G wherein the color
of every vertex v ∈ V sis chosen from L(v).
Let Gn,p denote the Erdős-Rényi distribution of random graphs on n vertices in which
−K3
each edge is chosen independently with probability p. Define the following distribution Gn,p
on triangle-free graphs: Sample a graph G from Gn,p , then remove every edge that was part
−K3
of a triangle originally. Clearly, the graphs output by Gn,p
are triangle-free. Throughout
−2/3
this section, we take p = Θ(n
) (the choice of the constant will be determined later).
−K3
We prove Proposition 8 by considering the distribution Gn,p
. However, we first present
some basic properties of distribution Gn,p needed for our purpose. The proofs are simple
exercises in random graph theory and can be found in the full version of the paper. In
the following, let t(G) denote the number of triangles in G and α(G) denote the maximum
independent set size, and recall that ∆(G) denotes the maximum degree of G.
I Lemma 9. For G ∼ Gn,p , E [t(G)] ≤ (np)3 , and t(G) ≤ (1 + o(1)) E [t(G)] w.h.p.
I Lemma 10. For G ∼ Gn,p , E [α(G)] ≤

3·ln (np)
,
p

and α(G) ≤

3·ln (np)
p

w.h.p.
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I Lemma 11. For G ∼ Gn,p , ∆(G) ≤ 2np w.h.p.

Proof of Proposition 8. Let p := 13 · (n)−2/3 for this proof and consider the distribution
−K3
Gn,p
. Moreover, let L denote the distribution of lists of colors sampled for vertices. By
−K3
Lemma 11, the maximum degree of G ∼ Gn,p and consequently G ∼ Gn,p
is at most
e
∆ := 2np with high probability. Throughout the following argument, we condition on this
event. This can only change the probability calculations by a negligible factor (that we
ignore for the simplicity of exposition). This way, the number of colors sampled in L can be
e . We further use q := ∆
∆
e γ /C to denote the probability
assumed to be at most C :=
e
16γ·ln ∆
that a color c is sampled in list L(v) of a vertex v.
−K3
For a graph G(V, E) ∼ Gn,p
and lists L ∼ L, let V1 , . . . , VC be a collection of subsets of
V (not necessarily disjoint) where for every c ∈ [C], Vc denotes the vertices v that sampled
the color c in their list L(v). As each color is sampled with probability q by a vertex, and
the choices are independent across vertices, a simple application of Chernoff bound ensures
that with high probability, |Vc | ≤ 2q · n for all c. We also condition on this event in the
following (and similarly as before ignore the negligible contribution of this conditioning to
the probability calculations below).

Let δ denote the probability of “error” i.e., the event that the sampled colors do not lead
to a proper coloring of the graph. An averaging argument implies that there exists a fixed
−K3
set of lists L ∼ L such that for G sampled from Gn,p
, the error probability of L on G is at
most δ. Fix such a choice of L in the following. We will show that δ = 1 − o(1).
−K3
Recall that G ∼ Gn,p
is chosen independent of the lists L (by definition of palette
sparsification). For any graph G, define:

µL (G) := max(U1 ,...,UC )
an independent set.

PC

c=1

|Uc | where all Uc ’s are disjoint, each Uc ⊆ Vc , and G[Uc ] is

As we have fixed the choice of the lists L, the function µL (·) is fixed at this point and its
value only depends on G. A necessary condition for G to be colorable from the lists L is that
µL (G) = n. This is because (i) any proper coloring of G from lists L necessarily induces an
independent set inside each Vc ; (ii) these independent sets are disjoint and hence we can
take them as a feasible solution (U1 , . . . , UC ) to µL (G); (iii) these independent sets cover all
vertices of G. Our task is now to bound the probability that µ(G) = n to lower bound δ.
−K3
Firstly, we can switch from the distribution Gn,p
to Gn,p using the following equation
(recall that t(G) denotes the number of triangles):

E

−K

G∼Gn,p 3

[µL (G)] ≤

E

H∼Gn,p

[µL (H) + 3 · t(H)] .

(3)

−K3
This is because any graph G ∼ Gn,p
is obtained by removing edges of every triangle in a
graph H ∼ Gn,p and removing these edges can only increase the total size of a collection of
disjoint independent sets (namely, the value of µL ) by the number of vertices in the triangles
(in fact, by at most two vertices from each triangle). We can upper bound the second-term
in Eq (3) using Lemma 9. We now bound the first term. In the following, let nc := |Vc | for
c ∈ [C]. We have,
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"
E

H∼Gn,p

[µL (H)] ≤

E

H∼Gn,p

C
X

#
α(H[Vc ]) ,

c=1

(by removing the disjointness condition between sets Uc ’s we can only increase value of µL (H))
=

C
X
c=1

E

Hc ∼Gnc ,p

[α(Hc )]

(by linearity of expectation and as for every c ∈ [C], H[Vc ] is sampled from Gnc ,p )
≤

C
X
3 · ln (nc p)
c=1

(by Lemma 10)

p

3 · ln (2qn · p)
p
e
e
∆
3 · ln (q · ∆)
=
·
e
e
16γ · ln ∆
(∆/2n)

≤C·

e
6n ln (q · ∆)
·
e γ)
16 ln (∆
6n
<
.
8

(as we conditioned on nc ≤ 2q · n)
e
(by definitions of C and ∆)
(by a simple re-arranging of terms)

=





 
e = ln ∆
e γ · 16γ · ln ∆
e < 2 ln ∆
eγ )
(as ln q · ∆

Plugging this in Eq (3) together with Lemma 9 to bound the second term, implies that:
E

−K

G∼Gn,p 3

[µL (G)] ≤

n1/3 3
7n
6n
+3·(
) <
.
8
3
8

Finally, by Lemmas 9 and 10, µL (G) < n w.h.p. This implies that δ = 1 − o(1) as needed. J

4

A Local Version of Palette Sparsification

We now give a “local version” (see, e.g. [14, 11]) of the palette sparsification theorem.
I Theorem 12. Let G(V, E) be any n-vertex graph and assume each vertex v ∈ V is given a
list S(v) of colors. Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V , we independently sample a set L(v) of
colors of size ` uniformly at random from colors in S(v). Then,
1. if S(v) is any arbitrary set of (1 + ε) · deg(v) colors and ` = Θ(ε−1 · log n) for ε > 0,
2. or if S(v) = {1, . . . , deg(v) + 1} and ` = Θ(log n),
then, with high probability, there exists a proper coloring of G from lists L(v) for v ∈ V .
The main part of the proof of Theorem 12 is Part 2 as the proof of the first part follows
almost directly from this proof. However, we start with a standalone proof of Part 1 for
intuition and then sketch the proof of Part 2, which involves the bulk of our effort.
Proof of Theorem 12 – Part 1. Fix any ε > 0 and suppose we sample ` :=
L(v) from S(v) for every vertex v ∈ V . Consider the following process:

10
ε

· ln n colors

1. Iterate over vertices v in an arbitrary order and for each vertex v, let N < (v) denote
the neighbors of v that appear before v in this ordering.
2. For each vertex v, if there exists a color c(v) in L(v) that is not used to color any
vertex u ∈ N < (v), color v with c(v). Otherwise abort.
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We argue that this procedure will terminate with high probability without having to abort.
This ensures that G is colorable from sampled lists L, thus proving Part 1 of Theorem 12.
X

P (abort) ≤
P L(v) is a subset of colors chosen for N < (v)
(by union bound)
v

≤

X  |N < (v)| `
v

|S(v)|


≤n·

deg(v)
(1 + ε) · deg(v)

`

≤ n · (1 − ε/2)`

(by the sampling without replacement procedure of Theorem 12)


ε 10
≤ n · exp − ·
· ln n = n−4 .
(by the choice of `)
2 ε
This concludes the proof of Part 1 of Theorem 12.

J

Proof Sketch of Theorem 12 – Part 2. In order to prove the second part of Theorem 12,
we follow the approach of [5] for (∆ + 1) coloring problem. The key difference is that the
graph decomposition of the graph into sparse and dense parts that played a key role in [5]
is no longer applicable to (deg +1) coloring. In the following, we first give a new graph
decomposition tailored to (deg +1) coloring and states its main properties as well as its
differences with similar decompositions for (∆ + 1) coloring in [18, 13, 5] (themselves based
on [30]). The next step is then to show that this decomposition, even though “weaker” than
the one for (∆ + 1) coloring, still has enough structure to carry out the proof for (deg +1)
coloring along the lines of the one for (∆ + 1) coloring in [5] with the main difference being
on how we handle the “sparse” vertices.
A Graph Decomposition for (deg +1) Coloring. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be a parameter. We define
the following structures for any graph G(V, E).
I Definition 13. We say that an induced subgraph K of G is an ε-almost-clique iff:
1. For every v ∈ K, degG (v) ≥ (1 − 8ε) · ∆(K) where we define ∆(K) := maxv∈K degG (v);
2. (1 − ε) · ∆(K) ≤ |V (K)| ≤ (1 + 8ε) · ∆(K);
3. Any vertex v ∈ K has at most 8ε · ∆(K) non-neighbors (in G) inside K;
4. Any vertex v ∈ K has at most 9ε · ∆(K) neighbors (in G) outside K.
Definition 13 can be seen as a natural analogue of (∆, ε)-almost-cliques defined in [5].
The main difference is that instead of having dependence on the global parameter ∆ in a
(∆, ε)-almost-clique of [5], our ε-almost-cliques only depend on ∆(K) which is a (1 + Θ(ε))approximation of the degree of every vertex in K (thus can be much smaller than ∆).

I Definition 14. We say a vertex v ∈ G is ε-sparse iff there are at least ε2 · deg(v)
2
non-edges in the neighborhood of v.
Again, Definition 14 is a natural analogue of sparse vertices in [5, 18, 13] by replacing
the dependence on ∆ with deg(v) instead.
I Definition 15. We say a vertex v ∈ G is ε-uneven iff for at least ε · deg(v) neighbors u
of v, we have deg(v) < (1 − ε) · deg(u).
Roughly speaking, a vertex v is considered uneven if it has a “sufficiently large” number
of neighbors with “sufficiently larger” degree than v. Definition 15 is tailored specifically to
(deg +1) coloring problem and does not have an analogue in [5, 18, 13] for (∆ + 1) coloring.
We prove the following decomposition result using the definitions above.
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I Lemma 16 (Graph Decomposition for (deg +1) Coloring). For any sufficiently small ε > 0,
any graph G(V, E) can be partitioned into V := V uneven t V sparse t K1 t . . . t Kk such that:
1. For every i ∈ [k], the induced subgraph G[Ki ] is an ε-almost-clique;
2. Every vertex in V sparse is (ε/2)-sparse;
3. Every vertex in V uneven is (ε/4)-uneven.
The key difference of Lemma 16 with prior decompositions for (∆+1) coloring in [30, 5, 18,
13] is the introduction of V uneven that captures vertices with “sufficiently large” higher degree
neighbors. Allowing for such vertices is (seemingly) crucial for this type of decomposition
that depends on the local degrees of vertices as opposed to maximum degree3 . We postpone
the proof of this lemma to the full version of the paper.
Coloring the Graph Using the Decomposition. For the rest of the proof, fix a decomposition of the graph G(V, E) with some sufficiently small absolute constant ε > 0 (taking
ε = 10−4 would certainly suffice). In the following, we show that we can handle both
V uneven and V sparse vertices first, and then color the almost-cliques using a result of [5] almost
in a black-box way. As such, the main difference between our work and [5] (beside the
decomposition) is in the treatment of vertices in V uneven ∪ V sparse .
As in [5], the proof consists of two parts. We first show that V uneven ∪ V sparse can be
colored from the sampled lists, and then show how to color each almost-clique given any
arbitrary coloring of vertices outside the almost-clique. Before we move on, we make an
assumption (without loss of generality) that is used in our concentration bounds.
I Assumption 17. We may and will assume that degree of every vertex is at least Dmin :=
α · ε10 · log n for some sufficiently large absolute constant α > 0. This is without loss of
generality as by sampling Θ(log n) colors, any vertex with lower degree will have L(v) = S(v)
and hence we can greedily color these vertices after finding a coloring of the rest of the graph.
Step one. The main part of the argument is the following lemma.
I Lemma 18. Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V sparse ∪ V uneven , we sample a set L(v) of
Θ(ε−6 ·log n) colors independently and uniformly at random from S(v) := {1, . . . , deg(v) + 1}.
Then, with high probability, the induced subgraph G[V sparse ∪ V uneven ] can be properly colored
from the sampled lists.
We construct the coloring of Lemma 18 in two steps. The first step is to create “excess”
colors on vertices, reducing the problem essentially to (1 + ε) deg coloring, and then using
the simple argument for the proof of Part 1 of Theorem 12) to finalize this case as well. One
important bit is that the first step of this argument should be done simultaneously for both
V uneven and V sparse . We now sketch some the key ideas of the proof.
For the proof of Lemma 18, we need to partition vertices in V sparse and V uneven further in
order to be able to handle the disparity in degree of vertices. As such, we define:
ψ := ε2 /32: a parameter used throughout the definitions in this part for ease of notation.
V small : Let Small(v) := {u ∈ N (V ) : deg(u) < dsmall (v)} where dsmall (v) := ψ · deg(v).
We define V small ⊆ V sparse ∪ V uneven as all vertices v with |Small(v)| ≥ 2dsmall (v).
V large : Let Large(v) := {u ∈ N (v) : deg(u) > dlarge (v)} where dlarge (v) := 2 deg(v).
We define V large ⊆ V sparse ∪ V uneven as all vertices v with |Large(v)| ≥ ψ · deg(v).4
3
4

For instance, consider a vertex of degree d that is incident to d vertices of a 2d-clique. Such a vertex is
neither sparse (its neighborhood is a clique), nor belongs to an almost-clique for small ε < 1.
We remark that the change in the place where ψ used in the two definitions above is intentional and
not a typo.
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As stated earlier, the goal of our first step is to construct excess colors for vertices. As
it will become evident shortly, vertices in V small actually do not need require having excess
colors to begin with (roughly speaking, after coloring their very “low degree” neighbors in
Small(v), we are anyway left with many excess colors). Hence, we ignore these vertices in
the first step altogether and handle them directly in the second one. Another important
remark about the first step is that even though its goal is to color only V sparse ∪ V uneven
(minus V small ), we assume all vertices of the graph (including almost-cliques) participate
in its coloring procedure. This is only to simplify the math and after this step we simply
uncolor all vertices that are not in V sparse ∪ V uneven .
Creating Excess Colors. We start with the following coloring procedure as our first step:
Algorithm 1 FirstStepColoring: A procedure for finding a (partial) coloring of G[V sparse ∪ V uneven ].

1. Iterate over vertices of V in an arbitrary order.
2. For every vertex v, activiate v w.p. pactive := ψ/16 (= Θ(ε2 )).
3. For every activated vertex v, pick a color c1 (v) uniformly at random from L(v) and if
c(v) is not used to color any neighbor of v so far, color v with c1 (v).

We shall note right away that distribution of c1 (v) for every vertex v in FirstStepColoring
is simply uniform over S(v). For any vertex v ∈ V , let S1 (v) denote the list of available
colors S(v) after removing the colors assigned to neighbors of v in this procedure. Similarly,
let deg1 (v) denote the degree of v after removing the colored neighbors of v. We show that
S1 (v) is “sufficiently larger” than deg1 (v) for all vertices in V sparse ∪ V uneven \ V small . Formally,
I Lemma 19. There exists an absolute constant α ∈ (0, 1) such that with high probability,
for every v ∈ V sparse ∪ V uneven \ V small , we have |S1 (v)| ≥ deg1 (v) + α · ε6 · deg(v).
The proof of of this lemma is given in three parts, each for coloring one of the sets V uneven ,
V large and V sparse \ (V small ∪ V large ) separately. The first two have an almost identical proof
and are based on a novel argument – the third part uses a different argument which on a
high level is similar to the approach of [5] (and [15, 18, 13], all rooted in an earlier work
of [25]) for coloring sparse vertices (according to a global definition of sparse based on ∆),
although several new challenges has to be addressed there as well.
I Lemma 20. W.h.p. for all v ∈ V uneven : |S1 (v)| ≥ deg1 (v) + α · ε4 · deg(v).
Proof. Let θ := (ε/4) and recall that all vertices in V uneven are θ-uneven by Lemma 16. Fix
a vertex v in V uneven and let U (v) be the neighbors u of v where deg(v) < (1 − θ) · deg(u). As
v is θ-uneven |U (v)| ≥ θ · deg(v). For any u ∈ U (v), let Sext (u) = S(u) \ S(v) denote the set
of colors that are available (originally) to u but not to v. For sext (u) := |Sext (u)|, we have,
sext (u) = deg(u) − deg(v) ≥ deg(u) − (1 − θ) · deg(u) = θ · deg(u).

(4)

We say that a vertex u ∈ U (v) is good iff u is colored from Sext (u) by FirstStepColoring.
Let ngood (v) denote the number of good neighbors of v. It is easy to see that |S1 (v)| ≥
deg1 (v) + ngood (v) as colors of good vertices are not removed from S(v). Our goal is to lower
bound ngood (v) then. Define the following two events:
Eactive : For every vertex u ∈ V , the number of active neighbors of u, denoted by degactive (u),
is between (pactive /2) · deg(u) and (2pactive ) · deg(u).
U
Eactive
(v): The set U active (v) of active vertices in U (v) has size at least (pactive /2)·θ ·deg(v).
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By our Assumption 17 and a simple application of Chernoff bound, both event Eactive and
U
Eactive
(v) hold with high probability (recall the lower bound on size of U (v)) above. Note
that both these events are only a function of the probability of activating each vertex and
independent of choice of lists L. Hence, in the following we condition on these events (and
all coins tosses for activation probabilities) and only consider the randomness with respect
to choices in L.
Let u1 , . . . , uk for k := (pactive /2) · θ · deg(v) be the first k vertices in U active (v) according
to the ordering of FirstStepColoring. Let R(ui ) denote all the random choices that govern
whether ui will be good or not. Note that by the time we process ui at most degactive (ui )
colors from S(ui ) may have been assigned to neighbors of ui . Even if all of these colors are
adversarially chosen to be in Sext (ui ), the number of colors that if chosen by ui make ui a
good vertex is at least:
sext (ui ) − degactive (ui ) ≥ θ · deg(ui ) − (2pactive ) · deg(ui ) > (θ/2) · deg(ui ).
(by Eq (4) and event Eactive , respectively and since pactive = Θ(ε2 ) < θ/4)
Even conditioned on everything else, this choice is only a function of c1 (ui ) chosen uniformly
at random from S(ui ). As such,
P (ui is good | R(u1 ), . . . , R(ui−1 )) ≥

(θ/2) · deg(ui )
≥ (θ/3).
deg(ui ) + 1

This implies that (i) E [ngood (v)] ≥ (θ/3) · k and (ii) the distribution of good vertices among
first k vertices in U active (v) stochastically dominates the binomial distribution B(k, θ/3). By a
basic concentration of binomial distributions (say by using Chernoff bound in Proposition 28):

P (ngood (v) < (θ/6) · k) ≤ exp (−Θ(1) · θ · k) = exp −Θ(1) · ε4 · log n  n−10 .
(by the choice of θ = Θ(ε), pactive = Θ(ε2 ), k, and Assumption 17)
As k = Θ(ε3 · deg(v)) and θ = Θ(ε), we obtain that w.h.p. ngood (v) ≥ Θ(ε4 ) · deg(v).

J

The following lemma has a similar proof as Lemma 20 and is postponed to the full version.
I Lemma 21. W.h.p. for all v ∈ V large : |S1 (v)| ≥ deg1 (v) + α · ε4 · deg(v).
Finally, the following lemma also has a relatively standard proof by-now and is postponed
to the full version.
I Lemma 22. Wh.p. for all v ∈ V sparse \ (V small ∪ V large ): |S1 (v)| ≥ deg1 (v) + α · ε6 · deg(v).
Lemma 19 now follows directly from Lemmas 20, Lemma 21 and 22 and a union bound.
Exploiting Excess Colors. For the second step, consider the following procedure:
Algorithm 2 SecondStepColoring: A procedure for finishing the proper coloring of G[V sparse ∪
V
].
uneven

1. Iterate over uncolored vertices v ∈ V sparse ∪ V uneven in an arbitrary order and for each
vertex v, let N < (v) denote the neighbors of v that appear before v in this ordering plus
all neighbors of v that have been colored in the first step.
2. For each vertex v, if there exists a color in L(v) that is not used to color any vertex
u ∈ N < (v), color v with this color. Otherwise abort.

It is immediate that if SecondStepColoring does not abort, we find a proper coloring using
the sampled colors in lists L. We can prove that abort happens with a small probability
(the proof is postponed to the appendix).
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I Lemma 23. W.h.p. SecondStepColoring does not abort.
Lemma 18 now follows from Lemmas 19 and 23 and a union bound.
Step two. In the second part of the proof, we are left with the coloring of almost-cliques
from the sampled lists after fixing the colors of remaining vertices. This is done by the
following lemma. This lemma is a simple generalization of a result of [5] for (∆ + 1) coloring
and the proof is via a simple “reduction” to the proof of the original lemma of [5].
Recall the definition of an ε-almost-cliques K in Definition 13. For a vertex v ∈ K, we
define out-deg(v) as the number of neighbors of v that are outside K. Note that by definition
of ε-almost-cliques, out-deg(v) ≤ 9ε · ∆(K). We prove the following lemma in the full version.
I Lemma 24. Let K be an ε-almost-clique in G according to Definition 13 for some
sufficiently small ε > 0 and define ∆(K) := maxv∈K deg(v). Suppose for every vertex
v ∈ K, we adversarially pick a set S(v) of size at most out-deg(v) ≤ 9ε · ∆(K) from colors
{1, . . . , deg(v) + 1}. If for every vertex v ∈ V , we sample a set L(v) of Θ(ε−1 · log n) colors
independently from the set of colors {1, . . . , deg(v) + 1}, then, with high probability, the
induced subgraph G[K] can be properly colored from the lists L(v) \ S(v) for v ∈ C.
Proof of Theorem 12 – Part 2. We fix a decomposition of the graph G according to Lemma
16 for some sufficiently small absolute constant ε > 0 (taking ε = 10−4 would certainly
suffice). Lemma 18 allows us to argue that with high probability, all vertices except for
almost-cliques in the decomposition can be properly colored using the sampled lists. We
fix such a coloring of those vertices. We then iterate over almost-cliques one by one, and
invoke Lemma 24 to each almost-clique Ki by letting S(v) for every v ∈ Ki to be the set of
colors used so far in this process for coloring neighbors of v outside this almost-clique. This
allows us to color this almost-clique in a way that its coloring can be extended to the partial
coloring computed so far (with high probability). Iterating over all almost-cliques this way
and using a union bound finalizes the proof.
J

5

Sublinear Algorithms from Palette Sparsification

In this section, we describe some applications of our palette sparsification theorems to
sublinear algorithms following the work of [5]. In the following, we give the definition of each
of the two models of streaming algorithms and sublinear-time algorithms formally, followed
by the resulting algorithms from palette sparsification for each one separately.
Streaming Algorithms. In the streaming model, edges of the graph are presented one by
one to an algorithm that can make one or a few passes over the input and use a limited
memory to process the stream and has to output the answer at the end of the last pass. In
this paper, we only consider single-pass streaming algorithms. We can obtain the following
algorithms from Results 1, 2, and 3.
I Corollary 25. There exists randomized single-pass streaming algorithms for finding each
of the following colorings with high probability:
a (1 + ε)∆ coloring of any general graph with Oε (n log n) space;
∆
2γ
e
an O( γ·ln
∆ ) coloring of any triangle-free graph with O(n · ∆ ) space;
a (1 + ε) deg-list coloring of any general graph with Oε (n · log2 n) space;
a (deg +1) coloring of any general graph with O(n · log2 n) space.
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The streaming algorithms in Corollary 25 are basically as follows: we sample the colors
in L at the beginning of the stream and throughout the stream whenever an edge (u, v) is
presented, we check whether L(u) ∩ L(v) = ∅ or not; if not we store this edge explicitly.
At this point, obtaining the first two algorithms in Corollary 25 from Results 1 and 2
is straightforward (see also [5]). However, the results for the latter two parts does not
immediately follow from the argument for other two (or the one in [5]). This is due to the
fact that both (1 + ε) deg and (deg +1) problems are “local” problems with dependence on
deg instead of ∆. We postpone the proof of this corollary to the full version of the paper.
We conclude this part by noting that our results can be extended to dynamic streams where
edges can be both inserted to and deleted from the stream by increasing the space of the
algorithm with polylog(n) factors as was done in [5].
Sublinear-Time Algorithms. When designing sublinear-time algorithms, it is crucial to
specify the data model as the algorithm cannot even read the entire input once. We assume
the standard query model for sublinear-time algorithms on general graphs (see, e.g., [17,
Chapter 10]). In this model, we have the following three types of queries (i) what is the
degree of a vertex v; (ii) what is the i-th neighbor of a given vertex v; and (iii) whether
a given pair of vertices (u, v) are neighbor to each other or not. We say an algorithm is
non-adaptive if it asks all its queries in parallel in one go.
We can obtain the following algorithms from Results 1, 2, and 3.
I Corollary 26. There exists randomized non-adaptive sublinear-time algorithms for finding
each of the following colorings with high probability:
eε (n3/2 ) time;
a (1 + ε)∆ coloring of any general graph in O
∆
e 3/2+2γ ) time;
an O( γ·ln ∆ ) coloring of any triangle-free graph in O(n
e 3/2 ) time;
a (1 + ε) deg-list coloring of any general graph in O(n
e 3/2 ) time.
a (deg +1) coloring of any general graph in O(n
The sublinear-time algorithms in
26 are again based on finding the edges of the
 Corollary
e
conflict-graph Econflict using O(min
n∆, n2 /∆ ) queries for the case of (1 + ε)∆ coloring and

e
n∆, n2 /∆1−2γ ) queries for triangle-free graphs. This can be done using the simple
O(min
approach of [5] but as before that does not work for the last two parts. As such, in the full
version of the paper, we give another simple way for finding edges of the conflict-graph using
a small number of queries, and conclude the proof of Corollary 26.
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A

Probabilistic Tools

We use the following standard probabilistic tools.
I Proposition 27 (Lovász Local Lemma – symmetric form; cf. [3]). Let E1 , . . . , En be n events
such that each event Ei is mutually independent of all other events besides at most
d, and

P (Ei ) ≤ p for all i ∈ [n]. If e · p · (d + 1) ≤ 1 (where e = 2.71...), then P ∧ni=1 Ei > 0.
I Proposition 28 (Chernoff-Hoeffding bound; cf. [3]). Let X1 , . . . , Xn be n independent
Pn
random variables where each Xi ∈ [0, b]. Define X := i=1 Xi . Then, for any t > 0,




2t2
P |X − E [X]| > t ≤ 2 · exp −
.
n · b2
Moreover, for any δ ∈ (0, 1),
 2



δ · E [X]
P |X − E [X]| > δ · E [X] ≤ 2 · exp −
.
3b
A function f (x1 , . . . , xn ) is called c-Lipschitz iff changing any single xi can affect the
value of f by at most c. Additionally, f is called r-certifiable iff whenever f (x1 , . . . , xn ) ≥ s,
there exists at most r · s variables xi1 , . . . , xir·s so that knowing the values of these variables
certifies f ≥ s.
I Proposition 29 (Talagrand’s inequality; cf. [26]). Let X1 , . . . , Xn be n independent random
variables and f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) be a c-Lipschitz function; then for any t ≥ 1,

P (|f − E [f ]| > t) ≤ 2 exp −

t2
2c2 · n


.

Moreover, if f is additionally r-certifiable, then for any b ≥ 1,



p
P |f − E [f ]| > b + 30c r · E [f ] ≤ 4 exp −

b2
2
8c r E [f ]


.
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Sublinear Algorithms from Graph Partitioning

In this appendix, we deviate from our theme of palette sparsification and consider another
technique for designing sublinear algorithms for graph coloring. A simple technique that
lies at the core of various algorithms for graph coloring in different models is random graph
partitioning (see, e.g. [27, 28, 19, 12, 7]). While the exact implementation of this technique
varies significantly from one application to another, the basic idea is as follows: Partition
the vertices of the graph G randomly into multiple parts V1 , . . . , Vk , then color the induced
subgraphs G[V1 ], . . . , G[Vk ] separately using disjoint palettes of colors for each subgraph.
The hope is that each subgraph G[Vi ] has become “simpler enough” so that it can be colored
“easily” with a “small” palette of colors.
We apply the same basic idea in this section. To state our result, we need some definitions
first. We say that a family G of graphs is hereditary iff for every G ∈ G, every induced
subgraph of G also belongs to G, namely, G is closed under vertex deletions.
I Definition 30. Let G be a hereditary family of graphs and ζ : N+ → N+ be a non-decreasing
function. We say that G is ζ-colorable iff every graph G in G is ζ(∆)-colorable, where
∆ := ∆(G) denotes the maximum degree of G.
For instance, the family of all graphs is an ζ-colorable family for the function ζ(∆) = ∆+1,
and triangle-free graphs are ζ-colorable for ζ(∆) = O( ln∆∆ ).
I Theorem 31. Let G be a ζ-colorable family of graphs (see Definition 30) and G(V, E) be
an n-vertex graph with maximum degree ∆ in G. For the parameters
ε > 0,

1≤k≤

ε2 · ∆
,
9 ln n


∆
C := C(ε, k) = k · ζ (1 + ε) ·
,
k

suppose we partition V into k sets V1 , . . . , Vk uniformly at random; then with high probability
G can be C-colored by coloring each G[Vi ] with a distinct palette of size C/k.
The proof of this theorem is by simply showing that the maximum degree of each graph
G[Vi ] is sufficiently small, itself a simple application of Chernoff bound. As such, we postpone
it to the full version of the paper.

B.1

Sublinear Algorithms from Theorem 31

As before, we only focus on streaming and query algorithms in this section. Table 2 contains
a summary of our results in this part. In the following two algorithms, the parameters C
and k are the same as in Theorem 31.
Algorithm 3 Streaming Algorithms from Theorem 31.

1. At the beginning, sample a random k-partitioning of the vertices into V1 , . . . , Vk .
2. Throughout the stream, store any edge that belongs to one of the graphs G[Vi ].
3. At the end, use the stored subgraphs to find a C-coloring of G by coloring each G[Vi ]
with a distinct palette of size C/k.

Using this algorithm and Theorem 31, we obtain the following corollary (proven formally
in the full version).
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Table 2 A sample of our sublinear algorithms obtained as corollaries of Theorem 31. All the
streaming algorithms here are single-pass and all the sublinear-time algorithms are non-adaptive.
# of Colors

Graph Family

Streaming

Sublinear-Time

∆
O( γ·ln
)
∆

Triangle-Free

O(n∆2γ ) space

e 3/2+2γ ) time
O(n

ln ln ∆
O( ∆γ·ln
)
∆

Kr -Free

O(n∆2γ ) space

e 3/2+Θ(γ) ) time
O(n

∆
· ln r)
O( γ ln
∆

Locally r-Colorable

O(n∆2γ ) space

e 3/2+2γ ) queries
O(n

O( γ ln∆ln n · ln r)

Locally r-Colorable

O(n∆2γ ) space

poly(n) time

∆
O( ln (1/δ)
)

δ-Sparse-Neighborhood

O(n/δ) space

e 3/2 · poly(1/δ)) time
O(n

I Corollary 32. Let G be a ζ-colorable family of graphs (Definition 30). There exists a
randomized streaming algorithm that makes a single pass over any graph G from G with
maximum degree ∆, and for any setting of parameters:
ε > 0,

1≤k≤

ε2 · ∆
,
9 ln n


∆
C := C(ε, k) = k · ζ (1 + ε) ·
,
k

with high probability computes a proper C-coloring of G using O(n ·

∆
k)

space.

Algorithm 4 Query Algorithms from Theorem 31.

1. Sample a random k-partitioning of the vertices into V1 , . . . , Vk .
2. Obtain the subgraphs G[V1 ], . . . , G[Vk ] using the following procedure:
If ∆ > n/k, then non-adaptively query all pairs of vertices u, v where both u, v belong
to the same Vi (using pair queries);
Otherwise, non-adaptively query all neighbors of all vertices u (using neighbor queries).
3. Find a C-coloring of G by coloring each G[Vi ] with a distinct palette of size C/k (with
no further access to G).

Again, using this algorithm and Theorem 31, we obtain the following corollary (proven
formally in the full version).
I Corollary 33. Let G be a ζ-colorable family of graphs (Definition 30). There exists a
randomized non-adaptive algorithm that given query access to any graph G from G with
maximum degree ∆, for any setting of parameters:
ε2 · ∆
,
9 ln n


∆
C := C(ε, k) = k · ζ (1 + ε) ·
,
k

with high probability computes a proper C-coloring of G using min O(n∆) + O(n2 /k)
queries.
ε > 0,

1≤k≤

We conclude this section with some important remarks about Corollaries 32 and 33.
I Remark 34 (Runtime of our algorithms). We did not state the runtime of our algorithms in
this section and focused primarily on space and query complexity of algorithms, respectively.
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This is because in both cases, the runtime of the algorithm crucially depends on the runtime
of the coloring algorithm for finding a ζ-coloring of each subgraph G[Vi ] which is specific to
the family G (and ζ) and thus not known a-priori.
Nevertheless, for almost all our applications to specific families of graphs (with one
exception), the runtime of the algorithms is also sublinear in the input size.

B.2

Particular Implications of Theorem 31

We now list the applications of Theorem 31 and Corollaries 32 and 33 to different families of
“locally sparse” graphs that are colorable with much fewer than (∆ + 1) colors.

Triangle-Free Graphs
As stated earlier, triangle-free graphs admit an O( ln∆∆ ) coloring. This was first proved by
Johansson [21] by showing an upper bound of 9 ln∆∆ on the chromatic number of these graphs5 .
The leading constant was then improved to 4 by Pettie and Su [29] and very recently to
1 + o(1) by Molloy [24] matching the result of Kim for graphs of girth 5 [23]. Moreover,
2
e
Molloy’s result implies an O(n∆
) time algorithm for finding such a coloring.
Note that triangle-free graphs form a hereditary family of graphs and aforementioned
results imply that they are ζtri-free -colorable for ζtri-free (∆) = O( ln∆∆ ). As such, Corollaries 32
and 33 imply the following algorithms for any γ ∈ (0, 1/2) as small as Θ( lnlnln∆∆ ):
e 1+γ ) space algorithm for O( ∆ )
Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass O(n
γ ln ∆
e · ∆γ ).
coloring of triangle-free graphs. The post-processing time of this algorithm is O(n
e 3/2+γ )-query algorithm for O( ∆ )
Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive O(n
γ ln ∆

e 3/2+2γ ).
coloring of triangle-free graphs. The runtime of this algorithm is also O(n
Both results above are proved by picking ε = Θ(1) and k = Θ(∆1−γ ), thus obtaining a
C-coloring:


C = C(ε, k) = k · ζtri-free Θ(∆/k) = O(k) ·

∆
∆
∆/k
= O(
) = O(
).
ln (∆/k)
ln ∆γ
γ ln ∆

Kr -Free Graphs
For any fixed integer r ≥ 1, we refer to any graph that does not contain a copy of the Kr ,
namely, the clique on r vertices, as a Kr -free graph. Johansson proved that any Kr -free graph
ln ∆
admits an O( ∆ ln
ln ∆ ) coloring [22] and gave an O(n · poly(∆)) time algorithm for finding
6
it . This result was very recently simplified (and extended to r beyond a fixed constant) by
Molloy [24] (however the latter result does not imply an efficient algorithm).
Similar to the case of triangle-free graphs, combining these results with Corollaries 32
and 33 imply the following algorithms for any γ ∈ (0, 1/2) as small as Θ( lnlnln∆∆ ):
e 1+γ ) space algorithm for O( ∆ ln ln ∆ )
Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass O(n
γ ln ∆
coloring of Kr -free graphs. The post-processing time of this algorithm is O(n1+Θ(γ) ).
e 3/2+γ )-query algorithm for O( ∆ ln ln ∆ )
Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive O(n
γ ln ∆
coloring of Kr -free graphs. The runtime of this algorithm is also O(n3/2+Θ(γ) ).
5
6

This result of Johansson was never published – see [26, Chapter 13] for a lucid presentation of the
original proof.
This result of Johansson was also never published – see [6] for a streamlined version of this proof.
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Graphs with r-Colorable Neighborhoods
For any fixed integer r ≥ 1, we say that a graph G is locally r-colorable iff neighborhood of
every vertex in G is r-colorable. Johansson also proved that r-colorable graphs admits an
O( ln∆∆ · ln r) coloring [22]; see [6] for a proof and also an algorithm that finds such a coloring
in poly(n · 2∆ ) time (which uses, as a subroutine, a result of [9]).
It is easy to see that locally r-colorable graphs also form a hereditary family. Consequently,
as before, Corollaries 32 and 33 imply the following for any γ ∈ (0, 1/2) as small as Θ( lnlnln∆∆ ):
e 1+γ ) space algorithm for O( ∆ ·ln r)
Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass O(n
γ ln ∆
coloring of locally r-colorable graphs. The post-processing time of the algorithm is
γ
poly(n · 2∆ ).
e 3/2+γ )-query algorithm for O( ∆ ·ln r)
Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive O(n
γ ln ∆
γ
coloring of locally r-colorable graphs. The runtime of this algorithm is also poly(n · 2∆ ).

Graphs with δ-Sparse Neighborhoods
For any δ ∈ (0, 1), we say a graph G(V, E) has a δ-sparse neighborhood iff the total number of
edges in the neighborhood of any vertex v (i.e., edges between neighbors of v) is at most δ · ∆2
(not to be confused with Definition 14 for ε-sparse vertices, albeit the two definitions are
equivalent for ∆-regular graphs by setting δ = (1 − ε2 )). Alon, Krivelevich and Sudakov [2]
proved that any graph G with maximum degree ∆ and δ-sparse neighborhood admits an
∆
) coloring and that this is tight for all admissible values of δ and ∆.
O( log (1/δ)
We note that unlike all other families of graphs considered in this section, the family of
sparse-neighborhood graphs is not a hereditary family. As such, we cannot readily apply
Theorem 31 (and hence Corollaries 32 and 33). However, we can modify the proof of
Theorem 31 slightly to apply to this case as well (see the full version).
I Lemma 35. For any δ ∈ (0, 1), let G(V, E) be an n-vertex graph with maximum degree ∆
and δ-sparse neighborhoods. For the parameters
1≤k≤

δ·∆
,
9 · ln n

C := Θ(

∆
),
ln (1/δ)

suppose we partition V into k sets V1 , . . . , Vk uniformly at random; then with high probability
G can be C-colored by coloring each G[Vi ] with a distinct palette of size C/k.
Similar to Corollaries 32 and 33, this in turn implies the following algorithms:
∆
e
Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass O(n/δ)
space algorithm for O( ln (1/δ)
)
e ·
coloring of graphs with δ-sparse neighborhoods. The post-processing time is O(n

poly(1/δ)).
e 3/2 /δ)-query algorithm for O( ∆ )
Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive O(n
ln (1/δ)
e
coloring of graphs with δ-sparse neighborhoods. The runtime of the algorithm is O(n3/2 ·
poly(1/δ))
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Abstract
The problem of constructing hitting-set generators for polynomials of low degree is fundamental
in complexity theory and has numerous well-known applications. We study the following question,
which is a relaxation of this problem: Is it easier to construct a hitting-set generator for polynomials
p : Fn → F of degree d if we are guaranteed that the polynomial vanishes on at most an ε > 0
fraction of its inputs? We will specifically be interested in tiny values of ε  d/|F|. This question
was first considered by Goldreich and Wigderson (STOC 2014), who studied a specific setting geared
for a particular application, and another specific setting was later studied by the third author (CCC
2017).
In this work our main interest is a systematic study of the relaxed problem, in its general form,
and we prove results that significantly improve and extend the two previously-known results. Our
contributions are of two types:
Over fields of size 2 ≤ |F| ≤ poly(n), we show that the seed length of any hitting-set generator
for polynomials of degree d ≤ n.49 that vanish on at most ε = |F|−t of their inputs is at least
Ω ((d/t) · log(n)).
Over F2 , we show that there exists a (non-explicit) hitting-set generator for polynomials of degree
d ≤ n.99 that vanish on at most ε = |F|−t of their inputs with seed length O ((d − t) · log(n)). We
also show a polynomial-time
computable hitting-set generator with seed length

O (d − t) · 2d−t + log(n) .
In addition, we prove that the problem we study is closely related to the following question:
“Does there exist a small set S ⊆ Fn whose degree-d closure is very large?”, where the degree-d
closure of S is the variety induced by the set of degree-d polynomials that vanish on S.
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1

Introduction

Let Pn,q,d denote the set of all polynomials Fn → F of total degree d over the field of size
q = |F|. We think of n as sufficiently large, and of the degree d and the field size q as
functions of n. For simplicity, throughout the paper we assume that d < n.1
A fundamental problem in complexity theory is that of constructing hitting-set generators
for low-degree polynomials. Recall that a Hitting-Set Generator (HSG) for Pn,q,d is a function
H : {0, 1}` → Fn such that for every non-zero polynomial p ∈ Pn,q,d there exists s ∈ {0, 1}`
satisfying p(H(s)) 6= 0 (see Definition 11); in other words, every non-zero
polynomial

p ∈ Pn,q,d does not vanish on at least one element in the hitting-set S = H(s) : s ∈ {0, 1}` .
The two main measures of efficiency for HSGs are the seed length ` (equivalently, the size of
the hitting-set S as a multiset) and the computational complexity of H as a function (i.e.,
the computational complexity of generating an element of the hitting-set S given its index s).
A standard linear-algebraic argument yields a lower bound of Ω (d · log (n/d)) on the seed
length of any HSG for Pn,q,d , and a standard probabilistic argument shows that there exists
a HSG for Pn,q,d with matching seed length O (d · log(n/d) + log log(q)) (see Fact 14 and
Fact 15). Naturally, the probabilistic upper-bound does not guarantee that the function
H is efficiently-computable. Thus, the main open problem concerning HSGs for Pn,q,d is
to construct efficiently-computable HSGs with seed length that matches the known lower
bound. This well-known problem (as well as a variant that refers to pseudorandom generators
as in Definition 13) has attracted a significant amount of attention over the years; see,
e.g., [32, 29, 26, 25, 9, 10, 8, 27, 43, 28, 12, 35], and the related survey by Viola [42].
Several years ago, Goldreich and Wigderson [18, Section 5] considered a relaxed version
of the foregoing problem. In general terms, what they asked is the following:
Does the HSG problem become easier if we are guaranteed that the polynomial
vanishes rarely (i.e., has very few roots)?
Note that, intuitively, we expect that the relaxed problem will indeed be easier: This is
both since there are less polynomials that vanish rarely (than arbitrary polynomials), and
since for any such polynomial p, almost all inputs will “hit” p.
In their original paper, Goldreich and Wigderson considered a specific instance of this
problem, geared for a particular application (see Section 1.2 for details). In this paper our
goal is to study the relaxed problem in and of itself, in a systematic and general way. Our
motivation for doing so is three-fold. First, this is a special (and potentially-easy) case
of the classical HSG problem, and thus constitutes a potential path to make progress on
the classical problem. Secondly, the relaxed question is of independent interest as part of
the broad study of quantified derandomization, which was initiated in the original work of
Goldreich and Wigderson [18] (see also, e.g., [40, 11, 14]). And thirdly, as polynomial-based

1

Most of our results also carry on to the setting of d > n, albeit with less “clean” parametrizations.
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constructions are ubiquitous in complexity theory, any progress in our understanding of
structured classes of polynomials or in related HSG constructions may be valuable for other
explicit constructions.
To be more formal, denote by Pn,q,d,ε the set of polynomials p ∈ Pn,q,d such that
Prx∈Fn [p(x) = 0] ≤ ε; that is, Pn,q,d,ε is the set of degree-d polynomials that vanish rarely,
where the notion of “rarely” is parametrized by the parameter ε. The two main questions we
consider in this context are:
The combinatorial question: What is the minimal size of a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,ε ?
Equivalently, we ask what is the minimal seed length of any HSG for Pn,q,d,ε . This
question is combinatorial since it refers to the existence of a HSG, regardless of its
computational complexity.
The computational question: For which values of ε > 0 can we construct a HSG for
Pn,q,d,ε with small seed length that will be efficiently-computable? In other words, can we
simultaneously optimize not only the seed length but also the computational complexity
of HSGs for Pn,q,d,ε ?

1.1

Context and Previous Work

Let us first delineate some trivial values for ε. To do so, first recall that we expect a random
polynomial to vanish on q −1 of its inputs. Now, by the Schwartz-Zippel lemma, any non-zero
p ∈ Pn,q,d has at most an ε = d/q fraction of roots; this bound is quite good when q is large
compared to d, and in general, for arbitrary d and q, any non-zero polynomial vanishes on at
most 1 − δ of its inputs, where δ ≥ q −d/(q−1) denotes the relative distance of the Reed-Muller
code of degree d over Fq . Therefore, the value ε = 1 − δ represents the general case (i.e.,
the case of hitting any non-zero polynomial). Remarkably, we also have a minimal non-zero
value that ε can have: By a theorem of Warning [45], every polynomial in Fnq → Fq of degree
d that vanishes somewhere vanishes on at least a q −d fraction of its inputs. Therefore, hitting
polynomials that vanish on ε < q −d fraction of their inputs is trivial, since such polynomials
have no zeroes. It will be useful to denote ε = q −t from now on.
q −d

q −1

1−δ

Figure 1 The two extremal values of ε (i.e., ε = q −d and ε = 1 − δ) and the expected ε = q −1 for
a random polynomial. (The parameter δ denotes the relative distance of the corresponding q-ary
Reed-Muller code RM (n, d).)

Referring to the combinatorial question, the standard probabilistic argument mentioned
before shows there exists a HSG for Pn,q,d,ε with seed length O(log log(|Pn,q,d,ε |)). Thus,
the combinatorial question is intimately connected to the long-standing open problem of
determining the weight distribution of the Reed-Muller code, i.e., counting the number of
polynomials in Pn,q,d that vanish on precisely ε > 0 of their inputs, for every ε > 0. The
latter problem has been studied since the late 60’s (see, e.g., [4, 22]), but is currently settled
only for d = 2 (see [37, 31]). Only recently have general results been obtained for d > 2, and
the bounds in these results are asymptotic (rather than precise bounds) and hold only over
F2 (see [24, 1]). More generally, this problem is a special case of the well-known problem of
studying weight distributions of (classes of) linear codes, which is typically tackled using
weight enumerator polynomials (for relevant background see, e.g., [30, Chapter 5]). Note,
however, that the weight distribution problem is more general, since it refers to all non-trivial
values of ε > 0, whereas in our setting we focus only on tiny values of ε.
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Another related line of works focuses on structural properties of biased polynomials. Fixing
a polynomial p : Fn → F and looking at the distribution over F that is obtained by evaluating
p at a random point, we can ask whether this distribution is close to uniform, or whether it is
far from uniform, in which case we call the polynomial biased. A sequence of works showed
that biased polynomials are very “structured”, in the sense that they can be determined
by a relatively-small number of polynomials of lower degree (see [19, 23, 21, 5, 7, 6]). Our
setting is much more specific than the setting in these works, since their assumption is only
that the polynomial is biased, whereas our assumption is that the polynomial is biased in a
very specific manner (i.e., one output-value has tiny weight ε > 0). Thus, the results in these
works typically do not seem sufficiently strong to be useful in our more specific setting.2
Goldreich and Wigderson [18, Section 5], who were motivated by a specific application in
circuit complexity (derandomization of AC 0 [⊕]), constructed a polynomial-time computable
HSG for the setting of q = 2 and ε = 2−(d−O(1)) = O(2−d ) (for details see Section 1.2).
Thus, they gave an upper-bound for the computational question, which holds only for F2
polynomials with extremely few roots. In a subsequent work by the third author [40], two
combinatorial lower bounds were proved for the setting of q = poly(n) and ε = q −O(1)
(again, for details see Section 1.2). Thus, the subsequent work showed lower bounds for the
combinatorial question, which hold only for polynomials over Fpoly(n) with a relatively-large
number of roots (i.e., only mildly less roots than the expected value of ε = q −1 ). In both
previous works, ad-hoc arguments were used to obtain the corresponding results.

1.2

Our Main Results

Our first main result is a general lower bound for the combinatorial problem. For context,
in [40] it was shown that when q = poly(n), any HSG for Pn,d,q,q−O(1) requires a seed of
length Ω(dΩ(1) · log(n/dΩ(1) )); and any HSG with constant density3 for Pn,d,q,q−1 requires a
seed of length Ω(d · log(n/d)). Thus, both previous lower bounds referred to the setting of
q = poly(n) and of ε = q −O(1) (i.e., t = O(1)).
The following result shows a lower bound that is both significantly stronger, and – more
importantly – applies to a far broader parameter setting. In particular, the following result
applies to a general q ≤ poly(n) and to values of ε = q −t almost up to the extreme value of
ε = q −d , and gives a lower bound of Ω((d/t) · log(n)):
I Theorem 1 (lower bound over general fields). For every constant c > 1 there exists a
constant γ > 0 such that the following holds. For every n, q, d, t ∈ N such that 2 ≤ q ≤ nc
is a prime power, d ≤ n.49 , and t ≤ γ · d, any HSG for Pn,q,d,q−t requires a seed of length
Ω ((d/t) · log(n)).
Let us parse the meaning of the lower bound in Theorem 1. For comparison, recall that
there exists a HSG for all polynomials of degree d ≤ n.49 with seed length O(d · log(n)).
Theorem 1 tells us that the relaxation of only requiring to “hit” polynomials that vanish
with probability q −t can “buy” a factor of at most 1/t in the seed length. In particular, there
does not exist a significantly smaller hitting-set for polynomials that vanish with probability
q −O(1) . Perhaps surprisingly, this is also true for polynomials that vanish with probability
o(1)
q −d
(since the lower bound remains almost linear in d · log(n)). Only for polynomials
Ω(1)
that vanish with probability q −d
does our lower bound imply that a significantly smaller
2
3

One exception is the field F2 , in which the notions of bias and of “vanish rarely” converge. Indeed, the
proofs of our results for F2 use insights developed in this sequence of works.
A hitting-set S for a class P has density ε > 0 if for every p ∈ P it holds that Prs∈S [p(s) 6= 0] ≥ ε.
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hitting-set might exist; and at an “extreme” value of q −Ω(d) , our lower bound does not rule
out a polynomial-sized hitting-set. For technical statements that include various extensions
and improvements of Theorem 1 (and in particular also hold for polynomials of higher degree
n.49 < d ≤ γ · n), see Section 5.4
Now, still referring to the combinatorial question, we observe that a result of Kaufmann,
Lovett, and Porat [24], which upper-bounds the number of biased F2 polynomials (i.e.,
analyzes the weight distribution of the Reed-Muller code over F2 ), yields a corresponding
existential upper-bound. Specifically:
I Theorem 2 (upper-bound over F2 , following [24]). Let n, d, t ∈ Nwhere d > t. Then,
 there
n
exists a (non-explicit) hitting-set for Pn,2,d,2−t with seed length O (d − t) · log( d−t ) .
Note that while the lower bound in Theorem 1 holds for any finite field, the upper bound
in Theorem 2 holds only over F2 . Nevertheless, comparing Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 (for
F = F2 and d ≤ n.49 ) reveals that there is still a significant gap between the upper-bound
and the lower-bound: The lower bound is of the form (d/t) · log(n), whereas the existential
upper bound is of the form (d − t) · log(n). For example, the lower bound indicates that there
might exist a significantly smaller hitting-set for the relaxed problem when t = dΩ(1) , whereas
the existential upper bound is significantly better than the one for the original problem only
for t = d − dΩ(1) .
Our last main result is computational and shows an explicit construction of a HSG. As
mentioned above, Goldreich and Wigderson [18] constructed a polynomial-time computable
HSG with seed length O(log(n)) that “hits” polynomials Fn2 → F2 of degree d that vanish
on O(2−d ) of their inputs (for any d ∈ N). We prove a significantly more general result, by
constructing an explicit HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t for any t < d − O(1):
I Theorem 3 (explicit upper-bound over F2 ). Let n ∈ N be sufficiently large, and let d > t + 4
be integers.
computable HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t with seed
 Then, there exists a polynomial-time

n
length O (d − t) · 2d−t + log( d−t
)

.

Note that the original result from [18] is the special case of Theorem 3 when t = d − O(1).
Also note that the seed length of the explicit HSG from Theorem 3 depends exponentially on
d − t, whereas the seed length of the non-explicit HSG from Theorem 2 depends linearly on
d − t. We also comment that the result is actually slightly stronger, and asserts that for any
S
r ∈ N there exists a polynomial-time computable HSG for d Pn,2,d,qd−r with seed length
O(r · (2r + log(n/r))); that is, for every r there is a single HSG that works for all degrees d
with t = d − r.
Below, in Table 1, we present an informal summary of the main results mentioned above,
and compare them to previously-known results.

1.3

The Connection to Small Sets With Large Degree-d Closures

In addition to our lower-bounds and upper-bounds for the problem of HSGs for polynomials
that vanish rarely, we also tie this problem to the study of a clean and elegant algebraic
question; namely, to the study of the degree-d closure of a set S ⊆ Fn , which was recently
initiated by Nie and Wang [33].

4

In these technical results, the log(n) term in the lower bound in Theorem 1 is replaced by a more
complicated term that depends on d and on t, for example log(n.99 · (t/d)).
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Table 1 An informal summary of our results and comparison to previous results.
Seed length

Field Size

ε

[40]

Ω(dΩ(1) · log(n/dΩ(1) ))

q = poly(n)

q −O(1)

Theorem 1

Ω((d/t) · log n)

(d ≤ n.49 )

2 ≤ q ≤ poly(n)

q −t

Theorem 23

Ω((d/t) · log(n.99 · t/d))

(d/t / q · n.01 )

2 ≤ q ≤ poly(n)

q −t

(explicit)

q=2

2−d+O(1)

(non-explicit)

q=2

2−t

(explicit)

q=2

2−t

Lower bounds

Upper bounds
[18]

O(log n)

Theorem 2

n
O((d − t) log( d−t
)

Theorem 3

n
))
O((d − t) · (2d−t + log( d−t

Using terminology from algebraic geometry, the degree-d closure of a set S ⊆ Fn is a
finite-degree analogue of the Zariski closure of S, and is defined as the variety induced by
the set of degree-d polynomials Fn → F that vanish on S. In more detail, let us first define
the degree-d ideal of S to be I (d) (S) = {p ∈ Pd : ∀s ∈ S, p(s) = 0}, where Pd is the set of
degree-d polynomials Fn → F.5 Then, the degree-d closure of S is defined by:
Cl(d) (S) = {x ∈ Fn : ∀p ∈ I (d) (S), p(x) = 0}.
As an example, observe that the degree-d closure of any d + 1 points on a fixed line in Fn
contains the entire line. As another example, recall that the closure of any Kakeya set in Fnq
with respect to homogeneous degree-(q − 1) polynomials is the entire domain Fnq (this was
proved by Dvir
 [16, Section 3] towards showing that any Kakeya set is necessarily of size at
least q+n−1
).
n
Following the latter example, it is natural to ask whether there exists a very small set
S ⊆ Fn whose degree-d closure is very large. An initial observation towards answering this
question is that a set S ⊆ Fn has maximal degree-d closure (i.e., Cl(d) (S) = Fn ) if and only
if S is a hitting-set for degree-d polynomials. (This is since in both cases, the only degree-d
polynomial that vanishes on S is the zero polynomial.)
I Observation 4 (maximal closure ⇐⇒ hitting-set). A set S ⊆ Fn is a hitting-set for (all)
degree-d polynomials if and only if Cl(d) (S) = q n .
Loosely speaking, the main result of Nie and Wang [33] extends Observation 4 by showing
|S|
that that for any S ⊆ Fn it holds that Cl(d) (S) ≤ n+d
· |F|n . The meaning of this result
(
d )

is that, while there exist sets of size |S| = n+d
whose degree-d closure is Fn , the degree-d
d
|S| 6
closure of smaller sets decreases by a factor of at least n+d
.
( d )

5

6

Note that I (d) (S) is not an actual ideal in the ring of n-variate polynomials over F, since multiplying
p ∈ I (d) (S) by another polynomial does not necessarily preserve the degree of p.
Another result along these lines was recently proved by Beelen and Datta [3], who showed a tight
upper-bound on the size of the variety induced by any subspace of degree-d polynomials (rather than
only for varieties induced by a subspace of the form I (d) (S) for some S ⊆ Fn ).
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We take another approach to extending Observation 4, by establishing a connection
between the study of small sets with large closures and the study of HSGs for polynomials
that vanish rarely. Specifically, we show two-way implications between the statement that
S is a hitting-set generator for polynomials that vanish rarely, and the statement that S
has large closure. In more detail, we relate hitting-sets for polynomials that vanish with
probability q −t to sets with closure of size q n−t :
I Theorem 5 (small sets with large closures versus hitting-sets for polynomials that vanish
rarely). Let F be a field of size q, let n ∈ N and t < d < n, and let S ⊆ Fn . Then,
1. If Cl(d) (S) > q n−t , then S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .
2. If S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t , then Cl(d/2(t+1)) (S) > 12 · q n−t .
Notice that Theorem 5 does not show a complete equivalence between the two notions,
since in the second item the closure refers to degree d/2t rather than to degree d. Thus,
intuitively, Theorem 5 asserts that constructing a small set with a large degree-d closure is at
least as hard as constructing a hitting-set for polynomials that vanish rarely; and while it also
gives a converse reduction (in the second item), it is nevertheless possible that constructing a
hitting-set for polynomials that vanish rarely is an easier problem. We also remark that the
first item in Theorem 5 is almost immediate, whereas the second item requires more work
(see Appendix C for details).
Lastly, we comment that one can obtain an upper-bound on the size of Cl(d) (S) for
small sets S ⊆ Fn by combining the first item in Theorem 5 with our lower bound from
Theorem 1. (This is since the former asserts that sets with closure of size q n−t are hitting-sets
for Pn,q,d,q−t , whereas the latter asserts that any such hitting-set must be large.) However,
the bounds obtained in this way are not stronger than the known bounds proved in [33]. For
more details see Appendix C.

2
2.1

Overview of Our Techniques
Combinatorial Lower Bounds From Low-Degree Dispersers

The proofs of our lower bounds on HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely rely on a
complexity-theoretic approach, rather than on a direct algebraic analysis. Specifically, we
reduce the problem of constructing HSGs for arbitrary polynomials to the problem of
constructing HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely; since we already know lower bounds
for the former, we obtain lower bounds for the latter.
Specifically, given an arbitrary non-zero polynomial p0 : Fm → F, we will use a form of
“error-reduction” for polynomials (akin to error-reduction for probabilistic algorithms; see
below) to obtain another polynomial p : Fn → F such that:
1. The polynomial p vanishes rarely.
2. Any non-zero input for p can be mapped into a small list of inputs for p0 that contains a
non-zero input for p0 .
To define p, fix a (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm , for appropriate parameters k
and δ that we will determine in a moment.7 Then, p is the result of the following procedure:
Given z ∈ Fn , compute the 2` inputs {Disp(z, i)}i∈{0,1}` , evaluate p0 at each of these inputs,
and output the disjunction of these evaluations; that is:
_
p(z) =
p0 (Disp(z, i)) .
i∈{0,1}`

7

A (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm is a function such that for every T ⊆ Fm satisfying
|T |/|F |m ≥ δ, for all but at most 2k of the inputs z ∈ Fn there exists i ∈ {0, 1}` such that Disp(z, i) ∈ T .
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The disperser Disp has the property that for every set T ⊆ Fm of density at least δ it
holds that Prz∈Fn [∀i Disp(z, i) ∈
/ T ] ≤ ε = 2k /q n . We take T to be the set of elements in
n
F on which p0 does not vanish, and take δ to be the density of T (i.e., δ is the distance of
the corresponding Reed-Muller code); we also let k = (n − t) · log(q). Then, the polynomial
p vanishes on at most an ε = 2k /q n = q −t fraction of its inputs. Also, any non-zero input
z ∈ Fn for p can be mapped to a list of 2` inputs {xi = Disp(z, i)}i∈{0,1}` for p0 such that
for some i ∈ {0, 1}` it holds that p0 (xi ) 6= 0, as we wanted.
The reduction above shows that if there exists a HSG with seed length s for polynomials
n
F → F of degree d = deg(p) that vanish with probability ε, then there exists a corresponding
HSG with seed length s + ` for all non-zero polynomials Fm → F of degree d0 = deg(p0 ).
The known lower bound on the latter, which asserts that s + ` = Ω(d0 · log(m/d0 )), yields a
corresponding lower bound on the former.
While this is indeed our main idea, it unfortunately does not quite work as-is. The main
challenge is that the reduction above incurs significant overheads that crucially deteriorate
the lower bound. Most importantly, the degree of the polynomial increases (from d0 = deg(p0 )
to d = deg(p)), and the number of variables also increases (from m to n); this affects us since
we are interested in a lower bound as a function of n and d, whereas our lower bound is a
function of m and d0 . Moreover, the lower bound deteriorates by an additive factor of `,
since each non-zero input z ∈ Fn for p yields 2` inputs for p0 , one of which is guaranteed to
be non-zero. Thus, we want to modify the reduction above, in order to minimize the blowup
in the degree and in the number of variables, and also minimize the seed length ` of the
disperser.

A coding-theoretic perspective
One can view the procedure described above as amplifying the weight (i.e., the fraction of
non-zero coordinates) of a codeword in the Reed-Muller code. At first glance, this task seems
similar to the task of amplifying the distance of linear error-correcting codes; in particular,
the disperser-based technique described above is technically reminiscent of the well-known
distance amplification technique of Alon et al. [2].8 However, the crucial difference is that
we are interested in amplifying the weight to be much larger than 1 − 1/q, and indeed our
resulting subcode (of polynomials that vanish rarely) is a small and non-linear subcode of
the Reed-Muller code. Moreover, as explained above, we will be particularly interested in
the degree blow-up, which is a parameter specific to polynomial-based codes.

Warm-up: The setting of d  q
For simplicity, let us assume that q = poly(n) and that d ≤ n.99 . In this case the fraction δ
of non-zeroes of p0 is very close to one and we only need Disp to be a (k, .99)-disperser for
k = (n − t) · log(q).
Note that to compute p at an input z ∈ Fn , we wish to compute Dispi (z) = Disp(z, i) as
a function of z for each fixed value i of the seed. Since we want p to have degree as low as
possible, we are interested in objects that we call low-degree dispersers: Informally, a disperser
Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm has low degree if for any i ∈ {0, 1}` and j ∈ [m], the polynomial
qi,j (z) = Disp(z, i)j (i.e., qi,j (z) is the j th output element of Disp(z, i) as a function of z)

8

The main differences are that we will use a specific disperser that is different from theirs, to minimize
the degree blow-up; and that we handle alphabet reduction differently (using an OR function instead of
code concatenation), since our target weight is much larger than 1 − 1/q.
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has low degree (see Definition 16 and Definition 17). Note that in our argument we only
need the existence of a low-degree disperser (i.e., we do not need the low-degree disperser to
be efficiently computable); however, the dispersers that are obtained via naive probabilistic
arguments do not have low degree.
Fortunately, in the current “warm-up” setting we can get a good (albeit non-optimal)
lower bound even using the “naive disperser” that just performs uniform sampling: That
is, the disperser that treats its input z ∈ Fn as n/m substrings of length m, and treats its
seed as an index i ∈ [n/m], and outputs the ith substring of length m in z. Note that this
disperser is linear (i.e., has degree one), since for a fixed seed, each output element is a
projection of a corresponding input element.
We do encounter one other problem in implementing our idea in this setting, which is the
degree blow-up that comes from the fact that p computes the OR function on the outputs
of the disperser (recall that the OR function of 2` inputs has maximal degree (q − 1) · 2` ).
To circumvent this problem, we replace the OR function with a multivalued OR function.
`
Specifically, observe that in the reduction above it suffices that on any non-zero input y ∈ F2 ,
the OR function will output some non-zero element (rather than map any non-zero y to
1 ∈ F). In contrast to the OR function, there exists a multivalued OR function of 2` elements
with degree roughly 2` (see Proposition 10).
Working out the precise parameters, this approach transforms any p0 of degree d0 into a
corresponding p of degree d = d0 · 2` = d0 · t · log(q), and for every t ≤ d/O(log(q)) implies a
lower bound of Ω(d0 · log(m/d0 )) − ` = Ω(d/t) on the seed length of HSGs for polynomials
that vanish with probability q −t . To improve this lower bound to match the bound stated in
Theorem 1, we use a disperser that is better than the naive one, and utilize the techniques
that are outlined below (see Section 5).

The more challenging setting of d  q
Observe that in the argument above we “paid” for the seed length ` of the disperser twice:
One loss was a blow-up of 2` in the degree (since the multivalued OR function has degree
2` ), and the other loss was that the lower bound on the seed length of the HSG decayed
additively in ` (because our reduction maps any non-zero input for p to a list of 2` inputs for
p0 ). Also note that the first loss decreases the lower bound itself, whereas the second loss
limits the values of t to which the lower bound applies (to ones for which `  d0 · log(m/d0 )).
When d  q these two losses may deteriorate our lower bound much more severely than
in the “warm-up” setting. This is because when q was large we instantiated the disperser
with the parameter δ = Ω(1), and hence its seed length was relatively small, whereas in our
current setting the value of δ = q −d0 /(q−1) may be much smaller.9
In the special case when F is a prime field, this problem can be overcome by starting not
from a lower bound for hitting all degree-d0 polynomials, but rather from a lower bound
for hitting a large subcode
 of the corresponding Reed-Muller code (i.e., a subcode with
0
dimension linear in m+d
) that still has distance Ω(1); see [15, Appendix B] for details. To
d0
overcome the problem also over non-prime fields, we show a general method that, regardless
of the disperser, allows us to “pay” only an O(t) factor in the degree blow-up, instead of the
2` factor. This method does not prevent the additive loss of ` in the seed length, and we will
explain how this additive loss affects us in the end of the current section.

9

To demonstrate the problem, note that over fields of constant size, even a disperser with optimal
parameters would yield a quadratic degree blow-up, regardless of t; that is, d ≥ 2` · d0 ≥ 2log(t·log(q)/δ) ·
d0 = Ωq ((d0 )2 · t), compared to the previous blow-up of d = Ωq (d0 · t) when we had δ = Ω(1).
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To explain this method, fix a disperser, and recall that our goal is to “hit” the set
G ⊆ Fn of inputs z such that for some i ∈ {0, 1}` it holds that p0 (Disp(z, i)) 6= 0 (since any
z ∈ G maps to 2` inputs, one of which “hits” the original polynomial p0 ). We think of the
polynomial p above as a test of its input z ∈ Fn that distinguishes between G and Fn \ G
(i.e., p vanishes precisely on Fn \ G). Our initial approach to hit G was to construct a HSG
for the test p, which would output some z ∈ G.
The key observation is that constructing a HSG for p is an “overkill”. Specifically, to hit
G, we can replace the test p by a distribution p over tests that distinguishes between G and
Fn \ G, with high probability, and still deduce that any HSG for the tests in the support of p
outputs some z ∈ G. That is, we replace the test p for G by a randomized test p for G such
that the polynomials in the support of p have lower degree than p, and show that “hitting”
the polynomials in the support of p still allows us to “hit” G. Moreover, since p “tests” a
dense set G with small error, by an averaging argument almost all of the polynomials in the
support of p vanish rarely; thus, it suffices to “hit” only the polynomials in the support of p
that vanish rarely.
More accurately, let us instantiate our disperser with k = (n − 2t) · log(q), instead of
k = (n − t) · log(q), such that the density of G is 1 − q −2t (this is to allow for some slackness
in the parameters). Then, the following holds:
I Lemma 6 (informal; see Appendix A). Assume that there exists a distribution p over
polynomials Fn → F such that for every z ∈ G it holds that Pr[p(z) 6= 0] ≥ 1 − q −2t and for
every z ∈
/ G it holds that Pr[p(z) = 0] = 1. Further assume that every polynomial in the
support of p has degree O(d · t). Then, any hitting-set for polynomials of degree O(d · t) that
vanish on at most 2q −t of their inputs contains some z ∈ G.
Our construction of the specific distribution p that we use is simple: Starting from
the construction of p above, instead of taking an OR of the evaluations of p0 on the entire
output-set of the disperser (i.e., on all seeds), we sample from the seeds of the disperser. More
`
accurately, to sample a polynomial f ∼ p, we uniformly sample 2t vectors a(1) , ..., a(2t) ∈ F2 ,
and output the polynomial


X (j)
f (z) = ORj∈[2t] 
ai · p0 (Disp(z, i)) .
i∈2`

To see why this distribution works, observe that if z ∈ G then a random F-linear sum
of the elements {Disp(x, i)}i∈{0,1}` will be non-zero with probability 1 − 1/q, whereas if
z∈
/ G then such a sum will be zero, with probability one. Thus, a random polynomial in p
computes the disjunction of 2t such random sums, and it is straightforward to see that its
“error probability” is q −2t and its degree is O(d0 · t) (assuming that the disperser is linear).
Using Lemma 6, any HSG for polynomials of degree O(d0 · t) that vanish on at most q −2t of
their inputs outputs some z ∈ G. We therefore reduced the problem of constructing a HSG
for p0 to the problem of constructing a HSG for polynomials of degree d = O(d0 · t) that
vanish on at most q −2t of their inputs.
The last missing piece is that we need a concrete disperser to instantiate the argument
with, and the parameters of the disperser will determine the lower bound that we get.
Furthermore, recall that we are losing an additive factor of ` in the lower bound, and thus
any lower bound that we get using this approach applies only to values of t such that
`  d0 · log(m/d0 ). Specifically, the approach above gives the following lemma (for simplicity,
we state it only for linear dispersers):
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I Lemma 7 (linear dispersers yield lower bounds on HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely;
informal, see Corollary 20). Let d0 < m be integers, let F be a field of size q, and let t ∈ N.
Assume that for k = (n − 2t) · log(q) and δ = q −d0 /(q−1) there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser
d
Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm . Then, for d = 4d0 · t, if ` ≤ 8t
· log(mt/d), then the seed length
for any HSG for Pn,q,d,2q−t is Ω ((d/t) · log (mt/d)).
Note that to get a good lower bound using Lemma 7 we want a linear disperser Fnq ×
{0, 1}` → Fm
q for large min-entropy k = (n − 2t) · log(q) that has small seed length ` and large
output length m.10 In particular, if there exists a linear disperser with optimal parameters,
then a lower bound of Ω((d/t) · log(nt/d)) would follow for essentially all settings of the
parameters (see Corollary 21).
Our lower bounds, which include Theorem 1 and various extensions and are presented
in Section 5, are proved by instantiating Lemma 7 with specific useful dispersers. In a
gist, Theorem 1 and some extensions are proved using a linear disperser that we obtain
by modifying the extractor by Shaltiel and Umans [36]; the original extractor works over
the binary alphabet, and we modify it to a linear disperser over an arbitrary field Fq (see
Appendix B for details). Another extension of Theorem 1, which applies only to fields of
constant size, is proved using a linear disperser that is based on the recent construction of
“linear 1-local expanders” by Goldreich [17], following Viola and Wigderson [44].

2.2

Explicit Upper Bound Over F2

To construct the explicit HSG for polynomials Fn2 → F2 that vanish rarely in Theorem 3 we
generalize a construction of [18], by extending a proof approach from [40]. In high-level, we
reduce the problem of constructing a HSG for polynomials that vanish rarely to the problem
of constructing a PRG for arbitrary low-degree polynomials, and then use the explicit PRG
of Viola [43] for low-degree polynomials.
In more detail, we say that a polynomial p : Fn2 → F2 is approximated by a distribution h
over polynomials h : Fn2 → F2 if for every x ∈ Fn2 it holds that Prh [h(x) = p(x)] ≥ .99. Our
first step is to show that any polynomial p ∈ Pn,2,d,q−t can be approximated by a distribution
h over polynomials of degree d − t. To do so, let ∆a (p) be the directional derivative of p
in direction a ∈ Fn2 (i.e., the function ∆a p(x) = p(x + a) + p(x)). We sample h ∼ h by
uniformly sampling ~a = a(1) , ..., a(k) ∈ Fn2 , where k = t−O(1), and outputting the polynomial
h~a = ∆a(k) ∆a(k−1) ...∆a(1) (p) + 1; that is, we derive p in k random directions, and “negate”
the output.
Note that indeed deg(h~a ) = d − t + O(1). Now,
Fn2 and non-empty
 for any fixed x ∈ −t
P
(i)
S ⊆ [k], the probability over ~a that p x + i∈S a
= 1 is at least 1 − 2 (since p vanishes
P
with probability at most 2−t , and x + i∈S a(i) is uniform in Fn2 ). Thus, by a union bound,
with probabilityat least .99 over the choice of ~a, for every non-empty S ⊆ [k] it holds
 that
P
P
P
p x + i∈S a(i) = 1. In this case, we have that h~a (x) = S⊆[k] p x + i∈S a(i) + 1 =
p(x) + (2k − 1) + 1 = p(x). Hence, the distribution h also has the property that for every
x ∈ Fn2 it holds that Pr[h(x) = p(x)] ≥ .99.
Our next observation is similar to the “randomized tests” technique mentioned in Section 2.1: We show that if a distribution h over low-degree polynomials approximates p,
then a pseudorandom generator for the polynomials in the support of h (with sufficiently
small constant error) also “hits” p. Combining the two claims, we get a reduction from the

10

Moreover, since our error δ = q −d0 /(q−1) might be large, we want good dependency of the parameters `
and m on the error δ.
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problem of constructing a HSG for Pn,2,d,q−t to the problem of constructing a PRG (with
small constant error) for arbitrary polynomials of degree d − t + O(1). Thus, the PRG of
Viola [43] for such polynomials, which uses a seed of length O((d − t) · (2d−t + log(n))), is
also a HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t .
The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 appear in the full version (see [15, Section 5]).

On the tightness of the reduction above
Recall that there is a gap between the seed length of the explicit
 HSG above and
 the seed
n
length of the non-explicit HSG from Theorem 2, which is O (d − t) · log( d−t ) . We note
that to close this gap, one does not need to improve the reduction detailed above, but only
the explicit PRG for arbitrary polynomials (i.e., Viola’s construction). Specifically, if there
exists an explicit PRG for all polynomials of degree d0 = d − t + O(1) with seed length
O(d0 · log(n/d0 )) (matching the non-explicit upper-bound for such PRGs), then the reduction
above yields a HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t with seed length O((d − t) · log(n/(d − t))).

3

Preliminaries

We denote random variables by boldface. For an alphabet Σ and n ∈ N, we denote the
uniform distribution over Σn by un , where Σ will be clear from context.

3.1

Polynomials Over Finite Fields

We consider multivariate polynomials over a finite field. A polynomial p : Fn → F of degree
d can be viewed as a codeword in the corresponding Reed-Muller code; thus, if p is non-zero,
then the relative distance of the corresponding Reed-Muller code, which is stated below,
lower bounds the fraction of inputs on which p does not vanish.
I Theorem 8 (distance of the Reed-Muller code; see, e.g., [20]). For any d, q ∈ N, let
a = bd/(q − 1)c and b = d (mod q − 1). The relative distance of the Reed-Muller code of
degree d over alphabet q is δRM (d, q) = q −a · (1 − b/q) ≥ q −d/(q−1) .
The OR : Fk → F function maps any non-zero input z ∈ Fk \ {0k } to 1 ∈ F, and maps
0 to zero. We consider a generalization of this function, which we call multivalued OR; a
multivalued OR function maps any non-zero z ∈ Fk \ {0k } to some non-zero element (i.e.,
different non-zero inputs may yield different outputs), while still mapping 0k to zero. That
is:
k

I Definition 9 (multivalued OR functions). For any finite field F, we say that a polynomial
mvOR : Fk → F is a multivalued OR function if mvOR(0k ) = 0, but mvOR(x) 6= 0 for every
x 6= 0k .
For a fixed field F there are many different k-variate multivalued OR functions. Indeed,
the standard OR function is a multivalued OR function, but it has maximal degree k · (q − 1)
as a polynomial. We will need k-variate multivalued OR functions that are of much lower
degree (i.e., degree approximately k); such functions can be constructed relying on well-known
techniques in algebraic geometry (see [40, Proposition 7.3] for the construction, and see
e.g. [13, Exercise 8] for a reference to the well-known underlying techniques):
I Proposition 10 (low-degree multivalued OR function). Let F be a finite field and let k ∈ N.
Then, there exists a multivalued OR function mvOR : Fk → F that is computable by a polynomial
of degree less than 2k.
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Hitting-Set Generators

We recall the standard definitions of hitting-set generators (HSGs), of hitting-set generators
and of pseudorandom generators (PRGs). Recall that HSGs for a class of polynomials need
to produce a set of inputs such that any polynomial from the class evaluates to non-zero on
some input in the set. That is:
I Definition 11 (hitting-set generator). Fix a field F, and let d, n ∈ N. A function
H : {0, 1}` → Fn is a hitting-set generator for a set of functions P ⊆ {Fn → F} if for
every non-zero function p ∈ P there exists s ∈ {0, 1}` satisfying p(H(s)) 6= 0. In this case,
the set S = {H(s) : s ∈ {0, 1}` } is called a hitting-set for P.
I Definition 12 (explicit hitting-set generators). Let `, q, d : N → N, let {Fq(n) }n∈N such that
for every n ∈ N it holds that Fq(n) is a field of size q(n), and let H = {Hn : {0, 1}`(n) → Fnq(n) }
such that for every n ∈ N it holds that Hn is a hitting-set generator for polynomials of degree
d(n). We say that H is polynomial-time computable if there exists an algorithm that gets as
input s ∈ {0, 1}` and outputs Hn (s) in time poly(`, log(q), n).
The standard definition of PRGs for polynomials in p : Fn → F that we will use is as
follows. Consider the distribution over F that is obtained by uniformly choosing x ∈ Fn
and outputting p(x), and the distribution over F that is obtained by choosing a seed s for a
PRG G and outputting p(G(s)). We require that the statistical distance between the two
distributions is small. That is:
I Definition 13 (pseudorandom generator). Fix a field F, let d, n ∈ N, and let ρ > 0. A
function G : {0, 1}` → Fn is a pseudorandom generator with error ρ for polynomials of degree
d if for every polynomial p : Fn → F of degree at most d it holds that
X
Pr [p(G(s)) = σ] − Prn [p(x) = σ] ≤ ρ.
σ∈F

s∈{0,1}`

x∈F

An alternative standard definition of PRGs for polynomials requires that the “character
distance” Ex∈Fn [ep(x) ] − Ex [ep(G(s)) ] will be small, where e is any (fixed, non-trivial)
character of F. The “character distance” and the statistical distance are equivalent, up to a
√
multiplicative factor of q − 1 (see [27, Lemma 2.4]).
Lastly, we recall the standard lower bound on the size of hitting-sets for polynomials
of degree d and state the complementary upper-bound that is obtained by a standard
probabilistic argument. (For proofs see [15, Section 3].)
I Fact 14 (lower bound on the size of hitting-sets for linear subspaces). Let F be a finite field,
let n ∈ N, and let C ⊆ {Fn → F} be a linear subspace of dimension D = dim(C). Then,
any hitting-set for C has at least D points. In particular,
for any d < n, any hitting-set for

n+d
n
degree-d polynomials F → F has size at least d , and correspondingly the seed length of
any hitting-set generator for such polynomials is at least d · log(n/d).
I Fact 15 (upper bound on the size of hitting-sets). Let F be a finite field, let n ∈ N, and let
d < n. Then, there exists a (non-explicit) hitting-set generator for polynomials Fn → F of
degree d with seed length O(d · log(n/d) + log log(q)).

3.3

Dispersers and Extractors

We recall the definition of dispersers Disp : [N ] × {0, 1}` → [M ], where we identify the domain
N with the vector space Fn and the range M with the vector space Fm .
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I Definition 16 (disperser). Let F be a finite field of size q = |F|. A function Disp : Fn ×
{0, 1}` → Fm is a (k, δ)-disperser if for every T ⊆ Fm of size |T | ≥ δ · q m , the probability
over x ∈ Fn that for all i ∈ {0, 1}` it holds that Disp(x, i) ∈
/ T is less than 2k /q n . The value
11
` is the seed length of the disperser.
In this work we are interested in dispersers that can be computed by low-degree polynomials. Specifically, we require that for each fixed seed s ∈ {0, 1}` and output index i ∈ [m], the
function that maps any z ∈ Fn to the ith output of Disp at z with seed s (i.e., z 7→ Disp(z, s)i )
has low degree as a polynomial Fn → F.
I Definition 17 (degree of a disperser). We say that a disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm
has degree d if for every fixed s ∈ {0, 1}` and i ∈ [m], the polynomial ps,i : Fn → F defined by
ps,i (z) = Disp(z, s)i is of degree at most d. If d = 1, then we say the disperser is linear.
Recall that there are two standard dispersers that are linear: The naive disperser, which
treats its input z ∈ Fn as a list of samples from Fm and its seed as an index of a sample
in this list; and the subspace sampler, which treats its input as the description of an affine
subspace in Fm and its seed as an index of an element in the subspace. Nevertheless, these
dispersers have disadvantages (small output length and large seed length, respectively), and
in our results we will use more sophisticated linear dispersers (see Section 5 for details).
Alternatively, one can verify that Definition 16 is equivalent to the following definition:
Disp is a (k, δ)-disperser if for any random variable x ∼ Fn with min-entropy12 k, the support
of Disp(x, u` ) covers at least (1 − δ)q m elements from Fm . Although dispersers will be our
main pseudorandom object, we will sometimes work with the stronger notion of an extractor.
While in dispersers we only care about covering almost all of Fm , in extractors we want to
do it uniformly, i.e., we require Ext(x, u` ) to be δ-close to the uniform distribution um over
Fm . Formally:
I Definition 18 (extractor). Let F be a finite field of size q = |F|. A function Ext : Fn ×
{0, 1}` → Fm is a (k, δ)-extractor if for every random variable x ∼ Fn with min-entropy k it
holds that Ext(x, u` ) is δ-close to um . The value ` is the seed length of the extractor.
As the support size of a distribution which is δ-close to um is at least (1 − δ)q m , any
(k, δ)-extractor is readily a (k, δ)-disperser.

4

Lower Bounds from Low-Degree Dispersers

In this section we prove general results that use low-degree dispersers to reduce hitting
arbitrary polynomials to hitting polynomials that vanish rarely (and thus deduce lower bounds
for the latter); this follows the high-level explanations that were presented in Section 2.1.
The following proposition specifies the reduction itself, and the subsequent corollary specifies
the lower bounds that we can obtain using the reduction.
I Proposition 19 (reducing hitting polynomials to hitting polynomials that vanish rarely by
sampling from the seeds of a disperser). Let m, d0 ∈ N, let F be a field of size q, and let
δ = δRM (d0 , q). For k < log(q n ), let ε = 2k /q n , let ρ < 1 − ε, and let r = logq (1/ρ). Assume
that:
11

In this work we take the hitter view of a disperser, which is equivalent to the following standard definition
of dispersers: For every random variable x ∼ Fn with min-entropy k, Disp(x, u` ) has support size at
least (1 − δ)q m .
12
A random variable x has min-entropy k if for every x ∈ supp(x) is holds that Pr[x = x] ≤ 2−k .
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1. There exists a (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm of degree dDisp ∈ N.
2. There exists a hitting-set W ⊆ Fn for polynomials Fn → F of degree d = 2d0 · r · dDisp that
√
vanish on at most ρ + ε of their inputs.
Then, there exists a hitting-set W0 ⊆ Fm for polynomials Fm → F of degree d0 such that
|W0 | ≤ |W | · 2` .
Proof. For L = 2` , let W0 = {Disp(z, i) : z ∈ W, i ∈ [L]}. We will prove that W0 is a
hitting-set for polynomials Fm → F of degree d0 .
To do so, fix any non-zero polynomial f : Fm → F of degree d0 . Let V = {x ∈ Fm : f (x) =
0} be the set of points on which f vanishes, and let G = {z ∈ Fn : ∃i ∈ [L], Disp(z, i) ∈
/ V}
be the set of inputs z ∈ Fn for Disp such that for some i ∈ [L] it holds that f does not vanish
on Disp(z, i). Note that G has density at least 1 − ε; this is the case since |V |/q m ≤ 1 − δ
(and recall that δ is the distance of the corresponding Reed-Muller code and f is non-zero),
and since Disp is a (k, δ)-disperser.
Note that W0 is a hitting-set for f if and only if Prz∈W [z ∈ G] > 0. We will prove
that Prz∈W [z ∈ G] > 0 using Lemma 22. To construct the distribution p over polynomials
in Fn → F needed for the hypothesis of the lemma, fix a multivalued OR polynomial
mvOR : Fr → F of degree less than 2r as in Proposition 10. Then, sampling p ∼ p is equivalent
to the following random process:
(1)
Uniformly and
..., α(r) ∈ FL , and output the polynomial
Pindependently choose α ,P
(1)
(r)
p(z) = mvOR
i∈[L] αi · f (Disp(z, i)), ...,
i∈[L] αi · f (Disp(z, i)) .

Note that each p ∼ p has degree less than d = dDisp ·d0 ·2r. Also note that for any z ∈
/ G we
have that Pr[p(z) = 0] = 1, whereas for any z ∈ G we have that Pr[p(z) 6= 0] ≥ 1−q −r = 1−ρ.
Using Lemma 22 and the hypothesis that W is a hitting-set for polynomials that vanish on
√
at most ρ + ε of their inputs, we deduce that Prz∈W [z ∈ G] > 0, as we wanted.
J
Using the reduction from Proposition 19, and relying on the unconditional lower bound
from Fact 14, we obtain the following result, which uses low-degree dispersers to deduce
lower bounds on HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely:
I Corollary 20 (a lower bound by sampling from the seeds of a disperser). Let m, d0 ∈ N such
that d0 < m, let F be a field of size q, and let δ = δRM (d0 , q). For t ∈ N and k = (n−2t)·log(q),
assume that there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm . Then, any√hittingset W ⊆ Fn for polynomials in Fn → Fof degree d = 4d0 · t that vanish on at most 2 · q −t
0
· 2−` . In particular, the seed length for any such
of their inputs has size at least m+d
d0
hitting-set is at least



d
m·t
Ω
· log
,
t
d
provided that t ≤

log(mt/d)
8`

· d.

Proof. We use Proposition 19 with the parameter values ε = ρ = q −2t ≤ 1/4 (such
m
that r = 2t) and dDisp = 1, and rely on the fact that any
 hitting-set W0 ⊆ F for all
m+d0
m
polynomials F → F of degree d0 has size at least
(i.e., on Fact 14). The seed
d0
length (in bits) for sampling from the hitting-set is thus at least d0 · log(m/d0 ) − ` =
d
4t · log(4mt/d) − ` ≥ Ω((d/t) · log(mt/d), where the last inequality is due to the hypothesis
d
that 4t
· log(mt/d) ≥ 2`.
J
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Finally, note that if there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fm
q with optimal
parameters, then we get a lower bound of Ω((d/t) · log(nt/d)) for essentially all settings of
the parameters. That is:
I Corollary 21 (lower bounds assuming an optimal linear disperser). Assume that for every
n, q, k ∈ N and δ > 0 there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fm
q where
` = log(n · log(q) − k) + log(1/δ) + O(1) and m · log(q) = k + ` − log log(1/δ) − O(1). Then,
for every constant c > 1 there exists a constant γ > 0 such that the following holds.
c
q−1
·log(nt/d) ≥ 1/γ.
Let n, q, d, t ∈ N such that q ≤ 2n , and d < n/2, and t ≤ γ ·n, and log(q)

d
n·t
√
Then, the seed length of any HSG for Pn,q,d, 2·q−t is at least Ω t · log d .
Proof. Let d0 = d/4t, and let a = d0 /(q − 1) such that δ = δRM (d0 , q) ≥ q −a . When
instantiating the hypothesized linear disperser with parameters n and k = (n − 2t) · log(q)
and δ = q −a , it has seed length ` = O(log(t · log(q)) + (d/4t) · (log(q)/(q − 1))) and output
length m = Ω(n). Relying on Corollary 20, we get a lower bound of Ω ((d/t) · log(n · (t/d))),
assuming that d0 < m (which holds since we assumed that d < n/2) and that t ≤ log(nt/d)
· d.
8`
Thus, we just need to verify the latter condition.
p
We verify the condition by a case analysis. The first case is when t ≥ d/4(q − 1), which
implies that the seed length is ` = O(log(t · log(q))). The condition in this case holds since
log(nt/d) = p
Ω(log(n)) and q ≤ 2poly(n) , which implies that log(nt/d)
= Ω(1). The second case
8`
is when t < d/4(q − 1), which implies that the seed length is ` = O((d/t) · log(q)/(q − 1)).
q−1
The condition in this case holds if and only if log(q)
· log(nt/d) is larger than a sufficiently
large constant, which is our hypothesis.
J

5

Lower Bounds Over General Finite Fields

In this section we describe our lower bounds on the seed length of HSGs for polynomials that
vanish rarely, which are proved by instantiating the approach from Section 4 with specific
dispersers that are suitable for the corresponding parameter settings.
We prove three incomparable lower bounds. Our first and main lower bound is a
generalization of Theorem 1. This lower bound is of the form Ω((d/t) · log(n1−Ω(1) t/d)), and
holds under complicated conditions on the degree d and on t; in particular, for d ≤ n.49 as in
Theorem 1, it holds for all values of t up to Ω(d). For details see Theorem 23 in Appendix B.
Our two additional lower bounds, which are detailed and proved in the full version
(see [15, Section 6.3]), hold in more specific settings than the foregoing lower bound, but
have advantages over this bound. The first of the two lower bounds holds only when d ≤ q
(i.e., when the corresponding Reed-Muller code has distance Ω(1)); this lower bound is of
the same form as in Theorem 23, but holds for higher degrees up to d ≤ n1−Ω(1) without
complicated conditions on d and t. The second lower bound holds only over fields of constant
13
size; this lower bound is of the stronger
√ form Ω((d/t) · log(nt/d)), and holds for degrees d
up to Ω(n), but only for value of t / d.
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Randomized Tests

The proofs of both our upper bounds and of our lower bounds relies on a general observation
that we explain here. The observation is essentially from [40, Sections 2.1 & 4], following a
proof idea from [10].
Assume that we want to deterministically find an element in a set G ⊆ Fn . A standard
way to do so is to show that G can by decided by a simple algorithm p (e.g., p is a low-degree
polynomial), which we think of as a simple test. Then, a hitting-set generator for p outputs
an element in G. Our goal now is to find an element in G using a hitting-set generator
for tests that are simpler than p. The basic observation is that if G can be decided, with
high probability, by a distribution p over simple tests, then a hitting-set generator with
small density for the tests in the support of p outputs an element in G (see [40, Observation
2.1]). The advantage is that instead of constructing a deterministic test p we can now
construct a randomized test p, whose complexity is potentially lower than that of p; that
is, the complexity of the tests in the support of the distribution p may be lower than the
complexity of the deterministic test p.
The observation above can be extended in various ways (see [40] for details), and we will
apply it in two specific settings. In the first setting, which is useful for our lower bound
proofs, the set G is dense (i.e., Prx∈Fn [x ∈ G] ≥ .99), and can be decided by a distribution
p over polynomials with small “one-sided” error (i.e., every x ∈ G is accepted with high
probability, and every x ∈
/ G is rejected with probability one). We show that in this case,
any hitting-set generator for the polynomials in the support of p that vanish rarely outputs
an element in G (and this holds without any density requirement from the HSG).
I Lemma 22 (randomized tests). Let ε, ρ > 0 such that ε + ρ < 1, and let G ⊆ Fn be such
that Prx∈Fn [x ∈ G] ≥ 1 − ε. Assume that there exists a distribution p over polynomials
p : Fn → F such that:
1. For every fixed x ∈ G it holds that Pr[p(x) 6= 0] ≥ 1 − ρ.
2. For every fixed x ∈
/ G it holds that Pr[p(x) = 0] = 1.
Let w be a distribution over Fn such that for every p : Fn → F in the support of p that
√
vanishes on at most a ρ + ε fraction of its inputs there exists w ∼ w such that p(w) 6= 0.
Then, there exists w ∼ w such that w ∈ G.
We give the proof of Lemma 22 in the full version of the paper (see [15, Section 4]).
In the second setting, which is useful for our upper-bound proof (see [15, Section 5]), we
want to “fool” a polynomial p : Fn → F using a pseudorandom generator for polynomials
that are simpler than p (e.g., they are of lower degree). This is indeed possible if there is a
distribution h over polynomials that are simpler than p such that for every fixed x ∈ Fn → F
it holds that Pr[h(x) = p(x)] is high. We defer the details of the second setting to the full
version (see [15, Section 4]).
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B

The Main Lower Bound: Proof of Theorem 1

In this section we prove lower bounds that hold also when the degree is much larger than
the field size (i.e., d  q). Specifically, we will prove the following, more general version of
Theorem 1:
I Theorem 23 (a lower bound using the Shaltiel-Umans linear disperser; a more general version
of Theorem 1). For any two constants γ > 0 and γ 0 > 0 there exists a constant γ 00 > 0 such
0
that the following holds. Let n, d, t, q ∈ N such that q ≤ n1/γ is a prime power, d ≤ n/4,
and:
(essentially all values of ε = q −t ) t ≤ γ 00 · log(nt/d)
log(n) · d.
(auxiliary condition that holds for typical settings)

q−1
log(q)
n

o
0
· nγ , n1−(γ+γ ) .

 1−(γ+γ 0 ) 
is at least Ω dt · log n d ·t .

(main condition: d/t is upper-bounded) d/t ≤ γ 00 · min
Then, the seed length of any HSG for Pn,q,d,√2·q−t

· log(nt/d) ≥ 1/γ 00 .
q−1
log(q)

To deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 23, note that if we are willing to assume that
d ≤ n.49 , then we can choose γ = .499 and γ 0 > 0 that is sufficiently small, and the three
0
conditions in Theorem 23 hold for every q ≤ n1/γ and t ≤ γ 00 · d.
To prove Theorem 23 we will instantiate Corollary 20 with a linear disperser that
we will construct relying on the extractor of Shaltiel and Umans [36]. Recall that [36]
constructed an extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}` → {0, 1}m by first constructing what they
called a q-ary extractor, whose output lies in a field of size poly(n) and only satisfies a
relatively-weak unpredictability requirement, and then transforming the q-ary extractor to a
standard extractor over the binary alphabet (the transformation follows an idea of Ta-Shma,
Zuckerman, and Safra [39]).
We want to construct a low-degree disperser Disp : Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fq where the field Fq is
0
of size much smaller than poly(n) (i.e., q ≤ nγ for some small constant γ 0 > 0). To do so, we
take as a starting-point their construction of a q0 -ary extractor from [36], where q0 = poly(n),
and then generalize their transformation of q0 -ary extractors to standard extractors (and in
particular dispersers) such that the resulting extractor is both over the field Fq , rather than
over a binary alphabet, and linear.
Towards presenting the construction, let us first recall the definition of q0 -ary extractors
and the main construction of such objects from [36].
I Definition 24 (q0 -ary extractor). For n, k, m, ` ∈ N and ρ > 0, and a prime power q0 ∈ N,
we say that Ext0 : Fnq0 × {0, 1}` → Fm
q0 is a (k, ρ) q0 -ary extractor if for every random variable x
n
ρ−2
over Fq0 with min-entropy at least k, and every i ∈ [m], and every function P : Fi−1
q0 → Fq0 ,
it holds that Prx∼x,u∼u` [P (Ext0 (x, u)1 , ..., Ext0 (x, u)i−1 ) 3 Ext0 (x, u)i ] ≤ ρ.
I Theorem 25 ([36, Theorem 4.5, Item 1]). There exists a universal constant c > 1 such
that the following holds. Let n0 , q0 , k, m, r, h ∈ N and ρ > 0 such that q0 is a prime power,
and the following inequalities hold:

1. (sufficiently large auxiliary parameters h and r) n0 ≤ h+r−1
.
r
2. (sufficiently large field) q0 ≥ c ·

(h·r)2
ρ4 .

3. (sufficiently small output length) m ≤

k−log(1/ρ)
c·h·r·log(q0 ) .

Then, there exists an r×r matrix A over Fq0 such that the following holds. Let Ext0 : Fqn00 ×
1
2
m
{0, 1}r·log(q0 ) → Fm
q0 be defined by Ext0 (x, v) = px (A · v) ◦ px (A · v) ◦ ... ◦ px (A · v), where
v is interpreted as an element in Frq0 , and px : Frq0 → Fq0 is the r-variate polynomial of total
degree h − 1 whose coefficients are specified by x. Then, Ext0 is a (k, ρ) q0 -ary extractor.
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Note that in [36] the input of the extractor is represented in binary and interpreted as n0
elements in Fq , whereas in Theorem 25 we considered the input as n0 elements in Fq . The two
formulations are equivalent, since a random variable over Fnq00 has min-entropy k if and only if
the corresponding random variable over {0, 1}n0 ·log(q0 ) has min-entropy k. Also note that [36,
O(r)
Lemma 4.4] showed that A can be constructed in time q0
(by an exhaustive search over
the field F(q0 )r ), and deduced that the extractor is efficiently computable; however, we will
not use this property of the extractor.
We now present the transformation of q0 -ary extractors to standard extractors whose
inputs and outputs are vectors over Fq , where q  q0 ; as mentioned above, the proof, given
in the full version, generalizes an idea from [39]. The intuition for this transformation is
the following. Consider the output distribution of a q0 -ary extractor as consisting of blocks
of elements from Fq , where each block represents a single element from Fq0 ; by definition,
the output distribution of a q0 -ary extractor is “next-element unpredictable”, and hence the
distribution of elements from Fq is a block source (see, e.g., [41, Section 6.3.1]). Following
Nisan and Zuckerman [34], we compose the q0 -ary extractor with a strong extractor over
Fq that outputs a single element (and maps each block to a single element) and obtain an
extractor over Fq . We will specifically use a single-output extractor that is obtained from a
linear list-decodable code (see, e.g., [38, Claim 4.1]), relying on well-known constructions of
such codes.14
I Proposition 26 (transforming a q0 -ary extractor into a standard extractor over Fq ). Let
¯
∆
ρ > 0, let q be a prime power, let q0 = q ∆ for some ∆ ∈ N, and let C : F∆
q → Fq be a
(1 − 1/q − ρ, ρ−2 )-list-decodable code. Assume that Ext0 : Fnq00 × {0, 1}`0 → Fm
q0 is a (k, ρ)
n
`
m
¯ be
q0 -ary extractor. Let Ext : Fq × {0, 1} → Fq , where n = n0 · ∆ and ` = `0 + log(∆),
defined by
Ext(x, (y, j)) = C(Ext0 (x̂, y)1 )j ◦ . . . ◦ C(Ext0 (x̂, y)m )j ,
where x̂ ∈ Fnq00 is the vector that is represented by x ∈ Fnq 0 ·∆ . Then, Ext is a (k, 2qm · ρ)extractor.
We now combine Theorem 25 and Proposition 26 to obtain a linear (k, δ)-disperser
Ω(1)
Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fm
and seed length ` = O(log(n/δ)). We
q with output length m = k/n
provide the proof in the full version of the paper.
I Theorem 27 (an adaptation of the Shaltiel-Umans extractor to a linear disperser over general
finite fields). For any two constants γ, γ 0 > 0 the following holds. Let n, k, q ∈ N such
0
0
γ
that k ≥ nγ+γ and q ≤ n1/γ , and let δ ≥ 2−n +log(2qn) . Then, there exists
 a linear

0
n
`
m
(k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fq × {0, 1} → Fq , where ` = Oγ 0 (log(n/δ)) and m = Ωγ 0 k/nγ+γ .
Finally, we deduce our lower bound from Theorem 23 using Corollary 20 with the linear
disperser from Theorem 27.
Proof of Theorem 23. Let d0 = d/4t, and let a = d0 /(q−1) such that δ = δRM (d0 , q) ≥ q −a .
We instantiate the linear disperser from Theorem 27 with parameters n and k = (n−2t)·log(q)
γ
and δ = q −a ≥ 2−n +log(2qn) , and with the parameters γ > 0 and γ 0 > 0. The conditions
q−1
of Theorem 27 hold due to our hypotheses that d/t ≤ γ 00 · log(q)
· nγ (which implies that

14

In fact, since in our case the output of the q0 -ary extractor is not only unpredictable but also unpredictable
by predictors that output a list of elements, we use a simpler proof that does not go through the notion
of strong extractors.
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On Hitting-Set Generators for Polynomials That Vanish Rarely

γ

δ ≥ 2−n +log(2qn) ) and that d ≤ n/4 (which implies that k = Ω(n)). For these parameters,
the disperser has seed length ` = O(log(n/δ)) = O(log(n) + (d/4t) · (log(q)/(q − 1))) and
0
output length m = Ω(n1−(γ+γ ) ).


0

Relying on Corollary 20, we get a lower bound of Ω (d/t) · log(n1−(γ+γ ) · (t/d)) , as0

suming that d0 < m (which holds since d/4t < γ 00 · n1−(γ+γ ) ) and that t ≤ log(nt/d)
· d. Thus,
8`
we just need to verify the latter condition.
d log(q)
We verify the condition by a case analysis. The first case is when log(n) > 4t(q−1)
, which
implies that the seed length is ` = O(log(n)); then, the condition that we want holds due to
d log(q)
our hypothesis t ≤ γ 00 · log(nt/d)
the second case we have that 4t(q−1)
≥ log(n), which
log(n) · d. In


d log(q)
implies that the seed length is ` = O t(q−1) ; then, the condition holds since we assumed
that

C

q−1
log(q)

· log(nt/d) ≥ 1/γ 00 .

J

Small Sets With a Large Degree-d Closure

In this section we establish a connection between the study of HSGs for polynomials that
vanish rarely, and the study of small sets with large degree-d closures, which was recently
initiated by Nie and Wang [33]. To do so let us first define the degree-d closure of a set
S ⊆ Fn :
I Definition 28 (degree-d closure). Let F be a finite field, and let n, d ∈ N. Then, for any
S ⊆ Fn , we define the degree-d closure of S, denoted Cl(d) (S), by Cl(d) = {x ∈ Fn : ∀p ∈
I(S), p(x) = 0}, where I(S) = {p : Fn → F : deg(p) = d ∧ ∀s ∈ S, p(s) = 0}.
We now restate and prove Theorem 5, which shows two reductions. Loosely speaking,
we show that any set with degree-d closure of size q n−t is a hitting-set for polynomials that
vanish with probability at most q −t ; and we show that any hitting-set for polynomials that
vanish with probability at most q −t has degree-d0 closure of size q n−t /2, for d0 that is not
much smaller than d.
I Theorem 5 (small sets with large closures versus hitting-sets for polynomials that vanish
rarely). Let F be a field of size q, let n ∈ N and t < d < n, and let S ⊆ Fn . Then,
1. If Cl(d) (S) > q n−t , then S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .
2. If S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t , then Cl(d/2(t+1)) (S) >

1
2

· q n−t .

Proof. For the first statement, let S ⊆ Fn be such that Cl(d) (S) > q n−t . Then, every
degree-d polynomial that vanishes on S also vanishes on more than q n−t of the inputs. It
follows that S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .
0

For the second statement, for d0 = d/2(t + 1), assuming that Cl(d ) (S) ≤

1
2

· q n−t , we

construct a degree-d polynomial that vanishes on S and that vanishes on at most q n−t inputs
in Fn (and it follows that S is not a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t ).
0
To construct the polynomial, let T1 = Fn \ Cl(d ) (S). Note that for every x ∈ T1 there
exists a degree-d0 polynomial px that vanishes on S, but does not vanish at x. We can thus
construct a collection P1 of degree-d0 polynomials such that for every x ∈ T1 there exists a
corresponding px ∈ P1 satisfying px (x) 6= 0. (Indeed, a single polynomial might “cover” two
distinct inputs, i.e. px = py for x 6= y.)
Now, consider the distribution p1 over polynomials Fn → F that is defined by
X
p1 (z) =
cx · px (z),
x∈T1
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where the coefficients cx are uniformly and independently chosen in F. Note that p1 is
supported by polynomials of degree d0 that vanish on S. Also note that for any fixed z ∈ T1
we have that
"
#
X
Pr[p1 (z) = 0] = Pr
cx · px (z) = 0
x∈T1


=

E

{cx }x∈T1 \{z}



Pr cz · pz (z) = −


X

cx · px (z) ,

x∈T1 \{z}

which equals 1/q since pz (z) 6= 0. Therefore, there exists a fixed polynomial p of degree d0
that vanishes on S and on at most 1/q of the inputs in T1 .
We now repeat this step t additional times, while maintaining the invariant that for every
x ∈ Ti there exists a polynomial px ∈ Pi such that px (x) 6= 0. Specifically, for i = 2, ..., t + 1,
we let Ti = Ti−1 ∩ {x ∈ Ti : pi−1 (x) = 0} and Pi = Pi−1 \ {pi−1 }. Note that |Ti | ≤ |Ti−1 |/q,
and that for every x ∈ Ti there exists px ∈ Pi such that px (x) 6= 0. We again define a
P
distribution pi (z) = x∈Ti cx · px (z), and using the same argument as above, we deduce
that there exists a fixed polynomial pi of degree d0 that vanishes on S and on at most 1/q of
the inputs in Ti .
After t + 1 steps we obtain t + 1 polynomials p1 , ..., pt+1 of degree d0 that vanish on
S such that {x ∈
/ Cl(d) (S) : ∀i ∈ [t], pi (x) = 0} ≤ |T1 |/q t+1 ≤ 12 · q −t . Let p : Fn → F
be the multivalued OR of p1 , ..., pt+1 , defined by p(x) = mvOR(p1 (x), ..., pt (x)). Note that
0

deg(p) < 2(t+1)·d0 = d, and that p vanishes on S. Thus, denoting δ = Cl(d ) (S) /q n ≤ 12 ·q −t ,
we have that
Pr [p(x) = 0] = δ + (1 − δ) · q −(t+1) < q −t .

x∈Fn

which implies that p ∈ Pn,q,d,q−t . Hence, S is not a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .

J

As mentioned in Section 1.3, we can obtain an upper-bound on the size of Cl(d) (S) for
any sufficiently-small set S, by combining Theorem 23 and the first item of Theorem 5.
Specifically, we can deduce that for every 2 ≤ q ≤ poly(n) and d ≤ n.49 and t ≤ γ · d
(where γ > 0 is a sufficiently small constant), any set S of size |S| ≤ nγ·(d/t) satisfies
Cl(d) (S) ≤ q n−t . However, this corollary is superseded by the upper-bound of [33], who
|S|
· qn .
(n+d
d )
Indeed, since the problem of constructing small sets with large degree-d closures is at
least as hard as the problem of constructing HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely (due to
the first item of Theorem 5), it might be inherent that a direct lower bound on the former
problem is stronger than a lower bound that is obtained via a reduction from the latter
problem.

showed that for any S ⊆ Fn it holds that Cl(d) (S) ≤
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1

Introduction

We investigate algorithms for the problem of Polynomial Identity testing (PIT). Given a
polynomial in some implicit representation, it asks whether the polynomial is identically
zero or not. It is a fundamental problem in algorithms and complexity theory. It has
found applications in algorithm design, for example in algorithms for perfect matching
in graphs [17, 36, 39], for primality testing [2, 3, 4], for equivalence testing of read once
branching programs [13], and for multi-set equality testing [14], and also in complexity
theory, for example, in establishing some major results related to interactive proofs and
probabilistically-checkable proofs [38, 9, 8, 7, 45]. In fact, it has also been discovered that an
algorithm for polynomial identity testing is intimately connected with complexity theoretic
lower bounds [31, 1].
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In order to formalize the algorithmic problem of polynomial identity testing, it is important
to specify the representation in which the polynomial is given. One possibility is that the
polynomial is given as a blackbox, which means that the algorithm is restricted to using
the given representation of the given polynomial only as an oracle. That is, the algorithm
is only allowed to query the values of the polynomial at points of its choice. Apart from
that, the algorithm only knows that the given polynomial comes from some particular class
of polynomials. The other possibility is that the algorithm is also allowed to look into the
representation. In this case, if the polynomial is given as a list of coefficients, the problem
becomes trivial. The problem remains interesting in the case when the polynomial is given
in some succinct representation, for example, either as a determinant of a given symbolic
matrix, as an algebraic branching program, or more generally, as some arithmetic circuit.
It is known that randomness is necessary for a polynomial time blackbox PIT algorithm
(see for example [35]). The challenge thus in this case is to find polynomial time algorithms that
use optimal amount of randomness. Randomness is not known to be essential in the setting
when the polynomial is given as an arithmetic circuit. In fact, it is popularly believed that
there do exist polynomial time algorithms for this version of PIT which do not use randomness.
More generally, it is believed that in the regime of efficient computation, randomization is
not essential, that is, the complexity classes P and BPP are equal (see [30]). In this case, the
challenge is to come up with a deterministic algorithm. A lot of progress has happened over the
years towards both the challenges [18, 35, 32, 12, 10, 28, 27, 24, 23, 22, 6, 11, 2, 33, 15, 37, 29],
however the problems are still far from the complete solution. For a history on the progress
on polynomial identity testing, we refer the readers to [47, 42, 43].
In this work, we are interested in blackbox polynomial identity testing. We will focus
our attention to the case when the underlying field is a finite field. More precisely, we are
interested in the following computational problem.
I Problem 1. Let (Fq , n, d) denote the class of multivariate polynomials over Fq in n variables
with degree bounded by d 1 with q ≥ d + 1. Given a polynomial p ∈ (Fq , n, d) as a blackbox
and a parameter  > 0, decide whether p is an identically zero polynomial in randomized
poly(n, d) time with success probability 1 − .
We are interested in algorithms for Problem 1 which minimize the number of random bits
needed to solve it. In the next subsection we discuss some previous works on the problem
that are relevant to this article. While mentioning these works, we will assume the error
bound  to be some inverse polynomial in (nd), and we will focus only on algorithms that
run in poly(n, d) time under this assumption.

1.1

Previous works on Problem 1

A lot of randomized algorithms are known for PIT in the blackbox setting. The first one is
Pn
the algorithm due to Schwartz-Zippel-DeMillo-Lipton 2 [44, 49, 21]. It uses i=1 log(di +
1) + n log n + 1 random bits. Then came the algorithm by Lewin and Vadhan [35] which
Pn
used i=1 dlog di e random bits, where di refers to the degree of the given polynomial with
respect to the variable xi . Using the Kronecker substitution, Agrawal and Biswas [2]
Pn
gave a test with d i=1 log(di + 1)e random bits, while Bläser-Hardt-Steurer [12] extended
their Kronecker substitution
pPn based test to work for asymptotically smaller fields by using
Pn
log(d
+
1)
+
Õ(
i
i=1
i=1 log(di + 1)) random bits.
1
2

in this paper, unless stated otherwise, degree always refers to the total degree
In their paper [21], DeMillo-Lipton work with the total degree. However, implicitly, the analysis of their
algorithm only assumes the individual degrees to be bounded by d.
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These works achieve optimal number of random bits in the regime where individual
degrees of x1 , . . . , xn are bounded by d1 , . . . , dn respectively. In that regime, a simple
Qn
dimension argument shows a lower bound of log( i=1 (di + 1)) − log T (n, d1 , . . . , dn ), where
T (n, d1 , . . . , dn ) denotes the number of queries made to the blackbox [35, Theorem 7.1]. Thus,
Pn
when T (n, d1 , . . . , dn ) is poly(n) bounded, we get a (1 − o(1)) i=1 log(di + 1) lower bound
on the number of random bits needed. However, when we are in the setting as given in
Problem 1, that is, when only a bound on the total degree is given, the number of random bits
used by these methods are asymptotically similar to that of Schwartz-Zippel-DeMillo-Lipton
i.e. Ω(n log d), which is far from optimal in the regime where d  n. In this regime, again
using a simple dimension argument (see [35, Theorem 7.1] and Lemma 9), we have the
following lower bound:
I Fact 1. Any blackbox identity testing algorithm against (Fq , n, d), q ≥ d + 1 which
makes T(n, d) queries to the blackbox and succeeds with probability 1 −  uses at least
log( n+d
d ) + log(1/) − log T (n, d) random bits.


Applying Stirling’s approximation on n+d
in the above when d = o(n) gives log( n+d
d
d )=
O(1)
(1+o(1))d log( n+d
,
d ) = d log n+o(d log n) [20]. Plugging this in above, with T (n, d) = (nd)
we get the lower bound of d log n + log(1/) + o(d log n).3
Moving on to the previous works when d  n, several algorithms are known that actually
do achieve the O(d log n) random bits. For instance, Klivans-Spielman [32], Bogdanov [15],
Shpilka-Volkovich generator [46], Lu [37], Guruswami-Xing [29] and finally Bshouty [16]
(also see Cohen-Ta-Shma [19]). However, except for [29] and [16], all of them require the
field size to be superlinear in d/ as a pre-condition for the algorithm. Moreover, in all of
these algorithms including the ones in Bshouty [16] and Guruswami-Xing [29], the number
of random bits used is ≥ 2d log n.

1.2

Our contributions and methods

From the above, we can see that in the low-degree regime, the number of random bits
needed by all the previously discovered algorithms, is away from the information theoretically
optimal bound at least by a constant multiplicative factor. We take up the challenge and
solve it. We give an algorithm that matches the information theoretic lower bound differing
from it only in the lower order terms.
More precisely, we show the following:
I Theorem 1. Given a polynomial f ∈ (Fq , n, d) with q ≥ d + 1 as a blackbox, and a
parameter  > 0, there exists a randomized poly(n, d) time algorithm which uses d log n +
log(1/) + O(d log log n) random bits and outputs whether f is an identically zero polynomial
with success probability 1 − .
Starting point of our algorithm is an algorithm given in Bshouty [16]. He used the so-called
Sidon sets (discussed in Section 2.1) for polynomial identity testing by using them to reduce
the problem to the univariate setting while preserving the nonzeroness. He then used the
obvious randomized algorithm for the obtained univariate polynomial. This, however, requires
the field-size to be large. He gets around this problem by inventing the concepts of testers
(discussed in Section 2.2). Informally, testers take a point α from a field F and map it to a
bunch of points in a smaller subfield of F, while maintaining the property that if f (α) 6= 0,
then f will evaluate to a nonzero value on at least one of the points given by the tester.

3

this is what we refer to as the information theoretic lower bound in this article
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He used two constructions for Sidon sets for this purpose. One of them is not known to
be poly time constructible, while the other, which is poly time constructible is factor 2 away
from the information theoretic lower bound. To overcome this, we use a new, elementary
construction of Sidon sets that is mentioned in Timothy Gowers’ weblog [26] (presented in
Section 2.1).
Our second contribution is aesthetic in nature. We first remind the readers that a
hitting set against a class P ⊆ F[x1 , . . . , xn ] is a set of point H ⊆ Fn such that no nonzero
polynomial in P evaluates to zero on all the points in H. We present two simple constructions
of information theoretically optimal hitting sets (i.e. of size n+d
d ) against (F, n, d) with
|F| ≥ d + 1 that are, at least implicitly, present in the literature. We extract them out and
give very simple and neat proofs for both. The first construction (presented in Section 3.1)
is essentially the set of exponent vectors of all the monomials spanning (F, n, d). This works
when {0, 1, . . . , d} ⊆ F. The second construction (presented in Section 3.2) says that taking
all the intersection points of n-sized subsets of a set of n + d hyperplanes in general position
also forms a hitting set against (F, n, d) of optimal size.
In the rest of the paper, (F, n, d) (resp. (Fq , n, d)) denotes the class of n-variate polynomials
with degree bounded by d over F (resp. Fq ). For a natural number d ∈ N, [d] denotes the
set {1, . . . , d}.

2

Polynomial Identity Testing with optimal randomness

In this section, we present our main result. We first describe the main component of the
proof, that is, the construction of Sidon sets in Section 2.1, and then describe the way to
reduce the field size in Section 2.2. We finally give our algorithm and the proof for our main
theorem in Section 2.3.

2.1

Sidon Sets

A set S := {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } ⊂ Z≥0 is said to be a Sidon Bd set if every element in the set
dS := {si1 + si2 + . . . + sid | ∀k ∈ [d], sik ∈ S} are distinct up to rearrangements of the
summands. We also have a stronger notion: we call S to be Sidon B≤d set if the sums
{si1 + si2 + . . . + sir , r ≤ d | ∀k ∈ [r], sik ∈ S} are distinct up to rearrangements of the
summands. For our purposes, the stronger notion of Sidon B≤d set when d  n will be
useful. We are interested in constructions that minimize the size of the maximum element of
S and are poly(n, d) time constructible.
Sidon sets and its variants have a long history in mathematics and several explicit
constructions are known. We refer the readers to a survey by Kevin O’Bryant [40].
In complexity theory, explicit Sidon set constructions have also been used, for example,
by Bshouty for constructions of hitting sets for black box polynomial identity testing [16],
and by Kumar and Volk for matrix factorization lower bounds [34].
Bshouty uses two constructions for polynomial identity testing. The first construction
uses discrete log and is not known to be poly time constructible [16, Lemma 59]. The second
construction is poly time constructible, but the value of the maximum element is (2nd)2d [16,
Lemma 60]. This 2d in the exponent makes this construction suboptimal for our purposes
because the resulting randomized PIT algorithm will have ≥ 2d log n random bits, which is
factor 2 away from the information theoretic bound in low degree regime which is the regime
of interest in this paper.
This motivated us to look for constructions that are both polynomial time constructible
and also give rises to PIT algorithm with optimal randomness. That is when we stumbled
across the weblog of Timothy Gowers about the so-called dense Sidon sets [26] where he
describes the idea of a construction by Imre Z. Ruzsa [41] that scales up for our purposes too.
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In its core, the construction is based on the fundamental theorem of arithmetic. Informally,
when we take a set of primes and consider two different multi-subsets of them. Then the
product of elements will be different for the two multi-subsets. Now taking logarithm of
products convert them to sums. These simple facts along with the mean value theorem
constitute the ingredients of the proof of the construction. We give the construction now.
I Theorem 2. For every n, d, there exists a poly(n, d) time constructible Sidon B≤d set
Sn,d := {b1 , . . . , bn } ⊂ N with b1 < b2 < · · · < bn , with bn ≤ d(d+1)·(2n log n)d ·log(2n log n)e.
Proof. We take the first n primes p1 , . . . , pn . By prime number theorem, we know that
pn < n(log n + log log n) < 2n log n. Let I, J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} be multisets, where |I|, |J| ≤ d,
Q
Q
I 6= J. By the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, we have i∈I pi =
6
j . Without
j∈J p
Q
Q
Q
Q
loss of generality, we can assume that i∈I pi < j∈J pj , that is, i∈I pi ≤ j∈J pj + 1.
Now applying the mean value theorem on the function f (x) = log x in the interval [a, b] with
Q
Q
a := i∈I pi and b := j∈J pj , we get that


X
X
Y
1 Y
`j −
`i =
pj −
pi , for some c ∈ (a, b), where `k := log pk .
c
j∈J

i∈I

j∈J

i∈I

The numerator in the RHS of the equation is at least 1, while the denominator is upper
Q
bounded by b = j∈J pj . Thus, we have
X
j∈J

`j −

X

`i ≥ Q

i∈I

1

j∈J

pj

.

(1)

Thus, if we choose the set to be set of logarithm of the first n primes, we do get, that for
distinct multi-subsets of size at most d, the sum of elements are also distinct. However,
clearly, the elements and their differences will not be all integers. But the above calculation
is suggestive of what the set should be. Note that in Equation (1), the denominator of the
Q
RHS, that is, j∈J pj is upper bounded by (2n log n)d , Thus,
X
X
(d + 1) · `j · (2n log n)d −
(d + 1) · `i · (2n log n)d ≥ d + 1
j∈J

i∈I

Now, if we consider the set Sn,d of size n with elements being positive integers bk :=
P
P
d(d + 1) · `k · (2n log n)d e of size n, we have that j∈J bj − i∈I bi > 0. Thus, Sn,d is a Sidon
B≤d set.
It only remains to argue that the construction can be done in poly(n, d) time. We need
to show that all the bk = d(d + 1) · log pk · (2n log n)d e are poly(n, d) time constructible, It
is known that the first n primes are easily constructible, for example, by using Sieve of
Eratosthenes which takes O(n log log n) time. The other functions like log and powering
function are also known to be efficiently computable to the desired precision.
J
We now present the concept useful for transferring a polynomial identity testing algorithm
over a large field to an algorithm for a small subfield of it.

2.2

Testers

The notion of testers is also crucial for our algorithm. They were introduced by Bshouty in
[16]. He also used it for several applications including in the setting of blackbox PIT. We
will be using it in the same fashion as he did i.e. to reduce the field size of the blackbox PIT
set that we would be using for the algorithm. We present the definition of testers restricted
to the setting that we need. He defined it for a more general setting.
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I Definition 3. Let Fq be a finite field with q elements and let Fqt1 and Fqt2 be two field
extensions of Fq viewed as Fq -algebras with t1 ≥ t2 , and let P ⊆ Fq [x1 , . . . , xn ] be a class
of multivariate polynomials. Let L = {`1 , . . . , `ν } be a set of maps Fnqt1 → Fnqt2 . For
f ∈ P, we denote by f L the map Fnqt1 → Fνqt2 defined as: for a ∈ Fnqt1 , (f L)(a) =
(f (`1 (a)), . . . , f (`ν (a))). We say that L is an (P, Fqt1 , Fqt2 )-tester if for every a ∈ Fnqt1 and
f ∈ P we have
(f L)(a) = 0 =⇒ f (a) = 0.
The size of the tester L is defined as |L| = ν, the number of maps constituting L.
So, essentially, a tester L for the class of polynomials P is a set of maps from a field to
its subfield such that for every point on which a polynomial f ∈ P evaluates to a nonzero
value, the tester gives a set of points in the subfield such that the polynomial evaluates to a
nonzero value on at least one of the points given by the tester.
Hence a tester is very useful for reducing a blacbox PIT set over a bigger field to a
blackbox PIT set over a smaller field while incurring a blowup by the size of the tester.
Bshouty [16] also gave many constructions of testers against several classes of multivariate
polynomials which helped him achieve constructions of hitting sets which are optimal with
respect to the field size and the size of hitting sets.
The tester that is relevant to our purposes which we will be using as a blackbox has the
following property. For a proof we refer the readers to [16].
I Lemma 4 ([16], Theorem 40). Let P := (Fq , n, d) ⊆ Fq [x1 , . . . , xn ] denote the class of
n-variate, degree d polynomials over Fq , with q ≥ d + 1. Then, for every n, d, t, there exists
a (P, Fqt , Fq )-tester L of size O(d5 t) that can be constructed in poly(n, d, t) time.
The above lemma clearly suggests a strategy for construction of blackbox PIT sets: first
design a blackbox PIT set over a large extension field and then reduce the field size to d + 1
using the tester promised by the above lemma.

2.3

The algorithm: Proof of Theorem 1

In this section, we present our randomized algorithm for polynomial identity testing and
prove Theorem 1.
Before we prove the theorem, we state a simple lemma about univariate polynomials that
we will need in the proof.
I Lemma 5. Let f ∈ Fq [x] be a nonzero univariate polynomial whose degree is bounded by
d. Let Fqt be an extension field of Fq such that |Fqt | ≥ d/ and a is sampled uniformly at
random from Fqt , then f (a) 6= 0 with probability 1 − .
Lemma 5 follows from the folklore theorem that a univariate polynomial of degree d over
a field Fq has at most d roots in any field extension Fqt of Fq .
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
I Theorem 6 (Theorem 1 restated). Given a polynomial f ∈ (Fq , n, d) with q ≥ d + 1 as
a blackbox or as a poly(n, d)-sized arithmetic circuit, and  > 0, there exists a randomized
poly(n, d) time algorithm which uses d log n + log(1/) + O(d log log n) random bits and
succeeds with probability 1 − .
Proof. Suppose we are given a polynomial f ∈ (Fq , n, d) as a blackbox. To test whether the
given polynomial is an identically zero polynomial or not, our algorithm works as follows:
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Step 1. Construct Sidon set: Given n, d, we construct a Sidon B≤d set Sn,d = {b1 , . . . , bn }
using the construction in Theorem 2.
Step 2. Pick a random point from large field: We pick a random point α from the
field Fqt with t = dlogq ((bn d)/)e.
Step 3. Construct the tester: Next we construct a (P, Fqt , Fq )-tester, L = {`1 , . . . , `ν },
for P = (Fq , n, d) and t = dlogq ((bn d)/)e using the construction promised by Lemma 4.
Step 4. Reduce the field size by testers: We then apply the tester L on (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) ∈
Fnqt to get the set of points `1 (αb1 , . . . , αbn ), . . . , `ν (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) ∈ Fnq .
Step 5. Evaluate: We evaluate f on `1 (αb1 , . . . , αbn ), . . . , `ν (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) ∈ Fnq . If f
evaluates to zero on `k (αb1 , . . . , αbn ), for every k ∈ 1, . . . , ν, we output that f is an
identically zero polynomial. Otherwise we output that f is not a zero polynomial.
We now show the correctness of the above algorithm. The Sidon B≤d set Sn,d =
{b1 , . . . , bn }, b1 < b2 < · · · < bn and bn = d(d + 1) · (2n log n)d · log(2n log n)e from Theorem 2
is used to reduce the problem to the univariate case. It is also poly(n, d) time constructible. By
the definition of Sidon B≤d set in Section 2.1, it follows that for distinct multi-subsets of Sn,d ,
the sum of elements will also be distinct. Thus, the map (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) 7→ (xb1 , xb2 , . . . , xbn )
maps the monomials of the degree at most d in the variables x1 , . . . , xn to distinct univariate
monomials in x. In particular, every nonzero polynomial f ∈ (Fq , n, d) maps to a nonzero
polynomial g ∈ (Fq , 1, bn d). Thus, g is a polynomial of degree bounded by bn d.
Now, by Lemma 5, on a randomly chosen point α from the extension field Fqt with
|Fqt | ≥ (bn d)/, g will evaluate to a nonzero value with probability ≥ 1 − . Hence, f will
evaluate to a non-zero value on (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) with probability ≥ 1−. The number of random
bits needed is log((bn d)/) = log bn + log d + log(1/) = d log n + O(d log log n) + log(1/) as
claimed.
Finally we use an ((Fq , n, d), Fqt , Fq )-tester from Lemma 4 on (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) ∈ Fnqt to
get the set of points `1 (αb1 , . . . , αbn ), . . . , `ν (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) ∈ Fnq . By Lemma 4, the number
of points ν = O(d5 t) = O(d5 (log(bn d) + log(1/))) = O(d6 (log n + log 1/)) and time to
construct the tester is poly(n, d, t) = poly(n, d, log 1/). By the definition of testers from
Definition 3, for a nonzero polynomial f ∈ (Fq , n, d), if f (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) 6= 0, then at least one
of f (`1 (αb1 , . . . , αbn )), . . . , f (`ν (αb1 , . . . , αbn )) also evaluates to a nonzero value. Thus, we
get the desired result.
J
I Remark 7. When d = o(log n), we can get an improvement on the number of random
bits from d log n + d log log n+ lower order terms (as in Theorem 1) to d log n + d log d+
lower order terms. This can be achieved by adapting an idea due to Goldwasser-Grossman
[25, Lemma 8] that they used to construct weight assignments to get unique min-weight
perfect matching. Their idea suggests a map (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) 7→ (xb1 , xb2 , . . . , xbn ), where
bi = [i]p + (pd)[i2 ]p + (pd)2 [i3 ]p + · · · + (pd)d [id+1 ]p , where [x]p denotes the number between
0 and p − 1 which is equal to x modulo p, and p is a prime number greater than n. This map
can replace the map due to Sidon Sets in the Step 1 from the above proof, while the rest
of the algorithm and the proof remains the same. As in the above proof of Theorem 1, the
number of random bits needed equals log bn + log d + log( 1 ) which becomes d log n + d log d+
lower order terms. For the correctness of this map, we refer the reader to the proof of Lemma
8 in [25].
I Remark 8. Our algorithm works for fields of zero characteristic as well. In fact, whenever
the field size is already larger than (bn d)/, we do not need Step 3 and Step 4, and we can
directly evaluate f on (αb1 , . . . , αbn ) in Step 5. Thus, we have an algorithm for blackbox
polynomial identity testing which uses information theoretically optimal number of random
bits for all fields F with |F| ≥ d + 1.
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3

Optimal Hitting sets

In this section, we describe a few optimal hitting sets, i.e. the ones that exactly matches
with the lower bound against the class of n-variate polynomials with total degree bounded
by d. The authors are excited about these proofs because of their simplicity and elegance.
We first begin by stating the straight-forward folklore lower bound.
I Lemma 9. For any hitting set H against the class
n-variate polynomials with total degree

bounded by d over a field F, we have |H| ≥ n+d
.
d
This follows by the fact that the set of all n-variate polynomials
with total degree bounded

by d over a field F forms a vector space of dimension n+d
.
This
is
true because the number
d
of monomials supported on n-variables with total degree bounded by d is n+d
d , and they
form the basis for the vector space as they are all F-linearly independent, and all polynomials
in the set can be represented as an F-linear
combination of them. Thus, in the worst case,

one needs to query f on at least n+d
points.
d
We now consider a very popular construction which is suboptimal for our purposes.
Construction 0 – Schwartz-Zippel-DeMillo-Lipton lemma: As a consequence of the Lemma
[44, 49, 21], for (F, n, d), one gets the hitting set H0 := S n where S ⊆ F, with |S| = d + 1,
which is the grid of size (d + 1)n . We point out that this is optimal when we are considering
the set of n-variate polynomials with individual degrees of each variable bounded by d, by a
similar argument as in Lemma 9. However, this is not optimal for (F, n, d) where we bound
the total degree. Especially when d  n, the gap is huge.
Thus, it makes sense to investigate optimal hitting sets for (F, n, d). In what follows, we
present two such constructions for the hitting set. They were both, at least implicitly, already
present in the literature. We also believe that other constructions can be found without
much effort. However our predilection towards these constructions and our new proofs is
purely aesthetic.

3.1

Construction 1: The set of exponent vectors


The lower bound tells that any hitting set H should have size at least n+d
d . Now this
n+d
comes from the number of monomials in n variables of degree at most d. Very
d
interestingly,
when {0, 1, . . . , d} ⊆ F, these monomials also suggest a set of points of size

n+d
that
can
be seen as a potential hitting set: simply collect all the exponent vectors
d
of all the monomials in a set, viewing them as points in Fn , that is, the suggested set is
H1 := {(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}n | x1 + x2 + · · · + xn ≤ d}. The above construction
obviously requires that Fn indeed contains H1 as a subset. Surprisingly to some, and
beautifully to the authors, this indeed works. This was shown by Bshouty [16, Lemma 77]
using Combinatorial Nullstellensatz [5].
In this work, we give a direct inductive proof which we found with Mrinal Kumar. It
bypasses the combinatorial nullstellensatz and flows along the lines of the proof of SchwartzZippel-DeMillo-Lipton lemma. We are suprised that we did not find this proof somewhere in
the literature.
I Theorem 10. If {0, 1, . . . , d} ⊆ F, then the set H1 := {(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}n |
x1 + x2 + · · · + xn ≤ d}, is a hitting set for (F, n, d).
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Proof. Consider the integral grid G := {0, 1, . . . d}n with |G| = (d + 1)n . Now the statement
of the theorem can be rephrased as: for every nonzero polynomial f ∈ (F, n, d), there exists
a point g ∈ G with its `1 -norm kgk1 ≤ d, such that f (g) 6= 0. We use this as our induction
hypothesis and prove it by induction on the number of variables n.
For n = 1, that is the univariate case, this holds true because every degree d polynomial has
at most d zeros. Suppose the hypothesis holds0 for n−1. For the inductive step, write a nonzero
Pd
f ∈ (F, n, d) as a univariate in xn as f = i=1 Pi (x1 , . . . , xn−1 )xin , where d0 is the maximum
degree of f in xn and Pi (x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) are the coefficients coming from F[x1 , . . . , xn−1 ]. Now
consider Pd0 (x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) which is the coefficient of the highest degree term in xn . If f
is a nonzero polynomial, then so is Pd0 (x1 , . . . , xn−1 ). Also, deg(Pd0 ) is bounded by d − d0 .
By the induction hypothesis, there is a point s0 in the grid G 0 := {0, 1, . . . , d − d0 }n−1 with
ks0 k1 ≤ d − d0 such that Pd0 (s0 ) 6= 0. Now we fix x1 , . . . , xn−1 to the values as given by s0 .
Now Pd0 restricted to the assignment s0 is a univariate polynomial in xn of degree d0 . Thus,
setting xn to a value in {0, 1, . . . d0 } gives a point on which f evaluates to nonzero. The `1
norm of the point is at most (d − d0 ) + d0 = d.
J
We now give another construction which we find beautiful.

3.2

Construction 2: Intersection of hyperplanes in general position

The construction is as follows: In the projective space Pn (F) over a field F, with |F| ≥ d + 1,
take a collection C of n + d hyperplanes in general position i.e. every size n subsets of C
intersect in a point, whereas no size n + 1 subset of C intersect. Now all intersection points
of n-sized subset of C gives the desired hitting set.
We now mention a standard explicit family of hyperplanes in general position.
I Example 11. Take hyperplanes H1 , . . . , Hn+d in the projective space Pn where Hi is given
by the equation t1i x1 + t2i x2 + · · · + tni xn + xn+1 = 0, where ti ∈ F. Then, H1 , . . . , Hn+d are
hyperplanes in general position.
Itaï Ben Yaacov [48] considers hyperplanes in general position and gives an algebraic
proof of a generalized Vandermonde Identity in higher dimension. What his identity implies
is that taking all intersection points of n-sized subsets of n + d hyperplanes in general position
gives a hitting set for (F, n, d).
In order to state his result, we need some notations. Let Mp×q (F) denote the set of
all p × q matrices over F. He defines the following three maps. It useful to think that the
(n + 1) × m matrix Q is denoting the family of m hyperplanes, say Hm in Pn , i.e. the entries
of each column correspond to the coefficients of a hyperplane.
i) µ : M(n+1)×m (F) → M(n+1)×(m) (F) sends an (n + 1) × m matrix Q to a matrix P whose
n
entries are all the minors of Q of order n. Note that a lexicographic ordering on the
chosen sequence of rows and columns of Q induces an ordering on the minors as well.
By Cramer’s rule from linear algebra, P is precisely the matrix of intersection points of
all n-sized subsets of Hm , where each column of Q has the coordinates of an intersection
point as its entries.
ii) δ : M(n+1)×m (F) → F sends an (n + 1) × m matrix Q to the product of all its minors of
order n + 1.
iii) νr : M(n+1)×m (F) → M(n+r)×m (F) applies the Veronese map on each column i.e. for
n
each column, it applies all the n-variate degree r monomials on the entries of the column.
Assume an ordering (say, inverse lexicographical ordering) on the monomials.
We are now ready to quote the generalized Vandermonde identity in higher dimension.
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I Theorem 12 ([48], Theorem 1.4). Let R be a commutative ring. n ≤ m ∈ N, and let Q
be a (n + 1) × m matrix over R. Then νm−n µQ is a square matrix of order m
n , and the
following Vandermonde identity of order m in dimension n holds:
det(νm−n µQ) = (δQ)n
Then the above theorem with m = n + d, implies that if (δQ) 6= 0, which is the algebraic
condition for the n + d hyperplanes to be in general position, then det(νn+d−n µQ) 6= 0.
Now νm−n µQ is the matrix with Veronese map applied on the intersection points of n-sized
subsets of m hyperplanes. Normalizing the coordinates by the last coordinate gives us the
points in the affine setting with the Veronese maps essentially applying all the monomials
of degree at most d on the points. Thus, det(νd µQ) 6= 0 means that the set of intersection
points form a hitting set against (F, n, d).
We now present a direct, simple, geometric proof of the construction which we found
with Raimund Seidel.
I Theorem 13. Let H1 , . . . , Hn+d be hyperplanes in general position. If f ∈ (F, n, d) vanishes
on all the points obtained by intersecting all n-sized subsets of {H1 , . . . , Hn+d }, then f is an
identically zero polynomial.
Proof. We prove the above statement by induction on the number of variables n. The base
case n = 1 is the univariate case and the hyperplanes become d + 1 points, and the statement
of the lemma reduces to f vanishing on d + 1 points. Thus, the statement holds in this case
because a degree d univariate polynomial that vanishes on d + 1 points is an identically zero
polynomial.
Suppose that the statement holds for the number of variables up to n − 1, and we
assume an f ∈ (F, n, d) that vanishes on all the intersection points of n-sized subsets of
{H1 , . . . , Hn+d }. The assumption, in particular, implies that f restricted to the hyperplane
H1 vanishes on all the intersection points of (n−1)-sized subsets of {H2 , . . . , Hn+d }. However,
note that f restricted to H1 reduces to an (n − 1)-variate case and hence we can apply the
induction hypothesis and conclude that f restricted to H1 is identically zero. Doing the
same for all the hyperplanes, we get that f restricted to all the hyperplanes H1 , . . . , Hn+d is
identically zero. It remains to conclude that f is indeed identically zero. For this, restrict
f to a generic line `. Note that H1 , . . . , Hn+d all intersect ` at distinct points. Thus, f
restricted to ` is a univariate which vanishes on n + d points, hence f restricted to a generic
` is identically zero. Hence f is identically zero.
J
Note that an explicit construction corresponding to Theorem 13 can be obtained using
the family given in Example 11.
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Abstract
A family of error-correcting codes is list-decodable from error fraction p if, for every code in the
family, the number of codewords in any Hamming ball of fractional radius p is less than some integer
L that is independent of the code length. It is said to be list-recoverable for input list size ` if for
every sufficiently large subset of codewords (of size L or more), there is a coordinate where the
codewords take more than ` values. The parameter L is said to be the “list size” in either case.
The capacity, i.e., the largest possible rate for these notions as the list size L → ∞, is known to be
1 − hq (p) for list-decoding, and 1 − logq ` for list-recovery, where q is the alphabet size of the code
family.
In this work, we study the list size of random linear codes for both list-decoding and list-recovery
as the rate approaches capacity. We show the following claims hold with high probability over the
choice of the code (below q is the alphabet size, and ε > 0 is the gap to capacity).
A random linear code of rate 1 − logq (`) − ε requires list size L ≥ `Ω(1/ε) for list-recovery from
input list size `. This is surprisingly in contrast to completely random codes, where L = O(`/ε)
suffices w.h.p.
A random linear code of rate 1 − hq (p) − ε requires list size L ≥ bhq (p)/ε + 0.99c for list-decoding
from error fraction p, when ε is sufficiently small.
A random binary linear code of rate 1 − h2 (p) − ε is list-decodable from average error fraction p
with list size with L ≤ bh2 (p)/εc + 2. (The average error version measures the average Hamming
distance of the codewords from the center of the Hamming ball, instead of the maximum distance
as in list-decoding.)
The second and third results together precisely pin down the list sizes for binary random linear
codes for both list-decoding and average-radius list-decoding to three possible values.
Our lower bounds follow by exhibiting an explicit subset of codewords so that this subset – or
some symbol-wise permutation of it – lies in a random linear code with high probability. This uses a
recent characterization of (Mosheiff, Resch, Ron-Zewi, Silas, Wootters, 2019) of configurations of
codewords that are contained in random linear codes. Our upper bound follows from a refinement of
the techniques of (Guruswami, Håstad, Sudan, Zuckerman, 2002) and strengthens a previous result
of (Li, Wootters, 2018), which applied to list-decoding rather than average-radius list-decoding.
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Introduction

In coding theory, one is interested in the combinatorial properties of sets C ⊆ Fnq .1 Such
a set C is called a code of length n over the alphabet Fq , and the elements c ∈ C are called
codewords.
List-decoding, introduced by Elias and Wozencraft in the 1950’s [10, 44], is such a
combinatorial property. For p ∈ [0, 1] and integer L ≥ 1, we say that a code C ⊆ Fnq is
(p, L)-list-decodable if, for all z ∈ Fnq ,
| {c ∈ C : δ(c, z) ≤ p} | < L,
where δ(x, y) = n1 |{i : xi 6= yi }| denotes relative Hamming distance. That is, C is listdecodable if not too many codewords of C live in any small enough Hamming ball. In this
paper, we are interested in the trade-offs between p, L, and the rate of the code C. The rate
log |C|
R of C is defined as R = nq . The rate lies in the interval [0, 1], and larger is better.

Variations of list-decoding
In this work, we consider standard list-decoding along with two variations.
The first variation is a strengthening of list-decoding known as average-radius list-decoding.
A code C is (p, L)-average-radius list-decodable if for any set Λ ⊆ C of size L and z ∈ Fnq ,
1X
δ(c, z) ≥ p.
L
c∈Λ

1

Here and throughout the paper, Fq denotes the finite field with q elements. In this we work only consider
linear codes, so we always assume that the alphabet is a finite field.
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It is not hard to see that (p, L)-average-radius list-decodability implies (p, L)-list-decodability,
and this stronger formulation has led to stronger lower bounds than are achievable otherwise [22]. In addition to stronger lower bounds, average-radius list-decoding – essentially
replacing a maximum with an average in the definition of list-decoding – is a natural concept,
and it has helped establish connections between list-decoding and compressed sensing [7].
The second variation, known as list-recovery, is a version where the “noise” is replaced by
uncertainty about each symbol of the received word z. Formally, we say that a code C is
(`, L)-list-recoverable if for any sets S1 , . . . , Sn ⊆ Fq with |Si | ≤ ` for all i,
| {c ∈ C : ci ∈ Si ∀i} | < L.
List-recovery was originally used as a stepping-stone to list-decoding and unique-decoding
(e.g., [17, 18, 19, 20]) but it has since become a useful primitive in its own right, with
applications beyond coding theory [31, 38, 13, 28, 8].

Pinning down the output list size
We are motivated by the problem of pinning down the output list size L for (average-radius)
list-decoding and for list-recovery. For all three of these problems, given q and p (respectively,
q and `), there exists an optimal rate, denoted R∗ . Namely, R∗ is the largest rate so that,
for any ε > 0, there are q-ary codes of rate R∗ − ε and arbitrarily large length, which are
(p, L)-(average-weight)-list-decodable (resp. (`, L)-list-recoverable), for some L(q, p, ε) (resp.
L(q, `, ε)). Importantly, L must not depend on the length of the code. The list-decoding
capacity theorem gives the dependence of R∗ on q and p (resp. q and `): R∗ = 1 − hq (p)
for both standard and average-radius list-decoding, [11, 45] and R∗ = 1 − logq (`) for listrecovery (e.g., [42]).
We are interested in the trade-off between the list size L, the parameters p, q, ` of the
problem, and this gap ε; we refer to ε as the gap to capacity. Pinning down the list size
L is an important problem. For example, for many of the algorithmic applications within
coding theory, the list size represents a bottleneck on the running time of an algorithm that
must check each item in the list before pruning it down [20, 9, 26, 27, 21]. For applications
in pseudorandomness, for example to expanders or extractors, the list size corresponds to
the expansion or to the amount of entropy in the input, respectively, and it is of interest to
precisely pin down these quantities.
We make progress on pinning down the output list sizes for the case of random linear
codes. A random linear code is a uniformly random subspace of Fnq of certain dimension.
The list-decodability of random linear codes has been well studied for many reasons [45,
15, 7, 43, 40, 42, 34]. First, it is a natural mathematical question that studies the interplay
between two fundamental notions in Fnq : subspaces and Hamming balls. Second, there
are constructions of codes which use random linear codes (and their list-decodability) as a
building block [20, 24, 30, 29], and improvements in the parameters of random linear codes
will lead to improvements in these constructions as well. Third, random linear codes can
be seen as one way to partially derandomize completely random codes; this is especially
motivating in the binary (or fixed alphabet) case, where we do not know of any explicit
constructions of optimally list-decodable codes, linear or otherwise.

1.1

Contributions

Our main results are improved bounds on the list size of random linear codes. We defer the
formal theorem statements until after we have set up notation, but we informally summarize
our results here. Below, we consider codes of rate R∗ − ε, where as above we use R∗ to
denote best achievable rate for each particular problem.
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(1) Lower bound on the list size for list-recovery of random linear codes. We
show that if a random linear code of rate R∗ − ε is list-recoverable with high probability
with input list sizes ` and output list size L, then we must have L = `Ω(1/ε) . This is in
contrast to completely random codes, for which the output list size is L = O(`/ε) with
high probability.
This gap between random linear codes and completely random codes demonstrates that
in some sense zero-error list-recovery behaves more like erasure-list-decoding [14] than
it does like list-decoding with errors. Such a gap is present between general and linear
codes in erasure list-decoding, but as we see below, there is no such gap for list-decoding
from errors.
Our result extends to the setting of list-recovery with erasures as well. The formal
theorem statement and proof can be found in Section 3.
(2) Better lower bounds on the list size for list-decoding random linear codes. We
show that if a q-ary random linear code of rate R∗ −ε is list-decodable with high
j probability
k
hq (p)
up to radius p with an output list size of L, then we must have L ≥
+ 0.99 .
ε
By [34], this result is tight for list-decoding of binary
codes up to a
j random linear
k
hq (p)
small additive factor. As an immediate corollary, L ≥
+ 0.99 for average-radius
ε
list-decoding of random linear codes as well, and, as we will see below, this is also tight
for binary random linear codes, up to a small additive factor. We conjecture that the
leading constant hq (p) is also correct for q > 2.
Previous work [22] has established that L = Ω(1/ε), but to the best of our knowledge
this is the first work that pins down the leading constant. In particular, [22] shows that,
in the situation above, we have L ≥ cp,q /ε, where cp,q is a constant that goes to zero as
p goes to 1 − 1/q. In contrast, we show below that the leading constant is at least hq (p),
which goes to 1 as p goes to 1 − 1/q.
The formal theorem statement and proof can be found in Section 4.
(3) Completely pinning down the list size for average-radius list-decoding of
binary random linear codes. We prove a new upper bound on the average-radius
list-decodability of binary random linear codes, which matches our lower bound, even up
to the leading constant. More precisely, we show that with high probability, a random
binary linear code of rate R∗ − ε is average-radius list-decodable up to radius p with
L ≤ bh2 (p)/εc + 2.
Such a bound was known for standard list-decoding [34], but our upper bound holds
even for the stronger notion of average-radius list-decoding, and improves the additive
constant by 1.2 In particular, this shows that for both list-decoding and average-radius
list-decoding of binary random linear codes, the best possible L is concentrated on at most
three values: bhq (p)/εc + 2, bhq (p)/εc + 1 and bh(p)/ε + 0.99c. This tight concentration
demonstrates the sharpness of our upper and lower bound techniques.
The formal theorem statement and proof can be found in Section A.

1.2

Overview of techniques

In this section, we give a brief overview of our techniques.

Lower bounds
To illustrate the techniques for our lower bounds, we warm up with a back-of-the-envelope
calculation which suggests why the “right” answer for our result (1) above is `Ω(1/ε) .
2

Under our definition of list-decoding, [34] show (p, L) list-decodability with L = bh(p)/εc + 3.
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Consider a random linear code C ⊂ Fnq , of rate R = 1 − logq (`) − ε, where ε ∈ (0, 12 ).
(1−R)n×n

That is, C is the kernel3 of a uniformly random matrix sampled from Fq
. Suppose
t
that ` is a prime power, and q = ` for some t ≥ 2. Thus, F` is a sub-field of Fq . Let D be
1
an integer slightly smaller than 2ε
and let L = `D ≥ `Ω(1/ε) . We claim that C is unlikely to
be (`, L)-list-recoverable.
Given a matrix M ∈ Fn×D
, we write M ⊆ C (“C contains M ”) to mean that each of the
q
columns of M is a codeword in C.
Let M denote the set of all full-rank matrices M ∈ Fn×D
that have the following property:
q
for every row Mi of M there exists some xi ∈ F∗q such that all entries of Mi belong to the
set xi · F` .
We will show that M is bad and abundant. By bad we mean that a linear code containing
a matrix from M cannot be (`, L)-list-recoverable. We say that M is abundant (for the rate
R) if a random linear code of rate R is likely to contain at least one matrix from M. Clearly,
the combination of these properties means that C is unlikely to be (`, L)-list-recoverable.
We first prove that M is bad. Assume that C contains some matrix M ∈ M. By linearity
of the code, C also contains
of the form M u, for u ∈ FD
q . In particular, consider
 every vector
D
the set of vectors B := M u | u ∈ F` ⊆ C. Observe that C cannot be (`, L)-list-recoverable,
since B is a “bad list” for list-recoverability with these parameters: First, since M has
full-rank, B is of cardinality `D = L. Now, given i ∈ [n], we need to show that there exists a
subset Si ⊆ Fq with |Si | = `, such that vi ∈ Si for all v ∈ B. We take Si to be the set xi · F` ,
which contains all entries of the row Mi . For j ∈ [D], write Mi,j = xi · wj (wj ∈ F` ), and let
v = M u for some u ∈ FD
` . Then


D
D
X
X
vi =
Mi,j uj = xi · 
wj · uj  ∈ xi · F` ,
j=1

j=1

and we conclude that M is bad.
Showing that M is abundant is harder, and at this stage we only provide some intuition
for this fact. Let us compute the expected number of matrices M ∈ M that are contained in
C. First, we estimate the cardinality of M. One may generate a matrix in M by choosing
each of its rows in an essentially independent fashion.4 Choosing a row amounts to choosing
∗
one of q−1
`−1 sets of the form x · F` (x ∈ Fq ) and then taking each entry to be an element of that
set. Accounting for multiple counting of the all-zero row, the number of possible rows is thus
q−1
D
D−1
. Thus, |M| ≈ (q · `D−1 )n . Next, it is
`−1 · (` − 1) + 1, which we approximate as q · `
not hard to see that a random linear code contains a given matrix of rank r with probability
q −(1−R)·r·n . Consequently, for M ∈ M, we have Pr[M ⊆ C] = q −(1−R)Dn . Therefore,
n
E |{M ∈ M : M ⊆ C}| = |M|q −(1−R)Dn ≈ q · `D−1 · q −(1−R)Dn
n
= `−1 · q 1−εD = `(−1+t(1−εD))n ,
where, the penultimate equality is due to substituting 1 − logq (`) − ε for R. Finally, since
1
t ≥ 2 and D < 2ε
, the right-hand side of the above is `Ω(n) . Thus, in expectation, C contains
many “bad” lists for list-recovery.
3

4

This is one of several natural models for a random linear code. Another possible model is taking a
uniformly random subspace of dimension Rn. It is not hard to see that the total variation distance
between these distributions is exponentially small. In particular, our model yields a code of dimension
exactly Rn with probability 1 − exp (−Ω(n)).
We say “essentially” since the resulting matrix might not have full rank, but this happens with negligibly
small probability.
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Of course, this back-of-the-envelope calculation does not yield the result advertised above.
It might be the case that, even though the expected number of M ∈ M so that M ⊆ C
is large, the probability that such an M exists is still small. In fact, as [37] shows, there
are simple examples where this does happen. Thus, proving that M is abundant requires
more work.
A standard approach to show that M is abundant would be via the second-moment
method. Recently, [37] gave a general theorem which encompasses second-moment calculations
in this context. In particular, they showed that there is essentially only one reason that
0
a set M might not be abundant: there exists some matrix A ∈ FD×D
, such that the set
q
{M A | M ∈ M} is small. If this occurs, we say that M is implicitly rare.5 They used this
result to study the list-decodability of random Low-Density Parity-Check codes, but we can
use their result to do our second moment calculation. We show that our example of M
above6 is not implicitly rare, by showing that there is no such linear map A. This establishes
that the back-of-the-envelope calculation is in fact correct. Appealing to the machinery of
[37], rather than applying the second moment method from scratch, allows us to get tighter
constants with slightly less work, and gives a more principled approach to our lower bounds;
indeed, our result (2) follows the same outline.
The intuition for our second result (2) is similar: we give an example of a class M which
is bad for list-decoding and abundant. We define M as follows: Let u ∈ FD
q be a random
vector with independent Bernoulliq (p) entries, namely, each entry is 0 with probability 1 − p,
and chosen uniformly from F∗q with probability p. Let x be uniformly sampled from Fq . Let
τ denote the distribution (over FD
q ) of the random vector u + x · 1D . Finally, define M
to be the set of all matrices M ∈ Fn×D
, such that a uniformly sampled row of M has the
q
distribution τ . As before, we show that M is abundant by showing that M is not implicitly
rare and using the result of [37].

Upper bounds
Our argument for our upper bound result (3) closely follows that of [34], which itself builds on
the argument of [16]. The argument imagines building the random linear code one dimension
at a time and uses a potential function to show that, so long as we do not add too many
dimensions, no ball intersects the code too much. We now provide an informal overview of
our approach, specifically comparing and contrasting it with the arguments of Guruswami,
Håstad, Sudan and Zuckerman [16]; and Li and Wootters [34].
Let R = 1 − h(ρ) − ε and put k := Rn (which we assume for exposition is an integer).
Note that sampling a random linear code of rate R is the same as sampling b1 , . . . , bk ∈ Fn2
independently and uniformly at random and outputting span{b1 , . . . , bk }. Consider the
“intermediate” codes Ci = span{b1 , . . . , bi }; [34] (following [16]) define a potential function
SCi and endeavor to show that SCi does not grow too quickly. The work [16] demonstrated
that this holds in expectation; the work [34] improved their argument to show that it holds
with high probability. In both cases the potential function is such that it is easy to show
that, so long as SC is O(1), the code C is list-decodable.
The potential function in these works keeps track of the radius p list-size at each vector
x ∈ Fn2 , that is, the cardinalities |{c ∈ Ci : δ(x, c) ≤ p}| for i = 1, . . . , k, and shows that
so long as i is not too large all these cardinalities remain at most L. For average-radius
list-decoding, we instead keep track of a sort of “weighted” list size, where codewords that

5
6

The term “implicitly rare” is used by the first version of [37], available at https://arxiv.org/abs/
1909.06430v1.
More precisely, we study an example similar to this one; the example above was slightly tweaked to
simplify the exposition for this back-of-the-envelope explanation.
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are very close x are weighted more heavily. We can reuse much of the analysis from [34] to
demonstrate that on the k-th step the potential function is still bounded by a constant (in
fact, it is at most 2). The real novelty in our argument is a demonstration that, assuming
this potential function is small, the code is indeed (p, L)-average-radius list-decodable. This
step is more involved than the argument in [16, 34] to establish (p, L)-list-decodability.

1.3

Related work

We now highlight some related work. In what follows, ε is always the “gap-to-capacity”, i.e.,
if the capacity for a particular problem is R∗ , then the result concerns codes of rate R∗ − ε.

Lower bounds for list sizes of arbitrary codes
It is known that a typical (i.e., uniformly random) list-decodable code of rate R∗ − ε has
list size L = Θ(1/ε), and a natural question to ask is whether every code requires a list
of size L = Ω(1/ε). Blinovsky ([5, 4]) showed that lists of size Ωp (log(1/ε)) are necessary
for list-decoding a code of rate R∗ − ε. Later, Guruswami and Vadhan [25] considered the
high-noise regime where p = 1 − 1/q − η and showed that lists of size Ωq (1/η 2 ) are necessary.
Finally, Guruswami and Narayanan [22] showed that for average-radius list-decoding, the list
√
size must be Ωp (1/ ε).

Existing lower bounds for random linear codes
For the special case of random linear codes, Guruswami and Narayanan [22] showed that
lists of size cp,q /ε are necessary. The constant cp,q is not explicitly computed (and in fact
relies on a constant from [15] which we discuss below), but one can deduce from the proof
that if p tends to 1 − 1/q then cp,q will tend to 0. Their lower bound follows from a second
moment method argument, i.e., they consider a certain random variable X whose positivity
is equivalent to the failure of a random linear code to be list-decodable, and then show that
Var (X) = o(E [X])2 . In this sense our approach is similar to theirs, because we rely on
results from [37] which themselves are proved using a second moment method. However,
we are able to get stronger results (in the sense that our leading constant does not decay
as p → 1 − 1/q, and moreover is optimal for binary codes). One of the reasons may be the
notion of “implicit rareness” from [37], which provides a useful characterization of the lists
contained in a random linear code.
The work [22] also established lower bounds on list-decoding random linear codes from
erasures. While we do not discuss list-decoding from erasures in this work (except in the
sense that erasure list-recovery is a generalization of list-decoding from erasures), this result
is relevant to our work because [22] established an exponential lower bound of the form
L ≥ exp(Ω(1/ε)), in contrast to the list size O(1/ε) that is attained by uniformly random
codes. Thus, our results suggest that (zero-error) list-recovery behaves more like list-decoding
from erasures than from errors, at least with respect to the list size of random (linear) codes.

Existing upper bounds for random linear codes
We now turn our attention to upper bounds on list sizes for random linear codes. A long
line of works [45, 16, 15, 7, 43, 40, 42, 34] has studied this problem, and we highlight the
most relevant results now. Zyablov and Pinsker [45] showed that random linear codes of rate
R∗ − ε have lists of size at most q 1/ε .7 Guruswami, Håstad, Sudan and Zuckerman [16] first

7

For list-recovery with input lists of size `, the argument of [45] shows that the list size is at most q `/ε .
Furthermore, their results for list-decoding also apply to average-radius list-decoding.
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showed the existence of capacity-achieving binary linear codes with lists of size O(1/ε). Li
and Wootters [34] revisited their techniques and showed that in fact random linear codes
of rate R∗ − ε have lists of size O(1/ε) with high probability; moreover they computed the
constant coefficient in the big-Oh notation. However, neither of these results apply to either
average-radius list-decoding or to list-recovery. As discussed above in Section 1.2, our new
upper bound is the result of an improvement of the techniques of [34], which extends their
result to average-radius list-decoding.
As for larger alphabets, Guruswami, Håstad and Kopparty [15] showed that there exists
a constant Cp,q for which random linear codes are (p, Cp,q /ε)-list-decodable with high
probability. Unfortunately, if p tends to 1 − 1/q then this constant tends to infinity. To
address this, an ongoing line of works [7, 43, 41, 42] has studied the list-decodability of
random linear codes in the “high-noise regime” where p is close to 1 − 1/q; these results also
apply to average-radius list-decodability. These results imply that for binary random linear
√
codes, when p = 1 − 1/q − Θ( ε), random linear codes with rate R∗ − ε are average-radius
list-decodable with list sizes O(1/ε). However, the constant hiding in the big-Oh is not
correct (in particular, the authors do not see how to make it smaller than 2). Moreover,
these results only hold in a particular parameter regime for p and ε, and degrade as the
alphabet size grows.
As for list-recovery, a result by Rudra and Wootters [42] guarantees that random linear
codes with rate R∗ − ε over sufficiently large alphabets Fq have lists of sizes at most
(q`)O(log(`)/ε) . To the best of our knowledge, no lower bounds were known.

Relevant results for other ensembles of codes
Lastly, we discuss some other results concerning other code ensembles. First of all, recent
work of [37] shows that a random code from Gallager’s ensemble of LDPC codes [12] achieves
list-decoding capacity with high probability. More generally, they show that random LDPC
codes have similar combinatorial properties to random linear codes, including list-decoding,
average-radius list-decoding, and list-recovery. As part of their approach, they develop
techniques to characterize the lists that appear in a random linear code with high probability,
which we utilize for our work.
Finally, we note that there are no known explicit constructions of list-decodable codes of
rate R∗ − ε which achieve a list size even of O(1/ε). Over large alphabets, the best explicit
constructions of capacity-achieving list-decodable or list-recoverable codes have list sizes
at least (1/ε)Ω(1/ε) (e.g., [33, 32]). Further, if one insists on binary codes, or even codes
over alphabets of size independent of ε, we do not know of any explicit constructions of
list-decodable codes with rate approaching R∗ .

Two-point concentration
We showed that the optimal list size L of a random linear code is concentrated on at most
three values for both list-decoding and average-radius list-decoding: bh(p)/εc+2, bh(p)/εc+1,
and, if the value is different, bh(p)/ε + 0.99c.
In [34, Theorem 2.5], it was also shown that the optimal list size of a completely random
binary code is concentrated on two or three values for list-decoding. This type of concentration
is also well studied in graph theory, where it is known that in Erdős-Rényi graphs, a number
of graph parameters are concentrated on two values. Examples include the clique number
(size of the largest clique) [36, 6], the chromatic number [35, 2, 1], and the diameter [39].
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Discussion and open problems

In this work, we have made progress on pinning down the output list sizes for (average-radius)
list-decoding and list-recovery for random linear codes. Before we continue with the technical
portion of the paper, we highlight some open questions and future directions.
We showed that random linear codes of rate 1 − hq (p) − ε are not (p, L)-list-decodable for
h (p)
L ∼ qε . We conjecture this lower bound is tight, i.e. that random linear codes of rate
h (p)
1 − hq (p) − ε are (p, L)-(average-radius) list-decodable for L = qε (1 + o(1)), where the
o(1) → 0 as ε → 0. Our Theorem 14 (and earlier in [34] for list-decoding) shows it is true
for q = 2, and we conjecture this is true for larger q.
Our results show that list-decoding and average-radius list-decoding have essentially
the same output list sizes over binary alphabets, for random linear codes. It would be
interesting to extend this to larger alphabets, or even to more general families of codes.
This is especially interesting given that there is an exponential gap in the best known lower
bounds (on the list-size for arbitrary codes) between list-decoding and average-radius
list-decoding for general codes.
We have used different techniques for our upper and lower bounds. However, we think it
is an interesting direction to use the characterization of [37] – which we used to prove
our lower bounds – to prove upper bounds as well. This would entail showing that every
sufficiently bad list is implicitly rare.
Finally, we note that our lower bounds for list-recovery rely on the field Fq being an
extension field (that is, q = pt for some t > 1). It is an interesting question whether or
not an exponential lower bound also holds over prime fields. We note that other lower
bounds on list-decoding and list-recovery for Reed-Solomon codes also apply only to
extension fields [23, 3]; perhaps all of these bounds taken together are evidence that
better list-decodability may be possible in general over prime fields.

1.5

Organization

In Section 2 we set up notation and formally state the results of [37] that we build on for our
lower bounds. In Section 3 we state and sketch the proof of our lower bound on list-recovery
of random linear codes. In Section 4 we state and sketch the proof of our lower bound on
the list-decodability of random linear codes. In Appendix A we state and prove our upper
bound on the list-decodability of random linear codes.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we set notation and introduce the notions and results from [37] that we need
for our lower bounds.

2.1

Notation

Unless otherwise specified, all logarithms are base 2. We use the notation exp(x) to mean
ex . For an integer a, we define [a] := {1, . . . , a}. For a vector x ∈ FA
q and I ⊂ [A], we use
|I|

xI ∈ Fq to denote the vector (xi )i∈I with coordinates from I in increasing order. We use
1D to denote the all ones vector of length D.
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We use several notions from information theory. Define the q-ary entropy hq : [0, 1] → [0, 1]
by
def

hq (x) = x logq (q − 1) − x logq x − (1 − x) logq (1 − x)

(1)

We assume q = 2 if q is omitted from the subscript.
For a random variable X with domain X , we use H(X) to denote the entropy of X:
X
H(X) = −
PrX (x) log(PrX (x)).
x∈X

For a probability distribution τ , we may also use H(τ ) to denote the entropy of a random
variable with distribution τ .
Let X be a random variable supported on X and Y be a random variable supported on
Y. We define the conditional entropy of Y given X as
X
p(x, y)
H(Y |X) = −
p(x, y) log
.
p(x)
x∈X ,y∈Y

It is easy to check that H(X) − H(X|Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X) and we call this the mutual
information I(X; Y ):
I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X)
For random variables X, Y, Z, we define the conditional mutual information I(X; Y |Z) by
I(X; Y |Z) = H(X|Z) − H(X|Y, Z) = H(Y |Z) − H(Y |X, Z)
Conditional entropy, mutual information, and conditional mutual information satisfy the
data processing inequality: for any function f supported on the domain of Y , we have
H(X|f (Y )) ≥ H(X|Y )

and I(X; Y ) ≥ I(X; f (Y ))

and I(X; Y |Z) ≥ I(X; f (Y )|Z).

We also use Fano’s inequality, which states that if X is a random variable supported on
X and Y is a random variable supported on Y, and if f : Y → X is a function and
perr = PrX,Y [f (Y ) 6= X]
H(X|Y ) ≤ h(perr ) + perr · log(|X | − 1)
We define
def

Hq (X) =

H(X)
,
log q

Iq (X; Y ) =

I(X; Y )
.
log q

and similarly for conditional entropy and conditional mutual information.
L0 ×L
For a distribution τ on FL
, we define the distribution Aτ on
q and a matrix A ∈ Fq
0
L
Fq in the natural way by
X
PrAτ (x) =
Prτ (y),
{y∈FL
q : Ay=x}

namely, Aτ is the distribution of the random vector Ay, where y ∼ τ .
We have defined list-decoding, average-radius list-decoding, and list-recovery in the
introduction. We will in fact consider a more general version of list-recovery, which also
tolerates erasures:
I Definition 1 (List-recovery from erasures). A code C ⊂ Fnq is (α, `, L)-list-recoverable from
erasures if the following holds. Let S1 , . . . , Sn ⊂ Fq be lists so that |Si | ≤ ` for at least αn
values of i. Then
|{c ∈ C : ∀i ∈ [n], ci ∈ Si }| < L.
We take α = 1 if it is omitted.
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Tools from [37]

As discussed in Section 1.2, for our lower bounds we use tools from the recent work [37].
We work with matrices M ∈ Fn×L
(L ∈ N), where we view the columns of M as potential
q
codewords in C. We use the notation “M ⊆ C” to mean that the columns of M are all
contained in C.
We group together sets of such matrices M according to their row distribution.
I Definition 2 (τM , dim(τ ), Mn,τ ). Given a matrix M ∈ Fqn×L , the empirical row distribution defined by the rows of M over FL
q is called the type τM of M . That is, τM is the
distribution so that for v ∈ FL
,
q
PrτM (v) =

|{i : the i’th row of M is equal to v}|
.
n

For a distribution τ on FL
q , we use dim(τ ) to refer to dim(span(supp(τ ))). We use Mn,τ to
refer to the set of all matrices in Fn×L
which have empirical row distribution τ .
q
I Remark 3. We remark that for some distributions τ over FL
q , the set Mn,τ may be empty
due to n · Prτ (v) not being an integer. For such τ we can define Mn,τ to consist of matrices
M with either bn · Prτ (v)c or dn · Prτ (v)e copies of v. This has a negligible effect on the
analysis as we always take n to be sufficiently large compared to other parameters, so for
clarity of exposition we ignore this technicality.
Given M ∈ Mn,τ , note that Mn,τ consists exactly of those matrices obtained by
permuting the rows of M . In particular, since the random linear code model is invariant to
such permutations, all of the matrices in Mn,τ have the same probability of being contained
in C.
As discussed in Section 1.2, we prove a lower bound by exhibiting a distributions τ over
L
Fq such that the corresponding set Mn,τ is both bad and abundant. When Mn,τ satisfies
these properties, we say that τ itself is, respectively, bad and abundant.
The work [37] characterizes which distributions τ satisfy the abundance property, namely,
which classes Mn,τ are likely to have at least one of their elements appear (as a matrix) in
a random linear code of a given rate. To motivate the definition below, suppose that the
distribution τ has low entropy: Hq (τ ) < γ · dim(τ ) for some γ ∈ (0, 1). This implies that
the class Mn,τ is not too big: more precisely, it is not hard to see that |Mn,τ | ≤ q Hq (τ )·n ≤
q γ dim(τ )n . Using a calculation like we did in Section 1.2, we see that, since Mn,τ is not very
large, it is unlikely for a random linear code of rate less than 1 − γ to contain a matrix
from Mn,τ .
However, this is not the only reason that Mn,τ might be unlikely to appear in a random
linear code. As is shown in [37], it could also be because a random output of τ , subject to
some linear transformation (perhaps to a space of smaller dimension), has low entropy. We
call such distributions implicitly rare:
I Definition 4 (γ-implicitly rare). We say that a distribution τ over FL
q is γ-implicitly rare if
L0
0
there exists a full-rank linear transformation A : FL
→
F
where
L
≤ L such that
q
q
Hq (Aτ ) < γ · dim(Aτ )
Observe that by taking A to be the identity map, we recover the case where τ itself has low
entropy. Furthermore, note that every matrix in Mn,Aτ has all of its columns contained in
the column-span of some matrix in Mn,τ . This implies that if no matrix in Mn,Aτ lies in
a code, then no matrix in Mn,τ lies in the code. Thus, abundance of the distribution Aτ
implies abundance of τ .
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For an illustrative example of an implicitly rare distribution, we refer the reader to [37,
Example 2.5]. Specifically, the example provides a case where for some full-rank matrix A,
we have Hq (Aτ )/ dim(Aτ ) > Hq (τ )/ dim(τ ).
Essentially, [37] shows that a row distribution τ is likely to appear in a random linear
code (namely, τ satisfies the abundance property) if and only if it is not implicitly rare. The
following theorem follows from Lemma 2.7 in [37].8
I Theorem 5 (Follows from Lemma 2.7 in [37]). Let R ∈ (0, 1) and fix η > 0. Let τ be a
(1 − R − η)-implicitly rare distribution over FL
q (L ∈ N), and let C be a random linear code
of rate R. Then
Pr[∃M ∈ Mn,τ : M ⊆ C] ≤ q −ηn
Conversely, suppose that τ is not (1 − R + η)-implicitly rare. Then
Pr[∃M ∈ Mn,τ : M ⊆ C] ≥ 1 − nOL,q (1) · q −ηn .
The first part of the theorem follows from a natural first-moment method argument,
while the second part follows from the analogous second-moment argument. We emphasize
L0
that it is important that we allow arbitrary full-rank linear transformations A : FL
q → Fq in
Definition 4: if we only allowed A to be the identity map, the second part of the theorem
would be false.

3

Lower bounds for list-recovery with erasures

Our main result in this section is the following.
I Theorem 6. Fix 0 ≤ ρ < 1. Fix a prime power ` ≥ 2 and an integer t ≥ 2, and let q = `t .
d 1−ρ
20ε e . For n ∈ N, let C ⊆ Fn denote a random linear code of
Fix 0 < ε ≤ 1−ρ
q
20t and let L = `
rate R := 1 − (ρ + (1 − ρ) logq (`)) − ε. Then the probability of C being (1 − ρ, `, L)-erasure
list-recoverable is at most q −Ω(n) .
We will prove Theorem 6 below, after we build up the necessary building blocks. As
discussed in Sections 1.2 and 2, to prove Theorem 6 we seek a distribution τ that is both
is bad and abundant. That is, C should likely contains some matrix from Mn,τ , and the
corresponding codewords should yield a counterexample to the list-recoverability of C. We
will describe our choice of τ in Definition 7; we will show that it is bad in Proposition 8; and
finally we will show that it is not implicitly rare (and hence abundant by Theorem 5) in
Lemma 9.
Our construction of the distribution τ follows similar lines to that in Section 1.2.
I Definition 7 (The bad distribution τ for list-recovery lower bounds). Fix ρ, `, t, q as in
Theorem 6. Let D ≥ t be a positive integer. Let F` be a subfield of Fq , where q = `t and
t ≥ 2. Let α1 , . . . , α(q−1)/(`−1) be a set so that αi F∗` are disjoint cosets of F∗` partitioning F∗q .
Let L = `D . Let G ∈ FL×D
be the matrix whose rows are all of the distinct elements of FD
` .
`
Let
σ
be
the
distribution
that
with
probability
1
−
ρ
returns
α
u
for
(i,
u)
uniform
in
i
n
o
D
D
1, . . . , q−1
`−1 × F` ; and with probability ρ returns a uniformly random element of Fq .
Let τ be the distribution given by Gv for v ∼ σ.

8

This is also given as Theorem 2.2 in the first version of [37], available at https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.
06430v1.
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To motivate this construction, consider first the ρ = 0 case. Now consider a matrix
M ∈ Fn×L
that has row distribution given by τ . If we ignore the coefficients αi , the columns
q
of M span a D-dimensional subspace of Fn` . In particular, they are bad, in the sense that
each coordinate of these codewords are contained in a list of size ` (namely, F` ). Moreover,
as soon as any D linearly independent columns of M are contained in C, all of the columns
of M are contained in C; this suggests that it’s relatively likely (compared to, say, a random
matrix in FL×n
) that M ⊆ C. These properties don’t change when we multiply by the
q
coefficients αi : each coordinate is now contained in some list αi F` rather than F` (notice
that the fact that the αi are coset representatives means that all of these possible lists are
disjoint, other than zero), and it’s still just as likely that M ⊆ C. However, by throwing these
multiples αi into the mix, we have increased the size of Mn,τ , making τ more abundant.
In particular, note that, over all choices of (i, u), the value αi u is distinct except when
u = 0. Thus, τ has entropy close to the entropy of the uniform distribution on (i, u), so
1
Hq (τ ) ≈ logq (q`D−1 ) ≈ D(logq (`) + D
). Using a similar idea, we can estimate the entropy
1
of Aτ for all matrices A, showing that τ is not logq (`) + 10D
implicitly rare, implying that it
is abundant.
To generalize to the ρ > 0 case, the construction essentially “frees” a ρ fraction of the
coordinates relative to the ρ = 0 case. This further increases the size of Mn,τ (making τ
even more abundant), while still maintaining the badness property for list-recovery with a ρ
fraction of erasures.
I Proposition 8 (τ is bad). Let τ be as in Definition 7. Let C ⊆ Fnq , and let M ∈ Mn,τ . If
M ⊆ C, then C is not (1 − ρ, `, L)-list-recoverable.
Proof. Suppose that M ⊆ C. Let w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ∈ FL
q be the rows of M . It suffices to show
that there are input lists S1 , . . . , Sn so that wj ∈ SjL for all j ∈ [n], and so that for at least
(1 − ρ)n values of j ∈ [n], we have |Sj | ≤ `. Recall that each row wj of M is of the form Gvj
where a (1 − ρ) fraction of the vj are of the form αij · uj for (ij , uj ) ∈ [(q − 1)/(` − 1)] × FD
` ,
9
and a ρ fraction of the vj are arbitrary vectors in FD
.
q
In the first case, set Sj = αij · F` . Because the elements of G are all in F` , all the
coordinates of wj = Gvj = αij Guj lie in Sj . Moreover by definition |Sj | ≤ `. In the second
case, set Sj = Fq . By definition all the coordinates of wj ∈ FL
q lie in Sj = Fq .
This completes the proof.
J
Next, we claim that τ is not implicitly rare, which will imply that τ is abundant. Due to
space constraints, the proof is omitted.
I Lemma 9 (τ is abundant). Let τ be as in Definition 7. Then τ is not


1−ρ
ρ + (1 − ρ) logq (`) +
-implicitly rare.
10D
We now show how to use Proposition 8 and Lemma 9 to prove Theorem 6.
 1−ρ 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let 0 < ε ≤ 1−ρ
20t . Let τ be as in Definition 7, choosing D = 20ε . By
1−ρ
our choice of ε, we indeed have D ≥ t. Lemma 9 shows that τ is not (ρ+(1−ρ) logq (`)+ 10D
)1−ρ
1−ρ
implicitly rare. By choice of D, we have 10D > ε. From Theorem 5 with η = 10D − ε, we see
that for any sufficiently large n, a random code of rate

9

As per Remark 3, we may ignore the rounding issue that ρn may not be an integer. This is without loss
of generality, as we may replace τ with a very similar distribution so that a dρne fraction of the vj are
arbitrary in FD
q , and adjust all parameters by a term that is o(1) as n → ∞.
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1−ρ
1 − ρ + (1 − ρ) logq (`) +
+ η = 1 − ρ + (1 − ρ) logq (`) − ε
10D
contains `D codewords given by a matrix M ∈ Mn,τ with probability at least 1 − q Ω(εn) . By
Proposition 8, if this occurs, then C is not (1 − ρ, `, L)-list-recoverable.
J

4

Lower bounds for list-decoding with errors

Our main theorem in this section is the following.
I Theorem 10. Fix a prime power q, fix p ∈ (0, 1 − 1q ), and fix δ ∈ (0, 1). There exists
εp,q,δ > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, εp,q,δ ) and n sufficiently large, a random linear code in Fnq
 j
k
h (p)
of rate 1 − hq (p) − ε is not p, qε − δ -list-decodable with probability 1 − q −Ω(n) .
Our proof of Theorem 10 below follows the same outline as the proof of Theorem 6 above.
We first define a bad distribution τ in Definition 11; then we will show that it is bad in
Proposition 12; then we will show that it is not implicitly rare (and hence abundant by
Theorem 5) in Lemma 13. Finally we will prove Theorem 10 from these pieces.
Below, we let Bernoulliq (p) be the distribution that returns 0 ∈ Fq with probability 1 − p
p
and any other element of Fq with probability q−1
.
I Definition 11 (The bad distribution τ for list-decoding lower bounds). Let p ∈ (0, 1 − 1q )
and δ > 0. Choose L > 0. Define the distribution τ on FL
q as the distribution of the random
L
vector u + α1L , where u ∼ Bernoulliq (p) , and α is sampled independently and uniformly
from Fq .
First, we observe that τ is indeed bad, in the sense that it provides a counter-example to
list-decodability.
I Proposition 12 (τ is bad). Let τ be as in Definition 11. Let C ⊆ Fnq and let M ∈ Mn,τ .
If M ⊆ C, then C is not (p, L)-list-decodable.
Proof. Let M ∈ Mn,τ . We want to show that the columns of M all lie in a single ball of
radius pn.
By definition of τ and Mn,τ , we may write the j-th row of M as u(j) + αj 1L , so that the
empirical distribution of the pairs (u(j) , αj )1≤j≤n is Bernoulliq (p)L × Uniform(Fq ).10
(j)
For any i ∈ [L], the number of j ∈ [n] such that Mi,j = ui + αj 6= αj is exactly the
(j)
(j)
number of times ui 6= 0, which is pn, since ui is distributed as Bernoulliq (p). Thus, each
column Mi,∗ of M has distance at most pn from the word (α1 , . . . , αn ), so that any code
containing M has L codewords in a ball of radius pn and hence is not (p, L)-list-decodable. J
Next, we claim that τ is appropriately implicitly rare for large enough L. Due to space
constraints, the proof is omitted.
I Lemma 13. Let p ∈ (0, 1 − 1q ) and let δ > 0. There exists Lp,q,δ such that, for L ≥ Lp,q,δ ,


hq (p)
the distribution τ given in Definition 11 is not hq (p) + L+δ
-implicitly rare.

10

This is without loss of generality: if not, as per Remark 3, we can associate pairs with rows so that the
empirical distribution is close to Bernoulliq (p)L × Uniform(Fq ) up to an additive factors that are o(1)
as n → ∞. After adjusting parameters, this has a negligible effect on the analysis and final result.
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We now show how to use Proposition 12 and Lemma 13 to prove Theorem 10.
def

h (p)

q
Proof of Theorem 10. Let Lp,q,δ/2 be as in Lemma 13 and choose εp,q,δ = Lp,q,δ/2
+1 .
j
k
hq (p)
Fix ε < εp,q,δ . Let L =
− δ . Let τ be as in Definition 11 with this choice of
ε


hq (p)
L. By Lemma 13, as L ≥ Lp,q,δ/2 , τ is not hq (p) + L+δ/2
-implicitly rare. Thus, as

h (p)

h (p)

q
q
< L+δ/2
ε ≤ L+δ
, there is some constant cp,q,ε > 0 so that τ is not (hq (p) + ε + cp,q,ε )implicitly rare.
Then Theorem 5 with η = cp,q,ε tells us that, for n sufficiently large, a random linear
code of rate 1 − (hq (p) + ε + cp,q,ε ) + cp,q,ε = 1 − hq (p) − ε contains L codewords given by
some matrix M ∈ Mn,τ with probability at least 1 − q −Ωp,q,ε (n) .
Finally, Proposition 12 implies that C is not (p, L)-list-decodable. Our choice of L proves
the theorem.
J
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Upper bounds for average-radius list-decoding over F2

In this section we prove the following theorem. Recall that we abbreviate h(p) = h2 (p).
I Theorem 14. Let n ∈ N. Let p ∈ (0, 12 ) and R = 1 − h(p) − ε, where 0 < ε < 1 − h(p).
n
Let L = b h(p)
ε + 2c. Then, a random linear code C ≤ F2 of rate R is (p, L)-average-radius
−Ωp,ε (n)
list-decodable with probability 1 − 2
.
Recall from the introduction that, following the techniques in [16] and [34], we imagine
sampling independent and uniform vectors b1 , . . . , bk and constructing the “intermediate”
random linear codes Ci = span{b1 , . . . , bi }. A potential function based argument is used to
show that, with high probability, each of these intermediate codes is indeed (p, L)-averageradius list-decodable; in particular, this is true for Ck .
Before discussing our potential function, we first briefly review the techniques of [16] and
[34]; in particular, we describe the potential function they use. First, for a code C and a
vector x ∈ Fn2 , we define
LC (x) := |{c ∈ C : δ(x, c) ≤ p}| .
In [16], the authors define
SC :=

1 X εnLC (x)
2
2n
n
x∈F2
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and observe that, for any b1 , . . . , bi ∈ Fn2 ,


SCi +{0,bi+1 } = SC2i ,
E
bi+1 ∼Fn
2

where we recall Ci = span{b1 , . . . , bi }.11 That is, the potential function squares in expectation,
so the probabilistic method guarantees that we can choose some bi+1 for which SCi+1 ≤ SC2i .
k
Thus, for some choice of b1 , . . . , bk , one has SCk ≤ (S{0} )2 .
In [34], the definition of SC is slightly modified:
SC :=

1 X εnL
C (x)
2 1+ε .
n
2
n
x∈F2

This little bit of extra room allows to show that, in fact, with high probability over the
choice of bi+1 , SCi +{0,bi+1 } ≤ SC2i . By a union bound, it follows that with high probability,
k
SCk ≤ (S{0} )2 .
In either case, to conclude the proof, one observes the bound12 S{0} ≤ 1 + 2−n(1−h(p)−ε)
and then uses
k

k

SCk ≤ (S{0} )2 ≤ (1 + 2−n(1−h(p)−ε) )2 ≤ exp 2k−n(1−h(p)−ε) ≤ O(1)
for k chosen as above.

A.1

Alterations for average-radius list-decoding

While this argument analyzes the (absolute-radius) list-decodability of random linear codes
very effectively, it is not immediately clear how to generalize the argument to study averageradius list-decodability. We now introduce the additional ideas we need to derive Theorem 14.
We will fix a threshold parameter λ ∈ (p, 21 ) for which h(λ) < 1 − R = h(p) + ε, to be
determined later, and define
def

η = 1 − R − h(λ).
We define the function MR,λ : [0, 1] → R by
(
1 − R − h(γ) if γ < λ
MR,λ (γ) :=
.
0
if γ ≥ λ
I Remark 15. One can think of this quantity as a sort of “normalized entropy change” up to
the threshold λ. Recalling that 1 − R = h(p) + ε, if γ < λ, then
 n

1
|B (p)|
MR,λ (γ) ≈ (h(p) − h(λ)) ≈ log
,
n
|B n (γ)|
where B n (p) denotes the Hamming ball in Fn2 of radius p. Hence, MR,λ (γ) is something like
a normalized “surprise” an observer would experience if they are expecting a random vector
of weight ≤ p and see a vector of weight ≤ γ.
Here and throughout, for two subsets A, B ⊆ Fn
2 , we denote A + B = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B. Thus,
Ci + {0, bi+1 } = Ci+1 .
ε
12
Actually, for the potential function in [34], one has S{0} ≤ 1 + 2−n(1−h(p)− 1+ε ) , but this difference does
not matter for the conclusion.
11
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For a linear code C ≤ Fn2 and x ∈ Fn2 we define
X
LC,R,λ (x) :=
MR,λ (δ(x, y)).
y∈C

This is intuitively the “smoothed-out” list-size of x, where nearby codewords are weighted
more heavily than far away codewords, and the weighting is given by the “entropy change”
implied by the distance from x to y.
Next, we define
AC,R,λ (x) := 2

nLC,R,λ (x)
1+η

and SC,R,λ :=

1 X
AC,R,λ (x).
2n
n
x∈F2

The quantity SC,R,λ is the potential function we analyze.

A.2

Proof of Theorem 14

In this subsection we prove Theorem 14. The quantities R and λ (and hence η = 1 − R − h(λ))
will be fixed throughout – although the precise value of λ will be determined later – and so
we will suppress their dependence and simply write M (x), LC (x), AC (x) and SC .
First, we observe that the following analog of [34, Lemma 3.2] holds. The proof is a
simple adaptation of theirs (which in turn follows [16]).
I Lemma 16. For all C ≤ Fn2 and b ∈ Fn2 ,
LC+{0,b} (x) ≤ LC (x) + LC (x + b),

(2)

AC+{0,b} (x) ≤ AC (x) · AC (x + b).

(3)

Moreover, equality holds if and only if b ∈
/ C.
Next, we bound S{0} . We have
bλnc

S{0} ≤ 1 + 2−n

X
x∈Fn
2
wt(x)≤λ

2

n·(1−R−h(wt(x)))
1+η

≤1+

X

−n 1−h(i/n)−

2

h(λ)+η−h(i/n)
1+η



.

i=0

As this sum is dominated by its last term, we deduce
η 
−n 1−h(λ)− 1+η
S{0} ≤ 1 + (λn)2
.

(4)

From here, we can combine Lemma 16 and (4) to deduce
I Lemma 17. Let p ∈ (0, 12 ) and R = 1 − h(p) − ε for 0 < ε < 1 − h(p). Let CRn ≤ Fn2 be a
random linear code of rate R. Then SCRn ≤ 2 with probability at least 1 − exp (−Ωη (n)).
The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to that of [34, Lemma 3.3]. One only
needs to be careful about the growth rate of SC . In particular, this proof crucially uses
that η is positive. We again choose vectors b1 , . . . , bRn independently and uniformly at
random. If Ci = span{b1 , . . . , bi }, we need “in expectation” that SCi ≤ 1 + 2−Ω(n) for all i
for the error bounds to succeed. As we expect the o(1) term to roughly double, we need
η
2Rn · (S(0) − 1) = 2−n(η− 1+η ) ≤ 2−Ωη (n) .
Thus, in order to conclude Theorem 14, we are simply required to demonstrate that SC ≤ 2
implies that C is (p, L)-average-radius list-decodable: this is the crux of our contribution.
The main lemma we require is the following.
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I Lemma 18. Let C ≤ Fn2 be a linear code of rate R such that SC ≤ 2. Then, for all x ∈ Fn2
and D ⊆ C ∩ B(x, λ), it holds that
X

h(δ(x, y)) ≥ (|D| − 1 − η)(1 − R) −

y∈D

1+η
.
n

Proof. First, observe that for any x ∈ Fn2 ,
X
X
LC (x) ≥
((1 − R) − h(δ(x, y))) = |D|(1 − R) −
h(δ(x, y))
y∈D

log AC (x) ≥ n

so

y∈D

|D|(1 − R) −

P

y∈D h(δ(x, y))

1+η

.

(5)

Next, as δ(x, y) = δ(x + z, y + z) for any z ∈ Fn2 , we have, for any x ∈ Fn2 and c ∈ C, that
LC (x) = LC (x + c) and hence AC (x) = AC (x + c). Thus, maxx∈Fn2 AC (x) is attained at at
least |C| different values of x, so
SC =

1
1 X
AC (x) ≥ n · |C| · maxn AC (x) = 2−(1−R)n · maxn AC (x).
x∈F2
x∈F2
2n
2
n
x∈F2

Combining this with (5), we have, for any x ∈ Fn2 ,
1 ≥ log SC ≥ −(1 − R)n + log (AC (x))
P


|D|(1 − R) − y∈D h(δ(x, y))
≥ n · −(1 − R) +
1+η
P
(|D| − 1 − η)(1 − R) − y∈D h(δ(x, y))
=n·
.
1+η
J

Rearranging yields the lemma.
We may now conclude Theorem 14.
Proof of Theorem 14. Since L = b h(p)
ε + 2c >
enough so that for all sufficiently large n
L>

1+η
n

1−R+η+
ε−η

.

h(p)
ε

+1 =

1−R
ε ,

there exists η > 0 small

(6)

Thus, we define λ so that η (which we defined as η = 1 − R − h(λ)) satisfies (6). Let C be a
random linear code of rate R. Due to Lemma 17, the conclusion of Lemma 18, holds with
probability 1 − 2−Ωη (n) for C. It remains to show that, assuming n is sufficiently large, any
code C satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 18 is (p, L)-average-radius list-decodable.
Let x ∈ Fn2 and Λ ⊆ C such that |Λ| = L; our goal is to show that, for all such x and Λ,
1 X
δ(x, y) > p.
L

(7)

y∈Λ

Let
D = {y ∈ Λ : δ(x, y) ≤ λ}
and define
(
∗

h (α) =

h(α) if α ≤
1

if α >

1
2
1
2

.
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h∗ (δ(x, y)) ≥

X

h(δ(x, y)) + (L − |D|)h(λ)
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(8)

y∈D

y∈Λ

1+η
n
1+η
= (1 − R) · (L − 1) − η · (1 − R) − η · (L − |D|) −
n
1+η
≥ (1 − R) · (L − 1) − η · (L + 1) −
n
1+η
= (1 − R)L − (1 − R) − η · (L + 1) −
n
1+η
= Lh(p) − (1 − R) − (L + 1)η + Lε −
n
1+η
= Lh(p) − (1 − R + η) + L(ε − η) −
n
> Lh(p).
≥ (|D| − 1 − η)(1 − R) + (L − |D|)(1 − R − η) −

(9)

(10)

(11)

Here, Inequality (8) holds because h∗ (α) > h(λ) for all α > λ; Inequality (9) is the conclusion
of Lemma 18; Equality (10) follows from the fact that R = 1 − h(p) − ε; and Inequality (11)
follows from (6). Thus, we deduce
1 X ∗
h (δ(x, y)) > h(p).
L

(12)

y∈Λ

Since h∗ is concave,


X
1 X ∗
1
h∗ 
(δ(x, y)) ≥
h (δ(x, y)),
L
L
y∈Λ

y∈Λ

and so (7) follows from (12), the monotonicity of h∗ and the fact that h∗ (p) = h(p).

J
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Abstract
Yao’s XOR lemma states that for every function f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, if f has hardness 2/3 for
P/poly (meaning that for every circuit C in P/poly, Pr[C(X) = f (X)] ≤ 2/3 on a uniform input
X), then the task of computing f (X1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ f (Xt ) for sufficiently large t has hardness 12 +  for
P/poly.
1
Known proofs of this lemma cannot achieve  = kω(1)
, and even for  = k1 , we do not
0
know how to replace P/poly by AC [parity] (the class of constant depth circuits with the gates
{and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in).
Recently, Grinberg, Shaltiel and Viola (FOCS 2018) (building on a sequence of earlier works)
showed that these limitations cannot be circumvented by black-box reductions. Namely, by reductions
Red(·) that given oracle access to a function D that violates the conclusion of Yao’s XOR lemma,
implement a circuit that violates the assumption of Yao’s XOR lemma.
There are a few known reductions in the related literature on worst-case to average case
reductions that are non-black box. Specifically, the reductions of Gutfreund, Shaltiel and Ta Shma
(Computational Complexity 2007) and Hirahara (FOCS 2018)) are “class reductions” that are only
guaranteed to succeed when given oracle access to an oracle D from some efficient class of algorithms.
These works seem to circumvent some black-box impossibility results.
In this paper we extend the previous limitations of Grinberg, Shaltiel and Viola to class reductions,
giving evidence that class reductions cannot yield the desired improvements in Yao’s XOR lemma.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first limitation on reductions for hardness amplification
that applies to class reductions.
Our technique imitates the previous lower bounds for black-box reductions, replacing the
inefficient oracle used in that proof, with an efficient one that is based on limited independence, and
developing tools to deal with the technical difficulties that arise following this replacement.
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Introduction

Yao’s XOR Lemma is a fundamental and celebrated result in complexity theory, that is
extensively studied (from various aspects) and has found many applications. See [9] for a
survey article.
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Is It Possible to Improve Yao’s XOR Lemma Using Class Reductions?

I Definition 1 (The XOR function). Given a f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, and a number t, we define
f ⊕t : {0, 1}t·k → {0, 1}, as follows: Given y ∈ {0, 1}t·k , we view y as (y1 , . . . , yt ) ∈ ({0, 1}k )t ,
and define:
f ⊕t (y) = f (y1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ f (yt )
Let Uk denote the uniform distribution on k bit strings. Loosely speaking, Yao’s XOR
lemma says that if a function f is “mildly hard one average” on input X ← Uk , then as t
increases, computing f ⊕t on input Y ← Utk , becomes “very hard on average”.
I Lemma 2 (Yao’s XOR lemma, for poly-size circuits). For every f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, and
t ≤ poly(k) such that t = ω(log k):
If, for every poly(k) size circuit C, PrX←Uk [C(X) = f (X)] < 23 ,
Then, for every constant c, and every poly(k) size circuit D, PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] <
1 1
1
2 + kc .
One weakness of Yao’s XOR lemma, is that it cannot be used to conclude a statement in
1
which the “hardness on average” 12 + k1c is replaced by 12 + kω(1)
. This holds, even if the
number of repetitions t is increased from slightly larger than log k (as is the case in Lemma
2) to the maximal choice of t = poly(k). Specifically, the following question is wide open:
I Open problem 3 (Yao’s XOR lemma for subpolynomial error?). Is it true that for every
f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, taking t = ω(log k) (or even the maximal choice of t = poly(k)) it holds
that:
If, for every poly(k) size circuit C, PrX←Uk [C(X) = f (X)] < 23 ,
1
,
Then, for every poly(k) size circuit D, PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] < 12 + kω(1)
Another weakness of Yao’s XOR Lemma is that known proofs fail to prove Yao’s XOR
lemma when replacing P/poly with many interesting constant depth circuit classes. An
especially frustrating case is the class AC0 [parity] of poly-size constant depth circuits
over the gates {and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in. There are known lower bounds
showing explicit functions that have hardness 23 for AC0 [parity] (or even 12 − o(1) hardness
Ω(1/d)
for circuits of depth d and size 2k
[25, 28]) but lower bounds with hardness 12 − k1 are
unknown. This is a twenty five year old barrier that prevents us from “using the hybrid
argument” when constructing pseudorandom generators for AC0 [parity] (and related classes).
This barrier limits the best known pseudorandom generators for AC0 [parity] (and related
classes) [6] to very poor seeds (See [6] for a discussion of this limitation). Specifically, the
following question is wide open:
I Open problem 4 (Yao’s XOR lemma for constant depth circuits?). Let G be the set of gates
{and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in. Is it true that for every f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1},
taking t = ω(log k) (or even the maximal choice of t = poly(k)) it holds that:
If, for every poly(k) size, constant-depth circuit C with gates in G, PrX←Uk [C(X) =
f (X)] < 32 ,
Then, for every poly(k) size, constant-depth circuit D, with gates in G, PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) =
f ⊕t (Y )] < 12 + k1 ,
1

Naturally, in order to make this asymptotic statement precise, one needs to consider an infinite sequence
of functions {fk } with growing input length (so that terms like “poly-size”, “ω(log k)”, and “constant”
are well defined). We allow ourselves to be imprecise, as a more general, and quantitatively precise
statement of Yao’s XOR lemma is given below in Lemma 5.
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Proofs of Yao’s Lemma as (nonuniform) black-box reductions

Before discussing the best known proofs of Yao’s XOR Lemma, let us state the lemma more
precisely, in a more general and quantitative form. The next formulation is achieved using
Impagliazzo’s proof of Yao’s XOR lemma [18, 9] together with the quantitative improvement
of Klivans and Servedio [21] of Impagliazzo’s hard-core lemma [18].
I Lemma 5 (Yao’s XOR lemma, General version). There exist a constant c, and a polynomial
p, such that for every f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, every , δ > 0, and every t ≥ c · log(1/)
, setting
δ
log(1/δ)
q = c · 2 , we have that:
If, for every circuit C of size s ≥ p(t, k, q), PrX←Uk [C(X) = f (X)] < 1 − δ,
Then, for every circuit D of size s0 = qs , PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] < 12 + .
The special case of Lemma 2 is obtained by taking s to be a polynomial in k, and δ = 13 .
In order to reduce the number of live parameters, we recommend that the reader focuses
on these choices on a first reading. We point out that s0 (which is the size of D) is smaller
by a factor of q = Ω( 12 ), than s (which is the size of C). This implies that s0 ≤ O(2 · s),
implying that  ≥ Ω( √1s ), and it is impossible to get  < 1s with current proofs. (This is a
more quantitative way to state the phenomenon in open problem 3).
All known proofs of Yao’s XOR lemma work by reduction. That is, the proof shows a
reduction that transforms a circuit D such that PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] ≥ 12 + , into
a circuit C such that PrX←Uk [C(X) = f (X)] ≥ 1 − δ. All known proofs are “nonuniform
black-box reductions”, meaning that they provide a reduction (namely an oracle circuit
Red(·) (x, α) where x is an input, and α is an “advice string”) and the circuit C is obtained
by C(x) = RedD (x, α) where α is an “nonuniform advice string” that may depend on f and
D.2 This is made precise in the next definition.
I Definition 6 (Nonuniform black-box reduction for Yao’s XOR lemma). Let , δ > 0, and let
k, t, a be integers. A ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ) black-box reduction for Yao’s XOR lemma (with input
length k, t repetitions and advice length a) is an oracle circuit Red(·) (x, α), where x ∈ {0, 1}k
and α ∈ {0, 1}a , such that for every f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, the following holds:
For every function D : {0, 1}tk → {0, 1}, such that PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] ≥ 21 + ,
there exists α ∈ {0, 1}a , such that PrX←Uk [RedD (X, α) = f (X)] ≥ 1 − δ.
The version of Yao’s XOR lemma stated in Lemma 5, follows by showing the following
reduction:
I Lemma 7 (Known black-box reductions for Yao’s XOR lemma). There exist a constant c,
and a polynomial p, such that for every integer k, every , δ > 0 such that 1 − δ > 12 + , and
every t ≥ c · log(1/)
, there is a ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ) black-box reduction Red(·) (x, α) for Yao’s
δ
XOR lemma with input length k, t repetitions, and advice length a such that:
R makes at most q = c · log(1/δ)
queries to its oracle.
2
R is an oracle circuit of size r = p(t, k, q), (and in particular, a ≤ r).
R is an oracle circuit of constant depth d over the gates {and,or,not} of unbounded
fan-in and also uses one majority gate with fan-in q.

2

There is a formal connection between “black box hardness amplification” and list-decodable error
correcting code [29], see for example the discussion in [27, 10]. Using this connection, it is known that
black-box reductions for Yao’s XOR lemma, must be nonuniform and use an advice string if 1 − δ > 21 + 
and  < 14 .
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In order to understand the limitations that prevent known proofs from solving the
aforementioned open problems, it is instructive to see how Lemma 5 follows from Lemma 7.
Specifically, assume (for contradiction) that Lemma 5 does not hold and let D be a circuit of
size s0 that is violating the conclusion. By Lemma 7, there exists α ∈ {0, 1}a , such that the
circuit C(x) = RedD (x, α) computes f (X) with success 1 − δ on X ← Uk . The size of C is
bounded by s = r + a + q · s0 ≥ q · s0 , and the obtained circuit C has depth at least d, and
needs to compute majority on q bits. Summing up:
The number of queries q made by the reduction is a lower bound on ss0 , meaning that
s0 ≤ qs and as the known reductions have q ≥ 12 we cannot expect  < √1s , and cannot
solve open problem 3.
The fact that the best known reductions requires a majority gate on q ≥ 1 inputs, means
that we need to assume hardness against a class that can perform this computation.
For  = 1/k, Razborov’s lower bound [25] (see also [24]) shows that for every depth d0 ,
Ω(1/d0 )
majority on k bits, cannot be computed by circuits of depth d0 and size 2k
over
the gates {and,or,not,parity}, explaining why current reductions cannot solve open
problem 4.

Limitations on black-box reductions
A sequence of works [32, 27, 12, 3, 2] culminating in [10], shows that known black-box
reductions for Yao’s XOR lemma must suffer from the limitations above: They require
q = Ω( log(1/δ)
) queries, and require computing majority on input length Ω( 1 ).3
2

1.2

Class reductions

On a closer examination, black-box reductions seem to be an overkill for the task of proving
Yao’s XOR lemma. For proving Yao’s XOR lemma, we don’t need Red(·) to succeed given
oracle access to every function D such that PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] ≥ 12 + . It is sufficient
that Red succeeds only given oracle access to functions D that are efficiently computable and
belong to the class D of circuits with size s0 (if we’re in the setup of open problem 3) and
size s0 with constant depth (if we’re in the setup of open problem 4).
This motivates a notion of class reduction (suggested for example in [14]) in which
reductions are only required to succeed if given oracle access to a function D that belongs to
some class D of “efficient circuits”, and do not need to succeed when given oracle access to a
function D that does not belong to D. The definition of class D reduction below is identical
to definition 6 with the single exception (that is underlined for emphasis) being that we only
require the reduction to succeed when given oracle access to a function D from the class D.
I Definition 8 (Nonuniform class reduction for Yao’s XOR lemma). Let , δ > 0 and let k, t, a
be integers, and let D be some class of functions D : {0, 1}tk → {0, 1}. A ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ)
class D reduction for Yao’s XOR lemma (with input length k, t repetitions and advice length
a) is an oracle circuit Red(·) (x, α), where x ∈ {0, 1}k and α ∈ {0, 1}a , such that for every
f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, the following holds:
For every function D : {0, 1}tk → {0, 1} in the class D, such that PrY ←Utk [D(Y ) =
f ⊕t (Y )] ≥ 12 + ,
there exists α ∈ {0, 1}a , such that PrX←Uk [RedD (X, α) = f (X)] ≥ 1 − δ.

3

More formally, saying that Red(·) “requires computing majority on input length Ω(1/)” means that
every such reduction Red(·) can be transformed into a circuit (with no oracle) of roughly the same size
and depth as Red(·) for computing the majority function on inputs of length Ω( 1 ).
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Note that a black-box reduction is a special case of a class reduction where D is the class
of all boolean functions on tk bits. This raises the following questions:
1. Are there reductions in the literature that are class reductions but not black-box reductions?
2. Can class reductions circumvent the limitations on black-box reductions and solve open
problem 3 or open problem 4?
The answer to the first question is affirmative in the sense that there are at least two
examples that we are aware of, where a worst-case to average case amplification is proven
by a reduction that is not black-box. Furthermore, in both cases, the reduction is a class
reduction, and there is strong evidence that it cannot be made black-box.
The first example is a worst-case hardness to average case hardness tradeoff for SAT
(with respect to a distribution sampled in quasipolynomial time) by Shaltiel, Gutfreund
and Ta-Shma [13] (see also a related work [4, 11, 14]). The correctness of the reduction
of [13] relies on the efficiency of the oracle and the term “class reduction” was suggested
by Gutfreund and Ta-Shma [14]. It was also argued in [14] that limitations on black-box
reductions proven by Bogdanov and Trevisan [5] can be extended to the scenario studied in
[13], and show that if the class reduction of [13] (which is non-adaptive) could be made also
black-box, then co-NP has nondeterministic circuits of quasipolynomial size.
Another example is Hirahara’s recent worst-case to average case reductions for variants
of MCSP and MINKT [17]. These reductions are non-black-box, in the sense that their
correctness relies on the efficiency of their oracle. The aforementioned work of Bogdanov and
Trevisan [5] shows that if these reductions can be made black-box, then these problems are
in co-NP/poly, which is not known, and is false, if these problems are NP-complete. See [17]
for an elaborate discussion of consequences of the existence of such black-box reductions.

1.3

Our results: limitations on class reductions for Yao’s XOR lemma

In this paper we give evidence that the answer to the second question above is negative.
We extend the aforementioned limitations of [10] on black-box reductions for Yao’s XOR
lemma to class reductions for any D of that contains circuits that have polynomial size and
constant depth over the gates {and,or,not,parity} with unbounded fan-in. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first example of proving limitations on class reductions in this
setup. Our results are stated formally in the next theorem.4
I Theorem 9 (Limitations on class reductions for Yao’s XOR lemma). There exist constants
δ0 > 0, ν > 0, d0 > 1 and a polynomial p such that: Let Red(·) (x, α) be a ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ)
class D reduction for Yao’s XOR lemma, with input length k, t repetitions and advice length
a. Assume that:
Red(·) is a size r oracle circuit, that makes at most q queries.
The class D contains circuits of size p(r) and depth d0 over the gates {and,or,not,parity}
of unbounded fan-in.
t, a, 1 , 1δ ≤ r ≤ 2ν·k and δ ≤ δ0 .
Then the following holds:

4

We remark that any circuit of size r over the gates {and,or,not,parity} with unbounded fan-in,
cannot use fan-in larger than r, and therefore can be simulated by a circuit of size O(r2 ) over the
standard gates {and,or,not} with bounded fan-in. This allows us to state our results in a way that
captures both circuits of small depth (using gates with unbounded fan-in) and circuits that use the
standard gates with bounded fan-in.
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Red(·) requires many queries, specifically: q = Ω( log(1/δ)
).
2
Red(·) requires majority, specifically: if in addition to the size restriction on Red, we also
have that Red(·) is an oracle circuit of depth d over a set of gates G that contains the
gates {and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in, then the majority function over Ω( 1 )
bits can be computed by a circuit of size poly(r) and depth O(d) over the set of gates G.

What kind of reductions are ruled out by this result?
Theorem 9 achieves exactly the same limitations on class reductions for Yao’s XOR lemma as
the limitations of [10] for black-box reductions. This is achieved for any class D that contains
small circuits with constant depth over the gates {and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in,
which is exactly the classes that come up if one wants to use class reductions to solve open
problems 3 and 4. This shows that a class reduction cannot circumvent the known limitations
on black-box reductions, and additional ideas are needed for solving open problems 3 and 4.
1
More specifically, for the purpose of solving open problem 3 one wants a ( 12 + kω(1)
) → 23
(·)
class D reduction Red for Yao’s XOR lemma, of size poly(k), for the class D of all circuits
of size poly(k). This is ruled out by our lower bound on the number of queries. For the
purpose of solving open problem 4 one wants a ( 12 + k1 ) → 23 class D reduction for Yao’s XOR
lemma, of size poly(k) and constant depth over the gates G = {and,or,not,parity}, for
the class D of all circuits of size poly(k) and constant depth over the gates G. This is ruled
out by our results that Red(·) requires majority on inputs of length Ω(k), and Razborov’s
Ω(1/d)
lower bound [25] showing that this cannot be done by circuits of depth d0 and size 2k
.
A potential weakness of our impossibility results, is that they require that the class D has
circuits of size larger than the reduction (although it is allowed that D contains only circuits
of smaller depth than the reduction). This allows a scenario in which for every polynomial p1 ,
1
there exists a larger polynomial p2 such that there is a ( 12 + kω(1)
) → 32 class Dp1 reduction
Redp1 of size p2 (k) for the class Dp1 of circuits of size p1 (k) (but not for the class of circuits
of size p(p2 (k)) where p is the polynomial in Theorem 9). This is sufficient for solving open
problem 3 and is not ruled out by our impossibility results.
An optimistic view is that this may point us to the kind of reductions we need to
design, in order to solve the aforementioned open problems. We remark however that the
aforementioned reduction by Hirahara [17] does not need to assume that the oracle is weaker
than the reduction. (The reduction of [13] involves a more complicated scenario where there
is also a third entity which is the samplable distribution, and so, it is arguable whether the
reduction is more powerful than the oracle).
Theorem 9 is weaker than the results of [10] in the sense that the limitations of [10] apply
not only to Yao’s XOR lemma, but to any hardness amplification technique. More precisely,
in the results of [10] one can replace f ⊕t by any other function f 0 over n = 2o(k) bits, with
the same limitations. Our approach cannot give such a general result, but can be extended
as follows:

Extension to any efficient hardness amplification construction
Our results immediately extend to any function f 0 over n = 2o(k) bits such that f 0 can
be efficiently computed given access to f . More precisely, in Theorem 9 one can replace
occurrences of the parameter t by n, and the theorem extends to any function f 0 such
that there exists an oracle circuit Con(·) of size poly(r), and constant depth over the gates
{and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in, such that f 0 = Conf . Moreover, if we omit the
restriction that Con(·) has constant depth, then the theorem holds with respect to any class
D that contains circuits of size p(r).
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Extension to hardness amplification based on sufficiently explicit linear codes
Using ideas from [32], our results also extend to the case of δ = 2−2k (which captures
worst-case to average case hardness amplification) for functions f 0 over n = 2o(k) bits, such
that:
X
f 0 (y) =
f (x) · g(x, y),
x∈{0,1}k

where the sum is taken in the field F2 , and g : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} can be computed
by circuits of size poly(r) and depth d over the set G of gates.
This definition of f 0 corresponds to “hardness amplification by a linear map”. More
specifically, we can view g as a matrix A of order 2k × 2n over F2 by Ax,y = g(x, y), and view
the truth tables of the functions f, f 0 as vectors over F2 of dimension 2k , 2n , respectively. In
this interpretation, the definition of f 0 above, says that f 0 = f · A, for a matrix A in which
the entry Ax,y can be efficiently computed given x, y.
Many worst-case to average-case hardness amplification results in the literature choose f 0
so that the truth table f 0 is obtained by applying an error correcting code on the truth table
of f . (It was observed in [29] that there is a formal connection between black-box reductions
for hardness amplification, and list-decodable error correcting codes, see for example [10] for
a discussion). Typical choices of this error correcting code are linear codes (most commonly
Reed-Muller concatenated with Hadamard) and our results apply to this scenario, with the
r
weaker conclusion that q = Ω( log
2 ), and the same conclusion for the case of majority.

Perspective
Limitations for black-box reductions are extensively studied in various settings in complexity
theory and cryptography. In order to prove impossibility results on black-box reduction, it is
sufficient to show the existence of an oracle D (that does not need to be efficient) on which
the reduction cannot succeed.
Many impossibility results and limitations in the literature strongly utilize the ability to
choose an oracle D that is not efficient. One notable example is the aforementioned results
of Bogdanov and Trevisan [5] (that build on earlier work of Feigenbaum and Fortnow [7]).
Indeed, this is why these limitations do not apply to class reductions like the aforementioned
results [13, 17].
This work puts an emphasis on whether or not the oracle D that one designs when showing
a black-box impossibility result, can be made efficient, and demonstrates that achieving this,
has the additional benefit of also ruling out class reductions.

1.4

Some more related work

It is beyond the scope of this paper to survey the vast literature on Yao’s XOR lemma and
hardness amplification. The reader is referred to [9] for a survey on Yao’s XOR lemma, and
to [32, 27, 10] for detailed discussions on the more general problem hardness amplification.
A significant advantage of Yao’s XOR lemma (over some other suggested methods of
hardness amplification) is that the “construction” f 0 = f ⊕t can be computed very efficiently,
when given oracle access to f . A line of work (that is orthogonal to studying the complexity of
reductions for hardness amplification) is interested in the complexity of constructions yielding
hardness amplification. This line of work is mostly interested in starting from worst-case
hard functions (which correspond to δ < 2−k ) and aims to design (or prove impossibility
results for) efficient constructions Con(·) for which one can prove that if f has hardness 1 − δ,
then f 0 = Conf has hardness 12 + . (See e.g., [30, 31, 23, 15] for further discussion).
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In this orthogonal line of work, there are examples of constructions which are non-blackbox, and utilize specific properties of the function f (for example that f ∈ NP or that f is a
low degree polynomial). This is a different form of “non-black-box” than the one studied in
this paper, and it is interesting to combine the two orthogonal directions.
There is a large body of work on proving black-box impossibility results in cryptography.
This study was initiated by Impagliazzo and Rufich [19] and is concerned both with issues
that are related to black-box constructions and to black-box reductions. See for example the
discussion in Reingold, Trevisan and Vadhan [26] for a taxonomy of various notions.

2

Technique and a road map for proof

Our results are obtained by carefully examining the argument of the black-box impossibility
result of [10], replacing the inefficient oracle with an efficient one, and handling the technical
difficulties arising from this modification.
In this section we survey our technique, and give a roadmap of the proof of Theorem 9.
We assume the setup of Theorem 9. Specifically, let Red(·) (x, α) be a ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ) class
D reduction for Yao’s XOR lemma, with input length k, t repetitions and advice length a,
which satisfies the requirements of the theorem. Let r be the size of Red and let d (which is
not necessarily a constant) be the depth of Red. Our goal is to show that Red(·) requires
many queries, and that Red(·) requires majority.
Let f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} be some function that we choose later, and let n = tk be the
input length of f ⊕t . We start by surveying the approach of of the previous papers (which
only handle black-box reductions rather than class reductions).

2.1

The approach of [32, 27]

We first introduce the following notation.
I Definition 10 (Random sequences/functions). For a number 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, and an integer q, we define a distribution Noiseqp over {0, 1}q which consists of q i.i.d. bit variables
Noiseqp (1), . . . , Noisepq (q) where each of them has probability p to be one. This notation also
allows us to view Noiseqp as a distribution over functions from [q] to {0, 1}.
Following [32, 27] (and as done in later works [12, 10]) our plan is to show that a
( 12 + ) → (1 − δ) reduction Red(·) (x, α) that makes q queries, can be transformed into a
(distribution) over circuits T : {0, 1}q → {0, 1} with no oracle (that have roughly the same
size and depth as Red) that distinguishes Noiseq1/2−2 from Noiseq1/2 . We will prove the
following lemma (which we call the “zoom lemma”).
I Lemma 11 (Zoom lemma). Under the assumption of Theorem 9, for every x ∈ {0, 1}k ,
there exists a circuit Tx over q bits, with size poly(r) and depth O(d) over the set of gates G,
such that:
PrX←Uk [TX (Noiseq1/2−2 ) = 1] ≥ 1 − 2δ.
1
PrX←Uk [TX (Noiseq1/2 ) = 1] ≤ 12 + 200
.
Shaltiel and Viola [27] (see also [22]) showed that Theorem 9 follows from Lemma 11.
This is formally stated and explained in Section A.5

5

On an intuitive level, the connection between the consequence of the zoom lemma and the consequence
of Theorem 9 is that the “best way” to distinguish Noiseq1/2−2 from Noiseq1/2 is to check whether the
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In the remainder of this section, we prove Lemma 11 modulo some other lemmas and
claims, that are stated in this section, and proven in later sections of the paper.

2.2

The oracle used for black-box reductions

Lemmas that are similar to the zoom lemma are at the heart of earlier results [27, 12, 10]
on black-box reductions, and we would like to imitate the argument working with class
reductions. Let us start by explaining the oracle used in previous works.
Specifically, let us set N = 2n and identify the set [N ] with the set {0, 1}n (so that we
N
n
can think of NoiseN
p as a function Noisep : {0, 1} → {0, 1}). We consider the following two
n
(distributions over) oracles D : {0, 1} → {0, 1}.
D1/2−2 (y) = f ⊕t (y) ⊕ NoiseN
1/2−2 (y)
N
⊕t
D1/2 (y) = f (y) ⊕ Noise1/2 (y).
I Definition 12. We say that a function D : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is useful, if there exists an
α ∈ {0, 1}a such that PrX←Uk [RedD (X, α) = f ⊕t (X)] ≥ 1 − δ.
In the oracle D1/2 , the noise NoiseN
1/2 (y) is uniform and completely masks out the
information in f ⊕t (y). Intuitively, this means that the oracle D1/2 isn’t useful for the
reduction. On the other hand, a Chernoff bound shows that w.h.p. over choosing h ←
1
n
NoiseN
1/2−2 , we have that | {y ∈ {0, 1} : h(y) = 1} | ≤ ( 2 − ) · N . This gives that w.h.p.
over choosing D ← D1/2−2 , we have that PrY ←Un [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] ≥ 12 + .
If Red is a ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ) black-box reduction, then by definition, this implies that
every such good D is useful. The proof of [32, 27] then proceeds to transform a black-box
reduction Red into the circuits Tx required from Lemma 11. We will elaborate on this
argument shortly.
Our plan is to imitate this argument when Red is not necessarily a black-box reduction,
and is only guaranteed to be a class reduction. Using this weaker assumption, we are not
guaranteed that w.h.p. D ← D1/2−2 is useful. This is because we are not guaranteed that
w.h.p. D ← D1/2−2 belongs to the class D, and the reduction does not need to succeed if
D 6∈ D.

2.3

Using limited independence to obtain efficient oracles

We would like to make the oracle D1/2−2 efficiently computable by small circuits, so that it
belongs to D. This presents two difficulties:
1. f ⊕t is harder to compute than f (and f is assumed to be hard).
2. NoiseN
1/2−2 is a random function, and w.h.p. requires circuits of exponential size.
In order to circumvent the first problem we use an idea from [32] and will choose the function
f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} in the following way:
I Lemma 13. There exist constants c1 such that for every constant c2 , there exists a function
f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} such that:
1
For every circuit B : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} of size rc2 , PrX←Uk [B(X) = f (X)] ≤ 21 + 200
.
c1 ·c2
f can be computed by a DNF of size r
.
fraction of ones is below or above 12 − . This is similar in spirit to majority over inputs of length Ω(1/),
and it can be shown that majority on length Ω(1/) can be reduced to this task. A Chernoff bound
shows that q = O( log(1/δ)
) is sufficient to distinguish between the two distributions with confidence
2
1 − δ, and it can be shown that such a confidence requires q = Ω( log(1/δ)
).
2
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Proof. By a standard counting argument, there exists a constant c1 such that for every
constant c2 , setting m = c1 · c2 · log r, there exists a function g : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} such that
1
for every circuit B of size 2m/c1 = rc2 , PrX←Um [B(X) = g(X)] ≤ 12 + 200
. By choosing
ν > 0 to be sufficiently small as a function of c2 , we can get that m ≤ k. The function
f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} is the function that given x ∈ {0, 1}k applies g on the first m bits
of x.
J
We choose f by the lemma, where c2 is a constant that we choose later. With this choice we
have that:
I Corollary 14. The function f ⊕t can be computed by circuits of size poly(r) and constant
depth over the gates {and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in.
I Remark 15 (Replacing f ⊕t by a different target function f 0 ). Corollary 14 is the only place
in the proof where we use specific properties of f ⊕t . The corollary holds for every function
f 0 : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} for which there exists an oracle circuit Con(·) of size poly(r) and constant
depth over the gates {and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in, such that f 0 = Conf . This
means that our results hold for every such function f 0 . Furthermore, if Con does not have
constant depth, then Corollary 14 gives a size bound on f 0 , and this is sufficient to show the
lower bound on number of queries with respect to the class D of circuits of size p(r).
Corollary 14 takes care of the first difficulty above. It says that f ⊕t can be computed by
circuits in the class D. We would like to replace NoiseN
1/2−2 by a (distribution) over efficient
N
circuits in D. Our approach is to replace Noise1/2−2 (which consists of N independent bits)
by a distribution which is `-wise independent, for ` = poly(r).
I Definition 16 (`-wise independence with bias p). A sequence R1 , . . . , RN of bit random
variables is `-wise independent with bias p, if R1 , . . . , RN are `-wise independent, and for
every i ∈ [N ], Pr[Ri = 1] = p.
We will rely on the following theorem by Gutfreund and Viola [16] (which is usually stated
for p = 12 but immediately extends to every rational p = ab as stated below:)
I Theorem 17 ([16]). Let N = 2n . For every integers ` ≤ N and a ≤ b, setting p = ab ,
there exists a distribution Hp` over circuits h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} of size poly(n, `, b) and depth
O(1) (over the gates {and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in) such that the distribution
obtained by choosing h ← Hp` and considering (h(1), . . . , h(N )), is `-wise independent with
bias p.6
We will assume w.l.o.g. that 1 is an integer, and set ` = p0 (r) for a polynomial p0 that we
will specify later. We define the following two (distributions over) oracles D : {0, 1}n → {0, 1},
in which we replace the independent bits of NoiseN by `-wise independent bits:7
6

7

We remark that the result of Gutfreund and Viola [16] is significantly stronger. More specifically, for our
purposes it suffices that there is a family H of `-wise independent hash functions h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}b ,
such that every h can be computed by the type of circuits claimed above. The result of Gutfreund and
Viola gives a stronger bound on the size of H, and also shows that there is a uniform circuit that given
the “index of h” and an input x, computes h(x).
Replacing fully independent oracles by limited independence oracles, and arguing that black-box
procedures with few queries cannot tell the difference, is a common approach in proving black-box
impossibility results, originating from the work of Goldreich and Krawczyk [8]. It should be noted
that even when ignoring the issue of class reductions, and focusing on black-box reductions, we are
considering reductions which are nonuniform. Nonuniform reductions get an advice string α that
depends on the choice of the oracle. Loosely speaking, this may give them information about the “seed”
used to generate the limited independence oracle. This creates technical difficulties that do not occur
when reductions are uniform.
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`
`
(y) = f ⊕t (y) ⊕ H1/2−2
(y)
D1/2−2
`
⊕t
`
D1/2 (y) = f (y) ⊕ H1/2 (y).
`
We now have that every D in the support of D1/2−2
has size rc1 ·c2 + poly(n, `, 1/) which
can be bounded by p(r) for some polynomial p. Furthermore, each such D has constant depth
over the set of gates {and,or,not,parity}. This gives that every such D is sufficiently
efficient, and belongs to the class D.
This will allow us to imitate the argument for black box reductions. Specifically, by
`
Chebyshev’s inequality, with probability at least 1 − 212n ≥ 12 over choosing h ← H1/2−2
, we
1
n
have that | {y ∈ {0, 1} : h(y) = 1} | ≤ ( 2 − ) · N . This means that with probability at least
`
half over choosing D ← D1/2−2
, we have that PrY ←Un [D(Y ) = f ⊕t (Y )] ≥ 12 + . As Red is
a ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ) class D reduction, and every such good D belongs to D, we get that:

B Claim 18. Prh←H `

1/2−2

2.4

[(f ⊕t ⊕ h) is useful] ≥ 12 .

A more general fixed set lemma

We will now proceed in a similar manner to [27, 10]. Specifically, let Advice be a function that
given a useful D, produces an advice string α such that PrX←Uk [RedD (x, α) = f ⊕t (y)] ≥ 1−δ
(such an α exists by definition). For every α ∈ {0, 1}a , let Aα be the event
Aα = {h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} : (f ⊕t ⊕ h) is useful, and Advice(f ⊕t ⊕ h) = α} .
By averaging over the 2a advice strings we obtain that:
B Claim 19. There exists α0 ∈ {0, 1}a s.t. Prh←H `

1/2−2

[h ∈ Aα0 ] ≥

1
2

· 2−a = 2−(a+1) .

`
Let R = H1/2−2
and Z = (R|R ∈ Aα0 ), following [27, 10] we would like to argue that (in

some sense to be explained below) for every x ∈ {0, 1}k , Red(·) (x, α0 ) does not distinguish
between the oracle f ⊕t ⊕ Z (in which bits can be correlated in complicated ways) and the
oracle f ⊕t ⊕ R (in which bits are `-wise independent). Note that for every x ∈ {0, 1}k , and
⊕t
h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, we can think of Redf ⊕h (x, α0 ) as a decision tree (that depends on x)
that makes q queries to (the truth table of) h.
With this intuition in mind, we will prove the following lemma (which generalizes a “fixed
set lemma” proven in [10] for the special case where the random variables R1 , . . . , RN are
independent).
I Lemma 20 (A more general fixed set lemma). Let N, a and q be integers, and let R =
(R1 , . . . , RN ) be some distribution, let A ⊆ {0, 1}N be an event such that Pr[R ∈ A] ≥ 2−a ,
and let Z = (R|R ∈ A). For every η > 0, there exists a set B ⊆ [N ] of size b ≤ O(a · q/η),
and v ∈ {0, 1}B in the support of ZB , such that for R0 = (R|RB = v) and Z 0 = (Z|ZB =
v) = (R|RB = v, R ∈ A), and every q-query decision tree P , P (R0 ) and P (Z 0 ) are η-close.8
Loosely speaking, the proof works by showing that if there exists a q-query decision tree
that distinguishes R from Z, then by fixing the variables on some path of that tree, one
obtains a distribution R0 such that Pr[R0 ∈ A] ≥ Pr[R ∈ A] · (1 + η). We apply this argument
iteratively (using R0 as R) until there does not exist a q query decision tree that distinguishes

8

Two distributions X, Y over the same domain S are η-close if for every A ⊂ S, | Pr[X ∈ A] − Pr[Y ∈
A]| ≤ η.
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R from Z. In each iteration, Pr[R ∈ A] increases by a factor of 1 + η, and as this probability
cannot be larger than one, this process has to stop after O(a/η) steps. By then, we have fixed
no more than O(qa/η) of the variables. The full proof of Lemma 20 appears in Section 4.9
`
We now continue with the proof of Lemma 11. We apply Lemma 20 on R = H1/2−2
and the event A0α , using η = δ, and let Z, R0 , Z 0 , B, v and b be as in the lemma. It follows
⊕t
0
⊕t
0
that for every x ∈ {0, 1}k , the random variables Redf ⊕R (x, α0 ) and Redf ⊕Z (x, α0 ) are
δ-close. As this holds for every fixed x ∈ {0, 1}k , this also holds for an independently chosen
X ← Uk , and we obtain that:
Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕R0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] ≥ Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕Z 0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] − δ.

The support of Z 0 is contained in Aα0 , and so, for every h in the support of Z 0 , (f ⊕t ⊕ h) is
useful (with the advice string α0 ) and we get that:
Pr [Redf

⊕t

⊕Z 0

X←Uk

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] ≥ 1 − δ.

(1)

Combining this with the previous inequality, gives that:
Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕R0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] ≥ 1 − 2δ.

(2)

The advantage of (2) over (1) is that we have replaced Z 0 (in which the bits of Z 0 ([N ] \ B)
can be correlated in complicated ways) with R0 , where R0 ([N ] \ B) is (` − b)-wise independent.
This will allow us to relate this oracle to Noiseq1/2−2 and prove the zoom lemma.

2.5

Constructing the circuits for the zoom lemma

In order to construct the circuits required for the zoom lemma, we define the following oracle
circuit.
I Definition 21. We define an oracle circuit E (·) (x) as follows: On input x and oracle
h, E h (x) simulates Red(·) (x, α0 ). Whenever Red makes a query y to its oracle, R acts as
follows: if y 6∈ B, then R makes the query y to h, and returns f ⊕t (y) ⊕ h(y) to Red. If
y ∈ B, then R returns f ⊕t (y) ⊕ v(y) to Red. The output of R is the output of Red at the
end of this simulation.
With this definition, it is possible to show that:
I Lemma 22. By choosing the constant c2 and the polynomial p0 to be sufficiently large, we
get that: q
H
Pr[E 1/2−2 (X) = f (X)] ≥ 1 − 2δ.
Hq
1
Pr[E 1/2 (X) = f (X)] ≤ 12 + 200
.
k
For every x ∈ {0, 1} , there exists a circuit Tx : {0, 1}q → {0, 1} of size poly(r) and depth
q
O(d) over the gates G, such that for every 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, Tx (Noiseqp ) = E Hp (x).
We note that this lemma immediately implies Lemma 11. The proof of Lemma 22 appears in
Section 3, and is similar in spirit to earlier work [27, 12, 10]. It is in fact significantly simpler,
as in this paper, we have the additional advantage that f ⊕t has circuits of size poly(r) and
constant depth.
9

The proof of the fixed set lemma given in [10] also uses an iterative argument: It shows that the existence
of a q-query decision tree gives rise to a new distribution Z where the entropy of Z is increased. It is
then argued that the iterative process has to stop before (as the entropy of Z is upper bounded by N ).
This limits the earlier proofs to distributions R where Z = (R|R ∈ A) has very high entropy, which
isn’t the case for our choice of oracle.
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Organization of the paper
We prove Lemma 22 in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove the more general fixed set lemma
(that is Lemma 20). In Appendix A we state and survey the results of [27] showing that
the zoom lemma implies the main theorem. In Appendix B we explain how to extend the
argument to sufficiently explicit linear codes.

3

Proof of Lemma 22

In this section we prove Lemma 22. We start by proving the first item. Note that b = O(qa/δ)
is bounded by some polynomial in r. We are allowed to choose the polynomial p0 to be
sufficiently large so that ` = p0 (r) satisfies (` − b) ≥ q. This gives that the N − b coordinates
of R0 ([N ] \ B) are (` − b)-wise independent (because R0 was obtained by fixing b indices
of R which is `-wise independent). The fact that R0 ([N ] \ B) are q-wise independent, and
that E answers queries in B using v, gives that for every x ∈ {0, 1}k , the q queries made by
⊕t
0
Hq
E 1/2−2 (x) are distributed exactly like the queries of Redf ⊕R (x, α0 ), meaning that:
Pr[E

q
H1/2−2

(x) = f (x)] = Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕R0

(x, α0 ) = f (x)].

This immediately means that for an independent X ← Uk :
Pr[E

q
H1/2−2

(X) = f (X)] = Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕R0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)].

We have already seen in (2) that:
Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕R0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] ≥ 1 − 2δ,

and this gives the first item.
Hq
For the second item, we note that if E 1/2 makes a query y 6∈ B, then it obtains a
uniform coin, and the coins obtained on different queries are independent. Recall that on
queries y ∈ B, Eq answers the queries without consulting the oracle. This means that we
H
can simulate E 1/2 (x) by a randomized circuit C̄ that on input x, simulates E and answers
queries y 6∈ B by random coins. It follows that for every x ∈ {0, 1}k :
Pr[E

q
H1/2

(x) = f (x)] = Pr[C̄(x) = f (x)].

This immediately means that for an independent X ← Uk :
Pr[E

q
H1/2

(X) = f (X)] = Pr[C̄(X) = f (X)].

There exists some fixing for the random coins of C̄ such that the obtained (deterministic)
circuit C satisfies P r[C(X) = f (X)] ≥ Pr[C̄(X) = f (X)]. The circuit C is hardwired with
this choice of random coins, and with α0 , B, v, and f ⊕t (B). (A crucial observations is that
C does not need to compute f ⊕t for y 6∈ B). Overall, this is a circuit of size rc for some
constant c, and by choosing the constant c2 from to be a larger constant, and using Lemma
13, we have that:
Pr[E

q
H1/2

(X) = f (X)] ≤ Pr[C(X) = f (X)] ≤

1
1
+
.
2 200

This proves the second item.
For the third item, we note (once again) that for every p, and for every x ∈ {0, 1}k , the
q
distribution of the q answers that E Hp obtains from its oracle is distributed like Noiseqp . This
q
means that for every x, we can construct a circuit Tx that on input Noiseqp simulates E Hp (x),
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using its i’th input to answer the i’th query of E. The circuit Tx is hardwired with α0 , B
and v. Unlike the circuit C from the second item, Tx needs to compute f ⊕t on each of the q
queries. This can be done using Corollary 14. Overall, Tx is a circuit of size poly(r) (this
time the polynomial is larger than rc2 ) and depth O(d) (because on every oracle call of Red,
Tx may have to compute f ⊕t (which takes constant depth according to Corollary 14).10

4

The fixed set lemma for `-wise independence

In this section we prove Lemma 20. The proof will iteratively applying the following lemma.
I Lemma 23. Let R = (R1 , . . . , RN ) be a distribution, let A ⊆ {0, 1}N be an event, and let
Z = (R|R ∈ A). If there exists a q-query decision tree P such that | Pr[P (R) = 1]−Pr[P (Z) =
1]| > η then there exists Q ⊂ [N ] of size q and v ∈ {0, 1}Q in the support of ZQ , such that
Pr[R ∈ A|R(Q) = v] > (1 + η) · Pr[R ∈ A].
Proof. Let P be a q-query decision tree, and assume w.l.o.g. (by complementing P if
necessary) that Pr[P (Z) = 1] − Pr[P (R) = 1] > η. A path in the decision tree corresponds
to a subset Q ⊂ [N ] of the q variables queried on the path, and a string v ∈ {0, 1}q of the
answers. For every such path, let pathQ,v : {0, 1}N → {0, 1} be the function that evaluates
to 1 on input r = (r1 , . . . , rN ) if r(Q) = v (meaning that the tree P takes the path (Q, v) on
input r). Let S be the set of all pairs (Q, v) corresponding to paths of P that answer 1. The
path taken by a decision tree is unique, and therefore, for any distribution R on {0, 1}N , we
have that:
X
Pr[P (R) = 1] =
Pr[pathQ,v (R) = 1].
(Q,v)∈S

B Claim 24. There exists a path (Q, v) ∈ S such that:
Pr[pathQ,v (Z) = 1] > (1 + η) · Pr[pathQ,v (R) = 1].
Proof of claim. This is because otherwise:
X
Pr[P (Z) = 1] =
Pr[pathQ,v (Z) = 1]
(Q,v)∈S

≤ (1 + η) ·

X

Pr[pathQ,v (R) = 1]

(Q,v)∈S

= (1 + η) · Pr[P (R) = 1]
≤ Pr[P (R) = 1] + η.
10

C

Our proof of Lemma 22 relies on the fact that f ⊕t has small constant depth circuits. This allows us to
simplify the argument used by some of the previous work [27, 12, 10] which wasn’t allowed to assume
that the target function f 0 = f ⊕t can be computed by a small constant depth circuit. The proofs in
[27, 12, 10] need to resort to different arguments (and this creates additional difficulties if Red makes
adaptive calls to its oracle, meaning that the queries that Red(·) (x, α0 ) makes are not a function of x
and α0 , and may also depend on previous answers). However, using a clever hybrid argument of [12]
and additional ideas explained in [10], it is possible to conclude that Tx has depth O(d) without relying
on the fact that f 0 is computable by constant depth circuits. This argument allows choosing f 0 where
f 0 = Conf for an oracle circuit Con that has size poly(r), but does not necessarily has constant depth,
and this gives the aforementioned extension of Theorem 9 to this setup, which now holds for every class
D that contains circuits of size poly(r).
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In particular, the event {R(Q) = v} occurs with positive probability, and it follows that:
Pr[R ∈ A ∩ R(Q) = v]
Pr[R(Q) = v]
Pr[R ∈ A] · Pr[R(Q) = v|R ∈ A]
=
Pr[pathQ,v (R) = 1]

Pr[R ∈ A|R(Q) = v] =

=

Pr[R ∈ A] · Pr[Z(Q) = v]
Pr[pathQ,v (R) = 1]

=

Pr[R ∈ A] · Pr[pathQ,v (Z) = 1]
Pr[pathQ,v (R) = 1]

> (1 + η) · Pr[R ∈ A].

J

We are now ready to prove Lemma 20.
Proof of Lemma 20. We consider the following iterative process: At step i, we have:
A distribution R(i) over {0, 1}N .
A set B (i) ⊆ [N ].
(i)
v (i) ∈ {0, 1}B .
We will assume that the following invariant is satisfied:
B (i) is of size i · q.
Pr[R(i) ∈ A] ≥ 2−a · (1 + η)i .
R(i) (B (i) ) = v (i) (with probability one).
Note that the assumption in the lemma fulfills this invariant for i = 0 with R(0) = R. and
B (0) = ∅.
At step i, we define R̄ = R(i) ([N ] \ B (i) ). As R(i) is fixed on B (i) , we can think of A
as an event that only observes the indices in [N ] \ B (i) . More formally, there is an event
(i)
Ā ⊆ {0, 1}[N ]\B such that R(i) ∈ A iff R̄ ∈ Ā, and
Pr[R̄ ∈ Ā] = Pr[R(i) ∈ A] ≥ 2−a · (1 + η)i .
Let Z̄ = (R̄|R̄ ∈ Ā). If the conclusion of Lemma 20 does not hold with respect to B (i) , v (i) ,
then there exists a q-query decision tree P that distinguishes R(i) from (R(i) |R(i) ∈ A), with
advantage η, and as the two distributions agree on the queries in B (i) , we conclude that P
distinguishes R̄ from Z̄ with the same advanatge. We apply Lemma 23 on R̄ and Ā, and
conclude that there exists Q ⊆ [N ] \ B (i) and v ∈ {0, 1}Q such that
Pr[R̄ ∈ Ā|R̄(Q) = v] > (1 + η) · Pr[R̄ ∈ Ā] ≥ 2−a · (1 + η)i+1 .
We set:
B (i+1) = B (i) ∪ Q.
(i+1)
(i)
v (i+1) to be the “concatenation of v (i) and v”. More precisely, for y ∈ B (i) , vy
= vy
(i+1)
and for y ∈ Q, vy
= vy .
(i+1)
(i)
(i)
R
= (R |R (Q) = v). (Note that by definition B (i) ∩ Q = ∅).
We now observe that the invariant is maintained in step i + 1. Specifically:
|B (i+1) | = |B (i) | + q = i · q + q = (i + 1) · q.
Pr[R(i+1) ∈ A] = Pr[R(i) ∈ A|R(i) (Q) = v] = P r[R̄ ∈ Ā|R̄(Q) = v] ≥ 2−a · (1 + η)i+1 .
By definition, R(i+1) (B (i+1) ) = v (i+1) with probability one.
Therefore, if this process fails to deliver the lemma after i steps, then the invariant is
maintained at the end of step i, and in particular, Pr[R(i) ∈ A] ≥ 2−a · (1 + η)i . However,
a
this is impossible for i > log(1+η)
= Θ(a/η), and so, this process has to deliver the lemma
within this number of steps. We obtain that the lemma follows with b = |B| ≤ O( qa
J
η ).
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5

Conclusion and open problems

Class reductions are known to bypass some limitations on black-box reductions (as explained
in Section 1.2). This work demonstrates that it is sometimes possible to extend limitations
on black-box reductions to class reductions. Studying the power of class reductions may
promote our understanding of how to bypass limitations on black-box reductions. We now
mention some more specific open problems:
Unlike the results of [10], our results do not hold for any construction of target functions
f 0 from f . Is it possible to extend our results to this general setting?
In Theorem 9, the class D contains circuits that are polynomially larger than the size of
the the reduction. Is it possible to extend our limitations on class reductions with respect
to a classes D of circuits smaller than the circuit size of the reduction?
Yao’s XOR lemma states that for every function f , if f is somewhat hard, then f ⊕t is
very hard. It makes sense to focus on some specific choice for a somewhat hard function
f and prove and improved result for this specific function. If we prove such an assertion
by reduction, we can allow the reduction to be tailored to the specific function f , and do
no need to require that the reduction performs on any function f , but only on the chosen
one. This type of reductions was termed “function specific” by Artemenko and Shaltiel
[3], who proved limitations on nonuniform black-box functions specific reductions. It is
interesting to understand whether function specific class reductions can circumvent the
limitations proven in this paper. We remark that our proof technique indeed relies on
the fact that the reduction is not function specific, and must work for any function f .
This allows us to choose f with specific properties that are useful for our argument.
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Showing that the main theorem follows from the zoom lemma

In this section we show that Theorem 9 follows from Lemma 11. This follows by the earlier
work of Shaltiel and Viola [27] which we now explain.

A.1

Consequences distinguishing noise

1
2

from ( 12 − 2)

The next lemma shows that distinguishing between Noiseq1/2−2 and Noiseq1/2 requires many
queries.
I Lemma 25 ([32, 27]). For every , δ > 0, such that δ < 0.4, if T : {0, 1}q → {0, 1} satisfies:
Pr[T (Noiseq1/2−2 ) = 1] ≥ 1 − δ.
Pr[T (Noiseq1/2 ) = 1] ≤ 0.51.
Then, q = Ω(

log


1
δ

).

The next lemma essentilly shows that distinguishing between Noiseq1/2−2 and Noiseq1/2
requires majority on Ω(1/) bits. A technicality is that for this conclusion it is not sufficient
to distinguish Noiseq1/2−2 from Noiseq1/2 , and one needs circuits that distinguish Noiseq1/2− 2
j

from Noiseq1/2 for every integer j between 1 and log(1/). This complication is in some sense
necessary (see discussion in [27]).
I Lemma 26 ([32, 27]). For every , δ > 0, such that δ < 0.4, and 1 is an integer. If
T1 , . . . , T 1 are circuits over q bits, with size s ≥ q and depth d (over some set of gates G
that includes the standard set {And,Or,Not} with unbounded fan-in) and for every j ∈ [ 1 ],
we have that:
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Pr[Tj (Noiseq1/2− 2 ) = 1] ≥ 1 − δ.
j

Pr[Tj (Noiseq1/2 ) = 1] ≤ 0.51.
Then, there exists a circuit A that computes the majority function over Ω( 1 ) bits, and A has
size s · poly( 1 ) and depth d + O(1) over the same set of gates G.

A.2

Finishing up

We now have have all the tools to prove that Theorem 9 follows from Lemma 11. We will
assume w.l.o.g. that 1 is an integer. We first observe that a ( 12 + ) → (1 − δ) class D
reduction for Yao’s XOR lemma, is in particular a ( 12 + 1j ) → (1 − δ) class D reduction for
Yao’s XOR lemma, for every j ∈ [ 1 ].
This means that for every j ∈ [ 1 ], we can apply Lemma 11 choosing the parameter  to
be  = 1j , and for each such j and x ∈ {0, 1}k we obtain a circuit Txj over q bits with size
poly(r) and depth O(d) over the set of gates G such that:
j
PrX←Uk [TX
(Noiseq1/2− 2 ) = 1] ≥ 1 − 2δ.
j

j
PrX←Uk [TX
(Noiseq1/2 ) = 1] ≤

1
2

+

1
200 .

Applying Markov’s inequality to the second item of the lemma, we obtain that there
exists a constant β > 0 such that for every j, for a β fraction of x ∈ {0, 1}k ,
Pr[Txj (Noiseq1/2 ) = 1] ≤ 0.51.
Applying Markov’s inequality to the first item of the lemma, we obtain that for every j,
for a 1 − β/2 fraction of x ∈ {0, 1}k ,
Pr[Txj (Noiseq1/2− 2 ) = 1] ≤ 1 −
j

4·δ
4 · δ0
≤1−
.
β
β

Together, this gives that for every j, there exists x ∈ {0, 1}k that satisfies both inequalities.
Theorem 9 now follows directly from Lemma 25 and Lemma 26, by choosing the constant
δ0 > 0 to be sufficiently small.11

B

Extending the argument to sufficiently explicit linear codes

We now prove the extension of our results to sufficiently explicit linear codes which is stated
in Section 1.3. More specifically, we will prove a version of Theorem 9 that assumes that
δ = 2−2k and replace replace f ⊕t by a function f 0 : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} defined by:
X
f 0 (y) =
f (x) · g(x, y),
x∈{0,1}k

where the sum is taken in the field F2 , and g : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} can be computed
by circuits of size poly(r) and depth d over the set G of gates.
This argument is based on a trick by Viola [32] that we can incorporate into our framework.
We will modify the proof of Lemma 11 so that it holds in this setting, the modified version
of Theorem 9 will follow from Lemma 11 just as before.
We start by replacing the function f of Lemma 13 with a sightly different function:
11

The argument above is wasteful, and leads to a rather small constant δ0 > 0. We remark that with a
more careful argument, we could have chosen δ0 to be any constant smaller than 12 , and even allow it to
approach 12 . More specifically, a more careful analysis can allow δ0 = 12 − O(log(1/)).
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Is It Possible to Improve Yao’s XOR Lemma Using Class Reductions?

I Lemma 27. There exist constants c1 such that for every constant c2 , there exists a function
f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} such that there exists m ≤ c1 · c2 · log r such that:
For every circuit B : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} of size rc2 , PrX←Um [B(X ◦0k−m ) = f (X ◦0k−m )] ≤
1
1
2 + 200 .
f can be computed by a DNF of size rc1 ·c2 .
Proof. We repeat the proof of Lemma 13, but this time we take f (x) to be the following
function: Let x0 denote the first m bits of x and x00 denote the remaining k − m bits. We
define f (x) to be g(x0 ) if x00 = 0k−m and zero otherwise.
J
On a random X ← Uk , Pr[f (X) = 0] ≥ 1 − 2k−m = 1 − 2−Ω(k) . Therefore, it is very
easy to compute f with success probability 1 − 2−Ω(k) by simply answering zero. However,
by Lemma 27 it is hard for circuits of size rc2 to compute f with success probability 1, or
equivalently success probability 1 − δ for δ = 2−2k . This is why this approach can only
succeed for very small δ.
With this choice, we can get a corollary that is analogous to Corollary 14.
I Corollary 28. The function f 0 can be computed by circuits of size poly(r) and constant
depth over the gates {and,or,not,parity} of unbounded fan-in.
Proof. The function f 0 is defined by:
X
f 0 (y) =
f (x) · g(x, y).
x∈{0,1}k

The sum ranges over 2k choices of x. However, for our function f , except for poly(r) of these
x (the ones for which the second part of x is k − m zeros) all the remaining x have f (x) = 0.
This, together with the requirement on g, gives the required result.
J
The proof proceeds as in Section 2, with the following modifications:
For δ = 2−2k < 2−k , Red is a ( 12 + ) → 1 reduction. This means in particular that
if D is useful, then there exists α ∈ {0, 1}a such that PrX←Um [RedD (X ◦ 0k−m , α) =
f (X ◦ 0k−m )] = 1.
We set δ 0 = 1r and will replace some occurrences of δ in the earlier argument by δ 0 . This
is done because the choice of δ = 2−2k does not satisfy the requirement that 1δ ≤ r made
in Theorem 9. Specifically, the requirement that 1δ ≤ r was used to argue that when
we apply Lemma 20 with η = δ, the size of the set B (which is polynomial in η1 ) is
polynomial in r. In order to obtain a set B of size poly(r) we will now choose η = δ 0 .
In Section 2.4 we argued that for an independent X ← Uk :
Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕R0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] ≥ Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕Z 0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] − δ.

With our modifications we get that for an independent X ← Um :
Pr[Redf

0

⊕R0

(X ◦ 0k−m , α0 ) = f (X ◦ 0k−m )] ≥ Pr[Redf

⊕t

⊕Z 0

(X, α0 ) = f (X)] − δ 0 .

This allows us to continue the argument, replacing occurrences of X ← Uk by X ◦ 0k−m
for X ← Um , and occurrences of δ by δ 0 .
0
)
r
When we finish the proof and obtain a lower bound of q = Ω( log(1/δ
) = Ω( log
2
2 ) as
0
required. The result on majority is not affected by replacing δ by δ .
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Abstract
The balls-into-bins model randomly allocates n sequential balls into n bins, as follows: each ball
selects a set D of d > 2 bins, independently and uniformly at random, then the ball is allocated to a
least-loaded bin from D (ties broken randomly). The maximum load is the maximum number of balls
in any bin. In 1999, Azar et al. showed that, provided ties are broken randomly, after n balls have
been placed the maximum load, is logd log n + O(1), with high probability. We consider this popular
paradigm in a dynamic environment where the bins are structured as a dynamic hypergraph. A
dynamic hypergraph is a sequence of hypergraphs, say H(t) , arriving over discrete times t = 1, 2, . . .,
such that the vertex set of H(t) ’s is the set of n bins, but (hyper)edges may change over time. In
our model, the t-th ball chooses an edge from H(t) uniformly at random, and then chooses a set
D of d > 2 random bins from the selected edge. The ball is allocated to a least-loaded bin from
D, with ties broken randomly. We quantify the dynamicity of the model by introducing the notion
of pair visibility, which measures the number of rounds in which a pair of bins appears within a
(hyper)edge. We prove that if, for some ε > 0, a dynamic hypergraph has pair visibility at most n1−ε ,
and some mild additional conditions hold, then with high probability the process has maximum
load O(logd log n). Our proof is based on a variation of the witness tree technique, which is of
independent interest. The model can also be seen as an adversarial model where an adversary
decides the structure of the possible sets of d bins available to each ball.
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Introduction

The standard balls-into-bins model is a process that randomly allocates m sequential balls
into n bins, where each ball chooses a set D of d bins, independently and uniformly at random,
then the ball is allocated to a least-loaded bin from D (with ties broken randomly). When
m = n and d = 1, it is well known that at the end of process the maximum number of balls
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at any bin, the maximum load, is (1 + o(1)) logloglogn n , with high probability. Surprisingly, Azar
et al. [2] showed that for this d-choice process with d > 2, provided ties are broken randomly,
the maximum load exponentially decreases to logd log n + O(1). This phenomenon is known
as the power of d choices. The multiple-choice paradigm has been successfully applied in a
wide range of problems from nearby server selection, and load-balanced file placement in the
distributed hash table, to the performance
analysis of dictionary data structures (e.g., see

[21]). In the classical setting, all nd sets of d bins are available to each ball. However, in
many realistic scenarios such as cache networks, peer-to-peer or cloud-based systems, the
balls (requested files, jobs, items,..) have to be allocated to bins (servers, processors,...) that
are close to them, in order to minimize the access latencies. On the other hand, the lack
of perfect randomness stimulates the de-randomization of the d-choice process, which also
requires the study of non-uniform distributions over choices (e.g. [1, 6, 7, 11]). Hence in
many settings, allowing all possibilities for the set D of d bins is costly, and may not be
practical. This motivates the investigation of the effect of distributions of the set D on the
maximum load. In this regard, Kenthapadi and Panigrahy [13] proposed balanced allocation
on graphs, where bins form the vertices of a ∆-regular graph and each ball chooses an edge of
the graph uniformly at random. The ball is then placed in an endpoint of the selected edge
with smaller load (ties are broken randomly). Kenthapadi and Panigrahy showed that the
maximum load is Θ(log log n) if and only if ∆ = nΩ(1/ log log n) . Here, one may see that the
possibilities for the set D (the two chosen bins) is restricted to the set of n∆/2 edges of the
graph. In thestandard balls-into-bins model with d = 2, the underlying graph is a complete
graph (all n2 edges present). Following the study of balls-into-bins with related choices,
Godfrey [12] utilized hypergraphs to model the structure of bins. In this model, each ball
picks a random edge of a given hypergraph that contain Ω(log n) bins and the hypergraph
satisfies some mild conditions. Then, the ball is allocated to a least-loaded bin contained in
the edge, with ties broken randomly. Godfrey showed that the maximum load is constant.
Balanced allocation on graphs and hypergraphs has been further studied in [3, 4, 17, 18].
In the aforementioned works, either the underlying graph is fixed during the process or, in
the hypergraph setting, the number d of choices satisfies d = Ω(log n). However, in many
real-world systems the structure may change over time, and probing the load of Ω(log n)
bins might be a costly task. Seeking a more realistic model, this paper studies the d-choice
process in dynamic graphs and hypergraphs, where 2 6 d = o(log n).
Balanced allocation on dynamic hypergraphs can also be seen as an adversarial model,
where the set D of potential choices is proposed by an adversary (environment) whose goal
is to increase the maximum load. Here we want to understand the conditions under which
the balanced allocation on dynamic (hyper)graphs still benefits from the effect of the power
of d choices.

1.1

Our Results

We propose balanced allocation algorithms on different dynamic environments, namely
dynamic graph and hypergraph models. In order to measure the dynamicity, we introduce
the notion of pair visibility. For a pair {i, j} of distinct vertices, the visibility of {i, j},
denoted by vis(i, j), is the number of rounds t ∈ {1, . . . , n} such {i, j} is contained in the
edge chosen at round t. (A more formal definition is given below.) When ball i is placed into
a bin, the height of ball i is the number of balls that were allocated to the bin before ball
i. We say that event En holds with high probability (w.h.p.) if Pr [En ] > 1 − n−c for every
constant c > 0.
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Write [n] = {1, . . . , n} to be the set of n bins. A hypergraph H = ([n], E) is s-uniform
if |H| = s for every H ∈ E. For every integer n > 1, let s = s(n) be an integer such
2 6 s 6 n. A dynamic s-uniform hypergraph, denoted by (H(1) , H(2) , . . . , H(n) ), is a sequence
of s-uniform hypergraphs H(t) = ([n], Et ) with vertex set [n]. The edge sets Et may change
with t. A hypergraph is regular if every vertex is contained in the same number of edges.
In this paper, we are interested in the following properties which dynamic hypergraphs
may satisfy. We refer to these properties as the balancedness, visibility, and size properties.
The balancedness property is adapted from [3, 12].
Balancedness: Let Ht denote a randomly chosen edge from Et . If there exists a constant
β > 1 such that Pr [i ∈ Ht ] 6 βs/n for every 1 6 t 6 n and each bin i ∈ [n], then the
dynamic hypergraph (H(1) , . . . H(n) ) is β-balanced. A dynamic hypergraph is balanced if
it is β-balanced for some constant β > 1. Every regular hypergraph is 1-balanced.
Visibility: For every pair of distinct vertices {i, j} ⊂ [n], the visibility of {i, j} is
vis(i, j) = |{t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | {i, j} ⊂ H ∈ Et }| .
If there exists a constant ε ∈ (0, 1) such that vis(i, j) 6 sn1−ε for all pairs {i, j} ⊆ [n]
of distinct bins then the dynamic hypergraph (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) is ε-visible. A dynamic
hypergraph satisfies the visibility property if it is ε-visible for some constant ε ∈ (0, 1).
Size: If s = Ω(log n) and there exists a positive constant c0 > 1 such that |Et | 6 nc0 for
every t > 1, then the dynamic hypergraph (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) satisfies the c0 -size property.
A dynamic hypergraph satisfies the size property if it satisfies the c0 -size property for
some constant c0 > 1.
I Definition 1 (Balanced Allocation on Dynamic Hypergraphs). Suppose that (H(1) , . . . , H(n) )
is an s-uniform hypergraph and fix d = d(n) with 2 6 d = o(log n) and d 6 s. The balanced
allocation algorithm on (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) proceeds in rounds (t = 1, 2, . . . , n), sequentially
allocating n balls to n bins. In round t, the t-th ball chooses an edge Ht uniformly at random
from Et , then it randomly chooses a set Dt of d bins from Ht (without repetition) and allocates
itself to a least-loaded bin from Dt , with ties broken randomly.
I Theorem 2. Let (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) be a dynamic s-uniform hypergraph which satisfies the
balancedness, ε-visibility and size properties. Fix d = d(n) such that 2 6 d = o(log n). There
exists Θ(n) 6 m 6 n such that after the balanced allocation process on (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) has
allocated m balls, the maximum load is logd log n + O(1/ε) with high probability. Moreover,
for every fixed positive integer γ with γm 6 n, after allocating γm balls the maximum load is
at most γ(logd log n + O(1/ε)), w.h.p..
I Remark 3. In our result we only consider the case where d = o(log n), because when
d = Ω(log n), a constant upper bound is obtained by [12]. The size property is mainly
assumed for technical reasons. For instance, |Et | 6 poly(n) is not necessary. Roughly
speaking, balanced allocation on a dynamic hypergraph with large |Et | resembles the standard
balls-into-bins process. So it might be possible that having more structural information
about a dynamic hypergraph would enable us to extend our result to allow an arbitrary
number of edges |Et |. Another possible extension of Theorem 2 would be to allow s to be a
function of d.
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Proof Technique. The proof of our main result (i.e., Theorem 2) is based on the witness
tree technique, which has been applied in [1, 11, 13, 16, 20]. The standard 2-choice process
simulates a random graph process, where any 2-element subset of bins chosen by a ball can
be viewed as a random edge chosen from a complete graph. Kenthapadi and Panigrahi [13]
replaced the underlying complete graph by a dense graph, say G, and each ball chooses
a random edge from the graph. In this model, after allocating all n balls, the union of
the chosen random edges builds a random subgraph of G. They showed that, with high
probability, there does not exist a connected and random subgraph of size Ω(log n) whose
nodes (bins) each contain a constant number of balls. A rooted spanning tree contained in
the subgraph is the witness structure. Now, if the maximum load is higher than a certain
threshold, then a deterministic construction yields the witness graph, which is a rooted tree.
Thus, the maximum load is bounded from above by the threshold. In this work, although
we follow the same steps as [13], the witness structure is not as straightforward since the
underlying structure is a dynamic hypergraph, (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ), and each ball chooses d > 2
bins. Here, the witness structure is a d-uniform hypergraph, say H = (V, E), where (1) each
node (bin) in V contains a constant number of balls, (2) |V | = Ω(log n) and (3) H has an
expansion property which means there is an ordering of the hyperedges of H so that with
respect to this ordering, all but a constant number of hyperedges only shares one bin with the
union of the preceding hyperedges. Applying the visibility condition we conclude that, with
high probability, there does not exist a structure satisfying these three properties. Assuming
a maximum load higher than a certain threshold, we recursively build the witness structure
and the proof follows.
The following theorem presents a lower bound for the maximum load attained by the
balanced allocation on some dynamic hypergraphs in terms of ε-visibility.
I Theorem 4. Let s = s(n) = nε , where ε ∈ (0, 1) is an arbitrary small real number. There
exists a dynamic s-uniform hypergraph, say (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ), which satisfies the balancedness
condition and (trivially) satisfies the ε-visibility condition. Let 2 6 d 6 s be any integer which
is constant. Suppose that the balanced allocation process on (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) has allocated n
balls, then the maximum load is at least min{Ω(1/ε), Ω(log n/ log log n)} with high probability.

Balanced Allocation on Dynamic Graphs
A dynamic graph is a special case of a dynamic hypergraph, where s = s(n) = 2 for all n.
Write (G(1) , . . . , G(n) ) to denote a dynamic graph, where G(t) = ([n], Et ) for t = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Theorem 2 does not cover the case of graphs (s = 2), due to the size property. We will prove
a result on balanced allocation for regular dynamic graphs.
I Definition 5 (Balanced Allocation on Dynamic Graphs). Suppose that (G(1) , . . . , G(n) ) is a
regular dynamic graph on vertex set [n]. The balanced allocation algorithm on (G(1) , . . . , G(n) )
proceeds in rounds (t = 1, . . . , n). In each round t, the t-th ball chooses an edge of G(t)
uniformly at random, and the ball is then placed in one of the bins incident to the edge with
a lesser load, with ties broken randomly.
Say that the dynamic graph is regular if G(t) is ∆t -regular for some positive integer ∆t
and all t = 1, 2, . . . , n. For every pair of distinct bins {i, j} ⊂ [n], we will assume that the
visibility vis(i, j) satisfies
vis(i, j) = |{t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | {i, j} ∈ Et }| 6 2n1−ε
for some constant ε ∈ (0, 1). This property is called ε-visibility.
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I Theorem 6. Let (G(1) , . . . , G(n) ) be a regular dynamic graph which satisfies the ε-visibility
condition, for some ε ∈ (0, 1). Suppose that the balanced allocation process on (G(1) , . . . , G(n) )
has allocated n balls. Then the maximum load is at most log2 log n + O(1/ε), with high
probability.
The proof, which can be found in Section 4, is again based on the witness tree technique.
We remark that Theorem 6 can be extended to the case where the dynamic graph is almost
regular, meaning that the ratio of the minimum and maximum degree of G(t) is bounded
above by an absolute constant for t = 1, . . . , n.

Dynamic Graphs and Hypergraphs with Low Pair Visibility
In order to show the ubiquity of the visibility condition, we will describe some dynamic
graphs with low pair visibility. One can easily construct a dynamic hypergraph from a
dynamic graph by considering the r-neighborhood of each vertex of the t-th graph as a
hyperedge in the t-th hypergraph, for t = 1, . . . , n.
Dynamic Cycle. For t = 1, . . . , n define the edge set
√
√
Et = {{i, j} ⊂ {0, . . . , n − 1} | j = i + dt/ ne (mod n) or i = j + dt/ ne (mod n)},
where calculations are performed modulo n (that is, in the additive group Zn ). In modular
addition, for every pair {i, j} ⊂ {0, . . . , n − 1}, the equation i = j + k (mod n) has at
√
most one solution 1 6 k 6 n and hence
vis(i, j) = |{t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | {i, j} ∈ Et }| 6

√

n.

Now C (t) = ({0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, Et ) is 2-regular, so it is either a Hamilton cycle or a
union of two or more disjoint cycles (depending on whether t and n are coprime). By
Theorem 6, the maximum load attained by the algorithm on {C (t) , t = 1, . . . , n} is at most
log2 log n + O(1). The analysis of the balanced allocation algorithm on ∆-regular graphs
given by Kenthapadi and Panigrahy [13] showed that the balanced allocation process on
arbitrary ∆-regular graphs has maximum load Θ(log log n) only when ∆ = nΩ(1/ log log n) .
By contrast, here each C (t) has degree at most 2, but the visibility condition keeps the
maximum load as low as the standard two-choice process.
I Remark 7. By Theorem 6, w.h.p., the balanced allocation process on the dynamic cycle
achieves the maximum load at most log2 log n+O(1). Since |Et | = n for t = 1, . . . , n, each
ball requires log2 n random bits. However, in the standard power-of-two-choices process,
each ball chooses two independent and random bins, which requires 2 log n random bits.
Therefore, the dynamic cycle can be used to reduce (by half) the number of random bits
required in the standard two-choice process.
Dynamic Modular Hypergraph. Suppose that n is a prime number and fix s = s(n) such
that log n 6 s 6 n1/5 . (Here n is large enough so that this range is non-empty.) For
√
t
t = 1, . . . , n, let kt = d ne + d n3/4
e and for each α ∈ Zn define
Ht (α) = { α + jkt (mod n) | j = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1 }.
Then Ht (α) is a subset of Zn of size s, as n is prime. Now for each t = 1, . . . , n we define
the dynamic s-uniform hypergraph H(t) = (Zn , Et ), where Et = {Ht (α) | α ∈ Zn }. Then
H(t) is s-regular, and hence 1-balanced, and it satisfies the 1-size property as |Et | = n.
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Suppose that {β1 , β2 } ⊂ Ht (α) for some α ∈ Zn , with β1 =
6 β2 . Then there exists
j1 , j2 ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1} such that β1 = α + j1 kt (mod n) and β2 = α + j2 kt (mod n). Thus,
β2 −β1 = (j2 −j1 )kt (mod n). Note that j1 , j2 must be distinct as β1 , β2 are distinct. Next
suppose that kt1 6= kt2 for some t1 , t2 ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and take any j1 , j2 ∈ {1, . . . , s − 1}.
By definition of kt and working in Z, we see that

√
1 6 |j2 kt2 − j1 kt1 | 6 (s − 1) d ne + dn1/4 e < n,
and it follows that
j1 kt1 6= j2 kt2 (mod n).

(1)

Finally, suppose that some distinct β1 , β2 satisfy {β1 , β2 } ⊂ Ht1 (α) ∩ Ht2 (α) where kt1 =
6
kt2 . Then β2 −β1 = jkt1 (mod n) for some j1 ∈ {1, . . . , s−1}, and β2 −β1 = j2 kt2 (mod n)
for some j2 ∈ {1, . . . , s − 1}, but this contradicts (1). Therefore, by definition of kt , for
every {β1 , β2 } ⊂ Zn , we have
vis(β1 , β2 ) = |{t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | {β1 , β2 } ⊂ Ht (α) for some α ∈ Zn }| 6 O(n3/4 ).
Stationary Geometric Mobile Network. Consider an R-dimensional torus Γ(n, R), which
is a graph whose vertex set is the Cartesian product of ZR
` = Z` × . . . × Z` , where
` = n1/R ∈ Z, and two vertices (x1 , . . . , xR ) and (y1 , . . . , yR ) are connected if for some
j ∈ {1, 2 . . . , R} xj = yj ± 1 mod n and for all i 6= j we have xi = yi . Let π be the
stationary distribution of the following random walk on Γ(n, R): at each step, the walker
stays at the current vertex with probability p, and otherwise chooses a neighbour randomly
and moves to that neighbour. The transition probability from vertex u to a neighbouring
vertex w is (1 − p)/(2R), where 2R is the degree of vertex u in Γ(n, R). Now place n
agents on vertices of Γ(n, R) independently, each according to the distribution π. At
each time step, each agent independently performs a step of the random walk described
above (For random walks on a torus we refer the interested reader to [15]). For every
pair of distinct agents a and b, let dt (a, b) denote the Manhattan distance (in Γ) of the
locations of a and b at time t. For a given r > 1, we define the communication graph
(t)
process {Gr | t = 0, 1, . . .} over the set of agents, say A, so that for every t > 0, agents a
and b are connected if and only if dt (a, b) 6 r. The model has been thoroughly studied
when R = 2 in the context of information spreading [9]. We present the following result
regarding the pair visibility of the communication graph process, proved in Appendix B.
(t)

I Proposition 8. Fix r = r(n) = no(1) . Also let {Gr = (A, Et ) | 1 6 t 6 n} be the
communication graph process defined on an R-dimensional torus Γ(n, R). Then there
exists constant ε > 0 such that for every pair of agents, say {a, b} ⊂ A,
vis(a, b) = |{t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | {a, b} ∈ Et }| = O(n1−ε ).

1.2

Related Works

As we discussed, in the standard balls-into-bins, each ball picks a set of d choices from n
bins, independently and uniformly at random. One of the first algorithms considering a
different distribution over the bins is called always-go-left proposed by Vöcking [20]. In this
algorithm, the bins are partitioned into d groups of size n/d and each ball picks one random
bin from each group. The ball is then allocated to a least-loaded bin among the chosen
bins, with ties broken in favor of the bin from the least-indexed group. The algorithm uses
n
exponentially smaller number of choices and achieve a maximum load of logdφlog
+ O(1),
d
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where 1 6 φd 6 2 is an specified constant. Byers et al. [5] studied a model, where n bins are
uniformly at random placed on a geometric space. Then each ball, in turn, picks d locations
in the space. Corresponding to these d locations, the ball probes the load of d bins that
have the minimum distance from the locations. The ball then allocates itself to one of the
d bins with minimum load. In this scenario, the probability that a location close to a bin
is chosen depends on the distribution of other bins in the space and hence there is not a
uniform distribution over the potential choices. Here, the authors showed the maximum load
is logd log n + O(1). Later on, Kenthapadi and Panigrahy [13] proposed a graphical balanced
allocation in which bins are interconnected as a s-regular graph and each ball picks a random
edge of the graph. It is then placed in one of its endpoints with a smaller
 load. This allocation
log n
algorithm results in a maximum load of log log n + O log(s/
+ O(1). Godfrey [12]
log4 n)
studied balanced allocation on hypergraphs where each ball probes the bins contained in a
random edge of size Ω(log n). In [3, 12], the balanced allocation process on hypergraphs was
studied where number of choices is d = Ω(log n). The analysis involves the second moment
method (Chernoff bounds), and lower bound on d is needed in order to achieve concentration.
Hence it is unlikely that the techniques of [3,12] can be extended to the range d = o(log n).
Peres et al. [17] also considered balanced allocation on graphs where the number of balls m
can be much larger than n (i.e., m  n) and the graph is not necessarily regular and dense.
Then, they established upper bound O(log n/σ) for the gap between the maximum and the
minimum loaded bin after allocating m balls, where σ is the edge expansion of the graph.
Bogdan et al. [4] studied a model where each ball picks a random vertex and performs a
local search from the vertex to find a vertex with local minimum load, where it is finally
placed. They showed that when the graph is a constant degree expander, the local search
guarantees a maximum load of Θ(log log n). Pourmiri [18] substitutes the local search by
non-backtracking random walks of length ` = o(log n) to sample the choices and then the
ball is allocated to a least-loaded bin. Provided the underlying graph has sufficiently large
girth and `, he showed the maximum load is a constant. In the context of hashing (e.g.,
[1, 11]), authors apply the witness graph techniques to analyze the maximum load in the
balls-into-bins process where the bins are picked based on tabulation.

2

Balanced Allocation on Dynamic Hypergraphs

In this section we establish an upper bound for the maximum load attained by the balanced
allocation on hypergraphs (i.e., Theorem 2). In order to analyze the process let us first define
a conflict graph. We write Dt for the set of d bins chosen by the t-th ball, and sometimes
refer to Dt as the d-choice of the t-th ball. We will slightly abuse the notation and write
Du ∩ Dt , Du ∪ Dt to denote the set of common bins, and the union of bins, chosen by balls
u and t, respectively.
I Definition 9 (Conflict Graph). For m = 1, . . . , n, the conflict graph Cm is a simple graph
with vertex set {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dm }. Vertices Du and Dt are connected by an edge in Cm if
and only if Du ∩ Dt 6= ∅ (that is, the d-choices of the t-th ball and the u-th ball contain a
common bin).
We say a subgraph of Cm with vertex set {Dt1 , . . . , Dtk } is c-loaded if every bin in
Dt1 ∪ Dt2 ∪ · · · ∪ Dtk has at least c balls.
Our analysis will involve a useful combinatorial object, called an ordered tree. An ordered
tree is a rooted
 tree, together with a specified ordering of the children of every vertex. Recall
2k
1
that k+1
k is the k-th Catalan number, which counts numerous combinatorial objects,
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including the number of ways to form k balanced parentheses. It is well known [19] that
ordered trees with k − 1 edges are counted by the (k − 1)-th Catalan number, leading easily
to the following proposition.

k−1
I Proposition 10. The number of k-vertex ordered trees is k1 2k−2
.
k−1 6 4
More information regarding the enumeration of trees can be found in [14].
The following blue-red coloring will be very helpful in our analysis.
I Definition 11 (Blue-red coloring). Given m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, suppose that T ⊂ Cm is a rooted
and ordered k-vertex tree contained in Cm . Let the vertex set of T be {Dt1 . . . , Dtk }, where
Dt1 is the root. Perform depth-first search starting from the root, respecting the specified
order of each vertex. For i = 1, . . . , k, let D(i) ∈ {Dt1 . . . , Dtk } be the vertex which is the
i-th visited vertex in the depth-first search. Then D(1) = Dt1 is the root. for j = 1, . . . , k.
We now define a blue-red coloring col : {D(2), . . . , D(k)} → {blue, red} as follows. For
i = 2, . . . , k,
(
blue if | (∪i−1
j=1 D(j)) ∩ D(i)| = 1,
col(D(i)) =
i−1
red
if | (∪j=1 D(j)) ∩ D(i)| > 2.
The following key lemma presents a upper bound for the probability that a certain tree
can be found as a subgraph of Cm .
I Lemma 12 (Key Lemma). Let (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) be a dynamic s-uniform hypergraph which
satisfies the β-balanced, ε-visibility and c0 -size properties. Suppose that c > 0 is an arbitrary
constant and k = C log n for some constant C > 1. There exists Θ(n) 6 m 6 n such that
the probability that Cm contains a c-loaded k-vertex tree with r red vertices in its blue-red
colouring is at most
nc0 +3 exp{4k log(2βd) − rε log(n)/2 − c(d − 1)(k − r − 1)}.
Moreover, with high probability, r = O(1/ε).
The proof, presented in Section 3, involves an extension of the witness tree technique. This
method might be of independent interest in the study of random hypergraphs.
We now explain how to recursively build a witness graph if there exists a bin whose load
is higher than a certain threshold. The minimum load of Dt is the number of balls in the
least-loaded bin in Dt (the set of d choices of Dt ). Clearly, if ball t is placed at height h then
Dt has minimum load at least h.

Construction of the Witness Graph
Suppose that there exists a bin with load ` + c + 1. Let R be the d-choice corresponding to
the ball at height ` + c in this bin. Then the minimum load of R is ` + c. We start building
the witness tree in Cm whose root is R. For every bin i ∈ R, consider the ` balls in bin i
at height ` + c − j, for j = 1, . . . , `, and let Dtij be the d-choice corresponding to the ball
in bin i with height ` + c − j. These ` balls exist as the minimum load of R is ` + c. We
refer to set {Dtij | i ∈ R, 1 6 j 6 `} as the set of children of R, where the minimum load of
Dtij is ` + c − j − 1. All children of R are connected to R in Cm . Order the children of R
arbitrarily, then blue-red colour the first level of the tree (the children of R). Recall that a
vertex is colored by blue if it only shares one bin with its predecessors in the ordering. So a
blue d-choice contains d − 1 bins that have not appeared in previous d-choices (with respect
to depth-first search, respecting the fixed ordering). We call these d − 1 bins fresh.
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Next, consider each blue vertex of the tree (if any), and recover the d-choices corresponding
to balls that are placed in fresh bins with height at least c. Then, blue-red color the children
of those d-choices, with respect to an arbitrary ordering. This recursion will continue until
either there are no balls remaining with height at least c, or there are no blue vertices. For
j = 1, . . . , `, let f (` − j) denote the number of d-choices that the recursive construction gives,
when the d-choice for the root has minimum load ` + c − j − 1. Provided all vertices are
colored blue, the recursive construction continues until no ball remains with height at least c.
Therefore, a simple calculation shows that
f (`) > (d − 1)(f (` − 1) + f (` − 2) + · · · + f (0) + 1),
where f (0) = 1. Solving the above recursive formula shows that f (`) > 2(d − 1)d`−1 > d` .
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) be a dynamic hypergraph which satisfies the
β-balanced, ε-visibility and c0 -size properties. By Lemma 12, there exists Θ(n) = m 6 n
such that the following holds with high probability: after m balls have been allocated by the
balanced allocation process, if T ⊆ Cm is a c-loaded tree with k vertices and T is blue-red
coloured according to some arbitrary ordering of the children of each vertex, then the number
r of red vertices satisfies r = O(1/ε). So we are able to find a constant c2 > 0 such that,
with high probability, r < c2 · d.
Now suppose that after allocating m balls, there is a ball at height ` + c1 + c2 + 1. This
implies that there is a d-choice, denoted by R, whose minimum load is at least ` + c1 + c2 + 1.
Let us consider all balls placed in the bins contained in R with height at least ` + c1 + 1.
Recover the corresponding d-choices for these balls, say D1 , D2 , . . . , Dw , then colour them
blue-red with respect to the root R and an arbitrary ordering of the children of each vertex.
Since w > c2 · d, w.h.p., there are b > 1 blue vertices and w − b red vertices. We now consider
every blue vertex Dt ∈ {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dw } as a root and start the recursive construction of
the witness graph. Assuming that the number of red vertices is strictly less than c2 · d < w,
it follows that at least one recursive construction (with root Di ) does not produce any red
vertex. Moreover, the recursion from Di gives a c1 -loaded tree with at least k = d` vertices.
We take ` = logd log n, so that k = log n. Another application of Lemma 12 implies that a
c1 -loaded k-vertex tree with no red vertices exists with probability at most


c0 +3
n

exp{4k log(2βd) − c1 (d − 1)(k − 1)} 6 exp
6 exp

c0 + 4 + 4 log(2βd) − c1 (d − 1) log n





c0 + 4 + 4 log(4β) − c1 log n ,

using the fact that 2 6 d = o(log n) and k = log n. Setting c1 to be a large enough positive
constant, we conclude that with high probability the maximum load is at most
logd log n + O(1) + c2 = logd log n + O(1/ε),
where c2 = O(1/ε). This proves the first statement of Theorem 2.
In order to prove the second statement of Theorem 2 we show the sub-additivity of the
balanced allocation algorithm. We want to prove that for every constant integer γ > 1 with
γm 6 n, after allocating γm balls, the maximum load is at most γ(logd log n + O(1/ε)), with
high probability. First assume that 2m 6 n and suppose that the algorithm has allocated m
balls to H(t) , t = 1, . . . , m and let `∗ 6 logd log n + O(1) denote its maximum load. We now
consider two independent balanced allocation algorithms, say A and A0 , on two dynamic
hypergraphs starting from step m. These dynamic hypergraphs are (H(m) , . . . , H(n) ) and
(m)
(n)
(t)
(H0 , . . . , H0 ), where H0 is an identical copy of H(t) for t = m, . . . , n. Moreover, we
(m)
assume that in round m, all bins contained in H0 have exactly `∗ balls. Let us couple
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(t)

algorithm A on H(t) and algorithm A0 on H0 . Write V = [n] for the set of n bins. To do
so, the coupled process allocates a pair of balls to bins as follows: for t = m + 1, . . . , 2m, the
coupling chooses a one-to-one labeling function σt : V → {1, 2, . . . , n} uniformly at random,
where V is the ground set of both hypergraphs (i.e, set of n bins) and {1, 2, . . . , n} is
a set of labels. Next, the coupling chooses Dt randomly from H(t) . Let Dt0 denote the
(t)
same set of d bins as Dt in H0 . Algorithm A allocates ball t + 1 to a least-loaded vertex
of Dt , and algorithm A0 allocates ball t + 1 to a least-loaded vertex of Dt0 , with both
algorithms breaking ties in favour of the vertex v with the smallest load and minimum
label σt (v). Note that algorithm A is a faithful copy of the balanced allocation process on
(H(m) , . . . , H(n) ), and algorithm A0 is a faithful copy of the balanced allocation process on
(m)
(n)
(H0 , . . . , H0 ), respectively. (This follows as σt is chosen uniformly at random.) Let Xit
(t)
and Yit , m + 1 6 t 6 2m, denote the load of bin i in H(t) and H0 , respectively. We prove
by induction that for every integer m 6 t 6 2m and i ∈ V we have
Xit 6 Yit .

(2)

The inequality holds when by the assumption that Yim = `∗ for every i ∈ V . Let us assume
that for every t0 , t0 6 t 6 2m, Inequality (2) holds, then we will show it for t + 1. Let
0
i ∈ Dt+1 and j ∈ Dt+1
denote the vertices (bins) that receive a ball in step t + 1. We now
consider two cases:
Case 1: Xit < Yit . Since algorithm A allocated ball t + 1 to bin i, it follows that
Xit + 1 = Xit+1 6 Yit 6 Yit+1 .
So, Inequality (2) holds for t + 1 and every bin i ∈ V .
0
0
Case 2: Xit = Yit . Since Dt+1
is a copy of Dt+1 , we have j ∈ Dt+1 and i ∈ Dt+1
. We
0
know that no vertex (bin) in Dt+1 has smaller load than i, and no vertex (bin) in Dt+1
has smaller load than j. Hence
Xit 6 Xjt 6 Yjt 6 Yit ,
where the middle inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis (2) for bin j. So by
assumption of this case we obtain Xit = Xjt = Yjt = Yit . If i 6= j and σt+1 (j) < σt+1 (i),
then it contradicts the fact that ball t + 1 is allocated to bin i by algorithm A. Similarly,
if σt+1 (j) > σt+1 (i), then it contradicts the fact that algorithm A0 allocated ball t to bin
j. Therefore i = j and hence
Xit+1 = Xit + 1 = Yit + 1 = Yit+1 .
Thus, in both cases, Inequality (2) holds for every t > 0. By applying the first part of
the theorem, with high probability, using algorithm A0 to allocate m balls to the dynamic
(m)
(2m)
hypergraph (H0 , . . . , H0 ) results in maximum load
`∗ + logd log n + O(1/ε) 6 2(logd log n + O(1/ε))
(2m)

in H0 . Therefore, by Inequality (2), after using algorithm A to allocate m balls to the
dynamic hypergraph (H(m) , . . . , H (n) ), with high probability the maximum load in H(2m) is
at most 2(logd log n + O(1/ε)). Applying the union bound, we conclude that after allocating
γm balls, where γm 6 n, the maximum load is at most γ(logd log n + O(1/ε)), with high
probability. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
J
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Appearance Probability of a Certain Structure

In this section we work towards a proof of Lemma 12. First we will give some useful definition
and prove some helpful results. The definition was introduced in [18].
I Definition 13. Suppose that A is an allocation algorithm that sequentially allocates n balls
into n bins according to some mechanism. For a given constant α > 0, and for Θ(n) = m 6 n,
we say that A is (α, m)-uniform if for every ball 1 6 t 6 m = Θ(n) and every bin i ∈ [n],
Pr [ ball t is allocated to bin i by A | balls 1, 2, . . . , t − 1 have been allocated by A ] 6

α
.
n

In the above definition, we condition on the allocations of balls 1, . . . , t − 1 into bins made
by A.
The following result will be proved in Appendix C.
I Lemma 14. Fix d = d(n) with 2 6 d = o(log n). Suppose that the dynamic s-uniform
hypergraph (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) satisfies the balancedness and size properties. There exists
m = Θ(n) with m < n such that with probability at least 1 − n−2 , the edge Ht chosen by the
t-th ball contains at least s/2 empty vertices for t = 1, . . . , m.
Using this result we can prove that the balanced allocation process is uniform on dynamic
hypergraphs.
I Lemma 15 (Uniformity Lemma). Fix d = d(n) with 2 6 d = o(log n) and suppose that
for some constant β > 1, the s-uniform dynamic hypergraph (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) satisfies the
β-balanced and size properties, with d 6 s. Then there exists a constant α = α(β), which
depends only on β, and there exists m = Θ(n) with m < n, such that the balanced allocation
process on (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) is (α, m)-uniform. Specifically, we may take α = 44β.
Proof. Fix m = m(n) to equal the m provided by Lemma 14. For t = 1, . . . , m, let Dt be
the d-element subset of Ht that is chosen by the t-th ball. Define the indicator random
variable It as follows:
(
1 if Dt contains at least d/6 empty vertices,
It :=
0 otherwise.
Let us fix an arbitrary bin i and then define A(t, i) to be the event that the t-th ball is
allocated to vertex i. (The first t − 1 balls have already been allocated, as the balanced
allocation process never fails.) Observe that if i 6∈ Dt then Pr [A(t, i)] = 0. It follows that
Pr [A(t, i)] = Pr [A(t, i) | i ∈ Dt and It = 1] · Pr [i ∈ Dt and It = 1]
+ Pr [A(t, i) | i ∈ Dt and It = 0] · Pr [i ∈ Dt and It = 0] .
Now there are at least d/6 empty vertices on Dt when It = 1, so
Pr [A(t, i) | i ∈ Dt and It = 1] 6 6/d.
It follows that
Pr [A(t, i)] 6 (6/d) Pr [i ∈ Dt and It = 1] + Pr [i ∈ Dt and It = 0]
6 (6/d) Pr [i ∈ Dt ] + Pr [It = 0 | i ∈ Dt ] · Pr [i ∈ Dt ] .

(3)
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In order to have i ∈ Dt , first an edge containing i must be selected, and then the chosen
d-element subset of that edge must contain i. By the β-balancedness property,

s−1
β
βs d−1
· s 6 .
Pr [i ∈ Dt ] 6
n
n
d
Using the above inequality, we simplify Inequality (3) as follows:
Pr [A(t, i)] 6

6β
βd
+
Pr [It = 0 | i ∈ Dt ] .
n
n

If d 6 6 then the above inequality immediately implies that Pr [A(t, i)] 6 12β/n. This
completes the proof when d 6 6. For the remainder of the proof we assume that d > 7, and
prove that
Pr [It = 0 | i ∈ Dt ] 6 ĉ/d

(4)

for some absolute constant ĉ > 0. From this, we see that Pr [A(t, i)] 6 α/n where α = β(6+ĉ).
As i was an arbitrary bin, this proves that the process is (α, m)-uniform.
Let F be the event that Ht contains at least s/2 empty vertices for all t = 1, . . . , m. By
Lemma 14, we have Pr [F] > 1 − n−2 . Then
Pr [It = 0 | i ∈ Dt ]
= Pr [It = 0 | (i ∈ Dt ) and F] · Pr [F] + Pr [It = 0 | (i ∈ Dt ) and ¬F] · Pr [¬F]
6 Pr [It = 0 | (i ∈ Dt ) and F] + n−2 6 Pr [It = 0 | (i ∈ Dt ) and F] + 1/d.

(5)

Let X be the random variable that counts the number of empty bins of a random (d − 1)element subset of Ht \ {i}, conditioned on the event that “(i ∈ Dt ) and F” holds. Then X is
a hypergeometric random variable with parameters (s − 1, K, d − 1), where K is the number
of empty bins contained in Ht \ {i}. Thus
E [X] =

(d − 1)K
(d − 1)K
and Var [X] 6
6 d.
s−1
s−1

Then E [X] > d/3, since K > s/2 − 1 when i ∈ Dt and F holds (and using the size property
s = Ω(log n)) and the fact that d > 7). Therefore
Pr [It = 0 | (i ∈ Dt ) and F]
6 Pr [X < d/6] 6 Pr [|X − E [X] | 6 E [X] /2] <

4 Var [X]
E [X]

2

6

36d
36
=
,
2
d
d

using Chebychev’s inequality. Substituting the above upper bound in Inequality (5) establishes
(4) with ĉ = 38, which completes the proof.
J
We are ready to prove Lemma 12.
I Lemma 16 (Restatement of Lemma 12). Fix d = d(n) with 2 6 d = o(log n). Let
(H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) be a dynamic hypergraph which satisfies the β-balanced, ε-visibility and
c0 -size properties. Suppose that c > 44βe2 is a sufficiently large constant, and let k = C log n
for some constant C > 1. There exists Θ(n) 6 m 6 n such that the probability that Cm
contains a c-loaded k-vertex tree is at most
n
o

exp 4k log(2βd) − c(d − 1)(k − r − 1) + c0 + 3 − rε/2 log(n)
where r is the number of red vertices in the blue-red coloring of the tree. Moreover, with high
probability, if Cm contains any such tree then r = O(1/ε).
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Proof. Fix m = m(n) to equal the m provided by Lemma 15. There are at most 4k ordered
trees with k vertices. (Proposition 10). Fix such a tree, say T , and label the vertices
{1, 2, . . . , k} such that vertex i is the i-th new vertex visited when performing depth-first
search in T starting from the root, and respecting the given ordering. In particular, the root
of T is vertex 1. Next, we will assign a d-choice to the root vertex of T , as a first step in
describing trees which may be present in the witness graph Cm . Let x count the number of
possible d-choices that can be assigned to the root of T . Then
  [
 
m
s
s
x6
·
Et · m 6
· nc0 +2 ,
d
d
t=1
where the last inequality follows from the size property and the inequality
 m 6 n. Therefore,
there are x possibilities for the root and hence there are at most 4k · ds · nc0 +2 ordered trees
with the specified root. Fix an arbitrary d-choice Dt as the root for T .
Next we fix an arbitrary function col : {2, . . . , k} → {blue, red}, that gives a blue-red
coloring of 2, . . . , k. In what follows we establish an upper bound for the probability that Cm
contains the blue-red colored tree T ⊂ Cm , (according to Definition 11). Let q1 (t) be the
probability that the t-th ball chooses the root of T (that is, that the d-choice made by the
t-th ball corresponds to the root of T ). Then
m
X
t=1

q1 (t) 6

m
X
1
n


s 6 s ,
t=1

d

(6)

d


because H contains ds distinct d-element sets for for every H ∈ Et . For every t = 2, . . . , k,
define qi (t, col(i)) to be the probability that the t-th ball chooses the i-th vertex of the tree
(i.e., i) with col(i). If col(i) is red then Dt must share at least two bins with ∪i−1
j=1 Dtj , while
if col(i) is blue then Dt only shares one bin with its parent. For every i = 2, . . . , k, let us
derive an upper bound on qi (t, blue). Here, the i-th vertex share one bin with its parent in
T , say Dtj . Now Dtj has d bins and by the balancedness property we get
X


βds
Pr Dtj ∩ Ht 6= ∅ 6
Pr [i ∈ Ht ] 6
,
n
i∈Dtj

where Ht is the edge chosen by ball t from H(t) , uniformly at random. Suppose that for
some a > 1 we have |Dtj ∩ Ht | = a 6 d. Then
total
 thes−1
 number of d-element subsets of Ht
s−a
which share only one bin with Dtj is a d−1
6 d d−1 . Thus, we get

s−1
m
m
m
X
X
X
βds
βd3
d−1
· d s =
6 βd3 ,
(7)
qi (t, blue) 6
n
n
d
t=1
t=1
t=1
because m 6 n.
Next, for every i = 2, . . . , k, and every t = 2, . . . , m, we need an upper bound on qi (t, red).
If the i-th vertex of the tree is the set Dt and is coloured red, then Dt is a d-element set of
bins which shares at least two bins with ∪i−1
j=1 Dtj . One of these bins belongs to the (known)
parent, and the other belongs to Dt1 . . . , Dti−1 . So if U is the number of choices for this pair
of bins, then
U 6 d · (i − 1)d 6 kd2 .

(8)

Let {p1 , p2 . . . , pU } be the set of such pairs of bins. For J = 1, . . . , U , write A(pJ , t) for the
event that the pair pJ is contained in a randomly chosen edge of Et . Observe that if pJ ⊂ Dt
then A(pJ , t) holds. Then, by the balancedness property we have
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Pr [pJ ⊂ Dt ]
= Pr [pJ ⊂ Dt | A(pJ , t)] · Pr [A(pJ , t)]

s−2
6 Pr [pJ ⊂ Ht ] ·

d−2

s
d

· Pr [A(pJ , t)]
s−2
d−2

s
d

6 Pr [pJ ∩ Ht 6= ∅] ·


· Pr [A(pJ , t)]


s−2
2βd(d − 1)
2βs d−2
6
· s · Pr [A(pJ , t)] =
Pr [A(pJ , t)] ,
n
(s − 1)n
d

s−2
as d−2
is the number of d-element subsets of Ht which contain the pair pJ . Then
qi (t, red) 6

U
X
2βd(d − 1)
Pr [A(pJ , t)] .
(s − 1)n

J=1

Note that by (8) we have U 6 kd2 and hence,
m
X

qi (t, red) 6

U X
n
X
2βd(d − 1)

(s − 1)n

J=1 t=1

t=1

Pr [A(pJ , t)] 6

U
X
2βd(d − 1)
2βkd4
vis(pJ ) 6
.
(s − 1)n
nε

J=1

(9)
The final inequality follows from the visibility property, using the fact that d < s.
Write col−1 (blue) for the set of blue vertices in T , and similarly for col−1 (red). Then
|col−1 (red)| + |col−1 (blue)| = k − 1.
Suppose that (t1 , . . . , tk ) is the sequence of balls that are going to select vertices 1, 2, . . . , k
of T . By applying (6), (7) and (9), we find that the probability that the edges of the colored
tree T appears in Cm at times (t1 , . . . , tk ), and the corresponding sets Dt1 , . . . , Dtk consistent
with chosen blue-red coloring scheme, is at most
(
)
! k
!
k
m
m
X
Y
X
Y X
q1 (t1 )
qi (ti , col(i)) 6
q1 (t)
qi (t, col(i))

6

n 

s
d

t=1

i=2

(t1 ,...,tk )

Y

m
X

2=1


qi (t, blue) 

i∈col−1 (blue) t=1

Y

m
X

t=1


qi (t, red)

i∈col−1 (red) t=1

|col−1 (red)|

|col−1 (red)|
2k
.
(10)
nε
d
d

There are at most 2k−1 coloring functions and 4k poly(n) ds rooted and ordered trees. So
by the upper bound (10), together with the union bound over all colored ordered trees, we
obtain
|col−1 (blue)|
n
6 s βd3



2βkd4
nε

nβ k d4k

6
s



Pr [ Cm contains a valid blue-red colored k-vertex tree with r red vertices ]
 
 r
n β k d4k 2k
k k−1
c0 +2 s

64 2
·n
·
s
d
nε
d

6 nc0 +3 · (2βd)4k · n−rε/2 6 exp 4k log(2βd) + (c0 + 3 − rε/2) log n ,
using k = O(log n) for the penultimate inequality.

(11)
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Let b = k − r − 1 be the number of blue vertices and let Ds1 , . . . , Dsb be the sorted list
of blue vertices such that s1 < s2 < · · · < sb . Then, by the definition of blue-red coloring,
for every j = 1, . . . , b we have |(∪j−1
g=1 Dsg ) ∩ Dsj | 6 1. This implies that
y = | ∪kj=1 Dtj | > | ∪bj=1 Dsj | > (d − 1)b = (d − 1)(k − 1 − r),
since {s1 , . . . , sb } ⊆ {t1 , . . . , tk }. Applying Lemma 15 implies that the balanced allocation is
(α, m)-uniform, where α = 44β, say. Hence for any c > 44βe2 , the probability that each bin
in ∪kj=1 Dtj is allocated at least c balls (that is, the tree T is c-loaded) is at most

  
cy  
m
αy cy
em
αy cy  eα cy
6
6
6 e−c(d−1)(k−r−1) ,
cy
n
cy
n
c
where the last inequality follows from m 6 n and the fact that c > αe2 . Since balls are
independent from each other, we can multiply the above inequality by (11) to show that the
probability that Cm contains a c-loaded k-vertex tree with r red vertices is at most
n
o

exp 4k log(2βd) − c(d − 1)(k − r − 1) + c0 + 3 − rε/2 log n ,
(12)
proving the first statement of the lemma. Finally, suppose that rε → ∞ as n → ∞. Then
the upper bound in (12) can be written as
n
o

exp 4 log(2βd) − c(d − 1) k + O(log n) + o(r · log n) − (rε/2) log n
n
o
6 exp O(log n) + o(r · log n) − (rε/2) log n .
Since rε → ∞, this term dominates and the probability that Cm contains a blue-red coloured
tree with r red vertices tends to zero. Therefore, if such a tree is present in Cm then
r = O(1/ε) with high probability. This completes the proof.
J
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Balanced Allocation on Dynamic Graphs

In this section we show an upper bound for maximum load attained by the balanced allocation
on regular dynamic graphs (i.e., Theorem 6). Suppose that the balanced allocation process
has allocated n balls to the dynamic regular graph (G(1) , . . . , G(n) ). Define the conflict graph
Cn formed by the edges selected by the n balls. The vertex set of Cn is the set [n] of bins,
and the loads of these bins are updated during the process.
Given a tree T which is a subgraph of Cn , and vertices u, v of the tree, if {u, v} is an
edge of Cn then we say it is a cycle-producing edge with respect to the tree T . The name
arises as adding this edge to the tree would produce a cycle, which may be a 2-cycle if the
edge {u, v} is already present in T . For a positive integer c > 0, a subgraph of Cn is called
c-loaded if each vertex (bin) contained in the subgraph has load at least c. The following
proposition presents some properties of connected components of Cn .
I Proposition 17. Let (G(1) , . . . , G(n) ) be a regular dynamic graph on vertex set [n] which is
ε-visible. Let that Cn be the conflict graph obtained after allocating n balls using the balanced
allocation process. Then for every given constant c > 0, with probability at least 1 − n−c ,
every 12(c + 1)-loaded connected component of Cn contains strictly fewer than log n vertices.
Moreover, the number of cycle-producing edges in the component is at most 2(c + 1)/ε.
We will prove the proposition in Appendix D. We now explain how to recursively build a
witness graph, provided there exists a bin whose load is higher than a certain threshold.
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Construction of the Witness Graph
Let us start with a bin, say r, with ` + c balls. Clearly, if a ball is in bin r at height h
then the other bin it chose, as part of the balanced allocation procedure, had load at least
h. Starting from bin (vertex) r, let us recover all ` edges corresponding to the balls that
were placed in r with height at least c. Thus, the alternative bin choices have loads at least
` + c − 1, . . . , c, respectively. These ` bins are all neighbours of r in Cn , and we refer to them
as the children of r. Next, we recover the edges corresponding to balls placed in the children
of r at height at least c. Recursively, we continue until there is no ball remaining at height
c or more. For every i = 1, . . . , `, let f (` − i) denote the number of vertices generated by
the recursive construction, starting with a bin which contains ` − i + c balls. Assume for
the moment that, for each vertex with load at least c, the recursive procedure always gives
produces distinct children. Then
f (`) > f (` − 1) + f (` − 2) + . . . + f (0) + 1,
where f (0) = 1. A simple calculation shows that f (`) > 2` . Thus, the recursive procedure
gives a c-loaded tree with at least 2` vertices, under the assumption that the children of each
vertex considered by the recursion are all distinct.
We may now prove our main result on dynamic regular graphs.
Proof of Theorem 6. We want to show that after n balls have been allocated to the dynamic
regular graph (G(1) , . . . , G(n) ), which satisfies the ε-visibility property, the maximum load is
at most log2 log n + O(1/ε) with high probability.
Let c > 0 be a given constant. By the second statement of Proposition 17, with probability
at least 1 − n−c , the number of cycle-producing edges in a given component of Cn is at most
c2 = 2(c + 1)/ε. For a contradiction, suppose that there exists a bin, say r, which has at
least ` + c1 + c2 + 1 balls, where c1 = 12(c + 1). Consider c2 + 1 balls in r at height at least
` + c1 . The children of r in Cn are the bins r1 , r2 , . . . , rc2 +1 (which might not be distinct),
which were the alternative choice of these c2 + 1 balls. Each of these children ri has load
at least ` + c1 . We start the recursive construction at each child ri of r. Assuming that
this component of Cn contains at most c2 cycle-producing edges, it follows that for at least
one child ri of r, the recursive procedure gives distinct children for each vertex which is
a descendent of ri . Hence we obtain a c1 -loaded tree which has 2` vertices. Substituting
` = log2 log n and applying the first statement of Proposition 17, we conclude that with
probability at least 1 − n−c such a structure does not exist in Cn . This contradiction shows
that with high probability, the maximum load after n balls have been allocated is at most
log2 log n + O(1/ε).
J
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Proof of Theorem 4

Proof. Let G = ([n], E) denote a s-regular graph that does not contain any 4-cycle, where
s = nε . It is worth mentioning that there are several explicit families of s-regular graphs
with girth logs n (e.g., see [10]). For each i ∈ [n], let N (i) be set of vertices adjacent to i.
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Also, let H = ([n], {N (i), i = 1, . . . , n}) denote a hypergraph obtained from G. We consider
the s-uniform dynamic hypergraph (H, H, . . . , H). Clearly, for every {i, j} ⊂ [n] we have
that
vis(i, j) 6 n 6 sn1−ε
Therefore, the dynamic hypergraph is ε-visible. Fix an integer d such that 2 6 d 6 s and d
is constant. Since G does not contain any 4-cycle, we deduce that every d-subset of vertices
only appears in at most one hyperedge of H. Therefore, the probability that a d-subset is
chosen by any ball is 1/(n ds ). Let D = {i1 , i2 , . . . , id } ⊂ [n] be an arbitrary set of d vertices
contained in some hyperedge of H. Let X(D, k) be an indicator random variable taking one
if at least k balls choose D and zero otherwise. Then we have that
!k
 
n
1

Pr [X(D, k) = 1] =
k
n ds
P
Also let Yk = D X(D, k) denote the number of d-subsets that are chosen by at least k balls.
By linearity of expectation we have that
!k
  
 −d k
 −dε k
X
s n
1
s
n

E [Yk ] =
E [X(D, k)] = n
>n
=n
,
(13)
s
d k
k
k
n d
D


where the last inequality follows from nk > ( nk )k and ds < sd . In what follows we show
that with high probability there exists k such that Yk > 1. Suppose that dε = Θ(1), then
if we set k = 1, then there is a d-subset which is picked by at least one ball and hence
Y1 > 1. If (log log n)/(3 log n) < dε and dε = o(1), then by setting k = 1/(6dε) we have
k < (log n)/(2 log log n) < log n and
E [Yk ] > nk −k n−kdε > n(log n)− log n/(2 log log n) n−1/6 = n1/3 = ω(log n).
Moreover, if dε 6 log log n/(3 log n), then by letting k = log n/(2 log log n) we get that
E [Yk ] > nk −k n−kdε > n(log n)− log n/(2 log log n) n−1/6 = n1/3 = ω(log n).
Therefore, there exists k = min{Ω(1/ε), Ω(log n/ log log n)} so that E [Yk ] = ω(log n). As the
number of balls is n, it is easy to observe that for a given k, the random variables X(D, k) are
negatively correlated. Application of the Chernoff bound for negatively correlated random
variable implies that
Pr [Yk 6 E [Yk ] /2] 6 exp(− E [Yk ]/8) = exp(−ω(log n)).
It follows that there exists a d-subset D which is chosen by at least k balls and hence
there is at least one bin in D whose load is at least k/d.
J

B

Proof of Proposition 8

In this section we prove Proposition 8. First we restate a useful theorem from [8].
I Theorem 18 ([8, Theorem 3]). Let M be an ergodic Markov chain with finite state space Ω
and stationary distribution π. Let T = T (ε) be its ε-mixing time for ε < 1/8. Let (Z1 , . . . , Zt )
denote a t-step random walk on M starting from an initial distribution ρ on Ω (that is, Z1 is
distributed according to ρ). For some positive constant µ and every i ∈ [t], let fi : Ω → [0, 1] be
P
a weight function at step i such that the expected weight Eπ [fi (v)] = v∈Ω π(v)fi (v) satisfies
Pt
Eπ [fi (v)] = µ p
for all i. Define the total weight of the walk (Z1 , ..., Zt ) by X = i=1 fi (Zi ).
P
2
Write ||ρ||π =
x∈Ω ρx /πx . Then there exists some positive constant c (independent of µ
and ε) such that for all α > 0,
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1. Pr [X > (1 + α)µt] 6 c||ρ||π e−α µt/72T
2. Pr [X > (1 + α)µt] 6 c||ρ||π e−αµt/72T
2
3. Pr [X 6 (1 − α)µt] 6 c||ρ||π e−α µt/72T
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for 0 6 α 6 1.
for α > 1.
for 0 6 α 6 1.

Proof of Proposition 8. Let Ω be the vertex set of the R-dimensional torus Γ(n, R) and let
a and b denote two arbitrary agents. By definition of the communication graph process,
agents a and b are initially placed on two randomly chosen vertices of Γ, say u0 and v0 . Note
that u0 and v0 are independently chosen according to the stationary distribution π of the
random walk on Γ(n, R). Now consider the trajectory of agents a and b, which give two
independent random walks u0 , u1 , . . . and v0 , v1 , . . . on Γ(n, R). Defining Xt = (ut , vt ) for
t = 0, 1, . . . gives a finite, ergodic Markov chain with stationary distribution (π, π) on Ω × Ω.
For every t > 0, define f (Xt ) = f (ut , vt ) to equal 1 if d(ut , vt ) 6 r, and equal 0 otherwise,
where d(·, ·) is the Manhattan distance for the given grid. Let u1t and vt1 denote the projection
of the random walks ut and vt onto the 1-dimensional torus Γ(n1/R , 1), respectively, defined
by taking the first component of each of the random walks on Γ(n, R). Then Xt1 = (u1t , vt1 )
is an ergodic Markov chain on Γ(n1/R , 1), and its initial distribution is stationary. We may
also define f (u1t , vt1 ) to be 1 if d(u1t , vt1 ) 6 r, and 0 otherwise. By the Manhattan distance
property, if f (ut , vt ) = 1 then f (u1t , vt1 ) = 1. Therefore,
vis(a, b) =

n
X

f (Xt ) 6

t=0

n
X

f (Xt1 ).

t=0

Set δ = min{1/4, 1/R}. Let t0 be the first time when d(u1t0 , vt10 ) 6 nδ . Consider a moving
window W of length 2nδ + 1, which contains the locations of u1t0 and vt10 . At time t0 , the
vertices covered by W are labelled in increasing order, with the leftmost vertex labelled −nδ
and the rightmost vertex labelled nδ − 1. The window W stays at its initial location as long
as no agent hits a border of W (vertices labelled −nδ or nδ ), or the middle vertex of W
(labelled 0). Let b be the first agent that hits a border or the centre of W . From this time
on, b and W are coupled so that they both move and/or stay, simultaneously. (If b moves
left then W also moves left, for example.) Each time the window W moves, a vertex u ∈ Γ1
is no longer covered by W and a new vertex, w ∈ Γ1 , becomes covered by w. The new vertex
w is assigned the label of vertex u. This process always labels the vertices covered by W by
{−nδ−1 , . . . , nδ − 1}, and the movement of agent b over these labeled vertices simulates a
random walk on the additive group Z2nδ +1 . Define
S = {1 6 t 6 n | u1t and vt1 ∈ W }.
Assume that S 6= ∅ and define the chain Yt = (u1t , vt1 ), t ∈ S. Then Yt can be considered as
an ergodic Markov chain of length |S| 6 n over Z2nδ −1 , or equivalently, as a Markov chain
on a (2nδ + 1)-cycle. By the proposition assumption we have r = O(no(1) ) < nδ , and so
vis(a, b) =

n
X
t=0

f (Xt ) 6

n
X
t=0

f (Xt1 ) 6

X
t∈S

f (Yt ) 6

n
X

f (Yt ).

t=0

The chain Yt converges to stationary distribution (π, π), where π is the uniform distribution of
a random walk on a (2nδ + 1)-cycle. It follows that for all t = 0, 1, . . . we have E(π,π) [f (Yt )] =
µ = Θ(r/nδ ), independently of t. It is well-known [15] that the ε-mixing time of the random
walk on a (2nδ + 1)-cycle is O(n2δ log(1/ε)). If ρ is the initial distribution Y0 , then we have
that ||ρ||π 6 O(nδ ). Applying Theorem 18 implies that
" n
#
X
1−3δ
)
Pr
f (Yt ) > µ · n = O(nδ )e−Θ(rn
= n−ω(1) .
t=1
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Therefore, with probability 1 − n−ω(1) ,
vis(a, b) 6

n
X

f (Yt ) = O(rn1−δ ) = O(n1−δ+o(1) ) = O(n1−ε ),

t=0

taking ε = δ/2, say. Taking the union bound over all pairs of agents completes the proof.

C

J

Proof of Lemma 14

Berenbrink et al. [3] proposed an allocation algorithm B such that for t = 1, 2, . . ., the t-th
ball chooses an edge of H(t) = ([n], Et ), t = 1, . . ., uniformly at random, say Ht . The ball
is then allocated to an empty vertex (bin) of Ht , with ties broken randomly. If Ht does
not contain an empty bin then the process fails. The next lemma follows directly from [3,
Lemmas 4, 5].
I Lemma 19. Suppose that the dynamic s-uniform hypergraph (H(1) , . . . , H(n) ) satisfies the
balancedness and size properties. There exists m = Θ(n) such that with probability at least
1 − n−2 , algorithm B successfully allocates m balls and there are at least s/2 empty vertices
in Ht for t = 1, . . . , m.
We now apply the above result to prove Lemma 14.
Proof of Lemma 14. We apply a coupling technique between the balanced allocation process
on a dynamic hypergraph and B.
Let us first consider an identical copy of the set of bins, called B. The coupled process
sequentially allocates a ball to a pair of bins. In round t = 1, . . . , m, the t-th ball chooses
an edge of H(t) uniformly at random, say Ht . Let Ht0 be the corresponding set of bins,
chosen from B. Then the first ball is allocated to a bin, say i, contained in Ht according the
balanced allocation. If i ∈ Ht0 is empty then the second ball is allocated to bin i ∈ Ht0 as
well. If i ∈ Ht0 is not empty then the second ball is allocated to an empty bin from Ht0 , with
ties are broken randomly. If there is no empty bin in Ht0 then the coupling fails. Note that
Ht and Ht0 have the same set of bins but may have different loads. Observe that the coupled
process allocates balls to bins from B according to B. Next we show that for t = 1, . . . , m,
Empty(Ht ) > Empty(Ht0 ),

(14)

where Empty(H) denotes the number of empty bins contained in H. For a contradiction,
assume that there is a first time t1 such that Empty(Ht01 ) > Empty(Ht1 ). Then there
is vertex i ∈ Ht01 which is empty, while i ∈ Ht1 has a ball at height zero: this is ball
t0 , say, where 1 6 t0 6 t1 . This implies that the coupled process has allocated ball t0
to bin i ∈ Ht1 , but it has not allocated any ball to bin i ∈ Ht01 , since i was empty until
round t1 . This contradicts the definition of the coupled process. So Inequality (14) holds
for t = 1, . . . , m. Applying Lemma 19 yields that there exists m = Θ(n) such that for
t = 1, . . . , m, Empty(Ht ) > Empty(Ht0 ) > s/2.
J

D

Proof of Proposition 17

In this subsection we will prove two lemmas and then combine them to establish the
proposition. The lemmas and their proofs are inspired by [13, Lemma 2.1 and 2.2]. Recall
that a subgraph of Cn is c-loaded if every vertex (bin) in the subgraph has load at least c.
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I Lemma 20. Let k be a positive integer and let c1 > 0. The probability that conflict graph
 c1 k
Cn contains a c1 -loaded connected component with k vertices is at most n · 8k · 2e
.
c1
Moreover, by setting c1 = 12(c + 1), we conclude that with probability at least 1 − n−c , the
conflict graph Cn does not contain a c1 -loaded tree with at least log n vertices.
Proof. A connected component in Cn with k vertices contains a spanning tree with k vertices.
By Proposition 10, there are at most 4k−1 ordered trees with k vertices. For every ordered
tree, we can choose its root in n ways, as we have n bins (vertices). Hence there are at most
n · 4k−1 rooted and ordered trees. Let us fix an arbitrary ordered tree T with a specified
root. Also let (t1 , . . . , tk−1 ) denote an arbitrary sequence of rounds, where ti ∈ {1, . . . , n}
is the round when the i-th edge of the ordered tree T is chosen. Notice that in an ordered
tree with specified root, the i-th edge always connects the i-th child to its parent, and the
parent is already known to us. Therefore, to build the tree, the i-th edge of the tree must
be chosen from edges of G(ti ) that are adjacent to the known parent. This implies that the
∆
algorithm chooses the i-th edge of T in round ti with probability n∆tti/2 = n2 . Since balls are
i
independent from each other, the tree T is constructed at the given times (t1 , . . . , tk−1 ) with
probability
 k−1
2
.
n

(15)

On the other hand, ball t is allocated to a given bin with probability at most ∆t /(n∆t /2) =
2/n. Therefore, the probability that T is c1 -loaded is at most
   c1 k 
c k  c1 k  c1 k
n
2k
en 1
2k
2e
6
=
,
ck
n
c1 k
n
c1
where we used the fact that

n
c1 k



6



en
c1 k

c 1 k

(16)

. Since balls are independent, one can multiply

(15) by (16) and derive an upper bound for the probability that T is constructed at the
given times and is c-loaded. Taking the union bound over all rooted ordered trees and time
sequences gives
( 
( 
c k )
c k )
k−1 
k−1 
X
2e 1
2e 1
2
2
k−1
k−1 k−1
n4
6 n4
n
·
n
c1
n
c1
(t1 ,...,tk−1 )

= n8k−1



2e
c1

c1 k
,

proving the first statement of the lemma. By setting c1 = 12(c + 1) and k = log n in the
above formula, we infer that the probability that Cn contains a c1 -loaded tree with log n
vertices is at most
 c1 k
2e
k−1
n8
< n23k 2−12(c+1)k 6 n2−ck−9k 6 n−c ,
c1
completing the proof.

J

I Lemma 21. Suppose that the conflict graph Cn contains a c-loaded k-vertex tree T , where
c > 4e is any constant and k is a positive integer. Let p denotes the number of cycleproducing edges (with respect to T ) which have been added between vertices in this tree during
the allocation process. Then p < 2(c + 1)/ε with probability at least 1 − n−c .
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Proof. For a given connected component of k vertices, there are at most k2 edges whose
addition may produce a cycle. This includes edges already present in the component, as an
edge
multiplicity 2 (double edge) forms a 2-cycle. Thus, the p edges can be chosen in
 with
k p
2p
<
k
ways. Let {e1 , e2 , . . . , ep } denote a set of p cycle-producing edges (some of these
2
may create 2-cycles). Also let (t1 , . . . , tp ) denote a sequence of rounds, where ti ∈ {1, . . . , n} is
the round in which the ti -th ball picks edge ei . For each round t = 1, 2, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , p,
let us define It (ei ) to equal 1 if ei ∈ Et , and 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that
h
i I (e )
t i
Pr ball t picks edge ei of G(t) =
.
|Et |
Pn
Now vis(ei ) = t=1 It (ei ) for i = 1, . . . , p. Using this, and the fact that |Et | > n/2 for each
t (since G(t) is regular with degree at most 1), the probability that e1 , e2 , . . . , ep are chosen
is at most
( p
)
)
( n
 1−ε p  p
p
p
X
Y It (ei )
Y
X It (ei )
Y
4
4n
4 vis(ei )
i
. (17)
=
6
6
6
ε
E
E
n
n
n
ti
t
i=1
i=1 t=1
i=1
(t1 ,...,tp )

Moreover, applying Lemma 20 shows that the probability that Cn contains a c-loaded k-vertex
tree is at most
 ck
2e
n · 8k ·
6 n · 2−k ,
(18)
c
as c > 4e. So, with high probability, Cn does not contain any c-loaded tree with at least
(log n)2 vertices. Now assume that k < (log n)2 . Combining (17) and (18), and taking the
union bound over all choices for a set of p edges, we find that the probability that a c-loaded
k-vertex tree contains p cycle-producing edges is at most
 p

p
4
4 · k2
2p
−k
k ·
·n·2 =
· n · 2−k 6 n−εp/2 · n · 2−k ,
(19)
nε
nε
where the inequality holds as k < (log n)2 . Therefore the probability that p = d2(c + 1)/εe
cycle-producing edges are present is at most n−c . We conclude that p < 2(c + 1)/ε with
probability at least 1 − n−c .
J
Proof of Proposition 17. Combining the Lemmas 20 and 21 establishes the proposition. J
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1

Introduction

Kernel methods are a pillar of machine learning and general data analysis. These approaches
consider classic problems such as PCA, linear regression, linear classification, k-means
clustering which at their heart fit a linear subspace to a complex data set. Each of the
methods can be solved by only inspecting the data via a dot product hx, pi. Kernel methods,
and specifically the “kernel trick,” simply replaces these Euclidean dot products with a nonlinear inner product operation. The two most common inner products are the polynomial
kernel Kz (x, p) = (hx, pi + 1)z and the Gaussian kernel K(x, p) = exp(−kx − pk2 ).
The “magic” of the kernel method works mainly because of the existence of a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) HK associated with any positive definite (p.d.) kernel [43] K.
It is a function space, so for any data point x ∈ Rd , there is a mapping φ : Rd → HK so
φ(x) = K(x, ·). Since φ(x) is a function with domain Rd , and each “coordinate” of φ(x) is
associated with another point p ∈ Rd , there are an infinite number of “coordinates,” and HK
can be infinite dimensional. However, since hφ(x), φ(p)iHK = K(x, p), this embedding does
not ever need to be computed, we can simply evaluate K(x, p). And life was good.
However, at the dawn of the age of big data, it became necessary to try to explicitly,
but approximately, compute this map φ. Kernel methods typically start by computing and
then analyzing the n × n gram matrix KX where (KX )i,j = K(xi , xj ) for a data sets X
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of size n. As n became huge, this became untenable. In a hallmark paper, Rahimi and
Recht [37] devised random Fourier features (RFFs) for p.d. kernels (with max value 1, e.g.,
Gaussians) that compute a random map φ̃ : Rd → RD̃ so φ̃(x), φ̃(p) is an unbiased estimate
of K(x, p), and with probability at least 1 − δ has error |K(x, p) − φ̃(x), φ̃(p) | ≤ ε. For
just one pair of points they require D̃ = O((1/ε2 ) log(1/δ)), or for all comparisons among n
points D̃n = ((1/ε2 ) log(n/δ)), or for any points in a region Λ of volume vol(Λ) ≤ V , then
D̃V = ((1/ε2 ) log(V /δ)).
However, relative-error-preserving RKHS embeddings for p.d. kernels are impossible
without some restriction on the size n or domain Λ of the data. Consider n data points
each far from each other so any pair x, p ∈ Rd satisfies K(x, p) < 1/n. In any relative-errorapproximate embedding φ̂ : Rd → RD̂ , each point must be virtually orthogonal to all other
points, and hence Ω(n) dimensions are required [28].
Instead, to obtain (almost) relative-error results in big data sets, researchers have relied
on other approaches such as sampling [45], exploiting structure of p.d. Gram matrices [34],
devising modified RFFs for regularized kernel regression [9], or building data structures for
kernel density estimate queries [12].
The kernel distance and data set embeddings. To address these difficulties, we first turn
our attention from the inner product hφ(x), φ(p)iHK = K(x, p) in the RKHS to the natural
distance it implies. Before stating this distance, we generalize the inner product to point
sets P ⊂ Rd (which extends naturally to probability distributions µP with domain Rd ).
We treat P as a discrete probability distribution with uniform 1/|P | weight on each point.
P
This can be represented in HK as Φ(P ) = |P1 | x∈P φ(x), known as the kernel mean [33].
P
Indeed, for any query point p ∈ Rd , the inner product hΦ(P ), φ(p)iHK = |P1 | x∈P K(x, p)
is precisely the kernel density estimate at p. For two point sets P, Q ⊂ Rd we define
P
P
1
κ(P, Q) = |P1 | |Q|
x∈P
y∈Q K(p, q) = hΦ(P ), Φ(Q)iHK .
Now the kernel distance [36, 26] (alternatively known as the current distance [23] or
maximum mean discrepancy [24, 39]) is defined
p
DK (P, Q) = kΦ(P ) − Φ(Q)kHK = κ(P, P ) + κ(Q, Q) − 2κ(P, Q).
Under a slightly restricted class of kernels (a subset of p.d. kernels), called characteristic
kernels [42], this distance is a metric. These include the Gaussian kernels which we focus on
hereafter. This distance looks and largely acts like Euclidean distance; indeed, restricted to
any finite-dimensional subspace, it is equivalent to Euclidean distance.
In data analysis and statistics, kernel mean is a compact way to represent a point set
distribution. One can also use kernel distance to compare different point set as opposed
to more expensive measure such as Wasserstein distance. In practice, there are various
applications such as hypothesis test and geometric search (see section 4 for detail discussion)
that use kernel distance as a core component. We suggest the reader refer to [38, 40] for
more details on the statistical perspective of kernel distance. Therefore, making computation
of the kernel distance scalable by a kernel distance embedding is of significant importance
for those downstream applications. More generally, one can view oblivious kernel distance
embedding as special case of oblivious subspace embedding for RKHS [32, 2], which gives a
stronger guarantee than a subspace in the RKHS is preserved within relative error. However,
many application of kernel distance do not require such a strong guarantee, which generally
attain worse results (see below for more detail comparison).
So a natural question to ask is if this distance is preserved within relative error via some
approximate lifting. Clearly RFFs guarantee additive ε-error. However, relate this problem
to the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) Lemma [25]: JL describe a family of random projections
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from a high-dimensional space to a D0 -dimensional space which preserve (1 + ε)-relative error
on Euclidean distance, again with D0 = O((1/ε2 ) log(n/δ)) for any n2 pairs of distances,
succeed with probability 1 − δ, but only guarantees additive error on inner products.
Moreover, it is possible to apply the JL Lemma to create such an approximate embedding.
First for any set of n points X, we can create n×n Gram matrix KX (that is positive definite),
T
and decompose it to KX = BX BX
. Then each row (BX )i in BX is the n-dimensional vector
representation of the ith data point, and the Euclidean distance k(BX )i − (BX )j k2 is the
kernel distance between data points i and j [31, 8]. Then we can apply JL on these rows
{(BX )i } to obtain such an approximate embedding. However, this embedding is not oblivious
to the data (necessary for many big data settings like streaming) and still requires Ω(n2 )
time just to create the Gram matrix, not to mention the time for decomposition.
Another recent approach [14] analyzed RFFs for this task, and shows that these approximate embeddings do guarantee relative error on the kernel distance, but only between
φ̂(p)k
each pair of points x, p ∈ Rd (e.g., so kφ̂(x)−
∈ (1 ± ε)), and as we describe next many
DK (x,p)
downstream analysis tasks require the distance preserved between point sets. Alternatively,
if we assume D2K (P, Q) > α, then standard RFFs can provide a relative error guarantee using
D̃ = O( ε21α2 log 1δ ). However, such a large factor in α is undesirable, since typically α  ε.
Our Results. We provide two sketches G : Rd → RD for the Gaussian kernel, improving on
work of Rahimi and Recht [37] and Avron et al. [9], which achieves almost relative error for
P
1
d
kernel distance. Let F (X) = |X|
x∈X G(x) extend the sketch to point sets X ⊂ R . Then
we show that for two point sets P, Q ⊂ Rd
D2K (P, Q) − kF (P ) − F (Q)k2 ≤ εD2K (P, Q) + α.
As we can always reduce the dimension G : Rd → RD using JL to about D = 1/ε2 , we focus
on reducing the runtime dependence, in particular the dependence on α.
(the GaussianSketch)
to process a single point with G(x) it takes
In the first sketch


O

d2
ε2

log dε + ds time, with s = Θ

log(d exp(dL2 )/α)
log( L12 log(d exp(dL2 )/α))

, where L describes the (L∞ )

radius of the domain containing X. So the dependence on 1/α is less than a single logarithmic
term.
The second sketch (the GaussianSketchHD) is useful when the dimension d is potentially large (it turns out to be very similar to a recent sketch in [2], 
but our ana3

lysis is different). Then the runtime to compute G(x) is O εs2 log εs + s2 d where s =


exp(2R2 )/α)
Θ log( log(4
, and R is the (L2 ) domain radius. Now the dependence on 1/α
1
2
log(4 exp(2R )/α))
R2

is still poly-logarithmic, but the dependence on dimension d is linear.
√
√
For example, we can set α = n−C1 , R = C2 log n and L = C3 log n for some absolute
n
constant C1 , C2 , C3 . In low dimension, we have s = Θ( log
log d ) and the running time is
2

log n
O( dε2 log dε + dlog
we have s = Θ(log n) and the running time is
d ). In high dimension,

3
2
1
O ε2 log n log(log n/ε) + d log n .

Implications. Several concrete applications work direfctly on this kernel distance between
point sets. First, the kernel two-sample test [24, 33] is a non-parametric way to perform
hypothesis tests between two empirical distributions; simply, the null hypothesis of them
being drawn from the same distribution is rejected if the kernel distance is sufficiently large.
While the sketched kernel two-sample test has proven effective under additive error [48],
when the significance threshold is Θ(1/n), the RFF-based solutions require time O(n2 ), no
better than brute force; but setting ε constant and α = 1/n, our sketches provide near-linear
or almost-linear time runtimes. Second, devising a Locality Sensitive Hash (LSH) between
APPROX/RANDOM 2020
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point sets (or geometrically-aware LSH for probability distributions) has lacked a great
general solution. Despite progress in special cases (e.g., for polygons [13], curves [18]), more
general distances between geometric distributions, like Earth-Mover distance require Ω(log s)
distortion on a domain with at least s discrete points [7]. In general, an LSH requires relative
error to properly provide (1 + ε)-approximate nearest neighbor results. In Section 4 we
specify how our new almost relative-error embeddings for the kernel distance provide efficient
solutions for these applications.
Furthermore, this embedding can be composed with a Johnson-Lindenstrauss-type embedding [25, 3, 4, 1, 46] to create an overall oblivious embedding of dimension roughly
O( ε12 log 1δ ), that is with no dependence on 1/α or d (or n or domain radius L or R in the
for each setting), and roughly the same guarantees.

1.1

Comparison to Other Recent Work on Large Data and Kernels

Recent related works on kernel approximation do not provide our guarantees; we survey here
work that addresses similar problems, and often require similar sets of error parameters.
Approximated KDEs. Charikar and Siminelakis [12] describe a data structure of size nD̂
and query time D̂, which answers κ(P, t) queries within (1 + ε)-relative error as long as
2/3
κ(P, t) > α; it requires D̂ = O( ε12 √1α log 1δ eO(log n log log n) ). However, this cannot argue
much about how large DK (P, Q) has to be for this to achieve relative error on the kernel
distance since it could be DK (P, Q) is small but κ(P, t) and κ(P, P ) are both large. Moreover,
its guarantees only work for a single point set P with point queries t, not for two or more
points sets P, Q, as we argue many downstream data analysis tasks require.
Approximated kernel regression. Avron et al. [9] modify the RFF embeddings using different sampling probability related to the statistical leverage in the kernel space. This
approximates a λ-regularized kernel regression problem, creating a D̃-dimensional embedding; that is for an n × n gram matrix KX , and a regularization parameter λ it creates a n × D̃ matrix Z so (1 − ε)(KX + λIn )  ZZ ∗ + λIn  (1 + ε)(KX + λIn ), using
D̃ = O( ε12 (Ld logd/2 (n/λ) + log2d (n/λ)) log(sλ (K)/δ)). Following our forthcoming methods
for analysis, one can modify this result to (1 + ε)-approximate
the kernel distance, with an


additive α term, with an embedding of dimension D = O

1
d
ε2 (L

logd/2

n
α

n
+ log2d α
) log nδ .

Also, Ahle et al. [2] recently showed that one can create such D̃-dimensional embedding
n 5
n 6
where D̃ = O( ε12 (R2 + log ελ
) sλ (KX )) in O( ε12 (R2 + log ελ
) sλ (KX )) time for each data
point. Again, in our setting, one can interpret this result as (1 + ε)-approximate the kernel
n 6
distance, with an additive α term, in O( ε12 (R2 + log εα
) sα (KX )) time.
Compared to our bounds (adapted to our problem using our techniques), these depend
on n and sλ (ours do not), the low-d one is exponential in d (ours is polynomial), and the
other powers are larger.
Approximate Kernel PCA. Suppose we are given a data set X = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ Rd , and
want to find a low rank (rank k) approximation of Xφ = {φ(x1 ), φ(x2 ), . . . , φ(xn )} ∈ HK . In
particular, this can be described concretely in the context of the Gram matrix KX and its
T
decomposition BX BX
. Given any n×m matrix M , let [M ]k be its best rank-k approximation.
A natural question is to find a rank-k matrix K̃X so
KX − K̃X

2
F

2

≤ (1 + ε) kKX − [KX ]k kF .
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While most previous work [19, 30, 22, 41, 44] has focused on providing absolute (or additive)
2
error bounds. For instance, they showed roughly kKX − K̃X k2F ≤ kKX − [KX ]k kF + εn
using e.g., Nyström sampling and RFFs. More recently, Musco and Woodruff [35] for
p.d. Gram matrices KX show how to efficiently find K̃X with relative error. This only
requires O(nk ω−1 · poly(log n/ε)) inspections of entries of KX , where ω < 2.373 is the matrix
multiplication exponent. This is not data oblivious, and uses properties of the p.d. matrix,
so it does not provide an embedding sketch.
A closely related problem is approximate kernel PCA problem which is to find a n × k
orthonormal matrix V so that
kBX − V V T BX k2F ≤ (1 + ε)kBX − [BX ]k k2F .
The RKHS basis V , provides a compact and non-linear set of attributes to describe a
complex data set X, and has many uses in analyzing complex data which lacks strong linear
correlations. Musco and Woodruff [34] provide an algorithm with runtime O(nnz(X)) +
k
ω−1.5
Õ(nω+1.5 ( σk+1
); which has polynomial dependence on 1/σk+1 . They leave open
ε2 )
whether this can be removed or reduced while maintaining only roughly nnz(X) dependence
on X. The matrix V returned by their algorithm can be used to approximate the matrix
T
KX by writing BX P BX
where P is the projection onto the row span of V V T BX .
Our techniques can be combined with the a sketch for the polynomial kernel [10] to
explicitly solve for V so
kBX − V V T BX k2F ≤ (1 + ε)kBX − [BX ]k k2F + α.
with similar dimensions required for approximating the kernel distance; the s parameter
increases roughly by log n/ log log n. This is detailed in Appendix A. If the data size n has
a known bound, then this provides an oblivious sketch for this almost relative error kernel
PCA problem. Moreover, replacing the σk+1 with εα, it almost answers the kernel PCA
nnz(X) question of Musco and Woodruff [34] – however our algorithm does not depend on
the number-of-non-zeros of X through our sketches, so we leave as an open question if our
sketches G(x), particular the GaussianSketchHD or similar, can be generated in time
O(nnz(x)polylog(1/α) + npoly(k, 1/ε, log(1/α)).

2

The GaussianSketch and its Properties

In this section we describe our new sketches for approximate mapping from Rd to an RKHS
associated with a Gaussian kernel. They are based on the RecursiveTensorSketch of
Ahle et al. [2], so we first review its properties.

The RecursiveTensorSketch. We first introduce RecursiveTensorSketch hash family [2]. Given positive integers n, m and k, RecursiveTensorSketchn,m,k is the family
k
of hash functions T : Rn → Rm as constructed in [2]. This hash family will be used
k
to construct our main sketch and has the following guarantee [2]: suppose u, v ∈ Rn
and picking m = O( εk2 ), then the expectation E(hT (u), T (v)i) = hu, vi and the variance
2
2
ε2
Var(hT (u), T (v)i) ≤ 10
kuk kvk . Moreover, the running time of computing T (x) for any
k
x ∈ Rn is O(km log m + kn).
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The GaussianSketch. Now, we can define the hash family of the first sketch for the Gaussian
kernel GaussianSketch. Given a vector x ∈ Rd and a positive integer
q s, we first define d vec(1)
(d)
(j)
2i−1 i−1
s
2
xj . Given an intors yx . . . , yx ∈ R such that ith coordinate of yx is exp(−xj ) (i−1)!
teger m, define GaussianSketchm,s to be the family of hash functions that if G is in it, then
(1)
(d)
G(x) = T (yx ⊗· · ·⊗yx ) where T is randomly chosen from RecursiveTensorSketchs,m,d .
Here, x ⊗ y is Kronecker product. Namely, given x ∈ Rp and y ∈ Rq , x ⊗ y is a pq
dimensional vector indexed by two integers i, j where i = 1, . . . , p and j = 1, . . . , q such that
(x ⊗ y)i,j = xi · yj . For notational convenience, we extend Kronecker product when p and
∞
q are infinity. Namely, given {xi }∞
i=1 and {yj }j=1 are infinite sequences, x ⊗ y is also an
infinite sequence indexed by two positive integers i, j such that (x ⊗ y)i,j = xi · yj . Also,
denote x⊗k = x ⊗ x⊗k−1 and x⊗0 = 1.
The rationale for the GaussianSketch comes from the following infinite expansion of
(j)
(j)
the Gaussian kernel. Define ȳxq (for j ∈ [d]) as the infinite dimensional analog of yx with
its ith coordinate as exp(−x2j )

2i−1 i−1
(i−1)! xj .

I Lemma 1. For x, p ∈ Rd
2

exp(− kx − pk )
∞
X

∞
X

d
Y

s

2ji ji
x
=
···
exp(− kxk )
ji ! i
j1 =0
jd =0
i=1
D
E
= ȳx(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ȳx(d) , ȳp(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ȳp(d) .
2

!!
2

exp(− kpk )

d
Y

s

i=1

2ji ji
p
ji ! i

!!

Proof.
2

exp(− kx − pk )
2

2

2

2

= exp(− kxk ) exp(− kpk ) exp(2 hx, pi)
= exp(− kxk ) exp(− kpk )

d
Y

exp(2xi pi )

i=1




∞
X
1
2
2

= exp(− kxk ) exp(− kpk )
(2xi pi )j 
j!
i=1
j=0
d
Y

2

2

= exp(− kxk ) exp(− kpk )

∞
X

···

j1 =0
∞
X

∞
X

d
Y

∞
X
jd =0

s

by Taylor expansion of exp(·)

d
Y
1
(2xi pi )ji
j
!
i=1 i
!!

2ji ji
2
=
···
exp(− kxk )
x
ji ! i
j1 =0
jd =0
i=1
D
E
= ȳx(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ȳx(d) , ȳp(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ȳp(d) .

!

2

exp(− kpk )

d
Y
i=1

s

2ji ji
p
ji ! i

!!

J

Note that the Gaussian sketch takes as input one element of these inner products, but
(j)
(j)
trimmed so that each ȳx is trimmed to yx (without the ¯ marker) that only has s terms
each.
The GaussianSketchHD. We can also define another hash family of sketches for the Gaussian kernel GaussianSketchHD, which works better for high dimension d, but will have
worse dependence on other error and domain parameters. For j = 1, . . . , s, it will use Tj
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as randomly chosen from RecursiveTensorSketchd,mj ,j−1 . Given a vector x ∈ Rd , a
positive integer s, and s positive integers m1 , . . . , ms , define GaussianSketchHDm1 ,...,ms ,s
to be the family of hash functions q
that if G is in it, then G(x) ∈ Rm with (mj−1 + 1)th
2

j−1

(j)

2
coordinate to mj th coordinate be (j−1)!
exp(− kxk )Tj (x⊗j−1 ) = Tj (zx ) ∈ Rmj where
q
Ps
s
j−1
(j)
2
2j−1
−1
zx = (j−1)!
exp(− kxk )x⊗j−1 ∈ Rd
and m = j=1 mj . Denote zx the dd−1
dimen(1)

(2)

sional vector where the first coordinate is zx , the next d coordinates are zx , the next d2
(3)
coordinates are zx , and so on. The GaussianSketchHD uses the following, a different
infinite expansion of the Gaussian kernel (also explored by Cotter et al. [17]).
For x, p ∈ Rd ,
*
+
r
r
∞
∞ D
E
X
X
2i ⊗i
2i ⊗i
2
2
2
exp(− kx − pk ) =
exp(− kxk )
x , exp(− kpk )
p
=
zx(i) , zp(i)
i!
i!
i=0
i=0

I Lemma 2.

Proof.
2

exp(− kx − pk )
2

2

= exp(− kxk ) exp(− kpk ) exp(2 hx, pi)
∞
X
1
j
2
2
(2 hx, pi)
= exp(− kxk ) exp(− kpk )
j!
i=0
2

2

= exp(− kxk ) exp(− kpk )

∞
X
2j
i=0

=

∞
X

s

*
2

exp(− kxk )

j=0

2.1

2j
j!

j!

by Taylor expansion of exp(·)

x⊗j , p⊗j
s
2

x⊗j , exp(− kpk )

2i ⊗j
p
j!

+
J

Concentration Bounds for GaussianSketch and GaussianSketchHD

The sketches will inherit the concentration properties of the RecursiveTensorSketch.
Similar observations were recently observed by Ahle et al. [2]. Consider a weighted set of
elements X ⊂ Rd with weights αx for x ∈ X, and we use the general concentration bounds
for these under the GaussianSketch.
I Lemma 3 ([2]). Let G be a randomly chosen hash function
in GaussianSketch
m,s
h P
i

P
2
(1)
(d)
d
with m = O ε2 . Let v = x∈X αx yx ⊗ · · · ⊗ yx , then E
= kvk2
x∈X αx G(x)
h P
i
2
ε2
and Var
≤ 10
kvk4 and hence with probability at least 9/10 we have
x∈X αx G(x)
P
2
− kvk2 ≤ εkvk2 .
x∈X αx G(x)
If G is randomly chosen from GaussianSketchHDm1 ,...,ms ,s , then G(x) = Szx , where
Ps
s
−1
S is a m × dd−1
random matrix (recall m = j=1 mj ) so, for the (mi−1 + 1)th row to the
i−1

mi th row, and the ( d d−1−1 + 1)th column to the
(i)
Ti (zx )

=

(i)
Si zx ,

di −1
d−1 th

column forms a matrix Si where

and the rest of entries are zero.
s

−1
Suppose A, B has dd−1
columns. Denote Ai and Bi be ith row of A and B
h
i

2
2
2
i
respectively. By taking mi = O ε2 , we have Pr AB T − AS T SB T F ≤ ε2 kAkF kBkF ≥
1 − δ.

I Lemma 4 ([2]).
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2.2

Truncation Bounds for GaussianSketch and GaussianSketchHD

These sketches are effective when it is useful to analyze the effect of sketching a large data
set X of size n, and we desire to show the cumulative measured across all pairs of elements.
For each sketch we expand these infinite sums, and determine the truncation parameter s so
the sum of terms past s have a bounded effect.
In our analysis, we will use the following inequality which follows by standard calculus
analysis, for any η > 0,


∞
sup
exp(y)
ηs
j
X
y∈[−η,η]
η
exp(η)η s
≤
≤
(1)
j!
s!
s!
j=s
The following expression also arises in our analysis.


log ξ·a
α
then the we have ξ · a
I Lemma 5. For ξ, a, b > 0, setting s = Θ log 1 log ξ·a
(b
α )


b s
s

= C logγ γ for some large constant C where γ = 1b log ξa
α , we have




s
s
γ
γ
log C
log log γ
1
ξa
log = C
log C
=γ·C 1+
−
≥ γ = log .
b
b
log γ
log γ
log γ
log γ
b
α

s
Now, if we rearrange the inequality then ξ · a sb ≤ α.
Proof. By setting

≤ α.

s
b

J

Consider a point set X = {x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(n) } ⊂ Rd , denote KX as the n × n matrix
2
with (KX )i,j = exp(− x(i) − x(j) ). First truncate KX using Lemma 1 to obtain the n × n
GS
matrix KX,s
with
GS
(KX,s
)i,j

=

s−1
X

···

j1 =0

s−1
X

exp(− x(i)

s

d
Y

2

)

a=1

jd =0

·

2ja (i) ja
(x )
ja ! a

exp(− x

(j)

!!

2

)

d
Y

s

a=1
d

2ja (j) ja
(p )
ja ! a

!!

Suppose X ⊂ R so for all x ∈ X has x(i) ∞ ≤ L for some L > 0. Given
Pn
2
a vector w ∈ Rn with ( i=1 |wi |) ≤ ξ, we have
!2

s
n
X
2eL2
T
GS
2
w (KX − KX,s )w ≤
|wi | d exp(2dL )
≤ α,
s
i=1


ξ·d exp(2dL2 )
log
α

where the last ≤ α inequality follows from setting s = sL,d,α = Θ
.
ξ·d exp(2dL2 )
1
I Lemma 6.

(i)

log

2eL2

log

Proof. From Lemma 1, we have
GS
(KX − KX,s
)i,j

=

X

j1 ,...,jd
one of jb ≥ s

exp(− x

(i)

2

)

s

d
Y
a=1

·

2ja (i) ja
(x )
ja ! a

exp(− x

!!

(j)

2

)

d
Y
a=1

s

2ja (j) ja
(x )
ja ! a

!!

α
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Then we can analyze these in aggregate with respect to a test vector z. The first line uses
GS
the fact that a matrix A (for instance with A = KX − KX,s
) written as
P P
P
P P
0
T
(
ψ
(x
))(
ψ
(x
))
can
be
simplified
w
Aw
= j ( xi ∈X wi ψj (xi ))2 .
0
i
i
j
xi ∈X j
x ∈X j
i

GS
wT (KX − KX,s
)w
n
X

X

=

j1 ,...,jd
one of jb ≥ s

≤

≤

≤

n
X

b=1 j1 ,...,jd
jb ≥s

i=1

d
X
X

n
X

b=1 j1 ,...,jd
jb ≥s

i=1

!2
|wi |

b=1

wi exp(− x

d
Y

|wi |

d
Y

)

2ja ja
L
ja !

r

2ja (i) ja
(xa )
ja !

Q

d
(2L2 )ja
a=1
ja !

P

j1 ,...,jd
jb ≥s

!!2
by union bound

assuming x(i)

ja !

a=1

!!2

!!2

d
Y
(2L2 )ja

d
X X


a=1



∞

≤L


!



can be expressed as the follows.

!

ja !

d
X

∞
X
(2L2 )j1

b=1

j1 =0

!

∞
X
(2L2 )jb

···

j1 !


∞
X
(2L2 )jb

d
d
X
Y
2 
=
 exp(2L )
a=1
a6=b

jb =s

exp((d − 1)2L2 )

!

jb !

jb =s



d
X

r

a=1

b=1 j1 ,...,jd
jb ≥s

≤

2ja (i) ja
(xa )
ja !

a=1

d
Y
(2L2 )ja

b=1

2

(i)

d
X
X

=

r

a=1

b=1 j1 ,...,jd
jb ≥s

Pd

)



i=1

The term

wi exp(− x(i)

d
Y

i=1

d
X
X

n
X

2

∞
X
(2L2 )jd

···

jd =0

!

jd !

!

jb !

 exp(2L2 )(2L2 )s

by (1)

s!

b=1

d exp(2dL2 )(2L2 )s
s!

s
2eL2
≤ d exp(2dL2 )
s

=

by the fact s! ≥

 s
s
e

Thus, we have
!2

n
GS
wT (KX − KX,s
)w ≤

X

≤

i=1

d

b=1 j1 ,...,jd
jb ≥s

!2
|wi |


!
Y (2L )


ja !
d

X X


|wi |

i=1
n
X



2

d exp(2dL )



2 ja

a=1

2eL2
s

s

≤α

where the last inequality follows Lemma 5 using ξ = (
b = 2eL2 .

Pn

i=1

2

|wi |) , a = d exp(2dL2 ) and
J
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HD
Now truncate KX based on Lemma 2 to obtain KX,s
with
+
*
r
r
s−1
X
2
2
2a (i) ⊗a
2a (j) ⊗a
HD
(i)
(j)
(KX,s )i,j =
)
)
exp(− x
(x ) , exp(− x
(x )
a!
a!
a=0

I Lemma 7. Define ΛdR = {x ∈ Rd | kxk2 ≤ R}. For a point set X ⊂ ΛdR , and a vector
Pn
w ∈ Rn with ( i=1 |wi |)2 ≤ ξ, we have
!2

s
n
X
2eR2
T
HD
w (KX − KX,s )w ≤
|wi | exp(2R2 )
≤α
s
i=1


ξ·exp(2R2 )
log
α
 .
where the last ≤ α inequality follows from setting s = sR,α = Θ
ξ·exp(2R2 )
1
log

Proof. From Lemma 2, we have
*
∞
X
HD
(KX − KX,s
)i,j =
exp(− p(i)

r

2

)

a=s

2a (i) ⊗a
(p ) , exp(− p(j)
a!

2eR2

2

r
)

log

α

2a (j) ⊗a
(p )
a!

+

Then we can analyze these in aggregate with respect to a test vector z. The first line uses
HD
the fact that a matrix A (for instance with A = KX − KX,s
) written as
P P
P
P P
0
T
(
ψ
(x
))(
ψ
(x
))
can
be
simplified
w
Aw
= j ( xi ∈X wi ψj (xi ))2 .
0
j
i
j
i
j
xi ∈X
x ∈X
i

T

w (KX −
=

HD
KX,s
)w

∞
n
X
X
a=s

wi exp(− x

2

(i)

r
)

i=1

2

2a (i) ⊗a
(x )
a!

∞

≤

n
X X
a=s

≤

n
X

=

|wi | exp(− x

r
|wi |

i=1

!2
|wi |

i=1
n
X

≤

≤

i=1

2a a
R
a!

r
)

|wi |

!2

assuming x(i) ≤ R

!

a!

exp(2R2 )(2R2 )s
s!

!2
|wi |

2a (i) ⊗a
(x )
a!

!2

∞
X
(2R2 )a
a=s

!2

i=1
n
X

2

i=1

∞
n
X
X
a=s

(i)

exp(2R2 )



2eR2
s

by (1)

s
by the fact s! ≥

 s
s
e

≤α

where the last inequality follows Lemma 5 using ξ = (
b = 2eR2 .

3

Pn

i=1

2

|wi |) , a = exp(2R2 ) and
J

Application to the Gaussian Kernel Distance

Let K : Rd × Rd → R be Gaussian kernel. Namely, for any x, y ∈ Rd , K(x, y) =
2
exp(− kx − yk ). Given two point sets P, Q ⊂ Rd , one can define a similarity function
P
P
1 1
κ(P, Q) = |P | |Q| x∈P y∈Q K(x, y) and a squared kernel distance
D2K (P, Q) = κ(P, P ) − 2κ(P, Q) + κ(Q, Q).

J. M. Phillips and W. M. Tai
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We make the important observation that the above formulation is equivalent to the
following form which will be much simpler to fit within our framework:
X X
2
D2K (P, Q) =
βx βy exp(− kx − yk )
x∈P ∪Q y∈P ∪Q
1
|P |

1
where βx is
if x ∈ P and − |Q|
if x ∈ Q.
2
We now express DK (P, Q) as the infinite sum using Lemma 1.

D2K (P, Q)
X X
2
=
βx βy exp(− kx − yk )
x∈P ∪Q y∈P ∪Q

=

X

X

∞
X

βx β y

x∈P ∪Q y∈P ∪Q

···

j1 =0

∞
X

2

exp(− kxk )

d
Y
i=1

jd =0

·

s

2ji ji
x
ji ! i

2

exp(− kyk )

!!

d
Y
i=1

=

∞
X

∞
X

···

j1 =0


X


d
Y

2

βx exp(− kxk )

x∈P ∪Q

jd =0

i=1

s

s

2ji ji
y
ji ! i

!!

!2

2ji ji 
x
ji ! i

2

=

X

βx ȳx(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ȳx(d)

,

x∈P ∪Q
(j)

where each ȳx is an infinite dimension vector with ith coordinate exp(−x2j )

q

2i−1 i−1
(i−1)! xj .

I Theorem 8. For any ε, R, α
be randomly
 > 0, let4dGexp(2dL
 chosen from GaussianSketchm,s
2)

log
d
α
 . Let ΩdL = {x ∈ Rd | kxk∞ ≤ L}.
with m = O ε2 and s = Θ
4d exp(2dL2 )
1
log 2eL
2 log
α
P
Define a mapping function F from any X ⊂ ΩdL so F (X) = x∈X G(x), which is a vector
in Rm . Then for any P, Q ⊂ ΩdL with probability at least 9/10
kF (P ) − F (Q)k2 − D2K (P, Q) ≤ εD2K (P, Q) + α.
 2

The mapping G : Rd → Rm can be computed in O dε2 log dε + ds time.
Proof. To analyze the GaussianSketch, we need to account for error from two sources:
from the RecursiveTensorSketch (using Lemma 3) and parameter m, and from the
truncation of the Taylor expansion at s (using Lemma 6). In this case we analyze the
following infinite expansion
2

D2K (P, Q)

=

X

βx ȳx(1)

⊗ ··· ⊗

ȳx(d)

,

x∈P ∪Q

q
(j)
2i−1 i−1
where each ȳx is an infinite dimension vector with ith coordinate exp(−x2j ) (i−1)!
xj .
P
(1)
(d)
Let v = x∈P ∪Q βx ȳx ⊗ · · · ⊗ ȳx . Then by Lemma 3 by setting m = O(d/ε2 ) we have
with probability at least 9/10 that
2

X

βx G(x)

− kvk2 ≤ εkvk2 .

x∈P ∪Q
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P
Next note that ( x∈P ∪Q |βx |)2 ≤ 4 = ξ. So by Lemma 6 the truncation by only s terms
can be accounted for as

2

2eL2
D2K (P, Q) − kvk2 = β T KP ∪Q − KPGS∪Q,s β ≤ 4d exp(2dL2 )
≤ α,
s
where KP ∪Q and KPGS∪Q,s are defined as in Lemma 6 with X = P ∪ Q.
Combining these together we have

(1 − ε) D2K (P, Q) − α ≤ (1 − ε)kvk2 ≤ |F (P ) − F (Q)| ≤ (1 + ε)kvk2 ≤ (1 + ε)D2K (P, Q).
and hence as desired
kF (P ) − F (Q)k2 − D2K (P, Q) ≤ εD2K (P, Q) + α.
Recall that the running time of G for mapping a point is
 2

d
d
O(dm log m + ds) = O
log
+
ds
.
ε2
ε

J
2

Using the Gaussian Sketch HD for high dimensions. We first express exp(− kx − yk ) as
another infinite sum using Lemma 2. Starting
with 

P
P
2
1
D2K (P, Q) = x∈P ∪Q y∈P ∪Q βx βy exp − kx − yk where βx is |P1 | if x ∈ P and − |Q|
if
x ∈ Q, we have
*
+
r
r
X X
2i ⊗i
2i ⊗i
2
2
2
DK (P, Q) =
βx βy exp(− kxk )
x , exp(− kyk )
y
i!
i!
x∈P ∪Q y∈P ∪Q

=

2

∞
X

X

i=0

x∈P ∪Q

r
2

βx exp(− kxk )

2i ⊗i
x
i!

.

I Theorem 9. For any ε, R, α > 0, let G be randomly chosen 
from

i
GaussianSketchHDm1 ,...,ms ,s with mi = O ε2 and s = Θ
log

4 exp(2R2 )
α
4 exp(2R2 )
1
log
2
α
2eR

log


 . Let

ΛdR = {x ∈ Rd | kxk2 ≤ R}. Define a mapping function F from any X ⊂ ΛdL so F (X) =
P
Ps
m
where m = i=1 mi . Then for any P, Q ⊂ ΛdR with
x∈X G(x), which is a vector in R
probability at least 9/10
kF (P ) − F (Q)k2 − D2K (P, Q) ≤ εD2K (P, Q) + α.
3

The mapping G : Rd → Rm can be computed in O( εs2 log εs + s2 d) time.
Proof.
Suppose G(x) ∈ Rm with (mi−1 + 1)th coordinate to mi th coordinate be
q
i−1
2
2
⊗i−1
). Here, Ti is randomly chosen from
(i−1)! exp(− kxk )Ti (x
RecursiveTensorSketchd,mi ,i−1 for i = 1, . . . , s.
We first need to invoke Lemma 4 to inherit the appropriate concentration bounds from the
s
−1
RecursiveTensorSketch. We use t× dd−1
matrices A and B as just row vectors with t = 1,
P
(1) (2)
(s)
and let A = B. In particular, define this single row as z = x∈P ∪Q βx [zx , zx , . . . , zx ],
then the conclusion of Lemma 4 is that with probability at least 1 − δ
2 2
2

kzk −

X
x∈P ∪Q

βx G(x)

2

= kzk − zS T Sz T

2
F

4

≤ ε2 kzk .
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So by Lemma 7 the truncation by only s terms can be accounted for as
2
2
2
D2K (P, Q) − kzk2 = β T (KP ∪Q − KPHD
∪Q,s ))β ≤ 4d exp(2dL )(2eL /s) ≤ α,

where KP ∪Q and KPHD
∪Q,s are defined as in Lemma 7 with X = P ∪ Q.
Combining these together we have
2

(1 − ε)(D2K (P, Q) − α) ≤ (1 − ε)kzk2 ≤ kF (P ) − F (Q)k ≤ (1 + ε)kzk2 ≤ (1 + ε)D2K (P, Q).
and hence as desired
kF (P ) − F (Q)k2 − D2K (P, Q) ≤ εD2K (P, Q) + α.
Recall that the running time of G for mapping a point is O(
Ps
2
3
O( i=1 εi 2 log εi + id) = O( εs2 log εs + s2 d).

4

Ps

i=1

imi log mi + id) =
J

Extensions and Data Analysis Implications

There are many data analysis applications where useful sketched bounds almost immediately
follow from this new embedding. Before we begin, we start by improving the dimensionality of
the embedding with a simple post-processing. We can applying a Johnson-Lindenstrauss-type
embedding [25, 3, 4, 1] to the m-dimensional space to obtain O(1/ε2 )-dimensional space
that, with constant probability, preserves the distance of a pair of point sets. Furthermore,
we can use median trick to boost the success probability to 1 − δ by running O(log 1δ )
independent copies. For applications in kernel two-sample hypothesis testing and nearest
neighbor searching, setting δ depends on the number of queries q we make, for instances
the bounded number needed for k-means clustering [16], now applied to kernel k-means.
These results are useful for reducing the storage space of data representations. Recall that
the running time of JL embedding from m-dimensional space to ρ-dimensional space is
O(m log ρ + ρ2 ) [3, 4].

4.1

Kernel Two-Sample Test

The kernel two-sample test [24] is a “non-parametric” hypothesis test between two probability
distributions represented by finite samples P and Q; let n = |P ∪ Q|. Then this test simply
calculates DK (P, Q), and if the value is large enough it rejects the null hypothesis that P
and Q represent the same distribution. Since its introduction a few year ago it has seen
many applications and relations; see the recent 140 page survey [33]. Zhao and Deng [48]
proposed to speed this test up for large sets using RFFs which improves runtime and in some
cases even statistical power. While several improvements are suggested [47] including using
FastFood [29], these all only provide additive ε-error.
Consider P ∼ µP and Q ∼ µQ . If µP = µQ , then empirical distributions P, Q may have
DK (P, Q) = Θ(1/n). Hence distinguishing the case of µP = µQ from them not being equal
would either require additive error ε = Θ(1/n), or relative (1 + ε)-error with a minimum
Θ(1/n) additive error. RFFs would require Θ(1/ε2 ) = Θ(n2 ) dimensions, so one may just as
well compute DK (P, Q) exactly in O(n2 ) time. In our approach, we can set ε to be a constant
(say ε = 0.2)
 and α to be Θ(1/n). Assuming a constant region diameter,
 the total running

time is O

n log n
log log n

in the low dimensional case (by Theorem 8) or O

n log2 n(log n+d)
log2 log n

in

the high dimensional case (by Theorem 9).
Another way to determine if DK (P, Q) should estimate P and Q as distinct, is to run
permutation tests. That is for some large number (e.g., q = 1000) of trials, select two sets
Pj , Qj iid from P ∪ Q, of size |P | and |Q| respectively. For each generated pair we calculate
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(or estimate using Theorem 8 or Theorem 9) the value of DK (Pj , Qj ), and then use the
95th-percentile of these values as a threshold. Note since each Pj , Qj is drawn from the same
domain as P, Q, then the guarantees on the accuracy of the featurized estimate carries over
directly even under a large q number of permutations.

4.2

LSH for Point Sets, Geometric Distributions

The new results also allow us to immediately design LSH and nearest neighbor structures for
the kernel distance by relying on standard Euclidean LSH [6]. Building a search engine for
low-dimensional shapes [21] has long been a goal in computational geometry and geometric
modeling. A difficulty arises in that many of the best-known shape distance measures require
an alignment (e.g., Frechet [20, 5] or earth movers [11]) which creates many challenges in
designing LSH-type procedures. Some methods have been designed, but with limitations,
e.g., on point set size for earth mover distance [7] or number of segments in curves for discrete
Frechet [18]. The kernel distance provides an alternative distance for shapes, low-dimensional
distributions, or curves [26]; it can encode normals or tangents as well to encode direction
information of curves [23]. That is, given two shapes composed of (or approximated by)
point sets Pi , Pj , the distance between the shapes is simply DK (Pi , Pj ).
Given a family of point sets P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , PN } such that each Pi ⊂ Rd has size at
most n, an ε-approximate nearest neighbor of a query point set Q is a point set P̂ ∈ P
so that DK (P̂ , Q) ≤ (1 + ε) minPj ∈P DK (Pj , Q). Here, we assume that DK (Pi , Pj ) ≥ α0
for any i 6= j. For ε ≤ 1/2, we can embed each Pj to F (Pj ) ∈ RD , and then invoke
the key result from Andoni and Indyk [6] for a c0 -approximate nearest neighbor, so the
total error factor is c0 (1 + ε). Overall, we can retrieve a c-approximate nearest neighbor
2
(setting c = c0 (1 + ε)) to a query Q ⊂ Rd with O(DN 1/c +o(1) ) query time after using
O(DN 1+1/c

2

+o(1)

) space and O(DN 1+1/c
1+1/c2 +o(1)

2

+o(1)

n log

1

+N ( log logεα10 + ε12 log 1ε )) preprocessing when

1
log2 1 0 (log εα
0 +d)
N n( ε2εα
))
1
log2 log εα
0

d is small or O(DN
+
assuming a data region with constant diameter.

εα0

preprocessing when d is large, both
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Gaussian Kernel PCA

Let k be a positive integer and ε > 0. Avron et al. [10] provide the following algorithm.
Suppose S and T are randomly chosen from RecursiveTensorSketchs,m,d and
2
RecursiveTensorSketchs,r,d respectively where m = Θ(d(k 2 + kε )) and r = Θ( dm
ε2 ).
d
Given n vectors v (1) , . . . , v (n) ∈ Rs , compute n × m matrix M with ith row as S(v (i) ) and
n × r matrix N that ith row as T (v (i) ). Let U be the orthonormal basis for column space of
M and W be m × k matrix containing top k left singular vector of U T N . Finally, return
V = U W . This algorithm has the following guarantee.
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I Lemma 10 ([10] with straightforward modification). Given a n-by-sd matrix A, a positive
integer k and ε > 0. The above algorithm that has rows of A as input returns a matrix V
such that
A − V V TA

2
F

2

≤ (1 + ε) kA − [A]k kF

where [A]k is the best rank-k approximation of A.
Now, we can directly modify the above algorithm into our context for rank-k Gaussian
low-rank approximation. Given a point set X = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ Rd and a positive integer s.
Suppose G and H are randomly chosen from GaussianSketchm,s and GaussianSketchr,s
2
respectively. Recall that m = Θ(d(k 2 + kε )) and r = Θ( dm
ε2 ). Compute the n × m matrix M
with ith row as G(xi ) and n × r matrix N with ith row as H(xi ). Let U be the orthonormal
basis for column space of M and W be m × k matrix containing top k left singular vector of
U T N . Finally, return V = U W .


4n2 d exp(2dL2 )
log
α

. For ΩdL = {x ∈ Rd |
I Theorem 11. Let ε, L, α > 0 and s = Θ
4n2 d exp(2dL2 )
1
log

2eL2

log

α

kxk∞ ≤ L} and X ⊂ ΩdL , and let AX be a pd matrix with elements (AX )i,j = K(xi , xj ) =
2
T
exp(− kxi − xj k ) for xi , xj ∈ X and factorization AX = BX BX
. Then with constant
probability
BX − V V T BX

2
F

2

≤ (1 + ε) kBX − [BX ]k kF + α.


3
d4 (k2 + k
ε)
The runtime to compute V is O nds + n
.
2
ε
(i)

Proof. Let vx be a vector in Rs with jth coordinate to be exp(−x2i )

q

2j−1 j−1
(j−1)! xi

for any

d

x∈R .
(1)
(d)
By Lemma 10, taking As as an n × sd matrix with ith row as vxi ⊗ · · · ⊗ vxi . We have
As − V V T As

2
F

2

≤ (1 + ε) kAs − [As ]k kF

T
From Lemma 6, v T (BX BX
− As ATs )v ≤ (

Pn

2

2
i=1 |vi |) d exp(2dL )



2eL2
s

s

≤ α/n. To

see this expression is at most α/n, first observe that columns of V are orthonormal, and
Pn
2
therefore, the norm of each row of I − V V T is at most 2. Hence, ( i=1 |vi |) ≤ 4n. Then
2
2
2
the choice of s and Lemma 5 with ξ = 4n , a = d exp(2dL ) and b = 2eL complete this
derivation.
We now have
BX − V V T BX

2
F

T
= Tr((I − V V T )BX BX
(I − V V T )T )
2
F
2
T
As F

≤ As − V V T As

T
+ Tr((I − V V T )(BX BX
− As ATs )(I − V V T )T )

≤ As − V V

+α

T
On the other hand, by Lemma 1, BX BX
− As ATs is still positive definite. Therefore,
2

kAs − [As ]k kF
= As − U U T As
≤
=
≤

2
F

where U is the matrix of top-k left singular vectors of As

2
As − U 0 U 0T As F where U is the matrix of top-k left singular
2
T
− As ATs )(I − U 0 U 0T ))
kBX − [BX ]k kF − Tr((I − U 0 U 0T )(BX BX
2
T
kBX − [BX ]k kF recall that BX BX
− As ATs is positive definite

vectors of BX
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We can plug in everything.
BX − V V T BX

2
F

2
F

≤ As − V V T As
≤ kAs −

2
[As ]k kF

≤ kBX −

+α

+α

2
[BX ]k kF

+ α.

To see the running time, it takes O(d(s + m log m)) to compute G(·) and O(d(s + r log r))
time to compute H(·), and hence n times as much to compute matrices M and N . We
can compute the basis U of M in O(nm2 ) time, and the projection U T N in O(nrm) time.
The basis W takes O(rm2 ) time, and the final low rank basis V = U W takes O(nmk)
time. Thus the total runtime is O(nd(s + m log m + r log r) + nm2 + nrm + rm2 + nmk) =
O(nd(s + rm)) using that r > m2 > k 4 that m > log r, and assuming n > r. Now using
2 2
3 4
2 2
2
m = O(d(k 2 + k/ε)) and
 r = O(dm /ε ) = O(d (k + k /ε )/ε ) and we have a total time
of O nds + n

3
d4 (k2 + k
ε)
ε2

J

.

Gaussian Low Rank Approximation with Gaussian Sketch HD in High Dimensions. Now,
we can also modify the above algorithm into our context for rank-k Gaussian low-rank
approximation in another way. Given a point set X = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ Rd and a positive
integer s. Suppose G and H are randomly chosen from GaussianSketchHDm1 ,...,ms ,s and
2
GaussianSketchHDr1 ,...,rs ,s respectively. Here, mi = Θ(i(k 2 + kε )) and ri = Θ( im
ε2 ) where
Ps
m = i=1 mi . Compute the n × m matrix M with ith row as G(xi ) and n × r matrix N
with ith row as H(xi ). Let U be the orthonormal basis for column space of M and W be
m × k matrix containing top k left singular vector of U T N . Finally, return V = U W .
Note that a hash function in GaussianSketchHD is not directly applying a hash
function in RecursiveTensorSketch. Therefore, Lemma 10 cannot be directly applied.
However, we can still exploit the structure of it in order to prove the same lemma.
As Avron et al. [10] suggest, it is generally possible by combining Lemma 4 and arguments
s
−1
in [10, 15, 27]. We have the following lemma. Here, denote As is a n × dd−1
matrix that ith
row as zxi for given point set X = {x1 , x2 . . . , xn } ⊂ Rd .
I Lemma 12. Given a point set X ⊂ Rd , a positive integer k and ε > 0. The above algorithm
returns a matrix V such that
As − V V T As

2
F

2

≤ (1 + ε) kAs − [As ]k kF

where [A]k is the best rank-k approximation of A.
Before getting into Lemma 12, the following lemma from [10] which is implied by Lemma
4 would be helpful.
I Lemma 13 ([10] implied by Lemma 4 with straightforward modification). For any positive ins
−1
teger k 0 , given any dd−1
×k 0 matrix B with orthonormal columns, we have B T S T SB − I 2 ≤
ε. Here, S is randomly chosen from GaussianSketchHDn1 ,...,ns ,s where ni =

ik02
ε2 .

Proof. (of Lemma 12)
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 from [15], the only properties of S used are
s
−1
Given any dd−1
× k matrix B with orthonormal columns, we have B T S T SB − I 2 ≤ ε0
for some constant ε0 > 0
p
s
−1
For any two matrices A, B with dd−1
columns, AB T − AS T SB T F ≤ kε kAkF kBkF
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The first property can be shown by Lemma 13 since we pick mi = Ω(ik 2 ) and the second
property can be shown by Lemma 4 since we pick mi = Ω( ik
ε ). Also, Theorem 3.1 of
[15] implies Lemma 4.2 of [15] which means there is a matrix Z such that kU Z − As kF ≤
(1 + ε) kAs − [As ]k kF in our context. Combining Lemma 4.3 of [15], we have
U [U T As ] − As

≤ (1 + ε) kAs − [As ]k kF

F

(2)

Now, Lemma 13 implies Lemma 2.1 from [27] and further implies
W W T U T As − As

f

≤ (1 + ε) kAs − [As ]k kF

(3)
i

2

by setting k 0 in Lemma 13 be m and picking ri = Θ( 3 εm
2 ). Using equation (2) and (3)
2
in the proof of Theorem 1.1 from [27], we have our conclusion As − U W W T U T As F =
2
F

As − V V T As

2

≤ (1 + ε) kAs − [As ]k kF .

J


I Theorem 14.

Let ε, R, α > 0 and s = Θ

4n2 exp(2R2 )
α
4n2 exp(2R2 )
1
log
2
α
2eR

log

log


 . For ΛdR = {x ∈ Rd |

kxk2 ≤ R} and X ⊂ ΛdR , and let AX be a pd matrix with elements (AX )i,j = K(xi , xj ) =
2
T
exp(− kxi − xj k ) for xi , xj ∈ X and factorization AX = BX BX
. Then with constant
probability
BX − V V T BX

2
F

2

≤ (1 + ε) kBX − [BX ]k kF + α.

The runtime to compute V is O(nds2 + n

3
34s (k2 + k
ε)
).
ε2

Proof. By Lemma 12, we have
As − V V T As

2
F

2

≤ (1 + ε) kAs − [As ]k kF .


s
Pn
2
2
T
≤ α/n with our
From Lemma 7, v T (BX BX
− As ATs )v ≤ ( i=1 |vi |) exp(2R2 ) 2eR
s
Pn
2
setting of s as long as ( i=1 |vi |) ≤ 4n. Indeed the columns of V are orthonormal, so the
Pn
2
norm of each row of I − V V T is at most 2, and thus ( i=1 |vi |) ≤ 4n.
We now have
BX − V V T BX

2
F

T
= Tr((I − V V T )BX BX
(I − V V T )T )
2
F
2
T
As F

≤ As − V V T As

T
+ Tr((I − V V T )(BX BX
− As ATs )(I − V V T )T )

≤ As − V V

+ n · (α/n)

T
Also by Lemma 2, BX BX
− As ATs is still positive definite. Therefore,
2

kAs − [As ]k kF
= As − U U T As
≤
=
≤

2
F

2
As − U U As F
2
kBX − [BX ]k kF −
2
kBX − [BX ]k kF
0

0T

where U is the matrix of top-k left singular vectors of As
where U 0 is the matrix of top-k left singular vectors of BX
T
Tr((I − U 0 U 0T )(BX BX
− As ATs )(I − U 0 U 0T ))
T
recall that BX BX
− As ATs is positive definite

We can plug in everything.
BX − V V T BX

2
F

2
F

≤ As − V V T As
≤ kAs −

2
[As ]k kF

≤ kBX −

+α

+α

2
[BX ]k kF

+α
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Ps
To see the running time, it takes O( i=1 i(d + mi log mi )) to compute G(·) and
Ps
O( i=1 i(d + ri log ri )) time to compute H(·). Using that ri > m2i > k 4 and mi > 1/ε then
it takes less time to compute H(·) than G(·), and this runtime is O(ds2 + s2 rs log rs ) =
O(ds2 + s2 r log r) since the ri values are exponentially increasing in i, and so rs = O(r) for
Ps
r = i=1 ri . The time to compute M and N is n time longer.
We can compute the basis U of M in O(nm2 ) time, and the projection U T N in O(nrm)
time – this step is the post-sketch bottlneck. The basis W takes O(rm2 ) time, and the final
low rank basis V = U W takes O(nmk) time. Thus the total runtime is O(n(ds2 + s2 r log r) +
nm2 + nrm + rm2 + nmk) = O(n(ds2 + rm)) using that r > m2 > k 4 that m > s2 log r, and
assuming n > r. Now using m = O(s2 (k 2 + k/ε)) and r = O(sm2 /ε2 ) = O(s3 (k 4 + k 2 /ε2 )/ε2 )
and we have a total time of O(nds2 + ns4 (k 2 + kε )3 /ε2 ).
J
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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the problem of noiseless non-adaptive group testing under the for-each
recovery guarantee, also known as probabilistic group testing. In the case of n items and k defectives,
we provide an algorithm attaining high-probability recovery with O(k log n) scaling in both the
number of tests and runtime, improving on the best known O(k2 log k · log n) runtime previously
available for any algorithm that only uses O(k log n) tests. Our algorithm bears resemblance to
Hwang’s adaptive generalized binary splitting algorithm (Hwang, 1972); we recursively work with
groups of items of geometrically vanishing sizes, while maintaining a list of “possibly defective”
groups and circumventing the need for adaptivity. While the most basic form of our algorithm
requires Ω(n) storage, we also provide a low-storage variant based on hashing, with similar recovery
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1

Introduction

Group testing is a classical statistical problem with a combinatorial flavor [4, 19, 20], and has
recently regained significant attention following new applications [14,18,25], connections with
compressive sensing [26, 27], and most recently, utility in testing for COVID-19 [28, 42, 45].
The goal is to identify a defective (or infected) subset of items (or individuals) based on a
number of suitably-designed tests, with the binary test outcomes indicating whether or not
the test includes at least one defective item.
In both classical studies and recent works, considerable effort has been put into the
development of group testing algorithms achieving a given recovery criterion with a nearoptimal number of tests [1, 3, 5, 11, 15, 16, 20, 33, 35, 36, 39], and many solutions are known
with decoding time linear or slower in the number of items. In contrast, works seeking to
further reduce the decoding time have only arisen more recently [9, 10, 12, 30, 31, 34, 37]; see
Section 1.2 for an overview.
In this paper, we present a non-adaptive group testing algorithm that guarantees highprobability recovery of the defective set with O(k log n) scaling in both the number of tests
and the decoding time in the case of n items and k defectives. By comparison, the best
© Eric Price and Jonathan Scarlett;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
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previous decoding time alongside O(k log n) tests was O(k 2 log k · log n) [9], with faster
algorithms incurring suboptimal O(k log k · log n) scaling in the number of tests [10, 34]. By a
standard information-theoretic lower bound [4, Sec. 1.4], the O(k log n) scaling in the number
of tests is optimal whenever k ≤ n1−Ω(1) .
Before outlining the related work and contributions in more detail, we formally introduce
the problem.

1.1

Problem Setup

We consider a set of n items indexed by {1, . . . , n}, and let S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be the set of
defective items. The number of defectives is denoted by k = |S|; this is typically much
smaller than n, so we assume that k ≤ n2 . For clarity of exposition, we will present our
algorithm and analysis for the case that k is known, but these will trivially extend to the
case that only an upper bound k ≥ k is known, and k replaces k in the number of tests and
decoding time.
A sequence of t tests X (1) , . . . , X (t) is performed, with X (i) ∈ {0, 1}n indicating which
W
(i)
items are in the i-th test, and the resulting outcomes are Y (i) = j∈S Xj (i.e., 1 if there is
any defective item in the test, 0 otherwise). We focus on the non-adaptive setting, in which
all tests X (1) , . . . , X (t) must be designed prior to observing any outcomes.
We consider a for-each style recovery guarantee, in which the goal is to develop a
randomized algorithm that, for any fixed defective set S of cardinality k, produces an
estimate Sb satisfying P[Sb 6= S] ≤ δ for some small δ > 0 (typically δ → 0 as n → ∞). In
our algorithm, only the tests {X (i) }ti=1 will be randomized, and the decoding algorithm
producing Sb from the test outcomes will be deterministic.

1.2

Related Work

The existing works on group testing vary according to the following defining features [4, 20]:
For-each vs. for-all guarantees. In combinatorial (for-all) group testing, one seeks
to construct a test design that guarantees the recovery of all defective sets up to a
certain size. In contrast, in probabilistic (for-each) group testing, the test design may be
randomized, and the algorithm is allowed some non-zero probability of error.
Adaptive vs. non-adaptive. In the adaptive setting, each test may be designed based
on all previous outcomes, whereas in the non-adaptive setting, all tests must be chosen
prior to observing any outcomes. The non-adaptive setting is often preferable in practice,
as it permits the tests to be performed in parallel.
Noiseless vs. noisy. In the noiseless setting, the test outcomes are perfectly reliable,
whereas in noisy settings, some tests may be flipped according to some probabilistic or
adversarial noise model.
As outlined in the previous subsection, our focus is on the for-each guarantee, non-adaptive
testing, and noiseless tests, but for comparison, we also discuss other variants in this section.
By a simple counting argument, even in the
 least stringent scenario of noiseless adaptive
testing and the for-each guarantee, Ω k log nk tests are required for reliable recovery [6, 36].
In the noiseless adaptive setting, the classical generalized binary splitting algorithm of
Hwang [29] matches this bound with sharp constant factors, and attains the stronger for-all
guarantee. More recently, O(k log n) adaptive tests and decoding time were shown to suffice
under the for-each guarantee in the presence of random noise [10].
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Table 1 Overview of existing noiseless non-adaptive group testing results with poly(k log n)
decoding time under the for-each guarantee, with n items and k defectives.
Reference

Number of tests

Decoding time
1

Construction

SAFFRON [34]
GROTESQUE [10]
Inan et al. [30]

O(k · log k · log n)
O(k · log k · log n)

n
O k · log n · log log
log k

O(k log k)
O(k · log k · log n)

n
O k3 · log n · log log
log k

Randomized
Randomized
Explicit

BMC [9]
This Paper

O(k log n)
O(k log n)

O(k2 · log k · log n)
O(k log n)

Randomized
Randomized

In the non-adaptive setting with the for-each guarantee, a recent of result of [2] shows
that n tests are required to attain asymptotically vanishing error probability as n → ∞ with
k = bβnc, for arbitrarily small β > 0. Thus, O(k log nk ) scaling (with a universal implied
constant) is impossible; see also [16]. On the other hand, O(k log n) tests do suffice, and this
scaling is equivalent to O(k log nk ) in the regime k ≤ n1−Ω(1) . Early works achieved this for
the scaling regime k = O(1) [5, 35, 36], and a variety of more recent works considered more
general k [1, 5, 15, 16, 33, 35, 36, 39], particularly under “unstructured” random test designs
such as i.i.d. Bernoulli [3, 5, 39] and near-constant tests-per-item [15, 33]. In fact, following
the recent work of Coja-Oghlan et al. [16], the precise constants for non-adaptive group
testing have been nailed down in the regime k ≤ n1−Ω(1) , with the algorithm for the upper
bound requiring Ω(n) decoding time.
Since non-adaptive algorithms with poly(k log n) decoding time under the for-each guarantee are particularly relevant to the present paper, we provide a summary of the existing
works in Table 1. We separate our discussion according to whether or not each algorithm
attains O(k log n) scaling in the number of tests, as we believe this to be a particularly
important desiderata in practice when tests are expensive:
SAFFRON and GROTESQUE both use O(k log k · log n) tests, which is suboptimal by
a log k factor. In particular, SAFFRON’s decoding time is as low as O(k log k) in the
word-RAM model.1 While storage requirements were not a significant point of focus in
the existing works, we also note (for later comparison) that SAFFRON only requires
O(k log k · log n) bits of storage; see Appendix A for details.
In the regime k = Θ(nα ) with fixed α ∈ (0, 1), Inan et al. [30] attain O(k 3 log n) decoding
time with O(k log n) tests, whereas the number of tests becomes suboptimal in sparser
regimes such as k = poly(log n). The best previous decoding time for an algorithm that
only uses O(k log n) tests is O(k 2 log k · log n), via bit-mixing coding (BMC) [9]. To
our knowledge, all other existing algorithms succeeding with O(k log n) tests incur Ω(n)
decoding time [1, 5, 15, 16, 33, 35, 36, 39].
Our main theoretical contribution is to provide an algorithm that attains O(k log n)
scaling in both the number of tests and decoding time, as well as using distinct algorithmic
ideas from the existing works (see Section 2.1 for discussion). In particular, among the
algorithms using O(k log n) tests, ours reduces the dependence on k in the decoding time
from quadratic to linear.

1

The decoding time of SAFFRON is typically stated as O(k log k · log n), but can be O(k log k) in the
word-RAM model of computation, where the test outcomes are stored as O(k log k) words of length
log2 n each; see Appendix A for details.
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It is worth noting that the works [9, 10, 30, 34] also extend their guarantees to noisy
settings, and the approach in [30] has the additional advantage of using an explicit test design,
i.e., the test vectors X (1) , . . . , X (t) can be constructed deterministically in time polynomial
in n and t. Although noisy and/or de-randomized variants of our algorithm may be possible,
this is deferred to future work.2

In addition, [34] demonstrated that O k log n · log 1 tests suffice for SAFFRON in the
case that one is only required to identify a fraction 1 −  of the defectives, as opposed to the
entire defective set. Thus, O(k log n) scaling is maintained for approximate recovery with
constant  > 0, but not for the more common requirement of exact recovery.
While we have focused our discussion on the for-each setting, the first poly(k log n)-time
non-adaptive group testing algorithms were for the more stringent for-all setting [12, 31, 37].
The strength of the for-all guarantee
significantly more tests,
 2 log n comes
 at the expense of requiring
2
e.g., see [23] for an Ω min k log k , n lower bound. An O(k log n) upper bound on the
number of tests was originally attained with Ω(n) decoding time, [22, 38], and more recently
with poly(k log n) decoding time [31, 37]. The earlier work of [12] attained poly(k log n)
decoding time under a list decoding recovery criterion, and also allowed for adversarial noise
in the test outcomes.

1.3

Summary of Results

Before summarizing our main results, we briefly highlight that our algorithmic techniques are
distinct from the existing works summarized above (see Section 2.1 for further details), and
are more closely related to the adaptive binary splitting approach of Hwang [29]. We first
test large groups of items together, placing each group into a single randomly-chosen test
among a sequence of O(k) tests. We then “split” these groups into smaller sub-groups, while
using the O(k) test outcomes to eliminate those known to be non-defective. This process is
repeated (with the elimination step ensuring that the number of groups under consideration
does not grow too large) until a superset of S is found. This superset is shown to be of
size O(k) with high probability, and S is deduced from this superset via a final sequence
of O(k log k) tests (similar ideas to this final step have appeared in works such as [12, 37]).
Despite the sequential nature of this procedure, the tests can be performed non-adaptively.
Our first main result is informally stated as follows; see Theorem 1 for a formal statement.
I Main Result 1 (Algorithmic Guarantees – Informal Version). There exists a non-adaptive
group testing algorithm that, for any constant c > 0, succeeds with probability 1 − O(k −c )
using O(k log n) tests and O(k log n) decoding time, and requires O(n log2 k) bits of storage.
Main Result 1 uses Ω(n) storage to record the random choices of tests the items are
included in. For our second main result, we consider a low-storage variant in which the
tests are instead allocated using hash functions. In this case, the precise decoding time and
storage guarantees depend on the properties of the hash family used. The following theorem
informally states the guarantee resulting from O(log k)-wise independent hashing using the
classical hash family of Wegman and Carter [44]; see Theorem 11 for a formal and more
general statement.
I Main Result 2 (Algorithmic Guarantees with Reduced Storage – Informal Version). There
exists a non-adaptive group testing algorithm that, for any constant c > 0, succeeds with
n
probability 1−O log
using O(k log n) tests and O(k log k ·log n) decoding time, and requires
kc
O(k log n + log k · log2 n) bits of storage.
2

Our analysis can easily be adapted to handle false positive tests, but handling false negative tests
appears to require more significant changes and a slightly increased decoding time.
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Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Defective

Defective

Non-Defective

Non-Defective

Figure 1 Example structure of groups of items that are tested together when n = 16 and k = 3
(Left), and the corresponding tree representation (Right). Leaves correspond to single items, and
nodes at the higher levels correspond to groups of items.

2

Non-Adaptive Binary Splitting Algorithm

In this section, we introduce our algorithm, and state and prove our main result giving
guarantees on its correctness, number of tests, decoding time, and storage. For simplicity of
notation, we assume throughout the analysis that k and n are powers of two. Our algorithm
only requires an upper bound on the number of defectives, and hence, any other value of k
can simply be rounded up to a power of two. In addition, the total number of items n can
be increased to a power of two by adding “dummy” non-defective items.

2.1

Description of the Algorithm

We propose an algorithm that works with a tree structure, as illustrated in Figure 1. On the
left of the figure, we have 1 + log2 n levels, with the top level containing all items, the second
level containing two groups with half the items each, and so on, with each level “splitting” the
previous levels’ groups in half until the final level containing individual items. The ordering
of items is inconsequential for our analysis and results provided that the two children of
a given node can be identified in constant time, so for convenience we assume the natural
(`)
order.3 For ` = 0, . . . , log2 n, the j-th group at the `-th level is denoted by Gj ⊆ {1, . . . , n},
(`)

(`)

and we observe that for fixed `, there are 2` groups G1 , . . . , G2` of cardinality 2n` each.
We consider the binary tree representation in Figure 1 (Right), in which each node
corresponds to a group of items (e.g., the root corresponds to the set of all items, and the
leaves correspond to individual items). The levels of the tree are indexed by ` = 0, . . . , log2 n.
Our algorithm works down the tree one level at a time, keeping a list of possibly defective
(PD) nodes, and performing tests to obtain such a list at the next level, while ideally keeping
the size of the list small (e.g., O(k)). When we perform tests at a given level, we treat each
node as a “super-item”; including a node in a test amounts to including all of the items
(`)
in the corresponding group Gj . While this may appear to naturally lead to an adaptive
algorithm, we can in fact perform all of the tests non-adaptively.
If we were to test nodes at the root or the early levels, they would almost all return
positive, and hence not convey significant information. We therefore let the algorithm start
at the level `min = log2 k, and we consider the following test design:

3

Alternatively, one may use a dyadic splitting approach: Assign each item a unique (log2 n)-bit string,
and first split according to the first bit, then the second bit, and so on.
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For each ` = log2 k, . . . , log2 n − 1, form a sequence of Ck tests (for some C > 0 to be
selected later), and for each j = 1, . . . , 2` , choose a single such test uniformly at random,
(`)
and place all items from Gj into that test.
(`)

For the final level ` = log2 n, each Gj = {j} is a singleton. In this case, we form C 0 log k
sequences of 2k tests (for some C 0 > 0). For each item, and each of the C 0 log k sequences
of tests, we place the item in one of the 2k corresponding tests, chosen uniformly at
random.
This creates a total of t = Ck log2 nk + 2C 0 k log k = O(k log n) tests.
Upon observing the t non-adaptive test outcomes, the decoder forms an estimate Sb of
the defective set via the following procedure:
(`
)
Initialize G (`min ) = {Gj min }kj=1 , where `min = log2 k;
Iterate the following for ` = log2 k, . . . , log2 n − 1:
For each group G ∈ G (`) , check whether the single test corresponding to that group is
positive or negative. If positive, then add both children of G (see Figure 1) to G (`+1) .
Let the estimate Sb of the defective set be the (singleton) elements of G (log2 n) that are
not included in any negative test among the 2C 0 k log k tests at the final level.

Comparisons with existing methods
Our algorithm is distinct from existing sublinear-time non-adaptive group testing algorithms,
which are predominantly based on code concatenation [31,37] or related methods that encode
item indices’ binary representations directly into the test matrix [8, 10, 34]. In fact, in the
context of group testing, our approach is perhaps most reminiscent of the adaptive algorithm
of Hwang [29] (see also [4, 20]), which identifies one defective at a time using binary splitting,
removing each defective from consideration after it is identified. By keeping track of the
multiple defective nodes simultaneously and allowing a small number of false positives up to
the final level, we are able to exploit similar ideas without requiring adaptivity.
Beyond group testing and binary splitting, this recursive tree-structured approach is also
reminiscent of ideas used in sketching algorithms, such as dyadic tree recovery for count-min
sketch [17]. Our particular approach – maintaining a superset at each level, and relying
on a lack of false negatives – is most similar to the pyramidal reconstruction method for
compressive sensing under the earth mover’s distance [32].
A nearly identical algorithm to ours was given independently in the concurrent work
of [13], with similar theoretical guarantees. In addition, [13]
 observes that since the total
number of non-discarded nodes in the algorithm is O k log nk with
 overwhelming probability
(see Lemma 6 below), one can take a union bound over the nk possible defective sets to
attain list recovery in the combinatorial (for-all) setting. This idea allows the authors of [13]
to attain a variety of other results, including in the related problems of heavy hitters and
compressive sensing. In the context of probabilistic (for-each) group testing, some slight
advantages of our analysis include (i)
 proving that the first batch of tests leads to O(k)-size
list recovery rather than O k log nk -size, thus circumventing the need for a third batch of
tests, and (ii) only requiring O(log k)-wise independence
in our low-storage variant based on

n
hashing (see Section 3), rather than O k log k -wise independence (albeit at the expense of
a higher error probability).

2.2

Algorithmic Guarantees

In the following, we provide the formal version of Main Result 1. Here and subsequently,
we assume a word-RAM model of computation; for instance, with n items and t tests, it
takes constant time to read a single integer in {1, . . . , n} from memory, perform arithmetic
operations on such integers, fetch a single test outcome indexed by {1, . . . , t}, and so on.
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I Theorem 1 (Algorithmic Guarantees). Let S be a fixed (defective) subset of {1, . . . , n} of
cardinality k. For any constant c > 0, there exist choices of C and C 0 such that the group
testing algorithm described in Section 2.1 satisfies the following with probability 1 − O(k −c ):
The returned estimate Sb equals S;
The algorithm runs in time O(k log n);
The algorithm uses O(n(log k)2 ) bits of storage.
In addition, the number of tests scales as O(k log n).
We note that the success probability approaches one as n → ∞ in any asymptotic regime
satisfying k = ω(1), but not in the regime k = O(1); the same is true in the existing works
listed in Table 1, with the exception of [9]. In addition, it is straightforward to improve the
success probability to 1 − e−Ω(k) − O(n−c ) by using O(log n) (rather than O(log k)) sequences
of 2k tests at the final level.
Theorem 1 is proved in the remainder of the section. We emphasize that our focus is on
scaling laws, and we make no significant effort to optimize the underlying constant factors.

2.3

Analysis

Throughout the analysis, the defective set S will be fixed but otherwise arbitrary, and we
will condition on fixed placements of the defective items into tests (and hence, fixed test
outcomes). The test placements of the non-defective items are independent of those of the
defectives, and our analysis will hold regardless of which particular tests the defectives were
placed in. We use P[· | TS ] to represent this conditioning, and we refer to TS as the defective
test placements. In addition, for the tree illustrated in Figure 1, we refer to nodes containing
defective items as defective nodes, to all other nodes as non-defective nodes, and to the set
of defective nodes as the defective (sub-)tree.4
We begin with the following simple lemma.
I Lemma 2 (Probabilities of Non-Defectives Being in Positive Tests). Under the test design
described in Section 2.1, the following holds at any given level ` = log2 k, . . . , log2 n − 1:
Conditioned on any defective test placements TS , any given non-defective node at level ` has
probability at most C1 of being placed in a positive test.
Proof. Since there are k defective items, at most k nodes at a given level can be defective,
and since each node is placed in a single test, at most k tests out of the Ck tests at the given
level can be positive. Since the test placements are independent and uniform, it follows that
for any non-defective node, the probability of being in a positive test is at most C1 .
J
In view of this lemma, when starting at any non-defective child of any given defective node
(or alternatively, starting at a non-defective node at level `min ), we can view any further
branches down the non-defective sub-tree as “continuing” (i.e., the two children remain
“possibly defective”) with probability at most C1 . Hence, we have the following.
I Lemma 3 (Probability of Reaching a Non-Defective Node). Under the setup of Lemma 2,
any given non-defective node having ∆ non-defective ancestor nodes is reached (i.e., all of its
ancestor nodes are placed in positive tests, so the node is considered possibly defective) with
∆
probability at most C1 .
We will use the preceding lemmas to control the following two quantities:
4

Since we start at level `min = log2 k, this could more precisely be considered as a forest.
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Ntotal , the total number of non-defective nodes that are reached in the sense of Lemma 3;
Nleaf , the number of non-defective leaf nodes that are reached, and thus are still considered
possibly defective by the final level.
It will be useful to upper bound Ntotal for the purpose of controlling the overall decoding
time, and to upper bound Nleaf for the purpose of controlling the number of items considered
at the final level.

2.3.1

Bounding Ntotal and Nleaf on average

We first present two lemmas bounding the averages of Ntotal and Nleaf , and then establish
high-probability bounds.
I Lemma 4 (Bounding Ntotal on Average). For any C ≥ 4 and any defective test placements
TS , we have
E[Ntotal | TS ] ≤ 6k log2

n
.
k

(1)

Proof. Since the tree is binary, each defective node can have at most 2i non-defective
descendants appearing exactly i levels further down the tree; such descendants correspond
to ∆ = i − 1 in Lemma 3. Since there are at most k log2 nk defective nodes, it follows that
there are at most k log2 nk 2∆+1 non-defective nodes with ∆ non-defective ancestors and
at least one defective ancestor. Similarly, there are at most k non-defective nodes at level
`min = log2 k, each of which has at most 2∆ non-defective nodes appearing ∆ levels later.
∆
Since Lemma 3 demonstrates a probability C1
of being reached for a given number ∆
of non-defective ancestors, it follows that
n
E[Ntotal | TS ] ≤ k log2
k


n

k −1
X

log2

∆+1

2

 1 ∆
C

∆=0

log2

+k

n

Xk

∆=0

2∆

 1 ∆
C

.

(2)

n
,
k

(3)

Hence, the assumption C ≥ 4 gives
n
E[Ntotal | TS ] ≤ 2k log2
k


where we used

P∞

∆=0

n

k −1
X

log2

log2

2−∆ + k

n

Xk

2−∆ ≤ 6k log2

∆=0

∆=0

2−∆ = 2 and log2

n
k

≥ 1 (for k ≤

n
2 ).

J

I Lemma 5 (Bounding Nleaf on Average). For any C ≥ 4 and any defective test placements
TS , we have
E[Nleaf | TS ] ≤ 6k.

(4)

Proof. Again using the fact that each defective node can have at most 2i descendants
appearing i levels further down the tree, we find that there are at most k2∆+1 leaf nodes
with ∆ non-defective ancestors and at least one defective ancestor. In addition, a leaf having
only non-defective ancestors corresponds to ∆ = log2 nk in Lemma 3 (since `min = log2 k),
and to handle this case, we trivially upper bound he number of leaves by n. Hence, for
C ≥ 4, we have similarly to (3) that
E[Nleaf | TS ] ≤ 2k

n

k −1
X

log2

∆=0

2∆

 1 ∆
C

+n

 1 log2
C

n
k

≤ 6k.

(5)
J
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Bounding Ntotal with high probability

In this subsection, we prove the following.
I Lemma 6 (High-Probability Bound on Ntotal ). For any C ≥ 16, conditioned on any defective
n
test placements TS , we have Ntotal = O k log nk with probability 1 − e−Ω(k log k ) .
To prove this result, we make use of Lemmas 2 and 4, along with the following auxiliary
result written in generic notation.
I Lemma 7 (Sub-Exponential Behavior in a Branching Process). Consider an infinite-depth
binary tree in which each node is independently assigned a value {0, 1} with probability q of
being 1, and let N be the number of nodes whose ancestors are all marked as 1. Then, when
1
q ≤ 16
, we have all n > 0 that P[N = n] ≤ 2−(n−1) .
Proof. We make use of branching process theory [24, Ch. XII], in particular noting that
N equals the total progeny [21] when the initial population size is 1 (i.e., the root) and the
distribution of the number of children per node is given by
PX (0) = 1 − q,

PX (2) = q,

PX (x) = 0, ∀x ∈
/ {0, 2}.

(6)

The results we use from branching process theory are expressed in terms of the generative
function MX (s) = E[sX ], which is given by
MX (s) = (1 − q) + qs2 .

(7)

It is evident in our case that N < ∞ with probability one provided that q < 12 , and one way
to formally prove this is to utilize the general result that the extinction probability P[N < ∞]
equals one provided that the smallest root of s = MX (s) is s = 1 [24, Sec. XII.4].
We utilize an exact expression for the distribution of N for general branching processes [21]
(specialized to the case that the initial population size is one):
P[N = n] =

1 (n)
m
,
n n−1

(8)

(n)

where mn−1 is computed according to the expansion
MX (s)

n

=

∞
X

(n)

mj sj .

(9)

j=0

Substituting our
for M (s) on the left-hand side, we find that (MX (s))n =
 expression (7)
Pn nX
2 n
(1 − q) + qs , which equals i=0 i (1 − q)n−i (qs2 )i by a binomial expansion. Hence, we
(n)
obtain mn−1 = 0 for even-valued n, and for odd-valued n we substitute i = n−1
2 to obtain


n+1
n−1
n
(n)
(10)
mn−1 = n−1 (1 − q) 2 q 2
2

√
≤ 2(2 q)n−1 ,

n+1
n
≤ 2n = 2 · 2n−1 and (1 − q) 2 ≤ 1.
where we applied n−1
2
Substituting (11) into (8), we obtain
P[N = n] ≤

2 p n−1
4q
1{n is odd}.
n

This implies P[N = n] ≤ 2−(n−1) when q ≤
n = 1.

(11)

(12)
1
16

and n ≥ 2, and the same trivially holds when
J
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The condition P[N = n] ≤ 2−(n−1) in Lemma 7 implies that N is a sub-exponential
random variable, and the same trivially follows for a branching process that only runs
up to a certain depth (number of generations).
In the group testing setup of Lemma

6, we are adding together O k log nk independent copies of such random variables (each
corresponding to a different non-defective sub-tree) to get Ntotal . As a result, we can
apply a standard concentration bound for sums of independent sub-exponential random
variables [43, Prop. 5.16] to obtain
P[Ntotal ≥ E[Ntotal | TS ] + t | TS ] ≤ e−Ω(min{t

2

/(k log2

n
k ),t})

,

(13)



from which Lemma 6 follows by setting t = Θ k log2 nk and using E[Ntotal | TS ] = O k log2 nk
1
(see Lemma 4). The condition C ≥ 16 coincides with q ≤ 16
in Lemma 7.

2.3.3

Bounding Nleaf with high probability

In this subsection, we prove the following.
I Lemma 8 (High-Probability Bound on Nleaf ). For any C ≥ 12, conditioned on any defective
test placements TS , we have Nleaf = O(k) with probability 1 − e−Ω(k) .
We again use Lemma 2, along with the following auxiliary results written in generic notation.
I Lemma 9 (Tail Bound on Binary Tree Paths). Consider a binary tree of height h in which
each node is independently assigned a value {0, 1} with probability q of being 1, and let Nh be
the number of leaf nodes that have a path of 1’s back to the root (including both endpoints).
Then P[Nh ≥ t] ≤ 4−(h+t) for any integer t ≥ 1.
Proof. We use a proof by induction. The base case is h = 1, in which case we have
P[Nh > 2] = 0, P[Nh = 2] = q13 , and P[Nh ≥ 1] ≤ q22 by the union bound. These bounds
1
satisfy the claim of the lemma due to the assumption q ≤ 12
.
Now fix h ≥ 2 and suppose that the claim is true for height h − 1. Let L and R be the
number of leaf nodes reached in the left and right sub-trees of the root, and observe that
P[Nh ≥ t] ≤

t
X

P[L ≥ j ∩ R ≥ t − j]

(14)

j=0

= P[L ≥ t] + P[R ≥ t] +

t−1
X

P[L ≥ j ∩ R ≥ t − j].

(15)

j=1

Applying the induction hypothesis, we find that the first two terms are at most q4−(h−1+t) =
4q · 4−(h+t) , and for 1 ≤ j ≤ t − 1, we have P[L ≥ j ∩ R ≥ t − j] ≤ q · 4−(h−1+j) · 4−(h−1+t−j) =
16q · 4−(2h+t) , where the multiplications by q correspond to the root node being marked as 1.
Substituting back into (15) gives
P[Nh ≥ t] ≤ 8q4−(h+t) + 16qt4−(2h+t) .

(16)

We may assume that t ≤ 2h , since for t > 2h we trivially have P[Nh ≥ t] = 0. Hence, the
above bound simplifies to
P[Nh ≥ t] ≤ 8q4−(h+t) + 16q4−(h+t) 2−h ≤ 4−(h+t) ,
since h ≥ 2 implies 2−h ≤ 14 , and we have assumed q ≤

(17)
1
12 .

J
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I Lemma 10 (Sub-Exponential Behavior for Binary Tree Paths). Under the setup of Lemma
9, Nh satisfies E[eλNh ] ≤ 1 + 4−h for λ ≤ log 2. In addition, for any integer hmax ≥ 1, if
N1 , . . . , Nhmax are independent random variables with the same distribution as Nh for the
Phmax
specified height, then N = h=1
Nh satisfies E[eλN ] ≤ 2 for λ ≤ log 2.
P∞
Proof. We seek to upper bound E[eλNh ] = t=0 P[Nh = t]eλt . Separating out the t = 0 term
P∞
P∞
and applying Lemma 9, we obtain E[eλNh ] ≤ 1+ t=1 4−(h+t) eλt = 1+4−h t=1 e(λ−log 4)t =
eλ
λNh
1 + 4−h · 4−e
] ≤ 1 + 4−h .
λ for λ ∈ [0, log 4). In particular, if λ ≤ log 2, then E[e
For the second part, we again consider λ ≤ log 2, andPuse the independence assumption
hmax −h

Qhmax
Qhmax
to write E[eλN ] = h=1
E[eλNh ] ≤ h=1
1 + 4−h ≤ e h=1 4 ≤ e1/3 ≤ 2.
J
We now consider the following decomposition of Nleaf :
0
00
Nleaf = Nleaf
+ Nleaf
,

(18)

0
where Nleaf
counts the reached non-defective leaf nodes having at least one defective ancestor,
00
and Nleaf counts the reached non-defective leaf nodes having all non-defective ancestors. In
0
the case of a single defective item (i.e., k = 1), we claim that Nleaf
has the same distribution
as 2N , with N given in Lemma 10 for a suitably-chosen value of hmax and q = C1 . To see
this, we identify the leaf nodes in Lemma 10 with nodes at the second-last level of the tree
illustrated in Figure 1, and observe that the factor of 2 arises since every such node produces
0
two children at the final level (hence contributing to Nleaf
) when placed in a positive test.
In the case of k defective items, some care is needed, as the relevant sets of leaves associated
with the k defective paths may overlap, potentially creating complicated dependencies between
the associated random variables. However, if we take the definition of N in Lemma 10 and
remove some leaves from the count, the quantity E[eλN ] can only decrease further, so the
conclusion E[eλN ] ≤ 2 remains valid. Hence, by counting any overlapping leaves only once (in
an otherwise arbitrary manner), we can form k independent random variables N (1) , . . . , N (k)
Pk
(i)
d
0
satisfying 2 i=1 N (i) = Nleaf
and E[eλN ] ≤ 2. In addition, since there are k nodes at level
0
`min = log2 k, we can similarly form k 0 ≤ k independent random variables N (k+1) , . . . , N (k+k )
Pk+k0
(i)
d
00
satisfying i=k+1 N (i) = Nleaf
and E[eλN ] ≤ 2.
Thus, by (18), Nleaf is the sum of at most 2k independent sub-exponential random
variables. Again applying a standard concentration bound [43, Prop. 5.16], it follows that
2

P[Nleaf ≥ E[Nleaf | TS ] + t | TS ] ≤ e−Ω(min{t

/k,t})

,

(19)

from which Lemma 8 follows upon setting t = Θ(k) and using the fact that E[Nleaf | TS ] = O(k)
(see Lemma 5).

2.3.4

Analysis of the final level

Recall that at the final level, we perform C 0 log k independent sequences of 2k tests, with
each item being randomly placed in one test in each sequence. We study the error probability
conditioned on the high-probability event that Nleaf = O(k) (see Lemma 8)
For a given non-defective item and a given sequence of 2k tests, the probability of colliding
with any defective item is at most 12 , similarly to Lemma 2. Due to the C 0 log k repetitions,
0
for any fixed c0 > 0, there exists a choice of C 0 yielding O(k −c ) probability of a given
non-defective appearing only in positive tests. By a union bound over the Nleaf = O(k)
non-defectives at the final level, we find that the estimate Sb equals S with (conditional)
0
probability 1 − O(k 1−c ).
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2.3.5

Number of tests, error probability, decoding time, and storage

The claims of Theorem 1 are established as follows:
Number of tests: As stated in Section 2.1, the number of tests is t = Ck log2 nk +2C 0 k log k,
which behaves as O k log nk + k log k = O(k log n).
Error probability: The concentration bounds on Nleaf and Ntotal (see Lemmas 6 and
n
8) hold with probability 1 − e−Ω(k) and 1 − e−Ω(k log k ) respectively, and we treat their
complements as error events. These terms are dominated by the final stage, which
0
incurs O(k 1−c ) failure probability; setting c0 = c + 1 gives the O(k −c ) behavior stated in
Theorem 1.
Decoding time: We claim that conditioned on the the high-probability
 events Ntotal =
n
n
O k log k and Nleaf = O(k), the decoding time is O k log k + k log k = O(k log n). The
first term comes from considering all levels except the last, since it takes O(1) time to
check whether each node associated with Ntotal is in a positive or negative test. While
Ntotal only counts the non-defective nodes, the number of defective nodes also trivially
behaves as O k log nk . At the last level, for each of the k + Nleaf = O(k) relevant leaf
nodes, we perform O(log k) such checks for a total time of O(k log k).
Storage: At the `-th level, we need to store 2` integers indicating the test associated with
Plog2 n−1 `
each of the 2` nodes. Hence, excluding the last level, we need to store `=log
2 = O(n)
2k
integers in {1, . . . , 2k}, or O(n log k) bits. Similarly, the O(log k) independent sequences
2
of tests at the final level amount to storing O(n log k) integers,
 or O(n(log k) ) bits. In
n
addition, under the high-probability event Ntotal = O k log k = O(k log n), the storage
of the possibly defective set requires O(k log n) integers, or O(k log2 n) bits. Since k ≤ n,
this is no higher than O(n log2 k).

3

Storage Reductions via Hashing

A notable weakness of Theorem 1 is that the storage required at the decoder is higher than
linear in the number of items. In this section, we present a variant of our algorithm with
considerably lower storage that attains similar
 guarantees to Theorem 1.
The idea is to interpret the mappings 1, . . . , 2` → {1, . . . , Ck} at each level as hash
functions. Since the high storage in Theorem 1 comes from explicitly storing the corresponding
2` = O(n) values, the key to reducing the overall storage is to use lower-storage hash families.
The reduced storage comes at the expense of reduced independence between different hash
values (e.g., only r-wise independence for some r  n), and the proof of Theorem 1 utilizes
full independence. The modified algorithm in this section uses Θ(log k)-wise independent
hash families, and we leave open the question of whether similar recovery guarantees can be
attained with only O(1)-wise independence.
A second modification to the algorithm is that in order to attain the behavior O(k −c )
e ≥ 1 independent
in the error probability similarly to Theorem 1, we consider the use of C
repetitions at each level ` = `min , . . . , log2 n − 1, in the same way that we already used
e sequences of Ck
repetitions at the final level. This means that at each level, there are C
tests (each with a different and independent hash function), and a node is only considered to
e tests are positive.
be possibly defective at a given level if all of its associated C
I Remark. This idea of using low-storage hash functions is reminiscent of the Bloom filter
data structure [7]. A direct approach to transferring Bloom filters to group testing is to
perform L = O(log n) hashes of each item into one of t = O(k log n) tests, and then estimate
the defective set to be the set of items only included in positive tests [4, Sec. 1.7]. By checking
the L test outcomes associated with each item, the defective set can be identified with low
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storage (depending on the hash family properties) under the preceding scaling laws. However,
a drawback of this direct approach is that checking all items separately takes Ω(n) time. Our
algorithm circumvents this via the binary splitting approach.

3.1

Statement of Result

With the above-described modifications to the algorithm, we have the following counterpart
to Theorem 1, which formalizes and generalizes Main Result 2.
I Theorem 11 (Algorithmic Guarantees with Reduced Storage). Let S be a fixed (defective)
e
subset of {1, . . . , n} of cardinality k. For any constant c > 0, there exist choices of C, C,
and C 0 such that the above-described group testing algorithm adapted from Section 2.1, with
e independent repetitions per level, yields the
a Θ(log k)-wise independent hash family and C
log n
following with probability at least 1 − O kc :
The returned estimate Sb equals S;
The algorithm runs in time O(Thash k log n), where Thash is the evaluation time for one
hash value;
The algorithm uses O(k log n + Shash log n) bits of storage, where Shash is the number of
bits of storage required for one hash function.
In addition, the number of tests scales as O(k log n).
We briefly discuss some explicit values that can be attained for Thash and Shash . Supposing
that n, k, and C are powers of two, we can adopt the classical approach of Wegman and
Carter [44] and consider a random polynomial over the finite field GF(2m ), where m ∈
{log2 k, . . . , log2 n} (depending on the level). In this case, one attains r-wise independence
while storing r elements of GF(2m ) (or O(r log n) bits), and performing O(r) additions and
multiplications in GF(2m ) to evaluate the hash. As a result, with r = Θ(log k), we get
Thash = O(log k),

Shash = O(log k · log n)

(20)

under the assumption that operations in GF(2m ) can be performed in constant time. Hence,
Theorem 11 gives O(k log k · log n) decoding time and O(k log n + log k · log2 n) storage.
Different trade-offs can also be attained using more recent hash families that can attain
r-wise independence with an evaluation time significantly less than r [40, 41].

n
The error probability of O log
is slightly worse than the O(k −c ) scaling of Theorem 1;
kc
in particular, o(1) error probability is only guaranteed when k = (log n)Ω(1) . We expect that
this requirement could be avoided via a refined analysis, e.g., by characterizing the behavior
of the random variables Ntotal and Nleaf used in the proof of Theorem 1. In addition, the
following variants of Theorem 11 can already be attained with almost no additional effort:
We can allow c = ω(1) in the statement of Theorem 11, but at the expense of the number
of tests and decoding time increasing by a multiplicative Θ(c) factor.

It is straightforward to show that E[Ntotal ] = O k log nk and E[Nleaf ] = O(k), and one
can use Markov’s inequality to deduce that Ntotal = O k 1+c log nk and Nleaf = O(k 1+c )
with probability 1 − O(k −c ). For any constant c > 0, this approach leads to O(k −c ) error
probability with O(k log n) tests, but the decoding time increases to O(Thash k 1+c log n),
and the storage increases to O(k 1+c log2 n + Shash log n).
In the remainder of the section, we provide the proof of Theorem 11.
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3.2
3.2.1

Analysis
f = 1)
Auxiliary variance calculation (case C

e = 1 (i.e., no repetitions), as the case C
e > 1 will then follow easily.
We first study the case C
Recall that the algorithm maintains an estimate of the possibly defective (PD) set at each
level. We will give conditions under which the size of this set remains at O(k) throughout
the course of the algorithm. For ` = `min = log2 k, we trivially have at most k ≤ 4k PD
items. We will use an induction argument to show that every level has at most 4k PD items,
with high probability.
Consider two non-defective nodes indexed by u, v at a given level ` having k 0 ≤ k defective
nodes, let Du , Dv denote the respective events of hashing into a test containing one or more
defectives, and let Du , Dv be the corresponding indicator random variables. The dependence
of these quantities on ` is left implicit. We condition on all of the test placements performed
at the earlier levels, accordingly writing E` [·] and Var` [·] for the conditional expectation and
conditional variance. In accordance with the above induction idea, we assume that there are
at most 4k PD nodes at level `.
I Lemma 12 (Mean and Variance Bounds). Under the preceding setup and definitions, if
e = 1 and C ≥ 8:
there are at most 4k PD nodes at level `, then we have the following when C
X

k
(21)
E`
Du ≤
2
u
X

Var`
Du = cvar k,
(22)
u

where the sums are over all non-defective PD nodes at the `-th level, and cvar > 0 is a
universal constant.
The proof is given in Appendix B. Given this result, we easily deduce the following.
e = 1 and C ≥ 8, conditioned on the `-th level having at most 4k possibly
I Lemma 13. For C

defective (PD) nodes, the same is true at the (` + 1)-th level with probability 1 − O k1 .
Proof. Among the PD nodes at the `-th level, at most k are defective, amounting to at most
2k children
 at the next level. By Lemma 12 and Chebyshev’s inequality, with probability
1 − O k1 , at most k non-defective nodes are marked as PD, thus also amount to at most 2k
additional children at the next level, for a total of 4k.
J

3.2.2

Analysis of the error probability

e = 1,
At the first level ` = log2 k, we trivially have k ≤ 4k possibly defective (PD) nodes. For C
using Lemma 13 and an induction argument, the same follows for all levels simultaneously
e > 1, we note that since we have C
e repetitions
with probability at least 1−O(k −1 log n). For C
−1
at each level and only keep the nodes whose tests are all positive, the 1 − O(k ) behavior
becomes 1 − O(k −Ce) due to the independence of the repetitions. Hence, the expression

e = 1 generalizes to 1 − O k −Ce log n .
1 − O(k −1 log n) for C
The analysis of the final level in Section 2.3.4 did not rely on h(·) being a fully independent
1
hash function, but rather, only relied on a collision probability of 2k
between any two given
items. Since this condition still holds for any pairwise (or higher) independent hash family, we
immediately deduce the same conclusion: Conditioned on the final level having O(k) nodes
marked as possibly defective, and by choosing C 0 appropriately in the algorithm description,
0
we attain O(k 1−c ) error probability at this level for any fixed c0 > 0.
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e = c and c0 = 1 + c, we attain the desired scaling
Combining the above and setting C
−c
O(k log n) in the theorem statement.

3.2.3

Number of tests, decoding time, and storage

The remaining claims of Theorem 11 are established as follows:
Number of tests: The number of tests is the same as in the fully independent case, possibly
e > 1 and/or a different choice of C is used.
with a modified implied constant if C
Decoding time: The analysis of the decoding time is similar to the fully independent case
(see Section 2.3.5),
 but each hash takes Thash time to compute. Hence, the decoding time
is O Thash k log n .
Storage: We use O(1) hash functions at each level except
the last, and O(log k) hash func
n
tions at the final level, for a total of O log k + log k = O(log n), requiring O(Shash log n)
storage. In addition, under the high-probability event that there are O(k) possibly
defective nodes at each level, their storage requires O(k) integers, or O(k log n) bits.
Hence, the total storage is O(k log n + Shash log n).

4

Conclusion

We have presented a novel non-adaptive group testing algorithm ensuring high-probability
(for-each) recovery with O(k log n) scaling in both the number of tests and decoding time. In
addition, we presented a low-storage variant with similar guarantees depending on the hash
family used. An immediate open question for this variant is whether similar guarantees hold
for O(1)-wise independent hash families. In addition, even for the fully independent version,
it would be of significant interest to develop a variant that is robust to random noise in the
test outcomes (see Footnote 2 on Page 4).
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Discussion on the SAFFRON Algorithm

While the SAFFRON algorithm [34] is based on sparse-graph codes, we find it most instructive
to compare against the simplified singleton-only version [4, Sec. 5.4], as the more sophisticated
version does not attain better scaling laws (though it may attain better constant factors).
Singleton-only SAFFRON is briefly outlined as follows. One forms O(k log k) “bundles”

of tests of size 2 log2 n each, and assigns each item to any given bundle with probability O k1 .
If a given item is assigned to a given bundle, then its (log2 n)-bit description is encoded into
the first log2 n tests (i.e., the item is included in the test if and only if its bit description
contains a 1 at the corresponding location), and its bit-wise complement is encoded into the
last log2 n tests. The following decoding procedure ensures the identification of any defective
item for which there exists a bundle in which it is included without any other defective items:
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For each bundle, check whether the first log2 n test outcomes equal the bit-wise negation
of the second log2 n outcomes.
If so, add the item with bit representation given by the first log2 n outcomes into the
defective set estimate.
Due to the first step, the second step will never erroneously be performed on a bundle without
defective items, nor on a bundle with multiple defective items.
In [34], a decoding time of O(k log k · log n) is stated under the assumption that reading
the 2 log2 n bits takes O(log n) time. However, if the associated 2 log2 n tests are stored in
memory as two “words” of length log2 n each, then a word-RAM model of computation only
incurs O(1) time per bundle, or O(k log k) time overall.
We also note that SAFFRON only requires O(k log k · log n) bits of storage, amounting
to negligible storage overhead beyond the test outcomes themselves. This is because the only
item indices stored are those added to the estimate of the defective set, and there are at most
k such indices (or k log2 n bits) due to the fact that SAFFRON makes no false positives.

B

Proof of Lemma 12 (Mean and Variance Bounds)

For ease of notation, we leave the subscripts (·)` implicit throughout the proof, but the
associated conditioning is understood to apply to all probabilities, expectations, variance
terms, and so on.
We first prove (21). The event Du occurs if u is hashed into the same bin as any of
the k 0 ≤ k defective nodes. Since we are hashing into {1, . . . , Ck} and the hash family is
1
(at least) pairwise independent, each collision occurs with probability Ck
. Hence, by the
1
union bound, u is in a positive test with probability at most C , and (21) follows from the
assumption that there are at most 4k PD nodes and C ≥ 8.
As for (22), we first characterize Cov[Du , Dv ], writing
Cov[Du , Dv ] = E[Du Dv ] − E[Du ]E[Dv ]

(23)

= P[Du ∩ Dv ] − P[Du ]P[Dv ]

(24)

= P[Du ] + P[Dv ] − P[Du ∪ Dv ] − P[Du ]P[Dv ].

(25)

We proceed by bounding P[Du ] (the same bound holds for P[Dv ]) and P[Du ∪ Dv ] separately.

Probability of the individual event
Fix a non-defective node u. Let h(·) denote the random hash function with output values
in {1, . . . , Ck}, and for each defective node indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . , k 0 } (where k 0 is the total
number of defective nodes at the level under consideration), let Bi be the “bad” event that
h(i) = h(u). We apply the inclusion-exclusion principle, which is written in terms of the
following quantities for j = 1, . . . , k 0 :
Tj =

X

P[Bi1 ∩ . . . ∩ Bij ].

(26)

1<i1 <...<ij <k0

If the hash function is (j + 1)-wise independent, this simplifies to
Tj =

 0 
k
1 j
.
j
Ck

(27)
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Hence, if the hash function is (jmax + 1)-wise independent for some jmax , then the inclusionexclusion principle gives
 [

P[Du ] = P
Bi
(28)
i=1,...,k0

≤

jX
max

(−1)j+1 Tj

(29)

j=1

=

jX
max

 0
 1 j
k
(−1)j+1
Ck
j
j=1

(30)

for odd-valued jmax , and the reverse inequality for even-valued jmax . Using the fact that

 0
Pk0 k0 
1 k
j+1 1 j
=
1
−
1
−
, we can write (30) as
j=1 j (−1)
Ck
Ck
 0
k0
0

 1 j
X
1 k
k
−
.
P[Du ] ≤ 1 − 1 −
(−1)j+1
Ck
j
Ck
j
+1

(31)

max

The final term can then be bounded as follows in absolute value:
 0
 0 
k0
k0
 1 j
X
X
k
k
1 j
j+1
(−1)
≤
j
Ck
j
Ck
j
+1
j
+1
max

(32)

max

≤

∞
 1 j
X
C
j
+1

(33)

(1/C)jmax +1
,
1 − 1/C

(34)

max

=

0
where (33) uses kj ≤ (k 0 )j and k 0 ≤ k, and (34) applies the geometric series formula.
Assuming C ≥ 2, we can further upper bound the above expression by (1/C)jmax , and hence
by any target value δ0 provided that jmax ≥ logC δ10 . Recall also that (31) is reversed for
even-valued jmax , so loosening the preceding requirement to jmax ≥ dlogC δ10 e + 1 gives
0
0


1 k
1 k
1− 1−
− δ0 ≤ P[Du ] ≤ 1 − 1 −
+ δ0 .
Ck
Ck

(35)

Since u is arbitrary, the same bound also holds for P[Dv ].

Probability of the union of two events
We can decompose P[Du ∪ Dv ] as follows:

1 
1
P[Du ∪ Dv ] = 1 −
P[Du ∪ Dv | h(u) 6= h(v)] +
P[Du ∪ Dv | h(u) = h(v)]
Ck
Ck
1
= P[Du ∪ Dv | h(u) 6= h(v)] + O
.
k

(36)
(37)

Hence, we focus on the case h(u) 6= h(v) in the following. Similar to the above, let Bi0 be the
“bad” event that h(i) ∈ {h(u), h(v)}, and define
X
Tj0 =
P[Bi01 ∩ . . . ∩ Bi0j | h(u) 6= h(v)].
(38)
1<i1 <...<ij <k0
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If the hash function is (j + 2)-wise independent, this simplifies to
 0 
k
2 j
0
Tj =
,
j
Ck

(39)

where the factor of two comes from the possibility of colliding with either u or v. Following
the same argument as above, we find that if (i) jmax ≥ dlogC/2 δ10 e + 1, (ii) C ≥ 4, and (iii)
the hash function is (jmax + 2)-wise independent, then the following analog of (35) holds:
0
0


2 k
2 k
1− 1−
− δ0 ≤ P[Du ∪ Dv | h(u) 6= h(v)] ≤ 1 − 1 −
+ δ0 .
Ck
Ck

(40)

Combining and simplifying
Setting δ0 = k1 and combining the above findings, we deduce that for a Θ(log k)-wise
independent hash,
0
1

1 k
+O
,
P[Du ] = 1 − 1 −
Ck
k
0

1
2 k
P[Du ∪ Dv ] = 1 − 1 −
+O
.
Ck
k

(41)
(42)
1

ν
The idea in the following is to approximate 1 − Ck
≈ e− Ck for ν = 1, 2, and substitute into
(25). To make this more precise, we use the fact that k 0 ≤ k to write


0

1
1 k
1−
= e− Ck +O
Ck
k0

= e− Ck +O
=e

k0
− Ck

1
k2

1
k

+O

 k0

(43)



1
k

(44)
.

(45)

Applying a similar argument to 1 −

 0
2 k
Ck

and substituting into (25), we obtain


 
 
2
1
k0
2k0
k0
Cov[Du , Dv ] = 2 1 − e− Ck − 1 − e− Ck − 1 − e− Ck + O
k
1
=O
,
k

(46)
(47)

since the first three terms cancel upon expanding the square. The proof is concluded by
writing
X
 X
X
Var
Du =
Var[Du ] +
Cov[Du , Dv ] = O(k)
(48)
u

u

since Var[Du ] ≤ E[Du ] ≤

u6=v
1
C,

and there are at most 4k values of u by assumption.
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Abstract
Preferential attachment graphs are random graphs designed to mimic properties of real word
networks. They are constructed by a random process that iteratively adds vertices and attaches
them preferentially to vertices that already have high degree. We prove various structural asymptotic
properties of this graph model. In particular, we show that the size of the largest r-shallow clique
O(r 2 ) O(r)
minor in Gn
m
. Furthermore, there exists a one-subdivided clique of size
m is at most log(n)
log(n)1/4 . Therefore, preferential attachment graphs are asymptotically almost surely somewhere
dense and algorithmic techniques developed for structurally sparse graph classes are not directly
applicable. However, they are just barely somewhere dense. The removal of just slightly more than a
polylogarithmic number of vertices asymptotically almost surely yields a graph with locally bounded
treewidth.
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1

Introduction

Large scale complex networks occur for example in the context of social-, biological, and
technical networks. Even though these are vastly different environments, all these networks
follow the same common laws. Many models [18, 23, 19, 8, 20] have been proposed that aim
to mimic complex networks. The most prominent model might be the preferential attachment
graph model (also called Barabási–Albert model) [3]. These graphs are created by a random
process that iteratively adds new vertices and randomly connects them to already existing
ones. Every time a new vertex is added, it is connected to the remaining graph via m
random edges. Thereby, the probability that an edge from the new vertex to another vertex
v is drawn is proportional to the current degree of v (see Section 2.3 for a more rigorous
definition). The vertices are denoted by v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . in order of insertion. We denote the
preferential attachment graph with n vertices and nm edges by Gnm .
This process creates a certain imbalance: The degree of low-degree vertices is unlikely
to increase and the degree of high-degree vertices is likely to increase even further. This so
called “the rich get richer”-effect has has been widely recognized as a reasonable explanation
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of the heavy tailed degree distribution of real networks. The preferential attachment model
is particularly interesting from the point of mathematical analysis because of its simple
formulation and interesting characteristics.

1.1

Previous Results

There exists a wide range of results on the asymptotic structure of preferential attachment
graphs (for an overview see [31]). The radius of these graphs has been shown to be logarithmic [5, 12], which means they exhibit small world behavior [1, 21]. Various aspects of their
degrees have been studied [13, 2, 24, 29, 28]. In particular, the degree distribution follows a
power-law with exponent three [6]. However, unlike many real networks [32, 30], preferential
attachment graphs have a vanishing clustering coefficient [7]. This result has been obtained
by bounding the number of certain subgraphs in preferential attachment graphs. For example,
the expected number of triangles or l-cycles in Gnm has been shown to be log(n)Θ(1) for fixed
l and m [7], which is lower than what is to be expected in real networks [22].

1.2

Our Results

In this work, we obtain new insights to the clustering behavior of preferential attachment
graphs. We show that there is a cluster centered around a logarithmic number of tightly
connected hubs that has previously not been discussed. On the other hand, removing these
central hubs asymptotically yields a graph in which every r-neighborhood is a tree with
at most one extra edge. In particular, at most two neighbors of a vertex are connected.
This drastically bounds the local clustering coefficient. In summary, we show that the first
logarithmically many vertices are the main source of structural complexity in preferential
attachment graphs and removing them yields a locally extremely sparse graph.
We prove these results one by one. At first, we show that preferential attachment
graphs contain one-subdivisions of cliques of logarithmic size. A one-subdivision is the graph
obtained by replacing every edge with a path of length two.
I Theorem 9. There exists a constant c such that for m, n ∈ N, m ≥ 2, n ≥ c, the
preferential attachment graph Gnm contains a one-subdivided clique of size at least log(n)1/4
1/4
with a probability of at least 1 − e− log(n) /c .
Graph classes which contain subdivided cliques of logarithmic size cannot for example
be planar or have bounded treewidth. In fact, they are somewhere dense, as we will
discuss later on. The previous theorem is complemented by showing that removing the first
polylogarithmically many vertices of a preferential attachment graph leaves a graph with a
locally extremely sparse, tree-like structure.
2

I Corollary 13. There exists a constant c such that for l, n, m ∈ N+ and b = dlog(n)cl mcl e
the graph Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] contains a.a.s. no subgraph with up to l vertices and more edges
than vertices.
Forbidding subgraphs with more edges than vertices is quite restrictive. The previous
2
statement states that for a fixed m, removing log(n)O(l ) vertices leads asymptotically to a
graph in which all connected subgraphs with l vertices have either l or l − 1 edges, i.e., they
are either a tree or a tree with one extra edge. This means for example that the removal of
log(n)O(1) vertices yields asymptotically a graph with no cliques of size four. It also yields
the following statement about tree-like neighborhoods in preferential attachment graphs.
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2

I Theorem 16. There exists a constant c such that for r, n, m ∈ N+ and b = dlog(n)cr mrc e,
a.a.s. every r-neighborhood of Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] is either a tree or a tree with one additional
edge.

1.3

Sparsity

An often observed property of real networks is a relatively low average degree. For example
in a social network, the vast majority of members only has relatively few neighbors, especially
compared to the set of all potential neighbors. This leads us to a concept called structural
sparsity [25]. Sparsity has been deeply studied and has lead to many interesting results. In
particular, there exists a large body of work focusing on algorithmic applications of sparsity
(for example [4, 9, 14, 16, 17]). Many graph problems that are hard for general graphs
become easier on structurally sparse graph classes.
Sparsity is not a property of single graphs, but a property of graph classes. An important cornerstone of sparsity theory are nowhere dense and somewhere dense graph classes
introduced by Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [25]. These graph classes are defined using
shallow topological clique minors. A graph G contains an r-shallow topological clique minor
of size k if a subgraph of G is isomorphic to a graph obtained by subdividing a k-clique
up to 2r times. The size of the largest r-shallow topological clique minor of a graph G is
e r). A graph class is nowhere dense if for every radius r and every graph
denoted by ω(G O
e r) ≤ f (r) for some function f (r) independent of the graph size.
G in the graph class, ω(G O
e
Conversely, if ω(G O r) is unbounded for some r, the graph class is said to be somewhere
dense. Every graph class is either nowhere or somewhere dense. For a rigorous definition of
these two concepts see Section 2.4.
Nowhere dense graph classes generalize many different sparse graph properties such as
bounded degree, planarity, bounded treewidth, bounded genus or bounded expansion [25]. An
important algorithmic result is that every problem definable in first-order logic can be solved
in almost linear time on nowhere dense graph classes [16]. On the other hand, somewhere
density defines for many problems a natural barrier in tractability. The model checking
problem for first-order logic on monotone somewhere dense graph classes is AW[∗]-complete
and therefore as hard as on general graphs [16].
In order to lift deep algorithmic results for sparse graph classes to random graphs, people
started analyzing which random graph models are somewhere or nowhere dense in the
limit. Roughly speaking, a random graph model is asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.)
e r) is with probability one bounded by some function
nowhere dense if for large graphs ω(G O
f (r) independent of the graph size and a.a.s. somewhere dense if it is with probability one
unbounded. If a random graph model is a.a.s. nowhere dense it is not a.a.s. somewhere
dense, and vice versa. However, it is possible that a random graph model is neither a.a.s.
somewhere nor a.a.s. nowhere dense. Again, for more details see Section 2.4.
Erdős–Rényi graphs, random intersection graphs, Chung–Lu graphs, and the configuration
model have been classified with respect to a.a.s. somewhere and nowhere density [26, 10, 15].
This has lead directly to efficient algorithms on random graphs. Preferential attachment
graphs are known not to be a.a.s. nowhere dense [10] but a complete classification remained
open. In this work, we show that shallow topological clique minors have polylogarithmic size
and therefore that the preferential attachment model is a.a.s. somewhere dense.
2

e r) ≤ log(n)O(r ) mO(r) .
I Theorem 1. Let r ∈ N+ , m ≥ 2. Then a.a.s. log(n)1/4 ≤ ω(Gnm O
n
In particular Gm is a.a.s. somewhere dense.
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This is a direct consequence of Theorem 9 and Theorem 15. Our result implies that algorithmic
techniques developed for nowhere dense graph classes do not directly transfer to preferential
attachment graphs. However, shallow topological clique minors have only polylogarithmic
size. Hence, preferential attachment graphs are “just barely” somewhere dense. In particular,
the removal of few vertices places the random graph model a.a.s. in a very sparse graph
class, where all connected subgraphs of bounded diameter are “tree-like.” Note that locally
bounded treewidth implies nowhere denseness [25].
I Theorem 17. Let m ∈ N+ and g(n) : N → N be a function with g(n) = ω(1). If we
remove the first log(n)g(n) vertices from Gnm the remaining graph has a.a.s. locally bounded
treewidth.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Graph Notation

We use common graph theory notation [11]. Furthermore, an r-neighborhood is an induced
subgraph with radius at most r.

2.2

Probabilities and Random Graph Models

In this work, a random graph model (such as the preferential attachment model) is a sequence
G = (Gn )n∈N , where Gn is a probability distribution over undirected simple graphs with n
vertices (this means graphs have no self-loops or multi-edges). In slight abuse of notation,
we also write Gn for the random variable which is distributed according to Gn . This way, we
can lift graph notation to notation for random variables of graphs: For example edge set and
clique number of a random graph Gn are represented by random variables E(Gn ) and ω(Gn ).

2.3

The Preferential Attachment Graph Model

In this work we focus on the preferential attachment random graph model which we describe
in this subsection. It has been ambiguously defined in the original article by Barabási and
Albert [3]. The model generates random graphs by iteratively inserting new vertices and
edges. It depends on a parameter, usually denoted by m, which indicates the number of edges
attached to each newly created vertex. We follow the rigorous definition of Bollobás et al. [6]:
For a fixed parameter m the random process is defined by starting with a single vertex and
iteratively adding vertices, thereby constructing a sequence of graphs Ḡ1m , Ḡ2m , . . . ,Ḡtm , where
Ḡtm has t vertices and mt edges (of which some may be self-loops). We define dtm (v) to be
the degree of vertex v in the graph Ḡtm . The random process for m = 1 works as follows. A
random graph is started with one vertex v1 that has exactly one self-loop. This graph is Ḡ11 .
We then define the graph process inductively: Given Ḡt−1
with vertex set {v1 , . . . , vt−1 }, we
1
create Ḡt1 by adding a new vertex vt together with a single edge from vt to vi , where i is
chosen at random from {1, . . . , t} with
 t−1
d1 (vs )


 2t − 1
Pr[i = s] =
 1


2t − 1

1≤s≤t
s = t.

This means we add an edge to a random vertex with a probability proportional to its degree
at the time.
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For m > 1, the process can be defined by merging sets of m consecutive vertices in Ḡmt
1
0
t
to single vertices in Ḡtm [6]. Let v10 , . . . , vmt
be the vertices of Ḡmt
.
The
graph
Ḡ
with
m
1
0
0
vertices v1 , . . . , vt is constructing by merging v(i−1)m+1
, . . . , vim
into a single vertex vi . The
graph Ḡtm is a multigraph. The number of edges between vertices vi0 and vj0 in Ḡtm equals the
number of edges between the corresponding sets of vertices in Ḡmt
1 . Self-loops are allowed.
We obtain a simple random graph Gnm from Ḡnm by removing all self-loops and replacing
multiple edges with a single edge.

2.4

Sparsity

At first, we define nowhere and somewhere density as a property of graph classes and then
lift the notation to random graph models. There are various equivalent definitions and we
use the most common definition based on shallow topological minors.
I Definition 2 (Shallow topological minor [27]). A graph H is an r-shallow topological minor
of a graph G if a graph obtained from H by subdividing every edge up to 2r times is isomorphic
to a subgraph of G. The set of all r-shallow topological minors of a graph G is denoted by
e r. We define the maximum clique size over all shallow topological minors of G as
GO
e r) = max ω(H).
ω(G O
H∈G e
Or
I Definition 3 (Nowhere dense, somewhere dense [25]). A graph class G is nowhere dense
e r) ≤ f (r). A graph
if there exists a function f , such that for all r and all G ∈ G, ω(G O
class G is somewhere dense if for all functions f there exists an r and a G ∈ G, such that
e r) > f (r).
ω(G O
Observe that a graph class is somewhere dense if and only if it is not nowhere dense. We
lift these notions to random graph models using the following two definitions.
I Definition 4 (a.a.s. nowhere dense, a.a.s. somewhere dense). A random graph model G is
a.a.s. nowhere dense if there exists a function f such that for all r
e r) ≤ f (r)] = 1.
lim Pr[ω(Gn O

n→∞

A random graph model G is a.a.s. somewhere dense if for all functions f there is an r such
that
e r) > f (r)] = 1.
lim Pr[ω(Gn O

n→∞

While for graph classes the concepts are complementary, a random graph model can be
neither a.a.s. somewhere dense nor a.a.s. nowhere dense (e.g., if the random graph model is
either the empty or the complete graph, both with a probability of 1/2).

3

Lower Bounds

In this section we show that preferential attachment graphs are a.a.s. somewhere dense. We
do so by analyzing the probability that a preferential attachment graph of size n contains a
one-subdivided clique of size at least k = log(n)1/4 as a subgraph. Let this probability be pn .
We show that limn→∞ pn = 1. The proof works as follows: We start with a small preferential
attachment graph and pick a set of k vertices with high degree. These will be the principal
vertices of the one-subdivided clique. We then add vertices to the graph according to the
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preferential attachment process. A one-subdivided clique of size k arises if for every pair of
principal vertices v and w, a new vertex u is added that is adjacent to both v and w. We
3
show that after n = k 4 2k vertices have been inserted, with high probability there is at least
one connecting vertex for every pair of principal vertices.
We now describe an urn experiment that illustrates for a pair of principal vertices v,w
the probability that a new vertex u is connected to both u and v. This experiment has no
connection to Pólya Urns and is solely used for illustrative purposes. The experiment consists
of multiple
ith round (we assume i ≥ 10), we define an urn containing i balls,
p rounds. In the p
where die balls are red, die balls are blue, and the rest is black. In each round we draw
two balls uniformly at random from the urn. The experiment succeeds if we draw a red and
a blue ball in the
p same round. It is easy to see that the probability of success in the ith
round equals 2( die/i)2 . We observe that eventually the experiment succeeds because
∞ 
 √i  2 
Y
1−2
1−
= 1.
i
i=10
This experiment behaves similarly to the process of connecting two principal vertices. Two
principal vertices are connected in round i if the vertex vi is connected to both principal
vertices. The expected
√ degree of the first vertex in a preferential attachment graph of size i
is proportional√to i. If we (naively) assume that the degrees of u and v at time i are at all
times
exactly i then a new vertex throws an edge to v or w
√
√ with probability proportional to
i/i and is connected to both with probability roughly 2( i/i)2 . Therefore, the probability
that in the ith step a new vertex u connects both v and w is proportional to the probability
that in the ith round of the urn experiment a red and a blue ball is drawn. Using similar
arguments we show in this section that the success probability of building a one-subdivided
clique also is high.
If we
√ however alter the urn experiment and assume that in the ith round there are only
about i/ log(i) red or blue balls we cannot guarantee success because
∞ 
 √i/ log(i) 2 
Y
1−2
6= 1.
1−
i
i=10
This means if the expected value of the degrees were just a logarithmic factor smaller then
our proof would not work. This suggests that preferential attachment graphs are “just barely”
a.a.s. somewhere dense. This also means we need lower bounds which guarantee that the
degrees of our principal vertices are not much smaller than their expected value, e.g., at most
a constant factor off. Bounds which guarantee a factor of 1/ log(i) would not be sufficient.
Unfortunately the probability distribution of the degree of a vertex is only well centered
around its expected value if its initial degree is already large (Proposition 5). We therefore
use Lemma 6 to find in a graph of size k 4 with high probability k vertices with a degree of
roughly k. These vertices will be our principal vertices. For large k, their degree is centered
closely around its expected value for our technique to work.
In our proof of Theorem 9 we argue that with high probability for every pair of principal
vertices there will eventually be a vertex which is connected to both. One may try to prove
this by showing that with high probability the degrees
√ of the principal vertices are well
centered at all times of the random process (roughly i in the ith round for every i) and
then showing that the probability that the principal vertices will be connected under this
condition is high. However, it is highly non-trivial to bound the probability that an edge is
inserted during the preferential attachment process under the condition that something else
will happen afterwards. Therefore this approach does not work easily. It is much easier to
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condition under events that happen before in the random process. We therefore analyze the
random process over time and interleave the concentration bounds of the principal vertices
with bounds on the event that a new vertex connects a pair of principal vertices. This
interleaved analysis works as follows: Let Bi be the event that the degree of the principal
vertices is at least half their expected degree at time step i of the random process. We
prove Bi to be likely. For j slightly larger than i, one can easily obtain a good bound on
the probability that a new edge of the jth vertex is connected to a principal vertex under
the assumption Bi . Our calculations work in a way where whenever we assume a new event
Bi the small probability Pr[B̄i ] is added to our failure probability (see Lemma 8). So if
we were to assume all events Bi , Bi+1 , Bi+2 , . . . our bound quickly becomes meaningless
as the sum Pr[B̄i ] + Pr[B̄i+1 ] + Pr[B̄i+2 ] + · · · quickly becomes larger than one. But if we
assume exponentially spaced events Bi , B2i , B4i , B8i , . . . our bound on the failure probability
stays small enough and new vertices are still likely to be connected to our principal vertices,
allowing us to show in Theorem 9 that Gn2 contains a large one-subdivided clique.
The results of this section build upon the following concentration bound for vertex degrees.
P
We define dnm (S) = v∈S dnm (v) as the summed degree of S in Gnm .
I Proposition 5 ([13], Theorem 19). For t, m, d ∈ N+ , 0 < ε ≤ 1/2, S ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vt } with
Pr[dtm (S) = d] 6= 0 and d ≥ log(log(3tm))ε−200
r
r
h
n
n
n
Pr (1 − ε)
d < dm (S) < (1 + ε)
d for all n ≥ t
t
t

i
200
dtm (S) = d ≥ 1 − e−ε d .

This bound is strong if the initial degree dtm (S) is large. At first, we show that there are
some vertices which have a reasonably high degree after a short number of steps.
I Lemma 6. There exists a constant c such that for k, m ∈ N, k ≥ c with probability at least
4
1 − ke−k/c there exists a set of vertices X ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vk2 }, |X| = k such that dkm (x) ≥ mk/2
for all x ∈ X.
Proof. We partition the first k 2 vertices into k sets of k vertices. Let S be one of these sets.
2
Since |S| = k and every vertex has at least degree m, we know that dkm (S) ≥ mk. Therefore
∞
h 4
i X
h 4
 2

1
1
Pr dkm (S) ≤ mk 2 ≤
Pr dkm (S) = d · Pr dkm (S) ≤
2
2
d=mk

r

i
2
k 4 k2
dm (S) dkm (S) = d .
2
k

Since k ≥ c, we can choose c sufficiently large to always guarantee c ≥ 2200 and mk ≥
2200 log log(mk 2 ). Using t = k 2 , n = k 4 , and ε = 1/2, Proposition 5 bounds the term above
by at most
∞
X

 2

200
Pr dkm (S) = d · e−ε d ≤ e−k/c .

d=mk

With a probability of at least 1 − ke−k/c each of the k sets have at time k 4 a total degree of
at least mk 2 /2 by the union bound. We define xi to be the vertex in the ith set that has the
highest degree after k 4 steps. Since the set contains k vertices, xi has a degree of at least
mk/2. We set X = {x1 , . . . , xk }.
J
We now bound the probability that two principal vertices va , vb become connected under
the condition that they have high degree.
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I Lemma 7. We consider the preferential attachment process
with m ≥ 2. Let k ∈ N and
√
a, b ≤ k 4 . Let Bi be the event that dim (va ), dim (vb ) ≥ m i/4k. Let Aj,i with k 4 < j ≤ i be
the event that the first two edges of at least one of the vertices vj , . . . , vi are incident to va
1
and vb , respectively. Then Pr[Āi+1,2i | Āj,i , Bi ] ≤ e− 256k2 for k 4 ≤ i and j ≤ i.
Proof. Let u > 0. Pr[Ai+u,i+u | Bi ] is the probability that vertex vi+u
√ is adjacent to both
va and vb under the condition that va and vb have degree at least m i/4k at some earlier
time i. When vertex vi+u is inserted, the random process draws m ≥ 2 edges from vi+u to
earlier vertices. The probability that some vertex is chosen equals its degree divided by
√ the
total number of edges in the graph at this time. The degree of va and vb is at least m i/4k
at this point in time. Also there is a total of at most 2(i + u)m edges in the graph. We can
therefore bound
√
 m√i/4k 2 
2
i
Pr[Ai+u,i+u | Bi ] ≥
=
.
2(i + u)m
8(i + u)k
The same argument holds if we additionally assume some of the earlier vertices not to be
adjacent to both va and vb . Let j < i. Then
√

2
i
Pr[Ai+u,i+u | Āj,i+u−1 , Bi ] ≥
.
8(i + u)k
We now consider the probability that no vertex in a sequence of vertices is adjacent to both
va and vb . The chain rule yields
Pr[Āi+1,2i | Āj,i , Bi ] =

i
Y

Pr[Āi+u,i+u | Āj,i+u−1 , Bi ]

u=1
i 
Y

√

2 
i
8(i + u)k
u=1
√

 i 2 i 
1
1 i
≤ 1−
≤ 1−
≤ e− 256k2 .
16ik
256ik 2

≤

1−



J

Imagine a sequence of events A0 , . . . , Al−1 such that a preferential attachment graph
contains a large subdivided clique if any one of these events occurs. This means it is sufficient
to show that the probability Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āl−1 ] is small. Assume we can only bound the
probability of event Āi under the condition Bi . The following technical observation gives a
good approximation of Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āl−1 ] if the events Bi have a high probability.
I Lemma 8. Let A0 , . . . , Al , B0 , . . . , Bl be events. Then
Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āl ] ≤

l
X
0=1

Pr[B̄i ] +

l
Y

Pr[Āi | Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ∩ Bi ].

0=1

Proof. Let i ≤ l. We apply the chain rule and the law of total probability. Then
Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi ] = Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ] Pr[Āi | Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ]
= Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ] Pr[Āi | Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ∩ Bi ] Pr[Bi ]
+ Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ] Pr[Āi | Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ∩ B̄i ] Pr[B̄i ]
≤ Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ] Pr[Āi | Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ∩ Bi ] + Pr[B̄i ].
We can now recursively apply this inequality, and use an upper bound of 1 for all factors in
front of Pr[B1 ], . . . , Pr[Bl ] when expanding the product, to get our claim.
J
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We now use Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 to prove the main result of this section.
I Theorem 9. There exists a constant c such that for m, n ∈ N, m ≥ 2, n ≥ c, the
preferential attachment graph Gnm contains a one-subdivided clique of size at least log(n)1/4
1/4
with a probability of at least 1 − e− log(n) /c .
3

Proof. Let k ∈ N. We choose n = k 4 2k which implies k ≥ log(n)1/4 for k ≥ 2. We will
prove this theorem by showing that k vertices in Gnm are with high probability pairwise
connected by a path of length two and thereby span a one-subdivided clique.
We know that if a vertex has high degree early on then their degree will be centered
closely around its expected values in the future (Proposition 5). Let us therefore assume
4
there is a set of vertices X ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vk2 }, |X| = k such that dkm (x) ≥ mk/2 for all x ∈ X.
We call these vertices principal vertices. Since n ≥ c, we have k ≥ log(c)1/4 . We can choose
the constant c high enough such that according to Lemma 6 these principal vertices exist
with a probability of at least 1 − ke−k/c .
Let us fix a pair of principal vertices va , vb and show that with high probability there is
a vertex that is adjacent to both va and vb . The higher the degree of va and vb the higher
the probability that a new vertex is adjacent.
As in Lemma 7, we define for i ≥ k 4 , Bi
√
i
i
to be the event that dm (va ), dm (vb ) ≥ m i/4k. Again using k ≥ log(c)1/4 , we can assume
4
c large enough to guarantee mk/2 ≥ log(log(3k 4 m))2200 . Since we have dkm (va ) ≥ mk/2,
Proposition 5 states with t = k 4 , ε = 1/2 and d ≥ mk/2
r
√
i
h
200
1
m i
i
i
=
mk/2
≤ e−ε mk/2 = e−|Ω(k)| .
Pr dm (va ) <
4
4k
2 k
This yields Pr[B̄i ] = e−|Ω(k)| . We further define Aj,i with k 4 < j ≤ i to be the event that
the first two edges of at least one of the vertices vj , . . . , vi is adjacent to both va and vb .
We will show that va and vb have a connecting vertex in Gnm by showing that Pr[Āk4 +1,n ]
3
converges to zero. We divide our vertices from k 4 + 1 to n = k 4 2k into k 3 windows which
double in size. For 0 ≤ i < k 3 we set Āi = Āk4 2i +1,k4 2i+1 and Bi = Bk4 2i . Lemma 7 states
1
Pr[Āi | Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ∩ Bi ] ≤ e− 256k2 . By Lemma 8
Pr[Āk4 +1,n ] = Pr[Āk4 +1,k4 2k3 ] = Pr[Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āk3 −1 ]
≤

3
kX
−1

Pr[B̄i ] +

i=0

≤

3
kX
−1

Pr[Āi | Ā0 ∩ · · · ∩ Āi−1 ∩ Bi ]

i=0
−|Ω(k)|

e

+

i=0
3 −|Ω(k)|

≤k e

3
kY
−1

3
kY
−1

1

e− 256k2

i=0
3

+e

k
− 256k
2

= k 3 e−|Ω(k)| .

This means that in Gnm the probability that there exists a vertex which connects the principal
3 −|Ω(k)|
vertices va and
. According to the union bound, the probability
 vb is at least 1 − k e
k
that for all 2 pairs of principal vertices there exists a vertex which connects them is bounded
by 1 − k2 k 3 e−|Ω(k)| . In Lemma 7, only the first two edges of the connecting vertex are
considered. Therefore each connecting vertex may only connect a single pair of principal
vertices. This means every pair of principal vertices has a unique connecting
vertex, i.e., the

principal vertices span a one-subdivided clique with probability 1 − k2 k 3 e−|Ω(k)| .
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So far, all our calculations were based on the assumption that there are k principal
vertices with reasonably high degree in the beginning. According to Lemma 6, the probability
that k such vertices do not exist is at most ke−k/c . So by law of total probability, we can
add this error probability to the conditional bound to get an unconditional bound. This
means that Gnm contains no one-subdivided k clique with a probability of at most
 
1/4
k 3 −|Ω(k)|
k e
+ ke−k/c = e−|Ω(log(n) )| .
J
2
We can restate Theorem 9 as a lower bound on 1/2-shallow clique minors.
e 12 ) ≥ log(n)1/4 . In particular, Gnm is a.a.s.
I Corollary 10. Let m ≥ 2. Then a.a.s. ω(Gnm O
somewhere dense.

4

Upper Bounds

In this section we prove polylogarithmic upper bounds on the density of shallow topological
minors in preferential attachment graphs. In fact, we even show that it is sufficient to remove
a polylogarithmic number of vertices to make these graphs look locally almost like trees. Our
results are based on the following proposition that bounds the probability of edges occurring
between fixed vertices.

n
I Proposition 11 ([13], Lemma 10). Let n, m ∈ N+ , n ≥ 2 and E ⊆ v1 ,...,v
. Then
2
Y
2
√
Pr[E ⊆ E(Gnm )] ≤ log(n)O(|E|) m2|E|
1/ xy.
vx vy ∈E

The main work is spend in Lemma 12, where we bound for l, b ∈ N the expected number
of dense subgraphs of size l after removing the first
b vertices of the graph. This is done by

n
summing over all potential vertex sets vb+1 ,...,v
of
a
dense subgraph and using the previous
l
proposition to bound the probability that these vertices induce a graph with many edges.
This bound is quite strong and flexible, but its dependence on five parameters b, l, k, n, m
makes it a bit unwieldy. We simplify it to obtain statements abound the size of r-shallow
minors or the density of local regions.
I Lemma 12. Let b, l, k, n, m ∈ N+ with n ≥ 2. The expected number of subgraphs
of Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] with at most l vertices and k more edges than vertices is at most
2
log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k) b−k .
Proof. Let H be a graph with at most l vertices and k more edges than vertices. Let p be
the expected number of subgraphs of Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] that are isomorphic to H. We want
to find an upper bound for p. We iteratively remove every degree-one vertex from H. The
resulting graph H 0 still has at most l vertices and k more edges than vertices. Let p0 the
expected number of subgraphs of Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] isomorphic to H 0 . Since H 0 is a subgraph
of H, we have p ≤ p0 .
Let V (H 0 ) = {u1 , . . . , uγ } with γ ≤ l and let δ1 , . . . , δγ be the degree sequence of V (H 0 ).
We state two inequalities that we will use later. Inequality (1) follows from δi ≥ 2 and (2)
Pγ
holds since the number of edges in H 0 is γ + k = i=1 δi /2.
Z n
n
X
1
1
1−δi /2
≤
log n
(1)
√ δi
√ δi dx ≤ 2b
y
b
x
i
yi =b+1
γ
X
(−δi /2 + 1) = −k
i=1

(2)
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For integers b < x1 , . . . , xγ ≤ n, we consider an embedding of H 0 into the graph
that maps ui to vxi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ γ). According to Proposition 11, the
probability that this embedding of H 0 is a subgraph of Gnm is at most
Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ]

2

log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k)

γ
Y

√

i=1

1

.

xi δi

We use the union bound over all valid embeddings, (1), and (2) to bound
p ≤ p0 ≤

n
X
x1 =b+1

···

n
X

2

log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k)
n
X

2

= log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k)

x1 =b+1
2

(2)

2

√

i=1

xγ =b+1

(1)

γ
Y

≤ log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k)

γ
Y

√

1
x1 δ1

1
xi δi

n
X

···

xγ =b+1

√

1
xγ δ γ

2b1−δi /2 log(n)

i=1
2

≤ log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k) 2γ log(n)γ b−k ≤ log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k) b−k .

For an arbitrary but fixed graph H with at most l vertices and k more edges than vertices
2
we have bounded the expected number of valid embeddings p. There are at most 2l graphs
with l vertices. Therefore, the expected number of subgraphs of Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] with at
2
2
most l vertices and k more edges than vertices is at most 2l log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k) b−k =
2
log(n)O(l+k) mO(l+k) b−k .
J
The following corollary simplifies the last lemma by choosing the specified value for b.
2

I Corollary 13. There exists a constant c such that for l, n, m ∈ N+ and b = dlog(n)cl mcl e
the graph Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] contains a.a.s. no subgraph with up to l vertices and more edges
than vertices.
2 2

I Lemma 14. There is a constant c such that for all r, n, m ∈ N+ and b = dlog(n)cr l mcrl e,
Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] contains a.a.s. no r-shallow topological minor of a graph with l vertices and
more edges than vertices.
Proof. If a graph contains an r-shallow topological minor of a graph with l vertices and
more edges than vertices then it also contains a subgraph with at most (2r + 1)(l + 1) vertices
and more edges than vertices. Using this observation, this lemma follows directly from
Corollary 13.
J
I Theorem 15. Let r, n, m ∈ N+ . Every r-shallow topological clique minor in Gnm has a.a.s.
2
size at most log(n)O(r ) mO(r) .
2

Proof. The previous lemma with l = 4 and b = dlog(n)16cr m4cr e means that the graph
Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] contains a.a.s. no r-shallow clique minor of size four. Since adding the
vertices v1 , . . . , vb to the graph can increase the size of the maximum r-shallow topological
clique minor by at most b, we immediately obtain this result.
J
2

I Lemma 16. There is a constant c such that for all r, n, m ∈ N+ and b = dlog(n)cr mcr e,
a.a.s. every r-neighborhood of Gnm [vb+1 , . . . , vn ] is either a tree or a tree with one additional
edge.
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Proof. Assume an r-neighborhood which is a tree with two or more additional edges. We
build a breadth-first spanning tree T of the r-neighborhood with root v and radius r. We
pick two edges a1 , a2 and b1 , b2 which are not in T . Now there are unique paths of length
at most 2r + 1 in T between v and a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 . The two edges together with these four
paths describe a graph with at most 4(2r + 1) vertices and one more edge than vertices. The
statement now follows from Corollary 13.
J
I Theorem 17. Let m ∈ N+ and g(n) : N → N be a function with g(n) = ω(1). If we
remove the first log(n)g(n) vertices from Gnm the remaining graph has a.a.s. locally bounded
treewidth.
g(n)
Proof. Let G0n
many vertices from
m be the graph obtained by removing the first log(n)
n
Gm and let c be the constant from Lemma 16. For every r ∈ N there exists an f (r) such that
cr 2 rc
for n ≥ f (r), G0n
m e vertices. Then
m was obtained by removing at least the first dlog(n)
0n
by Lemma 16, a.a.s. every r-neighborhood of Gm is either a tree or a tree with an additional
edge and therefore has treewidth at most 2. If n ≤ f (r) then trivially every r-neighborhood
0n
of G0n
J
m has treewidth at most f (r). Thus, Gm a.a.s. has locally bounded treewidth.

5

Conclusion

In our analysis of preferential attachment graphs we obtained a logarithmic lower bound
on the size of shallow clique minors, that implies that preferential attachment graphs are
a.a.s. somewhere dense. This implies that algorithmic techniques developed for nowhere
dense graph classes are not directly applicable to preferential attachment graphs. This is
complemented by matching polylogarithmic upper bounds. We further observed that the
removal of a polylogarithmic number of vertices makes the graph locally extremely sparse.
Real networks however, do not have this extremely sparse structure after removal of very
few vertices. Our results therefore yield further evidence that the preferential attachment
process alone is not sufficient to explain the structure of complex networks.
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Abstract
One of the central open questions in the theory of average-case complexity is to establish the
equivalence between the worst-case and average-case complexity of the Polynomial-time Hierarchy
(PH). One general approach is to show that there exists a PH-computable hitting set generator
whose security is based on some NP-hard problem. We present the limits of such an approach,
by showing that there exists no exponential-time-computable hitting set generator whose security
can be proved by using a nonadaptive randomized polynomial-time reduction from any problem
outside AM ∩ coAM, which significantly improves the previous upper bound BPPNP of Gutfreund
and Vadhan (RANDOM/APPROX 2008 [14]). In particular, any security proof of a hitting set
generator based on some NP-hard problem must use either an adaptive or non-black-box reduction
(unless the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result
that shows limits of black-box reductions from an NP-hard problem to some form of a distributional
problem in DistPH.
Based on our results, we argue that the recent worst-case to average-case reduction of Hirahara
(FOCS 2018 [18]) is inherently non-black-box, without relying on any unproven assumptions. On
the other hand, combining the non-black-box reduction with our simulation technique of black-box
reductions, we exhibit the existence of a “non-black-box selector” for GapMCSP, i.e., an efficient
algorithm that solves GapMCSP given as advice two circuits one of which is guaranteed to compute
GapMCSP.
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1

Introduction

The technique of reductions is one of central tools in complexity theory. In order to show
that a computational task A is easier than another computational task B, it suffices to
design a (black-box) reduction, i.e., the algorithm that solves A given oracle access to B.
Most reductions of complexity theory are black-box. That is, the correctness of a reduction
can be established without assuming any computational efficiency of the oracle. Black-box
reductions are quite powerful and led us to, for instance, the discovery of thousands of
NP-complete problems computationally equivalent to each other. However, a line of work
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has exhibited limits of black-box reductions: Black-box reductions are too general to resolve
several important open questions. We herein continue the study of black-box reductions
especially in the context of the construction of a hitting set generator.
A hitting set generator γ-secure against a class C is a family of functions G = {G` :
{0, 1}s(`) → {0, 1}` }`∈N such that no C-algorithm can γ-avoid G; here we say that an
algorithm R γ-avoids G if R rejects every string in the image of G, and R accepts at least a
γ-fraction of all inputs of length ` for every ` ∈ N. By default, we assume γ := 1/4 and we
say that R avoids G if R (1/4)-avoids G. A typical approach for constructing a hitting set
generator is to design a black-box reduction that reduces some computationally hard task to
the task of avoiding a hitting set generator.
In fact, there have been already several known proof techniques that are not black-box.
Impagliazzo and Wigderson [27] constructed a hitting set generator based on the uniform
hardness assumption that EXP 6= BPP. Their security proof of the hitting set generator is
not a (black-box) reduction from the task of solving EXP to the task of avoiding the hitting
set generator; they crucially exploited the fact that there exists an efficient algorithm that
avoids the hitting set generator. Trevisan and Vadhan [36] and Gutfreund and Vadhan [14]
showed that the security reduction of [27] is inherently non-black-box in some senses. More
recently, building on [10, 22], Hirahara [18] applied the proof techniques for constructing
a hitting set generator to the context of average-case complexity, and presented the first
non-black-box worst-case to average-case reduction within NP.
Given the fact that there are already non-black-box proof techniques, why should we
study the limits of black-box reductions? We highlight several points:
1. Black-box reductions are more general and useful than non-black-box reductions. Therefore, it is desirable to have a black-box reduction when it is possible; studying limits of
black-box reductions enables us to identify when one can hope to construct a black-box
reduction.
For example, Impagliazzo and Wigderson [27] showed that EXP 6⊆ BPP implies that BPP
can be derandomized in sub-exponential time (on most inputs, for infinitely many input
lengths). This is shown by a non-black-box reduction, and it is not known whether the
result can be generalized to a “high-end” result: does EXP 6⊆ BPSUBEXP imply that BPP
can be derandomized in quasi-polynomial time? On one hand, Trevisan and Vadhan [36]
used a black-box reduction and provided a positive answer to this question when EXP is
replaced with PSPACE. On the other hand, Gutfreund and Vadhan [14] showed that a
(mildly adaptive) black-box reduction cannot be used to prove the “high-end” result for
EXP.
2. Studying limits of black-box reductions can inspire new black-box reductions. Inspired
by this work, Hirahara [21, 20] subsequently presented new constructions of black-box
reductions to Kolmogorov complexity, which were previously conjectured to be impossible.
3. Surprisingly, in some cases, the proof techniques for showing limits of black-box reductions
can be combined with non-black-box reductions. We will show that one of our new
algorithms for simulating black-box reductions can be combined with a non-black-box
reduction of [18] (under some assumptions), and present a new structural property of an
approximation version of the Minimum Circuit Size Problem (MCSP [28]).
As a main result of this paper, we show that any security proof of a hitting set generator
based on some NP-hard problem must use either an adaptive or non-black-box reduction.
This is the first limit of black-box worst-case to average-case reductions from NP-hard
problems to some form of a distributional problem in DistPH.
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Due to the connection to several research areas such as average-case complexity, black-box
reductions, and derandomization, it is not easy to describe the literature in few words;
we thus review the literature in the subsequent two sections. In Section 2, we review the
theory of average-case complexity and state our main results. In Section 3, we review the
non-black-box reduction of [18], present some applications of our results, and describe our
proof techniques. Due to the space limitation, details are omitted in this version; see the full
version of the paper.

2
2.1

Average-Case Complexity
Background

One of the central open questions in the theory of average-case complexity [29] is to establish
the equivalence between the worst-case and average-case complexity of NP.
I Open Question 1. Does DistNP ⊆ AvgP imply NP = P?
Here DistNP is the class of distributional problems (L, D) (i.e., a pair of a problem and
its input distribution) such that L ∈ NP and D is an efficiently samplable distribution.
AvgP is the class of distributional problems that admit an errorless heuristic polynomialtime scheme [8] (also known as an “average-case polynomial-time algorithm”). Here, for
L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ and D = {Dm }m∈N , a distributional problem (L, D) is said to be in AvgP if there
exists an algorithm M such that, for every m ∈ N, given an input x in the support of Dm ,
and a parameter δ > 0,
1. M (x, δ) halts in time poly(m, 1/δ),
2. M (x, δ) outputs either the correct answer L(x) or ⊥ (“I don’t know”), and
3. the probability that M (x, δ) outputs ⊥ over a choice of x ∼ Dm is at most δ.
Open Question 1 is of particular importance from the perspective of cryptography:
Average-case hardness of NP is a prerequisite for constructing secure complexity-theoretic
cryptographic primitives such as one-way functions (OWFs). Thus resolving Open Question 1
is an important step towards building cryptographic primitives whose security is based on
more plausible assumptions (e.g., the worst-case hardness of NP).
There has been a line of work showing that Open Question 1 cannot be resolved by using
either relativizing proof techniques [26], black-box worst-case-to-average-case reductions
[11, 9, 2, 7, 6], or error-correcting codes [37].
For large enough complexity classes such as PSPACE and EXP, there is a general technique
for converting any worst-case hard function f to some two-sided-error average-case hard
function Enc(f ) based on error-correcting codes [35, 36]. Here, the encoded function Enc(f ) is
computable in EXP or PSPACE given oracle access to f ; thus, the worst-case and average-case
complexity of such large complexity classes are known to be equivalent. Viola [37] showed
limits of such an approach: Enc(f ) cannot be computed in PHf ; thus, the proof technique
of using error-correcting codes is not sufficient to resolve Open Question 1 as well as the
following weaker open question:
I Open Question 2. Does DistPH ⊆ AvgP imply PH = P (or, equivalently, NP = P)?

1

1

We mention in passing that Pavan, Santhanam, and Vinodchandran [32] made some progress, by proving
that DistPNP ⊆ AvgP implies NP = P, under the implausible assumption that NP ⊆ P/poly.
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Note that Open Question 2 is an easier question than Open Question 1, since PH = P is
known to be equivalent to NP = P. In fact, this well-known equivalence between PH = P and
NP = P is shown by using a non-black-box reduction technique2 ; as we will explain later,
this is one reason why all the previous limits of black-box reductions [11, 9, 2, 7, 6] fail to
explain the difficulty of resolving Open Question 2. In this work, we present the first limit
of black-box reduction techniques for resolving Open Question 2, thereby clarifying what
kind of proof techniques are useful. We emphasize that, while Viola’s result [37] excludes
the construction of error-correcting codes within PH, it does not show limits of black-box
worst-case to average-case reduction techniques such as Ajtai’s reduction [1].
One general approach for constructing an (errorless) average-case hard function is to make
use of a hitting set generator. Indeed, a hitting set generator G secure against polynomialtime algorithms naturally induces a hard distributional problem in DistNPG : Consider the
distributional problem (Im(G), U), i.e., the distributional problem of checking whether an
input x is in the image of G, where x is randomly chosen from the uniform distribution U.
Since the number of Yes instances of Im(G) is small under the uniform distribution, any
errorless heuristic algorithm must reject a large fraction of No instances, which gives rise to
an algorithm that avoids G. To summarize:
I Fact 3 (Implicit in [18]). Suppose there exists a hitting set generator G := {G` : {0, 1}`−1 →
{0, 1}` }`∈N that is 1/4-secure against polynomial-time algorithms. Then, DistNPG 6⊆ AvgP.
In particular, when G is computable in PH, we obtain DistPH 6⊆ AvgP.
Fact 3 suggests an approach for resolving Open Question 2: Try to construct a PHcomputable hitting set generator whose security is based on the worst-case hardness of NP.
How do we compare this approach with the technique based on error-correcting codes [37]?
Our approach is more general, because, given a two-sided-error average-case hard function
Enc(f ), one can construct a pseudorandom generator G = {G` : {0, 1}`−1 → {0, 1}` }`∈N
defined as G` (z) := (z, Enc(f )(z)) for a seed z ∈ {0, 1}`−1 [38].
In order to construct a secure hitting set generator based on the hardness of a problem
L, we need to argue that, if there exists an efficient algorithm that avoids G, then L can
be solved efficiently. A typical way to establish such an implication is to design black-box
reductions from L to a distinguisher for a hitting set generator. Specifically, for a candidate
hitting set generator G, a reduction M is said to be a black-box reduction from L to any
γ-avoiding oracle R for G if, for every input x and any oracle R that γ-avoids G, M computes
L on input x under the oracle R.
Gutfreund and Vadhan [14] initiated the study of limits of such a black-box reduction,
motivated by the question on whether derandomization is possible under uniform assumptions
(e.g., [27, 36]). They showed that any polynomial-time randomized nonadaptive black-box
reductions to any oracle avoiding an exponential-time-computable hitting set generator G
can be simulated in BPPNP . Unfortunately, their upper bound is too weak to deduce any
limit of the approach on Open Question 2 since NP ⊆ BPPNP . Similarly, it is impossible to
deduce any limit of the approach on Open Question 1, because the upper bound becomes
trivial when G is polynomial-time-computable.

2

Indeed, if the reduction is black-box, we should have PH ⊆ PNP , which means that PH collapses.
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Our Results: Limits of Security Proof of Hitting Set Generators

We significantly improve the upper bound of [14] to AM ∩ coAM. We also show upper bounds
of NP/poly ∩ coNP/poly ∩ SNP
2 even if G is not computable.
To state our results formally, let BPPR
denote the class of languages solvable by a
k
randomized polynomial-time machine with nonadaptive oracle access to R.3 In the definition
of a black-box reduction M to any γ-avoiding oracle R, the reduction M is not allowed
to depend on R. However, we will show that the existence of a randomized nonadaptive
black-box reduction from L to any γ-avoding oracle R is equivalent to saying that L ∈ BPPkR
for every oracle R that γ-avoids R.4 In light of this, the result of Gutfreund and Vadhan [14]
T
can be stated as R BPPR
⊆ BPPNP , where the intersection is taken over all oracles R that
k
γ-avoid an exponential-time computable function G. Our main result improves BPPNP to
AM ∩ coAM:
I Theorem 4 (Main). Let G = {G` : {0, 1}s(`) → {0, 1}` }`∈N be any (not necessarily
computable) family of functions and γ : N → [0, 1) be a parameter such that
there exists a constant  > 0 such that s(`) ≤ (1 − )` for all large ` ∈ N, and
there exists a constant c > 0 such that γ(`) ≤ 1 − `−c for all large ` ∈ N.
Then,
\
⊆ NP/poly ∩ coNP/poly ∩ SNP
BPPR
2 ,
k
R

where the intersection is taken over all oracles R that γ-avoids G. Moreover, if G can be
computed in time 2O(`) , then we also have
\
BPPR
⊆ AM ∩ coAM.
k
R

At the core of Theorem 4 is the following two types of algorithms simulating black-box
?

reductions: One is an Sp2 -type algorithm that simulates any query q ∈ R of length at most
?

Θ(log n), and the other is an AM ∩ coAM-type algorithm that simulates any query q ∈ R
of length at least Θ(log n). In particular, if G is exponential-time computable, the Sp2 -type
algorithm can be replaced with a polynomial-time algorithm and obtain the AM ∩ coAM
upper bound.
Theorem 4 shows that there exists no hitting set generator whose security can be based on
the hardness of some NP-hard problem via a nonadaptive reduction (unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly).
In particular, the approach for Open Question 2 by constructing a PH-computable hitting
set generator based on an NP-hard problem must use either an adaptive or non-black-box
reduction.
It is worthy of note that Theorem 4 is almost tight from several perspectives: First, it is
impossible to extend Theorem 4 to the case of adaptive reductions (unless PSPACE = AM).
Indeed, Trevisan and Vadhan [36] constructed an exponential-time-computable pseudorandom
generator based on the intractability of some PSPACE-complete problem, and its security
reduction is adaptive and black-box in the sense of Theorem 4. Second, our Sp2 -type algorithm
for simulating short queries is completely tight when G is a universal Turing machine. Third,
it is possible to construct a hitting set generator based on the hardness of SZK (Statistical

3
4

The subscript k stands for parallel queries.
We state our results in the latter way because this makes our impossibility results stronger. The proof
of the equivalence can be found in the full version of the paper.
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Zero Knowledge), which is one of the best lower bound on AM ∩ coAM; thus, the AM ∩ coAM
upper bound of Theorem 4 cannot be significantly improved. (The details can be found in
the full version of the paper.)

2.3

Related Work: Limits of Worst-case to Average-case Reductions
within NP

To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 4 is the first result that shows limits of black-box
reductions from an NP-hard problem to (some form of) a distributional problem in DistPH.
In order to explain this in more detail, we review the previous work on limits of worst-case
to average-case reductions within NP.
A natural approach for establishing the equivalence between the worst-case and averagecase complexity of NP is by means of black-box reductions. That is, it is sufficient for
resolving Open Question 1 to design a reduction that solves some NP-hard problem L,
using oracle access to an errorless heuristic algorithm M that solves some distributional
problem in DistNP. A line of work has been devoted to explaining why such a black-box
reduction technique is too general to establish a worst-case to average-case connection for an
NP-complete problem.
Building on the work of Feigenbaum and Fortnow [11], Bogdanov and Trevisan [9]
showed that if a worst-case problem L is reducible to some distributional problem in
DistNP via a nonadaptive black-box randomized polynomial-time reduction, then L must
be in NP/poly ∩ coNP/poly. This in particular shows that the average-case hardness of
NP cannot be based on the worst-case hardness of an NP-complete problem using such a
reduction technique (unless the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses [39]). Akavia, Goldreich,
Goldwasser and Moshkovitz [2, 3] showed that, in the special case of a nonadaptive reduction
to the task of inverting a one-way function, the upper bound of [9] can be improved to
AM ∩ coAM, thereby removing the advice “/poly”. Bogdanov and Brzuska [7] showed that
even an adaptive reduction to the task of inverting a size-verifiable one-way function cannot
be used for any problem outside AM ∩ coAM. Applebaum, Barak, and Xiao [6] studied
black-box reductions to PAC learning, and observed that the technique of [2] can be applied
to (some restricted type of) a black-box reduction to the task of inverting an auxiliary-input
one-way function (AIOWF), which is a weaker primitive than a one-way function. We
summarize the limits of black-box reductions (depicted by →) as well as known implications
(depicted by =⇒) in Figure 1.
Compared to the previous results on the limits of black-box worst-case-to-average-case
reductions within NP, a surprising aspect of Theorem 4 is that it generalizes to any function
G that may not be computable (and this is a key property for obtaining the limits of the
approach on Open Question 2). Indeed, almost all the previous results [11, 9, 2, 6] crucially
exploit the fact that a verifier can check the correctness of a certificate for an NP problem;
thus a dishonest prover can cheat the verifier only in one direction by not providing a
certificate for a Yes instance. In our simulation algorithms, a verifier cannot compute G
and thus cannot prevent dishonest provers from cheating in this way. At a high level, our
technical contributions are to overcome this difficulty by combining the ideas of Gutfreund
and Vadhan [14] with the techniques developed in [11, 9].
Is it possible to directly deduce some limits of an approach on Open Question 2 from
the previous results [11, 9]? No! Recall that, in order to resolve Open Question 2, it suffices
to establish a reduction from an NP-complete problem to DistPH (using the non-black-box
equivalence between P = NP and P = PH). The results of [11, 9] crucially rely on the fact
that a Yes instance of DistNP is verifiable in polynomial time. If we would like to simulate
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SZK 6⊆ BPP
[31]
∃ AIOWF
[5]
Gap MCSP 6∈ BPP

[16]
∃ PRG

∃ OWF

[23]
[2, 7]

[18]
∃ HSG
[18]
DistNP 6⊆ AvgBPP This Work
[9]
NP 6⊆ BPP

[6]

Figure 1 Average-case complexity and limits of black-box reductions. “A → B” means that there
is no black-box (or oracle-independent) reduction technique showing “A ⇒ B” under reasonable
complexity theoretic assumptions. The security of all cryptographic primitives is with respect to an
almost-everywhere polynomial-time randomized adversary.

a black-box reduction to DistNPA for some oracle A, the simulation protocol of Feigenbaum
and Fortnow [11] runs in NPA /poly ∩ coNPA /poly. Thus, in order to simulate a reduction
to DistΣp2 ⊆ DistPH, the upper bound becomes NPNP /poly ∩ coNPNP /poly, which trivially
contains NP.
It is also worthy of note that Theorem 4 improves some aspects of all the previous
results about limits of black-box reductions within NP. Compared to [9], our results show
that the advice “/poly” is not required to simulate black-box reductions to any oracle
avoiding an exponential-time-computable hitting set generator. Compared to [2, 6], our
results are “improvement” on their results in the sense that the existence of auxiliary-input
one-way functions implies the existence of hitting set generators; on the other hand, since the
implication goes through the adaptive reduction (from the task of inverting a one-way function
to a distinguisher for a PRG) of [16], technically speaking, our results are incomparable with
their results.5 Similarly, our results conceptually improve the result of [23], but these are
technically incomparable, mainly because the implication goes through the non-black-box
reduction of [18].

3

In Search of Inherently Non-Black-Box Reduction Techniques

Hirahara [18] presented the first non-black-box worst-case to average-case reduction within
NP, which is the motivation for this work. Building on [10, 22], Hirahara [18] presented a
(nonadaptive) reduction from Gap MCSP to a distinguisher for a polynomial-time-computable
e δn ) → {0, 1}2n }
O(2
int
hitting set generator Gint = {Gint
is a “circuit
n∈N . Here, G
2n : {0, 1}

5

We emphasize that we concern the nonadaptivity of reductions used in the security proof of pseudorandom
generators. Several simplified constructions of pseudorandom generators Gf from one-way functions f
(e.g., [25, 15]) are nonadaptive in the sense that Gf can be efficiently computed with nonadaptive oracle
access to f ; however, the security reductions of these constructions are adaptive because of the use of
Holenstein’s uniform hardcore lemma [24]. Similarly, the reduction of [16, Lemma 6.5] is adaptive. (We
note that, in the special case when the degeneracy of a one-way function is efficiently computable, the
reduction of [16] is nonadaptive.)
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interpreter”: a function that takes a description of a circuit of size 2δn and outputs its truth
table. For a constant  > 0, Gap MCSP denotes the problem of approximating the minimum
circuit size of a Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} within a factor of 2(1−)n , given the
truth table of f . Rudich [33] conjectured that Gap MCSP cannot be solved in coNP/poly
(even in the sense of average-case complexity). Therefore, the reduction of [18] is indeed
non-black-box under Rudich’s conjecture, as otherwise it contradicts the limits of black-box
reductions (such as Theorem 4 and [9]).
Here we pose the following question:
Are the reductions of [18] inherently non-black-box? Or should we regard it as an
approach for refuting Rudich’s conjecture?
On one hand, the proofs of [18] seem to yield only non-black-box reductions, in the sense that
the efficiency of an oracle is crucially exploited. On the other hand, if the reduction from
Gap MCSP to DistNP could be made black-box, by using our coAM simulation protocol of
black-box reductions (i.e., Theorem 4), we would obtain Gap MCSP ∈ coAM ⊆ coNP/poly,
which refutes Rudich’s conjecture.
In order to answer the question, it is desirable to clarify a fundamental obstacle to
applying the simulation techniques of black-box reductions to the reductions of [18], without
relying on any unproven assumption.

3.1

Hirahara’s Reduction is Unconditionally Non-Black-Box

Based on Theorem 4, we can argue that the reductions of [18] are inherently non-black-box
in a certain formal sense. The reason is that the idea of [18] can be applied to not only
time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity but also any other types of Kolmogorov complexity,
including resource-unbounded Kolmogorov complexity. Therefore, if this generalized reduction
could be made black-box, then (as outlined below) by Theorem 4 we would obtain a finiterunning-time algorithm SNP
2 that approximates resource-unbounded Kolmogorov complexity,
which is a contradiction unconditionally.
More specifically, fix any universal Turing machine U , and regard it as a hitting set
generator U = {U` : {0, 1}`/2 → {0, 1}` }`∈N . That is, U` takes an input (M, x) of length `/2,
simulates the Turing machine M on input x, and outputs M (x) if the length of the output
M (x) is exactly `; otherwise, U` outputs 1` .
B Claim 5. Suppose that there exists a computable oracle R that avoids U . Then, there
exists a randomized polynomial-time nonadaptive R-oracle algorithm that approximates
KU (x).
Proof Sketch. The idea of the non-black-box reduction of [18] is as follows: Given an input
x ∈ {0, 1}n , take any construction of a pseudorandom generator Gx : {0, 1}`/4 → {0, 1}`
based on a worst-case hard function x : {0, 1}log n → {0, 1}.6 For example, we can use the
Nisan-Wigderson generator [30] combined with some error-correcting codes. The reduction
estimates p := Ez [R(Gx (z))] by sampling, and accepts if and only if p is small.
The correctness is proved as follows: If KU (x) ≤ `/5, then KU (Gx (z)) ≤ |z|+KU (x)  `/2
for a large enough `; thus p = 0. Conversely, if p ≈ 0, then by using the security proof of Gx ,
we obtain a small R-oracle Turing machine that outputs x; thus KR
U (x) ≤ poly(`, log n); in
particular, by using the assumption that R is computable, we obtain KU (x) ≤ poly(`, log n).
Therefore, the reduction distinguishes the Yes instances x such that KU (x) ≤ `/5 and the
No instances x such that KU (x) > poly(`, log n).
C
6

Here we identify a function with its truth table.
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Observe that, in the proof above, we crucially used the assumption that R is computable.
Can we avoid the assumption and generalize Claim 5 for any R that avoids U ? In other
words, is there a black-box reduction from approximating KU (x) to the task of avoiding U ?
If it is the case, Theorem 4 implies that approximating KU (x) can be done in SNP
2 , which
contradicts the undecidability of Kolmogorov complexity. Therefore, we conclude that the
reduction of Claim 5 is inherently non-black-box.

3.2

Applications: Non-Black-Box Selector for GapMCSP

As explained in the previous subsection, the non-black-box reductions of [18] cannot be
combined with Theorem 4 unconditionally. However, we show that our simulation protocol
of black-box reductions can be combined with the non-black-box reductions conditionally,
which constitutes a new structural property of GapMCSP – the existence of a “non-black-box
selector.”
I Theorem 6 (GapMCSP Has a “Non-Black-Box Selector”). For any constant  > 0, there
exist some constant δ > 0 and a randomized polynomial-time algorithm that takes as advice
two circuits one of which is guaranteed to solve Gap MCSP and solves Gapδ MCSP with high
probability.
A selector for a problem L is an efficient algorithm that solves L given oracle access to
two oracles one of which is guaranteed to solve; thus, it “selects” the correct answer from
the two oracles. The notion of selector exactly characterizes the class of languages for which
advice of logarithmic length can be removed [17]. The selector of Theorem 6 is non-black-box
in the sense that it requires to take as advice two polynomial-size circuits instead of black-box
access to two oracles.
The main building block of the non-black-box selector is our Sp2 -type simulation algorithm
of Theorem 4. Recall that Sp2 is a proof system where two competing provers, one of which is
guaranteed to be honest, try to convince a polynomial-time verifier. In our Sp2 simulation
algorithm of black-box reductions, for each i ∈ {0, 1}, the ith prover sends a set Ri ; the
honest prover sends a set Ri that avoids a hitting set generator G. Then a verifier obtains
an oracle R0 ∩ R1 that avoids G, to which the reduction is guaranteed to work.
Theorem 6 is proved by combining this Sp2 -type simulation algorithm with the non-blackbox reductions of [10, 18].7 The reason why we can combine the non-black-box reductions
with our Sp2 -type simulation algorithm is that the non-black-box reduction of [18] is, in fact,
a size-restricted black-box reduction [14]. This is a black-box reduction which works correctly
when an oracle can be computed by a polynomial-size circuit. Our Sp2 -type simulation
algorithm can simulate the size-restricted black-box reduction under the assumption that
there exists a polynomial-size circuit that avoids a hitting set generator.
In contrast, we were not able to combine our AM ∩ coAM algorithm of Theorem 4 with
the non-black-box reductions under similar conditions. We leave it as an interesting open
question, which could have an application to fixed-polynomial circuit lower bounds (e.g., [34]).

I Open Question 7 (“Non-Black-Box Instance Checkability” of GapMCSP). Prove that
MCSP ∈ P/poly (or NP ⊆ P/poly) implies Gap MCSP ∈ coAM for some constant  > 0.
7

There is an alternative proof based on the search-to-decision reduction of GapMCSP given by Carmosino,
Impagliazzo, Kabanets, and Kolokolova [10]. However, we choose to present the proof by combining
the Sp2 -type simulation algorithm with the non-black-box reductions in order to highlight the difference
between Theorem 6 and Open Question 7.
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3.3

Our Techniques

We outline our proof strategy for Theorem 4 below. Suppose that we have some reduction
M from L to any oracle R that avoids a hitting set generator G. Fix any input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
and let Qx denote the query distribution that a reduction makes on input x. We focus on
the case when the length of each query is larger than Θ(log n), and explain the proof ideas
for showing L ∈ AM ∩ coAM.
As a warm-up, consider the case when the support supp(Qx ) of Qx is small (i.e.,
|supp(Qx ) ∩ {0, 1}` |  2` for all large ` ∈ N). In this case, we can define an oracle R1
so that R1 := {0, 1}∗ \ supp(Qx ) \ Im(G); this avoids the hitting generator G because
R1 ∩ Im(G) = ∅ and the size of R1 ∩ {0, 1}` is at least 2` − |supp(Qx )| − |Im(G` )|  2`−1
for all large ` ∈ N. Therefore, it is guaranteed that the reduction M computes L correctly
under the oracle R1 ; we can simulate the reduction by simply answering all the queries by
saying “No” (since q 6∈ R1 for every q ∈ Qx ); hence L ∈ BPP.
In general, we cannot hope that supp(Qx ) is small enough. To generalize the observation
above, let us recall the notion of α-heaviness [9]: We say that a query q is α-heavy (with
respect to Qx ) if the query q is α times more likely to be sampled under Qx than the uniform
distribution on {0, 1}|q| ; that is, Prw∼Qx [w = q] ≥ α2−|q| . Now we define our new oracle
R2 := {0, 1}∗ \ { q ∈ {0, 1}∗ | q : α-heavy } \ Im(G), which can again be shown to avoid G
because the fraction of α-heavy queries is at most 1/α (  1 ).
The problem now is that it is difficult to simulate the new oracle R2 ; it appears that,
?

given a query q, we need to test whether q ∈ Im(G), which is not possible in AM ∩ coAM.
However, it turns out that it is not necessary to test it, as we explain next: Observe that the
size of Im(G) is very small; it is at most 2s(`)  2` . Thus, the probability that a query
q is in Im(G) and q is not α-heavy (i.e., q is rarely queried) is at most α · 2s(`)−` , where `
denotes the length of q. As a consequence, the reduction cannot “distinguish” the oracle
R2 and a new oracle R3 := {0, 1}∗ \ { q ∈ {0, 1}∗ | q : α-heavy }; hence, we can simulate the
?

reduction if, given a query q, we can decide whether q ∈ R3 in AM ∩ coAM.
This task, however, still appears to be difficult for AM ∩ coAM; indeed, at this point,
Gutfreund and Vadhan [14] used the fact that the approximate counting is possible in BPPNP ,
and thereby simulated the oracle R3 by a BPPNP algorithm.
Our main technical contribution is to develop a way of simulating the reduction to R3 .
First, note that the lower bound protocol of Goldwasser and Sipser [13] enables us to give an
AM certificate for α-heaviness; we can check, given a query q, whether q is α(1 + )-heavy or
α-light for any small error parameter  > 0. Thus, we have an AM protocol for {0, 1}∗ \ R3
for every query q (except for the queries that are α-heavy and α(1 + )-light).
If, in addition, we had an AM protocol for R3 , then we would be done; however, it
does not seem possible in general. The upper bound protocol of Fortnow [12] performs a
similar task, but the protocol can be applied only for a limited purpose: we need to keep the
randomness used to generate a query q ∼ Qx from being revealed to the prover. When the
number of queries of the reduction is limited to 1, we can use the upper bound protocol in
order to give an AM certificate for R3 ; on the other hand, if the reduction makes two queries
(q1 , q2 ) ∼ Qx , we cannot simultaneously provide AM certificates of the upper bound protocol
for both q1 and q2 , because the fact that q1 and q2 are sampled together may reveal some
information about the private randomness. To summarize, the upper bound protocol works
only for the marginal distribution of each query, but does not work for the joint distribution
of several queries.
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Still, the upper bound protocol is useful for extracting some information about each query.
For example, the heavy-sample protocol of Bogdanov and Trevisan [9] (which combines the
lower and upper bound protocol and sampling) estimates, in AM ∩ coAM, the probability that
a query q sampled from Qx is α-heavy. This protocol enables us to estimate the probability
that q ∈ R3 over the choice of q ∼ Qx .
The probability that q ∈ R3 is useful for simulating the reduction M . Feigenbaum and
Fortnow [11] developed an AM ∩ coAM protocol that simulates a nonadaptive reduction to
an NP oracle R, given as advice the probability that a query q is in R. We generalize this
protocol for the case when the oracle R is solvable by AM on average:
I Theorem 8 (Generalized Feigenbaum–Fortnow Protocol; informal). Suppose that M is
a randomized polynomial-time nonadaptive reduction to an oracle R whose queries are
distributed according to Qx on input x ∈ {0, 1}n , and that R is solvable by AM on average
(i.e., there exists an AM protocol ΠR such that, with probability 1 − 1/poly(n) over the choice
of q ∼ Qx , the protocol ΠR computes R on input q). Then, there exists an AM ∩ coAM
protocol ΠM such that, given a probability p∗ ≈ Prq∼Qx [q ∈ R] as advice, the protocol ΠM
simulates the reduction M with probability at least 1 − 1/poly(n).
Let R denote the complement of R3 , i.e., R := { q ∈ {0, 1}∗ | q : α-heavy }. Using the
generalized Feigenbaum–Fortnow protocol, we simulate the reduction M to R as follows.
Firstly, we use the heavy-sample protocol of [9] in order to estimate p∗ ≈ Prq∼Qx [q : α-heavy].
Secondly, using the lower bound protocol of [13], we argue that R can be solved by some
AM-protocol ΠR on average. Lastly, we use the protocol of Theorem 8 to simulate M . The
details can be found in the full version of the paper.
We mention in passing the difficulty of Open Question 7, i.e., the reason why we were not
able to combine our AM ∩ coAM-type simulation algorithm with the non-black-box reduction
even conditionally: The non-black-box reduction outlined in Subsection 3.1 reduces the
promise problem whose Yes instance consists of KU (x) ≤ `/5 and No instance consists
of KR
U (x) > poly(`, log n) to an oracle R. In order to make sure that the promise problem
is non-trivial, it is important that R does not depend on x. On the other hand, in our
simulation algorithm, we need to choose an oracle Rx depending on the input x, which
x
potentially makes the promise problem trivial. (For example, KR
U (x) may be always close
to 0.)

3.4

Subsequent Work

Inspired by this work, Allender’s conjectures [4] were refuted under the plausible assumptions
about the exponential-time hierarchy [21, 20]. Moreover, it turned out that the stretch of
a hitting set generator construction is important. In [20], it was shown that there exists a
function G = {G : {0, 1}n−O(log n) → {0, 1}n }n∈N such that NEXP ∪ coNEXP ⊆ BPPR
for any
k
oracle R that avoids G. This result bypasses our limits of black-box reductions (Theorem 4)
because G extends its seed by a small amount of O(log n) whereas Theorem 4 requires that
G extends its seed by a constant factor. In [19], the approximation quality of non-black-box
reductions of [18] is improved. Moreover, based on the improvement, it is shown that, under
the assumption that DistPH ⊆ AvgP, the time-bounded SAT-oracle Kolmogorov complexity
of a string x is equal to the time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of x up to an additive
term of O(log n), for any string x ∈ {0, 1}n .
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Introduction

We consider the fundamental question of understanding the relative power of two important
computational models: property testing and data streaming. We present a novel framework
closely linking these areas in the setting of general graphs in the context of constant-query
complexity testing and constant-space streaming. We first provide a new analysis of constantquery property testers (in the random-neighbor model, see Definition 6) for general graphs
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and develop the framework of canonical testers for general graphs. Then, using the concept of
canonical testers, we provide a generic transformation of a one-sided error property tester in
the random-neighbor model with constant query complexity into a one-sided error property
tester in the streaming model with constant space complexity.
Property testing. A fundamental task in the study of big networks/graphs is to efficiently
analyze their structural properties. For example, we may want to know if a graph is
well-connected, has many natural clusters, has many copies (instances) of some specific
sub-structures, etc. Given that modern networks are large, often consisting of millions and
billions of nodes (web graph, social networks, etc.), the task of analyzing their structure has
become recently more and more challenging, and the running-time efficiency of this task
is becoming of critical importance. The framework of property testing has been developed
to address some of these challenges, aiming to trade the efficiency with the accuracy of the
output, with the goal of achieving very fast algorithms.
In (graph) property testing, one of the main challenges is to characterize properties that
are testable with a constant number of queries in various computational models. Typically, a
tester has query access to a graph (e.g., random vertices or neighbors of a vertex for graphs),
and its goal is to determine if the graph satisfies a certain property (e.g., is well-clusterable)
or is far from having such a property (e.g., is “far” from any graph being well-clusterable;
see, e.g., [18, 19, 20, 39]). To be precise, we define testers as follows. Given a property Π,
a tester for Π is a (possibly randomized) algorithm that is given a proximity parameter ε
and oracle access to the input graph G. If G satisfies property Π, then the algorithm must
accept with probability at least 23 . If G is ε-far from Π, then the algorithm must reject
with probability at least 23 . If the algorithm is allowed to make an error in both cases, we
say it is a two-sided error tester; if, on the contrary, the algorithm always gives the correct
answer when G satisfies the property, we say it is a one-sided error tester. Further details of
the model depend on the data representation. In the main model considered in this paper,
property testing for general graphs, we will consider the random neighbor oracle access to the
input graph (cf. Definition 6), which allows to query a random neighbor of any given vertex1 .
In our model, we will say that G is ε-far from a property Π if any graph that satisfies Π
differs from G on at least ε|E(G)| edges. To analyze the performance of a tester, we will
measure its quality in term of its query complexity, which is the number of oracle queries
it makes.
In the past, a large body of research has focused on the analysis of various graph properties
in different graph models, for example, leading to a precise characterization of all properties
that can be tested with constant query complexity [1, 3] in the so-called dense model (graphs
with Θ(n2 ) edges), and some partial results for bounded-degree graph models (see, e.g.,
[5, 13, 17, 18, 20, 21, 35]). However, our understanding of the model of general graphs, graphs
where each vertex can have arbitrary degree, is still rather limited. We have seen some major
advances in testing graph properties for general graphs, including the results of Parnas and

1

Our model is in contrast with the other two widely used property testing models for graphs with
arbitrarily large maximum degree: In the adjacency list model [36, 30], the algorithm can perform both
neighbor queries (i.e., for the i-th neighbor of any vertex v such that i ≤ deg(v)), and the degree queries
(i.e., for the degree deg(v) of any vertex v); In the general graph model, the algorithm is allowed to
perform vertex-pair queries (i.e., for the existence of an edge between any two vertex pair u, v), in
addition to neighbor and degree queries [28, 2, 18]. Still, we believe that the random neighbor oracle
model considered in this paper is the most natural model of computations in the property testing
framework in the context of very fast algorithms, especially those performing O(1) queries. We note
however, that our analysis can be generalized to other models of general graphs (cf. the full version).
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Ron [36], Kaufman et al. [28], Alon et al. [2], Czumaj et al. [11, 14] (see also the survey in
[18, Chapter 10]). The main challenge of the study in the model of general graphs is a lack
of good characterization of testable properties and of a good algorithmic toolbox for the
problems in this model. Still, the importance of the general graph model and lack of major
advances have been widely acknowledged in the property testing community. For example, it
is recognized that the general graph model is “most relevant to computer science applications”
and “designing testers in this model requires the development of algorithmic techniques that
may be applicable also in other areas of algorithmic research” (see [18, Chapter 10.5.3]).

Graph streaming algorithms. One important way of processing large graphs in modern
data analysis is to design graph streaming algorithms (see, e.g., [31, 34]). A graph streaming
algorithm obtains the input graph as a stream of edges in some order and its goal is to
process and analyze the input stream in order to compute some basic characteristics about
the input graph. For example, we want to know whether the graph is connected, or bipartite,
or to know its approximate maximum matching size. Following the mainstream research in
data streaming, we focus on algorithms that make only a single pass over the graph stream.
Since in the single pass model every edge is seen only once, the central complexity measure
of data streaming algorithms is the amount of space used to store information about the
graph, with the golden standard in streaming being sublinear space. Unfortunately, it is
known that for many natural graph problems sublinear space o(n) is not possible when the
edges are arriving in a single pass and in arbitrary order, where n is the number of vertices
of the input graph [23].
There have been several approaches to cope with this inherent limitation of the streaming
setting for graph problems. While some of the early works in graph streaming algorithms
approached this challenge by allowing more than one pass over the input, the single-pass model
is still considered to be the most interesting and the most natural scenario for streaming
algorithms. The Ω(n) space lower bound (e.g., for testing if the graph is connected or
estimating the size of transitive closure [23]) led to a significant number of papers designing
semi-streaming algorithms, which are algorithms using O(n polylog(n)) space, so only slightly
larger than linear in the number of vertices (see the survey [31]). This model leads to sublinear
algorithms for dense graphs, where m, the number of edges, is ω(n polylog(n)). For the
very natural setting of sparse graphs, semi-streaming algorithms are useless, since with
O(n polylog(n)) space one can store the entire input graph (all arriving edges). Therefore,
one can trivially solve any graph problem. Some works consider special classes of graphs.
For example, it is known how to approximate the matching size within a constant factor
in polylogarithmic space for planar graphs or graphs with bounded arboricity (see, e.g.,
[15, 10, 32, 6]).
Another, central approach to address the linear space lower bounds for graph streaming
problems that recently received increasing attention is the random-order streaming model,
where the edges arrive in random order, i.e., in the order of a uniformly random permutation
of the edges (see, e.g., [8, 26, 29, 31, 33, 37, 4, 27, 9, 16]). The assumption about uniformly
random or near-uniformly random ordering is very natural and can arise in many contexts.
One might also use the random-order streaming model to justify the success of some heuristics
in practice, even though there exists strong space lower bound for (the worst case of) the
problem. Furthermore, some recent advances have shown that some problems that are hard for
adversarial streams can be solved with small space in the random order model. For example,
Konrad et al. [29] gave single-pass semi-streaming algorithms for maximum matching for
bipartite and general graphs with approximation ratio strictly larger than 12 in the random
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order semi-streaming model. Kapralov et al. [26] gave a polylogarithmic approximation
algorithm in polylogarithmic space for estimating the size of maximum matching of an
unweighted graph in one pass over a random order stream. It is not known if such trade-offs
between approximation ratios and space complexity are possible in the adversarial order
model. Finally, [37] showed that in the random-order streaming model, even with constant
space, one can approximate the number of connected components of the input graph within
an additive error of εn, the size of a maximum independent set in planar graphs within a
multiplicative factor of 1 + ε, and the weight of a minimum spanning tree of a connected
input graph with small integer edge weights within a multiplicative factor of 1 + ε. However,
for the first and third problems in adversarial order streams, there exist n1−O(ε) space lower
bounds [24]. While these results demonstrate the strength of the random-order streaming
model, Chakrabarti et al. [8] proved that Ω(n) space is needed for any single pass algorithm
for graph connectivity in the random-order streaming model, almost matching the optimal
Ω(n log n) space lower bound in the adversarial order model [40]. This poses a central open
question in the area of graph streaming algorithms, of characterizing graph problems which
can be solved with small, sublinear space in the random-order streaming model.
The main goal of our paper in the context of streaming algorithms, is to address this
task and to enlarge the class of graph problems known to be solvable with small space in the
random order streaming model in a single pass. Our main focus is on the most challenging
scenario: of achieving constant space 2 .

1.1

Basic Definitions and Overview of Our Results

In this paper, we extend the approach recently introduced by Monemizadeh et al. [33] (see
also [37]) to demonstrate a close connection between streaming algorithms and property
testing in the most general setting of general graphs. Monemizadeh et al. [33] show that for
bounded-degree graphs, any graph property that is constant-query testable in the adjacency
list model can be tested with constant space in a single pass in random order streams.
In this paper, we show that similar results hold also for general graphs. To this end, we
design a novel framework of canonical testers for all constant-query testers for general graphs
and apply it to design a generic method of transforming any constant-query tester (with
one-sided error) for graph properties into a constant-space tester (with one-sided error) in
the random-order streaming model.
We consider the random neighbor query oracle model for general graphs, which allows
the algorithm to query a random neighbor of any specified vertex (cf. Definition 6).
I Definition 1 (Property testers in the random-neighbor model). Let Π = (Πn )n∈N be a graph
property, where Πn is a property of graph of n vertices. We say that Π is testable with query
complexity q, if for every ε and n, there exists an algorithm (called tester) that makes at
most q = q(n, ε) oracle queries, and with probability at least 23 , accepts any n-vertex graph
satisfying Π, and rejects any n-vertex graph that is ε-far from satisfying Π. If q = q(ε) is
a function independent of n, then we call Π constant-query testable. If the tester always
accepts graphs that satisfy Π, we say that it has one-sided error. Otherwise, we say the tester
has two-sided error.

2

Throughout the entire paper, we will count the size of the space in words (assuming that a single word
can store any single ID of a vertex or of an edge), i.e., space bounds have to be multiplied by O(log n)
to obtain the number of bits used. With this in mind, we use term constant space to denote space
required to store a constant number of words, or IDs, that is, O(log n) bits.
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We notice that the definition above is generic and can be applied to any of the query oracle
models (see e.g. [18]). However, since our main query oracle model is the random-neighbor
model, only for that model we will use the terminology from Definition 1 without a direct
reference to the query oracle model. We first present canonical testers in this model. In order
to do so, we introduce a process called q-random BFS (q-RBFS) starting with any specified
vertex v, i.e., a BFS of depth q that is restricted to visiting at most q random neighbors for
every vertex (see Definition 7). We call the subgraph obtained by a q-RBFS a q-bounded
disc. Our first result is informally stated as follows.
I Theorem 2 (informal; cf. Theorem 10). If a property Π = (Πn )n∈N is testable with q = q(ε)
queries in the random-neighbor model, then it can also be tested by a canonical tester that
1. samples q 0 vertices;
2. performs q 0 -RBFS from each sampled vertex;
3. accepts if and only if the explored subgraph does not contain any (forbidden) graph F ∈ F,
where q 0 depends only on q, and F is a family of rooted graphs such that each graph F ∈ F
is the union of q 0 many q 0 -bounded discs.
We remark that similar canonical testers have been given for dense graphs [22], boundeddegree graphs and digraphs [21, 12]. Actually, our proof for the above theorem heavily builds
upon [21, 12], though our analysis requires some extensions to deal with general graphs (of
possibly unbounded degree). To formally state our result regarding testing graph properties
in streaming, we introduce the following definition.
I Definition 3 (Property testers in the streaming model). Let Π = (Πn )n∈N be a graph property,
where Πn is a property of graph of n vertices. We say that Π is testable with space complexity
q, if for every ε and n, there exists an algorithm that performs a single pass over an edge
stream of an n-vertex graph G, uses q = q(n, ε) words of space, and with probability at least 23 ,
accepts G satisfying Π, and rejects G that is ε-far from satisfying Π. If q = q(ε) is a function
independent of n, then we call Π constant-space testable. If the tester always accepts the
property, then we say that the property can be tested with one-sided error. Otherwise, we say
the tester has two-sided error.
Our main result and our main technical contribution is the transformation of a one-sided
error property tester in the random-neighbor model with constant query complexity into a
one-sided error property tester in the streaming model with constant space complexity.
I Theorem 4 (Main Theorem). Every graph property Π that is constant-query testable with
one-sided error in the random-neighbor model is also constant-space testable (space measured
in words) with one-sided error in the random order graph streams.
Applications. We believe that the main contribution of our paper is the general transformation presented in Theorem 4. However, we admit that the number of properties testable
with one-sided error with a constant number of queries in the random-neighbor model is
rather limited. Still, we can apply our transformation to, for example, the property of being
(s, t)-disconnected (i.e., there is no path between s and t), see, e.g., [41]3 . Furthermore, our

3

The constant-query tester from [41] performs degree queries and neighbor queries, but it is straightforward
to simulate it in the random-neighbor model. Indeed, the algorithm in [41] only needs to repeatedly
perform a constant-length random walks from s and reject if only if one path from s to t is found. Such
an algorithm can be trivially simulated in the random-neighbor model, as each step of a random walk
just needs to query one random neighbor of the current vertex.
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transformation actually holds when the input graph is restricted to come from a certain
class of graphs such as planar graphs, minor-free graphs, or bounded-degree graphs. Since
bipartiteness in planar graphs (or minor-free graphs) is testable in the random-neighbor
model [11], it is also one-sided error testable in random order streams in constant space;
notice that this result stands in contrast to the n1−O(ε) space lower bound for adversarial
order streams for (property) testing bipartiteness in planar graphs [24]. Further, recent
constant-query complexity testing of H-freeness in planar or minor-free graphs [14] shows
that also testing H-freeness is one-sided error testable in random order streams in constant
space.
Furthermore, our techniques can also be used to transform any constant-query tester (with
one-sided error) in the random neighbor/edge model (cf. the full version) to the random-order
streaming model, where the random neighbor/edge model allows to sample an edge uniformly
at random. Therefore, for example, since the property of being Pk -free (there is no path
of length k) is constant-query testable in the random neighbor/edge model with one-sided
error [25], Pk -freeness is also constant-space testable with one-sided error in the random
order graph streams. Similarly, it is not hard to see that the property of being d-bounded
(the maximum degree is at most d) is constant-query testable in the random neighbor/edge
model4 , and therefore this property too is constant-space testable with one-sided error in the
random order graph streams.
The contribution of our paper goes beyond just establishing a connection between property
testing and streaming. While the concept of canonical testers has been used in graph property
testing before (cf. [22, 21, 12]), our study and characterization of canonical testers for general
graphs (Theorem 2 and Theorem 10) is new. We believe that this study will shed light on
our understanding of constant-query testable graph properties and will lead to new results
for property testing in general graphs. For example, Czumaj and Sohler [14] recently used
our canonical testers as a tool in their proof of a complete characterization of constant-query
testable properties in general planar graphs [14] after a preliminary version of this work
appeared.

1.2

Challenges and Techniques

The result about constant-space streaming algorithms for bounded-degree graphs by Monemizadeh et al. [33] is obtained by noting that any constant-query complexity tester basically
estimates the distribution of local neighborhoods of the vertices (see, e.g., [12, 18, 21]) and
emulating any such algorithm on a random order graph stream using constant space. Unfortunately, this approach inherently relies on the assumption that the input graph is of bounded
degree. This limitation comes from two ends: on one hand, there has not been known any
versatile description of testers for constant-query testable graph properties of general graphs,
and on the other hand, the streaming approach from [33] relies on a breadth-first-search-like
graph exploration that is possible (with constant space) only when the input graph has no
high-degree vertices. A follow-up paper [37] made the first attempt to address the challenge
of dealing with general degrees, and considered some problems in which one can ignore high
degree vertices (e.g., for approximating the number of connected components or the size of a
maximum independent set in planar graphs).

4

If G is ε-far from the property, then at least Ω(ε|E|) edges are incident to a node with degree at least
d + 1. Thus, we can simply sample a constant number of edges and check if either of its endpoints has
degree at least d + 1.
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One important reason why the earlier approaches have been failing for the model of general
graphs, without bounded-degree assumption, was our lack of understanding of constantquery complexity testers in general graphs and the lack of techniques to appropriately
emulate off-line algorithms allowing many high-degree vertices. In this paper, we advance
our understanding on both of these challenges.
A general and simple canonical tester. To derive a canonical tester for constant-query
testable properties in the random-neighbor model, we introduce the process q-random BFS
(q-RBFS): it starts from any specified vertex v, and then performs a BFS-like exploration of
depth q that is restricted to visiting at most q random neighbors at each step (see Definition 7
for the formal definition). We call the subgraph obtained by a q-RBFS a q-bounded disc. With
the notion of q-RBFS and q-bounded discs, we are able to transform every constant-query
tester for properties of general graphs into a canonical tester that works as follows: it samples
q random vertices, performs a q-RBFS from each sampled vertex, and rejects if and only if
the (non-induced) subgraph it has seen (which is a union of q-bounded discs) is isomorphic to
some member of a family F of forbidden subgraphs (see Theorems 2 and 10). Furthermore,
such a canonical tester preserves one-sided error, while the query complexity blows up
exponentially. We believe that the exponential blow-up is necessary, even for bounded-degree
graphs, as adaptivity is essential for property testing in sparse graphs [38, 7]. This is in
contrast to the dense graph model for property testing, in which a quadratic blow-up of the
query complexity of canonical testers was known [22].
Canonical testers provide us a systematic view of the behavior of constant-query testers
in the random-neighbor model. They further tell us that in order to test a constant-query
testable property Π, it suffices to estimate the probability that some forbidden subgraph in
F is found by a q-RBFS starting from a randomly sampled vertex. Slightly more formally,
we define the reach probability of a subgraph F ∈ F to be the probability that a q-RBFS
starting from a uniformly chosen vertex v sees a graph that is isomorphic to F . In particular,
if we can estimate these reach probabilities in random order streams, then we can also test
Π accordingly.
The problem with this approach is that it is hard to estimate the reach probabilities
of subgraphs in F. The main challenge here is that a forbidden subgraph F ∈ Fn may be
the union of more than two or more subgraphs obtained from different q-RBFS that may
intersect with each other.
A refined canonical tester. To cope with the challenge mentioned above of estimating the
reach probabilities of subgraphs in F, we decompose each forbidden subgraph F ∈ Fn into
all possible sets of intersecting q-bounded discs whose union is F and then try to recover F
from these sets. In order to recover F from such a decomposition, we have to identify and
monitor vertices that are contained in more than one q-bounded disc of F .
We refine the analysis of the canonical tester and separate the q-bounded discs explored
by each q-RBFS and keep track of their intersections (cf. Theorem 17). We first observe
that for every input graph G and every ε, there exists a small fixed set Vα ⊆ V of all vertices
whose probability to be visited by a random q-RBFS from a random vertex exceeds some
small threshold α (depending on q and ε, but independent of n). In other words, with
constant probability, the subgraphs explored by multiple q-RBFS in the canonical tester will
only overlap on vertices from Vα . Furthermore, we prove that the degree of all vertices in
Vα is at least linear (in n), and with constant probability, two random q-RBFS subgraphs
will not share any edge. Since Vα has constant size, each q-bounded disc can be viewed as a
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colored q-bounded disc type such that each vertex in Vα is assigned a unique color from a
constant-size palette. This way, it is possible to reversibly decompose each F ∈ Fn into a
multiset of colored q-bounded disc types (actually, there may be many such multisets for
each F ): since the q-bounded discs that are explored by different q-RBFS intersect only
at vertices in Vα , F is obtained by identifying vertices of the same color. See Figure 1 in
Appendix A for an example.
These properties are crucial to describe the forbidden subgraphs in terms of the graphs
seen by the q many q-RBFS that the canonical tester performs and a constant-size description
of their interaction, i.e., how they overlap.
Simulation in the streaming. In the streaming, in order to simulate q-RBFS, it is natural
to consider the following procedure called StreamCollect (q-SC, see Algorithm 2 in
Appendix B) to explore the subgraph surrounding any specified vertex. That is, it maintains
a connected component C that initially contains only the start vertex. Whenever it reads an
edge that connects to the current C and the augmented component may be observed by a
run of q-RBFS, it adds the edge to C.
Note that one important feature of random order streams is that we would see the right
exploration (as in the query model) with constant probability, while it is challenging to verify
if the subgraph we collected from the stream is indeed the right exploration (cf. [33, 37] for a
more detailed discussion). In our setting, as we mentioned, another technical difficulty is to
analyze whether subgraphs found by running the stream procedure multiple times intersect
in exactly the same way as the q-bounded discs that are found by q-RBFS.
With the refined canonical tester, which specifies how different q-RBFS procedures
intersect, we are able to simulate one-sided error constant-query testers in the randomneighbor model for general graphs in the random-order streaming model. Since the considered
property Π is one-sided error testable in the random-neighbor model, it suffices to detect a
forbidden subgraph F in the family F corresponding to Π with constant probability. That is,
it suffices to show that if the graph is far from having the property, then for any forbidden
subgraph H that can be reached by the canonical tester with probability p, it can also be
detected by multiple StreamCollect subroutines with probability at least cp for some
suitable constant c.5
In order to do so, we first decompose the forbidden subgraphs that characterize the
property into colored subgraphs, where each subgraph corresponds to a run of q-RBFS and
vertices in Vα are colored with a unique color. Then, we prove that for a sufficiently large
sample of vertices, the q-SC subroutines starting from these sampled vertices will collect, for
each colored subgraph H, at least as many instances of H as the canonical property tester
sees. Suppose that the input graph is far from the property. Since the subgraphs observed
by the canonical tester intersect only at vertices in Vα , i.e., colored vertices, with constant
probability, it is possible to stitch a forbidden subgraph by identifying vertices of the same
color in the analysis.

5

Note that this is not sufficient for simulating two-sided error testers. Let us take the property connectivity
(which is 2-sided error testable in random-neighbor model) for example. If the input graph is a path
on n vertices, then a q-RBFS will detect a forbidden subgraph (i.e., a path of constant length that is
not connected to the rest) corresponding to connectivity with small constant probability, while a q-SC
might see a forbidden subgraph with high constant probability. That is, in order to test connectivity,
we need to be able to approximate the frequencies of the forbidden subgraphs, for which our current
techniques fail.
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The analysis of this procedure is two-fold. First, we show that if a single run of q-RBFS
from v sees a certain colored q-bounded disc type with probability p (where the colored
vertices are Vα ), then a single run of q-SC from v sees this disc type with probability cp for
some suitable constant c (see Corollary 20).
The second step (which is the main technical part) is to show that if the probability
that a q-RBFS from a random vertex sees a colored q-bounded disc type ∆ is p, then with
constant probability, for a sufficiently large sample set S, the calls to q-SC from vertices in
S will also see a q-bounded disc type ∆, even though there are intersections from different
q-SCs (see Lemma 21). Then we can show that if the input graph is far from the property,
with constant probability, we can stitch the colored q-bounded discs to obtain a forbidden
subgraph F ∈ F (see Theorem 4).
Finally, we remark that colors are only used in the analysis as the streaming algorithm
can identify intersections of multiple q-SC by the vertex labels. However, the colors are
crucial to the analysis: without colors, we cannot guarantee that the q-bounded disc types
found by multiple q-SCs can be stitched in the same way as the q-bounded disc types found
by q-RBFS. Here is an example: Consider some constant-query testable property Π such that
the set of forbidden subgraphs F contains a graph F that is not a subgraph of any single
q-bounded disc type (i.e, it is the union of at least two intersecting q-bounded disc types).
For the sake of illustration, a concrete example is provided in Figure 2 in Appendix A. In
order to reject, the canonical property tester needs to find at least two intersecting q-bounded
discs such that their union contains F as a subgraph. However, even if we bound, for each
uncolored q-bounded disc type ∆, the probability that q-SC finds ∆ by some constant fraction
of the probability that q-RBFS finds ∆, this is not sufficient to conclude that the probability
that multiple q-SCs find a copy of F is bounded by a constant fraction of the probability
that multiple q-RBFS find a copy of F . The reason is that q-SC might only find copies of ∆
that are not intersecting, while q-RBFS might tend to find copies of ∆ that intersect. Again,
see Figure 2 for an example. Therefore, we need to preserve, for each q-bounded disc type
∆, the information which of the corresponding vertices in the input graph are likely to be
contained in more than one q-RBFS for the analysis.

2

Preliminaries

Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. We will assume that the vertex set V of G is
[n] = {1, . . . , n}, and we let deg(v) denote the degree of v ∈ V . Sometimes, we use V (G) to
denote the vertex set V of G and E(G) to denote the edge set E of G. We let S(G) denote
the input stream of edges that defines G. In this paper, we consider streaming algorithms
for random order streams, i.e., the input stream S(G) to our algorithm is drawn uniformly
from the set of all permutations of E. We are interested in streaming algorithms that have
constant space complexity in the size of the graph, where we count the size of the space in
words, i.e., space bounds have to be multiplied by O(log n) to obtain the number of bits
used, see also Footnote 2.
A graph G is called a rooted graph if at least one vertex in G is marked as root. Let us
define the notion of a root-preserving isomorphism.
I Definition 5. Given two rooted graphs H1 and H2 , a root-preserving isomorphism from
H1 to H2 is a bijection f : V (H1 ) → V (H2 ) such that 1) if u is the root of V (H1 ) then f (u)
is the root of V (H2 ), and 2) that (u, v) ∈ E(H1 ) if and only if (f (u), f (v)) ∈ E(H2 ). If
there is a root-preserving isomorphism from H1 to H2 then we say that H1 is root-preserving
isomorphic to H2 and denote it by H1 ' H2 .
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3

Canonical Constant-Query Testers in General Graphs

In this section, we present our main result on the canonical testers for constant-query testable
properties in general graphs. After starting with some basic definitions, we will present
two canonical testers for constant-query testable properties in general graphs. Our first
canonical tester is of a general form (see Section 3.2) and our second tester (see Theorem 17
in Section 3.3) is slightly more refined, allowing for a more natural use later in the setting of
streaming algorithms in Section 5.
We note that in this paper we focus on one specific model of access to the input graph,
the random-neighbor model. It is possible to extend some of our analysis (of canonical testers)
to some other graph access models, though (cf. the full version).

3.1

Random BFS and Bounded Discs

Property testing in query oracle model. Since we consider general graphs, without any
bounds for vertex degrees, we have to carefully define the access provided to the input graph
in the property testing framework. The access to the input graph is given by queries to an
oracle representing the graph. There have been several oracles considered in the literature for
general graphs, but our main focus is on the random-neighbor model, which we consider to
be natural for graphs with unbounded degree, especially in the context of properties testable
with a constant number of queries.
I Definition 6 (Random-neighbor model). In the random-neighbor model, an algorithm is
given n ∈ N and access to an input graph G = (V, E) by a query oracle, where V = [n]. The
algorithm may ask queries based on the entire knowledge it has gained by the answers to
previous queries. The random neighbor query specifies a vertex v ∈ V and the oracle returns
a vertex that is chosen i.u.r. (independently and uniformly at random) from the set of all
neighbors of v.
Notice that in the random-neighbor model, since V = [n], the algorithm can also trivially
select a vertex from V i.u.r. We believe that the random-neighbor model is the most
natural model of computations in the property testing framework in the context of very fast
algorithms (especially those of constant query complexity), and therefore our main focus
is on that model. However, we want to point out that some of our results are sufficiently
general to apply to a larger variety of the query oracle models, though we will not elaborate
about it here (cf. the full version).
We describe the first canonical testers of all constant-query testers (in the randomneighbor model) for general graphs, both, for one-sided and two-sided errors. With this
canonization, we can model all graph properties testable with a constant number of queries
using canonical testers; see Theorems 10 and 17 for formal statements.
To formalize our canonical testers for all constant-query testers in the random-neighbor
model, we will use the following two definitions of constrained random BFS-like graph
exploration and of bounded discs.
We begin with the definition of a q-RBFS process, which starts at some vertex and
explores its neighborhood in a BFS-like fashion, conditioned on a bound of the depth and
the breadth of the exploration (see Definition 7 for formal definition and Algorithm 1 in
Appendix B for the detailed implementation).
I Definition 7 (q-random BFS). Let q > 0 be an integer and G be a simple graph. For any
vertex v ∈ V (G), the q-random BFS (abbreviated as q-RBFS) explores a random subset of
the q-neighborhood of v in G iteratively as follows. First, it initializes a queue Q = {v}
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and a graph H = ({v}, ∅). Then, in every iteration, it pops a vertex u from Q and samples
q random neighbors su,1 , . . . , su,q of u. For every edge e = {u, su,i }, it adds su,i and the
directed edge (u, su,i ) to H. Furthermore, if su,i has distance less than q from v in H and
su,i has not been added to Q before, su,i is appended to Q. When Q is empty, all edges in H
are made undirected (without creating parallel edges) and H is returned.
Any output of q-RBFS algorithms can be described in a static form using the concept of
bounded discs.
I Definition 8 (q-bounded disc). For a given q ∈ N, graph G = (V, E), and vertex v ∈ V , a
q-bounded disc of v in G is any subgraph H of G that is rooted at v and can be returned by
RandomBFS(G, v, q). In this case, vertex v is called a root of the q-bounded disc H and
the maximum distance from v to any other vertex in H is called the radius of H.
All q-bounded discs that are root-preserving isomorphic form an equivalence class.
I Definition 9 (q-bounded disc type). Let H be a q-bounded disc. The equivalence class of
H with respect to ', i. e., the existence of a root-preserving isomorphism (see Definition 5),
is called the q-bounded disc type of H.

3.2

Canonical Testers: A General Version

Now we present the proof of our first main result. We show that any tester with query
complexity q = q(ε, n) in the random-neighbor model can be simulated by a canonical tester
that samples q 0 = O(q) vertices and rejects if and only if the union of the subgraphs induced
by the q 0 -RBFS from the sampled vertices belongs to some family of forbidden graphs.
I Theorem 10 (Canonical tester). Let Π = (Πn )n∈N be a graph property that can be tested in
the random-neighbor model with query complexity q = q(ε, n) and error probability at most 13 .
Then for every ε, there exists an infinite sequence F = (Fn )n∈N such that for every n ∈ N,
Fn is a set of rooted graphs such that each graph F ∈ Fn is the union of q 0 many
q 0 -bounded discs;
the property Πn on n-vertex graphs can be tested with error probability at most 13 by the
following canonical tester:
1. sample q 0 vertices i.u.r. and mark them roots;
2. for each sampled vertex v, perform a q 0 -RBFS starting at v;
3. reject if and only if the explored subgraph is root-preserving isomorphic to some F ∈ Fn ,
where q 0 = cq for some constant c > 1. The query complexity of the canonical tester is q O(q) .
Furthermore, if Π = (Πn )n∈N can be tested in the random-neighbor model with one-sided
error, then the resulting canonical tester for Π has one-sided error too, i.e., the tester always
accepts graphs satisfying Π.

3.3

Canonical Testers Revisited: Identifying Vertices in the
Intersecting Discs

Theorem 10 provides us a canonical way of testing constant-query testable properties (in
the random-neighbor model) by relating the tester to a set of forbidden subgraphs Fn for
every n ∈ N. However, as we mentioned in Section 1, it is hard to directly use Theorem 10
to design and analyze our streaming testers due to the intersections of q-RBFS. In order
to tackle this difficulty, we decompose each forbidden subgraph F ∈ Fn into all possible
sets of intersecting q-bounded discs whose union is F . In order to recover F from such a
decomposition, we have to identify and monitor vertices that are contained in more than one
q-bounded disc of F .
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Identifying vertices with large reach probability. Now we prove that with constant probability the q-bounded discs found by q-RBFS will only intersect on a small set of vertices Vα
and the discs will not intersect on any edge.
We begin with a useful definition on the probability of reaching a vertex from a q-RBFS.
I Definition 11. For each vertex v, the reach probability r(v) := rq (v) of v is the probability
that a q-RBFS starting at a uniformly randomly chosen vertex reaches v.
In the following lemma, we give an upper bound on the size of the set of vertices with
constant reach probability, which also implies that with constant probability, the number of
vertices visited by at least two q-RBFS that the canonical tester performs is small. For any
Pj
j+1
α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, we let Vα := {v ∈ V : r(v) ≥ α}. For a fixed q, let cj := i=0 q i = q q−1−1 .
I Lemma 12. For any 0 < α < 1, it holds that |Vα | ≤

cq
α.

We further show that with high probability, two q-RBFS starting from vertices chosen
i.u.r. will not share an edge (i.e., will not visit the same edge).
qc

I Lemma 13. Let 0 < α ≤ 1. Let n ≥ α2q . Let u, v be two randomly chosen vertices. Let
Hu and Hv denote the subgraphs visited by two q-RBFS starting at u and v, respectively.
Then with probability at least 1 − qcq · 2α, no edge will be contained in both Hu and Hv .
Colored q-bounded disc types. To identify vertices in Vα , we assign them unique colors
for the analysis. We call a disc r-colored if in addition to uncolored vertices in the disc, some
vertices in the disc may be colored with at most r colors, each color being used at most once.
Two colored q-bounded disc types ∆1 and ∆2 (cf. Definition 9) are called to be isomorphic
to each other, denoted by ∆1 ' ∆2 , if there is a root-preserving isomorphism f from ∆1 to
∆2 that also preserves the colors, i.e., if and only if u ∈ V (∆1 ) is colored with color c, then
f (u) ∈ ∆2 is colored with color c.
I Definition 14. Let q > 0 be an integer. We let Hq := {∆1 , · · · , ∆N } denote the set of all
possible r-colored q-bounded disc types, where N is the total number of such types.
For any given colored q-bounded disc type, we have the following definition on the
probability of seeing such a disc type from a q-RBFS.
I Definition 15 (Reach probability of colored q-bounded disc types). Let G = (V, E) be a
graph with n vertices such that each vertex in Vα is assigned to a unique color. Let ∆ ∈ Hq
be a colored q-bounded disc type. The reach probability of ∆ in G is the probability that
a q-RBFS from a random vertex in G reveals a graph that is (root- and color-preserving)
isomorphic to ∆, that is ReachG (∆) := Prv∼V,BF S [RandomBFS(G, v, q) ' ∆] .
For a given vertex v, the reach probability of ∆ from v in G is the probability that a
q-RBFS from v in G induces a graph that is (root- and color-preserving) isomorphic to ∆,
that is ReachG (v, ∆) := PrBF S [RandomBFS(G, v, q) ' ∆] .
Recall from Definition 8 that a q-bounded disc of v in G is any subgraph H of G that is
rooted at v and can be returned by RandomBFS(G, v, q). In order to estimate the reach
probability of a colored q-bounded disc type, we consider for each starting vertex v, the set
of all possible colored q-bounded discs, denoted Cv , that one can see from a q-RBFS from v.
I Definition 16 (Reach probability of a colored q-bounded disc). Let G = (V, E) be a graph
in which all vertices in Vα are uniquely colored. Let v be a vertex in G. A colored q-bounded
disc of v is a q-bounded disc of v in G in which all vertices in Vα colored. We let Cv denote
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the set of all possible colored q-bounded discs of v.6 For any fixed colored q-bounded disc
C ∈ Cv of v, the reach probability of C from v is the probability that a q-RBFS from v sees
exactly C, that is, ReachG (v, C) := PrBF S [RandomBFS(G, v, q) = C] .
By our definition, the q-RBFS from a vertex v in the colored graph G (with vertices
in Vα colored) will return exactly one colored q-bounded disc of v. For each colored qbounded disc type ∆, we let Cv (∆) denote the subset of Cv which contains all colored
q-bounded discs of v that are isomorphic to ∆. Therefore, we have the following observation:
P
ReachG (v, ∆) = D∈Cv (∆) ReachG (v, D) .
Canonical testers with distinguished vertices in the intersecting discs. Now, we give a
refined characterization of the family of forbidden subgraphs corresponding to any constantquery testable property in general graphs, which establishes the basis of our framework
for transforming the canonical constant-query testers in the random-neighbor model to the
random-order streaming model.
In our next theorem, we will consider partially vertex-colored graphs and q-bounded
discs: we color each vertex in Vα with a unique color from a palette of size |Vα |. Recall from
c
Lemma 12 that |Vα | ≤ αq . We obtain canonical testers of constant-query testable properties
by forbidden colored q-bounded discs instead of forbidden subgraphs (that can be composed
of more than a single q-bounded disc). See Figure 1 in Appendix A for an example.
I Theorem 17. Let Π = (Πn )n∈N be a graph property that is testable with query complexity
q = q(ε). Let α ≤ 24q10 c 0 , where q 0 is the number from Theorem 10 for a canonical tester
q
with error probability 1/6. There is an infinite sequence F 0 = (Fn0 )n∈N such that for any
q0 c

0

 > 0, n ≥ α2q , the following properties hold:
Fn0 is a set of graphs, and for each graph F ∈ Fn0 , there exists at least one multiset S of
q 0 many cq0 /α-colored and rooted q 0 -bounded disc types such that 1) the disc types are
pairwise edge-disjoint, and 2) the graph obtained by identifying all vertices of the same
color in the bounded discs of S is isomorphic to F .
For any n-vertex graph G = (V, E) such that each vertex in Vα is colored uniquely, let
Sq0 denote the set of q 0 subgraphs obtained by performing q 0 -RBFS starting at q 0 vertices
sampled i.u.r. Then,
if G ∈ Πn , with probability at least 23 , there is no F ∈ Fn0 such that F is isomorphic to
a graph from Sq0 ,
if G is ε-far from Πn , with probability at least 23 , there exists F ∈ Fn0 such that F is
isomorphic to a graph from ' Sq0 ,
where the probability is taken over the randomness of Sq0 .
Furthermore, if Π can be tested with one-sided error, then for G ∈ Πn , with probability 1,
there is no F ∈ Fn0 such that F ' Sq0 .

4

Estimating the Reach Probabilities in Random Order Streams

Given a canonical tester T for a property Π that is constant-query testable in the randomneighbor model, we transform it into a random-order streaming algorithm as follows. Recall
from Theorem 10 that T explores the input graph by sampling vertices uniformly at random
and running q-RBFS for each of these vertices. Only if the resulting subgraph contains an

6

Note that the number |Cv | of colored q-bounded discs of v can be a polynomial of n.
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instance of a forbidden subgraph from a family F, it rejects. It seems natural to define a procedure like q-RBFS for random order streams, namely a procedure StreamCollect(S(G), v, q)
(q-SC ), and let the streaming algorithm reject only if the union of all q-SC contains an
instance of a graph from F. However, this raises a couple of issues.
It seems hard to analyze the union of the subgraphs obtained by q-SC and relate it to
the union of subgraphs observed by q-RBFS because the interference between two q-SC is
quite different from the interference of two q-RBFS. Therefore, we use Theorem 17, which
roughly says that we can decompose each forbidden subgraph into colored q-bounded disc
types. This leads to the following idea: First, we prove that for any colored q-bounded
disc type ∆, if q-RBFS finds an instance of ∆ in the input graph with probability p (where
colors correspond to intersections of multiple RBFS), then q-SC finds an instance of ∆ with
probability cp for some suitable constant c. Then, we prove that if S is a sufficiently large
set of vertices sampled uniformly at random, for each colored q-bounded disc type ∆, the
fraction of q-bounded discs found by q-SCs started from S that are isomorphic to ∆ is
bounded from below by the probability that a q-RBFS from a random vertex sees a colored
q-bounded disc that is isomorphic to ∆. Finally, in the next section, we conclude that if
q-RBFS finds a forbidden subgraph F ∈ F with probability p, then the fraction of q-SC also
finds this subgraph with probability cp (for some suitable constant c) because it will find the
corresponding colored q-bounded discs that assemble F .
Collecting a q-Bounded Disc in a Stream. In our streaming algorithm, we need to collect
a q-bounded disc from a vertex v. We do this in a natural and greedy way: We start with a
graph H = (U, F ) with U = {v} and F = ∅. Then whenever we see an edge (u, w) from the
stream that is connected to our current graph H and adding (u, w) to H does not violate
the q-bounded radius of H, and the degree of u or the degree of w in H is still less than q 2q ,
we add it to F (and possibly add one of its endpoints to U ); otherwise, we simply ignore
the edge. Note that the algorithm does not assign colors to the subgraphs it explores. The
procedure StreamCollect is formally defined in Algorithm 2 in Appendix B.
Relation of One q-SC and One q-RBFS. In the following, we show that for any vertex v,
and any colored q-bounded disc C of v, the probability of collecting C from v by running
StreamCollect on a random order edge stream is at least a constant factor of the
probability of reaching C from v by running a q-RBFS on G. The statements in this
subsection hold for a single run of q-SC.
We emphasize that the coloring does not need to be explicitly given. It is sufficient if it
can be applied when random access to the graph is given. In particular, we may assign each
vertex in Vα a unique color. This enables us to identify the vertices where multiple q-RBFS
may intersect, which is crucial to apply Theorem 17 later.
I Lemma 18. Let G be a vertex-colored graph. There exists a constant c∗ (q) depending on
q, such that for any colored q-bounded disc C of G, it holds that the probability (over S(G))
that StreamCollect(S(G), v, q) contains C is at least c∗ (q) · ReachG (v, C).
The following lemma performs the step from q-bounded discs to q-bounded disc types.
I Lemma 19. Let ∆ be a fixed colored q-bounded disc type. Let Xv,∆ denote the indicator
variable that StreamCollect from v collects a subgraph that contains a colored q-bounded
disc of v that is isomorphic to ∆. Let Yv denote the indicator variable that RandomBFS
from v sees a colored q-bounded disc of v that is isomorphic to ∆. Then it holds that
ES(G) [Xv,∆ ] ≥ c∗ (q) · ERBF S [Yv ] , where c∗ (q) is the constant from Lemma 18.
Now we consider the probability of seeing a colored q-disc type ∆. Note that ES(G) [Xv,∆ ] =
PrS(G) [StreamCollect(S(G), v, q) contains a subgraph F with F ' ∆]. Furthermore, it
holds that ERBF S [Yv ] = ReachG (v, ∆). Thus, we have the following lemma.
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I Corollary 20. For any colored q-bounded disc type ∆, the probability (over S(G)) that
StreamCollect(S(G),v,q) contains a subgraph F with F ' ∆
is
at
least
c∗ (q) · ReachG (v, ∆) .
Relation of Multiple q-SCs and q-RBFS. In the above, we related a single run of q-RBFS
and a single run of q-SC. In particular, Corollary 20 states that if a q-RBFS starting from v
finds some colored q-bounded disc type ∆ with probability p, q-SC finds the same type ∆
with probability Ω(p). However, the forbidden subgraphs that the property tester aims to
find may be composed of more than one q-bounded disc. Therefore, we need to prove that
if multiple runs of q-RBFS find q-bounded disc types ∆1 , . . . , ∆k whose union contains an
instance of a forbidden subgraph F ∈ Fn0 , then multiple runs of q-SC will find ∆1 , . . . , ∆k
with probability Ω(p).
We now show our main technical lemma on estimating the reach probability of q-bounded
disc types in random order streams. Again, the coloring of vertices in G is implicit and only
used for the analysis.
I Lemma 21. Let G = (V, E) be a graph defined by a random order stream and let all vertices
Pq+1
in Vα be colored. Let q > 0 be an integer and let c0q := i=0 q 2qi . Let δ > 0, and let S denote


5000|Hq |
1
√
a set of vertices that are chosen uniformly, where s := |S| ≥ max
, c∗ (q)δ3 , α :=
2q 0
20

αq

·cq

c∗ (q)4 δ 8
109 |Hq |2 q 2q c0q .

Let J := {Hv : Hv = StreamCollect(S(G), v, q), v ∈ S} denote the set of
colored q-bounded discs collected by StreamCollect from vertices in S. For each type
∆ ∈ Hq , let X∆ denote the number of graphs H in J such that H contains a subgraph F
with F ' ∆.
1
Then it holds that with probability at least 1− 100
, for each type ∆ ∈ Hq , q∆ := c∗1(q) · Xs∆ ≥
ReachG (∆) − δ , where c∗ (q) is a constant from Corollary 20.

5

Testing Graph Properties in Random Order Streams

Now we transform constant-query property testers (with one-sided error) into constant-space
streaming property testers, and prove Theorem 4. The main idea is to explore the streamed
graph by StreamCollect and look for the forbidden subgraphs in Fn that characterize Π
(see Theorem 10). However, in the underlying analysis, we use the (reversible) decomposition
of the forbidden subgraphs in Fn into Fn0 (see Theorem 17) to prove the following: if T finds
the colored q-bounded discs ∆1 , . . . , ∆k that compose a forbidden subgraph F ∈ Fn0 with
probability p, then the streaming tester will find at least as many copies of ∆1 , . . . , ∆k as
T (see Lemma 21) and can stitch F from these copies. With these tools at hand, we can
incorporate our analysis from previous sections to complete the proof of Theorem 4 (see
Appendix C).

6

Conclusions

We gave the first canonical testers for all constant-query testers in the random-neighbor
model for general graphs and show that one can emulate any constant-query tester with
one-sided error in this query model in the random-order streaming model with constant space.
Our transformation between constant-query testers and streaming algorithms with constant
space provides a strong and formal evidence that property testing and streaming algorithms
are very closely related. Our results also work for any restricted class of general graphs and
other query models, e.g., random neighbor/edge model. It follows that many properties
are constant-space testable (with one-sided error) in random order streams, including (s, t)disconnectivity, being d-bounded degree, k-path-freeness of general graphs and bipartiteness
and H-freeness of planar (or minor-free) graphs.
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A

Missing Illustrations from Section 1

v
u

Figure 1 Consider the graph on the left, which can be decomposed into colored 3-bounded disc
types (which are rooted at u and v in this example) in more than one way. However, it is always
possible to recover the original graph by identifying vertices of the same color. Furthermore, every
mapping is bijective because every color is assigned at most once per disc. If the colored vertices
correspond to the vertices in Vα , every forbidden graph F ∈ Fn from Theorem 10 corresponds to a
decomposition into edge-disjoint colored q-bounded discs F 0 ∈ Fn0 in Theorem 17, which intersect
only at colored vertices.

x
u

v
z

y

Figure 2 The above graph, which is composed of 3-stars and a ω(1)-star with root z and which
should be thought of as a subgraph of some larger graph, illustrates the need for colors in our
analysis of the streaming property tester. Although the 2-bounded discs of u, v x and y are all
3-stars (with constant probability over the randomness of the neighbor queries), exploring u and v
by q-RBFS does not result in finding a 6-star, while it is likely to find a 6-star by exploring x and y.
Even if we prove that the probability that a q-SC finds uncolored 3-stars is lower bounded by some
constant fraction of the probability that q-RBFS finds uncolored 3-stars, we still cannot rule out
that q-SC might tend to find leaves of the small stars (like u and v) while q-RBFS tends to find
leaves of the big star (like x and y). Observe that here, z is the only vertex that is likely contained
in two different q-RBFS due to its high degree.
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Missing Pseudocodes from Section 3 and 4

The pseudocodes for the q-random BFS and for collecting a q-bounded disc from a vertex in
stream are given below.
Algorithm 1 q-random BFS.

function RandomBFS(G, v, q)
Q ← empty queue; enqueue(Q, v)
∀w ∈ V : `[w] ← ∞
`[v] ← 0
H ← ({v}, ∅) with v as root
while Q not empty do
u ← pop element from Q
for 1 ≤ i ≤ q do
su,i ← query oracle for random neighbor of u
add vertex su,i and edge (u, su,i ) to H
if (`[u] < q − 1) ∧ (`[su,i ] = ∞) then
`[su,i ] ← `[u] + 1
enqueue(Q, su,i )
return undirected H without parallel edges
end function

Algorithm 2 Collecting a q-bounded disc from a vertex in stream.

function StreamCollect(S(G), v, q)
U ← {v}
∀u ∈ V : du ← 0, `u ← ∞
`v ← 0; F ← ∅
H = (U, F ) with v marked as root
for (u, w) ← next edge in the stream do
if ({u, w} ∩ U 6= ∅) then
if (u ∈ U ⇒ (`u < q ∧ du < q 2q ) ∨ (w ∈ U ⇒ (`w < q ∧ dw < q 2q )) then
U ← U ∪ {u, w}
F ← F ∪ (u, w)
du ← du + 1; dw ← dw + 1
`u ← min(`u , `w + 1); `w ← min(`w , `u + 1)
return H
end function

C

Missing Proofs from Section 5

Proof of Theorem 4. We let q0 = q0 (ε) denote the query complexity of Π. Let n = |V |.
We present our testing algorithm. Let q = c · q0 for some constant c from Theorem 10.
4 8
Pq+1 2qi
qc
1
∗ (q) δ
0
Let α = 109c|H
, and δ = 200|H
. If n ≤ n0 := α2q , then
2 2q c0 , where cq =
i=0 q
q| q
q|
q
we simply store the whole graph. If n > n0 , we proceed as follows. Let Fn be the
set of forbidden subgraphs that characterize Π as stated in Theorem 10. We sample
5000|H |
s ≥ max{ √ 1 2q 0 , c∗ (q)δ3q } vertices S ⊆ V and run StreamCollect(S(G), v, q) for
20

αq

·cq

each v ∈ S to obtain a subgraph Hv = (Vv , Ev ) of G. If H = ∪v∈S Hv contains a forbidden
subgraph F ∈ Fn , the tester rejects, otherwise it accepts. See Algorithm 3 for details.
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Algorithm 3 Testing graph property Π in random order stream.

function StreamTest(S(G), n, ε, Fn )
S ← sample s vertices u.a.r. from V
for all v ∈ S do
Hv ← (Vv , Ev ) = StreamCollect(S(G), v, q)
H ← (∪v Vv , ∪v Ev )
if there exists F ∈ Fn such that H contains a subgraph F then
Output Reject
else
Output Accept
end function
O(q )

The space complexity of the algorithm is s · q0 0 = Oq0 (1) words. For the correctness of
the algorithm, we note that for any property Π that is constant-query testable with one-sided
error, then with probability 1, we will not see any F ∈ Fn0 if the graph G satisfies Π.
On the other hand, if G is ε-far from satisfying Π, then by Theorem 17, with probability
at least 23 , the subgraph Sq spanned by the union of q-bounded discs rooted at q uniformly
sampled vertices from G will span a subgraph that is isomorphic to some F ∈ Fn0 . Note
that, in contrast to the algorithm above, the analysis uses the decomposition of forbidden
subgraphs in Fn into colored q-discs given by Theorem 17. The key idea is to use the qbounded discs that StreamCollect collects and the implicit colors (which are not observed
by StreamCollect, but can be used in the analysis to identify vertices in Vα ) to stitch
forbidden subgraphs from Fn0 that are discovered by RandomBFS. We prove that with
sufficient probability, for each colored q-bounded disc ∆, StreamCollect finds at least
as many copies of ∆ as RandomBFS, and therefore, it can reproduce the same types of
forbidden subgraphs from Fn0 .
By Markov’s inequality and the union bound, the probability that at least one q-RBFS
in the canonical tester for Π will return a colored q-bounded disc that is isomorphic to a
1
1
disc ∆0 such that ReachG (∆0 ) < 2δ = 100|H
is at most 100
. Let D be the set of all colored
q|
q-bounded discs ∆ such that ReachG (∆) ≥ 2δ.
1
By Lemma 21, with probability at least 1 − 100
, for every ∆ ∈ D, the number of
graphs Hv obtained by StreamCollect that contain a subgraph isomorphic to ∆ is at least
100|Hq |·ReachG (∆) ≥ 1. By (implicitly) coloring all vertices in Vα , it follows from Theorem 17
1
1
that H contains a forbidden subgraph from Fn0 with probability 1 − 100
− 100
> 23 .
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Abstract
We address counting and optimization variants of multicriteria global min-cut and size-constrained
min-k-cut in hypergraphs.
1. For an r-rank n-vertex hypergraph endowed with t hyperedge-cost functions, we show that the
number of multiobjective min-cuts is O(r2tr n3t−1 ). In particular, this shows that the number of
parametric min-cuts in constant rank hypergraphs for a constant number of criteria is strongly
polynomial, thus resolving an open question by Aissi, Mahjoub, McCormick, and Queyranne [1].
In addition, we give randomized algorithms to enumerate all multiobjective min-cuts and all
pareto-optimal cuts in strongly polynomial-time.
2. We also address node-budgeted multiobjective min-cuts: For an n-vertex hypergraph endowed
with t vertex-weight functions, we show that the number of node-budgeted multiobjective mincuts is O(r2r nt+2 ), where r is the rank of the hypergraph, and the number of node-budgeted
b-multiobjective min-cuts for a fixed budget-vector b ∈ Rt+ is O(n2 ).
3. We show that min-k-cut in hypergraphs subject to constant lower bounds on part sizes is solvable
in polynomial-time for constant k, thus resolving an open problem posed by Queyranne [11].
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Introduction

Cuts and partitioning play a central role in combinatorial optimization and have numerous
theoretical as well as practical applications. We consider multicriteria cut problems in
hypergraphs. Let G = (V, E) be an n-vertex hypergraph and c1 , . . . , ct : E → Z+ be t
non-negative hyperedge-cost functions, where t is a constant. The cost of a subset F of
P
hyperedges under criterion i ∈ [t] is ci (F ) := e∈F ci (e). For a positive integer k, a subset
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of hyperedges that crosses a k-partition (U1 , . . . , Uk ) of the vertex set is said to be a k-cut.
We refer to a 2-cut simply as a cut. We recall that the rank of a hypergraph G is the size of
the largest hyperedge in G (the rank of a graph is 2).
Since we have several criteria, there may not be a single cut that is best for all criteria.
In multicriteria optimization, there are three important notions to measure the quality of a
cut: (i) parametric min-cuts, (ii) pareto-optimal cuts, and (iii) multiobjective min-cuts. A
cut F is a parametric min-cut if there exist positive multipliers µ1 , . . . , µt ∈ R+ such that F
Pt
is a min-cut in the hypergraph G with hyperedge costs given by cµ (e) := i=1 µi ci (e) for
all e ∈ E. A cut F dominates another cut F 0 if ci (F ) ≤ ci (F 0 ) for every i ∈ [t] and there
exists i ∈ [t] such that ci (F ) < ci (F 0 ). A cut F is pareto-optimal if it is not dominated
by any other cut. For a budget-vector b ∈ Rt−1
+ , a cut F is a b-multiobjective min-cut if
ci (F ) ≤ bi for every i ∈ [t − 1] and ct (F ) is minimum subject to these constraints. A cut F
is a multiobjective min-cut if there exists a non-negative budget-vector b ∈ Rt−1
for which F
+
is a b-multiobjective min-cut. These three notions satisfy the following relationship with the
containment being possibly strict (see the full version of this paper for a proof [4]):
Parametric min-cuts ⊆ Pareto-optimal cuts ⊆ Multiobjective min-cuts.

(1)

There is also a natural notion of min-cuts under node-weighted budget constraints. Let
w1 , . . . , wt : V → R+ be vertex-weight functions and c : E → R+ be a hyperedge-cost
function. For a budget-vector b ∈ Rt+ , a subset F ⊆ E of hyperedges is a node-budgeted
P
b-multiobjective min-cut if F = δ(U ) for some subset ∅ =
6 U ( V with u∈U wi (u) ≤ bi for
all i ∈ [t] and c(F ) is minimum among all such subsets of E. A cut F is a node-budgeted
multiobjective min-cut if there exists a non-negative budget-vector b for which F is a nodebudgeted b-multiobjective min-cut. In this work, we address the following natural questions
concerning multiobjective min-cuts and min-k-cuts:
1. Multiobjective min-cuts: Is the number of multiobjective min-cuts at most strongly
polynomial?
2. Node-budgeted multiobjective min-cuts: Is the number of node-budgeted multiobjective
min-cuts at most strongly polynomial?
3. Size-constrained min-k-cut: For fixed positive integers k and s1 , . . . , sk (all constants),
a vertex-weight function w : V → Z+ , and a hyperedge-cost function c : E → R+ , can
we compute a k-cut F with minimum c(F ) subject to the constraint that F is the set of
P
hyperedges crossing some k-partition (U1 , . . . , Uk ) of V where u∈Ui w(u) ≥ si for every
i ∈ [k] in polynomial-time? Is the number of optimal solutions strongly polynomial?
Previous Work. For single criterion, a classic result of Dinitz, Karzanov, and Lomonosov [7]
shows that the number of min-cuts in an n-vertex graph is O(n2 ) (also see Karger [12]).
The same upper bound was shown to hold for constant-rank hypergraphs by Kogan and
Krauthgamer [14] and for arbitrary-rank hypergraphs by Chekuri and Xu [6] and by Ghaffari,
Karger, and Panigrahi [8] via completely different techniques. For t = 2 criteria in graphs,
Mulmuley [15] showed an O(n19 ) upper bound on the number of parametric min-cuts. For t
criteria in constant-rank hypergraphs, Aissi, Mahjoub, McCormick, and Queyranne [1] showed
that the number of parametric min-cuts is Õ(mt n2 ), where m is the number of hyperedges,
using the fact that the number of approximate min-cuts in constant-rank hypergraphs is
polynomial. Karger [13] improved this bound to O(nt+1 ) by a clever and subtle argument
based on his random contraction algorithm; we will describe his argument later. Karger also
constructed a graph that exhibited Ω(nt/2 ) parametric min-cuts.
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Armon and Zwick [3] showed that all pareto-optimal cuts in graphs can be enumerated
in pseudo-polynomial time. For t = 2 criteria in constant-rank hypergraphs, Aissi et al [1]
showed an upper bound of Õ(n5 ) on the number of pareto-optimal cuts – this was the first
result showing a strongly polynomial upper bound. Aissi et al raised the question of whether
the number of pareto-optimal cuts is strongly polynomial for a constant number t of criteria
in constant-rank hypergraphs (or even in graphs). Note that, by containment relationship
(1), answering our first question affirmatively would also answer their open question. On a
related note, Aissi, Mahjoub, and Ravi [2] designed a random contraction based algorithm
to solve the b-multiobjective min-cut problem in graphs. The correctness analysis of their
algorithm also implies that the number of b-multiobjective min-cuts in graphs for a fixed
budget-vector b ∈ Rt−1
is O(n2t ). We emphasize the subtle, but important, distinction
+
between the number of b-multiobjective min-cuts for a fixed budget-vector b and the number
of multiobjective min-cuts.
Node-budgeted multiobjective min-cut has a rich literature extending nicely to submodular
functions. For graphs, Armon and Zwick [3] gave a polynomial-time algorithm to find a
minimum valued cut with at most b vertices in the smaller side. Goemans and Soto
[9] addressed the more general problem of minimizing a symmetric submodular function
f : 2V → R over a downward-closed family I. Recall that the hypergraph cut function is
symmetric submodular and the family of vertex subsets satisfying node-weighted budget
constraints is in fact downward-closed. Goemans and Soto extended Queyranne’s submodular
minimization algorithm to enumerate all the O(n) minimal minimizers in I using O(n3 ) oracle
calls to the function f and the family I. Their result implies that the number of minimal
minimizers is O(n), but it is straightforward to see that the total number of minimizers could
be exponential. For the special case of node-budgeted multiobjective min-cuts in graphs,
Aissi, Mahjoub, and Ravi [2] gave a faster algorithm than that of Goemans and Soto – their
algorithm is based on random contraction, runs in Õ(n2 )-time, and shows that the number
node-budgeted b-multiobjective min-cuts in graphs for a fixed budget-vector b ∈ Rt+ is O(n2 ).
For size-constrained min-k-cut, if we allow arbitrary sizes (i.e., arbitrary lower bounds),
then the problem becomes NP-hard even for k = 2 as it captures the well-studied minbisection problem in graphs. If we consider constant sizes but arbitrary k, then the problem
is again NP-hard in graphs [10]. So, our focus is on constant k and constant sizes. Guinez
and Queyranne [11] raised size-constrained min-k-cut with unit vertex-weights as a subproblem towards resolving the complexity of the submodular k-partitioning problem. In
submodular k-partitioning, we are given a submodular function f : 2V → R (by value oracle)
and a fixed constant integer k (e.g., k = 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .) and the goal is to find a k-partition
Pk
(U1 , . . . , Uk ) of the ground set V so as to minimize i=1 f (Ui ). The complexity of even
special cases of this problem are open: e.g., if the submodular function f is the cut function
of a given hypergraph, then its complexity is unknown.1 Guinez and Queyranne showed
surprisingly strong non-crossing properties between optimum solutions to size-constrained
(k − 1)-partitioning (constant size lower bounds on the parts) and optimum solutions to
k-partitioning. This motivated them to study the size-constrained min-k-cut problem in
hypergraphs for unit vertex-weights as a special case. They showed that size-constrained
min-k-cut for unit vertex-weights is solvable in polynomial-time in constant-rank hypergraphs

1

We note that if the submodular function f is the cut function of a given hypergraph, then the submodular
k-partition problem is not identical to hypergraph k-cut as the two objectives are different.
However, if the submodular function is the cut function of a given graph, then the submodular k-partition
problem coincides with the graph k-cut problem which is solvable in polynomial-time.
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(with exponential run-time dependence on the rank) and mention the open problem of
designing an algorithm for it in arbitrary-rank hypergraphs. The size-constrained min-k-cut
problem for unit sizes (i.e., all size lower-bounds s1 , . . . , sk are equal to one) is known
as the hypergraph k-cut problem. The hypergraph k-cut problem was shown to admit a
polynomial-time algorithm only recently [5] via a non-uniform random contraction algorithm.

1.1

Our Contributions

Our high-level contribution is in showing the versatility of the random contraction technique
to address algorithmic and counting problems concerning multiobjective min-cuts and sizeconstrained min-k-cuts in hypergraphs. All of our results build on the random contraction
technique with additional insights.
Our first result is a strongly polynomial upper bound on the number of multiobjective
min-cuts in constant-rank hypergraphs.
I Theorem 1.1. The number of multiobjective min-cuts in an r-rank, n-vertex hypergraph
G with t hyperedge-cost functions is O(r2rt n3t−1 ).
We emphasize that our upper bound is over all possible non-negative budget-vectors (in
contrast to the number of b-multiobjective min-cuts for a fixed budget-vector b). Theorem 1.1
and Proposition 1 imply that the number of pareto-optimal cuts in constant-rank hypergraphs
is O(n3t−1 ) and hence, is strongly polynomial for constant number of criteria. This answers
the main open question posed by Aissi, Mahjoub, McCormick, and Queyranne [1]. We also
design randomized polynomial time algorithms to enumerate all multiobjective min-cuts
and all pareto-optimal cuts in constant-rank hypergraphs (see Section A.3). Independent of
our work, Rico Zenklusen has also shown Theorem 1.1. We learned after submission of this
work that his approach leads to deterministic polynomial time algorithms to enumerate all
multiobjective min-cuts and all pareto-optimal cuts in constant-rank hypergraphs.
Given the upper bound in Theorem 1.1, a discussion on the lower bound is in order.
We recall that Karger [13] constructed a graph with t edge-cost functions that exhibited
Ω(nt/2 ) parametric min-cuts. This is also a lower bound on the number of pareto-optimal
cuts and multiobjective min-cuts by (1). We improve this lower bound for pareto-optimal
cuts by constructing a graph with t edge-cost functions that exhibits Ω(nt ) pareto-optimal
cuts (see Section A.4). Our instance also exhibits the same lower bound on the number of
b-multiobjective min-cuts for a fixed budget-vector b.
Our next result is an upper bound on the number of node-budgeted multiobjective
min-cuts and node-budgeted b-multiobjective min-cuts.
I Theorem 1.2. 1. The number of node-budgeted multiobjective min-cuts in an r-rank,
n-vertex hypergraph with t vertex-weight functions is O(r2r nt+2 ).
2. For a fixed budget-vector b ∈ Rt+ , the number of node-budgeted b-multiobjective min-cuts
in an n-vertex hypergraph with t vertex-weight functions is O(n2 ).
We draw the reader’s attention to the distinction between the two parts in Theorem 1.2.
The first part implies that the number of node-budgeted multiobjective min-cuts is strongly
polynomial in constant-rank hypergraphs for constant number of vertex-weight functions.
The second part implies that the number of node-budgeted b-multiobjective min-cuts for any
fixed budget-vector b ∈ Rt+ is strongly polynomial in arbitrary-rank hypergraphs for any
number t of vertex-weight functions.
Our final result shows that the size-constrained min-k-cut problem can be solved in
polynomial time for constant k and constant sizes (in arbitrary-rank hypergraphs).
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I Theorem 1.3. Let k ≥ 2 be a fixed positive integer and let 1 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ . . . ≤ sk be fixed
positive integers. Let G be an n-vertex hypergraph with hyperedge-cost function c : E → R+ .
Then, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that takes (G, c) as input and returns a fixed
w-weighted s-size-constrained
choice of vertex-weight function w : V → Z+
 min-k-cut for any

Pk−1
1
with probability Ω n2σk−1 +1 , where σk−1 := i=1 si .
Theorem 1.3 resolves an open problem posed by Guinez and Queyranne [11]. A structural
consequence of Theorem 1.3 is that the number of size-constrained min-k-cuts (over all
possible node-weight functions w : V → Z+ ) in a given hypergraph is polynomial for constant
sizes and constant k.
We refer the reader to Table 1 for a comparison of known results and our contributions.
Table 1 Text in gray refers to known results while text in black illustrates results from this work.
Here, t denotes the number of criteria (i.e., the number of hyperedge-cost/vertex-weight functions),
r denotes the rank of the hypergraph, and n denotes the number of vertices.
Problem
# of Parametric Min-Cuts
# of Pareto-Optimal Cuts

# of b-Multiobjective
Min-Cuts
# of Multiobjective
Min-Cuts
# of Node-Budgeted
b-Multiobjective Min-Cuts
# of Node-Budgeted
Multiobjective Min-Cuts
Node-Weighted
s-Size-Constrained k-cut
(const. k and const. s ∈ Zk )

1.2

Graphs
t+1

O(n ) [13]
Ω(nt/2 ) [13]
Õ(n5 ) for t = 2 [1]
O(n3t−1 ) [Thm 1.1]
Ω(nt ) [Thm A.2]
O(n2t ) [2]
Ω(nt ) [Thm A.2]
O(n3t−1 ) [Thm 1.1]
Ω(nt ) [Thm A.2]
O(n2 ) [2]

r-rank Hypergraphs
r

t+1

O(2 n

) [13]

Hypergraphs
OPEN

O(r2rt n3t−1 ) [Thm 1.1]

OPEN

O(r2rt n2t ) [Thm 2.1]

OPEN

O(r2rt n3t−1 ) [Thm 1.1]

OPEN

O(n2 ) [Thm 1.2]

O(n2 )
[Thm 1.2]
OPEN

O(nt+2 ) [Thm 1.2]

O(r2r nt+2 ) [Thm 1.2]

Poly-time [11]

Poly-time [11]

Poly-time
[Thm 1.3]

Technical Overview

As mentioned earlier, all our results build on the random contraction technique introduced
by Karger [12] to solve the global min-cut problem in graphs. Here, a uniform random edge
of the graph is contracted in each step until the graph has only two nodes; the set of edges
between the two nodes is returned as the cut. Karger showed that this algorithm returns a
fixed global min-cut with probability Ω(n−2 ). As a consequence, the number of min-cuts in
an n-vertex graph is O(n2 ). The algorithm extends naturally to r-rank hypergraphs, however
the naive analysis will only show that the algorithm returns a fixed global min-cut with
probability Ω(n−r ). Kogan and Krauthgamer [14] introduced an LP-based analysis thereby
showing that the algorithm indeed succeeds with probability Ω(2−r n−2 ). As a consequence,
the number of global min-cuts in constant-rank hypergraphs is also O(n2 ).
In a recent work, Karger observed that uniform random contraction can also be used to
bound the number of parametric min-cuts in constant-rank hypergraphs. We describe his
argument for graphs since two of our theorems build on it. Suppose we fix the multipliers
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µ1 , . . . , µt in the parametric min-cut problem, then a fixed min cµ -cost cut can be obtained
with probability Ω(n−2 ) by running the random contraction algorithm with respect to the
edge-cost function cµ . Karger suggested an alternative viewpoint of the execution of the
algorithm for the edge-cost function cµ . For simplicity, we assume parallel edges instead of
costs, i.e., ci (e) ∈ {0, 1} for every edge e and every criterion i ∈ [t]. Let Ei be the set of
edges with non-zero weight in the i’th criterion. The execution of the random-contraction
algorithm wrt cµ can alternatively be specified as follows: a permutation πi of the edges
in Ei for each i ∈ [t] and an interleaving indicating at each step whether the algorithm
contracts the next edge from π1 or π2 or . . . or πt . Critically, the sequences πi for every
i ∈ [t] can be assumed to be uniformly random. Thus, we can move all randomness upfront,
namely pick a uniform random permutation πi for each criterion i ∈ [t]. Now, instead of
returning one cut, we return the collection of cuts produced by contracting along all possible
interleavings. This modified algorithm no longer depends on the specific multipliers µ1 , . . . , µt
and hence, a parametric min-cut for any fixed choice of multipliers µ1 , . . . , µt will be in
the output collection with probability at least Ω(n−2 ). It remains to bound the number of
interleavings since that determines the number of cuts in the returned collection: the crucial
observation here is that the number of interesting interleavings is only nt−1 . This is because
interleaved contractions produce the same final graph as performing a certain number of
contractions according to π1 (until the number of vertices is n1 say), then a certain number
of contractions based on π2 (until the number of vertices is n2 say), and so on. So, the order
of contractions becomes irrelevant and only the number of vertices n1 , . . . , nt are relevant.
Overall, this implies that the number of parametric min-cuts is O(nt+1 ). We emphasize that
this interleaving argument relies crucially on the basic random contraction algorithm picking
edges to contract according to a uniform distribution (allowing the permutations π1 , . . . , πt
to be uniform random permutations).
Next, we describe our approach underlying the proof of Theorem 1.1, but for graphs. In
order to bound the number of multiobjective min-cuts through the interleaving argument, we
first need a random-contraction based algorithm to solve the b-multiobjective min-cut problem.
Indeed, Aissi, Mahjoub, and Ravi [2] designed a random-contraction based algorithm to
solve the b-multiobjective min-cut problem in graphs. Their algorithm proceeds as follows:
Let U0 := ∅ and for each i ∈ [t − 1], let Ui be the set of vertices u ∈ V − ∪i−1
j=1 Uj for which
ci (δ(u)) > bi (known as the set of i-infeasible vertices), and let Ut := V − ∪t−1
j=1 Uj . In each
step, they pick i ∈ [t] with probability proportional to the number of i-infeasible vertices (i.e.,
|Ui |) and pick a random edge e among the ones incident to Ui with probability proportional
to ci (e), contract e, and repeat. Unfortunately, this algorithm does not have the uniform
distribution that is crucially necessary to apply Karger’s interleaving argument. To introduce
uniformity to the distribution, we modify this algorithm in two ways:
1. At each step we deterministically choose the criterion i corresponding to the largest Ui
(as opposed to picking i randomly with probability proportional to |Ui |).
2. Next, we choose a uniform random edge e from among all edges in the graph with
probability proportional to ci (e) (as opposed to picking an edge only from among the
edges incident to Ui ). We contract this chosen edge e.
These two features bring a uniform distribution property to the algorithm, which in turn,
allows us to apply the interleaving argument. With these two features, we show that the
algorithm returns a fixed b-multiobjective min-cut for a fixed budget-vector b with probability
Ω(n−2t ). Armed with the two features, we move all randomness upfront using the interleaving
argument. As a consequence, we obtain that the total number of multiobjective min-cuts
(irrespective of the choice of budget-vector b) is O(n3t−1 ). For constant-rank hypergraphs, we
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perform an LP-based analysis of our algorithm for b-multiobjective min-cut (thus, extending
Kogan and Krauthgamer’s analysis) to arrive at the same success probability. The interleaving
argument for constant-rank hypergraphs proceeds similarly.
We emphasize that the interleaving argument does not extend to arbitrary-rank hypergraphs. This is because, the random contraction based algorithm that we know for
arbitrary-rank hypergraphs crucially requires non-uniform contractions (the next hyperedge
to contract is chosen from a distribution that depends on the current sizes of all hyperedges),
so we cannot assume that the permutations π1 , π2 , . . . , πt are uniformly random. Consequently, we do not even know if the number of parametric min-cuts in a hypergraph is at most
strongly polynomial. Another interesting open question here is whether the b-multiobjective
min-cut problem in hypergraphs is solvable in polynomial-time even for t = 2 criteria. We
have arrived at hypergraph instances (with large rank) for which Aissi, Mahjoub, and Ravi’s
approach (as well as our modified approach) will never succeed, even with non-uniform
random contractions.
Next, we outline the proof of Theorem 1.2. The approach is to again design a randomcontraction algorithm that returns a fixed node-budgeted b-multiobjective min-cut with
probability Ω(n−2 ) (in both constant-rank and arbitrary-rank hypergraphs). Such an
algorithm would imply the second part of the theorem immediately while the first part
would follow if we can apply an interleaving-like argument (i.e., the designed algorithm
performs uniform random contractions). Our approach is essentially an extension of the
approach by Goemans and Soto who suggested contracting the infeasible vertices together
(a vertex u is infeasible if wi (u) > bi for some i ∈ [t]. Aissi, Mahjoub, and Ravi show that
doing this additional step after each random contraction step returns a fixed node-budgeted
b-multibjective min-cut with probability Ω(n−2 ) in graphs. Our main contribution is showing
that this additional “contracting infeasible vertices together” step in conjunction with (1)
uniform random contractions for constant-rank hypergraphs and (2) non-uniform random
contractions for arbitrary hypergraphs succeeds with the required probability. Next, a naive
interleaving-like argument can be applied for constant-rank hypergraphs to conclude that the
number of node-budgeted multiobjective min-cuts is O(nt+3 ). We improve this to O(nt+2 )
with a more careful argument.
Finally, we outline our approach for Theorem 1.3. Guinez and Queyranne address
size-constrained k-cut in constant-rank hypergraphs for unit vertex-weights by performing
Pk
uniform random contractions until the number of nodes in the hypergraph is close to i=1 si
at which point they return a uniform random cut. Their success probability has exponential
dependence on the rank. The key technical ingredient to bring down the exponential
dependence on rank is the use of non-uniform contractions. For the special case of unit sizes
and unit vertex-weights (i.e., the hypergraph k-cut problem), Chandrasekaran, Xu, and Yu
[5] introduced an explicit non-uniform distribution that leads to a success probability of
Ω(n−2(k−1) ). Our algorithm extends the non-uniform distribution to arbitrary but constant
sizes (as opposed to just unit sizes), yet without depending on vertex-weights. Our analysis
takes care of the vertex-weight function through weight tracking, i.e., by declaring the weight
of a contracted node to be the sum of the weight of the vertices in the hyperedge being
contracted. We note that our algorithm’s success probability when specialized to the case of
unit vertex-weights and unit sizes is weaker than the success probability of the algorithm by
Chandrasekaran, Xu, and Yu (by a factor of n). We leave it as an open question to improve
this. On the other hand, our algorithm has the added advantage that it does not even take
the vertex-weight function w as input and yet succeeds in returning a w-vertex-weighted
s-size-constrained k-cut for any choice of w with inverse polynomial probability.
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Organization. In Section 2, we bound the number of multiobjective min-cuts (and prove
Theorem 1.1). Due to page limit, we give efficient algorithms to enumerate all multiobjective
min-cuts and all pareto-optimal cuts, and present lower bounds on the number of paretooptimal cuts and the number of b-multiobjective min-cuts in the appendix. In Section 3, we
give an algorithm to solve size-constrained min-k-cut, thereby proving Theorem 1.3. Due
to page limit, we defer the details of node-budgeted multiobjective min-cuts and a proof of
Theorem 1.2 to the full version of the paper [4].

1.3

Preliminaries

We define the random contraction procedure that is central to all of our algorithms. Let
G = (V, E) be a hypergraph, and let U ⊆ V be a set of vertices in G. We define G contract
U , denoted G/U , to be a hypergraph on the vertex set (V \ U ) ∪ {u}, where u is a newly
introduced vertex. The hyperedges of G/U are defined as follows. For each hyperedge e ∈ E
of G, such that e 6⊆ U , G/U has a corresponding hyperedge e0 , where e0 := e if e ⊆ V \ U
and e0 := (e \ U ) ∪ {u} otherwise. If w is a vertex-weight function for G, then we will also
use w as a vertex-weight function for G/U . We define the weight of the newly introduced
P
vertex u as w(u) := v∈U w(v).
We will need the following lemma that will be used in the analysis of two of our algorithms.
We refer the reader to the full version of this paper for the proof.
I Lemma 1.4. Let r, γ, n be positive integers with n ≥ γ ≥ r + 1 > 2. Let f : N → R+ be a
positive-valued function defined over natural numbers. Then, the optimum value of the linear
j
program (LP1 ) defined below is min2≤j≤r (1 − γ−r+j
)f (n − j + 1).
minimize

x2 ,...,xr ,y2 ,...,yr

subject to

r
X
(xj − yj )f (n − j + 1)

0 ≤ yj ≤ xj ∀j ∈ {2, . . . , r}
r
X
xj = 1
j=2
r
X

γ

j=2

2

(LP1 )

j=2

yj ≤

r
X

j · xj

(2)
(3)

(4)

j=2

Multiobjective Min-Cuts and Pareto-Optimal Cuts

In this section, we give upper and lower bounds on the number of multiobjective min-cuts
and pareto-optimal cuts and prove Theorem 1.1.
Let G = (V, E) be an r-rank hypergraph and let c1 , . . . , ct : E → R+ be cost functions on
P
the hyperedges of G. For a subset F of hyperedges, we will use ci (F ) to denote e∈F ci (e).
For a subset U of vertices, we will use U to denote V \ U and δ(U ) to denote the set of
hyperedges that intersect both U and U . For a vertex v, we will use δ(v) to denote δ({v}).
A subset F of hyperedges is a cut if there exists a partition (U, U ) such that F = δ(U ). We
refer the reader to Section 1 for the definitions of b-multiobjective min-cuts, multiobjective
min-cuts, and pareto-optimal cuts.
We begin with a randomized algorithm for the b-multiobjective min-cut problem in
Section 2.1. We take an alternative viewpoint of this randomized algorithm in Section 2.2 to
prove Theorem 1.1. Since all pareto-optimal cuts are multiobjective min-cuts, Theorem 1.1
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also implies that the number of pareto-optimal cuts in an r-rank n-vertex hypergraph G with
t hyperedge-cost functions is O(r2rt n3t−1 ). In Section A.3, we give randomized polynomialtime algorithms to enumerate all pareto-optimal cuts and all multiobjective min-cuts. In
Section A.4, we show a lower bound of Ω(nt ) on the number of pareto-optimal cuts and on
the number of b-multiobjective min-cuts.

2.1

Finding b-Multiobjective Min-Cuts

In this section, we design a randomized algorithm for the b-multiobjective min-cut problem,
which is formally defined below. We use Algorithm 1. We summarize its correctness and
run-time guarantees in Theorem 2.1.
b-Multiobjective Min-Cut
Given: A hypergraph G = (V, E) with hyperedge-cost functions c1 , . . . , ct : E → R+
and a budget-vector b ∈ Rt−1
+ .
Goal: A b-multiobjective min-cut.
Algorithm 1 b-Multiobjective Min-Cut.
b-Multiobjective-Min-Cut(G, r, t, c, b):
Input: An r-rank hypergraph G = (V, E), hyperedge-cost functions
c1 , . . . , ct : E → R+ and a budget-vector b ∈ Rt−1
+ .
If |V | ≤ rt:
X ← a random subset of V
return δ(X)
For i = 1, . . . , t − 1:
Si−1
Ui ← {v ∈ V \ ( j=1 Uj ) : ci (δ(v)) > bi }}
St−1
Ut ← V \ j=1 Uj
i ← arg maxj∈[t] |Uj |
e ← a random hyperedge chosen according to Pr[e = e0 ] =
G0 ← G/e
Return b-Multiobjective-Min-Cut(G0 , r, t, c, b)

ci (e0 )
ci (E)

I Theorem 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be an r-rank n-vertex hypergraph with hyperedge-cost
functions c1 , . . . , ct : E → R+ and let b ∈ Rt−1
be a budget-vector. Let F be an arbitrary
+
b-multiobjective min-cut. Then, Algorithm 1 outputs F with probability at least Qn , where
(
1
if n ≤ rt, and
rt
Qn := 2 2t+1 n−t(r−2)−1
if n > rt.
2rt (rt+1)
2t
Moreover, the algorithm can be implemented to run in polynomial time.
Proof. We note that sets Ui can be computed in polynomial time, and the algorithm
recomputes them at most n times. Random contraction can also be implemented in polynomial
time, and therefore the overall run-time of the algorithm is polynomial.
We now bound the correctness probability by induction on n. For the base case, we
consider n ≤ rt. In this case, the algorithm returns δ(X) for a random X ⊆ V . There are 2n
possible values for X, and F = δ(X) for at least one of them. Thus, the probability that the
algorithm returns F is at least 21n ≥ 21rt = Qn .
Next, we prove the induction step. Suppose n > rt. We will need the following claim
whose proof appears in the appendix.
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B Claim 2.2. The algorithm outputs F with probability at least the optimum value of the
following linear program.
minimize

x2 ,...,xr ,y2 ,...,yr

subject to

r
X

(xj − yj )Qn−j+1

(LP2 )

j=2

0 ≤ yj ≤ xj ∀j ∈ {2, . . . , r}
r
X
xj = 1
j=2

|Ui |

r
X
j=2

yj ≤

r
X

j · xj

j=2

Let Ui be a the largest among the sets U1 , . . . , Ut that the algorithm generates when
executed on input (G, r, t, c, b). Claim 2.2 tells us that the algorithm outputs F with
probability at least the optimum value of the linear program (LP2 ) from the claim.
The linear program (LP2 ) is exactly the linear program (LP1 ) from Lemma 1.4 with
γ = |Ui | and f (n) := Qn . To apply Lemma 1.4, we just need to show that n ≥ |Ui | ≥ r + 1.
We recall that Ui is the largest of the t sets that the algorithm constructs. Each of these sets is
a subset of V , so we can conclude that |Ui | ≤ |V | = n. We also know from the the construction
Pt
of the sets U1 , . . . , Ut that they partition V . This means that j=1 |Uj | = n. Since Ui is the
largest of the sets, we must have |Ui | ≥ nt . Since n > rt, this means |Ui | ≥ rt+1
> r. Thus
t
|Ui | > r, and since r and |Ui | are integers, we conclude that |Ui | ≥ r + 1. Therefore, we can
apply Lemma 1.4 with γ = |Ui | to conclude that


j
Pr[Algorithm returns the cut F ] ≥ min 1 −
Qn−j+1 .
2≤j≤r
|Ui | − r + j
The following claim completes the proof of the theorem. Its proof appears in the appendix. J

B Claim 2.3. For every j ∈ {2, . . . , r}, we have 1 −

2.2

j
|Ui |−r+j



Qn−j+1 ≥ Qn .

Finding Multiobjective Min-Cuts

In this section, we present Algorithm 2, which does not take a budget-vector as input, yet
outputs any multiobjective min-cut (for any choice of budget-vector) with inverse polynomial
probability. This is accomplished by returning a collection of cuts.
In contrast to Algorithm 1, all of the randomness in Algorithm 2 (except for the selection
of a random cut in the base case) occurs upfront through the selection of a permutation of
the hyperedges. Theorem 2.4 summarizes the guarantees of Algorithm 2.
I Theorem 2.4. Let G be an r-rank, n-vertex hypergraph with t hyperedge-cost functions.
Then, a fixed multiobjective min-cut F is in the collection returned by Algorithm 2 with
−2t
)
t−1
probability Ω(n
cuts.
r2rt . Moreover, the algorithm outputs at most n
Proof. We begin by showing the second part of the theorem. The algorithm outputs at most
one cut for each choice of n1 , . . . , nt−1 ∈ [n] (or just one cut if |V | ≤ rt). Hence, it outputs
at most nt−1 cuts.
We now argue that the algorithm retains the same success probability as Algorithm 1,
for any fixed budget-vector b.
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Algorithm 2 Multiobjective Min-Cut.
Multiobjective-Min-Cut(G, r, t, c1 , . . . , ct ):
Input: An r-rank hypergraph G = (V, E) and
hyperedge-cost functions c1 , . . . , ct : E → R+ .
If |V | ≤ rt:
Pick a random subset X of V and return δ(X)
For i = 1, . . . , t:
Ei ← {e ∈ E : ci (e) > 0}
πi ← a permutation of Ei generated by repeatedly choosing a not yet
chosen hyperedge e with probability proportional to ci (e)
R←∅
For each sequence n1 , . . . nt with n ≥ n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ nt−1 ≥ nt = rt:
G0 ← G
For i = 1, . . . , t:
While |V (G0 )| > ni :
e ← the first hyperedge from πi that is still present in G0
G0 ← G0 /e
X ← a random subset of V (G0 )
Add δ(X) to R if it is not already present
Return R

Suppose n ≤ rt. Then both Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 1 return δ(X) for a random
subset X of the vertices of G. Thus, for any cut F , the two algorithms have the same
probability of returning F . Henceforth, we assume n > rt.
We will view Algorithm 1 from a different perspective. In that algorithm, whenever we
contract a hyperedge e, we choose, for some i ∈ [t], a hyperedge according to the probability
0
)
distribution Pr[e = e0 ] = ccii (e
(E) . In particular, the choice of i depends on which contractions
have been made so far, but the choice of a particular hyperedge, given the choice of i, does not
depend on our previous contractions, except for the fact that we do not contract hyperedges
which have already been reduced to singletons. We note that allowing the contraction of
singletons would not change the success probability of the algorithm.
Therefore, we could modify Algorithm 1 so that it begins by selecting permutations
π1 , . . . , πt of E1 , . . . , Et (where Ei = {e ∈ E : ci (e) > 0}) as in Algorithm 2, and then
whenever the algorithm asks to contract a random hyperedge with probability proportional
to its weight under ci , we instead contract the next hyperedge from πi which is still present in
the current hypergraph. This modification does not change at any step the probability that
a particular hyperedge is the next contraction of a non-singleton hyperedge, and therefore
the success probability of the algorithm remains exactly the same.
Viewing Algorithm 1 in this way, we note that when we reach the base case of n ≤ rt, we
will have contracted the first mi hyperedges of each πi , for some m1 , . . . , mt ∈ {0, . . . |E|}.
The crucial observation now is that interleaved contractions can be separated. That is, if we
know mi for every i ∈ [t], the order in which we do the contractions is irrelevant: we will get
the same resulting hypergraph if we contract the first m1 hyperedges from π1 , then contract
the first m2 hyperedges from π2 , and so on up through the first mt hyperedges from πt
instead of the interleaved contractions. Let n1 be the number of vertices in the hypergraph
obtained after contracting the first m1 hyperedges from π1 , subsequently, let n2 be the
number of vertices in the hypergraph obtained after contracting the first m2 hyperedges from
π2 and so on.
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When we view Algorithm 1 in this way, it is only the choice of the values n1 , . . . , nt
that depends on the budgets, while the choice of the permutation πi does not depend on
the budgets. Algorithm 2 is running exactly the version of Algorithm 1 that we have just
described, except that instead of choosing n1 , . . . , nt based on the budgets, it simply tries all
possible options (which will certainly include whichever n1 , . . . , nt Algorithm 1 would use for
the given input budget-vector).
Therefore for every fixed choice of budget-vector b, and every fixed b-multiobjective
min-cut F , the probability that F is in the collection R output by the algorithm is at least
as large as the probability that F is the cut output by Algorithm 1. By Theorem 2.1, this
−2t
)
probability is Ω(n
J
r2rt , as desired.
We derive Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.4 now.
I Theorem 1.1. The number of multiobjective min-cuts in an r-rank, n-vertex hypergraph
G with t hyperedge-cost functions is O(r2rt n3t−1 ).
Proof. Let x be the number of multiobjective min-cuts in G. By Theorem 2.4, the expected
number of multiobjective min-cuts output by our algorithm Multiobjective Min-Cut
(i.e., Algorithm 2) is (x/r2rt )Ω(n−2t ). Theorem 2.4 also tells us that the algorithm outputs
at most nt−1 cuts. Therefore, x = r2rt · O(n3t−1 ).
J

3

Size-Constrained Min-k-Cut in Arbitrary-Rank Hypergraphs

In this section, we consider the problem of finding a minimum cost k-cut subject to constant
lower bounds on the weights of the partition classes and prove Theorem 1.3. Throughout
this section, we assume that k is a constant. We focus on the cardinality case (i.e., unit-cost
variant) for the sake of simplicity of exposition and mention that our algorithm also extends
to arbitrary non-negative hyperedge costs.
We begin by formally defining the terminology. Let G = (V, E) be a hypergraph. For a
partition X = (X1 , . . . , Xk ) of V , we define δ(X) to be the set of hyperedges that intersect
at least two parts of X. For a weight function w : V → Z+ , we call (G, w) a vertex-weighted
hypergraph. We now define our main object of study, namely size-constrained minimum cuts.
I Definition 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be a hypergraph, w : V → Z+ be a vertex-weight function,
k ≥ 2 be an integer, and s ∈ Zk+ be a size-vector. A k-partition X of V is an s-size-constrained
k-partition if w(Xi ) ≥ si for every i ∈ [k]. A set of hyperedges F ⊆ E is an s-size-constrained
k-cut if F = δ(X) for some s-size-constrained k-partition X. An s-size-constrained k-cut of
minimum cardinality is said to be an s-size-constrained min-k-cut.
The following is the central problem of interest in this section.
s-Size-Constrained Min-k-Cut
Given: A vertex-weighted hypergraph (G, w), a positive integer k, and a size-vector
s ∈ Zk+ .
Goal: An s-size-constrained min-k-cut.
We give a random contraction based algorithm for this problem. Given a hypergraph
Pj
G = (V, E) and a size-constraint vector s ∈ Zk+ , let n = |V |. We define σj := i=1 si , and
(n−|e|
)
σ
αe := k−1
. With these definitions, we solve s-size-constrained min-k-cut using Algorithm 3.
n
(σk−1
)
We prove Theorem 1.3 using this algorithm.
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Algorithm 3 s-Size-Constrained Min-k-Cut.
s-Size-Constrained-Min-k-Cut(G, k, s):

Input: An n-vertex hypergraph G = (V, E), an integer k ≥ 2
and size-constraint vector s = (s1 , . . . , sk ) ∈ Z+
If n ≤ max{2σk−1 , σk }
Pick a random k-partition X of V and return δ(X)
S ← a random subset of V of size 2σk−1
Xi ← ∅ for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
For each v ∈ S:
Pick a random integer i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and add v to Xi
Xk ← Xk ∪ (V \ S)
X ← (X1 , . . . , Xk )
If X is a k-partition of V :
R ← δ(X)
Else:
R←E
(n−|e|
)
σ
for every e ∈ E
Compute αe := k−1
n
(σk−1 )
If αe = 0 for every hyperedge e ∈ E(G):
Return R
e ← a random hyperedge of G chosen with probability proportional to αe
R0 ← s-Size-Constrained-Min-k-Cut(G/e, k, s)
Return R with probability n1 and R0 with probability n−1
n

I Theorem 1.3. Let k ≥ 2 be a fixed positive integer and let 1 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ . . . ≤ sk be fixed
positive integers. Let G be an n-vertex hypergraph with hyperedge-cost function c : E → R+ .
Then, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that takes (G, c) as input and returns a fixed
w-weighted s-size-constrained
choice of vertex-weight function w : V → Z+
 min-k-cut for any

Pk−1
1
with probability Ω n2σk−1 +1 , where σk−1 := i=1 si .
Proof. We consider Algorithm 3. We first analyze its run-time. Each recursive call reduces
the number of vertices in the hypergraph. Thus, the algorithm makes at most n recursive
calls. Apart from the recursion steps, the algorithm only selects random partitions and
performs contractions, both of which can be implemented to run in polynomial time.
Now we analyze the success probability. Let Gn be the set of all vertex-weighted n-vertex
hypergraphs which contain an s-size-constrained k-cut. For a vertex-weighted hypergraph
(G, w), let M (G, w) be the set of all s-size-constrained min-k-cuts in (G, w). Define
qn :=

min

min

(G,w)∈Gn F ∈M (G,w)

Pr[Algorithm returns F on input (G, w, k, s)], and



 k max{2σk−1 ,σk } −1
Qn := 
−1
 k max{2σk−1 ,σk } n n
2σk−1

if n ≤ max{2σk−1 , σk }, and
if n > max{2σk−1 , σk }.

We note that Qn = Ω(k −σk−1 −σk n−2σk−1 −1 ), so it suffices to show that qn ≥ Qn for all n ≥ k
(for smaller n, there are no k-cuts).
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We proceed by induction on n. Let F be an s-size-constrained min-k-cut in (G, w). Let Y
be an s-size-constrained k-partition with F = δ(Y ). We assume that |Y1 | ≤ |Y2 | ≤ · · · ≤ |Yk |.
This assumption is without loss of generality because we can relabel the parts of an s-sizeconstrained k-partition so that they are in increasing order of size and the resulting partition
will still be an s-size-constrained k-partition (since we have assumed that the size vector s is
in increasing order).
For the base case, suppose n ≤ max{2σk−1 , σk }. In this case, the algorithm returns δ(X)
where X is a k-partition of V chosen uniformly at random. Since F = δ(Y ), the probability
that F = δ(X) for the X randomly chosen by the algorithm is at least Pr[X = Y ]. The
number of k-partitions of V is at most k n , the number of ways to assign each of the n vertices
to one of k labeled sets. Thus, Pr[X = Y ] ≥ k −n ≥ k −max(2σk−1 ,σk ) = Qn .
Now we will prove the inductive step. Assume that n > max{2σk−1 , σk }. By the inductive
hypothesis, we have qn0 ≥ Qn0 for all n0 ∈ {k, . . . , n − 1}. We will show that qn ≥ Qn .
Suppose |Yk | ≥ n − 2σk−1 . Let T be an arbitrary subset of Yk of size n − 2σk−1 . Consider
−1
the set S chosen by the algorithm. The probability that S is equal to V − T is 2σnk−1
.
Next, consider the sets Xi created by the algorithm. The probability that Xi = Yi for every
i ∈ [k] conditioned on S = V − T , is k −2σk−1 . Thus, the probability that the k-partition
−1
X obtained in the algorithm is identical to Y is at least k −2σk−1 2σnk−1
. Since the last
step of the algorithm returns R = δ(X) with probability 1/n, it follows that the algorithm

−1
returns F with probability at least nk max{2σk−1 ,σk } 2σnk−1
= Qn .
Henceforth, we assume that |Yk | < n − 2σk−1 . We will call a hyperedge large if it contains
at least n − 2σk−1 vertices. Since Yk is the largest part of the k-partition Y , every large
hyperedge must be contained in the k-cut F . In particular, if αe = 0 for a hyperedge e,
then n−|e|
σk−1 = 0, which implies that n − |e| < σk−1 , and hence e is large and consequently, e
cannot be in F .
Next, suppose that αe = 0 for every hyperedge e. Then every hyperedge is a large
hyperedge and therefore, F = E. In this case, the algorithm will return R. We note that
R = E if X is not a k-partition. We lower bound the probability that X is not a k-partition
now. If all vertices in S are assigned to Xk , then X is not a k-partition. The probability
that all vertices in S are assigned to Xk is k −2σk−1 . Thus, the probability that the algorithm
returns F = R = E is at least k −2σk−1 ≥ Qn .
Henceforth, we assume that αe > 0 for some hyperedge e ∈ E. This means that the
algorithm will contract some hyperedge and then recurse on the resulting hypergraph. Let
e0 be a random variable for the hyperedge chosen to be contracted. Let w0 be the weight
function defined on the vertices of G/e0 as follows: w0 (v) := w(v) for each v ∈ V \ e0 and
P
w0 (v) := u∈e0 w(u) when v is the new vertex resulting from the contraction. If e0 6∈ F ,
then F will be an s-size-constrained min-k-cut in (G/e0 , w0 ). Therefore, we have that
Pr[R0 = F on input (G, k, s)]
=

X

Pr[e0 = e] · Pr[Algorithm returns F on input (G/e, k, s)]

e∈E\F

≥

αe

X
P
e∈E\F

f ∈E

αf

· qn−|e|+1 .

Let e be a hyperedge that is not in the k-cut F . Then, e cannot be a large hyperedge and
hence, |e| < n − 2σk−1 . Consequently, n − |e| + 1 > 2σk−1 + 1 ≥ k. Therefore, by applying
the induction hypothesis, we have qn−|e|+1 ≥ Qn−|e|+1 . Hence,
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X

f ∈E

αf

αe · Qn−|e|+1 .

e∈E\F

We need the following two claims. We prove Claim 3.2 in the full version of this paper,
and we defer the proof of Claim 3.3 to complete the proof of the theorem.
B Claim 3.2. For every hyperedge e ∈ E \ F , we have αe Qn−|e|+1 ≥
B Claim 3.3.

P|E\F |
f ∈E

αf

nQn
n−1 .

≥ 1.

By Claim 3.2, we have that Pr[R0 = F on input (G, k, s)]
=P

1

X

f ∈E αf

αe · Qn−|e|+1 ≥ P

1

f ∈E αf

e∈E\F

X
e∈E\F

nQn
nQn
|E \ F |
·
=P
.
α
n−1
n
−1
f
f ∈E

Thus, Claim 3.3 implies that
Pr[R0 = F on input (G, k, s)] ≥

nQn
.
n−1

Finally, we note that since we have assumed n > max{2σk−1 , σk } and αe > 0 for some
e, the probability that the algorithm returns R0 is (n − 1)/n. Thus, we conclude that
Pr[Algorithm returns F ] ≥ Qn .
J
Proof of Claim 3.3. Let Z = (Z1 , . . . , Zk ) be a random k-partition obtained by picking disjoint
Sk−1
sets Z1 , . . . , Zk−1 with |Zi | = si and setting Zk = V \ i=1 Zi . Since n > σk and every vertex
has weight at least 1, the k-partition Z is an s-size-constrained k-partition. Therefore, |δ(Z)|
P
is an upper bound on |F |. In particular, |F | ≤ E(|δ(Z)|) = e∈E Pr(e ∈ δ(Z)). Negating
the inequality and adding |E| to both sides gives
|E \ F | ≥

X

(1 − Pr(e ∈ δ(Z))) =

e∈E

X

Pr(e 6∈ δ(Z)) =

e∈E
n−|e|
σk−1

n
σk−1

k
XX

Pr(e ⊆ Zi )

e∈E i=1



≥

X
e∈E

=

X

αe .

C

e∈E

I Remark. Since our algorithm does not even take the vertex-weights as input, it could
trivially be extended to handle a version of the problem where we have multiple weight
functions on the vertices (as in the previous sections) each with their own minimum sizes.
If we have t vertex-weight functions, w1 , . . . , wt : V → Z+ and each function wj has an
associated list of lower bounds sj,1 , . . . , sj,k , then we can find a min-k-cut satisfying all of
these lower-bound constraints with at least inverse polynomial probability by simply running
our algorithm with si = maxj∈[t] sj,i for every i ∈ [t].

4

Conclusion and Open problems

In this work, we illustrated the versatility of the random contraction technique by addressing
multicriteria versions of min-cut and size-constrained min-k-cut problems. There are several
interesting open questions in this area. We conclude by stating a few: (1) For the number
of pareto-optimal cuts and multiobjective min-cuts, there is still a gap between our lower
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bound (which is Ω(nt )) and our upper bound (which is O(n3t−1 )). Can we improve either of
these bounds? We believe that improving our bounds for the number of b-multiobjective
min-cuts for a fixed budget-vector b ∈ Rt−1
would be a first-step towards this goal. (2) We
+
gave a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the b-multiobjective min-cut problem in constantrank hypergraphs. How about arbitrary-rank hypergraphs? Is the b-multiobjective min-cut
problem in arbitrary rank hypergraphs (even for t = 2 criteria) solvable in polynomial-time
or is it NP-hard?
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Appendix

A.1

Proof of Claim 2.2

Proof of Claim 2.2. Since n > rt, when the algorithm is executed on G it will contract a
randomly chosen hyperedge and recurse. Let e0 be the random hyperedge chosen by the
algorithm. If e0 6∈ F , then F will still be a b-multiobjective min-cut in G/e0 . We observe that
G/e0 is a hypergraph with n − |e0 | + 1 vertices and the rank of G/e0 is at most the rank of G.
Therefore, if e0 6∈ F , then the algorithm will output F with probability at least Qn−|e0 |+1 .
Let i ∈ [t] be the index of the cost function chosen by the algorithm. Let
Ej := {e ∈ E : |e| = j},
ci (Ej )
, and
ci (E)
ci (Ej ∩ F )
yj := Pr[e0 ∈ Ej ∩ F ] =
.
ci (E)

xj := Pr[e0 ∈ Ej ] =

We note that Ej is the set of hyperedges of size j, xj is the probability of picking a hyperedge
of size j to contract, and yj is the probability of picking a hyperedge of size j from F to
contract. We know that
Pr[Algorithm returns the cut F ] ≥

r
X

(xj − yj )Qn−j+1 .

(5)

j=2

The values of xj and yj will depend on the structure of G. However we can deduce some
relationships between them. Since 0 ≤ ci (Ej ∩ F ) ≤ ci (Ej ) for every j ∈ {2, . . . , r}, we know
that
0 ≤ yj ≤ xj for every j ∈ {2, . . . , r}.

(6)

Moreover, xj is the probability of picking a hyperedge of size j. Hence,
r
X

xj = 1.

(7)

j=2

Next, we show that for every i ∈ [t] and every v ∈ Ui , we have
ci (F ) ≤ ci (δ(v)).

(8)

If i < t, then ci (F ) ≤ bi < ci (δ(v)) for every v ∈ Ui . Let i = t. We recall that F is a
b-multiobjective min-cut. Since every cut induced by a single vertex in Ut satisfies all of the
budgets, no such cut can have a better ct -cost than F , so again ci (F ) ≤ ci (δ(v)) for every
v ∈ Ui .
From inequality (8), we conclude that
P
ci (F ) ≤

v∈Ui ci (δ(v))

|Ui |

P
≤

ci (δ(v))
=
|Ui |

v∈V

P

|e|ci (e)
=
|Ui |

e∈E

Pr

j=2

j · ci (Ej )
|Ui |

.

Therefore
r
X
j=2

r

yj = Pr[e0 ∈ F ] =

ci (F )
1 X
≤
j · xj .
ci (E)
|Ui | j=2
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Thus, we have that
|Ui |

r
X

yj ≤

j=2

r
X

j · xj .

(9)

j=2

The minimum value of our lower bound in equation (5) over all choices of xj and yj that
satisfy inequalities (6), (7), and (9) is a lower bound on the probability that the algorithm
outputs F .
C

A.2

Proof of Claim 2.3

Proof of Claim 2.3. Let j ∈ {2, . . . , r}. The given inequality is equivalent to
|Ui |−r+j
|Ui |−r . Since Ui is the largest
|Ui | ≥ nt . Consequently, |U|Ui |−r+j
i |−r
Q
jt
that n−j+1
≥
1
+
.
We
case
Qn
n−tr

≥

among U1 , . . . , Ut which together partition V , we have
= 1+

j
|Ui |−r

≤ 1+

jt
n−rt .

Therefore, it suffices to prove

on the value of n − j + 1.
1. Suppose that n − j + 1 > rt. Then, we have

2t−1
n−t(r−2)
Y
Qn−j+1
n − t(r − 2) − `
2t
= n−j+1−t(r−2)
.
=
Qn
n − j + 1 − t(r − 2) − `
2t

Qn−j+1
Qn

(10)

`=0

We consider two sub-cases based on the value of j.
a. Suppose that j > 2t. Then, we observe that

2t
2t−1
Y
n − t(r − 2)
n − t(r − 2) − `
≥
n − j + 1 − t(r − 2) − `
n − j + 1 − t(r − 2)
`=0
2t

j−1
= 1+
n − j + 1 − t(r − 2)
2t(j − 1)
≥1+
n − j + 1 − t(r − 2)
jt + (j − 2)t
≥1+
n − rt
jt
≥1+
.
n − rt
We use j > 2t in the second to last inequality and j ≥ 2 in the final inequality.
b. Suppose that j ≤ 2t. Then we can cancel additional terms from the the right hand
side of equation (10) to obtain that
2t−1
Y
`=0

j−2
Y n − t(r − 2) − `
n − t(r − 2) − `
=
n − j + 1 − t(r − 2) − `
n − tr − `
`=0

j−1
n − t(r − 2)
≥
n − tr

j−1
2t
= 1+
n − rt
2t(j − 1)
≥1+
n − rt
jt
≥1+
.
n − rt

Thus, in either subcase, our desired inequality holds.
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2. Suppose that n − j + 1 ≤ rt. Now the expression for Qn−j+1 is different. Since we still
know that n ≥ rt + 1 and j ≤ r, we conclude that

(rt + 1) n−t(r−2)
Qn−j+1
2t
=
Qn
2t + 1

(rt + 1) rt+1−t(r−2)
2t
≥
2t + 1
= rt + 1
≥ 1 + jt
≥1+

jt
.
n − rt

Thus, our desired inequality holds in all cases.

A.3

C

Enumerating Multiobjective Min-Cuts and Pareto-Optimal Cuts

In this section, we give algorithms to enumerate all multiobjective min-cuts and paretooptimal cuts in polynomial time.
We first give a polynomial time algorithm to enumerate all multiobjective min-cuts. We
execute our algorithm for Multiobjective Min-Cut (i.e., Algorithm 2) a sufficiently large
number of times so that it succeeds with high probability (i.e., with probability at least
1 − 1/n): In particular, executing it r2 t2rt O(n2t log n) many times gives us a collection C
that is a superset of the collection CM O of multiobjective min-cuts with high probability.
Moreover, the size of the collection C is r2 t2rt O(n3t−1 log n). We can prune C to identify
CM O in polynomial-time as follows: remove every cut F ∈ C for which there exists a cut
F 0 ∈ C with ct (F 0 ) < ct (F ) and ci (F 0 ) ≤ ci (F ) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1.
Next, we give a polynomial time algorithm to enumerate pareto-optimal cuts. By
containment relation (1), it suffices to identify all pareto-optimal cuts in the collection C. For
this, we only need a polynomial-time procedure to verify if a given cut F is pareto-optimal.
Algorithm 4 gives such a procedure. It essentially searches for a cut that dominates the
given cut F by running our algorithm for b-Multiobjective Min-Cut with t different
budget-vectors.
Algorithm 4 Verify pareto-optimality of a given cut.
Verify-Pareto-Optimality(G, r, t, c1 , . . . , ct , F ):
Input: An r-rank hypergraph G = (V, E), cost functions c1 , . . . , ct : E → R+ ,
and a cut F in G
For i = 1, . . . , t:
~c ← (c1 , . . . ci−1 , ci+1 , . . . , ct , ci )
~b ← (c1 (F ), . . . , ci−1 (F ), ci+1 (F ), . . . , ct (F ))
For j = 1, . . . , r2rt O(n2t log(n)):
F 0 ← b-Multiobjective-Min-Cut(G, r, t, ~c, ~b)
If F 0 is a b-multiobjective cut in (G, ~c) and ci (F 0 ) < ci (F ):
Return FALSE
Return TRUE

I Theorem A.1. Given an r-rank, n-vertex hypergraph G with t hyperedge-cost functions
and a cut F in G, if F is a pareto-optimal cut, then Algorithm 4 returns TRUE, and if F is
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not a pareto-optimal cut, then the algorithm returns FALSE with high probability. Moreover,
the algorithm can be implemented to run in polynomial time.
Proof. The run-time of the algorithm is polynomial because our algorithm for
b-Multiobjective Min-Cut (i.e., Algorithm 1) is a polynomial-time algorithm. Algorithm
4 returns false only if it finds a cut that dominates the input cut F . If F is pareto-optimal,
no such cut will exist, and therefore the algorithm will return true.
Next, suppose the input cut F is not pareto-optimal. Then F must be dominated by
some other cut F 0 . Let i ∈ [t] be such that ci (F 0 ) < ci (F ) (such an i is guaranteed to exist
by the definition of domination). Let b be a budget-vector of the costs of F under the cost
functions other than ci and let c0 be c with ci moved to the end of the vector of cost functions.
Then F will not be a b-multiobjective min-cut in (G, c0 ), since F 0 also satisfies b, but has a
lower ci -cost.
Therefore, any b-multiobjective min-cut will dominate F (since it will also satisfy b
and cannot have higher ci cost than F 0 ). Thus, if any of our r2rt n2t log(n) calls to our
algorithm for b-Multiobjective-Min-Cut (i.e., Algorithm 1) for this value of i returns a
multiobjective min-cut, then the algorithm will return false. By Theorem 2.1, our algorithm for
b-Multiobjective Min-Cut returns a b-multiobjective min-cut with probability r21rt Ω( n12t ).
Therefore, if we run this algorithm r2rt O(n2t log(n)) times, a b-multiobjective min-cut will be
returned at least once with high probability, and our algorithm will correctly return false. J

A.4

Lower Bounds

In this section we discuss lower bounds on the number of distinct pareto-optimal cuts in
n-vertex hypergraphs. Karger gave a family of graphs with nt/2 parametric min-cuts [13].
We recall that every parametric min-cut is a pareto-optimal cut by the containment relation
(1). Thus, nt/2 is also a lower bound on the number of pareto-optimal cuts in n-vertex
hypergraphs. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the best lower bound on the
number of pareto-optimal cuts that is known in the literature. We give an Ω(nt ) (for
constant t) lower bound on the number of pareto-optimal cuts in a graph. Our lower bound
construction is different from that of Karger.
I Theorem A.2. For all positive integers t and n such that n ≥ t + 2, there exists an n-vertex
graphG with associated edge-cost functions c1 , . . . , ct : E(G) → R+ such that G has at least
n−2 t
distinct pareto-optimal cuts.
t
Proof. For fixed n and t, construct a graph G as follows. The graph G has two special
vertices u and v. The rest of the vertices are used to form t distinct paths between u and v
n−2
with each path consisting of at least b n−2
distinct edges. We assign edge costs
t c+1> t
as follows: If e is an edge in the i’th path, then ci (e) = 1, while cj (e) = 1/(t + 1) for every
j ∈ [t] \ {i}. See Figure 1 for an example. We will show that any cut which containsexactly
t
one edge from each path is pareto-optimal. The number of such cuts is at least n−2
, since
t
each path has at least (n − 2)/t edges, so this will suffice to prove the theorem.
We observe that any cut contains either exactly one edge from each path or at least
two edges from some path. Any cut F which contains exactly one edge from each path will
have ci (F ) = 2t/(t + 1) for every i ∈ [t]. Any cut F 0 that contains at least two edges from
some path i ∈ [t] will have ci (F 0 ) = 2 > 2t/(t + 1). Therefore no cut which contains two
edges from the same path can dominate a cut which contains exactly one edge from each
path. Furthermore, if two different cuts each contain exactly one edge from all paths, then
they both have the same cost under every cost function, and thus neither can dominate
the other. We conclude that every cut which contains exactly one edge from each path is
pareto-optimal.
J
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Figure 1 An illustration of our lower bound construction for t = 3.

I Remark A.3. The lower bound from Theorem A.2 is still significantly smaller than the
O(n3t−1 ) upper bound from Theorem 1.1. We believe that this gap comes from the slack in
the analysis of our randomized algorithms.
I Remark A.4. We note that the construction in Theorem A.2 also shows that there exists a
budget-vector b ∈ Rt−1
such that the number of b-multiobjective min-cuts is Ω(nt ): consider
+
budget values bi = (2t)/(t + 1) for every i ∈ [t − 1]. We emphasize that since not every
multiobjective min-cut is pareto-optimal, this lower bound does not imply the one from
Theorem A.2. Since distinct pareto-optimal cuts need not be b-multiobjective min-cuts for
the same vector b, the bound in Theorem A.2 does not immediately imply this bound either.
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Abstract
A body K ⊂ Rn is convex if and only if the line segment between any two points in K is completely
contained within K or, equivalently, if and only if the convex hull of a set of points in K is contained
within K. We show that neither of those characterizations of convexity are robust: there are bodies
in Rn that are far from convex – in the sense that the volume of the symmetric difference between
the set K and any convex set C is a constant fraction of the volume of K – for which a line segment
between two randomly chosen points x, y ∈ K or the convex hull of a random set X of points in K
is completely contained within K except with exponentially small probability. These results show
that any algorithms for testing convexity based on the natural line segment and convex hull tests
have exponential query complexity.
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Introduction

A body is a subset of Rn that is compact – i.e., closed and bounded – and has a non-empty
interior. A body K ⊂ Rn is convex if for every two points x, y ∈ K and every parameter λ
in the range [0, 1], the point z = λx + (1 − λ)y is also in K. The geometric convexity testing
problem is a formalization of the following property testing problem:
How efficiently can we distinguish convex bodies from those that are far from convex?
The geometric convexity testing problem was first studied by Rademacher and Vempala [18],
who formalized the problem as follows. A body K ⊂ Rn is -far from convex for some  > 0
if for every convex body C ⊂ Rn , the volume of the symmetric difference of K and C is
bounded below by Vol(K4C) ≥  Vol(K). Following the standard framework of property
testing [20, 12], we can then define an -tester for convexity to be a bounded-error randomized
algorithm that distinguishes convex bodies from bodies that are -far from convex. We
consider testers that access an unknown body K ⊂ Rn via the following two standard oracles:
Membership oracle. Given as input a point x ∈ Rn , the oracle returns “yes” if and only if
x ∈ K.
Random oracle. The oracle returns a point x drawn uniformly at random from K.
© Eric Blais and Abhinav Bommireddi;
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The measure of complexity of -testers of convexity that we examine is the minimum number
of queries to either of these oracles that they require, and the main open question is whether
there exists an -tester of convexity of bodies in Rn that has query complexity that is
polynomial in both n and 1/. Three natural testers have been proposed and studied
previously with the aim of answering this question.

I. Approximation tester
Rademacher and Vempala [18] showed that there is an -tester for convexity of bodies in
Rn with query complexity q = (cn/)n for some constant c > 0. This tester is obtained
via the natural testing by learning approach [12]. With q queries to the random oracle for
K, we obtain a set S of points whose convex hull C satisfies Vol(K4C) < 2 Vol(K) with
high probability when K is convex and (by definition) always satisfies Vol(K4C) ≥  Vol(K)
when K is -far from convex. A tester can then distinguish between these two cases with
O(1/) queries to the random and membership oracles for K.
However, any -tester for convexity that follows the testing by learning approach must
have query complexity exponential in n, since any algorithm that learns a convex set C which
satisfies Vol(K4C)
≤  Vol(K) for some unknown convex body K ⊂ Rn must have query
√
complexity 2Ω( n/) [13]. (In fact, a number of queries that is exponential in n is required
even just for estimating the volume of K [2, 11].) So a completely different approach is
required if we aim to test convexity of high-dimensional bodies more efficiently.

II. Line segment tester
The definition of convex bodies immediately suggests a simple line segment test for convexity:
draw two points x, y ∈ K using the random oracle for K, pick a parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]
according to some distribution, and use the membership oracle to determine if the point
z = λx + (1 − λ)y is in K. If K is convex, this test will always pass, and conversely when
K is -far from convex then there must exist some points x, y, z for which this test does
not pass.
A natural idea for constructing an -tester for convexity is to simply run the line
segment test multiple times and accept if and only if each test passes. But Rademacher
and Vempala [18] showed that the resulting tester cannot have query complexity that is
polynomial in both n and 1/. More precisely, they showed that there is a body K ⊂ Rn
which is Ω( n12 )-far from convex but for which the line segment xy joining two points x and y
drawn uniformly at random from K satisfies Pr[xy 6⊆ K] = 2−Ω(n) .
The counter-example of Rademacher and Vempala, however, does not rule out the
possibility that there exists an -tester of convexity with query complexity polynomial in
n when  is a constant. Our first result rules out this possibility as well, showing that the
query complexity of testers obtained from the line segment test must be exponential in n for
all  ≤ 81 .
I Theorem 1.1. There exists a body K ⊂ Rn that is 81 -far from convex for which
h
i
Pr xy 6⊆ K = 2−Ω(n) .
x,y∈K

(1)

Theorem 1.1 has another interpretation that is independent of property testing: it says
that the line segment characterization of convexity is not robust: while it is true that only
convex bodies satisfy xy ∈ K for every x, y ∈ K, there are bodies that are far from convex
where xy ∈ K still holds for “most” points in K.
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III. Convex hull tester
For any m ≥ 1, the convex hull of a set X = {x(1) , . . . , x(m) } of m points in Rn is
(
)
m
m
 
X
X
(i)
conv X := y : ∃λ1 , . . . , λm ≥ 0,
λi = 1 s.t. y =
λi x
,
i=1

i=1

the set of points that can be obtained by taking a convex combination of the points in X. A
natural extension of the line segment test is the convex hull test: for some m ≥ 2, draw a
set X of m points from K using the random oracle, draw a point z from conv(X) according
to some distribution, and check whether z is in K. When m = 2, the convex hull test is
equivalent to the line test which, as we have seen above, cannot lead to an efficient tester
for convexity. For m ≥ 3, however, it is possible that it leads to much more efficient testing
algorithms. Indeed, Berman, Murzabulatov, and Raskhodnikova [6, 5] showed that in a
slightly different property testing model, the convex hull test can be used to test convexity
with a number of queries that is polynomial in 1/ in the two-dimensional setting where
K ⊂ R2 . (See also [19, 7] for related results.)
Our next and main result rules out the possibility of obtaining an efficient tester for
convexity in the high-dimensional setting using the convex hull test by showing that the
convex hull characterization is not robust, even when taking the convex hull of an exponential
(in the dimension n) number of points.
I Theorem 1.2. There exist a body K ⊂ Rn that is 18 -far from convex and a constant
c > 0 such that a set X = {x(1) , . . . , x(m) } ∈ K of m = 2cn points drawn uniformly and
independently at random from K satisfies
h
i
Pr conv(X) 6⊆ K = 2−Ω(n) .
X

Theorem 1.2 shows that any -tester for convexity built on the convex hull test must have
query complexity 2Ω(n) . It also relates to a conjecture of Rademacher and Vempala [18]:
they conjecture that when K ⊂ Rn is -far from convex and x, y, z ∈ K are drawn uniformly
at random from K, then the intersection of K with the two-dimensional subspace spanned
by x, y, and z is non-convex with probability at least Ω(/n). Theorem 1.2 shows that it is
impossible to strengthen the conjecture by replacing the subspace spanned by {x, y, z} with
the convex hull of these points, since in that case the resulting statement is false.

1.1

Proof overview

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are established constructively. The construction that achieves the
bounds promised in the theorems is obtained by taking the union of two truncated cones,
as pictured in Figure 1. The main technical component of the proof of the theorems lies in
the task of showing that, contrary to what our low-dimensional intuition might suggest, the
union of two truncated cones is far from being convex, even when the radius at the point of
intersection of both cones is very close to the maximum radius of both truncated cones. The
construction is defined precisely and is shown to be far from convex in Section 3.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed in Section 4.1, where we show that with high
probability the line segment joining two points drawn uniformly at random from the union of
two truncated cones is contained within the body. We then build on this result in Section 4.2
to show that the convex hull of m ≥ 2 points drawn uniformly from that body is also
contained within the body with high probability.
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1.2

Discussion

Testing convexity efficiently
Our results do not rule out the possibility that convexity of high-dimensional sets can be
tested with a number of queries to random and membership oracles that is polynomial in
n and 1/, but they do show that new algorithmic techniques that go beyond convex hull
testing are required if such an efficient convexity tester exists. To determine which additional
techniques might be useful in obtaining such an efficient convexity tester (or ruling out their
existence), it might be instructive to point out that the body constructed in Section 3 is in
fact very easy to distinguish from convex bodies. One way to do this is to notice that the
union of truncated cones has poor expansion: if we take a random walk from a point within
one of the two truncated cones, with high probability it will remain within the same truncated
cone. By contrast, a random walk in a convex body quickly converges to a distribution
that is close to uniform in the body. Is it possible to efficiently test if an unknown body is
expanding or far from it? And is it also possible to efficiently distinguish convex sets from
expanding sets that are far from convex? Affirmative answers to both of these questions –
for any reasonable formalization of the expansion testing problem – would likely lead to a
new efficient tester for convexity; the question of testing expansion of high-dimensional sets
also appears to be worth studying for independent interest as well.

Testing convexity over the Gaussian distribution
There is another formalization of the geometric convexity testing problem in which we
measure the distance to convexity in terms of of the Gaussian distribution on Rn . Chen,
Freilich, Servedio, and Sun [10] studied sample-based testers for convexity in this model –
testers that have access to the membership oracle but can only observe its responses to points
drawn from the Gaussian distribution. They showed that all such sample-based testers for
convexity have exponential sample complexity. Could the construction introduced in this
paper be extended to show a similar bound for the query complexity of a wider class of
testers in the same setting? Such results do not follow immediately from the current work
since the argument showing that the union of truncated cones is far from convex does not
hold in the Gaussian distribution setting.

Testing convex functions
Another problem that has received a considerable amount of attention in the property testing
literature, starting with the work of Parnas, Ron, and Rubinfeld [17], is that of testing the
convexity of functions [8, 4, 9, 3]. There is a close connection between convexity of sets and
convexity of functions. Namely, a function f : Rn → R is convex if and only if its epigraph is
a convex set in Rn+1 . The definitions of distance to convexity, however, make the problems
of testing convex functions and testing convex sets quite different in general. Nonetheless,
as Berman, Raskhodnikova, and Yaroslavtsev [8] pointed out, the two problems are closely
connected when we consider the testing of convex functions under the `1 norm, and it would
be interesting to see if the techniques or results introduced here could yield any progress on
the problem of testing convex functions with a polynomial number of queries. (See [8, 22] for
more details on this problem.)
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Preliminaries

We use standard notions and results regarding high-dimensional convex sets. For general
introductions to the topic and to algorithmic implications, see [1, 15, 16, 14, 21].

2.1

Convex bodies and slices

The distance between two bodies A, B ∈ Rn is defined to be
dist(A, B) = Vol(A4B) = Vol(A \ B) + Vol(B \ A),
the measure of the symmetric difference of the two bodies. We will repeatedly use the
following simple lower bound on the distance of two bodies.
I Proposition 2.1. The distance between two bodies A, B ⊂ Rn is bounded below by

dist(A, B) ≥ max Vol(A) − Vol(B), Vol(B) − Vol(A) .
Furthermore, equality holds whenever A ⊆ B or B ⊆ A.
Proof. The distance between A and B is bounded below by
dist(A, B) = Vol(A \ B) + Vol(B \ A) ≥ max{Vol(A \ B), Vol(B \ A)}.
The lower bound then follows from the observation that Vol(A \ B) = Vol(A) − Vol(A ∩ B) ≥
Vol(A) − Vol(B) and, similarly, that Vol(B \ A) ≥ Vol(B) − Vol(A). Finally, when A ⊆ B,
then Vol(A \ B) = 0 and Vol(B \ A) = Vol(B) − Vol(A), as Vol(A ∩ B) = Vol(A) so equality
holds. Similarly, equality also holds when B ⊆ A.
J
Much of our analysis in Section 3 is concerned with various slices of a high-dimensional
body. To make this notion precise, for each t ∈ R we define
Ht = {x ∈ Rn : x1 = t}
to be the hyperplane of all points with first coordinate value t. The corresponding halfspaces
are denoted by H≤t = {x ∈ Rn : x1 ≤ t} and H≥t = {x ∈ Rn : x1 ≥ t}. The t-th slice of a
body A ⊂ Rn is
At = A ∩ Ht = {x ∈ A : x1 = t}.
For t1 ≤ t2 ∈ R, we also define A[t1 ,t2 ] = A ∩ H≥t1 ∩ H≤t2 to be the set of points in A with
first coordinate between t1 and t2 .
A fundamental property of the slices of a convex body is that the (n − 1)-th root of their
volumes is a concave function.
1

I Brunn’s Theorem. For any convex body C ⊂ Rn , the function t 7→ Voln−1 (Ct ) n−1 is
concave on its support.

2.2

High-dimensional balls and cones

We use Bn (x, r) = {y ∈ Rn : ky − xk ≤ r} to denote the ball of radius r around a point
x ∈ Rn . We use B(r) as a shorthand for Bn (o, r), and Bn−1 (r) for Bn−1 (o, r), where o is the
origin. Similarly, we use Sn (x, r) = {y ∈ Rn : ky − xk = r} to denote the sphere of radius r
around a point x ∈ Rn . We will use the following standard approximation on the volume of
the ball.
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I Proposition 2.2. The volume of ball B(r) ⊂ Rn with radius r is
n
π2
1  2πe  n2
Vol(B(r)) = rn · n
= rn · √
· (1 + O(n−1 )),
Γ( 2 + 1)
πn n
where Γ is Euler’s gamma function.
We also use the following standard concentration inequality for high-dimensional balls.
(See, e.g., [1].)
I Proposition 2.3. Let x ∈ Rn be drawn uniformly at random from B(r). Then


r
Pr |x1 | ≥ 100
≤ 2−Ω(n) .
I Definition 2.4. Let H ⊂ Rn be a hyperplane, S ⊂ H be an (n − 1)-dimensional convex
body, and x ∈ Rn \ H be a point. The cone with x as vertex and S as base is the convex hull
of x with the body S;
cone(x, S) = conv(x ∪ S).
We use the following result on the volume of cones.
I Proposition 2.5. Let H ⊂ Rn be a hyperplane, S ⊂ H be an (n − 1)-dimensional convex
body, and x ∈ Rn \ H be a point at a distance h = miny∈H kx − yk from the hyperplane H.
Then the volume of the cone is
Vol(cone(x, S)) =

h
Voln−1 (S).
n

I Definition 2.6. A truncated cone is the convex hull of two balls Bn−1 ((t1 , 0 . . . , 0), r1 ) ⊂
Ht1 and Bn−1 ((t2 , 0 . . . , 0), r2 ) ⊂ Ht2 , conv(Bn−1 ((t1 , 0 . . . , 0), r1 ) ∪ Bn−1 ((t2 , 0 . . . , 0), r2 )).

3

Union of truncated cones

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are both established by analyzing a construction obtained by taking
the union of two truncated cones. We describe this construction in Section 3.1. The main
technical component of the proofs is in Section 3.2, where we show that the union of truncated
cones is far from convex.

3.1

Description of the union of truncated cones D

The body D ⊂ Rn that will show the non-robustness of the line and convex hull definition is
defined as follows. First, let d > 0 be some distance parameter. This distance parameter
does not affect the results in the following sections; the reader may fix d = 1 for simplicity.
Let BL , BR , and BO be three (n − 1)-dimensional balls in the hyperplanes H−d , Hd ,
and H0 , respectively. We define the balls BL and BR to have radius 1.1 each and be
centered on the points (−d, 0, 0, . . . , 0) and (d, 0, 0, . . . , 0), respectively, while BO has radius
1 and is centered at the origin. Define the body D to be the union of the truncated cones
conv(BL , BO ) and conv(BO , BR ),
D = conv(BL , BO ) ∪ conv(BO , BR ).
The definition of the body D is illustrated in Figure 1.
One of the basic properties of the body D that we will use in later sections is that a point
drawn uniformly at random from D will have a large value in its first coordinate with high
probability.
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Figure 1 The body D obtained by taking the union of two truncated cones.

I Proposition 3.1. Let x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) be drawn uniformly at random from D. Then


d
Pr |x1 | ≤
= 2−Ω(n) .
2
Proof. Using the formula in Proposition 2.5 for the volume of a cone, the volume of the
body D is bounded below by
 11d

Vol(D) = 2 Vol(D[0,d] ) = 2
(1.1)n−1 Voln−1 Bn−1 (1)
n

10d
−
(1)n−1 Voln−1 (Bn−1 (1))
n
2d
n−1
(1.1)
Voln−1 (Bn−1 (1)).
≥
n
Similarly, the volume of the body D[− d , d ] is bounded above by
2

2

 10.5d
(1.05)n−1 Voln−1 (Bn−1 (1))
Vol(D[− d , d ] ) = 2 Vol(D[0, d ] ) = 2
2 2
2
n

10d
−
(1)n−1 Voln−1 (Bn−1 (1))
n
21d
n−1
≤
(1.05)
Voln−1 (Bn−1 (1)).
n
Therefore, the probability that the absolute value of the first coordinate of the point is less
than or equal to d2 is bounded by


Vol(D[− d , d ] )
d
2 2
Pr |x1 | ≤
=
≤
2
Vol(D)

3.2

21d
n
2d
n

(1.05)n−1 Voln−1 (Bn−1 (1))
(1.1)n−1

Voln−1 (Bn−1 (1))

≤

1
2Ω(n)

.

J

D is far from convex

In this section, we prove that the body D is 18 -far from convex. We prove this in three
steps. First, we show that the closest convex body to D must be symmetric about the axis
e1 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0). Next, we prove that if the closest convex body is symmetric about e1 ,
then it has to be a truncated cone. Finally, we prove that every truncated cone is 18 -far from
our body D.

3.2.1

A partial converse to Brunn’s Theorem

The first step in the proof – showing that the closest convex body to D must be symmetric –
uses Brunn’s Theorem as well as the following partial converse result.
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I Lemma 3.2. Let K ⊂ Rn be a body such that for each t ∈ R the slice Kt is an (n − 1)
1
dimensional ball and the function t 7→ Voln−1 (Kt ) n−1 is concave on its support. Then K is
convex.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that K is a non-convex body that satisfies the
conditions of the theorem. Then there exist points x, y ∈ K and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 such that the
point z = λx + (1 − λ)y ∈
/ K.
Let r : R → R be the function defined by setting r(t) to be the radius of the (n − 1)dimensional ball with volume Voln−1 (Kt ). By applying the formula for volume of the ball
from Proposition 2.2, we have that
1

n−1
Γ( n−1
1
2 + 1)
√
Voln−1 (Kt ) n−1 .
r(t) =
π
1

Since the function t 7→ Voln−1 (Kt ) n−1 is concave, the function r is concave as well.
The concavity of r and the fact that x, y ∈ K imply that
s X
s X
2
xi + (1 − λ)
yi2 .
r(z1 ) = r(λx1 + (1 − λ)y1 ) ≥ λr(x1 ) + (1 − λ)r(y1 ) ≥ λ
2≤i≤n

2≤i≤n

The fact that z ∈
/ K also implies that
s X
s X
r(z1 ) <
zi2 =
(λxi + (1 − λ)yi )2 .
2≤i≤n

2≤i≤n

qP
2
But by the convexity of Euclidean norm and Jensen’s inequality,
2≤i≤n (λxi + (1 − λ)yi )
qP
qP
2
2
≤λ
2≤i≤n xi + (1 − λ)
2≤i≤n yi so the last two inequalities yield the desired contradiction.
J

3.2.2

Symmetry of the closest convex body

A body K ⊂ Rn is symmetric about e1 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) if for every point x ∈ K, all points
Pn
Pn
y ∈ Rn that satisfy x1 = y1 and i=2 x2i = i=2 yi2 are also in K. In other words, a body K
is symmetric about e1 if it is invariant under rotations about the axis e1 . We use a standard
symmetrization argument to prove that the closest convex body to D is symmetric about e1 .
I Lemma 3.3. There exists a closest convex body to D that is symmetric about e1 .
Proof. Fix C to be any convex body which minimizes dist(D, C). C should be contained
between H−d and Hd , otherwise we can truncate C and get a convex body closer to D. Let
C s be the body where for every t ∈ R, the slice Cts of the body is an (n − 1)-dimensional
ball centered at (t, 0, 0, . . . , 0) and has volume Voln−1 (Cts ) equal to the volume of the slice
Ct of C. By this construction, C s is symmetric about e1 . To complete the proof, we need to
show that it satisfies dist(D, C s ) ≤ dist(D, C) and that it is convex.
We first establish the inequality dist(D, C s ) ≤ dist(D, C). The distance between D and
C is
Z d
Z d
dist(D, C) =
dist(Dt , Ct ) dt =
Voln−1 (Dt 4Ct ) dt.
t=−d

t=−d

By Proposition 2.1, for every t ∈ R, the volume of the symmetric difference between the
slices Dt and Ct is bounded below by
n
o
Voln−1 (Dt 4Ct ) ≥ max Voln−1 (Ct ) − Voln−1 (Dt ), Voln−1 (Dt ) − Voln−1 (Ct ) .
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p1

1.1

rC s

d1

p2

rC c

d2
0

−d

e1
d

Figure 2 Illustration of the radius functions rD , rC s , and rC c and of the points p1 and p2 in the
proof of Lemma 3.5.

Since Voln−1 (Ct ) = Voln−1 (C st ), we then obtain
Z

d

dist(D, C) ≥

n
o
max Voln−1 (C st ) − Voln−1 (Dt ), Voln−1 (Dt ) − Voln−1 (C st ) dt.

t=−d

C st

Both Dt and
are balls with the same center, so one is a strict subset of the other and so
we can apply the equality condition of Proposition 2.1 to obtain
Z

d

dist(D, C) ≥
t=−d

Voln−1 (Dt 4C st ) dt =

Z

d

dist(Dt , C st ) dt = dist(D, C s ),

t=−d

as we wanted to show.
We now complete the proof of the lemma by showing that C s is convex. From Brunn’s
1
Theorem, the function t 7→ Voln−1 (Ct ) n−1 is concave on its support. And from the construc1
1
1
tion we have that Voln−1 (C st ) n−1 = Voln−1 (Ct ) n−1 . Hence, the function t 7→ Voln−1 (C st ) n−1
is also concave on its support and by Lemma 3.2, the body C s is convex.
J

3.2.3

The closest convex body is a truncated cone

We now show that the closest symmetric convex body to D is a truncated cone. The proof
of this claim uses the following standard result about the separation of convex and concave
functions.
I Lemma 3.4. Fix any d1 ≤ d2 ∈ R. Let f : [d1 , d2 ] → R be a convex function and
g : [d1 , d2 ] → R be a concave function such that ∀t ∈ [d1 , d2 ], f (t) ≥ g(t). Then there exists
an affine function h : [d1 , d2 ] → R such that g(t) ≤ h(t) ≤ f (t) for all t ∈ [d1 , d2 ].
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that any two convex sets have a separating hyperplane.
Let S1 = {(t, x) : t ∈ [d1 , d2 ], x ≥ f (t)} and S2 = {(t, x) : t ∈ [d1 , d2 ], x ≤ g(t)}. The sets S1
and S2 are convex and their separating hyperplane corresponds to the function h.
J
I Lemma 3.5. The closest convex body to D that is symmetric about e1 is a truncated cone.
Proof. Let C s be a convex body that is symmetric about e1 and minimizes dist(D, C s ). We
will construct a truncated cone C c that is also symmetric about e1 and satisfies dist(D, C c ) ≤
dist(C s , D).
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Define the functions rD , rC s : R → R where rD (t) and rC s (t) are the radii of the (n − 1)dimensional balls Dt and Cts , respectively. Let d1 be the infimum of t for which rC s (t) > 0
and d2 be the supremum of t for which rC s (t) > 0. Note that −d ≤ d1 < d2 ≤ d since the
body C s is contained between the hyperplanes H−d , Hd .
We define an affine function rC c : [d1 , d2 ] → R. We further define C c to be the body
whose slices Ctc are (n − 1)-dimensional balls of radius rC c (t), for t ∈ [d1 , d2 ]. Clearly C c is
a truncated cone. We define rC c differently for different cases mentioned below. In Case
1 we define it directly and in Cases 2, 3 we define two values a1 , a2 . The affine function
rC c : [d1 , d2 ] → R corresponding to the values a1 , a2 is defined by the line joining the points
p1 = (a1 , rD (a1 )), p2 = (a2 , rD (a2 )). See Figure 2 for an illustration of this construction.
Case 1: ∀t ∈ (d1 , d2 ), rC s (t) ≤ rD (t)
Since rD is convex and rC s is concave, from Lemma 3.4, there exists an affine function
rC c : [d1 , d2 ] → R such that rD (t) ≥ rC c (t) ≥ rC s (t) for all t ∈ [d1 , d2 ].
Case 2: ∀t ∈ (d1 , d2 ), rC s (t) > rD (t)
Let a1 = d1 , a2 = d2 .
Case 3: ∃t1 , t2 ∈ [d1 , d2 ] such that rC s (t1 ) ≤ rD (t1 ) and rC s (t2 ) > rD (t2 )
This case be further divided into three sub-cases.
Case 3a: rC s (d1 ) ≤ rD (d1 ) and rC s (d2 ) ≤ rD (d2 )
In this case since rC s is concave and rD is convex the curves have exactly two points
of intersection. Let a1 , a2 be the values of t where the curves intersect.
Case 3b: rC s (d1 ) ≤ rD (d1 ) and rC s (d2 ) > rD (d2 )
In this case since rC s is concave and rD is convex the curves have exactly one point of
intersection. Let a1 be the value of t where the curves intersect and let a2 = d2 .
Case 3c: rC s (d1 ) > rD (d1 ) and rC s (d2 ) ≤ rD (d2 )
In this case since rC s is concave and rD is convex the curves have exactly one point of
intersection. Let a2 be the value of t where the curves intersect and let a1 = d1 .
Since the function rC c is affine, it is also concave and so by Lemma 3.2 the body C c is
convex. To complete the proof, we need to show that dist(D, C c ) ≤ dist(D, C s ) in all three
cases.
By definition, the distance between D and C s is
dist(D, C s ) = Vol(D \ C s ) + Vol(C s \ D) =

Z

d

Voln−1 (Dt \ C st ) + Voln−1 (C st \ Dt ) dt.

−d

For Case 1, since D, C s , C c are symmetric about e1 and rD (t) ≥ rC c (t) ≥ rC s (t) for every
t ∈ [d1 , d2 ],
dist(D, C s ) =

Z

d1

Z

d2

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt +
−d

Voln−1 (Dt )
d1

−

Voln−1 (C st ) dt

Z

d

+

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt
d2

Z

d1

≥

Z

d2

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt +
−d

Voln−1 (Dt )
d1

−

Voln−1 (C ct ) dt

Z

d

+

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt
d2

= dist(D, C c ).
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For Cases 2 and 3, for t ∈ (d1 , a1 ) ∪ (a2 , d2 ), the ball Dt contains the ball Cts . Conversely, for
every t ∈ [a1 , a2 ], Cts contains Dt . And for t ∈ (−d, d1 ) ∪ (d2 , d) the ball Cts has zero radius
Hence, the distance between D and C s is
Z a1
Z a2
dist(D, C s ) =
Voln−1 (Dt ) − Voln−1 (C st ) dt +
Voln−1 (C st ) − Voln−1 (Dt ) dt
d1

a1

Z

d2

Voln−1 (Dt ) − Voln−1 (C st ) dt +

+

Z

d1

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt
−d

a2

Z

d

+

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt.
d2

For every t ∈ (d1 , a1 ) ∪ (a2 , d2 ), we have that rD (t) ≥ rC c (t) ≥ rC s (t). And for every
t ∈ (a1 , a2 ), we have the reverse inequalities rD (t) ≤ rC c (t) ≤ rC s (t). Therefore,
Z a1
Z a2
dist(D, C s ) ≥
Voln−1 (Dt ) − Voln−1 (C ct ) dt +
Voln−1 (C ct ) − Voln−1 (Dt ) dt
d1

a1

Z

d2

Voln−1 (Dt ) −

+

Voln−1 (C ct ) dt

Z

d1

+

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt
−d

a2

Z

d

+

Voln−1 (Dt ) dt
d2

= Vol(D \ C c ) + Vol(C c \ D) = dist(D, C c ).

3.2.4

J

Every truncated cone is far from D

As the last step in the proof that D is far from convex, we show that it is far from every
truncated cone.
I Lemma 3.6. Every truncated cone is 18 -far from D.
Proof. Let C c be a truncated cone. Without loss of generality let the truncated cone have
c
larger radius towards the left side. We consider the two cases where Vol(C[0,d]
) ≤ 12 Vol(D[0,d] )
c
and where Vol(C[0,d]
) > 21 Vol(D[0,d] ) separately.
c
Case 1: Vol(C[0,d]
) ≤ 12 Vol(D[0,d] ).
In this case, Proposition 2.1 and the case condition yield
c
c
Vol(D4C c ) ≥ Vol(D[0,d] 4C[0,d]
) ≥ Vol(D[0,d] )−Vol(C[0,d]
)≥

1
1
Vol(D[0,d] ) = Vol(D).
2
4

c
Case 2: Vol(C[0,d]
) ≥ 12 Vol(D[0,d] )
c
In this case, if C[−d,−
d = ∅, then from Proposition 3.1
]
2

c
Vol(D4C c ) ≥ Vol(D[−d,− d ] 4C[−d,−
d ) = Vol(D[−d,− d ] ) ≥
]
2

2

2

1
Vol(D).
4

c
c
If C[−d,−
is a truncated cone with larger radius on the
d 6= ∅, then using the fact that C
2]
left side we get
c
c
Vol(C[−
d d ) ≥ Vol(C[0,d] ) ≥
, ]
2

2

1
1
Vol(D[0,d] ) ≥ Vol(D).
2
4

Then Proposition 2.1 implies that
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c
c
Vol(D4C c ) ≥ Vol(D[− d , d ] 4C[−
) − Vol(D[− d , d ] )
d d ) ≥ Vol(C
, ]
[− d , d ]
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1
≥ Vol(D) − Vol(D[− d , d ] ).
2 2
4
From Proposition 3.1, we also have that Vol(D[− d , d ] ) is exponentially smaller than
2 2
Vol(D). Hence,
Vol(D4CC ) ≥

 1
1
Vol(D) − o Vol(D) ≥ Vol(D).
4
8

J

Putting our last three lemmas together completes the proof of the main result from this
section.
I Theorem 3.7. The body D is 81 -far from convex.
I Remark 3.8. In fact, the above argument shows that D is ( 14 − o(1))-far from convex. With
more careful calculations, it is possible to show that D is ( 12 − o(1))-far from convex. This
result is tight, since the body D is ( 12 − o(1))-close to the convex body obtained by deleting
the right half of D and extending the truncated cone in the left half to d.

4

Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2

We complete the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in this section. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is
completed in Section 4.1, where we show that a line segment connecting two points drawn at
random from the body is contained within the body with high probability. In Section 4.2,
we generalize this result to show that the convex hull of a set of points picked uniformly at
random lies inside the body with high probability.

4.1

Non-robustness of the line characterization

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1 by showing that when two points x and y are drawn
uniformly at random from D, then with high probability the line segment xy that connects
x to y is completely contained within D.
I Lemma 4.1. When x, y ∈ D are drawn uniformly at random from D, then the line segment
xy that joins x and y satisfies
Pr [xy 6⊆ D] = 2−Ω(n) .
Proof. Let x = (α, x2 , . . . , xn ) and y be drawn independently and uniformly at random from
D. By the symmetry of D with respect to reflection on the axis e1 , we can assume without
loss of generality that α ≤ 0. Furthermore, since D is symmetric with respect to rotations
around e1 , we can also assume that x2 ≥ 0 and rest of the xi = 0. Hence, without loss of
generality let x = (α, x2 , 0, 0, . . . , 0) and let y = (β, y2 , . . . , yn ).
If β ≤ 0, then both x and y lie in the same half of D, and that half is a convex set so the
line segment xy is contained in D.
Consider the case now where β > 0. By Proposition 3.1, with probability 1 − 2−Ω(n) we
have α ≤ −d/2 and β ≥ d/2. Furthermore, for any given β since (y2 , . . . , yn ) is uniformly
distributed over an (n − 1)-dimensional ball of radius at most 1.1, from Proposition 2.3
1
we have that Pr[|y2 | ≤ 10
] = 1 − 2−Ω(n) . In the rest of the proof, assume that all three
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1
inequalities α ≤ − d2 , β ≥ d2 , and |y2 | ≤ 10
hold. We will show that in this case, the line
passes through the center slice D0 and, therefore, the line segment xy is contained in D, thus
completing the proof of the theorem.
|α|
|β|
Consider the point z = |α|+|β|
(β, y2 , . . . , yn ) + |α|+|β|
(α, x2 , 0, 0, . . . , 0). The point z lies
in the hyperplane H0 . We want to show that it is contained in the slice D0 or, equivalently,
that kzk2 ≤ 1. By definition,



2

kzk =

=

1
|α| + |β|

2

|β|x2
|α| + |β|

2

|α|y2 + |β|x2

+

1
|α| + |β|

2


+

|α|
|α| + |β|

2 n−1
X

2

i=3


2|α||β|x2 y2 +

yi2

|α|
|α| + |β|

2 X
n

yi2 .

i=2

Pn

Since x and y are in D, then i=2 yi2 ≤ (1.1)2 and x2 ≤ 1.1. And we have that y2 ≤ 0.1.
Substituting these bounds into the above expression, we obtain

2
2
1
1.1|α|
.22|α||β| +
|α| + |β|
|α| + |β|

2
1
= (1.1)2 − 2.2|α||β|
.
|α| + |β|

kzk2 ≤



1.1|β|
|α| + |β|

2



+

δ
Defining δ = |α|/|β|, the above equation simplifies to kzk2 ≤ 1.21 − 2.2 (1+δ)
2 . Since |α|
d
1
and |β| are both in the range [ 2 , d], then δ ∈ [ 2 , 2]. The minimum value of the function
δ
1
2
2
2
J
(1+δ)2 in the interval [ 2 , 2] is 9 , so kzk ≤ 1.21 − 2.2 · 9 ≤ 1.

Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 4.1.

4.2

Non-robustness of the convex hull characterization

In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 by combining Lemma 4.1 with the
following structural result about the body D.
I Lemma 4.2. For any finite set X ⊂ D, if the line connecting any two points x, y ∈ X
satisfies xy ⊆ D, then
conv(X) ⊆ D.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the number of points in X. The base case where
|X| = 2 is trivially true. For the base case where |X| = 3, let X = {x, y, z} be any set
that satisfies xy, xz, yz ⊆ D. We can assume without loss of generality that x, y ∈ D≥0 . If
z ∈ D≥0 as well, then conv(X) ⊆ D since D≥0 is a convex set. Let us now consider the
case where z ∈ D<0 . Note that a line joining two points a ∈ D≤0 , b ∈ D≥0 is contained in
the body if and only if ab ∩ D0 6= ∅. From this observation, we get that xz ∩ D0 =
6 ∅ and
yz ∩ D0 6= ∅. Define x0 = xz ∩ D0 and y 0 = yz ∩ D0 . Let w be any point on the line xy and
define w0 = zw ∩ H0 . Since w ∈ xy, we have that w0 ∈ x0 y 0 . Since x0 , y 0 ∈ D0 and D0 is
convex, we must also have that w0 ∈ D0 , and so zw ⊆ D. Since every point in the convex
hull of X is on the line zw for some w ∈ xy, this means that conv(X) ⊆ D.
For the induction step, we assume that the claim is true for all sets with at most k
points for some fixed k ≥ 2. Fix any set X ⊆ D with k + 1 elements such that every line xy
connecting x, y ∈ X is contained in D. We want to show that conv(X) ⊆ D.
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Let x ∈ X be an element for which there exists y ∈ X that satisfies x1 y1 ≥ 0, i.e x, y are
in the same half of D. Such an element x is guaranteed to exist since |X| ≥ 3. Without
loss of generality, assume x ∈ D≤0 . Define Xk = X \ {x}. By the induction hypothesis, we
must have that conv(Xk ) ⊆ D. Furthermore, if every x0 ∈ conv(Xk ) satisfies x0 x ⊆ D, then
conv(X) = conv(x ∪ Xk ) ⊆ D. To complete the proof, let us now assume that there exists
x0 ∈ conv(Xk ) for which x0 x 6⊆ D and show that this leads to a contradiction.
Define X1 = {y : y ∈ Xk ∩ D≤0 } and X2 = Xk \ X1 . By our choice of x, |X1 | ≥ 1 and so
|X2 | ≤ k−1. And since x0 ∈ conv(Xk ) = conv(X1 ∪X2 ), there exist two points x00 ∈ conv(X1 )
and x000 ∈ conv(X2 ) such that x0 ∈ x00 x000 . We have xx00 ⊆ D as x, x00 ∈ D≤0 and D≤0 is
convex. And xx000 ⊆ D because conv({x} ∪ X2 ) ⊆ D from the induction hypothesis. Finally,
since x00 , x000 ∈ conv(Xk ) we also have that x00 x000 ⊆ D. Hence, the three points x, x00 , x000
satisfy xx00 ⊆ D, xx000 ⊆ D, and x00 x000 ⊆ D. Therefore, from the induction hypothesis on
the set {x, x00 , x000 }, conv(x, x00 , x000 ) ⊆ D. This implies xx0 ⊆ D, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, conv(X) = conv({x} ∪ XK ) ⊆ D.
J
There exists a small constant c > 0 such that if we pick m = 2cn points, X, uniformly at
1
random then the probability that ∀x, y ∈ X, xy ⊂ D is greater than 1 − 2Ω(n)
. We get this
by applying a union bound on Lemma 4.1. This combined with Lemma 4.2 completes the
proof of Theorem 1.2.
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In this paper we study the problem of testing graph isomorphism (GI) in the CONGEST distributed
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1

Introduction

Testing graph isomorphism is one of the most fundamental computational problems in graph
theory. A pair of graphs G and H are isomorphic if there is a bijection that maps the
nodes of G to the nodes of H such that every edge of G is mapped to an edge of H and
likewise for non-edges. Currently, it is not known whether there exists an efficient algorithm
for this problem and in fact it is one of the few natural problems which is a candidate
for being in NP-intermediate, that is, neither in P nor NP-complete. In order to obtain
efficient algorithms for this problem, various restrictions and relaxations were considered
(e.g. [34, 30]). This problem has been extensively studied also in other computational models
such as parallel computation models [29, 41, 10, 32, 46, 35, 24, 9] and in the realm of property
testing in which the main complexity measure is the query complexity [17, 43, 25, 42, 38, 3].
In the context of distributive models such as the CONGEST [44] and the LOCAL [40]
models, the main complexity measure is the round complexity and the computational power
is usually considered to be unbounded. Therefore in these models the complexity of the
problem may change dramatically. While there seem to be many sensible settings, one of the
simplest settings of the problem for distributive models is to test for isomorphism between
the distributed network, GU , and a known graph, GK , which is given as an input to all the
nodes in the network, or alternatively, only to a subset of the nodes 1 . The requirement from
the algorithm is that if GK and GU are isomorphic, then with high probability 2 all nodes
should output accept and that at least one node should output reject otherwise.
Since the property of being isomorphic to a specific graph is inherently global, intuitively
we expect the round complexity to be Ω(D) where D denotes the diameter of the network
(even for the case in which GK is given as an input to all the nodes in the network). As
we show, this intuition is correct even for the LOCAL model, in which there is no bound
on the message size. Therefore, in the LOCAL model, it is not possible to improve over the
trivial algorithm that collects the entire information on the network at a single node in O(D)
rounds and tests for graph isomorphism in a centralized manner. In the CONGEST model,
in which the message-size is bounded by O(log n), where n denotes the number of nodes in
the network, implementing this trivial solution may require O(n2 ) rounds. This leads to
the obvious question whether is it possible to obtain round complexity which is better than
O(n2 ) in the CONGEST model.
Another interesting question is whether we can obtain better bounds if we relax the
decision problem (as considered in the realm of property testing) such that the algorithm is
only required to distinguish between pairs of graphs which are isomorphic and pairs of graphs
which are far from being isomorphic (according to some predetermined distance measure).
In this setting we define the problem as follows. Let GU be the distributed network and
let m denote the number of edges in the network or an upper bound on this number. We say
that a pair of graphs are -far from being isomorphic if m edges need to be deleted/inserted
in order to make the graphs isomorphic, where m denotes the number of edges in the network.
An adversarially chosen node, r, receives as an input the graph GK and a proximity parameter
 ∈ (0, 1). The requirement from the algorithm is as follows. If GK and GU are isomorphic,
then w.h.p. all nodes should output accept. If GK and GU are -far from being isomorphic,
then w.h.p. at least one node should output no.

1
2

This formulation in which GK is a parameter falls into the category of massively parameterized problems
and is also considered in the setting of property testing [17, 25].
We say that an algorithm succeed with high probability, if it succeeds with probability at least 1 − 1/nc
for any constant c (without changing the round complexity asymptotically).
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Our Results

In this section we outline our results. We further elaborate on our results in the next sections.
In all that follows, unless explicitly stated otherwise, when we refer to distributed algorithms,
we mean in the CONGEST model.
A Decision Algorithm and a Lower Bound for the Decision Problem. For the (exact)
decision problem we provide a randomized one-sided error algorithm that runs in O(n)
rounds and succeeds with high probability (see Theorem 15). The algorithm works even
for the setting in which GK is given only to a single node (that may be chosen adversely).
For this setting we prove that any deterministic algorithm requires Ω̃(n2 ) rounds, which
implies a separation between the randomized and the deterministic complexity of the decision
problem (see Theorem 17 in Appendix A). We note that our algorithm can be adapted to
the semi-streaming model [15] in which it uses Õ(n) bits of space and performs only one pass
(see Theorem 16).
A Lower Bound for the Property Testing Variant. For property testing algorithms we
show that even under this relaxation Ω(D) rounds are necessary even for constant  and
constant error probability. This lower bound holds even in the LOCAL model, for two-sided
error algorithms, and even if all the nodes receive GK as an input (see Theorem 18 in
Appendix A). It also holds for dense graphs, namely, when m = Θ(n2 ) and for sparse graphs,
that is when m = Θ(n).
A Property Testing Algorithm and Computation of Approximate Isomorphism. We
provide a distributed two-sided error property testing algorithm that runs in O(D + (−1 ·
log n)2 ) rounds and succeeds with high probability for the case that m = Θ(n2 ), implying
that our result is tight up to an additive term of (−1 ·log n)2 (see Theorem 1). This algorithm
works even in the setting in which GK is given only to a single node. We note that the
graphs that are constructed for the lower bound for the exact variant are dense and have a
constant diameter. Therefore for these graphs, the property testing algorithm runs in only
O((−1 · log n)2 ) rounds (while the decision algorithm runs in O(n) rounds).
If GK is given to all the nodes and the graphs are indeed isomorphic then we show that
we can also approximately recover the isomorphism with the same round complexity as of
testing. Specifically, each node v outputs g(v) where g is a bijection such that the graph
g(GU ), namely the graph in which we re-name the nodes according to g, is -close to GK .
Simulation Arguments and their application to special families of sparse graphs. Finally,
we show, by simple simulation arguments, that it is possible to obtain essentially tight
algorithms with Õ(D) round complexity for special families of sparse graphs by adapting
centralized property testing algorithms. In particular, these algorithms apply for boundeddegree minor-free graphs and general outerplanar graphs (see Appendix B) .

1.2

The Decision Algorithm

As described above, a naive approach for testing isomorphism to GK is to gather the entire
information on the network at a single node and then to test for isomorphism in a centralized
manner. By the brute-force approach, we may go over all possible bijections between the
nodes of the graphs and test for equality between the corresponding graphs. Our algorithm
follows this approach with the difference that it only gathers a compressed version of the
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network as in the algorithm of Abboud et al. [2] for the Identical Subgraph Detection problem.
The idea of their algorithm is to reduce the problem of testing if two graphs are equal to the
problem of testing equality between a pair of binary strings. From the fact that the test for
equality has a one-sided error, namely it never rejects identical graphs, it follows that our
algorithm never rejects isomorphic graphs. To ensure that our algorithm is sound we amplify
the success probability of the equality test by repeating the test Θ(n) times and, as a result,
obtain a total round complexity of O(n).

1.3

A Lower Bound for the Decision Problem

We reduce Set-Equality to the problem of deciding isomorphism in the setting in which only
a single node receives GK as an input (as it is the case for our upper bound). The idea is to
construct a graph Gx,y over n nodes for every pair of strings x, y ∈ {0, 1}k where k = Θ(n2 )
such that Gx,y is isomorphic to Gx0 ,y0 if and only if x = x0 and y = y 0 . Let x and y denote
the input of Alice and Bob, respectively. In the reduction, GK is known to Alice and is taken
to be Gx,x . Alice and Bob simulate the distributed algorithm on the graph Gx,y , which by
construction is isomorphic to Gx,x if and only if x = y, as desired. This reduction yields a
lower bound of Ω(n2 / log n) rounds for any deterministic algorithm.

1.4

A High-Level Description of the Property Testing Algorithm

Our algorithm closely follows the approach taken by Fischer and Matsliah [17] for testing
graph isomorphism in the dense-graph model [26] with two sided-error. However, in order
to obtain a round complexity which only depends poly-logarithmically in n (rather than
√
a dependency of Õ( n) as the query complexity in [17]), we need to diverge from their
approach as described next.

1.4.1

The Algorithm of Fischer-Matsliah

The algorithm of Fischer-Matsliah receives as an input a graph GK (over n vertices), referred
to as the known graph, and an oracle access to the adjacency matrix of a graph GU , referred
to as the unknown graph. It also receives the proximity parameter . The algorithm begins
with picking, u.a.r., a sequence of s = poly(−1 , log(n)) nodes from the unknown graph. The
selection of these nodes induces labels for each node in the graph as follows. The label of
each node v is a string of s bits where the i-th bit indicates whether v is a neighbor of the
i-th node in the sequence. This labeling scheme guarantees that, with high probability, only
“similar” nodes, that is, nodes with similar sets of neighbors, might have identical labels. It
is not hard to see that if the graphs are isomorphic, then given that we managed to map
the nodes in the sequence according to the isomorphism, both graphs should have the same
frequency over labels. More surprisingly, it is shown by Fischer and Matsliah that if the
nodes in the sequence are mapped according to the isomorphism then it is possible to extend
this mapping on-the-fly and obtain, roughly speaking, an approximate isomorphism. In
particular, they showed that as long as each node in the graph is mapped to a node with
the same label in the other graph (with respect to the mapped sequence), then the obtained
function is close to being an isomorphism. This is due to the fact that nodes which are too
“different” are likely to have different labels and the fact that similar nodes are exchangeable.
Given a candidate for the approximate isomorphism, the problem is then reduced to testing
closeness of graphs. Therefore, if the graphs are isomorphic then by going over all possible
mappings of the selected sequence (there are only quasi-polynomially many ways to map
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these nodes) and for each such partial mapping obtaining a candidate by extending the
partial mapping as described above, one should be able to obtain a candidate that passes the
test, namely a function, f , which is close to being an isomorphism. On the other hand, if the
graphs are far from being isomorphic then by definition any bijection gives two graphs which
are far from each other. Therefore, these two cases can be distinguished by approximating
the Hamming distance of the corresponding adjacency-matrices. In turn, this can be done by
selecting random locations (that is, potential edges) and checking the values of both matrices
in these locations. Since constructing f entirely would be too costly, one needs to be able to
generate f on-the-fly. A crucial point is that its generation can not depend on the selection
of the random locations. In other words, its generation should be query-order-oblivious. To
this end, in the algorithm of Fischer-Matsliah they first test if the distributions over the
labels are close. If so, they can safely generate f on-the-fly while ensuring that there is only
little dependency between f and the queries the algorithm makes to f . This is done by
simply mapping a node v to a random node in GK that have the same label as v. 3 The
√
query complexity of testing identity of distributions, which is Θ( n) [4, 45, 28, 5], dominates
the query complexity of the algorithm 4 . As shown in [17], in the centralized setting this
algorithm is essentially tight.

1.4.2

Our Algorithm

In the CONGEST model, by straight-forward simulation arguments it follows that one can
√
simulate the algorithm of Fischer-Matsliah in Õ(D + n) rounds by collecting the answers
to the queries of the algorithm at a single node and simulating the centralized algorithm (see
Claim 19). A crucial observation for improving this bound is that nodes that have the same
label also have at least one neighbor in common (with the only exception of the all-zero label),
therefore they can be coordinated by one of their common neighbors. Moreover, it is possible
to obtain both samples and access to the frequencies of the labels via these coordinators. Our
algorithm proceeds as follows. As in [17] a sequence C of s random nodes is selected and is
sent to the entire network (in O(D) rounds). Each node figures out its label and broadcasts
this label to its neighbors. The node r, that received GK as an input, selects a random set of
potential edges (i1 , j1 ), . . . , (ik , jk ), where k = poly(log n, −1 ). It then broadcasts this set to
the entire network. For each potential edge, the information whether it is an actual edge in
the network is sent to r. For each label of a node in I = {i1 , j1 , . . . , ik , jk }, the corresponding
coordinator sends to r the frequency of this label. From this point the rest of the computation
is done centrally at r. We say that a sequence, P , of nodes in GK is good with respect to C
and I if it induces the same frequency of labels as C when restricted to labels of nodes in
I. The node r goes over all possible mappings of C to the known graph and looks for good
sequences (with respect to C and I). For every good sequence, P , r generates a function
f on-the-fly: on query v, f maps v to a random node in VK which is still unmatched and
has the same label as v (w.r.t. P ). As we show, from the fact that the sequence is good it
follows that f is query-order-oblivious. Let f (GU ) denote the graph obtained from GU after
applying f on VK . As in the algorithm of Fischer-Matsliah, if the graphs are isomorphic and
the sequence P is the mapping of C according to the isomorphism, then f (GU ) is guaranteed

3

4

The little dependency between f and the queries that the algorithm makes to f comes from the fact
that the frequencies of labels of the two graphs are not necessarily identical as they are only guaranteed
to be close (w.h.p.).
In fact, in [17] the failure probability of the test for testing identity of distributions needs to be negligible
√
and consequently the query complexity of this test is Θ̃( n).
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to be (w.h.p.) -close to GK . The set of potential edges is then used to approximate the
distance between GK and f (GU ). This allows us to obtain a significant improvement in
√
the round complexity (over the straight-forward simulation), in terms of n, from Õ( n) to
O(log2 n).

1.5

High-level Approach for Computing an Approximate Isomorphism

As described in the previous section, if the graphs are isomorphic then w.h.p. the algorithm
finds a sequence P that corresponds to a bijection f such that f (GU ) is guaranteed to be
(w.h.p.) -close to GK . The algorithm accesses f only on a small set of random locations.
It is tempting to try to output f (v) for every v in the network. Assume now that every
node in the network knows GK . If the sequence P is indeed the mapping of C according
to an isomorphism then the following naive approach should work. Each coordinator can
independently map to VK the nodes that are assigned to it according to their labels. However,
it might be the case that P is not the mapping of C according to any isomorphism (although
it passed the test). In particular it might be that it is not good with respect to C and VU
(recall that P is good w.r.t. C and I). In this case we may want the coordinators of the
nodes to be coordinated such that they exchange the mapping of nodes with “overflow” and
“underflow” labels (that is, labels that are more/less frequent in GU than in GK , respectively).
Since there might be O(n) labels, such coordination might cause too much congestion. To
this end we cluster the labels according to their most significant bit and assign a single
coordinator to each cluster. Since there are only poly(−1 , log(n)) many clusters, these
coordinators can coordinate without causing too much congestion as long as they do not
need to communicate too much information. The naive approach of sending the IDs of the
nodes that are still un-matched is too costly as there might be a small but a constant fraction
of such nodes. Alternatively, we show how the matching of these nodes can be coordinated
such that each coordinator sends only O(log n) bits. In particular, each coordinator sends a
number that indicates by how much it is “under-flowing” or “overflowing”. Each coordinator
with an under-flow reserve a set of nodes in VK that are reserved to be the image of nodes
that are assigned to other coordinators. The set of reserved nodes can be determined by the
above-mentioned numbers (i.e., the numbers which indicate the under-flows and over-flows of
the coordinators). Moreover, we show that each coordinator with an over-flow can determine
which nodes are reserved to be the image of its over-flowing nodes. We prove that the
resulting mapping, g, is close enough to f in the sense that the distance between g(GU ) and
f (GU ) is small. We prove the latter by coupling g and f and showing that they agree on the
mapping of most nodes as long as these nodes have enough neighbors (and if they do not,
then their contribution to the distance between g(GU ) and f (GU ) has to be small).

1.6

A Lower Bound for the Property Testing Variant

We prove that for any D there exists a family of graphs with diameter Θ(D) such that
any distributed two-sided error property testing algorithm for testing isomorphism on this
family of graphs requires Ω(D) rounds. In the construction we start with a pair of graphs
G1 and G2 that have diameter O(D) which are far from being isomorphic. The graph GU is
then defined to be composed of G1 and G2 and a path of length Θ(D) that connects the
two graphs. Roughly speaking, the idea is to argue that for round complexity which is at
most D/c, where c is some absolute constant, the nodes in GU which belong to the side of
G1 cannot distinguish the case in which the network is composed of two graphs which are
isomorphic to G1 (connected by a path). Likewise for the nodes that belong to the side of
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G2 (that cannot distinguish the case in which the network is composed of two graphs which
are isomorphic to G2 ). It then follows that the algorithm must err. In the detailed proof,
which appears in the appendix, there are some technicalities that need to be addressed in
order to prove that the above argument still holds when the nodes may use randomness, port
numbers and IDs.

1.7

Related work

In this section we overview results in distributed decision and property testing in the
CONGEST model. We also overview related results in centralized property testing.
Distributed Decision. There is a large body of algorithms and lower bounds for the
subgraph detection problem: given a fixed graph H, and an input graph G, the task is to
decide whether G contains a subgraph which is isomorphic to H. The subgraphs considered
include: paths [36], cycles [36, 19, 12], triangles [31, 1, 8], cliques [11, 12, 6]. Abboud et al. [2,
Sec. 6.2] considered the identical subgraph detection problem. In this problem the graph’s
nodes are partitioned into two equal sets. The task is to decide whether the induced graphs
on these two sets are identical w.r.t. to a fixed mapping between the nodes of these two sets.
They showed an Ω(n2 ) lower bound on the number of rounds of any deterministic algorithm
and a randomized algorithm that performs O(D) rounds which succeeds w.h.p.
Distributed Property Testing for Graph Problems. Distributed property testing was initiated by Censor-Hillel et al. [7]. In particular, they designed and analyzed distributed
property testing algorithms for: triangle-freeness, cycle-freeness, and bipartiteness. They
also proved a logarithmic lower bound for the latter two properties. While they mainly focus
on the bounded degree model and the general model they also studied the dense model5 .
In this model they showed that for a certain class of problems, any centralized property
testing algorithm can be emulated in the distributed model such that number of rounds
is q 2 where q denotes the number of queries made by the centralized tester. Fraigniaud et
al. [23] studied distributed property testing of excluded subgraphs of size 4 and 5. Since the
appearance of the above papers, there was a fruitful line of research in distributed property
testing for various properties, mainly focusing on properties of whether a graph excludes a
fixed sub-graph [22, 20, 21, 14, 13, 18]. Other problems on graphs such as testing planarity,
and testing the conductance were studied in [39, 16], respectively.
Centralized Property Testing. Fischer and Matsliah [17] studied the graph isomorphism
problem in the dense-graph model [26].6 They considered four variations of the Graph
Isomorphism testing problem: (1) one-sided error, where one of the graphs is known, and
there is a query access to the graph which is tested, i.e., the tested graph is “unknown”,
(2) one-sided error, where there is a query access for both graphs, i.e., both graphs are
unknown, (3) two-sided error, where one graph is known, (4) two sided error, where both
graphs are unknown. For the first three variants Fischer and Matsliah [17] showed (almost)

5

6

In centralized property testing, these models describe the distance measure as well as how the input
graph is represented. In the distributive setting the difference between the models is only in the distance
measure. The access to the input graph (which is the underlying network) is clearly the same in all
models.
In the dense-graph model, a graph G is considered to be -far from a property Π if the symmetric
difference between its edge set to the edge set of any graph in Π is greater than |V (G)|2 .
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matching lower and upper bounds of, respectively: (1) Õ(n), Ω(n), (2) Õ(n3/2 ), Ω(n3/2 ), and
(3) Õ(n1/2 ), Ω(n1/2 ), where n is the number of vertices of each input (known or unknown)
graph. For the fourth variant they showed an upper-bound of Õ(n5/4 ) and a lower-bound

√ of
Õ

log n

Ω(n). Onak and Sun [43] improved the upper bound of the fourth case to O(n) · 2
by bypassing the distribution testing reduction that was used by [17]. Property testing of
graph isomorphism was also considered in the bounded-degree model [27]7 . Goldreich [25]
proved that the query complexity of any property testing algorithm is at least Ω̃(n1/2 ), for the
variant in which one graph is known, and Ω̃(n2/3 ) when both graphs are unknown. Newman
and Sohler [42] provide an algorithm for minor-free graphs with degree bounded by d = O(1)
(this class includes for example bounded degree planar graphs) whose query complexity is
independent of the size of the graph. Moreover, they showed that any property is testable in
this class of graphs with the same query complexity. Kusumoto and Yoshida [38], and Babu,
Khoury, and Newman [3] considered testing of isomorphism between graphs which are forests
and outerplanar in the general model [33]8 , respectively. They both proved an upper bound
√
of poly log n and a lower bound of Ω( log n) was shown in [38]. Moreover, they proved that
any graph property is testable on these family of graphs with poly log n queries.

2

The Algorithm for Testing Isomorphism in Dense Graphs

In this section, we describe and analyze the distributed algorithm for testing graph isomorphism in dense graphs. We begin with several useful definitions and observations, followed by
the listing Algorithm 1 and the proof of its correctness (which follows from Lemma 11 and
Lemma 12). Finally we discuss in more details how the algorithm is implemented in the
CONGEST model.
We establish the following theorem.
I Theorem 1. There exists a distributed two-sided error property testing algorithm for testing
isomorphism (of dense graphs) that runs in O(D + (−1 log n)2 ) rounds in the CONGEST
model. The algorithm succeeds with high probability.

2.1

Definitions and Notation

We shall use the following definitions in our algorithm and in its analysis.
Let G be a graph and let C = (c1 , . . . , cs ) be a sequence of s nodes from V (G).
I Definition 2 ([17]). For every node v ∈ V (G), the C-label of v in G, denoted by `G
C (v), is
a string of s bits defined as follows:
`G
C (v)i = 1 ⇔ ci ∈ NG (v) ,
where NG (v) denotes the neighbors of v in G.
For the graphs we consider, G = (V, E), we assume V ⊆ [|V |c ] for some absolute constant
c ≥ 1. In particular we assume that there is a total order defined on V . We use the
4-operator to denote both the symmetric difference between two sets and when applied on

7

8

In the bounded-graph model, a graph G with maximum degree d, is considered to be -far from a
property Π if the symmetric difference between its edge set to the edge set of any graph in Π is greater
than d|V (G)|
In the general-graph model, a graph G, is considered to be -far from a property Π if the symmetric
difference between its edge set to the edge set of any graph in Π is greater than |E(G)|.
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graphs it denotes the Hamming distance between the corresponding adjacency matrices. We
assume that the columns and rows of the adjacency matrices are ordered according to the
order on the vertices.
I Definition 3 ([17]). For β ∈ (0, 1], we say that C is β-separating if for every pair of nodes
u, v such that |4(N (u), N (v))| ≥ βn it holds that u and v have different C-labels in G.
s
G
G
I Definition 4 (inverse of `G
C ). For a label x ∈ {0, 1} , define SC (x) , {v ∈ V (G) : `C (v) =
G
x}. Namely, SC (x) is the set of nodes in G for which the C-label is x.

Let G and H be a pair of graphs such that |V (G)| = |V (H)|. The following definitions
are defined with respect to a pair of sequences of s ≥ 1 nodes from V (G) and V (H),
G
H
H
CG = (cG
1 , . . . , cs ) and CH = (c1 , . . . , cs ), respectively.
We next define what we mean by saying that the mapping of a function f : V (G) → V (H) is
consistent w.r.t. the labels of CG and CH .
I Definition 5. For f : V (G) → V (H) which is a bijection, we say that f is (CG , CH )-labelconsistent if the following holds:
H
1. f maps CG to CH : f (cG
i ) = ci for every i ∈ [s].
H
2. The label of a node and its image is the same: `G
CG (v) = `CH (f (v)) for every v ∈ V (G).
For f : V (G) → V (H) and a sequence C = (c1 , . . . , cs ), we define f (C) to denote
(f (c1 ), . . . , f (cs )) and f (G) to denote the graph whose nodes are V (H) and its edge set is
{{f (u), f (v)} : {u, v} ∈ E(G)}.
We next observe that if G and H are isomorphic then for any sequence C and any function
f which is an isomorphism between G and H, f is consistent w.r.t. C and f (C).
I Observation 1. If G and H are isomorphic and π is an isomorphism from V (G) to
V (H) then for every sequence of nodes , C, from V (G), π is (C, π(C))-label consistent. In
G
H
particular, |SC
(x)| = |Sπ(C)
(x)| for every x ∈ {0, 1}s .
If f is not an isomorphism then it might be the case that it is not consistent w.r.t. C
and f (C). We next define a weaker notion of consistency which is being maximally-labelconsistent.
I Definition 6. We say that a function f : V (G) → V (H) is maximally (CG , CH )-labelconsistent if the following holds:
1. f is a bijection.
H
2. f maps CG to CH : f (cG
i ) = ci for every i ∈ [s].
s
G
H
G
3. For every x ∈ {0, 1} such that |SC
(x)| = |SC
(x)|, f maps the elements of SC
(x) to
G
H
G
H
the elements of SCH (x).
I Definition 7. For a pair of graphs G and H, we say that a function, f : V (G) → V (H),
-approximates isomorphism if f is a bijection and f (G) is -close to H.
See Figure 1 for illustration for the definitions in this section.

2.2

Distributed Algorithm Description

The listing of the distributed algorithm appears in Algorithm 1. The detailed description of
the distributed implementation of Algorithm 1 appears in Section 2.4.
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GU

GK

ℓ(v1 ) = 01, v1

ℓ(v2 ) = 01, v2

ℓ(v2 ) = 01, v2

ℓ(v7 ) = 01, v7
v6 , c1 , ℓ(v6 ) = 10

ℓ(v3 ) = 11, v3

v3 , c1 , ℓ(v3 ) = 10
ℓ(v5 ) = 11, v5

v7 , c2 , ℓ(v7 ) = 01,

v4 , c2 , ℓ(v4 ) = 01,

ℓ(v4 ) = 11, v4

ℓ(v1 ) = 11, v1

ℓ(v5 ) = 10, v5

ℓ(v6 ) = 10, v6

(a)

(b)

GU

GK

Labels

Labels

01

01

v1
v2

v2

v7
v5

v4
10

10

v6
v3
v4

v7

v6
v3

11

11

v5
v1

(c)

Figure 1 The unknown GU and known GK graphs are depicted in Sub-figure 1a, and 1b,
respectively. The C sequence consists of the nodes c1 = v6 and c2 = v7 . Hence, the label of a node v
U
is a binary string `G
= (b2 , b1 ) ∈ {0, 1}2 , where bi = 1 ⇔ ci ∈ N (v), and the same for GK . In the
C
figures, we removed the super (sub) scripts as they are clear from the context. The induced labels
are depicted next to the node number. Note that all the nodes have a neighbor in C, hence the
label class 00 is empty. In Sub-figure 1c two tables are depicted: (1) label assignment to the nodes
of GU , and (2) label assignment to the nodes of GK . The order of which the nodes are presented is
according to the (single) isomorphism function between the two graphs. One can observe that the
number of nodes per each corresponding label-classes, e.g., a buckets, is the same, as well as buckets
which have the same msb bit, e.g., a cluster of labels. A random bijection that preserves the bucket
of labels is depicted by the arrows. We show in Thm. 13 that such a bijection yields graphs which
are close to being isomorphic.

2.3

Correctness of the Distributed Testing Algorithm

In this subsection we prove the correctness of our algorithm. We begin with a couple of
claims and lemmas that we use in our proof. Missing proofs are deferred to Appendix C.
The proof of the following claim appears in [17]. The proof of Lemma 9 can be derived from
the proof of Lemma 4.11 in [17] (for the sake of completeness we provide both proofs in the
appendix).
B Claim 8 ([17]). For β ∈ (0, 1] and a sequence, C, of s = Θ(log(n/δ)/β) nodes, chosen
uniformly at random, C is β-separating with probability at least 1 − δ.
I Lemma 9 ([17]). Let G and H be isomorphic graphs and let π be an isomorphism between
them. For any C that is an -separating sequence of nodes of G and for any f that is
(C, π(C))-label-consistent it holds that ∆(f (G), H) ≤ n2 .
The following claim is implied directly from the multiplicative Chernoff’s bound.
B Claim 10. Let G and H be two graphs such that V (G) = V (H). Then by querying the
adjacency-matrices of G and H in Θ(log(1/δ)/) random entries it is possible to distinguish
between the case that ∆(G, H) > n2 from the case that ∆(G, H) ≤ n2 /2 with probability
at least 1 − δ.
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Algorithm 1 Testing Isomorphism: The distributed network is GU = (VU , EU ).

Input: A “known” graph, GK = (VK , EK ) and a proximity parameter  are given as
an input to a single node r (may be chosen adversarially).
Output: with high probability, all nodes output yes if GK is isomorphic to GU and
no otherwise.
Compute a BFS tree, T , in GU rooted at r.
−1
2 Pick, u.a.r., a sequence of s , Θ(
log |VU |) nodes in GU . Let C , (c1 , . . . , cs )
denote this sequence.
G
s
3 Each node v ∈ V (GU ) computes its label, `C U (v) ∈ {0, 1} , according to C and its
neighbors in GU (see Definition 2), and sends this label to its neighbors.
−1
4 The node r picks a sequence of t , Θ(
log(|VK |s )) pairs of nodes,
A = ((i1 , j1 ), . . . , (it , jt )), u.a.r. from VU × VU . Let I , {i1 , j1 , . . . , it , jt }.
5 For every e ∈ A, r sends e down the BFS tree and learns whether e ∈ EU or not.
U
Similarly, for every v ∈ I, it learns `G
C (v), i.e., the C-label of v in GU .
6 For each sequence, P = (p1 , . . . , ps ), of s nodes from VK , r proceeds as follows:
GK
U
1. For every i ∈ [s], verify that `G
C (ci ) = `P (pi ). If not, then reject P as a
candidate and proceed to the next sequence.
GU
GK
U
2. For every v ∈ I, let ` denote `G
C (v). Check if |SC (`)| = |SP (`)|.
If not, then reject P as a candidate and proceed to the next sequence.
3. Pick uniformly at random a function f from the set of all functions that are
maximally (C, P )-label-consistent (see Definition 6).
4. Compute the number of edges in A which are non-edges in f (A) and vice-versa.
That is, the number of edges (ik , jk ) ∈ A such that (ik , jk ) ∈ EU and
(f (ik ), f (jk )) ∈
/ EK , or (ik , jk ) ∈
/ EU and (f (ik ), f (jk )) ∈ EK ).
If it is at most (3)|A|/2 then return yes.
If all sequences, P , failed to pass the previous step then return no.
1

I Lemma 11. If GU is isomorphic to GK then Algorithm 1 accepts with high probability.
Proof. Assume GU is isomorphic to GK and let π : V (GU ) → V (GK ) denote an isomorphism
from GU to GK . Since the algorithm goes over every sequence P of s nodes from VK , it
also checks π(C). By Observation 1, the probability that π(C) passes Step 2 is 1. By
Claim 8, with high probability, C is (/2)-separating (see Definition 3). By Lemma 9, if C is
(/2)-separating, then f (GU ) is (/2)-close to π(GU ) = GK . If f (GU ) is (/2)-close to GK ,
then by Claim 10, with high probability π(C) passes Step 4. Therefore by the union bound,
the algorithm accepts with high probability.
J
I Lemma 12. If GU is -far from being isomorphic to GK then Algorithm 1 rejects with
high probability.
Proof. Assume GU is -far from being isomorphic to GK . We claim that with high probability,
any sequence P , fails to pass Step 6. We show this by bounding the probability that a fixed
P passes Step 6 and then apply the union bound over all possible sequences. Fix a sequence
P and assume that P passes Step 2 (otherwise we are done). Let f be the corresponding f
from Step 3 (that is chosen at random). Since GU is -far from being isomorphic to GK , by
definition, ∆(f (GU ), GK ) ≥ n2 . Recall that f is chosen uniformly at random from the set
of functions that are maximally (C, P )-label-consistent. By Construction the selection of f
is independent of the selection of A. Therefore we can apply Claim 10 on Step 4 as A is a
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set of potential edges chosen uniformly at random and, in particular, independently from
the random coins in which we use to select f . By Claim 10, P succeeds to pass Step 4 with
probability at most 1/|VK |s+c for any absolute constant c. Thus, the lemma follows by a
union bound over all possible sequences, as their number is bounded by |VK |s .
J

2.4

A Detailed Description of the Distributed Implementation of
Algorithm 1

In this section we provide a detailed description of the distributed implementation of our
algorithm. We focus on steps for which the implementation is not straightforward and
analyze their round complexity. In particular, we focus on Steps 2,6.2,6.3-6.4.
Step 2: Selecting s Nodes u.a.r. In Appendix C.4 we describe a simple procedure to
select s nodes uniformly at random (which is a kind of folklore). The round complexity of
this procedure is D + s.
GU
Step 6.2: Computing the Size of SC
(`). Clearly, r can compute SPGK (`) for any label
` as r knows P and GK . Therefore, in order to describe the implementation of Step 2 it
GU
suffices to explain how r can obtain |SC
(`)|.
We begin with the special case of ` = (0, . . . , 0). The nodes in GU that have this label are
nodes that are not adjacent to any one of the nodes in C. Their number can be computed in
O(D) rounds by summing it up the BFS tree as follows. Assume w.l.o.g. that every node
knows its layer in the BFS-tree. In the first round, every node that is in the last layer (which
is also a leaf) sends 1 up to its parent if its C-label is (0, . . . , 0). In the next round, all nodes
in the next layer sum up the received numbers and add 1 if their C-label is (0, . . . , 0). They
send this number up to their parents and so on until we get to the root.
Consider a label ` for which at least one bit is 1. Let msb(`) denote the maximum i
such that `i = 1. Since the node cmsb(`) is connected to all nodes whose C-label is `, it can
compute their total number (recall that in Step 3 every node sends its C-label to all its
neighbors) and send it to the root. Therefore, by a pipelining argument, the root can obtain
GU
|SC
(`)| for every ` which is a C-label of a node in I in O(D + |I|) = O(D + (−1 log n)2 )
rounds.

Steps 6.3-6.4: Accessing f . Recall that we require from f to be chosen u.a.r. from the
set of all functions that are maximally (C, P )-label-consistent (see Definition 6). Recall that
f is only evaluated on nodes in I but at the same time its selection has to be independent of
A (and I). In particular, the selection of f should be independent of the queries we make to
f . To this end, the root verifies the following:
1. In Sub-step 1 of Step 6 it verifies that for the selected sequences, C and P , corresponding
GK
U
nodes have matching labels. Namely, `G
C (ci ) = `P (pi ) for every i ∈ [s].
GU
2. In Sub-step 2 of Step 6 it verifies that |SC (`)| = |SPGK (`)| for every ` which is a C-label
of a vertex in I.
GU
If both conditions hold, then it follows that by mapping the nodes in SC
(`) to the nodes
GK
in SP (`) u.a.r. and independently from the mapping of all other nodes (except for the
GU
mapping of C to P which is already determined) for every ` such that |SC
(`)| = |SPGK (`)|,
we are in fact accessing f which is drawn according to the desired distribution. Therefore the
GK
U
root r simply maps every v ∈ I to a uniform node u ∈ VK such that: (1) `G
C (v) = `P (u)
GU
(2) u is still unmapped (such node always exists). Since r knows GK and `C (v) for every
v ∈ I, it is able to compute f (v) for every v ∈ I, as desired.
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Notice that if we evaluated f in the same manner as described above for nodes, v, whose
GU
labels, `, are such that |SC
(`)| =
6 |SPGK (`)| then the selection of f would not be independent
GU
GU
of I. For instance, if |SC (`)| > |SPGK (`)| then the first queries of nodes in SC
(`) will be
GK
GK
mapped to SP (`) but then we will run out of nodes in SP (`), implying that the rest of
GU
the nodes in SC
(`) will be mapped to nodes with a different label than `. Hence, in this
case the selection of f will not be oblivious to the order of queries we make to it (and in
particular is not independent of I). In the next section we describe a bijection g which can be
evaluated on all the nodes in GU (with the same round complexity as the testing algorithm)
and at the same time is close enough to f .

3

Computing an Approximate Isomorphism

In this section we prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 13. Let GU denote the input graph and let GK be a graph which is isomorphic to
GU and is given as an input to all nodes in the network. There exists a randomized algorithm
such that each node in GU , v, outputs g(v) where g : VU → VK is a bijection such that g(GU )
is -close to GK (i.e. g -approximates isomorphism). The round complexity of the algorithm
is O(D + (−1 log n)2 ). The algorithm succeeds with high probability.
Proof. The first step of the algorithm is to run Algorithm 1 with the only difference that
GU
in Step 6 the root also verifies that |SC
(`)| = |SPGK (`)| for ` = (0, . . . , 0). Since GK and
GU are isomorphic, by Lemma 11, w.h.p. the algorithm accepts and hence finds P and
the corresponding f that pass Step 6. Recall that since f passes the test in Sub-step 6.4
then w.h.p. f (GU ) is -close to GK . If every node v could output f (v) then we were done.
However, we can not compute f for every node v because for a constant fraction of the nodes
its computation might require global information on GU . Instead, our goal is to output g
which is O()-close to f and can be computed for every node without causing too much
congestion. We next describe g and its computation.
We begin with some notation. Let Li ⊆ {0, 1}s denote the set of labels ` for which
msb(`) = i. Namely, Li contains all the labels in {0, 1}s that can be generated by the
following regular expression 0i−1 1(0 ∪ 1)s−i . Let Y denote the set of nodes in VU whose
C-label is (0, . . . , 0). Similarly, let Y 0 denote the set of nodes in VK whose P -label is (0, . . . , 0).
H
H
For a graph H and a sequence D let JD
(i) , ∪`∈Li SD
(`), namely, this is the set of all
H
nodes in H whose D-label belongs to Li . We may refer to JD
(i) as the i-th cluster of the
GU
GK
graph H w.r.t. D. For i ∈ [s], define ji , |JC (i)| − |JP (i)|. Namely, ji is the difference
between the sizes of the i-th clusters in both graphs (w.r.t. C and P , respectively).
We next define the set of reserved nodes of VK , denote by R. For each i such that ji < 0,
|ji | nodes from JPGK (i) belong to R. Specifically, these are the nodes whose order 9 is the
least from the vertices in JPGK (i). We consider the order to be the same order as in VK only
that elements in P have the highest order (this is to ensure that none of the elements in P
belong to R).
The function g is selected randomly. We next describe the selection of g the outcome of a
global random process. Thereafter we describe how this random process can be implemented
distributively.

9

Recall that we assume that there is a total order on VK which is known to all the nodes in GU .
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Description of g . We describe the selection of g by describing how the nodes in JCGU (i)
are mapped to VK , for every i ∈ [s]. We consider three cases, according to the value of ji .
The first case is when ji = 0. We have the following sub-cases.
GU 0
(` )| = |SPGK (`0 )|, g matches u.a.r. the elements in
1. For every `0 ∈ Li such that |SC
GU 0
SC
(` ) to the elements in SPGK (`0 ).
2. The rest of the elements in JCGU (i) are matched u.a.r. to the unmatched elements in
JPGK (i).
Therefore, in this case the elements in JCGU (i) are matched only to the elements in JPGK (i)
and vice versa.
The second case is when ji < 0. We have the following sub-cases.
GU 0
(` )| = |SPGK (`0 )| and SPGK (`0 ) ∩ R = ∅, g matches the
1. For every `0 ∈ Li such that |SC
GU 0
elements in SC (` ) u.a.r. to the elements in SPGK (`0 ).
GU 0
2. For every `0 ∈ Li such that |SC
(` )| = |SPGK (`0 )| and SPGK (`0 ) ∩ R 6= ∅, g matches
GK 0
GU 0
u.a.r. a random set of |SP (` ) \ R| elements from SC
(` ) to SPGK (`0 ) \ R.
GU
3. The rest of the un-matched elements in JC (i) are mapped u.a.r. to the un-matched
elements in JPGK (i) \ R.
Observe that all the elements in JCGU (i) are matched to elements in JPGK (i) and that the
elements that belong to JPGK (i) ∩ R are still un-matched.
The third case is when ji > 0. We have the following sub-cases.
GU 0
GU 0
(` )| = |SPGK (`0 )|, g matches the elements in SC
(` )
1. For every `0 ∈ Li such that |SC
GK 0
u.a.r. to the elements in SP (` ).
2. The rest of the elements in JCGU (i) are matched u.a.r. to the unmatched elements in
JPGK (i).
P
3. The remaining |ji | elements in JCGU (i) are matched to the nodes of order ( a<i ja ) + 1
P
to ( a<i ja ) + ji in R.
This concludes the description of g for nodes that do not belong to Y . It remains to
describe g for nodes that belong to Y . We defer this description to Appendix C.5 as well as
the description on how it is computed distributively.
We next describe how g can be computed distributively for nodes that have at least one
neighbor in C (namely, nodes that do not belong to Y ). Each node ci ∈ C is responsible to
compute and to send to each node v whose C-label is in Li the value g(v) (note that ci and v are
necessarily neighbors). As a preliminary step, each node ci computes ji = |JCGU (i)| − |JPGK (i)|
P
GU
and sends (i, ji ) up the BFS tree. Notice that i∈s ji = 0 as |SC
(`)| = |SPGK (`)| for
` = (0, . . . , 0) and |VU | = |VK |. The root sends the set {(i, ji )}i∈s down the BFS tree. By
knowing GK and the set {(i, ji )}i∈s , every node ci can easily compute R. It is not hard to
see that this suffices in order to match the elements in JCGU (i) to VK as described above.
By construction it follows that g is a bijection. The bound on the round complexity
follows from the bound on the round complexity of Algorithm 1 and the fact that there are
only s = O(−1 log n) clusters. It remains to prove the following claim.
B Claim 14. With high probability ∆(g(GU ), GK ) < n2 .
Proof. We observe that both f and g are functions that are chosen randomly. To prove the
claim about g we couple g to f and show that they agree on the mapping of most vertices from
the set of vertices that have Ω(n) neighbors. This will imply that ∆(f (GU ), g(GU )) = O(n2 ).
By Claim 10, since f passed the test in Step 4, w.h.p. ∆(f (GU ), GK ) < n2 . We denote this
event by E1 . From the fact that w.h.p. E1 occurs, with combination with the coupling it will
follow that w.h.p. ∆(g(GU ), GK ) = O(n2 ). Therefore, by setting the proximity parameter
to be Θ() the claim will follow.
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GU
Consider the following description of g in terms of f . Let B = {` ∈ {0, 1}s : |SC
(`)| =
6
For every v ∈ VU , g(v) = f (v) unless v ∈ Y ∪ B or, v ∈
/ Y ∪ B and f (v) ∈ R. In
these cases we match v to a node in VK as listed in the description of g. Observe that under
this formulation the distribution of g remains the same. The only difference is that now, for
the sake of the analysis, it is coupled to the distribution of f .
It follows that the number of nodes v ∈ VU for which f (v) 6= g(v) is at most |Y |+|R|+|B|.
P
GU
By Step 2 of Algorithm 1, with high probability it holds that `∈B |SC
(`)| ≤ n. On the
other hand, w.h.p., the number of neighbors of every node in Y is at most n. This implies
that the number of nodes in the neighborhood of Y 0 is at most O(n2 ) (since otherwise
would reject f w.h.p.). Therefore, w.h.p., the contribution of the nodes in Y and Y 0 to
∆(f (GU ), g(GU )) is at most O(n2 ). Thus, w.h.p. ∆(f (GU ), g(GU )) = O(n2 ), as desired.
We denote this event by E2 .
Hence, we obtain by union bound over the probability that either E1 or E2 occur, that
w.h.p. ∆(g(GU ), GK ) = O(n2 ). By setting the proximity parameter of the algorithm to be
/c for some absolute constant c > 1 (which does not affect the asymptotic complexity of the
algorithm), we obtain the desired result.
C

|SPGK (`)|}.

This concludes the proof of the Theorem.

4

J

Distributed Algorithm for Deciding Isomorphism

In this section we prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 15. There exists a randomized distributed algorithm in the CONGEST model
that decides if GK and GU are isomorphic with high probability. The round complexity of the
algorithm is O(n). The algorithm works even if GK is given only to a single (arbitrary) node.
Proof. The idea of the algorithm is to go over all possible one-to-one mappings between the
nodes of GK and the nodes of GU and to test for equality of the corresponding adjacency
matrices. The test for equality is performed with very high confidence level in order to ensure
that the total error probability is bounded by a small constant. We note that a similar
reduction for testing equality also appears in the algorithm of [2, Sec. 6.2] for the Identical
Subgraph Detection problem (ISDP).
The first step of our algorithm is to construct a BFS tree and to assign to each node
in the network a unique label in [n] where n , |V (GK )|. This step requires Ω(D) rounds
where D denotes the diameter of GU (see details on the implementation of this step in the
proof of Theorem 13). Consider the adjacency matrix of GU , M , in which the rows are sorted
according to the labels assigned to the nodes. We consider the natural total order on the
following set of pairs of nodes P = {(i, j) : i ∈ [n], j ∈ [n], i < j} in which the pairs are sorted
according to the first element and ties are broken according to the second element. Let `(i, j)
denote the order of the pair (i, j). Each pair (i, j) ∈ P corresponds to the potential edge
between the pair of nodes with labels i and j, respectively. The matrix M can be represented
as an integer s(M ) where for each (i, j) ∈ P the `(i, j)-th lsb (least significant bit) of the
binary representation of s(M ) indicates whether (i, j) is an edge in the graph. Observe that
we can calculate s(M ) in D rounds by starting the calculation at the lowest layer of the BFS
tree and summing up the outcomes as we go up the tree, layer by layer. The calculation is
performed such that each power of two, 2` , is added (once) if and only if the corresponding
edge is present in the graph (i.e. 2`(i,j) is added if and only if (i, j) is present in the graph).
Since the representation of s(M ) requires O(n2 ) bits, for our goal we calculate s(M )
mod p instead, where p is a prime number in [n2 ] chosen uniformly at random. To this end
we proceed in the same manner as mentioned above only that before the nodes send up the
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tree the outcome of the intermediate sums, they apply the mod p operation on the outcome.
Let P = {p1 , . . . , pk } be a multiset of k prime numbers, where k = Θ(n), each chosen, by a
single node v, independently and uniformly at random from the first n2 primes. 10 The node
v broadcasts P to all the nodes in network in O(n) rounds. Let M 0 denote the adjacency
matrix of GK . If M 0 =
6 M then the probability that s(M ) ≡ s(M 0 ) mod p for a random
2
prime number in [n ] is at most 1/Ω(n) [37]. Therefore the probability that s(M ) ≡ s(M 0 )
mod p every p ∈ P is at most 1/Ω(nk ) = 1/Ω(nn ). Thus we can test with one-sided error if
GU and GK are equal. The soundness of the equality test is 1 − 1/Ω(nn ). We can apply the
equality test for every mapping π between GK and GU and return yes if and only if there
exists a mapping for which the test accepts. Namely, we go over all possible permutations over
the nodes of GK and for each permutation, π, we perform the equality test between s(M ) and
s(π(M 0 )) where π(M 0 ) denotes adjacency matrix of GK after applying the permutation π on
the nodes. By the soundness of the equality test and the union bound, the probability that
this test returns no when GK and GU are not isomorphic is at least 2/3 (for an appropriate
adjustment of the parameters).
By standard pipelining, it is possible to calculate s(M ) mod p for every p ∈ P in O(D+k)
rounds, therefore the round complexity of the above test is O(n). To verify this observe that
in order to execute the above test the only information we need is of GK and the result of
s(M ) mod p for every p ∈ P. This concludes the proof.
J
We observe that the above-mentioned algorithm can be adapted to the semi-streaming in
a straight-forward way as follows.
I Theorem 16. There exists an algorithm in the semi-streaming model that receives a graph
GK over n nodes as an input, where the space for storing GK is a read-only memory, and a
stream of the edges of another graph GU (according to any order) and decides, with one-sided
error, whether GK and GU are isomorphic or not. The algorithm performs one-pass and
uses O(n log n) bits of space.
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that the labels of the nodes in GU and GK are taken from [n].
Otherwise we can re-name then by using a table of size O(n log n) bits. Let M denote the
adjacency matrix of GU . We first compute s(M ) mod p for every p ∈ P as in the proof of
Theorem 15, in one-pass, using O(n log n) bits of space. We then go over all permutations
of the nodes of GK and perform the same computation for the corresponding adjacency
matrix. We accept if and only if there exists a permutation π for which s(M ) ≡ s(M 0 )
mod p every p ∈ P, where M 0 denotes the adjacency matrix of GK after we permuted the
nodes according to π. Observe that we can go over the permutations one by one according
to the lexicographical order by using O(n log n) bits of space. Therefore, the total space the
algorithm uses is O(n log n), as desired.
J
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Lower Bounds

In this section we establish two lower bounds. The first is for the decision variant of GI, and
the second is for the testing variant.
For the decision variant, we prove a near-quadratic lower bound for any deterministic
distributed algorithm in the CONGEST model. The second lower bound states that any
Isomorphism testing distributed algorithm requires diameter time. This lower bound holds
also for randomized algorithms, and in fact holds in the LOCAL model, even if all vertices
are given as an input the graph GK .11

A.1

An Ω(n2 / log n) Lower Bound for Deciding Isomorphism
Deterministically

The decision variant of our Isomorphism testing problem is as follows: if GK and GU are
isomorphic, then all nodes should output yes, while if the graphs are not isomorphic, at least
one node should output no.
I Theorem 17. Any distributed deterministic algorithm in the CONGEST model for deciding
whether GU is isomorphic to GK requires Ω(n2 / log n) rounds for the setting in which GK is
given as an input to a single node. Moreover, this bound holds even for graphs with constant
diameter.
Proof. We reduce the problem of Set-Equality to the problem of deciding Isomorphism. The
reduction is as follows. Alice and Bob each receives as an input a subset of k 2 elements, A ⊆
{(x, y) | x ∈ {a01 , . . . , ak−1
}, y ∈ {a02 , . . . , ak−1
}} and B ⊆ {(x, y) | x ∈ {b01 , . . . , bk−1
}, y ∈
1
2
1
k−1
0
{b2 , . . . , b2 }}, respectively. According to their inputs they construct a pair of graphs, GU
and GK , such that A = B if and only if GU is isomorphic to GK , as described momentarily.
11

In the LOCAL model there is no limitation on message size per round per edge. Obviously, a lower
bound in the LOCAL model also applies to the CONGEST model.
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Since, Set-Equality has a deterministic communication complexity which is linear in size of
the universe [37], which is Ω(k 2 ) in this case, it follows that any distributed deterministic
algorithm in the CONGEST model for deciding whether GU is isomorphic to GK requires
Ω(n2 / log n) rounds.
We now describe the graph GU which is constructed by Alice and Bob. The set of
nodes in Alice’s graph is composed of u, u0 , u00 , the subsets A1 = {a01 , . . . , ak−1
} and A2 =
1
{a02 , . . . , a2k−1 }, and the nodes tA1 , tA2 , t1u , t2u (see Figure 2). The subgraph induced on the
nodes in A1 is the path a01 , . . . , ak−1
. Similarly, the subgraph induced on the nodes in
1
A2 is the path a02 , . . . , a2k−1 . The nodes u and u00 are adjacent to all nodes in A1 and A2 ,
respectively. Both nodes u and u00 are adjacent to the node u0 . The node u is adjacent to t1u
and t2u . The nodes a01 and a02 are adjacent to the nodes tA1 and tA2 , respectively. Additionally,
the edge (ax1 , ay2 ) belongs to Alice’s subgraph if and only if the corresponding (x, y) element
is in A.
The subgraph of Bob is defined similarly only that the nodes v, v 0 , v 00 , tB1 , tB2 take the
role of u, u0 , u00 , tA1 , tA2 , respectively, and the subsets B1 and B2 take the role of A1 and
A2 , respectively. The edges between B1 and B2 are determined by Bob’s input B. The
other difference is that v is adjacent to three “tails” t1v , t2v , t3v (whereas u is adjacent to only
two, t1v , t2v ).
The subgraphs of Alice and Bob are connected by a single edge (u, v).
The graph GK is constructed by Alice exactly as the graph GU , the only difference is
that Alice does not know the subset B, instead of B Alice uses A to determine both the
edges between A1 and A2 and the edges between B1 and B2 .
Clearly, if A and B are such that (ai1 , aj2 ) ∈ A if and only if (bi1 , bj2 ) ∈ B, then GU and
GK are isomorphic. We next prove that if this is not the case then GU and GK are not
isomorphic.
We assume towards contradiction that GK and GU are isomorphic and that there exists
i
(a1 , aj2 ) ∈ A such that (bi1 , bj2 ) ∈
/ B or vice versa. We first observe that it is possible to
identify u and v based on the structure of GU (i.e. regardless to the labels of the nodes)
because these are the only nodes that are neighbors to 2 and 3 nodes with degree exactly 1,
respectively. Next, we identify u0 and v 0 - these are the nodes that have degree exactly 2
and are adjacent to u and v, receptively. Once we identify u0 and v 0 we can identify u00 and
v 00 and in turn identify A2 and B2 . The nodes in A1 and B1 are the neighbors of u and v,
excluding u0 and v 0 , receptively. Finally, we are able to identify a01 , a02 , b01 and b02 since these
are the only nodes that are adjacent to a node of degree exactly one - tA1 , tA2 , tB1 and tB2 ,
respectively. Once we identify a01 and A1 we can identify the path a01 , . . . , a1k−1 . Likewise for
the paths induced on A2 , B1 and B2 . This implies that there if there exists (ai1 , aj2 ) ∈ A such
that (bi1 , bj2 ) ∈
/ B or vice versa then it has to be that the graph GU , which is constructed with
correspondence to the to the pair (A, B), has to be not isomorphic to the graph GK , which
is constructed with correspondence to the to the pair (A, A). This concludes the proof. J

A.2

An Ω(D) lower bound for the Testing Isomorphism Problem

In this section we establish the following theorem.
I Theorem 18. For any D there exists a family of graphs with diameter Θ(D) such that
any distributed two-sided error property testing algorithm for testing isomorphism on this
family of graphs requires Ω(D) rounds. This lower bound applies also in the LOCAL model
and even if all nodes receive GK as an input.
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Figure 2 Deciding Isomorphism lower bound construction.

Proof. We define a family of graphs H, where each H ∈ H takes the role of the unknown
graph GU . We fix GK ∈ H and require from H that all graphs in H \ {GK } are 0 -far from
being isomorphic to GK . Theorem 18 then follows by applying Yao’s principle [47].
Construction of H. We begin our construction with a pair of graphs on n nodes and
diameter Θ(D), G1 and G2 , such that |E(G1 )| = (1 + )|E(G2 )|. 12 Clearly, G2 is -far from
being isomorphic to G1 (since G1 has |E(G2 )| more edges than G2 ). Let H denote a family
of graphs where each graph in H, denoted by Gi,j for i, j ∈ {1, 2}, is constructed by using
two copies from {G1 , G2 }. The definition of Gi,j is as follows:
1. Let p , (p1 , . . . , pD ) denote a path of D nodes.
2. Let vi and vj denote arbitrary nodes in Gi and Gj , respectively.
3. Identify, vi with p1 and vj with pD , to obtain Gi,j . Observe that |V (Gi,j )| = 2n + D − 2 =
O(n), and that the diameter of Gi,j is Θ(D).
Note that from the reasoning above, for every Gi,j , Ga,b ∈ H, where {i, j} 6= {a, b}, Gi,j
is Ω()-far from being isomorphic to Ga,b .
We assume towards a contradiction that there is a two-sided tester A that is correct with
probability at least 2/3 and runs for D(GU )/3 rounds, where D(GU ) denotes the diameter
of the distributed network GU . The lower bound then follows from Yao’s principle [47]. We
next specify the distribution over the inputs and explicitly apply Yao’s principle.
We define a set of inputs to the distributed tester: (1) we fix the known graph GK to
be G1,2 , (2) the unknown graph GU is chosen randomly from the distribution H̃ which is
defined as follows: the probability to obtain the graph G1,2 is 1/2 and each of the graphs
G1,1 and G2,2 is obtained with probability 1/4. Now we consider two cases. The first case
is that A outputs (correctly) yes when GU is G1,2 . By the definition of the problem this
implies that all nodes output yes. Since the number of rounds of the tester is at most D/3, it
follows that all nodes in both graphs G1,1 , and G2,2 , output yes. To verify this observe that
for any node u in either G1,1 or G2,2 there exists a node in G1,2 , v, such that the (D/3)-hop

12

Observe that such graphs exist for any D for G1 and G2 that are dense. On the other extreme, if we want
G1 and G2 to be bounded degree trees then it is possible to obtain such graphs for any D = Ω(log n).
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neighborhoods of v and u are the same (up to labels and port numbers 13 ). Thus, in this
case, A errs on G1,1 and G2,2 . In the second case A outputs no when GU is G1,2 . Thus, in
both cases A errs with probability at least 1/2 when GU is drawn according to H̃.
By Yao’s principle it is implied that any randomized tester must err with probability at
least 1/2 as well, in contradiction to our assumption that A is correct with probability of at
least 2/3.
J

B

Simulating Centralized Property Testing Algorithms

In this section we prove the following claim.
B Claim 19. Let A be a centralized property testing algorithm that is allowed to make
adjacency queries, incidence queries and degree queries. There exists a distributed algorithm
that can simulate A in O(D · q) rounds if A is adaptive and in O(D + q) rounds if A is
non-adaptive, where D denotes the diameter of the graph and q denotes the number of
queries that A makes.
Proof. In order to simulate A on the distributed network we first pick a leader r and construct
a BFS tree rooted at r in D rounds. We also assume w.l.o.g. that r knows the size of
the network, n. If A is non-adaptive then r can determine the queries that A makes by
using (only) the knowledge of n and random bits. The root r sends this information to the
entire network in D + q rounds and in additional D + q rounds the answers are gathered by
pipelining back at r. Once that all the answers are gathered, r can complete the simulation
of A. The outcome is then sent to all the nodes in the network. If A is adaptive then r
simulates A step by step where each query is gathered in 2D rounds. This yields a round
complexity of O(D · q), as desired.
C
Application to minor-free graphs and Outerplanar graphs. For graphs which are minorfree with a bound d = O(1) on the degree Newman and Sohler [42] argued the following
in the centralized property testing model: (a) graph isomorphism is possible with constant
number of queries, and (b) any property is testable with constant number of queries in the
respective families of graphs. The latter means that there is an algorithm that performs a
constant number of queries and succeeds with constant probability. Here, “constant” means
independent of n.
For graphs which are forests and outerplanar (which include forests), Kusumoto and
Yoshida [38] and Babu, Khoury, and Newman [3] argued, respectively, the following in the
centralized property testing model: (a) graph isomorphism is possible with poly log n number
of queries, and (b) any property is testable with the same number of queries in the respective
families of graphs. The latter means that there is an algorithm that performs poly log n
number of queries and succeeds with constant probability.
Their results are summarized in the following theorems.
I Theorem 20 ([42, Thm. 3.2, 3.3 ]). Given an oracle access to a minor-free graph with
maximum degree d = O(1), any graph property is testable with constant number of queries.
This testing algorithm succeeds with constant probability. Specifically, testing isomorphism of
two such graphs can be done in a constant number of queries and with constant probability.

13

We assume that the output of the algorithm is invariant to the labeling of the nodes and the port
numbers of the edges. In the full version we remove this assumption and provide a general and more
detailed proof.
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I Theorem 21 ([38, Thm. 1.3, 1.1 ], [3, Thm. 4.3, 4.2]). Given an oracle access to a
k-edge-outerplanar graph, any graph property is testable with poly log n queries. 14 This
testing algorithm succeeds with constant probability. Specifically, testing isomorphism of two
k-edge-outerplanar graph can be done in poly log n queries and with constant probability.
Given the simulation argument above and Theorems 20, 21, we obtain the following
corollaries.
I Corollary 22. Any property is testable in the CONGEST model for minor-free graphs with
maximum degree d = O(1) within O(D) rounds in the bounded-degree model. Specifically,
this holds for the graph isomorphism problem.
I Corollary 23. Any property is testable in the CONGEST model for trees and k-edgeouterplanar graphs within Õ(D) rounds in the general model. Specifically, this holds for the
graph isomorphism problem.

C
C.1

Missing proofs and details
Proof of Claim 8

Proof. Let u and v be such that |4(N (u), N (v))| ≥ βn. The probability that C does not
contain a node from |4(N (u), N (v))| is at most (1 − β)s ≤ δ/n2 , for an appropriate setting
of s. Therefore, the claim follows by a union bound over all pairs u, v.
J

C.2

Proof of Lemma 9

Proof. Let C be an -separating sequence of the nodes of G. Since π is an isomorphism
between G are H, it follows that π(C) is -separating in H (since for any u, v that have
the same π(C)-label in H it must hold that π −1 (u), π −1 (v) have the same C-label in G).
H
Thus, by definition, for any pair of nodes v, u such that `H
π(C) (v) = `π(C) (u) it holds that
|4(NH (u), NH (v))| < n. Let f be (C, π(C))-label-consistent. By definition, `G
C (v) =
`H
(f
(v)),
for
every
v
∈
V
(G).
Therefore,
there
exists
a
bijection
g
:
V
(H)
→
V
(H)
such
π(C)
that f = g ◦ π and g only maps between nodes with the same π(C)-label. Thus, f can be
obtained from π by making at most n swaps, one by one, between elements of V (H) that
have the same π(C)-label. Since each swap changes the adjacency matrix by at most n, we
obtain the desired result.
J

C.3

Proof of Claim 10

Proof. Consider the outcome of querying the adjacency-matrices of G and H in y ,
Θ(log(1/δ)/) random locations. Define the random variables {xi }i∈[y] as follows: xi = 1
if the values in the i-th location of both matrices are the same, and 0 otherwise. Let
Py
p , ∆(G, H)/n2 and define p̂ =
i=1 xi /|y|. If p = /2, then by the Multiplicative
Chernoff’s Bound, the probability that p̂ > (3)/2 is at most δ (for the right setting of the
parameter in the Θ-notation). Clearly, the same is true if p < /2. On the other hand, if
p >  then by the Multiplicative Chernoff’s Bound, the probability that p̂ ≤ (3)/2 is at most
δ. Therefore, by accepting if and only if p̂ ≤ (3)/2 we can distinguish ∆(G, H) = p · n2 > n2
from ∆(G, H) ≤ n2 /2, as desired.
J
14

A graph G is 1-edge-outerplanar if it has a planar embedding in which all vertices of G are on the outer
face. A graph G is k-edge-outerplanar if G has a planar embedding such that if all edges on the exterior
face are deleted, the connected components of the remaining graph are all (k − 1)-edge-outerplanar.
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C.4

Selecting s Nodes u.a.r.

The procedure proceeds as follows. Each node selects a random number in [nc+2 ] where c is
an absolute constant. For a fixed pair of nodes, the probability that both nodes pick the
same number is at most 1/nc+2 . Therefore, by union bound over all pairs, with probability
at least 1 − 1/nc , all selected numbers are distinct. Conditioned on this event, the nodes
with the s highest numbers are distributed uniformly at random. Each node sends its ID
and its selected number up the BFS tree and the messages are forwarded up the tree in a
manner that prioritizes messages whose number is higher. Therefore, the root receives the s
highest numbers (along with the IDs of the corresponding nodes) in D + s rounds. To see
this observe that the message with the highest number is never delayed and in general the
message with the i-highest number may be delayed for at most i − 1 rounds.

C.5

Matching of Y to Y 0

We next describe the matching of Y to Y 0 according to g and explain how it is computed
distributively. We aim to assign to each node in Y a label in [|Y |] uniquely. This way each
node in Y can match itself to a node in Y 0 (recall that all nodes know VK and the total order
on VK ). To this end, we use the BFS tree as follows. Each node in the BFS tree computes
how many nodes in its subgraph are in Y . This can be done in O(D) rounds as follows. We
assume w.l.o.g. that each node knows its layer in the BFS tree. Let b denote the number
of layers. We proceed in b rounds. In the first round, every node in Y which is in the b-th
layer sends to its parent the message 1. In the next round, all the nodes in layer b − 1 sum
up the messages they received and add 1 if they belong to Y . Then they send the result to
their parents and so on until we end up at the root. Now the root partitions the interval
[1, . . . , |Y |] into consecutive sub-intervals and assigns these sub-intervals to its children. Each
child receives an interval whose size equals to the number of nodes in its subgraph that are
in Y . In a similar manner, these sub-intervals are partitioned recursively down the tree until
each node in Y is assigned with a unique number in |Y |, as desired.
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A community of n individuals splits into two camps, Red and Blue. The individuals are connected
by a social network, which influences their colors. Everyday, each person changes his/her color
according to the majority of his/her neighbors. Red (Blue) wins if everyone in the community
becomes Red (Blue) at some point.
We study this process when the underlying network is the random Erdos-Renyi graph G(n, p).
With a balanced initial state (n/2 persons in each camp), it is clear that each color wins with the
same probability.
Our study reveals that for any constants p and ε, there is a constant c such that if one camp has
n
+
c individuals at the initial state, then it wins with probability at least 1 − ε. The surprising
2
fact here is that c does not depend on n, the population of the community. When p = 1/2 and
ε = .1, one can set c = 6, meaning one camp has n2 + 6 members initially. In other words, it takes
only 6 extra people to win an election with overwhelming odds. We also generalize the result to
p = pn = o(1) in a separate paper.
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Introduction
The opinion exchange dynamics

Building mathematical models to explain how collective opinions are formed is an important
and interesting task (see [12] for a survey on the topic, with examples from various fields,
economy, sociology, statistical physics, to mention a few).
Obviously, our opinions are influenced by people around us, and this motivates the study
of the following natural and simple model. A community of n individuals splits into two
camps, Red and Blue, representing two competing opinions, which can be on any topic such
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as brand competition, politics, ethical issues, etc. The individuals are connected by a social
network, which influences their opinion on a daily basis (by some specific rule). We say that
Red (respectively Blue) wins if everyone in the community becomes Red (respectively Blue)
at some point.
We study this process when the underlying network is random. In this paper, we focus on
the Erdos-Renyi random graph G(n, p), which is the most popular model of random graphs
[4, 10]. We use the majority rule, which is a natural choice. When a new day comes, a vertex
scans its neighbors’ colors in the previous day and adopts the dominant one. If there is a tie,
it keeps its color.
I Definition 1. The random graph G(n, p) on n ∈ N vertices and density p ∈ (0, 1) is
obtained by putting an edge between any two vertices with probability p, independently.

1.2

Results

With a balanced initial state (n/2 persons in each camp), by symmetry, each color wins with
the same probability q < 1/2, regardless of p. (Notice that there are graphs, such as the
empty and complete graphs, on which no one wins.)
Our study reveals that for any given p and ε, there is a constant c such that if one camp
has n2 + c individuals at the initial state, then it wins with probability at least 1 − ε. The
surprising fact here is that c does not depend on n, the population of the community. When
p = 1/2 and ε = .1, one can set c as small as 6.
I Theorem 2 (The power of few). Consider the (majority) process on G(n, 1/2). Assume
that the Red camp has at least n2 + 6 vertices at the initial state, where n ≥ 300. Then Red
wins after the fourth day with probability at least 90%.
This result can be stated without the Erd´’os-Renyi model; one can state an equivalent
theorem by choosing the network uniformly, from the set of all graphs on n vertices.
This result reveals an interesting phenomenon, which we call “the power of few”. The
collective outcome can be extremely sensitive, as a modification of the smallest scale in the
initial setting leads to the opposite outcome.
Our result applies in the following equivalent settings.
Model 1. We fix the two camps of size n/2 + 6 and n/2 − 6, respectively, and draw a random
graph on their union.
Models 2. Draw a random graph first, let Red be a random subset of n/2 + 6 vertices (chosen
uniformly from all subsets of that size), and Blue be the rest.
Model 3. Split the society into two camps of size n/2 each. Draw the random graph on
their union, then recolor 6 random selected Blue vertices to Red.
Model 4. Split the society into two camps (Red and Blue) of size n/2 − 6 each and a
“swinging” group (with no color yet) of 12 individuals. Draw the random graph on their
union. Now let the swinging group join the Red camp.
With Model 3, we can imagine a balanced election process at the beginning. Then 6
persons change camp. This tiny group already guarantees the final win with an overwhelming
odds. Similarly, Model 4 asserts that a swinging group of size 12 decides the outcome.
Our result can also be used to model the phenomenon that outcomes in seemingly identical
situations become opposite. Consider two communities, each has exactly n individuals, sharing
the same social network. In the first community, Red camp has size n/2 + c, and Blue camp
has n/2 − c. In the second community, Blue camp has n/2 + c and Red camp has n/2 − c. If
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n is large, there is no way to tell the difference between the two communities. Even if we
record everyone’s initial opinion, clerical errors will surely swallow the tiny difference of 2c.
However, at the end, the collective opinion will be opposite, with high probability.
Now we state the general result for arbitrary constant density p.
I Theorem 3 (Asymptotic bound). Let p be a constant in (0, 1) and cn be a positive integer
which may depend on n . Assume that Red has n/2 + cn individuals in day zero and
the random graph is G(n, p). Then Red wins after the fourth day with probability at least
1 − K(p) max{n−1 , c−2
n }, where K(p) depends only on p.
Both results follow from Theorem 6, which, in a slightly technical form, describes how
the process evolves day by day. Our results can be extended to cover the case when there
are more than 2 opinions; details will appear in a later paper [14].

1.3

Related results

Our problem is related to a well studied class of opinion exchange dynamics problems. In the
field of Computer Science, loosely-related processes are studied in population protocols [2, 1],
where individuals/agents/nodes choose their next state based on that of their neighbors. The
most separating difference is the network, as connections in these models often randomly
change with time, while our study concerns a fixed network (randomly generated before the
process begins).
The survey by Mossel and Tamuz [12] discussed severals models for these problems,
including the DeGroot model [6], where an individual’s next state is a weighted average of its
neighbors’ current states, the voter model [5], where individuals change states by emulating
a random neighbor each day. The majority dynamics model is in fact the same as ours,
and is also more popular than the other two, having been studied in [11, 8, 3]. The key
difference, as compared to our study, is in the set-ups. In these earlier papers, each individual
chooses his/her initial color uniformly at random. The central limit theorem thus guarantees
√
that with high probability, the initial difference between the two camps is of order Θ( n).
Therefore, these papers did not touch upon the “power of few” phenomenon, which is our
key message. On the other hand, they considered sparse random graphs where the density
p = pn goes to zero as n → +∞.
In [3], Benjamini, Chan, O’Donnell, Tamuz, and Tan considered random graphs with
p ≥ λn−1/2 , where λ is a sufficiently large constant, and showed that the dominating color
wins with probability at least .4 [3, Theorem 1.2], while conjecturing that this probability in
fact tends to 1 as n → ∞. This conjecture was proved by Fountoulakis, Kang, and Makai [8,
Theorem 1.1].
I Theorem 4. For any 0 < ε ≤ 1 there is λ = λ(ε) such that the following holds for
p ≥ λn−1/2 . With probability at least 1 − ε, over the choice of the random graph G(n, p) and
the choice of the initial state, the dominating color wins after four days.
For related results on random regular graphs, see [11, 12].

1.4

Extension for sparse random graphs

Note that the results presented in this paper only applies for a constant p, which, in the
context of G(n, p), produces dense graphs. For sparse graphs, i.e. when p = pn depends on
n and tends to 0 as n → +∞, the main ideas in this paper can be used, but with slightly
different algebraic techniques, to obtain a similar result.
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I Theorem 5. For any 0 < ε ≤ 1 there is c = c(ε) such that the following holds for
p ≥ (2 + o(1))(log n)/n. Assume that Red camp has size at least n/2 + c/p initially, then it
wins with probability at least 1 − ε.
The technical changes needed to prove this theorem require rewriting entire proofs with
new computations, so we leave the proof to our future paper [14]. Additional information
such as the length of the process and the explicit relation between the bound with p and c
will also be discussed there. Notice that when p is a constant, this result covers the “Power
of Few” phenomenon as a special case, albeit with c much larger than 6. Therefore, the
techniques and results in this paper still have merit since they achieve a specific, surprisingly
small constant. Theorem 5 no longer holds for p < (log n)/n as in this case there are, with
high probability, isolated vertices. Any of these vertices keeps it original color forever. In
this case, the number of Blue vertices converges with time, and we obtain a bound on the
limit in [14].
One can use Theorem 5 to derive a “delayed” version (in which Red may need more
than 4 days) of Theorem 4, by first proving that with high probability, one side gains an
√
advantage of size at least C n after the first day, for some constant C. This “majority
side” then wins with high probability given p ≥ λn−1/2 (which satisfies the requirement
√
p ≥ (2 + o(1))(log n)/n) with λ sufficiently large so that λC = pC n is large. The detailed
argument is in Appendix A.3.

1.5

Notation

Rt , Bt : Respectively the sets of Red and Blue vertices after day t. (At this point each
person has updated their color t times.)
def
It (u) = 1{u∈Rt } : {0, 1}-indicator of the event that u is Red after day t.
def

Jt (u) = 2It (u) − 1: {−1, 1}-indicator of the same event.
u ∼ v ≡ (u, v) ∈ E: Event that u and v are adjacent.
def
Γ(v) = {u : u ∼ v}: The neighborhood of v.
def
Wuv = 1{u∼v} - Indicator of the adjacency between u and v.
N (µ, σ 2 ): The Normal Distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
R b x2
def
def
def
Φ(a, b) = (2π)−1/2 a e− 2 dx and Φ(a) = Φ(−∞, a), Φ0 (a) = Φ(0, a).

1.6

Main Theorem

The main theorem concerns dense graphs, where p is at least a constant. When given
appropriate values for the parameters, it implies the “Power of Few” phenomenon in Theorem
2. Before stating the theorem, we define some expressions.
def

def

p

def

p

p(1 − p),
2 n−1
1/4 +
1 − 2σ 2 · n−2
def
P1 = P1 (n, p, c, ε2 ) = √


2
√
n − 1Φ0 2pc+min{p,1−p}
− C0 1−2σ
−
σ
σ n−1
C0 = 0.56,

C1 =

3 log 2,

σ = σ(p) =
4C02

1
exp (−n [(1 − 2ε1 )ε2 − ε1 ]) ,
n

1
def
P3 = P3 (n, p, ε1 ) =
exp − 21 p3 (2ε1 n − 1)2 + 2n log 2 ,
n

def
P4 = P4 (n, p) = n exp − 29 p2 (n − 1) .
def

P2 = P2 (n, ε2 , ε1 ) =

C1 +ε2
2p

−

1
√

2 n

2 ,
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I Theorem 6. Let p ∈ (0, 1), c ∈ N, n ∈ N, and ε1 , ε2 > 0. Define C0 , C1 , σ, P1 , P2 , P3 , P4
as above. Assume that


√
2pc + min{p, 1 − p}
C1 + ε2
1
√
2 n − 1Φ0
and 2ε1 n > 1.
(1)
>
+√
p
n
σ n−1
With nR , nB being integers such that nR + nB = n and 1 ≤ nB ≤ n2 − c, the election process
on G ∼ G(n, p) with |B0 | = nB satisfiesthe following


C1 +ε2 √
n
n−1
1
1
B
B
1. With nB
−
n, nB
0 = 2 − c, n1 =
2 = 2 − ε1 n, n3 = 3 p(n − 1),
2
2p

B
nB
Bt−1 ≤ nB
4 = 0, we have P Bt ≤ nt
t−1 ≥ 1 − Pt for each t = 1, 2, 3, 4.

B
2. P R4 = V (G) |B0 | = n ≥ 1 − (P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 ).
Intuitively, Pi is a upper bound on the probability of some abnormal event happening on
Day i. If none of these “catastrophes” occur, the whole population becomes Red after Day
Four. Note that if one let n → +∞ while fixing all other parameters, P2 , P3 and P4 all tend
to 0, leaving P1 as the main asymptotic component of the probability bound.
The proof for this theorem has two main parts corresponding to the next two sections.
In Section 2, we apply a concentration bound to the number of Red vertices after Day 1 to
show that with probability at least 1 − P1 , this number is at least n − nB
1 . In Section 3, we
show that with high probability, this Ω(n1/2 ) advantage leads Red to win, using a shrinking
argument that bypasses the dependency of the coloring on the current day.
From Theorem 6, one can deduce Theorems 2 and 3 in a few steps. Detailed proofs
appear in Appendix A.1.

1.7

Open questions

Let ρ(k, n) be the probability that Red win if its camp has size n/2 + k in the beginning,
when p = .5. Theorem 2 shows that ρ(6, n) ≥ .9 (given that n is sufficiently large). In other
words, six defectors guarantee Red’s victory with an overwhelming odd. In fact, we have
ρ(4, n) ≥ .7 by plugging in the same values for ε1 and ε2 with c = 4 in Theorem 2’s proof.
We conjecture that one defector already brings a non-trivial advantage.
I Conjecture 7 (The power of one). There is a constant δ > 0 such that ρ(1, n) ≥ 1/2 + δ
for all sufficiently large n.
In the following numerical experiment, we run T = 10000 independent trials. In each
trial, we fix a set of N = 10000 nodes with 5001 Red and 4999 Blue (meaning c = 1),
generate a graph from G(N, 1/2), and simulate the process on the resulting graph. We
record the number of wins and the number of days to achieve the win in percentage in Table
1. Among others, we see that Red wins within 3 days with frequency more than .9. The
source code for the simulation along with execution instructions can be found online at
https://github.com/thbl2012/majority-dynamics-simulation.
Imagine that people defect from Blue camp to Red camp one by one. The value of the
ith defector is defined as v(i, n) = ρ(i, n) − ρ(i − 1, n) (where we take ρ(n, 0) = 1/2). It is
intuitive to think that the values of the defectors decrease. (Clearly defector number n/2
adds no value.)
I Conjecture 8 (Values of defectors). For any fixed i and sufficiently large n, we have
v(i, n) ≥ v(i + 1, n).
It is clear that the Conjecture 8 implies Conjecture 7, with δ =
simulation results above suggests that δ can be at least .43.

.4
5

= .08, although the
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Table 1 Winners and winning days with their frequencies.
T
104
104
104
104
104
104
104

2

p
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

Red
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001

Blue
4999
4999
4999
4999
4999
4999
4999

Winner
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Red
Red
Red

Last day
3
4
5
7
2
3
4

Count
496
77
3
1
25
9313
85

Frequency
4.96 %
0.77 %
0.03 %
0.01 %
0.25 %
93.13 %
0.85 %

Day One

At day one, the number of Red and Blue neighbors of each node v are both binomial random
variables, with means roughly n/2 + c and n/2 − c respectively. The central limit theorem
√
then implies that most of their masses are concentrated within an interval of length Θ( n)
around their respective expectations. A subinterval of constant length in this interval will
have Θ(n−1/2 ) mass. Therefore, one expects that the probability that the number of Red
exceeds the number of Blues (in that particular neighborhood) is 1/2 + Ω(n−1/2 ). Thus, the
expectation of Red nodes after the first day is n/2 + Ω(n1/2 ). We consolidate this intuition
in the main result of this section, Theorem 9.
Firstly, let us recall a few terms defined in Section 1.6.
p
def
σ =
p(1 − p), and P1 = √
def

2
+ 4C02 1 − 2σ 2 · n−1
n−2


2)
√
n − 1Φ0 2pc+min{p,1−p}
− C0 (1−2σ
−
σ
σ n−1
1
4

C1 +ε2
2p

−

1
√
2 n

2 .

Define a new term Q by
2 n−1
+ 4C02 1 − 2σ 2 · n−2
Q = Q(n, p, c, d) = √


2)
√
−d−
n − 1Φ0 2pc+min{p,1−p}
− C0 (1−2σ
σ
σ n−1
1
4

def

1
√

2 .

2 n



+ε2
Observe that Q n, p, c, C12p
= P1 (n, p, c, ε2 ). The following result thus covers the first
day in Theorem 6 by just plugging in d = (C1 + ε2 )/(2p).
I Theorem 9. Let p ∈ (0, 1) and c be constants and σ and Q be defined above. Then if
n, nR , nB ∈ N such that nR + nB = n, 1 ≤ nB ≤ n2 − c. Then for all d ∈ R>0 and n ∈ N
such that


√
2pc + min{p, 1 − p}
C0 (1 − 2σ 2 )
1
√
n − 1Φ0
−
>d+ √ ,
(2)
σ
2 n
σ n−1
we have

√
n−1
P B1 >
−d n
2

|B0 | = n

B


≤ Q (n, p, c, d) .

The crux of the proof relies on some preliminary results regarding the difference of two
binomial random variables, which we discuss next.
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Background on difference of Binomial Random Variables

The difference of two binomial random variables with the same probability p be written as a
sum of independent random variables, each of which is either a Bin(1, p) variable or minus of
one. A natural way to bound this sum is done via a Berry-Esseen normal approximation.
I Theorem 10 (Berry-Esseen). Let n be any positive integer. If X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . , Xn are
2
2
2
random

variables with zero means, variances σ1 , σ2 , · · · , σn > 0, and absolute third moments
3
E |Xi | = ρi < ∞, we have:
!
Pn


n
X
ρi
x
≤ C0 · i=1
sup P
Xi ≤ x − Φ
,
3
σX
σX
x∈R
i=1
where σX =

Pn

i=1

σi2

1/2

and C0 = .56 is a constant.

The original proof by Esseen [7] yielded C0 = 7.59, and this constant has been improved a
number of times. The latest work by Shevtsova [13] achieved C0 = .56, which will be used
for the rest of the paper. A direct application of this theorem gives the following lemma.
p
I Lemma 11. For p ∈ (0, 1), σ = p(1 − p) and n1 , n2 ∈ N such that n1 > n2 . let
Y1 ∼ Bin(n1 , p), Y2 ∼ Bin(n2 , p) be independent random variables. Then for any d ∈ R,



C0 1 − 2σ 2
1
p(n1 − n2 ) − d
√
P (Y1 > Y2 + d) ≥ + Φ0
.
− √
2
σ n1 + n2
σ n1 + n2
Proof. By definition, the difference Y = Y1 − Y2 can be expressed as
X = X1 + X2 + X3 + · · · + Xn1 +n2 ,
where all Xi ’s are independent and either Xi ∼ Bin(1, p) or −X
Then
 i ∼ Bin(1, p).

P
E [X] = i E [Xi ] = p(n1 − n2 ). For all i, Var [Xi ] = σ 2 and E |Xi − E [Xi ] |3 = p(1 −
p)3 + (1 − p)p3 = σ 2 (1 − 2σ 2 ) Applying Theorem 10, we have
P (Y1 ≤ Y2 + d) = P (X − E [X] ≤ d − p(n1 − n2 ))

P 


3
d − p(n1 − n2 )
i E |Xi − E [Xi ] |
≤ Φ
+ C0
3
σX
σX


d − p(n1 − n2 )
σ 2 (1 − 2σ 2 )(n1 + n2 )
√
= Φ
+ C0
σ n1 + n2
σ 3 (n1 + n2 )3/2


1
p(n1 − n2 ) − d
C0 (1 − 2σ 2 )
√
=
− Φ0
,
+ √
2
σ n1 + n2
σ n1 + n2
J

and the claim follows by taking the complement event.
p

I Lemma 12. Let p ∈ (0, 1) be a constant and σ =
p(1 − p), X1 ∼ Bin(n1 , p) and
X2 ∼ Bin(n2 , p) be independent r.v.s. Then for any integer d,

2C0 1 − 2σ 2
√
P (X1 = X2 + d) ≤
.
σ n1 + n2
Proof. Let n = n1 + n2 and µ = E [X1 ] − E [X2 ] = p(n1 − n2 ). Fix ε ∈ (0, 1), by the same
computations in Lemma 11, we have



C0 1 − 2σ 2
d−µ−ε
√
√
P (X1 − X2 ≤ d − ε) ≥ Φ
−
,
σ n
σ n



C0 1 − 2σ 2
d−µ+ε
√
√
P (X1 − X2 < d + ε) ≤ Φ
+
.
σ n
σ n
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It follows that
P(X1 = X2 + d) ≤ P(d − ε < X1 − X2 < d + ε)





2C0 1 − 2σ 2
d−µ+ε
d−µ−ε
√
√
√
≤ Φ
−Φ
+
.
σ n
σ n
σ n
Letting ε → 0, we obtain the desired claim.

J

Proof of Theorem 9
√
Recall that R1 = n− B1 . Our goal is to lower-bound the probability that R1 < n+1
2 +d n
for any given constant d. Recall the indicator I1 (v) which is 1 if v is Red after Day One and
0 otherwise. We have:
X
R1 =
I1 (v).
v∈V

Since the indicators are not independent, a natural choice for bounding their sum is to use
Chebysev’s inequality.
 We
 proceed in two steps:
1. Lower-bound E R1 by
 lower-bounding each term E [I1 (v)].
2. Upper-bound Var R1 by upper-bounding each Var [I1 (v)] and Cov [I1 (v), I1 (v 0 )].


√
n+1
B Claim 13. E R1 ≥
+ (T (n, p, c, d) + d) n,
2



C0 1 − 2σ 2
2pc + min {p, 1 − p}
def √
√
.
where T (n, p, c) = n − 1Φ0
−
σ
σ n−1
B
Proof. For each vertex v, let dR
0 (v) and d0 (v) respectively be the numbers of its Red and Blue
B
neighbors before the first day. By our rule, the event {v ∈ R1 } is equivalent to dR
0 (v) > d0 (v)
R
B
if v ∈ B0 , i.e. I0 (v) = 0, and to d0 (v) ≥ d0 (v) if v ∈ R0 , i.e. I0 (v) = 1. This implies


B
∀v ∈ V. v ∈ R1 ⇔ dR
(3)
0 (v) + I0 (v) > d0 (v) .


R
B
B
Note that dR
0 (v) ∼ Bin n − I0 (v), p and d0 (v) ∼ Bin n + I0 (v) − 1, p . By Lemma 11,
we have:

B
E [I1 (v)] = P (v ∈ R1 ) = P dR
0 (vi ) + I0 (v1 ) > d0 (vi )
!


p nR − nB + 1 − 2I0 (v) + I0 (v)
C0 1 − 2σ 2
1
√
≥ + Φ0
− √
2
σ nR + nB − 1
σ nR + nB − 1



C0 1 − 2σ 2
1
2pc + pv
√
√
,
= + Φ0
−
2
σ n−1
σ n−1
def

where pv = p (1 − I0 (v)) + (1 − p)I0 (v) ≥ min{p, 1 − p}. Now
!

2pc + min{p, 1 − p}
1 C0 1 − 2σ 2
√
√
E R1 =
E [I1 (v)] ≥
Φ0
+n
−
2
σ n−1
σ n−1
v∈V
v∈V
"
#


√
C0 1 − 2σ 2 √
n
2pc + min {p, 1 − p}
√
≥ +
n − 1Φ0
−
n
2
σ
σ n−1


√
√
n
1
n+1
= + T (n, p, c, d) + d + √
n=
+ (T (n, p, c, d) + d) n,
2
2
2 n




X

The proof is complete.

X



C
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2 n(n − 1)
n
B Claim 14. Var R1 ≤
+ 4C02 1 − 2σ 2 ·
.
4
n−2
k
X

 X
Proof. We first have: Var R1 =
Cov [I1 (v1 ), I1 (v2 )].
Var [I1 (v1 )] + 2
i=1

v1 6=v2

The variances Var [I1 (v)] are easy due to I1 (v) being a Bernoulli r.v.:

2
1
1
1
Var [I1 (v)] = E [I1 (v)] (1 − E [I1 (v)]) = − E [I1 (v)] −
≤ .
4
2
4

(4)

Bounding the covariance Cov [I1 (v1 ), I1 (v2 )] for two distinct vertices v1 , v2 requires a bit
more care, as the indicators are not independent. By definition
Cov [I1 (v1 ), I1 (v2 )] = P (v1 , v2 ∈ R1 ) − P (v1 ∈ R1 ) P (v2 ∈ R1 ) .
Consider the event {v1 , v2 ∈ R1 }; P (v1 , v2 ∈ R1 ) can be written as
P (v1 , v2 ∈ R1 |v1 ∼ v2 ) P(v1 ∼ v2 ) + P (v1 , v2 ∈ R1 |v1 6∼ v2 ) P(v1 6∼ v2 ).
Notice that after we specify the adjacency between v1 and v2 , the remaining vertices in
the neighborhoods of v1 and v2 are independent. Letting ai = P(vi ∈ R1 | v1 ∼ v2 ),
def
bi = P(vi ∈ R1 | v1 6∼ v2 ) and using shorthand q = 1 − p, we have
P (v1 , v2 ∈ R1 ) = pa1 a2 + (1 − p)b1 b2 .
Now consider P (v1 ∈ R1 ) P (v2 ∈ R1 ). Splitting up the two events by {v1 ∼ v2 } gives
P (v1 ∈ R1 ) = pa1 + qb1 and P (v2 ∈ R1 ) = pa2 + qb2 . Putting everything together, we have
Cov [I1 (v1 ), I1 (v2 )] = pa1 a2 + qb2 b2 − (pa1 + qb1 ) (pa2 + qb2 )
= pq(a1 − b1 )(a2 − b2 ) = σ 2 (a1 − b1 )(a2 − b2 ).

(5)

We next analyze the relationship between a1 and b1 . (The analysis for a2 and b2 is similar).
Define
mR
mB
dR
dB

def

= R0 \ {v1 , v2 }
def
= B0 \ {v1 , v2 }
def
= (Γ(v1 ) ∩ R0 ) \ {v2 }
def
= (Γ(v1 ) ∩ B0 ) \ {v2 }

=
=
=
=

nR − (I0 (v1 ) + I0 (v2 )) ,
nB + (I0 (v1 ) + I0 (v2 )) − 2,
dR
0 (v1 ) − I0 (v2 )Wv1 v2
dB
0 (v1 ) + (I0 (v2 ) − 1) Wv1 v2

B
We have mR + mB = n − 2, dR ∼ Bin(mR , p), dB ∼ Bin(mB , p) and dR
0 (v1 ) − d0 (v1 ) =
dR − dB + J0 (v2 )Wv1 v2 . Now we can rewrite a1 and b1 using (3) in terms of the above:


B
R
B
a1 = P dR
0 (v1 ) + I0 (v1 ) > d0 (v1 ) v1 ∼ v2 = P d − d > −J0 (v2 ) − I0 (v1 ) ,


B
R
B
b1 = P dR
0 (v1 ) + I0 (v1 ) > d0 (v1 ) v1 6∼ v2 = P d − d > −I0 (v1 ) .
(

J0 (v2 ) = −1 =⇒ a1 − b1 = P dR − dB = −I0 (v1 )
Case analysis on J0 (v2 ):

J0 (v2 ) = 1
=⇒ b1 − a1 = P dR − dB = −1 − I0 (v1 ) .


2C0 1 − 2σ 2
2C0 1 − 2σ 2
√
=
.
In any case, by Lemma 12 we have a1 − b1 ≤ √
σ n−2
σ mR + mB
The same analysis for a2 and b2 , and Equation (5) then imply


2
2C0 1 − 2σ 2 2C0 1 − 2σ 2
4C02 1 − 2σ 2
√
√
Cov [I1 (v1 ), I1 (v2 )] ≤ σ 2 ·
·
=
.
(6)
n−2
σ n−2
σ n−2
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Equations (4) and (6) together yield

 1
4C02 1 − 2σ 2
Var R1 ≤ · n + 2 ·
4
n−2

2  
2 n(n − 1)
n
n
= + 4C02 1 − 2σ 2 ·
·
.
2
4
n−2

(7)
C

The proof is complete.
From Claims 13 and 14, a standard Chebyshev’s inequality gives

P B1 >

n−1
2


√ 
− d n = P R1 <

≤

n
4

n+1
2

√ 
+d n ≤

+ 4C02 1 − 2σ 2

2

·

T (n, p, c, d)2 n

n(n−1)
n−2



Var R1


√ 2
E R1 − n+1
2 −d n
= Q(n, p, c, d).

The proof of Theorem 9 is complete. This theorem forms the first part of Theorem 6, which
√
shrinks the Blue camp from size n2 − c to n2 − Ω( n). We state explicitly the relevant result
to wrap up this section.
I Corollary 15. For any p ∈ (0, 1), c > 0, ε2 > 0 and n ∈ N, if the
starts with
 Blueside
C1 +ε2 √
n
n−1
B
−
c
=
n
members,
it
shrinks
to
size
at
most
−
n
=
nB
0
1 with
2
2
2p

at most

probability at least 1 − P1 (n, p, c, ε2 ).

3

Day Two and after

Next, we analyze the situation after the first day. Clearly, if one fixes the coloring after Day
1 and examine the graph, its distribution is no longer G(n, p). Therefore, we cannot apply
the same method in proving Theorem 9 for later days. Instead, we use “shrinking arguments”
to argue that it is likely for the Blue camp to monotonously shrink to empty, regardless of
the choice of its members, due to G’s structure.
The core of our shrinking argument is Hoeffding’s inequality, a classical result that gives
exponentially small probability tails for sums of independent random variables.
I Theorem 16 (Hoeffding’s inequality). Let {Xi }ni=1 be independent random variables and
{ai }ni=1 , {bi }ni=1 , such that for all i = 1, 2, · · · , n, ai ≤ Xi ≤ bi almost surely. Then for
X = X1 + X2 + · · · + Xn , we have


n
o
2t2
.
max P (X − E [X] ≥ t) , P (X − E [X] ≤ −t) ≤ exp − Pn
2
i=1 (bi − ai )
The proof of Hoeffding’s inequality is available in most graduate level probability textbooks,
e.g. [15]. The original proof given by Hoeffding appeared in [9].
A simple yet useful shrinking argument is that, in the G(n, p) model, it is with high
probability that all vertices in G have many neighbors, so a small enough Blue camp will not
be able to influence anyone by a majority, thus inevitably vanishes the next day.
I Lemma 17. For p ∈ (0, 1) and n ∈ N>1 , with probability at least

1 − n exp − 29 p2 (n − 1) = 1 − P4 (n, p),
G is such that all vertices have more than 23 p(n − 1) neighbors, thus any choice of the Blue
B
camp of at most 13 p(n − 1) = nB
3 members shrinks to 0 = n4 the next day.
The proof is standard using the Hoeffding bound, so we refer to Appendix A.2 for details.
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This simple lemma forms the first block of our shrinking argument. The overall aim is to
√
argue that with high probability, G is such that a Blue camp of size n2 − O( n) in Day 1
will inevitably be reduced to size O(n) in Day 2, and then to size less than 12 p(n − 1) in Day
3, then vanishes in the fourth day by Lemma 17. The remaining blocks, which correspond to
days before the fourth, will require a more complicated argument.
I Lemma 18. Let p ∈ (0, 1), n, n0 ∈ N, n0 <
at least


2p2 (n − 2n0 − 1)2 m
4n
exp −
,
1−
n
n+m−2

n
2.

Then for all m ∈ N, m ≤ n, with probability

G is such that any choice of the Blue camp of at most n0 members shrinks to below m in the
next day.
Proof. Consider a subset S of V with m elements. We will first bound the probability that S
entirely turn Blue the next day. Let (R, B) be the initial coloring with B = n0 < n − n0 =
def
def P
R . For each v ∈ V , let dif(v) = Γ(v) ∩ R − Γ(v) ∩ B , and let dif(S) = v∈S dif(v).
We break down each dif(v) and dif(S) as follows:
X
X
X
X
dif(v) =
Wvu +
Wvu −
Wvu −
Wvu
u∈R∩S

dif(S) =

Wvu +

v∈S u∈R∩S

We have
X X
v∈S u∈R∩S

Similarly,

X

Wvu =

X X

X

Wvu =

v∈S u∈B∩S

X

Wvu +

u∈B\S

X X

Wvu −

v∈S u∈R\S

v∈R∩S u∈R∩S

X X

u∈B∩S

u∈R\S

X X

v∈S u∈B∩S

X

Wvu =

v∈B∩S u∈R∩S

X

2Wuv +

{u,v}⊂S∩B

Wvu −

X

X X

(8)
Wvu .

v∈S u∈B\S

X

{u,v}⊂S∩R

X

X

2Wuv +

X

Wvu .

v∈B∩S u∈R∩S

Wvu .

v∈B∩S u∈R∩S

Substituting back into Equation 8, we get
X
X
X X
X X
dif(S) =
(2Wuv ) −
(2Wuv ) +
Wuv −
Wuv .
{u,v}⊂S∩R

{u,v}⊂S∩B

u∈S v∈R\S

u∈S v∈R\B

This is now a sum of independent variables, so we can apply Theorem 16. Firstly,
E [dif(S)] = p S ( R − B ) − p(|S ∩ R| − |S ∩ B|) ≥ pm(n − 2n0 − 1).

(9)

Moreover, each Wuv takes values in [0, 1] (a range of length 1) and 2Wuv takes values in
[0, 2] (a range of length 2), so the sum of squares of these lengths are




S∩B
S∩R
F = 4
+4
+ S R\S + S B\S
2
2
= S (n − 2 + S ) − 4 |S ∩ R| |S ∩ B| ≤ m(n − 2 + m).
By Hoeffding’s inequality:
P (S ⊆ B1 | R0 , B0 ) ≤ P (dif(S) ≤ 0) = P (dif(S) − E [dif(S)] ≤ −E [dif(S)])
!


2
2p2 (n − 2n0 − 1)2 m
E [dif(S)]
≤ exp −
.
≤ exp −
F
n−2+m
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Applying a double union bound over choices of S and (R, B), noting that there are nn0
4n /n choices, we have



2p2 (n − 2n0 − 1)2 m
4n
exp −
.
P ∃(R, B).∃S. B = n0 , S = m, S ⊂ B1 ≤
n
n+m−2

n
m



≤

J

Taking the complement event, we get the desired result.

Lemma 18 turns out to be sufficient for the remaining blocks of our shrinking argument.
The following lemmas are direct corollaries of Lemma 18.

I Lemma 19. For p ∈ (0, 1), ε1 ∈ 0, 12 and n ∈ N>1 , with probability at least
1−


1
exp − 12 p3 (2ε1 n − 1)2 + 2n log 2 = 1 − P3 (n, p, ε1 ),
n

G is such that any choice of the Blue camp of at most
size at most 13 p(n − 1) = nB
3 the next day.

1
2


− ε1 n = nB
2 members shrinks to

I Lemma 20. With C1 = (3 log 2)1/2 defined in Section 1.6, let p ∈ (0, 1), n ∈ N and
ε1 , ε2 > 0, then with probability at least
1 − exp (−n [(1 − 2ε1 )ε2 − ε1 ] − log n) = 1 − P2 (n, ε2 , ε1 ),
G is such that any choice of the Blue camp of at most

shrinks to size at most 12 − ε1 n = nB
2 the next day.

n−1
2

−

(10)


C1 +ε2
2p

√

n = nB
1 members

A routine calculation shows that for appropriate choices of values for ε1 and ε2 such that
ε1 < ε2 /(1 + 2ε2 ), the bound in Equation (10) tends to 1 as n → +∞. Detailed proofs
of Lemmas 19 and 20 are in Appendix A.2. These lemmas and Lemma 17, together with
Corollary 15 form the complete “chain of shrinking” for the number of Blue vertices to reach
0 in four days, hence wrapping up the proof of Theorem 6.

4

Conclusion

The majority dynamics scheme on a network of n individuals is a process where each person
is assigned an initial color, which changes daily to match the majority among their neighbors.
The main results in this paper reveal a surprising facts. When the underlying network is a
random G(n, p) graph, for any given constants p and ε, there is a constant c = c(p, ε) such
that if one color has n2 + c members in the initial state, then with probability at least 1 − ε,
it covers the whole network in just four days, regardless of n.
Our main result, Theorem 6, yields an explicit lower-bound based on n, p and c for the
probability that the side with the initial majority wins. It has two important implications.
The first is the Power of Few phenomenon (Theorem 2), which shows that when p = 1/2 and
ε = .1, c can be set to just 6, meaning six extra people is all it takes to win a large election
with overwhelming odds. The second is an asymptotic dependency between the ε, n and c
(Theorem 3), which shows that for any fixed p, there is a constant K(p) such that choosing
n and c both large enough so that K(p) max{n−1 , c−2 } < ε will ensure that the winning
probability is at least 1 − ε.
The main idea behind Theorem 6 involves shrinking the set of Blue, the side with the
initial minority, from (n/2 − c) to 0 members in the course of four days. This chain of
√
shrinking goes from (n/2 − c) through (n/2 − Ω( n)), (1/2 − Ω(1))n and (1/2 − Ω(1))pn,
eventually reaching 0 after Day 4. There is a small probability that the shrinking fails to
occur on each day, and their sum is the bound we obtained in the theorem’s statement.
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Although the results in this paper only applies for dense G(n, p) graphs, we do cover sparse
graphs in a separate in-progress paper [14], where we obtain the Power of Few phenomenon
for p = Ω((log n)/n), and discuss the end result (other than a win) for lower values of p. We
nevertheless included one of the main proven results of the upcoming paper (Theorem 5),
and used it to prove the main theorem in the paper [8] by Fountoulakis, Kang and Makai in
Appendix A.3.
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A

Appendix

In this appendix we provided detailed proofs for claims and lemmas not proven in the main
text. We begin with some useful general probabilistic lemmas that are used throughout these
proofs.

A.1

Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3

Proof of Theorem 2. Assume Theorem 6. Observe that if the conditions in (1) hold for
some value of n, then they hold for all larger values of n. Let n = 300, ε1 = .15 and ε2 = .3
(along with p = 1/2 and c = 6), we have the condition in Equation (1) satisfied. Furthermore,
a routine calculation shows that
P1 ≤ .08454,

P2 < .00001,

P3 < .00001,

P4 ≤ .00001,

which implies that P (B4 6= ∅) < 0.1 or equivalently that Red wins in the fourth day with
probability at least .9 (conditioned on the event B0 = nB ≤ n2 − c).
J
Proof of Theorem 3. In this proof, only n and c = cn can vary. We can assume, without
loss of generality, that cn ≤ n/2. Assuming Theorem 6, we choose (constants) ε1 , ε2 such
that ε2 (1 − 2ε1 ) − ε1 > 0, then a routine calculation shows that P2 , P3 , P4 = o(n−2 ) and
P1 = Ω(n−1 ), so P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 = P1 + o(1). We have, for sufficiently large cn and
sufficiently large n,


 √ 
√
√
2cn p
C0 (1−2σ 2 )
n
C1 +ε2
1
√
√
√
−
n − 1 Φ0 2pcn +min{p,1−p}
−
−
≥
Φ
= T (n)
0
σ
2p
2
2 ,
2 n
n
σ n−1
n−1
1/4 + 4C02 (1 − 2σ 2 )2 n−2
≤ 1/4 + 4 · 0.62 · 1.5 < 3.
−1
Thus, P1 ≤ 12T (n)−2 . It then suffices to show T (n) ≥ H(p) min{c−2
} for some term
n ,n
H(p) depending solely on p. Consider 2 cases:
√
√
√
√
√
√ Φ0 (2)
√
If cn ≥ n, then: T (n) ≥ n · Φ0 (2 p) ≥ n · 2 p ·
= p Φ0 (2) n.
2
√
√ 2cn p Φ0 (2)
√
√
If cn < n, then: T (n) ≥ n · √
·
= p Φ0 (2) cn .
2
n
√
−1
}, for H(p) = Φ0 (2) p, as desired.
In any case, T (n) ≥ H(p) min{c−2
J
n ,n

A.2

Proofs for lemmas in Day Two

We provide proofs for Lemmas 19 and 20 in Section 3.
Proof. In a G(n, p) graph, d(v) is a sum of (n − 1) Bin(1, p) random variables, so Theorem
16 implies that for any u ∈ V ,



P d(u) ≤ 32 p(n − 1) ≤ P d(u) − E [d(u)] ≤ − 13 p(n − 1) ≤ exp − 92 p2 (n − 1) .
By a union bound, the probability
that all vertices have more than 23 p(n − 1) neighbors is

at least 1 − n exp − 29 p2 (n − 1) = 1 − P4 (n, p). Given this, a Blue camp of size 13 p(n − 1)
surely vanishes the next day since it cannot form a majority in any vertex’s neighborhood.
The result then follows.
J



def
def
Proof of Lemma 19. Let n2 = 12 − ε1 n and m = d 13 p(n − 1)e. Lemma 18 implies that
the G satisfies that every Blue set of at most n2 vertices shrinks to size m − 1 with probability
at least




4n
2p2 (n − 2n2 − 1)2 m
1
2p2 (n − 2n2 − 1)2 m
1−
exp −
= 1 − exp −
+ 2n log 2 .
n
n+m−2
n
n+m−2
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Since n2 ≤ 12 − ε1 n, (n − 2n2 − 1)2 ≥ (2ε1 n − 1)2 . Furthermore, m ≥
p(n−1)/3
p
p
m
n+m−2 ≥ n+p(n−1)/3−1 = 3+p ≥ 4 . Therefore

1
3 p(n

− 1) so





1
2p2 (n − 2n2 − 1)2 m
1
1
exp −
+ 2n log 2 ≤ exp − p3 (2ε1 n − 1)2 + 2n log 2 .
n
n+m−2
n
2
J
√ k



def
def
C1 +ε2
n and m = 21 − ε1 n . Lemma 18
Proof of Lemma 20. Let n2 = n−1
2 −
2p
implies that the G satisfies that every Blue set of at most n2 vertices shrinks to size m − 1
with probability at least


  2

4n
2p2 (n − 2n2 − 1)2 m
1
2p (n − 2n2 − 1)2 m
1−
exp −
= 1 − exp −
− 2n log 2 .
n
n+m−2
n
n+m−2


C1 +ε2 √
m
m
1
Since n+m−2
≥ n+m
≥ 1−2ε
and
n
−
2n
−
1
≥
n, we can bound the exponent
2
3−2ε1
p
of the RHS of the above as follows

2
2p2 (n − 2n2 − 1)2 m
C1 + ε2
1 − 2ε1
2C12
− 2n log 2 ≥ 2p2
n
n−
n+m−2
p
3 − 2ε1
3




2n
2n
4
C2
2
=
ε2 (ε2 + 2C1 )(1 − 2ε1 ) − ε1 C12
(C1 + ε2 ) (1 − 2ε1 ) − 1 (3 − 2ε1 ) ≥
3 − 2ε1
3
3
3
2n
5.6n
≥
[2.8ε2 (1 − 2ε1 ) − 2.8ε1 ] =
[ε2 (1 − 2ε1 ) − ε1 ] ≥ n [ε2 (1 − 2ε1 ) − ε1 ] .
3
3
The result then follows.

j



Note that we have used the facts that C1 > 1.4 and log2 < .7. The proof is complete.

A.3

J

Proof of Fountoulakis et al’s Theorem from Theorem 5

We provide the proof of the main theorem in [8] (Theorem 4) with our Theorem 5.
Proof. Assume Theorem 5. Let R0 and B0 respectively be the initial Red and Blue camps.
Fix a constant 0 < c0 ≤ ε/6. R0 ∼ Bin(n, 1/2) since it is a sum of Bin(1, 1/2) variables. An
application of the Berry-Esseen theorem (Theorem 10; with C0 = .56) implies that
P



R0 −


√ 
√ 
n
C0
n
C0
≤ c0 n ≤ Φ(2c0 ) + √ and P R0 − ≤ −c0 n ≥ Φ(−2c0 ) − √ ,
2
2
n
n

Thus

 

√ 
n
C0
C0
0
0
0
√
√
P R0 −
≤ c n ≤ Φ(2c ) +
− Φ(−2c ) −
2
n
n
0
2C0
4c
2C0
ε 2C0
≤ Φ(−2c0 , 2c0 ) + √ ≤ √ + √ ≤
+ √ ≤ ε/2,
3
n
n
n
2π


for sufficiently large n.
√
√
On the other hand, if R0 − n/2 > c0 n, then one of the sides has more than n/2+c0 n
initial members, which we call the majority side. Now we apply Theorem 5 with ε replaced
by ε/2. Notice that in the setting of Theorem 4 if we have p = λn−1/2 for λ sufficiently
√
large, then c0 n ≥ c/p, where c is the constant in Theorem 5. Thus, by this theorem, the
probability for the majority side to win is at least 1 − ε/2, and we are done by the union
bound.
J
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Abstract
In this work, we establish lower-bounds against memory bounded algorithms for distinguishing
between natural pairs of related distributions from samples that arrive in a streaming setting.
Our first result applies to the problem of distinguishing the uniform distribution on {0, 1}n
from uniform distribution on some unknown linear subspace of {0, 1}n . As a specific corollary, we
show that any algorithm that distinguishes between uniform distribution on {0, 1}n and uniform
distribution on an n/2-dimensional linear subspace of {0, 1}n with non-negligible advantage needs
2Ω(n) samples or Ω(n2 ) memory (tight up to constants in the exponent).
Our second result applies to distinguishing outputs of Goldreich’s local pseudorandom generator
from the uniform distribution on the output domain. Specifically, Goldreich’s pseudorandom
generator G fixes a predicate P : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} and a collection of subsets S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm ⊆ [n] of
size k. For any seed x ∈ {0, 1}n , it outputs P (xS1 ), P (xS2 ), . . . , P (xSm ) where xSi is the projection
of x to the coordinates in Si . We prove that whenever P is t-resilient (all non-zero Fourier coefficients
of (−1)P are of degree t or higher), then no algorithm, with < n memory, can distinguish the
output of G from the uniform distribution on {0, 1}m with a large inverse polynomial advantage, for

 (1−) ·t

stretch m ≤ nt 36
(barring some restrictions on k). The lower bound holds in the streaming
model where at each time step i, Si ⊆ [n] is a randomly chosen (ordered) subset of size k and the
distinguisher sees either P (xSi ) or a uniformly random bit along with Si .
An important implication of our second result is the security of Goldreich’s generator with super
linear stretch (in the streaming model), against memory-bounded adversaries, whenever the predicate
P satisfies the necessary condition of t-resiliency identified in various prior works.
Our proof builds on the recently developed machinery for proving time-space trade-offs (Raz 2016
and follow-ups). Our key technical contribution is to adapt this machinery to work for distinguishing
problems in contrast to prior works on similar results for search/learning problems.
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1

Introduction

This work is motivated by the following basic question: suppose an algorithm is provided
with a stream of m i.i.d. samples from a random source. What’s the minimum memory
required to decide whether the source is “truly random” or “pseudorandom”?
Algorithmically distinguishing perfect randomness from pseudorandomness naturally
arises in the context of learning theory (and can even be equivalent to learning in certain
models [20, 24, 60, 36]), pseudorandomness and cryptography.
There has been a surge of progress in proving lower bounds for memory-bounded streaming
algorithms beginning with Shamir [55] and Steinhardt-Valiant-Wager [57] who conjectured a
Ω(n2 ) memory lower bound for learning parity functions with 2o(n) samples. This conjecture
was proven in [53]. In a follow up work, this was generalized to learning sparse parities in
[35] and more general learning problems in [54, 29, 45, 14, 18, 47, 46, 56, 30].
All of these lower bounds hold for learning (more generally, search) problems that ask to
identify an unknown member of a target function class from samples. In this work, we build
on the progress above and develop techniques to show lower bounds for apparently easier task
of simply distinguishing uniformly distributed samples from pseudorandom ones. [25] studies
the related problem of distribution testing under communication and memory constraints.
[25] gave a one-pass streaming algorithm (and a matching lower bound for a broad range
of parameters) for uniformity testing on [N ] that uses m memory and O(N log(N )/(m4 ))
samples for distinguishing between uniform distribution on [N ] and any distribution that is
-far from uniform.
As we next discuss, our results have consequences of interest in cryptography (ruling
out memory-bounded attacks on Goldreich’s pseudorandom generator [31] in the streaming
model) and average-case complexity (unconditional lower bounds on the number of samples
needed, for memory-bounded algorithms, to refute random constraint satisfaction problems,
in the streaming model).

1.1

Our Results

We now describe our results in more detail. Our main results show memory-sample trade-offs
for distinguishing between truly random and pseudorandom sources for the following two
settings:
1. Uniform vs k-Subspace Source: The pseudorandom subspace source of dimension
k chooses some arbitrary k-dimensional linear subspace S ⊆ {0, 1}n and draws points
uniformly from S. The truly random source draws points uniformly from {0, 1}n .
2. Uniform vs Local Pseudorandom Source: The pseudorandom source fixes a k-ary
Boolean predicate P : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}. It chooses a uniformly random x ∈ {0, 1}n and
generates samples (α, b) ∈ [n](k) × {0, 1} where [n](k) represents the set of all ordered
k-tuples with exactly k elements from [n] and α is chosen uniformly at random from
[n](k) and b is the evaluation of P at xα - the k-bit string obtained by projecting x onto
the coordinates indicated by α. The truly random source generates samples (α, b) where
α ∈ [n](k) and b ∈ {0, 1} are chosen uniformly and independently.
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We model our algorithm by a read-once branching program (ROBP) of width 2b (or
memory b) and length m. Such a model captures any algorithm that takes as input a stream
of m samples and has a memory of at most b bits. Observe that there’s no restriction on the
computation done at any node of an ROBP.
Roughly speaking, this model gives the algorithm unbounded computational power and
bounds only its memory-size and the number of samples used.
Our first main result shows a lower bound on memory-bounded ROBPs for distinguishing
between uniform and k-subspace sources.
I Theorem 1 (Uniform vs Subspace Sources). Any algorithm that distinguishes between
uniform and subspace source of dimension k (assuming k > c log n for some large enough
constant c) with probability at least 1/2 + 2−o(k) requires either a memory of Ω(k 2 ) or at least
2Ω(k) samples. In particular, distinguishing between the uniform distribution on {0, 1}n and
the uniform distribution on an unkown linear subspace of dimension n/2 in {0, 1}n requires
Ω(n2 ) memory or 2Ω(n) samples.
Crouch et. al. [16] recently proved that any algorithm that uses at most n/16 bits of
space requires Ω(2n/16 ) samples to distinguish between uniform source and a subspace source
of dimension k = n/2. They suggest the question of improving the space bound to Ω(n2 )
while noting that their techniques do not suffice. For k = Θ(n), our lower bound shows that
any algorithm with memory at most cn2 for some absolute constant c requires 2Ω(n) samples.
This resolves their question.
Upper bound. In Section 4, we exhibit a simple explicit branching program that uses 2O(k)
samples and O(1) memory to succeed in solving the distinguishing problem with probability
3/4. We also show a simple algorithm that uses O(k 2 ) memory and O(k) samples, and
succeeds in solving the distinguishing problem with probability 3/4. Thus, in the branching
program model, the lower bound is tight up to constants in the exponent.
Our second main result gives a memory-sample trade-off for the uniform vs local pseudorandom source problem for all predicates that have a certain well-studied pseudorandom
property studied in cryptography under the name of resilience.
A k-ary Boolean function P is said to be t-resilient if t is the maximum integer such that
(−1)P (taking the range of the boolean function to be {-1,1}) has zero correlation with every
parity function of at most t − 1 out of k bits. In particular, the parity function on k bits is
k-resilient.
24
I Theorem 2 (Uniform vs Local Pseudorandom Sources). Let 0 <  < 1 − 3 log
log n and P
be a t-resilient k-ary predicate for k < n(1−)/6 /3, n/c2 . Then, any ROBP that succeeds
Ω(t·(1−))
with probability at least 1/2 + Ω( nt
) at distinguishing between uniform and local
Ω(t·(1−))
pseudorandom source for predicate P , requires nt
samples or n memory.

Upper bound. In Subsection 5.3, we give an algorithm that takes (n + k)k log n memory
and (n(1−)k )(n + k) samples, and distinguishes between uniform and local pseudorandom
source for any predicate P , with probability 99/100. Thus, the lower bounds are almost tight
up to log n factors and constant factors in the exponent for certain predicates (t = Ω(k)).
The question of whether there exists a better algorithm that runs in O(n(1−)t ) samples and
O(n ) memory, and distinguishes between uniform and local pseudorandom source with high
probability, for t-resilient predicates P , remains open.
2

c is a large enough constant
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This result has interesting implications for well-studied algorithmic questions in averagecase complexity and cryptography such as refuting random constraint satisfaction [27, 2, 52,
37]) and existence of local pseudorandom generators [17, 49, 11, 43, 4, 5] with super linear
stretch where a significant effort has focused on proving lower bounds on various restricted
models such as propositional and algebraic proof systems, spectral methods, algebraic
methods and semidefinite programming hierarchies. While bounded memory attacks are
well-explored in cryptography [44, 15, 10, 9, 59, 26, 53, 61, 32, 58, 34, 19], to the best of our
knowledge, memory has not been studied as explicit resource in this context. We discuss
these applications further in the paper.
Pk
For the special case when P (x) = i xi mod 2, the parity function on k bits, we can
prove stronger results for a wider range of parameters.
I Theorem 3 (Uniform vs Local Pseudorandom Sources with Parity Predicate). Let 0 <
24
 < 1 − 3 log
log n and P be the parity predicate on k bits for 0 < k < n/c (c is a large
enough constant). Suppose there’s a ROBP that distinguishes between uniform and local

pseudorandom source
the parity
 for
 predicate, with probability atleast 1/2 + s and uses < n

Ω((1−)·k)
(Ω((1−)·k)
samples.
memory. If s > Ω nk
, then, the ROBP requires nk
A recent concurrent work [19] builds symmetric encryption schemes which are secure
against memory bounded adversaries, where each ciphertext makes at most k calls to a
“random” function. Even though the applications and techniques are different, the setting of
the analysis is almost identical and the paper obtains better bounds (in terms of constants
in the exponent) for the (and only the) parity predicate on k bits.
The above results show lower bounds for sublinear memory algorithms. For a slight
variant of the above uniform vs local pseudorandom source problem, we can in fact upgrade
our results to obtain the following lower bounds against super-linear memory algorithms.
See Section 4 for details.
I Theorem 4. For large enough n and k > c log n (where c is a large enough constant)
and k ≤ n4 , any algorithm that can distinguish satisfiable sparse parities of sparsity k on n
variables (of type (a, b) = (a1 , a2 , ..., an , b) ∈ {0, 1}n+1 , where ∀i ∈ [n], ai = 1 with probability
k
n and b = ha, xi) from random ones (of similar type (a, b) but b is now chosen uniformly at
random from {0, 1}), with success probability at least 12 + 2−o(k) , requires either a memory of
size Ω(nk) or 2Ω(k) samples.
In Remark 15, we observe that the above theorem is almost tight. Specifically, we observe
that there are ROBPs that use a constant memory and O(n2O(k) ) samples or O(nklogn)
memory and O(n) samples to distinguish uniform sources from locally pseudorandom ones.

1.2

Applications to Security of Goldreich’s Pseudorandom Generator

A fundamental goal in cryptography is to produce secure constructions of cryptographic
primities that are highly efficient. In line with this goal, Goldreich [31] proposed a candidate
one-way function given by the following pseudorandom mapping that takes n-bit input x and
outputs m bits: fix a predicate P : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}, pick a1 , a2 , . . . , am uniformly at random3
from [n](k) and output P (xa1 ), P (xa2 ), . . . , P (xam ). Here, a1 , . . . , am and P are public and
the seed x is secret. Later works (starting with [48]) suggested using this candidate as
pseudorandom generator.

3

More generally, Goldreich proposed that a1 , a2 , . . . , am could be chosen in a pseudorandom way so as
to ensure a certain “expansion” property. We omit a detailed discussion here.
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The main question of interest is the precise trade-off between the locality k and the
stretch m for a suitable choice of the predicate P . In several applications, we need that the
generator has a super-linear stretch (i.e. m = n1+δ for some δ > 0) with constant locality
(i.e. k = O(1)).
The simplicity and efficiency of such a candidate is of obvious appeal. This simplicity
has been exploited to yield a host of applications including public-key cryptography from
combinatorial assumptions [6], highly efficient secure multiparty computation [33] and most
recently, basing indistinguishability obfuscation on milder assumptions [38, 3, 41, 39, 40].
Evidence for the security of Goldreich’s candidate has been based on analyzing natural
classes of attacks based on propositional proof systems [1], spectral methods and semidefinite
programming hierarchies [51, 2, 12, 37, 42, 11] and algebraic methods [7, 8]. In particular,
previous works [37, 8] identified t-resiliency of the predicate P as a necessary condition for
the security of the candidate for m = nΩ(t) stretch.
The uniform vs local pseudorandom source problem considered in this work is easily seen
as the algorithmic question of distinguishing the output stream generated by Goldreich’s
candidate generator from a uniformly random sequence of bits. In particular, our results
imply security of Goldreich’s candidate against bounded memory algorithms for super-linear
stretch when instantiated with any t-resilient predicate for large enough constant t (but
in the streaming model). Goldreich’s candidate generator would fix the sets a1 , a2 , . . . , am
(which are public) and output P (xa1 ), P (xa2 ), . . . , P (xam ) for n sized input x (m > n). We
prove the security of Goldreich’s generator in the model where a1 , a2 , . . . , am , still public,
are chosen uniformly at random from [n](k) and streamed with the generated bits.
We note that our lower bounds continue to hold even when the locality k grows polynomially with the seed length n.
24
I Corollary 5 (Corollary of Theorem 2). Let 0 <  < 1 − 3 log
log n and P be a t-resilient k-ary
predicate for k = O(n(1−)/6 ). Then, Goldreich’s PRG, when instantiated with any t-resilient
k-ary predicate P such that k ≥ t > 36 and stretch m = (n/t)O(t)(1−) , is secure against all
read-once branching programs with memory-size bounded from above by n , in the streaming
model.

1.3

Applications to Refuting Random CSPs

Theorems 2 and 3 can also be intepreted as lower bounds for the problem of refuting random
constraint satisfaction problems.
A random CSP with predicate P : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} is a constraint satisfaction problem on
n variables x ∈ {0, 1}n . More relevant to us is the variant where the constraints are randomly
generated as follows: choose an ordered k-tuple of variables a from [n] at random, a bit
b ∈ {0, 1} at random and impose a constraint P (xa ) = b. When the number of constraints
m  n, the resulting instance is unsatisfiable with high probability for any non-constant
predicate P . The natural algorithmic problem in this regime is that of refutation - efficiently
finding a short witness that certifies that the given instance is far from satisfiable. It is
then easy to note that the uniform vs local pseudorandom source problem is the task of
distinguishing between constraints in a random CSP (with predicate P ) and one with a
satisfying assignment. Note that refutation is formally harder than the task of distinguishing
between a random CSP and one that has a satisfying assignment.
Starting with investigating in proof complexity, random CSPs have been intensively
studied in the past three decades. When P is t-resilient for t ≥ 3, all known efficient
algorithms [2] require m  n1.5 samples for the refutation problem. This issue was brought
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to the forefront in [27] where Feige made the famous “Feige’s Hypothesis” conjecturing the
impossibility of refuting random 3SAT in polynomial time with Θ(n) samples. Variants of
Feige’s hypothesis for other predicates have been used to derive hardness results in both
supervised [21, 22, 23] and unsupervised machine learning [13].
In [51], t-resilience was noted as a necessary condition for the refutation problem to be
hard. Our Theorems 2 and 3 confirm this as a sufficient condition for showing lower-bounds
for the refutation (in fact, even for the easier “distinguishing” variant) of random CSPs, with
t-resilient predicates, in the streaming model with bounded memory.

2

Preliminaries

Denote by log the logarithm to base 2. We use Ber(p) to denote the Bernoulli distribution
with parameter p (probability of being 1). We use [n] to denote the set {1, 2, ..., n}.
For a random variable Z and an event E, we denote by PZ the distribution of the random
variables Z, and we denote by PZ|E the distribution of the random variable Z conditioned
on the event E.
Given an n−bit vector y ∈ {0, 1}n , we use y i to denote the ith coordinate of y, that is,
y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n ). We use y −i ∈ {0, 1}n−1 to denote y but with the ith coordinate deleted.
Given two n−bit vectors y, y 0 , we use hy, y 0 i to denote the inner product of y and y 0 modulo 2,
Pn
that is, hy, y 0 i = i=1 y i y 0i mod 2. We use |y| to denote the number of ones in the vector y.
Given a set S, we use y ∈R S to denote the random process of picking y uniformly at
random from the set S. Given a probability distribution D, we use y ∼ D to denote the
random process of sampling y according to the distribution D.
Next, we restate (for convenience) the definitions and results from previous papers
[53, 54, 35, 29] that we use.

Viewing a Learning Problem as a Matrix
Let X, A be two finite sets of size larger than 1.
Let M : A × X → {−1, 1} be a matrix. The matrix M corresponds to the following
learning problem: There is an unknown element x ∈ X that was chosen uniformly at random.
A learner tries to learn x from samples (a, b), where a ∈ A is chosen uniformly at random and
b = M (a, x). That is, the learning algorithm is given a stream of samples, (a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ) . . .,
where each at is uniformly distributed and for every t, bt = M (at , x).
These papers model the learner for the learning problem corresponding to the matrix M
using a branching program:
I Definition 6 (Branching Program for a Learning Problem). A branching program of length
m and width d, for learning, is a directed (multi) graph with vertices arranged in m + 1 layers
containing at most d vertices each. In the first layer, that we think of as layer 0, there is
only one vertex, called the start vertex. A vertex of outdegree 0 is called a leaf. All vertices
in the last layer are leaves (but there may be additional leaves). Every non-leaf vertex in
the program has 2|A| outgoing edges, labeled by elements (a, b) ∈ A × {−1, 1}, with exactly
one edge labeled by each such (a, b), and all these edges going into vertices in the next layer.
Each leaf v in the program is labeled by an element x̃(v) ∈ X, that we think of as the output
of the program on that leaf.
Computation-Path: The samples (a1 , b1 ), . . . , (am , bm ) ∈ A × {−1, 1} that are given as
input, define a computation-path in the branching program, by starting from the start vertex
and following at step t the edge labeled by (at , bt ), until reaching a leaf. The program outputs
the label x̃(v) of the leaf v reached by the computation-path.
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Success Probability: The success probability of the program is the probability that x̃ = x,
where x̃ is the element that the program outputs, and the probability is over x, a1 , . . . , am
(where x is uniformly distributed over X and a1 , . . . , am are uniformly distributed over A,
and for every t, bt = M (at , x)).
I Theorem 7 ([53, 54, 29]). Any branching program that learns x ∈ {0, 1}n , from random
2
linear equations over F2 with success probability 2−cn requires either a width of 2Ω(n ) or a
length of 2Ω(n) (where c is a small enough constant).
I Theorem 8 ([29]). Any branching program that learns x ∈ {0, 1}n , from random sparse
linear equations, of sparsity exactly `, over F2 with success probability 2−cl (where c is a
small enough constant) requires:
1. Assuming ` ≤ n/2: either a width of size 2Ω(n·`) or length of 2Ω(`) .
2. Assuming ` ≤ n0.9 : either a width of size Ω(n · `0.99 ) or length of `Ω(`) .

Norms and Inner Products
Let p ≥ 1. For a function f : X → R, denote by kf kp the `p norm of f , with respect to the
uniform distribution over X, that is:

1/p
p
kf kp =
E [|f (x)| ]
.
x∈R X

For two functions f, g : X → R, define their inner product with respect to the uniform
distribution over X as
hf, gi =

E [f (x) · g(x)].

x∈R X

For a matrix M : A × X → R and a row a ∈ A, we denote by Ma : X → R the
function corresponding to the a-th row of M . Note that for a function f : X → R, we have
·f )a
hMa , f i = (M|X|
.
I Definition 9 (L2 -Extractor, [29]). Let X, A be two finite sets. A matrix M : A × X →
0
{−1, 1} is a (k 0 , `0 )-L2 -Extractor with error 2−r , if for every non-negative f : X → R with
0
0
kf k2
`
−k
· |A| rows a in A with
kf k1 ≤ 2 there are at most 2
0
|hMa , f i|
≥ 2−r .
kf k1

I Lemma 10 ([35]). Let Tl be the set of n-bit vectors with sparsity exactly-l for l ∈ N,
Pn
i
n
that is, Tl = {x ∈ {0, 1}n |
i=1 x = l}. Let δ ∈ (0, 1]. Let BTl (δ) = {α ∈ {0, 1} |
8l 2l
hα,xi
E x∈Tl (−1)
> δ}. Then, for δ ≥ ( n ) ,
|BTl (δ)| ≤ 2e−δ

2/l

·n/8

· 2n

Branching Program for a Distinguishing Problem
Let X, A be two finite sets of size larger than 1. Let D0 be a distribution over the sample
space |A|. Let {D1 (x)}x∈X be a set of distributions over the sample space |A|. Consider the
following distinguishing problem: An unknown b ∈ {0, 1} is chosen uniformly at random.
If b = 0, the distinguisher is given independent samples from D0 . If b = 1, an unknown
x ∈ X is chosen uniformly at random, and the distinguisher is given independent samples
from D1 (x). The distinguisher tries to learn b from the samples drawn according to the
respective distributions.
Formally, we model the distinguisher by a branching program as follows.
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I Definition 11 (Branching Program for a Distinguishing Problem). A branching program of
length m and width d, for distinguishing, is a directed (multi) graph with vertices arranged
in m + 1 layers containing at most d vertices each. In the first layer, that we think of as
layer 0, there is only one vertex, called the start vertex. A vertex of outdegree 0 is called
a leaf. All vertices in the last layer are leaves (but there may be additional leaves). Every
non-leaf vertex in the program has |A| outgoing edges, labeled by elements a ∈ A, with exactly
one edge labeled by each such a, and all these edges going into vertices in the next layer.
Each leaf v in the program is labeled by a b̃(v) ∈ {0, 1}, that we think of as the output of the
program on that leaf.
Computation-Path: The samples a1 , . . . , am ∈ A that are given as input, define a
computation-path in the branching program, by starting from the start vertex and following
at step t the edge labeled by at , until reaching a leaf. The program outputs the label b̃(v) of
the leaf v reached by the computation-path.
Success Probability: The success probability of the program is the probability that b̃ = b,
where b̃ is the element that the program outputs, and the probability is over b, x, a1 , . . . , am
(where b is uniformly distributed over {0, 1}, x is uniformly distributed over X and a1 , . . . , am
are independently drawn from D0 if b = 0 and D1 (x) if b = 1).

3

Overview of the Proofs

We prove our theorems using two different techniques. We prove Theorems 1 and 4 through
reductions to the memory-sample lower bounds for the corresponding learning problems
in Section 4. Informally, for Theorem 1, we construct a branching program that learns
the unknown vector x from random linear equations in F2 by guessing each bit one by one
sequentially and using the distinguisher, for distinguishing subspaces from uniform, to check
if it guessed correctly. Then, we are able to lift the previously-known memory-sample lower
bounds for the learning problem (Theorem 7) to the distinguishing problem. Similarly, we
lift the memory-sample lower bounds for a variant of the learning problem in Theorem 8 to
the get Theorem 4.
Theorems 2 and 3 are restated in Section 5. A brief overview of these theorems are as
follows. Recall, a pseudorandom source fixes a k-ary Boolean predicate P : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}.
It chooses a uniformly random x ∈ {0, 1}n and generates samples (α, b) ∈ [n](k) × {0, 1}
where α is a uniformly random (ordered) k-tuple of indices in [n] and b is the evaluation of
P at xα - the k-bit string obtained by projecting x onto the coordinates indicated by α. The
truly random source samples (α, b) where α ∈ [n](k) and b ∈ {0, 1} are chosen uniformly and
independently. The problem for a distinguisher is to correctly guess whether the m samples
are generated by a pseudorandom or a uniform source, when the samples arrive in a stream.
We first show through a hybrid argument that a distinguisher A that distinguishes between
the uniform and pseudorandom source, with an advantage of s over 1/2, can also distinguish
(with advantage of at least s/m) when only the jth (for some j) sample is drawn from the
“unknown source”, the first j − 1 samples are drawn from the pseudorandom source and the
last m − j samples are drawn from the uniform source.
Let v be the memory state of A after seeing the first j − 1 samples, which were generated
from a pseudorandom source with a seed x picked uniformly at random from {0, 1}n . Let
Px|v be the probability distribution of the random variable x conditioned on reaching v. If
the jth sample is generated using the same pseudorandom source, then ∀α ∈ [n](k) , the bit b
P
P
is 0 with probability x0 :P (x0α )=0 Px|v (x0 ) and 1 with probability 1 − x0 :P (x0α )=0 Px|v (x0 ).
If the jth sample is generated using the uniform source, then ∀α ∈ [n](k) , the bit b is 0 with
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probability 1/2 and 1 with probability 1/2. Thus, for any α, A can identify the “unknown
P
0
source” with an at most
x0 :P (x0α )=0 Px|v (x ) − 1/2 advantage. We show that when A
has low memory (< n for some 0 <  < 1), then with high probability, it reaches a state
v such that Px|v has high min-entropy (informally, it’s hard to determine the seed for the
pseudorandom source). The argument till now (last 2 paragraphs) is common and has been
previously used to prove that a “source” fools bounded space, such as in [50].
Next, we use t-resiliency of P to show that when Px|v has high min-entropy, then with
high probability over α ∈ [n](k) , b behaves almost like in a uniform source (Lemma 19), that
P
is, | x0 :P (x0α )=0 Px|v (x0 ) − 1/2| is small. Hence, with high probability, it’s hard for A to
judge with ’good’ advantage whether b was generated from a pseudorandom or a uniform
source. Note that the last m − j samples generated by a uniform source can’t better this
advantage.

4

Time-Space Tradeoff through Reduction to Learning

In this section, we will state time-space tradeoffs for the following distinguishing problems,
which are proved using black-box reduction from the corresponding learning problems.

Distinguishing Subspaces from Uniform
Informally, we study the problem of distinguishing between the cases when the samples are
drawn from a uniform distribution over {0, 1}n and when the samples are drawn randomly
from a subspace of rank k over F2 . Let L(k, n) be the set of all linear subspaces of dimension
k (⊆ {0, 1}n ), that is, L(k, n) contains all subspaces V such that V = {v ∈ {0, 1}n | hwi , vi =
0 ∀i ∈ [n − k]} for some linearly independent vectors w1 , w2 , ..., wn−k . Formally, we consider
distinguishers for distinguishing between the following distributions:
1. D0 : Uniform distribution over {0, 1}n .
2. D1 (S), S ∈ L(k, n): Uniform distribution over S.
Note: If the subspace S is revealed, it’s easy for a branching program of constant width
to distinguish w.h.p. by checking the inner product of the samples with a vector in the
orthogonal complement of S.
A distinguisher can distinguish subspaces if for an unknown random linear subspace
S ∈ L(k, n), it can distinguish between D0 and D1 (S). Formally, a distinguisher L, after
seeing m samples, has a success probability of p if
Pru1 ,...,um ∼D0 [L(u1 , ..., um ) = 0] + PrS∈R L(k,n);u1 ,...,um ∼D1 (S) [L(u1 , ..., um ) = 1]
= p (1)
2
I Theorem 12. For k > c2 log n (where c2 is a large enough constant), any algorithm that
can distinguish k-dimensional subspaces over Fn2 from Fn2 ({0, 1}n ), when samples are drawn
uniformly at random from the subspace or Fn2 respectively, with success probability at least
1
−o(k)
requires either a memory of size Ω(k 2 ) or 2Ω(k) samples.
2 +2
For the proof, refer to the full version of the paper [28]. Briefly, we prove that using a
distinguisher for distinguishing subspaces, we can construct a branching program that learns
an unknown bit vector x from random linear equations over F2 . Then, we are able to lift the
time-space tradeoffs of Theorem 7.
I Remark 13 (Tightness of the Lower Bound). We note two easy upper bounds that show
that our results in Theorem 12 are tight (up to constants in the exponent). Firstly, we
observe an algorithm B1 that distinguishes subspaces of dimension k from uniform, using
O(k 2 ) memory and O(k) samples, with probability at least 3/4 (0 < k ≤ n − 1). B1 stores
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the first min(8k, n) bits of the first 8k samples (in O(k 2 ) memory); outputs 1 if the samples
(projected onto the first min(8k, n) coordinates) belong to a ≤ k-dimensional subspace (of
{0, 1}min(8k,n) ), and 0 otherwise (can be checked using gaussian elimination). When the
samples are drawn from D1 (S) for some k-dimensional subspace S, then B1 always outputs
the correct answer. When the samples are drawn from a uniform distribution on {0, 1}n , the
probability that 8k samples form a k-dimensional subspace is at most
 
8k
1
· 7k ≤ (8e)k 2−7k < 2−2k ≤ 1/4
k
2
(because, if the 8k samples form a k-dimensional subspace, then at least 7k of them are
linearly dependent on the previously stored samples and that happens with at most 1/2
probability for each sample). Hence, B1 errs with at most 1/4 probability.
Secondly, we observe that there exists a branching program that distinguishes subspaces
of dimension k from uniform using constant width and O(k · 2k ) length with probability at
least 3/4. Before, we show a randomized algorithm P that distinguishes between D0 and
D1 (S) for every S ∈ L(k, n) with high probability. P is described as follows:
1. Repeat steps 2 to 3 sequentially for t = 10 · 2k iterations.
2. Pick a non-zero vector v uniformly at random from {0, 1}n . For the next 2k samples (of
the form a ∈ {0, 1}n ), check if ha, vi = 0.
3. If all the 2k samples are orthogonal to v, exit the loop and output 1.
4. Output 0 (None of the randomly chosen vectors were orthogonal to all the samples seen
in its corresponding iteration).
The number of samples seen by P is 20k · 2k . Now, we prove that for every subspace S of
dimension k, that is, S ∈ L(k, n), P distinguishes between D0 and D1 (S) with probability
at least 1 − 12 (e−5 + 210k ) ≥ 3/44 .
When the samples are drawn from D0 , the probability that P outputs 1 is equal to the
probability that in at least one of the t iterations, the randomly chosen non-zero vector v was
orthogonal to the 2k samples drawn uniformly from {0, 1}n . Here, the probability is over v
and the samples. By union bound, we can bound the probability of outputting 1 (error) by
 2k
10
1
10 · 2 ·
= k.
2
2
k

For a fixed subspace S ∈ L(k, n), the probability that we pick a non-zero vector v ∈ {0, 1}n
n−k
−1
that is orthogonal to S is at least 2 2n −1
> 2−(k+1) . Therefore, when the samples are drawn
10·2k
1
from D1 (S), the probability that P outputs 0 (error) is upper bounded by 1 − 2k+1
≤
−5
e . Here, the probability is over the vectors v and the samples. Now to construct a constant
width but 20k · 2k length branching program that distinguishes with probability at least 3/4,
we consider a bunch of branching programs each indexed by t vectors that are used in step 2
of the algorithm P . It’s easy to see that for a fixed set of t vectors, P can be implemented
by a constant width branching program. As, when the t vectors are uniformly distributed
over {0, 1}n (non-zero), P can distinguish with probability at least 3/4 for every subspace
S ∈ L(k, n), there exists a fixing to the t vectors such that the corresponding branching
program distinguishes between D0 and D1 (S) (when S is chosen uniformly at random from
L(k, n)) with probability at least 3/4.

4

k≥5
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Distinguishing Satisfiable Sparse Equations from Uniform
Informally, we study the problem of distinguishing between the cases when the samples
are drawn from satisfiable sparse equations over F2 and when the samples are drawn from
random sparse equations.
Formally, we consider the distinguishing problem between the following two distributions:
1. D0 : Distribution on (n + 1)-length vectors (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n , b) ∈ {0, 1}n+1 where ∀i ∈ [n], v i
is 1 with probability nk and 0 otherwise, and b is 1 with probability 12 and 0 otherwise.
2. D1 (x), x ∈ {0, 1}n : Distribution on (n + 1)-length vectors (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n , b) ∈ {0, 1}n+1
where ∀i ∈ [n], v i is 1 with probability nk and 0 otherwise, and b = hv, xi where
v = (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n ).
Here, k is the sparsity parameter.
We say that a distinguisher can distinguish satisfiable sparse equations of sparsity k from
random ones if, when x is unknown and chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1}n , it can
distinguish between D0 and D1 (x). Formally, a distinguisher L, after seeing m, has a success
probability of p if
Pru1 ,...,um ∼D0 [L(u1 , ..., um ) = 0] + Prx∈R {0,1}n ;u1 ,...,um ∼D1 (x) [L(u1 , ..., um ) = 1]
≥ p (2)
2
I Theorem 14. For large enough n and k > c5 log n (where c5 is a large enough constant)
and k ≤ n4 , any algorithm that can distinguish random sparse parities of sparsity k on n
variables from satisfiable ones, with success probability at least 12 + 2−o(k) , requires either a
memory of size Ω(nk) or 2Ω(k) samples.
I Remark 15 (Tightness of our Lower Bound). We note two easy upper bounds that show that
our results in Theorem 14 are almost tight. Firstly, we observe that there’s an algorithm B1
of memory O(nk log n) that uses O(n) samples and can distinguish random sparse parities
of sparsity k from satisfiable ones, with probability of at least 3/4. B1 just stores O(n)
samples (in O(nk log n) memory); if there exists x that satisfies all the samples, it outputs
1, otherwise it outputs 0. When the samples are satisfiable, that is, drawn from D1 (x) (for
some x), B1 always outputs 1. When the samples are random, using the union bound, it’s
easy to see that the probability that there exists an x that satisfies all the O(n) samples is
exponentially small in n.
Second, there’s an algorithm B2 of constant memory that uses O(n · 2O(k) ) samples and
can distinguish random sparse parities of sparsity k from satisfiable ones, with probability
of at least 3/4. The probability that a learning algorithm sees sample (a, b), such that
−2k
a = (1, 0, ..., 0), is at least ken for k < n/2; thus, one can just wait for say 5 such samples
and see if the values of b are drawn randomly or are fixed, giving a constant memory and
O(ne2k ) samples algorithm that distinguishes with high probability.
Refer to the full version of the paper [28] for the proof of Theorem 14. Briefly, we
prove that using such a distinguisher, we can construct a branching program that learns an
unknown bit vector x from sparse linear equations of sparsity k over F2 . Unlike before, when
we were able to lift, we are not able to directly lift the time-space tradeoffs of Theorem 8,
because these lower bounds hold when the equations are of sparsity exactly-k. Following the
proof of Theorem 8 in [29] very closely, we can prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 16. Any branching program that learns x ∈ {0, 1}n from random linear equations
over F2 of type (a, b) = (a1 , a2 , ..., an , b) ∈ {0, 1}n+1 , where ∀i ∈ [n], ai = 1 with probability
k
−ck
, requires either width of size 2Ω(n·k) or length
n and b = ha, xi, with success probability 2
Ω(k)
of 2
(where c is a small enough constant, k ≤ n4 ).
The proof is given in full version [28]. Now through reduction, we are able to lift the
time-space tradeoffs of Lemma 16 to get Theorem 14.
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5

Sample-Memory Tradeoffs for Resilient Local PRGs

In this section, we prove our lower bound against memory bounded algorithms for distinguishing between streaming outputs of Goldreich’s pseudorandom generator and perfectly
random bits. Before stating our result in detail, we set up some notation and definitions
that will be convenient for us in this section.

5.1

Formal Setup

P
A k-ary predicate P is a Boolean function P : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}. Let α⊆[k] P̂ (α)χα be the
Fourier polynomial for (−1)P ((−1)P (x) = (−1)P (x) ). P is said to be t-resilient if t is the
maximum positive integer such that P̂ (α) = 0 whenever |α| < t. In particular, the parity
function hα, xi is |α|-resilient. Here, χα : {0, 1}k → {−1, 1} is such that χα (x) = (−1)hα,xi .
Let [n](k) denote the set of all ordered k-tuples of exactly k elements of [n]. That is, no
element of [n] occurs more than once in any tuple of [n](k) . For any a ∈ [n](k) , let ai ∈ [n]
denote the element of [n] appearing in the ith position in a. Given x ∈ {0, 1}n and a ∈ [n](k) ,
i
let xa ∈ {0, 1}k be defined so that (xa )i = xa for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
For any k-ary predicate P , consider the problem of distinguishing between the following
two distributions on (a, b) ∈ [n](k) × {0, 1} where (a, b) are sampled as follows:
1. Dnull : 1) Choose a uniformly at random from [n](k) , and 2) choose b uniformly at random
and independently from {0, 1}.
2. Dplanted (x), x ∈ {0, 1}n : 1) Choose a uniformly at random from [n](k) , and 2) set
b = P (xa ).
Note that a is chosen uniformly at random from [n](k) in both distributions. However,
while the bit b is independent of a in Dnull , it may be correlated with a in Dplanted .
A distinguisher for the above problem gets access to m i.i.d. samples ut = (at , bt ), t ∈ [m]
from one of Dnull and Dplanted (x) for a uniformly randomly chosen x ∈ {0, 1}n and outputs
either “planted” or “null”. We say that the distinguisher succeeds with probability p if
Pr

u1 ,...,um ∼Dnull

[L(u1 , ..., um ) = “null”] +

Pr

[L(u1 , ..., um ) = “planted”]

x∈R {0,1}n ;
u1 ,...,um ∼Dplanted (x)

is greater than 2p. In the language used in the previous sections, think of “null” as being
equivalent to 0 and “planted” being equivalent to 1, that is, Dnull ≡ D0 and Dplanted (x) ≡
D1 (x). Therefore, the success probability of the distinguisher L can be written as
Pru1 ,...,um ∼D0 [L(u1 , ..., um ) = 0] + Prx∈R {0,1}n ;u1 ,...,um ∼D1 (x) [L(u1 , ..., um ) = 1]
≥ p (3)
2
In particular, if x ∈ {0, 1}n is “revealed” to a distinguishing algorithm, then it is easy to
use Θ(log(1/)) samples and constant width branching program to distinguish correctly with
probability at least 1 −  between Dnull and Dplanted .

5.2

Main Result

The main result of this section is the following sample-memory trade-off for any distinguisher.
24
I Theorem 17. Let P be a t-resilient k-ary predicate. Let 0 <  < 1 − 3 log
log n and k < n/c.
Suppose there’s an algorithm that distinguishes between Dnull and Dplanted with probability
(1−)
at least 1/2 + s and uses < n memory. Then, whenever 0 < t ≤ k < n 6 /3 and
1−
1−
s > c1 ( nt )−( 36 )t , the algorithm requires ( nt )( 36 )t samples. Here, c and c1 are large enough
constants.
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Note that when k is a constant, this theorem gives a sample-memory tradeoff even for Ω(n)
memory.
Our argument yields a slightly better quantitative lower bound for the special case when
Pk
P is the parity function, that is, P (x) = ( i=1 xi ) mod 2. We will represent this function
by Xor.
24
I Theorem 18. Let 0 <  < 1 − 3 log
log n and P be the parity predicate Xor on k = t bits.
Suppose there’s an algorithm that distinguishes between Dnull and Dplanted with probability at
1−
least 1/2 + s and uses < n memory. Then for k ≤ n/c5 , if s > 3( nk )−( 18 )k , the algorithm
1−
requires ( nk )( 18 )k samples.

We prove both Theorem 17 and 18 via the same sequence of steps except for a certain
quantitative bound presented in Lemma 19. In the next subsection, we give an algorithm
e  + k)k memory and O(n
e (1−)k ) samples, and distinguishes between Dnull
that takes O(n
and Dplanted for any predicate P , with probability 99/100. Thus, the lower bounds are
almost tight up to constant factors in the exponent for the parity predicate. The question of
whether there exists an algorithm that runs in O(n(1−)t ) samples and O(n ) memory, and
distinguishes between Dnull and Dplanted with high probability, for t-resilient predicates P ,
remains open.

5.3

Tightness of the Lower Bound

In this section, we observe that there exists an algorithm A that takes O((n + k) · k log n)
memory and O(n(1−)k · (n + k)) samples, and distinguishes between Dnull and Dplanted for
any predicate P , with probability 99/100 (for n > 10).
A runs over 4n(1−)k · (n + k) samples and stores the first 2(n + k) samples (a, b) ∈
(k)
[n] × {0, 1} such that ai ≤ n + k, ∀i ∈ [k], that is, the bit b depends only on the first
n + k bits of x under the distribution Dplanted (x). If A encounters less than 2(n + k)
samples of the above mentioned form, A outputs 1 (“planted”). Otherwise, A goes over all

the possibilities of the first n + k bits of x (2n +k possibilities in total) and checks if it could

have generated the stored samples. If there exists a y ∈ {0, 1}n +k that generated the stored
samples, A outputs 1 (“planted”), otherwise A outputs 0.
It’s easy to see that A uses m = 4n(1−)k · (n + k) samples and at most 2(n + k) · k log n
memory (as it takes only k log n memory to store a sample). Next, we calculate the probability
of success. Let Zj be a random variable as follows: Zj = 1 if the j th sample (aj , bj ) is such
that aij ≤ n + k, ∀i ∈ [k] and 0 otherwise.
Pr[Zj = 1] =

|[n + k](k) |
≥ n−(1−)k
|[n](k) |

Pm
P
4(n +k)
1
And E[ j=1 Zj ] = 4(n + k). By Chernoff bound, Pr[ j Zj < 2(n + k)] ≤ e− 8
≤ 100
.
Therefore, the probability that A stores 2(n + k) samples is at least 99/100. It’s easy to see
that A always outputs 1 when the samples are generated from Dplanted (x) for any x.
The probability that A outputs 1, given that it stored 2(n +k) samples, when the samples

are generate from Dnull is equal to the probability that there exists a y ∈ {0, 1}n +k that
0
0
0
0
could have generated the stored samples. Let (a1 , b1 ), ..., (a2(n +k) , b2(n +k) ) be the stored

samples. There are at most 2n +k sequences of b01 , ..., b02(n +k) generated by some y given

5

c is a large enough constant
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{a0j }j∈[2(n +k)] . As, under Dnull , b is chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1}, the probability

that there exists y ∈ {0, 1}n +k that could have generated the stored samples is at most


2n +k
= 2−(n +k) ≤ 1/100. Hence, the probability of success is at least 99/100.
22(n +k)

5.4

Proof of Theorems 17 and 18

For the full proof, please refer to the full version of the paper [28]. In this section, we give a
very brief outline of the proof and state a crucial lemma. Fix a t-resilient k-ary predicate P .
Let B be a branching program with bounded width and length, that distinguishes between
Dnull and Dplanted (x) (x is uniformly distributed over {0, 1}n ) for the predicate P , with
non-negligible probability.
We first use hybrid argument to obtain that the branching program B must have a nontrivial probability of distinguishing with a single sample. Towards this, define Hj (x) to be
the distribution over m samples where the first j samples are drawn from Dplanted (x) and the
remaining m − j samples are from Dnull . Using hybrid argument, there is a j 0 ∈ {1, ..., m}
such that B distinguishes between the hybrids Hj 0 −1 (x) and Hj 0 (x) with non-negligible
probability. Then to contradict, we show that a bounded-width and bounded-length B
cannot distinguish between the hybrids Hj 0 −1 (x) and Hj 0 (x).
Let v1 be a vertex of the branching program B after seeing the first j 0 − 1 (generated
from a pseudorandom source with a seed x picked uniformly at random from {0, 1}n ). Let
Px|v1 be the probability distribution of the random variable x conditioned on reaching v1 .
If the j 0 th sample is generated using the same pseudorandom source (as in Hj 0 (x)), then
P
∀a ∈ [n](k) , the bit b is 0 with probability x0 :P (x0a )=0 Px|v1 (x0 ) and 1 with probability
P
1 − x0 :P (x0a )=0 Px|v1 (x0 ). If the j 0 th sample is generated using the uniform source (as in
Hj 0 −1 (x)), then ∀a ∈ [n](k) , the bit b is 0 with probability 1/2 and 1 with probability 1/2.
P
0
Thus, for any a, B can distinguish with at most
x0 :P (x0a )=0 Px|v1 (x ) − 1/2 advantage.
We show that when B has bounded width, then with high probability, it reaches a vertex
v1 such that Px|v1 has high min-entropy. We then use t-resiliency of P to show that when
Px|v1 has high min-entropy, then with high probability over a ∈ [n](k) , the expression
P
1
0
x0 :P (x0a )=0 Px|v1 (x ) is small (the following lemma). Hence, with high probability, it’s
2 −
hard for B to distinguish whether the j 0 th sample was generated from Hj 0 (x) or Hj 0 −1 (x).
Note that the last m − j samples, generated by a uniform source, can’t better this advantage.
Pn
Define Tl = {ā ∈ {0, 1}n : i=1 āi = l} for l ∈ N. For  > 0, k ≥ t > 0, let L be the
set of vertices v such that Px|v has min-entropy of at least (n − n − t log(n/t)), that is,

∀x0 ∈ {0, 1}n , Px|v (x0 ) ≤ 2n −n · (n/t)t .
24
n
I Lemma 19. For all 0 <  < 1 − 3 log
log n , 0 < t ≤ k < { c , n

X

Px|v1 (x0 ) · (−1)P (x

0a

)

≤ c2 n−(

(1−)
6

/3}, and v1 ∈ L,

1−
18 )t

x0
1−

for all but at most c2 n−( 18 )t fraction of a ∈ [n](k) (recall that P is a t-resilient k-ary
predicate).
24
n
For all v1 ∈ L, 0 <  < 1 − 3 log
log n , 0 < k < c ,
X

Px|v1 (x0 ) · (−1)Xor(x

0a

x0
1−

)

≤2

 n −( 1−
9 )k
k

for all but at most 2( nk )−( 9 )k fraction of a ∈ [n](k) .
Here, c and c2 are large enough constants.
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Please refer to the full version [28] for the proof of the above lemma.
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1

Introduction

It is far easier to verify a proof than to find one. This intuitively clear fact has been
given precise meanings in several settings , leading to such landmark results as the IP =
PSPACE [36] and PCP Theorems [3, 4]. There is a growing body of work on results of this
flavor for space-efficient computations on large data streams [35]. In this setting, a spacebounded client (henceforth named Verifier) that can only process inputs in the restrictive
data streaming setting has access to a computationally powerful entity (henceforth named
Prover), such as cloud computing service, that has no such space limitations. As past work
has shown, many fundamental problems that are intractable in the plain data-streaming
model – in the sense that they cannot be solved using sublinear space – do admit nontrivial
solutions in this Verifier/Prover model, without Verifier having to trust Prover blindly.
An algorithm in this model specifies a protocol to be followed by Verifier and Prover
so that the former may compute some function f (σ) of the input stream σ. Prover, by
performing the specified actions honestly, convinces Verifier to output the correct value f (σ).
However, if Prover fails to follow the protocol, whether out of malice or error (modeling
hardware, software, or network faults in the cloud service), then Verifier is highly likely to
detect this and reject. Past work has considered a few different instances of this setup, such
as (a) annotated data streaming algorithms [12, 30] – also called online schemes – where
the parties read σ together and the protocol consists of Prover streaming a “help message”
(a.k.a. proof) to Verifier either during stream processing and/or at the end; (b) prescient
schemes [11], which are a variant of the above where Prover knows all of σ before Verifier
sees it; (c) streaming interactive proofs (SIPs) [13, 19], where Verifier and Prover engage in
multiple rounds of communication.
This work focuses on the first and arguably best-motivated of these models, namely, online
schemes. We simply call them schemes. We give new and improved schemes for several graphtheoretic problems, including triangle counting, maximum matching, topological sorting, and
shortest paths. In all cases, the input is a huge n-vertex graph G given as a stream σ of edge
insertions and/or deletions. While most of our problems have been studied before, we give
schemes that (a) have better complexity parameters, in some cases achieving optimality, and
(b) use cleverer algebraic encodings of the relevant combinatorial problems, often exploiting
the ability of a streaming algorithm to compute nonlinear sketches.

1.1

Setup, Terminology, and Motivation

We formalize the setup described above. A scheme for a function f specifies three things:
(i) a space-bounded data streaming algorithm used by Verifier to process the input σ and
compute a summary VR (σ), using random coins R; (ii) a help function used by Prover to
send a message H(σ) to Verifier as a “proof stream” after the input stream ends;1 and (iii) an
output algorithm outR (VR (σ), H(σ)) capturing Verifier’s work during and after the proof
stream, which produces values in range(f ) ∪ {⊥}, where an output of ⊥ indicates “reject.” If
VR and outR run in O(v) bits of space and H provides O(h) bits of help, then this scheme
is called an (h, v)-scheme. A scheme is interesting if we can use h > 0 to achieve a value
of v asymptotically smaller than what is feasible or known for a basic streaming algorithm,
where h = 0. A scheme is said to have
completeness error εc if ∀σ ∃H : PrR [outR (VR (σ), H(σ)) = f (σ)] > 1 − εc ;
soundness error εs if ∀σ, H0 : PrR [outR (VR (σ), H0 (σ)) ∈
/ {f (σ), ⊥}] 6 εs .

1

A more general (though seldom used) model allows Prover to send help messages after each data item
in σ.
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In designing schemes, we will aim for εs 6 1/3, which can be reduced further via parallel
repetition in standard ways. We will also achieve perfect completeness, i.e., εc = 0. For an
(h, v)-scheme we refer to h as its hcost (short for “help cost”) and v as its vcost (“verification
cost”). We use the notation [h, v]-scheme as a shorthand for an (Õ(h), Õ(v))-scheme.2
It is intuitive that the parameters h and v are in tension, suggesting that they can
be traded off against one another. Most of our algorithms do obtain such tradeoffs. We
emphasize that actually obtaining a smooth tradeoff for large ranges of h and v values is not
automatic: indeed, an important contribution of this work is to obtain such tradeoffs for
problems where past work gave comparable results only for specific settings of h and v.
When studying the results discussed below, it is useful to keep a few cost regimes in
mind. We focus on graph problems on n-vertex inputs. An (h, v)-scheme for such a problem
is sublinear if h = o(n2 ) and v = o(n2 ); frugal if it is sublinear and achieves the stronger
guarantee v = o(n); and laconic if it is sublinear and achieves the stronger guarantee h = o(n).
Many graph problems are intractable in the basic one-pass streaming model, meaning that
they provably require Ω(n2 ) space. Past work [12] implies that any (h, v)-scheme for such a
problem must have hv = Ω(n2 ). Thus, an [h, v]-scheme with hv = O(n2 ) for an intractable
problem has achieved an optimal tradeoff, up to logarithmic factors. All of the problems we
consider in this paper (except for counting connected components) are intractable for dense
graphs (i.e., graphs with Ω(n2 ) edges).
Frugal schemes are important when Verifier is so starved for space that it cannot afford
to store even a constant fraction of the vertices. They are also very interesting from a
theoretical standpoint, since even “easy” graph problems require at least Ω(n) space in the
basic streaming model. On the other hand, laconic schemes are naturally motivated by
settings where Verifier does not have streaming access to the proof and has to store it in full.
Consider for example a retail client that uploads transactions to the cloud as they occur. It
makes sense to have uploaded even terabytes of information in total over a long period of
time: days, months, or years. However, it might not be reasonable for the cloud to transfer a
proof consisting of, say, tens of gigabytes to the client. From a theoretical standpoint, in
solving an intractable problem, if Verifier has to store the proof, there is no reason to ever
try to reduce vcost to o(n), since hcost will then blow up to ω(n).

1.2

Problems, Results, and Comparisons with Related Work

Throughout, the input graph G will be on the fixed vertex set V = [n] := {1, . . . , n} and will
have m edges. Many results will be stated in terms of tunable parameters t, s ∈ Z+ that
must satisfy ts > n. Since bounds are asymptotic, this condition can be read as ts = n.
Triangle Counting. Our starting point is the triangle counting problem (henceforth, TriangleCount), studied heavily in past work on graph streaming [7, 8, 10, 24, 25, 27, 34, 38].
Given a multigraph G as a dynamic stream (i.e., insertions and deletions), the goal is to
compute T , the number of triangles in G. The exact counting version studied in this paper is
an intractable problem in the sense of Section 1.1: it requires Ω(n2 ) space in basic streaming.
As noted in Table 1, we give several new algorithms for TriangleCount. Our [nt2 , s]scheme improves upon the best known frugal scheme for the problem: for a fixed hcost > n,
it improves the vcost from v 4/3 to v, and for a fixed vcost v 6 n, it improves the hcost from
n3 /v 3/2 to n3 /v 2 . Our [t, ns]-scheme is not only the first laconic scheme for the problem but

2

The notation Õ(·) hides factors polynomial in log n.
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Table 1 Summary of results on the problems considered in this paper. A scheme is deemed
optimal if it has help cost at most h and space cost at most v for at least one pair h, v such
that h · v 6 Õ(L), whereas it is known that any (h, v) scheme that applies to all graphs requires
h · v > Ω(L). A blank space in the Tradeoff column indicates that it remains open whether the
scheme can be strictly improved. Here, α0 is the size of a maximum matching in the input graph, K
is the length of a shortest vs –vt path, D is the maximum distance from the source to the any other
reachable vertex, and W is the maximum weight of an edge.
Problem

Scheme
3

TriangleCount

[h, v]; hv = n
[n2 , 1]
[n, n]
[t3 , s2 ]; ts = n
[nt2 , s]; ts = n
[t, ns]; ts = n
√
[mn/ v, v]
[m + h, v]; hv = n2

Tradeoff

Reference

Suboptimal
Optimal
Optimal
Suboptimal

[12]
[12]
[38]
[14]
Theorem 4
Theorem 5

Optimal
Suboptimal

[11]
Theorem 10

TriangleCount-Adj

[h, v]; hv = n2

MaxMatching

[m, 1]
[n, n]
[t3 , s2 ]; ts = n
[nt, s]; ts = n
0
[α + h, v]; hv = n2

Optimal
Optimal
Suboptimal
Optimal

[18]
[38]
[14]
Theorem 8
Theorem 9

MIS

[nt, s]; ts = n

Optimal

Theorem 12

Acyclicity/TopoSort

[m, 1]
[nt, s]; ts = n

Optimal
Optimal

[18]
Theorem 13; Corollary 14

Theorem 11

st-ShortestPath

[Dnt, s]; ts = n
[Kn, n]
[Knt, s]; ts = n

[18]
[14]
Corollary 18

Unweighted SSSP

[Dnt, s]; ts = n

Theorem 17

Weighted SSSP

[m + n, 1]
[DW n, n]
[Dn, W n]

Optimal

[18]
Theorem 19
Theorem 20

also achieves smooth optimal tradeoff in its parameter range; thus, it settles the complexity
of the problem in the laconic regime. The [m + h, v]-scheme whenever hv = n2 generalizes the
[n2 , 1]-scheme from prior work for any m-edge graph (for the setting h = m and v = n2 /m)
and is interesting in the frugal regime for sparse graphs.
The problem has also been studied in the adjacency-list model (call it TriangleCountAdj) [10, 26, 31, 34], where the stream presents the full neighbor list for each vertex
contiguously. We give an [h, v]-scheme for any hv = n2 for TriangleCount-Adj (again,
exact counting). In basic streaming, there is no nontrivial algorithm for computing T
exactly, or even approximately when T is small; in fact, under a long-standing conjecture in
communication complexity, these problems require Ω(m) space [26].
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Maximum Matching. There is a recent and ongoing flurry of activity on streaming algorithms for MaxMatching, the problem of computing the cardinality α0 (G) of a maximumsized matching3 in G [6, 16, 21, 22, 28, 33, 20, 29]. The exact version of the problem (which
is what we study here) is intractable. For the special case of detecting whether a bipartite
graph has a perfect matching, there is a frugal [nt, s]-scheme [12], which achieves optimal
tradeoff. See Table 1 for previous results for the general problem.
In this work, we give (i) the first optimal frugal [nt, s]-scheme for the general MaxMatching problem, settling its complexity in the frugal regime, and (ii) an [α0 + h, v]-scheme
whenever hv = n2 , which yields a laconic scheme provided α0 (G) = o(n). Obtaining a fully
general laconic scheme remains an interesting open problem and we suspect that it will
require a breakthrough in exploiting the problem’s combinatorial structure.
Further Graph Problems and a Common Framework. We obtain new schemes for the
MIS problem, which asks for an inclusion-wise maximal independent set of vertices; the
Acyclicity problem, which asks whether the input digraph is acyclic; and the TopoSort
problem, which asks for a vertex ordering of the input DAG that orients all edges “forwards.”
In each case, we give an [nt, s]-scheme. Recent results show that MIS [5, 17] and TopoSort
[15] are intractable in basic streaming, so our schemes are optimal in the frugal regime.
Importantly, these schemes, the frugal MaxMatching scheme, and two of the TriangleCount schemes all fit a common framework: they boil the problem down to counting the
number of edges in one or more induced subgraphs of the input graph. Our scheme for this
InducedEdgeCount problem could be a useful technical result for future work.
Shortest Paths. The single-source shortest path (SSSP) problem is perhaps the most basic
problem in classic graph algorithms. In the streaming setting, even the special case of
undirected vs –vt connectivity in constant-diameter graphs is intractable [21]. As Table 1
shows, our [Dnt, s]-scheme for unweighted SSSP (where D is the maximum distance from the
source vertex vs to any vertex reachable from it) generalizes the result of Cormode et al. [18]
from st-ShortestPath to SSSP. Again, as a corollary, we obtain a [Knt, s]-scheme for
st-ShortestPath, where K is the length of a shortest vs –vt path. This result generalizes
the [Kn, n]-scheme of Chakrabarti and Ghosh [14] and improves upon the [Dnt, s]-scheme of
Cormode et al. [18], since K can be arbitrarily smaller than D. The schemes for the weighted
version are interesting for small D and W , where W is the maximum weight of any edge.

1.3

Other Related Works

Abdullah et al. [1] studied the TriangleCount and MaxMatching problems in the
stronger SIP model that allows rounds of interaction between Prover and Verifier. For
TriangleCount, they gave a (log2 n, log2 n)-SIP using log n rounds of interaction. They also
designed an (n1/γ log n, log n)-SIP with γ = O(1) rounds. For the weighted MaxMatching
0
problem, they gave a (ρ + n1/γ log n, log n)-SIP using γ rounds of interaction, where γ 0 is a
linear function of γ, and ρ is the weight of an optimal matching.
Early works on the concept of annotated streams include Tucker et al. [39] and Yi
et al. [41], who studied stream punctuations and stream outsourcing respectively. Motivated
by these works, Chakrabarti et al. [12] then formalised the model theoretically as the
annotated streaming model and gave schemes for statistical streaming problems including

3

The notation α0 (G) is by analogy with α(G), which denotes the cardinality of a maximum independent
set of vertices. It can be found, e.g., in the textbook by West [40].
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frequency moments and heavy hitters, along with some basic results for graph problems.
This non-interactive model was subsequently studied by multiple works including Klauck
and Prakash [30], Cormode et al. [18], and Chakrabarti et al. [11]. Subsequent works
considered generalized versions of the model, allowing rounds of interaction. These include
Arthur-Merlin streaming protocols of Gur and Raz [23] and the streaming interactive proofs
(SIP) of Cormode et al. [19]. Chakrabarti et al. [13] and Abdullah et al. [1] further studied
this generalized setting. We refer to the expository article of Thaler [37] for a more detailed
survey of this area.

1.4

Our Techniques

Sum-Check and Polynomial Encodings. As with much prior work in this area (and probabilistic proof systems more generally), our schemes are variants of the famous sum-check
protocol of Lund et al. [32]. Specialized to our (non-interactive) schemes, this protocol allows
P
Verifier to make Prover honestly compute x∈X g(x) for some low-degree polynomial g(X)
derived from the input data and some designated set X . Verifier has no space to compute g
explicitly, nor all values hg(x) : x ∈ X i, but he can afford to evaluate g(r) at a random point
r. The Prover steps in by explicitly providing ĝ(X), a polynomial claimed to equal g(X):
this is cheap since g has low degree. Verifier can be convinced of this claim by checking that
ĝ(r) = g(r).
Hence, the main challenge in applying the sum-check technique is to find a way to encode
the data stream problem’s output as the sum of the evaluations of a low-degree polynomial
g so that Verifier can, in small space, evaluate g at a random point r.
Sketches: Linearity and Beyond. A streaming Verifier evaluates g(r) by suitably summarizing the input in a sketch. Viewing the input as updates to a data vector f = (f1 , . . . , fN ),
such a sketch v is linear if v = Sf for some matrix S ∈ Fv×N , for some field F.4 Typically,
S is implicit in the sketching algorithm and enables stream processing in Õ(v) space by
translating a stream update fi ← fi + ∆ into the sketch update v ← v + ∆Sei , where ei
is the ith standard basis vector. In essentially all prior works on stream verification, the
polynomial g was such that g(r) could be derived from such a linear sketch v.
There is one exception: Thaler [38] introduced an optimal [n, n]-scheme for TriangleCount in which Verifier computes a nonlinear sketch.5 Roughly speaking, the verifier in
Thaler’s protocol maintains two n-dimensional linear sketches v(1) and v(2) , plus a value
C that is not a linear function of the input stream but instead depends quadratically on
v(1) and v(2) . Moreover, the jth increment to C uses information that is available while
processing the jth stream update, but not after the stream is gone. This is in contrast to
linear sketches themselves, where the jth sketch update depends only on the jth stream
update and no others.
The Shaping Technique. Another ubiquitous idea in streaming verification is the shaping
technique, which transforms a data vector into a multidimensional array. This trick realizes
g(X) as a summation of an even simpler multivariate polynomial: the latter can be evaluated
directly by Verifier at several points, which forms the basis for his sketching.
When applied

n
to graph problems, this technique was historically used to reshape the 2 -dimensional vector
4
5

This field is finite in the streaming verification literature, whereas traditional data streaming uses R.
Simliar nonlinearity was used recently in the more powerful model of 2-pass schemes [14].
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of edge multiplicities. Recently, Chakrabarti and Ghosh [14] introduced the idea of reshaping
the graph’s vertex space, rather than just the edge space, thereby transforming the adjacency
matrix into a 4-dimensional array. This trick was crucial to obtaining the first frugal schemes
for TriangleCount and MaxMatching.
Our Contributions. The new schemes in this work make the following contributions.
We design new polynomial encodings for the graph-theoretic problems we study.
We prominently employ nonlinear sketches, in the above sense, for almost all of our
scheme designs.
We use the shaping technique on the vertex space, often combining it with nonlinear
sketching, thus expanding the applications of this very recent innovation.
Our solutions for TriangleCount are particularly good illustrations of all of these
ideas. Where Thaler’s nonlinear-sketch protocol treated each vertex as monolithic, our
view of each vertex as an object in [t] × [s] (for some pair t, s with t · s = n) let us do two
things. In the laconic regime, we get to use Verifier’s increased space allowance in a way that
Thaler’s protocol cannot, thereby extending his [n, n]-scheme to get an optimal tradeoff. In
the frugal regime, it is significantly harder to exploit vertex-space shaping because Verifier
cannot even afford to devote one entry per vertex in his linear sketches. We overcome this by
finding a way for many vertices to “share” each entry of each linear sketch (see the string of
equations culminating in Equation (7)), thus extending Thaler’s protocol to smoothly trade
off communication for space.
We also extend the applicability of nonlinear sketching by identifying many further
graph problems for which it yields significant improvements. Specifically, in Section 3,
we describe two technical problems called InducedEdgeCountand CrossEdgeCount,
which are later used as primitives to optimally solve several important graph problems,
including MaxMatching. We show how to apply sum-check with a nonlinear Verifier (see,
e.g, Equation (11)) to optimally solve InducedEdgeCount and CrossEdgeCount.
Finally, our schemes for SSSP feature a different kind of innovation on top of vertex-space
shaping and new, clever encodings of shortest-path problems in a manner amenable to
sum-check. They overcome the frugal Verifier’s space limitation by exploiting the Prover’s
room to generate a proof stream that mimics an iterative algorithm. For the Verifier to
play along with such an iterative algorithm while lacking even one bit of space per vertex,
a careful layering of fingerprint-based checks is needed on top of the sum-checks. We hope
that our work here opens up possibilities for other instances of porting iterative algorithms
to a streaming setting with the help of a prover.

1.5

Preliminaries

In this work, the input graph, multigraph, or digraph is denoted G and defined on a fixed
vertex set V = [n]. In the vanilla streaming model, G is given as a stream of (u, v) tokens,
where u, v ∈ V : the token is interpreted as an insertion of edge {u, v} or directed edge (u, v).
If G is edge-weighted, the tokens are of the form (u, v, w), where w ∈ Z+ is a weight. In the
turnstile streaming model, tokens are of the form (u, v, ∆), denoting that the quantity ∆ ∈ Z
(which can be negative) is added either to the multiplicity or the weight of the edge {u, v}.
An important primitive in all our schemes is sketching a data vector by evaluating
its low-degree extension at a random point. Let us explain what this means. Suppose
our data vector, which has dimensionality N , is shaped into a k-dimensional array f with
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dimensions (s1 , . . . , sk ), where s1 s2 · · · sk > N . Equivalently, we have a function f on domain
[s1 ] × · · · × [sk ]. We work over a suitable finite field6 F. By Lagrange interpolation, there is
a unique polynomial f˜(X1 , . . . , Xk ) ∈ F[X1 , . . . , Xk ] such that
for all (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ [s1 ] × · · · [sk ], we have f˜(x1 , . . . , xk ) = f (x1 , . . . , xk ), and
for all i ∈ [k], we have degXi f˜ 6 si − 1.
We call f˜ the low-degree F-extension of f . Since f 7→ f˜ is a linear map, we can write f˜ as a
linear combination of “unit impulse” functions (also known as Lagrange basis polynomials):
δu1 ,...,uk (X1 , . . . , Xk ) :=

k
Y

Y

(ui − xi )−1 (Xi − xi ) .

(1)

i=1 xi ∈[si ]\{ui }

P
To be precise, f˜(X1 , . . . , Xk ) = (u1 ,...,uk )∈[s1 ]×···×[sk ] f (u1 , . . . , uk ) δu1 ,...,uk (X1 , . . . , Xk ). In
particular, if f is built up from a stream of pointwise updates, where the jth update adds
∆j to entry (u1 , . . . , uk )j of the array, then
f˜(X1 , . . . , Xk ) =

X

∆j δ(u1 ,...,uk )j (X1 , . . . , Xk ) .

(2)

j

I Fact 1. Given p = (p1 , . . . , pk ) ∈ Fk and a stream of pointwise updates to an initially-zero
array with dimensions (s1 , . . . , sk ), we can maintain the evaluation f˜(p) using O(log |F|)
space, performing O(k) field arithmetic operations per update. In applications, we usually
take p ∈R Fk .7 For details and implementation considerations, see Cormode et al. [19]. J
Another useful primitive is fingerprinting, used prominently in our SSSP scheme and
subtly in subroutines within other schemes. Its goal is to check equality between two vectors
a = (a1 , . . . , aN ) and b = (b1 , . . . , bN ) that are provided via turnstile streams in some
possibly intermixed order. This is achieved by checking that ϕa (r) = ϕb (r) for r ∈R F,
PN
where ϕa (X) = j=1 aj X j is the fingerprint polynomial of a and has degree at most N .
Both fingerprinting and the eventual uses of Fact 1 in sum-check protocols depend upon the
following basic but powerful result.
I Fact 2 (Schwartz–Zippel Lemma). For a nonzero polynomial P (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ∈ F[X1 , . . . , Xn ]
of total degree d, where F is a finite field, Pr(r1 ,...,rn )∈R Fn [P (r1 , . . . , rn ) = 0] 6 d/|F|.
J
At various points, we shall use a couple of schemes from Chakrabarti et al. [11, 12].
I Fact 3 (subset and intersection schemes; Prop. 4.1 of [12] and Thm. 5.3 of [11]). Given
a stream of elements of sets S, T ⊆ [N ] interleaved arbitrarily, for any h, v with hv > N ,
there are [h, v]-schemes to compute |S ∩ T | and to determine whether S ⊆ T .
J

2

The Triangle Counting Problem

A triangle in a (multi)graph is a set of three edges of the form {{u, v}, {v, w}, {u, w}}. The
TriangleCount problem asks for the number of such triangles in the input graph. We
solve this problem for multigraphs given by a turnstile stream, establishing the following two
theorems. The first gives improved (but possibly still not tight) tradeoffs between hcost h
and vcost v in the parameter regime where h > n and v 6 n. The second gives optimal
6
7

The characteristic of F must be large enough to avoid “wrap around” problems under arithmetic in F.
The notation r ∈R A means that r is drawn uniformly at random from the finite set A.
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tradeoffs (up to logarithmic factors) in the regime where h 6 n and v > n, based on the
known lower bound that hv must be Ω(n2 ). Both results were previously only known when
h = Θ(n).
We remind the reader that parameters t, s ∈ Z+ are tunable, subject to ts = n.
I Theorem 4 (Improved frugal schemes). There is an [nt2 , s]-scheme for TriangleCount.
I Theorem 5 (Optimal tradeoff for laconic schemes). There is a [t, ns]-scheme for TriangleCount. This is optimal up to logarithmic factors.
Overview of Our Methods. Consider an adjacency matrix A of a graph on vertex set V .
P
The addition of a new edge {u, v} creates z∈V A(u, z)A(v, z) new triangles.
Suppose that the input stream consists of L edge updates, the jth being (v1j , v2j , ∆j );
recall that its effect is to add ∆j to the multiplicity of edge {v1j , v2j }. Suppose that the
cumulative effect of the first j updates is to produce a multigraph Gj whose adjacency matrix
is Aj and which has Tj triangles (counting multiplicity). As in Thaler’s protocol [38], we can
then account for the number of triangles added by the jth update:
X
Tj − Tj−1 =
∆j Aj−1 (v1j , v3 ) Aj−1 (v2j , v3 ) .
v3 ∈V

As a result, the number of triangles T in the final graph G = GL is
X X
T =
∆j Aj−1 (v1j , v3 ) Aj−1 (v2j , v3 ) .

(3)

j∈[L] v3 ∈V

Our two new families of schemes for TriangleCount apply the shaping technique to the
above equation in two distinct ways, resulting in markedly different complexity behaviors.
The Laconic Schemes Regime (Proof of Theorem 5). Let t, s ∈ N be parameters with
ts = n. We first consider rewriting the variable v3 in Equation (3) as a pair of integers
(x3 , y3 ) ∈ [t] × [s] using some canonical bijection. This shapes each matrix Aj−1 into a
3-dimensional array aj−1 , i.e., a function with domain [n] × [t] × [s]. Let ã be the F-extension
of a for a sufficiently large finite field F to be chosen later. Then Equation (3) becomes
X X X
X
T =
∆j ãj−1 (v1j , x3 , y3 ) ãj−1 (v2j , x3 , y3 ) =
p(x3 ) , where (4)
j∈[L] x3 ∈[t] y3 ∈[s]

p(X3 ) =

X X

∆j ãj−1 (v1j , X3 , y3 ) ãj−1 (v2j , X3 , y3 ) .

x3 ∈[t]

(5)

j∈[L] y3 ∈[s]

By the properties of F-extensions observed above, we have the bound deg p 6 2(t − 1).
We now design our scheme as follows.
Stream processing. Verifier starts by picking r3 ∈R F. As the stream arrives, he maintains a
2-dimensional array of values ãj−1 (v, r3 , y), for all (v, y) ∈ [n] × [s], using Fact 1. He also
maintains an accumulator that starts at zero and, after the jth update, is incremented
P
by ∆j y3 ∈[s] ãj−1 (v1j , r3 , y3 ) ãj−1 (v2j , r3 , y3 ). By Equation (5), the final value of this
accumulator is p(r3 ).
Help message. Prover sends Verifier a polynomial p̂(X3 ) of degree 6 2(t − 1) that she claims
equals p(X3 ).
Verification and output. Using Prover’s message, Verifier computes the check value C :=
P
p̂(r3 ) and the result value T̂ := x3 ∈[t] p̂(x3 ). If he finds that C 6= p(r3 ), he outputs ⊥.
Otherwise, he believes that p̂ ≡ p and accordingly, based on Equation (4), outputs T̂ as
the answer.
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The analysis of this scheme proceeds along standard lines long established in the literature.
Error probability. An honest Prover (p̂ ≡ p) clearly ensures perfect completeness. The
soundness error is the probability that Verifier’s check passes despite p̂ 6≡ p, i.e., that
the random point r3 ∈ F is a root of the nonzero degree-(2t − 2) polynomial p̂ − p. By
the Schwartz–Zippel Lemma (Fact 2), this probability is at most (2t − 2)/|F| < 1/n, by
choosing |F| large enough.
Help and Verification costs. Prover describes p̂ by listing its O(t) many coefficients, spending O(t log n) bits, since each is an element of F and |F| = nO(1) suffices above. Verifier
maintains an n × s array whose entries are in F, for a vcost of O(ns log n). Overall, we
get a [t, ns]-scheme, as required.

The Frugal Schemes Regime (Proof of Theorem 4). Designing frugal schemes on the
basis of Equation (3) is more intricate. This time we rewrite the variables v1j and v2j as pairs
(x1j , y1j ) and (x2j , y2j ), each in [t] × [s] for parameters t, s with ts = n. The matrices Aj−1
are now shaped into 3-dimensional arrays bj−1 that can be seen as functions on the domain
[t] × [s] × [n]. As before, let b̃ be an appropriate F-extension. Working from Equation (3)
and cleverly using the “unit impulse” function δ seen in Equation (1),
X X
T =
∆j b̃j−1 (x1j , y1j , v3 ) b̃j−1 (x2j , y2j , v3 )
v3 ∈V j∈[L]

=

X

X

X

∆j b̃j−1 (w1 , y1j , v3 ) b̃j−1 (w2 , y2j , v3 ) δx1j (w1 ) δx2j (w2 )

v3 ∈V w1 ,w2 ∈[t] j∈[L]

=

X

X

q(w1 , w2 , v3 ) ,

where

(6)

∆j b̃j−1 (W1 , y1j , V3 ) b̃j−1 (W2 , y2j , V3 ) δx1j (W1 ) δx2j (W2 ) .

(7)

v3 ∈V w1 ,w2 ∈[t]

q(W1 , W2 , V3 ) =

X
j∈[L]

In contrast to the laconic case, we have a multivariate polynomial q(W1 , W2 , V3 ). We
have the bounds degW1 q 6 2(t − 1), degW2 q 6 2(t − 1), and degV3 q 6 2(n − 1), for a
total degree of O(t + n) = O(n). Importantly, the number of monomials in q is at most
(2t − 1)2 (2n − 1) = O(nt2 ). We now present the corresponding scheme and its analysis.
Stream processing. Verifier picks r1 , r2 , r3 ∈R F. As the stream arrives, he maintains two 1dimensional arrays: b̃j−1 (r1 , y, r3 ) and b̃j−1 (r2 , y, r3 ), for all y ∈ [s] (using Fact 1). He also
maintains an accumulator that starts at zero and, after the jth update (x1j , y1j , x2j , y2j ),
is incremented by ∆j b̃j−1 (r1 , y1j , r3 )b̃j−1 (r2 , y2j , r3 )δx1j (r1 )δx2j (r2 ). By Equation (7),
the final value of this accumulator is q(r1 , r2 , r3 ).
Notice that the accumulator is a nonlinear sketch of the input.
Help message. Prover sends Verifier a polynomial q̂(W1 , W2 , V3 ) that she claims equals
q(W1 , W2 , V3 ). It should satisfy the degree bounds noted above. He lacks the space to
store q̂, so she streams the coefficients of q̂ in some canonical order.
Verification and output. As q̂ is streamed in, Verifier computes the check value C :=
P
P
q̂(r1 , r2 , r3 ) and the result value T̂ := v3 ∈[n] w1 ,w2 ∈[t] q̂(w1 , w2 , v3 ). If he finds that
C 6= q(r1 , r2 , r3 ), he outputs ⊥. Otherwise, he believes that q̂ ≡ q and accordingly, based
on Equation (6), outputs T̂ as the answer.
Error probability. As before, we have perfect completeness and by the Schwartz–Zippel
Lemma (Fact 2, this time using its full multivariate strength), this soundness error is at
most deg q/|F| = O(n)/|F| < 1/n, by choosing |F| large enough.
Help and Verification costs. Prover can describe q̂ by listing its O(nt2 ) coefficients. Verifier
maintains two s-length arrays. Overall, we get an [nt2 , s]-scheme, as required.
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A Technical Result: Counting Edges in Induced Subgraphs

We introduce two somewhat technical, though still natural, graph problems: InducedEdgeCount and CrossEdgeCount. We design schemes for these problems giving optimal
tradeoffs (as usual, up to logarithmic factors). These schemes are key subroutines in our
schemes for more standard, well-studied graph problems – such as MaxMatching– considered in Section 4.
The InducedEdgeCount problem is defined as follows. The input is a stream of edges
of a graph G = (V, E) followed by a stream of vertex subsets hU1 , . . . U` i for some ` ∈ N,
where Ui ⊆ V for i ∈ [`]. To be precise, the latter portion of the stream consists of the
vertices of U1 in arbitrary order, followed by a delimiter, followed by the vertices of U2 in
P`
arbitrary order, and so on. The desired output is i=1 |E(G[Ui ])|, the sum of the numbers of
edges in the induced subgraphs G[U1 ], . . . , G[U` ]. Note that U1 , . . . , U` need not be pairwise
disjoint, so the sum may count some edges more than once.
The CrossEdgeCount problem is an analog of the above for induced bipartite subgraphs.
The input is a stream of edges followed by ` pairs of vertex subsets h(U1 , W1 ), . . . , (U` , W` )i,
P`
where Ui ∩ Wi = ∅ for i ∈ [`]. The desired output is i=1 |E(G[Ui , Wi ])|, the sum of the
number of cross-edges in the induced bipartite subgraphs G[U1 , W1 ], . . . , G[U` , W` ]. Note
that the Ui s (or Wi s) need not be disjoint among themselves.
Importantly, in both of these problems, the edges precede the vertex subsets in the stream.
This makes the problems intractable in the basic data streaming model. We shall prove the
following results.
I Lemma 6. For any h, v with hv = n2 , there is an [h, v]-protocol for InducedEdgeCount.
I Lemma 7. For any h, v with hv = n2 , there is an [h, v]-protocol for CrossEdgeCount.
Scheme for InducedEdgeCount (Proof of Lemma 6). For the given instance, let M denote
the desired output and let A be the adjacency matrix of G. For each i ∈ `, let Bi ∈ {0, 1}V
be the indicator vector of the set Ui , i.e., Bi (v) = 1 ⇐⇒ v ∈ Ui . Then,
M=

`
1X X
Bi (v1 ) Bi (v2 ) A(v1 , v2 ) .
2 i=1

(8)

v1 ,v2 ∈V

Let t, s be integer parameters such that ts = n. We apply the shaping technique to
Equation (8) by rewriting the variables vj as pairs of integers (xj , yj ) ∈ [t] × [s], for j ∈ {1, 2}.
This transforms the matrix A into a 4-dimensional array a and each Bi into a 2-dimensional
array bi . Let ã and b̃i be the respective F-extensions. Equation (8) now gives
2M =

`
X

X

X

b̃i (x1 , y1 ) b̃i (x2 , y2 ) ã(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ) =

i=1 x1 ,x2 ∈[t] y1 ,y2 ∈[s]

where p(X1 , X2 ) =

`
X

X

p(x1 , x2 ) ,

(9)

x1 ,x2 ∈[t]

X

b̃i (X1 , y1 ) b̃i (X2 , y2 ) ã(X1 , y1 , X2 , y2 ) .

(10)

i=1 y1 ,y2 ∈[s]

Our scheme exploits this expression in the same general manner as the analogous expressions for the TriangleCount schemes from Section 2 (e.g., Equation (4)). Prover sends a
bivariate polynomial p̂(X1 , X2 ), which is claimed to be p, by streaming its coefficients. Since
degXj p 6 2(t − 1) for j ∈ {1, 2}, Prover need only send O(t2 ) coefficients, for a help cost of
Õ(t2 ). Verifier computes his output using Equation (9), giving perfect completeness. On
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the soundness side, Verifier checks the condition p̂(r1 , r2 ) = p(r1 , r2 ) for randomly chosen
r1 , r2 ∈R F. By the Schwartz-Zippel Lemma (Fact 2), the probability that he is fooled is
at most deg p/|F| = O(t)/|F| < 1/n, for the right choice of F. It remains to describe how
exactly Verifier evaluates p(r1 , r2 ), which we now address.
Processing the stream of edges. This is straightforward: Verifier maintains the 2-dimensional array of values ã(r1 , w, r2 , z), for all w, z ∈ [s], using Fact 1.
Processing the stream of vertex subsets. Verifier initializes an accumulator to zero and
allocates workspace for two arrays of length s with entries in F. For each i ∈ [`], as
the vertices of Ui arrive, he maintains b̃i (r1 , z) and b̃i (r2 , z) for each z ∈ [s], using that
workspace. Upon seeing the delimiter marking the end of Ui , he computes
X

b̃i (r1 , y1 ) b̃i (r2 , y2 ) ã(r1 , y1 , r2 , y2 )

(11)

y1 ,y2 ∈[s]

and adds this quantity to the accumulator. Note that the workspace is reused when the
stream moves on from Ui to Ui+1 . By Equation (10), after the last set U` is streamed,
the accumulator holds p(r1 , r2 ).
Help and verification costs. We argued above that the hcost is Õ(t2 ). Meanwhile, Verifier’s
storage is dominated by the s × s array he maintains, leading to a vcost of Õ(s2 ).
Therefore, we obtain a [t2 , s2 ]-scheme for any parameters t, s with ts = n. In other words,
we get an [h, v]-scheme for any h, v with hv = n2 .
Scheme for CrossEdgeCount (Proof of Lemma 7). Our solution for InducedEdgeCount
can easily be modified to obtain a protocol for CrossEdgeCount with the same costs. If
Bi and Ci are the indicator vectors of the sets Ui and Wi , respectively, then the desired
output is
M=

`
X
X

Bi (v1 ) Ci (v2 ) A(v1 , v2 ) ,

(12)

i=1 v1 ,v2 ∈V

where we used the fact that each Ui ∩ Wi = ∅. Since Equation (12) has essentially the same
form as Equation (8), a scheme very similar to the previous one solves CrossEdgeCount:
Verifier simply keeps track of arrays corresponding to Ci alongside ones corresponding to Bi .

4

Maximum Matching and Other Applications of Edge Counting

In this section, we show how InducedEdgeCount and CrossEdgeCount can be used
as subroutines to solve multiple problems that have been widely studied in the basic and
annotated data streaming models. These problems include Maximum Matching, TriangleCounting, Maximal Independent Set, Acyclicity Testing, Topological Sorting, and Graph
Connectivity. For the frugal regime where vcost = o(n), our schemes are often optimal. We
specifically discuss the application to MaxMatching in Section 4.1, state the results on the
other applications in Section 4.2, and give a detailed account on them in Appendix B.
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The Maximum Matching Problem

We give the first optimal frugal scheme for computing the cardinality α0 (G) of a maximum
matching. As noted in prior works [14, 38], checking whether α0 (G) > k for some k is not
hard, given Ω̃(k) bits of help: Prover can simply send a matching of size k and prove its
validity. The interesting part is to verify that α0 (G) 6 k. For this, as in prior works, we
exploit the Tutte–Berge formula [9]:
α0 (G) =



1
min |U | + |V | − odd(G \ U ) ,
2 U ⊆V

(13)

where odd(G \ U ) denotes the number of connected components in G \ U with an odd
number of vertices. Thus, to show that α0 (G) 6 k, Prover needs to exhibit U ∗ ⊆ V
such that k = 12 (|U ∗ | + |V | − odd(G \ U ∗ )). Set H := G \ U ∗ . To verify the value of
odd(H), the most important sub-check that Verifier must do is to check that all purported
connected components of H (sent by Prover) are actually disconnected from each other.
Thaler [38] gave an [n, n]-scheme for this subproblem (thus obtaining the first [n, n]-scheme
for MaxMatching), while Chakrabarti and Ghosh [14] gave a [t3 , s2 ]-scheme for any ts = n
(thus designing the first frugal scheme for MaxMatching, though suboptimal). The latter
work notes that all other sub-checks for MaxMatching can be done by optimal frugal
schemes (see [14], Section 4).
Optimal Frugal Scheme. To optimally check that the purported connected components
of H are indeed disconnected from each other, we use the InducedEdgeCount scheme
as a subroutine. Prover streams the vertices in H by listing its connected components in
some order hU1 , . . . , U` i. Verifier uses Lemma 6 to count m1 := |E(H)| (invoking that lemma
with a single subset V (H)). In parallel, using the same scheme, Verifier computes the sum
P`
m2 = i=1 |E(G[Ui ])|. The subsets Ui are pairwise disconnected iff m2 = m1 , which Verifier
checks. The sub-checks of whether Ui s are indeed pairwise disjoint (as sets) and whether
U ∗ t V (H) = V (G) can be done via fingerprinting (as in Section 1.5).
Help and verification costs. Prover streams U ∗ and the vertices in H in a certain order,
which adds O(n log n) bits to the hcost of the InducedEdgeCount protocol. The vcost
stays the same, asymptotically, giving us an [n + h, v]-scheme for MaxMatching for any
h, v with hv = n2 . Overall, we have established the following theorem.
I Theorem 8. There is an [nt, s]-scheme for MaxMatching. This is optimal up to
logarithmic factors, since any (h, v)-scheme is known to require hv = Ω(n2 ) [12].
Protocol for Space Larger Than n. There is no laconic scheme known for the general
MaxMatching problem. The barrier seems to be that a natural witness for the problem is
an actual maximum matching of the graph, which can be of size Θ(n). We show that large
maximum matching size α0 (G) is indeed the sole barrier to obtaining a laconic scheme. In
particular, for any graph G, we give a scheme for MaxMatching with hcost α0 (G). This
yields a laconic scheme for the case when α0 (G) = o(n). We defer the proof to Appendix A.
I Theorem 9. For any h, v with hv > n2 and v > n, there is an [α0 + h, v]-scheme for
MaxMatching, where α0 is the size of the maximum matching of the input graph. In
particular, there is an [α0 , n2 /α0 ]-scheme.
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4.2

Applications to Other Graph Problems

Here, we state the results we obtain for several graph problems by applying InducedEdgeCount and CrossEdgeCount. The details and proofs appear in Appendix B.
We apply the edge-counting protocols to solve the triangle-counting problem in both the
standard edge arrival and the vertex arrival (adjacently list) streaming models and obtain
the following theorems.
I Theorem 10. For any h, v with hv > n2 , there is an [m + h, v]-scheme for TriangleCount. In particular, there is an [m, n2 /m]-scheme.
I Theorem 11. For any h, v with hv > n2 , there is an [h, v]-scheme for TriangleCountAdj.
We obtain optimal frugal schemes for the fundamental graph problems of maximal
independent set (MIS) and for topological sorting and acyclicity testing in directed graph
streams.
I Theorem 12. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for MIS. This is optimal
up to logarithmic factors, since any (h, v)-scheme is known to require hv = Ω(n2 ).
I Theorem 13. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for TopoSort. This is
optimal up to logarithmic factors, since any (h, v)-scheme is known to require hv = Ω(n2 ).
I Corollary 14. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for Acyclicity. This
is optimal up to logarithmic factors, since any (h, v)-scheme is known to require hv = Ω(n2 ).
Finally, we show that we can apply edge-counting schemes to count the number of
connected components of a graph.
I Theorem 15. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for counting the number
of connected components of an input graph.

5

The Single-Source Shortest Path Problem

In the single-source shortest path (SSSP) problem, the goal is to find the distances from a
source vertex vs to every other vertex reachable from it. In Section 5.1, we give a [Dnt, s]scheme for the unweighted version, whenever ts = n. If s = o(n), Verifier does not have
enough space to store the output; therefore, we aim for a protocol where Prover streams the
output, and Verifier checks that it is correct using o(n) space, thus achieving a frugal scheme.
In Section 5.2, we state our results for weighted SSSP for the two different weight update
models (vanilla and turnstile) described in Section 1.5. The proofs follow in Appendix C.

5.1

Unweighted SSSP

We shall design a scheme that works even if the same edge appears multiple times in the
stream (unlike prior work [18] that assumes that an edge appears at most once).
d
d
Prover sends distance labels dist[v]
for all v ∈ V , claiming that dist[v]
= dist(vs , v),
the actual distance from the source vertex vs to v. Let the radius-d ball around vs be
Bd := {v ∈ V : dist(vs , v) 6 d} and let B := {Bd : d ∈ [D]} be the family of such balls. Let
d labels, and Bb := {B
bd be the corresponding balls implied by Prover’s dist
bd : d ∈ [D]}.
B
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To check correctness, Verifier uses fingerprinting (Section 1.5) modified as follows. Letting
b also denote the respective characteristic vectors, define fingerprint polynomials
B, B
X X
X X
bd (i)X i Y d ,
ϕB (X, Y ) :=
Bd (i)X i Y d , ϕBb(X, Y ) :=
B
i∈[n] d∈[D]

i∈[n] d∈[D]

d labels are streamed, Verifier constructs the fingerprint ϕ (β1 , β2 ) for some
As the dist
b
B
β1 , β2 ∈R F.
Over the course of the protocol, using further help from Prover, Verifier will construct
the sets Bd inductively and, in turn, the “actual” fingerprint ϕB (β1 , β2 ). The next claim
d labels.
shows that comparing this with ϕBb(β1 , β2 ) validates Prover’s dist
d = dist(vs , v) for all vertices v.
bd = Bd for all d, then dist[v]
B Claim 16. If B
d 6= dist(vs , u).
Proof. Suppose not. Let d∗ be the smallest d such that ∃ u ∈ Bd∗ with dist[u]
∗
∗
Therefore, dist(vs , u) = d . Now, d cannot be 0 since vs is the only vertex in B0 and Verifier
d s ) 6= 0. Since Bd∗ = B
bd∗ , we have u ∈ B
bd∗ . This means
would reject immediately if dist(v
∗
∗
∗
d
d
d
bd∗ −1 , i.e., u ∈ Bd∗ −1 ,
dist(u)
6 d . Since dist(u)
6= d , we have dist(u)
6 d − 1. Thus, u ∈ B
which is a contradiction to the minimality of d∗ .
C
As before, A denotes the adjacency matrix of the graph. Putting
X
qd (u) :=
Bd (v) A(v, u) , for each u ∈ V ,

(14)

v∈V

we have Bd+1 = {u ∈ V : qd (u) 6= 0} .

(15)

To apply the shaping technique to (14), rewrite v as (x, y) ∈ [t] × [s]. This reshapes A into a
t × s × n array a(x, y, u) and Bd into a t × s array bd (x, y). As usual, let ã and b̃d be the
respective F-extensions for a suitable finite field F. Then, Equation (14) gives
X

qd (u) =

pd (x, u) ,

where

(16)

x∈[t]

pd (X, U ) :=

X

b̃d (X, y) ã(X, y, U ) .

(17)

y∈[s]

Stream processing. Verifier picks r1 , r2 ∈R F and maintains ã(r1 , y, r2 ). When he sees
vertices in B1 , i.e., vs and its neighbors, he maintains b1 (r1 , y) for all y ∈ [s] and also
updates the fingerprint ϕB (β1 , β2 ) accordingly.
Verifier wants to construct the values bd (r1 , y) inductively for d ∈ [D]. For constructing
bd+1 values for some d, he wants all u such that qd (u) 6= 0 (Equation (15)) in streaming
order since he doesn’t have enough space to either store the entire polynomial of degree
n − 1 that agrees with qd (so as to go over all evaluations), or to parallelly evaluate it at n
values while its coefficients are streamed. Hence, he asks for the following help message.
Help message processing. Prover continues her proof stream by sending hp̂1 ,Q1 ,. . . ,p̂D , QD i,
where Qd := hq̂d (u) : u ∈ V i, claiming that p̂d ≡ pd and q̂d (u) = qd (u) for each d ∈ [D]
and u ∈ [n].
While p̂d is streamed, Verifier computes the following in parallel:
p̂d (r1 , r2 );
pd (r1 , r2 ), using Equation (17);
P
P
the fingerprint gd := u∈[n] x∈[t] p̂d (x, u)β u (for some β ∈R F).
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After reading p̂d , he checks whether p̂d (r1 , r2 ) = pd (r1 , r2 ). If so, he believes that p̂d ≡ pd
P
and, in turn, that gd = u∈[n] qd (u)β u (by Equation (16)). Next, as Qd is streamed,
P
Verifier computes the fingerprint gd0 := u∈[n] q̂d (u)β u .
For each u with q̂d (u) 6= 0, due to Equation (15) (and assuming for now that the
q̂d values are correct), he treats u as a stream update for Bd+1 , and (i) maintains
bd+1 (r1 , y) for all y ∈ [s], and (ii) accordingly updates the fingerprint ϕB (β1 , β2 ).
After reading Qd , he checks if the fingerprints gd and gd0 match. If they do, he believes
that all q̂d values in Qd were correct and hence, the bd+1 values he constructed are correct
as well. He moves on to the next iteration, i.e., starts reading p̂d+1 .
Final Verification. After the Dth iteration, Verifier checks if the two fingerprints ϕB (β1 , β2 )
d labels were
and ϕBb(β1 , β2 ) match. If the check passes, then he believes that the dist
correct, at least upto distance D (by Claim 16). Finally, he checks if fingerprints for BD
and BD+1 match to verify that vertices in V \ BD are indeed unreachable.
Error probability. Verifier does O(D) fingerprint-checks and O(D) sum-checks, using degreeO(n) polynomials. Using |F| > n3 (and a union bound), the soundness error is < 1/n.
d labels sent by the Prover has size Õ(n). Each
Help and verification costs. The set of dist
polynomial p̂d has nt monomials and each Qd has O(n) field elements, and hence, size
Õ(n). Therefore, the total hcost is Õ(Dnt). Initially, the Ã and b̃1 values are stored
using Õ(s) space. Next, the b̃d and gd values are maintained reusing space of bd−1 and
gd−1 values respectively. We also use O(1) many other fingerprints that take O(log n)
space each. Hence, the total vcost is Õ(s).
I Theorem 17. There is a [Dnt, s]-scheme for unweighted SSSP, where D = max dist(vs , v).
v∈V

I Corollary 18. There is a [Knt, s]-scheme for st-ShortestPath, where K = dist(vs , vt ).
Proof. The protocol for SSSP incurs a factor of D in the hcost since it constructs Bd for
each d ∈ [D]. For the simpler st-ShortestPath problem, we can inductively construct
balls and stop as soon as we find the destination vertex vt in some Bd (i.e., get q̂d−1 (vt ) 6= 0).
We must find it in BK where K is the length of a shortest vs –vt path. Thus, we will only
incur a factor of K in the hcost, which implies a [Knt, s]-scheme for st-ShortestPath. J
Thus, we generalize the [Dnt, s]-scheme of Cormode et al. [18] from st-ShortestPath
to SSSP. Our result for st-ShortestPath generalizes the [Kn, n]-scheme of Chakrabarti
and Ghosh [14] by giving a smooth tradeoff and also improves upon the [Dnt, s]-scheme of
Cormode et al. [18], since K can be arbitrarily smaller than D.

5.2

Weighted SSSP

We consider the more general weighted version of SSSP in the turnstile and the vanilla weight
update models (see Section 1.5 for the definitions) and obtain the following results. The
details of the schemes along with the proofs of correctness appear in Appendix C.
I Theorem 19. There is a [DW n, n]-scheme for weighted SSSP in the turnstile weight
update model.
I Theorem 20. There is a [Dn, W n]-scheme for weighted SSSP in the vanilla streaming
model.
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Maximum Matching Redux (Proof of Theorem 9)

In Section 4.1, we gave a frugal scheme for MaxMatching, i.e., one that has hcost > n and
vcost 6 n. Here, we show that we can get a laconic scheme, i.e., one with hcost = o(n) and
vcost = ω(n) as long as the maximum matching size is o(n).
Let H = G \ U ∗ , where U ∗ is as in the MaxMatching protocol in Section 4.1, and let
U1 , . . . , U` be the connected components of H. By the Tutte-Berge formula (Equation (13)),
we have 2k = |U ∗ | + (n − odd(H)). This leads to the following observations.
I Observation 21. |U ∗ | = O(k).
I Observation 22. The number of edges in a spanning forest of H is |V (H)| − ` 6 n −
odd(H) = O(k).
We now describe our protocol, which is along the lines of the protocol in Section 4.1, but
this time we crucially use the fact that we are allowing Verifier a space usage of v > n.
To show that α0 (G) > k, Prover sends a matching M of size k. Verifier stores M explicitly
and checks that it is indeed a matching. Then, he verifies that M ⊆ E using the Subset
Scheme (Fact 3). Therefore, this part of the scheme uses hcost Õ(k + h) and vcost Õ(v) for
any h, v with hv = n2 and v > n.
Recall from Section 4.1 that to show that α0 (G) 6 k, it suffices to compute odd(H).
Prover sends the set U ∗ . By Observation 21, this takes Õ(k) hcost. Verifier has Ω(n) space,
and hence, he can store V \ U ∗ = V (H). Next, Prover sends a spanning forest F of H. By
Observation 22, this again incurs hcost Õ(k). Verifier stores F and verifies that F ⊆ E using
the Subset Scheme (Fact 3). From F , Verifier explicitly knows the purported connected
components U1 , . . . , U` of H. He finally verifies that Ui ’s are disconnected from each other by
checking that all edges in H are contained in these components. He can do this by checking
whether |E ∩ (V (H) × V (H))| = |E ∩ (∪`i=1 Ui × Ui )| using the Intersection Scheme (Fact 3).
If the check passes he goes over the Ui s to compute odd(H) and thus, this part can also be
solved using a [k + h, v] scheme for any h, v with hv = n2 and v > n. Hence, we obtain the
following theorem.
I Theorem 9. For any h, v with hv > n2 and v > n, there is an [α0 + h, v]-scheme for
MaxMatching, where α0 is the size of the maximum matching of the input graph. In
particular, there is an [α0 , n2 /α0 ]-scheme.

B

Applications of Edge-Counting to Other Graph Problems

In Section 4.1, we used a scheme for InducedEdgeCount to obtain an optimal frugal
scheme for MaxMatching. Below, we give applications of edge-counting schemes to several
other well-studied graph problems.
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Triangle-Counting. A scheme for TriangleCount follows immediately from
InducedEdgeCount. For v ∈ [n], set the subsets Uv = N (v), the neighborhood of
vertex v. Then, observe that InducedEdgeCount returns three times the total number
of triangles in the graph. The sets Uv , however, need to be sent in some order by Prover,
P
and so the additional hcost to InducedEdgeCount is Õ ( v |N (v)|) = Õ(m). As Prover
basically repeats the edge stream in a different order, we can check if it’s consistent with the
input stream by fingerprinting (see Section 1.5). Hence, we get an [m + h, v]-scheme for any
h, v with hv = n2 .
I Theorem 10. For any h, v with hv > n2 , there is an [m + h, v]-scheme for TriangleCount. In particular, there is an [m, n2 /m]-scheme.
The only other scheme for TriangleCount achieving hv = n2 tradeoff with vcost = o(n)
was an [n2 , 1]-scheme by Chakrabarti et al. [12]. Our result generalizes it for any graph with
m edges, thus achieving a better hcost and a smooth tradeoff for sparse graphs.
We note that in the above scheme, Prover needs to send the sets Uv = N (v) because the
InducedEdgeCount protocol needs the neighborhood of each vertex to arrive contiguously
in the stream. This is essentially the input stream order in the adjacency-list or the vertexarrival streaming model. Thus, for the problem TriangleCount-Adj, Verifier gets the Uv s
in the desired order as part of the input; so Prover need not repeat them, saving the huge
Õ(m) hcost. However, there is another issue in directly applying the InducedEdgeCount
subroutine in this case. In the definition of InducedEdgeCount, we assume that all the
edges in the graph arrive before the vertex subsets Ui . Here, the Uv s and the edges arrive
in interleaved manner (although each Uv arrives contiguously). But we show that we can
still apply the scheme for InducedEdgeCount to get the desired output. Let the order in
which the Uv s appear be hU1 , . . . Un i, and let Gv denote the graph consisting of edges seen
till the arrival of Uv = N (v). Then, applying InducedEdgeCount, what we count is
X
v∈[n]

|E(Gv [N (v)])| =

X

#{triangles incident on v in Gv } = 2T .

v∈[n]

The last equality follows since every triangle whose vertices appear in the order hv1 , v2 , v3 i
will be counted twice: once when v2 arrives and once when v3 arrives. We therefore obtain
the following theorem.
I Theorem 11. For any h, v with hv > n2 , there is an [h, v]-scheme for TriangleCountAdj.
Maximal Independent Set (MIS). Recent works [5, 17] have studied the problem of finding
a maximal independent set in the basic data streaming model. They show a lower bound
of Ω(n2 ) for a one-pass streaming algorithm. This implies a lower bound of hv > n2 for
any [h, v]-scheme for MIS. Hence, we aim for hv = n2 and describe a frugal scheme using
InducedEdgeCount. Since the output size of the problem can be Θ(n), it would only
make sense in the frugal regime if the Prover sends the output as a stream and the Verifier
checks that it is valid using o(n) space.
Let U be an MIS in the graph G. Prover sends U and Verifier uses InducedEdgeCount
to count the number of edges in G[U ] and verifies that it equals 0. If the check passes, U
is indeed an independent set. It remains to check the maximality of U . If U is maximal,
then, for each vertex v in G \ U , there must be a vertex u in U , such that (v, u) is an edge.
Prover points out such a vertex u ∈ U for each v ∈ G \ U . Let F denote this set of |G \ U |
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purported edges. Now, we use Subset Scheme (Fact 3) to verify that F ⊆ E, i.e., all these
edges are actually present in G. We can use fingerprinting (as in Section 1.5) to check that
F contains an edge for each vertex in G \ U and the Intersection Scheme to verify that the
set of their partners is disjoint from G \ U , i.e., belong to U . Thus, the additional hcost
to InducedEdgeCount, Subset, and Intersection Schemes is Õ(n), the number of bits
required to send U and F . Therefore, by Lemma 6, we get an [n + h, v]-scheme for MIS for
any h, v with hv = n2 . Thus, our scheme is optimal for the frugal regime.
I Theorem 12. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for MIS. This is optimal
up to logarithmic factors, since any (h, v)-scheme is known to require hv = Ω(n2 ).
Acyclicity Testing and Topological Sorting. We now turn to the Acyclicity problem in
directed graphs. It is easy to prove that a graph is not acyclic by showing the existence of a
cycle C. Verifier checks that C ⊆ E using Subset Scheme (Fact 3). Hence, this can be done
using an [h, v]-scheme for any h > |C|.
The more interesting case is when the graph is indeed acyclic. Note that a directed
graph is acyclic if and only if it has a topological ordering. Thus, it suffices to show a valid
topological ordering of the vertices. TopoSort is a fundamental graph algorithmic problem
of independent interest. Acyclicity has a one-pass lower bound of Ω(n2 ) in the basic data
streaming model. Recently, Chakrabarti et al. [15] showed that TopoSort also requires
Ω(n2 ) space in one pass. These translate to a lower bound of hv > n2 for any [h, v]-scheme
for these problems. Hence, we aim for a scheme with hv = n2 and design a protocol for
TopoSort in the frugal regime. Since this problem has output size Θ̃(n), we aim for a
protocol where Prover sends a topological ordering of the graph and Verifier checks its validity
using o(n) space. Moreover, this protocol can be used for the YES case of Acyclicity.
Verifier uses CrossEdgeCount to solve this. As Prover sends the topological order
hv1 , . . . , vn i, for each i ∈ [n − 1], Verifier sets Ui = {v1 , . . . , vi } and Wi = {vi+1 } for
CrossEdgeCount. Thus, the protocol counts precisely the number of forward edges
induced by the ordering. If it equals m, then the ordering is indeed a valid topological order.
Note that since Ui+1 = Ui ∪ {vi+1 }, Prover doesn’t need to send Ui+1 afresh; just vi+1 is
enough for Verifier to update his sketch. Verifier can use fingerprinting (see Section 1.5)
to make sure that precisely the set V was sent in some order. Hence, the additional hcost
to CrossEdgeCount is the number of bits required to express the topological order, i.e.,
Õ(n). Therefore, by Lemma 7, we get a [n + h, v]-scheme for any hv = n2 .
I Theorem 13. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for TopoSort. This is
optimal up to logarithmic factors, since any (h, v)-scheme is known to require hv = Ω(n2 ).
I Corollary 14. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for Acyclicity. This
is optimal up to logarithmic factors, since any (h, v)-scheme is known to require hv = Ω(n2 ).
For dense graphs, our result generalizes the [m, 1]-scheme of Cormode et al. [18] for
Acyclicity by achieving a smooth tradeoff.
Graph Connectivity. The graph connectivity problem has garnered considerable attention in
the basic and annotated streaming settings [2, 12, 38]. For any t, s with ts = n, Chakrabarti
et al. [12] gave an [nt, s]-scheme that determines whether an input graph is connected or
not. Their scheme cannot, however, solve the more general problem of returning the number
of connected components. The [t3 , s2 ]-scheme (for any ts = n) of Chakrabarti and Ghosh
[14] does solve this problem, but has a worse tradeoff. As noted in Section 4.1, we can
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use InducedEdgeCount to check that all purported connected components are indeed
disconnected from each other. On the other hand, the scheme of Chakrabarti et al. [12]
can check whether each component is actually connected. Hence, we can verify the number
of connected components claimed by Prover by running these schemes parallelly. Thus, we
generalize the result of Chakrabarti et al. [12] by obtaining an [nt, s]-scheme for counting
the number of connected components of a graph.
I Theorem 15. For any t, s with ts = n, there is an [nt, s]-scheme for counting the number
of connected components of an input graph.

C

Details of Weighted SSSP Schemes

Here, we give full details of the schemes for weighted SSSP in our two streaming models,
thereby proving Theorems 19 and 20.
Turnstile weight update (Proof of Theorem 19). Assume that the edge weights are
positive integers. Each stream update increments/decrements the weight of an edge. The
distance from vertex u to vertex v refers to the weight of the shortest path from u to v. Let
D be the longest distance from the source s to any other vertex reachable from it, and W be
the maximum weight of an edge.
Define
 Y
Y
δw (X) :=
(X − w0 )
(w − w0 ) .
w0 ∈[W ]
w0 6=w

w0 ∈[W ]
w0 6=w

Let A denote the adjacency matrix of the weighted graph G, i.e., A(u, v) is the weight
of the edge (u, v). Let Bd (resp. Nd ) denote the set of vertices at a distance of at most
(resp. exactly) d from the source vertex vs . Then,
Nd+1 = {u ∈ V \ Bd : pd (u) 6= 0} ,
X
where pd (U ) =
δw(v) (Ã(v, U )) and w(v) = d + 1 − dist[v] .

(18)
(19)

v∈Bd

Stream processing. Verifier chooses r ∈R F and maintains Ã(v, r) for all v. He stores B1
with dist[v] labelled as 1 for each v ∈ B1 .
Help message processing and verification. Prover sends polynomials p̂d and claims that
p̂d ≡ pd for each d ∈ [D]. Verifier computes Bd inductively for d ∈ [D] as follows.
Assume that, for some d ∈ [D − 1], he has the set Bd with dist[v] labeled on each vertex
v ∈ Bd ; this holds initially as he has stored B1 . He computes pd (r) using Equation (19)
and checks whether p̂d (r) = pd (r). If the check passes, he believes that p̂d ≡ pd and
evaluates p̂d (u) for each u ∈ V \ Bd and constructs Nd+1 using Equation (18). Then,
Bd+1 is given by Nd+1 ] Bd .
After BD is obtained, we get all vertices reachable from s along with their distances from s.
Finally, Verifier checks if the other vertices are indeed unreachable from s by verifying
that there is no cross-edge between BD and V \ BD , i.e., if E ∩ (BD × (V \ BD )) = ∅.
(Intersection scheme, see Fact 3)
Error probability. Verifier uses the same element r for O(D) invocations of the sum-check
protocol, where each application of the sum-check protocol is to a univariate polynomial
of degree O(W n). Choosing |F| > DW n2 , the soundness error for each invocation of the
sum-check protocol is at most 1/(Dn). Taking a union bound over all O(D) invocations,
we get that the total error probability of the protocol is at most O(1/n).
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Help and verification costs We have deg pd = O(W n) for each d ∈ [D] and hence, hcost is
Õ(DW n). Verifier needs to store all vertices and Ã(v, r) for each v ∈ [n], and hence,
vcost is Õ(n). The final disjointness can be checked by an [n, n] intersection scheme.
I Theorem 19. There is a [DW n, n]-scheme for weighted SSSP in the turnstile weight
update model.
Vanilla Stream (Proof of Theorem 20). We now describe a protocol for SSSP in the
model where the edges arrive with their weights, without any further update on them. This
is the “vanilla” streaming model.
At the end of the stream, Prover sends the distances dist[v] and prev[v] – the parent of
v in the shortest path tree rooted at s – for all v ∈ V . Verifier checks whether the edges
and their weights implied by this proof are correct, using a [W n, n] subset scheme. Thus, if
Prover is honest, we get the distance as well as shortest path from s to each vertex. But
we also need to check that there is no path to any vertex shorter than the ones claimed by
Prover. We describe a protocol for this.
For u, v ∈ V and w ∈ [W ], define the indicator function f as f (u, v, w) = 1 iff A(u, v) = w.
Let f˜ be the F-extension of f , for some large finite field F.
Retain the definitions of Bd and Nd from last section with the definition of the polynomial
pd changed to
X
pd (U ) =
f˜(v, U, d + 1 − dists [v])
(20)
v∈Bd

Hence, it still holds that
Nd+1 = {u ∈ V \ Bd : pd (u) 6= 0} .

(21)

Stream processing. The stream updates are of the form (u, v, w) denoting that A(u, v) = w.
Verifier picks r ∈R F and maintains f˜(v, r, w) for each v ∈ V and w ∈ [W ]. He also stores
the set B1 with dists labels set to 1 for each vertex in the set.
Help message processing and verification. This part is similar to the turnstile weight update protocol. Of course, this time, the Verifier computes pd (r) using Equation (20).
Error probability. Each polynomial pd has degree O(n). Verifier does sum-checks for O(D)
such polynomials. Choosing |F|  Dn, we can make the error probability small by union
bound.
Help and Verification costs. Since the degree of each pd is at most n, the total hcost is
Õ(Dn). Verifier stores f˜(v, r, w) for each v ∈ V and w ∈ [W ], which requires Õ(W n)
space. We also need to store all vertices as we go on assigning the distance labels. Hence,
the total vcost of this protocol is Õ(W n).
I Theorem 20. There is a [Dn, W n]-scheme for weighted SSSP in the vanilla streaming
model.
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Abstract
The disjointness problem – where Alice and Bob are given two subsets of {1, . . . , n} and they have to
check if their sets intersect – is a central problem in the world of communication complexity. While
both deterministic and randomized communication complexities for this problem are known to be
Θ(n), it is also known that if the sets are assumed to be drawn from some restricted set systems then
the communication complexity can be much lower. In this work, we explore how communication
complexity measures change with respect to the complexity of the underlying set system. The
complexity measure for the set system that we use in this work is the Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC)
dimension. More precisely, on any set system with VC dimension bounded by d, we analyze how
large can the deterministic and randomized communication complexities be, as a function of d and
n. The d-sparse set disjointness problem, where the sets have size at most d, is one such set system
with VC dimension d. The deterministic and the randomized communication complexities of the
d-sparse set disjointness problem have been well studied and is known to be Θ (d log (n/d)) and
Θ(d), respectively, in the multi-round communication setting. In this paper, we address the question
of whether the randomized communication complexity is always upper bounded by a function of the
VC dimension of the set system, and does there always exist a gap between the deterministic and
randomized communication complexity for set systems with small VC dimension.
In this paper, we construct two natural set systems of VC dimension d, motivated from geometry.
Using these set systems we show that the deterministic and randomized communication complexity
e (d log (n/d)) for set systems of VC dimension d and this matches the deterministic upper
can be Θ
bound for all set systems of VC dimension d. We also study the deterministic and randomized
communication complexities of the set intersection problem when sets belong to a set system of
bounded VC dimension. We show that there exists set systems of VC dimension d such that
both deterministic and randomized (one-way and multi-round) complexities for the set intersection
problem can be as high as Θ (d log (n/d)), and this is tight among all set systems of VC dimension d.
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1

Introduction

Since its introduction by Yao [22], communication complexity occupies a central position
in theoretical computer science. A striking feature of communication complexity is its
interplay with other diverse areas like analysis, combinatorics, and geometry [9, 17]. Vapnik
and Chervonenkis [21] introduced the measure Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension or VC
dimension for set systems in the context of statistical learning theory. As was the case with
communication complexity, VC dimension has found numerous connections and applications
in many different areas like approximation algorithms, discrete and combinatorial geometry,
computational geometry, discrepancy theory and many other areas [10, 3, 14, 11]. In this
work we study both of them under the same lens: of restricted systems and, for the first
time, prove that geometric simplicity does not necessarily imply efficient communication
complexity.
Lets start with recollecting some definitions from Vapnik–Chervonenkis theory. Let S be
a collection of subsets of a universe U. For a subset y of U, we define
S|y := {y ∩ x : x ∈ S} .
We say a subset y of U is shattered by S if S|y = 2y , where 2y denotes the power set of y.
Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) dimension of S, denoted as VC-dim(S), is the size of the largest
subset y of U shattered by S. VC dimension has been one of the fundamental measures for
quantifying complexity of a collection of subsets.
Now let us revisit the world of communication complexity. Let f : Ω1 × Ω2 → Ω. In
communication complexity, two players Alice and Bob get as inputs x ∈ Ω1 and y ∈ Ω2
respectively, and the goal for the players is to device a protocol to compute f (x, y) by
exchanging as few bits of information between themselves as possible.
The deterministic communication complexity D(f ) of a function f is the minimum number
of bits Alice and Bob will exchange in the worst case to deterministically compute the function
f . In the randomized setting, both Alice and Bob share an infinite random source1 and
the goal is to give the correct answer with probability at least 2/3. The randomized
communication complexity R(f ) of f denotes the minimum number of bits exchanged by
the players in the worst case input by the best randomized protocol computing f . In both
deterministic and randomized settings, Alice and Bob are allowed to make multiple rounds of
interaction. Communication complexity when the number of rounds of interaction is bounded
is also often studied. An important special case is when only one round of communication is
allowed, that is, only Alice is allowed to send messages to Bob and Bob computes the output.
We will denote by D→ (f ) and R→ (f ) the one way deterministic communication complexity
and one way randomized communication complexity respectively, of f .

1

This is the communication complexity setting with shared random coins. If no random string is shared,
it is called the private random coins setting. By [13] we know that the communication complexity in
both the setting differs by at most a logarithmic additive factor.
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One of the most well studied functions in communication complexity is the disjointness
function. Given a universe U known to both Alice and Bob, the disjointness function,
DisjU : 2U × 2U → {0, 1}, where 2U denotes the power set of U, is defined as follows:
(
1, if x ∩ y = ∅
DisjU (x, y) =
(1)
0, o/w
We also define the intersection function. Given a universe U known to both Alice and Bob,
the intersection function, IntU : 2U × 2U → 2U , where 2U denotes the power set of U, is
defined as IntU (x, y) = x ∩ y. It is easy to see that IntU is harder function to compute than
DisjU . The DisjU function and its different variants, like IntU , have been one of the most
important problems in communication complexity and have found numerous applications in
areas like streaming algorithms for proving lower bounds [17, 15]. By abuse of the notation,
when U = [n], where [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}, we will denote the functions Disj[n] and
Int[n] by Disjn and Intn respectively.
Using the standard rank argument [9, 15] one can show that D(Disjn ) = Θ(n). In a
breakthrough paper, Kalyanasundaram and Schnitger [8] proved that R(Disjn ) = Ω(n).
Razborov [16] and Bar-Yossef et al. [1] gave alternate proofs for the above result. From the
above cited results we can also see the D(Intn ) = R(Intn ) = Θ(n).
Naturally, one would also like to ask what happens to the deterministic and randomized
communication complexity (one way or multiple round) of Disjn , when both Alice and Bob
know that their inputs have more structure. In particular what can we say if the inputs are
guaranteed to be from a subset of S ⊆ 2U , where S is known to both players. Let DisjU
functions restricted to S × S be denoted by DisjU |S×S . This problem has also been studied
extensively, mostly for certain special classes of subsets S ⊆ 2U . For example, the sparse set
disjointness function, where the set S contains all the subsets of U of size at most d, is an
important special case of these works.
We will denote by d-SparseDisjn and d-SparseIntn , the functions Disjn |S×S and
Intn |S×S respectively, where S is the collections of all subsets of [n] of size at most d.
Using the rank argument [9, 15], one can again show that, for
 all d ≤ n, the deterministic
communication complexity of d-SparseDisjn is Ω d log nd . Håstad and Wigderson [6],
and Dasgupta et al. [4] showed that the randomized communication complexity and one
round randomized communication complexity of d-SparseDisjn is R(d-SparseDisjn ) =
Θ(d) and R→ (d-SparseDisjn ) = Θ(d log d) respectively. In a follow up work, Saglam
and Tardos [18] proved that with O(log∗ d) rounds of communication and O(d) bits of
communication it is possible to compute d-SparseDisjn . More recently, Brody et al. [2]
proved that R→ (d-SparseIntn ) = Θ (d log d) and R(d-SparseIntn ) = Θ(d). These results
show that in the d-sparse setting, there is a separation between randomized and deterministic
communication complexity of Disjn and Intn functions.
One would like to ask what happens to the communication complexity for other restrictions
to the disjointness (and intersection) problem. The following are two natural problems, with
a geometric flavor, for which one would like to study the communication complexity.
I Problem 1 (Discrete Line Disj). Let G ⊂ Z2 be a set of n points in Z2 and L be
the set of all lines in R2 . Also, let L = Ld denote the collection of all d-size subsets of L.
The Discrete Line Disj on G and L is a function, DisjG |L×L : L × L → {0, 1} defined
as DisjG |L×L ({`1 , . . . , `d }, {`01 , . . . , `0d }) is 1 if and only if there exists a line in Alice’s set2
2

We assume that Alice has the set {`1 , . . . , `d } and Bob has the set {`01 , . . . , `0d }.
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that intersects some line in Bob’s set at some point in G. Formally,
(
1, if ∃i, j ∈ [d] s.t. `i ∩ `0j ∩ G = ∅
DisjG |L×L ({`1 , . . . , `d }, {`01 , . . . , `0d }) =
0, o/w

(2)

I Problem 2 (Discrete Interval Disj). Let X ⊂ Z be a set of n points in Z and Int be
the set of all possible intervals. Also, let I = Intd denote the collection of all d-size subsets
of Int. The Discrete Interval Disj on X and I is a function, DisjX |I×I : I × I → {0, 1}
defined as DisjX |I×I ({I1 , . . . , Id }, {I10 , . . . , Id0 }) is 1 if and only if there exists an interval
in Alice’s set3 that intersects some interval in Bob’s set at some point in X.
(
1, if ∃i, j ∈ [d] s.t. Ii ∩ Ij0 ∩ X = ∅
0
0
DisjX |I×I ({I1 , . . . , Id }, {I1 , . . . , Id }) =
(3)
0, o/w
Note that both the Discrete Line Disj and Discrete Interval Disj functions are
generalizations of sparse set disjointness function.4 Although it may not be obvious at first
look, but both the Discrete Line Disj function and the Discrete Interval Disj functions
are disjointness functions restricted to a suitable subset. In fact, the connection between the
Sparse set disjointness function (d-SparseDisjn ), the Discrete Line Disj function and the
Discrete Interval Disj function run deep - all the three subsets of the domain which help
to define the functions as restriction of the disjointness function have VC dimension Θ(d), see
Appendix A. Naturally one would like to know, if the fact that the collection of subsets S has
VC dimension d has any implication on the communication complexity of DisjU |S×S . For
example, is the randomized communication complexity of Discrete Line Disj function and
the Discrete Interval Disj function upper bounded by a function of d (independent of n)?
And, do the Discrete Line Disj function and the Discrete Interval Disj function also
have a separation between their randomized and deterministic communication complexities
similar to that of the Sparse set disjointness function (d-SparseDisjn )? We show that these
are not necessarily the cases.
I Theorem 3. For Discrete Interval Disj: there exists a X ⊂ Z with n points such that

n
D(DisjX |I×I ) = D→ (DisjX |I×I ) = R→ (DisjX |I×I ) = Θ d log
.
d
2
I Theorem 4. For Discrete Line Disj: there
 exists a G ⊂ Z with n points such that
n
→
D(DisjG |L×L ) = D (DisjG |L×L ) = Θ d log d and, for the randomized setting,


log(n/d)
R(DisjG |L×L ) = Ω d
log log(n/d)

Discrete Line Int , that is, the intersection finding version of Discrete Line Disj is
defined as follows : the objective is to compute a function IntG |L×L : L × L → G that is
defined as
[

IntG |L×L ({`1 , . . . , `d }, {`01 , . . . , `0d }) =
`i ∩ `0j ∩ G .5
i,j∈[d]

3
4

We assume that Alice has the set {I1 , . . . , Id } and Bob has the set {I10 , . . . , Id0 }.
Take n integer points on the x-axis. For Discrete Line Disj setting, restrict only to lines orthogonal
to x-axis. For Discrete Interval Disj setting, take n integer points on Z and only restrict to intervals
containing one integer point. Both of these restriction will give the disjointness problem in the d-sparse
setting.
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As we have already mentioned, Brody et
 al. [2] proved that R(d-SparseIntn ) = Θ(d),
whereas D(d-SparseIntn ) = Θ d log nd . We show that Discrete Line Int does not
demonstrate such a separation between the deterministic and randomized communication
complexity.
I Theorem 5. For Discrete Line Int : there exists a G ⊂ Z2 with n points such that

n
D(IntG |L×L ) = D→ (IntG |L×L ) = R→ (IntG |L×L ) = R(IntG |L×L ) = Θ d log
.
d
The upper bound for all the above three theorems can be obtained from the fact that the
corresponding sets have VC dimension Θ(d), see Appendix A. Sauer-Shelah Lemma [19, 20, 21]
d
states that if S ⊆ 2[n] and VC-dim(S) ≤ d then | S |≤ en
. Thus ifVC-dim(S) ≤ d,then
d
the Sauer-Shelah Lemma implies that D→ (Intn |S×S ) = O d log nd . So, O d log nd is a
upper bound to the above questions, both for randomized and deterministic and also for the
one-way communication. But can the randomized communication complexity of DisjU |S×S
and IntU |S×S be even lower when S has VC dimension d? The following result, which is
a direct consequence of Theorems 3, 4 and 5, enables us to we answer the question in the
negative:
I Theorem 6. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ n.

1. There exists S ⊆ 2[n] with VC-dim(S) ≤ d and R→ (Disjn |S×S ) = Ω d log nd .


2. There exists S ⊆ 2[n] with VC-dim(S) ≤ d and R(Disjn |S×S ) = Ω d loglog(n/d)
log(n/d) .

3. There exists S ⊆ 2[n] with VC-dim(S) ≤ d and R(Intn |S×S ) = Ω d log nd .
The following table compares our result with the previous best known lower bound for
DisjU |S×S and IntU |S×S among all sets S ⊂ 2U of VC dimension d.
Table 1 The largest communication complexity, for the functions Disjn |S×S and Intn |S×S ,
among all S ⊆ 2[n] of VC dimension
d, that was previously known and what we prove in this paper.

Tight bounds of Ω d log nd for the largest D(Disjn |S×S ), D→ (Disjn |S×S ), D(Intn |S×S ) and
D→ (Intn |S×S ), among all S ⊂ 2[n] of VC dimension d, follows directly from the fact that if S isa
collection of all subsets of [n] of size at most d then D(Disjn |S×S ) = D(Intn |S×S ) = Ω d log nd ,
see [9, 15].
Problems

R(Disjn |S×S )

R→ (Disjn |S×S )

R(Intn |S×S )

R→ (Intn |S×S )

Previously Known

Ω(d)

Ω(d log d)

Ω(d)

Ω(d log d)

[4]

[2]

[6]
This Paper



Ω d loglog(n/d)
log(n/d)



Ω d log


n
d

Ω d log

[2]


n
d

Ω d log

n
d



Notations
We denote the set {1, . . . , n} by [n]. For a binary number x, decimal(x) denotes the decimal
value of x. For two vectors x and y in {0, 1}n , x ∩ y = {i ∈ [n] : xi = yi = 1}, and x ⊆ y
when xi ≤ yi for each i ∈ [n]. For a finite set X, 2X denotes the power set of X. For x, y ∈ R
with x < y, [x, y] denotes the closed interval is the set of all real numbers that lies between x
and y.
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2

One way communication complexity (Theorems 3 and 6 (1))

In this section we will prove the following result.
I Theorem 7. For all n ≥ d, there exists X ⊂ Z with |X| = n and R ⊆ 2X with
VC-dim(R) = 2d, such that







[
n
.
R⊆ X ∩
Ij  | {I1 , . . . , Id } ∈ I and R→ (DisjX |R×R ) = Ω d log


d
1≤j≤d

Note that the set I is defined in Problem 2.
I Remark 8. The above result takes care of the proofs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 6 (1).
The hard instance, for the proof of the above theorem, is inspired by the interval set
systems in combinatorial geometry and is constructed in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we
proof Theorem 7 by using a reduction from Augmented Indexing, which we denote by
AugIndex` . Formally the problem AugIndex` is defined as follows: Alice gets a string
x ∈ {0, 1}` and Bob gets an index j ∈ [`] and all xj 0 for j 0 < j. Bob reports xj as the
output.
I Proposition 9. (Miltersen et al. [12]) R→ (AugIndex` ) = Ω(`).

2.1

Construction of a hard instance

We construct a set X ⊂ Z with |X| = n and R ⊆ 2X with VC-dim(R) = 2d. Informally, X
is the union of the set of points present in the union of d pairwise disjoint intervals, in Z,
each containing nd points. Each set in R is the union of the set of points in the subintervals
anchored either at the left or the right end point of each of the above d intervals. Formally,
the description of X and R are given below along with some of its properties that are desired
to show Theorem 7.

The ground set X
Let m = nd − 2. Without loss of generality we can assume that m = 2k , where k ∈ N. Let
J0 = {0, . . . , m + 1} be the set of m + 2 consecutive integers that starts from the origin and
ends at m + 1. Similarly, let Jp be the set of m + 1 consecutive integers that starts at p ∈ Z
and ends at p + m + 1. Let p1 , . . . , pd be d points in Z such that the sets Jp1 , . . . , Jpd are
d
S
pairwise disjoint. Let the ground set X be
Jpi . Note that X ⊂ Z and |X| = (m + 2)d = n.
i=1

The subsets of X in R
R ⊆ 2X contains two types of sets R0 and Rm+1 , where
Take any d intervals R1 , . . . , Rd of integer lengths such that, for all i ∈ [d], length of
Ri is at most m + 1, Ri ⊆ [pi , pi + m + 1], and Ri starts at pi . Note that Ri does not
d
S
intersect with any X \ Jpi . The set A =
(Ri ∩ X) is an element in R0 . We say that
i=1

A is generated by R1 , . . . , Rd .
Take any d intervals R10 , . . . , Rd0 of integer lengths such that, for all i ∈ [d], length of Ri0
is at most m + 1, Ri0 ⊆ [pi , pi + m + 1] and Ri0 ends at pi + m + 1. Note that Ri0 does
d
S
not intersect with any X \ Jpi . The set B =
(Ri0 ∩ X) is an element in Rm+1 . We say
that B is generated by R10 , . . . , Rd0 .

i=1
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The following claim bounds the VC dimension of R, constructed as above.
B Claim 10. For X ⊂ Z with |X| = n and R ⊂ 2X as described above, VC-dim(R) = 2d,
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that any subset of of X containing 2d + 1 points will
contain at least three points from some Jpi , where i ∈ [d]. These points in Jpi can not be
shattered by the sets in R. Also, observe that there exists 2d points, with two from each Jpj ,
that can be shattered by the sets in R.
C
Now, we give a claim about X and R constructed above that will be required for our proof
of Theorem 7.
B Claim 11. Let A ∈ R0 and B ∈ Rm+1 be such that A is generated by R1 , . . . , Rd and B
is generated by R10 , . . . , Rd0 . Then A and B intersects if and only if there exists an i ∈ [d]
such that Ri intersects Ri0 at a point in Jpi .
The proof of Claim 11 follows directly from our construction of X ⊂ Z and R ⊆ 2X , as
Jp1 , . . . , Jpd are pairwise disjoint.

2.2

Reduction from AugIndexd log m to DisjX |R×R

Before presenting the reduction we recall the definitions of AugIndexd log m and DisjX |R×R .
In AugIndexd log m , Alice gets x ∈ {0, 1}d log m and Bob gets an index j and xj 0 for each
j 0 < j. The objective of Bob is to report xj as the output. In DisjX |R×R , Alice gets A ∈ R0
and Bob gets B ∈ Rm+1 . The objective of Bob is to determine whether A ∩ B = ∅. Note
that X, R, R0 and Rm+1 are as discussed in the Section 2.1.

Let P be an one-way protocol that solves DisjX |R×R with o d log nd = o(d log m) bits
of communication. Now, we consider the following protocol P 0 for AugIndexd log m that has
the same one way communication cost as that of DisjX |R×R . Then we will be done with
the proof of Theorem 7.

Protocol P 0 for AugIndexd log m problem
Step-1 Let x ∈ {0, 1}d log m be the input of Alice. Bob gets an index j ∈ [d log m] and bits
xj 0 for each j 0 < j.
Step-2 Alice will form d strings a1 , . . . , ad ∈ {0, 1}log m by partitioning the string x into
d parts such that ai = x(i−1) log m+1 . . . xi log m , where i ∈ [d]. Bob first forms a string
y ∈ {0, 1}d log m , where yj 0 = xj 0 for each j 0 < j, yj = 1, and yj 0 = 0 for each j 0 > j.
Then Bob finds b1 , . . . , bd ∈ {0, 1}log m by partitioning the string y in to d parts such
that bi = y(i−1) log m+1 . . . yi log m , where i ∈ [d].
Step-3 For each i ∈ [d], let Ri and Ri0 be the intervals that starts at pi and ends at
pi + m + 1, respectively, where Ri = [pi , m + pi − decimal(ai )] and Ri0 = [pi + m + 1 −
decimal(b i ), pi +m+1]. Alice finds the set A ∈ R0 generated by R1 , . . . , Rd and Bob finds
S
S
the set B ∈ Rm+1 generated by R10 , . . . , Rd0 , i.e., A =
(Ri ∩ X) and B =
(Ri0 ∩ X).
i∈[d]

i∈[d]

Step-4 Alice and Bob solves DisjX |R×R on inputs A and B, and report xj = 0 if and only
if DisjX |R×R (A, B) = 0. Note that xj is the output of AugIndexd log m problem.
The following observation follows from the description of the protocol P 0 and from the
construction of X ⊂ Z and R ⊆ 2X .
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I Observation 12. Let i∗ ∈ [d] such that j ∈ {(i∗ − 1) log m + 1, i∗ log m}. Then
(i) Ri ∩ Ri0 = ∅ for all i 6= i∗ .
(ii) Ri∗ ∩ Ri0 ∗ = ∅ if and only if decimal(bi∗ ) ≤ decimal(ai∗ ).
(iii) decimal(bi∗ ) ≤ decimal(ai∗ ) if and only if xj = 0.
We will use the above observation to show the correctness of the protocol P 0 .
First consider the case DisjX |R×R (A, B) = 0. Then, by Claim 11, there exists an
i ∈ [d] such that Ri and Ri0 intersects at a point in Jpi . From Observation 12 (i), we can
say Ri∗ ∩ Ri0 ∗ 6= ∅. Combining Ri∗ ∩ Ri0 ∗ 6= ∅ with Observations 12 (ii) and (iii), we have
xj = 0. Hence, DisjX |R×R (A, B) = 0 implies xj = 0. The converse part, i.e., xj = 0
implies DisjX |R×R (A, B) = 0, can be shown in the similar fashion.
The one-way communication complexity of protocol P 0 for AugIndexd log m is the same
as that of P for DisjX |R×R , that is, o(d log m). However, this is impossible as the one-way
communication
complexity of Augmented Indexing, over d log m bits, is Ω(d log m) =

Ω d log nd bits. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.

3

Two way communication complexity (Theorems 4, 5, 6 (2) and
6 (3))

In this section, we prove the following theorems.
I Theorem 13. For all n ≥ d, there exists a G ⊂ Z2 with |G| = n and T ⊆ 2G with
VC-dim(T ) = 2d, such that








[
log(n/d)
T ⊆ G∩
`j  | {`1 , . . . , `d } ∈ L and R(DisjG |T ×T ) = Ω d
.


log log(n/d)
1≤j≤d

The set L is as defined in Problem 1.
I Theorem 14. For all n ≥ d, there exists a G ⊂ Z2 with |G| = n and T ⊆ 2G with
VC-dim(T ) = 2d, such that







[
n
T ⊆ G∩
`j  | {`1 , . . . , `d } ∈ L and R(IntG |T ×T ) = Ω d log
.


d
1≤j≤d

The set L is as defined in problem 1.
I Remark 15. Theorem 13 takes care of Theorem 4 and 6(2). Theorem 14 takes care of
Theorem 5 and 6(3).
Note that the same set system will be used for the proofs of the above theorems. The
hard instance, for the proof of the above theorems, is inspired by point line incidence set
systems in computational geometry and is constructed in Section 3.1. We prove Theorems 13
and 14 in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, using reductions.

3.1

The hard instance for the proofs of Theorems 13 and 14

In this subsection, we give the description of G ⊂ Z2 with |G| = n and T ⊆ 2G , with
VC-Dim(T ) = 2d. The same G and T will be our hard instance for the proofs of Theorems 13
and 14. In this subsection, without loss of generality, we can assume that d divides n and
n/d is a perfect square.
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Informally, G is the set of points present in the union of d many pairwise disjoint square
grids each containing nd points and the grids are taken in such a way that any straight line
of non-negative can intersects with at most one grid. Also, each set in T is the union of the
set of points present in d many lines of non-negative slope such that one line intersects with
exactly one grid. Moreover, all of the d lines have slopes either zero or positive. Formally,
the description of G and T are given below along with some of its properties that are desired
to show Theorems 13 and 14.

The ground set G

pn
Let m =
(x, y) ∈ Z2 : 0 ≤ x, y ≤ m − 1 be the grid of size m × m
d , and G(0,0) =
anchored at the origin (0, 0). For any
 p, q ∈ Z, the m × m grid anchored at (p, q) will
be denoted by G(p,q) , i.e., G(p,q) = (i + p, j + q) : (i, j) ∈ G(0,0) . For d ∈ N, consider
G(p1 ,q1 ) , . . . , G(pd ,qd ) satisfying the following property:
Property For any i, j ∈ [d], with i 6= j, let L1 and L2 be lines of non-negative slopes that
pass through at least two points of G(pi ,qi ) and G(pj ,qj ) , respectively. Then L1 and L2 does
Sd
not intersect at any point inside `=1 G(p` ,q` ) .
Observe that there exists G(p1 ,q1 ) , . . . , G(pd ,qd ) satisfying Property. We will take G =
`=1 G(p` ,q` ) as the ground set. Without loss of generality, we can assume that (p1 , q1 ) = (0, 0).
Note that G ⊂ Z2 and |G| = dm2 = n.
Sd

The subsets of G in T
T contains two types of subsets T1 and T2 of G, and they are generated by the following
ways:
Take any d lines L1 , . . . , Ld of non negative slope such that, ∀i ∈ [d], Li passes through
(pi , qi ) ∈ G(pi ,qi ) and (at least) another point in G(pi ,qi ) . Note that Li does not contain

Sd
any point from G \ G(pi ,qi ) . The set A = i=1 Li ∩ G(pi ,qi ) is in T1 , and we say A is
generated by the lines L1 , . . . , Ld .
Take any d vertical lines L01 , . . . , L0d such that, ∀i ∈ [d], L0i contains at least one point
from G(pi ,qi ) . Note that L0i does not contain any point from G \ G(pi ,qi ) . The set
Sd
B = i=1 (L0i ∩ G(pi ,qi ) ) is in T2 , and we say B is generated by the lines L01 , . . . , L0d .
The following claim bounds the VC dimension of T , which as described above.
B Claim 16. For G ⊂ Z2 and T ⊆ 2G as described above, VC-dim(T ) = 2d.
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that any subset of X containing 2d + 1 points will
contain at least three points from some G(pj ,qj ) , j ∈ [d]. These points in G(pj ,qj ) can not be
shattered by the sets in T . Also, observe that there exists 2d points two from each G(pj ,qj )
that can be shattered by the sets in T .
C
Now, we give two claims about G and T , constructed above, that follow directly from
our construction of G ⊂ Z2 and T ⊆ 2G .
B Claim 17. Let A ∈ T1 and B ∈ T2 such that A is generated by lines L1 , . . . , Ld and A is
generated by lines L01 , . . . , L0d . Then A and B intersect if and only if there exists i ∈ [d] such
that Li and L0i intersect at a point in G(pi ,qi ) .
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B Claim 18. Let A ∈ T1 and B ∈ T2 such that A is generated by lines L1 , . . . , Ld and B
is generated by lines L01 , . . . , L0d . Also let |A ∩ B| = d. Then for each i ∈ [d], Li and L0i
intersect at a point in G(pi ,qi ) . Moreover, A (B) can be determined if we know B (A) and
A ∩ B.
The above claims will be used in the proofs of Theorems 13 and 14.

3.2

Proof of Theorem 13

Let us consider a problem in communication complexity denoted by Or-Disjt{0,1}` that will
be used in our proof. In Or-Disjt{0,1}` , Alice gets t strings x1 , . . . , xt ∈ {0, 1}` and Bob also
t
W
gets t strings y1 , . . . , yt ∈ {0, 1}` . The objective is to compute
Disj{0,1}` (xi , yi ). Note
i=1

that Disj{0,1}` (xi , yi ) is a binary variable that takes value 1 if and only if xi ∩ yi = ∅.


I Proposition 19 (Jayram et al. [7]). R Or-Disjt{0,1}` = Ω(`t).
Note that Proposition 19 directly implies the following result.


I Proposition 20. R Or-Disjt{0,1}` |S` ×S` = Ω(`t), where S` = {0, 1}` \ {0` }.
Let k ∈ N be the largest integer such that first k consecutive primes p1 , . . . , pk satisfy
the following inequalty:
r
n
.
(4)
Πki=1 pi ≤
d


Using the fact that Πki=1 pi = e(1+o(1))k log k , we get k = Θ loglog(n/d)
log(n/d) .
We prove the theorem by a reduction from Or-Disjd{0,1}k |Sk ×Sk to DisjG |T ×T , where
Sk := {0, 1}k \ {0k }.
Note that G ⊂ Z2 with |G| = n, and T ⊆ 2G , with VC-dim(T ) = 2d, are the same as
that we constructed in Section 3.1. To reach a contradiction, assume that 
there exists
 a
log m
two way protocol P that solves DisjG |T ×T with communication cost of o d log log m =


d
0
o d loglog(n/d)
log(n/d) bits. Now, we give protocol P that solves Or-Disj{0,1}k |Sk ×Sk , as described
below.

Protocol P 0 for Or-Disjd{0,1}k |Sk ×Sk
d

d

Step-1 Let A = (x1 , . . . , xd ) ∈ [Sk ] 6 and B = (y1 , . . . , yd ) ∈ [Sk ] be the inputs of
k
Alice and Bob for Or-Disjd{0,1}k |Sk ×Sk . Recall that Sk = {0, 1} \ {0k }. Bob finds


d
B̄ = (ȳ1 , . . . , ȳd ) ∈ {0, 1}k , where ȳi is obtained by complementing each bit of yi .
Step-2 Both Alice and Bob privately determine first k prime numbers p1 , . . . , pk without
any communication.
√n
Step-3 Let Φ : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}dlog( d )e be the function such that φ(x) is the bit represQk
entation of the number i=1 pxi i , where x = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ {0, 1}k . Alice finds A0 =
h
h
√ n id
√ n id
(a , . . . , a ) ∈ {0, 1}dlog( d )e and Bob finds B 0 = (b , . . . , b ∈ {0, 1}dlog( d )e
1

d

1

1

privately without any communication, where ai = φ(xi ) and bi = φ(ȳi ) for each i ∈ [d].
6

For a set W , [W ]d = W × . . . × W (d times).
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i )−1
Step-4 For each i ∈ [d], let Li and L0i be the lines having equation y−qi = decimal(a
decimal(ai ) (x−pi )
and x − pi = decimal(bi ) respectively. Alice finds A00 ∈ T that is generated by the lines
L1 , . . . , Ld , and Bob finds B 00 ∈ T which is generated by the lines L01 , . . . , L0d , i.e.,
S
S 0
A00 =
(Li ∩ G(pi ,qi ) ) and B 00 =
(Li ∩ G(pi ,qi ) ).

i∈[d]

i∈[d]

Step-5 Then Alice and Bob solve DisjG |T ×T (A00 , B 00 ), and report
00

00

d
W
i=1

Disj{0,1}k (xi , yi ) = 1

if and only if DisjG |T ×T (A , B ) = 0.
Now we argue for the correctness of the protocol P 0 . Let DisjG |T ×T (A00 , B 00 ) = 0, that
is, A00 ∩ B 00 =
6 ∅. By Claim 17 and from the description of P 0 , there exists i ∈ [d] such that
i )−1
0
the lines Li : y − qi = decimal(a
decimal(ai ) (x − pi ) and Li : x − pi = decimal(bi ) intersect at a point
i )−1
in G(pi ,qi ) , that is, the lines y = decimal(a
decimal(ai ) x and x = decimal(bi ) intersect at a point in
G(0,0) . Now, we can say that, there exists i ∈ [d] such that decimal(ai ) divides decimal(bi ),
equivalently, φ(xi ) divides φ(ȳi ). This implies xi is a subset of ȳi ( or xi ∩ yi = ∅) for some
d
d
W
W
Disj{0,1}k (xi , yi ) = 1. The converse part, that is,
Disj{0,1}k (xi , yi ) = 1
i ∈ [d]. Hence,

i=1

i=1

implies DisjG |T ×T (A00 , B 00 ) = 0 can be shown in the similar fashion.
Observe that the communication cost of protocol P 0 for Or-Disjd{0,1}k |S×S is same




as that of protocol P for DisjG |T ×T , which is o d logloglogmm = o d loglog(n/d)
= o(dk)
log(n/d)


pn
log(n/d)
as m =
d and k = Θ log log(n/d) . This contradicts Proposition 20 which says that


R Or-Disjd{0,1}k |S×S = Ω(dk).

3.3

Proof of Theorem 14

With out loss of generality, we also assume that d divides n and, more over, n/d is a perfect
square.
First, consider the problem LearnG |T ×T , where the objective of Alice and Bob is to
learn each other’s set. Note that G ⊂ Z2 with |G| = n and T ⊆ 2G with VC-Dim(T ) = 2d
are same as that constructed in Section 3.1. In LearnG |T ×T , Alice and Bob get two sets A
and B, respectively, from T with a promise |A ∩ B| = d. The objective of Alice (Bob)
 p isdto

n
d
learn B (A). Observe that R(LearnG |T ×T ) = Ω(d log n) as there are Ω(m ) = Ω
d
many candidate sets for the inputs of Alice and Bob. We prove the theorem by a reduction
from LearnG |T ×T to IntG |T ×T .
Let by contradiction consider a protocol P that solves IntG |T ×T by using o(d log n) bits
of communication. To solve LearnG |T ×T , Alice and Bob first run a protocol P and finds
A ∩ B. Now by Claim 17, it is possible for Alice (Bob) to determine B (A) by combining
A (B) along with A ∩ B, with out any communication with Bob (Alice). Now, we have
a protocol P 0 that solves LearnG |T ×T with o(d log n) bits of communication. However,
this is impossible as R(LearnG |T ×T ) = Ω(d log n). Hence, we are done with the proof of
Theorem 14.

4

Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we studied Disjn |S×S and Intn |S×S when S is a subset of 2[n] and
VC-dim(S) ≤ d. One of the main contributions of our work is the result (Theorem 6) showing
that unlike in the case of d-SparseDisjn and d-SparseDisjn functions, there is no separation between randomized and deterministic communication complexity of Disjn |S×S and
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Intn |S×S functions when VC-dim(S) ≤ d. Note that we have settled both the one-way and
two-way (randomized) communication complexities of Intn |S×S when VC-dim(S) ≤ d (Theorem 6 (1) and (3)). In the context of Disjn |S×S , we have settled the one-way (randomized)
communication complexity. The two-way communication complexity for Disjn |S×S is tight
up to factor log log nd (See Theorem 6 (2)). However, we believe that the factor of log log nd
should not be present in the statement of Theorem 6 (2).
I Conjecture
21. There exists S ⊆ 2[n] with VC-dim(S) ≤ d and R(Disjn |S×S ) =

n
Ω d log d .
Recall G ⊂ Z2 with |G| = n and T ⊆ 2G with VC-Dim(T ) = 2d construction from
Section 3.1, that served as the hard instance for the proof of Theorem 13 and Theorem 14.
The same G and T can not be the hard instance for the proof of Conjecture 21 because of
the following result.
I Theorem 22. Let us consider G ⊂ Z2 with |G| = n and T ⊆ 2G with VC-Dim(T ) = 2d
as defined in Section 3.1. Also, recall the definition of T1 and T2 . There exists a randomized
communication protocol that can, ∀A ∈ 
T1 and ∀B ∈ T2 , can compute
DisjG |T ×T (A, B),

with probability at least 2/3, and uses O

d log d log n
d
log log n
d

· log log log nd

bits of communication.

We use the following observation to prove the above theorem.
I Observation 23. Let us consider the communication problem Gcdk (a, b), where Alice
and Bob get a and b respectively from {1, . . . , k}, and the objective is for both the players
to compute gcd(a, d). Then there exists a randomized protocol,
 with success probability at
least 1 − δ, for Gcdk that uses O

log k
log log k

· log log log k · log 1δ

bits of communication.



Proof. We will give a protocol P for the case when δ = 1/3 that uses O logloglogk k · log log log k

bits of communication. By repeating O log 1δ times protocol P and reporting the majority
of the outcomes as the output, we will get the correct answer with probability at least 1 − δ.
Both Alice and Bob generate all the prime numbers
p1 , . . . , pt between 1 and k. From the


k
Prime Number Theorem, we known that t = Θ log k . Alice and Bob separately, construct
the sets Sa and Sb that containthe prime
 numbers that divides a and b respectively. Note that
log k
|Sa | and |Sb | is bounded by O log log k .7 Alice and Bob compute Sa ∩ Sb by solving Sparse


Set Intersection problem on input Sa and Sb using O logloglogk k bits of communication [2].
For p ∈ Sa ∩ Sb , let αp,a and αp,b denote the exponent of p in a and b, respectively. Observe
that
gcd(a, b) =

Y

pmin{αp,a ,αp,b } .

p∈Sa ∩Sb

For each p ∈ Sa , Alice sends αp,a to Bob. Number of bits of communication required to send
the exponents of all the primes in Sa ∩ Sb , is

7

The product of first t prime numbers is e(1+o(1))t log t .
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|Sa ∩ Sb | +

X


log(αp,a ) ≤ O

p∈Sa ∩Sb

log k
log log k



P

αp,a
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 p∈Sa ∩Sb

+ |Sa ∩ Sb | log 

|Sa ∩ Sb |






log k
log k
≤O
+ |Sa ∩ Sb | log
log log k
|Sa ∩ Sb |


log k
≤O
· log log log k
log log k


P
In the above inequalities, we used the facts that |Sa ∩ Sb | = O logloglogk k ,

αp,a ≤ log k

p∈Sa ∩Sb

and log x is a concave function. After getting the exponents αp,a of the primes p ∈ Sa ∩ Sb
from
 Alice, Bob also sends the exponents αp,b of the primes p ∈ Sa ∩ Sb to Alice using

O logloglogk k log log log k bits of communication to Alice. Since both Alice and Bob now know
the set Sa ∩ Sb , and the exponents αp,a and αp,b for all p ∈ Sa ∩ Sb , both of them can compute

gcd(a, b). Total number of bits communicated in this protocol is O

log k
log log k

log log log k . J

We will now give the proof of Theorem 22.
Proof of Theorem 22. Consider the case when d = 1. From the description of G and T
√
in Section 3.1, we can say that G = G(0,0) , where G(0,0) = {(x, y) ∈ Z2 : 0 ≤ x, y ≤ n} 8 .
Moreover, each set in T1 is a set of points present in a straight line of non-negative slope
that passes through two points of G(0,0) with one point being (0, 0) and each set in T2 is a
√
set of points present in a vertical straight line that passes through exactly n many grid
points. Keeping Claims 17 and 18 in mind, we will be done if we can show the existence
of a randomized communication protocol for computing the function DisjG |T ×T , with
probability of success
at least 1 − δ and number
of bits communicated by the protocol being


bounded by O logloglogn n · log log log n · log 1δ , for the special case when d = 1. This is because
for general d, we will be solving d instances of the above problem, with the number of points
1
in each grid being nd 9 and setting δ = 3d
for each of the d instances.

Protocol for d = 1
Alice and Bob get A and B from T1 and T2 , respectively. Let A is generated by the straight
line LA and B is generated by LB , where LA is a straight line with non-negative slope and
LB is a vertical line. If LA is a horizontal one : Alice just sends this information to Bob
and then both report that A ∩ B 6= ∅. If LA is a vertical line : Alice sends this information
to Bob and he reports A ∩ B 6= ∅ if and only if LB passes through origin. Now assume
that LA is neither a horizontal nor a vertical line. Let the equation of LA be y = pq x, where
√
1 ≤ p, q ≤ n, and p and q are relatively prime to each other. Also, let equation of Bob’s line
√
LB be x = r, where 0 ≤ r ≤ n. Observe that A ∩ B 6= ∅ if and only if LA and LB intersects
at a point of G(0,0) . Moreover, LA and LB intersects at a grid point if and only if q divides
√
r and 1 ≤ pr
n. So, Alice and Bob run the communication protocol for Gcd√n (q, r) to
q ≤
√
decide whether q = gcd(q, r). If q = gcd(q, r) and 1 ≤ pr
n (again Alice and Bob can
q ≤
decide this using O(1) bits of communications) then A ∩ B 6= ∅, otherwise A ∩ B = ∅. Alice
√
and Bob can decide if q = gcd(q, r) and 1 ≤ pr
n using O(1) bits of communication.
q ≤

8
9

√
With out loss of generality assume that n is an integer
Recall that we have assumed, without loss of generality, that d divides n.
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The communication cost of our protocol
is dominated by the

 communication complexity
of Gcd√n (q, r), which is equal to O logloglogn n log log log n log 1δ by Observation 23.
J
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VC dimension, and Problems 1 and 2

VC dimension, and collection of d lines
Let G ⊂ Z2 be a set of n points in Z2 . Observe, that the communication functions DisjG |L×L
(defined in Problem 1) and DisjG |G×G , where






[
G = G∩
`j  | {`1 , . . . , `d } ∈ L ,


1≤j≤d

are equivalent problems. Note that the set L is defined in Problem 1. Using standard
geometric arguments, see [11, Chap. 10] and [5, Chap. 5], we can show that VC-dim(G) = 2d.

VC dimension, and collection of d intervals
Let X ⊂ Z be a set of n points in Z. Observe, that the communication functions DisjX |I×I
(defined in Problem 2) and DisjX |F ×F , where






[
F = X ∩
Ij  | {I1 , . . . , Id } ∈ I ,


1≤j≤d

are equivalent problems. Note that the set I is defined in Problem 2. Using standard
geometric arguments, as in the above case, we can show that VC-dim(F) = 2d.
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Abstract
Motivated by the question of data quantization and “binning,” we revisit the problem of identity
testing of discrete probability distributions. Identity testing (a.k.a. one-sample testing), a fundamental and by now well-understood problem in distribution testing, asks, given a reference distribution
(model) q and samples from an unknown distribution p, both over [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, whether p
equals q, or is significantly different from it.
In this paper, we introduce the related question of identity up to binning, where the reference
distribution q is over k  n elements: the question is then whether there exists a suitable binning
of the domain [n] into k intervals such that, once “binned,” p is equal to q. We provide nearly tight
upper and lower bounds on the sample complexity of this new question, showing both a quantitative
and qualitative difference with the vanilla identity testing one, and answering an open question of
Canonne [6]. Finally, we discuss several extensions and related research directions.
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1

Introduction

Distribution testing [3], an area at the intersection of computer science, data science, and
statistics which emerged as an offspring of the field of property testing [19, 15], concerns itself
with the following type of questions: “upon observing independent data points originating
from some unknown process or probability distribution p, can we quickly and efficiently
decide whether p satisfies some desirable property, or significantly violates this property?”
One of the prototypical instances of this is the question of identity testing (also commonly
known as one-sample testing, or goodness-of-fit), where one is given a reference distribution
q and aims to test whether the unknown p is equal to this purported model q, or far from it
in statistical distance.
The sample and time complexity of identity testing have been thoroughly studied, and
this question is now well-understood with regard to all parameters at play (see [16, 2, 18,
13, 11, 14, 10, 21, 4], or the surveys [5, 1]). However, at the very heart of the question’s
formulation lies a significant assumption: namely, that the domain of the distributions,
generally taken to be the set [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}, is the “right” representation of the data. In
many situations, this is not the case: the observations are made with a given (often arbitrary)
level of granularity, e.g., imposed by the accuracy of the measuring equipment; this may lead
to falsely (over)accurate measurements, with non-significant precision in the observations. In
such cases, the domain [n] of both the model q and the distribution of the measurements p
© Clément L. Canonne and Karl Wimmer;
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are somewhat of a red herring, and relying on it to perform identity testing may lead to
a wrong answer, by introducing discrepancies where there is none. Instead, a more robust
approach is to decide if p conforms to q on some suitable quantization of the data: which
leads to the question, first suggested as an open question in [6] and introduced in this work,
of testing identity up to binning.
In more detail, the question we consider is the following:
Identity-Up-To-Binning(n, q, k, ε): Given a target number of bins k and a reference
distribution q over [k], a distance parameter ε, and i.i.d. samples from an unknown
distribution p over [n], is there a partition1 of the domain in k intervals I1 , . . . , Ik such
that p(Ij ) = q(j) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, or is p at total variation distance at least ε from all
distributions for which such a binning exists?
Before proceeding further, let us discuss some aspects of this formulation (which is illustrated in Figure 1). First of all, this formulation is intrinsically tied to discrete distributions
(which aligns with the motivations laid out earlier, relating to discretization of observations):
indeed, if p is continuous, then for all choices of q there always exists a suitable partition
of the domain; so that p trivially satisfies the property. This formulation also allows us
to test for some underlying structure, without caring about other irrelevant details of the
distribution. For instance, setting q = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) captures all distributions p with three
disjoint groups of elements, separated by an arbitrary number of zero-probability elements,
each with total probability mass 1/3.
In terms of the range of parameters, we encourage the reader to keep in mind the setting
where k  n (or even where k is a relatively small constant), which captures fitting an
over-accurate set of measurements to a simple model. Yet, we emphasize that even the case
k = n is of interest and does not collapse to identity testing. Indeed, due to our allowing
empty intervals, the problem is both qualitatively and quantitatively different from identity
testing, and can be interpreted as identity testing up to merging some clusters of adjacent
domain elements and having zero-probability elements in the reference distributions for data
points considered irrelevant (see Figure 2 for a simple illustration).

(a) Distribution p on [n].

(b) Distribution q on [k].

Figure 1 An example, for n = 20 and k = 4. Here, q = (3/10, 0, 1/2, 1/5), and p =
A possible partitioning is I1 = {1, 2, . . . , 8}, I2 = ∅,
I3 = {9, . . . , 17}, and I4 = {18, 19, 20}.
1
(1, 2, 3, 0, 3, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 5, 4, 2, 0, 0, 3, 4, 2, 4, 4).
50

1

Throughout this paper, by partitions we refer to ordered partitions with possibly empty subsets: i.e., a
partition of [n] in k sets is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets (I1 , . . . , Ik ) such that ∪kj=1 Ij = [n], with
|Ij | ≥ 0 for all j.
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Figure 2 An example for n = k = 6. Here, q = (0, 1/2, 0, 0, 1/2, 0) (on the right), and
p = (1/20, 2/5, 1/20, 1/80, 37/80, 1/40) (on the left). The reference distribution q focuses on the two
modes of the distribution (writing off the other elements as “noise” or spurious), while the sampled
distribution p also features those elements.

We further note that one could consider variants of this problem, each with a slightly
different focus. The first variant, simultaneous binning, would feature a reference distribution q over [n] (instead of a set of bin probabilities q on [k]), and ask about the existence of
an interval partition I1 , . . . , Ik such that p(Ij ) = q(Ij ) for all j. One interesting aspect of
this variant is that it generalizes non-trivially to continuous distributions (or mixtures of
continuous and discrete). However, even insisting for non-empty intervals Ij ’s, this formulation is only interesting for distributions putting significant probability mass on the first k − 1
elements.2 For k = o(n), and in particular constant n, this is a significant restriction. A
second variant, which suffers the same drawback but allows more flexibility, also provides a
reference distribution q over [n], but only asks about the existence of independent binnings:
two interval partitions I1 , . . . , Ik and I10 , . . . , Ik0 such that p(Ij ) = q(Ij0 ) for all j.
We note that our upper bound (Theorem 1) easily extends to these two different variants
as well; and our lower bound (Theorem 2) applies to the last independent binnings variant
as well.

1.1

Our results and techniques

In this paper, we establish nearly matching upper and lower bounds on the Identity-UpTo-Binning problem. Our first result is an efficient algorithm for testing the property:
I Theorem 1. For every domain size n, number of bins 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and fixed reference
distribution q over [k], there exists a (computationally
efficient) algorithm for testing identity
up-to-binning to q with sample complexity O k/ε2 , where ε ∈ (0, 1] is the distance parameter.
Crucially, this upper bound is independent of the underlying domain size n of the unknown
distribution, and only depends, linearly, on the target number of bins k. This is to be
compared to the “standard” identity testing problem, which is known to have sample
√
complexity Θ( n). One may wonder if the dependence on the number of bins in the above
theorem is necessary, or if one could hope to achieve a sublinear dependence on k. Our next
(and main) result shows that a near-linear dependence is unavoidable, ruling out any strongly
sublinear dependence on k:
2

Indeed, unless both the reference q and the unknown p put Ω(ε) mass on {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, a trivial
partitioning with Ij = {j} for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and Ik = {k, . . . , n} provides an immediate answer to the
problem.
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I Theorem 2 (Informal version of Theorem 6). For every k ≥ 1, there exists n = n(k) and an
absolute constant ε0 > 0 such that the following holds. There exists a reference distribution q
over [k] such that any algorithm for
 testing identity-up-to-binning to q to distance ε0 must
have sample complexity Ω k 1−o(1) .

Note that by standard techniques, this readily implies a lower bound of Ω k 1−o(1) /ε , for
all ε ∈ (0, ε0 ]. We further conjecture the tight bound to be Ω k/ε2 (i.e., matching our
upper bound). It is worth noting that the obvious and natural approach, a reduction from
(standard)√identity testing, would fall short of this goal, as it would only lead to a much
weaker Ω( k/ε2 ) lower bound.

Our techniques
Our upper bound proceeds via the “testing-by-learning” paradigm. Specifically, given a
reference distribution q over [k], and sample access to an unknown distribution p over [n],
we learn a hypothesis distribution p̂ such that, informally, for every binning of [n] into k
intervals, the distributions p and p̂ are close. (More formally, the distribution p̂ is close to p
in Ak -distance, which we define later.) Since we have exact access to p̂, we can enumeratively
test every potential binning. Although this does not save on the query complexity, we are
able to use dynamic programming to find the best binning in time polynomial in n and k.
The proof of our lower bound is significantly more involved and proceeds in three stages,
which we outline here. We first show that, if n is sufficiently large as a function of k, then
we may assume that the algorithm only looks at the ordering of the samples received from
[n], instead of at their actual “names” (we refer to the ordering as the ordered fingerprint of
the sample). Our bound uses a Ramsey theory argument very similar to that of [12].
We then show, for every integer m, the existence of two different distributions p0 and q0
over [poly(m) · 2m ] such that (i) p0 and q0 are far in total variation distance, and (ii) given the
ordered fingerprint of m samples generated by one of p0 and q0 , it is information-theoretically
impossible to determine which of p0 and q0 generated the ordered fingerprint. There are 2m
such ordered fingerprints, one for every composition of m, so it is unclear if the support size
of the distributions in this claim can be significantly reduced. While this is an independently
interesting problem, any progress on this problem would only directly result in a decrease of
the o(1) exponent in our main theorem.
Finally, using the above pair of distributions as “buckets” of two distributions p and q,
respectively, we show that any algorithm distinguishes p and q and only considers ordered
fingerprints must have access to at least m + 1 samples from at least one of the (assuming m
is independent of k) Ω(k) buckets. By collision bounds for the generalized birthday problem
(see also [20] for more formal statements), with high probability we need a sample size of
Ω(k 1−1/(m+1) ) to ensure that the algorithm succeeds.

1.2

Future directions

We conclude with a few research directions we deem particularly promising. A first natural
question is to understand the analogue of the Identity-Up-To-Binning problem for closeness testing, that is, when both p (over [n]) and q (over [k]) are unknown and available only
through i.i.d. samples. This would in particular capture situations where data is collected
from two different sources (or sensors), each using a different discretization scheme or with
different precision, and one aims at deciding whether the underlying distributon is the same.
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Another avenue is to consider the tolerant testing version of the problem, that is, to
decide whether p is close to a binning of q (versus far from any such binning). It is
known that tolerant identity testing has significantly larger (namely, nearly linear in the
domain size) sample complexity than identity testing; whether this is still the case for their
identity-up-to-binning analogues is an intriguing question.
Lastly, it would be interesting to generalize the question to other partially-ordered
domains (e.g., the hypergrid [n]d , or the Boolean hypercube {0, 1}n ), for the suitable notion
of “interval” in these posets.

2

Preliminaries

All throughout the paper, we write log for the binary logarithm. Given integers n and k, we
write Jn,k for the set of all n+k−1
partitions of [n] in k consecutive (and possibly empty)
n
pairwise disjoint intervals. Recall that the total variation distance between two distributions
Pn
p, p0 over [n] is dTV (p1 , p2 ) = supS⊆[n] (p(S) − p0 (S)), and is equal to 12 i=1 |p(i) − p0 (i)|,
half the `1 distance between their probability mass functions.
The Identity-Up-To-Binning(n, q, k, ε) problem we consider in this paper is then
formally defined as follows. Given a reference distribution q on [k], we consider the property

Pq :=

p0 distribution on [n] : ∃(I1 , . . . , Ik ) ∈ Jn,k , max |p0 (Ij ) − q(j)| = 0


(1)

j∈[k]

The question is then, given a distance parameter ε ∈ (0, 1], to distinguish (i) p ∈ Pq from
(ii) dTV (p, Pq ) > ε, where dTV (p, Pq ) = minp0 ∈Pq dTV (p, p0 ). We will rely extensively, for
our lower bounds, on the below fact, which allows us to lower bound dTV (p, Pq ) by a more
actionable quantity.
B Claim 3. For any distributions p and q (over [n] and [k], respectively) we have
k
X
X
1
:=
dTV (p, Pq ) ≥ dist(p, q)
min
q(j) −
p(t) ,
f
2
j=1
t:f (t)=j

where the minimum is taken over all nondecreasing functions f : [n] → [k].

Proof. Fix p, q as in the statement. One can think of such a nondecreasing f as defining
a decomposition of [n] into k disjoint (and possible empty) intervals I1 , . . . , Ik , where
Ij = f −1 (j). In particular, let p∗ ∈ Pq such that dTV (p, p∗ ) = dTV (p, Pq ), and I1∗ , . . . , Ik∗
the corresponding partition for p∗ . Define f ∗ : [n] → [k] from this partition by setting
Pk
f (t) := j=1 j1Ij∗ (t): f ∗ is then non-decreasing, and
k
X
j=1

q(j) −

X
t:f ∗ (t)=j

p(t) =

k
X
j=1

q(j) − p(Ij∗ ) =

k
X
j=1

p∗ (Ij∗ ) − p(Ij∗ ) ≤

n
X

p∗ (i) − p(i)

i=1

where the last equality is due to the fact that p∗ (Ij∗ ) = q(j) for all j ∈ [k] (since p∗ ∈ Pq ),
and last inequality is the triangle inequality. Since the RHS equals 2dTV (p, p∗ ), we get
Pk
P
minf j=1 |q(j) − t:f (t)=j p(t)| ≤ 2dTV (p, Pq ).
C
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3

Algorithms

In this section, we prove Theorem 1, restated below:
I Theorem 4. For any fixed reference distribution q over [k] and number of bins 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
there exists a (computationally efficient) algorithm for Identity-Up-To-Binning(n, q, k, ε)
with sample complexity O k/ε2 .
Proof. We will use the following notion of A` -distance, which interpolates between Kolmogorov distance (` = 2) and (twice the) total variation (` = n) [9, 7, 13, 12]: for any two
distributions p0 , q0 over [n],
kp0 − q0 kA` :=

max
(I1 ,...,I` )∈Jn,`

`
X

|p0 (Ij ) − q0 (Ij )|

(2)

j=1

One can check
 that this defines a bona fide norm. Further, it is known, from the VC inequality,
that O `/ε2 samples are sufficient to learn any distribution in A` -distance ε (and with
failure probability 1/6) [9, 7], and, further, that the empirical estimator achieves this bound.
Using this, the algorithm is as follows:
1. Learn the unknown p to Ak -distance ε, with failure probability 1/6. Call the result (the
empirical estimator, which is a distribution over [n]) p̂.
Pk
2. Compute the minimum ∆q (I, p̂) := j=1 |p̂(Ij ) − q(j)| over all partitions (I1 , . . . , Ik ) ∈
Jn,k in intervals such that |Ij | > 0 whenever q(j) > 0.
3. If there exists I such that ∆q (I, p̂) ≤ ε, return accept; otherwise, return reject.
Note that only the first step requires samples from p, so that the sample complexity is
indeed O k/ε2 . The second step is purely computational, and can be implemented in time
poly(n, k) via a simple dynamic programming approach.
We now argue correctness. With probability at least 5/6, the first step produced a correct
p̂, i.e., one that is ε-close to p in Ak -distance; we hereafter assume this holds.
Completeness. Suppose p ∈ Pq , and let I ∗ = (I1∗ , . . . , Ik∗ ) ∈ Jn,k be any partition witnessing
it. Note that this partition then satisfies |Ij∗ | > 0 for all j such that q(j) > 0, as otherwise
the distance after binning is positive. Then,
∆q (I ∗ , p̂) =

k
X

p̂(Ij∗ ) − q(j) ≤

j=1

k
X

p̂(Ij∗ ) − p(Ij∗ ) +

j=1

k
X

p(Ij∗ ) − q(j) ≤ kp̂−pkAk ≤ ε

j=1

Pk
the second-to-last inequality by definition of Ak -distance and the fact that j=1 |p(Ij∗ ) −
q(j)| = 0. Therefore, the algorithm will find a good partition and output accept.
Soundness. Suppose now by contrapositive that the algorithm outputs accept. This means
it found, in step 2, some partition I ∗ = (I1∗ , . . . , Ik∗ ) ∈ Jn,k such that ∆q (I ∗ , p̂) ≤ ε/4. But
then,
k
X
j=1

p(Ij∗ ) − q(j) ≤

k
X
j=1

p(Ij∗ ) − p̂(Ij∗ ) +

k
X

p̂(Ij∗ ) − q(j) ≤ kp̂−pkAk +∆q (I ∗ , p̂) ≤ 2ε

j=1

the second-to-last inequality again by definition of Ak -distance. We claim that this implies
that p is ε-close (in total variation distance) to some p∗ ∈ Pq . Indeed, we can build p∗
in a greedy fashion from p: as long as there exist Ij∗1 , Ij∗2 such that p(Ij∗1 ) > q(j1 ) but
p(Ij∗2 ) < q(j2 ), we move δ := min(|p(Ij∗1 ) − q(j1 )|, |p(Ij∗2 ) − q(j2 )|) probability mass from
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(arbitrary) elements of Ij∗1 to an arbitrary element of Ij∗2 . Here, we used our condition on
the partition found in step 2, which ensures Ij∗2 is non-empty. This incurs total variation δ
Pk
(from p), and reduces j=1 |p(Ij∗ ) − q(j)| by 2δ. Repeating until it is no longer possible, we
obtain the claimed p∗ , and therefore that dTV (p, Pq ) ≤ ε.
J
I Remark 5. As mentioned in the introduction, it is straightforward to adapt the algorithm
and argument to either the “simultaneous binning” and “independent binnings” variants of
the problem, leading to the same sample complexity upper bound (and time complexity) for
these related questions.

4

Lower Bounds

In this section, we prove our main theorem (Theorem 2), restated below:
I Theorem 6. For every k ≥ 1, there exists n = n(k) such that the following holds. There
exists a reference distribution q over [k] such that any algorithm for Identity-Up-ToBinning(n, q, k, ε) must have sample complexity O(√klog k) .
2

At a high level, the proof of Theorem 6 consists of three parts:
(1) First, we show that, for every n, there is an N (n) such that, if there is a algorithm
that succeeds in the data binning problem over [N (n)] with s samples, then there is
an algorithm that succeeds in the data binning problem over [n] with s samples, such
that this latter algorithm only considers the “ordered fingerprint” of the sample. This
approach, analogous to that of [12], uses Ramsey theory, and enables us to restrict
ourselves to (simpler to analyze) order-based algorithms. (Proposition 9)
(2) Second, we show for every constant m, there exist b(m) and two distributions p0 and
q0 on [b(m)] that (i) are “far from being cyclic shifts” of one another (which will allow
us to argue about distance to being a binning on k intervals later), and (ii) cannot be
distinguished from ordered fingerprints from s samples. The function b(m) is exponential
in m. (Lemma 12)
(3) Third, we consider the distributions p and q on [k] constructed such that the distribution
restricted to each block of b(m) elements is p0 and q0 , respectively, in the natural way.
We show that (i) p is “far” from any binning of q, and (ii) distinguishing these two
distributions with ordered fingerprints requires seeing m + 1 samples from one particular
block. By folklore collision bounds, this implies a Ω(k 1−1/(m+1) ) sample lower bound for
distinguishing p and q from ordered fingerprints. (Corollary 16)
√
Combining the three (applying 1 with n set to k, and m in 3 set to log k) then yields the
theorem.

4.1

From samples to ordered fingerprints

The first step of our reduction will consist in “hiding” information from the algorithms.
Roughly speaking, for the sake of our lower bound analysis we would like to argue that,
without loss of generality, any testing algorithm can be assumed to only be given the
order relations between the samples from the unknown distribution, instead of the samples
themselves. For instance, instead of seeing four samples 12, 7, 98, 7, we wish to restrict our
analysis to algorithms which only see that x(1) = x(2) < x(3) < x(4) . Since we are drawing
i.i.d. samples from the distribution, the order that the samples come in does not matter.
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However, this simplifying assumption is not actually without loss of generality, and does
not quite hold as stated: an algorithm can sometimes infer more information from the values
of the samples from p than from their ordered relations alone. We will prove a weaker
statement, sufficient for our purposes; in order to do so, we start by introducing some notions
formalizing the aforementioned “order relations.”
I Definition 7 (Ordered fingerprints). The ordered fingerprint of a sequence of s values in [n]
is an ordered frequency vector of the elements occurring in the sequence, with labels removed.
Formally, for each element i ∈ [n], let F i be the number of times element i appears, and let
j1 < j2 < . . . < jt be the indices such that F ji is positive (so that t is the number of distinct
elements in the sequence). The ordered fingerprint is then the ordered collection of positive
Pt
integers (F j1 , F j2 , . . . , F jt ) such that i=1 F ji = s.
To later argue about indistinguishability of our instances, we will also rely on the below
notion of s-way moments (induced by an ordered fingerprint):
I Definition 8 (s-way moments). Given a distribution p over [n] and an ordered tuple of
Pt
positive integers F = (F1 , F2 , . . . , Ft ) such that i=1 Fi = s, the probability that the ordered
fingerprint on s samples is (F1 , F2 , . . . , Ft ) is given by
F

p :=



s
F1 , F2 , . . . , Ft



X

t
Y

p(ij )Fj

(3)

1≤i1 <i2 <···<it ≤n j=1

We call such an expression an s-way moment of p. Note that the s-way moments of p
completely determine the distribution of the ordered fingerprint of s random samples drawn
from p. Thus, for two distributions p and q, if pF = qF for all F such that |F | = s, then p
and q cannot be distinguished from ordered fingerprints on s samples.3
We now state and prove the following lemma, which captures the intuition discussed above
and will be the first component of our lower bound:
I Proposition 9. For every n ≥ 1 and s ≥ 1, there exists N ≥ 1 such that the following
holds for every k ≥ 1, reference distribution q over [k], and ε ∈ (0, 1]. If there exists an
algorithm AN that, for every distribution p0 over [N ], solves the problem Identity-Up-ToBinning(N, q, k, ε) with s samples from p0 , then there exists an algorithm An that, for
every distribution p over [n], solves the problem Identity-Up-To-Binning(n, q, k, ε) with
s samples from p. Moreover, An only considers the ordered fingerprint of the s samples.
Proof. The argument is similar to that of Diakonikolas, Kane, and Nikishkin [12], and relies
on a result of Conlon, Fox, and Sudakov:

I Lemma 10 ([8]). Given a set S and an integer t, let St denote the set of subsets of
cardinality t. For all positive
integers, a, b, and c, there exists a positive integer N so that

[N ]
for any
function
χ
:
→
[b],
there exists S ⊆ [N ] with |S| = c such that χ is constant
a

on Sa .
As in the proof of [12, Theorem 13], given n, s, we will invoke Lemma 10 to obtain a new
domain size N , in a way detailed below: loosely speaking, a corresponds to the number
of samples s, b to the number of possible decision (binary) functions from a given set of s

3

Indeed, for every s, the (s − 1)-way moments are linear combinations of s-way moments; we omit the
details.
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samples which only depend on the ordered fingerprint of those samples, and c to the target
domain size s. We will use this to, given AN (which induces a mapping χ from sets of s
samples to such order-based decision functions), find a set S ⊆ [N ] of size n, and a monotone
function f : [n] → [N ] such that f ([n]) = S. The algorithm As then runs the promised
algorithm AN on the distribution f (p) obtained by applying f to the s samples. Since f is
order-preserving, the distances will not change. Since we can assume that AN is deterministic
once we know
which distinct samples we get from [n], the fact that the induced χ is constant

on f ([n])
guarantees
the output will be a function of the ordered fingerprint only.
s
However, we have an issue that [12] does not. When we draw a total of s samples, we
likely will not get s distinct samples. [12] gets around this issue by “dividing” all elements of
[n] into sub-elements, and upon seeing an element in the sample, assign it to a uniformly
random one of its sub-elements. However, our main parameter of interest k differs from
theirs: if we applied this procedure to our problem, the bounds obtained would deteriorate.
That is, while the Ak -distance (the focus of [12]) would not change, the coarsening distance
we consider here would.
We handle this issue as follows. Given an integer s, we will color all nonempty subsets of
[N ] with at most s elements. This color associates to a set of s samples the function that
AN uses to accept or reject given the ordered fingerprint that accompanies these samples.
Now, we apply Lemma 10 repeatedly. In our first application, we find a subset Ss ⊆ [N ]
such that, conditioning on distinct samples, AN has consistent behavior.4 Now we remove
all subsets that contain elements outside of Ss , and we apply Lemma 10 again to find a
set Ss−1 ⊆ Ss such that AN ’s behavior only depends on the ordered fingerprint given that
in the s samples, there are at least s − 1 distinct values seen. Continuing in this fashion,
after applying Lemma 10 a total of s times, we arrive at a set S1 (with S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ss )
such that, conditioned on samples coming only from S1 , AN depends only on the ordered
fingerprint of the samples seen. In every application of the lemma, we have a ≤ s, and since
s
there are 2s possible ordered fingerprints given s samples, we have b ≤ 22 . We set c = n in
our final application.
J

4.2

Sequences far from being shifts of each other

As a building block from our lower bound construction, we will require the existence of
(non-negative) sequences which are “far” from each other, in that any circular shift of the
first remains far, in Hamming distance, from the second.
I Definition 11 (Partial shifts). Given an alphabet Σ and two strings x and y in Σn , we say
that y is an r-partial cyclic shift of x if there exist an integer ` and a nondecreasing function
f : [n] → [n] such that, for at least r indices i of [n], xi = y(f (i)+`) mod n . That is, thinking of
the symbols of y placed in a circle, y contains a substring of length r of x (without wrapping
around more than once).
For two distributions p and q over [n], we then say that q is an r-partial cyclic shift of p
if the string q(1)q(2) · · · q(n) is an r-partial cyclic shift of p(1)p(2) · · · p(n).
We observe that finding a witness to x and y being r-partial cyclic shifts of each other is
equivalent to finding the cyclic longest common subsequence between x and y, which is a
problem with applications in DNA sequencing [17]. With these notions in hand, we are ready
to prove the key technical lemma underlying part 2 of our argument:
4

In this case, the ordered fingerprint is the all ones vector of length s, so the functions are not very
interesting.
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I Lemma 12. Let m > 4 be a positive integer, and b = 5m2 2m . Then there exist two
distributions p0 and q0 over [b] such that (i) p0 and q0 are not (99b/100)-partial cyclic shifts
of each other, and (ii) p0 and q0 agree on all m-way moments.
Proof. Let p be a probability distribution over [b] such that its probability mass function
takes the values 2/( 52 b) and 3/( 52 b) each on b/2 of the elements of [b]. Each m-way moment
pF can be expressed as a homogeneous polynomial
 in the b values p(i) of total degree m,
s
such that each coefficient is 0 or KF := F1 ,F2 ,...,Ft ; note that KF is independent of p. The

number of terms of such a polynomial is at most b+m−1
≤ (b + m − 1)m ≤ (2b)m . Thus,
m
every m-way moment of p evaluates to an expression of the form qKF /( 52 b)m , where q is a
integer such that 0 ≤ q ≤ (6b)m . Since there are 2m m-way moments of p, there are at most
m
(6b)m2 possible values of the m-way moments of p.
For the claim about cyclic shifts, we use a counting argument. We will show that for any
string x ∈ {2, 3}b , there are at most 2b/5 other strings that are (99b/100)-partial cyclic shifts
of x. Indeed, any (99b/100)-partial cyclic shift y of x can be constructed by the following
process: first, select 99b/100 positions of x that will be present in y–these positions will form
a witness. Next, select 99b/100 positions of y that these bits of x will appear in, and a cyclic
shift for these bits. Finally, select any values in {2, 3} for the remaining b/100 positions of y.
Thus, the number of possible y’s is at most


b
b/100

2

(99b/100)2b/100 ≤ 22h(1/100) 2b/50 ≤ 2b/5


n
where we have used the bound αn
≤ 2nh(α) , where
= α log α + (1 − α) log(1 − α) is
 h(α)
b
b
the binary entropy. Since there are a total of b/2 ≥ 2 /b strings of length b with an equal
number of 2’s and 3’s, then for every b, we can find a set S of 24b/5 /b strings of length b such
that no two of them are (99b/100)-partial cyclic shifts of each other. We map strings over
{2, 3}b to distributions over [b] in a natural way: given x ∈ S, we define the corresponding
distribution p such that p(i) = xi /( 52 b). Thus, we have 24b/5 /b distributions over [b], no two
of which are (99b/100)-partial cyclic shifts of each other. Setting b = 5m2 2m , we then have
2 m

2 m
m
m
m
24m 2
1 4b/5
2
=
≥ 23m 2 = (23m )m2 > (30m2 2m )m2 = (6b)m2 .
2
m
b
5m 2

Thus, by the pigeonhole principle there exist two distributions p0 and q0 over [b] that are
not (99b/100)-partial cyclic shifts of each other, yet such that p0 and q0 agree on all m-way
moments.
J

4.3

Constructing the hard-to-distinguish instances over [n]

For a fixed integer m > 1 (to be determined later) and sufficiently large k, let p0 and q0 be
the two distributions over [b] promised by Lemma 12, where b = 5m2 2m ; and let k 0 := k/b.
We will define p and q to be distributions over [bk 0 ] in the following way: We partition [bk 0 ]
into blocks B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk0 , where Bj = {b(j − 1) + 1, b(j − 1) + 2, . . . , bj}. Now p (resp. q)
is the distribution resulting from the following process:
Pick a uniformly random element i ∈ [k 0 ] and a random sample j from p0 (resp. q0 ).
Output, as resulting sample from p (resp. q), the element (i − 1)k 0 + j.
Since p0 (i) and q0 (i) are in {4/(5b), 6/(5b)} for i ∈ [b], we have that p(i) and q(i) are always
in {4/(5bk 0 ), 6/(5bk 0 )} for all i ∈ [bk 0 ].
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We will prove that dTV (p, Pq ) is large. To facilitate this, recalling Claim 3 we will lower
bound the distance of p to a binning of q in the following way:
0

bk
X
X
1
1
dTV (p, Pq ) ≥ dist(p, q) = min
q(i) −
p(t) ,
2
2 f i=1

(4)

t:f (t)=i

where the minimum is taken over all nondecreasing functions f : [bk 0 ] → [bk 0 ]. To use the
language of a partition5 , the interval Ii is simply f −1 (i). We show the following:
B Claim 13. There exists ε0 > 0 such that, for p and q as described above, dTV (p, Pq ) ≥ ε0 .
(Moreover, one can take ε0 = 10−7 .)
Proof. We will show that dist(p, q) ≥ 1/(5 · 106 ). We first rewrite the distance as dist(p, q) =
Pk0
minf j=1 d(Bj ), where, using the same blocks as described earlier, we define
d(Bj ) :=

X

q(i) −

i∈Bj

X

p(t)

t:f (t)=i

(suppressing its dependence on p, q, and f ). We will call a block Bj good if d(Bj ) ≤ 1/(2500k 0 ).
Note that f need not be a function
maps elements of Bj to other elements of Bj . Since
 4 that
6
p(i) and q(i) are always in 5bk
, any element i ∈ Bj such that |f −1 (i)| =
6 1 will
0 , 5bk 0
2
contribute at least 5bk0 to d(Bj ). Thus, we call an element i good if there is a unique t such
2
that f (t) = i and q(i) = p(t). Since each element that is not good contributes 5bk
0 to d(Bj ),
2
it follows that, in a good block, at most 1/(2500k 0 )/( 5bk0 ) = b/1000 elements are not good,
and therefore a good block must contain at least 999b/1000 good elements.
Let Bj be a good block: it must be the case that for at least 999b/1000 values of g ∈ Bj ,
there exists a unique t such that f (t) = g. Let g1 < g2 < . . . < gv be the good elements in
Bj (where v ≥ 999b/1000), and let t1 , t2 , . . . , tv be such that f (ti ) = gi for i = 1, 2, . . . , v. By
assumption, the distributions p and q are not (99b/100)-partial cyclic shifts of each other.
Thus, for every i0 and i00 where i0 < i00 , if ti00 − ti0 < b, then i00 − i0 ≤ 99b/100, or else the
good elements of Bj and their preimages under f would be a witness to p0 and q0 being
(99b/100)-partial cyclic shifts of one another. It follows that
tv − t1 ≥ b + (999b/1000 − 99b/100) ≥ (1 + 1/1000)b.
That is, every good block “uses up” a bit more than b elements of the domain of f . Since
bk 0
f : [bk 0 ] → [bk 0 ] must be a nondecreasing function, we can have at most
≤
(1 + 1/1000)b
0
0
(1 − 1/2000)k good blocks. Thus, at least k /2000 of the blocks are not good. It follows that
0

dist(p, q) = min
f

k
X

d(Bj ) ≥ (k 0 /2000)(1/2500k 0 ) = 1/(5 · 106 ),

j=1

as claimed.

C

We are now in position to conclude the step 3 of our overall proof, establishing the
following lower bound:

5

Recall that the sets in the partition are allowed to be empty.
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I Theorem 14. There exists an absolute constant ε0 > 0 such that, for every sufficiently large integers k, m ≥ 1, there exists q over [k for which testing Identity-Up
To-Binning(k, q, k, ε0 ) from ordered fingerprints only requires Ω (k/m2 2m )1−1/m samples.
(Moreover, one can take ε0 = 10−7 .)
Proof. Let p and q be the distributions described above, with k = bk 0 and ε0 := 10−7 as
in Claim 13. We consider the problem Identity-Up-To-Binning(k, q, k, ε0 ). We will show
that any algorithm that takes too few samples, and only considers their ordered fingerprint,
can distinguish between p and q with probability at most 1/3. Since dTV (p, q) > ε0 := 10−7
(and, of course, dTV (q, q) = 0), this will establish our lower bound.
By Lemma 12, an ordered fingerprint from m samples from one of the k 0 blocks of size b
gives no information in distinguishing p and q. Further, it is immediate to see, from the
definition of ordered fingerprints, that the following holds as well:
B Claim 15. Let p1 and p2 be two distributions over [n], such that the distribution
of fingerprints for pb is given by {F bj }j∈[n] . Suppose there exists a partition of [n] into
(I1 , I2 , . . . , Im ) such that the sequences {F 1j }j∈Ii and {F 2j }j∈Ii are identically distributed for
all i in [m]. Then p1 and p2 cannot be distinguished by ordered fingerprints.
This implies that if an algorithm sees at most m samples from every block, then it cannot
distinguish between p and q with ordered fingerprints from this sample. It follows that any
algorithm that distinguishes between p and q using ordered fingerprints must receive at least
m + 1 samples from at least one of the k 0 many blocks.
To conclude, note that the distribution over the blocks is uniform; thus, by folklore collision
estimates (see also Suzuki et al. [20]), the probability that one of the k 0 blocks contains m + 1
samples is at most 1/3, given O(k 01−1/(m+1) ) samples. Since k 0 = k/b = k/(5m2 2m ), we get
the claimed lower bound.
J
Setting m =

√

log k in Theorem 14, we get:

I Corollary 16. There exists an absolute constant ε0 > 0 such that, for every sufficiently large
integers k ≥ 1, there exists q over [k for which testing Identity-Up-To-Binning(k, q, k, ε0 )
from ordered fingerprints only requires O(√klog k) samples.
2
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Abstract
We generalize the expander Chernoff bound to high-dimensional expanders. The expander Chernoff
bound is an essential property of expanders, first proved by Gillman [9]. Given a graph G and a
function f on the vertices, it states that the probability of f ’s mean sampled via a random walk on
G to deviate from its actual mean, has a bound that depends on the spectral gap of the walk and
decreases exponentially as the walk’s length increases.
We are interested in obtaining an analog Chernoff bound for high order walks on high-dimensional
expanders. A naive generalization of the expander Chernoff bound from expander graphs to highdimensional expanders gives a very poor bound due to obstructions that occur in high-dimensional
expanders and are not present in (one-dimensional) expander graphs. Because of these obstructions,
the spectral gap of high-order random walks is inherently small.
A natural question that arises is how to get a meaningful Chernoff bound for high-dimensional
expanders. In this paper, we manage to get a strong Chernoff bound for high-dimensional expanders
by looking beyond the spectral gap.
First, we prove an expander Chernoff bound that depends on a notion that we call the “shrinkage
of a function” instead of the spectral gap. In one-dimensional expanders, the shrinkage of any
function with zero-mean is bounded by λ(M ). Therefore, the spectral gap is just the one-dimensional
manifestation of the shrinkage.
Next, we show that in good high-dimensional expanders, the shrinkage of functions that “do not
come from below” is good. A function does not come from below if from any local point of view
(called “link”) its mean is zero.
Finally, we prove a high-dimensional Chernoff bound that captures the expansion of the complex.
When the function on the faces has a small variance and does not “come from below”, our bound is
better than the naive high-dimensional expander Chernoff bound.
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Mathematics of computing → Spectra of graphs; Mathematics of computing → Hypergraphs
Keywords and phrases High Dimensional Expanders, Random Walks, Tail Bounds
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.APPROX/RANDOM.2020.25
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1

Introduction

Expander graphs have been studied extensively for several decades. Essentially, these are
graphs that are sparse yet highly connected. They have countless applications in computer
science, mathematics and physics (see e.g. the surveys of [13] and [19]).
Since expanders are such a marvelous tool, it is believed that their generalization to
higher dimensions is promising. Expanders consist of edges, which are sets of two vertices.
In contrast, high-dimensional (abbreviated as HD) expanders consist of faces, which are sets
of any amount of vertices, like edges, triangles, pyramids, and more. Since HD expanders
expand at all dimensions, they are much stronger objects than expander graphs, which only
expand at one dimension.
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Recently, HD expanders have attracted a lot of attention. A notable example is the paper
of [1] which solves a major open problem on counting the bases of matroids. The algorithms
and proofs in their paper build on recent results about random walks on HD expanders
(e.g. [16] and [15]).
In this paper, we study further aspects of random walks on HD expanders. In particular,
we generalize the expander Chernoff bound to HD expanders. Generally speaking, this bound
states that a random walk on an expander acts “as expected”.
Let us present the (one-dimensional) expander Chernoff bound in a more precise way.
There are many forms for this bound (see e.g. [10, 14, 18, 21, 12, 20, 5]), the form we present
appears in [10] and is considered standard.
Let G be an undirected connected graph on vertices V := {1, . . . , n} with positive weights
on its edges. The graph is equivalent to a connected random walk with transition matrix M .
Let π be the stationary distribution of M and let {wi }ti=1 be a random walk according to M
with initial distribution π. Let f : V → [0, 1] be a function on the vertices.
The general form of the graph generalization of Chernoff bound is as follows: for all
0 ≤  ≤ 1,
t
h 1X
i

P
f (wi ) − Eπ [f ] ≥  ≤ 4 · exp −Ω(2 st) .
t i=1

(1)

Note that for a better bound, we want s to be bigger.
The expander Chernoff bound states that inequality (1) holds for s = 1 − λ2 (M ), where
λ2 (M ) is the second largest eigenvalue of M . This bound works best for graphs with λ2 as
close to 0 as possible. By Definition 7, these are exactly (one-sided) expander graphs.
As thoroughly explained in [21], this bound is a very useful tool in theoretical computer
science. It has applications in a variety of areas like construction of efficient error-correcting
codes, hardness of approximation, deterministic amplification, security amplification in
cryptography, extractor construction, and more.
Since high-dimensional expanders are very promising, and the Chernoff bound for expander
graphs is fundamental and extremely useful, we see great potential in further generalizing it
to higher dimensions.
Such a generalization should provide a Chernoff bound for random walks on high-dimensional faces, that is similar to the bound we have for walks on vertices. Since highdimensional expanders are better than one-dimensional, one could expect to obtain a
generalization simply by applying the existing expander Chernoff bound to high-order walks.
However, this method results in a surprisingly poor bound, due to natural obstructions that
occur even in the best high-dimensional expanders, and do not happen for one-dimensional
expanders. Because of these obstructions, the spectral gap 1 − λ(M ) of high-order random
walks is inherently small.
In this paper, we manage to overcome this problem by looking beyond the spectral gap.
First, we prove an expander Chernoff bound that depends on the “shrinkage of the function”
f (see Definition 3) instead of the spectral gap. In one-dimensional expanders, the shrinkage
of any function with zero-mean is bounded by λ(M ). Therefore, the spectral gap is just the
one-dimensional manifestation of the shrinkage.
Next, we show that in good high-dimensional expanders, the shrinkage of functions that
“do not come from below” (see Definition 1) is good. A function does not come from below
if its mean is zero from any local point of view (called “link”, see Definition 11). This
criterion naturally generalizes zero-mean functions since there is only one local point of view
on vertices and it includes all of them.
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Thus, we obtain a high-dimensional expander Chernoff bound that works well for functions
that have a small variance and do not come from below.

1.1

Background

Let us provide a simplified version of the definitions we need in order to present our results.
The detailed definitions are deferred to Section 2.
Given a weighted undirected connected graph G, its normalized second largest eigenvalue
in absolute value is denoted λ(G). We say that G is a (two-sided) λ-spectral expander if
λ(G) < λ.
We study a generalization of the above definition to higher dimensions, based on simplicial
complexes. A pure d-dimensional simplicial complex X consists of sets of size d + 1 and all of
their subsets. These sets are called faces, and X(i) denotes the set of faces of size i + 1. Our
complexes are equipped with a probability distribution πd over the d-faces, which induces
probability distributions πk over k-faces. In addition, each πk induces an inner-product on
the subspace of k-cochains (functions from X(k) to R) denoted C k (X).
There are several different ways to define high-dimensional expanders. We use a notion
called (two-sided) local-spectral expander, defined in [7], since it is the generalization of
spectral-expanders to higher dimensions. Given a face τ ∈ X(i), the link of τ , denoted Xτ ,
is its local point of view. Formally, it is a simplicial complex obtained by taking the faces of
X that contain τ and removing τ from them. A pure complex is a γ-local-spectral expander
if for any link, the underlying graph is a γ-spectral expander (see Definition 13).
The high-order random walk we study is called the lazy upper random walk on k-faces,
defined in [15] and denoted Mk+ . This walk naturally generalizes the standard lazy walk on
graphs. It can move between two k-faces if they are both contained in the same (k + 1)-face.
Given a function f : X(k) → R and a face τ ∈ X(j), the localization of f on Xτ is the
function fτ : Xτ (k − j − 1) → R defined by fτ (σ) = f (τ ∪ σ).
I Definition 1. We say that a function f : X(k) → R is from level j + 1 if its expectation
on the links of j-faces is zero. Formally, f is from level j + 1 if Eπτ [fτ ] = 0 for all τ ∈ X(j).
Informally, we say that f does not come from below if it is from a high level (e.g. from
level k). Our high-dimensional Chernoff bound works best for functions f that do not come
from below and have a small variance.

1.2

Our Contribution: Approach and Considerations

A bound for high-order random walks. Observe that the graph Chernoff bound is actually
a bound for random walks on graphs. Hence, what we are looking for is a bound for random
walks on high-dimensional expanders. Specifically, we study the lazy upper random walk,
since it is highly related to the structure of the HD expander (see Definition 17).
Capturing the expansion. Given a HD γ-local-spectral expander X (see Definition 13),
we want a bound that captures the expansion of X. We can apply the graph Chernoff
bound (1) to the random walk Mk+ and get a bound where s = 1 − λ(Mk+ ) (see Definitions 7).
Unfortunately, this value of s is bounded away from 1 (in fact, it behaves like 1/k, so it
approaches 0 as k increases) and hence does not capture the expansion of X well.
According to [17], λ(Mk+ ) is large due to natural obstructions that occur in HD expanders
and not in one-dimensional expander graphs. To bypass the obstructions, our Chernoff bound
takes into account the entire spectrum of Mk+ .
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Generalizing a one-dimensional Chernoff bound. We prove our high-dimensional Chernoff
bound by generalizing a one-dimensional Chernoff bound. Given an expander graph G and
a function f on the vertices (as in (1)), our key idea is to only look at eigenvalues λi that
correspond to eigenvectors that are part of the orthogonal decomposition of f into eigenspaces.
We prove a Chernoff bound that depends on the shrinkage of f , denoted λ(f ) = maxi |λi |
(see Definition 3), instead of λ(G). When f is “good” (not an obstruction), λ(f ) is a small
eigenvalue of G. By applying our one-dimensional Chernoff bound to Mk+ , we obtain a
high-dimensional Chernoff bound that can see beyond λ(Mk+ ) and therefore capture the
expansion of X well.
A bound for functions that do not come from below. The standard one-dimensional
expander Chernoff bound depends on λ(G), which is the largest eigenvalue in absolute
value except for 1. Namely, the bound only considers eigenspaces orthogonal to span{1}.
Equivalently, it considers eigenspaces of zero-mean functions. These are exactly functions
that their expectation on the links of (−1)-faces is zero (since the only (−1)-face is the empty
face and its link is the entire set of vertices), which we call functions from level 0. Therefore,
the existing bound is in fact an expander Chernoff bound for functions from level 0. Similarly,
our HD expander Chernoff bound applies to functions from level j.
Moreover, as we will prove in Corollary 37, given a good enough γ-local-spectral expander,
a function is from level j + 1 if and only if its orthogonal decomposition into eigenspaces of
k−j
Mk+ only includes eigenvectors matching eigenvalues smaller than k+2
+ oγ (1). Namely, a
function does not come from below if and only if its shrinkage is small. Hence, considering
functions that do not come from below is highly natural.
Irregularity matters. Some expander Chernoff bounds apply only to regular graphs (see
e.g. [12, 8]). In the case of HD expanders, even when the weights of the largest faces are
uniform, the weights of other k-dimensional faces are usually not uniform, and hence Mk+ is
usually irregular. Therefore, it is important that our bound applies to irregular graphs too.

1.3

Results and Technique

Our main result is a Chernoff bound for HD expanders. When the function on the k-faces
has a small variance and does not “come from below”, our bound captures the expansion of
the complex well. Namely, we present a Chernoff bound for Mk+ in the form of (1), where s
approaches 1 as k increases, as opposed to the naive bound where s approaches 0.
I Theorem 2 (Main theorem, HD expander Chernoff bound, informal, for formal see Theorem 48).
Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and assume that γ is small
enough. Let π = πk be the probability distribution over X(k) and denote π∗ := min πi . Let
w1 , . . . , wt be a random walk according to Mk+ with initial distribution π. Let f : X(k) → R
such that f is from level j + 1 for some −1 ≤ j < k, and assume kf k∞ = 1. Then the
following hold:

k−j
1. If Varπ (f ) ≤ π∗ 2 c for a constant c ∈ R then inequality (1) holds for s = 1 −
+
k
+ 2
2

2
1
oγ (1) . In particular, for j = k − 1, inequality (1) holds for s = 1 −
+ oγ (1) .
k+2


2
k+2
2. If Varπ (f ) ≤ π∗ 2 c such that 4c ≤
, then inequality (1) holds for s = 1.
k − j + oγ (1)
(k + 2)2
In particular, for j = k − 1, if c ≤
then inequality (1) holds for s = 1.
4 + oγ (1)
Note that oγ (1) refers to a value that approaches 0 as γ goes to 0.
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Extensions of the theorem. In the detailed version of this theorem, stated in Theorem 48,
we also provide a bound for larger Varπ (f ). Additionally, in Remark 49 we provide a bound
for cases where f does come from below, but its mass on the lower eigenspaces is small.1
Comparison with the naive bound. One could try to achieve a similar bound by applying
to Mk+ a standard expander Chernoff bound like [10]. However, this standard bound depends
on the spectral gap, which is low even in the best HD expanders. This method would give
s ≈ 1/(k + 2), which approaches 0 as k increases. We successfully overcome this problem
by considering the shrinkage of f in functions that do not come from below, instead of the
spectral gap. Indeed, we achieve a value of s that is either 1 or it approaches 1 as k grows.
Proof overview. To prove this theorem, we first define the shrinkage of a vector by an
operator (Definition 3). The shrinkage is key to overcoming the obstructions which make
λ(Mk+ ) large. We then prove a (one-dimensional) expander Chernoff bound that depends on
the shrinkage of the function on the vertices, instead of on the graph’s expansion (Theorem 4).
Next, we apply to Mk+ our expander Chernoff bound for shrinking functions. Finally, we
bound the shrinkage of k-cochains (Proposition 5) to prove the HD expander Chernoff bound.

1.3.1

Defining the Shrinkage of a Vector

Let W be a finite-dimensional vector-space with inner-product h· , ·i. Let M : W → W be a
L
self-adjoint operator. By the spectral theorem, W = i Eλi where Eλi is the eigenspace of
M associated with the eigenvalue λi ∈ R. Moreover, there exists an orthonormal basis of W
that consists of eigenvectors of M .
I Definition 3. Let w ∈ W . The shrinkage of w is λM (w) := maxi {|λi | | w 6⊥ Eλi }. Equivalently, λM (w) is the largest eigenvalue of M (in absolute value) that matches an eigenvector
that spans w. Formally, let B be any orthonormal basis of W consisting of eigenvectors φi
corresponding to eigenvalues λi respectively. Then λM (w) := maxi {|λi | | w 6⊥ φi }. For ease
of notation, when M is clear from context, we simply write λ(w).

1.3.2

Expander Chernoff Bound for Shrinking Functions

We prove an expander Chernoff bound that depends on the shrinkage of the function on the
vertices, λ(f ), instead of on the graph’s expansion, λ(G). As far as we are aware, this is the
first bound of this kind. The bound is a generalization of a similar bound from [8].
I Theorem 4 (Expander Chernoff bound that depends on λ(f ) instead of λ(G), informal, for
formal see Theorem 29). In the setting of inequality (1), assume the function f : V → R
satisfies Eπ [f ] = 0 and kf k∞ = 1, and denote π∗ := min πi . Then the following hold:
1. If Varπ (f ) ≤ π∗ 2 c for some constant c ∈ R then inequality (1) holds for s = (1 − λ(f ))2 .
1
2. Moreover, if Varπ (f ) ≤ π∗ 2 c such that c ≤
then inequality (1) holds for s = 1.
4λ(f )2
In the detailed version of this theorem, stated in Theorem 29, we also provide a bound for
when Varπ (f ) is larger.

1

Namely, denote Pk,j := P(Im dj%k )⊥ the orthogonal projection on the upper subspaces and ` := kf −
√
√
Pk,j f kπ . Then the bound above holds if ` <  π∗ /2 and Varπ (f ) ≤ ( π∗ − 2`)2 c.
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The proof is by showing a generic reduction from the problem of concentration for
random walks to the well-studied problem of concentration for martingales (see e.g. [4]). This
reduction is a generalization of [8, Theorem 1.6] and it may be of independent interest. As
in [8], we then use Azuma’s inequality to finish the proof.

1.3.3

Bounding the Shrinkage of k-cochains

The following proposition shows that functions that do not “come from below” shrink well,
thereby relating the structure of a complex and its spectral properties.
I Proposition 5 (Shrinkage of k-cochains, informal, for formal see Proposition 41). Let X be
a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and assume γ is small enough. Let
f : X(k) → R such that f is from level j + 1 for some −1 ≤ j < k. Then
λM + (f ) ≤
k

k−j
+ oγ (1).
k+2

We prove the proposition by showing that the spectral decomposition (see Definition 24)
and the combinatorial decomposition (see Definition 23) of C k (X), both originally defined
in [17], are identical (see Theorem 36).
Furthermore, we calculate the number of functions that do not come from below and
hence shrink well (see Corollary 45), to show that they are very common.

1.4

Related Work and Comparison

First of all, let us compare our expander Chernoff bound, stated in Theorem 29, to other
related results. Compared to the bound from [8, Theorem 1.6], our bound improves and
generalizes their proof in a few ways. First, our proof applies to any stationary distribution,
not necessarily a uniform one. Secondly, our bound depends on λ(f ) (see Definition 3) instead
of λ(G). Thirdly, we provide a better bound for the case where Varπ (f ) is small enough.
Lastly, we maintain the dependence of the bound on Varπ (f )/π∗ instead of bounding it by n.
Note that the proof of [8] applies to vector-valued functions f : V → RN , but we only prove
the case of N = 1 for simplicity.
Compared to other similar bounds, the first advantage of our bound is that it depends
on λ(f ) instead of λ(G). Secondly, our proof has the advantage of being elementary
and not use perturbation theory. Lastly, our bound includes a special case concerning
Varπ (f ) ≤ π∗ 2 /4λ(f )2 , in which the bound does not depend on the spectral gap at all and
therefore it is better than any other bound that we know of.
Since our bound depends on ln(4 Varπ (f )/2 π∗ ), it is a better fit for cases where Varπ (f )
is small enough compared to  (or, equivalently,  is large enough), and where the stationary
distribution is close to being uniform.
For example, compared to [10] (see (1)), the main advantage of our bound is that it
depends on (1 − λ(f ))2 , which can sometimes be much larger than 1 − λ2 (G). Moreover, our
proof is elementary whereas their proof is based on perturbation theory. However, their bound
does not depend on Varπ (f ) at all, so it is better when Varπ (f )/π∗ is large compared to .
Compared to [18, Theorem 1.1], both bounds are influenced by the variance of f , but our
bound depends on ln(4 Varπ (f )/2 π∗ ) whereas their bound depends on kf k22 . So for most
values of kf k2 , π∗ and , e.g. when kf k2 > 8, π∗ = 1/|V | and  > 0.01, our bound is better.
Other than that, as with [10], their bound has 1 − λ2 (G) while our bound has (1 − λ(f ))2 ,
and their proof is based on the non-elementary perturbation theory while our method has
the advantage of being elementary.
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Compared to [18, Section 4], their bound depends on kf k22 , whereas our bound depends
on ln(4 Varπ (f )/2 π∗ ), which is mostly better when  is not too small. Moreover, their bound
is only applicable for  ≤ kf k22 . Lastly, as before, their bound depends on 1 − λ(G), and our
bound depends on (1 − λ(f ))2 which can be significantly smaller.
Secondly, let us compare our Chernoff bound for high-dimensional expanders, stated in
Theorem 48, to related results. As far as we know, there are no existing high-dimensional
Chernoff bounds. However, we can still compare our bound to the bounds we get by applying
the existing (one-dimensional) graph Chernoff bounds to Mk+ . This comparison is covered
in depth by the above paragraphs. In short, if f has a small enough variance and does not
“come from below”, our bound is better since it depends on λ(f ) instead of λ(Mk+ ) or λ2 (Mk+ ).
Note that since all of the eigenvalues of Mk+ are non-negative, λ(f ) ≤ λ(Mk+ ) = λ2 (Mk+ ).
Finally, our work in Section 5 improves some results from [17]. Corollary 39 improves [17,
Theorem 5.9] (stated here as Proposition 19). It shows that the set containing the spectrum
of Mk+ is even smaller than what was known before. As a consequence, corollary 40, which
gives an upper bound on k(Mk+ )i φk, improves [17, Corollary 5.11].

1.5

Organization

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the relevant background in detail.
In Section 3 we study the shrinkage of a vector denoted λ(w). In Section 4 we provide a
Chernoff bound for expander graphs which depends on the shrinkage of the function on
the vertices. In Section 5 we study the shrinkage of vectors by high-order random walks
and also improve some existing results. In Section 6 we prove our main result regarding
Chernoff bound for high-dimensional expanders. In Appendix A we prove the the bound
from Section 4. Due to space restrictions, some of the proofs are omitted and can be found
in the full version of the paper.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we present the relevant background about expander graphs, high-dimensional
expanders, random walks, and decompositions of the subspace of k-cochains. We provide
more details in the full version of this paper.

2.1

Expander Graphs and Random Walks

In this subsection, we define walk operators and the inner product-space they act on. Then,
we define λ-spectral expander graphs.
In this paper, we will consider only finite state-spaces and only time-homogeneous Markov
chains. A random walk M is a finite reversible Markov chain. A sequence of random variables
according to M is also called random walk. Throughout this paper, for ease of presentation
and connection with graphs, we say that a random walk is connected instead of irreducible. By
the book of [11], a connected random walk has a positive and unique stationary distribution.
I Definition 6 (Walk operator, l2 (π)). Let M be a connected random walk over statespace V and let π be its stationary distribution. We denote by l2 (π) the vector-space of
P
functions f : V → R with inner product hf, giπ =
i∈V π(i)f (i)g(i). It is indeed an
inner product since π is positive. The walk operator M : l2 (π) → l2 (π) is defined by
P
(M f )(i) := j∈V M (i, j)f (j).
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It is easy to see that a connected random walk operator M is self-adjoint. Therefore, by
the spectral theorem, there is an orthonormal basis of l2 (π) consisting of eigenvectors of M ,
and each eigenvalue of M is real. We are now ready to define expanders:
I Definition 7 (λ-spectral expander graph). Let G be an undirected connected graph with
n vertices and let λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn be its (real) eigenvalues. G is a λ-spectral expander if
λ(G) ≤ λ where λ(G) := max{|λ2 |, |λn |}. Alternatively, G is a one-sided λ-spectral expander
if λ2 ≤ λ.
A small value of λ means that the graph is a better expander. λ also controls how well M
shrinks functions, since kM f kπ ≤ λkf kπ for any f such that Eπ [f ] = 0 (again by the spectral
theorem). Therefore good expanders shrink functions well. The following proposition is
well-known:
I Proposition 8. Let G be an undirected connected graph. G is non-bipartite if and only if
λ(G) < 1.

2.2

High-Dimensional Expanders

High-dimensional expanders are a special type of abstract simplicial complexes. They are
similar to graphs, but they consist of faces instead of just edges. Faces can be edges, but
they can also be vertices, triangles, pyramids, etc. Let us provide the formal definitions.
A face τ is a set of vertices. The dimension of τ is defined by dim(τ ) := |τ | − 1. Let X
be a set of faces. X is an abstract simplicial complex if for every face τ ∈ X, if σ ⊂ τ then
σ ∈ X. We denote by X(k) the set of faces of dimension k ≥ −1. The dimension of X is
max{dim(τ ) | τ ∈ X}.
I Definition 9 (Pure simplicial complex). Let X be a d-dimensional abstract simplicial
complex. X is called pure if for every σ ∈ X, there is a d-dimensional face τ such that
σ ⊂ τ.
As a generalization of weighted graphs, we have weighted simplicial complexes. The weight
of smaller faces is induced by the weight of larger faces to comply with the high-dimensional
structure.
I Definition 10 (Weighted simplicial complex). Let X be a pure d-dimensional simplicial
complex. Let πd be a positive probability distribution over its d-dimensional faces. For each
−1 ≤ k ≤ d, the induced probability distribution over the k-faces is denoted πk , where πk (σ)
is the probability to choose a d-face τ according to πd and then get σ when uniformly choosing
a k-face contained by τ . A pure simplicial complex equipped with a distribution is called a
weighted simplicial complex.
There are a few related but not equivalent definitions of HD expanders. Each one of
them generalizes a different aspect of expander graphs. We stick to the definition that is
related to random walks, called local-spectral expander. Basically, it says that from any local
point of view (or link), the complex should be expanding.
I Definition 11 (Link). Let X be a pure d-dimensional simplicial complex. Let τ ∈ X(k) be
a k-dimensional face. The link of τ , denoted Xτ , is a pure (d − k − 1)-dimensional simplicial
complex obtained by taking every face that contains τ and removing τ ’s vertices from it.
Formally speaking, Xτ := {σ \ τ | τ ⊆ σ ∈ X}.
If X is weighted, we give each top face in Xτ a probability proportional to its probability
in X, normalized so that the sum of the probabilities is 1. The probability is well-defined
since every face in Xτ is also a face in X.
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I Definition 12 (Skeleton). Let X be an abstract simplicial complex. The skeleton of X,
also called the underlying graph, is an undirected graph with X(0) as its vertices and X(1)
as its edges. If X is weighted, the skeleton inherits its weights.
I Definition 13 (High-dimensional expander). Let X be a pure complex. If the skeleton of
every one of its links is a γ-spectral expander then X is a γ-local-spectral expander.
I Definition 14 (Degree). Let X be an abstract simplicial complex and let v ∈ X(0) be a
vertex in X. The degree of v is the number of faces that contain it, namely, |Xv |. The
degree of X is maxv∈X(0) |Xv |.
As with expander graphs, we are interested in infinite families of d-dimensional bounded
degree γ-local-spectral expanders. Explicit constructions of such families exist, see [7,
Lemma 1.5] for example. Moreover, we know that explicit constructions with a D-flat top
distribution exist:
I Definition 15 (D-flat). Let π be a probability distribution over V and let D ∈ N. We say
that π is D-flat if there exists some R ∈ R such that πv ∈ { R1 , R2 , . . . , D
R } for all v ∈ V .
I Proposition 16 ([6, Claim 6.2]). For every γ > 0 and d ∈ N there exists an explicit infinite
family of bounded degree d-dimensional complexes which are γ-local-spectral expanders. They
2
2
have top distribution πd that is D-flat, for D ≤ (1/γ)O(d /γ ) .

2.2.1

Random Walks on High-Dimensional Expanders

One can define many different random walks on a given HD expander. We are specifically
interested in a walk that captures the expanding structure of the complex. Such walks were
defined for the first time by [15].
I Definition 17 (Lazy upper random walk). Let X be a weighted pure d-dimensional simplicial
complex. Let 0 ≤ k < d. Define Mk+ to be the lazy upper random walk on the k-dimensional
faces: For each σ, τ ∈ X(k), Mk+ (σ, τ ) is the probability to choose a (k + 1)-face η ⊃
σ according to πk+1 and then get τ when uniformly choosing a k-face contained by η.
Equivalently, Mk+ : X(k) × X(k) → R is:

1


σ=τ


k
+
2


Mk+ (σ, τ ) := πk+1 (σ ∪ τ ) σ ∪ τ ∈ X(k + 1)


(k + 2)πk (σ)



0
otherwise
This walk is called lazy since M (σ, σ) > 0 so it considers standing-still a possible move.
Let us provide the following definition from [17, Theorem 5.6]:
I Definition 18. Let X be √
a weighted pure d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander. Define
0 = γ and k = 2k(1 + 2k k)k−1 + (k + 1)γ for all 0 < k < d. We say that γ is small
1
1 √
enough with respect to d if k−1 ≤ 2(1+2k
for all 0 < k < d, and d−1 < √ .
k)
2 d
Note that limγ→0 k = 0. Therefore, we can construct a γ-local-spectral expander with a
small enough γ by using the explicit construction from Proposition 16 with a sufficiently
small γ.
The following proposition shows that even though the second largest eigenvalue of Mk+
goes to 1 as k increases, we can go beyond that eigenvalue to achieve much better results.
For example, when γ is small enough, the smallest eigenvalue of Mk+ goes to 0 as k increases.
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I Proposition 19 ([17, Theorem 5.9]). Let X be a weighted d-dimensional γ-local-spectral
expander. If γ is small enough with respect to d then for every 0 ≤ k < d:
√
√

k 
[
k+1
k+1
k+1−j
k+1−j
Spec(Mk+ ) ⊆ {1} ∪
−
k ,
+
k
k+2
k+2
k+2
k+2
j=0
where Spec(Mk+ ) is the set of eigenvalues of Mk+ .

2.2.2

Decompositions of the Subspace of k-Cochains

Let X be an d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander. For all −1 ≤ k ≤ d, define C k (X) to
be the subspace of k-cochains, i.e., functions φ : X(k) → R. Let π = πk be the probability
P
distribution over X(k). Let the inner-product of C k (X) be hφ, ψi := i∈X(k) π(i)φ(i)ψ(i)
and let k·k be the induced norm. Note that as a walk operator, Mk+ : C k (X) → C k (X).
For all −1 ≤ k ≤ d, define C0k (X) := {φ ∈ C k (X) | φ ⊥ 1} where 1 is the constant 1
function. For all −1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d, the operator dj%k : C j (X) → C k (X) is defined by:
X
dj%k φ(σ) :=
φ(τ )
τ ∈X(j)
τ ⊆σ

for all φ ∈ C j (X) and σ ∈ C k (X). Note that dk%k is the identity function. In addition, for
k < d, we denote dk := dk%k+1 .
I Lemma 20 ([17, Section 5.3]). Let 0 ≤ j ≤ k. Then dj−1%k (C0j−1 (X)) ⊆ dj%k (C0j (X)).
This operator is highly related to the lazy upper random walk:
I Lemma 21 ([17, Corollary 3.7]). d∗k dk = (k + 2)Mk+ for all −1 ≤ k < d.
In addition, dj%k and dj are related in the following way:
I Lemma 22 ([17, Proposition 5.5]). dj%k =

1
(k−j)! dk−1

. . . dj for all −1 ≤ j < k ≤ d.

The following definition implies a combinatorial orthogonal decomposition of C k (X).
I Definition 23. For all 0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d, let Ukj be a subspaces of C0k that contains k-cochains
that come from j-cochains but not from (j − 1)-cochains. Formally,
Ukj := dj%k (C0j (X)) ∩ (dj−1%k (C0j−1 (X)))⊥
By [17, Section 5.3], the following is an orthogonal decomposition:
C k (X) = span{1} ⊕ Ukk ⊕ Ukk−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Uk0 .
This decomposition is combinatorial in the sense that each subspace Ukj is related to the
structure of X. Let us provide the definition of another orthogonal decomposition of C k (X),
which is a spectral decomposition, relying on Proposition 19.
I Definition 24. For all 0 ≤ j ≤ k < d, we define the neighborhoods of Mk+ to be:
√
√



k+1−j
k+1−j
k+1
k+1
j
+
−
k ,
+
k
Wk := span φ Mk φ = µφ, µ ∈
k+2
k+2
k+2
k+2
If γ is small enough then these subspaces intersect trivially and hence:
C k (X) = span{1} ⊕ Wkk ⊕ Wkk−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Wk0 .
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The Shrinkage of a Vector

Let W be a finite-dimensional vector-space with inner-product h· , ·i and induced norm k·k.
Given u, w ∈ W , we say that u is perpendicular to w and denote by u ⊥ w, if hu, wi = 0.
Similarly, u 6⊥ w if hu, wi 6= 0. Moreover, given a subspace U , we denote w ⊥ U if w ⊥ u for
all u ∈ U . We denote w 6⊥ U if there exists a vector u ∈ U such that w 6⊥ u.
Let M : W → W be a self-adjoint operator. By the spectral theorem, there exists an
orthonormal basis of W that consists of eigenvectors of M .
I Lemma 25. Let w ∈ W and k ≥ 0. Then λ(M k w) = λ(w).
Proof. Let k ≥ 0. By the definition of λ(w) it is enough to show that w ⊥ φ ⇐⇒
(M k w) ⊥ φ where φ is an eigenvector of M with eigenvalue λ 6= 0. This is true because
hM k w, φi = hw, M k φi = hw, λk φi = λk hw, φi since M k is self-adjoint.
J
The following lemmas explains why the shrinkage of a vector is called this way. They
show that λ(w) is an upper bound for how much M shrinks w.
I Lemma 26. Let w ∈ W . Then kM wk ≤ λ(w)kwk.
I Lemma 27. Let w ∈ W and k ≥ 0. Then kM k wk ≤ λ(w)k kwk.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k together with Lemma 25 and Lemma 26.

J

I Lemma 28. Let w ∈ W and let B = {φi } be an orthogonal basis of eigenvectors of M
matching eigenvalues λi respectively. Let C ⊆ B such that w ∈ span(C). Then λ(w) ≤
maxφi ∈C |λi |.
Proof. By definition λ(w) = |λj | for some index j such that w 6⊥ φj . This implies that
φj ∈ C since w ∈ span(C). Therefore λ(w) = |λj | ≤ maxφi ∈C |λi |.
J

4

Expander Chernoff Bound for Shrinking Functions

In the following section, we show an expander Chernoff bound that depends on the shrinkage
of the function on the vertices λ(f ), instead of the graph’s expansion. It allows us to see
beyond the spectral gap and instead consider the entire spectrum of the expander. As far as
we are concerned, it is the only bound of this kind. The proof is deferred to the Appendix.
I Theorem 29 (Expander Chernoff bound that depends on λ(f ) instead of λ(M )). Let
M : l2 (π) → l2 (π) be a connected non-bipartite random walk operator over state-space V =
{1, . . . , n} with a stationary distribution π. Let w1 , . . . , wt be a random walk according to M
with initial distribution π and denote π∗ := mini πi . Let f ∈ l2 (π) be a function satisfying
Eπ [f ] = 0. Then for every  > 0:



2
2 π ∗

2 exp − t
Varπ (f ) ≤


2
t

32kf k∞
4λ(f )2
1X
P[|
f (wi )| > ] ≤

t i=1



t2


otherwise
2 exp −
2
2
32kf k∞ L


ln(4 Varπ (f )/2 π∗ )
.
where L :=
1 − λ(f )
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I Remark 30. We can prove a more general version of Theorem 29, appropriate for functions
that have a small mass on eigenspaces associated with a large eigenvalue. The proof is the
same, except we use the generalized version of Proposition 52 which appears in Remark 62.
Define P as the orthogonal projection on eigenspaces associated with small eigenvalues, and
√
denote ` := kf − P f kπ . If ` <  π∗ /2, then we get the following expander Chernoff bound.
For all  > 0:

 √π − 2` 2

t2 

∗

Var
(f
)
≤
2
exp
−

π

2
t

32kf
k
2λ(P
f)
X
∞
1
P[|
f (wi )| > ] ≤

t i=1



t2


otherwise
2 exp −
32kf k2∞ L2


√
ln(4 Varπ (f )/( π∗ − 2`)2 )
where L :=
.
1 − λ(P f )

5

Shrinking Functions Do Not Come From Below

In this section, we discuss which functions Mk+ shrinks well. We prove that these are exactly
functions that do not come from below. In addition, we find what it means to “come from
below” and how rare it is, by studying the two decompositions of C0k (X) and the spectrum
of Mk+ .
First, we provide an equivalent definition for functions from level j + 1 (and for functions
that do not come from below). The following lemmas relate functions that do not come from
below to the subspace (Im dj%k )⊥ .
I Lemma 31. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander. Let −1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d and
f ∈ C k (X). Then d∗j%k f (τ ) = Eπτ [fτ ] for all τ ∈ X(j).
Proof. We prove by induction on j. For j = k, we have that d∗k%k f (τ ) = f (τ ). On the other
hand, Xτ = ∅ and πτ (∅) = 1. Therefore, Eπτ [fτ ] = fτ (∅) = f (τ ∪ ∅) = f (τ ) = d∗k%k f (τ )
as needed. Next, we assume that the lemma holds for all j < m ≤ k and prove for j. Note
that
X

Eπτ [fτ ] =

X

πτ (σ)fτ (σ) =

ν∈X(k),τ ⊆ν

σ∈Xτ (k−j−1)

π(ν)
f (ν)
π(τ )

And by the induction assumption,
d∗j%k f (τ ) =
=

1
1
· d∗ d∗
f (τ ) =
·
k − j j j+1%k
k−j
1
·
k−j

1
=
·
k−j
=

X
η∈X(j+1),τ ⊆η

X
η∈X(j+1),τ ⊆η

X
ν∈X(k),τ ⊆ν

X
η∈X(j+1),τ ⊆η

π(η) ∗
d
f (η)
π(τ ) j+1%k

π(η)
Eπ [fη ]
π(τ ) η
π(η)
π(τ )

X
ν∈X(k),η⊆ν

π(ν)
f (ν) = Eπτ [fτ ].
π(τ )

π(ν)
f (ν)
π(η)
J

I Lemma 32. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander. Let −1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d and
f ∈ C k (X). Then f ∈ (Im dj%k )⊥ if and only if f is from level j + 1.
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Proof. First note that f ∈ (Im dj%k )⊥ if and only if f ∈ ker d∗j%k , if and only if d∗j%k f = 0.
Therefore, by Lemma 31, Eπτ [fτ ] = 0 for all τ ∈ X(j), which means f is from level j + 1. J
Next, we provide a lemma that formulates the relation between functions that do not
“come from below” and the subspaces Ukj . But first, we need the following lemma.
I Lemma 33. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander. For all −1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d:
C0k (X) ∩ (dj%k C0j (X))⊥ = (Im dj%k )⊥
Note that Im dj%k := dj%k (C j (X)) = {dj%k (ψ) | ψ ∈ C j (X)} is the subspace of all
k-cochains that come from j-cochain.
Proof. Since (C0k (X) ∩ (dj%k C0j (X))⊥)⊥ = span{1k } + dj%k C0j (X), the lemma follows from
the following equality: dj%k 1j = k+1
J
j+1 1k .
L
The following lemma shows that functions belong to j<m≤k Ukm if and only if they are
from level j + 1.
I Lemma 34. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander. For all −1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d:
M
Ukm = (Im dj%k )⊥
j<m≤k

(we define the left-hand side to be the zero subspace when j = k).
Proof. The Lemma follows from Lemma 20, the definition of Ukj , and Lemma 33.

J

Now, let us study how well Mk+ shrinks functions that do not come from below. By the
above lemmas, we already know that if a function does not come from below, it does not
belong to Ukj where j is low. Additionally, by the definition of Wkj , we know that Mk+ shrinks
f ∈ Wkj well when j is high. Therefore, our next step is to show how the two decompositions
of C0k (X): the spectral decomposition denoted Wkj , and the combinatorial decomposition
denoted Ukj , are related.
From the work of [17] we already know that the projection of φ on Wkj can be approximated
by its projection on Ukj :
I Proposition 35 ([17, Theorem 5.10, simplified]). Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral
expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and assume γ is small enough. For all 0 ≤ j ≤ k and φ ∈ C0k (X):
(1 − b(k)γ)kPU j φk ≤ kPW j φk ≤ (1 + b(k)γ)kPU j φk
k

k

k

where b(k) is an explicit positive constant such that b(k)γ < 1, and P is the orthogonal
projection.
Let us prove that the two decompositions are actually identical:
I Theorem 36 (Spectral decomposition and combinatorial decomposition are identical). Let X
be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and assume γ is small enough.
Then Wkj = Ukj for all 0 ≤ j ≤ k.
Proof. Let 0 ≤ j ≤ k. We will prove that Ukj = Wkj by showing that (Ukj )⊥ = (Wkj )⊥ .
Let φ ∈ (Ukj )⊥ . Then PU j φ = 0 and by Proposition 35 we get that PW j φ = 0, and hence
k

k

φ ∈ (Wkj )⊥ . Conversely, assume that φ ∈ (Wkj )⊥ , so PW j φ = 0. By Proposition 35:
k

1
1
kPW j φk ≤ kPU j φk ≤
kP j φk.
k
k
1 + b(k)γ
1 − b(k)γ Wk
Hence kPU j φk = 0, and therefore φ ∈ (Ukj )⊥ .
k

J
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I Corollary 37. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander and assume γ is small
enough. Let −1 ≤ j < k ≤ d and f ∈ C k (X). Then f is from level j + 1 if and only if
f ∈ Wkj+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Wkk .
Proof. The Corollary follows from Lemma 34, Lemma 32, and Theorem 36.

J

Therefore, functions from “good neighborhoods” do not “come from below”. By good
neighborhoods we mean the subspaces Wkj related to small eigenvalues of Mk+ .
We will now use Theorem 36 to improve some existing results. First, the following
result improves the spectral decomposition of C k (X) for the case where X is a good enough
expander. It easily follows from [17, Corollary 5.8]
I Proposition 38. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and
assume γ is small enough. Then for all 0 ≤ j ≤ k:



k+1−j
k k + 1 − j
k
Wkj = span φ Mk+ φ = µφ, µ ∈
−
,
+
.
k+2
k+2
k+2
k+2
Next, the following corollary improves [17, Theorem 5.9].
I Corollary 39. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and
assume γ is small enough. Then
Spec(Mk+ )

⊆ {1} ∪

k 
[
k+1−j
j=0


k k + 1 − j
k
−
,
+
.
k+2
k+2
k+2

k+2

Finally, the following corollary of Proposition 38 and Theorem 36 improves [17, Corollary 5.11].
I Corollary 40. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and
assume that γ is small enough. Then for all i ∈ N and φ ∈ C0k (X):
k 
X
k+1−j

k+2

j=0

k
−
k+2

2i

2

PU j φ
k

≤

k(Mk+ )i φk2

≤

k 
X
k+1−j
j=0

k+2

k
+
k+2

2i

2

PU j φ
k

where P is the orthogonal projection.
Therefore if φ does not come from below then Mk+ will shrink it better. For example, the
best shrinking functions are from Ukk .
Now, let us bound the shrinkage of f in a way that depends on its neighborhood.
I Proposition 41. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and
assume γ is small enough. Let f ∈ (Im dj%k )⊥ for some −1 ≤ j < k. Then
λM + (f ) ≤
k

k−j
k
+
.
k+2 k+2

Proof. By Lemma 34, Theorem 36 and Proposition 38:
M
M
f ∈ (Im dj%k )⊥ =
Ukm =
Wkm
j<m≤k


= span φ

Mk+ φ

j<m≤k



1
k k − j
k
= µφ, µ ∈
−
,
+
k+2 k+2 k+2 k+2

Lemma 28 finishes the proof.


.
J
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Next, our goal is to prove that there are many functions that shrink well. Therefore, we
want to calculate the dimension of each Wkj . First, let us prove the following lemmas.
I Lemma 42. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander and let −1 ≤ k < d. If γ
is small enough then dk is one-to-one.
1 − k
. Since γ is
k+2
small enough, by Definition 18, k < 1 and therefore µ > 0. Hence, Mk+ is invertible. By
Lemma 21, d∗k dk = (k + 2)Mk+ and therefore dk is one-to-one.
J
Proof. Let µ be the smallest eigenvalue of Mk+ . By Corollary 39, µ ≥

I Lemma 43. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander and let −1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d.
If γ is small enough then dim Im dj%k = dim C j (X) and dim(Im dj%k )⊥ = dim C k (X) −
dim C j (X).
1
Proof. By Lemma 22, dj%k = (k−j)!
dk−1 . . . dj . Therefore, since γ is small enough, by
Lemma 42, dj%k is one-to-one. Hence, dim ker dj%k = 0. By the rank-nullity theorem,
dim Im dj%k + dim ker dj%k = dim C j (X) and therefore dim Im dj%k = dim C j (X). Next,
(Im dj%k )⊥ ⊕ Im dj%k = C k (X) implies that dim(Im dj%k )⊥ = dim C k (X) − dim Im dj%k .
Therefore, dim(Im dj%k )⊥ = dim C k (X) − C j (X).
J

Since the combinatorial and spectral decompositions are equal, we can calculate the
dimension of Ukj instead of finding the dimension of Wkj .
I Proposition 44. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander and let 0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ d.
If γ is small enough then dim Ukj = |X(j)| − |X(j − 1)|.
Proof. By [2, Proposition 2.43], dim(Ukj ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ukk ) = dim Ukj + dim(Ukj+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ukk ).
Applying Lemma 34, we get: dim(Im d(j−1)%k )⊥ = dim Ukj + dim(Im dj%k )⊥ . And by
Lemma 43: dim C k (X) − dim C j−1 (X) = dim Ukj + dim C k (X) − dim C j (X). Therefore,
dim Ukj = dim C j (X) − dim C j−1 (X) = |X(j)| − |X(j − 1)|.
J
I Corollary 45. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander and let 0 ≤ j ≤ k < d.
If γ is small enough then dim Wkj = |X(j)| − |X(j − 1)|.
The above corollary shows that the amount of eigenvalues of Mk+ in each neighborhood is
not affected by the dimension k. We conclude that as j increases, Wkj becomes much bigger,
and hence most of the functions do not come from below.
Finally, we show how neighborhoods of different dimensions are connected.
I Proposition 46. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander and let 0 ≤ j ≤ k < d.
j
j
If γ is small enough then dk Ukj = Uk+1
and d∗k Uk+1
= Ukj .
The following corollary unravels what it means to “come from below” and provides a
simpler decomposition of C k (X).
I Corollary 47. Let X be a d-dimensional γ-local-spectral expander and let 0 ≤ j ≤ m ≤
k < d. If γ is small enough then:
j
j
dm%k Wm
= dm%k Um
= Ukj = Wkj

and

j
j
d∗m%k Wkj = d∗m%k Ukj = Um
= Wm
.

In particular, for m = j, Wkj = dj%k ker d∗j−1 and therefore
C k (X) = span{1} ⊕ d0%k ker d∗−1 ⊕ d1%k ker d∗0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ dk−1%k ker d∗k−2 ⊕ ker d∗k−1 .
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Chernoff Bound for High-Dimensional Expanders

In this section, we apply our findings regarding high-order random walks and the Chernoff
bound, to get a Chernoff bound for high-dimensional expander graphs. For functions that do
not “come from below” and have a small variance, our bound is better than the naive HD
Chernoff bound.
I Theorem 48 (HD expander Chernoff bound). Let X be a weighted d-dimensional γ-localspectral expander, let 0 ≤ k < d, and assume that γ is small enough. Let π = πk be the
probability distribution over X(k) and denote π∗ := mini πi . Let w1 , . . . , wt be a random walk
according to Mk+ with initial distribution π. Let f : X(k) → R such that f is from level j + 1
(see Definition 1) for some −1 ≤ j < k. Then for all  > 0:



2 π ∗
t2


Var
(f
)
≤
2
exp
−
t
π

1X
32kf k2∞
4hk (j)2


P[|
f (wi )| > ] ≤
2

t i=1
t

2 exp −
otherwise
32kf k2∞ L2
l ln(4 Var (f )/2 π ) m
k−j
k
π
∗
, and hk (j) :=
+
where limγ→0 k = 0 (see
1 − hk (j)
k+2
k+2
Definition 18).

where L :=

Proof. First note that by Lemma 32, f ∈ (Im dj%k )⊥ . By Lemma 34, f ∈ C0k (X). By
definition of C0k (X), we know that Eπ [f ] = 0. Hence, by Theorem 29, for every  > 0:


t2 
2 π ∗


2
exp
−
Var
(f
)
≤

π

t

32kf k2∞
4λ(f )2
1X
f (wi )| > ] ≤
P[|

t i=1



t2


otherwise
2 exp −
32kf k2∞ Q2


k
ln(4 Varπ (f )/2 π∗ )
k−j
where Q :=
. Now, by Proposition 41: λ(f ) ≤
+
= hk (j).
1 − λ(f )
k+2 k+2
Therefore Q ≤ L and the theorem follows.
J
I Remark 49. We can prove a more general version of this theorem, which applies to cases
where f does come from below, but its mass on the lower subspaces is small. Denote Pk,j :=
P(Im dj%k )⊥ the orthogonal projection on the upper subspaces. Denote ` := kf − Pk,j f kπ and
√
assume ` <  π∗ /2. Then for all  > 0:



 √π − 2` 2
t2
∗


2
exp
−
Var
(f
)
≤
t
π

1X
32kf k2∞
2hk (j)


P[|
f (wi )| > ] ≤

t i=1
t2

2 exp −
otherwise
32kf k2∞ L2
l ln(4 Var (f )/(√π − 2`)2 ) m
∗
π
:=
.
where L
1 − hk (j)
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A

Proving the Expander Chernoff Bound

Our proof is a generalization of [8]. As in [8], the proof is by reduction to the well-studied
subject of martingales. First, let us provide the relevant definitions.

A.1

Preliminaries

Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability-space: Ω is the sample space which is the set of possible
outcomes of an experiment; F is a σ-algebra that is a set of events, where each event is a set
of outcomes; and P is a probability measure function that assigns a probability to each event.
For example, in our case, the experiment is a random walk of length t on a graph
G = (V, E). A single outcome is a sequence of t vertices. The sample space is the set of
possible sequences. The σ-algebra of our probability-space is the power set of the sample
space. A set in this power set is an event (a set of walks), and the probability of an event is
the probability that one of the walks in that event has occurred.
A probability-space can be equipped with a filtration, which is a monotone sequence of
sub-σ-algebras F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ F. Intuitively, each sub-σ-algebra Fi is the information
known at time i (which includes what was known before that).
In our case, we are interested in the filtration generated by a random walk on the graph.
Let w1 , . . . , wt denote a random walk. Each wi is a random variable from our sample space
Ω to V = {1, . . . , n}. The value of wi given a sequence from Ω, is the i-th vertex in that
sequence. The σ-algebra generated by w1 , . . . , wi represents the information known after i
steps and is denoted by σ(w1 , . . . , wi ). This σ-algebra is generated by the events Ev1 ,...,vi for
all possible walks (v1 , . . . , vi ) ∈ V i , where Ev1 ,...,vi denotes the event of all possible outcomes
that start with v1 , . . . , vi .
A sequence {Xn } of random variables is said to be adapted to a filtration {Fn } if Xn
is Fn -measurable for all n. Informally, Xn is Fn -measurable if Xn is known at time n. A
random variable wi is Fj -measurable if wi−1 (v) ∈ Fj for all v ∈ V , which means that wi is
known after j steps. Note that wi is Fj -measurable for i ≤ j, and therefore w1 , . . . , wt is
adapted to the filtration {σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 .
We can now provide the definition of martingales and martingale difference sequences.
I Definition 50 (Martingale, MDS). Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability-space and let {Fn } be a
filtration. Let {Xn } be a sequence of random variables such that {Xn } is adapted to {Fn }
and E[|Xn |] < ∞ for all n.
1. If E[Xn+1 | Fn ] = Xn for all n then {Xn } is a martingale with respect to {Fn }.
2. If E[Xn+1 | Fn ] = 0 for all n then {Xn } is an MDS (martingale difference sequence)
with respect to the filtration {Fn }.
The following inequality is a generalization of the Chernoff bound to martingales.
I Proposition 51 (Azuma’s inequality [3]). Let X0 , . . . , Xt be a martingale and suppose there
is c > 0 such that |Xi − Xi−1 | ≤ c for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t a.s. Then for all  > 0:
 2
−
P(|Xt − X0 | ≥ ) ≤ 2 exp
.
2tc2

A.2

Reduction to Martingales

In this subsection we prove the following reduction from the problem of concentration for
random walks to the problem of concentration for martingales. The proof is a generalization
of the proof from [8, Theorem 1.6].
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I Proposition 52 (Reduction to martingales). Let M : l2 (π) → l2 (π) be a connected nonbipartite random walk operator over state-space V = {1, . . . , n} with a stationary distribution
π. Let w1 , . . . , wt be a random walk according to M with initial distribution π and denote
π∗ := mini πi . Let f ∈ l2 (π) be a function satisfying Eπ [f ] = 0. Then for every  > 0, there
is a martingale difference sequence Z1 , . . . , Zt (see Definition 50) with respect to the filtration
t
t
1X
1X
{σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 such that
f (wi ) = W +
Zi , where |W | ≤  and each term Zi
t
t i=1

 i=1

√
ln(kf kπ / π∗ )
satisfies |Zi | ≤ 2kf k∞ max
,1 .
− ln(λ(f ))
In order to prove this proposition, we first need to prove several lemmas. Let K ∈ N. We
will set it to its optimal value later in the subsection.
Pt
Our goal is to show that the sum i=1 f (wi ) is a martingale difference sequence with
respect to the filtration {σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 , with a small error W . Ideally, we would have
wanted E[f (wi+1 ) | wi ] to be equal to 0. But in fact, the following holds:


I Lemma 53. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ i ≤ t−k. Then (M k f )(wi ) = E (M k−1 f )(wi+1 ) wi .
Proof.
By definition of
expectation with respect to an event, we get that:
 k−1
 conditional
Pn
Pn
E (M
f )(wi+1
) wi = j=1 P[wi+1 = j | wi ](M k−1 f )(j) = j=1 M (wi , j)(M k−1 f )(j)

= M (M k−1 f ) (wi ) = (M k f )(wi ).
J
Pt
Therefore, to create an MDS out of i=1 f (wi ) we define the following random variables:
(k)
(k)
Y1 := (M k−1 f )(w1 ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and Yi := (M k−1 f )(wi ) − (M k f )(wi−1 ) for all
1 < i ≤ t − k + 1.
I Lemma 54. The following holds:

t
X

f (wi ) =

i=1

K t−k+1
X
X
k=1

Proof. Let 1 ≤ m ≤ t and 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Then

m
X

(k)

Yi

+

i=1

(M K f )(wi ).

i=1

(M k−1 f )(wi ) =

i=1

t−K
X

m
X
i=1

and the lemma is easy to prove by induction on K.

(k)

Yi

+

m−1
X

(M k f )(wi ),

i=1

J

Pt
The following corollary separates i=1 f (wi ) to an MDS part and an error part W . Later
in this subsection, we will show that {Zi } is indeed an MDS and that W is small.
I Corollary 55. Denote W :=

min{t−i+1,K}
t−K
X
1X
(k)
(M K f )(wi ), and Zi :=
Yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤
t i=1
k=1

t

t

1X
1X
t. Then
f (wi ) = W +
Zi .
t i=1
t i=1
Proof. By interchanging the order of summation,
K t−k+1
X
X
k=1

i=1

(k)
Yi

=

t min{t−i+1,K}
X
X
i=1

k=1

Lemma 54 finishes the proof.

(k)

Yi

=

t
X

Zi .

i=1

J

Our next step is to show that {Zi } is a martingale difference sequence with respect to
the filtration {σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 . We prove it by showing that {Yi } is an MDS.
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(k)

(k)

I Lemma 56. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ K, Y1 , . . . , Yt−k+1 is an MDS with respect to the filtration
{σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}t−k+1
.
i=1
Proof. First note that for all 0 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ i ≤ t − k:
1. (M k f )(wi ) is σ(w1 , . . . , wi )-measurable.




2. By the Markov property, E (M k f )(wi+1 ) w1 , . . . , wi = E (M k f )(wi+1 ) wi .
(k)

Let 1 ≤ k ≤ K. By 1, Yi is σ(w1 , . . . , wi )-measurable.
(k)
(k)
Secondly, we should prove that Y1 , . . . , Yt−k+1 has the MDS property. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ t − k.
By 1, (M k f )(wi ) is σ(w1 , . . . , wi )-measurable, hence by the stability property of conditional
expectation:


E (M k f )(wi ) w1 , . . . , wi = (M k f )(wi ).

(2)

 (k)

 k−1

Therefore,
) − (M k f )(wi ) w1 , . . . , wi =
 k−1 we have E Yi+1  w1 ,k. . . , wi = E (M f )(wi+1
E (M
f )(wi+1 ) wi − E (M f )(wi ) w1 , . . . , wi = (M k f )(wi ) − (M k f )(wi ) = 0 where
the second equality is by 2 and the third equality is by Lemma 53 and (2).
J
I Corollary 57. Z1 , . . . , Zt is an MDS with respect to {σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 .
Now, let us bound the size of each Zi . We need the following lemma:
I Lemma 58. Let M be a connected random walk and let f ∈ l2 (π). Then kM f k∞ ≤ kf k∞ .
P
P
Proof. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then we have |(M f )(i)| ≤ j |M (i, j)f (j)| = j M (i, j)|f (j)| ≤
P
J
j M (i, j)kf k∞ = kf k∞ , and therefore kM f k∞ ≤ kf k∞ .
I Corollary 59. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Then |Zi | ≤ 2Kkf k∞ .
min{t−i+1,K}

Proof. Since |Zi | = |

X

min{t−i+1,K}
(k)

Yi

X

|≤

k=1

|Zi | ≤

K
X

≤

|≤

k=1

(M k−1 f )(wi ) − (M k f )(wi−1 ) ≤

k=1
K
X

(k)

|Yi

K
X

K
X

(k)

|Yi

|, we have

k=1

|(M k−1 f )(wi )| + |(M k f )(wi−1 )|



k=1

(kM k−1 f k∞ + kM k f k∞ ) ≤

k=1

K
X

(kf k∞ + kf k∞ ) = 2Kkf k∞

k=1

J

where the last inequality is by Lemma 58.

Our last step before proving Proposition 52 is to bound the error |W |. First note that
I Lemma 60. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then

√

πi |(M K f )(i)| ≤ λ(f )K kf kπ .

Proof. By Lemma 27, we have that πi (M K f )(i)2 ≤
(λ(f )K kf kπ )2 as needed.
Let us now bound the error W .
I Proposition 61. |W | ≤

λ(f )K kf kπ
.
√
π∗

Pn

j=1

πj (M K f )(j)2 = kM K f k2π ≤
J
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Proof. From Lemma 60 we have:
|W | ≤

≤

t−K
t−K
1X
1X 1 √
|(M K f )(wi )| ≤
πwi |(M K f )(wi )|
√
t i=1
t i=1 πwi
t−K
t−K
1
λ(f )K kf kπ
1X 1
· λ(f )K kf kπ ≤
λ(f )K kf kπ max √ ≤
√
√
i
t i=1 πwi
t
πi
π∗

where the last inequality is by definition of π∗ .

J

We can now prove Proposition 52.
t

Proof of Proposition 52. By Corollary 55:

t

1X
1X
f (wi ) = W +
Zi where
t i=1
t i=1

t−K
1X
(M K f )(wi ).
t i=1

1. W :=

min{t−i+1,K}

X

2. Zi :=

(k)

Yi

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t.

k=1

By Proposition 61, |W | ≤
such that

K≥

λ(f )K kf kπ
. In order for |W | ≤  to apply, we should choose K
√
π∗

λ(f )K kf kπ
≤ . Note that by Proposition 8, λ(f ) < 1. Therefore
√
π∗

√
ln(kf kπ / π∗ )
.
− ln(λ(f ))

(3)

By Corollary 57, Z1 , . . . , Zt is an MDS with respect to {σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 . Moreover, by Corollary 59, |Zi | ≤ 2Kkf k∞ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. So to get the best bound
 on
|Zi | we should

√ choose
ln(kf kπ / π∗ )
the smallest K possible. Therefore, to comply with (3): K := max
,1
− ln(λ(f ))
which yields the advertised bound on |Zi |.
J
I Remark 62. We can prove a more general version of this bound that applies to functions
that most of their mass is on eigenspaces of small eigenvalues, and a small portion of their
mass is on eigenspaces associated with large eigenvalues.
Let P be an orthogonal projection to a direct sum of some of the eigenspaces, such
that λ(P f ) is small and ` := kf − P f kπ is small too. Then kM K f kπ ≤ kM K P f k +
kM K (I − P )f kπ ≤ λ(P f )K kP f kπ + k(I − P )f kπ ≤ λ(P f )K kf kπ + `. Therefore, in
√
Lemma 60 we would get πi |(M K f )(i)| ≤ kM K f kπ ≤ λ(P f )K kf kπ + `. This means
λ(P f )K kf kπ + `
√
we would get that |W | ≤
and therefore, for ` <  π∗ we get |Zi | ≤
√
π
∗



√
ln(kf kπ /( π∗ − `))
,1 .
2kf k∞ max
− ln(λ(f ))

A.3

Proof of Theorem 29

Proof. We prove an Expander Chernoff bound that depends on λ(f ). Let  > 0. Applying
Proposition 52 with /2 we get that there is an MDS Z1 , . . . , Zt with respect to the filtration
Pt
Pt
{σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 such that 1t i=1 f (wi ) = W + 1t i=1 Zi , where |W | ≤ /2 and each term
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√
ln(2kf kπ / π∗ )
Zi satisfies |Zi | ≤ 2kf k∞ max
, 1 . In order to use Azuma’s inequality,
− ln(λ(f ))
we first need to define a martingale out of our MDS {Zi }. Let X0 = 0 and Xi := Xi−1 + Zi
for all i ≥ 1. Then



√
ln(2kf kπ / π∗ )
|Xi − Xi−1 | = |Zi | ≤ 2kf k∞ max
,1 ,
(4)
− ln(λ(f ))


i
X
j=1

Zj =

i
X



(Xj − Xj−1 ) =

j=1

i
X
j=1

Xj −

i−1
X

Xj = Xi − X0 .

(5)

j=0

I Lemma 63. X1 , . . . , Xt is a martingale with respect to {σ(w1 , . . . , wi )}ti=1 .
Proof. First we’ll prove that X1 , . . . , Xt is adapted to the filtration, so we should prove
Pi
that for all i ≥ 1, Xi is σ(w1 , . . . , wi )-measurable. Since Xi =
j=1 Zj , it’s enough
to show that each Zj is σ(w1 , . . . , wi )-measurable when j ≤ i. From 57 we know that
Z1 , . . . , Zt is an MDS with respect to our filtration, hence each Zj is σ(w1 , . . . , wj )-measurable.
In addition, σ(w1 , . . . , wj ) ⊆ σ(w1 , . . . , wi ) so each Zj is also σ(w1 , . . . , wi )-measurable.
Therefore X1 , . . . , Xt is adapted to the filtration.
Next we will prove that X1 , . . . , Xt has the martingale property. Let i ≥ 1. Since Xi is
σ(w1 , . . . , wi )-measurable, E[Xi | w1 , . . . , wi ] = Xi by the stability property of conditional
expectation. In addition, since by Corollary 57 Z1 , . . . , Zt is an MDS, E[Zi+1 | w1 , . . . , wi ] = 0.
Therefore, E[Xi+1 | w1 , . . . , wi ] = E[Xi + Zi+1 | w1 , . . . , wi ] = E[Xi | w1 , . . . , wi ] + E[Zi+1 |
w1 , . . . , wi ] = Xi .
J
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 29, by equation (5) we have that
t
t
t
h 1X
i
h
i
h
i
1X
1X
P
f (wi ) >  = P W +
Zi >  ≤ P |W | +
Zi > 
t i=1
t i=1
t i=1

≤P

t
t
h 1X
hX
h
i
t i
t i
Zi >
=P |
Zi | >
= P |Xt − X0 | >
,
t i=1
2
2
2
i=1




√
ln(2kf kπ / π∗ )
Let c := 2kf k∞ max
, 1 . By (4) we know that |Xi − Xi−1 | ≤ c. Fur− ln(λ(f ))
thermore, by Lemma 63, Xt is a martingale. Therefore we can apply Azuma’s inequality to
 t 2 
 2 2


t
−( 2 )
1X
t 
t2
f (wi )| > ] ≤ 2 exp
get: P[|
=
2
exp
−
=
2
exp
−
.
t i=1
2tc2
8tc2
8c2
P
P
Since Eπ [f ] = 0, we get Varπ (f ) := i πi (f (i) − Eπ [f ])2 = i πi f (i)2 = kf k2π , so
&
p

'



√
ln(2 Varπ (f )/ π∗ )
ln(4 Varπ (f )/2 π∗ )
c = 2kf k∞ max
,1
= 2kf k∞ max
,1 .
− ln(λ(f ))
−2 ln(λ(f ))
2
2
2
Note that c = 2kf k∞
 if ln(4
 Varπ (f )/ π2∗ ) ≤ −2
ln(λ(f )), or Varπ (f ) ≤  π∗ /4λ(f ) .
ln(4 Varπ (f )/ π∗ )
Moreover, c ≤ 2kf k∞ max
,1
since 2 ln(r) ≤ r − 1 for all 0 < r ≤ 1.
1 − λ(f )
Hence,


t2 
2 π∗


2 exp −
Varπ (f ) ≤


2
t

32kf k∞
4λ(f )2
1X
P[|
f (wi )| > ] ≤

t i=1



t2


otherwise.
J
2 exp −
2
2
32kf k∞ L
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1

Introduction

In the past few decades, there has been a significant amount of research on query-based
algorithms, motivated by compressed sensing, streaming, sketching, distributed methods,
graph parameter estimation, and property testing [14, 23, 26, 43, 45]. Most of this work
focuses on local queries that only access a small portion of the unknown data at a time. For
example, prior work on graph parameter estimation has considered degree queries (which
output the degree of a vertex v), edge existence queries (which answer whether a pair {u, v}
forms an edge), and neighbor queries (which provide the i th neighbor of a vertex v). Not
surprisingly, such queries have limited utility for certain problems. Even estimating the
number of edges in a graph is known to require a polynomial number of edge existence,
degree, and neighbor queries [24, 25].
This has led researchers to consider queries that still reveal a small amount of information,
while being more global in nature. For example, bipartite independent set queries (which
indicate whether or not there is at least one edge between two disjoint sets of vertices) can
be used to estimate the number of edges with only polylog(n) queries [9, 19]. Similarly, cut
queries (which provide the number of edges crossing a graph cut) can be used to find the
© Cyrus Rashtchian, David P. Woodruff, and Hanlin Zhu;
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exact minimum cut in a graph [39, 35]. Augmenting edge existence, degree, and neighbor
queries with access to an edge sampling oracle (which provides a uniformly random edge)
leads to elegant algorithms for estimating the number of certain subgraphs (e.g., triangles or
cliques) [5], which was a major open problem (without edge sampling) until recently [21, 40].
As the diversity of queries increases (along with the range of applicable problems), it is
natural to wonder whether there is a more general framework for understanding the power
and limitations of query-based algorithms. In this work, we initiate the study of querying a
matrix through bilinear forms, which generalizes the above mentioned queries and several
more (sometimes with an O(log n) factor overhead). Formally, let M be an n × n matrix
over a field F. We consider vector-matrix-vector queries, which we call uT Mv queries for
short. Given a pair of vectors u, v ∈ Fn , these queries return the value of uT M v over F.
For graph applications, we often let the matrix M be the adjacency matrix of a graph. We
later explain how to simulate standard graph queries with uT Mv queries. Allowing M to
take values in other fields enables us to consider a greater variety of linear algebra, statistics,
and data analytic problems. The underlying field F will play an important role in our results,
where working over F2 or R will change the query complexity of certain problems. We assume
that the entries have O(log n) bit-complexity, and therefore, the output of one uT Mv query
provides only O(log n) bits of information. We strive for algorithms using a subquadratic
number of queries, which allows us to solve the problem without trivially learning the whole
matrix. Unless we specify otherwise, we allow the queries to be randomized and adaptive.
From a practical point of view, algorithms based on uT Mv queries would most likely be
useful in the context of specialized hardware or distributed environments. Computing a
query only requires a weighted sum of entries of M , and hence, it would be easy to execute
in a massively parallel fashion. For example, if each processor handled a single row, then
the local memory would be bounded by O(n log n) for storing u and v. In a shared-nothing
system, the number of communication rounds would be proportional to the number of queries.
Similarly, in a streaming environment where single entries of M are changed at each step,
the memory would be O(log n) times the number of queries. Working over a finite field F
would reduce the memory overhead to O(log |F|).
That being said, our focus is on the theoretical aspects of the uT Mv query model. We
consider many problems, spanning linear algebra, statistics, and graph properties. Part of our
motivation comes from finding algorithms that are query-efficient in the uT Mv model, while
surpassing lower bounds for more restricted models. For example, we consider properties
that depend on the whole matrix (e.g., having low rank, being unitary or doubly stochastic)
or the entire graph (e.g., being a perfect matching or a star). As these are global properties,
it is intuitively challenging to verify them using local queries without simply learning the
whole matrix or graph. Overall, the uT Mv query model opens up many theoretical directions,
and it facilitates new connections between linear algebra, randomized algorithms, and
communication complexity.

1.1

Related work and other queries

The uT Mv model provides a unifying lens and generalizes many previously studied queries.
We give a brief overview of how to simulate other models and mention other related work.
Standard Graph Queries. To gain intuition about uT Mv queries, we note that if
M is the adjacency matrix of a graph, then a single query over a large field (e.g.,
Q or R) provides the exact edge count. It is also easy to show that O(log n) uT Mv
queries suffice to simulate degree, edge existence, neighbor, or edge sampling queries
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(see Section A.1 for details). Therefore, uT Mv queries achieve a variety of previous results
with only an O(log n) factor overhead, such as estimating the number of cliques of different
sizes [2, 5, 21, 22, 40], the number of stars [27], and the minimum vertex cover [37].
Independent Set Queries. Another line of work considers independent set oracles
for graphs (which return whether a given set of vertices induces an independent set or
contains at least one edge), mostly in the context of estimating the number of edges
in a graph [9, 17, 18, 19]. Interestingly, bipartite independent set queries are known
to be much stronger than independent set queries [9, 17]. A special case of bipartite
independent set query (where one of the bipartition sets is a singleton) has been used for
testing k-colorability of graphs [10], and high degree vertex discovery [44]. While these
algorithms are randomized and approximate, prior work also studies exact graph learning
problems [1, 3, 4]. When M is a binary matrix over a large enough field (e.g., Q or R),
then uT Mv queries generalize both independent and bipartite independent set queries
by taking u and v to be indicator vectors for the sets. In particular, the power of the
bipartite version motivates allowing u and v to differ in the uT Mv model.
Fine-Grained Complexity. Independent set queries are partially motivated by studying
the complexity of decision vs. counting problems [18, 19]. While we do not know of a
(natural) use of uT Mv queries in this area, future work could consider using our algorithms
for a similar complexity-theoretic reduction. Our model could also be extended to tensors,
where queries are k-linear forms, analogous the generalization to k-partite independent set
queries for counting k-cliques, which has applications to k-SUM and related problems [19].
Cut Queries. Another global graph query model considers cut queries (which provide
the number of edges in a graph G = (V, E) crossing a cut (S, V \ S)). It is known that
e
e 5/3 )
O(n)
cut queries suffice to exactly compute a minimum cut in a graph, and O(n
suffice to compute an s-t cut [39]. This has also been extended to multigraphs [35]. We
can directly simulate cut queries via indicator vectors u = 1S and v = 1{V \S} , when
M is the adjacency matrix of the graph. As the uT Mv model is more general than cut
queries, it an interesting open question whether a sublinear number of queries suffice for
these problems.
Matrix-Vector Queries. A similar but more powerful query model considered by
previous work involves matrix-vector queries [42]. In this case, the queries return a vector
of n values v T M or M v when given a vector v ∈ Fn . We study many of the same
problems as this prior work. In some cases, we show that certain problems (such as
determining if a matrix is symmetric or diagonal) have constant query complexity in
both models, even though uT Mv queries reveal much less information than matrix-vector
queries. Previous work also considers lower bounds for the operator norm in the matrixvector model [13]. There is also work on the query complexity of computing PCA in this
model [41]. Finally, we provide examples where matrix-vector queries are more powerful
because there are lower bounds for uT Mv queries (see, e.g., Section 3.1).
uT Mv Data Structures. A complementary line of work considers the data structure
complexity of uT Mv queries [15, 16, 20, 30, 36]. More precisely, the goal is to preprocess
M using a small amount space so that the value of uT M v can be obtained with a small
query time (e.g., in the cell-probe model or natural restrictions of that model). Since
there are connections between such data structures and challenging complexity theoretic
problems (e.g., matrix rigidity, see [20, 36]), it is an outstanding question to further
explore whether our results have implications for uT Mv data structures or vice versa.
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Table 1 Our upper and lower bounds on the query complexity in the uT Mv model for n × n
matrices and constant success probability. Results hold over any field unless stated otherwise.

Linear Algebra Problems
√
Schatten p-norm
Ω( n) for p ∈ [0, 4), const. factor approx. over R
Ω(n1−2/p ) for p ≥ 4, const. factor approx. over R
Rank testing
Ω(k 2 ) to distinguish rank k vs. k + 1 over Fp
Ω(n2−O(ε) ) for (1 ± ) approx. over R, non-adaptive
Trace estimation
Ω(n/ log n) and O(n) for entries in {0, 1, 2, . . . , n3 }
Diagonal matrix
O(1)
Symmetric matrix
O(1)
Unitary matrix
Ω(n/ log n) and O(n) for randomized queries over C
Ω(n2 / log n) for deterministic queries over C
Statistics Problems
All ones column
Ω(n/ log n) and O(n) over R
Two identical columns
Ω(n) and O(n log n) over F2
O(n) over R
Column-wise majority
Θ(n2 ) over F2
Permutation matrix
O(1) over R
Ω(n) over F2
Doubly stochastic matrix O(1) over R
Negative entry detection
Ω(n2 / log n) over R
Graph Problems
Triangle detection
Ω(n2 / log n)
Star graph
O(1) over R
Local graph queries
O(log n)

1.2

Theorem
Theorem
Theorem
Theorem
Theorem
Theorem
Theorem
Theorem
Theorem

2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10

Section 4.1
Section 4.2
Section 4.2
Corollary 15
Theorem 16
Theorem 17
Theorem 18
Theorem 19
Theorem 20
Theorem 21
Lemma 22

Our Results

We provide new upper and lower bounds on the query complexity of various problems in
the uT Mv model. Table 1 summarizes our results. Many of the bounds are nearly tight:
e
e 2 ) are necessary
for some problems O(1) queries suffice, and for others, either Θ(n)
or Θ(n
and sufficient. For brevity, we defer formal definitions to the relevant subsections. Here we
highlight some interesting results.
Linear Algebra Problems. Section 3.1 provides lower bounds for approximately computing
many matrix norms, such as the trace norm, Frobenius norm, and operator norm (in general,
we study Schatten p-norms; see Section 3.1 for the definition). To prove this result, we
develop a general simulation result that allows us to establish lower bounds for adaptive
uT Mv queries by reducing them to lower bounds for non-adaptive entry-wise queries. The
key idea is that such a simulation result holds whenever the input matrix distribution is
rotationally invariant (under row permutations). Then, we utilize known sketching lower
bounds for matrix norms that identify a hard distribution that is rotationally invariant [31].
We give constant-query algorithms for testing if a matrix is diagonal (Section 3.4) or
symmetric (Section 3.5). While these algorithms are fairly straightforward, they exhibit
the power of uT Mv queries to efficiently test for global properties of the matrix. We prove
nearly-matching bounds for testing if a matrix is orthonormal (over R) or unitary (over C).
The lower bound uses an encoding of information via the Hadamard matrix.
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Statistics Problems. Turning to other matrix problems, we consider properties of one or
more columns (our results also hold for rows, by symmetry of the query model). For example,
Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 provide nearly matching upper and lower bounds for testing
if there is an all ones column or two identical columns. Many of our lower bounds follow
from communication complexity via Disjointness. While this may be technically simple,
we note that our reductions require certain gadgets that seem to be new in the context of
query complexity; for example, see our lower bounds for permutation matrices (Theorem 17).
This also led us to study negative entry detection in its own right, because a lower bound of
Ω(n2 / log n) from Theorem 19 essentially provides the reason why certain results for binary
matrices (e.g., graphs) cannot be generalized.
Graph Problems. Our upper bound on permutation matrices (Theorem 16) gives a constantquery algorithm for detecting whether a graph is a perfect matching. We also provide a
constant-query upper bound for testing whether a graph is a star on n vertices (Theorem 21).
Both of these are global properties that would be difficult to verify using standard graph
queries. They also complement previous results for learning hidden matchings or other
structures using independent set queries [3, 4]. As mentioned previously, being able to
simulate local graph queries with O(log n) uT Mv queries gives rise to a number of results on
graph parameter estimation in the uT Mv model (see, e.g., [2, 5, 21, 22, 27, 40, 37]).
Organization. We start with preliminaries in Section 2. We provide results for linear
algebra problems in Section 3, for statistics problems in Section 4, and for graph problems in
Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

We use capital bold letters (A, B, X, Y , M , . . .) to represent matrices, lower-case bold letters
(u, v, x, y, . . .) to represent column vectors. We use non-bold lower-case letters (x, y, . . .) to
represent strings. For a matrix M , we let Mij denote the entry in i th row and j th column.
For a vector v, we use vi to denote the i th entry. For a string x, we use xi to denote the i th
entry. We use F to represent arbitrary fields, and use Fp to represent the finite field with
p elements where p is prime, and R to denote the reals. We use G = (V, E) to represent
a simple graph, where V denotes the set of vertices and E denotes the set of edges. We
query the adjacency matrix. Some of our lower bounds use the communication complexity
of Disjointness, where Alice has x ∈ {0, 1}n , Bob has y ∈ {0, 1}n , and they decide if
there exists an index i with xi = yi = 1. The randomized communication complexity is
Ω(n) [29, 38]. We also use the following result: if x and y contain exactly n/4 ones, then the
randomized complexity is still Ω(n) [7, 28].

3
3.1

Linear Algebra Problems
Lower Bounds for Approximating Matrix Norms

Say that a distribution over matrices X ∈ Rn×n is orthonormal and rotationally invariant if
all rows of each X in the support are orthonormal and the distribution remains the same
under any permutation of the rows of X. We will consider distributions over matrices M
formed by fixing a diagonal matrix Σ, sampling two matrices X and Y from orthonormal
and rotationally invariant distributions, and letting M = XΣY T . At a high level, are
interested in algorithms for computing functions of the singular values Σ, which remain
invariant over matrices in such distributions.
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Our first goal is to prove a structural result relating uT Mv queries to entry-wise queries
of M . Then, we use this reduction to prove new lower bounds. To do so, we utilize known
streaming lower bounds, and we take advantage of the fact that these lower bounds are
based on hard distributions that are orthonormal and rotationally invariant. Recall that
[s] = {1, 2, . . . , s} and that ei ∈ {0, 1}n denotes the i th standard basis vector.
I Lemma 1. Let M = XΣY T be a random n × n real-valued matrix, where Σ is diagonal,
and X and Y are sampled from orthonormal and rotationally invariant distributions. Any
s ≤ n deterministic, adaptive queries in the uT Mv model can be simulated by s2 non-adaptive
entry-wise queries to the values of eT
i M ej for i, j ∈ [s].
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of queries s ≥ 1. For the base case, consider
T
a query u1 M v 1 , where u1 , v 1 are arbitrary unit vectors. Observe that uT
1 X and Y v 1
T
are random unit vectors, and moreover, they follow the same distribution as e1 X and
T
Y T e1 , respectively. Since M = XΣY T , we see that the values of uT
1 M v 1 and e1 M e1 are
identically distributed as well.
Suppose the lemma holds for any s − 1 uT Mv queries. Consider a sequence of s queries
T
T
uT
1 M v 1 , u2 M v 2 , . . . , us M v s ,

(1)

for unit vectors ui , v i for i ∈ [s] that may depend adaptively on the previous queries. Assume
without loss of generality that u1 , . . . , us and v 1 , . . . , v s are respectively linearly independent.
For the final query vectors us and v s , decompose them as
us = as + bs

and

v s = cs + ds ,

where
as ∈ span{u1 , u2 , . . . , us−1 }

and

cs ∈ span{v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v s−1 },

and where as is orthogonal to bs , and cs is orthogonal to ds .
Invoking the inductive hypothesis, this decomposition implies that aT
s M cs can be
T
simulated using ei M ej for i, j ∈ [s − 1]. Furthermore, by the orthogonality assumptions, we
T
have that bT
s M ds follows the same distribution as es M es , even conditioned on the previous
queries.
T
It remains to argue about aT
s M ds and bs M cs . We begin with the former, noting that
the latter follows by a symmetric argument. Let w1 , w2 , . . . , ws−1 denote an orthonormal
basis for span{u1 , u2 , . . . , us−1 }. Considering the expansion of as in this basis, we observe
that, by linearity, it suffices to simulate
T
T
wT
1 M ds , w 2 M ds , . . . , w s−1 M ds

(2)

using only the information from eT
i M es for i ∈ [s − 1]. To establish this, consider any vector
wi for i ∈ [s − 1]. By assumption, X and Y are drawn from orthonormal and rotationally
invariant distributions. Since w1 , w2 , . . . , ws form an orthonormal basis, we have that wT
i X
T
is a random unit vector following the same distribution as ei X. Moreover, by orthogonality,
T
for any i ≥ 2, the distribution of wT
i X remains the same as ei X even conditioned on
T
T
wT
1 X, w 2 X, . . . , w i−1 X.

an analogous argument implies that Y T ds follows the same distribution as Y T es , even
conditioned on the previous queries. Therefore, we have that wT
i M ds is identically distributed
as eT
M
e
.
As
this
holds
for
all
i
∈
[s
−
1],
the
queries
in
Eq.
(2)
can be simulated by eT
s
i
i M es
for i ∈ [s − 1]. By symmetry, a similar result holds for simulating bT
M
c
.
Therefore,
we
s
s
have shown that all s deterministic queries in Eq. (1) can be simulated by the s2 entry-wise
non-adaptive queries to eT
J
i M ej for i, j ∈ [s], as desired.
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We use this structural result to prove lower bounds for computing certain matrix norms
by applying sketching lower bounds due to Li, Nguyen, and Woodruff [31]. For p ∈ (0, ∞),
the Schatten p-norm of a real matrix M ∈ Rn×n with singular values σ1 , . . . , σn is defined as
!1/p
n
X
p
kM kp =
σi
.
i=1

By convention, the Schatten 0-norm is the rank of the matrix, and the Schatten ∞-norm
equals the largest singular value (a.k.a., operator norm). We have the following result for
the uT Mv model.
I Theorem 2. Let M ∈ Rn×n be a matrix. For any value p ∈ [0, 4), computing a constant√
factor approximation to the Schatten p-norm of M requires Ω( n) uT Mv queries. For p ≥ 4,
computing a constant-factor approximation to the Schatten p-norm of M requires Ω(n1−2/p )
uT Mv queries. Both results hold for randomized, adaptive queries with constant success
probability.
We sketch the proof of this theorem, which now follows directly from previous results.
Before applying Lemma 1, we use Yao’s principle [46] to show that it suffices to consider
deterministic query algorithms for distributions over input matrices. Also, the query vectors
can be taken to be unit vectors without loss of generality, as the algorithm can rescale
the results. Then, we note that the previous lower bounds use hard distributions that are
orthonormal and rotationally invariant [31]. As a result, the distribution of matrices M
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.
The previous results hold over the bilinear sketching model, where the sketches correspond
to an r × n matrix U and an s × n matrix V , and the goal is to approximate kM kp up to
a constant factor using U M V T . Applying Lemma 1, we see that any algorithm making s
queries in the uT Mv model corresponds to a bilinear sketch with both matrices being s × n.
Moreover, as the conclusion of the lemma only uses entry-wise queries, the corresponding
matrices consist of the s × s identity matrix in the upper left-hand corner, while the rest of
the matrix is all zeroes. The lower bound on bilinear sketches implies
s2 = Ω(n) for approximating the Schatten p-norm with p ∈ [0, 4)
s2 = Ω(n2−4/p ) for approximating the Schatten p-norm with p ≥ 4.
Taking a square root leads to the bounds in Theorem 2.
The above provides separations between the uT Mv and matrix-vector models [42]. Indeed,
it is known that there exist non-trivial bilinear sketching matrices for approximating the
Schatten p-norm whenever p is an even integer. Denoting such sketching matrices as U and
V , it suffices for U and V T to each have O(n1−2/p ) rows [31] to approximate the Schatten
p-norm up to a constant factor. Observe that the Schatten p-norm of a matrix M is the
same as the Schatten p/2-norm of the matrix M M T . Thus, if p is an integer multiple of 4,
then in the matrix-vector model one can first compute U M and then compute M T V , and
then multiply these together to obtain U M M T V , where U and V are the corresponding
sketching matrices for the Schatten p/2-norm. The total cost is O(n1−4/p ) queries in the
matrix-vector model.
On the other hand, Theorem 2 implies that Ω(n1−2/p ) queries are necessary in the uT Mv
model, thus providing a separation for integers p ≥ 4 which are multiples of 4. We also
directly get an Ω(n) lower bound for approximating the operator norm up to a constant
factor, using the Ω(n2 ) lower bound bound for general sketches in [33]. For recent work on
actually finding the top eigenvector and solving a linear system in the matrix-vector model
in the high accuracy regime, see [13].
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3.2

Rank Testing

Given a matrix M ∈ Fn×n , a natural problem is to determine the rank of M . We first
consider matrices over a finite field Fp for a prime p.
I Theorem 3. Given a matrix M ∈ Fn×n
and an integer k, at least Ω(k 2 ) adaptive queries
p
are necessary to decide the rank whether the rank of M is k or k + 1 with constant probability.
Proof. We reduce this problem to a communication complexity problem. Alice holds a matrix
A ∈ Fn×n
and Bob holds a matrix B ∈ Fn×n
, where M = A + B and rank(M ) ∈ {k, k + 1}.
p
p
Corollary 23 in [32] implies that the randomized communication complexity is Ω(k 2 log p)
to determine whether the rank of M is k or k + 1. Alice and Bob can simulate the query
algorithm using O(log p) bits of communication per query. Let q(n, k) be the query complexity
of this problem in the uT Mv model. Then q(n, k) log p = Ω(k 2 log p), and we conclude that
q(n, k) = Ω(k 2 ).
J
Now consider the real-valued version of rank testing with M ∈ Rn×n . It is known
that if we want to compute the rank of M up to a factor of (1 ± ), then this requires
Ω(n2−O(ε) ) space in the streaming model [6]. Assadi et. al. [6] has shown that even for
some special matrices of which the entries are only in {−1, 0, 1}, there exists an Ω(n2−O(ε) )
space lower bound for (1 + ε)-approximation of the rank. Notice that for uT Mv queries, if
we choose u = (1, 3, 32 , . . . , 3m−1 )T and v = (1, 3m , 32m , . . . , 3m(m−1) )T , then we can exactly
reconstruct M using the value of uT M v. Therefore, we assume that the matrix and the
query vectors have integral values bounded by a polynomial in n. Under this assumption, we
prove the following theorem:
I Theorem 4. Given a matrix M ∈ Rn×n , if we restrict that the entry of query vectors
can be chosen only from {0, 1, 2, . . . , nc } for some constant c, then Ω(n2−O(ε) ) non-adaptive
queries are necessary to obtain a (1 + ε)-estimation of rank(M ).
Proof. Let q(n) be the number of uT Mv queries sufficient to estimate the rank up to a
T
factor of (1 ± ). Consider a streaming model with updates of the form uT
1 M v 1 , u2 M v 2 ,
T
th
T
. . ., uq(n) M v q(n) , where ui and v i are the i queries made in the u Mv model for i =
1, 2, . . . , q(n). We can store these queries using O(q(n) · log n) bits of space (as the matrix
and vector entries are polynomially bounded). Using the previous results of [6], we see that
Ω(n2−O(ε) ) bits of space are necessary. This implies that q(n)O(log n) = Ω(n2−O(ε) ), and
hence, q(n) = Ω(n2−O(ε) / log n) = Ω(n2−O(ε) ).
J

3.3

Trace Estimation

Estimating the trace of a matrix presents a simple problem where uT Mv queries are just as
powerful as matrix-vector queries, even though the latter obtains much more information per
query. Sun et. al. [42] proves an Ω(n/ log n) lower bound for trace estimation of symmetric
matrix, of which the entries are in {0, 1, 2, . . . , n3 }, using matrix-vector queries. Since M v
contains all information of uT M v, it is also a lower bound for the uT Mv model. Of course,
Pn
n queries suffice to obtain all the diagonal elements of matrix M , i.e., tr(M ) = i=1 Mii =
Pn
T
th
standard basis vector. Thus, for trace estimation, we
i=1 ei M ei , where ei is the i
obtain an Ω(n/ log n) lower bound and an O(n) upper bound. We formalize this as the
following theorem.
I Theorem 5. Let M be an n × n matrix over R with entries in {0, 1, 2, . . . , n3 }. Assume
the query vectors have entries in {0, 1, 2, . . . , nc } for a constant c > 0. Computing a constant
factor approximation to the trace tr(M ) has query complexity between Ω(n/ log n) and O(n).
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Deciding if a Matrix is Diagonal

In this section, we show that over any field F, O(log( 1ε )) queries suffice to test whether a
matrix is a diagonal matrix with error probability at most ε ∈ (0, 1). Actually, it is equivalent
that 1 uT Mv query can test with constant error probability.
For each test, we randomly and uniformly choose a subset S of [n] = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} with
size |S| = n2 . We select a subset G of size |G| = 2 from F. Construct the query vectors u
and v as follows. For each i ∈ [n], if i ∈ S, then let ui be randomly and uniformly sampled
from G, and vi = 0; otherwise let vi be randomly and uniformly sampled from G and ui = 0.
If uT M v = 0, then output ’Success’, otherwise output ’Fail’. The whole algorithm outputs
’Success’ iff every test outputs ’Success’. The proof of Theorem 6 is presented in Appendix A.
I Theorem 6. Let M be an n × n matrix over any field F. Then with O(log( 1ε )) queries,
one can test whether M is a diagonal matrix with probability at least 1 − ε.

3.5

Deciding if a Matrix is Symmetric

Sun et. al. [42] has shown an O(log( 1ε )) query upper bound in the matrix-vector model to
test whether an n × n matrix M is symmetric with probability 1 − . We can simulate
their method in the uT Mv model. To do so, repeat the following process O(log( 1ε )) times:
choose two random vectors u and v and test whether uT M v = v T M u. Using the previous
results [42], we see that the error probability is at most ε. We formalize this as follows:
I Theorem 7. Let M be an n × n matrix over any field F. Then with O(log( 1ε )) queries,
one can test whether M is a symmetric matrix with probability at least 1 − ε.

3.6

Deciding if a Matrix is Unitary

The results on query complexity in this subsection also apply for testing if a matrix is
orthonormal over R, since orthonormal is a special case of unitary.

3.6.1

Randomized Queries

Given an n × n complex matrix M , a single matrix-vector query can determine whether M
is unitary with probability one [42]. Hence in the uT Mv model, n randomized queries suffice,
by obtaining the entries of the vector M v using u = ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Now we show that the O(n) algorithm is nearly optimal by proving a lower bound
Ω(n/ log n) in random case.
I Theorem 8. Let M be an n × n matrix over C. Then to determine whether M is a
unitary matrix with a constant probability, the lower bound of query complexity is Ω(n/ log n)
and the upper bound is O(n).
Proof. WLOG, let n = 2k , and then this problem can be reduced to Disjointness. Suppose
Alice has a string x ∈ {0, 1}n , and Bob has a string y ∈ {0, 1}n . Moreover, x and y both
contain exactly n4 ones, i.e. |{i ∈ [n] | xi = 1}| = n4 and |{i ∈ [n] | yi = 1}| = n4 . Now
Alice and Bob want to find whether there exists an index i such that xi = yi = 1. The
communication complexity of this problem is Ω(n) [7, 28]. Now we show a protocol of the
communication. First, let’s recall one construction of a Hadamard matrix.


 
H 2k−1 H 2k−1
I Definition 9. Let H 1 = 1 , and H 2k =
be a Hadamard matrix,
H 2k−1 −H 2k−1
then we define G2k = √1 k H 2k for any k ≥ 1.
2
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By the definition, G∗n/4 Gn/4 = I n/4 , which means Gn/4 is a unitary matrix. Also, we
denote the element of row i and column j of matrix Gn/4 by gi,j . Then Alice constructs an
n × n matrix X with the following method. Let ai denote the i th smallest position of string
x of which the value is 1. For example, if x = 00100010, then a1 = 3, a2 = 7. Then Alice fills
exactly (n/4) × (n/4) elements of matrix X, i.e.

gi,j
, i 6= j
X ai ,aj =
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n/4.
gi,j − 1 , i = j,
Other elements of X are all 0s. Alice then constructs another matrix X 0 , which is the
same as X except that

−gi,j
, i 6= j
X 0ai ,aj =
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n/4.
−gi,j − 1 , i = j,
Let X 1 = X and X 2 = X 0 . Bob uses the similar method to construct matrices Y 1 and
Y 2 using his string y. If x and y are not intersected, i.e. there does not exist an index
k, such that xk = yk = 1, then the four matrices M ij = X i + Y j + I are all unitary for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2, where I is the identity matrix. However, if x and y intersects, then there exists
an index k such that xk = yk = 1, so there exists i, j ∈ {1, 2}, such that the element of k th
row and k th column of matrix M ij equals
(− p

1

1
2
− 1) + (− p
− 1) + 1 = −1 − p
< −1,
n/4
n/4
n/4

so M ij is not unitary.
Therefore, Alice and Bob can compute uT M ij v by sending uT X i v and uT Y j v, which
take O(log n) bits by one communication. Assume that q(n) queries can determine whether
an n × n matrix is unitary, since Disjointness requires Ω(n) bits, q(n)O(log n) = Ω(n),
which demonstrates that q(n) = Ω(n/ log n). We summarize the above results and obtain
the following theorem.
J

3.6.2

Deterministic Queries

For deterministic case, a trivial upper bound is O(n2 ) by retrieving all the entries of matrix
M one by one. Now we show a strong lower bound Ω(n2 / log n), which demonstrates that
the trivial algorithm can nearly perform the best.
I Theorem 10. Let M be an n × n matrix over C. Then to determine whether M is a
unitary matrix in deterministic case, the lower bound of query complexity is Ω(n2 / log n).
Proof. We reduce the problem to Disjointness. Without loss of generality, let n = 2k .
One can calculate easily that there are n− = n(n−1)
(-1)s in matrix H n , and n+ = n(n+1)
2
2
1s. We denote the element of row i and column j of matrix H n by hi,j . Then, let Z be the
matrix of n × n, which satisfies that

−1,
hi,j = −1
Zi,j =
0,
hi,j = 1.
Denote the positions in which elements are 1s in H n by 1, 2, 3, ..., n+ respectively. Now
+
Alice holds a string x and Bob holds a string y, where x, y ∈ {0, 1}n . Each of them has
+
exactly n2 1s. In the deterministic case, it requires Ω(n+ ) = Ω(n2 ) bits of communication
to decide whether the two strings intersect. Alice then constructs a matrix X of n × n, and
initially, all the entries of X are zero. Next, for each i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ , if xi = 1, then
Alice fills in 1 at position i in X. Bob constructs a matrix Y with the same method. Let
M = √1n (X + Y + Z). Then x and y do not intersect if and only if M is unitary. To
exchange uT Xv or uT Y v needs only O(log n) bits, so the lower bound is Ω(n2 / log n). J
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Statistics Problems

4.1

All Ones Column

Let M ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a binary matrix. Sun et. al. [42] show a lower bound of Ω(n/ log n)
for matrix-vector queries over R when restricting the entries in the query vector to [nc ] =
{1, 2, . . . , nc } for some constant c. This lower bound can be applied directly to the uT Mv
model. The following theorem shows that this is tight (up to logarithmic factors) and the
proof is presented in Appendix A.
I Theorem 11. Given a matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n over R, then O(n) queries suffice to test
whether there exists an all ones column in M with probability one.

4.2

Identical Columns



Let M ∈ {0, 1}n×n . Rearrange M in the following way: M = c1 c2 · · · cn . Our
task is to determine whether there exists i, j, such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and ci = cj .
We consider the lower bound of query complexity over F2 first.
I Theorem 12. Let M ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a binary matrix over F2 . Let ε be a real number such
2
that 0 < ε < 1 and n ≥ 2(1 + log nε ), then Ω(n) queries are necessary to detect whether there
exist two identical columns in M with probability at least 1 − ε.
Proof. We reduce this problem to Disjointness. Assume Alice has a string x ∈ {0, 1}n−1 ,
n
and Bob has a string y ∈ {0, 1}n−1 . Now Alice could construct a matrix X ∈ {0, 1} 2 ×n ,
where

X=

x
1

a1
1

a2
1

···
···

a n2 −1
1

T
.

We denote the j th element of vector ai as aij . For each aij , when xj = 1, we let aij = 1; and
when xj = 0, we let aij be a random variable drawn from a uniform distribution in {0, 1}.
Bob constructs Y by the same method. Then let

M=

X
Y



be an n × n matrix. If x and y intersect, then the corresponding column of M is all ones.
Since the last column of M is also all ones, M contains two identical columns. If x and y
do not intersect, then for every two columns, the probability that they are identical is at
most n21−1 . By a union bound, the probability that there exist two identical columns is less
2 
2
2
than n2 × n21−1 ≤ nn2 −1 ≤ ε, since n ≥ 2(1 + log nε ). Alice and Bob must communicate
2

2

Ω(n) bits, and sending uT Xv and uT Y v each need only one bit over F2 , so Ω(n) queries
are necessary to detect two identical columns.
J
For the upper bounds over F2 and R we have the following theorem.
I Theorem 13. Let M ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a binary matrix.
O(n log(n/ε)) queries over F2 suffice to detect two identical columns with probability 1 − ε.
O(n) queries over R suffice to detect two identical columns with probability one.
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Proof. We choose a random n-dimensional vector u, where each ui is independent. Over R,
let ui be chosen from a standard normal distribution N (0, 1); and over F2 , let ui be chosen
uniformly from {0, 1}. Notice that n queries suffice to obtain hu, ci i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where ci
is the i th column of M . If there are two identical columns ci and cj , then hu, ci i = hu, cj i
always holds.
Now we analyze the probability that hu, ci i = hu, cj i holds for two columns that are not
equal. For convenience, let v = ci − cj . Since ci 6= cj , we know that v 6= 0. Assume vk 6= 0
for some index k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n. When querying over R, we have that
hu, ci i − hu, cj i = hu, ci − cj i = hu, vi =

n
X
i=1

ui vi = uk vk +

X

ui vi .

i6=k

P
Since uk ∼ N (0, 1) and vk 6= 0, we have that uk vk + i6=k ui vi = 0 with probability 0, which
means that hu, ci i =
6 hu, cj i with probability one. Therefore, O(n) queries suffice over R to
detect identical columns with probability one.
P
Working over the field F2 , we see that uk vk + i6=k ui vi = 0 with probability 12 . This
means that hu, ci i = hu, cj i with probability 12 . If we choose log(n2 /ε) = O(log(n/ε))
independent
vectors u, then this equality holds for every u with probability nε2 . Since there

n
2
are 2 ≤ n pairs (i, j), the overall error probability is less than nε2 · n2 = ε by a union
bound. Therefore, the query complexity in the uT Mv model over F2 is O(n log(n/ε)).
J

4.3

Majority

Given an n × n matrix M over F2 , we consider computing the column-wise majority of M .
That is, for each column, we compute whether it contains at least n/2 ones or not. We prove
that Θ(n2 ) queries are necessary and sufficient, even for randomized algorithms.
I Theorem 14. Let M ∈ Fn×n
be a binary matrix. Computing the column-wise majority
2
2
of M requires Ω(n ) queries, even for constant success probability.
Proof. We reduce this problem to Disjointness. Assume Alice has n binary strings of
length n, i.e. x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , each of which contains exactly n4 1s. Bob has n binary strings
of length n, i.e. y1 , y2 , . . . , yn , each of which contains exactly n4 1s as well. We define
f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} as follows:

0, x and y have non-empty intersection,
f (x, y) =
1, otherwise.
By a direct sum theorem in communication complexity, Ω(n2 ) bits of communication
are required to decide (f (x1 , y1 ), f (x2 , y2 ), . . . , f (xn , yn )) simultaneously [34]. Let xi be the
corresponding n-dimensional column vector of string xi . Also, let y i be the corresponding
column vector of string yi . Alice and Bob construct matrices X and Y , where




X = x1 x2 · · · xn
and
Y = y1 y2 · · · yn .
Let M = X + Y . Then xi and yi intersect if and only if the majority of i th column of M is 0
since the elements are over F2 . Furthermore, uT M v can be computed by the communication
of uT Xv and uT Y v, each communication requiring one bit. Thus, the number of queries
needed to decide the majority of every column is q(n) = Ω(n2 ).
J
I Corollary 15. Given a matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n over F2 , then the query complexity of
computing the column-wise majority is Θ(n2 ), for both deterministic and randomized queries.
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Permutation Matrix

A matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n is a permutation matrix if each column and each row contains
exactly one entry equal to 1. We consider the query complexity over both R and F2 , which
are very different.
We observe checking if a graph G is a perfect matching is equivalent to checking if the
adjacency matrix is a permutation matrix. This also holds for the bipartite version: for a
graph on 2n vertices, let Mij = 1 when the i th vertex on the left is connected to the j th
vertex on the right. The following theorem states that O(1) queries suffice over the reals to
check whether M is a permutation matrix with constant probability.
I Theorem 16. Let M ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a binary matrix over R. Then, O(1) queries suffice
to check whether M is a permutation matrix with constant probability.
Proof. Using a single query u = v = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T , we first verify that M contains exactly
n ones. Assume this holds. Also, assume without loss of generality that n is even.
We first describe an algorithm to test with constant probability whether each column
contains a single one. Reversing the roles of columns and rows will establish the same for rows.
The algorithm repeats the following process a constant number of times. Randomly select a
subset A ⊆ [n] of exactly n/2 columns. Let u be the all ones vector, and let v = 1A and
v 0 = 1A\[n] be the indicator vectors for A and its complement. Reject if either uT M v 6= n/2
or uT M v 0 6= n/2.
If M is a permutation matrix, then uT M v = uT M v 0 = n/2 holds. If M is not a
permutation matrix, there must be a pair of columns (or rows), one with all zeros, and one
with at least two ones. Suppose column c contains all zeros, and column c0 contains at least
two ones. With constant probability in choosing A, we have c ∈ A and c0 ∈
/ A or vice versa.
Conditioned on this, we claim that either uT M v =
6 n/2 or uT M v 0 6= n/2 with constant
probability as well.
To see this, consider randomly partitioning the n − 2 columns (excluding c and c0 ) into
two groups of size n2 − 1. Let s1 and s2 be the number of ones in Groups 1 and 2, respectively.
Without loss of generality, assume s1 ≤ s2 . Now, consider adding c and c0 to the two groups,
conditioned on them being separated. If c0 is in Group 2, then Group 2 will have more ones
than Group 1. Thus, one of the groups must not have n/2 ones, and our algorithm rejects
with constant probability.
J
Interestingly, the query complexity depends on the field. If M ∈ {0, 1}n×n is over F2 ,
then O(1) queries are far from enough.
I Theorem 17. Let M ∈ Fn×n
be a matrix. Then, Ω(n) queries are necessary to determine
2
whether M is a permutation matrix with constant probability.
Proof. We reduce this problem to Disjointness. Alice holds a string x ∈ {0, 1}n and Bob
holds a string y ∈ {0, 1}n . Now Alice constructs a 3n × 3n matrix
 

0 0 1






 1 0 0  if xi = 0


A1 0 · · · 0



0 1 0
 0 A2 · · · 0 



A= .
where
Ai =

.
.
.
..
..
.. 



 ..


1 0 0



0
0 · · · An

  0 1 0  if xi = 1.


0 0 1
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Bob constructs a 3n × 3n matrix



B=


B1
0
..
.

0
B2
..
.

···
···
..
.

0
0
..
.

0

0

···

Bn







where

Bi =

 
0






0




0


0
0
0


0
0 
0





0



 1




1

1
0
1


1
1  if yi = 1.
0

if yi = 0

Let M = A + B, with addition over F2 . Then M is a permutation matrix if and only if x
and y are disjoint. Thus, the query complexity is Ω(n) since uT Av and uT Bv are both a
single bit.
J

4.5

Doubly Stochastic Matrix

A non-negative real-valued matrix is doubly stochastic if all rows and columns sum to one.
I Theorem 18. Let M ∈ (R+ ∪ {0})n×n be a non-negative real matrix. Then O(1) queries
suffices to check whether M is doubly stochastic with constant probability.
Proof. First, check whether the sum of all entries is n by choosing u = v = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T
and checking whether uT M v = n. Assume equality holds. If M is not doubly stochastic,
then some column c (or row r) has sum > 1 and another column c0 (or row r0 respectively)
has sum < 1. Partition the columns (rows) into two groups of size n2 . By the argument in
the proof of Theorem 16, two groups sum to different values with constant probability. J

4.6

Matrix with Negative Entries

In our previous result for doubly stochastic matrices, we assumed that all the entries are
non-negative. This assumption is necessary. If we allow negative entries in a matrix, then
even checking whether or not there exists a negative entry requires Ω(n2 / log n) queries.
I Theorem 19. Let M ∈ Rn×n be a matrix. Then Ω(n2 / log n) queries are necessary to
test if M contains a negative entry using query vectors with entries in {0, ±1, ±2, . . . , ±nc }
for a constant c.
Proof. We reduce this problem to Disjointness. Alice holds a bit-string x with size n2 ,
and Bob holds a bit-string y with the same size. Alice and Bob construct n × n matrices A
and B, where


1, x(i−1)n+j = 0
0, y(i−1)n+j = 0
Aij =
and
Bij =
0, x(i−1)n+j = 1
−1, y(i−1)n+j = 1
Let M = A+B, and notice that M contains negative entries if and only if x and y intersect. If
the query complexity is q(n), then by the Disjointness lower bound, q(n) log n = Ω(n2 ). J

5
5.1

Graph Problems
Triangle Detection

Triangle detection task means that a simple graph G is given in the form of adjacency matrix
M ∈ {0, 1}n×n , where n is the number of vertices in G, and we want to decide whether there
exists a triangle, i.e. there exists 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n, such that Mij = Mjk = Mki = 1. The
following theorem shows a lower bound on the number of uT Mv queries to detect a triangle.
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I Theorem 20. Given a simple graph G consisting of n vertices in the form of its adjacency
matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n , then even with a constant probability, Ω(n2 / log n) queries are
necessary to determine whether there exists a triangle in G.
Proof. We reduce this problem to a communication complexity problem, that is [8], given a
graph G with n vertices, where Alice holds some edges of G, and Bob holds the remaining
edges of G, then Ω(n2 ) bits of communication is required to determine whether there exists
a triangle in G, even in the random case with a constant probability.
Now suppose the graph is G, and its adjacency matrix is M ∈ {0, 1}n×n . Alice holds
some edges represented by the matrix X, and Bob holds the remaining edges represented by
the matrix Y . Obviously M = X + Y . Then Alice and Bob can communicate by sending
uT Xv and uT Y v, and uT M v can be obtained immediately since uT M v = uT Xv +uT Y v.
Assume q(n) queries can determine whether there exists a triangle, then q(n) log n = Ω(n2 ).
Thus q(n) = Ω(n2 / log n).
J

5.2

Deciding if a Graph is a Star

Star is a special kind of tree where there exists one vertex adjacent to all the other vertices.
I Theorem 21. M ∈ {0, 1}n×n is the adjacency matrix of a simple graph G. Then O(1)
queries suffice to determine whether G is a star with constant probability.
The proof of Theorem 21 is shown in Appendix A.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we undertook an exploratory study of a new query model that considers
querying a matrix through vector-matrix-vector queries. We provided new algorithms and
lower bounds for problems spanning three domains: linear algebra, statistics, and graphs. For
many of our results, we showed nearly matching bounds on the query complexity, sometimes
up to logarithmic factors. We also demonstrated that many previously studied queries can be
viewed as special cases or variants of the uT Mv model, and therefore, uT Mv queries provide
a unified way to study the query complexity of various graph and matrix problems.
In terms of open questions, an interesting direction would be to identify cases where
T
u Mv queries are much more efficient than previously studied models. Some options include:
determining the minimum cut more efficiently than cut queries [39, 35] or estimating subgraph
counts (e.g., triangles) more efficiently than local graph queries [6, 21, 40]. It could also
be interesting to study the generalization of our model to k-linear forms (i.e., querying a
k-tensor by specifying k vectors), comparing against k-partite independent set queries for
counting k-cliques [12, 11, 19].
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A

Remaining Proofs

Proof of Theorem 6. We show that for each query, if M is a diagonal matrix, then the test
will always succeed; if not, then the test will fail with constant probability. Then by error
reduction, O(log( 1ε )) queries suffice to achieve error probability at most ε.
For each query, we choose u, v as the above algorithm describes. Therefore,
X
uT M v =
ui vj Mij .
i∈S,j∈[n]−S

If M is diagonal, then uT M v = 0 always holds. If M is not diagonal, then we claim that
uT M v is non-zero with constant probability. In this case, there exists an off-diagonal element
Mk` 6= 0 with k 6= `. With probability at least 14 , k ∈ S and ` ∈ [n] \ S simultaneously.
P
Conditioning on this event, let ti = j∈[n]−S vj Mij , and rewrite uT M v as
X
X
X
uT M v =
ui
vj Mij =
ui ti .
i∈S

i∈S

j∈[n]−S

Since
tp =

X

X

vj Mkj = v` Mk` +

j∈[n]\S

∆

vj Mkj = v` Mk` + T,

j∈[n]\S\{`}

and Mk` 6= 0, v` Mk` has two different possible values. Moreover, at most one choice satisfies
v` Mk` + T = 0. So tk 6= 0 with probability at least 12 . Now under the condition that tk 6= 0,
X
X
∆
uT M v =
ui ti = uk tk +
ui ti = uk tk + R.
i∈S

i∈S\{k}

Since tk 6= 0, by the same argument, uT M v 6= 0 with probability at least 12 . Combining all
1
of these events, the test fails with probability at least 16
, which completes the proof.
J
Proof of Theorem 11. We construct a random vector u ∈ Rn , where each entry ui is
independent and follows the standard Gaussian distribution. Let ei denote the n dimensional
Pn
vector with i th entry 1 and all other entries 0s, and let e =
i=1 ei be the all ones
n-dimensional vector. Also, let ci denote the i th column of matrix M . Since we have
uT M e i = uT



c1

c2

···

cn



ei = uT ci =

n
X

uj cij ,

j=1

if we compute the sum of all entries of u, i.e., s =
column, all cij = 1, so s = uT M ei . Otherwise,

Pn

i=1

ui , then when ci is an all ones
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uj .

1≤j≤n,cij =0

The above quantity equals to 0 with probability 0, which means s 6= uT M ei with probability
one. By querying uT M ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and comparing the result to s, we can detect
whether there is an all ones column with probability one using O(n) queries.
J
Proof of Theorem 21. First, check whether M contains exact 2(n − 1) ones. If not, M is
obviously not a star. Now we assume that M contains exact 2(n − 1) ones, which means G
contains (n − 1) edges. Then equally divide the vertices into 2 groups of size n2 randomly and
uniformly. We only need to check whether the sum of degrees in one group is n2 , and another
3n
2 − 2. If this is true, the algorithm should report that G is a star. Otherwise, the algorithm
reports that G is not a star. We prove this algorithm has a constant error probability.
If G is a star, then the sum of degrees in one group is n2 , and another 3n
2 − 2.
If G is not a star, we claim that there exists two vertices v1 and v2 with different degrees,
which satisfies |deg(v1 ) − deg(v2 )| < n − 2.
Since G is not a star, then the degree of any vertex can be at most n − 2.
If there exists a vertex v1 with degree n − 2, then when n is large (e.g. n > 10), there
must exists another vertex v2 with degree 1. Therefore,
|deg(v1 ) − deg(v2 )| = (n − 2) − 1 = n − 3 < n − 2.
If there does not exists a vertex with degree n − 2, then the degree of all vertices are in
{0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 3}. When n is large enough (e.g. n > 10), there must exist two vertices
v1 and v2 with different degrees, and
|deg(v1 ) − deg(v2 )| ≤ (n − 3) − 0 = n − 3 < n − 2.
Now with probability at least 12 , v1 and v2 are in the different groups. Without loss of
generality, assume deg(v1 ) > deg(v2 ). Conditioned on this, we can decompose the random
partition procedure into 2 steps. First, we randomly and uniformly partition the other n − 2
vertices except v1 and v2 into 2 groups with size n2 − 1. Assume in Group 1 the sum of
degrees in these vertices is s1 and in Group 2 the sum is s2 . Without loss of generality,
assume s1 ≤ s2 . The second step is to place v1 in Group 1, v2 in Group 2, or v2 in Group 2,
v1 in Group 1 both with probability 21 .
If we have that
s1 + deg(v1 ) =
s1 + deg(v2 ) =

3n
2
n
2,

− 2,

s2 + deg(v2 ) =
s2 + deg(v1 ) =

n
2,
3n
2

−2

hold simultaneously, then deg(v1 ) − deg(v2 ) = n − 2, a contradiction.
If
s1 + deg(v1 ) =
s1 + deg(v2 ) =

n
2,
n
2,

s2 + deg(v2 ) =
s2 + deg(v1 ) =

3n
2
3n
2

− 2,
− 2,

then deg(v1 ) = deg(v2 ), a contradiction.
n
Also, since s1 ≤ s2 , deg(v1 ) > deg(v2 ) and 3n
2 − 2 ≥ 2 , it is impossible that s1 + deg(v2 ) =
3n
n
2 − 2 and s2 + deg(v1 ) = 2 both holds.
n
So with probability at least 12 , the sums of the two groups will not be 3n
2 − 2 and 2 .
1
3n
Overall, with probability at least 4 , the sums of the two groups will not be 2 − 2
and n2 .
J
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A.1

Local Graph Queries and Estimating Subgraph Counts

The following four local graph queries can be implemented by O(log n) uT Mv queries.
I Lemma 22. Given the adjacency matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n of a simple graph G = (V, E),
then the following four queries:
Degree query i: the degree of vertex i.
Neighbor query (i, j): the j th neighbor of vertex i.
Pair query (i, j): whether the edge (i, j) exists.
Edge-sample query: sample an edge e uniformly at random from E.
can be implemented by O(log n) uT Mv queries.
As one application, we mention the problem of counting subgraphs. Given the adjacency
matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n of a simple graph G, we want to estimate the number of occurrences
of H in G, where H is a given subgraph (such as a triangle). Assadi et. al. [5] shows that
with



mρ(H)
e
O min m,
#H
of the above four standard graph queries, we can obtain a (1±ε)-approximation to the number
of occurrences of H in G with high probability. Here, #H is the number of occurrences of H
e
in G, m is the number of edges, and ρ(H) is the fractional edge-cover of H. Also, the O(·)
notation ignores ε and log n terms, as well as the size of graph H. By Lemma 22, the four
standard graph queries can be implemented by O(log n) uT Mv queries. Therefore, we derive
the following result.
I Proposition 23. Given the adjacency
M ∈o
{0, 1}n×n of a simple graph G and
 matrix
n
ρ(H)
e min m, m
an arbitrary small target graph H, O
uT Mv queries suffice to obtain a
#H

(1 ± ε)-approximation to the number of occurrences of H in G with high probability.
We briefly compare this to work on independent set queries [12, 11, 19]. Proposition 23
achieves a general result for uT Mv queries, whereas estimating triangles or other subgraphs
with bipartite independent set queries is an open question. Moreover, estimating larger
subgraphs seems to require higher-order queries (e.g., tripartite independent set queries).
This suggests that, as expected, uT Mv queries may be more powerful for a variety of problems.
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Introduction

Monotonicity of functions has been studied extensively in the area of property testing [30,
35, 29, 46, 33, 32, 6, 45, 1, 37, 38, 31, 12, 16, 19, 20, 15, 24, 23, 41, 7, 21, 36, 18, 4, 26, 27,
13, 40, 42, 22, 25, 14, 43]. The different works vary in the domains and ranges they consider,
as well as in the precise task studied (e.g., standard testing vs. tolerant testing and distance
approximation). However, what is common to almost all of these results, is that they allow
query access to the tested function, and the underlying distribution is uniform.

1

Since our results hold for any k ≥ 0, we should actually replace the term
by log(k + 2), but for the sake of readability, we refrain from doing so.

p
√
kn by
(k + 1)n and log k
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Sample-Based Testing of k-Modality

In this work, we consider a natural extension of monotonicity: k-modality. Since the
domain we study is [n] = {1, . . . , n}, it is convenient to think of the tested object as being
a sequence σ = σ1 , . . . , σn , whose elements belong to a fully ordered set. A sequence σ is
said to be k-modal if there exist indices 1 = a0 < a1 < · · · < ak+1 = n, such that for each
i, the subsequence σai , . . . , σai+1 is either monotonically non-decreasing or monotonically
non-increasing. In other words, a sequence is k-modal if there are at most k “peaks” and
“valleys” (excluding the endpoints). For example, the sequence 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2 is 2-modal,
but not 1-modal (see Figure 1). We shall assume for simplicity that σ is over R, and use
Mk to denote the set of all k-modal sequences over R. Observe that a sequence is unate
(i.e., either monotonically non-decreasing or monotonically non-increasing) if and only if it is
0-modal.
We study distribution-free sample-based testing of k-modality with one-sided error.
Namely, the testing algorithm is given as input k ≥ 0 and  > 0. For an arbitrary unknown
distribution p : [n] → [0, 1], it is provided with a sample of pairs (i, σi ), where i is selected
i.i.d according to p. If σ is k-modal, then the algorithm should accept with probability
1, while if σ is -far from k-modality with respect to p, then the algorithm should reject
with probability at least 2/3. A sequence σ is -far from k-modality with respect to p, if
P
i:τi 6=σi p(i) >  for every k-modal sequence τ = τ1 , . . . , τn .
Thus, the algorithm cannot select the symbols of σ that it observes (as in the case when
queries are allowed), and it must work for every underlying distribution p. Since we require
that the testing algorithm have one-sided error, it may reject σ only if the sample contains
evidence that σ is not k-modal. Therefore, the question we address is:
What is the minimum sample size s = s(n, k, ) such that for every sequence σ (of
length n) and underlying distribution p, if σ is -far from being k-modal with respect
to p, then the sample contains evidence that σ is not k-modal?
It is known that for monotonicity and unateness (i.e., the special
p case of k = 0), when
the underlying distribution p is uniform, then a sample of size Θ( n/) is both necessary
and sufficient.2 The question is how does the sample complexity increase as k increases, and
what is the effect of having a general underlying distribution p.3

1.1

Our results

Our first result is the following upper bound for distribution-free testing.4
I Theorem 1.1. The sample
of distribution-free one-sided error sample-based
 √ complexity

kn log k
testing of k-modality is O
.

We show that the upper bound in Theorem 1.1 is almost tight (up to a factor of log k), by
establishing the next lower bound.
I Theorem 1.2. The sample
of distribution-free one-sided error sample-based
 √ complexity

kn
testing of k-modality is Ω
.
This
lower
bound holds for any  < 1/4 and k ≤ n/4 − 1.


2

3

4

The lower bound for monotonicity can be found for example in [36, Claim 7.5.1] (where it actually holds
for two-sided error), and this extends to unateness. The upper bound is folklore, where a more general
statement, regarding any poset, follows from [33, Theorems 6&14].
The problem of distribution-free sample-based testing of monotonicity is also considered √
in [36, Claim
7.5.2]. The upper bound they claim is correct in terms of the dependence on n (which is n), but not
in terms of the dependence on 1/. In our analysis, we fix the flaw in their argument.
See footnote 1.
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When the underlying distribution is uniform, we obtain a completely tight result, which
generalizes the known result for testing monotonicity. Here, rather than having a linear
√
dependence on 1/, the complexity grows like 1/ .
I Theorem 1.3. The sample complexity
error sample-based testing of k-modality
qof one-sided

kn
under the uniform distribution is Θ
. The lower bounds holds for any  < 1/4 and

k ≤ n.
Note that the requirement that k ≤ n is not really a constraint as we are only interested in
the sublinear regime.

1.2

Techniques

The lower bounds. We start by shortly discussing our lower bounds (Theorem 1.2 for
the distribution-free case, and the lower bound in Theorem 1.3, for the uniform case).
They are both variants of the known lower bound for testing monotonicity with one-sided
error under the uniform distribution. In both lower bounds, the sequence σ is of the form
2, 1, 4, 3, . . . , 2m, 2m − 1, 3m, . . . , 3m (where the value 3m appears n − 2m times), for an
appropriate choice of m. When the underlying distribution is uniform, m is set to be 2n
(assuming, for simplicity, that 2n is an integer). In the distribution-free case, m is set to
4
be n/2 − 1, and the underlying distribution p assigns weight 2
m = n−2 to each of the first
1−4
2m = n − 2 symbols, and weight 2 to each of the remaining two symbols. In both cases it
is not hard to verify that σ is -far from being k-modal (with respect to the corresponding
distribution). What is also common to both cases is that in order to obtain evidence that σ
is not k-modal, it is necessary that the sample “hit” at least k/2 pairs of indices (2i
√− 1, 2i)

for i ∈ [m]. By a birthday-paradox-type argument, the sample must be of size Ω
km/ .
The lower bounds now diverge due to the difference in the setting of m, where the flexibility
of the distribution-free case allows us to set m to be Θ(n) and obtain a higher lower bound.
The upper bound for the distribution-free case. We first observe that in order to test
k-modality, it suffices to test two closely related properties. For the sake of simplicity, here
we describe and discuss one of them, which we denote by Ft⇑ where t = k + 3. A sequence
σ = σ1 , . . . , σn belongs to Ft⇑ if and only if there is no subsequence of indices x1 , . . . , xt such
that 1 ≤ x1 < · · · < xt ≤ n and such that σxi < σxi+1 for every odd i and σxi > σxi+1 for
⇑
every even i. We show that
√ for any distribution p, if σ is -far with respect to p from Ft ,
then a sample of size O( tn log t/) will contain such a subsequence of indices.
A central ingredient in the proof of this sample-complexity upper bound is a structural
claim. It states that if a sequence σ is -far from Ft⇑ , then there exist t indices 1 = a1 <
a2 < · · · < at = n for which the following holds. For each subsequence σai , . . . , σai+1 , if i is
odd, then the subsequence is at least (/t)-far (with respect to p) from being monotonically
non-decreasing, and if i is even, then it is at least (/t)-far from being monotonically nonincreasing. Observe that the ith subsequence and the (i + 1)th subsequence share a common
symbol. This is of importance when the common symbol has relatively large weight according
to p.
The next ingredient is a claim regarding the probability of obtaining evidence, for each
such subsequence, concerning its non-monotonicity (in the appropriate direction). In a certain
sense we are reducing the problem of testing k-modality to testing monotonicity, where there
are several subtleties to address. First, when considering the task of testing monotonicity
for each of these subsequences, the fact that the underlying distribution is arbitrary, means
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that we need to deal both with very large probabilities and with very small probabilities,
which makes the analysis more complex than in the uniform case. Second, recall that each
subsequence is (/t)-far from being monotone. The “stand-alone” problem of distribution-free
testing of monotonicity has sample complexity that grows linearly with the inverse of the
distance to monotonicity. This seems to suggest that we get
√a linear dependence on t (recall
that t = k + 3), while we claim that the dependence is Õ( k). Therefore, the reduction to
the t − 1 instances of testing monotonicity, should be done with care. Finally, assume that
we obtain evidence of non-monotonicity (in the appropriate direction) for each subsequence
(where there may be overlap between neighboring subsequences due to the common symbol).
We observe that we can combine these “small pieces of evidence” to infer that σ does not
belong to Ft⇑ .
The upper bound for the uniform case. The improvement in the sample complexity for
the uniform case (as compared to the distribution-free case) has two sources. The first is
that the basic task of testing monotonicity requires a smaller sample when the underlying
distribution is uniform. The second is that we do not apply the structural claim described
above to “break” σ into predetermined subsequences and then consider the task of testing
monotonicity for each of them. Instead, the subsequences are essentially determined as part
of the probabilistic analysis, together with the evidence against their monotonicity. Thus,
rather than taking a union bound over events of violating monotonicity in predetermined
subsequences, we lower bound the probability of sampling a sufficient number of violations
by analysing an appropriate sum of geometric random variables.
Specifically, we apply the Poissonization technique (see, e.g., [48, Chapter 10]), which
allows us to analyze the sample as if each pair (i, σi ) is selected independently. We then
define a process that can be viewed as traversing the sequence σ while selecting the sample
“on the fly”, and gathering evidence against monotonicity of subsequences. We lower bound
the probability (over the selection of the sample) that the process gathers sufficient pieces of
evidence before σ is fully traversed.

1.3

Related results

As noted at the start of this section, there is a plethora of works on testing monotonicity
and unateness. Here we focus only on those results in which the domain is the same as ours,
namely [n]. Unless stated explicitly otherwise, the results are for testing with queries and
under the uniform distribution.
Monotonicity testing over [n] was first studied by Ergun et al. [30]. They gave an algorithm
whose query complexity is O(log n/). They also showed that Ω(log n) queries are necessary
for any non-adaptive comparison-based algorithm and constant . Fischer [32] proved that
this lower bound actually holds for adaptive algorithms as well.
For the special case of binary sequences, k-modality is essentially the same as kmonotonicity, which was studied in [17]. To be precise, k-monotonicity of binary sequences is
⇑
⇑
equivalent to Fk+2
(where Fk+2
is as defined in Section 1.2). They show that it is possible to
test k-monotonicity by performing O(k/) (non-adaptive) queries. Furthermore, they prove
that any one-sided error (possibly adaptive) tester for k-monotonicity over [n] must have
query complexity Ω(k/). If two-sided error is allowed, then no dependence on k is necessary,
and the query complexity is poly(1/) [17, 14].
The related property of k-interval functions over [0, 1] was studied in [39, 3]. Each such
function is defined by a partition of [0, 1] into (at most) k intervals, where on each interval
the value of the function is constant (either 0 or 1). Observe that if we consider a discretized
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version of this property where the domain is [n], then it is the same as √
(k − 2)-modality.
Balcan et al. [3] (strengthening the result of [39]) give an upper bound of k · poly(1/) on
the sample complexity of testing this property under the uniform distribution with two-sided
error. We note that if queries are allowed, then the dependence on k can be removed [39, 3].
In addition, the result can be generalized to the distribution-free case in the active testing
model [3].5
Other related works on testing (with queries) that generalize testing monotonicity include [8] for testing local properties of d-dimensional arrays and [44, 9, 10] for testing
forbidden order patterns.
Distribution-free testing of monotonicity (with queries) was studied in [37], approximating
the distance of a sequence to monotonicity was studied in [45, 2], and the problem of testing
monotonicity of distributions (over totally ordered domains) was addressed in [5].

1.4

Organization

We start with some general preliminaries in Section 2. In Section 3 we present several
definitions and observations relating to k-modality, which are later applied in our analysis.
The upper bound for distribution-free testing is provided in Section 4, and the one for the
uniform distribution in Section 5. Both lower bounds are given in Appendix C.

2

Preliminaries: sequences, distances and property testing

For an integer n, let [n] = {1, . . . , n}, and for two integers i ≤ j, let [i, j] = {i, . . . , j}. For a
sequence σ = σ1 . . . σn and a subset of indices Q ⊆ [n], we use σ|Q to denote the subsequence
of σ corresponding to the indices in Q. A property of sequences P is simply a set of sequences.
We say that σ has property P, or that σ satisfies P, if σ ∈ P.
In what follows, we present several notions and notations that are defined based on a
P
probability distribution p : [n] → [0, 1]. For a set S ⊆ [n], let p(S) = i∈S p(S). Whenever p
is clear from the context, we refer to p(S) as the probability weight of S, or simply the weight
of S.
P
The distance between σ and τ with respect to p, denoted dist(σ, τ, p), is i:σi 6=τi p(i)
(or ∞ if they are not of the same length). For a property P, the distance of σ from P
with respect to p, denoted dist(σ, P, p), is minτ ∈P {dist(σ, τ, p)}. We say that σ is -far from
P with respect to p, or (more concisely) that (σ, p) is -far from P, if dist(σ, P, p) > .
Otherwise it is -close.
I Definition 2.1. A distribution-free sample-based testing algorithm for a property P of
sequences is given parameters n and  as well as access to samples from an unknown sequence
σ of length n, generated according to an unknown distribution p : [n] → [0, 1]. Namely, it
receives pairs (i, σi ) where i is distributed i.i.d. according to p. The algorithm should satisfy
the following:

5

The notion of active testing is an adaptation of the notion of active learning to the context of property
testing. The algorithm is given an unlabeled sample distributed according to the underlying distribution
p and it may query the labels of part of the sample points. The two complexity measures of interest are
hence the (unlabeled) sample complexity, and the query complexity (number of queries performed on the
sample points). When the latter equals the former, this coincides with sample-based (distribution-free)
testing (referred to as passive testing in [3]). However, one may aim at performing fewer queries at the
cost of a larger number of unlabeled samples.
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If σ ∈ P, then the algorithm should accept with probability at least 2/3.
If dist(σ, P, p) > , then the algorithm should reject with probability at least 2/3.
If p is known to be the uniform distribution over [n], then we simply say that the algorithm
is a sample-based testing algorithm.
If the algorithm always accepts sequences that have property P, then we say that it has
one-sided error. otherwise it has two-sided error. The sample-complexity of the algorithm is the
number of samples it views (as a function of  and n) when performing the aforementioned
task.
In the context of testing k-modality (which is a special case of testing properties that are
determined by some parameter), the algorithm is also provided with the parameter k, and
its sample complexity may depend on k.
I Definition 2.2. For positive integers n and s, and a distribution p : [n] → [0, 1], we let
In (s, p) denote the random variable corresponding to a set 6 consisting of s indices from [n]
that are selected i.i.d. according to p.
Note that in order to obtain an upper bound s on the sample complexity of distribution-free
sample-based one-sided error testing for a hereditary property P of sequences,7 it suffices
to show that Pr[σ|In (s,p) ∈
/ P] ≥ 2/3, for every distribution p : [n] → [0, 1] and for every
sequence σ of length n that is -far from P with respect to p.
It will also be useful to define an additional distance measure, which we refer to as the
deletion distance. Let σ be a sequence of length n and p : [n] → [0, 1] a weight function (so
Pn
that i=1 p(i) is not necessarily 1). For a property of sequences P and a subset R ⊆ [n],
let del(σ, P, p, R) denote the minimum, taken over subsets D ⊆ R such that σ|R\D ∈ P, of
p(D) (if there is no such D, then del(σ, P, p, R) = ∞). If R = [n], then we use the shorthand
del(σ, P, p) for del(σ, P, p, [n]).

3

Definitions and observations for k-modality

In this subsection we introduce several notions that will be used in our analysis.
For a pair of indices x, y ∈ [n] such that x < y, we say that (x, y) is an ascent (descent)
with respect to a sequence σ = σ1 , . . . , σn , if σx < σy (σx > σy ). A pair (x, y) is an up-pair,
denoted ⇑-pair (down-pair, denoted ⇓-pair) if it is an ascent (descent). We say that (x, y)
and (x0 , y 0 ) are disjoint if {x, y} ∩ {x0 , y 0 } = ∅. For m ∈ {⇑, ⇓}, we denote inv(⇑) = ⇓ and
inv(⇓) = ⇑.
The next notion will aid us in characterizing k-model sequences by being “free” of certain
patterns.
I Definition 3.1. Let σ be a sequence of length n, let t be an integer, and let 1 ≤ x1 < · · · <
xt ≤ n. We say that (x1 , . . . , xt ) is a t-upward (t-downward) subsequence with respect to σ
if for every odd i ∈ [t − 1], (xi , xi+1 ) is an ascent (descent), and for every even i ∈ [t − 1],
(xi , xi+1 ) is a descent (ascent).
We shall use the symbolic shorthand t-⇑ for t-upward sequences and t-⇓ for t-downward
sequences.
6
7

Note that while the sampled indices i (as defined in Definition 2.1) are i.i.d. and hence may appear
with repetitions, In (s) is a set and hence does not include repetitions
A property of sequences is hereditary if it is preserved under restrictions to subsequences.
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Figure 1 An illustration of the sequence σ = 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2. Notice that the marked subsequence (1, 4, 7, 8) is a 4-downward (4-⇓) subsequence with respect to σ, and that σ ∈ F5⇓ .
m

I Definition 3.2. For m ∈ {⇑, ⇓}, we denote by Ft the set of all sequences σ such that there
is no t-m subsequence with respect to σ (so that F stands for “free”).
inv(m)
For the special case of t = 2, we say that a sequence is m-monotone if it belongs to F2
.
For example, if σ = 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, then (1, 4, 7, 8) is a 4-downward (4-⇓) subsequence
with respect to σ, and σ ∈ F5⇓ . For an Illustration, see Figure 1.
Observe that a sequence σ is k-modal if and only if there is no (k + 3)-⇑ subsequence nor
any (k + 3)-⇓ subsequence with respect to σ:
T ⇓
⇑
I Observation 3.3. For any non-negative integer k we have that Mk = Fk+3
Fk+3 .
The next notion and observation will be useful when analyzing the evidence found in a
sample, that a sequence is not k-modal.
I Definition 3.4. Let σ be a sequence of length n, let t be a positive integer, and let
1 ≤ x1 < y1 ≤ x2 < y2 ≤ · · · ≤ xt < yt . We say that ((x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xt , yt )) is a t-upward-pair
(t-downward-pair) sequence with respect to σ, if for every odd i ∈ [t], (xi , yi ) is an ascent
(descent), and for every even i ∈ [t], (xi , yi ) is a descent (ascent). Here too we use the
symbolic shorthands t-⇑-pair (for t-upward-pair sequences) and t-⇓-pair (for t-downward-pair
sequences).
I Observation 3.5. For any sequence σ, integer t ≥ 2, and m ∈ {⇑, ⇓}, if there is a
(t − 1)-m-pair sequence with respect to σ, then there is a t-m subsequence with respect to σ.
To verify the validity of the last observation, consider for simplicity the case that m = ⇑.
Given a (t − 1)-⇑-pair sequence ((x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xt−1 , yt−1 )) we define a t-⇑ subsequence
(x01 , . . . , x0t ) as follows: x01 = x1 , x0t = yt−1 , x0i = max(yi−1 , xi ) for each even i ∈ [2, t − 1],
and x0i = min(yi−1 , xi ) for each odd i ∈ [2, t − 1].
We shall also make use of the following observation, which will allow us to work with the
deletion distance. Its simple proof is given in Appendix B.
I Observation 3.6. Let σ be a sequence of length n, p : [n] → [0, 1] a probability distribution,
and k a non-negative integer. Then dist(σ, Mk , p) = del(σ, Mk , p).
The last observation in this section will allow us to reduce the problem of testing Mk to
⇑
⇓
testing Fk+3
and Fk+3
.
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I Observation 3.7. Let σ be a sequence of length n, p : [n] → [0, 1] a probability distribution,
⇑
⇓
and k a non-negative integer. Then dist(σ, Mk , p) ≤ del(σ, Fk+3
, p) + del(σ, Fk+3
, p).
To verify Observation 3.7, let t = k + 3 and for each m ∈ {⇑, ⇓} let Dm ⊆ [n] be a subset
m
m
satisfying σ|[n]\Dm ∈ Ft and p(Dm ) = del(σ, Ft , p). Since Ft⇑ and Ft⇓ are hereditary
properties, for D = D⇑ ∪ D⇓ , we have that σ|[n]\D ∈ Ft⇑ ∩ Ft⇓ . By Observation 3.3, this
means that σ|[n]\D ∈ Mk , so that del(σ, Mk , p) ≤ p(Dm ) ≤ p(D⇑ ) + p(D⇓ ) = del(σ, Ft⇑ , p) +
del(σ, Ft⇓ , p). By Observation 3.6, dist(σ, Mk , p) = del(σ, Mk , p) and Observation 3.7 is
verified.

4

The upper bound for distribution-free testing

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1, which is restated next.
of distribution-free one-sided error sample-based
I Theorem 1.1. The sample
 √ complexity

kn log k
testing of k-modality is O
.


4.1

Structural claims

We start with two structural claims, where the second builds on the first (and where the first
will also serve us for the upper bound under the uniform distribution).
B Claim 4.1. Let σ = σ1 , . . . , σn be a sequence of length n and p : [n] → [0, 1] a weight
function. Then for any m ∈ [n], t > 2 and m ∈ {⇑, ⇓},
m

m

inv(m)

del(σ, Ft , p) ≤ del(σ, F2 , p, [m]) + del(σ, Ft−1

, p, [m + 1, n]) .

In order to prove this claim, we essentially show that if it is possible to partition a
sequence into two parts, such that the first is free of upward pairs, and the second is free of
(t − 1)-downward sequences, then the entire sequence is free of t-upward sequences.
Proof. By the definition of the deletion distance, there exists a set I1 ⊆ [m] of weight
m
m
del(σ, F2 , p, [m]), such that σ|[m]\I1 ∈ F2 . Similarly, there exists a set I2 ⊆ [m + 1, n] of
inv(m)

inv(m)

weight del(σ, Ft−1 , p, [m + 1, n]), such that σ|[m+1,n]\I2 ∈ Ft−1 .
Let σ̃ denote the sequence that is obtained from σ by deleting all the indices in I1 ∪ I2 .
m
Namely, σ̃ = σ[n]\I1 ∪I2 . We next show that σ̃ ∈ Ft . We represent σ̃ as a concatenation of
two sequences, τ1 and τ2 , where τ1 = σ|[m]\I1 and τ2 = σ|[m+1,n]\I2 . Assume, contrary to the
claim, that there exists a t-m subsequence (x1 , x2 . . . , xt ) with respect to σ̃. Since (x1 , x2 )
m
is a m-pair (by the definition of a t-m subsequence) while τ1 ∈ F2 , necessarily x2 > |τ1 |.
But then (x2 , . . . , xt ) is a (t − 1)-inv(m) subsequence with respect to τ2 (more precisely,
m
(x2 − |τ1 |, . . . , xt − |τ1 |) is such a subsequence), in contradiction to τ2 ∈ Ft−1 .
We conclude that
m

m

inv(m)

del(σ, Ft , p) ≤ p(I1 ∪ I2 ) = del(σ, F2 , p, [m]) + del(σ, Ft−1

, p, [m + 1, n]) ,
C

as claimed.
m

We next recursively apply Claim 4.1 to show that if σ is far from Ft , then we can define
t − 1 (almost disjoint) consecutive subsequences, such that each is relatively far from either
m
inv(m)
F2 or F2
.
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B Claim 4.2. Let σ be a sequence of length n, p : [n] → [0, 1] a weight function, t ≥ 2, and
m
m ∈ {⇑, ⇓}. Denote ∆ = del(σ, Ft , p) and suppose that ∆ > 0. Then there exist indices
m
1 = a1 < · · · < at = n such that del(σ, F2 , p, [ai , ai+1 ]) ≥ ∆/(t − 1) for every odd i ∈ [t − 1],
inv(m)
and del(σ, F2
, p, [ai , ai+1 ]) ≥ ∆/(t − 1) for every even i ∈ [t − 1].
Note that partitioning the domain into disjoint intervals that obey the condition stated in
Claim 4.2 may not be possible, due to the existence of indices with a large weight according
to p. To address this issue we allow each pair of consecutive intervals ([ai , ai+1 ] and [ai , ai+1 ])
to share a common index. This suffices for our purposes as we shall see in Section 4.3
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on t. For the base case, t = 2, the claim is trivial.
Turning to the induction step, we assume that the claim holds for t − 1 (where t > 2), and
prove it for t.
m
Define a2 to be the smallest index in [n] satisfying the required condition del(σ,F2 ,p,[a2 ]) ≥
m
∆/(t − 1) (recall that ∆ denotes del(σ, Ft , p)). Note that: (1) such an index exists, as
m
m
m
del(σ, F2 , p, [n]) ≥ del(σ, Ft , p, [n]) = ∆ ≥ ∆/(t − 1), and (2) a2 > 1, as σ1 ∈ F2 so that
m
del(σ, F2 , p, {1}) = 0.
m
Thus, we can apply Claim 4.1 with m = a2 − 1 to obtain that del(σ, Ft , p) ≤
m
inv(m)
del(σ, F2 , p, [a2 − 1]) + del(σ, Ft−1 , p, [a2 , n]). By the definition of a2 , we have that
m
inv(m)
del(σ, F2 , p, [a2 − 1]) < ∆/(t − 1). We infer that del(σ, Ft−1 , p, [a2 , n]) > ∆ − ∆/(t − 1) =
(t − 2)∆/(t − 1).
The claim is established because the existence of a3 , . . . , at (recall that t > 2) satisfying
the required conditions is implied by the induction hypothesis, using t̃ = t − 1, m̃ = inv(m),
e = (t − 2)∆/(t − 1). Notice that the conditions are satisfied, as
σ
e = σa2 . . . σn and ∆
e
∆/(t − 2) = ∆/(t − 1).
C

4.2

Probabilistic claims – obtaining evidence of non-monotonicity

In the following claim we give conditions under which a sample contains evidence that a
m
subsequence is not in F2 (with probability at least 2/3). We later apply this claim to the
subsequences defined in Claim 4.2.
B Claim 4.3. Let σ be a sequence of length n, p : [n] → [0, 1] a probability distribution,
and R a subset of [n]. Suppose that for m ∈ {⇑, ⇓} and for positive β and δ, we have that
√
m
del(σ, F2 , p, R) ≥ β, and that p(i) ≥ δ for each i ∈ R. Then for s = Θ(1/ δ · β), the
m
probability over the choice of Q = In (s, p) that σ|R∩Q ∈
/ F2 , is at least 2/3.
In order to prove Claim 4.3, we lower bound the probability weight of a sample that falls
into a prespecified subset of the domain [n].
B Claim 4.4. Let p : [n] → [0, 1] be a probability distribution, and C a subset of [n]. Suppose
that for positive β and δ ≤ β/c, where c is a sufficiently large constant, p(C) ≥ β and
√
p(x) ≥ δ for each x ∈ C. Then for s = 1/ δ · β, letting Q = Is (n, p),


δβs
9
PrQ p(C ∩ Q) ≥
≥
.
4
10
Note that if Q and C ∩ Q were defined as multisets rather than sets, i.e., if we were to
take repetitions into account, then Claim 4.4 would have followed from a standard tail bound
(Fact A.3). However, since in our case C ∩ Q is a set, we need to analyse the effect of collisions
in the sample. As the distribution p may contain large probabilities, the collisions can have a
significant impact. In order to overcome this difficulty, we use a “flattening technique” that
is similar to the one introduced in [28] (see also [34]).
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Proof. We prove the claim in two stages. In the first stage we define a “flattened” probability
b ⊆ [n̂], for which we show the
distribution p̂ over [n̂] for n̂ ≥ n together with a subset C
b
following: for any positive integer s, letting Q = Is (n̂, p̂), we have that
b b
for any τ ≥ 0, PrQ [p(C ∩ Q) ≥ τ ] ≥ PrQ
b[p̂(C ∩ Q) ≥ τ ] .

(1)

b that for s as in the premise
In the second stage we show, using certain properties of p̂ and C,
of the claim,


δβs
9
b
b
PrQ
(2)
b p̂(C ∩ Q) ≥ 4 ≥ 10 .
b = C,
Stage I. If p(x) ∈ [δ, 2δ] for each x ∈ C, then we simply let n̂ = n, p̂ = p, and C
so that Equation (1) holds trivially. Otherwise, the high level idea is that we “split” each
x ∈ C into a subset of indices, each with probability weight in [δ, 2δ] (according to p̂), as
explained precisely next. Assume, without loss of generality, that C = {m + 1, . . . , n} for
Pn
some m < n − 1. For each x ∈ C let α(x) = d p(x)
x=m+1 α(x) and
2δ e. Set n̂ = m +
b = {m + 1, . . . , n̂}. It remains to define p̂. With each x ∈ C we associate a (disjoint)
C
subset, denoted J(x), of α(x) indices in {m + 1, . . . , n̂}. In particular, we can let J(x) =
Px−1
Px
{m + 1 + x0 =m+1 α(x0 ), . . . , m + x0 =m+1 α(x0 )} for each x ∈ {m + 1, . . . , n}. It will be
b φ(y) = x where x satisfies
useful to define a mapping φ : [n̂] → [n], where for each y ∈ C,
b
y ∈ J(x). For y ∈
/ C, we let φ(y) = y. For each y ∈
/ C we set p̂(y) = p(y), and for each
b = {m + 1, . . . , n̂} we set p̂(y) = p(φ(y))/α(φ(y)). Note that by the definition of α(·),
y∈C
this ensures that p̂(y) ∈ [δ, 2δ] and that p(x) = p̂(J(x)) for each x ∈ C.
In order to establish Equation (1), we apply a coupling argument. Specifically, we define
e ⊆ [n] based on Q
b ⊆ [n̂] as follows: Q
e = {φ(y) : y ∈ Q}.
b Since for each
a random variable Q
P
e
x ∈ [n] we have that p(x) = y:φ(y)=x p̂(y), by its definition, Q is identically distributed to
e then necessarily J(x) ∩ Q
b = ∅, while if x ∈ Q,
e
Q. Next observe that for each x ∈ C, if x ∈
/ Q,
b
e
b
b
then p(x) ≥ p̂(J(x) ∩ Q). Therefore, p(C ∩ Q) ≥ p̂(C ∩ Q), and Equation (1) follows.
√
b = p(C), and p(C) ≥ β, we have that p̂(C)
b ≥ β. For s = 1/ δβ, let
Stage II. Since p̂(C)
Y1 , . . . , Ys be independent random variables such that for each y ∈ [n̂], Pr[Yr = y] = p̂(y).
b ∩ Q)
b ≥ ŝ · δ (since p̂(y) ≥ δ
b \ {Y1 , . . . , Yr−1 }}|, and observe that p̂(C
Let ŝ = |{r : Yr ∈ C
b
for each y ∈ C). Hence, in order to establish Equation (2), it suffices to upper bound the
probability that ŝ < βs/4.
b · s. We may think of ŝ as
b so E[s0 ] = p̂(C)
To this end we also define s0 = |{r : Yr ∈ C}|,
0
0
b where each
being determined by first determining s , and then taking s samples from C,
0
b
b
b we have
y ∈ C is selected independently with probability p̂(y)/p̂(C). Since s ∼ Bin(s, p̂(C)),
(by Fact A.3) that Pr[s0 < E[s0 ]/2] ≤ e−p̂(Cb)s/8 . By our setting of s and since δ ≤ β/c, this
probability is at most 1/20 for a sufficiently large constant c. We henceforth condition on
the event that s0 ≥ E[s0 ]/2 ≥ βs/2. If all Yr that belong to C were distinct, then we would
have that ŝ = s0 , and we would be done. Since this is not necessarily the case, it remains to
show that ŝ is not much smaller than s0 . To be precise, since our goal is to lower bound the
probability that ŝ < βs/4, we condition on the event that s0 = βs/2 (as the probability that
ŝ < βs/4 can only decrease as s0 increases).
b ∩ {Y1 , . . . , Yr−1 }}|, so that ŝ = s0 − q. Observe that E[q] ≤
: Yr ∈ C
Let2δ q = |{r
0
s0
b ≥ β is at most βs · δs . Once
≤ s0 · δs , which by our condition on s0 and since p̂(C)
2 · p̂(C
2
2
b)
b)
p̂(C
βs
again by our setting of s and since
h δ ≤ iβ/c, this is at most 80 for a sufficiently large constant
c. By Markov’s inequality, Pr q >

βs
4

≤ 1/20. We can conclude that with probability at

least 1 − 2/20 = 9/10, ŝ ≥ βs/4, and the claim follows.

C
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We are now ready to prove Claim 4.3, which applies Claim 4.4 to a vertex cover C in the
“violation graph”, as defined next.
Proof of Claim 4.3. For indices x, y ∈ R, we say that (x, y) is a “violating pair” if x < y
m
and σx σy ∈
/ F2 . Consider the “violation graph” GR = ([n], ER ), where ER is the set of all
violating pairs, and recall that a vertex cover of a graph is a subset C of vertices such that
each edge of the graph contains at least one vertex in C. For a subset of vertices S, let ΓR (S)
denote the set of neighbors of vertices belonging to S in the graph GR .
m
Let C be a minimum-weight vertex cover of GR with respect to p. Note that σ|R\C ∈ F2 ,
√
m
so that p(C) = del(σ, F2 , p, R) ≥ β. Let s = 16/ δ · β. First, consider a sample, denoted
Q1 , of s/16 vertices (indices in [n]) drawn independently according to p. By Claim 4.4, the
probability that p(C ∩ Q1 ) ≥ βδs/64 is at least 9/10. Conditioned on this event occurring, we
consider a second sample, denoted Q2 , of 15s/16 vertices drawn independently according to p.
As observed in [36], p(ΓR (C ∩ Q1 )) ≥ p(C ∩ Q1 ) (since otherwise, C 0 = (C \ Q1 ) ∪ ΓR (C ∩ Q1 )
is a vertex cover with smaller weight than C). Hence, each of these 15s/16 sampled vertices
belongs to ΓR (C ∩ Q1 ) with probability at least p(C ∩ Q1 ). Therefore, the probability that
Q1 × Q2 contains no violating pair is upper bounded by
(1 − p(C ∩ Q1 ))

15s/16


15s/16
2
βδs
≤ 1−
≤ e−15βδs /1024 ≤ e−3.75 ≤ 1/10 .
64
m

We conclude that the sample Q contains a violating pair, and hence σ|R∩Q ∈
/ F2 , with
probability at least 1 − 1/10 − 1/10 > 2/3, as claimed.
C

4.3

Wrapping things up

By combining Claims 4.2 and Claim 4.3, we can establish the next lemma, which gives an
m
upper bound on the sample complexity of one-sided error distribution-free testing of Ft .
I Lemma 4.5. Let σ be a sequence of length n, p : [n] → [0, 1]
√ a probability distribution, t ≥ 2,
m
 > 0 and m ∈
{⇑,
⇓}.
If
del(σ,
F
,
p)
>
,
then
for
s
=
Θ(
tn log t/) and Q = In (s, p) we
t
h
i
m

have that Pr σ|R∩Q ∈
/ Ft

≥ 23 .


Proof. Let δ = 2n
and let B = {x ∈ [n] : p(x) ≥ δ}. Since p([n] \ B) < n · δ = /2, we have
m
that del(σ, Ft , p, B) > /2. We would like to apply Claim 4.2 to σ|B , and hence we need to
first define a corresponding weight function (over [|B|]), which we denote by p|B . Specifically,
denoting the elements in B by {b1 , . . . , b|B| } where b1 < · · · < b|B| , we let p|B (j) = p(bj ).
m

m

Observe that del(σ|B , Ft , p|B ) = del(σ, Ft , p, B).
We can now apply Claim 4.2 to σ|B and p|B (as well as t and m), and obtain 1 ≤ a1 <
· · · < at ≤ |B| as stated in the claim. For each i ∈ [t − 1], let Ri = B ∩ [bai , bai+1 ]. Therefore,
m
inv(m)
del(σ, F2 , p, Ri ) > /(2(t − 1)) for each odd i ∈ [t − 1], and del(σ, F2
, p, Ri ) > /(2(t − 1))
for each even i ∈ [t − 1].
Consider any fixed choice of i ∈ [t − 1]. In particular, assume first that i is odd.
Suppose we apply√Claim 4.3 with R = Ri , β = /(2(t − 1)), δ√= /(2n) (and m). Observe
√
that 1/ δβ = Θ( tn/). Since in the current lemma s = Θ( tn log t/), we get that for
Q = In (s, p) (i.e., a sample of size c log t times larger than the sample in the statement of
m
Claim 4.3), PrQ [σ|Ri ∩Q ∈ F2 ] ≤ (1/3)c log t < 1/(3t) (for an appropriate constant c). That
is, σ|Ri ∩Q does not contain an inv(m)-pair with probability at most 1/(3t). An analogous
inv(m)

statement holds for each even i ∈ [t − 1] (with respect to F2

).
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By applying a union bound over all i ∈ [t − 1], we get that with probability at least
2/3, there are (t − 1) pairs (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xt−1 , yt−1 ) such that xi , yi ∈ Ri ∩ Q, for which
the following holds: For every odd i ∈ [t − 1], the pair (xi , yi ) is a m-pair, and for every
even i ∈ [t − 1], the pair (xi , yi ) is an inv(m)-pair. Notice that for each i ∈ [t − 1], yi ∈ Ri
and xi+1 ∈ Ri+1 , so we have that yi ≤ xi+1 . Therefore (recalling Definition 3.5), with
probability at least 2/3, the sample Q contains a (t − 1)-m-pair sequence with respect to σ.
By Observation 3.5, this implies that the sample contains a t-m subsequence with respect to
m
σ, that is, σ|Q ∈
/ Ft .
J
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If dist(σ, Mk , p) > , then, by Observation 3.7, for some m ∈ {⇑, ⇓},
m
⇑
⇓
del(σ, Fk+3 , p) > /2 (otherwise, del(σ, Fk+3
, p) + del(σ, Fk+3
, p) ≤ , so that by Observation 3.7, dist(σ, Mk , p) ≤ , and we obtain a contradiction). The theorem follows by applying
Lemma 4.5 and Observation 3.3.
J

5

The upper bound for testing under the uniform distribution

In this section we prove the upper bound of Theorem 1.3, which is restated next.
error sample-based testing of k-modality
I Theorem 1.3 The sample complexity
qof one-sided

kn
under the uniform distribution is Θ
. The lower bounds holds for any  < 1/4 and

k ≤ n.
Referring to the notations introduced in Section 2, when p is the uniform distribution
over [n], we shall use the shorthand dist(σ, P) for dist(σ, P, p), In (s) for In (s, p), and
del(σ, P) for del(σ, P, p). Actually, rather than working with the weighted/normalized
deletion distance del(σ, P), it will be convenient to work with the absolute deletion distance
Del(σ, P) = del(σ, P) · n. Namely, Del(σ, P) is the minimum size of a subset D ⊆ [n] such
that σ|[n]\D ∈ P (where for hereditary properties, such a subset always exists).
For the sake of the analysis, it will be useful to analyze the sample complexity of testing
k-modality (with one-sided error and under the uniform distribution) when the sample
is selected according to the Poisson distribution. Recall that the Poisson distribution
Poi(λ) takes value x ∈ N with probability e−λ λx /x!. The next definition is analogous to
Definition 2.2.
I Definition 5.1. For positive integers n and s, we use InPoi (s) to denote the random variable
consisting of a subset of [n] such that for each i ∈ [n] we have Pr[i ∈ InPoi (s)] = Pr[Poi(s/n) 6=
0] = 1 − e−s/n .
The following lemma is directly implied by [11, Lemma 2.2] (which in turn refers to [47]).
I Lemma 5.2. For any property P, positive integers n and s, and sequence σ of length n,
4
.
s
We next introduce a definition and a simple claim.
Pr[σ|In (s) ∈
/ P] ≥ Pr[σ|InPoi (s/2) ∈
/ P] −

I Definition 5.3. An ascent/descent (x, y) is said to start at x and end at y.
We define the first ascent (descent) in a sequence σ to be the ascent (descent) that ends first.
In case that there are multiple such ascents (descents), choose the one that starts first.
For an integer r > 1, we recursively define the rth ascent (descent) in σ to be the first ascent
(descent) in the subsequence obtained from σ by deleting the first r − 1 ascents (descents).
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Recall that we use the notations ⇑-pair for an ascent and ⇓-pair for a descent.
B Claim 5.4. Let σ be a sequence of length n, t ≥ 2 an integer, and m ∈ {⇑, ⇓}. Then σ
m
contains at least 12 Del(σ, Ft ) disjoint m-pairs.
m

Proof. We prove that at least 12 Del(σ, Ft ) disjoint m-pairs exist. Delete the first m-pair (as
defined in Definition 5.3), if it exists. Continue to delete the second m-pair, third m-pair, etc.
as long as possible. Assume that after deleting the y th m-pair, no m-pair remains. Therefore,
by deleting 2y symbols from σ we turned it into a sequence in F2⇑ , and hence also in Ft⇑ (for
C
any t ≥ 2). Thus y ≥ 12 Del(σ, Ft⇑ ), so at least 21 Del(σ, Ft⇑ ) disjoint m-pairs exist.
The next structural claim is a corollary of Claim 4.1.
B Claim 5.5. Let σ be a sequence of length n, t ≥ 2 an integer, m ∈ {⇑, ⇓}, and y an integer
m
smaller than 12 Del(σ, Ft ). Let m ∈ [n] be the index such that the y th m-pair in σ ends at m.
m
inv(m)
Then Del(σ, Ft ) ≤ 2y + Del(σm+1 , . . . , σn , Ft−1 ).
We are now ready to state and prove the lemma that is the heart of our upper bound argument.
As opposed to the upper-bound argument for the distribution-free case (Lemma 4.5), In the
proof of Lemma 5.6 we do not apply the structural claim described above to “break” σ into
predetermined subsequences and then consider the task of testing monotonicity for each of
them. Instead, the subsequences are determined by a process that traverses the sequence
while selecting the sample “on the fly”, and gathering evidence against monotonicity of
subsequences.
m

I Lemma
q 5.6. Let  > 0, t ≥ 2 an integer, and m ∈ {⇑, ⇓}. If Del(σ, Ft ) > n, then for
Poi
s = Θ( tn
 ) and Q = In (s) we have that
h
i 5
m
Pr σ|Q ∈
/ Ft ≥ .
6
m

Proof. Denote ∆ = Del(σ, Ft ), so that ∆ > n. Let s = 20

q

tn


and consider the random

m
Ft ]

variable Q = InPoi (s). We shall prove that Pr[σ|Q ∈
/
≥ 5/6.
Let r = t − 1. For 2 ≤ u ≤ t, we define F̂u as follows.
( m
Fu
t − u is even
F̂u =
inv(m)
Fu
t − u is odd
We define a process that given a sample Q, tries to find evidence that σ|Q does not belong to
m

Ft . Following this, we analyze the probability that Q is such that the process succeeds.
To be precise, our process aims to find indices a0 < b0 < a1 < b1 < · · · < ar < br and
numbers y0 , . . . , yr , such that the following holds for every 0 ≤ i ≤ r:
Property 1: If i is odd, then (ai , bi ) is a m-pair, and if i is even and i > 0, then (ai , bi )
is an inv(m)-pair.
Pi
Property 2: Del(σbi +1 . . . σn , F̂t−i ) ≥ ∆ − 2 j=0 yj .
Notice that if the process succeeds, then in particular ((a1 , b1 ), . . . , (ar , br )) is an r-m-pair
m
sequence, which implies by Observation 3.5 that σ|Q ∈
/ Ft .
The process initializes a0 = −1, b0 = 0 and y0 = 0, so that for i = 0 Property 1 holds
trivially and Property 2 holds by ∆’s definition.
For each ` ∈ [r], we henceforth condition on the process having succeeded in finding
indices a0 < b0 < · · · < a`−1 < b`−1 and y0 , . . . , y`−1 such that Property 1 and Property 2
both hold for every i ≤ ` − 1. We now try to find a` , b` and y` such that b`−1 < a` < b` , and
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both properties hold for i = ` as well. We refer to this attempt as the `th step of the process.
For convenience, we assume that ` is odd (the other case is analogous). According to our
assumption, since Property 2 holds for i = ` − 1, we have that
m

Del(σb`−1 +1 . . . σn , Ft−`+1 ) ≥ ∆ − 2

`−1
X

yj .

(3)

j=0
m

By Claim 5.4, there exist at least 12 Del(σb`−1 +1 . . . σn , Ft−`+1 ) disjoint m-pairs in
P`−1
σb`−1 +1 . . . σn , which by Equation (3) is at least 12 ∆ − j=0 yj . Consider the first m-pair,
second m-pair, etc. in σb`−1 +1 , . . . , σn , as defined in Definition 5.3. Assume that the first
m-pair among them that belongs to Q is the q th m-pair. Then we set y` = q, a` to be the first
index of this pair, and b` to be the last index of this pair (if no such pair belongs to Q, set
P`−1
yj = aj = bj = ∞ for every ` ≤ j ≤ r). If y` < 21 ∆ − j=0 yj , then by using Claim 5.5 with
P`
inv(m)
y = y` and m = b` , we infer that Del(σb` +1 . . . σn , Fr−` ) ≥ ∆ − 2 j=0 yj (notice that the
last sum now includes y` ).
We conclude that if
y` <

`−1
X
1
∆−
yj for every ` ∈ [r] ,
2
j=0

(4)
m

then the process succeeds and thus σ|Q ∈
/ Ft . As y` ≥ 0 for every ` ∈ [r] and as y0 = 0, the
condition in Equation (4) is equivalent to
r
X
j=1

yj <

1
∆.
2

(5)

We now turn to analyze the probability that the condition in Equation (5) holds. Notice
that by the definition of Q = InPoi (s), each one of the pairs that were considered during the
s
`th step of the process was sampled with probability ρ2 for ρ = 1 − e− n , independent of the
others. Observe that from its construction, y` (for every ` ∈ [r]) is distributed very similarly
to a geometric random variable with parameter ρ2 . To be precise, for every ` ∈ [r] let z` be
an i.i.d. geometric random variable with parameter ρ2 , and define h` = z` if z` is no bigger
than the number of pairs that were considered during the `th step, and h` = ∞ otherwise.
Then h` and y` have the same probability distribution. Therefore,




r
r
X
X
1
1
m
PrQ [σ|Q ∈
/ Ft ] ≥ PrQ 
yj < ∆ = PrQ,{z` }`∈[r] 
hj < ∆
2
2
j=1
j=1




r
r
X
X
1
1
zj > n .
≥ Pr{z` }`∈[r] 
zj < ∆ ≥ 1 − Pr{z` }`∈[r] 
2
2
j=1
j=1
Since z` ∼ G(ρ2 ) for every ` ∈ [r] and they are mutually independent, we know by
Fact A.4 that their sum distributes as a negative binomial random variable, and that
Pr
Pr{z` }`∈[r] [ j=1 zj > 21 n] = Pr[Bin( 12 n, ρ2 ) < r]. Let µ = E[Bin( 12 n, ρ2 )] = 12 nρ2 , and
q
2
s
s
tn
recall that ρ = 1 − e− n . Applying Fact A.1 we get ρ ≥ 2n
, so µ ≥ s
.
For
s
=
20
8n
 , the
expected value of µ is at least 50t, which is at least 10r. Using a tail bound for the binomial
distribution (Fact A.3) we conclude that




( 9 )2 µ
2
2
1
1
1
1
10
Pr Bin(n, ρ) < r ≤ Pr Bin(n, ρ) <
µ ≤ e− 2 ≤ e− 5 µ ≤ e− 5 ·50t ≤ e−20 < ,
2
2
10
6
h
i
m
which means that PrQ σ|Q ∈
/ Ft ≥ 5/6, as claimed.
J
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The upper bound in Theorem 1.3 follows by combining Observation 3.7 with Lemma 5.6 and
Observation 3.3 (in an analogous fashion to what was shown in the proof of Theorem 1.1).
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A

Basic facts and claims

I Fact A.1 (Exponential inequality). For 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,
1
1
p ≤ p − p2 ≤ 1 − e−p ≤ p .
2
2
I Fact A.2 (Markov’s inequality). If X is a nonnegative random variable and a > 0, then
Pr[X ≥ a] ≤

E[x]
.
a

I Fact A.3 (Tail bound for the binomial distribution). Let µ denote the expected value of
Bin(n, p), i.e., µ = np. Then for δ ∈ [0, 1],
Pr[Bin(n, p) ≤ (1 − δ)µ] ≤ e−

δ2 µ
2

,

I Fact A.4 (Sums of independent geometrically distributed random variables). Let W (n, p)
denote the sum of n independent geometric random variables with parameter p. The variable
W (n, p) is said to have negative binomial distribution, and it satisfies
Pr[W (n, p) ≤ m] = Pr[Bin(m, p) ≥ k] .
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B

Proof of Observation 3.6

Since Mk is a hereditary property, del(σ, Mk , p) ≤ dist(σ, Mk , p). We next show that
dist(σ, Mk , p) ≤ del(σ, Mk , p). By the definition of del(σ, Mk , p), there exists a subset
D ⊆ [n] such that σ[n]\D ∈ Mk and p(D) = del(σ, Mk , p). If there is more than one such
subset, we select one with minimal size, so that D 6= [n]. We next define a sequence τ such
that τ ∈ Mk , and such that τi = σi for every i ∈ [n] \ D, implying that dist(σ, Mk , p) ≤
dist(σ, τ, p) = p(D) ≤ del(σ, Mk , p), as desired. We define τ as follows: For each i ∈ [n], if
i∈
/ D, then τi = σi , and if i ∈ D, then τi = σj for j ∈
/ D such that |j − i| is minimized
(breaking ties arbitrarily). To verify that τ ∈ Mk , assume, contrary to the claim, that
τ ∈
/ Mk . By Observation 3.3, this means that for m ∈ {⇑, ⇓} and t = k + 3, there is a t-m
subsequence (x1 , . . . , xt ) with respect to τ . But by the definition of τ , this implies that
there exists a t-m subsequence (x01 , . . . , x0t ) with respect to σ[n]\D , and we have reached a
contradiction.

C

The lower bounds

In this section we prove Theorem 1.3 and the lower bound of Theorem 1.2. Given n, k and ,
we construct a sequence and a corresponding probability distribution that are determined by
a parameter m. The two lower bounds differ in the setting of this parameter.
Let , k satisfy  < 1/4 and k < n/4 − 1, and let m be an integer satisfying 2k ≤ m < n/2.
Consider the sequence σ = 2, 1, 4, 3, . . . , 2m, 2m − 1, 3m, 3m, . . . , 3m (where the value 3m
appears n − 2m times and was chosen as an arbitrary value greater than 2m). Define
1−2mρ
1−4
p : [n] → [0, 1] by p(i) = ρ = 2
m for i ≤ 2m and p(i) = n−2m = n−2m for i > 2m, so that
P
i∈[n] p(i) = 1. We shall show that σ is -far from being k-modal with respect to p, but the
√

probability that a sample of size s = 15 km
 , selected according to p, contains a subsequence
that is not k-modal, is a small constant.
First, note that σ has exactly m descents: (1, 2), . . . , (2m − 1, 2m), that is: (2i − 1, 2i)
for every i ∈ [m]. Next, observe that any subsequence of σ with k descents is not k-modal
(in fact, k2 + 2 descents are sufficient). Thus, by deleting at most m − k indices, it is possible
to eliminate at most m − k descents, so that the resulting sequence is not k-modal. Since
p(i) = ρ for every i ∈ [2m], we get that del(σ, Fk , p) > (m − k)ρ ≥ (m/2)ρ = , where the
last inequality follows from the condition m ≥ 2k. By Observation 3.6, dist(σ, Fk , p) > , as
claimed.
We now turn to show that the
probability of sampling a subsequence of σ that is not
√
k-modal is very low using s = 15 km
samples. We do so by bounding the number of descents

in the sampled subsequence, and the proof is a variant of a birthday-paradox argument. Let
q1 , . . . , qs denote our s samples. For every two different indices α, β ∈ [s], we define the event
Eα,β = {(qα , qβ ) is a descent}. Since there are exactly m descents and they are all disjoint,
there are m options (each of weight ρ) for a first index in a descent, and given such an index
there is exactly one option for the second index. As any two samples are independent, this
means that Pr[Eα,β ] = mρ · ρ = mρ2 for every α, β ∈ [s] such that α =
6 β. For every α, β ∈ [s]
such that α 6= β, let χα,β = 1Eα,β denote the indicator function of the event Eα,β . Then
P
X = α6=β χα,β is the number of descents in our sample. Using linearity of expectation, we
can calculate its expected value:
E[X] =

X
α6=β

E[χα,β ] =

X
α6=β

Pr[Eα,β ] = s(s − 1) · mρ2 <

km
·m·
252



2
m

2
<

1
k.
6
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By Markov’s inequality (Fact A.2),


1
1
Pr X ≥ k ≤ Pr [X ≥ 3E[x]] ≤ .
2
3
Therefore with probability at least 2/3 the sampled subsequence contains less than k/2
descents and thus must be k-modal. Hence the tester rejects with a small constant probability.
We next choose appropriate values of m and infer Theorem 1.3 and the lower bound of
Theorem 1.2.
its requirements
as
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Set m = b(n − 1)/2c, and note that m fulfills
√
√
kn
k ≤ n/4 − 1 by the premise of the theorem. We conclude that Ω( km
)
=
Ω(
)
samples


are necessary for distribution-free one-sided error sample-based testing of k-modality.
J
Proof of Theorem 1.3, lower bound. We shall assume that 2n is an integer (otherwise,
the analysis is similar but more cumbersome). Set m = 2n, and note that m fulfills its
requirements by the premise of the theorem that k ≤ n and  < 1/4. We get that both
1−4
ρ = 2/m = 1/n and n−2m
= 1/n, hence p is the uniform distribution over n. We conclude
q
√
kn
that Ω( km
 ) = Ω(
 ) samples are necessary for one-sided error sample-based testing of
k-modality under the uniform distribution.
J
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1

Introduction

A deterministic decision tree for computing a partial function f : {0, 1}n → Z is a binary
tree where each internal node is labeled with an index from [n] and each leaf is labeled with
an output value from Z. On input x ∈ {0, 1}n , the computation follows a root-to-leaf path
where at a node labeled with index i, the value of xi is queried and the path goes to the left
child if xi = 0 and to the right child if xi = 1. The leaf reached on input x must be labeled
with the value f (x) (if the latter is defined). The cost of the decision tree is its depth, i.e., the
maximum number of queries it makes over all inputs. The deterministic query complexity of
f is the minimum cost of any deterministic decision tree that computes f . We will consider
several more general models of decision trees (randomized, etc.), so we repurpose traditional
complexity class notation to refer to the various associated query complexity measures. Since
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P is the traditional complexity class corresponding to deterministic computation, we let
P(f ) denote the deterministic query complexity of f . (Some of the recent literature uses
the notation Pdt (f ), but this paper deals exclusively with decision trees, so we drop the dt
superscript.)
A randomized decision tree is a probability distribution over deterministic decision trees.
Computing f with error ε means that for every input x (for which f (x) is defined), the
probability that the output is not f (x) is at most ε. The cost of a randomized decision tree
is the maximum depth of all the deterministic trees in its support. The randomized query
complexity BPPε (f ) is the minimum cost of any randomized decision tree that computes
f with error ε. When we write BPP(f ) with no ε specified, we mean ε = 1/3. A basic
fact about randomized computation is that the success probability can be amplified, with a
multiplicative overhead in cost, by running several independent trials and taking the majority
vote of the outputs: BPPε (f ) ≤ O(BPP(f ) · log(1/ε)). See [9] for a survey of classic results
on query complexity.
If f : {0, 1}n → Z and g : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} are two partial functions, their composition is
f ◦ g n : ({0, 1}m )n → Z where (f ◦ g n )(x1 , . . . , xn ) := f (g(x1 ), . . . , g(xn )) (which is defined
iff g(xi ) is defined for all i and f (g(x1 ), . . . , g(xn )) is defined). How does the randomized
query complexity of f ◦ g n depend on the randomized query complexities of f and g? A
simple observation is that to design a randomized decision tree for f ◦ g n , we can take
a 1/6-error randomized decision tree for f and replace each query – say to the ith input
bit of f – with a 1/6n-error randomized decision tree for evaluating g(xi ). By a union
bound, with probability at least 5/6 all of the (at most n) evaluations of g return the correct
answer, and so with probability at least 2/3 the final evaluation of f is also correct. Since
BPP1/6n (g) ≤ O(BPP1/n (g)), we can write this upper bound as
BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ O(BPP(f ) · BPP1/n (g)) ≤ O(BPP(f ) · BPP(g) · log n).

(1)

When is this tight? It will take some effort to suitably formulate this question. We begin by
reviewing known related results.

1.1

When is amplification necessary?

As for general lower bounds (that hold for all f and g), much work has gone into proving
lower bounds on BPP(f ◦ g n ) in terms of complexity measures of f and g that are defined
using models more powerful than plain randomized query complexity [16, 3, 6, 4, 5].pIn terms
of just BPP(f ) and BPP(g), the state-of-the-art is that BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≥ Ω(BPP(f ) · BPP(g))
for all f and g [14]. Furthermore, it is known that the latter bound is sometimes
p tight:
e
There exist partial boolean functions f and g such that BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ O(BPP(f
) · BPP(g))
and BPP(f ), BPP(g) ≥ ω(1) [14, 5]. Thus (1) is far from being always tight, even without
worrying about the need for amplification. However, it remains plausible that BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≥
Ω(BPP(f )·BPP(g)) holds for all total f and all partial g. We take this as a working conjecture
in this paper. This conjecture has been confirmed for some specific outer functions f , such
as the identity function Id : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n [21] (this is called a “direct sum” result) and
the boolean functions Or, Xor (parity), and Maj (majority) [17]. These results, however,
do not address the need for amplification in the upper bound (1). To formulate our question
of whether (1) is tight, a first draft could be:
Question A, with respect to a particular f :

Is (1) tight for all partial functions g?

This is not quite a fair question, for at least two reasons:
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Regarding the first inequality in (1): The simple upper bound actually shows BPP(f ◦g n ) ≤
O(BPP(f ) · BPP1/BPP(f ) (g)) (the union bound is only over queries that take place, not
over all possible queries). So for simplicity, let us restrict our attention to f satisfying
BPP(f ) ≥ Ω(n), which is the case for Id, Or, Xor, and Maj.
Regarding the second inequality in (1): Some functions g satisfy BPP1/n (g) ≤ o(BPP(g) ·
log n) (e.g., if P(g) ≤ O(BPP(g))). So for simplicity, let us restrict our attention to g
satisfying BPP1/n (g) ≥ Ω(BPP(g) · log n), which (as we show later) is the case for two
partial functions GapOr and GapMaj defined as follows (|x| denotes the Hamming
weight of x ∈ {0, 1}m ):

GapOr(x) :=

(
0
1

if |x| = 0
if |x| = m/2

and GapMaj(x) :=

(
0
1

if |x| = m/3
if |x| = 2m/3

.

Thus, a better formulation of Question A would be: Assuming BPP(f ) ≥ Ω(n), is (1) tight for
all partial g satisfying BPP1/n (g) ≥ Ω(BPP(g) · log n)? Even with these caveats, the answer is
always “no.” It will be instructive to examine a counterexample. Let Which : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}
be the partial function such that Which(y) indicates the location of the unique 1 in y, under
the promise that |y| = 1. Then g = Which ◦ GapOr2 takes an input of length 2m with the
promise that there are exactly m/2 many 1s, either all in the left half or all in the right half,
and outputs which half has the 1s. It turns out BPP(g) ≤ O(1) and BPP1/n (g) ≥ Ω(log n)
provided m ≥ log n (for similar reasons as GapOr itself) and yet BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ O(BPP(f ))
for all f : To compute f ◦ g n , we can run an optimal randomized decision tree for f and
whenever it queries g(xi ), we repeatedly query uniformly random bit positions of xi until
we find a 1 (so the value of g(xi ) is determined by which half we found a 1 in). This has
the same error probability as the randomized decision tree for f , and the total number of
queries to the bits of (x1 , . . . , xn ) is O(BPP(f )) in expectation, because for each i it takes
O(1) queries in expectation to locate a 1 in xi . By Markov’s inequality, with high constant
probability this halts after only O(BPP(f )) total queries. Thus by aborting the computation
if it attempts to make too many queries, we obtain a randomized decision tree for f ◦ g n
that always makes O(BPP(f )) queries, with only a small hit in the error probability.
Blais and Brody [7] adjust the statement of Question A so the answer becomes “yes” in
the case f = Id. Specifically, they weaken the right-hand side in such a way that the above
counterexample is ruled out. Defining1 BPPε (g) similarly to BPPε (g) but where the cost of
a randomized decision tree is the maximum over all inputs (on which g is defined) of the
expected number of queries, we now have BPP1/n (g) ≤ BPP0 (g) ≤ O(1) for the g from the
counterexample. The theorem from [7] is BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≥ Ω(BPP(f ) · BPP1/n (g)) when f = Id,
in other words, BPP(g n ) = Ω(n · BPP1/n (g)) (a “strong direct sum” result). [7] also explicitly
asked whether similar results hold for other functions f . The corresponding conjecture for
f = Or is false (as we note below) while for f = Xor and f = Maj it remains open.
To make progress, we step back and ask a seemingly more innocuous version of the
question:
Question B, with respect to a particular f :

Is (1) tight for some partial function g?

It turns out the answer is “no” for f = Or and is “yes” for both f = Xor and f = Maj.

1

[7] used the notation R instead of BPP.
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1.2

Decision trees with noisy inputs

Question B is related to “query complexity with noisy inputs” (introduced in [13]), so let
us review the latter model: When input bit yi is queried, the wrong bit value is returned
to the decision tree with some probability ≤ 1/3 (and the correct value of yi is returned
with the remaining probability). The “noise events” are independent across all queries,
including multiple queries to the same input bit. Now the adversary gets to pick not
only the input, but also the “noise probabilities.” [13] distinguishes between two extreme
possibilites: A static adversary has a single common noise probability for all queries, while
a dynamic adversary can choose a different noise probability for each node in the decision
tree. In this paper we make a reasonable compromise: The adversary gets to choose a
tuple of noise probabilities (ν1 , . . . , νn ), and each query to yi returns 1 − yi with probability
exactly νi . When a randomized decision tree computes f with error probability ε, that
means for every input y ∈ {0, 1}n and every noise probability tuple (ν1 , . . . , νn ) (with
νi ≤ 1/3 for each i), the output is f (y) with probability ≥ 1 − ε over the random noise and
randomness of the decision tree. We invent the notation BPP∗ (f ) for the minimum cost of
any randomized decision tree that computes f on noisy inputs, with error probability 1/3.
We have BPP∗ (f ) ≤ O(BPP(f ) · log n) ≤ O(n log n) by repeating each query O(log n) times
and taking the majority vote (to drive the noise probabilities down to o(1/n)), and using
a union bound to absorb the noise probabilities into the error probability. The connection
with composition is that BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ BPP∗ (f ) · BPP(g), because to design a randomized
decision tree for f ◦ g n , we can take a 1/3-error randomized decision tree for f with noisy
inputs, and replace each query – say to yi – with a 1/3-error randomized decision tree for
evaluating g(xi ).
There is a similar connection for 1-sided error and 1-sided noise. When a randomized
decision tree has 1-sided error ε, that means on 0-inputs the output is wrong with probability
0, and on 1-inputs the output is wrong with probability at most ε. We let RP(g) denote
the minimum cost of any randomized decision tree that computes g with 1-sided error
1/2. Similarly, 1-sided noise means that when input bit yi is queried, if the actual value
is yi = 0 then 1 is returned with probability 0, and if the actual value is yi = 1 then 0
is returned with probability νi ≤ 1/2. We invent the notation BPP† (f ) for the minimum
cost of any randomized decision tree that computes f on 1-sided noisy inputs, with 2sided error probability 1/3. We have BPP(f ) ≤ BPP† (f ) ≤ BPP∗ (f ). The connection
BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ BPP† (f ) · RP(g) holds like in the 2-sided noise setting. We officially record
these observations:
I Observation 1. For all f and g,
BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ BPP∗ (f ) · BPP(g)

and

BPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ BPP† (f ) · RP(g).

The upshot is that noisy upper bounds imply composition upper bounds, and composition
lower bounds imply noisy lower bounds. There are many proofs of the result BPP∗ (Or) ≤
O(n) [13, 23, 25, 20]:
I Theorem 2 (Or never necessitates amplification). BPP∗ (Or) ≤ O(n) and thus for every
partial function g,
BPP(Or ◦ g n ) ≤ O(n · BPP(g)).
Theorem 2 is not new, but in Appendix A we provide a particularly clean and elementary
proof (related to, but more streamlined than, the proof in [23]). We mention that the proof
straightforwardly generalizes to some other functions f , such as “odd-max-bit”: Omb(y) = 1
iff the highest index of any 1 in y is odd.
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We turn our attention to lower bounds. Various special-purpose techniques have been
developed for proving query complexity lower bounds in the noisy setting [13, 12, 11, 20].
However, a conceptual consequence of Observation 1 is that special-purpose techniques are
not generally necessary: We can just use techniques for lower bounding plain (non-noisy)
randomized query complexity, applied to composed functions.

1.3

Lower bound for parity

[13] proved that BPP∗ (Xor) and BPP∗ (Maj) are Ω(n log n). Although apparently not
recorded in the literature, it is possible to generalize this result to show BPP† (Xor) and
BPP† (Maj) are Ω(n log n). However, we prove results even stronger than that, using the
composition paradigm. Our results involve query complexity models that are more powerful
than BPP, and even more powerful than the BPP model from [7]. This follows a theme from
a lot of prior work: Since BPP query complexity is rather subtle, we can make progress by
studying related models that are somewhat more “well-behaved.”
As observed in [7], the BPP model is equivalent to one where the cost is the worst-case
(rather than expected) number of queries, and a randomized decision tree is allowed to
abort (i.e., output a special symbol ⊥) with at most a small constant probability, and
the output should be correct with high probability conditioned on not aborting.
If we strengthen the above model by allowing the non-abort probability to be arbitrarily
close to 0 (rather than close to 1), but require that the non-abort probabilities are
approximately the same for all inputs (within some factor close to 1), the resulting model
has been called 2WAPP (“2-sided weak almost-wide PP”) [18, 17]. The “1-sided” version
WAPP, defined later, will be relevant to us.
If we further strengthen the model by allowing the non-abort probabilities to be completely
unrelated for different inputs (and still arbitrarily close to 0), the resulting model has
been called PostBPP (“BPP with post-selection”) [18, 10].
We first consider the last of these models. PostBPPε (f ) is the minimum cost of any
randomized decision tree such that on every input x (for which f (x) is defined), the probability
of outputting ⊥ is < 1, and the probability of outputting f (x) is ≥ 1 − ε conditioned on
not outputting ⊥. Trivially, PostBPP(f ) ≤ BPP(f ). In fact, the PostBPP model is much
more powerful than plain randomized query complexity; for example (noted in [18]) it can
efficiently compute the aforementioned odd-max-bit function: PostBPP(Omb) ≤ 1.
For the noisy input setting, PostBPP∗ and PostBPP† are defined in the natural way, and
PostBPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ PostBPP∗ (f ) · BPP(g) and PostBPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ PostBPP† (f ) · RP(g) hold
like in Observation 1.
In Section 2 we prove something qualitatively much stronger than BPP∗ (Xor) ≥
Ω(n log n):
I Theorem 3 (Xor sometimes necessitates amplification). For some partial function g,
namely g = GapMaj with m ≥ log n,
PostBPP(Xor ◦ g n ) ≥ Ω(n · BPP1/n (g)) ≥ Ω(n log n · BPP(g)).
In particular, PostBPP∗ (Xor) ≥ Ω(n log n).
Let us compare Theorem 3 to two previous results.
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∗

[12] proved that BPP (Xor) ≥ Ω(n log n) and that this lower bound holds even in the
average-case setting (i.e., Ω(n log n) queries are needed in expectation to succeed with
high probability over a uniformly random input, random noise, and randomness of the
decision tree). Our proof of Theorem 3 is simpler than the proof in [12] (though both
proofs have a Fourier flavor), it also works in the average-case setting, and it yields a
stronger result since the model is PostBPP instead of just BPP (and the lower bound
holds for composition rather than just noisy inputs). [11] presented a different simplified
proof of the result from [12], but that proof does not generalize to PostBPP∗ .
Our proof of Theorem 3 shows something analogous, but incomparable, to the strong direct
sum from [7]. As we explain in Section 2, our proof shows that PostBPP(Xor ◦ g n ) ≥
Ω(n · PostBPP1/n (g)) holds for all g (thus addressing a version of our Question A).
Compared to the [7] result that BPP(Id ◦ g n ) ≥ Ω(n · BPP1/n (g)) for all g, our result has
the advantages of working for f = Xor rather than f = Id and yielding a qualitatively
stronger lower bound (PostBPP rather than BPP on the left side), but the disadvantage of
also requiring the qualitatively stronger type of lower bound on g. Our result shows that
if amplifying g requires a log factor in a very strong sense (even PostBPP-type decision
trees cannot avoid the log factor), then that log factor will be necessary when composing
Xor with g.

1.4

Lower bound for majority

Our main result strengthens the bound BPP∗ (Maj) ≥ Ω(n log n) from [13], mainly by holding
for the stronger model WAPP (rather than just BPP), but also by directly handling 1-sided
noise and by holding for composition rather than just noisy inputs.
WAPPε (f ) is the minimum cost of any randomized decision tree such that for some t > 0,
on input x the probability of outputting 1 is in the range [(1 − ε)t, t] if f (x) = 1, and in the
range [0, εt] if f (x) = 0. The ε subscript should always be specified, because unlike BPP and
PostBPP, WAPP is not amenable to efficient amplification of the error parameter ε [18]. For
every constant 0 < ε < 1/2, we have PostBPP(f ) ≤ O(WAPPε (f )) ≤ O(BPP(f )).
WAPP-type query complexity has several aliases, such as “approximate conical junta
degree” and “approximate query complexity in expectation,” and it has recently played a
central role in various randomized query (and communication) complexity lower bounds
[22, 18, 16, 17]. One can think of WAPP as a nonnegative version of approximate polynomial
degree (which corresponds to the class AWPP); in other words, it is a classical analogue of
the polynomial method used to lower bound quantum algorithms.
For the noisy input setting, WAPP∗ and WAPP† are defined in the natural way, and
WAPPε (f ◦ g n ) ≤ WAPP∗ε (f ) · BPP(g) and WAPPε (f ◦ g n ) ≤ WAPP†ε (f ) · RP(g) hold like in
Observation 1. We prove the following theorem, which shows that WAPP sometimes requires
amplification, even in the one-sided noise setting.
I Theorem 4 (Maj sometimes necessitates amplification). For some partial function g,
namely g = GapOr with m ≥ log n, and some constant ε > 0,
WAPPε (Maj ◦ g n ) ≥ Ω(n · BPP1/n (g)) ≥ Ω(n log n · RP(g)).
In particular, WAPP†ε (Maj) ≥ Ω(n log n).
This theorem should be contrasted with the work of Sherstov about making polynomials
robust to noise [27]. In that work, Sherstov showed that approximate polynomial degree
never requires a log factor in the noisy input setting, nor in composition. That is to say, he
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improved the simple bound AWPP∗ (f ) ≤ O(AWPP(f ) · log n) to AWPP∗ (f ) ≤ O(AWPP(f ))
for all Boolean functions f , and showed AWPP(f ◦ g n ) ≤ O(AWPP(f ) · AWPP(g)). In
contrast, for conical juntas (nonnegative linear combinations of conjunctions), Theorem 4
shows that in a strong sense, the simple bound WAPP∗ (f ) ≤ O(WAPPδ (f ) · log n) (for all
constants 0 < δ < ε < 1/2 and total Boolean functions f ) cannot be improved: WAPP†ε (f ) ≥
Ω(WAPP0 (f ) · log n) for some constant ε and some total f , namely f = Maj. Thus unlike
polynomials, conical juntas cannot be made robust to noise.
Our proof of Theorem 4 (in Section 3) introduces some technical ideas that may be useful
for other randomized query complexity lower bounds.
By a simple reduction, Theorem 4 for g = GapOr implies the same for g = GapMaj
(with BPP(g) = 1 instead of RP(g) = 1 at the end of the statement), but we do not know of a
simpler direct proof for the latter result. Theorem 4 cannot be strengthened to have PostBPP
in place of WAPP, because PostBPP(Maj ◦ GapMajn ) ≤ O(n). However, Theorem 4 does
hold with Xor in place of Maj, by the same proof.

2

Proof of Theorem 3: Xor sometimes necessitates amplification

We first discuss a standard technique for proving randomized query complexity lower bounds,
which will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3. For any conjunction C : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} and
distribution D over {0, 1}k , we write C(D) := Ex∼D [C(x)] = Px∼D [C(x) = 1]. The number
of literals in a conjunction is called its width.
I Fact 5. Let h : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} be a partial function, and for each z ∈ {0, 1} let Dz be a
distribution over h−1 (z). Then for every ε there exist a conjunction C of width PostBPPε (h)
and a z ∈ {0, 1} such that ε · C(Dz ) ≥ (1 − ε) · C(D1−z ) and C(Dz ) > 0.
Proof. Abbreviate PostBPPε (h) as r. Fix a randomized decision tree of cost r computing
h with error ε conditioned on not aborting, and assume w.l.o.g. that for each outcome of
the randomness, the corresponding deterministic tree is a perfect tree with 2r leaves, all
at depth r. Consider the probability space where we sample input x from the mixture
1
1
2 D0 + 2 D1 , sample a deterministic decision tree T as an outcome of the randomized decision
tree, and sample a uniformly random leaf ` of T . Let A be the indicator random variable
for the event that ` is the leaf reached by T (x) and its label is h(x). Let B be the indicator
random variable for the event that ` is the leaf reached by T (x) and its label is 1 − h(x).
Conditioned on any particular x and T , the probability that ` is the leaf reached by T (x)
is 2−r . Thus conditioned on any particular x, if the non-abort probability is tx > 0 then
E[A | x] ≥ 2−r tx (1 − ε) and E[B | x] ≤ 2−r tx ε and thus ε · E[A | x] − (1 − ε) · E[B | x] ≥ 0. Over
the whole probability space, we have ε · E[A] − (1 − ε) · E[B] ≥ 0, so by linearity the same must
hold conditioned on some particular T and ` with E[A | T, `] > 0. Let C be the conjunction
of width r such that C(x) = 1 iff T (x) reaches `, and let z be the label of `. Then we have
C(Dz ) = E[A | T, ` and h(x) = z] = 2 · E[A | T, `] > 0 and similarly C(D1−z ) = 2 · E[B | T, `].
Thus

ε · C(Dz ) − (1 − ε) · C(D1−z ) = 2 · ε · E[A | T, `] + (1 − ε) · E[B | T, `] ≥ 0.
J
Now we work toward proving Theorem 3. Throughout, n is the input length of Xor,
and m is the input length of GapMaj. We have BPP(GapMaj) ≤ 1 by outputting the
bit at a uniformly random position from the input. We describe one way of seeing that
BPP1/n (GapMaj) ≥ PostBPP1/n (GapMaj) ≥ Ω(log n) provided m ≥ log n. For z ∈ {0, 1},
define Gz as the uniform distribution over GapMaj−1 (z).
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I Fact 6. For every conjunction C : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} of width w ≤ m/7 and for each
z ∈ {0, 1},
C(Gz ) ≤ 3w · C(G1−z ).
Proof. By symmetry we just consider z = 0. Suppose C has u positive literals and v negative
literals (u + v = w). Then
 m
 m
(2m/3)·(2m/3−1)···(2m/3−w+1)
m−w
m−w
w
C(G0 ) =

m/3−u

C(G1 ) =

m−w
m/3−v



/

m/3

/

m
m/3

≤



m/3

/

m−w
m/3−w

≥



=

m/3
m
m/3

/



=
≥

2/3 w
2/9

Thus C(G0 )/C(G1 ) ≤

≤ (2/3) ,

m·(m−1)···(m−w+1)

(m/3)·(m/3−1)···(m/3−w+1)
m·(m−1)···(m−w+1)
w
m/3−w w
≥ m/3−m/7
m−w
m−m/7





= (2/9)w .

= 3w .

J

Combining Fact 5 and Fact 6 (using h = GapMaj, k = m, Dz = Gz , ε = 1/n, and w =
PostBPPε (h)) implies that (1 − ε)/ε ≤ 3w , in other words we have PostBPP1/n (GapMaj) ≥
log3 (n(1 − 1/n)) ≥ Ω(log n), provided w ≤ m/7. If w > m/7 then PostBPP1/n (GapMaj) ≥
Ω(log n) holds anyway provided m ≥ log n.
Hence, our result can be restated as follows.
I Theorem 3 (Restated). PostBPP(Xor ◦ GapMajn ) ≥ Ω(n log n) provided m ≥ log n.
1
Proof. We show PostBPP(Xor ◦ GapMajn ) > 14
n log n. By Fact 5 (using h = Xor ◦
n
GapMaj , k = nm, and ε = 1/3) it suffices to exhibit for each z ∈ {0, 1} a distribution Dz
1
over (Xor ◦ GapMajn )−1 (z), such that for every conjunction C of width ≤ 14
n log n and
for each z ∈ {0, 1}, either C(Dz ) < 2C(D1−z ) or C(Dz ) = 0. Letting Fz be the uniform
distribution over Xor−1 (z), define Dz as the mixture over y ∼ Fz of Gy := Gy1 ×· · ·×Gyn (i.e.,
(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∼ Gy is sampled by independently sampling xi ∼ Gyi for all i). Put succinctly,
Dz := Ey∼Fz [Gy ]. Letting G := 12 G0 + 12 G1 and F := 12 F0 + 12 F1 and D := 12 D0 + 12 D1 , we
have D = G n since F is uniform over {0, 1}n . Since C(D) = 12 C(D0 ) + 12 C(D1 ), our goal
of showing “ 12 C(D0 ) < C(D1 ) < 2C(D0 ) or C(D0 ) = C(D1 ) = 0” is equivalent to showing
“ 23 C(D) < C(D1 ) < 43 C(D) or C(D) = 0.”
1
Now consider any conjunction C of width w ≤ 14
n log n such that C(D) > 0, and write
Q
1
n
i
C(x , . . . , x ) = i Ci (x ) where Ci is a conjunction. Since Ci (G) = 12 Ci (G0 ) + 12 Ci (G1 ), for
each yi ∈ {0, 1} we can write Ci (Gyi ) = (1 + ai (−1)yi )Ci (G) for some number ai with |ai | ≤ 1
P
1
(so ai ≥ 0 iff Ci (G0 ) ≥ Ci (G1 )). Let wi be the width of Ci , so i wi = w ≤ 14
n log n. Then
1
wi ≤ 7 log n ≤ m/7 for at least n/2 many values of i, and for such i note that by Fact 6,
Ci (Gyi ) ≤ 3(log n)/7 · Ci (G1−yi ) ≤ n1/4 · Ci (G1−yi ) for each yi ∈ {0, 1}. The latter implies that
|ai | ≤ 1 − 2/(n1/4 + 1) ≤ 1 − n−1/4 . Thus
Q
Q
3/4
−1/4 n/2
)
≤ e−n /2 ≤ 1/4.
i ai =
i |ai | ≤ (1 − n
P
Q
y
For S ⊆ [n], let χS : {0, 1}n → {1, −1} be the character χS (y) := i∈S (−1)yi = (−1) i∈S i .
Note that Ey∼F1 [χS ] is 1 if S = ∅, is −1 if S = [n], and is 0 otherwise. Putting everything
together,
Q

Q

yi

C(D1 ) = Ey∼F1 [C(Gy )] = Ey∼F1
=

Q
i



Ci (G) · Ey∼F1

= C(D) ·

P

Q
i∈S

= Ey∼F1

ai (−1)yi

i

(1 + ai (−1) )Ci (G)





Q
i∈S

Q

ai

i∈[n]

Ci (Gyi )

S⊆[n]

S⊆[n]

= C(D) · 1 −
2
3 C(D)

P

i

ai · Ey∼F1 [χS (y)]



which implies
< C(D1 ) <
the proof of Theorem 3.

∈ C(D) · (1 ± 1/4)
4
3 C(D)

since we are assuming C(D) > 0. This concludes
J
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Using strong LP duality (as in [15]), it can be seen that Fact 5 is a tight lower bound
method up to constant factors: PostBPPε (h) ≥ Ω(c) iff it is possible to prove this via Fact 5
by exhibiting “hard input distributions” D0 and D1 (as we did for GapMaj in Fact 6).
Since this was the only property of g used in the proof of Theorem 3, this implies that
BPP(Xor◦g n ) ≥ PostBPP(Xor◦g n ) ≥ Ω(n·PostBPP1/n (g)) holds for all g, as we mentioned
in Subsection 1.3.

3

Proof of Theorem 4: Maj sometimes necessitates amplification

We first discuss a standard technique for proving randomized query complexity lower bounds,
which will be useful in the proof of Theorem 4. For any conjunction C : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} and
distribution D over {0, 1}k , we write C(D) := Ex∼D [C(x)] = Px∼D [C(x) = 1]. The number
of literals in a conjunction is called its width.
I Fact 7. Let h : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} be a partial function, and let D0 , D1 , D2 be three
distributions, over h−1 (0), h−1 (1), and h−1 (0) ∪ h−1 (1) respectively. Then for every 0 <
ε ≤ 1/10 there exists a conjunction C of width WAPPε (h) such that C(D0 ) ≤ δ · C(D1 ) and
√
C(D2 ) ≤ (1 + δ) · C(D1 ) and C(D1 ) > 0, where δ := 2 ε.
The key calculation underlying the proof of Fact 7 is encapsulated in the following:
I Fact 8. Let P0 , P1 , P2 be three jointly distributed nonnegative random variables with
E[P1 ] > 0. For any 0 < ε ≤ 1/10, if E[P0 ] ≤ ε and E[P1 ] ≥ 1 − ε and E[P2 ] ≤ 1, then there
exists an outcome o such that P0 (o) ≤ δ · P1 (o) and P2 (o) ≤ (1 + δ) · P1 (o) and P1 (o) > 0,
√
where δ := 2 ε.
Proof of Fact 8. Let W := {o : P1 (o) > 0} =
6 ∅. Suppose for contradiction that for every
outcome o ∈ W , either P0 (o) > δ · P1 (o) or P2 (o) > (1 + δ) · P1 (o). Then W can be partitioned
into events U and V such that P0 (o) > δ · P1 (o) for every o ∈ U and P2 (o) > (1 + δ) · P1 (o)
for every o ∈ V . Letting IU and IV be the indicator random variables for these events, we
have E[P1 · IU ] + E[P1 · IV ] = E[P1 ] and thus either:
√
E[P1 · IU ] ≥ ε · E[P1 ], in which case
√
E[P0 ] ≥ E[P0 · IU ] > δ · E[P1 · IU ] ≥ δ · ε · (1 − ε) = 2ε(1 − ε) > ε, or
√
E[P1 · IV ] ≥ (1 − ε) · E[P1 ], in which case
√
E[P2 ] ≥ E[P2 · IV ] > (1 + δ) · E[P1 · IV ] ≥ (1 + δ) · (1 − ε) · (1 − ε) > 1
where the last inequality can be verified by a little calculus for 0 < ε ≤ 1/10.
Both cases yield a contradiction.

J

Proof of Fact 7. Abbreviate WAPPε (h) as r. Fix a randomized decision tree of cost r
computing h with error parameter ε and threshold t > 0 (from the definition of WAPP), and
assume w.l.o.g. that for each outcome of the randomness, the corresponding deterministic
tree is a perfect tree with 2r leaves, all at depth r. Consider the probability space where we
sample a deterministic decision tree T as an outcome of the randomized decision tree, and
sample a uniformly random leaf ` of T . For any outcome T, `, let CT,` be the conjunction of
width r such that CT,` (x) = 1 iff T (x) reaches `. Define three joint random variables P0 , P1 ,
P2 as
(
CT,` (Dj ) if the label of ` is 1
Pj (T, `) :=
.
0
if the label of ` is 0
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Conditioned on any particular x and T , the probability that ` is the leaf reached by T (x) is
2−r . Thus
E[Pj ] = PT,`, x∼Dj [` is the leaf reached by T (x) and its label is 1]


= Ex∼Dj 2−r · PT [T (x) outputs 1]
which implies E[P0 ] ≤ 2−r tε and E[P1 ] ≥ 2−r t(1 − ε) and E[P2 ] ≤ 2−r t. Applying Fact 8 to
the scaled random variables (2r /t)P0 , (2r /t)P1 , (2r /t)P2 yields an outcome T, ` such that
P0 (T, `) ≤ δ · P1 (T, `) and P2 (T, `) ≤ (1 + δ) · P1 (T, `) and P1 (T, `) > 0.
Since P1 (T, `) > 0, the label of ` must be 1, so we get
CT,` (D0 ) ≤ δ · CT,` (D1 ) and CT,` (D2 ) ≤ (1 + δ) · CT,` (D1 ) and CT,` (D1 ) > 0.
J
Now we work toward proving Theorem 4. Throughout, n is the input length of Maj,
and m is the input length of GapOr. We have RP(GapOr) ≤ 1 by outputting the
bit at a uniformly random position from the input. We describe one way of seeing that
BPP1/n (GapOr) ≥ WAPP1/n (GapOr) ≥ Ω(log n) provided m ≥ log n (this cannot be
shown via Fact 5). For z ∈ {0, 1}, define Gz as the uniform distribution over GapOr−1 (z).
I Fact 9. For every conjunction C : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}:
(i) C(G0 ) ∈ {0, 1}.
(ii) If C(G0 ) = 1 and C has width w ≤ m/4 then C(G1 ) ≥ 3−w .
Proof. (i): Note that G0 is supported entirely on the input 0m . If C has a positive literal
then C(G0 ) = 0. If C has only negative literals then C(G0 ) = 1.
(ii): Suppose C has w negative literals and no positive literals. Then
 m


(m/2)·(m/2−1)···(m/2−w+1)
m/2−w w
m/2−m/4 w
m−w
−w
C(G1 ) =

m/2

/

m/2

=

m·(m−1)···(m−w+1)

≥

m−w

≥

m−m/4

= 3

.

J
Combining Fact 7 and Fact 9 (using h = GapOr, k = m, D0 = G1 , D1 = G0 , D2
is not needed, ε = 1/n, and p
w = WAPPε (h)) implies that 3−w ≤ δ, in other words
WAPP1/n (GapOr) ≥ log3 (1/(2 1/n)) ≥ Ω(log n), provided w ≤ m/4. If w > m/4 then
WAPP1/n (GapOr) ≥ Ω(log n) holds anyway provided m ≥ log n.
Hence, our result can be restated as follows.2
I Theorem 4 (Restated). WAPPε (Maj ◦ GapOrn ) ≥ Ω(n log n) for some constant ε > 0
provided m ≥ log n.
1
We show WAPP1/36 (Maj ◦ GapOrn ) > 16
n log n. By Fact 7 (using h = Maj ◦ GapOrn ,
k = nm, ε = 1/36, and δ = 1/3) it suffices to exhibit distributions D0 , D1 , D2 over
h−1 (0), h−1 (1), and h−1 (0) ∪ h−1 (1) respectively, such that for every conjunction C of width
1
n log n, either C(D0 ) > 13 C(D1 ) or C(D2 ) > 43 C(D1 ) or C(D1 ) = 0. Assume n is
≤ 16

2

Properties (i) and (ii) from Fact 9 are somewhat stronger than necessary for the proof of Theorem 4 to
go through. The proof works, with virtually no modification, for any g satisfying the following for some
distributions Gz over g −1 (z) (z ∈ {0, 1}): For every conjunction C : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} such that C(G0 ) >
0, we have C(G1 ) ≤ C(G0 ) and if furthermore C has width w ≤ m/4 then C(G1 ) ≥ 2−O(w) · C(G0 ).
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even and for the tiebreaker, Maj(y) = 1 if |y| = n/2. For ζ ∈ {0, 1, 2} letting Fζ be the
uniform distribution over all y ∈ {0, 1}n with |y| = n/2 − 1 + ζ (so F0 , F1 , F2 are over
Maj−1 (0), Maj−1 (1), Maj−1 (1) respectively), define Dζ as the mixture over y ∼ Fζ of
Gy := Gy1 × · · · × Gyn (i.e., (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∼ Gy is sampled by independently sampling xi ∼ Gyi
for all i). Put succinctly, Dζ := Ey∼Fζ [Gy ].
1
Now consider any conjunction C of width w ≤ 16
n log n, and write C(x1 , . . . , xn ) =
Q
i
i Ci (x ) where Ci is a conjunction. By Fact 9.(i), [n] can be partitioned into A ∪ B such
that Ci (G0 ) = 1 for all i ∈ A, and Ci (G0 ) = 0 for all i ∈ B. Abbreviate Ci (G1 ) as ci , and for
Q
S ⊆ [n] write cS := i∈S ci . Identify y ∈ {0, 1}n with Y := {i : yi = 1}, so |y| = |Y |. Let
the uniform distribution over all size-s subsets of S be denoted by Ss , so y ∼ Fζ corresponds

Q
[n]
to Y ∼ n/2−1+ζ
. Let IY ⊇B := i6∈Y Ci (G0 ) be the indicator random variable for the event
Y ⊇ B. Now for ζ ∈ {0, 1, 2},
Q



C(Dζ ) = Ey∼Fζ [C(Gy )] = Ey∼Fζ i Ci (Gyi ) = EY ∼( [n] ) cY · IY ⊇B
n/2−1+ζ
[cS ] .
= PY ∼( [n] ) [Y ⊇ B] · cB · ES∼(
A
n/2−1+ζ−|B|)
n/2−1+ζ
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
qζ
pζ
If cB = 0 then C(D1 ) = 0, so assume cB > 0. Factoring out cB and defining pζ and qζ
as above (but qζ is undefined if pζ = 0), our goal is to show that either p0 q0 > 13 p1 q1 or
p2 q2 > 43 p1 q1 or p1 q1 = 0. There are three cases depending on whether |B| is greater than,
equal to, or less than n/2. First we collect some generally useful properties:
B Claim 10.
(i) p0 = n/2−|B|
· p1 and p1 = n/2+1−|B|
· p2 .
n/2
n/2+1
√
(ii) 0 < q1 ≤ n · q2 if q1 is defined.

[n]
Proof. (i): We just consider p0 vs. p1 since p1 vs. p2 is similar. Imagine sampling Y1 ∼ n/2
and then obtaining the set Y0 by removing a uniformly random i ∈ Y1 . If Y1 ⊇ B, then
Y0 ⊇ B when i ∈ Y1 r B, which happens with probability n/2−|B|
(assuming |B| ≤ n/2; if
n/2
|B| > n/2 then p0 = p1 = 0). Thus
· p1 .
p0 = P[Y0 ⊇ B] = P[Y0 ⊇ B | Y1 ⊇ B] · P[Y1 ⊇ B] = n/2−|B|
n/2
P
1
(ii): Let wi be the width of Ci , so i wi = w ≤ 16
n log n. Then wi ≤ 14 log n ≤ m/4 for at
least 3n/4 many values of i, and for such i note that by Fact 9.(ii), ci ≥ 3−(log n)/4 ≥ n−2/5 if
i ∈ A. This implies that if we sample a uniformly random i from any A0 ⊆ A with |A0 | = n/2
√
(note that |A| ≥ n/2 if q1 is defined) then Ei∈A0 [ci ] ≥ 12 · n−2/5 + 12 · 0 ≥ 1/ n. Now to relate
q2 and q1 ,



√ 
√
q2 = ES∼( A ) cS · Ei∈ArS [ci ] ≥ ES∼( A ) cS / n = q1 / n
n/2−|B|
n/2−|B|
where the inequality uses |A r S| = (n − |B|) − (n/2 − |B|) = n/2. Furthermore, q1 > 0 if q1
is defined, because n/2 − |B| ≤ |A| − n/4 and thus there exists an S ⊆ A with |S| = n/2 − |B|
√
and ci ≥ n−2/5 > 0 for all i ∈ S, hence cS > 0. (A similar argument shows 0 < q0 ≤ n · q1
if q0 is defined, but we will not need that.)
C
Case |B| > n/2. In this case, p1 = 0 so we are done.
√
By Claim 10, p2 = p1 · (n/2 + 1) and q2 ≥ q1 / n > 0 and thus
√
≥ p1 q1 · (n/2 + 1)/ n > 43 p1 q1 .

Case |B| = n/2.
p2 q2
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Case |B| < n/2.

We will show that

If p0 q0 ≤ 31 p1 q1 then

First,
p0
p1

p0
p1

=

≥

1
2

·

p1
p2

n/2+1
n/2

·

q2
q1

9 q1
·
10 q0

≥

p0
p1

≥

≥

1 p1
2 · p2

9
·3· pp01
10

q2
q1

and

≥

≥

9 q1
10 · q0 ,

9
·3· 12 · pp12
10

>

which yields the punchline:

4 p1
·
3 p2

and thus p2 q2 > 43 p1 q1 .

follows from Claim 10.(i) using |B| ≤ n/2 − 1:
n/2−|B|
n/2+1−|B|

·

p1
p2

≥ 1·

n/2−(n/2−1)
n/2+1−(n/2−1)

·

p1
p2

=

1
2

·

p1
p2 .

9
It just remains to show qq21 ≥ 10
· qq10 . Henceforth let s := n/2 − 1 − |B| ≥ 0. The experiment

A
S ∼ s+2 in the definition of q2 can alternatively be viewed as:

Sample S0 ∼ As .
Sample i ∈ A r S0 u.a.r. and let S1 := S0 ∪ {i}.
Sample j ∈ A r S1 u.a.r. and let S = S2 := S1 ∪ {j}.
That is, i and j are sampled without replacement. We consider an “ideal” (easier to analyze)
version of this experiment that samples i and j with replacement, in other words, the third
step becomes:
Sample j ∈ A r S0 u.a.r. and let S2∗ := S1 ∪ {j}.
Now S2∗ is a multiset, which may have two copies of i, in which case the product cS2∗ has
two factors of ci . Just as q2 := E[cS2 ], we let q2∗ := E[cS2∗ ], and we next show how to derive
q2∗
q1

≥

q1
q0

from the following claim:

B Claim 11. For all nonnegative numbers α1 , . . . , αN and β1 , . . . , βN such that αk βk > 0
for some k,
P
P
αk βk2
k
k αk βk
P
≥ P
.
k αk βk
k αk
Proof. By clearing denominators, this inequality is equivalent to
 P

2
P
P
2
≥
k αk
k αk βk
k αk βk
which can be rewritten as
P

k,`

αk α` β`2 ≥

k<`

k,`

αk βk α` β` .

αk2 βk2 from both sides, this is equivalent to

P
αk α` β`2 + α` αk βk2 ≥
k<` 2αk βk α` β` .

Subtracting
P

P

P

k

We show that this inequality holds for each summand separately. Factoring out αk α` , this
reduces to showing β`2 + βk2 ≥ 2βk β` , which holds since
β`2 + βk2 − 2βk β` = (β` − βk )2 ≥ 0.

C

In the statement of Claim 11, let the index k correspond to S0 , let N :=
αk := cS0 /N , and let βk := Ei∈ArS0 [ci ]. Then
q0 =

P

k

αk

and q1 =

P

k

αk βk

and q2∗ =

P

k


|A|
s

, let

αk βk2

and
q0 ≥ q1 > 0 by Claim 10.(ii) (i.e., αk βk > 0 for some k) so by Claim 11 we indeed have
q2∗
q1
q2
q1
9
9 ∗
≥
q1
q0 . To conclude that q1 ≥ 10 · q0 , we just need to show q2 ≥ 10 q2 .
∗
The third step of the S2 experiment is just the third step of the S2 experiment conditioned
1
1
on j 6= i, which happens with probability 1 − |A|−s
. With probability |A|−s
, we get j = i in
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the S2∗ experiment. If we condition on the latter event, it yields another experiment, whose
result we call S2err , which is a multiset definitely containing two copies of i. Correspondingly
we define q2err := E[cS2err ] (with two factors of ci ). Now we have





err
err
∗
1
1
2
q2 = P[j 6= i]·E cS2∗ j 6= i +P[j = i]·E cS2∗ j = i

=

1− |A|−s ·q2 + |A|−s ·q2

≤ q2 + n ·q2

since |A| − s = (n − |B|) − (n/2 − 1 − |B|) = n/2 + 1 ≥ n/2.
The S2err experiment
 can alternatively be viewed as:
A
Sample S1 ∼ s+1
.
Sample i ∈ S1 u.a.r. and let S2err := S1 ∪ {i}.
This implies that q2err ≤ q1 because the extra factor of ci ≤ 1 cannot increase the expectation.
√
By Claim 10.(ii) we get q2err ≤ q1 ≤ n · q2 . Combining, we have

√
q2∗ ≤ q2 + n2 · n · q2 = 1 + √2n q2 ≤ 10
9 q2
and thus q2 ≥

4

9 ∗
10 q2

as desired. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.

Open questions

I Open Question 12. Is there a total function g : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} such that BPP(Xor ◦
g n ) ≥ Ω(n log n · BPP(g)) or BPP(Maj ◦ g n ) ≥ Ω(n log n · BPP(g))?
Since Fact 9 captures the only properties of g = GapOr used in our proof of Theorem 4,
this provides a possible roadmap for confirming Open Question 12: Just find a total function
g satisfying properties similar to Fact 9, enabling our proof of Theorem 4 to go through.
However, such a g would need to have certificate complexity ω(BPP(g)), and it remains a
significant open problem to find any such total function g (the “pointer function” [19, 2] and
“cheat sheet” [1] methods do not seem to work).
Another approach for confirming Open Question 12 would be to generalize the strong direct
sum theorem from [7] to show that BPP(Xor ◦ g n ) ≥ Ω(n · BPP1/n (g)) or BPP(Maj ◦ g n ) ≥
Ω(n · BPP1/n (g)) holds for all g. This would answer Open Question 12 in the affirmative,
since [7] designed a total function g satisfying BPP1/n (g) ≥ Ω(RP(g)·log n) using the “pointer
function” method. Compared to our approach from the previous paragraph, this approach
involves less stringent requirements on g, which makes it easier to design g but harder to
prove the composition lower bound.
I Open Question 13. Is there a total function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} such that BPP∗ (f ) ≥
ω(BPP† (f )) (or similarly, BPP(f ◦ GapMajn ) ≥ ω(BPP(f ◦ GapOrn )))?
It is not difficult to find such a partial function f . Namely, take any function f 0 : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} such that BPP∗ (f 0 ) ≥ Ω(n log n), such as f 0 = Xor or f 0 = Maj. Then take
f = f 0 ◦Whichn , which has input length 2n (recall from Subsection 1.1 that given y ∈ {0, 1}2
with the promise that y has Hamming weight 1, Which(y) indicates the location of the
unique 1 in y). A simple reduction shows BPP∗ (f ) ≥ BPP∗ (f 0 ). However, BPP† (f ) ≤ O(n):
For each block of 2 bits, we can repeatedly query both until one of them returns 1 (which
takes O(1) queries in expectation). After doing this for all n blocks (which takes O(n) queries
in expectation), we know for sure what the entire actual input is. By Markov’s inequality,
we can abort the execution after O(n) queries while introducing only a small constant error
probability. (Intuitively, composition with Which preserves hardness for 2-sided noise but
converts 1-sided noise to “0-sided noise”, and no partial function needs ω(n) queries in the
setting of 0-sided noise.)
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In communication (rather than query) complexity, somewhat analogous questions have
been studied in specific contexts [24, 8, 26]. The proof of Theorem 2 also works for communication complexity. It would be interesting to develop analogues of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4
for communication complexity.
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Proof of Theorem 2: Or never necessitates amplification

For completeness, we provide a self-contained proof that BPP∗ (Or) ≤ O(n), using the
following standard fact about random walks (“the drunkard at the cliff”).
I Lemma 14. Consider a random walk on the integers that begins at 0 and in each step
moves right (+1) with probability p and moves left (−1) with probability 1 − p.
(i) If p < 1/2 then the expected time at which the walk first visits −1 is 1/(1 − 2p).
(ii) If p > 1/2 then the probability that the walk ever visits −1 is (1 − p)/p.
Proof of Lemma 14. (i): If random variable X represents the time at which the walk first
visits −1, then its expectation satisfies E[X] = 1 + p · 2E[X] since after the first step, it either
is already at −1, or is at +1 in which case to reach −1 it must first get back to 0 (E[X]
expected time) then from there get to −1 (another E[X] expected time). This equation has
a unique solution E[X] = 1/(1 − 2p) < ∞.
(ii): If event E represents the walk ever visiting −1, then its probability satisfies P[E] =
(1 − p) · 1 + p · P[E]2 since after the first step, it either is already at −1, or is at +1 in which
case to reach −1 it must first get back to 0 (probability P[E]) then from there get to −1
(again probability P[E]). This equation has two solutions P[E] ∈ {(1 − p)/p, 1}. To rule out
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P[E] = 1, we define qk as the probability that the walk visits −1 within the first k steps,
and we show by induction on k that qk ≤ (1 − p)/p. The base case is trivial since q0 = 0.
Assuming qk ≤ (1 − p)/p we show qk+1 ≤ (1 − p)/p. After the first step, with probability
1 − p it is already at −1, and with probability p it is at +1. In the latter case, to get to −1
within a total of k + 1 steps (including the first step), it must get from +1 to 0 and then from
there it must get to −1, all within k more steps; in particular, the walk must get from +1 to
0 within k steps (probability ≤ qk ) and then from 0 to −1 within k steps (probability ≤ qk ).
Overall we can bound qk+1 ≤ (1 − p) · 1 + p · qk2 ≤ (1 − p) + p · (1 − p)2 /p2 = (1 − p)/p. J
Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume the noise probabilities are ≤ 1/4 (rather than just
≤ 1/3), because whenever an input bit is queried, we can instead query it five times and
pretend that the majority vote was the result of the single query. This would only affect
the cost by a constant factor. With this assumption, here is our decision tree, on input
y ∈ {0, 1}n :
For i = 1, 2, . . . , n:
Repeat:
Query yi .
If the queries to yi have resulted in more 0s than 1s so far,
then break out of the inner loop.
If a total of 6n queries have been made (across all input bits), then halt and output 1.
Halt and output 0.
This decision tree’s cost is ≤ 6n. To see the correctness, consider any input y ∈ {0, 1}n and
any tuple of noise probabilities (ν1 , . . . , νn ) where each νi ≤ 1/4. For each i, the random
variable
“number of 1s minus number of 0s, among the queries to yi so far”
is a random walk with move-right probability pi = νi ≤ 1/4 if yi = 0 and pi = 1 − νi ≥ 3/4
if yi = 1, and which stops when it visits −1.
First assume Or(y) = 0. Then for each i, yi = 0 and so by Lemma 14.(i), the expected
number of queries until the inner loop is broken is 1/(1 − 2pi ) ≤ 2. By linearity, the expected
total number of queries until all n inner loops have been broken is ≤ 2n, so by Markov’s
inequality this number of queries is < 6n with probability ≥ 2/3. Thus the decision tree
outputs 0 with probability ≥ 2/3.
Now assume Or(y) = 1. Then for some i, yi = 1 and so by Lemma 14.(ii), with
probability 1 − (1 − pi )/pi = 2 − 1/pi ≥ 2/3 there would never be more 0s than 1s from the
queries to yi . In that case, the decision tree would never break out of the ith inner loop, even
if it were allowed to run forever. Thus the decision tree outputs 1 with probability ≥ 2/3. J
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Abstract
In this work, we prove new relations between the bias of multilinear forms, the correlation between
multilinear forms and lower degree polynomials, and the rank5 of tensors over F2 . We show the
following results for multilinear forms and tensors.

Correlation bounds. We show that a random d-linear form has exponentially low correlation
with low-degree polynomials.
More precisely, for d = 2o(k) , we show that a random d-linear form

k d
f (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xd ) : F2 → F2 has correlation 2−k(1−o(1)) with any polynomial of degree at most
d/2 with high probability.
This result is proved by giving near-optimal bounds on the bias of a random d-linear form, which is in
turn proved by giving near-optimal bounds on the probability that a sum of t random d-dimensional
rank-1 tensors is identically zero.
Tensor rank vs Bias. We show that if a 3-dimensional tensor has small rank then its bias, when
viewed as a 3-linear form, is large. More precisely, given any 3-dimensional tensor
T : [k]3 → F2
of rank at most t, the bias of the 3-linear form
fT (X1 , X2 , X3 ) :=

X

T (i1 , i2 , i3 ) · X1,i1 · X2,i2 · X3,i3

(i1 ,i2 ,i3 )∈[k]3

is at least (3/4)t .
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1

Introduction

This work is motivated by two fundamental questions regarding “explicit constructions” in
complexity theory: finding functions uncorrelated with low degree polynomials, and finding
tensors with high tensor rank.

Functions uncorrelated with low degree polynomials
The first question is that of finding an explicit function uncorrelated with low degree
polynomials. More concretely, we seek functions f : Fn2 → F2 such that for every polynomial
P (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ∈ F2 [X1 , . . . , Xn ] of degree at most ` (assume ` ≈ n0.1 say),
Pr [f (x) = P (x)] =

x∈Fn
2

1
+ εn ,
2

where εn is exponentially small in n. It is well known that a random function f has this
property with εn superpolynomially small (and even exponentially small); the challenge is to
find an explicit function f .
A solution to this problem will have immediate applications in Boolean circuit complexity. It will give hard-on-average problems for AC0 (⊕), and via the Nisan-Wigderson
hardness vs. randomness technique [15], it will give pseudorandom generators against AC0 (⊕)
(improving upon analogous results for AC0 from the late 1980s). The original motivation
for an explicit function with small εn came from the seminal work of Razborov [17] and
Smolensky [20] who used such functions to prove lower bounds against sub-exponential sized
√
AC0 (⊕) circuits. In particular, they showed that for the MOD3 function εn ≤ 13 + O(1/ n)
√
and for the MAJORITY function εn = O(`/ n).6
6

√
In a recent work [23], Viola showed that there exist degree ` polynomials which have correlation Ω(`/ n)
with the MAJORITY function, thereby showing that the aforementioned upper bound in [17, 20] are
essentially tight.
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The current best known constructions of explicit functions [17, 20, 3, 24] that cannot be
approximated by low-degree polynomials come in two flavors, (a) polynomially small εn (in
√
fact, O(1/ n)) for large degree bounds (` as large as n0.1 ) or (b) exponentially small εn
for small degree bounds (` = o(log n)). However, we do not know of any explicit function f
that exhibits exponentially small εn against low-degree polynomials of polynomially large
(or even super-logarithmically large) degree polynomials. For a nice survey on correlation
with low degree polynomials, see [22].

Tensors with high rank
The second question is that of finding an explicit tensor of high tensor rank. Tensors are
a high-dimensional generalization of (2-dimensional) matrices. Just as a matrix of size k
over a field F is given by a map M : [k]2 → F, a tensor T of dimension d and size k is
given by a map T : [k]d → F. A tensor T is said to be of rank one if there exist vectors
u1 , u2 , . . . , ud ∈ Fk2 such that T = u1 ⊗ u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ud or equivalently, for all (i1 , . . . , id ) ∈ [k]d ,
we have T (i1 , . . . , id ) = u1,i1 · u2,i2 · · · ud,id . A tensor T is said to be of tensor-rank at most t
if it can be written as the sum of t rank one tensors. We seek tensors with tensor-rank as
high as possible.
It is well known (and easy to prove) that a random tensor T has tensor rank t as large as
d
Ω(k d−1 /d). The challenge is to find an explicit such T with tensor rank larger than k b 2 c . A
substantial improvement on this lower bound for any explicit tensor will have immediate
applications in arithmetic circuit complexity; for d = 3, it will give improved arithmetic
circuit lower bounds [21], and for large d it will give superpolynomial arithmetic formula
lower bounds [16, 6]. For general odd d, a lower bound of 2k bd/2c + k − O(d log k) was shown
for an explicit tensor by Alexeev et al. [1], while for even d, no lower bounds better than the
d
trivial bound k b 2 c are known for any explicit tensor.
Unlike matrix rank, we do not have a good understanding of tensor-rank even for 3dimensional tensors. For instance, it is known that for a given 3-dimensional tensor T
over the rationals, the problem of deciding if the rank of T is at most k is NP-hard [10].
In the case of dimension three, the tensor-rank of very specific tensors like the matrix
multiplication tensor [4, 19], the finite field multiplication tensor [7, 18] and the polynomial
multiplication tensor [5, 11] has been studied in prior works. For this case, the current best
lower bound known for any explicit tensor over F2 is a lower bound of 3.52k for the finite
field multiplication tensor due to Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky [7, 18], which builds on the
lower bound result of Brown and Dobkin [5] for the polynomial multiplication tensor. For
general fields, the best known lower bound for any explicit tensor is 2.5k − o(k) for the matrix
multiplication tensor due to Bläser [4].
Also relevant to this discussion is a recent result of Effremenko et al. [8], who showed that
a fairly general class of lower bound techniques called rank methods are not strong enough to
give lower bounds on tensor rank stronger than 2d · k bd/2c . In a nutshell, not only can we not
prove good tensor rank lower bounds, we do not even have techniques, which “in principle”
could be useful for such lower bounds!

1.1

Our results

We make contributions to both the above questions by studying multilinear forms and their
bias. A d-linear form is a map f : (Fk2 )d → F2 which is linear in each of its d arguments. The
bias of a d-linear form is defined as follows.
bias(f ) := Ex1 ,...,xd ∈Fk2 [(−1)f (x1 ,...,xd ) ] .
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This measures the difference between the probability of output 1 and output 0. Similarly, the
correlation of a d-linear form f with another function g is defined as corr(f, g) := bias(f − g),
which measures the difference between the probabilities (on a random input) that f and g
agree and disagree.
A d-linear form f can naturally be viewed as a polynomial of degree d in n = kd variables.
We can then ask, for some `  d, is there a d-linear form f such that the correlation of
f with every degree ` polynomial in F2 [X1 , . . . , Xn ] is small? Knowing the existence of a
d-linear f that achieves this small correlation property gives a significantly reduced search
space for finding an explicit f with small correlation with lower degree polynomials. Our
first result gives a positive answer to this question for a large range of ` and d.
I Theorem (A). Let d = o(n/logn) and let k = nd . Let ` < d/2. Then with high probability,
for a uniformly random d-linear form f : (Fk2 )d → F2 , we have that for all polynomial
P (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ∈ F2 [X1 , . . . , Xn ] of degree at most `:
n

corr(f, P ) ≤ 2−k(1−o(1)) = 2− d (1−o(1)) .
Moreover, for every d-linear form f , there is a degree 0 polynomial P (namely the constant 0
polynomial) such that corr(f, P ) ≥ Ω(2−k ).
For d small enough (Õ(log n)), the above theorem actually holds with ` = d − 1.
An important step towards proving Theorem A is a precise understanding of the distribution of the bias of a random d-linear form. Along the way, we give tight upper bounds on
the probability that the sum of t random rank-1 d-dimensional tensors equals 0.
Previously, a beautiful result of Ben-Eliezer, Lovett and Hod [2] showed that for all
d < αn, there are polynomials f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) of degree d whose correlation with polynomials
of degree ` = d − 1 is 2−Ω(n/d) . The results are incomparable; the f in [2] need not come from
a d-linear form, and for this more general setting the bound 2−Ω(n/d) might not be tight,
but on the positive side [2] can handle larger d while proving correlation bounds against
polynomials with degree as large as d − 1.
A d-linear form f can also be naturally represented as a d-dimensional tensor. Indeed, f
can be completely specified by the tensor T of values f (ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eid ), as the ij vary in [k].
We can then ask, are there natural properties of the d-linear form f which would imply that
the tensor rank of T is high? In our next main result, we prove a lower bound on the rank of
a three dimensional tensor by studying the bias of the corresponding trilinear form. As far
as we know, this is the first analytic property of low rank tensors which appears to be useful
for lower bounds on tensor rank. Prior to this work, all the tensor rank lower bound proofs
appear to be algebraic.
I Theorem (B). 7 Let f : (Fk2 )3 → F2 be a 3-linear form. Let T be the natural representation
of f as a tensor (see above), and let t be the rank8 of T . Then
 t
3
bias(f ) ≥
.
4
In particular, if bias(f ) = 2−(1−o(1))k , then t ≥ k · log 43 2. Moreover, for every t there is a
tensor T with tensor rank t such that the following is true.
 t
3
3
bias(f ) ≤
+ k.
4
2
7
8

For brevity, we state this theorem here for d = 3, but it holds more generally for higher dimensional
tensors as well. See Section 3 for details.
Here, “rank” refers to the standard notion of the rank of a tensor.
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This gives a natural and clean route to proving nontrivial tensor rank lower bounds for
explicit 3 dimensional tensors. In particular, trilinear forms with nearly minimal bias of
of 2−(1−o(1))k must have tensor rank at least 2.409k (which happens to be tight). A finer
analysis of our arguments shows that trilinear forms with exactly minimal bias of ≈ 2 · 2−k ,
such as the finite field multiplication tensor, have tensor rank ≥ 3.52k, thus matching the
best known explicit tensor rank lower bound for 3-dimensional tensors [5, 7, 18] for any
explicit tensor. It also immediately implies that the matrix multiplication tensor has tensor
rank ≥ 1.8k, which is nontrivial (but still far from the best known bound of 3k [19, 4]).
We remark that since every a 3-linear form f : (Fk2 )d → F2 has bias at least exp(−Ω(k)),
we cannot hope to prove super linear lower bounds on tensor rank via a direct use of this
connection between bias and tensor rank. We also note while that an analogous connection
between bias and tensor rank also holds in 4 and higher dimensions (see Theorem 8), the
quantitative bounds are not strong enough to give a non-trivial lower bound on tensor rank
for d dimensional tensors for d ≥ 4. Here, by non-trivial tensor rank lower bounds, we mean
bounds are better than the bound of k bd/2c that can be obtained by just flattening the tensor
into a matrix and using the rank of the matrix as a lower bound on tensor rank.
We remark this method of studying the bias of a three dimensional tensor as a tool
for proving tensor rank lower bounds appears to be new. Informally it shows a non-trivial
connection between one of the weakest measures of computational pseudorandomness of a
function, namely bias, and one of the strongest measures of computational pseudorandomness,
namely tensor rank. While such a connection is well known for matrices, to the best of our
knowledge, this connection between bias and rank is new for tensors of dimension 3 and
larger. In addition to the intrinsic appeal, this connection lets us recover the lower bound of
3.52k for an explicit three dimensional tensor over F2 . To recover this lower bound, we end
up using the proof of Theorem B in a non-blackbox manner.
The results of Theorem B can also be phrased in terms of the notion of analytic rank
introduced in the work of Gowers and Wolf [9]. The analytic rank of a multilinear form f
over a finite field F is defined by:
arank(f ) := − log|F| (bias(f )) .
Stated in this language9 , our result says that if f : (Fk2 )3 → F2 is a 3-linear form of tensor
rank t then
t≥

1
· arank(f ) .
log2 (8/7)

This is essentially the best lower bound one can hope to prove on the tensor rank in terms of
the analytic rank.
In their work, Gowers and Wolf prove that analytic rank is approximately subadditive. In
particular, they show that
arank(f + g) ≤ 2d (arank(f ) + arank(g)) .
This implies only a quantitatively much weaker version of Theorem B which does not give
any nontrivial tensor rank lower bounds even for d = 3. Shortly after we posted our paper
online, Lovett [13] showed that analytic rank is fully subadditive (improving upon the above

9

Similar to Theorem B, this also holds for general d dimensional tensors. We focus on the d = 3 case
here.
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result of Gowers and Wolf by getting rid of the multiplicative factor of 2d ). The proof is
extremely elegant and clever. This result of Lovett implies and greatly elucidates the real
reason underlying Theorem B, although we do not know if a tensor rank lower bound of
anything close to 3.52k can be recovered directly from it.

1.2

Organization

Section 2 contains the preliminaries. Section 3 discusses the connection between bias and
tensor rank (Theorem B above) and proves rank lower bounds for explicit tensors. Section 4
proves correlation bounds for random d-linear forms (Theorem A above) and other related
results.

2

Preliminaries

Unless otherwise stated, we always work over the field F2 . We use capital X, Y, Z etc.
to denote formal variables or sets of formal variables, and small letters x, y, z to denote
instantiations of these formal variables.
For integers n, d ≥ 0, denote by Poly(n, d) the set of all degree ≤ d multilinear polynomials
in F2 [X], where X = {X1 , ..., Xn } is a variable set. Note that every f ∈ Poly(n, d) naturally
corresponds to a unique map f : Fn2 → F2 .

2.1

Bias and Correlation

Two fundamental notions used in this paper are those of bias and correlation, which we now
define.
I Definition 1 (Bias). Bias of a function f : Fn2 → {0, 1} is defined as
bias(f ) := Ex∈Fn2 (−1)f (x) .
The bias of an F2 -valued function f : Fn2 → F2 is defined as bias(f ) := bias(ι(f )), where ι is
the standard map from F2 to {0, 1}.
I Definition 2 (Correlation). We define the correlation between two functions f, g : Fn2 → F2 ,
by
corr(f, g) := bias(f − g) .
Given a function f : Fn2 → F2 , we will be interested in its maximum correlation with low
degree polynomials. Towards this we define
corr(f, d) :=

max

corr(f, g) .

g∈Poly(n,d)

More generally, given a class C of functions, we define
corr(f, C) := max corr(f, g) .
g∈C
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Tensors and d-linear forms

Tensors are generalizations of matrices to higher dimensions.
I Definition 3 (Tensors and Tensor rank). Let k and d be natural numbers. A d dimensional
tensor T of size k over a field F is a map T : [k]d → F. T is said to be of rank one
if there exist d vectors u1 , u2 , . . . , ud : [k] → F such that for every (i1 , i2 , . . . , id ) ∈ [k]d ,
Qd
T (i1 , i2 , . . . , id ) = j=1 uj (ij ). The rank of T is the minimum t such that T can be written
as a sum of t rank one tensors.
Every matrix can be naturally associated with a bilinear polynomial, and in some cases, one
can study the properties of this bilinear polynomial as a proxy of studying various properties
of the matrix itself. This paradigm also generalizes to tensors, as the following definition
indicates.
I Definition 4 (Tensors as Multilinear Forms). Let T : [k]d → F be a d dimensional tensor.
Then, the set-multilinear polynomial associated with T is the polynomial fT in variables
{Xi,j : i ∈ [d], j ∈ [k]} over F defined as follows.
X

fT (X1,1 , X1,2 , . . . , Xd,k ) =

(i1 ,i2 ,...,id )∈[k]d

T (i1 , i2 , . . . , id ) ·

d
Y

Xj,ij .

j=1

Given the above association between d-dimensional tensors and d-linear forms, we will use
the terms tensor and d-linear form interchangeably.

2.3

Some explicit tensors

We now define some explicit tensors which we shall use in the next section.

2.3.1

Trace tensor

I Definition 5. Trace : F2k → F2 is the F2 -linear map defined as follows.
Trace(α) = α + α2 + . . . + α2

k−1

.

The Trace map will be useful for us as we define the candidate hard tensor for our lower
bounds.
I Definition 6. Let T r : Fk×k×k
→ F2 be the function defined as follows.
2
T r(X, Y, Z) := Trace(XY Z) ,
where XY Z denotes multiplication over the larger field F2k when X = (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk ), Y =
(Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yk ), Z = (Z1 , Z2 , . . . Zk ) are viewed as encodings of elements in F2k .
Since Trace is an F2 -linear map, the function T r(X, Y, Z) can be viewed as a 3-linear
polynomial in the variables X = (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk ), Y = (Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yk ), Z = (Z1 , Z2 , . . . Zk ).
For the rest of this paper, when we say T r(X, Y, Z), we refer to this natural 3-linear
polynomial and the three dimensional tensor associated with it. Up to a change of basis, this
is the finite field multiplication tensor, which was analyzed by Chudnovsky-Chudnovsky [7]
and Shparlinksi-Tsfasman-Vladut [18]. It is also worth noting that these papers also proved
a surprising and beautiful O(k) upper bound on the tensor rank of this tensor.
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2.3.2

Matrix multiplication tensor

I Definition 7. The tensor corresponding to the product of two n × n matrices is defined as
Mn (X, Y, Z) =

n X
n X
n
X

Xi,j Yj,k Zi,k .

i=1 j=1 k=1

Here, X = {Xi,j : i, j ∈ [n]} , Y = {Yi,j : i, j ∈ [n]} , Z = {Zi,j : i, j ∈ [n]}.
Note that Mn (X, Y, Z) is the trace of the matrix product X · Y · Z T . In other words,
Mn (X, Y, Z T ) = Trace(X · Y · Z). Note this is the matrix trace and is different from the
trace function considered in the previous section where we viewed X, Y, Z as elements of the
large field.

3

High-rank tensors from unbiased polynomials

It is well-known that the bias of a bilinear form corresponding to a matrix M ∈ Fk×k
is tightly
2
−rank(M )
related to its rank rank(M ) (more precisely, bias(M ) = 2
). In this section, we explore
a similar connection for higher dimensional tensors. We then use this to (re)prove some
existing tensor rank lower bounds (e.g., for the trace tensor and the matrix multiplication
tensor). We note that while in the introduction we stated this connection between bias and
tensor rank specifically for three dimensional tensors, we prove a general statement which
holds even for higher dimensional tensors.

3.1

Small Bias implies large tensor rank

We begin with the main theorem of this section which shows tensors with small bias have
large rank.
I Theorem 8 (Small bias implies large rank). Let P ∈ Fk×k···×k
be any d-dimensional tensor
2
of rank ≤ t. Then

bias(P ) ≥

1−

2
2d

t
.

An important ingredient of our proof will be the following lemma.
I Lemma 9. Let d be a natural number. Let M1 , M2 , . . . , Mt ∈ Fk×k···×k
be d-dimensional
2
tensors of rank at most 1. Then,

Pr

x1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk
2

[∀i ∈ [t], Mi (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) = 0] ≥

1
1− d
2

t
.

(1)

Proof. Our proof is by induction on d.
Base Case. The base case when d = 1 trivially follows since if there are t linear forms
u1 , u2 , . . . , ut over F2 , then the maximum number r of independent linear forms among them
is at most t. We hence have,
r

t

Pr [∀i ∈ [t], ui (x) = 0] = (1/2) ≥ (1/2) .

x∈Fk
2

(2)
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Induction Step. For the inductive step, we assume that the lemma is true up to dimension
d − 1, and prove it for d dimensions. For every i ∈ [t], we denote by ui the linear form in Fk2
and by Mi0 the d − 1 dimensional tensor of rank 1 in Fk×k×k···×k
such that
2
Mi (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xd ) = ui (X1 ) · Mi0 (X2 , X3 , . . . , Xd ) .
P
For every S ⊆ [t], MS denotes the tensor j∈S Mj , which has rank at most |S|. We now
proceed via a sequence of inequalities.
Pr

x1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk
2

[∀i ∈ [t], Mi (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) = 0]
"

= Ex1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk2


t 
Y
1 + (−1)Mi (x1 ,x2 ,...,xd )

#

2

i=1




X
1
(−1)MS (x1 ,x2 ,...,xd ) 
= Ex1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk2  t ·
2
S⊆[t]
ii
h
h
= Ex1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk2 ES⊆[t] (−1)MS (x1 ,x2 ,...,xd )
h
h
ii
= ES⊆[t] Ex1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk2 (−1)MS (x1 ,x2 ,...,xd ) .
Now, observe that for every S ⊆ [t],
h
i
Ex1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk2 (−1)MS (x1 ,x2 ,...,xd ) ≥

Pr

x2 ,x3 ,...,xd



∀j ∈ S, Mj0 (x2 , x3 , . . . , xd ) = 0 .

Moreover, from the induction hypothesis, we get that for all S ⊆ [t],

|S|


1
Pr
∀j ∈ S, Mj0 (x2 , x3 , . . . , xd ) = 0 ≥ 1 − d−1
.
x2 ,x3 ,...,xd
2
Plugging this back in the calculations, we get
"
Pr

x1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk
2

[∀i ∈ [t], Mi (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) = 0] ≥ ES⊆[t]

1−

1

|S| #

2d−1

t 
t
1
1
1
≥ t · 1 + 1 − d−1
= 1− d .
2
2
2

J

We now complete the proof of Theorem 8.
Proof of Theorem 8. Since P has rank ≤ t, then there is a collection of linear forms
u1 , u2 , . . . , ut and tensors M1 , M2 , . . . , Mt of rank at most 1 in d − 1 dimensions such that
P (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xd ) =

t
X

ui (X1 ) · Mi (X2 , X3 , . . . , Xd ) .

i=1

Now, observe that
h
i
bias(P ) = Ex1 ,x2 ,...,xd ∈Fk2 (−1)P (x1 ,x2 ,...,xd )
=
≥

Pr

[P (X1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xd ) ≡ 0]

Pr

[∀i ∈ [t], Mi (x2 , x3 , . . . , xd ) = 0]

x2 ,x3 ,...,xd ∈Fk
2
x2 ,x3 ,...,xd ∈Fk
2


≥

1−

1
2d−1

t
[By Lemma 9] .

J
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We can complement the above theorem with an almost matching upper bound on the
bias of random high rank tensors. It is known that a random high rank tensor has low bias.
The following lemma gives a precise quantitative version of this observation (the idea for the
proof was suggested to us by Shubhangi Saraf).
I Lemma 10. For i ∈ [t] and j ∈ [d], let ui,j ∈ Fk2 be a uniformly random vector. Consider
the random rank-t d-linear form p : (Fk2 )d → F2 given by
p(x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) =

t Y
d
X

hxj , ui,j i .

i=1 j=1

Then
t

2
.
E[bias(p)] ≤ d · 2−k + 1 − d
2
We refer the reader to the full version of our paper for the proof.
The following special cases of Theorem 8, for d = 2 and d = 3 will be useful for us, on
our way to proving lower bounds on the rank of three dimensional tensors.
I Corollary 11. Let P ∈ Fk×k
be a matrix of rank ≤ t ≤ k. Then, bias(P ) ≥ 2−t .
2
I Corollary 12. Let P ∈ F2k×k×k be a 3-dimensional tensor of rank ≤ t. Then, bias(P ) ≥
3 t
4 .
In the subsequent two sections, we will observe that some well-known explicit tensors in
three dimensions have very low bias, and then use the above corollaries to conclude that
these tensors have large rank.

3.2

A 3.52k Tensor Rank Lower Bound for Trace(XY Z)

In this section, we use the bias-vs-tensor-rank connection explored in the previous section to
construct explicit 3-dimensional tensors with large tensor rank.
It can be observed that Trace(XY Z) is a function with bias exactly 2/2k − 1/22k (We
omit the proof in interest of space).
I Lemma 13. bias(T r(X, Y, Z)) = 2 · 2−k − 2−2k .
This lemma coupled with Corollary 12 immediately gives the following lower bound on tensor
rank of T r(X, Y, Z).
I Corollary 14. rank(T r(X, Y, Z)) ≥ (log4/3 2) · k ≥ 2.409k.
We remark that a much stronger rank lower-bound of 3.52k is known due to Chudnovsky
and Chudnovsky [7, 18] and indeed we do a more careful analysis of our ideas to get a new
proof of the 3.52k lower bound. We will need the following well-known rate-distance MRRW
tradeoff for linear codes.
I Theorem 15 ([14]). Let S be a subspace of dimension at least k of Ft2 , such that every
non-zero vector in S has weight at least k. Then, t ≥ 3.52k.10
10

The MRRW
 bound for binary
 codes states that any family of codes with fractional distance δ satisfies
R(δ) ≤ h2

1
2

−

p

δ(1 − δ)

where h2 (x) = x log2 (1/x) + (1 − x) log2 (1/1 − x) is the binary entropy

function. The above mentioned bound can be obtained from this (see [5] for details).
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I Theorem 16. The rank of the tensor T r(X, Y, Z) is at least 3.52k.
Proof. Let the tensor rank of T r(X, Y, Z) be t. Then there exists t vectors a1 , a2 , . . . , at ∈ Fk2
and t rank-1 matrices M1 , M2 , . . . , Mt such that
T r(X, Y, Z) =

t
X

hai , Xi · hY, Mi Zi .

(3)

i=1

Let A be the k × t matrix such that for every i ∈ [t], the ith column of A equals ai . Let
K be the kernel of A. Clearly, dim(K) ≥ t − k. In fact, dim(K) = t − k. To see this,
observe that if dim(K) ≥ t − k + 1, then by the rank-nullity theorem, rank(A) ≤ k − 1. Thus,
there is a non-zero x ∈ F2k denoted by x0 such that for every i ∈ [t], hai , x0 i = 0. Thus,
T r(x0 , Y, Z) ≡ 0 for a non-zero x0 , which is a contradiction.
From the proof of Theorem 8 for d = 3, we know that
bias(T r(X, Y, Z)) = Pr [T r(X, y, z) = 0] .
y,z∈Fk
2

So far we were proving a lower bound on Pry,z∈Fk2 [T r(X, y, z) = 0] by proving a lower bound
on Pry,z∈Fk2 [∀i ∈ [t], hy, Mi zi = 0]. Clearly, this seems to be somewhat lossy since even for
a choice of y and z in Fk2 such that hy, Mi zi 6= 0 for some i ∈ [t], it is conceivable that
T r(X, y, z) is identically zero. For this proof, we try to be a bit more careful about this.
Note that for every u ∈ K ⊂ Ft2 ,
t
X

ui · hai , Xi ≡ 0 .

i=1

Thus, we have,
Pr [T r(X, y, z) = 0] =

y,z∈Fk
2

X
u∈K

Pr [∀i ∈ [t], hy, Mi zi = ui ]

y,z∈Fk
2




Y  1 + (−1)hy,Mi zi+ui 

=
Ey,z 
2
u∈K
i∈[t]
h
i
X
=
Ey,z ES⊆[t] (−1)hy,MS zi · (−1)hu,1S i .
X

u∈K

Here, for every S ⊆ [t], 1S is the characteristic vector of S in t dimensions, and MS =
Simplifying further, we get,
"
!#


X
hy,MS zi
hu,1S i
Pr [T r(X, y, z) = 0] = ES⊆[t] Ey,z (−1)
·
(−1)
.
y,z∈Fk
2

P

i∈S

Mi .

u∈K


P
hu,1S i
Now, we observe that the term
= |K| if and only if 1S ∈ K ⊥ , otherwise
u∈K (−1)
it equals zero. Also, from Corollary 11, we know that Ey,z (−1)hy,MS zi = 2−rankMS is at
at least max{2−k , 2−|S| }. Plugging these into the inequality above, we have the following
inequality (Below, |v| denotes the Hamming weight of v).
|K| X
Pr [T r(X, y, z) = 0] ≥ t ·
max{2−k , 2−|v| }
2
y,z∈Fk
2
⊥
v∈K

≥ Ev∈K ⊥ max{2−k , 2−|v| }

[ Since |K| · K ⊥ = 2t ]
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Recall that the dimension of K ⊥ equals k. Now,
Ev∈K ⊥ max{2−k , 2−|v| } = 2−k + Ev∈K ⊥ \{0k } max{2−k , 2−|v| } .
From Lemma 13, we know that the bias of T r(X, Y, Z) is 2 · 2−k − 2−2k . Thus, it must be the
case that Ev∈K ⊥ \{0k } max{2−k , 2−|v| } ≤ (1 − 2−k ) · 2−k . But this is possible only if all the
vectors in K ⊥ \ {0k } have weight at least k. In this case, the space K ⊥ is a linear subspace
of Ft2 of dimension k such that every non-zero vector in it has Hamming weight at least k.
From Theorem 15, we get that t ≥ 3.52k. This completes the proof.
J

3.3

Lower Bound on the Rank of Matrix Multiplication Tensor

In this section, we obtain a lower bound on the rank of the matrix multiplication tensor by
proving an upper bound on its bias. Even though better bounds are known for this tensor,
our proof is a fairly straightforward application of our techniques, and we believe this is
instructive.
Our main technical observation in this section is the following lemma which gives an
upper bound on the bias of Mn (X, Y , Z) as each of the variables take values in F2 .
I Lemma 17. The bias of Mn (X, Y , Z) is at most n · 2−

3n2
4

.

Before proving Lemma 17, we note that Lemma 17 and Corollary 12 immediately imply a
non-trivial lower bound on the tensor rank of Mn . .
I Theorem 18. The tensor rank of Mn is at least

3n2
4 log2 (4/3)

≥ 1.8n2 .

Proof of Lemma 17. We observe that for any two fixed matrices x, y, the 3-linear form Mn
reduces to a linear form in z which is non-zero iff the product of the two matrices x and y is
non-zero. Furthermore, given a matrix y, the probability (over x) that the product matrix
x · y is zero is exactly 2−n·rank(y) . Combining these observations, we have
bias(Mn ) = Pr [x · y = 0n×n ]
x,y
h
i
= Ey 2−n·rank(y)
=

n
X
r=0

Pr [rank(y) = r] · 2−nr .
y

To complete the proof, we rely on the following claim, whose proof we defer to the end of
this section.
B Claim 19. For every r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, the following inequality is true.
2

Pr [rank(y) = r] ≤ 2−(n−r) .
y
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From the claim above, we get
bias(Mn ) ≤

n
X

2

2−(n−r)

−nr

r=0

≤

n
X

2−n

2

−r 2 +nr

r=0

≤ 2−n

2

n
X

2r(n−r)

r=0

≤2

−n2

n · 2n

≤ n · 2−3n

2

2

/4

/4

.

J

For completeness, we now provide a proof of Claim 19. We remark that the following
tighter bound is known (see [12, Theorem 3.2.1]).




n
Y
X
2
1
1

Pr [rank(y) = r] = 2−(n−r) ·
1− i ·
i1 +...+in−r
y
2
2
i=n−r+1
0≤i1 ≤...in−r ≤r

2

≤ 2−(n−r) ·

n
Y
i=n−r+1



 n−r
−1
Y
1
1
1− i ·
1− i
.
2
2
i=1

However, the weaker bound given in the claim suffices for our purposes.
Proof of Claim 19. The goal is to upper bound the probability that a uniformly random n × n
matrix y over F2 has rank equal to r. This probability is upper bounded by the probability
that the rows of y are contained within a subspace of dimension r of Fn2 . For any fixed
subspace S of dimension equal to r, this event happens with a probability equal to 2−n(n−r) .
The number of subspaces of Fn2 of dimension equal to r is given by the Gaussian binomial
 
Qr−1 n −2i )
2nr
coefficient nr 2 = i=0 (2
(2r −2i ) ≤ 2r2 . Thus, by a union bound, we get the following.
Pr [rank(y) = r] ≤
y

4

2
2nr −n(n−r)
= 2−(n−r) .
2 · 2
r
2

C

Correlation of random d-linear forms

In this section, we study the correlation of random d-linear forms with lower degree polynomials.
Our main result in this section is the following theorem, which states that a random d-linear
form is uncorrelated with degree-` polynomials under certain conditions.


I Theorem 20. Let `, d, n be integers such that d divides n, d = o logn n and ` < d/2. Set
k = n/d. Pick a uniformly random d-linear form f : (Fk2 )d → F2 . Then, with probability
1 − o(1), f has the following property. For all polynomials P (X1 , . . . , Xn ) ∈ F2 [X1 , . . . , Xn ]
with degree at most `, we have,
corr(f, P ) < 2−(1−o(1))n/d .
Along the way, we develop several tools to understand the bias of random d-linear
forms. For example, we show that a random d-linear form is unbiased with extremely high
probability.
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I Theorem 21. Let ε > 0 be fixed. Let d, k be integers with d < 2εk/5 , and consider a
uniformly random d-linear form f : (Fk2 )d → F2 . Then,
h
i
2 d
Pr bias(f ) ≥ 2−(1−ε)k ≤ 2−Ω(ε k ) .
I Remark 22. Note that any d-linear form f (X1 , . . . , Xd ) vanishes if any one of the block
of variables X1 , . . . , Xd is zero. Hence, the bias of any d-linear form (or equivalently its
correlation with the constant 0 polynomial) is at least 2−k = 2−n/d . Theorem 21 states that
it is extremely unlikely for a random d-linear form to have even slightly more bias while
Theorem 20 states that it is extremely unlikely for a random d-linear form to have slightly
better correlation with any degree ` polynomial.
The key ingredient in the proofs of the above theorems is the following theorem on the
distribution of the sum of random rank-1 tensors.
I Theorem 23. Let ε > 0 be a constant. Let d, k, t be integers with d < 2εk/5 , and t < 5ε k d−1 .
Let {x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d] be picked independently and uniformly distributed in Fk2 .Then,


t O
d
X
Pr 
x(i,j) = 0 ≤ 2−(1−ε/2)·kt .
i=1 j=1

I Remark 24. If any block of vectors (say wlog. {x(i,1) }i∈[t] , the first block of vectors) are all 0
Pt Nd
(this happens with probability 2−kt ), then the d-dimensional linear form i=1 j=1 x(i,j) = 0.
The above theorem states that the probability of the d-linear form vanishing is not significantly
larger.
In turn, the proof of the above theorem is based on the following lemma, which gives an
upper bound on the probability that a random rank-1 tensor lies in a fixed low dimensional
subspace.
I Lemma 25. Let k, d be integers and U be a subspace of (Fk2 )⊗d of dimension u. Let
x1 , . . . , xd ∈ Fk2 be picked independently and uniformly at random, and let T = ⊗di=1 xi .
Then,
d−1

Pr[T ∈ U ] ≤

d
2u/k
+
2k
2k

.

I Remark 26. Let U = V ⊗ (Fk2 )⊗(d−1) where V is a u/k d−1 -dimensional subspace of Fk2 .
d−1
Note, dim(U ) = u. Clearly, Pr[⊗di=1 xi ∈ U ] = Pr[x1 ∈ V ] = 2u/k /2k . The above lemma
states that the probability is not significantly larger than this for any other U .
In the next subsection, we show how Theorem 20 and Theorem 21 follow from Theorem 23.
We defer the proof of Lemma 25 and Theorem 23 to Appendix A.

4.1

Proofs of Theorem 20 and Theorem 21

We first prove Theorem 21.
Proof of Theorem 21. We want to bound Prf [bias(f ) ≥ 2−(1−ε)k ]. We shall do so by
bounding the tth moment of bias(f ) for a suitable choice of t and applying Markov’s
inequality.
Let T : [k]d → F2 denote the tensor associated with f . Thus T (i1 , . . . , id ) are all
independent and uniformly distributed in F2 .
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We now compute the tth moment of f .
Ef [(bias(f ))t ]

h
it 
(1)
(d)
= Ef Ex(1) ,...,x(d) ∼Fk2 (−1)f (x ,...,x )


h
i
Y
(i,1)
(i,d)
= Ef 
Ex(i,1) ,...,x(i,d) ∼Fk2 (−1)f (x ,...,x ) 
i∈[t]

Pt
h h
ii
(i,1)
(i,d)
= E{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d] Ef (−1) i=1 f (x ,...,x )

P Q
 #!
"
t
d
(i,j)
Y
T (`1 ,...,`d )·
x`
i=1
j=1
j


= E{x(i,j) }
ET (`1 ,...,`d )∼F2 (−1)
i∈[t],j∈[d]

(`1 ,...,`d )∈[k]d


= E{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d] 


Y

1Pt Qd

(`1 ,...,`d )∈[k]d

(i,j)

i=1

j=1

Pt

Qd

x`

j

=0




= E{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d]

=

Pr
{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d]

=

Pr
{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d]

Setting t =

ε d−1
,
10 k

1∀(`1 ,...,`d )∈[k]d ,


i=1

∀(`1 , . . . , `d ) ∈ [k]d ,

j=1

t Y
d
X

(i,j)

x`

j

=0


(i,j)

x `j

= 0

i=1 j=1



t O
d
X

x(i,j) = 0 .
i=1 j=1

Theorem 23 tells us that

Ef [(bias(f ))t ] = 2−(1−ε/2)kt .
Using Markov’s inequality,
h
i 2−(1−ε/2))kt
2 d
Pr bias(f ) ≥ 2−(1−ε)k ≤ −(1−ε)kt ≤ 2−εkt/2 ≤ 2−Ω(ε k )
f
2
as claimed.

J

We now use a similar argument to prove Theorem 20.
Proof of Theorem 20. Fix an arbitrary ε > 0. Let C denote the space of degree ≤ `
polynomials in F2 [X1 , . . . , Xn ]. We want to show that with high probability over the choice
of f , we have that for every P ∈ C, corr(f, P ) ≤ 2−(1−ε)k .
Fix P ∈ C and consider the tth moment of bias(f − P ). Imitating the proof of Theorem 21,
we get
Ef [(bias(f − P ))t ]


Pt
(i,1)
(i,d)
= E{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d] (−1) i=1 P (x ,...,x ) · 1∀(` ,...,` )∈[k]d , Pt Qd x(i,j) =0
1
d
i=1
j=1 `j


≤ E{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d] 1∀(` ,...,` )∈[k]d , Pt Qd x(i,j) =0
1
d
i=1
j=1 `j


t O
d
X
= Pr 
x(i,j) = 0 .
i=1 j=1
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Now we will apply Theorem 23. Observe that since d = o(n/ log n), we have,
d < 2εk/5 .
ε d−1
As in the proof of Theorem 21, we set t = 10
k
, invoke Theorem 23 and apply Markov’s
inequality to get,
h
i
2 d
Pr bias(f − P ) ≥ 2−(1−ε)k ≤ 2−ε k /20 .
f

Now bias(f − P ) = corr(f, P ). Thus, by a union bound over all P ∈ C, we have the
following.
h
i
2 d
Pr corr(f, C) ≥ 2−(1−ε)k ≤ |C| · 2−ε k /20 .
(4)
f

d

It remains to estimate |C|. We show below that |C| = 2o(k ) . The proof of this lemma
n
d
works for any other C as long as C satisfies |C| = 2o(k ) . Note that |C| = 2(≤`) . Let δ denote
d/n.
 
 
d/2  δn/2
n
n
2en
2e
≤
≤
≤
≤`
≤ d/2
d
δ
 δn !
1
=o
[Since δ = o(1)]
δ



= o(k d ) .
Combining this with Equation (4), we get,
h
i
d
2 d
Pr corr(f, C) ≥ 2−(1−ε)k ≤ 2o(k ) · 2−ε k /20 .
f

Since this holds for every ε > 0, we get the desired result.

J
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A

Random rank-1 tensors

In this subsection, we first prove Lemma 25 on the probability that a random rank-1 tensor
lies in a fixed low-dimensional subspace. We then give a corollary of this lemma which bounds
the probability that a collection of random rank-1 tensors spans a very low dimensional
subspace. This corollary will be used in the proof of Theorem 23.
Proof of Lemma 25. Define


fd,k (u) =

1
1− 1− k
2

d−1 !



1
+ 1− k
2

d−1

d−1

·

2u/k
2k

.

We will prove, by induction on d, the following stronger bound.
Pr[T ∈ U ] ≤ fd,k (u) .
The fact that this implies the lemma, follows from the observations that 1− d−1
≤ 1−
2k

1 d−1
≤ 1.
and that 1 − 2k
Base case. The d = 1 case is trivial (using the observation that f1,k (u) =
the statement holds for larger d.

2u
).
2k


1 d−1
2k

We now show

0

Induction step. Let k 0 = k d−1 . We will view (Fk2 )⊗d as Fk2 ⊗ Fk2 . Every element v of
0
(Fk2 )⊗d can thus be written as a tuple (v1 , . . . , vk ), where each vi is an element of Fk2 (thus
the k d coordinates are partitioned into k blocks of coordinates, with each block having k 0
0
coordinates). We let πi : (Fk2 )⊗d → Fk2 be the ith projection map, mapping v to vi .
With this convention, we take a basis for U in row echelon form. Concretely, this gives us
a basis B for U , such that B is a disjoint union of B1 , . . . , Bk (Bj is the set of basis vectors
pivoted in the j’th block of coordinates), such that,
for all v ∈ Bj and i < j, πi (v) = 0,
0
the vectors πj (v) ∈ Fk2 , as v varies in Bj , are linearly independent.
Define Uj = span{πj (v) | v ∈ Bj )}. Thus we have dim(Uj ) = |Bj | and
k
X

dim(Uj ) = dim(U ) .

j=1
0

For i > j, we define a linear map ψij : Uj → Fk2 by defining ψij on a basis for Uj :
ψij (πj (v)) = πi (v), ∀v ∈ Bj .
Then we have the following basic claim (which follows immediately from the above echelon
form representation of U ).
Qk
B Claim 27. Let v ∈ (Fk2 )⊗d . Then v ∈ U only if there exists (u1 , . . . , uk ) ∈ i=1 Ui such
that for each i ∈ [k] we have
πi (v) = ui +

X

ψij (uj ) .

j<i

To simplify notation, we will denote x1 by y and ⊗di=2 xi by z. We want to find an upper
bound on Pr[y ⊗ z ∈ U ].
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B Claim 28. Let z̃ ∈ (Fk2 )⊗(d−1) and S = {i | z̃ ∈ Ui }, then, Pry∈Fk2 [y ⊗ z̃ ∈ U ] ≤

2|S|
.
2k

Proof. For fixed z̃, given the random variable v = y ⊗ z̃, we define random variables
P
u1 , u2 , ..., uk by: ui := πi (v) − j<i ψij (uj ). Note that πi (v) = πi (y ⊗ z̃) = yi z̃. Also note
that ui is only a function of y1 , . . . , yi . By Claim 27, v ∈ U only if for all i, ui ∈ Ui .
Pr [y ⊗ z̃ ∈ U ]

y∈Fk
2

≤ Pr [∀i ≤ k, ui ∈ Ui ]
y

=

k
Y

Pr [ui ∈ Ui | u1 ∈ U1 , . . . , ui−1 ∈ Ui−1 ]

i=1

=

k
Y



Eu1 ∈U1 ,...,ui−1 ∈Ui−1 Pr [ui ∈ Ui | u1 , . . . , ui−1 ]
ui

i=1

=

k
Y





Eu1 ∈U1 ,...,ui−1 ∈Ui−1 P rui πi (v) −

i=1

=

k
Y



Eu1 ∈U1 ,...,ui−1 ∈Ui−1 P ryi yi z̃ −


X

ψij (uj ) ∈ Ui u1 , . . . , ui−1 

j<i

Y 1
i6∈S

ψij (uj ) ∈ Ui u1 , . . . , ui−1 

j<i



i=1

≤


X

2

 k−|S|
1
=
,
2

where the last inequality follows since for every i ∈
/ S and every vector w, at most one of w
and w + z̃ can lie in Ui (as z̃ ∈
/ Ui ).
C
For S ⊆ [k], let US =

T

i∈S

Ui . Then,

 Pk

1Ui (z)
i=1
2

Pr[y ⊗ z ∈ U ] ≤ Ez 
[Follows from the above claim]
y,z
2k
" k
#
Y
1
1Ui (z)
2
= k Ez
2
i=1
" k
#
Y
1
= k Ez
(1 + 1Ui (z))
2
i=1


X
1
= k Ez 
1US (z)
2
S⊆[k]

1 X
= k
Pr[z ∈ US ] .
z
2
S⊆[k]

Now, observe that for each i ∈ S, we have Pr[z ∈ US ] ≤ Pr[z ∈ Ui ]. Thus if we sort the
Ui so that dim(U1 ) ≥ dim(U2 ) ≥ . . . ≥ dim(Uk ), then we have the following sequence of
inequalities.
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1 
1+
Pr[z ∈ US ]
z
2k
i∈[k] S⊆[i],i∈S


X
1
2i−1 Pr[z ∈ Ui ]
≤ k 1 +
z
2
i∈[k]


X
1
≤ k 1 +
2i−1 fd−1,k (dim(Ui )) ,
2

Pr[y ⊗ z ∈ U ] ≤

y,z


X

X

i∈[k]

where the last step follows from the induction hypothesis. To find an upper bound for this
last expression, we let ai = dim(Ui ). We have the constraints
X
ai = u ,
i
0

k ≥ a1 ≥ a2 ≥ . . . ≥ ak ≥ 0 ,
where k 0 = k d−1 , and we want to maximize an expression of the form
!
k
k
X
X
i−1
ai /kd−2
k
i−1+ai /kd−2
2 (α + β2
) = α · (2 − 1) + β ·
2
.
i=1

i=1

where α, β > 0.
0
It is worth noting what happens in the two examples U = V ⊗ Fk2 and U = Fk2 ⊗ W ,
0
where V ⊆ Fk2 and W ⊆ Fk2 are subspaces of the appropriate dimension. In the first case,
a1 = a2 = . . . = au/k0 = k 0 and the remaining ai are 0. In the second case, all the ai = u/k.
Both are global maxima of the expression we want to maximize! The existence of these very
different maxima makes this maximization problem somewhat tricky.
In Theorem 29 we prove a tight upper bound for this function. For every i ∈ [k], let
bi = ai /k d−2 , and let ũ = u/k d−2 . Then, b1 , b2 , . . . , bk and ũ satisfy the constraints in the
hypothesis of Theorem 29, and Theorem 29 tells us that a global maxima is achieved when
all the ai are equal to dim(U )/k. Thus,


X
1 
Pr[y ⊗ z ∈ U ] ≤ k 1 +
2i−1 fd−1,k (u/k)
y,z
2
i∈[k]


1
1 + (2k − 1)fd−1,k (u/k)
k
2


1
1
=
+ (1 − k )fd−1,k (u/k)
2k
2
=

= fd,k (u) .
This completes the induction step.

J

I Theorem 29. Let k be a positive integer, and let ũ ∈ [0, k 2 ] be a real number. Suppose
b1 , b2 , . . . , bk are real numbers satisfying the following constraints.
k ≥ b1 ≥ b2 . . . ≥ bk ≥ 0 ,
k
X
i=1

bi = ũ .

(5)
(6)
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Then,
k
X

2i−1 2bi ≤

i=1

k
X

2i−1 2ũ/k = (2k − 1)2ũ/k .

i=1

We refer the reader to the full version of our paper for a proof of Theorem 29.
We now use the previous lemma to prove a corollary about the dimension of the span of
several random rank 1 tensors.
I Corollary 30. Let d, k, t be integers. For each i ∈ [t] and j ∈ [d], pick x(i,j) ∈ Fk2 uniformly
at random. For i ∈ [t], let Ti be the rank-1 tensor ⊗dj=1 x(i,j) . Then, for every 0 ≤ r ≤ t,
 
t
Pr[dim(span({T1 , . . . , Tt })) = r] ≤
r

d + 2t/k
2k

d−1

!t−r
.

Proof. Let us reveal T1 , . . . , Tt one at a time. For 0 ≤ i ≤ t, let Vi = span({T1 , . . . , Ti−1 , Ti }).
Thus we have 0 = dim(V0 ) ≤ dim(V1 ) ≤ . . . dim(Vt ). We want to estimate the probability
that dim(Vt ) = r. Let Ei denote the event that Ti ∈ Vi−1 . For I ⊆ [t], let EI denote the
T
event i∈I Ei . In terms of these events, we can bound Pr[dim(Vt ) = r] as follows.
Pr[dim(Vt ) = r] ≤ Pr[∃I ⊆ [t], |I| = t − r such that EI occurs]
X
≤
Pr[EI ] .
I⊆[t],|I|=t−r

We conclude the proof by bounding Pr[EI ]. Fix I ⊆ [t] with |I| = t−r. Let I = {i1 , . . . , it−r }
with i1 < i2 < . . . < it−r .
Pr[EI ] =

t−r
Y

Pr[Eij |

j=1

\

E i` ] .

`<j

Lemma 25 implies the following.
Pr[Ei |T1 , . . . , Ti−1 ] ≤

d + 2dim(Vi−1 )/k
2k

d−1

.

For any given j ∈ [t − r], the events Ei1 , . . . , Eij−1 are all determined by T1 , . . . , Tij −1 (since
Ei` depends on T1 , . . . , Ti` , and ij−1 ≤ ij − 1). Thus, for each j ∈ [t − r], we have,
Pr[Eij |

\
`<j

E i` ] ≤

d + 2t/k
2k

d−1

.

Here we used the fact that dim(Vij −1 ) ≤ t. Using this in our previous bound, we conclude
that
!t−r
d−1
d + 2t/k
Pr[EI ] ≤
,
2k
and thus,
 
t
Pr[dim(Vt ) = r] ≤
·
r

d + 2t/k
2k

d−1

!t−r
.
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A.1

Proof of Theorem 23

We now use Corollary 30 to prove Theorem 23.
Proof of Theorem 23. The equation
t O
d
X

x(i,j) = 0

(7)

i=1 j=1

implies that
t
X

∀` ∈ [k],

(i,1)

x`

·

i=1

Let Ti denote

d
O

x(i,j) = 0 .

(8)

j=2

Nd

j=2

x(i,j) for i ∈ [t] and T = span({T1 , . . . , Tt }). Then we have,

Pr[{x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d] satisfy (7)]
≤ Pr[{x
=

t
X

(i,j)

(9)

}i∈[t],j∈[d] satisfy (8)]

i
h
Pr {x(i,j) }i∈[t],j∈[d] satisfy (8) dim(T ) = r Pr [dim(T ) = r]

r=0

=

t
X


Y


r=0

≤

t 
X
r=0

Pr

`∈[k]

1
2r

" t
X

#
(i,1)
x`

· Ti = 0 dim(T ) = r  · Pr [dim(T ) = r]

i=1

k
· Pr [dim(T ) = r] .

(10)
(i,1)

Here, the equality in the third step follows from the fact that {x` }i∈[t],`∈[k] are independently and uniformly distributed in F2 .
By the given distribution of T1 , . . . , Tt in (Fk2 )⊗(d−1) , Corollary 30 says that
 
t
Pr [dim(T ) = r] ≤
r

t

d − 1 + 2 kd−2
2k

!t−r
.

Plugging this bound back into (9) gives

Pr[{x

(i,j)

}i∈[t],j∈[d]

t  
X
t 1
satisfy (7)] ≤
r 2rk
r=0

r
t  
X
t
1
≤
r
2k
r=0
=

≤

t

d − 1 + 2 kd−2
2k

!t−r

t

d − 1 + 2 kd−2
2k
!t
t

1
d − 1 + 2 kd−2
+
k
2
2k
!t
t
d + 2 kd−2
.
2k

!t−r
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Now, since d < 2εk/5 and t < εk d−1 /5, we have
t

d + 2 kd−2 < 2 · 2εk/5 < 2εk/2 ,
we conclude that


t O
d
X
Pr 
x(i,j) = 0 < 2−(1−ε/2)kt .
i=1 j=1

This completes the proof.
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1

Introduction

List recoverable codes were defined by Guruswami and Indyk [7] in their study of list
decodable codes. Here, we study list recoverable codes in their own right, showing that
random puncturings of codes over a sufficiently large alphabet are list recoverable. Our
result is analogous to earlier work by Rudra and Wooters [10, 11] on the list decodability of
randomly punctured codes.
We use q to denote the alphabet size, and n to denote the block length of an arbitrary
code C ⊂ [q]n . Given two codewords c1 , c2 ∈ [q]n , denote the Hamming distance between c1
and c2 by ∆(c1 , c2 ). Denote the minimum distance between a codeword c ∈ [q]n and a set
L ⊆ [q]n by ∆(c, L).
I Definition 1 (List recoverability). Let q, n, `, L be positive integers, and let 0 ≤ ρ < 1 be
a real number. A code C ⊂ [q]n is (ρ, `, L) list recoverable if, for every collection of sets
{Ai ⊆ [q]}i∈[n] with |Ai | ≤ ` for each i, we have
|{c ∈ C | ∆(c, A1 × · · · × An ) ≤ ρn}| ≤ L.
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In the above definition, ` is called the input list size, and L is called the output list size
from which the code can be recovered. The case ρ = 0 is already interesting, and is called
zero-error list recoverability. We say that a code C is (`, L) zero-error list recoverable if it is
(0, `, L) list recoverable.
A puncturing of a code C ⊂ [q]n to a set S ⊂ [n] is the code CS ⊂ [q]S defined by
CS [i] = C[i] for each i ∈ S. A punctured code will typically have higher rate, but lower
distance, than the unpunctured version. Our main result is that every code over a large
enough alphabet [q] can be punctured to a code of rate R > q −1/2 while being list recoverable
with input and output list sizes roughly R−2 .
−1
2
I Theorem 2. For any realα with
 0 < α ≤ 1, every code with distance at least n(1−q − )
can be punctured to rate Ω log q so that it is (ρ, `, `(1 + α))-list recoverable, provided that
the following inequalities are satisfied:

n and q are sufficiently large,
0 ≤ ρ < 1 − (1 + α)−1/2 ,
q −1/2 <  < min(c, 2−1 γσ),
` ≤ −2 σ 2 γ,
where c > 0 is a constant, γ = (1 + α)(1 − ρ)2 − 1, and σ = (1 − ρ)(2 − ρ)−1 .
In fact, we show a random puncturing is list recoverable with the same list size with high
probability; see Theorem 10 for a precise statement.
It is helpful to consider the case ρ = 0 and α = 1. Then we obtain a (`, 2`) zero-error listrecoverable code. If we start with a code having distance nearly as large as possible (i.e. take
 = Θ(q −1/2 )), then we obtain input and output list sizes of Ω(q) and rate Ω(q −1/2 log−1 q).
In this way, we obtain a punctured code of rate Ω(`−1/2 log−1 `). The main point is that
this is better than the codes guaranteed by the Johnson bound (discussed in more detail
below), which gives a code of rate Ω(`−1 ). A completely random code, however, can be (`, 2`)
zero-error list-recoverable with rate Ω(1).
One nice feature Theorem 2 is that it can yield an input list size as large as Ω(q). A
second nice feature is that the theorem yields a tight relationship between the input and
output list sizes; many results on list recovery give an output list that is much larger than
the input list. Finally we mention that the proof of Theorem 2 is relatively simple and
elementary; we draw a slightly more explicit comparison to the earlier work of Rudra and
Wooters [10, 11] below.

2

Background

In this section, we give a brief discussion about the current state of the literature. Theorem 2
is analogous to a theorem of Rudra and Wooters [10, 11] on the list decodability of punctured
codes over large alphabets. A code C ⊂ [q]n is (ρ, `)-list decodable if for each x ∈ [q]n , there
are at most ` codewords of C that differ from x in fewer than ρn coordinates.
I Theorem 3 ([11]). Let  > q −1/2 be a real number, and q, n be sufficientlylargeintegers.
Every code C ⊂ [q]n with distance n(1 − q −1 − 2 ) can be punctured to rate Ω̃ log q so that
it is (1 − O(), O(−1 ))-list decodable.
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Theorems 2 and 3 are most interesting in the case of Reed-Solomon codes.
The codewords

of the degree-d Reed-Solomon code over Fq with evaluation set S ∈ [q]
are
the
evaluations
n
of all univariate polynomials of degree at most d on elements of S. In other words, suppose
S = {s1 , . . . , sn }. The degree-d Reed-Solomon code on S is the set
{(p(s1 ), . . . , p(sn )) | deg(p) ≤ d}.
The block length of this code is n ≤ q. Since two distinct polynomials of degree at most d
can agree on at most d locations, the distance of any degree-d Reed-Solomon code is at least
n − d.
A fundamental result, which gives a lower bound on the list decodability of a code with
given distance, is the Johnson bound (see, for example Corollary 3.2 in [6]).
I Theorem 4 (Johnson bound for list decoding). Every code C ⊂ [q]n of minimum distance
at least n(1 − q −1 − 2 ) is ((1 − q −1 − ), O(−1 ))- list decodable.
One of the main points of Theorem 3 is that it shows that there are Reed-Solomon codes
that are list decodable beyond the Johnson bound. This is a very interesting result because
variations of Reed-Solomon codes have been shown to beat the Johnson bound. On the other
hand, Reed-Solomon codes are quite natural and some applications in Complexity theory
specifically needed Reed-Solomon codes (and not the aforementioned variants).
A similar result as Theorem 4, using a similar argument, also known as the Johnson
bound, is known for list recoverability (see for example, Lemma 5.2 in [4]).
I Theorem 5 (Johnson bound for list recovery). Let C ⊆ [q]n be a code of relative distance
1 − . Then C is (ρ, `, L)-list recoverable for any ` ≤ −1 (1 − ρ)2 with L = (1−ρ)`2 −` .
For perspective, the goal here is to have the input list size ` as large as possible for a
given ρ while ensuring that the output list size L is small, for example, L = poly(`) is a
reasonable regime of efficiency. Theorem 5 roughly says that every √
q-ary code of distance
1 − q −1 −  is (ρ, `, O(`))-list recoverable for ` = O(−1 ) and ρ ≤ 1 − 2`. Thus, a question
naturally arises:
I Question. Are there q-ary Reed-Solomon codes of distance 1−q −1 − which are (ρ, `, L)-list
recoverable for some ρ ∈ [0, 1) and ` = ω(−1 ) and L = poly(`)?
We would like to remark again, that the case ρ = 0 is also interesting. A result of
Guruswami and Rudra [8] shows that there are Reed-Solomon codes where one cannot hope
to beat the Johnson bound in the case when ρ = 0.
m
I Theorem
 m 6 (Theorem 1 in [8]). Let q = p where p is a prime, and let C denote the
p −1
degree- p−1 Reed-Solomon code over Fq with Fq as the evaluation set. Then there are
lists S1 , . . . , Sq each of size p such that
m

|C ∩ (S1 × · · · × Sq )| = q 2 .
In the proof of the above theorem, each list Ai is given by Fp ⊂ Fq , and the set of
codewords contained in these lists are codewords of the BCH code. This result exploits
the specific subfield structure of the input lists. To understand this result quantitatively,
recall that a degree-d Reed-Solomon code has relative distance 1 − 1q − dq . Setting ` = p − 1
and ρ = 0 in the Johnson bound tells us that such a code is (p − 1, O(q)) zero-error list
recoverable. Setting the list size as p in the bound gives us nothing, and Theorem 6 says
that the number of codewords grows superpolynomially in q.
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One thing to note in Theorem 6 is that the same lists of size p also support at least
m
q 2 codewords for any punctured code. Thus in some sense, the reason why Theorem 2
is true is that lists of size p − 1 do not support many more codewords in an appropriately
punctured code than in the un-punctured case. This is very similar to the intuition in the
results of [10], [11] for list-decodability.
Theorem 2 immediately gives the following corollary.
I Corollary 7. For a prime power q and small enough  ≥ q −1/2 , there are Reed-Solomon
codes of rate Ω̃ log q which are (−2 , O(−2 )) zero-error list recoverable.
Thus, one is able to go beyond the O(−1 ) size input lists. Again, one can easily check
that setting ` = −2 in the Johnson bound gives nothing. A point worth noting is that there
is no inherent upper bound on the input list size, and the input lists can be as large as Ω(q)
when  is around q −1/2 . In fact, ` = Ω(q) and L ≤ 2` is the regime for the main application
of Theorem 2 (see Section 2.2).
A natural attempt at Theorem 2 is to use the method from the aforementioned result of
Rudra and Wootters. This method uses tools from high dimensional probability. At a very
high level, the main intuition in their argument is the following: Suppose there is a set Λ of
L = Ω(−1 ) codewords which are at a distance at most 1 − O() from some point x ∈ [q]n ,
then there is a subset Λ0 ⊂ Λ which is much smaller where the distribution of distances from
x is similar to that of Λ. The existence of such a Λ is a bad event, which is witnessed by a
smaller bad event (i.e., existence of Λ0 ) of the same type. Thus, this requires one to union
bound just over Λ0 ’s which are much smaller in number. Attempting to use this idea in a
straightforward way to list recovery seems to be very lossy. The proof of Theorem 2 builds
on this idea, and uses the fact that bad events can be witnessed by smaller bad events of a
different (although related) type (see Section 3.1 for a somewhat more detailed sketch of the
proof). Surprisingly though, the execution of this idea in this case is far simpler than in the
previous works, and is completely elementary.

2.1

A quantitative summary of rate bounds for list recovery

We summarize the above discussion into a perspective with which one may view Theorem 2.
Fix a ρ ∈ [0, 1) to be the fraction of errors from which we wish to list-recover q-ary codes
where q is larger than the block length. Suppose one wanted to list recover from input
lists of size ` where the output list is poly(`)1 , the Johnson bound (Theorem 5) guarantees
that Reed-Solomon codes of rate Ω(1/`) achieve this. Theorem 6 says that in general, this
dependence cannot be improved, i.e., there are Reed-Solomon codes of rate O(1/`) where
the output list is superpolynomial for infinitely many q and `. However, Theorem 2 says
that most Reed-Solomon codes of rate Ω(1/(`1/2 log q)) achieve this.
It should be worth noting that decoding from lists of size ` can be achieved by random
codes of rate Ω(1), whereas random Reed-Solomon codes require that the rate is O(1/ log `)
(Theorem 11). In fact, nothing better is known even for random linear codes. In this sense
random codes are much better at list recovery than random Reed-Solomon codes.

1

The proof of Theorem 2 relies on a “birthday paradox” type argument that cannot exploit the additional
structure when one allows L to grow as a larger function of `.
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Unbalanced expander graphs from codes

The zero-error case of Theorem 2 leads to some progress on a question of Guruswami
regarding unbalanced expanders obtained from Reed-Solomon graphs. This was also the
main motivation behind this theorem.
Informally, an expander graph is a graph where every small set of vertices has a relatively
large neighborhood. In this case, we say that all small sets expand. One interesting type
of expander graphs are unbalanced expanders. These are bipartite graphs where one side is
much larger than the other side, and we want that all the small subsets of the larger side
expand.
I Definition 8 (Unbalanced expander). A (k, d, )-regular unbalanced expander is a bipartite
graph on vertex set L t R, |L| ≥ |R| where the degree of every vertex in L is d, and for every
S ⊆ L such that |S| = k, we have that |N (S)| ≥ d|S|(1 − ).
Note that in the above definition, |N (S)| ≤ d|S|. We are typically interested in infinite
families of unbalanced expanders for which  = o(1), d = o(|R|), and k = Ω̃(|R|/d).
Given a code C ⊆ [q]n , it is natural to look at the bipartite graph, which we will denote
by G(C) where the vertex sets are C t ([n] × [q]). For every c = (c1 , . . . , cn ) ∈ C the set of
neighbors is {(1, c1 ), . . . , (n, cn )}. This graph is especially interesting when C is a low-degree
Reed-Solomon code evaluated at an appropriate set.
The following is a open question in the study of pseudorandomness that is attributed
to

Guruswami [5], (also explicitly stated in [2]): Fix an integer d. For a subset S ∈ [q]
,
define
m
CS to be the degree-d Reed-Solomon code with S as the evaluation set, where d is a constant.
I Question. What is the smallest m such that when S is chosen uniformly at random, G(CS )
is, with high probability, a (Ω(q), 1/2)-unbalanced expander?
There are examples of explicit constructions unbalanced expanders that come from other
means [9]. In fact, [9] also contains a construction based on a variant of Reed-Solomon
code known as folded Reed-Solomon code. However, the above question has a very natural
geometric/combinatorial “core” which is interesting in its own right and so far, seems to
evade known techniques.
It was probably well known that m = Ω(log q), and we also give a proof of this (Theorem 11)
since we could not find it in the literature. But for upper bounds, it seems nothing better
than the almost trivial m = O(q) was known [1]. Since the zero-error list recoverability of
C is equivalent to the expansion of G(C), an immediate Corollary to Theorem 10 gives an
improved upper bound.
I Corollary 9. Let q, n be sufficiently large integers and α ∈ (0, 1),  > q −1/2 be real numbers.
For every code C ⊂ [q]n with relative distance 1 − q −1 − 2 , there is a subset S ⊆ [n] such
that |S| = O(n log q) such that G(CS ) is a (α−2 , |S|, α)-unbalanced expander.
Instantiating the above theorem for degree-d Reed-Solomon codes, we have n = q and
1
√
 = (d/q)− 2 . This gives, m = Õ( q).

3

Proof of Theorem 2

The bulk of this section is the statement and proof of Theorem 10. After the proof of
Theorem 10, we show how to derive Theorem 2 from it.
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3.1

A sketch of the proof

Here, we sketch the proof when ρ = 0, i.e., for zero-error list recovery. This contains most of
the main ideas required for the general theorem. Let S = {s1 , . . . , sm } ⊆ [n] be a randomly
chosen evaluation set. The main observation is that if there are input lists A1 , . . . , Am ⊆ [q],
such that (A1 × · · · × Am ) contains a large subset D ⊆ C of codewords, then there is a
small subset C 0 ⊆ D ⊆ C which agree on an unusually high number of coordinates. An
appropriately sized random subset of D does this. Thus the event that a given puncturing is
bad is contained witnessed by the event that there are few codewords that agree a lot on the
coordinates chosen in S. The number of events of the latter kind are far fewer in number,
leaving us with fewer bad events to overcome for the union bound.

3.2

Proof of Theorem 2

The calculations in the proof of Theorem 10 are all explicit, but we have not tried to optimize
the constant terms.
I Theorem 10. Let 0 < α < 1 and 0 ≤ ρ < 1 − (1 + α)−1/2 be real numbers. Let q, n, d, `,
and m be positive integers. Let C ⊂ [q]n be a code of distance at least n − nq −1 − d. Denote
γ = (1 + α)(1 − ρ)2 − 1 and σ = (1 − ρ)(2 − ρ)−1 . Suppose that the following inequalities are
satisfied:
d ≥ nq −1 ,
4γ −1 ≤ ` ≤ 800−1 σγnd−1 ,
p
σm ≥ 1280 `γ −1 log |C|,
m < n.

Then, for S ∈ [n]
m chosen uniformly at random, the probability that CS is (ρ, `, `(1 + α))list recoverable is at least 1 − e−σm/64 .
Proof. For any C 0 ⊆ C, denote by T (C 0 ) the set of coordinates i ∈ [n] such that there is a
pair c1 , c2 ∈ C 0 with c1 [i] = c2 [i].
The basic outline of the proof is to first show that, for any S such that CS is not
(ρ, `, `(1 + α))-list recoverable, there is a pair S 0 , C 0 such that S 0 is large and |T (C 0 ) ∩ S 0 |
is unusually large. Taking a union bound over all candidates for C 0 then shows that there
cannot be too many
pairs of this sort.

[n]
Let S ∈ m so that CS is not (ρ, `, `(1 + α))-list recoverable. We will show that there is
a set C 0 ⊂ CS such that
p
|C 0 | ≤ 10 `/γ, and
(1)
|T (C 0 ) ∩ S| ≥ σm/4.

(2)

Since CS is not (ρ, `, `(1 + α))-list recoverable, there are subsets Ai ⊆ [q] for each i ∈ S
Q
such that each |Ai | ≤ ` and |{c ∈ CS : ∆(c, i∈S Ai ) ≤ ρn}| > `(1 + α).
Let
Y
D = {c ∈ Cs : ∆(c,
Ai ) ≤ ρn}.
i∈S

For i ∈ S, let
Di = {c ∈ D : c[i] ∈ Ai }.
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Let
I = {(c, i) ∈ D × S : c ∈ Di }.
From the definition of D, we have
|I| ≥ |D|(1 − ρ)m.

(3)

Note that the average cardinality of the Di is (1 − ρ)|D|. Let
S 0 = {i ∈ S : |Di | ≥ (1 − ρ)2 |D|}.
If ρ = 0, then Di = D for each i, and hence |S 0 | = m. Next we show that, if ρ > 0, then
|S 0 | ≥ (1 − ρ)(2 − ρ)−1 m = σm. Since |Di ≤ |D| for each i, we have
|S 0 | |D| ≥

X

|Di | = |I| −

i∈S 0

X

Di .

(4)

i∈S\S 0

Since |Di | < (1 − ρ)2 |D| for each i ∈ S \ S 0 , we have
X

≤ (m − |S 0 |)(1 − ρ)2 |D|.

(5)

i∈S\S 0

A straightforward rearrangement of (3), (4), and (5) using the assumption that ρ > 0
leads to the claimed lower bound on |S 0 |:
|S 0 | ≥ σm.

(6)

Since σ < 1, the bound |S 0 | ≥ σm holds for the case ρ = 0 as well.

For each i ∈ S 0 , choose a set Pi ⊂ D2 of |Pi | ≥ γ`/2 disjoint pairs of codewords in
Di such that for each {c1 , c2 } ∈ Pi , we have c1 [i] = c2 [i]. This is always possible since
|Ai | ≤ ` and |Di | ≥ (1 + ρ)2 |D| ≥ (1 + γ)`. Now choose C 0 randomly by including each
element of D with probability p = (γ`/2)−1/2 `(1 + α)|D|−1 . Since ` ≥ 4γ −1 by hypothesis
and |D| ≥ `(1 + α) by the assumption that CS is not (ρ, `, `(1 + α))-list recoverable, we have
p < 1. The expected size of C 0 is
E[|C 0 |] = p|D| ≤ (γ/(2`))−1/2 (1 + α) ≤ (8`/γ)1/2 .
We remark that this is the only place where we use the assumption that α < 1. For any
fixed pair c1 =
6 c2 of codewords in D, the probability that both are included in C 0 is p2 . Since
the pairs in Pi are disjoint, the events that two distinct pairs {c1 , c2 }, {c3 , c4 } ∈ Pi are both
included in C 0 are independent. Hence, the probability that no pair in Pi is included in C 0
2
is (1 − p2 )|Pi | < e−p |Pi | < 1/2. Consequently, for each fixed i ∈ S 0 , the probability that
i ∈ T (C 0 ) is greater than 1/2. By linearity of expectation, E[|T (C 0 ) ∩ S 0 |] ≥ |S 0 |/2 ≥ σm/2.
Let
Y = |T (C 0 ) ∩ S 0 | −

σm |C 0 |
.
4 E[|C 0 |]

By linearity of expectation, E[Y ] ≥ σm/4, hence there is some specific choice of C 0 for which
Y ≥ σm/4. This can hold only if |T (C 0 ) ∩ S| ≥ |T (C 0 ) ∩ S 0 | ≥ m/4 and |C 0 | ≤ 3E(|C 0 |)
simultaneously, which establishes (1) and (2).
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Next we bound the probability that, for a fixed choice of C 0 and random S, we have have
|T (C 0 ) ∩ S| large. Let C 0 ⊂ C be an arbitrary set of |C 0 | ≤ 10`1/2 γ −1/2 codewords. Since the
distance of C 0 is at least n − nq −1 − d and d ≥ nq −1 , we have
|T (C 0 )| ≤ (nq −1 + d)




|C 0 |
< d|C 0 |2 .
2

(7)


0
For S ∈ [n]
m chosen uniformly at random, |T (C )∩S| follows a hypergeometric distribution.
Specifically, we are making m draws from a population size of n of which |T (C 0 )| ≤ d|C 0 |2
contribute to |T (C 0 ) ∩ S|. Using the assumption that ` ≤ γσn(800d)−1 , the expected value
of |T (C 0 ) ∩ S| is
E [|T (C 0 ) ∩ S|] ≤ d|C 0 |2 n−1 m ≤ 100

σm
d`
m≤
.
γn
8

(8)

Next we use the following large deviation inequality for hypergeometric random variables
(see [3]). Let X be a hypergeometric random variable with mean µ. Then for any α ≥ 1,
P(X ≥ (1 + α)µ) ≤ exp(−αµ/4).

(9)

Together with (8), this gives
 σm 
P(|T (C 0 ) ∩ S| ≥ σm/4) ≤ exp −
.
32

(10)

Finally, we take a union over all candidates
for C 0 . Let X be the event that CS is not

[n]
(`, α, ρ) listp
recoverable, with S ∈ m uniformly at random. Using the assumption that
σm ≥ 1280 `/γ log |C|, we have
X

P(X) ≤

C 0 ⊂CS :|C 0 |≤10

P(|T (C 0 ∩ S)| ≥ σm/4)

√
`/γ


 m
|C|
p
≤
exp −
32
d10 `/γe + 1
 p

< exp 20 `/γ log |C| − σm/32


≤ exp(−σm/64),
as claimed.

J

We now show how to derive Theorem 2 from Theorem 10.
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose we have α, ρ, n, q, and  as in the hypotheses of Theorem 2.
Let γ = (1 + α)(1 − ρ)2 − 1, σ = (1 − ρ)(2 − ρ)−1 and m = d1280−1 log |C|e. The singleton
bound combined with the assumption
 that  < c for a suitably chosen absolute constant c
implies that m < n. Choose S ∈ [n]
m uniformly at random. The rate of CS is
R = log |C|(m log q)−1 = Ω((log q)−1 ).
It is straightforward to check that the hypotheses of Theorem 10 are satisfied if we take ` =
−2 σ 2 γ, and hence we have that CS is (ρ, `, `(1+α))-list recoverable with high probability. J
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Upper bound

Here we show the aforementioned upper bound for the rate to which a degree-d Reed-Solomon
code over Fq can be randomly punctured to be (Omega(q), 1/2)-zero-error list-recoverable.
First, we recall a bit of standard and relevant sumset notation. For a group G and
subsets A, B ⊆ G, we denote the sumset A + B = {a + b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. Clearly, we have
|A + B| ≤ |A| · |B|. If G = Zp , then for n < p/2, we have that [n] + [n] = {2, . . . , 2n}. We
are now ready to state and prove the upper bound.
I Theorem 11. Let m = o(log q), and S be a uniformly random subset of Fq of size m where
q is a large prime. Then for every d ≥ 1, the degree-d Reed-Solomon code with the evaluation
set at S is, with high probability, not (Ω(q), 1/2)-zero-error list-recoverable.
√
Proof. Let S = {s0 , . . . , sm }. Let t be a large number such that tm = o( q). We are using
the fact that m = o(log q) for the existence of such a t. W.L.O.G assume s0 = 0 and s1 = 1
(if 0, 1 6∈ S, then adding them to S only makes the lower bound stronger). Consider the two
sets
A0 =

1
1
[t] + · · ·
[t]
1 − s2
1 − sm−1

and
A1 =

1
1
[t] + · · ·
[t].
s2
sm−1


B Claim 12. With high probability over the choice of S, we have that |A0 |, |A1 | = Ω( tm−2 ).
Proof. We do the proof for A0 , the case for A1 follows analogously. Let P be the set of
“collisions” in A0 . Formally:
(
P :=

(a2 , . . . , am−2 , b2 , . . . , bm−2 ) |

m−2
X

ai si =

i=2

m−2
X

)
bi si

.

i=2

So the number of distinct elements in A0 is at least tm−2 − |P |. We observe that
E[|P |] =

X

P

a2 ,...,am−2 ∈[t]
b2 ,...,bm−2 ∈[t]

≤

m−2
X
i=2

ai si =

m−2
X

!
bi si

i=2

1 2m−4
t
p

= o(tm−2 ).
So by Markov’s Inequality, with high probability, |A0 | ∼ tm−2 .

J

Consider D, the set of degree-1 Reed-Solomon codes given by the lines
{Y = aX + b}b∈A0 ,a∈A1 .
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First, we note that |Y | = Ω(t2m−4 ). Geometrically, D is just the set of all lines passing
through some point of {0} × A0 and {1} × A1 . Clearly, {c[0] | c ∈ C} = A0 and {c[1] | c ∈
D} = A1 . For i 6= 0, 1, let us similarly define Ai := {c[si ] | c ∈ D}.We have that
Ai = {a(1 − si ) + bsi }b∈A0 ,a∈A1




1
1
1
1
= (1 − si )
[t] + · · ·
[t] + si
[t] + · · ·
[t]
1 − s2
1 − sm−1
s2
sm−1

 

X
X
1 − si  
si 
= [t] +
[t] + [t] +
[t]
1 − sj
sj
2≤j≤m, j6=i

= {2, . . . , 2t} +

X
2≤j≤m, j6=i
2m−6

2≤j≤m, j6=i

1 − si
[t] +
1 − sj

X
2≤j≤m, j6=i

si
[t].
sj

2m−5

Thus, |Ai | ≤ (2t) × t
≤ 2t
.
This shows that there are lists A0 , A1 , . . . , Am each of size at most ` := 2t2m−5 such that
1
there are at least Ω(t2m−4 ) = `1+ 2m codewords, namely D, contained in A0 × · · · × Am . J
For a fixed d, the above
rules out hope of randomly puncturing degree-d Reed theorem

1
Solomon codes to rate ω log q for the desired list recoverability. We believe that this is
essentially the barrier. We state the concrete conjecture that we alluded to in Section 2.2.
I Conjecture 13. The
Reed-Solomon code with evaluation set Fq can be randomly
 degree-d

1
punctured to rate Ωd log q so that is it (Ω(q), 1/2)-list recoverable with high probability.

5

Discussion and open problems

The main open problem that we would like to showcase is Conjecture 13. This was probably
believed to be true but we could not find it written down explicitly in the literature. List
recoverable codes have connections to various other combinatorial objects (see [12]) and if
true, Conjecture 13 could lead to the construction of some other interesting combinatorial
objects.
The second open problem is to derandomize Theorem 2, i.e., to find an explicit ReedSolomon code which is list recoverable beyond the Johnson bound at least in the zero-error case.
Understanding how these evaluation sets look like could lead to progress on Conjecture 13,
or could be interesting in its own right.
Finally, the last open problem is that given a Reed-Solomon code C ⊂ [q]m of rate R on
a randomly chosen evaluation set S, find an efficient algorithm for list recovery, i.e., take
input lists A1 , . . . , Am of size O(R−2 (log q)−1 ), and output all the codewords contained in
A1 × · · · × Am with high probability (over the choice of S and the randomness used by
the algorithm). This would also likely require some understanding of the properties of the
evaluation set.
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Abstract
The Non-Uniform k-center (NUkC) problem has recently been formulated by Chakrabarty, Goyal
and Krishnaswamy [ICALP, 2016] as a generalization of the classical k-center clustering problem. In
NUkC, given a set of n points P in a metric space and non-negative numbers r1 , r2 , . . . , rk , the goal
is to find the minimum dilation α and to choose k balls centered at the points of P with radius α · ri
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that all points of P are contained in the union of the chosen balls. They showed
that the problem is NP-hard to approximate within any factor even in tree metrics. On the other
hand, they designed a “bi-criteria” constant approximation algorithm that uses a constant times k
balls. Surprisingly, no true approximation is known even in the special case when the ri ’s belong to
a fixed set of size 3. In this paper, we study the NUkC problem under perturbation resilience, which
was introduced by Bilu and Linial [Combinatorics, Probability and Computing, 2012]. We show
that the problem under 2-perturbation resilience is polynomial time solvable when the ri ’s belong to
a constant sized set. However, we show that perturbation resilience does not help in the general
case. In particular, our findings imply that even with perturbation resilience one cannot hope to
find any “good” approximation for the problem.
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1

Introduction

Stability is a popular notion, which has been used in literature in the context of beyond worst
case analysis. The general idea is to impose extra constraints on the inputs such that the
(stable) instances that satisfy those constraints can capture the instances that appear in
real life applications. In other words, we would like to exclude the “unrealistic” instances
from consideration and obtain optimistic bounds for algorithms on the remaining inputs. For
example, a major collection of work along this line have focused on designing polynomial
time algorithms for NP-complete problems under different stability conditions. Bilu and
Linial [10] introduced a notion of stability, which they termed as ψ-perturbation resilience for
some ψ > 1. Informally, an instance is called ψ-perturbation-resilient if the optimal solution
remains same even after the instance is perturbed by a factor of ψ.
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Recently, researchers have shown sufficient interest in studying geometric clustering
problems under perturbation resilience. An instance of a clustering problem is ψ-perturbationresilient if the optimal clustering is unique and remains unchanged under ψ-factor perturbation
of the input distances. Awasthi et al. [6] showed that the standard center based clustering
problems (e.g. k-center, k-median) can be solved in polynomial time under ψ-perturbationresilience for ψ ≥ 3. In any such center based clustering problem, the clustering is obtained
by assigning a point to its nearest center. In other words, the clustering is induced by the
Voronoi partition of the points w.r.t. the chosen centers. Subsequently, Balcan and Liang [8]
designed a polynomial√time algorithm for these clustering problems under ψ-perturbationresilience for ψ ≥ 1 + 2, improving the bound of Awasthi et al. [6]. Later, Balcan et al.
[7] improved the bound for k-center to 2. On the other hand, they showed that k-center
under ψ-perturbation-resilience cannot be solved in polynomial time for ψ < 2, unless
NP = RP. They also considered the more general asymmetric k-center problem, where the
distances are not necessarily symmetric (but satisfy triangle inequality). The problem is
known to not admit a constant approximation unless NP ⊆ DTIME(nlog log n ), where n is
the input size [15]. Surprisingly, Balcan et al. [7] showed that asymmetric k-center under
2-perturbation-resilience can be solved in polynomial time. Angelidakis et al. [4] gave a
generic polynomial time algorithm for clustering problems with center based objectives (e.g.
k-center, k-median, k-means) under 2-perturbation-resilience. Recently, Cohen-Addad and
Schwiegelshohn [16] proved that a simple local search scheme yields optimal solutions for
problems like k-median and k-means, under ψ-perturbation-resilience for ψ > 3. Chekuri and
Gupta [14] showed that an LP relaxation of k-center under 2-perturbation-resilience admits
an integral solution. They also proved the same result for k-center with outliers. Balcan
and Liang [8] introduced a weaker stability assumption called (ψ, )-perturbation-resilience,
where the optimal solution under ψ-perturbation can differ in at most  fraction of the points
from the original optimal clustering (see Preliminaries for the formal definition). Assuming
that each cluster contains more than 2n points, Balcan et al. [7] showed that k-center under
(3, )-perturbation-resilience can be solved in polynomial time, where n is the number of
input points.
The increasing interest in studying perturbation resilient clustering has given rise to
several open directions. One such interesting direction is to study clustering problems, where
the clustering is not necessarily induced by Voronoi partition. One such clustering problem is
Non-Uniform k-center (NUkC). In NUkC, we are given a set of n points P in a metric space,
non-negative integers r1 , r2 , . . . , rk , and the goal is to find the minimum dilation α and to
choose k balls centered at the points of P with radius α · ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that all points
of P are contained in the union of the chosen balls. We refer to any feasible solution of this
problem composed of the chosen balls as a feasible placement. From a feasible placement,
a clustering is retrieved in the following way – each point is assigned to a fixed ball that
contains the point, and then for each ball, the points that are assigned to that ball form a
cluster. Figure 1 shows that, the optimal clustering for an instance of NUkC is not the same
as the Voronoi partition w.r.t. the centers of the balls in the optimal placement. The NUkC
problem was formulated by Chakrabarty et al. [13] as a generalization of the well-studied
k-center clustering problem, where all ri ’s are same. Apart from clustering, NUkC has several
applications in vehicle routing, sensor placement, and so on. For example, in vehicle routing,
we need to find k depot locations corresponding to k vehicles having different speeds, such
that any customer can be served by some vehicle as quickly as possible.
As mentioned before, k-center is a special case of NUkC where all the input radii are
equal. We call this version of the problem as NUkC with one radius class. In general, all
the radii might not be equal. But, we can consider only distinct radii from the input and
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Figure 1 The optimal clusters are contained in the two disks in the Euclidean plane. The centers
of balls are shown by boxes. The Voronoi partition w.r.t. the centers contains two subsets of points
lying on the different sides of the vertical bisector line.

associate a multiplicity parameter ki , with each such radius ri , which denotes the number of
balls of radius ri that can be opened. Then the problem can be formulated equivalently in
the following way.
I Definition 1 (NUkC with t radii classes). Given a set of n points P in a metric space, t ≤ k
Pt
distinct radii r1 > r2 > . . . > rt and non-negative integers k1 , . . . , kt such that i=1 ki = k,
the goal is to find the minimum dilation α and to choose ki balls centered at the points of P
with radius α · ri for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, such that the union of the chosen balls contains all the
input points.
We note that k-center with outliers is a special case of NUkC with 2 radii classes where
the radius r2 = 0. Using a reduction from the Firefighters problem [1], Chakrabarty et al.
(Theorem 2 in [13]) proved that NUkC is NP-hard to approximate within any constant factor
even in tree metrics. In fact, their construction proves c-inapproximability of the problem
for any c, not necessarily a constant. On the other hand, they designed a (c1 , c2 ) bi-criteria
approximation for the problem for large constants c1 and c2 , i.e., if the algorithm is allowed
to use c1 · ki balls of type i (thus c1 · k in total), it can produce
√ a solution with dilation
at most c2 times the optimal dilation. They also gave a 1 + 5-approximation for NUkC
with two radii classes. For k-center with outliers, they gave an improved 2-approximation.
However, even when the number of distinct radii is 3, no true approximation is known.
The motivation behind the study of NUkC under perturbation resilience is that, in many
applications, the distance function is heuristic. In fact, when the points represent structures
like images, proteins, documents, etc., it is very hard to find the true distance function,
and various standard distance/dissimilarity measures are used. If one solves a clustering
problem with such a heuristic distance function and expects good results, then they implicitly
assume that the optimal solution of the problem is not sensitive to small perturbations of
the distance function. The perturbation resilience condition is a natural way to make this
implicit assumption precise. And, the separation between the clusters forces an optimal
clustering to be unique.
Our results. In this paper, we obtain the following results.
1. Polynomial time exact algorithm for NUkC with a constant number of radii classes
under “2-perturbation-resilience” and “(3, )-perturbation-resilience when each cluster
contains more than n + 1 points”. Our algorithm reduces the NUkC problem to a version
of Firefighters problem on trees (formally defined in Section 4). Under the stability
assumptions, we can show that a feasible solution of NUkC maps to a feasible solution
of Firefighters problem and vice versa. Here, in particular, we use the “well-separated”
structure of the clusters in the optimal clustering that follows due to stability. The
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reduction has the property that if NUkC has t distinct radii classes, then the height of the
constructed tree instance is t + 1. Then we show that using a dynamic programming based
scheme the Firefighters problem can be solved in polynomial time for constant height tree
instances. Thus we also obtain a polynomial time algorithm for NUkC under perturbation
resilience with a constant number of radii classes. We note that the algorithms for center
based clustering problems in [4, 8, 14] are also based on tree computation and dynamic
programming. However, the structure of the tree we compute is very different. We also
note that our result under 2-perturbation-resilience is tight, as even for k-center it is
unlikely to obtain a polynomial time algorithm under ψ-perturbation-resilience for ψ < 2.
To prove the result for (3, )-perturbation-resilience, we assume that each cluster contains
more than n + 1 points. We note that such a lower bound is necessary, as in its absence
even k-center is NP-hard [7] under (ψ, )-perturbation-resilience for all ψ ≥ 1 and  > 0.
2. γ-inapproximability for NUkC under ψ-perturbation-resilience for any γ > 1 and ψ ≤ γ,
unless NP = RP. Our result implies that, for any ψ, γ > 1, even with ψ-perturbationresilience one cannot hope to find a γ-approximation for the problem. Our result should
be contrasted with the polynomial time algorithm for asymmetric k-center under 2perturbation-resilience, as asymmetric k-center is another candidate problem which is
hard to approximate within a constant factor. To prove the result, we use a chain of
reductions starting from the satisfiability problem to the NUkC problem in tree metrics
under perturbation resilience assumption. The last reduction in the chain is from a
version of the Firefighters problem which shows that NUkC is hard to approximate within
a factor of γ in tree metrics for any γ. Our reduction is similar to the reduction in [13].
Then, we argue that the constructed tree instances of NUkC are γ-perturbation-resilient,
and hence the similar hardness follows even for NUkC under γ-perturbation-resilience.
We also extend this hardness result to Euclidean metric of dimension d for d ≥ 1 using a
classical tree embedding result of Gupta [21].

The main contribution of this paper is twofold. The first one is to be able to establish an
exact connection between NUkC under perturbation resilience and the Firefighters problem
on trees. To establish this connection, we need to prove that perturbation resilience implies
that the optimal clusters are “well-separated”. Similar properties have been proved in the
context of other problems (e.g., k-center). Our contribution is to be able to extend these
proofs for NUkC as well. However, the extension is non-trivial, and one need sufficiently
good amount of extra work, as here we need to deal with non-uniform radii. We note that
Chakrabarty et al. [13] also showed a reduction from NUkC to Firefighters. However, their
LP-aware reduction is very different. Our second contribution is the tight hardness result for
the problem. This result along with the polynomial time algorithm gives the complete picture
for NUkC under perturbation resilience. To prove this result we are faced with the following
challenges. In any such hardness construction, one needs to show that the instances of NUkC
to which we map are perturbation resilient. Thus, we need to show that these instances have
unique optimal solution and the optimal solution does not change with some perturbation
of the distances. Chakrabarty et al. [13] showed a reduction from Firefighers to NUkC.
However, using their distance function it is not straightforward to show that the constructed
instances are insensitive to the perturbation of distances. Nevertheless, we consider a similar
distance function and show the reduction works out well with this modification. To prove
the uniqueness of the optimal solutions, we reduce a “unique” version of 3SAT to a “unique”
version of Firefighters using a chain of reductions.
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Related work and Open questions. Other optimization problems have also been studied
under stability assumptions [4, 17, 19, 25, 26]. Also different stability assumptions have
been introduced and well-studied in the literature [5, 24, 27]. Most of the clustering
problems mentioned here are NP-hard, but admit some constant approximations, e.g., see
[3, 12, 20, 22] and the references therein. It would be interesting to see if one can obtain
a constant approximation for NUkC with a constant number of radii classes without any
perturbation resilience assumptions. Also, one can study similar hard clustering problems
(e.g., k-clustering [9]) under perturbation resilience.
Organization. In Section 2, we define some notations that we use throughout the paper,
and make a few observations that will be useful later. In Section 3, we list some properties
implied due to perturbation resilience of the input instances. Then in Section 4, we discuss
the algorithm for NUkC with any constant number of classes and prove its correctness
by using the properties proved in the previous section. Lastly, in Section 5, we prove the
hardness results for the general problem.

2

Preliminaries

We denote an instance of NUkC with t radii classes on metric d by (P, d, t). Note that the
radii (ri ) and multiplicity (kj ) parameters remain implicit in this notation. But, references
to these parameters will become clear from the context. A ball with center p ∈ P and radius
r, denoted by B(p, r), is the set of points {q ∈ P | d(p, q) ≤ r}. A set of balls covers a set of
points if the union of the balls contains all the points. Recall that a feasible placement is a
feasible solution of the problem composed of the chosen balls that cover all the input points.
A feasible NUkC clustering C of the input set of points P is a partition {C1 , . . . , Ck }, such
that there is a feasible placement Π with the property that for all i, Ci is a subset of a ball in
the placement. We say that the clustering C is induced by the placement Π. The radius of a
cluster C w.r.t. any distance function d, denoted by c-radius(C, d), is minp∈P maxq∈C d(p, q).
Note that no ball centered at a point p ∈ P of radius smaller than c-radius(C, d) can cover
all the points of C. For a placement with dilation α, a ball with radius αri (resp. < αri and
≥ αri ) is called an ri (resp. < ri and ≥ ri ) -ball.
Consider a metric space P with metric d : P × P → R≥0 . A metric d1 is called a
ψ-perturbation of d if for any p, q ∈ P , d(p, q)/ψ ≤ d1 (p, q) ≤ d(p, q)1 . In this paper, all
perturbations we consider satisfy the metric properties.
I Definition 2. An instance I = (P, d, t) of NUkC is called ψ-perturbation-resilient (ψ-PR)
if for any metric ψ-perturbation d1 of d, the unique optimal NUkC clustering of I 0 = (P, d1 , t)
is identical to the unique optimal clustering of I.
Note that in general, optimal clustering of NUkC might not be unique. We refer to the
instance I 0 as a ψ-perturbed instance of I. A few examples demonstrating the definition
of perturbation resilience w.r.t. NUkC with t radii classes are shown in Appendix A. We
also consider another notion of perturbation resilience introduced by Balcan and Liang [8],
where the optimal clustering is allowed to be different by a few points when the distances are
perturbed. Here we rewrite this notion in terms of NUkC. Two clusterings C = {C1 , . . . , Ck }
and C 0 = {C10 , . . . , Ck0 } are called -close if at most n points are clustered differently in
Pk
the two clusterings, i.e., the minimum value of i=1 |Ci \ Cf0 (i) | over all permutations f of
{1, 2, . . . , k} is at most n.
1

One can also define ψ-perturbation by both increasing and decreasing the distances - the two definitions
are equivalent modulo some factor, as one can always scale the input distances appropriately.
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I Definition 3. An instance I = (P, d, t) of NUkC is called (ψ, )-perturbation-resilient
((ψ, )-PR) if for any metric ψ-perturbation d1 of d, any optimal NUkC clustering of I 0 =
(P, d1 , t) is -close to any optimal clustering of I.
This is again a well-studied stability criterion [2]. Note that when  = 0, any optimal
NUkC clustering of I 0 must be same as any optimal clustering of I. This implies that
optimal clustering of I and I 0 are unique and we obtain the definition of ψ-PR. Thus, if
an instance of NUkC is ψ-PR, then it is also (ψ, 0)-PR, and hence any hardness result for
NUkC under ψ-PR trivially follows for NUkC under (ψ, )-PR. Now, we have the following
simple observation, which will be useful later in proving the properties of the PR instances.
I Observation 4. Consider an NUkC instance I = (P, d, t) that admits a unique optimal
clustering O. Let C be any cluster in O. Also, consider an optimal placement Π where C is
covered by a ball B. Then, the following two properties hold.
The center p of the ball B must belong to C.
For any two points u, v that lie in two different clusters of O, both of u, v cannot be
contained in B.
Proof.
Suppose p belongs to the cluster C 0 such that C =
6 C 0 . Construct another clustering
0
O by selecting all the clusters in O except C and C 0 , and the clusters C ∪ {p} and
C 0 \ {p}. It is not hard to see that O0 is also a feasible clustering induced by Π. As Π is
an optimal placement, O0 is also an optimal clustering, which contradicts the uniqueness
of the optimal clustering of I. Hence, the statement follows.
Suppose B contains both u and v. We construct a new clustering O0 , which is identical
to O except, in O0 , we move the points u, v to the cluster C. Note that the clustering O0
can be induced by the placement Π, as the ball B that covers C ∈ O also contains u, v.
Hence, O0 is an optimal clustering for I different than O, which is a contradiction, and
thus the statement follows.
J
WLOG we can assume that the optimal dilation of a ψ-PR or a (ψ, )-PR instance
of NUkC is 1. Like in the general case without perturbation resilience, in this case also
the assumption can be introduced by scaling ri values by a guessed value of the optimal
dilation α.
I Lemma 5. Suppose there is a polynomial time algorithm A for the NUkC problem with t
radii classes under ψ-PR (resp. (ψ, )-PR) with the properties that (i) for an instance which
admits a feasible placement of balls with dilation 1, A returns “yes” and a feasible clustering,
and (ii) for an instance which does not admit a feasible placement of balls with dilation 1, A
returns “no”. Then, the NUkC problem with t radii classes under ψ-PR (resp. (ψ, )-PR)
can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. Consider any instance I = (P, d, t) of the NUkC problem with t radii classes under
ψ-PR (resp. (ψ, )-PR). Let α be the optimal dilation. Note that we do not know the value
of α. However, as the input metric is finite, there are only polynomial number of guesses for
α. We use the following procedure to obtain the optimal clustering for I. In each step, we
guess a value α0 for the optimal dilation in the increasing order of the values. We construct a
new instance I 0 from I by only changing the radius ri to α0 · ri for all i. Then, we apply the
algorithm A on the constructed instance. If A returns “no”, we repeat the process with a
different guess. Otherwise, the procedure terminates. We return the same clustering returned
by A as the solution for the instance I.
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Now, we argue about the correctness of the procedure. First, we claim that I 0 is a ψ-PR
(resp. (ψ, )-PR) instance. Before proving this claim we discuss its consequences. Note that
if there is no feasible solution for I with dilation α0 , then with ki balls of radius α0 · ri for
all i it is not possible to cover the input points. Hence, in this case, for the constructed
instance, there is no feasible solution with dilation 1. Thus, the algorithm correctly returns
“no” assuming I 0 is a ψ-PR (resp. (ψ, )-PR) instance. If there is a feasible solution for I
with dilation α0 , then with ki balls of radius α0 · ri for all i one can cover the input points.
Thus, in that case, for the constructed instance, there is a feasible solution with dilation 1.
Hence, A correctly returns “yes” assuming I 0 is ψ-PR (resp. (ψ, )-PR). Thus, when α0 = α,
A returns “yes” and the returned clustering is optimal for I. Now, we prove the claim.
B Claim 6. I 0 is a ψ-PR (resp. (ψ, )-PR) instance.
Proof. First, we show that the optimal clustering of I 0 is unique. Note that the optimal
dilation of I 0 is α/α0 . Suppose optimal clustering of I 0 is not unique. Then, there are two
different clusterings where the points can be covered using ki balls of radius (α/α0 )·α0 ·ri = α·ri
from each class i. It follows that there are two different optimal clusterings for I. But,
this is a contradiction, and thus the optimal clustering of I 0 is unique. Note that the
optimal clusterings of I and I 0 are identical. Let C be that clustering. Now, consider
any ψ-perturbation d1 of the input metric d and the ψ perturbed instance I10 of I 0 . Let
I1 = (P, d1 , t) be the corresponding ψ perturbed instance of I. Also, let C10 be the optimal
clustering of I10 with dilation α10 . For the sake of contradiction, suppose C10 is not identical
(resp. -close) to C. We argue that C10 is also an optimal clustering of I1 . But, this is
a contradiction, as I1 is a ψ perturbed instance of I and I is a ψ-PR (resp. (ψ, )-PR)
instance. Now, note that a placement that induces the clustering C10 of I10 uses ki balls of
radius α10 · α0 · ri from each class i. Thus, C10 is a clustering for I1 with dilation α10 · α0 . It
is sufficient to argue that this dilation is optimal for I1 . Suppose the optimal dilation is
< α10 · α0 . Then, using ki balls of radius < α10 · α0 · ri from each class i all the points can be
covered. Hence, there is a clustering for I10 with dilation < α10 , which is a contradiction, and
hence the claim follows.
C
Finally, as the number of guesses for α is a polynomial, the procedure terminates in polynomial
time.
J

3

Properties of Perturbation Resilience

In this section, we show that perturbation resilience imposes useful structure on the optimal
solution. First, we consider the instances under (ψ, )-perturbation resilience with ψ = 3 and
prove an interesting property of the optimal clustering.
I Lemma 7. Consider any optimal placement Π for a (3, )-PR NUkC instance I = (P, d, t)
with optimal dilation 1 where the size of each optimal cluster is > n + 1. Let C1 and C2 be
two clusters induced by two balls of Π with radii ri and rj , respectively with ri ≥ rj . Then,
for any p ∈ C1 and q ∈ C2 , d(p, q) > ri .
Proof. Let O be an optimal clustering of I that is induced by Π and contains C1 , C2 as
clusters. For the sake of contradiction, suppose there are two points p ∈ C1 and q ∈ C2
such that d(p, q) ≤ ri . Then, we show that there is a 3-perturbation d0 of d such that an
optimal clustering of I 0 = (P, d0 , t) is not -close to O. But, this gives a contradiction to the
assumption that I is a (3, )-PR instance, and hence the lemma follows.
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To construct the 3-perturbation d0 of d, we at first construct another metric d1 . Later we
will scale d1 to construct d0 . Let B1 = B(c1 , ri ) and B2 = B(c2 , rj ) be the balls in Π that
induce C1 and C2 , respectively. Then, for any s ∈ C2 , d(p, s) ≤ d(p, q) + d(q, s) ≤ ri + 2rj ≤
3ri . Also, for any w ∈ C1 , d(p, w) ≤ 2ri . First, we construct a complete graph G with vertex
set equal to P , and for any edge (u, v), its length is defined by the function l as follows.

3ri
if u = p, v ∈ (C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 } and d(u, v) ≥ ri
l(u, v) =
3 · d(u, v) otherwise
The distance d1 is the shortest path metric on G. Note that, as mentioned before, for
any v ∈ (C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 }, d(p, v) ≤ 3ri . Thus, it is not hard to see that, for any u, v ∈ P ,
d(u, v) ≤ d1 (u, v) ≤ 3 · d(u, v). Now, let us define the metric d0 . For any two points u, v,
d0 (u, v) = d1 (u, v)/3. Hence, for any u, v ∈ P , d(u, v)/3 ≤ d0 (u, v) ≤ d(u, v). It follows that
d0 is a metric 3-perturbation of d, and thus the optimal clustering of I 0 is -close to O.
Now, let I1 = (P, d1 , t) and O1 be an optimal clustering of I1 . As scaling does not
change optimality of a clustering (for a formal proof see the proof of Lemma 5), O1 is also
an optimal clustering of the instance I 0 = (P, d0 , t). Thus O1 is -close to O. Next, we prove
the following claim.
B Claim 8. The optimal dilation of I1 is 3.
Proof. As for any u, v ∈ V , d1 (u, v) ≤ 3 · d(u, v), the optimal dilation of I1 is at most 3. We
prove that this dilation is at least 3. Suppose the dilation is less than 3. Let Π0 be any
placement with dilation less than 3 that induces the optimal clustering O1 of I1 . Then,
we show that O1 is also a feasible clustering of I with dilation less than 1. But, this is
a contradiction, and hence the claim follows. Next, given Π0 , we show the existence of a
placement for I with dilation less than 1 that induces O1 .
Consider any cluster C 0 ∈ O1 , and suppose it gets covered by an rl -ball B = B(w, r) in Π0 .
Let x be any point in C 0 . Now, consider the distance d1 . Let π be any shortest path between
w and x. We claim that π cannot contain the edge (p, v) for any v ∈ (C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 } with
d(p, v) ≥ ri . For the sake of contradiction, say π contains (p, v). Note that d1 (p, v) = 3ri .
As π contains (p, v), d1 (w, p) ≤ r − 3ri . Now, consider any point u ∈ (C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 }. If
d(p, u) ≥ ri , d1 (p, u) = 3ri . Otherwise, d(p, u) < ri , and thus d1 (p, u) = 3 · d(p, u) < 3ri .
Thus, d1 (w, u) ≤ d1 (w, p) + d1 (p, u) ≤ r. Hence, all the points of (C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 } are in B.
But, as C1 , C2 contain more than n + 1 points, it follows that there is an optimal clustering
of I1 that is not -close to O. Thus, we get a contradiction. Hence, π does not contain (p, v),
and thus from the definition of the metric d1 , it follows that d1 (w, x) = 3 · d(w, x). Thus, a
ball centered at w and having radius r/3 can cover the points of C 0 in I. Now, note that
r < 3rl , and thus r/3 < rl . Hence, it is sufficient to use an rl -ball with less than 1 factor
expansion to cover the points of C 0 in I. In our new placement for I, we use the rl -ball
B(w, r/3) corresponding to each such cluster C 0 . Clearly, the dilation of the new placement
is less than 1.
C
Now, we show a clustering O2 of I1 that contains exactly k clusters, has dilation 3
and is not -close to O. O2 contains all the clusters in O except C1 and C2 , and the
clusters (C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 }, {c1 }. Note that for any s ∈ (C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 }, d(p, s) ≤ 3ri . Thus,
(C1 ∪ C2 ) \ {c1 } can be covered by a ball of radius 3ri . It follows that the dilation of O2 is
at most 3 and hence it is an optimal clustering. Clearly, the two clusterings O and O2 differ
in > n points, as |C1 | > n + 1 and |C2 | > n + 1. Now, for the same reason mentioned
before, O2 is also an optimal clustering of the instance I 0 = (P, d0 , t). Hence, d0 is the desired
3-perturbation. This completes the proof of the lemma.
J
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In the proof of the above lemma, one could have defined d0 directly without going via d1 .
However, for simplicity of exposition, we have followed this approach. Indeed, this approach
shows that if one defines ψ-perturbation by increasing the (instead of decreasing) distances,
the lemma still holds. A proof can directly use the 3-perturbation d1 in that case.
Note that, as a 3-PR instance is also a (3, 0)-PR instance, the above lemma trivially
follows for 3-PR instances. In the following, we will show that the above mentioned property
of the optimal clustering follows even for any 2-PR instance.
I Lemma 9. Consider any optimal placement Π for a 2-PR NUkC instance I = (P, d, t)
with optimal dilation 1. Let C1 and C2 be two clusters induced by two balls of Π with radius
ri and rj , respectively, where ri ≥ rj . Then, for any p ∈ C1 and q ∈ C2 , d(p, q) > ri .
Proof. Let O be the optimal clustering induced by the placement Π. Also, let B1 and B2
be the balls that induce the clusters C1 and C2 , respectively. For the sake of contradiction,
suppose there exist two points p ∈ C1 , q ∈ C2 such that d(p, q) ≤ ri . The idea is to show
that there is a metric d1 that is a 2-perturbation of d such that I 0 = (P, d1 , t) has different
optimal clustering than O. But, this is a contradiction, and thus the lemma follows.
Let ct be the center of the ball Bt for t ∈ {1, 2}. Then, d(c1 , q) ≤ d(c1 , p) + d(p, q) ≤ 2ri .
We define the distance function d1 in the following way. First, we construct the complete
graph with vertex set equal to P , and for any edge (u, v), its length is defined by the
function l.

min{d(u, v), ri } if u = c1 and v = q
l(u, v) =
d(u, v)
otherwise
We note that, for any u, v, d(u, v)/2 ≤ l(u, v) ≤ d(u, v). The distance function d1 is defined
by the shortest path distance between any pair of vertices. It is not hard to verify the
following observation.
I Observation 10. d1 is a metric 2-perturbation of d.
Hence, the instance I 0 = (P, d1 , t) has the same optimal clustering O. Next, we prove a
claim that the optimal dilation of I 0 is also 1.
B Claim 11. The optimal dilation of I 0 is 1.
Proof. As for any u, v ∈ V , d1 (u, v) ≤ d(u, v), the optimal dilation of I 0 is at most 1. We
prove that this dilation is at least 1. Suppose the dilation is less than 1. Let Π0 be any
placement with dilation less than 1 that induces the clustering O of I 0 . Then, we show that
there is a placement for I with dilation less than 1. But, this is a contradiction, and hence the
claim follows. Consider any cluster C ∈ O that gets covered by an rt -ball B = B(w, r) in Π0 .
Let x be any point in C. Now, consider the distance d1 . Let π be any shortest path between
w and x. We claim that π cannot contain the edge (c1 , q). For the sake of contradiction, say
π contains (c1 , q). But, this implies d1 (w, c1 ) ≤ d1 (w, x) ≤ r and d1 (w, q) ≤ d1 (w, x) ≤ r.
Thus, B contains both c1 and q. Now, by the first property of Observation 4, c1 belongs to
C1 . Thus, by the second property of Observation 4, we obtain a contradiction, as q ∈ C2 .
Hence, π does not contain (c1 , q). It follows that d1 (w, x) ≥ d(w, x). Thus, the radius of the
ball needed to cover the points of C in I is at most r. Hence, it is sufficient to use an rt -ball
with at most r/rt < 1 factor expansion to cover the points of C in I. Now, we construct a
placement for I by selecting the same balls to cover the clusters that are used in Π0 . Clearly,
the dilation of this placement is less than 1.
C
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Next, we show that there is a different clustering O0 of I 0 with exactly k clusters that
achieves the optimal dilation. This gives rise to a contradiction, and thus d(p, q) > ri . Now,
there are two cases. In the first case, q is the only point in C2 , and thus C2 \ {q} is empty. In
this case, we pick a non-singleton cluster C from O \ {C1 } and choose a point s ∈ C. Such a
cluster exists WLOG. Then, we define O0 to be the set of clusters in O except C, C1 and
C2 , and the clusters C1 ∪ {q}, {s} and C \ {s}. In the second case, q is not the only point in
C2 , and thus C2 \ {q} is not empty. In this case, O0 is defined to be the set of clusters in O
except C1 and C2 , and the clusters C1 ∪ {q}, C2 \ {q}. It is not hard to see that C1 ∪ {q}
can be covered by the ball B(c1 , ri ). Also, if C2 \ {q} is not empty, then B(c2 , rj ) covers the
points in C2 \ {q}. Hence, in all the cases, it is trivial to verify that the dilation of the new
clustering is 1.
J
Note that, in the above proof, to show that O0 has dilation 1, we argue that there is a
placement with dilation 1. The balls in the placement might not be disjoint (both B(c1 , ri )
and B(c2 , rj ) cover q). But, for the sake of just showing the optimality of the clustering, it
is sufficient to show the existence of such a placement.

4

NUkC with a Constant Number of Radii Classes

In this section, we show a polynomial time reduction from NUkC to the Constrained Resource
Minimization for Fire Containment on Trees problem.
I Definition 12 (Constrained Resource Minimization for Fire Containment on Trees (CRMFC-T)).
Given a rooted tree T = (V, E) with height t + 1, a set of forbidden nodes F ⊆ V , and integers
k1 , . . . , kt , the goal is to decide if there is a collection of non-root nodes U ⊆ (V \ F ) such
that (a) for every leaf-root path π, U contains at least one node from π, and (b) |U ∩ Li | ≤ ki
for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, where Li is the layer i nodes of T , i.e., the nodes at distance exactly i from
the root.
Given any instance I = (P, d, t) of NUkC under 2-PR or (3, )-PR (the size of each optimal
cluster is more than n + 1), we will show how to construct an instance I 0 of CRMFC-T such
that I has a feasible placement with dilation 1 iff I 0 has a feasible solution. Also, from a
feasible solution for I 0 , a feasible solution for I can be computed in polynomial time. In the
constructed instance I 0 , the height of the tree is one more than the number of radii classes
in NUkC. We show that CRMFC-T can be solved in polynomial time if the height of the
input tree is a constant. From Lemma 5, it follows that the perturbation resilient version of
NUkC can be solved in polynomial time if the number of classes is a constant. Thus, we
obtain the following theorem.
I Theorem 13. NUkC under 2-PR (or (3, )-PR, where the size of each optimal cluster
is more than n + 1) can be solved in polynomial time if the number of radii classes is a
constant.

4.1

Tree Construction

Let G be the complete graph that defines the distances between the input points. Note that
we are also given the input radii r1 > r2 > . . . > rt . We construct the tree T in t rounds
that contains t levels other than the root level. We denote the nodes at level i by Li for
i ∈ {0, . . . , t}. L0 contains a singleton node – the root of the tree. For i ≥ 1, in ith round,
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we construct the nodes Li and connect them with the nodes in Li−1 . Each node v in T
corresponds to a connected subgraph Gv of G. The root corresponds to G itself. Also, each
node is marked with either yes or no denoting if the node can be selected or it is in the
forbidden set.
For each index i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, in ith round, we consider all the nodes v ∈ Li−1 and the
subgraph Gv corresponding to v. We remove all the edges with weight more than ri from
Gv . Let G1v , . . . , Glv be the connected components formed from Gv due to the removal of
these edges. We add l children of v to Li corresponding to these connected l subgraphs. For
each such child u, if there is a node w in Gu , such that for all node x in Gu , d(w, x) ≤ ri , we
label u with yes. Otherwise, we label u with no (forbidden). Lastly, for each level i ≥ 1, the
number of nodes that can be chosen from Li in CRMFC-T is set to ki . The following lemma
establishes the connection between the two instances I and I 0 .
I Lemma 14. I has a feasible placement with dilation 1 iff I 0 has a feasible solution to
CRMFC-T.
Proof. First, suppose there is a feasible solution to I 0 . For each chosen node v, v must be a
yes node. Let i be the integer such that v ∈ Li . Then, the points in Gv can be covered by
an ri ball centered at some point in Gv . We choose this ball in our placement. Note that
we select at most ki balls of radius ri for all i. We prove that each point is covered in the
constructed placement. Consider any point p. The way we construct the tree, each point can
lie in the connected subgraph Gv of exactly one node v of Lj for all j. Let π be the root-leaf
path in T , such that for any v ∈ π, p is in Gv . Now, there must be a node along π that is
chosen in the solution of CRMFC-T. Let u be such a node. As we place a ball of radius
ri that covers all the points of Gu , p gets covered. Thus, I has a feasible placement with
dilation 1.
Now, suppose I has a feasible placement with dilation 1. Let O be the clustering induced
by the placement. Now, consider any cluster C ∈ O, which is covered by a ball of radius rj .
Thus, c-radius(C, d) ≤ rj . The way the tree T is constructed it follows that all the points
in C remain in the same connected subgraph Gv corresponding to a unique vertex v ∈ Li
for each i ≤ j. Let Gu be the subgraph corresponding to level j − 1. As I is a 2-PR (resp.
(3, )-PR) instance, from Lemma 9 (resp. Lemma 7), we know that, for any p ∈ C and
q ∈ P \ C, d(p, q) > rj . Thus, when the edges with weight more than rj are removed from
Gu , p and q cannot remain in the same component. But, as c-radius(C, d) ≤ rj all the points
of C remain in the same component. Also, by the first property of Observation 4, the center
of the rj -ball that covers C must lie in C. It follows that there is a yes node C(v) ∈ Lj such
that GC(v) contains only the points of C as vertices. For each cluster C ∈ O, we select the
yes node C(v) in the solution to CRMFC-T. It is not hard to see that we choose at most kj
nodes from Lj . Now, consider any root-leaf path π in T corresponding to a leaf l. Let p be a
point in Gl . Also, let p be a point in the cluster C ∈ O. Then, there must be a yes node
C(v) in π such that GC(v) contains only the points of C. As we choose v in our solution, we
have at least one node from the path π. Hence, the constructed solution is feasible.
J

4.2

The Algorithm for CRMFC-T

In this section, we design a dynamic programming based algorithm that decides the feasibility
of any instance of CRMFC-T. The algorithm runs in polynomial time when the height of the
tree is a constant. Let T be the input tree having height t, i.e., T has t + 1 levels L0 , . . . , Lt .
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L0 contains only the root of T . Let ni = |Li |. We also assume that the nodes of Li are
ordered for all i ≥ 1, i.e., Li = {vi1 , . . . , vini }. For j ≤ l, let F (i, j, l) be the union of the
induced subtrees of T rooted at the vertices vij , . . . , vil . We construct the tree T (i, j, l) from
F (i, j, l) by connecting the roots of the subtrees to a common root.
Let feasible(T (i, j, l), li , li+1 , . . . , lt ) be the function that decides if there is a feasible
solution to CRMFC-T for the tree T (i, j, l) by selecting at most lm nodes from level m, where
i ≤ m ≤ t. Note that computing the function feasible(T = T (1, 1, n1 ), k1 , . . . , kt ) solves the
CRMFC-T problem. We consider the following recursive definition of feasible(). In the base
case, if i = t − 1, the function can be computed in polynomial time. Otherwise, if li is 0,
let j 0 be the minimum index such that vi+1,j 0 is a child of vij and l0 be the maximum index
such that vi+1,l0 is a child of vil . In this case, feasible(T (i, j, l), li , li+1 , . . . , lt )=feasible(T (i +
1, j 0 , l0 ), li+1 , . . . , lt ). Otherwise, there must be a minimum index j ≤ j 1 ≤ l such that a
yes node vij 1 is selected to be in the solution. For such a fixed j < j 1 < l, let j 0 be the
minimum index such that vi+1,j 0 is a child of vij and l0 be the maximum index such that
1
2
vi+1,l0 is a child of vi,j 1 −1 . In this case, if there are values li+1
, . . . , lt1 , li2 , li+1
, . . . , lt2 such that
2
1
2
0 0
1
li = li −1, lm = lm +lm for all i+1 ≤ m ≤ t, and both feasible(T (i+1, j , l ), li+1
, . . . , lt1 ) and
2
feasible(T (i, j 1 + 1, l), li2 , li+1
, . . . , lt2 ) return yes, then feasible(T (i, j, l), li , li+1 , . . . , lt ) also
returns yes. Otherwise if for all j 1 there are no such values, feasible(T (i, j, l), li , li+1 , . . . , lt )
returns no. The corner cases when j 1 = j or j 1 = l can be handled similarly.
It is not hard to verify that feasible(T (i, j, l), li , li+1 , . . . , lt ) correctly decides whether
there is a feasible solution or not for T (i, j, l). To compute the feasible() function for all
possible values one can use a simple dynamic programming based technique. In particular,
one can store the values of the function for all possible parameters in a table. The table
is filled up in a bottom-up manner, where the values corresponding to a level j subtree is
computed before computations of the values corresponding to a level i subtree for i < j. It
is not hard to see that the procedure would take polynomial time and space for a constant t.

5

Hardness of Approximation

In this section, we will prove the following theorem.
c

I Theorem 15. For any constant c and any γ ≤ cn , NUkC under γ-PR is hard to
approximate in polynomial time within a factor of γ, unless NP = RP.
To prove this theorem, we use a chain of reductions that involves the following problems.
1-in-3SAT [28]
INSTANCE: An ordered pair (B, C) consisting of a set B of Boolean variables and a set
C of clauses over B having three literals each in conjunctive normal form.
QUESTION: Is there a truth assignment for B such that every clause in C contains
exactly one true literal?
RESOURCE MINIMIZATION FOR FIRE CONTAINMENT ON TREES (RMFC-T) [18, 23]
INSTANCE: A rooted tree T and an integer m.
QUESTION: Is there a set N of non-root nodes such that every root-leaf path contains
a node from N and for any integer j ≥ 1, |N ∩ Lj | ≤ m, where Lj is the set of nodes at
distance exactly j from the root?
The chain of reductions that we use consists of the following reductions: (1) 3SAT to
1-in-3SAT, (2) 1-in-3SAT to RMFC-T, and (3) RMFC-T to NUkC. Note that NUkC under
PR has a unique optimal solution. As we would like to show hardness for the PR version of
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NUkC, we will consider “Unambiguous” version of all these problems. For “Unambiguous”
version of 3SAT and 1-in-3SAT, if an instance has a feasible solution, the solution is unique.
For “Unambiguous” version of RMFC-T, if an instance has a feasible solution, the solution
has a specific structure that we will define shortly. For the reduction from 3SAT to 1-in-3SAT,
we ensure that the reduction preserves the number of solutions. Such a reduction is called a
parsimonious reduction. To refer to the Unambiguous version of a problem we add a prefix
“U-” to the problem name. Next, we discuss the details of the reductions.
In a celebrated work, Valiant and Vazirani [29] showed that U-3SAT is hard, unless
NP = RP. Schaefer [28] showed a reduction from 3SAT to 1-in-3SAT to prove the NPhardness of the latter problem. As noted in [11] the reduction is parsimonious. We use the
same reduction (now from U-3SAT to U-1-in-3SAT) to prove the hardness of U-1-in-3SAT,
unless NP = RP.
Next, we discuss the reduction from 1-in-3SAT to RMFC-T. First, we define the Unambiguous version of RMFC-T. For a vertex v of a rooted tree T , let leaves(Tv ) be the set of
leaves at the subtree rooted at v. For any two feasible solutions S1 and S2 of RMFC-T, S1
and S2 are called equivalent, if the two sets ∪v∈S1 { leaves(Tv )} and ∪v∈S2 { leaves(Tv )}
are identical. U-RMFC-T is same as RMFC-T except if the input instance has more than
one feasible solutions, then all the feasible solutions are pairwise equivalent. The reduction
from U-1-in-3SAT to U-RMFC-T appears in the appendix. The reduction is a non-trivial
adaptation of the reduction due to Finbow et al. [18] from a version of 3SAT (RESTRICTED
NAE 3-SAT) to the RMFC-T problem. We summarize our finding in the following lemma.
I Lemma 16. Given a tree T , it is not possible to distinguish between the following two
cases in polynomial time, unless NP = RP.
YES: There is a solution to the U-RMFC-T instance with m = 1.
NO: There is no solution to the U-RMFC-T instance with m = 1.
To complete the chain of reductions, now we discuss the last reduction. In particular, we
show a reduction from RMFC-T to NUkC that proves the following theorem.
c

I Theorem 17. For any constant c and any γ ≤ cn , NUkC is NP-hard to approximate
within a factor of γ in tree metrics.
Note that this theorem has already been proved in [13]. However, it is not straightforward
to show that the instances of NUkC they construct are perturbation resilient. Using a similar
construction, we will argue that the instances of NUkC to which the instances of RMFC-T
map are perturbation resilient. However, to ensure that the constructed instance of NUkC
has a unique optimal solution, we will consider the Unambiguous version of RMFC-T.

5.1

Proof of Theorem 17

To prove the theorem we show a reduction from U-RMFC-T. As mentioned before, the
reduction is similar to the reduction used by Chakrabarty et al. [13]. The construction is
as follows. Let h be the height of the tree. We set P to be the leaves of the given tree T ,
i.e., P = Lh . For any edge (u, v) of T such that u ∈ Lh and v ∈ Lh−1 , assign a weight
(γ + 1)/2 to (u, v). For any edge (u, v) of T such that u ∈ Li and v ∈ Li−1 for i ≤ h − 1,
assign a weight ((γ + 1)h−i+1 − (γ + 1)h−i )/2 to (u, v). Then the distance function d is the
shortest-path metric on P induced by the weights of T . We set t = h, rt = 0 and for any
1 ≤ j < t, rj = (γ + 1)t−j . Also k1 = . . . = kt = 1. Now we have the following observation.
I Observation 18. For any two leaves u, u0 with a common ancestor v ∈ Lj , d(u, u0 ) ≤ rj .
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Proof.
d(u, u0 ) ≤ d(u, v) + d(v, u0 )
= ((γ + 1)/2 + ((γ + 1)2 − (γ + 1))/2 + . . . + ((γ + 1)h−j − (γ + 1)h−j−1 )/2)+
((γ + 1)/2 + ((γ + 1)2 − (γ + 1))/2 + . . . + ((γ + 1)h−j − (γ + 1)h−j−1 )/2)
= rj .

J
c

We note that the weight of any edge is bounded by (γ + 1)h−1 = cO(n h) and thus can
be represented using O(nc h) number of bits. It follows that the construction can be done
in polynomial-time. We denote the constructed instance of NUkC by I. For simplicity, we
use the terms point and leaf interchangeably. The following lemma completes the proof of
Theorem 17 which follows from the construction and the fact that the feasible solutions for
T are pairwise equivalent.
I Lemma 19. If T is the “YES” case of Lemma 16, then the optimum dilation of I is 1. If
T is the “NO” case of Lemma 16, then the optimum dilation of I is more than γ. Moreover,
I has a unique optimal clustering.
Proof. Let T be a “YES” instance and N be a solution for T . We construct a solution for I
from N as follows. For any v ∈ N , let j be the integer such that v ∈ Lj . We select a leaf u
from the subtree rooted at v and place a ball of radius rj . We note that at most 1 ball of
radius ri is selected for all i, as |N ∩ Li | ≤ 1. Now consider any point w ∈ P . Then there
must be a node v in N along the path between w and the root. Let v ∈ Lj . Now the way we
place the balls there must be a leaf u in the subtree rooted at v such that a ball of radius rj
is opened at u. As v is a common ancestor of u and w, from Observation 18, it follows that
d(u, w) ≤ rj . Hence the ball B(u, rj ) covers w.
Now let T be a “NO” instance and the optimum dilation of I be at most γ. Consider
such a solution S corresponding to the instance I. We construct a solution N for U-RMFC-T
on T using S as follows. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ t, let u be the point where the ball (of radius at
most γrj ) corresponding to rj is placed. Let v be the ancestor of u that is in Lj . We add v
to N . Note that, as S contains only one ball corresponding to the value ri , |N ∩ Li | ≤ 1 for
all i. Now consider any leaf w. We show that N contains a node along the w-root path. Let
B be a ball in S that covers w. Also let B be corresponding to the value rj and is centered
at the point u. Suppose v is the ancestor of u that is in Lj . As the radius of the ball at u
is at most γrj < rj−1 , a point that is not contained in the subtree rooted at v cannot be
covered by B. Hence w must be contained in the subtree rooted at v and thus w-root path
contains v ∈ N . But this implies that N is a solution for T corresponding to the “YES” case
and thus T must be a “YES” instance. But this is a contradiction and thus the optimum
dilation of I must be more than γ.
As the feasible solutions for T are pairwise equivalent, it follows due to argument above
that these feasible solutions get mapped to a unique optimal clustering of dilation 1. Similarly,
the unique optimal clustering of dilation 1 gets mapped to a feasible solution of T . It follows
that I has a unique optimal clustering.
J

5.2

Hardness of Perturbation Resilient Version of NUkC

To show the hardness of the γ-perturbation-resilient version of NUkC, we prove that the
constructed instances of U-NUkC in the reduction from U-RMFC-T to U-NUkC in tree
metrics are γ-PR. First, we remind the reader of the tree metric d∗ we used there. We are
given a parameter γ and a tree Tγ with height h whose leaves are at the same distance from
the root. The points in the metric space correspond to all the leaves of Tγ . Let n be the
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number of leaves. Also, let Li be the nodes of Tγ at level i for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. For an edge (u, v)
of T such that u ∈ Lh and v ∈ Lh−1 , we assign a weight l(u, v) = (γ + 1)/2 to (u, v). For
each u ∈ Li , v ∈ Li−1 for i ≤ h − 1 such that (u, v) is an edge in Tγ , we assign a weight
l(u, v) = ((γ + 1)h−i+1 − (γ + 1)h−i )/2. For any two leaves w, w0 , d∗ (w, w0 ) is the length of
the shortest path between w and w0 , i.e., if the least common ancestor of w, w0 is in Lj , then
d∗ (w, w0 ) = (γ + 1)h−j . We set t = h, rt = 0 and for any 1 ≤ j < t, rj = (γ + 1)t−j . Also,
k1 = . . . = kt = 1. Let L(γ) be the set of leaves of Tγ . As the distance between any two
points and the rj ’s are of the form (γ + 1)i for some i, we have the following observation.
I Observation 20. The optimal dilation of the instance I = {L(γ), d∗ , t} is (γ + 1)i for
some integer i ≥ 0.
c

As we have shown before, for any constant c and any γ ≤ cn , U-NUkC is hard to
approximate within a factor of γ for the metric space (Tγ , d∗ ), unless NP = RP. Next, we
prove the following lemma.
I Lemma 21. The instance I = {L(γ), d∗ , t} is γ-PR.
Proof. Let O be the optimal clustering of I and α be its dilation. Consider any γ-perturbation
d0 of d∗ . We prove that the optimal clustering O0 of the instance I 0 = {L(γ), d0 , t} is same as
O. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that O0 is not same as O. As d0 is a γ-perturbation
(the distances are non-increasing), the dilation of O0 is at most α. We show that O0 is also a
feasible clustering for I with dilation at most α.
Consider any non-singleton cluster C ∈ O0 with center c1 that is covered by an rj -ball
for j < t. Then, for all pairs of points p, q ∈ C, d0 (p, q) ≤ αrj . This is true, as all the
points are leaves of the tree. From Observation 20, it follows that αrj = (γ + 1)i for some
i. As d0 is a γ-perturbation of d∗ , d∗ (p, q) ≤ γ · d0 (p, q) < (γ + 1)i+1 . Now, the way Tγ is
constructed, there is no distance values strictly between (γ + 1)i and (γ + 1)i+1 . Hence,
d∗ (p, q) ≤ (γ + 1)i = αrj , and the ball B(c1 , αrj ) covers the points of the cluster C w.r.t. d∗ .
It follows that O0 is also a feasible clustering for I with dilation at most α. But, as per our
assumption O and O0 are different, and thus the optimal clustering of I is not unique. This
is a contradiction, and hence O and O0 must be same.
J

5.3

Hardness in Euclidean Metric
κ

I Theorem 22. For any constant κ and any β ≤ κn , NUkC under β-PR is hard to
approximate within a factor of β in the Euclidean metric of dimension d for any d ≥ 1,
unless NP = RP.
This result is in turn based on the following theorem due to Gupta [21].
I Theorem 23 ([21]). Any weighted tree T with L leaves can be embedded in polynomial-time
into d-dimensional Euclidean space with O(dL1/(d−1) min{log L, d}1/2 ) distortion.
The idea is to show that if there is a polynomial-time β-approximation for NUkC under
κ
β-PR in the Euclidean metric for any constant κ and any β ≤ κn , then there is also a
c
polynomial-time γ-approximation for NUkC under γ-PR in tree metrics for any γ ≤ cn ,
where c is a constant. But, by Theorem 15 this is a contradiction, and hence the proof of the
theorem follows. To obtain the γ-approximation in tree metrics we embed the tree metric
into Euclidean metric of dimension d using the algorithm of Theorem 23. Then, we use the
algorithm for Euclidean metric to obtain a solution for the embedded instance. Lastly, we
map this solution back to the tree metric with sufficient expansion of the balls. For a suitable
choice of β, one can show that the constructed solution is a γ-approximation. The details
are given in the appendix.
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Examples demonstrating the definition of perturbation resilience

For more clarity, we describe the notion of ψ-perturbation-resilience in the context of NUkC
using two examples in Figure 2 (top-left and bottom-left). In all our examples, the number
of clusters k = 2 and the number of radii classes t = 1. For the instance shown at the top-left
figure, let r1 = 10. We claim that this instance is 2-perturbation-resilient. To see this note
that here the optimal dilation is 1, and the optimal clusters are {a, c} and {b, d}. Moreover,
even if all the distances are perturbed by a factor of 2, the distance between a and c (resp. b
and d) can be at most 10. Hence, the dilation of the previous clustering for the perturbed
instance would be at most 1. But, as all the distances between a and b, a and d, c and b, and
c and d are 50, in any 2-perturbation of the distances, the distance between the two points
in any of these four pairs would be at least 25. Thus if both of the points in such a pair
remain in same cluster, the dilation must be at least 2.5. As there is a clustering of dilation
at most 1, in optimal clustering, both of these points cannot lie in the same cluster. Hence,
the optimal clustering is unique and same as the one before. The top-right figure shows a
2-perturbed instance with the same optimal clustering. Now, consider the instance in the
bottom-left figure. Let r1 = 15. We claim that this instance is not 2-perturbation-resilient.
To prove this we show a 2-perturbed instance where the optimal clustering is different. Note
that in the original instance, the optimal dilation is 1, and the optimal clusters are {a, c} and
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Figure 2 Examples demonstrating the definition of perturbation resilience. The top-right (resp.
bottom-right) instance is a 2-perturbed instance of the top-left (resp. bottom-left) instance. The
points in same optimal cluster are shown by same shape and color.

{b, d}. The 2-perturbed instance we consider is shown in the bottom-right figure. Note that
in the perturbed instance the optimal clustering is {{a, b}, {c, d}} with dilation 10/15=2/3.
This is because any other clustering has a dilation at least 1.

B

Reduction from 1-in-3SAT to RMFC-T

Finbow et al. [18] showed a reduction from Restricted NAE 3-SAT to RMFC-T. As per the
definition of Restricted NAE 3-SAT, if the input instance has a feasible assignment, then it
must at least have two. Thus, it cannot have a unique feasible solution. This is the reason
behind our selection of the problem 1-in-3SAT, which can have a unique feasible solution.
However, the reduction is motivated by the one in [18]. For consistency, we borrow some of
their notations.
Given an instance I of 1-in-3SAT, we construct a rooted tree T with root r in multiple
steps. Also, we choose the parameter m = 1. Before discussing the reduction, we have a few
definitions to set up the stage. Throughout this discussion, we will use the operation root
a copy of a rooted tree (T, r) at a vertex x of a graph G. This means we construct a new
graph from the disjoint union of G and T by identifying x and r. A vertex v of a tree is said
to be defended by a vertex u if the root to v path contains u. For any path, we assume that
its root is one of the degree one vertices. Also, the length of a path is defined as the number
of edges contained in it.
A ladder tree L T (n) is a path having 2n + 1 vertices such that the middle vertex of
the path is identified as the root of the tree. See Figure 3(i). Thus, the root of L T (n) has
two branches each being a path of length n. A bell tree B T (n, m) is formed by rooting a
ladder tree L T (n − m) at an endpoint of a path having m edges. The other endpoint of the
path becomes the root of the bell tree. See Figure 3(ii). Thus, in the figure, the distance
(in terms of edges) between a and b is m and the distance between a and a leaf is n. A
snake tree S T (n, m) is formed by rooting an m − 1 length path at the root of a bell tree
B T (n, m + 1). The root of the bell tree (or the path) becomes the root of the snake tree.
Note that a snake tree has exactly one degree 3 vertex. See Figure 3(iii). Thus, in the figure,
the distance between a and b is m, and the length of the path between a and a leaf such
that the path contains b is n. A rooted tree T is called full if all leaves occur at the same
level. A rooted tree T is called complete if every internal vertex has exactly two children.
One simple observation is that a complete and full binary tree of height h ≥ 0 has 2h+1 − 1
vertices, and among those 2h are leaves.
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Figure 3 (i) A ladder tree. (ii) A bell tree. (iii) A snake tree. Dashed segments denote paths.
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Figure 4 Figure showing the constructed tree after the first phase.

Now, we describe the construction. We are given the 1-in-3SAT instance I=(B, C)
with the set of variables B = {b1 , . . . , bb } and the set of clauses C = {C1 , . . . , Cn }. Let
p = dlog ne + 2. Thus, 2p ≥ 4n. We are going to construct a tree T which is initialized to
the root vertex r. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ b, root two paths of length i at the root r of T . Call
the degree one vertices of these two paths bi and bi . Root a complete and full binary tree of
height p at bi and bi for each i. From each leaf of these trees root a path of length b − i. Call
the leaves of these paths tbi ,1 , . . . , tbi ,2p and tbi ,1 , . . . , tbi ,2p . Note that all the leaf nodes are
now at a distance b + p from r. Root two paths of length b + 1 at r, and call the degree one
vertices of these paths b0 and b0 . So far the construction is exactly the same as the one in
[18]. In the following, we modify their construction to adapt it for our setting. From b0 and
b0 root a complete and full binary tree of height p and p + 1, respectively, and call their leaves
tb0 ,1 , . . . , tb0 ,2p and tb0 ,1 , . . . , tb0 ,2p+1 . This completes the first phase of the construction (see
Figure 4).
In the second phase, we add clause gadgets by rooting special tree structures at the
leaves of T constructed so far. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and for each literal l of Cj , root the
snake tree S T (4n + 3, 4j − 2) at tl,j . For 1 ≤ τ ≤ 3, let q be the τ th literal of Cj . Root
S T (4n + 3, 4j − 2 + τ ) at tq,j . Also, root the bell tree B T (4n + 3, 4j + 1) at r for each
1 ≤ j ≤ n. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 2p , add two children xi and yi of tb0 ,i . In each such added child,
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Figure 5 Figure showing parts of the three snake trees and the bell tree corresponding to the
literals of Cj . The circled vertices are selected in the solution.

root the ladder tree L T (4n + 1). For 1 ≤ i ≤ 2p+1 , add two children xi and yi of tb0 ,i . In
each such added child, root the ladder L T (4n). At each remaining leaf of T (as mentioned
before) where no tree structure has been rooted so far, root L T (4n + 3). This completes the
construction.
Now, let us give an intuitive description of the clause gadgets. Note that our main goal
is to defend all the leaves. Consider the clause Cj = (b1 ∨ b2 ∨ b3 ). In a feasible solution,
exactly one literal of Cj must be true, say b1 . Now suppose in the solution of U-RMFC-T we
select the vertices corresponding to true literals, i.e., b1 , b2 and b3 . Note that we have added
one snake tree corresponding to each complemented literal of Cj . Thus, all the vertices in
the snake trees corresponding to b2 and b3 are already defended. In this case, we can defend
the degree three vertex (and all of its descendants) of the snake tree corresponding to b1 by
choosing the degree three vertex itself. If more than one literal are true, then we need to
defend vertices of at least two snake trees instead for which we would have to pick more
than one vertices from a level. Now, we have also added three other snake trees one for each
literal of Cj . As the snake tree corresponding to b1 is already defended by b1 , we just need
to defend the leaves of the remaining two. We can defend them by selecting the parent of
the degree three vertex from the corresponding snake tree. In this way, we can also defend
the last added bell tree by selecting its degree three vertex (see Figure 5). The alignments of
these degree three vertices and their parents help us pick them in different levels. Note that
if none of the literals are true, then we would need to defend the leaves of the three snake
trees corresponding to the literals and in that case it is not possible to defend the leaves of
the bell tree corresponding to Cj .
The argument behind the correctness of the reduction is similar to the one in [18]. The
forward direction is simple. First, defend the vertices corresponding to true literals, i.e., if bi
(resp. bi ) is true, defend bi (resp. bi ) at time i for 1 ≤ i ≤ b. At time b + 1, defend b0 . From
time b + 2 to b + p + 1, defend the unprotected descendant of b0 which is not on the path from
r to x1 . At time b + p + 2, defend x1 . From time b + p + 3 to b + p + 4n + 3, defend the tree
greedily by picking a vertex at each level that contains the maximum number of nodes in the
subtree rooted at it. The other direction is nontrivial, but similar counting arguments as in
[18] should be used for the proof. It follows that the 1-in-3SAT formula is satisfiable if and
only if all the leaves of T can be defended by selecting exactly one vertex from each level.
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Finally, we show that all the feasible solutions are pairwise equivalent as claimed. This
actually follows from the construction. Fix the unique feasible assignment to the 1-in-3SAT
formula. Then, while finding a feasible solution for U-RMFC-T from the assignment in the
above, in all the steps one need to select a unique vertex except when one needs to choose
the parent of the degree three vertices of S T (4n + 3, 4j + 1) and B T (4n + 3, 4j + 1) both of
which lie at the same level. However, irrespective of the selection, the set of leaves remains
same. Thus, even though the solutions are different, the corresponding sets of leaves are
same, and hence the solutions are pairwise equivalent.

C

Hardness in Euclidean Metric

Let X and Y be two finite metric spaces with metrics d and d0 , respectively. Let f : X → Y
be a map. Then, the contraction of f is defined as,
Dc (f ) = max

x,y∈X

d(x, y)
.
d0 (f (x), f (y))

The expansion of f is similarly defined as,
De (f ) = max

x,y∈X

d0 (f (x), f (y))
.
d(x, y)

The distortion of f , D(f ) = Dc (f ) · De (f ). We need Theorem 23 due to Gupta [21] for
proving the hardness result. Next, we prove Theorem 22.
Proof. Suppose there is a polynomial-time β-approximation for NUkC under β-PR in the
κ
Euclidean metric for any constant κ and any β ≤ κn . Then, we show that there is a
c
polynomial-time γ-approximation for NUkC under γ-PR in tree metrics for any γ ≤ cn ,
where c is a constant. But, by Theorem 15 this is a contradiction, and hence the proof of the
theorem follows.
c
Now, consider a constant c and any γ ≤ cn . Also, consider any instance of NUkC
under γ-PR in the tree metric induced by the weighted tree T . We show how to get a
γ-approximate solution for T using the approximation algorithm for the Euclidean metric.
Let ∆ = O(dn1/(d−1) log n). First, we embed the tree T into d-dimensional Euclidean space
Rd using the algorithm of Theorem 23. Let f : T → Rd be the embedding. Also, let d and
df denote the tree and the Euclidean metric, respectively. We fix β such that β ≤ γ/∆,
and compute a β-approximate solution S of NUkC under β-PR for the Euclidean instance.
Thereafter, we construct a solution S 0 for the problem on T from the solution S in the
following way. For any node x of T , if S contains a ball centered at f (x) with radius r, then
we add the ball at x of radius Dc (f ) · r to S 0 , where Dc (f ) is the contraction of f . First, we
show that the solution S 0 constructed in this way covers all the nodes of T . Consider any
node x of T . Then, there is a ball in S centered at some point f (y) that covers f (x). Let r
be the radius of this ball. It follows that S 0 contains the ball B centered at y having radius
Dc (f ) · r. Now,
d(x, y) ≤ Dc (f ) · df (f (x), f (y)) ≤ Dc (f ) · r.
Hence, the ball B contains x, and thus S 0 is a feasible solution. Now, we show that the
dilation α(S 0 ) of the balls in S 0 is at most γ times the optimum dilation. To this end, let OP T
and OP Tf be the optimum dilation for the tree and the Euclidean instance, respectively.
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Then, the dilation α(S 0 ) is at most β ·OP Tf ·Dc (f ). Now, as the distances between the points
can get expanded by a factor of at most De (f ) due to the embedding, OP Tf ≤ De (f ) · OP T .
Here De (f ) is the expansion of f . Hence,
α(S 0 ) ≤ β · De (f ) · OP T · Dc (f ) = β · D(f ) · OP T ≤ β · ∆ · OP T ≤ γ · OP T.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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1

Introduction

Low-rank matrix approximation is the method of compressing a matrix by reducing its
dimension. It is the basic component of various methods in data analysis including Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), one of the most popular and successful techniques used for
dimension reduction in data analysis and machine learning [31, 15, 8]. In low-rank matrix
approximation one seeks the best low-rank approximation of data matrix A with matrix B
solving
minimize kA − Bkν
subject to rank(B) ≤ r.
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Here k · kν is some matrix norm. The most popular matrix norms studied in the literature are
P
2
the Frobenius ||A||2F = i,j a2ij and the spectral kAk2 = supx6=0 kAxk
kxk2 norms. By the EckartYoung-Mirsky theorem [8, 27], (1) is efficiently solvable via Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) for these two norms. The spectral norm is an “extremal” norm – it measures the
worst-case stretch of the matrix. On the other hand, the Frobenius norm is “averaging”.
Spectral norm is usually applied in the situation when one is interested in actual columns for
the subspaces they define and is of greater interest in scientific computing and numerical
linear algebra. The Frobenius norm is widely used in statistics and machine learning, see the
survey of Mahony [24] for further discussions.
Recently there has been considerable interest in developing algorithms for low-rank matrix
approximation problems for binary (categorical) data. Such variants of dimension reduction
for high-dimensional data sets with binary attributes arise naturally in applications involving
binary data sets, like latent semantic analysis [4], pattern discovery for gene expression[32],
or web search models [19], see [7, 17, 14, 20, 30, 37] for other applications. In many such
applications it is much more desirable to approximate a binary matrix A with a binary
matrix B of small (GF(2) or Boolean) rank because it could provide a deeper insight into the
semantics associated with the original matrix. There is a big body of work done on binary
and Boolean low-rank matrix approximation, see [2, 3, 7, 22, 25, 26, 28, 35, 34] for further
discussions.
Unfortunately, SVD is not applicable for the binary case which makes such problems
computationally much more challenging. For a binary matrix, its squared Frobenius norm
Pn Pm
is equal to the number of its 1-entries, that is kAk2F = j=1 i=1 aij . Thus, the value
kA − Bk2F measures the total Hamming distance from points (columns) of A to the subspace
spanned by the columns of B. For this variant of the low-rank binary matrix approximation,
a number of approximation algorithms were developed, resulting in efficient polynomial time
approximation schemes (EPTASes) obtained in [1, 9]. However, the algorithmic complexity
of the problem for any vector-induced norm, including the spectral norm, remained open.
For binary matrices, the natural “extremal” norm to consider is the k · k1 norm, also
known as column-sum norm, operator 1-norm, or Hölder matrix 1-norm. That is, for a
matrix A,
m
X
kAxk1
|aij |.
= max
1≤j≤n
kxk1 6=0 kxk1
i=1

kAk1 = sup

In other words, the column-sum norm is the maximum number of 1-entries in a column in A,
whereas the Frobenius norm is the total number of 1-entries in A. The column-sum norm is
analogous to the spectral norm, only it is induced by the `1 vector norm, not the `2 vector
norm.
We consider the problem, where for an m × n binary data matrix A and a positive integer
constant r, one seeks a binary matrix B optimizing
minimize kA − Bk1

(2)

subject to rank(B) ≤ r.
Here, by the rank of the binary matrix B we mean its GF(2)-rank. We refer to the problem
defined by (2) as to `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2). The value kA − Bk1 is
the maximum Hamming distance from each of the columns of A to the subspace spanned
by columns of B and thus, compared to approximation with the Frobenius norm, it could
provide a more accurate dimension reduction.
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It is easy to see by the reduction from the Closest String problem, that already for
r = 1, `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) is NP-hard. The main result of this paper
is that (2) admits a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS). More precisely, we
prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 1. For every ε ∈ (0, 1), there is a randomized (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm
4r −4
for `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) of running time mO(1) nO(2 ·ε ) .
In order to prove Theorem 1 we obtain a PTAS for a more general problem, namely
Binary Constrained k-Center. This problem has a strong expressive power and can be
used to obtain PTASes for a number of problems related to `1 -Rank-r Approximation
over GF(2). For example, for the variant, when the rank of the matrix B is not over GF(2)
but is Boolean. Or a variant of clustering, where we want to partition binary vectors into
groups, minimizing the maximum distance in each of the group to some subspace of small
dimension. We provide discussions of other applications of our work in Section 4.
Related work. The variant of (1) with both matrices A and B binary, and k · kν being
the Frobenius norm, is known as Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation. Due to numerous
applications, various heuristic algorithms for Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation could be
found in the literature [16, 17, 11, 20, 32].
When it concerns rigorous algorithmic analysis of Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation,
Gillis and Vavasis [13] and Dan et al. [7] have shown that Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation is NP-complete for every r ≥ 1. A subset of the authors studied parameterized
algorithms for Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation in [10]. The first approximation algorithm for Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation is due to Shen et al. [32], who gave a
2-approximation algorithm for the special case of r = 1. For rank r > 1, Dan et al. [7] have
shown that a (r/2 + 1 + 2(2rr−1) )-approximate solution can be formed from r columns of
the input matrix A. Recently, these algorithms were significantly improved in [1, 9], where
efficient polynomial time approximation schemes (EPTASes) were obtained.
Also note that for general (non-binary) matrices a significant amount of work is devoted
to L1-PCA, where one seeks a low-rank matrix B approximating given matrix A in entrywise
`1 norm, see e.g. [33].
While our main motivation stems from low-rank matrix approximation problems, `1 -Rankr Approximation over GF(2) extends Closest String, very well-studied problem about
strings. Given a set of binary strings S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }, each of length m, the Closest
String problem is to find the smallest d and a string s of length m which is within Hamming
distance d to each si ∈ S.
A long history of algorithmic improvements for Closest String was concluded by the
−5
PTAS of running time nO( ) by Li, Ma, and Wang [21], which running time was later
−2
improved to nO( ) [23]. Let us note that Closest String can be seen as a special case of
`1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) for r = 1. Indeed, Closest String is exactly
the variant of `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2), where columns of A are strings
of S and approximating matrix B is required to have all columns equal. Note that in a
binary matrix B of rank 1 all non-zero columns are equal. However, it is easy to construct
an equivalent instance of Closest String by attaching to each string of S a string 1m+1 ,
such that the solution to `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) for r = 1 does not have
zero columns.
Cygan et al. [6] proved that the existence of an EPTAS for Closest String, that is
(1 + ε)-approximation in time nO(1) · f (ε), for any computable function f , is unlikely, as it
would imply that FPT=W[1], a highly unexpected collapse in the hierarchy of parameterized
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complexity classes. They also showed that the existence of a PTAS for Closest String with
running time f (ε)no(1/ε) , for any computable function f , would contradict the Exponential
Time Hypothesis. The result of Cygan et al. implies that `1 -Rank-r Approximation over
GF(2) also does not admit EPTAS (unless FPT=W[1]) already for r = 1.
A generalization of Closest String, k-closest strings is also known to admit a
PTAS [18, 12]. This problem corresponds to the variant of `1 -Rank-r Approximation
over GF(2), where approximating matrix B is required to have at most k different columns.
However, it is not clear how solution to this special case can be adopted to solve `1 -Rank-r
Approximation over GF(2).

1.1

Our approach

The usual toolbox of techniques to handle NP-hard variants of low-rank matrix approximation
problems like sketching [36], sampling, and dimension reduction [5] is based on randomized
linear algebra. It is very unclear whether any of these techniques can be used to solve even
the simplest case of `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) with r = 1. For example
for sampling, the presence of just one outlier outside of a sample, makes all information we
can deduce from the sample about the column sum norm of the matrix, completely useless.
This is exactly the reason why approximation algorithms for Closest String do not rely
on such techniques. On the other hand, randomized dimension reduction appears to be
very helpful as a “preprocessing” procedure whose application allows us to solve `1 -Rank-r
Approximation over GF(2) by applying linear programming techniques similar to the
ones developed for the Closest String. From a very general perspective, our algorithm
consists of three steps. While each of these steps is based on the previous works, the way to
combine these steps, as well as the correctness proof, is a non-trivial task. We start with a
high-level description of the steps and then provide more technical explanations.
Step 1. In order to solve `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2), we encode it as
the Binary Constrained k-Center problem. This initial step is almost identical to
the encoding used in [9] for Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation. Informally, Binary
Constrained k-Center is defined as follows. For a given set of binary vectors X, a
positive integer k, and a set of constraints, we want to find k binary vectors C = (c1 , . . . , ck )
satisfying the constraints and minimizing maxx∈X dH (x, C), where dH (x, C) is the Hamming
distance between x and the closest vector from C. For example, when k = 1 and there are
no constraints, then this is just the Closest String problem over binary alphabet.
In the technical description below we give a formal definition of this encoding and in
Section 4 we prove that `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) is a special case of
Binary Constrained k-Center. Now on, we are working with Binary Constrained
k-Center.
Step 2. We give an approximate Turing reduction which allows to find a partition of
vector set X into clusters X1 , . . . , Xk such that if we find a tuple of vectors C = (c1 , . . . , ck )
satisfying the constraints and minimizing max1≤i≤k,x∈Xi dH (x, {ci }), then the same tuple C
will be a good approximation to Binary Constrained k-Center. In order to obtain such
a partition, we use the dimension reduction technique of Ostrovsky and Rabani [29]. While
this provides us with important structural information, we are not done yet. Even with a
given partition, the task of finding the corresponding tuple of “closest strings” C satisfying
the constraints, is non-trivial.
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Step 3. In order to find the centers, we implement the approach used by Li, Ma, and Wang
in [21] to solve Closest String. By brute-forcing, it is possible to reduce the solution of
the problem to special instances, which loosely speaking, have a large optimum. Moreover,
Binary Constrained k-Center has an Integer Programming (IP) formulation. Similar
to [21], for the reduced instance of Binary Constrained k-Center (which has a “large
optimum”) it is possible to prove that the randomized rounding of the corresponding Linear
Program (LP) relaxation of this IP, provides a good approximation.
Now we give a more technical description of the algorithm.
Step 1. Binary Constrained k-Center. Note that the Binary Constrained k-Center
problem is nearly identical to Binary Constrained Clustering defined in [9], except
for the cost function. Still, for completeness we define Binary Constrained k-Center
formally next. First, we need to define some notations. A k-ary relation R is a set of binary
k-tuples with elements from {0, 1}. A k-tuple t = (t1 , . . . , tk ) satisfies R, we write t ∈ R, if t
is equal to one of the k-tuples in R.
I Definition 2 (Vectors satisfying R). Let R = (R1 , . . . , Rm ) be a tuple of k-ary relations.
We say that a tuple C = (c1 , c2 , . . . , ck ) of binary m-dimensional vectors satisfies R and
write < C, R >, if (c1 [i], . . . , ck [i]) ∈ Ri for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
For example, for m = 2, k = 3, R1 = {(0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0)}, and R2 = {(1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1)},
the tuple of vectors




 
0
0
1
c1 =
, c2 =
, c3 =
1
0
1
satisfies R = (R1 , R2 ) because (c1 [1], c2 [1], c3 [1]) = (0, 0, 1) ∈ R1 and (c1 [2], c2 [2], c3 [2]) =
(1, 0, 1) ∈ R2 .
Let us recall that the Hamming distance between two vectors x, y ∈ {0, 1}m , where
Pm
x = (x1 , . . . , xm )| and y = (y1 , . . . , ym )| , is dH (x, y) = i=1 |xi − yi | or, in words, the
number of positions i ∈ {1, . . . , m} where xi and yi differ. Recall that for a set of vectors
C ⊆ {0, 1}m and a vector x ∈ {0, 1}m , dH (x, C) = minc∈C dH (x, c). For sets X, C ⊂ {0, 1}m ,
we define cost(X, C) = maxx∈X dH (x, C).
Now we define Binary Constrained k-Center formally.
Binary Constrained k-Center

Input: A set X ⊆ {0, 1}m of n vectors, a positive integer k, and a tuple of k-ary relations
R = (R1 , . . . , Rm ).
Task: Among all tuples C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) of vectors from {0, 1}m satisfying R, find a
tuple C minimizing cost(X, C).
As in the case of Low GF(2)-Rank Approximation in [9], we prove that `1 -Rank-r
Approximation over GF(2) is a special case of Binary Constrained k-Center, where
k = 2r . For completeness, this proof and other applications of Binary Constrained
k-Center are given in Section 4. Thus, to prove Theorem 1, it is enough to design a PTAS
for Binary Constrained k-Center.
I Theorem 3. There is an algorithm for Binary Constrained k-Center that given
4
an instance J = (X, k, R) and 0 < ε < 1, runs in time mO(1) nO((k/ε) ) , and outputs a
(1 + ε)-approximate solution with probability at least 1 − 2n−2 .
By the argument above, Theorem 1 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.
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Step 2: Dimension reduction. Let J = (X, k, R = (R1 , . . . , Rm )) be an instance of Binary
Constrained k-Center and C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) be a solution to J, that is, a tuple of vectors
satisfying R. Then, the cost of C is cost(X, C). Given the tuple C, there is a natural way
we can partition the set of vectors X into k parts X1 ] · · · ] Xk such that
cost(X, C) =

max
i∈{1,...,k},x∈Xi

dH (x, ci ).

Thus, for each vector x in Xi , the closest to x vector from C is ci . We call such a partition
X1 ] · · · ] Xk the clustering of X induced by C and refer to the sets X1 , . . . , Xk as the
clusters corresponding to C. We use OPT(J) to denote the cost of an optimal solution to J.
That is, OPT(J) = min{cost(X, C) | < C, R >}. In fact, even if we know the clustering of
X induced by a hypothetical optimal solution, finding a good solution is not trivial as the
case when k = 1 is the same as the Closest String problem.
As mentioned before, our approach is to reduce to a version of Binary Constrained
k-Center, where we know the partition of X, and solve the corresponding problem. That
is, we design an approximation scheme for the following partitioned version of the problem.
Binary Constrained Partition Center

Input: A positive integer k, a set X ⊆ {0, 1}m of n vectors partitioned into X1 ] . . . ] Xk ,
and a tuple of k-ary relations R = (R1 , . . . , Rm ).
Task: Among all tuples C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) of vectors from {0, 1}m satisfying R, find a
tuple C minimizing maxi∈{1,...,k},x∈Xi dH (x, ci ).
For an instance J 0 = (k, X = X1 ] . . . ] Xk , R) of Binary Constrained Partition
Center, we use OPT(J 0 ) to denote the cost of an optimal solution to J 0 . That is,


OPT(J 0 ) =
min
max
dH (x, ci ) .
C=(c1 ,...,ck ) s.t. <C,R> i∈{1,...,k},x∈Xi
Clearly, for an instance J = (X, k, R) of Binary Constrained k-Center and a
partition of X into X1 ] . . . ] Xk , any solution to the instance J 0 = (k, X = X1 ] . . . Xk , R)
of Binary Constrained Partition Center, of cost d, is also a solution to J with cost at
most d. We prove that there is a randomized polynomial time algorithm that given an instance
J = (X, k, R) of Binary Constrained k-Center and 0 <  ≤ 14 , outputs a collection I of
Binary Constrained Partition Center instances J 0 = (k, X = X1 ] . . . ] Xk , R) such
that the cost of at least one instance in I is at most (1 + 4)OPT(J) with high probability.
I Lemma 4. There is an algorithm that given an instance J = (X, k, R) of Binary
4
Constrained k-Center, 0 <  ≤ 14 , and γ > 0, runs in time m2 nO(k/ ) , and outputs a
4
collection I of m · nO(k/ ) instances of Binary Constrained Partition Center such
that each instance in I is of the form (k, X = X1 ] . . . ] Xk , R), and there exists J 0 ∈ I such
that OPT(J 0 ) ≤ (1 + 4)OPT(J) with probability at least 1 − n−γ .
To prove Lemma 4, we use the dimension reduction technique of Ostrovsky and Rabani
from [29]. Loosely speaking, this technique provides a linear map ψ with the following
properties. For any y ∈ {0, 1}m , ψ(y) is a 0-1 vector of length O(log n/4 ), and for any set
Y of n + k vectors, Hamming distances between any pair of vectors in ψ(Y ) are relatively
preserved with high probability. So we assume that ψ is “a good map” for the set of
vectors X ∪ C, where C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) is a hypothetical optimal solution to J. Then, we
guess the potential tuples of vectors (φ(c1 ), . . . , φ(ck )) for the hypothetical optimal solution
C = (c1 , . . . , ck ), and use these choices for (φ(c1 ), . . . , φ(ck )) to construct partitions of X,
and thereby construct instances in I. Lemma 4 is proved in Section 2.
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Step 3: LP relaxation. Because of Lemma 4, to prove Theorem 3, it is enough to design a
PTAS for Binary Constrained Partition Center which is more challenging part in our
algorithm. So we prove the following lemma.
I Lemma 5. There is an algorithm for Binary Constrained Partition Center that
4
given an instance J = (k, X = X1i ]. . .]Xki , R) and 0 <  < 1/2, runs in time mO(1) nO((k/) ) ,
and outputs a solution of cost at most (1 + )OPT(J) with probability at least 1 − n−2 .
Towards the proof of Lemma 5, we encode Binary Constrained Partition Center
using an Integer programming (IP) formulation (see (6) in Section 3). We show that the
randomized rounding using the solution of the linear programming relaxation of this IP
provides a good approximation if the optimum value is large. Here we follow the approach
similar to the one used by Li, Ma, and Wang in [21] to solve Closest String. We prove
that there exist Y1 ⊆ X1 , . . . , Yk ⊆ Xk , each of size r = 1 + 4 , with the following property.
Let Q be the set of positions in {1, . . . , m} such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ Q, all
the vectors in Yi agree at the position j, and for each j ∈ Q, (y1 [j], . . . , yk [j]) ∈ Rj , where
yi ∈ Yi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then, for any solution of J such that for each j ∈ Q the
entries at the position j coincide with (y1 [j], . . . , yk [j]), the cost of this solution restricted
1
to Q deviates from the cost of an optimal solution restricted to Q by at most r−1
OPT(J).
Moreover, the subproblem of J restricted to {1, . . . , m} \ Q has large optimum value and we
could use linear programming to solve the subproblem. Lemma 5 is proved in Section 3.
Putting together. Next we explain how to prove Theorem 3 using Lemmata 4 and 5. Let
J = (X, k, R) be the input instance of Binary Constrained k-Center and 0 < ε < 1 be
the given error parameter. Let β = 8ε . Since ε < 1, β < 14 . Now, we apply Lemma 4 on
J, β, and γ = 2. As a result, we get a collection I of instances of Binary Constrained
Partition Center such that each instance in I is of the form (k, X = X1 ]. . .]Xk , R), and
there exists J 0 ∈ I such that OPT(J 0 ) ≤ (1 + 4β)OPT(J) with probability at least 1 − n−2 .
From now on, we assume that this event happened. Next, for each instance Jb ∈ I, we apply
Lemma 5 with the error parameter β, and output the best solution among the solutions
produced. Let J 0 ∈ I be the instance such that OPT(J 0 ) ≤ (1+4β)OPT(J) ≤ (1+ 2ε )OPT(J).
Any solution to Jb ∈ I of cost d, is also a solution to J of cost at most d. Therefore,
because of Lemmas 4 and 5, our algorithm outputs a solution of J with cost at most
(1 + β)OPT(J 0 ) = (1 + 8ε )(1 + 2ε )OPT(J) ≤ (1 + ε)OPT(J) with probability at least 1 − 2n−2 ,
since both Lemmas 4 and 5 have the success probability of at least 1 − n−2 . The running
time of the algorithm follows from Lemmata 4 and 5.
As Theorem 3 is already proved using Lemmas 4 and 5, the rest of the paper is devoted
to the proofs of Lemmata 4 and 5, and to the examples of the expressive power of Binary
Constrained k-Center, including `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2). In Sections 2
and 3, we prove Lemmata 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 4, we give applications of
Theorem 3.

2

Proof of Lemma 4

In this section we prove Lemma 4. The main idea is to map the given instance to a lowdimensional space while approximately preserving distances, then try all possible tuples of
centers in the low-dimensional space, and construct an instance of Binary Constrained
Partition Center by taking the optimal partition of the images with respect to a fixed
tuple of centers back to the original vectors.
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To implement the mapping, we employ the notion of (δ, `, h)-distorted maps, introduced
by Ostrovsky and Rabani [29]. Intuitively, a (δ, `, h)-distorted map approximately preserves
distances between ` and h, does not shrink distances larger than h too much, and does not
expand distances smaller than ` too much. In what follows we make the definitions formal.
A metric space is a pair (P, d) where P is a set (whose elements are called points), and
d is a distance function d : P × P → R (called a metric), such that for every p1 , p2 , p3 ∈ P
the following conditions hold: (i) d(p1 , p2 ) ≥ 0, (ii) d(p1 , p2 ) = d(p2 , p1 ), (iii) d(p1 , p2 ) = 0
if and only if p1 = p2 , and (iv) d(p1 , p2 ) + d(p2 , p3 ) ≥ d(p1 , p3 ). Condition (iv) is called the
triangle inequality. The pair ({0, 1}m , dH ), binary vectors of lentgh m and the Hamming
distance, is a metric space.
I Definition 6 ([29]). Let (P, d) and (P 0 , d0 ) be two metric spaces. Let X, Y ⊆ P . Let δ, `, h
be such that δ > 0 and h > ` ≥ 0. A mapping ψ : P → P 0 is (δ, `, h)-distorted on (X, Y ) if
and only if there exists α > 0 such that for every x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , the following conditions
hold.
1. If d(x, y) < `, then d(ψ(x), ψ(y)) < (1 + δ)α`.
2. If d(x, y) > h, then d(ψ(x), ψ(y)) > (1 − δ)αh.
3. If ` ≤ d(x, y) ≤ h, then (1 − δ)αd(x, y) ≤ d(ψ(x), ψ(y)) ≤ (1 + δ)αd(x, y).
If X = Y , then we say that ψ is (δ, `, h)-distorted on X.
For any r, r0 ∈ N and ε > 0, Ar,r0 (ε) denotes a distribution over r0 × r binary matrices
0
M ∈ {0, 1}r ×r , where entries are independent, identically distributed, random 0/1 variables
with Pr[1] = ε.
I Proposition 7 ([29]). Let m, ` ∈ N, and let X ⊆ {0, 1}m be a set of n vectors. For every
0
0 <  ≤ 1/2, there exists a mapping φ : X → {0, 1}m , where m0 = O(log n/4 ), which is
(, `/4, `/2)-distorted on X (with respect to the Hamming distance in both spaces). More
precisely, for every γ > 0 there exists λ > 0, such that, setting m0 = λ log n/4 , the linear
map x 7→ Ax, where A is a random matrix drawn from Am,m0 (2 /`), is (, `/4, `/2)-distorted
on X with probability at least 1 − n−γ .
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 4. We restate it for convenience.
I Lemma 4. There is an algorithm that given an instance J = (X, k, R) of Binary
4
Constrained k-Center, 0 <  ≤ 14 , and γ > 0, runs in time m2 nO(k/ ) , and outputs a
4
collection I of m · nO(k/ ) instances of Binary Constrained Partition Center such
that each instance in I is of the form (k, X = X1 ] . . . ] Xk , R), and there exists J 0 ∈ I such
that OPT(J 0 ) ≤ (1 + 4)OPT(J) with probability at least 1 − n−γ .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume OPT(J) > 0. If OPT(J) = 0, there are
at most k distinct vectors in X, and we trivially construct a single instance of Binary
Constrained Partition Center by grouping equal vectors together.
Let n = |X| and n0 = n + k. Let λ = λ(γ) be the constant mentioned in Proposition 7,
4
and m0 = λ log n0 /4 . Then, for each ` ∈ [m]2 , we construct the collection I` of nO(k/ )
Binary Constrained Partition Center instances as follows.
Start with I` := ∅.
Randomly choose a matrix A` from the distribution Am,m0 (2 /`).

2

For an integer n ∈ N, we use [n] as a shorthand for {1, . . . , n}.
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0

For each choice of k vectors c01 , . . . , c0k ∈ {0, 1}m , construct a partition X1 ] . . . ] Xk of X
such that for each x ∈ Xi , c0i is one of the closest vectors to A` x among C 0 = {c01 , . . . , c0k }.
Then, add (k, X = X1i ] . . . Xki , R) to I` .
S
Finally, our algorithm outputs I = `∈[m] I` as the required collection of Binary
0

Constrained Partition Center instances. Notice that for any ` ∈ [m], |I` | = 2m k =
4
4
nO(k/ ) . This implies that the cardinality of I is upper bounded by m · nO(k/ ) , and the
4
construction of I` takes time m · nO(k/ ) . Thus, the total running time of the algorithm is
4
m2 · nO(k/ ) .
Next, we prove the correctness of the algorithm. Let ` = OPT(J) and C = (c1 , . . . , ck )
be an optimum solution of J. Let Y1 , . . . , Yk be the clusters corresponding to C. Consider
the step in the algorithm where we constructed I` . By Proposition 7, the map ψ : x 7→ A` x
is (, `/4, `/2)-distorted on X ∪ C with probability at least 1 − n−γ . In the rest of the proof,
we assume that this event happened. Let c01 = A` c1 , . . . , c0k = A` ck . Consider the Binary
Constrained Partition Center instance constructed for the choice of vectors c01 , . . . , c0k .
That is, let X1 , . . . , Xk be the partition of X such that for each x ∈ Xi , c0i is one of the
closest vector to A` x from C 0 = {c01 , . . . , c0k }. Let J 0 be the instance (k, X = X1i ] . . . Xki , R)
of Binary Constrained Partition Center.
Now, we claim that C is a solution to J 0 with cost at most (1 + 4)` = (1 + 4)OPT(J).
Since C satisfies R, C is a solution of J 0 . To prove OPT(J 0 ) ≤ (1 + 4)`, it is enough to prove
that for each i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi , dH (x, ci ) ≤ (1 + 4)`. Fix an index i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi .
Suppose x ∈ Yi . Since C is an optimum solution of J with corresponding clusters Y1 , . . . Yk ,
we have that dH (y, ci ) ≤ ` for all y ∈ Yi ∩ Xi . Thus, dH (x, ci ) ≤ `. So, now consider the
case x ∈ Yj for some j 6= i. Notice that if dH (x, ci ) ≤ `, then we are done. We have the
following two subcases.
`
. We know that the map ψ : x 7→ A` x is (, `/4, `/2)-distorted on
Case 1: dH (x, ci ) ≤ 2
X ∪C, and let α > 0 be the number such that conditions of Definition 6 hold. Since x ∈ Xi ,
we have that (a) dH (ψ(x), ψ(ci )) ≤ dH (ψ(x), ψ(cj )). Since dH (x, cj ) ≤ ` (because x ∈ Yj )
and ψ is (, `/4, `/2)-distorted on X ∪ C, we have that (b) dH (ψ(x), ψ(cj )) ≤ (1 + )α`.
`
Since ` < dH (x, ci ) ≤ 2
, and ψ is (, `/4, `/2)-distorted on X ∪ C, we have that (c)
(1 − )αdH (x, ci ) ≤ dH (ψ(x), ψ(ci )). The statements (a), (b), and (c) imply that

dH (x, ci ) ≤

1+
` ≤ (1 + 4)`,
1−

where the last inequality holds since  ≤ 1/4.
`
. We prove that this case is impossible by showing a contradiction.
Case 2: dH (x, ci ) > 2
Since  ≤ 1/4, in this case, we have that dH (x, ci ) > 2`. Since ψ is (, `/4, `/2)-distorted
on X ∪ C, dH (x, ci ) > 2`, and dH (x, cj ) ≤ `, we have that
(1 − )α · 2` ≤ dH (ψ(x), ψ(ci )) ≤ dH (ψ(x), ψ(cj )) ≤ (1 + )α · `.
Then 2(1 − ) ≤ (1 + ) and thus  ≥ 1/3, which contradicts the assumption that  ≤ 1/4.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
J

3

Proof of Lemma 5

For a set of positions P ⊂ [m], let us define the Hamming distance restricted to P by
X
dP
|xi − yi |.
H (x, y) =
i∈P

We use the following lemma in our proof.
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I Lemma 8. Let Y = {y1 , · · · , yl } ⊂ {0, 1}m be a set of vectors and c∗ ∈ {0, 1}m be a
vector. Let d∗ = cost(Y, {c∗ }) = maxy∈Y dH (y, c∗ ). For any r ∈ N, r ≥ 2, there exist indices
i1 , . . . , ir such that for any x ∈ Y
P
∗
dP
H (x, yi1 ) − dH (x, c ) ≤

1 ∗
d ,
r−1

where P is any subset of Qi1 ,...,ir and Qi1 ,...,ir is the set of positions where all of yi1 , . . . , yir
coincide (i.e., Qi1 ,...,ir = {j ∈ [m] : yi1 [j] = yi2 [j] = . . . = yir [j]}).
Proof. For a vector x = y`0 ∈ Y and P ⊆ Qi1 ,...,ir , let
JP (`0 )

=

{j ∈ P : yi1 [j] 6= x[j] and yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} , and

J(`0 )

=

{j ∈ Qi1 ,...,ir : yi1 [j] 6= x[j] and yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} .

1
d∗ . Also, since JP (`0 ) ⊆ J(`0 ),
To prove the lemma it is enough to prove that |JP (`0 )| ≤ r−1
1
0
to prove the lemma, it is enough to prove that |J(` )| ≤ r−1 d∗ . Recall that for any s ∈ [`]
and 1 ≤ i1 , . . . , is ≤ `, Qi1 ,...,is is the set of positions where all of yi1 , . . . , yis coincide. For
any 2 ≤ s ≤ r + 1 and 1 ≤ i1 , . . . , is ≤ `, let pi1 ,...,is be the number of mismatches between
yi1 and c∗ at the positions in Qi1 ,...,is . Let

ρs =

min

1≤i1 ,...,is ≤n

pi1 ,...,is
.
d∗

Notice that for any 2 ≤ s ≤ r + 1, ρs ≤ 1.
B Claim 9 (Claim 2.2 [21]). 3 For any s such that 2 ≤ s ≤ r, there are indices 1 ≤
i1 , i2 , . . . , ir ≤ ` such that for any x = y`0 ∈ Y , |J(`0 )| ≤ (ρs − ρs+1 )d∗ .
Proof. Consider indices 1 ≤ i1 , . . . , is ≤ ` such that pi1 ,...,is = ρs · d∗ . Next arbitrarily pick
r − s indices is+1 , is+2 , . . . , ir from [`] \ {i1 , . . . , is }. Next we prove that i1 , i2 , . . . , ir are the
required set of indices. Towards that, fix x = y`0 ∈ Y ,
J(`0 )

=

| {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,ir : yi1 [j] 6= x[j] and yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} |

≤

| {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,is : yi1 [j] 6= x[j] and yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} |
(Because Qi1 ,...,ir ⊆ Qi1 ,...,is )
∗

= | {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,is : yi1 [j] 6= c [j]} \ {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,is : yi1 [j] = x[j] ∧ yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} |
= | {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,is : yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} \ {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,is ,`0 : yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} |
(Since x = y`0 )
∗

= | {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,is : yi1 [j] 6= c [j]} | − | {j ∈ Qi1 ,...,is ,`0 : yi1 [j] 6= c∗ [j]} |
= pi1 ,...,is − pi1 ,...,is ,`0
≤ (ρs − ρs+1 )d

∗

(3)

(By definition)
(4)

The equality (3) holds since Qi1 ,...,is ⊇ Qi1 ,...,is ,`0 . The inequality (4) holds because pi1 ,...,is =
ρs · d∗ by the choice of i1 , . . . , is , and ρs+1 d∗ ≤ pi1 ,...,is ,`0 by definition.
C
Notice that (ρ2 − ρ3 ) + (ρ3 − ρ4 ) + . . . + (ρr − ρr+1 ) = (ρ2 − ρr+1 ) ≤ ρ2 ≤ 1. Thus, one
of (ρ2 − ρ3 ), (ρ3 − ρ4 ), . . . , (ρr − ρr+1 ) is at most 1/(r − 1). This completes the proof.
J

3

We remark that Claim 2.2 in [21] is stated for a vector c such that d∗ = cost(Y, {c}) = minc0 cost(Y, {c0 }).
But the steps of the same proof work in our case as well.
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Consider the instance J = (k, X = X1i ] . . . Xki , R) of Binary Constrained Partition
Center. Let C ∗ = (c∗1 , · · · , c∗k ) ⊂ {0, 1}m be an optimum solution to J. Let dopt =
OPT(J) = maxi∈[k],x∈Xi dH (x, c∗i ). For each i ∈ [k] and r ≥ 2, by Lemma 8, there exist r
(1)

(r)

elements xi , . . . , xi
(1)

of Xi such that for any x ∈ Xi ,

P
∗
dP
H (x, xi ) − dH (x, ci ) ≤

1
dopt ,
r−1

(5)
(1)

(r)

where P is any subset of Qi , and Qi is the set of coordinates on which xi , . . . , xi agree.
Let us denote as Q the intersection of all Qi from which the positions not satisfying R are
removed. That is,




\
(1)
(1)
(1)
Q= j∈
Qi : (x1 [j], x2 [j], . . . , xk [j]) ∈ Rj .


i∈[k]

Because of (5), there is an approximate solution where the coordinates j ∈ Q are identified
(1)
(1)
using x1 , . . . , xk . Let Q = [m] \ Q. Now the idea is to solve the problem restricted to Q
(1)
separately, and then complement the solution on Q by the values of xi . We prove that for
the “subproblem” restricted on Q, the optimum value is large. Towards that we first prove
the following lemma.
I Lemma 10 (?). 4 Let J = (k, X = X1i ]. . . Xki , R) be an instance of Binary Constrained
Partition Center. Let (c∗1 , . . . , c∗k ) be an optimal solution for J, and r ≥ 2 be an integer.
(1)
(r)
(1)
(r)
Then, there exist {x1 , . . . , x1 } ⊂ X1 , . . . , {xk , . . . , xk } ⊂ Xk with the following
(1)
(r)
properties.
For each i ∈ [k], let Qi be the set of coordinates
on which xi , . . . , xi agree,
n
o
T
(1)
(1)
(1)
Q = j ∈ i∈[k] Qi : (x1 [j], x2 [j], . . . , xk [j]) ∈ Rj , and Q = [m] \ Q.
(1)

Q
∗
For any i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi , dQ
H (x, xi ) − dH (x, ci ) ≤
|Q| ≤ rk · OPT(J).

1
r−1 OPT(J),

and

As mentioned earlier, we fix the entries of our solution in positions j of Q with values in
(1)
(1)
x1 [j], . . . , xk [j]. Towards finding the entries of our solution in positions of Q, we define
the following problem and solve it.
Binary Constrained Partition Center?

Input: A positive integer k, a set X ⊆ {0, 1}m of n vectors partitioned into X1 ] . . . ] Xk ,
a tuple of k-ary relations R = (R1 , . . . , Rm ), and for all x ∈ X, dx ∈ N
Task: Among all tuples C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) of vectors from {0, 1}m satisfying R, find a tuple
C that minimizes the integer d such that for all i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi , dH (x, ci ) ≤ d − dx .
I Lemma 11. Let J 0 = (k, X = X1 ] . . . Xk , R, (dx )x∈X ) be an instance of Binary Constrained Partition Center? , OPT(J 0 ) ≥ m
c for some integer c, and 0 < δ < 1/c. Then,
2
2
there is an algorithm which runs in time mO(1) nO(c k/δ ) , and outputs a solution C of J 0 , of
cost at most (1 + δ)OPT(J 0 ) with probability at least 1 − n−2 .
Before proving Lemma 11, we explain how all these result put together to form a proof of
Lemma 5. We restate Lemma 5 for the convenience of the reader.
4

The proofs of results marked with ? are deferred to the full version of the paper.
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I Lemma 5. There is an algorithm for Binary Constrained Partition Center that
4
given an instance J = (k, X = X1i ]. . .]Xki , R) and 0 <  < 1/2, runs in time mO(1) nO((k/) ) ,
and outputs a solution of cost at most (1 + )OPT(J) with probability at least 1 − n−2 .
Proof. Let J = (k, X = X1i ] . . . Xki , R) be the input instance of Binary Constrained
Partition Center, and 0 <  < 12 be the error parameter. Let (c∗1 , . . . , c∗k ) be an optimal
solution for J. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer which we fix later. First, for each i ∈ [k] we
(1)
(r)
obtain r vectors xi , . . . , xi ∈ Xi which satisfy the conditions of Lemma 10. Their
existence is guaranteed by Lemma 10, and we guess them in time nO(rk) over all i ∈ [k].
(1)
(r)
For
i ∈ [k], let Qi be the set of coordinates
on which xi , . . . , xi agree, Q =
n each
o
T
(1)
(1)
(1)
j ∈ i∈[k] Qi : (x1 [j], x2 [j], . . . , xk [j]) ∈ Rj , and Q = [m] \ Q. Next, we construct a
(1)

solution C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) as follows. For each i ∈ [k] and j ∈ Q, we set ci [j] = xi [j].
Towards finding the entries of vectors c1 , . . . , ck at the coordinates in Q, we use Lemma 11.
Let J 0 be the instance of Binary Constrained Partition Center? , which is a natural
restriction of J to Q. That is, J 0 = (k, X 0 = X10 ] . . . Xk0 , R|Q , (dx|Q )x∈X 0 ), where for each
(1)

i ∈ [k], Xi0 = {x|Q : x ∈ Xi } and for each x ∈ Xi , dx|Q = dQ
H (x, xi ). By the second
condition in Lemma 10, we have that |Q| ≤ rk · OPT(J).


1
OPT(J).
B Claim 12. OPT(J) ≤ OPT(J 0 ) ≤ 1 + r−1
Proof. First, we prove that OPT(J) ≤ OPT(J 0 ). Towards that we show that we can transform
a solution C 0 = (c01 , · · · , c0k ) of J 0 with the objective value d to a solution C of J with the
(1)
same objective value. For each i ∈ [k], consider b
ci which is equal to xi restricted to Q, and
0
b = (b
b satisfies R since on Q it
c1 , · · · , b
ck ). Clearly, C
to ci restricted to Q, and the solution C
is guaranteed by C 0 being a solution to J 0 , and on Q by construction of Q. The objective
value of C is


Q
max dH (x, ci ) =
max
dQ
H (x, ci ) + dH (x, ci )
i∈[k],x∈Xi
i∈[k],x∈Xi


(1)
=
max
dH (x|Q , c0i ) + dQ
H (x, xi )
i∈[k],x∈Xi


=
max
dH (x|Q , c0i ) + dx|Q = d.
i∈[k],x∈Xi

0

Thus, OPT(J) ≤ OPT(J ).

Next, we prove that OPT(J 0 ) ≤ 1 +

1
r−1



OPT(J). Recall that (c∗1 , . . . , c∗k ) is an optimal

solution for J. Then, (e∗1 , . . . , e∗k ), where each e∗i is the restriction of c∗i on Q, is a solution
for J 0 . For each i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi ,
dH (x|Q , e∗i ) + dx|Q

(1)

=

Q
∗
dQ
H (x, ci ) + dH (x, xi )

≤

Q
∗
∗
dQ
H (x, ci ) + dH (x, ci ) +

1
OPT(J)
r−1

(By Lemma 10)

1
≤ dH (x, c∗i ) +
OPT(J)
r−1


1
≤
1+
OPT(J)
r−1
C

This completes the proof of the claim.
Since |Q| ≤ rk · OPT(J) and by Claim 12, we have that OPT(J 0 ) ≥
c = rk. Let 0 < δ < 1c be a number which we fix later.

|Q|
rk

=

|Q|
c ,

where
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Now we apply Lemma 11 on the input J 0 and δ, and let C 0 = (c01 , . . . , c0k ) be the solution
for J 0 obtained. We know that the cost d0 of c0 is at most (1 + δ)OPT(J 0 ) with probability at
least 1 − n−2 . For the rest of the proof we assume that the cost d0 ≤ (1 + δ)OPT(J 0 ). Recall
that we have partially computed the entries of the solution c = (c1 , . . . , ck ) for the instance
J. That is, for each j ∈ Q and i ∈ [k], we have already set the value of ci [j]. Notice that
C 0 ⊆ {0, 1}|Q| . Since J 0 is obtained from J by restricting to Q, there is a natural bijection f
from Q to [|Q|] such that for each x ∈ X and j ∈ Q, x[j] = y[f (j)], where y = x|Q . Now for
each i ∈ [k] and j ∈ Q, we set ci [j] = c0i [f (j)].
In Claim 12, we have proven that the solution C of J obtained in this way has cost
at most d0 . By Lemma 11, we know that d0 ≤ (1 + δ)OPT(J 0 ). By Claim 12, OPT(J 0 ) ≤
1
(1 + r−1
)OPT(J). Thus, we have that the cost of the solution C of J is at most (1 + δ)(1 +
1

)OPT(J).
Now we fix r = (1 + 4 ) and δ = (2+8)k
. Then the cost of C is at most
r−1
(1 + )OPT(J).
(1)

(r)

(1)

Running time analysis. The number of choices for {x1 , . . . , x1 } ⊂ X1 , . . . , {xk , . . . ,
(r)
xk } ⊂ Xk is at most nO(rk) = nO(k/) . For each such choice, we run the algorithm of
2
2
4
Lemma 11 which takes time at most mO(1) nO(c k/δ ) = mO(1) nO((k/) ) . Thus, the total
4
running time is mO(1) nO((k/) ) .
J
Now the only piece left is the proof of Lemma 11. We use the following tail inequality (a
variation of Chernoff bound) in the proof of Lemma 11.
I Proposition 13 (Lemma 1.2 [21]). Let X1 , . . . , Xn be n independent 0-1 random variables,
Pn
2
1
X = i=1 Xi , and 0 <  ≤ 1. Then, Pr[X > E[X] + n] ≤ e− 3 n .
Finally, we prove Lemma 11.
Proof of Lemma 11. First, assume that m < 9c2 log n/δ 2 . If this is the case, we enumerate
all possible solutions for J 0 and output the best solution. The number of solutions is at
2
2
most 2k·m = nO(c k/δ ) . Thus, in this case the algorithm is exact and deterministic, and the
running time bound holds. For the rest of the proof we assume that m ≥ 9c2 log n/δ 2 .
Binary Constrained Partition Center? can be formulated as a 0-1 optimization
problem as explained below. For each j ∈ [m] and tuple t ∈ Rj , we use a 0-1 variable
yj,t to indicate whether the j th entries of a solution form a tuple t ∈ Rj or not. For any
i ∈ [k], x ∈ Xi , j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj , denote χi (x[j], t) = 0 if x[j] = t[i] and χi (x[j], t) = 1 if
x[j] 6= t[i]. Now Binary Constrained Partition Center? can be defined as the following
0-1 optimization problem.
min d
subject to
X
yj,t = 1,

for all j ∈ [m];

(6)

t∈Rj

X X

χi (x[j], t) · yj,t ≤ d − dx ,

for all i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi

j∈[m] t∈Rj

yj,t ∈ {0, 1},

for all j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj .

Any solution yj,t (j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj ) to (6) corresponds to the solution C = (c1 , . . . , ck )
where for all j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj such that yj,t = 1, we have (c1 [j], . . . , ck [j]) = t.
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Now, we solve the above optimization problem using linear programming relaxation and
?
obtain a fractional solution yj,t
(j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj ) with cost d0 . Clearly, d0 ≤ dopt =
0
?
0
OPT(J ). Now, for each j ∈ [m], independently with probability yj,t
, we set yj,t
= 1 and
0
0
0
yj,t0 = 0, for any t ∈ Rj \ {t}. Then yj,t (j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj ) form a solution to (6). Next
we construct the solution C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) to Binary Constrained Partition Center? ,
0
corresponding to yj,t
(j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj ). That is, for all j ∈ [m] and t ∈ Rj such that
yj,t = 1, we have (c1 [j], . . . , ck [j]) = t.
For the running time analysis, notice that solving the linear program and performing the
random rounding takes polynomial time in the size of the problem (6). And the size of (6) is
polynomial in the size of J 0 , so the running time bound is satisfied. It remains to show that
the constructed solution has cost at most (1 + δ)OPT(J 0 ) with probability at least 1 − n−2 .
For any j ∈ [m], the above random rounding procedure ensures that there is exactly
0
one tuple t ∈ Rj such that yj,t
= 1. This implies that for any j ∈ [m], i ∈ [k] and
P
0
x ∈ Xi , t∈Rj χi (x[j], t) · yj,t is a 0-1 random variable. Since for each j ∈ [m] the rounding
procedure is independent, we have that for any i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi the random variables
P
P
0
0
( t∈R1 χi (x[1], t) · y1,t
), . . . , ( t∈Rm χi (x[m], t) · yj,t
) are independent. Hence, for any i ∈ [k]
P
P
and x ∈ Xi , the Hamming distance between x and ci , dH (x, ci ) = j∈[m] t∈Rj χi (x[j], t) ·
0
yj,t
, is the sum of m independent 0-1 random variables. For each i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi , we
upper bound the expected value of dH (x, ci ) as follows.


X X
0 
E[dH (x, ci )] = E 
χi (x[j], t) · yj,t
j∈[m] t∈Rj

X X

=

0
χi (x[j], t) · E[yj,t
]

j∈[m] t∈Rj

X X

=

?
χi (x[j], t) · yj,t

j∈[m] t∈Rj

≤ d0 − dx

(By the constraints of (6))

Fix  = δc . Then, by Proposition 13, for all i ∈ [k], and x ∈ Xi ,
1

2

Pr[dH (x, ci ) > d0 − dx + m] ≤ e− 3 m .
Therefore, by the union bound,
1

Pr[There exist i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi such that dH (x, ci ) > d0 − dx + m] ≤ n · e− 3 m
1

2

(7)

2

We remind that m ≥ 9c2 log n/δ 2 = 9 log n/2 and so n · e− 3 m ≤ n−2 . Thus, by (7),
Pr[There exist i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi such that dH (x, ci ) > d0 − dx + m] ≤ n−2 .

(8)

Since d0 ≤ OPT(J 0 ) and OPT(J 0 ) ≥ m/c, d0 + m ≤ (1 + c)OPT(J 0 ). Then, the probability
that there exist i ∈ [k] and x ∈ Xi such that dH (x, ci ) > (1 + c)OPT(J 0 ) − dx is at most
n−2 by (8). Since c = δ, the proof is complete.
J

4

Applications

In this section we explain the impact of Theorem 3 about Binary Constrained k-Center
to other problems around low-rank matrix approximation. We would like to mention that
Binary Constrained k-Center is very similar to the Binary Constrained Clustering
problem from [9]. In Binary Constrained k-Center we want to minimize the maximum
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distance of a vector from the input set of vectors to the closest center, whereas in Binary
Constrained Clustering the sum of distances is minimized. While these problems are
different, the reduction we explain here, except a few details, are identical to the ones
described in [9]. For reader’s convenience, we give one reduction (Lemma 14) in full details
and skip all other reductions, which are similar.
In the following lemma we show that `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) is a
special case of Binary Constrained k-Center.
I Lemma 14 (?). There is an algorithm that given an instance (A, r) of `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2), where A is an m × n-matrix and r is an integer, runs in time
O(m + n + 22r ), and outputs an instance J = (X, k = 2r , R) of Binary Constrained
k-Center with the following property. Given any α-approximate solution C to J, an
α-approximate solution B to (A, r) can be constructed in time O(rmn) and vice versa.
Thus, Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 14.
Low Boolean-Rank Approximation. Let A be a binary m × n matrix. Now we consider
the elements of A to be Boolean variables. The Boolean rank of A is the minimum r such
that A = U ∧ V for a Boolean m × r matrix U and a Boolean r × n matrix V, where the
product is Boolean, that is, the logical ∧ plays the role of multiplication and ∨ the role of
sum. Here 0 ∧ 0 = 0, 0 ∧ 1 = 0, 1 ∧ 1 = 1 , 0 ∨ 0 = 0, 0 ∨ 1 = 1, and 1 ∨ 1 = 1. Thus the
matrix product is over the Boolean semi-ring (0, 1, ∧, ∨). This can be equivalently expressed
as the normal matrix product with addition defined as 1 + 1 = 1. Binary matrices equipped
with such algebra are called Boolean matrices.
In Boolean `1 -Rank-r Approximation, we are given an m × n binary data matrix A
and a positive integer r, and we seek a binary matrix B optimizing
minimize kA − Bk1
subject to rank(B) ≤ r.
Here, by the rank of binary matrix B we mean its Boolean rank, and norm k · k1 is the column
sum norm. Similar to Lemma 14, one can prove that Boolean `1 -Rank-r Approximation
is a special case of Binary Constrained k-Center, where k = 2r . Thus, we get the
following corollary from Theorem 3.
I Corollary 15. There is an algorithm for Boolean `1 -Rank-r Approximation that
4r
4
given an instance I = (A, r) and 0 < ε < 1, runs in time mO(1) nO(2 /ε ) , and outputs a
(1 + ε)-approximate solution with probability at least 1 − 2n−2 .
Projective k-center. The Binary Projective k-Center problem is a variation of the
Binary k-Center problem, where the centers of clusters are linear subspaces of bounded
dimension r. (For r = 1 this is Binary k-Center and for k = 1 this is `1 -Rank-r
Approximation over GF(2).) Formally, in Binary Projective k-Center we are
given a set X ⊆ {0, 1}m of n vectors and positive integers k and r. The objective is to
find a family of r-dimensional linear subspaces C = {C1 , . . . , Ck } over GF(2) minimizing
Sk
maxx∈X dH (x, i=1 C).
To see that Binary Projective k-Center is a special case of Binary Constrained
k-Center, we observe that the condition that Ci is an r-dimensional subspace over GF(2)
can be encoded (as in Lemma 14) by 2r constraints. This observation leads to the following
lemma.
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I Lemma 16. There is an algorithm that given an instance (X, r, k) of Binary Projective
k-Center, runs in time O(m + n + 2O(rk) ), and outputs an instance J = (X, k 0 = 2kr , R)
of Binary Constrained k-Center with the following property. Given any α-approximate
solution C to J, an α-approximate solution C 0 to (X, r, k) can be constructed in time O(rkmn)
and vice versa.
Combining Theorem 3 and Lemma 16 together, we get the following corollary.
I Corollary 17. There is an algorithm for Binary Projective k-Center that given an
instance I = (X, r, k) and 0 < ε < 1, where X ⊆ {0, 1}m is a set of n vectors and r, k ∈ N,
4kr
4
runs in time mO(1) nO(2 /ε ) , and outputs a (1 + ε)-approximate solution with probability at
least 1 − 2n−2 .

5

Conclusion

In this paper we gave a randomized PTAS for the Binary Constrained k-Center problem.
This yields the first approximation scheme for `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2)
and its Boolean variant. This paper leaves several interesting open problems. The running
4r −4
time of our (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm is mO(1) nO(2 ·ε ) . How far is this running
time from being optimal? A simple adaptation of the result of Cygan et al. [6] for Closest
String, yields that already for r = 1, an (1 + ε)-approximation in time nO(1) · f (ε), for
any computable function f , would imply that FPT=W[1]. Also the existence of a PTAS
for r = 1 with running time f (ε)no(1/ε) , for any computable function f , would contradict
the Exponential Time Hypothesis [6]. But these results do not exclude the opportunity of
having an algorithm of running time f (r, ε) · (nm)poly(1/ε) for some function f . Even the
existence of an algorithm for `1 -Rank-r Approximation over GF(2) of running time
mO(1) npoly(r,ε) is an interesting open question.
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Abstract
The dynamic optimality conjecture, postulating the existence of an O(1)-competitive online algorithm
for binary search trees (BSTs), is among the most fundamental open problems in dynamic data
structures. Despite extensive work and some notable progress, including, for example, the Tango
Trees (Demaine et al., FOCS 2004), that give the best currently known O(log log n)-competitive
algorithm, the conjecture remains widely open. One of the main hurdles towards settling the
conjecture is that we currently do not have approximation algorithms achieving better than an
O(log log n)-approximation, even in the offline setting. All known non-trivial algorithms for BST’s so
far rely on comparing the algorithm’s cost with the so-called Wilber’s first bound (WB-1). Therefore,
establishing the worst-case relationship between this bound and the optimal solution cost appears
crucial for further progress, and it is an interesting open question in its own right.
Our contribution is two-fold. First, we show that the gap between the WB-1 bound and the
optimal solution value can be as large as Ω(log log n/ log log log n); in fact, we show that the gap
holds even for several stronger variants of the bound. Second, we providea simple
algorithm,

that,
given an integer D > 0, obtains an O(D)-approximation in time exp O n1/2

Ω(D)

log n

. In

particular, this yields a constant-factor approximation algorithm with sub-exponential running time.
Moreover, we obtain a simpler and cleaner efficient O(log log n)-approximation algorithm that can
be used in an online setting. Finally, we suggest a new bound, that we call the Guillotine Bound,
that is stronger than WB-1, while maintaining its algorithm-friendly nature, that we hope will lead
to better algorithms. All our results use the geometric interpretation of the problem, leading to
cleaner and simpler analysis.
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1

Introduction

Binary search trees (BST’s) are a fundamental data structure that has been extensively
studied for many decades. Informally, suppose we are given as input an online access
sequence X = {x1 , . . . , xm } of keys from {1, . . . , n}, and our goal is to maintain a binary
search tree T over the set {1, . . . , n} of keys. The algorithm is allowed to modify the tree
T after each access; the tree obtained after the ith access is denoted by Ti+1 . Each such
modification involves a sequence of rotation operations that transform the current tree Ti into
a new tree Ti+1 . The cost of the transformation is the total number of rotations performed
plus the depth of the key xi in the tree Ti . The total cost of the algorithm is the total cost
of all transformations performed as the sequence X is processed. We denote by OPT(X) the
smallest cost of any algorithm for maintaining a BST for the access sequence X, when the
whole sequence X is known to the algorithm in advance.
Several algorithms for BST’s, whose costs are guaranteed to be O(m log n) for any
access sequence, such as AVL-trees [1] and red-black trees [2], are known since the 60’s.
Moreover, it is well known that there are length-m access sequences X on n keys, for which
OPT(X) = Ω(m log n). However, such optimal worst-case guarantees are often unsatisfactory
from both practical and theoretical perspectives, as one can often obtain better results for
“structured” inputs. Arguably, a better notion of the algorithm’s performance to consider
is instance optimality, where the algorithm’s performance is compared to the optimal cost
OPT(X) for the specific input access sequence X. This notion is naturally captured by the
algorithm’s competitive ratio: we say that an algorithm for BST’s is α-competitive, if, for
every online input access sequence X, the cost of the algorithm’s execution on X is at most
α · OPT(X). Since for every length-m access sequence X, OPT(X) ≥ m, the above-mentioned
algorithms that provide worst-case O(m log n)-cost guarantees are also O(log n)-competitive.
However, there are many known important special cases, in which the value of the optimal
solution is O(m), and for which the existence of an O(1)-competitive algorithm would lead
to a much better performance, including some interesting applications, such as, for example,
adaptive sorting [23, 6, 19, 22, 13, 20, 12, 8, 7, 3, 5, 4]. A striking conjecture of Sleator
and Tarjan [21] from 1985, called the dynamic optimality conjecture, asserts that the Splay
Trees provide an O(1)-competitive algorithm for BST’s. This conjecture has sparked a long
line of research, but despite the continuing effort, and the seeming simplicity of BST’s, it
remains widely open. In a breakthrough result, Demaine et al. [10] proposed the Tango Trees
algorithm, that achieves an O(log log n)-competitive ratio, and has remained the best known
algorithm for the problem, for over 15 years. A natural avenue for overcoming this barrier
is to first consider the “easier” task of designing (offline) approximation algorithms, whose
approximation factor is below O(log log n). Designing better approximation algorithms is
often a precursor to obtaining better online algorithms, and it is a natural stepping stone
towards this goal.
The main obstacle towards designing better algorithms, both in the online and the offline
settings, is obtaining tight lower bounds on the value OPT(X), that can be used in algorithm
design. If the input access sequence X has length m, and it contains n keys, then it is easy
to see that OPT(X) ≥ Ω(m), and, by using any balanced BST’s, such as AVL-trees, one
can show that OPT(X) = O(m log n). This trivially implies an O(log n)-approximation for
both offline and online settings. However, in order to obtain better approximation, these
simple bounds do not seem sufficient. Wilber [25] proposed two new bounds, that we refer
to as the first Wilber Bound (WB-1) and the second Wilber Bound (WB-2). He proved that,
for every input sequence X, the values of both these bounds on X are at most OPT(X).
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The breakthrough result of Demaine et al. [10], that gives an O(log log n)-competitive online
algorithm, relies on the WB-1 bound. In particular, they show that the cost of the solution
produced by their algorithm is within an O(log log n)-factor from the WB-1 bound on the
given input sequence X, and hence from OPT(X). This in turn implies that, for every input
sequence X, the value of the WB-1 bound is within an O(log log n) factor from OPT(X).
Follow-up work [24, 14] improved several aspects of Tango Trees, but it did not improve
the approximation factor. Additional lower bounds on OPT, that subsume both the WB-1
and the WB-2 bounds, were suggested in [9, 11, 15], but unfortunately it is not clear how
to exploit them in algorithm design. To this day, the only method we have for designing
non-trivial online or offline approximation algorithms for BST’s is by relying on the WB-1
bound, and this seems to be the most promising approach for obtaining better algorithms.
In order to make further progress on both online and offline approximation algorithms for
BST’s, it therefore appears crucial that we better understand the relationship between the
WB-1 bound and the optimal solution cost.
Informally, the WB-1 bound relies on recursive partitioning of the input key sequence,
that can be represented by a partitioning tree. The standard WB-1 bound (that we refer to
as the weak WB-1 bound) only considers a single such partitioning tree. It is well-known
(see e.g. [10, 24, 16]), that the gap between OPT(X) and the weak WB-1 bound for an
access sequence X may be as large as Ω(log log n). However, the “bad” access sequence
X used to obtain this gap is highly dependent on the fixed partitioning tree T . It is then
natural to consider a stronger variant of WB-1, that we refer to as strong WB-1 bound and
denote by WB(X), that maximizes the weak WB-1 bound over all such partitioning trees. As
suggested by Iacono [16], and by Kozma [17], this gives a promising approach for improving
the O(log log n)-approximation factor.
In this paper, we show that, even for this strong variant of Wilber Bound, the gap
between OPT(X) and WB(X) may be as large as Ω(log log n/ log log log n). This negative
result extends to an even stronger variant of the Wilber Bound that we discuss below.
Our second set of results is algorithmic. We show an (offline) algorithm that, given an
input
 sequence X and
 a positive integer D, obtains an O(D)-approximation, in time poly(m)·
exp n1/2

Ω(D)

log n . When D is constant, the algorithm obtains an O(1)-approximation

in sub-exponential time. When D is Θ(log log n), it matches the best current efficient
O(log log n)-approximation algorithm. In the latter case, we can also adapt the algorithm to
the online setting, obtaining an O(log log n)-competitive online algorithm.
All our results use the geometric interpretation of the problem, introduced by Demaine
et al. [9], leading to clean divide-and-conquer-style arguments that avoid, for example, the
notion of pointers and rotations. We feel that this approach, in addition to providing a cleaner
and simpler view of the problem, is more natural to work with in the context of approximation
algorithms, and should be more amenable to the powerful geometric techniques in the field.
Independent Work. Independently from our work, Lecomte and Weinstein [18] showed that
second Wilber Bound (WB-2) dominates the WB-1 bound, and moreover, they show an access
sequence X for which the two bounds have a gap of Ω(log log n). In particular, their result
implies that the gap between WB(X) and OPT(X) is Ω(log log n) for that access sequence.
We note that the access sequence X that is used in our negative results also provides a
gap of Ω(log log n/ log log log n) between the WB-2 and the WB-1 bounds, although we only
realized this after hearing the statement of the results of [18]. Additionally, Lecomte and
Weinstein show that the WB-2 bound is invariant under rotations, and use this to show that,
when the WB-2 bound is constant, then the Independent Rectangle bound of [9] is linear.
We now provide a more detailed description of our results.
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Our Results and Techniques
We use the geometric interpretation of the problem, introduced by Demaine et al. [9], that
we refer to as the Min-Sat problem. Let P be any set of points in the plane. We say that two
points p, q ∈ P are collinear iff either their x-coordinates are equal, or their y-coordinates
are equal. If p and q are non-collinear, then we let p,q be the smallest closed rectangle
containing both p and q; notice that p and q must be diagonally opposite corners of this
rectangle. We say that the pair (p, q) of points is satisfied in P iff there is some additional
point r =
6 p, q in P that lies in p,q (the point may lie on the boundary of the rectangle).
Lastly, we say that the set P of points is satisfied iff for every pair p, q ∈ P of distinct points,
either p and q are collinear, or they are satisfied in P .
In the Min-Sat problem, the input is a set P of points in the plane with integral x- and
y-coordinates; we assume that all x-coordinates are between 1 and n, and all y-coordinates
are between 1 and m and distinct from each other, and that |P | = m. The goal is to find a
minimum-cardinality set Y of points, such that the set P ∪ Y of points is satisfied.
An access sequence X over keys {1, . . . , n} can be represented by a set P of points in the
plane as follows: if a key x is accessed at time y, then add the point (x, y) to P . Demaine
et al. [9] showed that, for every access sequence X, if we denote by P the corresponding set
of points in the plane, then the value of the optimal solution to the Min-Sat problem on P is
Θ(OPT(X)). They also showed that, in order to obtain an O(α)-approximation algorithm
for BST’s, it is sufficient to obtain an α-approximation algorithm for the Min-Sat problem.
In the online version of the Min-Sat problem, at every time step t, we discover the unique
input point whose y-coordinate is t, and we need to decide which points with y-coordinate t
to add to the solution. Demaine et al. [9] also showed that an α-competitive online algorithm
for Min-Sat implies an O(α)-competitive online algorithm for BST’s. For convenience, we do
not distinguish between the input access sequence X and the corresponding set of points in
the plane, that we also denote by X.
Negative Results for WB-1. We say that an input access sequence X is a permutation if
each key in {1, . . . , n} is accessed exactly once. Equivalently, in the geometric view, every
column with an integral x-coordinate contains exactly one input point.
Informally, the WB-1 bound for an input sequence X is defined as follows. Let B be the
bounding box containing all points of X, and consider any vertical line L drawn across B,
that partitions it into two vertical strips, separating the points of X into two subsets X1 and
X2 . Assume that the points of X are ordered by their y-coordinates from smallest to largest.
We say that a pair (x, x0 ) ∈ X of points cross the line L, iff x and x0 are consecutive points
of X, and they lie on different sides of L. Let C(L) be the number of all pairs of points in X
that cross L. We then continue this process recursively with X1 and X2 , with the final value
of the WB-1 bound being the sum of the two resulting bounds obtained for X1 and X2 , and
C(L). This recursive partitioning process can be represented by a binary tree T that we call
a partitioning tree (we note that the partitioning tree is not related to the BST tree that the
BST algorithm maintains). Every vertex v of the partitioning tree is associated with a vertical
strip S(v), where for the root vertex r, S(r) = B. If the partitioning algorithm uses a vertical
line L to partition the strip S(v) into two sub-strips S1 and S2 , then vertex v has two children,
whose corresponding strips are S1 and S2 . Note that every sequence of vertical lines used in
the recursive partitioning procedure corresponds to a unique partitioning tree and vice versa.
Given a set X of points and a partitioning tree T , we denote by WBT (X) the WB-1 bound
obtained for X while following the partitioning scheme defined by T . Wilber [25] showed that,
for every partitioning tree T , OPT(X) ≥ Ω(WBT (X)) holds. Moreover, Demaine et al. [10]
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showed that, if T is a balanced tree, then OPT(X) ≤ O(log log n) · WBT (X). These two
bounds are used to obtain the O(log log n)-competitive algorithm of [10]. We call this variant
of WB-1, that is defined with respect to a fixed tree T , the weak WB-1 bound.
Unfortunately, it is well-known (see e.g. [10, 24, 16]), that the gap between OPT(X)
and the weak WB-1 bound on an input X may be as large as Ω(log log n). In other
words, for any fixed partitioning tree T , there exists an input X (that depends on T ), with
WBT (X) ≤ O(OPT(X)/ log log n). However, the construction of this “bad” input X depends
on the fixed partitioning tree T . We consider a stronger variant of WB-1, that we refer to as
strong WB-1 bound and denote by WB(X), that maximizes the weak WB-1 bound over all
such partitioning trees, that is, WB(X) = maxT {WBT (X)}. Using this stronger bound as an
alternative to weak WB-1 in order to obtain better approximation algorithms was suggested
by Iacono [16], and by Kozma [17].
Our first result rules out this approach: we show that, even for the strong WB-1 bound,
the gap between WB(X) and OPT(X) may be as large as Ω(log log n/ log log log n), even if
the input X is a permutation.
I Theorem 1. For every integer n0 , there is an integer n ≥ n0 , and an access sequence X on
n keys with |X| = n, such that X is a permutation, OPT(X) ≥ Ω(n log log n), but
 WB(X)≤
OPT
(X)
≥ Ω log log n .
O(n log log log n). In other words, for every partitioning tree T ,
WBT (X)

log log log n

We note that it is well known (see e.g. [5]), that any c-approximation algorithm for
permutation input can be turned into an O(c)-approximation algorithm for any input
sequence. However, the known instances that achieve an Ω(log log n)-gap between the weak
WB-1 bound and OPT are not permutations. Therefore, our result is the first to provide
a super-constant gap between WB-1 and OPT for permutations, even for the case of weak
WB-1.
Extension of WB-1. We consider several generalizations of the WB-1 bound that allow
partitioning the plane both horizontally and vertically. We call the new bounds the consistent
Guillotine Bound and the Guillotine Bound. Our negative result extends to the consistent
Guillotine Bound but not to the Guillotine Bound. The Guillotine Bound seems to maintain
the algorithm-friendly nature of WB-1, and in particular it naturally fits into the algorithmic
framework that we propose. We hope that this bound can lead to improved algorithms, both
in the offline and the online settings
Separating the Two Wilber Bounds. The sequence X given by Theorem 1 not only provides
a separation between WB-1 and OPT, but it also provides a separation between the WB-1
bound and the WB-2 bound (also called the funnel bound). The latter can be defined in
the geometric view as follows. Recall that, for a pair of points x, y ∈ X, x,y is the smallest
closed rectangle containing both x and y. For a point x in the access sequence X, the funnel
of x is the set of all points y ∈ X, for which x,y does not contain any point of X \ {x, y}, and
alt(x) is the number of alterations between the left of x and the right of x in the funnel of x.
P
The second Wilber Bound for sequence X is then defined as: WB(2) (X) = |X| + x∈X alt(x).
We show that, for the sequence X given by Theorem 1, WB(2) (X) ≥ Ω(n log log n) holds, and
therefore WB(2) (X)/WB(X) ≥ Ω(log log n/ log log log n) for that sequence, implying that
the gap between WB(X) and WB(2) (X) may be as large as Ω(log log n/ log log log n). We
note that we only realized that our results provide this stronger separation between the two
Wilber bounds after hearing the statements of the results from the independent work of
Lecomte and Weinstein [18] mentioned above.
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Algorithmic Results. We provide new simple approximation algorithms for the problem,
that rely on its geometric interpretation, namely the Min-Sat problem.
I Theorem 2. There is an offline algorithm for Min-Sat, that, given any integral parameter
D ≥ 1, and an access sequence X to n keys of length m, produces
of
cost at
  a solution
1/2Θ(D)
most O(D · OPT(X)) and has running time at most poly(m) · exp O n
log n . For
D = O(log log n), the algorithm’s running time is polynomial in n and m, and it can be
adapted to the online setting, achieving an O(log log n)-competitive ratio.
Our results show that the problem of obtaining a constant-factor approximation for
T

Min-Sat cannot be NP-hard, unless NP ⊆ SUBEXP, where SUBEXP = >0 DTime[2n ].
This, in turn, provides a positive evidence towards the dynamic optimality conjecture, as one
natural avenue to disproving it is to show that obtaining a constant-factor approximation for
BST’s is NP-hard. Our results rule out this possibility, unless NP ⊆ SUBEXP. While the
O(log log n)-approximation factor achieved by our algorithm in time poly(mn) is similar to
that achieved by other known algorithms [10, 14, 24], this is the first algorithm that relies
solely on the geometric formulation of the problem, which is arguably cleaner, simpler, and
better suited for exploiting the rich toolkit of algorithmic techniques developed in the areas
of online and approximation algorithms.
Organization. We start with preliminaries in Section 2. In Section 3, we state decomposition
theorems which are useful for both of our negative and positive results. In Section 4, we
provide the proof of Theorem 1, our main negative result. We discuss extensions of the
Wilber Bound in Section 5. Lastly, we show our main positive result – the proof of Theorem 2
– in Section 6. Due to lack of space, many of the proofs are deferred to the full version.

2

Preliminaries

All our results only use the geometric interpretation of the problem, that we refer to as the
Min-Sat problem. We include the formal definition of algorithms for BST’s and formally
state their equivalence to Min-Sat in the full version.

2.1

The Min-Sat Problem

For a point p ∈ R2 in the plane, we denote by p.x and p.y its x- and y-coordinates, respectively.
Given any pair p, p0 of points, we say that they are collinear if p.x = p0 .x or p.y = p0 .y. If p
and p0 are not collinear, then we let p,p0 be the smallest closed rectangle containing both p
and p0 ; note that p and p0 must be diagonally opposite corners of the rectangle.
I Definition 3. We say that a non-collinear pair p, p0 of points is satisfied by a point p00
if p00 is distinct from p and p0 and p00 ∈ p,p0 (where p00 may lie on the boundary of the
rectangle). We say that a set S of points is satisfied iff for every non-collinear pair p, p0 ∈ S
of points, there is some point p00 ∈ S that satisfies this pair.
We refer to horizontal and vertical lines as rows and columns respectively. For a collection
of points X, the active rows of X are the rows that contain at least one point in X. We
define the notion of active columns analogously. We denote by r(X) and c(X) the number
of active rows and active columns of the point set X, respectively. We say that a point set
X is a semi-permutation if every active row contains exactly one point of X. Note that,
if X is a semi-permutation, then c(X) ≤ r(X). We say that X is a permutation if it is a
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semi-permutation, and additionally, every active column contains exactly one point of X.
Clearly, if X is a permutation, then c(X) = r(X) = |X|. We denote by B the smallest closed
rectangle containing all points of X, and call B the bounding box.
We are now ready to define the Min-Sat problem. The input to the problem is a set X of
points that is a semi-permutation, and the goal is to compute a minimum-cardinality set Y
of points, such that X ∪ Y is satisfied. We say that a set Y of points is a feasible solution
for X if X ∪ Y is satisfied. We denote by OPT(X) the minimum value |Y | of any feasible
solution Y for X.1 In the online version of the Min-Sat problem, at every time step t, we
discover the unique input point from X whose y-coordinate is t, and we need to decide which
points with y-coordinate t to add to the solution Y . The Min-Sat problem is equivalent to
the BST problem, in the following sense:
I Theorem 4 ([9]). Any efficient α-approximation algorithm for Min-Sat can be transformed into an efficient O(α)-approximation algorithm for BST’s, and similarly any online
α-competitive algorithm for Min-Sat can be transformed into an online O(α)-competitive
algorithm for BST’s.

2.2

Basic Geometric Properties

The following observation is well known (see, e.g. Observation 2.1 from [9]).
I Observation 5. Let Z be any satisfied point set. Then for every pair p, q ∈ Z of distinct
points, there is a point r ∈ p,q \ {p, q} such that r.x = p.x or r.y = p.y.
Collapsing Sets of Columns or Rows. Assume that we are given any set X of points, and
any collection C of consecutive active columns for X. In order to collapse the set C of columns,
we replace C with a single representative column C (for concreteness, we use the column
of C with minimum x-coordinate). For every point p ∈ X that lies on a column of C, we
replace p with a new point, lying on the column C, whose y-coordinate remains the same.
Formally, we replace point p with point (x, p.y), where x is the x-coordinate of the column
C. We denote by X|C the resulting new set of points. We can similarly define collapsing set
of rows. The following useful observation is easy to verify.
I Observation 6. Let S be any set of points, and let C be any collection of consecutive active
columns (or rows) with respect to S. If S is a satisfied set of points, then so is S|C .
Canonical Solutions. We say that a solution Y for input X is canonical iff every point
p ∈ Y lies on an active row and an active column of X. It is easy to see that any solution
can be transformed into a canonical solution, without increasing its cost (see the full version
of the paper for the proof).
I Observation 7. There is an efficient algorithm, that, given an instance X of Min-Sat and
any feasible solution Y for X, computes a feasible canonical solution Ŷ for X with |Ŷ | ≤ |Y |.

2.3

Partitioning Trees

We now turn to define partitioning trees, that are central to both defining the WB-1 bound
and to describing our algorithm.
1

We remark that in the original paper that introduced this problem [9], the value of the solution is
defined as |X ∪ Y |, while our solution value is |Y |. It is easy to see that for any semi-permutation X
and solution Y for X, |Y | ≥ Ω(|X|) must hold, so the two definitions are equivalent to within factor 2.
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Let X be the a set of points that is a semi-permutation. We can assume without loss of
generality that every column with an integral x-coordinate between 1 and c(X) inclusive
contains at least one point of X. Let B be the bounding box of X. Assume that the set of
active columns is {C1 , . . . , Ca }, where a = c(X), and that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a, the x-coordinate
of column Ci is i. Let L be the set of all vertical lines with half-integral x-coordinates between
1 + 1/2 and a − 1/2 (inclusive). Throughout, we refer to the vertical lines in L as auxiliary
columns. Let σ be an arbitrary ordering of the lines of L and denote σ = (L1 , L2 , . . . , La−1 ).
We define a hierarchical partition of the bounding box B into vertical strips using σ, as
follows. We perform a − 1 iterations. In the first iteration, we partition the bounding box
B, using the line L1 , into two vertical strips, SL and SB . For 1 < i ≤ a − 1, in iteration i
we consider the line Li , and we let S be the unique vertical strip in the current partition
that contains the line Li . We then partition S into two vertical sub-strips by the line Li .
When the partitioning algorithm terminates, every vertical strip contains exactly one active
column.

Figure 1 An Illustration of partitioning tree and the corresponding sequence σ = (L1 , . . . , L7 ).
Strip S(v) corresponds to node v that owns line L6 .

This partitioning process can be naturally described by a binary tree T = T (σ), that we
call a partitioning tree associated with the ordering σ (see Figure 1). Each node v ∈ V (T )
is associated with a vertical strip S(v) of the bounding box B. The strip S(r) of the root
vertex r of T is the bounding box B. For every inner vertex v ∈ V (T ), if S = S(v) is the
vertical strip associated with v, and if L ∈ L is the first line in σ that lies strictly in S, then
line L partitions S into two sub-strips, that we denote by SL and SR . Vertex v then has two
children, whose corresponding strips are SL and SR respectively. We say that v owns the
line L, and we denote L = L(v). For each leaf node v, the corresponding strip S(v) contains
exactly one active column of X, and v does not own any line of L. For each vertex v ∈ V (T ),
let N (v) = |X ∩ S(v)| be the number of points from X that lie in S(v), and let width(v) be
the width of the strip S(v). Given a partition tree T for point set X, we refer to the vertical
strips in {S(v)}v∈T as T -strips.

2.4

The WB-1 Bound

The WB-1 bound2 is defined with respect to an ordering (or a permutation) σ of the auxiliary
columns, or, equivalently, with respect to the partitioning tree T (σ). It will be helpful to
keep both these views in mind. In this paper, we will make a clear distinction between a
weak variant of the WB-1 bound, as defined by Wilber himself in [25] and a strong variant,
as mentioned in [16].
2

Also called Interleaving bound [10], the first Wilber bound, “interleave lower bound” [25], or alternation
bound [16]
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Let X be a semi-permutation, and let L be the corresponding set of auxiliary columns.
Consider an arbitrary fixed ordering σ of columns in L and its corresponding partition tree
T = T (σ). For each inner node v ∈ V (T ), consider the set X 0 = X ∩ S(v) of input points that
lie in the strip S(v), and let L(v) ∈ L be the line that v owns. We denote X 0 = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pk },
where the points are indexed in the increasing order of their y-coordinates; since X is a
semi-permutation, no two points of X may have the same y-coordinate. For 1 ≤ j < k, we
say that the ordered pair (pj , pj+1 ) of points form a crossing of L(v) iff pj , pj+1 lie on the
opposite sides of the line L(v). We let cost(v) be the total number of crossings of L(v) by
the points of X ∩ S(v). When L = L(v), we also write cost(L) to denote cost(v). If v is a
leaf vertex, then its cost is set to 0.
I Definition 8 (WB-1 bound). For any semi-permutation X, an ordering σ of the auxiliary
columns in L, and the corresponding partitioning tree T = Tσ , the (weak) WB-1 bound of X
P
with respect to σ is: WBσ (X) = WBT (X) = v∈V (T ) cost(v). The strong WB-1 bound of
X is WB(X) = maxσ WBσ (X), where the maximum is taken over all permutations σ of the
lines in L.
It is well known that the WB-1 bound is a lower bound on the optimal solution cost:
B Claim 9. For any semi-permutation X, WB(X) ≤ 2 · OPT(X).
The original proof of this fact is due to Wilber [25], which was later presented in the
geometric view by Demaine et al. [9], via the notion of independent rectangles.

3

Geometric Decomposition Theorems

In this section, we develop several technical tools that will allow us to decompose a given
instance into a number of sub-instances. We then analyze the optimal solution costs and the
Wilber bound values for the resulting subinstances.
Split Instances. Consider a semi-permutation X and its partitioning tree T . Let U ⊆ V (T )
be a collection of vertices of the tree T , such that the strips {S(v)}v∈U partition the bounding
box. In other words, every root-to-leaf path in T must contain exactly one vertex of U . We
now define splitting an instance X via the set U of vertices of T .
I Definition 10 (A Split). A split of (X, T ) at U is a collection of instances {X c , {Xvs }v∈U },
defined as follows.
For each vertex v ∈ U , instance Xvs is called a strip instance, and it contains all points
of X that lie in the interior of the strip S(v).
Instance X c is called a compressed instance, and it is obtained from X by collapsing,
for every vertex v ∈ U , all active columns in the strip S(v) into a single column.
We also partition the tree T into sub-trees that correspond to the new instances: for every
vertex v ∈ U , we let Tv be the sub-tree of T rooted at v. Observe that Tv is a partitioning
tree for instance Xvs . The tree T c is obtained from T by deleting from it, for all v ∈ U , all
vertices of V (Tv ) \ {v}. It is easy to verify that T c is a valid partitioning tree for instance X c .
The following observation, whose proof appears in the full version of the paper, establishes
several basic properties of a split. Recall that, given an instance X, r(X) and c(X) denote
the number of active rows and active columns in X, respectively.
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I Observation 11. If X is a semi-permutation, then the following properties hold for any
(X, T )-split at U :
P
r(Xvs ) = r(X)
Pv∈U
s
v∈U c(Xv ) = c(X)
c(X c ) ≤ |U |
P
s
c
c
v∈U WBTv (Xv ) + WBT (X ) = WBT (X).
The first property holds since X is a semi-permutation. In order to establish the last
property, consider any vertex x ∈ V (T ), and let T 0 ∈ {T c } ∪ {Tv }v∈U be the new tree to
which v belongs; if x ∈ U , then we set T 0 = Tx . It is easy to see that the cost of v in tree
T 0 is the same as its cost in the tree T (recall that the cost of a leaf vertex is 0). The last
property can be viewed as a “perfect decomposition” property of the weak WB-1 bound. We
will show below an (approximate) decomposition property of strong WB-1 bound.
Splitting by Lines. We can also define the splitting with respect to any subset L0 ⊆ L of
the auxiliary columns for X, analogously: Notice that the lines in L0 partition the bounding
box B into a collection of internally disjoint strips, that we denote by {S10 , . . . , Sk0 }. We can
then define the strip instances Xis as containing all vertices of X ∩ Si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and
the compressed instance X c , that is obtained by collapsing, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, all active
columns that lie in strip Si , into a single column. We also call these resulting instances a
split of X by L0 .
We can also consider an arbitrary ordering σ of the lines in L, such that the lines of L0
appear at the beginning of σ, and let U ⊆ V (T (σ)) contain all vertices u for which the strip
S(u) is in {Si }1≤i≤k . If we perform a split of (X, T ) at U , we obtain exactly the same strip
instances X1s , . . . , Xks , and the same compressed instance X c .
Decomposition Theorem for OPT. The following theorem gives a crucial decomposition
property of OPT. The theorem is used in our algorithm for Min-Sat, and its proof appears
in the full version of the paper.
I Theorem 12. Let X be a semi-permutation, let T be any partitioning tree for X, let
U ⊆ V (T ) be a subset of vertices of T such that the strips in {S(v) | v ∈ U } partition the
bounding box, and let {X c , {Xvs }v∈U } be an (X, T )-split at U . Then:
X
OPT(Xvs ) + OPT(X c ) ≤ OPT(X).
v∈U

Decomposition Theorem for the Strong WB-1 bound. We also prove, in the full version
of the paper, the following theorem about the strong WB-1 bound, that we use several times
in our negative result.
I Theorem 13. Let X be a semi-permutation and let T be a partitioning tree for X. Let
U ⊆ V (T ) be a set of vertices of T such that the strips in {S(v) | v ∈ U } partition the
bounding box. Let {X c , {Xvs }v∈U } be the split of (X, T ) at U . Then:
X
WB(X) ≤ 4WB(X c ) + 8
WB(Xvs ) + O(|X|).
v∈U

This result is somewhat surprising. One can think of the expression WB(X c ) +
s
v∈U WB(Xv ) as a WB-1 bound obtained by first cutting along the lines that serve as
boundaries of the strips S(v) for v ∈ U , and then cutting the individual strips. However,
P
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WB(X) is the maximum of WBT (X) obtained over all trees T , including those that do not
obey this partitioning order. The proofs of both Theorems 12 and 13 are given in the full
version.

4

Separation of OPT and the Strong Wilber Bound

In this section we present our negative results, proving Theorem 1. We start by defining
several basic tools used in our construction in Section 4.1. From Section 4.2 onward, we
describe our construction and its analysis.

4.1

Basic Tools

Monotonically Increasing Sequence. We say that an input set X of points is monotonically
increasing iff X is a permutation, and moreover for every pair p, p0 ∈ X of points, if p.x < p0 .x,
then p.y < p0 .y must hold. It is well known that the value of the optimal solution of
monotonically increasing sequences is low, and we exploit this fact in our negative results.
I Observation 14. If X is a monotonically increasing set of points, then OPT(X) ≤ |X| − 1.
Bit Reversal Sequence (BRS). We use the geometric variant of BRS, which is more
intuitive and easier to argue about. Let R ⊆ N and C ⊆ N be sets of integers (which are
supposed to represent sets of active rows and columns.) The instance BRS(i, R, C) is only
defined when |R| = |C| = 2i . It contains 2i points, and it is a permutation, whose sets of
active rows and columns are exactly R and C respectively; so |R| = |C| = 2i . We define the
instance recursively. The base of the recursion is instance BRS(0, {C}, {R}), containing a
single point at the intersection of row R and column C. Assume now that we have defined,
0
for all 1 ≤ i0 ≤ i, and any sets R0 , C 0 of 2i integers, the corresponding instance BRS(i, R0 , C 0 ).
We define instance BRS(i + 1, R, C), where |R| = |C| = 2i+1 , as follows.
Consider the columns in C in their natural left-to-right order, and define Clef t to be
the first 2i columns and Cright = C \ Clef t . Denote R = {R1 , . . . , R2i+1 }, where the rows
are indexed in their natural bottom to top order, and let Reven = {R2 , R4 , . . . , R2i+1 }
and Rodd = {R1 , R3 , . . . , R2i+1 −1 } be the sets of all even-indexed and all odd-indexed
rows, respectively. Notice that |Clef t | = |Cright | = |Reven | = |Rodd | = 2i . The instance
BRS(i + 1, R, C) is defined to be BRS(i, Rodd , Clef t ) ∪ BRS(i, Reven , Cright ).
For n = 2i , we denote by BRS(n) the instance BRS(i, C, R), where C contains all columns
with integral x-coordinates from 1 to n, and R contains all rows with integral y-coordinates
from 1 to n; see Figure 2 for an illustration.
It is well-known that, if X is a bit-reversal sequence on n points, then OPT(X) ≥
Ω(n log n).
B Claim 15. Let X = BRS(i, C, R), for any i ≥ 0 and any sets C and R of columns and rows,
respectively, with |R| = |C| = 2i . Then |X| = 2i , and OPT(X) ≥ WB(X)
≥ |X|(log |X|−2)+1
.
2
2
Next, we present two additional technical tools that we use in our construction.
Exponentially Spaced Columns. Recall that we defined the bit reversal instance
BRS(`, R, C), where R and C are sets of 2` rows and columns, respectively, that serve
in the resulting instance as the sets of active rows and columns; the instance contains n = 2`
points. In the Exponentially-Spaced BRS instance ES-BRS(`, R), we are still given a set
R of 2` rows that will serve as active rows in the resulting instance, but we define the set
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C of columns in a specific way. For an integer i, Ci be the column whose x-coordinate is
`
i. We then let C contain, for each 0 ≤ i < 2` , the column C2i . Denoting N = 2n = 22 ,
the x-coordinates of the columns in C are {1, 2, 4, 8, . . . , N/2}. The instance is then defined
to be BRS(`, R, C) for this specific set C of columns. Notice that the instance contains
n = log N = 2` input points.
It is easy to see that any point set X = ES-BRS(`, R) satisfies OPT(X) = Ω(n log n). We
remark that this idea of exponentially spaced columns is inspired by the instance used by
Iacono [16] to prove a gap between the weak WB-1 bound and OPT(X). However, Iacono’s
instance is tailored to specific partitioning tree T , and it is clear that there is another
partitioning tree T 0 with OPT(X) = Θ(W BT 0 (X)). Therefore, this instance does not give a
separation result for the strong WB-1 bound, and in fact it does not provide negative results
for the weak WB-1 bound when the input point set is a permutation.
Cyclic Shift of Columns. Suppose we are given a point set X, and let C 0 = {C0 , . . . , CN −1 }
be any set of columns indexed in their natural left-to-right order, such that all points of X
lie on columns of C (but some columns may contain no points of X). Let 0 ≤ s < N be any
integer. We denote by X s a cyclic shift of X by s units, obtained as follows. For every point
p ∈ X, we add a new point ps to X s , whose y-coordinate is the same as that of p, and whose
x-coordinate is p.x + s mod N . In other words, we shift the point p by s steps to the right
in a circular manner. Equivalently, we move the last s columns of C 0 to the beginning of the
instance. The following claim, whose proof appears in the full version of the paper, shows
that the value of the optimal solution does not decrease significantly in the shifted instance.
B Claim 16. Let X be any point set that is a semi-permutation. Let 0 ≤ s < N be a shift
value, and let X 0 = X s be the instance obtained from X by a cyclic shift of its points by s
units to the right. Then OPT(X 0 ) ≥ OPT(X) − |X|.

4.2

Construction of the Bad Instance

We construct two instances: instance X̂ on N ∗ points, that is a semi-permutation (but is
somewhat easier to analyze), and instance X ∗ in N ∗ points, which is a permutation; the
analysis of instance X ∗ heavily relies on the analysis of instance X̂. We will show that the
optimal solution value of both instances is Ω(N ∗ log log N ∗ ), but the cost of the Wilber
Bound is at most O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ). Our construction uses the following three parameters.
We let ` ≥ 1 be an integer, and we set n = 2` and N = 2n .
First Instance. We now construct our first final instance X̂, which is a semi-permutation
containing N columns. Intuitively, we create N instances X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X N −1 , where instance
X s is an exponentially-spaced BRS instance that is shifted by s units. We then stack these
instances on top of one another in this order.
Formally, for all 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, we define a set Rj of n consecutive rows with integral
coordinates, such that the rows of R0 , R1 , . . . , RN −1 appear in this bottom-to-top order.
Specifically, set Rj contains all rows whose y-coordinates are in {jn + 1, jn + 2, . . . , (j + 1)n}.
For every integer 0 ≤ s ≤ N − 1, we define a set of points X s , which is a cyclic shift of
instance ES-BRS(`, Rs ) by s units. Recall that |X s | = 2` = n and that the points in X s
appear on the rows in Rs and a set Cs of columns, whose x-coordinates are in { 2j + s
SN −1
mod N : 0 ≤ j < n}. We then let our final instance be X̂ = s=0 X s . From now on, we
denote N ∗ = |X̂|. Recall that |N ∗ | = N · n = N log N .
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Observe that the number of active columns in X̂ is N . Since the instance is symmetric
and contains N ∗ = N log N points, every column contains exactly log N points. Each row
contains exactly one point, so X̂ is a semi-permutation. (See Figure 2 for an illustration).

Figure 2 An illustration of our construction. The figure on the left shows the instance
BRS(2, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}). The figure on the right combines three copies X 0 , X 1 , X 2 of the
corresponding exponentially-spaced instance, with horizontal shifts of 0, 1, and 2, respectively. The
red points show how copies of the same point in different sub-instances.

Lastly, we need the following bound on the value of the optimal solution of instance X̂.
I Observation 17. OPT(X̂) = Ω(N ∗ log log N ∗ )
Proof. From Claims 15 and 16, for each 0 ≤ s ≤ N − 1, each sub-instance X s has
PN −1
s
OPT(X s ) ≥ Ω(n log n) = Ω(log N log log N ). Therefore, OPT(X̂) ≥
s=0 OPT(X ) =
∗
∗
∗
Ω(N log N log log N ) = Ω(N log log N ) (we have used the fact that N = N log N ).
J
Second Instance. We now construct our second and final instance, X ∗ , that is a permutation.
In order to do so, we start with the instance X̂, and, for every active column C of X̂, we
create n = log N new columns (that we view as copies of C), C 1 , . . . , C log N , which replace
the column C. We denote this set of columns by B(C), and we refer it as the block of
columns representing C. Recall that the original column C contains log N input points of
X̂. We place each such input point on a distinct column of B(C), so that the points form a
monotonically increasing sequence (see the definition in Section 4.1). This completes the
definition of the final instance X ∗ . We obtain the following immediate bound on the optimal
solution cost of instance X ∗ .
B Claim 18. OPT(X ∗ ) ≥ OPT(X̂) = Ω(N ∗ log log N ∗ ).

4.3

Upper Bound for WB(X̂)

In this section we prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 19. WB(X̂) ≤ O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ).
In order to prove the theorem, consider again the instance X̂. Recall that it consists
of N instances X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X N −1 that are stacked on top of each other vertically in this
order. We rename these instances as X1 , X2 , . . . , XN , so Xj is exactly ES-BRS(log N ), that
is shifted by (j − 1) units to the right. Recall that |X̂| = N ∗ = N log N , and each instance
Xs contains exactly log N points. We denote by C the set of N columns, whose x-coordinates
are 1, 2, . . . , N . All points of X̂ lie on the columns of C. For convenience, for 1 ≤ j ≤ N , we
denote by Cj the column of C whose x-coordinate is j.
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Let σ be any ordering of the auxiliary columns in L, and let T = Tσ be the corresponding
partitioning tree. It is enough to show that, for any such ordering σ, the value of WBσ (X̂)
is bounded by O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ). Recall that W Bσ (X̂) is the sum, over all vertices
v ∈ V (T ), of cost(v). The value of cost(v) is defined as follows. If v is a leaf vertex, then
cost(v) = 0. Otherwise, let L = L(v) be the line of L that v owns. Index the points
in X ∩ S(v) by q1 , . . . , qz in their bottom-to-top order. A consecutive pair (qj , qj+1 ) of
points is a crossing iff they lie on different sides of L(v). We distinguish between the two
types of crossings that contribute towards cost(v). We say that the crossing (qj , qj+1 ) is of
type-1 if both qj and qj+1 belong to the same shifted instance Xs for some 0 ≤ s ≤ N − 1.
Otherwise, they are of type-2. Note that, if (qj , qj+1 ) is a crossing of type 2, with qj ∈ Xs
and qj+1 ∈ Xs0 , then s, s0 are not necessarily consecutive integers, as it is possible that for
some indices s00 , Xs00 has no points that lie in the strip S(v). We now let cost1 (v) be the
total number of type-1 crossings of L(v), and cost2 (v) the total number of type-2 crossings.
P
Note that cost(v) = cost1 (v) + cost2 (v). We also define cost1 (σ) = v∈V (T ) cost1 (v) and
P
cost2 (σ) = v∈V (T ) cost2 (v). Clearly, WBσ (X̂) = cost1 (σ) + cost2 (σ). In the full version of
the paper, we prove the following two theorems:
I Theorem 20. For every ordering σ of the auxiliary columns in L, cost1 (σ) ≤
O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ).
I Theorem 21. For every vertex v ∈ V (T ), cost2 (v) ≤ O(log N ) + O(cost1 (v)).
Notice that from the latter theorem, we get that cost2 (σ) ≤ O(cost1 (σ)) + O(|V (T )| ·
log N ) = O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ) + O(N log N ) = O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ). Combining the two
theorems together completes the proof of Theorem 19.

4.4

Upper Bound for WB(X ∗ )

In this section we show that WB(X ∗ ) = O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ), completing the proof of
Theorem 1. Recall that instance X ∗ is obtained from instance X̂ by replacing every active
column C of X ∗ with a block B(C) of columns, and then placing the points of C on the
columns of B(C) so that they form a monotone increasing sequence, while preserving their
y-coordinates. The resulting collection of all blocks B(C) partitions the set of all active
columns of X ∗ . We denote this set of blocks by B1 , . . . , BN . The idea is to use Theorem 13
in order to bound WB(X ∗ ).
Consider a set of lines L0 (with half-integral x-coordinates) that partition the bounding
box B into strips, where the ith strip contains the block Bi of columns, so |L0 | = (N − 1). We
consider a split of instance X ∗ by L0 : This gives us a collection of strip instances {Xis }1≤i≤N
and the compressed instance X c . Notice that the compressed instance is precisely X̂, and
each strip instance Xis is a monotone increasing point set.
Since each strip instance Xis is monotonously increasing, from Observation 14 and
Claim 9, for all i, WB(Xis ) ≤ O(OPT(Xis )) ≤ O(|Xis |). From Theorem 13, we then get that:
P
WB(X ∗ ) ≤ 4WB(X̂)+8 i WB(Xis )+O(|X ∗ |) ≤ 4WB(X̂)+O(|X ∗ |) ≤ O(N ∗ log log log N ∗ ).

5

Guillotine Bounds

In this section we consider an extension of the Wilber bound which we call the Guillotine
bound. The Guillotine bound GB(X) extends WB(X) by allowing both vertical and horizontal
partitioning lines. Specifically, given the bounding box B, we let L be any vertical or
horizontal line crossing B, that separates X into two subsets X1 and X2 . We define the
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number of crossings of L exactly as before, and then recurse on both sides of L as before.
This partitioning scheme can be represented by a binary tree T , where every vertex of the tree
is associated with a rectangular region of the plane. We denote the resulting bound obtained
by using the partitioning tree T by GBT (X), and we define GB(X) = maxT GBT (X). We
show that GB is a lower bound on the optimal solution cost in the following lemma, whose
proof is deferred to the full version.
I Lemma 22. For any point set X that is a permutation, GB(X) ≤ 2OPT(X).
The Consistent Guillotine bound restricts the Guillotine bound by maximizing only over
partitioning schemes that are “consistent” in the following sense: suppose that the current
partition of the bounding box B, that we have obtained using previous partitioning lines, is
a collection {R1 , . . . , Rk } of rectangular regions. We need to choose a vertical or a horizontal
line L that spans the whole bounding box B, that is, L intersects the boundary of B in two
points. Once line L is chosen, for every rectangular region Ri that intersects L, we must
partition Ri into two sub-regions using the line L, and then count the number of consecutive
pairs of points in X ∩ Ri that cross the line L. In other words, we must partition all rectangles
R1 , . . . , Rk consistently with respect to the line L. In contrast, in the Guillotine bound, we
are allowed to partition each area Ri independently. From the definitions, the value of the
Guillotine bound GB(X) is always at least as large as the value of the Consistent Guillotine
bound, denoted by cGB(X), on any input sequence X, which is at least as large as WB(X).
We generalize our negative result to the Consistent Guillotine bound in the following theorem,
whose proof appears in the full version of the paper.
I Theorem 23. For every integer n0 , there is an integer n ≥ n0 , and a set X of points
that is a permutation with |X| = n, such that OPT(X) ≥ Ω(n log log n) but cGB(X) ≤
O(n log log log n).
Our negative results do not extend to the general GB bound, while our divide-and-conquer
framework can naturally be adapted to work with GB. We leave open an interesting question
of establishing the worst-case gap between the value of OPT and that of the Guillotine bound,
and we hope that combining the Guillotine bound with our algorithmic framework will lead
to better online and offline approximation algorithms.

6

The Algorithms

In this section we provide the high level intuition for the proof of Theorem 2. A more detailed
description appears in the Appendix. Both the polynomial time and the sub-exponential
time algorithms follow the same framework. We start with a high-level overview of this
framework. For simplicity, assume that the number of active columns in the input instance
X is an integral power of 2. The key idea is to decompose the input instance into smaller
sub-instances, using the split instances defined in Section 3. We solve the resulting instances
recursively and then combine the resulting solutions.
Suppose we are given an input point set X that is a semi-permutation, with |X| = m,
such that the number of active columns is n. We consider a balanced partitioning tree T ,
where for every vertex v ∈ V (T ), the line L(v) that v owns splits the strip S(v) in the middle,
with respect to the active columns that are contained in S(v). Therefore, the height of the
partitioning tree is log n.
Consider now the set U of vertices of T that lie in the middle layer of T . We consider the
√
split of (X, T ) at U , obtaining a new collection of instances (X c , {Xis })ki=1 where k = Θ( n).
√
Note that each resulting strip instance Xis contains Θ( n) active columns, and so does the
compressed instance X c .
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We recursively solve each such instance and then combine the resulting solutions. The
key to the algorithm and its analysis is to show that there is a collection Z of O(|X|) points,
c
c
such that, if we are given any solution
SY toinstance X , and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, any solution
N
Yi to instance Xis , then Z ∪ Y c ∪
i=1 Yi is a feasible solution to instance X. We also
show that the total number of input points that appear in all instances that participate in
the same recursive level is bounded by O(OPT(X)). This ensures that in every recursive
level we add at most O(OPT(X)) points to the solution, and the total solution cost is at
most O(OPT(X)) times the number of the recursive levels, which is bounded by O(log log n).
In order to obtain the sub-exponential time algorithm, we restrict the recursion to D levels,
and then solve each resulting instance directly in time r(X)c(X)O(c(X)) . This approach gives

Ω(D)

an O(D)-approximation algorithm with running time at most poly(m) · exp n1/2
as desired. A more detailed description of the algorithm appears in the Appendix.

log n
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A Detailed Description of the Algorithms

In this section we provide additional details for the proof of Theorem 2. Due to lack of space,
some of the proofs are deferred to the full version.

A.1

Special Solutions

Our algorithm will produce feasible solutions of a special form, that we call special solutions.
Recall that, given a semi-permutation point set X, the auxiliary columns for X are a set L
of vertical lines with half-integral coordinates. We say that a solution Y for X is special iff
every point of Y lies on an row that is active for X, and on a column of L. In particular,
special solutions are by definition non-canonical (see Figure 3 for an illustration). The main
advantage of the special solutions is that they allow us to easily use the divide-and-conquer
approach. We use the following observation, whose proof appears in the full version of the
paper.
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(a) Canonical Solution.

(b) Special Solution.

Figure 3 Canonical and T -special solutions of X. The input points are shown as circles; the
points that belong to the solution Y are shown as squares.

I Observation 24. There is an algorithm, that, given a set X of points that is a semipermutation, and a canonical solution Y for X, computes a special solution Y 0 for X, such
that |Y 0 | ≤ 2|X| + 2|Y |. The running time of the algorithm is O(|X| + |Y |).
If σ is any ordering of the auxiliary columns in L, and T = Tσ is the corresponding
partitioning tree, then any point set Y that is a special solution for X is also called a T -special
solution (although the notion of the solution Y being special does not depend on the tree
T , this notion will be useful for us later; in particular, a convenient way of thinking of a
T -special solution is that every point of Y must lie on an active row of X, and on a column
that serves as a boundary for some strip S(v), where v ∈ V (T ).)

A.2

Redundant Points and Reduced Point Sets

Consider a semi-permutation X, that we think of as a potential input to the Min-Sat
problem. We denote X = {p1 , . . . , pm }, where the points are indexed in their natural
bottom-to-top order, so (p1 ).y < (p2 ).y < . . . < (pm ).y. A point pi is said to be redundant,
iff (pi ).x = (pi+1 ).x = (pi−1 ).x. We say that a semi-permutation X is in the reduced form if
there are no redundant points in X; in other words, if pi−1 , pi , pi+1 are three points lying
on three consecutive active rows, then their x-coordinates are not all equal. We use the
following observation and lemma, whose proofs appear in the full version of the paper.
I Observation 25. Let X be a semi-permutation, and let X 0 ⊆ X be any point set, that is
obtained from X by repeatedly removing redundant points. Then OPT(X 0 ) ≤ OPT(X).
I Lemma 26. Let X be a semi-permutation, and let X 0 ⊆ X be any point set, that is
obtained from X by repeatedly removing redundant points. Let Y be any feasible solution for
X 0 such that every point of Y lies on a row that is active for X 0 . Then Y is also a feasible
solution for X.
From Lemma 26, whenever we need to solve the Min-Sat problem on an instance X, it is
sufficient to solve it on a sub-instance, obtained by iteratively removing redundant points
from X. We obtain the following immediate corollary of Lemma 26.
I Corollary 27. Let X be a semi-permutation, and let X 0 ⊆ X be any point set, that is
obtained from X by repeatedly removing redundant points. Let Y be any special feasible
solution for X 0 . Then Y 0 is also a special feasible solution for X.
Lastly, we need the following lemma, which is a simple application of the Wilber bound.
I Lemma 28. Let X be a point set that is a semi-permutation in reduced form. Then
OPT(X) ≥ |X|/4 − 1.
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The Algorithm Description

Suppose we are given an input set X of points that is a semi-permutation. Let T be any
partitioning tree for X. We say that T is a balanced partitioning tree for X iff for every
non-leaf vertex v ∈ V (T ) the following holds. Let v 0 and v 00 be the children of v in the tree T .
Let X 0 be the set of all input points lying in strip S(v), and let X 00 , X 000 be defined similarly
for S(v 0 ) and S(v 00 ). Let c be the number of active columns in instance X 0 , and let c0 and c00
be defined similarly for X 00 and X 000 . Then we require that c0 , c00 ≤ dc/2e.
Given a partitioning tree T , we denote by Λi the set of all vertices of T that lie in the ith
layer of T – that is, the vertices whose distance from the root of T is i (so the root belongs to
Λ0 ). The height of the tree T , denoted by height(T ), is the largest index i such that Λi 6= ∅.
If the height of the tree T is h, then we call the set Λdh/2e of vertices the middle layer of
T . Notice that, if T is a balanced partitioning tree for input X, then its height is at most
2 log c(X).
Our algorithm takes as input a set X of points that is a semi-permutation, a balanced
partition tree T for X, and an integral parameter ρ > 0.
Intuitively, the algorithm uses the splitting operation to partition the instance X into
subinstances that are then solved recursively, until it obtains a collection of instances whose
corresponding partitioning trees have height at most ρ. We then either employ dynamic
programming, or use a trivial O(log c(X))-approximation algorithm. The algorithm returns
a special feasible solution for the instance. Recall that the height of the tree T is bounded
by 2 log c(X) ≤ 2 log n. The following two theorems will be used as the recursion basis.
I Theorem 29. There is an algorithm called LeafBST-1 that, given a semi-permutation
instance X of Min-Sat in reduced form, and a partitioning tree T for it, produces a feasible
T -special solution for X of cost at most 2|X| + 2OPT(X), in time |X|O(1) · c(X)O(c(X)) .
I Theorem 30. There is an algorithm called LeafBST-2 that, given a semi-permutation
instance X of Min-Sat in reduced form, and a partitioning tree T for it, produces a feasible
T -special solution of cost at most 2|X| height(T ), in time poly(|X|).
The proofs of both theorems are deferred to the full version of the paper. We now provide
a schematic description of our algorithm. Depending on the guarantees that we would like
to achieve, whenever the algorithm calls procedure LeafBST, it will call either procedure
LeafBST-1 or procedure LeafBST-2; we specify this later.
Algorithm 1 RecursiveBST(X, T, ρ).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Keep removing redundant points from X until X is in reduced form.
IF T has height at most ρ,
return LeafBST(X, T )
Let U be the set of vertices lying in the middle layer of T .
Compute the split (X c , {Xvs }v∈U ) of (X, T ) at U .
Compute the corresponding sub-trees (T c , {Tvs }v∈U ) of T .
For each vertex v ∈ U , call to RecursiveBST with input (Xvs , Tvs , ρ), and let Yv be
the solution returned by it.
8. Call RecursiveBST with input (X c , T c , ρ), and let Ŷ be the solution returned by it.
9. Let Z be a point set containing, for each vertex v ∈ U , for each point p ∈ Xvs , two
copies p0 and p00 of p with p0 .y = p00 .y = p.y, where p0 lies on the left boundary of S(v),
and p00 lies on the right boundary of S(v).
S
10. return Y ∗ = Z ∪ Ŷ ∪ ( v∈U Yv )
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A.4

Analysis

We start by showing that the solution that the algorithm returns is T -special in the following
observation, whose proof appears in the full version of the paper.
I Observation 31. Assuming that LeafBST(X, T ) returns a T -special solution, the solution
Y ∗ returned by Algorithm RecursiveBST(X, T, ρ) is a T -special solution.
We next turn to prove that the solution Y ∗ computed by Algorithm
RecursiveBST(X, T, ρ) is feasible. In order to do so, we will use the following immediate observation.
I Observation 32. Let Y ∗ be the solution returned by Algorithm RecursiveBST(X, T, ρ),
and let u ∈ U be any vertex. Then:
Any point y ∈ Y ∗ that lies in the interior of S(u) must lie on an active row of instance
Xus .
Any point y ∈ Y ∗ that lies on the boundary of S(u) must belong to in Ŷ ∪ Z. Moreover,
the points of Ŷ ∪ Z may not lie in the interior of S(u).
If R is an active row for instance Xus , then set Z contains two points, lying on the
intersection of R with the left and the right boundaries of S(u), respectively.
The following theorem, whose proof is deferred to the full version of the paper, shows
that the algorithm returns a feasible solution.
I Theorem 33. Assume that the recursive calls to Algorithm RecursiveBST return a
feasible special solution Ŷ for instance X c , and for each v ∈ U , a feasible special solution Yv
S
for the strip instance Xvs . Then the point set Y ∗ = Z ∪ Ŷ ∪ ( v∈U Yv ) is a feasible solution
for instance X.
In order to analyze the solution cost, consider the final solution Y ∗ to the input instance
X. We distinguish between two types of pints in Y ∗ : a point p ∈ Y ∗ is said to be of type 2
if it was added to the solution by Algorithm LeafBST, and otherwise we say that it is of
type 1. We start by bounding the number of points of type 1 in Y ∗ .
B Claim 34. The number of points of type 1 in the solution Y ∗ to the original instance X is
at most O(log(height(T )/ρ)) · OPT(X).
Proof. Observe that the number of recursive levels is bounded by λ = O(log(height(T )/ρ)).
This is since, in every recursive level, the heights of all trees decrease by a constant factor,
and we terminate the algorithm once the tree heights are bounded by ρ. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ,
let Xi be the collection of all instances in the ith recursive level, where the instances are in
the reduced form. Notice that the only points that are added to the solution by Algorithm
RecursiveBST directly are the points in the sets Z. The number of such points added
P
at recursive level i is bounded by X 0 ∈Xi 2|X 0 |. It is now sufficient to show that for all
P
1 ≤ i ≤ λ, X 0 ∈Xi |X 0 | ≤ O(OPT(X)). We do so using the following observation.
P
I Observation 35. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, X 0 ∈Xi OPT(X 0 ) ≤ OPT(X).
Assume first that the observation is correct. For each instance X 0 ∈ Xi , let T 0 be the
partitioning tree associated with X 0 . From Lemma 28, |X 0 | ≤ O(OPT(X 0 )). Therefore, the
number of type-1 points added to the solution at recursive level i is bounded by O(OPT(X)).
We now turn to prove Observation 35.
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Proof of Observation 35. The proof is by induction on the recursive level i. It is easy to
see that the claim holds for i = 1, since, from Observation 25, removing redundant points
from X to turn it into reduced form cannot increase OPT(X).
Assume now that the claim holds for level i, and consider some level-i instance X 0 ∈ Xi .
Let (X c , {Xus }u∈U ) be the split of (X 0 , T 0 ) that we have computed. Then, from Theorem 12,
P
s
c
0
v∈U OPT(Xv ) + OPT(X ) ≤ OPT(X ). Since, from Observation 25, removing redundant
points from an instance does not increase its optimal solution cost, the observation follows. J
C
In order to obtain an efficient O(log log n)-approximation algorithm, we set ρ to be a
constant (it can even be set to 1), and we use algorithm LeafBST-2 whenever the algorithm
calls to subroutine LeafBST. Observe that the depth of the recursion is now bounded
by O(log log n), and so the total number of type-1 points in the solution is bounded by
O(log log n) · OPT(X). Let I denote the set of all instances to which Algorithm LeafBST
P
is applied. Using the same arguments as in Claim 34, X 0 ∈I |X 0 | = O(OPT(X)). The
number of type-2 points that Algorithm LeafBST adds to the solution for each instance
X 0 ∈ I is bounded by O(|X 0 | · ρ) = O(|X 0 |). Therefore, the total number of type-2 points
in the solution is bounded by O(OPT(X)). Overall, we obtain a solution of cost at most
O(log log n) · OPT(X), and the running time of the algorithm is polynomial in |X|.
Finally, in order to obtain the sub-exponential time algorithm, we set the parameter ρ to be
such that the recursion depth is bounded by D. Since the number of active columns in instance
X is c(X), and the height of the partitioning tree T is bounded by 2 log c(X),
the depth of
 while 

c(X)
c(X)
the recursion is at most 2 log(height(T )/ρ), it is easy to verify that ρ = O log2D/2
= log
.
2Ω(D)
We use algorithm LeafBST-1 whenever the algorithm calls to subroutine LeafBST. As
before, let I be the set of all instances to which Algorithm LeafBST is applied. Using
P
the same arguments as in Claim 34, X 0 ∈I (|X 0 | + OPT(X 0 )) = O(OPT(X)). For each
such instance X 0 , Algorithm LeafBST-1 produces a solution of cost O(|X 0 | + OPT(X 0 )).
Therefore, the total number of type-2 points in the final solution is bounded by O(OPT(X)).
The total number of type-1 points in the solution is therefore bounded by O(D) · OPT(X)
as before. Therefore, the algorithm produces a factor-O(D)-approximate solution. Finally,
in order to analyze the running time of the algorithm, we first bound the running time of
all calls to procedure LeafBST-1. The number of such calls is bounded by |X|. Consider
now some instance X 0 ∈ I, and its corresponding partitioning tree T 0 . Since the height of
Ω(D)
Ω(D)
T 0 is bounded by ρ, we get that c(X 0 ) ≤ 2ρ ≤ 2log c(X)/2
≤ (c(X))1/2
. Therefore,
0
the running time of LeafBST-1 on instance X 0 is bounded by |X 0 |O(1)· (c(X 0 ))O(c(X )) ≤
Ω(D)

|X 0 |O(1) · exp (O(c(X 0 ) log c(X 0 )) ≤ |X 0 |O(1) · exp c(X)1/2
· log c(X) .
The running time of the remainder of the algorithm, excluding the calls to LeafBST-1, is
bounded by poly(|X|).
We conclude that
is bounded

 the total running
 time of the algorithm

by |X|O(1) · exp c(X)1/2

Ω(D)

· log c(X) ≤ poly(m) · exp n1/2

Ω(D)

· log n .
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1

Introduction

Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a canonical NP-complete problem. Assuming
P 6= NP, no polynomial time algorithm can find a satisfying assignment to a satisfiable
CSP instance. If we are happy with the easier goal of satisfying a 1 − o(1) fraction of
constraints, does there exist an efficient algorithm to do so? Answering this in the negative,
the fundamental PCP theorem [1, 2] implies that for some fixed integers k, q ≥ 2 and c < 1,
it is NP-hard to find an assignment satisfying a fraction c of constraints in a satisfiable CSP
of arity k over alphabet {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. Further this result holds for the combinations
(q, k) = (2, 3) and (3, 2). The PCP theorem lies at the center of a rich body of work that has
yielded numerous inapproximability results, including many optimal ones.
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The PCP theorem was originally proved using algebraic techniques such as the lowdegree test and the sum-check protocol. In a striking work, Dinur [7] gave an alternative
combinatorial proof of the PCP theorem. Her proof works by amplifying the “Unsat value”
of a CSP instance – the fraction of constraints any assignment should violate. The goal is to
show that it is NP-hard to distinguish if the Unsat value of a CSP instance is equal to 0
or at least a constant c > 0. Starting with a NP-hard problem such as 3-coloring with m
constraints, we can already deduce that it is NP-hard to identify if Unsat value is equal to
0 or at least 1/m. The Unsat value is increased slowly and iteratively via two steps – gap
amplification and alphabet reduction. In gap amplification, we incur a constant factor blow
up in the size of the instance, and get a constant factor improvement in the Unsat value.
However, this step also blows up the alphabet size. To alleviate this, alphabet reduction
brings back the alphabet size to an absolute constant while losing a constant factor in the
Unsat value (and blows up the instance size by a constant factor). Combining both the steps,
we can increase the Unsat value by a constant factor (say 2) incurring a constant factor blow
up in the size of the instance. Repeating this log m times proves the PCP theorem.
In this paper we revisit the alphabet reduction step. Dinur implemented this step by
an “inner” PCP construction, which is in effect a gadget reducing a specific predicate ψ to
be tested to a collection Ψ of constraints over a fixed (say Boolean) alphabet, such that
if ψ is unsatisfiable, then a constant fraction of constraints of Ψ must be violated by any
assignment.1 This inner PCP is then applied to all constraints in the CSP instance (say G)
produced by the gap amplification step. The collection of inner PCPs as such only ensure
that each constraint of G is individually satisfiable, which is not very meaningful. To ensure
that the inner PCPs together ensure that the constraints of G are all satisfiable by a single
consistent assignment, error-correcting codes are used to encode the purported assignments
to the variables of G. The inner PCP is also replaced by an Assignment Tester that ascertains
whether the specific assignment given by these encodings satisfies the predicate ψ being
checked.
The key observation driving this work is that instead of designing the inner PCP for
arbitrary constraints (as in Dinur’s paper), we can first reduce the CSP instance G produced
by gap amplification to a Label Cover instance. Label Cover is a special kind of CSP which
has arity 2, and whose underlying relations are functions (so the value of one of the variables
in each constraint is determined by the value taken by the other variable in that constraint).
Conveniently for us, we also observe that Dinur’s gap amplification step in fact already
produces a CSP with this Label Cover structure, allowing us to skip the reduction step.2
We can thus focus on alphabet reduction when the CSP we are reducing from has the Label
Cover structure, and is over a fixed, albeit large, alphabet. We then follow the influential
Label Cover and Long Code framework, originally proposed in [5] and strengthened in [11]
and since then applied in numerous works on inapproximability, to reduce the CSP obtained
from gap amplification, now viewed as Label Cover, to a Boolean CSP. Finally, we reduce
the Boolean CSP back to a Label Cover instance (see Section 4) that can be plugged in as
input to the gap amplification step.

1

2

While this might seem circular, as this is what the PCP reduction is trying to accomplish in the first
place, the key is that this inner reduction can be highly inefficient (even triply exponential blow up is
okay!), as it is applied to a constraint of constant size.
Technically, the gap amplification step produces a version of Label Cover whose constraints are rectangular
rather than functions, but this is a minor difference that can be easily accommodated in reductions
from Label Cover.
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Our main result is the following, which can be viewed as reproving a case of alphabet
reduction from [8, 7].
I Theorem 1. There is a polynomial time reduction from Label Cover with soundness 1 − δ
to a fixed template CSP with soundness 1 − Cδ for an absolute constant C > 0.
We analyze our reduction using Fourier analysis as pioneered by Håstad [11]. Usually, in
this framework, we reduce from low soundness Label Cover to strong (and at times optimal)
soundness of CSP. But here we start with a high soundness Label Cover, and we reduce to
high soundness CSP.
We highlight a couple of differences from previous works that make our proof easier:
We have the freedom to choose any CSP rather than trying to prove inapproximability
of a CSP. We choose the following 4-ary predicate R in our reduction: (u, v, w, x) ∈ R
if and only if u 6= v ∨ w =
6 x. This predicate appears in [11] in the context of proving
optimal hardness for NAE-4SAT.
In [11] and [5], the objective is to prove optimal inapproximability, or at least to get good
soundness. However, our present goal is to prove “just” a nontrivial soundness. (On the
other hand, we also start with high soundness Label Cover.) This allows us to use a very
convenient test distribution leading to a simple analysis.
We remark that a similar statement as Theorem 1 can be also deduced using [5, Section 4.1.1]. We believe that the test presented in this paper is more direct since we benefit
from ideas in [11].
It is possible to perform alphabet reduction using the Hadamard code instead of the long
code as described in [10, 12]; the latter [12], similarly to our proof, avoids explicit use of
Assignment Testers.
Long code tests correspond exactly to testing whether a function is a polymorphism of
the corresponding CSP, and as such corresponds to gadget reductions in the algebraic
approach to CSP (see e.g. [4]). The PCP theorem surpasses these algebraic (gadget)
reductions; this is even more evident when extending the scope from CSPs to promise
constraint satisfaction problems (PCSPs) as there are PCSPs that can be shown to be
NP-hard by using PCP theorem via a natural reduction through Label Cover, but cannot
be shown to be NP-hard using only algebraic reductions [3, 6]. In this sense, the present
paper shows that this strength of the PCP theorem comes from the Gap Amplification
step.
Alphabet Reduction is an essential step in both the original proof of the PCP theorem as
well as Dinur’s proof and deserves further attention. Our proof of alphabet reduction bypasses
the concept of Assignment Testers and is more intuitive in our opinion as it is nothing but
a gadget reduction. Our proof is elementary using only Parseval’s identity from Fourier
Analysis over the hypercube. Dinur’s analysis used the Friedgut-Naor-Kalai theorem [9]
about Boolean functions with most of the Fourier mass at level 1. We believe that this makes
our proof more accessible to readers that are new to PCPs. We also hope that this material
might be useful in teaching the proof of PCP theorem as it relies only on techniques that
any such basic course would cover anyway.

Outline
We start by formally defining CSP, Label Cover, and other preliminaries in Section 2. Then,
in Section 3, we prove the main reduction from Label Cover to CSP. In Section 4, we show
how the reduction can be used in the alphabet reduction step of Dinur’s proof.
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2

Preliminaries

2.1

CSPs and Label Cover

Loosely speaking, a CSP over some domain Σ is a decision problem which gets as input
a set of variables and a set of constraints on the values of these variables. The goal is to
decide whether there is an assignment of values from Σ to the variables such that all the
constraints are satisfied. Usually, the shape of the constraints is somehow restricted. We first
give a formal definition of the general CSP, and then two restrictions that we will use further.
I Definition 2 (CSP). The constraint satisfaction problem over an alphabet Σ takes as input a
set of variables V = {x1 , . . . , xn } and a finite set of constraints where each constraint is a pair
((xi1 , . . . , xik ), R) where k is a number (the arity of the constraint), i1 , . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . , n},
and R ⊆ Σk . The goal is to decide whether there exists an assignment s : V → Σ such that
for each constraint ((xi1 , . . . , xik ), R) we have (s(xi1 ), . . . , s(xik )) ∈ R.
A fixed template CSP is a restriction of the general CSP that requires that the constraints
only involve relations from a fixed list of relations over the given alphabet (a template). In
the case the domain is Boolean, often negation of variables is allowed. Below, we formally
define a Boolean fixed template CSP with a template consisting of a single relation allowing
for negation of variables.
I Definition 3 (Boolean fixed template CSP). Let Σ = {0, 1} be a Boolean domain, and fix
a relation R ⊆ Σk . The constraint satisfaction problem associated with R, denoted by CSP(R),
takes input as a set of variables V and a set of constraints of the form ((xi1 , . . . , xik ), R) where
each xi is either a variable x, or a negation of a variable (i.e., an expression ¬x). An assignment s : V → Σ is said to satisfy the constraint ((xi1 , . . . , xik ), R) if (s(xi1 ), . . . , s(xik )) ∈ R
where s(¬x) is defined as ¬s(x) for each x ∈ V .
The restriction of CSP to binary constraints is traditionally referred to as Label Cover.
I Definition 4 (Label Cover). In an instance of Label Cover problem, we are given a tuple
(G = (V, E), Σ, Π) where
1. G is a graph on vertex set V .
2. Each vertex in G has to be assigned a label from Σ.
3. For each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E, there is a relation Πe ⊆ Σ × Σ. This relation corresponds
to a constraint between u and v.
A labeling of graph is a function s : V → Σ that assigns a label to each vertex of G. Such
labeling is said to satisfy a constraint e if and only if (s(u), s(v)) ∈ Πe .
For a Label Cover instance or in general for a CSP instance I, we use size(I) to denote
m + n, where m is the number of constraints and n is the number of variables. We remark
that Label Cover usually refers to the case when G is bipartite, and the constraint relations
are functions. However, in this work, we find it convenient to consider a (closely related)
version which has rectangular relations.
I Definition 5 (Rectangular relation). A relation R ⊆ A × B is said to be rectangular if
there is a set C and functions π : A → C and σ : B → C such that (a, b) ∈ R if and only
if π(a) = σ(b). Equivalently, R is rectangular if for all a, a0 ∈ A and b, b0 ∈ B such that
(a, b) ∈ R, (a, b0 ) ∈ R, and (a0 , b) ∈ R, we have (a0 , b0 ) ∈ R.
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The long code

Loosely speaking, the long code is the longest (error-correcting) code over the Boolean
alphabet that does not repeat bits. It is constructed as follows: the long code is a Boolean
code of length 2n which encodes a value i ∈ [n] into a tuple pi whose k-th coordinate, k < 2n ,
is the i-th least significant digit of k in binary.
The long code be also described in another way: we view a Boolean tuple of length 2n
as an n-ary function p : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} (each coordinate of the tuple encodes one value
of p). In this perspective, the code words of the long code are functions pi defined as
pi (x1 , . . . , xn ) = xi . These functions are often called dictators.
We also remark that in the conjunction with the long-code, a rectangular constraint can
be expressed as an identity. More precisely, given a rectangular relation R ⊆ [n] × [m], say
R = {(i, j) : π(i) = σ(j)} for some π : [n] → [k] and σ : [m] → [k], then the long codes pi and
pj of values i, j satisfy
pi (xπ(1) , . . . , xπ(n) ) = pj (xσ(1) , . . . , xσ(m) )
for all x1 , . . . , xk ∈ {0, 1} if and only if (i, j) ∈ R. This is a key property of rectangular
relations that is used implicitly in our proof.

2.3

Boolean Fourier analysis

As usual in Boolean Fourier analysis, we treat true as −1 and false as +1. In particular,
in this notation, “negation” is expressed as ¬x = −x, “xor” x ⊕ y is expressed as x ⊕ y = xy,
and “or” is the expressed by the following function:
(
−1 if x = −1 or y = −1, and
x∨y =
1
otherwise.
Throughout the paper, we will use all the same symbols to denote the coordinatewise (or
bitwise) application of these functions to tuples, e.g. (x1 , x2 ) ⊕ (y1 , y2 ) = (x1 y1 , x2 y2 ).
We define an inner product space on functions from {−1, +1}n → R as hf, gi =
Ex [f (x)g(x)]. For a set α ⊆ [n], let
Y
χα (x1 , . . . , xn ) =
xi .
i∈α

The set of such functions form an orthonormal basis for all functions from {−1, +1}n to R
in the above defined inner product space. Moreover, if α 6= ∅, then Ex [χα (x)] = 0.
I Definition 6 (Fourier expansion). Given a function f : {−1, +1}n → R, we can thus write
it uniquely as a linear combination of this basis –
X
f=
fˆ(α)χα
α⊆[n]

The real quantities fˆ(α) are called the Fourier coefficients of f . We abuse the notation fˆ(i)
to denote fˆ({i}).
The following simple but crucial identity follows from the definitions and is all that we
will need in our analysis.
I Theorem 7 (Parseval’s Identity). For each Boolean valued function f , i.e., f : {−1, +1}n →
{−1, +1},
X
fˆ(α)2 = 1.
α⊆[n]
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2.3.1

Connection to the long code

We remark, that the function χ{i} corresponds to a valid long code: the function pi encoding
the value i. Also observe that there is a connection between the natural distance defined
by the inner product hf, gi on Boolean functions and relative Hamming distance of f and
g: This is thanks to the fact that if x, y ∈ {−1, 1} then x = y if and only if xy = 1, and
consequently, the relative Hamming distance of f to the long code word pi = χ{i} can be

expressed as 1 − fˆ(i) /2. This means that the closest valid long code to a function f is the
pi for which fˆ(i) is maximal.
These ideas are manifested in the common strategy in rounding a Boolean function f
to a long code: First make sure that coefficients fˆ(α) for large sets α are small enough,
then decode to a value i that belongs to a small-enough (ideally 1-element) set α with a
large-enough fˆ(α).

3

Label Cover to CSP

This section describes our gadget reduction from Label Cover to CSP(R) where R is the
4-ary relation over Boolean domain defined as
R = {(x, x0 , z, z 0 ) | x 6= x0 ∨ z 6= z 0 }.
I Theorem 8. There exists absolute constant C such that given a Label Cover instance (not
necessarily bipartite) G = (V, E, Σ, Π) with rectangular constraints, there is a reduction from
G that outputs an instance I of CSP(R) such that size(I) = O(size(G)) and
If G is satisfiable, then I is satisfiable as well.
If no labeling can satisfy 1 − δ fraction of constraints of G, then no assignment can satisfy
1 − Cδ fraction of constraints in I for all δ.
Since the domain of CSP(R) is Boolean, the above reduces from an alphabet Σ of arbitrary
size to the alphabet of size 2. We note that the constant in O(size(G)) above hides exponential
dependency on |Σ|.
We describe the reduction as a probabilistic checker of a solution to G encoded using
a long code, i.e., the proof contains for each u ∈ V a word fu : {−1, 1}|Σ| → {−1, 1}. In
other words, we design the test in such a way that if s : V → Σ is a solution to G, then the
assignment fu 7→ ps(u) passes the test. This will then immediately give the completeness of
the reduction. The test is as follows: Sample an edge e = (u, v) from E uniformly at random,
and then with equal probability do one of the following
1. run a long code test inside fu ;
2. run a long code test inside fv ;
3. run a constraint test between fu and fv .
We describe the long code test and the constraint test below. Both query the respective
tables of fu and fv at some 4 bits that are generated by a certain randomized algorithm,
and then check whether these 4 Boolean values satisfy the predicate R defined above.
This checker can be viewed as a gadget reduction in the following sense: We replace
each vertex u ∈ V with 2|Σ| Boolean variables labeled by fu (x) for x ∈ {−1, 1}|Σ| (we see
an assignment to such variables as a function fu : {−1, 1}|Σ| → {−1, 1}), and each edge
e = (u, v) with a set of weighted 4-ary constraints on fu and fv , each involving the relation
R and some 4 values of fu and fv (the result is therefore an instance of CSP(R)). These
constraints depend only on the relation Πe .
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To simplify some notation, we assume Σ = [n]. We also assume that the tables for fu ’s
are folded so fu is forced to satisfy f (−x) = −f (x). This is a standard technique. Such
a folding is ensured by including only one variable of each pair x, −x, and if the test queries
fu at the bit corresponding to some x that is not included, the bit f (−x) is queried instead,
and the value is negated. As a consequence of this folding, we have to allow for negation
of variables in CSP(R). An important and useful consequence of this is that all “even”
Fourier coefficients of f vanish, i.e., fˆ(β) = 0 for all β such that |β| is even. We remark
that folding can be avoided in the construction of the gadget. Nevertheless, it considerably
simplifies the calculations below. Further, for calculations, it is useful to view R as a predicate
ρ : {±1}4 → {0, 1} defined as
ρ(x, x0 , z, z 0 ) = 1 −

(xx0 + 1)(zz 0 + 1)
.
4

It is easy to check that ρ(x, x0 , z, z 0 ) = 1 if and only if (x, x0 , z, z 0 ) ∈ R.
Let us now describe the two probabilistic checkers.

3.1

Long code test

The long code test has on input a table of a function f (= fu or fv ), and it is supposed to
check whether this function is a code word of the long code, i.e., there is i such that f = pi .
We design the test so that all these words pass with probability 1. Since we are only using
the predicate R, this further limits possible checks. In fact, we include all checks of the form
f (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) ∈ R that are passed by all dictators.3
Long code test. Given f : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1} to test against being a long code word.
Choose x, y, z, µ ∈ {−1, 1}n uniformly at random. Test whether
(f (x), f (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y)), f (z), f (z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y))) ∈ R.

(1)

Note that for all x, y, z, µ ∈ {−1, 1}, (x, x ⊕ (µ ∨ y), z, z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y)) ∈ R. This implies
that any dictator function passes the test with probability 1, and therefore provides the
completeness of the test. We also note that this test can give some false positives, e.g. the
function −pi : x 7→ −pi (x) passes the test with probability 1, but is not a long code word. It
is in fact a negation of the word pi . It can be checked that all functions that pass are either
long code words, or their negations. In the decoding, we simply decode the above function f
to i.
The following lemma bounds the probability that the test accepts in the means of the
Fourier coefficients. We remark, that since we want to ensure that f is as close to a valid
long code as possible, the probability should decrease as the coefficients fˆ(α) for α 6= {i}
increase. Indeed, the lemma states that this is the case.
I Lemma 9. Assuming that f is folded, the probability the long code test accepts is at most
1−

3 X ˆ 2
f (α) .
16
|α|>1

3

Any function that passes any such test with probability 1 is called a polymorphism of R, see also [4].
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Proof. Assume f (x) =

P ˆ
α f (α)χα (x). The probability that the test accepts is

Ex,y,z,µ ρ(f (x),f (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y)), f (z), f (z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y)))
"

#
f (x)f (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y) + 1 f (z)f (z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y)) + 1
= Ex,y,z,µ 1 −
4
=

(2)

3 1
1
− Ex,y,µ f (x)f (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y)) − Ey,z,µ f (z)f (z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y))
4 4
4
1
− Ex,y,z,µ f (x)f (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y))f (z)f (z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y))
4

We further simplify this expression one term at a time.
Ex,y,µ f (x)f (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y)) = Ex,y,µ

X

fˆ(α)fˆ(β)χα (x)χβ (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y))

(3)

α,β

=

X

fˆ(α)fˆ(β) Ex [χα (x)χβ (x)] Ey,µ [χβ (µ ∨ y)]

α,β

=

X

fˆ(α)2 Ey,µ [χα (y ∨ µ)] =

α

X

fˆ(α)2 (−1/2)|α| .

α

The third equality follows since χα and χβ are orthogonal if α 6= β. The last equality follows
from the fact that Ey,µ [y ∨ µ] = (−1) · 3/4 + 1 · 1/4 = −1/2 and coordinates are chosen
independently. Similarly, we get that
Ey,z,µ f (z)f (z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y)) =

X

fˆ(α)2 (−1/2)|α| .

(4)

α

Moving to the next term, we get
Ex,y,z,µ f (x)f (x ⊕ (µ ∨ y))f (z)f (z ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y))
X
X
=
fˆ(α)2 fˆ(β)2 Ey,µ χα (µ ∨ y)χβ (µ ∨ ¬y) =
fˆ(α)2 fˆ(β)2 (−1/2)|α∪β| . (5)
α,β

α∩β=∅

The last equality follows since Ey,µ [(µ ∨ y) ⊕ (µ ∨ ¬y)] = Ey,µ [¬µ] = 0 and Ey,µ [µ ∨ y] =
Ey,µ [µ ∨ ¬y] = −1/2. The overall acceptance probability is then
3 1X ˆ 2
1 X ˆ 2ˆ 2
−
f (α) (−1/2)|α| −
f (α) f (β) (−1/2)|α∪β|
4 2 α
4
α∩β=∅

 1 X
1X ˆ 2
=1−
f (α) (−1/2)|α| + 1/2 −
fˆ(α)2 fˆ(β)2 (−1/2)|α∪β|
2 α
4

(6)

α∩β=∅

where for the last equality, we used Parseval’s identity. Further, we assumed that f is folded,
and therefore fˆ(α) = 0 for all α such that |α| is even. Restricting the sums to α and β with
odd cardinality, and using that for such disjoint α and β, |α ∪ β| is even, the last expression
of (6) can be bounded from above by
1−

1 X ˆ 2
1 X ˆ 2ˆ 2
3 X ˆ 2
f (α) (3/8) −
f (α) f (β) (1/2)|α∪β| ≤ 1 −
f (α)
2
4
16
|α|>1

which concludes the proof.

α∩β=∅

(7)

|α|>1

J
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Constraint test

The constraint test has on input tables for functions f and g corresponding to some u and
v such that (u, v) ∈ E, and it is supposed to test (assuming f and g are correct long code
words) whether the values these functions encode satisfy the constraint given by a rectangular
relation Πe . We construct the test in a similar way as the long code test: We test functions
f and g in 4 bits in such a way that long code words encoding satisfying values pass. In
contrast with the long code test, we do not include all such tests, but only a selection; in
particular, we include only tests that query two values from each function.
We assume that the constraint relation Πe is given by π, σ : [n] → [m] such that (i, j) ∈ Πe
if and only if π(i) = σ(j), and we denote by y π the vector in {−1, 1}n such that y π (i) =
y(π(i)).
Constraint test. Given f, g : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1} to test against satisfying a constraint Πe
given by (i, j) ∈ Πe if and only if π(i) = σ(j) for fixed π, σ : [n] → [m]. Choose x, z ∈ {−1, 1}n
and y ∈ {−1, 1}m uniformly at random, and test whether
(f (x), f (x ⊕ y π ), g(z), g(z ⊕ (¬y)σ )) ∈ R.

(8)

Note that if both f and g are dictators, say f = pi and g = pj , such that π(i) = σ(j) = k
then the above test accepts with probability 1. Indeed, the tuple gets evaluated to
(x(i), (x ⊕ y π )(i), z(j), (z ⊕ (¬y)σ )(j)) = (x(i), x(i) ⊕ y(k), z(j), z(j) ⊕ ¬y(k))
which is in R for all x, y and z. This provides the completeness of the test.
In the analysis below, we will use the following notation.
I Definition 10. Let α ⊆ [n] and π : [n] → [m], we denote by π[α] the subset of [m] defined
by π[α] = {k : |π −1 (k) ∩ α| is odd}.
The goal of the constraint check is to ensure that functions f , g which are far from
valid long codes that encode values satisfying the constraint pass with low probability.
Unfortunately, the test gives a lot of false positives: it accepts any pair of functions χα and
χβ such that π[α] = σ[β] with probability 1.4 This is nevertheless good-enough since the
long code test provides that relevant α and β contain only one element, and π[{i}] = σ[{j}]
if and only if π(i) = σ(j).
Naturally, the pairs of α and β with π[α] = σ[β] will appear in the analysis below. A
Q
Q
useful fact that will simplify the computation below is that i∈α xπ(i) = i∈π[α] xi , for all
x1 , . . . , xm ∈ {−1, 1}, which implies that
χα (xπ ) = χπ[α] (x).
I Lemma 11. Given that both f and g are folded, the probability that the consistency test
accepts is at most
1−

4

1
4

X

fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2 .

i,j:π(i)6=σ(j)

We note that π[α] = σ[β] is equivalent to χα (xπ(1) , . . . , xπ(n) ) = χβ (xσ(1) , . . . , xσ(n) ) for all x ∈
{−1, 1}m .
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Proof. We can compute the acceptance probability in the same way as before, i.e., as
3 1
1
− Ex,y [f (x)f (x ⊕ y π )] − Ez,y [g(z)g(z ⊕ (¬y)σ )]
4 4
4
1
− Ex,y,z [f (x)f (x ⊕ y π )g(z)g(z ⊕ (¬y)σ )]
4

(9)

We have
Ex,y [f (x)f (x ⊕ y π )] =

X

fˆ(α)2 Ey [χα (y π )] =

α

X

fˆ(α)2 Ey [χπ[α] (y)] = 0

(10)

α

where the last equality holds since |α| is odd, and consequently π[α] 6= ∅. Similarly,
Ex,z [g(z)g(z ⊕ (¬y)σ )] vanishes. Thus the probability that the test accepts is
3 1
− Ex,y,z f (x)f (x ⊕ y π )g(z)g(z ⊕ (¬y)σ )
4 4
3 1X ˆ 2
f (α) ĝ(β)2 Ey [χα (y π )χβ (−y σ )]
= −
4 4

(11)

α,β

3 1X ˆ 2
= +
f (α) ĝ(β)2 Ey [χα (y π )χβ (y σ )]
4 4
α,β

3 1X ˆ 2
f (α) ĝ(β)2 Ey [χπ[α] (y)χσ[β] (y)]
= +
4 4
α,β

3 1
= +
4 4
1
=1−
4

X

fˆ(α)2 ĝ(β)2

α,β:π[α]=σ[β]

X

fˆ(α)2 ĝ(β)2

α,β:π[α]6=σ[β]

where the second equality follows from |β| being odd, and the last equality follows from the
Parseval’s identity. Since π(i) = σ(j) implies that π[{i}] = σ[{j}], the claim follows.
J

3.3

The full test

Putting the analysis of the two tests together we get the following.
I Lemma 12. Given that both f and g are folded, the probability that the joint test accepts
is at most
X
X

1 X
1−
f (α)2 +
g(β)2 +
fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2
16
|α|>1

|β|>1

i,j:π(i)6=σ(j)

Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 9 and 11.

J

Finally, we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem 8. The completeness follows in a straightforward way from the two
comments after the description of the tests. We prove the soundness. Suppose that the test
passes with probability 1 − δ. We will show that this implies that there is an assignment to
the Label Cover instance that satisfies (1 − 16δ)-fraction of constraints.
Our decoding is as follows: for a node v ∈ V , decode v to i ∈ Σ with probability
proportional to fˆv (i)2 . Intuitively, we decode to the value i with higher probability if f is
closer to the code word pi = χ{i} or its negative −pi (see also Section 2.3.1). We will show
that in expectation, this decoding satisfies at least 1 − 16δ fraction of constraints, which
proves that there exists a labeling that satisfies at least 1 − 16δ fraction of constraints.
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Let 1 − δe denote the probability that the test passes when we pick edge e. As test passes
with probability 1 − δ, we know that Ee [δe ] = δ. Suppose that we pick e = (u, v) with f and
g being the functions corresponding to u and v respectively. From the above lemma, we have
that
X
X

1 X ˆ 2
1 − δe ≤ 1 −
f (α) +
ĝ(β)2 +
fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2 ,
(12)
16
|α|>1

|β|>1

and therefore,
X
X
16δe ≥
fˆ(α)2 +
ĝ(β)2 +
|α|>1

|β|>1

i,j:π(i)6=σ(j)

X

fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2 .

(13)

i,j:π(i)6=σ(j)

The probability that our decoding satisfies edge e of Label Cover is at least
X
X
fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2 = 1 −
fˆ(α)2 ĝ(β)2 (14)
α,β
|α|>1, or |β|>1, or α={i} and β={j} and π(i)6=σ(j)

i,j:π(i)=σ(j)

X

≥1−

fˆ(α)2 ĝ(β)2 −

α,β
|α|>1

X

=1−

|α|>1

X

fˆ(α)2 ĝ(β)2 −

X
|α|>1

ĝ(α)2 −

fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2

i,j
π(i)6=σ(j)

α,β
|β|>1

fˆ(α)2 −

X

X

fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2

i,j:π(i)6=σ(j)

≥ 1 − 16δ
where the first equality follows from Perseval’s identity. Thus, the expected number of
constraints satisfied by the labeling is at least Ee [1 − 16δe ] = 1 − 16δ which proves the
required claim with C = 1/16.
J
Theorem 1 is stated without the assumption that the constraints are rectangular. This
slightly more general version follows from Theorem 8 by a standard reduction which we
describe below, in the proof of Theorem 13.

4

CSP to Label Cover

In this section, we recall the basic structure of Dinur’s proof of PCP Theorem, and show
how the previous reduction can be used in the alphabet reduction step of Dinur’s proof. The
resulting proof requires a gap amplification step for which we refer to Dinur’s paper [7].
We first prove that the previous reduction can be combined with standard reductions to
get back Label Cover from the CSP.
I Theorem 13 (Alphabet reduction). Given a Label Cover instance G = (V, E, Π, Σ0 ) with
rectangular constraints, there is a polynomial time reduction that outputs another Label Cover
instance with rectangular constraints G0 = (V 0 , E 0 , Π0 , Σ) with alphabet size Σ such that |Σ|
is an absolute constant, size(G0 ) = O(size(G)) and
If G is satisfiable, then G0 is satisfiable as well.
If every labeling violates δ fraction of constraints of G, then every labeling violates Cδ
fraction of constraints in G0 for an absolute constant C.
Proof. We first convert the Label Cover instance G to a CSP instance I as in Theorem 8.
The CSP instance can be converted to bipartite Label Cover using standard clause-variable
Label-coverization technique. We include the proof here for the sake of completeness. We
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have n vertices x1 , x2 , . . . , xn corresponding to the variables of I on the left L, and m vertices
corresponding to constraints C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm of I on the right R. The label set is binary on
the left, and satisfying assignments (at most 16) on the right corresponding to the possible
assignments to four variables in the constraint. We add an edge between u ∈ L and v ∈ R if
xu ∈ Cv . The constraint on this edge enforces that the assignment to xu is consistent with
the assignment Cv assigns to xu .
If there is a satisfying labeling to G, there is a satisfying assignment to I. Using this,
we can assign the variables on the left the satisfying assignment, and the corresponding
assignment to tuples for the vertices of constraints on the right, and thus get a satisfying
assignment to G0 . Suppose that every labeling violates at least δ fraction of constraints
of G. From Theorem 8, every assignment violates at least Cδ fraction of constraints in
I. Suppose there is a labeling to G0 that satisfies δ 0 fraction of constraints. Consider the
assignment obtained by this labeling on the left. This assignment violates at least Cδm
number of constraints in I. Note that this should violate at least Cδm constraints in G0 and
thus δ 0 ≥ C 0 δ for an absolute constant C 0 . The constraints are in fact projections, and thus
are rectangular too.
J
In order for us to use this as Composition step in the PCP of Dinur, we need the
final observation that the output of Gap Amplification applied to a CSP with rectangular
constraints results in a Label Cover with rectangular constraints. Dinur achieves gap
amplification by “graph powering” which is described more formally below.
I Definition 14 (Constraint Graph Powering). Given a d-regular Label Cover (a.k.a. Constraint
graph) G = (V, E, Σ, Π), we obtain t-th power of it Gt = (V, E 0 , Σ0 , Π0 ) as follows:
Vertices. The vertices in Gt are the same as vertices in G.
Edges. u and v are connected by k parallel edges in E 0 if there are exactly k paths of
length t between u and v in G.
dt/2e
dt/2e
Alphabet. The alphabet of Gt is Σd
. A value a ∈ Σd
is interpreted as assigning
dt/2e
values a : Γ(u) → Σ to d
elements from Σ. This value is treated as u’s opinion on
Γ(u), the set of all vertices within dt/2e distance from u.
dt/2e
Constraints. An edge (u, v) ∈ E 0 is satisfied by a, b ∈ Σd
if and only if the following
holds: there is an assignment σ : Γ(u) ∪ Γ(v) → Σ that satisfies every constraint c(e)
where e ∈ E ∩ (Γ(u) × Γ(v)), and such that
∀u0 ∈ Γ(u), σ(u) = au0 ; ∀v 0 ∈ Γ(v), σ(v) = bv0
where au0 (and respectively bv0 ) is the value a (and resp. b) assigned to u0 (and resp. v 0 ).
The output Gt is also a binary CSP, and hence can be viewed as a Label Cover. We claim
that if every constraint of G is rectangular, then every constraint of Gt is rectangular as well.
Let e = (u, v) be an edge in E 0 with constraint relation as Re . Suppose (a, b), (a0 , b), (a, b0 ) ∈
Re . This implies that for all (u0 , v 0 ) ∈ E ∩ (Γ(u) × Γ(v)) with constraint relation ce ,
(au0 , bv0 ), (a0u0 , bv0 ), (au0 , b0v0 ) ∈ Rce .
Since Rce is rectangular, (a0u0 , b0v0 ) ∈ Rce as well. As this holds for all such u0 and v 0 ,
(a0 , b0 ) ∈ Re , thus proving that Re is a rectangular relation.
Combined with the preprocessing step, the gap amplification theorem of Dinur can be
rewritten as follows.
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I Theorem 15 (Gap amplification). Fix a parameter t. Given a Label Cover G = (V, E, Π, Σ)
where Σ is an absolute constant, there is a polynomial time reduction to output a rectangular
Label Cover instance G0 = (V 0 , E 0 , Π0 , Σ0 ) with the alphabet size |Σ0 | = c(|Σ|, t) such that
If G is satisfiable, G0 is satisfiable as well.
If every labeling violates
at least δ fraction of the constraints of G, then every labeling
√
violates at least Ω(δ t) fraction of the constraints of G0 .
Choosing t large enough constant and iterating Theorem 13 and Theorem 15 log(m)
times proves the PCP theorem.
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Derandomization of the gadget decoding

In this appendix, we provide a derandomization of the decoding used in Theorem 8. This
requires only a little additional argument. The idea is, instead of decoding to i with probability
fˆ(i)2 , to decode to the i with the largest fˆ(i)2 . We set if to be such i. In this light, the
reduction can be analyzed by analyzing completeness and soundness of the gadget separately
without considering the rest of the instance. The following lemma then shows that the gadget
has perfect completeness and soundness 99% not depending on the parameters n and m (the
alphabet sizes), π and σ.
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I Lemma 16. There is a gadget with inputs n, m, k, π : [n] → [k], and σ : [m] → [k] that
produces an instance of CSP(R) with variables f (a1 , . . . , an ) and g(a1 , . . . , am ) such that
1. if π(i) = σ(j) then pi and pj satisfy all the constraints, and
2. if at least 99% of the constraints are satisfied, then π(if ) = σ(ig ).
Proof. First, we bound the probability that the test accepts. For the long code test, starting
with the first expression in (7), we obtain the following bound.
1 X
1 X
3 X
1 X
2
2
2
|α∪β|
2
2
2
1−

2

fˆ(α) (3/8) −

|α|>1

4

fˆ(α) fˆ(β) (1/2)

≤ 1−

α∩β=∅

fˆ(α) −

16

|α|>1

16

fˆ(i) fˆ(j)

i6=j

For the consistency test, we use the bound from Lemma 11. Thus the overall probability
that the whole test accepts is at most
1−

1 X ˆ 2
1 X ˆ 2ˆ 2
1 X
1 X
f (α) −
f (i) f (j) −
ĝ(α)2 −
ĝ(i)2 ĝ(j)2
16
48
16
48
|α|>1

|α|>1

i6=j

i6=j

−

1
12

X

fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2 .

i,j:π(i)6=σ(j)

Given that the acceptance probability is at least 99% > 1 − 1/96, we get that
X
fˆ(α)2 ≤ 1/6

(15)

|α|>1

X

fˆ(i)2 fˆ(j)2 ≤ 1/2

(16)

X

ĝ(α)2 ≤ 1/6

(17)

ĝ(i)2 ĝ(j)2 ≤ 1/2

(18)

fˆ(i)2 ĝ(j)2 ≤ 1/8

(19)

i6=j

|α|>1

X
i6=j

X
i,j:π(i)6=σ(j)

P
From Parseval’s identity and (15), we get that 1 ≥ i fˆ(i)2 ≥ 5/6. Recall that if is such
i that fˆ(i)2 is maximal. Then using the above and (16), we obtain that
fˆ(if )2 ≥ fˆ(if )2

X
i

fˆ(i)2 ≥

X
i

fˆ(i)4 =

X
i,j

fˆ(i)2 fˆ(j)2 −

X

fˆ(i)2 fˆ(j)2

i6=j

≥ (5/6)2 − 1/2 = 4/9. (20)
Similarly, from (17) and (18), we get ĝ(ig )2 ≥ 4/9. Finally, since fˆ(if )2 ĝ(ig )2 ≥ (4/9)2 > 1/8,
we have that π(if ) = σ(ig ) otherwise (19) cannot be true.
J
Theorem 8 can be also directly obtained from this lemma albeit with a worse constant
than in the above proof: Let C = 1% and assume that δ < 1. Given that the resulting
CSP instance has an assignment fails no more than Cδ-fraction of the constraints, we derive
that in at least (1 − δ)-fraction of the gadgets, no more than C-fraction of constraints are
unsatisfied. Lemma 16 then shows that the assignment s : u 7→ ifu is an assignment of the
Label Cover instance that satisfies all the constraints corresponding to these gadgets. This
completes the proof.
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Abstract
We consider the problem of computing distance between a pattern of length n and all n-length
subwords of a text in the streaming model.
In the streaming setting, only the Hamming distance (L0 ) has been studied. It is known that
computing the exact Hamming distance between a pattern and a streaming text requires Ω(n) space
(folklore). Therefore, to develop sublinear-space solutions, one must relax their requirements. One
possibility to do so is to compute only the distances bounded by a threshold k, see [SODA’19,
Clifford, Kociumaka, Porat] and references therein. The motivation for this variant of this problem
is that we are interested in subwords of the text that are similar to the pattern, i.e. in subwords
such that the distance between them and the pattern is relatively small.
On the other hand, the main application of the streaming setting is processing large-scale data,
such as biological data. Recent advances in hardware technology allow generating such data at
a very high speed, but unfortunately, the produced data may contain about 10% of noise [Biol.
Direct.’07, Klebanov and Yakovlev]. To analyse such data, it is not sufficient to consider small
distances only. A possible workaround for this issue is the (1 ± ε)-approximation. This line of
research was initiated in [ICALP’16, Clifford and Starikovskaya] who gave a (1 ± ε)-approximation
e −5 √n).
algorithm with space O(ε
In this work, we show a suite of new streaming algorithms for computing the Hamming, L1 , L2
and general Lp (0 < p < 2) distances between the pattern and the text. Our results significantly
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Introduction

In the problem of pattern matching, we are given a pattern P of length n and a text T and
must find all occurrences of P in T . A particularly relevant variant of this fundamental
question is approximate pattern matching, where the goal is to find all subwords of the
text that are similar to the pattern. This can be restated in the following way: given a
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pattern P , a text T , and a distance function, compute the distance between P and every
n-length subword of T . A very natural similarity measure for words is the Hamming distance.
Furthermore, if both P and T are over an integer alphabet Σ, one can consider the Manhattan
distance or the Euclidean distance.
I Definition 1 (Hamming, Manhattan and Euclidean distances). For a vector U = u1 u2 . . . un ,
its Hamming norm is defined as kU kH = |{i : ui =
6 0}|, Manhattan norm is defined as
P
P 2 1/2
kU k1 =
. For two words
i |ui | and Euclidean norm is defined as kU k2 =
i ui
V = v1 v2 . . . vn and W = w1 w2 . . . wn , their Hamming distance is defined as kV − W kH ,
their Manhattan distance as kV − W k1 , and their Euclidean distance as kV − W k2 .
Those distance functions naturally generalize to the so called Lp distances, where p > 0
is the exponent.
I Definition 2 (p’th moment, p’th norm). For a vector U = u1 u2 . . . un and p ≥ 0, its
P
p’th moment Fp is defined as Fp (U ) = i |ui |p , and for p > 0 its Lp norm is defined as
P
1/p
kU kp = Fp (U )1/p = ( i |ui |p ) . For two words V = v1 v2 . . . vn and W = w1 w2 . . . wn
considered as vectors, the p’th moment of their difference is Fp (V − W ) and their Lp distance
P
1/p
is defined as kV − W kp = Fp (V − W )1/p = ( i |vi − wi |p ) .
In other words, the Manhattan distance is the L1 distance, the Euclidean distance is the L2
distance, and the Hamming distance can be considered as the L0 distance.
Below we assume that the length of the text is 2n, as any algorithm on a text of larger
length can be reduced to repeated application of an algorithm that runs on texts of length 2n.
This is done by splitting the text into blocks of length 2n which overlap by n characters.
Offline setting. For the Hamming distance, the problem has been extensively studied in
the offline setting, where we assume random access to the input. The first algorithm, for
a constant-size alphabet, was shown by Fischer and Paterson [21]. The algorithm uses
O(n log n) time and in substance computes the Boolean convolution of two vectors a constant
number of times. This was later extended to polynomial-size alphabets in [1, 33]. With
a somewhat similar approach, the same complexity can be achieved for the L1 distance
in [13]. Later, in [34, 35] the authors proved that these problems must have equal (up to
polylogarithmic factors) complexities by showing reductions from the Hamming to the L1
distance and back.
To improve the complexity for large alphabets, the natural next step was to study
approximation algorithms. Until very recently, the fastest (1 ± ε)-approximation algorithm
for computing the Hamming distances was by Karloff [29]. The algorithm combines random
projections from an arbitrary alphabet to the binary one and Boolean convolution to solve
the problem in O(ε−2 n log3 n) time. In a breakthrough paper Kopelowitz and Porat [31] gave
a new approximation algorithm improving the time complexity to O(ε−1 n log3 n log ε−1 ),
which was later significantly simplified [32]. Using a similar technique, Gawrychowski
and Uznański [23] showed an approximation algorithm for computing the L1 distance in
O(ε−1 n log4 n) (randomized) time, later made deterministic in time O(ε−1 n log2 n) in [39].
e −1 n)-time (1 + ε)-approximation
Using similar techniques, the authors of [39] gave O(ε
algorithm for Lp distances for any constant positive p.1

1

e to indicate that we are suppressing poly-log(n) factors.
Across the paper we use O
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Streaming setting. In the streaming setting, we assume that the pattern and the text
arrive as streams, one character at a time (the pattern arrives before the text). The main
objective is to design algorithms that use as little space as possible, and we must account for
all the space used by the algorithm, including the space required to store the input, in full
or in part. It is also often the case that the text arrives at a very high speed and we must
be able to process it faster than it arrives to fulfil the space guarantees, preferably, in real
time. To this aim, the time complexity of streaming algorithms is defined as the worst-case
amount of time spent on processing one character of the text, i.e. per arrival.
In the streaming setting, only the Hamming distance (L0 ) has been studied. It is known
that computing the Hamming distance between a pattern and a streaming text exactly
requires Ω(n) space, even for the binary alphabet and with a small probability error allowed,
which can be shown by a straightforward reduction to communication complexity (folklore).
Therefore, to develop sublinear-space solutions, one must relax their requirements. One
possibility to do so is to compute only the distances bounded by a threshold k. This variant
of the problem is often reffered to as k-mismatch problem. The k-mismatch problem has
e
been extensively studied in the
√ literature [15, 16, 25, 38], with this line of work reaching O(k)
e
memory complexity and O( k) time per input character. The motivation for this variant of
this problem is that we are interested in subwords of the text that are similar to the pattern,
in other words, the distance between the pattern and the text should be relatively small. On
the other hand, the main application of the streaming setting is processing large-scale data,
such as biological data. To decrease the cost of generating such data, recently new hardware
approaches have been developed. They have become widely used due to cost efficiency, but
unfortunately, the produced data may contain about 10% of noise [30]. To analyse such data,
it is not sufficient to consider small distances only, and a possible workaround for this issue is
(1 ± ε)-approximation. This line of research was initiated by Clifford and Starikovskaya [17]
e −5 √n) that uses O(ε
e −4 ) time
who gave a (1 ± ε)-approximation algorithm with space O(ε
per arriving character of the text.
Independently and in parallel with this work, authors of [12] showed
√ a (1±ε)-approximation
e −2 k) space. For a special
streaming algorithm for the k-mismatch problem that uses O(ε
e −1.5 √n). Compared to
case of k = n, they show how to reduce the space further to O(ε
e −3 ) per arrival, and more
our solution, their algorithm has worse time complexity of O(ε
importantly, it is not obvious whether it can be generalised to other Lp norms as it uses a
very different set of techniques.

Sliding window. The problem of computing distance between P and every n-length subword
of T in the streaming setting resembles the problem of maintaining the Lp norm of a nlength suffix of a streaming text, also referred to as sliding window. In fact, the latter is
a simplification of the former, with setting P = [0, 0, . . . , 0]. There is an extensive line
of work on maintaining the Lp norm of a sliding window, refer to [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 18] and
references therein. The main message is that the norm of a sliding window can be maintained
efficiently, e.g. for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 the Lp norms can be maintained (1 ± ε)-approximately in
e −1 ). However, those results do not translate to our case: in the sliding window,
space O(ε
one can easily isolate “heavy hitters”, that is updates with a significant contribution to
the output. In our case, the contribution of an update depends on its relative position to
the pattern, and one can easily construct instances where a contribution of a position in
the text changes drastically relative to its alignment with the pattern, which necessitates a
significantly different approach.
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1.1

Our results

In this work, we show a suite of new streaming algorithms for computing the Hamming, L1 ,
L2 and general Lp (0 < p ≤ 2) distances between the pattern and the text. Our results
significantly improve and extend the results of [17].
I Theorem 3. Given a pattern P of length n and a text T over an alphabet Σ = [1, 2, . . . , σ],
where σ = nO(1) , there is a streaming algorithm that computes a (1 ± ε)-approximation of
the Lp distance between P and every n-length subword of T correctly w.h.p.
e −2 √n + log σ) space, and O(ε
e −2 ) time per arrival when p = 0 (Hamming distance);
1) in O(ε
√
2
−2
e
e √n log σ) time per arrival when p = 1 (Manhattan
2) in O(ε
n + log σ) space and O(
distance);
e −2 √n + log2 σ) space and O(ε
e −2 √n) time per arrival when 0 < p < 1/2;
3) in O(ε
√
e −2 n + log2 σ) space and O(ε
e −3 √n) time per arrival when p = 1/2;
4) in O(ε
2p−1
2p−1
e −2 √n+log2 σ) space and O(σ
e 1−p √n/ε2+3· 1−p ) time per arrival when 1/2 < p < 1;
5) in O(ε
√
√
e −2−p/2 n log2 σ) space and O(ε−p/2 n + ε−2 log σ) time per arrival for 1 < p ≤ 2.
6) in O(ε
We also improve and extend the space lower bound of [17], who showed that any streaming
algorithm that computes a (1 ± ε)-approximation of the Hamming distance between a pattern
and a streaming text must use Ω(ε−2 log2 n) bits for all ε such that 1/ε < n1/2−γ for some
constant γ (condition inherited from [27]). We show the following result:
I Lemma 4. Let 2 ≤ 1/ε < n and 0 ≤ p ≤ 2. Any (1 ± ε)-approximation algorithm that
computes the Lp distance between a pattern and a streaming text for each alignment, must
use Ω(min(1/ε2 , n)) bits of space.

1.2

Techniques

At a very high level, the structure of all algorithms presented in this paper is similar to that
√
of [17]. We process the text by blocks of length b ≈ n. To compute an approximation of the
distance / the p’th moment at a particular alignment, we divide the pattern into two parts:
a prefix of length ≤ b aligned with a suffix of some block of the text, and the remaining suffix
(see Fig. 1). We compute an approximation of the distance / the p’th moment for both of
the parts and sum them up to obtain the final answer. Our main contribution is a set of new
tools that allows computing the approximations efficiently.
To be able to compute the approximation of the distance / the p’th moment between the
prefix and the corresponding block of the text, we compute, while reading each block of the
text, its compact lossy description that we refer to as prefix encoding. The prefix encoding
captures the relation between the read block and the prefix of the pattern of length b. To
compute the distance / the p’th moment between the suffix and the text, we will use suffix
sketches. For each position i of the text, the suffix sketch describes the subword T [b · k + 1, i]
of the text where k is the smallest integer such that i − b · k ≤ n (see Fig. 1).
For the Hamming distance, we define the prefix encodings in Section 2.1 and the suffix
sketches in Section 3.1. Our Hamming prefix encoding introduces a novel use of a known
technique called subsampling. The prefix encodings are used to approximate the distance
between any suffix of one word and the prefix of another word of the same length. In brief,
the idea is to replace each character of the two words by the don’t care character “?”, a
special character that matches any other character of the alphabet. We repeat the process
a logarithmic number of times to create a logarithmic number of pairs of “subsamples”.
For each pair, we find the longest suffix of one subsample that matches the prefix of the
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bk
prefix enc.

prefix enc.

P [1, j]

i
suffix sk.

P [j + 1, n]

Figure 1 High level structure of the algorithms. To compute the distance between the prefix
(red) of the pattern and the text, we use the prefix encoding, between the suffix (grey) and the text
we use the suffix sketch.

second subsample up to at most Θ(1/ε2 ) mismatches. We then show that this information
can be used to approximate the Hamming distance between any suffix-prefix pair. Similar
techniques were used in [3, 19, 22, 24, 28, 37] for estimating the Hamming norm in streams.
The crucial difference with our approach is that we must be able to compute the Hamming
norm of any suffix-prefix pair of the two words, and we must be able to do it efficiently. As
for the suffix sketches, for the binary alphabet we use the sketches introduced in [17]. We
then show a reduction from arbitrary alphabets to the binary alphabet, which improves the
space consumption of Hamming suffix sketches by a factor of 1/ε2 .
We can solve the problem of L1 (Manhattan distance) pattern matching by replacing each
character of the pattern and of the stream with its unary encoding and running the solution
for the Hamming distance. However, this would introduce a multiplicative factor of σ (the
size of the alphabet) to the time complexity. We show efficient randomised reductions from
the Manhattan to Hamming distance that allow simulating the solution for the Hamming
distance without a significant overhead. In particular, to design the prefix encodings we use
random shifting and rounding, while for the suffix sketches we use range-summable hash
functions [9]. We show the Manhattan prefix encodings in Section 2.2 and the Manhattan
suffix sketches in Section 3.2.
For generic Lp distances, 0 < p ≤ 2, we discuss the prefix encodings in Section 2.4 and
the suffix sketches in Section 3.3. Our approach to Lp prefix encodings is rather involved.
In the case of 0 < p < 1, we construct a novel embedding from Lpp space into the Hamming
space, which might be of independent interest. While the target dimension of the Hamming
space is large, we construct the embedding in such a way that each value is mapped into
a compressible sequence of form cd11 . . . cdt t for some small value of t, and where values of
d1 , . . . , dt are constant across all input values. Such compressed representation allows us
to efficiently apply the subsampling framework and reduce the problem to the Hamming
distance case. For 1 < p ≤ 2, we identify a logarithmic number of anchor suffixes, and
partition each of them into ε−p words of roughly even contribution to the distance. We then
use the partition to decode prefix-suffix distance queries for arbitrary length queries. Such
construction is a generalization and improvement of the approach presented in [17]. For
suffix sketches, we simply use the p-stable distributions [26].
Finally, we combine the prefix encodings and the suffix sketches to prove Theorem 3 in
ε
Section 4. To simplify the notation, we use x = y to denote (1 − ε)y ≤ x ≤ (1 + ε)y from
now on. We will also use the fact that for p > 0 we can speak of approximating the p’th
moment of differences between the pattern and the n-length substrings of the text and the
Lp distances between the pattern and the n-length substrings of the text interchangeably, it
changes the complexities up to a constant factor only:
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I Observation 5. For any constant p > 0 and ε < 1/2, there is a constant Cp such that
finding a (1 ± Cp · pε) approximation of the p’th moment of a vector suffices for (1 ± ε)approximating its p’th norm, and finding a (1 ± Cp · ε/p) approximation of its p’th norm
suffices for (1 ± ε)-approximating its p’th moment.

2

Prefix encodings

In this section we present a solution to the following problem. Imagine we have a block
of text T 0 [1, b] = T [i + 1, i + b] and a prefix of the pattern P 0 = P [1, b]. We want to find
a compressed representation (encoding) of T 0 so that the following is possible: given any
1 ≤ d ≤ b, the compressed representation of T 0 , and P 0 (explicitly), we can 1 ± ε approximate
kT 00 − P 00 kp , where T 00 = T 0 [b − d + 1, b] is a suffix of T 0 and P 00 = P 0 [1, d] is a prefix of P 0 .
We start by presenting a solution to the Hamming distance case, which is a basis to our
solution for all other Lp norms for 0 < p ≤ 2.

2.1

Hamming (L0 ) distance

Recall that “?” is the don’t care character, a special character that matches any other
character of the alphabet.
I Definition 6 (Hamming subsampling). Consider a word U of length n. Let q = d3 log ne
and let h(i) : [n] → {0, 1}q be a function drawn at random from a pairwise independent
family. For r = 0, . . . , q, we define the r-th level Hamming subsample of U , hSubr (U ), as
follows:
(
U [i], if the r lowest bits of h(i) are all 0;
hSubr (U )[i] =
.
?,
otherwise.
In particular, hSub0 (U ) = U .
Fix an integer k = Θ(1/ε2 ) large enough. For two words U, V , consider the following
estimation procedure:
I Algorithm 7.
1. Denote Xr to be the Hamming distance between hSubr (U ) and V and let f = min{i :
Xi ≤ k}.2
2. Output Zf = 2f · Xf as an estimate of kU − V kH .
The following lemma is a rephrasing of a known result regarding subsampling in estimation
of the Hamming norm (cf. [3, Theorem 3], or [24, Theorem 2]).
ε
I Lemma 8. For Zf as in Algorihtm 7 there is Zf = kU − V kH with probability at least 3/4.
Since the subsampling is performed independently for each position, one can use subsampling to approximate the Hamming distance between any suffix of B and any prefix of P
of equal lengths in a similar fashion.
We are now ready to define the Hamming prefix encoding of a block. For brevity, let
Brj = hSubr (B)[b − j + 1, b] and Prj = P [1, j] (the same for all r). Furthermore, given two
words U, V of equal length, define the mismatch information MI(U, V ) = {(i, U [i], V [i]) :
U [i] does not match V [i]}.
2

We emphasize that hSubr (U ) contains don’t care characters, so the Hamming distance is defined as the
number of pairs of characters of hSubr (U ) and V that do not match.
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I Definition 9. Consider a b-length block B of the text T . For each 0 ≤ r ≤ d3 log ne, let
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r) be the maximal integer such that the Hamming distance between Br
and Pr
is
at most k = Θ(ε−2 ). We define the Hamming prefix encoding of B to be a tuple of pairs
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r), MI(Br
, Pr
).
Note that the prefix encoding of B uses O(k log n) = O(ε−2 log n) space. We can compute
it efficiently:
I Lemma 10. Assume constant-time random access to P [1, b]. Given a b-length block B of
e
e −2 ) time.
the text T , its Hamming prefix encoding can be computed in O(kb)
= O(bε
Proof. To compute the encoding, we use the algorithm of [14]. Formally, for each r we create
a word T 0 by appending b don’t care characters to the subsample hSubr . The algorithm
of [14] can be used to find all b-length subwords of T 0 that match P [1, b] with up to
k mismatches, moreover for each of these subwords the algorithm outputs the mismatch
information. We take the leftmost subword only, which corresponds to j ∗ (r) because of the
e
e −2 b) time.
don’t care characters. In total, our algorithm uses O(kb)
= O(ε
J
We now show how to compute the Hamming distance between any j-length suffix of B
and any j-length prefix of P given P [1, b] and the Hamming prefix encoding of a block B.
I Lemma 11. Given the prefix encoding of a b-length block B of the text T , there is an
algorithm that computes, for any j = 1, . . . , b, a (1 + ε)-approximation of the Hamming
e
e −2 )
distance between the j-length suffix of B and the j-length prefix of P in O(kb)
= O(bε
time.
Proof. Denote Xr to be the Hamming distance between Prj and Brj . We compute the
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
smallest f such that Xf ≤ k in the following way. For each r, we use MI(Br
, Pr
) to
∗
∗
j (r)
j (r)
restore Br
. We then append Pr
with b don’t care characters and run the algorithm
of [14] for the resulting text and the pattern. This allows to compute Xr for all j ≤ j ∗ (r),
e
e −2 b)
and if j > j ∗ (r), then Xf > k by definition. In total, the algorithm takes O(kb)
= O(ε
time.
J

2.2

Manhattan (L1 ) distance

Recall a word morphism ν : Σ → {0, 1}σ , ν(a) = 1a 0σ−a . Our goal in this section is to
simulate implicitly procedures from Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 on words ν(B) and ν(T )
without introducing any significant overhead.
I Definition 12 (Manhattan scaling). Consider a word U of length n. Let q = d3 log nσe
and let h : [n] → 2q be a function drawn at random from a 4-wise independent family. For
r = 0, . . . , q, we define the r-th level
of U , mSubr (U ), as a word of
j Manhattan subsample
k
length n such that mSubr (U )[i] =

U [i]+(h(i) mod 2r )
2r

. In particular, mSub0 (U ) = U .

Fix an integer k = Θ(1/ε2 ) large enough. For words U, V , consider mSubr (U ), mSubr (V )
for all r = 0, . . . , q, and the following estimation procedure:
I Algorithm 13.
1. Denote Xr = kmSubr (U ) − mSubr (V )k1 and let f = min{i : Xi ≤ k}.
2. Output Zf = 2f · Xf as an estimate of kU − V k1 .
ε
I Lemma 14. For Zf as in Algorihtm 13 there is Zf = kU − V k1 with probability ≥ 3/4.
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To approximate the Manhattan distance between any suffix of B and any prefix of P of
equal lengths, we define the encoding similar to the Hamming distance case. Specifically, we
still use the mismatch information, building on the fact that for any two words kU − V kH ≤
kU − V k1 and from the mismatch information the exact value of kU − V k1 can be found.
We define Brj = mSubr (B)[b − j + 1, b] as before, but change the definition of Prj slightly.
Intuitively, we define Prj tojbe the j-length prefixk of P subsampled in a synchronized way
mod 2r )
with Brj . Formally, Prj [i] = P [i]+(h(b−j+i)
.
2r
I Definition 15. Consider a b-length block B of the text T . For each 0 ≤ r ≤ d3 log nσe, let
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r) be the maximal integer such that the Manhattan distance between Br
and Pr
is
at most k = Θ(ε−2 ). We define the Manhattan prefix encoding of B to be a tuple of pairs
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r), MI(Br
, Pr
).
Note that the prefix encoding of B uses O(k log nσ) = O(ε−2 log n) space.
I Lemma 16. Assume constant-time random access to P [1, b]. Given a b-length block B of
e 2 ) time and O(b)
e
the text T , its Manhattan prefix encoding can be computed in O(b
space.
Proof. Let q = d3 log nσe. For each r = 0, . . . , q and j = 1, . . . , b we compare Brj and Prj
character by character in O(b) time to find j ∗ (r) and the corresponding mismatch information.
The claim follows.
J

I Lemma 17. Given the prefix encoding of a b-length block B of the text T , there is an
algorithm that computes, for all j = 1, . . . , b, a (1 ± ε)-approximation of the Manhattan
e 2 ) time.
distance between the j-length suffix of B and the j-length prefix of P in O(b
Proof. Denote Xr = kPrj − Brj kH . We compute the smallest f such that Xf ≤ k in the
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
following way. For each r, we use MI(Br
, Pr
) to restore Br
. If j > j ∗ (r), the
j
j
Manhattan distance between Pr and Br is at least k. Otherwise, we compare Prj and
Brj character by character to compute the Manhattan distance in O(b) time. The claim
follows.
J

2.3

Generic (Lp ) distance for 0 < p < 1

Our goal is to construct a morphism (parametrised by p) acting as a randomized embedding
of (Lp )p into the Hamming distance. The intuition behind our approach is as follows. Let
r0 , r1 , . . . ∈ [0, 1] be a sequence of real numbers picked independently and u.a.r. Define a
sequence of values
(
di =

ε−1 · (1 + ε)pi

when i > 0

(1+ε)p
(1+ε)p −1

when i = 0

ε

−1

·

c
and for a character c ∈ Σ consider sequence of characters c0 , c1 , . . . where ci = b (1+ε)
i + ri c
0
0
0
(similarly, a character c defines a sequence c0 , c1 , . . .). Now consider two characters c, c0 ∈ Σ
P∞
such that |c − c0 | = (1 + ε)` for some integer ` and a random variable x = i=0 di · kci − c0i kH .
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There is
E [x] =

∞
X

di · Pr[ci 6= c0i ] =

i=0

= ε−1

`
X

di · 1 +

i=0

∞
X
i=`+1

di ·

|c − c0 |
=
(1 + ε)i

∞
X

(1 + ε)
−1
p i
−1
0
+
ε
+
ε
(1
+
ε)
|c
−
c
|
(1 + ε)p − 1
i=1
p

`
X

(1 + ε)p−1

i

=

i=`+1

((1 + ε)`+1 )p
((1 + ε)`+1 )p−1
=
+ |c − c0 |ε−1
p
(1 + ε) − 1
1 − (1 + ε)p−1


1
(1 + ε)p
1
= |c − c0 |p
+
ε−1 ≈ ε−2 |c − c0 |p
.
p
1−p
(1 + ε) − 1 (1 + ε)
−1
p(1 − p)

= ε−1

(1)

We thus see that an idealized morphism of the form ϕ : c → cd00 cd11 . . . would have the
property that kU − V kpp ∼ kϕ(U ) − ϕ(V )kH on words of length n. But there are the following
issues: (i) characters are mapped into infinite length words, (ii) number of repetitions of
characters (di ) is fractional, (iii) we cannot guarantee that character distance is always of
form (1 + ε)i and (iv) the distance is preserved only in expectation. We show how to overcome
these issues to achieve the following result:
I Theorem 18. Given 0 < p < 1 and ε > 0 there is a word morphism ϕ : c ∈ Σ →
dt−1
cd00 cd22 . . . ct−1
such that:
2p−1
2p−1
−2
e
e −3 ) when p = 1/2 and t = O(σ
e 1−p /ε2+3· 1−p )
1) t = O(ε ) when 0 < p < 1/2, t = O(ε
when 1/2 < p < 1.
2) values of t and d0 , . . . , dt−1 do not depend on c,
3) there exists a constant α = α(p, ε) such that for any two words U, V of length at most n,
ε
we have kU − V kpp = α · kϕ(U ) − ϕ(V )kH with probability at least 9/10,
4) it is enough for the randomness to be realized by a hash function r : [t] → [D] from a
4-independent hash function family for some D = poly(nσε−1 ), which can be generated
e
from a O(log
σ) bits size seed.
We now describe how to use the morphism ϕ to approximate the Lp distances in a small
space. To design an efficient algorithm, we take advantage of the fact that ϕ(U ) has a
compressed representation of size comparable with the length of U (at least when p ≤ 1/2).
P
I Definition 19 (Lp scaling). Consider a word S = se11 se22 . . . semm of length m0 = i ei .
Let h : [m] → 2q be a function drawn at random from a 4-wise independent family, where
q = d3 log m0 e. For r = 0, . . . , q, we define the r-th level subsample of S,
 e2 +(h(2) mod 2r ) 
 em +(h(m) mod 2r ) 
 e1 +(h(1) mod 2r ) 
2r
2r
2r
Subr (S) = (s1 )
(s2 )
. . . (sm )
In particular, Sub0 (U ) = U .
en
Consider two words S, Q of form S = se11 . . . semm and Q = q1e1 . . . qm
. Fix an integer
2
k = Θ(1/ε ) large enough and consider Subr (S), Subr (Q) for all r = 0, 1, . . . , d3 log m0 e,
P
where m0 = i ei .

I Algorithm 20.
1. Denote Xr = kSubr (S) − Subr (Q)kH and let f = min{i : Xi ≤ k}.
2. Output Zf = 2f · Xf as an estimate of kS − QkH .
ε
I Lemma 21. For Zf as in Algorihtm 20 there is Zf = kS − QkH with probability ≥ 3/4.
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We are now ready to define Lp prefix encodings. Consider a b-length block B of the text
and define Brj = Subr (ϕ(B))[(b − j)t + 1, bt] (t is defined as in Theorem 18). Also, define Prj
to be the (tj)-length prefix of ϕ(P ) subsampled in a synchronized way with Brj .
I Definition 22. Consider a b-length block B of the text T . For each r = 0, . . . , d3 log n0 e,
where n0 = |ϕ(B)|, let j ∗ (r) be the maximal integer such that the Hamming distance between
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
Br
and Pr
is at most k = Θ(ε−2 ). We define the Lp prefix encoding of B to be a tuple
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
of pairs j ∗ (r), MI(Br
, Pr
).
The Lp prefix encoding of B uses O(k log n0 ) = O(ε−2 log(nσε−1 )) space.
I Lemma 23. Assume constant-time random access to P [1, b]. Given a b-length block B
of the text T , its Lp prefix encoding can be computed in O(b2 · t log nσε−1 ) time and O(b +
ε−2 log nσε−1 ) space.
Proof. For each r = 0, . . . , d3 log n0 e and j = 1, . . . , b, we compute the Hamming distance
between Brj and Prj in O(bt) time using the compressed representation to find j ∗ (r) and the
corresponding mismatch information. The claim follows.
J
I Lemma 24. Given the Lp prefix encoding of a b-length block B of the text T , there is an
algorithm that computes, for all j = 1, . . . , b, a (1 ± ε)-approximation of the Lp distance
e 2 · t log nσε−1 ) time and
between the j-length suffix of B and the j-length prefix of P in O(b
−2
−1
O(b + ε log nσε ) space.
Proof. Denote Xr = kPrj − Brj kH . We compute the smallest f such that Xf ≤ k in the
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
j ∗ (r)
following way. For each r, we use MI(Br
, Pr
) to restore Br
. If j > j ∗ (r), the
j
j
Hamming distance between Pr and Br is at least k. Otherwise, we compare Prj and Brj to
compute the Hamming distance in O(bt) time. The claim follows.
J

2.4

Generic (Lp ) distance for 1 < p ≤ 2

For 1 < p ≤ 2, we use a scheme similar to the one developped in [17] for the Hamming
distance, but adapt it to generic Lp distances. Particularly, we plug in a standard tool used
in this situation, the p-stable distribution. We additionally have to adapt the scheme a bit,
taking into account that Lp norm is sub-additive under concatenation when p > 1.
I Definition 25 (p-stable distribution [40]). For a parameter p > 0, we say that a distribution D is p-stable if for all a, b ∈ R and random variables X, Y drawn independently from D,
1/p
the variable aX + bY is distributed as (|a|p + |b|p ) Z, where Z is a random variable with
distribution D.
Consider a word X = x1 x2 . . . xn , and let α1 , α2 , . . . , αn be independent random variables drawn from a p-stable distribution D with expected value µD . By Definition 25,
P
we have E [ i αi xi ] /µD = kXkp . The p-stable distributions exist for all 0 < p ≤ 2, and
a random variable X from a p-stable distribution can be generated using the formula

(1−p)/p
sin(pΘ)
cos(Θ(1−p))
X = cos
[11, 40], where Θ is uniform on [−π/2, π/2] and r is
1/p (Θ)
ln(1/r)
uniform on [0, 1].
However, to be able to design an efficient sketching scheme that allows to approximate the
Lp norm with high probability, there are three technicalities to be overcome: First, one must
P
show that i αi xi concentrates well, second, the formula above assumes infinite precision of
computation, and finally, one cannot use fully independent random variables αi as above
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B1
1

qk+1

qki

P1
1

B2
qki+1

j

qk

b
P2
b−j+1

Figure 2 Using the prefix encoding of B to compute the Lp distance between a suffix of B and a
prefix of the pattern. To compute the distance between B1 and P1 , we replace B1 with a subword
of the pattern, and between B2 and P2 we use the sketches.

as this would require much space. To overcome these issues, Indyk [26] combined p-stable
distributions and pseudorandom generators for bounded space computation [36]. We restate
the final result of Indyk below, in the form that will be convenient for us later.
I Theorem 26 (cf. Theorem 2, Theorem 4 [26]). For any 0 < p ≤ 2, there is a non-uniform
streaming algorithm that maintains a sketch Sketchp (S) of a word S of length n over an
alphabet of size σ such that:
1) when a new character of S arrives, the sketch can be updated in O(ε−2 log(n/ε)) time;
2) the algorithm and the sketch use O(ε−2 log(σn/ε) log(n/ε)) bits of space.
Given the sketches Sketchp (X), Sketchp (Y ) of two words X, Y of length n, one can estimate
2
e
kX − Y kp up to a factor 1 ± ε with probability at least 9/10 in time O(1/ε
).
We now proceed to building the Lp prefix encoding by using Sketchp and the landmarking
technique.
I Definition 27 (Lp prefix encoding). Let 1 < p ≤ 2. Consider a word S of length b on the
alphabet of size σ. Define q0 = b. For k = 0, . . . , dlog bσ p e, let qk ≤ qk−1 be the leftmost
position such that the p’th moment of the difference between S[qk , b] and P [1, b − qk + 1], i.e.
kS[qk , b] − P [1, b − qk + 1]kpp , is at most 2k .
Further, divide S[qk , b] into Θ(1/εp ) blocks such that each block is either a single character,
or the p’th moment of the difference between each block and the corresponding subword of
P [1, b − pk + 1] is at most εp · 2k . Let qk = qk0 ≤ qk1 ≤ . . . qk`k = b be the block borders. We
choose qk1 , qk2 , . . . , qk`k from left to right, and each position qki is chosen to be the rightmost
possible.
The Lp prefix encoding of S is defined to contain sorted lists of the positions qk and qki ,
characters S[qki ], and sketches for (1 ± Cp · ε/p)-approximating the p’th norm of S[qkj , b], for
all k, j and Cp as in Observation 5, see also Theorem 26.
e −2−p log σ log(σn/ε) log(n/ε)) bits of space. We now show that
The encoding takes O(ε
given the Lp prefix encoding of a block B of the text of length b, one can compute a (1 ± ε)approximation of the Lp distance between any prefix P [1, b − j + 1] of the pattern P and the
corresponding suffix B[j, b] of B.
I Lemma 28. Let 1 < p ≤ 2. For any two vectors X, Y of equal length, kX +Y kpp −kXkpp =
O(kY kpp + kY kp · kXkp−1
).
p
I Lemma 29. Let 1 < p ≤ 2. Given the Lp prefix encoding of a block B of the text T of
length b, one can find (1 ± ε)-approximation of the p’th moment of the difference between
any prefix P [1, b − j + 1] of the pattern P and the corresponding suffix B[j, b] of B in time
e −2 + log σ).
O(ε
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Proof. Let qk be the position that is closest to i from the left, and qki ≤ j < qki+1 (see Fig. 2).
We can find qk , qki , qki+1 in time O(log(bσ p ) + 1/εp ) by iterating over the sorted lists.
The position qki+1 divides P [1, b − j + 1] into two parts, P1 and P2 . Denote B1 and B2
the respective subwords of B they are aligned with (see Fig. 2). Let m1 = Fp (P1 − B1 )
and m2 = Fp (P2 − B2 ). Then m = Fp (P [1, b − j + 1] − B[j, b]), being the value we need to
approximate, is equal to m1 + m2 .
ε
2
e
We can find m02 = m2 using the sketches for B2 = B[qki+1 , b] and P2 in time O(1/ε
).
i+1
i
i
Furthermore, if qk = qk − 1, then we can compute m1 exactly as we store B[qk ]. Otherwise,
we consider the subword P̃ = P [j − qk + 1, qki+1 − qk + 1] of the pattern P . Denote
m01 = Fp (P1 − P̃ ) and use it as our estimation of m1 .
Since 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, by definition, Fp (B1 − P̃ ) ≤ εp · 2k−1 , and Fp (P1 − B1 ) ≤ 2k . By
Lemma 28 with X = P1 − B1 and Y = B1 − P̃ ,
1

|m01 − m1 | = O(kB1 − P̃ kpp + kB1 − P̃ kp kP1 − B1 kpp−1 ) = O(εp 2k + ε(2k ) p (2k )
and finally |(m1 + m2 ) − (m01 + m02 )| ≤ O(εm) + εm2 = O(εm).

p−1
p

) = O(ε2k )
J

I Lemma 30. Let 1 < p ≤ 2. The Lp prefix encoding of a b-length block B of the text can
be computed in time Õ(b2 + ε−2 b log σ) and space Õ(b + ε−2−p log2 σ).
Proof. For j = 1, . . . , b, we naively compute the Lp distance between the suffix of B and
the prefix of P in O(b) time. We then find the positions qk . For each k = 0, . . . , dlog bσ p e,
we can find the positions qki in O(b) time and compute the sketches in Õ(ε−2 b) time by
Theorem 26.
J

3

Suffix sketches

In this section, we give the definitions and explain how we maintain the suffix sketches for
each of the distances.

3.1

Hamming distance

We first recall Euclidean suffix sketches as presented in [17]. In fact, we will not use them for
the Euclidean distance as for it we can use the generic solution of Section 3.3, but they will
serve as a foundation of Hamming suffix sketches.
All sketches presented in this section are correct with constant probability, which can
be amplified to 1 − δ for arbitrarily small δ by a standard method of repeating sketching
independently Θ(log δ −1 ) times and taking the median of the estimates.
I Lemma 31 (Euclidean sketches [2]). Let M be a random matrix of size d × n filled with
4-wise independent random ±1 variables, for d = Θ(ε−2 ) chosen big enough. For a vector
ε
X ∈ Rn there is √1d kM Xk2 = kXk2 with constant probability 9/10, taken over all possible
choices of M . We say that a vector M X of dimension d is a Euclidean sketch of X.
I Definition 32 (Euclidean suffix sketches [17]). Consider a word X of length n. We define
its Euclidean suffix sketch as follows.
Let b be the block length. Let R be a random matrix of size d × b filled with 4-wise independent random ±1 variables and let α1 , . . . , αdn/be be 4-wise independent random coefficients
with values ±1 as well. We define a matrix M of size d × n such that Mi,jb+k = αj · Ri,k .
Let X 0 be a word of length dn/be · b obtained from X by appending an appropriate number
of zeroes. The Euclidean suffix sketch of X is defined as eSketch(X) = M X 0 , where X 0 is
considered as a vector.
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Observe that the matrix M does not need to be accessed explicitly. Indeed, from

T
P
M X 0 = i αi · R · X 0 [bi], . . . , X 0 [bi + b − 1] it follows that the Euclidean suffix sketch
can be computed by first sketching each block of X 0 using the matrix R, and then taking a
linear combination of the sketches of the blocks (using the random ±1 coefficients αi ).
ε
I Lemma 33 ([17]). Selecting d = Θ(ε−2 ) gives √1d keSketch(X)k2 = kXk2 with probability
at least 9/10 (taken over all possible choices of R, αi ).
ε
By linearity of sketches, we obtain kX − Y k2 = √1d keSketch(X) − eSketch(Y )k2 with
probability at least 9/10 as well.
We now define Hamming suffix sketches. First note that for binary words X, Y there
is Ham(X, Y ) = kX − Y k2 , and therefore in the case of the binary alphabet we can use
the Euclidean suffix sketches. We will now show how to reduce the case of arbitrary
polynomial-size alphabets to the case of the binary alphabet.
To this end, [17] used a random mapping of Karloff [29] as a black-box reduction, which
led to sketches of size ∼ ε−4 . We now show a more careful reduction to avoid this overhead
and to achieve dependency ε−2 in total. Consider a word morphism defined on alphabet as
µ : Σ → {0, 1}σ , µ(a) = 0a 10σ−a−1 (and acting on words by concatenating the images of
each character of the input word). Note that kµ(X) − µ(Y )k22 = 2 · kX − Y kH , thus using
the Euclidean suffix sketches on top of µ(X) and µ(Y ) allows computation of the respective
Hamming distance. Formally,
I Definition 34 (Hamming suffix sketches [17]). Consider a word X of length n on the
alphabet of size σ. We define its Hamming suffix sketch as follows.
Let b be the block length, R be a random matrix of size d×σb filled with 4-wise independent
random ±1 variables, and α1 , . . . , αdn/be be 4-wise independent random coefficients with values
±1 as well. We define a matrix M of size d × σn such that Mi,σjb+k = αj · Ri,k .
Let X 0 be a word of length dn/be · b obtained from X by appending an appropriate number
of zeroes. The Hamming suffix sketch of X is defined as hSketch(X) = M µ(X 0 ), where µ(X 0 )
is considered as a vector.
ε
1
I Lemma 35. Selecting d = Θ(ε−2 ) gives 2d
khSketch(X)k22 = kXkH with probability at
least 9/10 (taken over all possible choices of R, αi ).
Proof. Follows immediately as a corollary of Lemma 33 and the properties of the embedding µ.
In more detail, the following holds with probability at least 9/10:
1
· khSketch(X)k22 =
2d
1
1
1
ε 1
=
kM µ(X 0 )k22 =
kM µ(X)k22 =
keSketch(µ(X))k22 = kµ(X)k22 = kXkH .
2d
2d
2d
2

J

As µ(X), µ(Y ) are sparse, there is an efficient streaming algorithm for maintaining the
Hamming suffix sketches of a text:
I Lemma 36. Given a text T , there is a streaming algorithm that for every position i outputs
the Hamming suffix sketch of a word T [b · k + 1, i], where k is the largest integer such that
i − b · k ≤ n. The algorithm takes O(dn/b + log dσn) space and O(d(1 + n/b2 )) time per
character.
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3.2

Manhattan (L1 ) distance

To show efficient suffix sketches for the Manhattan distance, we consider a word morphism
ν : Σ → {0, 1}σ , ν(a) = 1a 0σ−a . Note that kν(X) − ν(Y )k22 = kν(X) − ν(Y )kH = kX − Y k1 ,
thus using the Hamming suffix sketches on top of ν(X) and ν(Y ) allows computation of the
respective Manhattan distance.
However, if we apply the morphism straightforwardly, we will have to pay an extra σ
factor per character to compute the Manhattan suffix sketches. To improve the running time,
we will use range-summable hash functions. Range-summable hash functions were introduced
by Feigenbaum et al. [20], and later their construction was improved by Calderbank et al. [9].
I Definition 37 (cf. [9]). A family H of hash functions h(x; ξ) : [t] × {0, 1}s → {−1, 1}
(here x is the argument and ξ is the seed) is called k-independent, range-summable if it
satisfies the following properties for any h ∈ H:
1. (k-independent) for all distinct 0 ≤ x1 , . . . , xk < t and all b1 , . . . , bk ∈ {−1, +1},
Pr

ξ∈{0,1}s

[h(x1 ; ξ) = b1 ∧ · · · ∧ h(xk ; ξ) = bk ] = 2−k

2. (range-summable) there exists a function g such that given a pair of integers 0 ≤ α, β ≤ σ,
P
and a seed ξ, the value g(α, β; ξ) = α≤x<β h(x; ξ) can be computed in time polynomial
in log t.3
I Corollary 38 (cf. Theorem 3.1 [9]). There is a 4-independent, range-summable family of
hash functions h(x; ξ) : [t] × {0, 1}s → {−1, +1} with a random seed ξ of length s = O(log2 t)
such that any range-sum g(α, β; ξ) can be computed in O(log3 t) time.
I Observation 39. For a word X = x1 x2 . . . xn , let Y = ν(X) = y1 y2 . . . ynσ . Let h, g be as
Pn
Pnσ
in Corollary 38 with t = nσ. Then i=1 g(iσ, iσ + xi ; ξ) = i=1 yi h(i; ξ).
Thus, we see that range-summable hash functions can be used to efficiently simulate ν.
I Definition 40 (Manhattan suffix sketches). Consider X be a word of length n. We define
its Manhattan suffix sketch as follows.
Let b be the block length. Let h, g be as in Corollary 38 with t = bdσ. Let R be a random
matrix of size d × σb filled with 4-wise independent random ±1 variables, such that Ri,k =
h(ibσ + k; ξ) and let α1 , . . . , αdn/be be 4-wise independent random coefficients with values ±1
as well. We define a matrix M of size d × σn such that Mi,σjb+k = αj · Ri,k = αj · h(dk + i; ξ).
Let X 0 be a word of length dn/be·b obtained from X by appending an appropriate number of
zeroes. The Manhattan suffix sketch of X is defined as mSketch(X) = M ν(X 0 ), where ν(X 0 )
is considered as a vector.
ε
I Lemma 41. Selecting d = Θ(1/ε2 ) gives d1 kmSketch(X)k22 = kXk1 with probability at
least 9/10 (taken over all possible choices of αi and ξ).
Proof. Follows immediately as a corollary of Lemma 33 and the properties of the embedding ν.
In more detail, the following holds with probability at least 9/10:
1
· kmSketch(X)k22 =
d
1
1
1
ε
= kM ν(X 0 )k22 = kM ν(X)k22 = keSketch(ν(X))k22 = kν(X)k22 = kXk1 .
d
d
d
3

J

In [9], the function h was defined to take values in {0, 1}. We can change the range of values to {−1, +1}
by taking h0 = 1 − 2h while preserving the properties.
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I Lemma 42. Given a text T , there is a streaming algorithm that for every position i outputs
the Manhattan suffix sketch of a word T [b · k + 1, i], where k is the smallest integer such that
i − b · k ≤ n. The algorithm takes O(d · (n/b) + log2 σ) space, and O(d(1 + n/b2 ) · log3 (bdσ))
time per character.

3.3

Generic (Lp ) distance for 0 < p ≤ 2

For generic Lp distances, we use the approach of [26] based on p-stable distributions.
I Corollary 43. Given a text T , there is a streaming algorithm that for every position i
outputs the Lp suffix sketch of a word T [b · k + 1, i], where k is the smallest integer such
that i − b · k ≤ n. The algorithm takes O(ε−2 (n/b) · log(σn/ε) log(n/ε)) bits of space and
O(ε−2 (n/b) log(n)) time per character.
Proof. We start a new instance of the sketching algorithm of Theorem 26 at every block
border and continue running it for the next dn/be blocks. At each moment, there are O(n/b)
active instances of the algorithm. The bounds follow.
J

4

Proof of Theorem 3

Recall the structure of the algorithms. During the preprocessing, we compute the suffix
sketches of suffixes P [1, n], P [2, n], . . . , P [b, n] of P . During the main stage, the text is
processed by blocks of length b. To compute an approximation of the distance / the p’th
moment at a particular alignment, we divide the pattern into two parts: a prefix of length at
most b, and the remaining suffix. We compute an approximation of the distance / the p’th
moment for both of the parts and sum them up to obtain the final answer. To compute an
approximation of the distance / the p’th moment between the prefix and the corresponding
block of the text, we compute, while reading each block of the text, its prefix encoding, and
to compute an approximation of the distance / the p’th moment between the suffix and the
text, we use the suffix sketches.
1) Hamming (L0 ) distance. When we receive a new block of the text, we compute its
Hamming prefix encoding using the algorithm of Lemma 10 in O(b) space. We de-amortize
e −2 ) time per character. We
the computation over the subsequent block and spend O(ε
store the resulting encoding for the next O(n/b) blocks. In total, the encodings require
e −2 n/b) space. The Hamming suffix sketches of P [1, n], P [2, n], . . . , P [b, n] occupy
O(ε
O(ε−2 b) space. The algorithm of Lemma 36 that computes the suffix sketches takes
O(ε−2 n/b + log(ε−2 σn)) space and O(ε−2 (1 + n/b2 )) time per character. Consider a block
starting with position p. To compute the Hamming distances between n-length subwords
that end in this block and the pattern, we apply the following approach. First, while
reading the block preceding the current one, we decode the Hamming prefix encoding of
the block that starts at position p − n using Lemma 11. We de-amortize the algorithm
e −2 ) time per character. Hence, at the position i, we know the (1 ± ε)to spend O(ε
approximation between the prefixes of the pattern and the corresponding subwords of the
text. At each position, we can compute the Hamming distance between the corresponding
e −2 ) time using the Hamming suffix sketch. By
suffix of the pattern and the text in O(ε
√
taking b = n, we obtain the claim.
2) Manhattan (L1 ) distance. We proceed analogously to the Hamming distance case.
e
The Manhattan prefix encoding of each block is computed using Lemma 16, in O(b)
time per character. We store the resulting encoding for the next O(n/b) blocks, giving
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e −2 n/b) space. The Manhattan suffix sketches of P [1, n], P [2, n], . . . , P [b, n]
in total O(ε
e −2 (b + n/b) + log2 σ) space and
occupy O(ε−2 b) space. Algorithm of Lemma 42 takes O(ε
−2
2
e
O(ε (1 + n/b )) time per character. For decoding the prefix encoding we use Lemma 17,
√
e
spending O(b)
time per character. Once again we take b = n, and assume w.l.o.g.
√
ε−1 ≤ n (as otherwise we can use a naive algorithm with O(n) space and O(n) time
per character).
3) Generic (Lp ) distance for 0 < p < 1. The Lp prefix encodings of the blocks are come · b) time per character. We store the resulting encodings
puted using Lemma 23, using O(t
e −2 n/b) space. The Lp suffix sketches of
for the next O(n/b) blocks, giving in total O(ε
−2
e
P [1, n], P [2, n], . . . , P [b, n] occupy O(ε b log σ) space. Algorithm of Corollary 43 come −2 (n/b) log σ) space and O(ε
e −2 n/b) time
putes the Lp suffix sketches for the text in O(ε
e · b) time
per character. For decoding the prefix encoding we use Lemma 24, spending O(t
√
per character. We take b = n, and substitute t accordingly to Theorem 18.
4) Generic (Lp ) distance for 1 < p < 2. Note that for ε < 1/n we can use a naive
algorithm, that is to store S itself in O(n) space. The update takes constant time, and
computing the Lp norm takes O(n) time which is better than the guarantees of the
theorem for such values of ε. For ε ≥ 1/n, the algorithm of Lemma 30 computes the
e + ε−2−p log2 σ) space and O(b
e + ε−2 log σ) time
Lp prefix encodings of the blocks in O(b
2
e −2−p (n/b) log σ) space. The Lp suffix sketches
per character. The encodings occupy O(ε
e −2 b log σ) space. Algorithm of Corollary 43
of P [1, n], P [2, n], . . . , P [b, n] occupy O(ε
e −2 (n/b) log σ) space and O(ε
e −2 n/b)
computes the Lp suffix sketches for the text in O(ε
√
√
−p/2
−1
time per character. Taking b = ε
n and assuming w.l.o.g. ε < n, we obtain the
claim.

5

Conclusion

We pose several open questions. First is whether the time-complexity for 1/2 < p < 1 can
be improved to not involve any dependency on σ. For this we need a better technique than
bounding variance of the embedding into Hamming distance: in our technique, the tail gets
”too heavy”. Another pressing question is whether for all values of p > 0 we could improve
√
upon n time per character. We also remark that it seems unlikely that an embedding to
Hamming space could be used to reduce space complexity for p > 1: Lpp does not admit the
triangle inequality while the Hamming distance does, and the Lp distance is not additive
with respect to concatenation, while the Hamming distance is.
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Omitted proofs

I Lemma 4. Let 2 ≤ 1/ε < n and 0 ≤ p ≤ 2. Any (1 ± ε)-approximation algorithm that
computes the Lp distance between a pattern and a streaming text for each alignment, must
use Ω(min(1/ε2 , n)) bits of space.
Proof. Let us first show the lower bound for p = 0, i.e., for Hamming distance. We show
the lower bound by reduction to a two-party communication complexity problem called
GAP-Hamming-distance. In this problem, the two parties, Alice and Bob are given two
binary words of length n and a parameter g = εn, 1 ≤ g ≤ n/2. Alice sends Bob a message,
and Bob’s task is to output 1 if the Hamming distance between his and Alice’s word is larger
than n/2 + g, and zero if it is at most n/2 − g. Otherwise, he can output “don’t know”. By
Proposition 4.4 [10], the communication complexity of this problem is Ω(min{1/ε2 , n}).
We can now show a space lower bound for any (1±ε)-approximate algorithm for computing
the Hamming distance between the pattern and the text by a standard reduction. Suppose
that 2 ≤ 1/ε ≤ n there is an algorithm that uses o(min{1/ε2 , n}) bits of space. Let P be
Alice’s word, T Bob’s word. After reading P , the algorithm stores all the information about it
in o(min{1/ε2 , n}) bits of space. We construct the communication protocol as follows: Alice
sends the information about P to Bob. Using it, Bob can continue running the algorithm
and compute the approximation of the Hamming distance between P and T . We have thus
developed a communication protocol with complexity o(min{1/ε2 , n}), a contradiction.
We can now show the lower bound for 0 < p ≤ 2. We immediately obtain a space lower
bound for any (1 ± ε)-approximate algorithm for computing the p’th moment between the
pattern and the text at every alignment. Indeed, on binary words the p’th moment is equal
to the Hamming distance for all 0 < p ≤ 2. The lower bound for the Lp distance follows by
Observation 5.
J
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ε
I Lemma 8. For Zf as in Algorihtm 7 there is Zf = kU − V kH with probability at least 3/4.
Proof. Denote m = kU −V kH . Consider a fixed value r. Let I1 , I2 , . . . , In be binary variables
indicating existence of a mismatch between hSubr (U ) and V at positions 1, . . . , n, so that
P
Xr = j Ij . We observe that E [Xr ] = m/2r and therefore E [Zr ] = m, because each of
the m positions with mismatch between U and V generates a mismatch between hSubr (U )
and V with probability 1/2r .
Furthermore, as the function h in Definition
6 isdrawn from a pairwise independent
P
P 
P
family, there is Var [Xr ] = j Var[Ij ] ≤ j E (Ij )2 = j E [Ij ] = E [Xr ] = m/2r . Let
c = min{i : E [Xi ] ≤ k} = dlog2 m
k e. By Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
Pr[|Zr − m| ≥ 4

q
p
m2( c + 1)] = Pr[|Xr − m/2r | ≥ 22+(c+1−r)/2 m/2r ] ≤ 1/24+(c+1−r) (2)

We estimate Pr[f > c + 1] = Pr[Xc+1 > k]. Assumepw.l.o.g. that k ≥ 32.
p Observe that
m/2c ≤ k, which implies, for k ≥ 32, m/2c+1 + 4 m/2c+1 ≤ k/2 + 4 k/2 ≤ k. By
Equation 2, there is
p
Pr[Xc+1 > k] ≤ Pr[Xc+1 ≥ m/2c+1 + 4 m/2c+1 ] ≤ 1/16.
It follows that Pr[f > c + 1] = Pr[Xc+1 > k] ≤ 1/16. Hence, we obtain
√
p
Pr[|Zf − m| ≥ 4 2/k · m] ≤ Pr[|Zf − m| ≥ 4 m2c+1 ] ≤
≤ Pr[f > c + 1] +

c+1
X

√
Pr[|Zf − m| ≥ 4 m2c+1 and f = r] ≤

r=0

≤ Pr[f > c + 1] +

c+1
X

√
Pr[|Zr − m| ≥ 4 m2c+1 ] ≤

r=0

≤ 1/16 +

c+1
X

1/24+(c+1−r) < 1/4.

r=1

ε
It follows that we can choose k = Θ(1/ε2 ) large enough so that Zf = kU − V kH with
probability ≥ 3/4.
J
ε
I Lemma 14. For Zf as in Algorihtm 13 there is Zf = kU − V k1 with probability ≥ 3/4.
Proof. Take some position i anddenote
  for
 short a = mSubr (U )[i] and b = mSub
 r (V )[i] and
[i]
c = U [i]−V
.
There
is
|a
−
b|
∈
|c|
,
|c|
and
E
[|a
−
b|]
=
|c|.
Since
|a
−
b|
−
2r

 

  |c| is a 0/1
variable, there is Var [|a − b|] = Var |a − b| − |c|
≤ E |a − b| − |c|
≤ E [|a − b|].
Summing for all values of i, we reach that
Var [Xr ] = Var [kmSubr (U ) − mSubr (V )k1 ] ≤ E [kmSubr (U ) − mSubr (V )k1 ] = E [Xr ] .
Since we have reached an identical variance bound, the proof follows step-by-step the proof
of Lemma 8.
J
I Theorem 18. Given 0 < p < 1 and ε > 0 there is a word morphism ϕ : c ∈ Σ →
dt−1
cd00 cd22 . . . ct−1
such that:
2p−1
2p−1
−2
e
e −3 ) when p = 1/2 and t = O(σ
e 1−p /ε2+3· 1−p )
1) t = O(ε ) when 0 < p < 1/2, t = O(ε
when 1/2 < p < 1.
2) values of t and d0 , . . . , dt−1 do not depend on c,
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3) there exists a constant α = α(p, ε) such that for any two words U, V of length at most n,
ε
we have kU − V kpp = α · kϕ(U ) − ϕ(V )kH with probability at least 9/10,
4) it is enough for the randomness to be realized by a hash function r : [t] → [D] from a
4-independent hash function family for some D = poly(nσε−1 ), which can be generated
e
from a O(log
σ) bits size seed.
Proof. We will consider three cases: 0 < p < 1/2, p = 1/2, and 1/2 < p < 1.
Case 0 < p < 1/2. Our plan is to build upon the scheme highlighted earlier in this section.
Specifically, we preserve the values of ci .
0
Consider a pair of characters c, c0 . First, note that E [x] isan increasing function of
 |c − c |.
ε
(1+ε)p
1
0 p
−1
From this and Equation 1 we obtain that E [x] = |c − c | (1+ε)p −1 + (1+ε)1−p −1 ε for
all values of |c − c0 |.
1
Second, fix q = d 1−p
log1+ε (σε−3 )e and observe that truncating the sum after the (q − 1)th term introduces an additional factor 1 ± Θ(ε) to the approximation, since for c 6= c0 we
have
X
i≥q

di ·

q p−1
|c − c0 |
ε−1 σ
−1
0 ((1 + ε) )
=
ε
|c
−
c
|
≤
= Θ(ε).
(1 + ε)i
1 − (1 + ε)p−1
(1 − (1 + ε)p−1 )σε−3

We also round di down to the nearest integer, which introduces an additional 1 ± Θ(ε)
dq−1
relative error, since ∀i di ≥ ε−1 . Finally, we set ϕ(c) = cd00 . . . cq−1
. We then have
1
E [kϕ(c) − ϕ(c0 )kH ] = Θ(ε−2 |c − c0 |p p(1−p)
).
To guarantee that the equality holds with probability at least 9/10 and not just in
expectation, we repeat the scheme several times, with independent random seeds. That is,
consider morphisms ϕ1 (c), ϕ2 (c), . . . , ϕs (c) and define a morphism ϕ(c) = ϕ1 (c)ϕ2 (c) . . . ϕs (c)
with property:
E [kϕ(c) − ϕ(c0 )kH ] = s · E [kϕi (c) − ϕi (c0 )kH ] = s · Θ(ε−2 |c − c0 |p

1
).
p(1 − p)

Assume w.l.o.g. that (1 + ε)`−1 < |c − c0 | ≤ (1 + ε)` . We proceed to bound
Var [kϕ(c) − ϕ(c0 )kH ] ≤ s ·
≤s·

q
X
i=`+1
q
X

(di )2 · Pr[ci 6= c0i ] ≤
ε−2 ((1 + ε)2p )i

i=`+1

≤ s · ε−2 |c − c0 |

∞
X

|c − c0 |
≤
(1 + ε)i

((1 + ε)2p−1 )i ≤

i=`+1

(1 + ε)2p−1
≤
1 − (1 + ε)2p−1
1
= s · O(|c − c0 |2p ε−3
).
1 − 2p

≤ s · ε−2 |c − c0 |2p

0 2p −3

2

| ε (p(p−1))
−1 1
We set s = Θ( ε|c−c
2 (|c−c0 |p ε−2 )2 (1−2p) ) = O(ε
1−2p ) for the claim to hold via Chebyshev’s
inequality. The error probability coming from Chebyshev’s inequality can be made arbitrarily
small constant by fixing the constant factor in s to be large enough. We finally set t = sq.
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0
ε
Case p = 1/2. Note that for p, p0 such that |p − p0 | ≤ logσ (1 + ε) we have |x|p = |x|p for
all −σ ≤ x ≤ σ. We can therefore reduce this case to p = 1/2 − logσ (1 + ε). However, we
have to take into account that the asymptotic growth of t hides 1/(1 − 2p) dependency on p
e −3 ) for p = 1/2.
for 0 < p < 1/2, hence t = O(ε

Case 1/2 < p < 1. The proof follows the steps of the case 0 < p < 1/2. We first bound
the variance:
q
X

Var [kϕ(c) − ϕ(c0 )kH ] ≤ s ·

(di )2 · Pr[ci 6= c0i ] =

i=`+1
q
X

= s · ε−2 |c − c0 |

((1 + ε)2p−1 )i =

i=`+1

= s · O(ε

−3

|c − c0 |((1 + ε)q )2p−1 ) =

= s · O(ε−3 |c − c0 |σ

We set s = Θ

2p−1

ε−3 |c−c0 |σ 1−p /ε
ε−2 |c−c0 |2p

3·

2p−1
1−p

2p−1
1−p


= O(σ

2p−1

/ε3· 1−p ).
2p−1
1−p

2p−1

/ε1+3· 1−p ), so that by Chebyshev’s

ε
inequality, the probability of obtaining kU − V kpp = α · kϕ(U ) − ϕ(V )kH is an arbitrarily
small constant (by setting s to be large enough).
Randomness. The only source of randomness in the description are the values ri ∈ [0, 1]
picked u.a.r. and independently. We note that the values ri can be picked instead as a finite
precision floating-point numbers. Since all the values we are working with are bounded by
poly(nσε−1 ), it is enough to set precision accordingly. We also observe that our concentration
argument involves only Chebyshev’s inequality and thus only the variance and the expected
value, so it suffices to require that ri are 4-wise independent.
J
ε
I Lemma 21. For Zf as in Algorihtm 20 there is Zf = kS − QkH with probability ≥ 3/4.
e0 e0

e0

Proof. Consider a fixed subsampling level r. For simplicity, let Subr (S) = s11 s22 . . . smm and
e0 e0
e0
e0
e0
Subr (Q) = q11 q22 . . . qmm . Define a random variable xi to be the contribution of of si i , qi i to
the Hamming distance Xr , i.e.
e0

e0

xi = ksi i − qi i kH = e0i · ksi − qi kH .
Since e0i ∈ {dei /2r e, bei /2r c} and E [e0i ] = ei /2r , we have E [xi ] = ei · ksi − qi kH and
Var [xi ] = Var [xi − bei /2r c] ≤ E [xi − bei /2r c] ≤ E [xi ] .
Summing over all values of i, we reach E [Xr ] = kS − QkH and Var [Xr ] ≤ E [Xr ]. These
bounds are identical to that of Lemma 8 and we can proceed in a similar fashion to obtain
the claim.
J
I Lemma 28. Let 1 < p ≤ 2. For any two vectors X, Y of equal length, kX +Y kpp −kXkpp =
O(kY kpp + kY kp · kXkp−1
).
p
Proof. Consider x, y ∈ R. If |x| ≥ |y|, then by Taylor expansion, |x + y|p = |x|p (1 + y/|x|)p =
|x|p (1 + O(|y/x|)) = |x|p ± O(|y||x|p−1 ). If |x| < |y|, then |x + y|p = O(|y|p ). Thus for any
real values, we have
|x + y|p = |x|p + O(|y|p + |y| · |x|p−1 ).
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Denote X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]T and Y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ]T . There is
!
kX + Y

kpp

=

X

p

|xi + yi | =

i

X

p

|xi | ± O

i

X

p

|yi | +

i

X

p−1

|yi ||xi |

.

i

Pick q = p/(p − 1) so that 1/p + 1/q = 1. By Hölder’s inequality:
!1/p
X
i

|yi ||xi |p−1 ≤

X
i

|yi |p

!1/q
X

|xi |(p−1)q

= kY kp kXkpp−1 .

J

i

I Lemma 36. Given a text T , there is a streaming algorithm that for every position i outputs
the Hamming suffix sketch of a word T [b · k + 1, i], where k is the largest integer such that
i − b · k ≤ n. The algorithm takes O(dn/b + log dσn) space and O(d(1 + n/b2 )) time per
character.
Proof. We fix the matrix R and the random coefficients α1 , . . . , αdn/be from Definition 34.
We do not store R and αi explicitly, but generate them using two hash functions drawn at
random from a 4-wise independent family. For example, to generate R we can consider a
family of polynomials 2((ax3 + bx2 + cx + d mod p) mod 2) − 1, with parameters a, b, c, d
chosen u.a.r. from the prime field Fp for p ≥ db, and αi can be generated in a similar fashion.
This way, we need to store only O(log(dσb) + log(n/b)) = O(log dσn) random bits that define
the coefficients of two polynomials to generate R and αi .
We process the text T by blocks B1 , B2 , . . . of length b. For each block Bk we compute
its sketch using the matrix R. That is, at the beginning of each block we initialize its sketch
as a zero vector of length d. When a new character T [i] of a block Bk arrives, we compute
and add [M [1, i · bσ + T [i]], M [2, i · bσ + T [i]], . . . , M [d, i · bσ + T [i]]]T to the sketch, which
takes O(d) time. We store the sketch of Bk until the block Bk+dn/be and use it to compute
the suffix sketches for the positions in this block.
Consider now a block Bk+dn/be . We first compute the suffix sketch for the position
b · (k + dn/be), which is the position preceding the block Bk+dn/be . The suffix sketch for it
is simply a linear combination of the sketches of the blocks Bk+dn/be−1 , Bk+dn/be−2 , . . . , Bk
with coefficients α1 , . . . , αdn/be−1 . Since each sketch is a vector of length d, we can compute
the linear combination in O(dn/b) time. To make this computation time-efficient, we start
it b positions before position b · (k + dn/be) arrives, and de-amortise the computation over
these b positions. This way, we use only O(dn/b2 ) time per character.
Now, using the suffix sketch for the position b · (k + dn/be), we can compute the suffix
sketches for all positions in the block Bk+dn/be one-by-one, using only O(d) time per character:
When a new character T [i] arrives, we add [αdn/be M [1, i · bσ + T [i]], αdn/be M [2, i · bσ +
T [i]], . . . , αdn/be M [d, i · bσ + T [i]]]T to the suffix sketch to update it.
Note that at any time we store O(n/b) sketches of the blocks, so the algorithm uses
O(dn/b + log dσn) space in total.
J
I Lemma 42. Given a text T , there is a streaming algorithm that for every position i outputs
the Manhattan suffix sketch of a word T [b · k + 1, i], where k is the smallest integer such that
i − b · k ≤ n. The algorithm takes O(d · (n/b) + log2 σ) space, and O(d(1 + n/b2 ) · log3 (bdσ))
time per character.
Proof. The proof mirrors the proof of Lemma 36, and we describe the key elements. We
fix the random coefficients α1 , . . . , αdn/be and the hash function h from Definition 40. As
previously, we do not store the coefficients αi explicitly, but generate them using a hash
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function drawn at random from a 4-wise independent family. The matrix R is already defined
by h, with the following parameters: it requires O(log2 (bdσ)) bits of seed, and range-sum
queries are answered in time O(log3 (bdσ)).
In the sketching of blocks, we proceed in the same manner, except that when a new
P
character T [i] of a block Bk arrives, we compute and add 0≤j<T [i] [M [1, i·bσ+j], . . . , M [d, i·
bσ + j]]T = αi · [g(bσ, bσ + T [i]; ξ), g(2bσ, 2bσ + T [i]; ξ), . . . , g(d · bσ, d · bσ + T [i]; ξ)]T to the
sketch, which takes O(d · log3 (bdσ)) time (log3 (bdσ) times slower as the corresponding step
in Lemma 36).
Consider now a block Bk+dn/be . When a new character T [i] arrives, we update the suffix
sketch by adding αdn/be · [g(bσ, bσ + T [i]; ξ), g(2bσ, 2bσ + T [i]; ξ), . . . , g(d · bσ, d · bσ + T [i]; ξ)]T
to it.
All of the operations are O(log3 (bdσ)) time slower than the corresponding steps in
Lemma 36, and the memory complexity is increased by the seed size O(log2 (bdσ)) term
(log2 b and log2 d terms get absorbed).
J
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The problem of computing a bi-Lipschitz embedding of a graphical metric into the line with minimum
distortion has received a lot of attention. The best-known approximation algorithm computes an
embedding with distortion O(c2 ), where c denotes the optimal distortion [Bădoiu et al. 2005]. We
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with |K| = k, such that (X \ K, ρ) admits an embedding into the line with distortion at most c.
Given k ≥ 0, and a metric space that admits a (k, c)-embedding, for some c ≥ 1, our algorithm
computes a (poly(k, c, log n), poly(c))-embedding in polynomial time. This is the first algorithmic
result for outlier bi-Lipschitz embeddings. Prior to our work, comparable outlier embeddings where
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1

Introduction

The theory of metric embeddings provides an extensive toolbox that has found applications
in several geometric data-analytic tasks. At the high level, an embedding of a metric space
M = (X, ρ) into some metric space M0 = (X 0 , ρ) is a mapping f : X → X 0 that preserves
certain interesting geometric properties of M. In most cases, it is desirable to obtain
embeddings that minimize some notion of distortion.
Despite the success of metric embeddings methods in several application domains, one
significant limitation of most existing methods is that they are not robust to noise in the
form of outlier points in the input. This setting is of particular interest in the case where
the data does not perfectly fit the underlying geometric model, or when some points are
corrupted due to measurement errors. The outlier model also has connections to the setting
of adversarial machine learning [13]. More specifically, in the setting of poisoning attacks,
it is often assumed that a small subset of the training data set is corrupted adversarially.
For example, in a classification application, some of the training samples can be modified
arbitrarily. Therefore, it is important to design data-analytic primitives that are robust
against this type of adversarial input perturbation.
Our aim is to bypass the limitations of current metric embedding methods by designing
approximation algorithms that given some input space M, they compute a small subset of
points to delete, and an embedding of the residual space into some desired host space.
© Karine Chubarian and Anastasios Sidiropoulos;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
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1.1

Our contribution

We now formally define outlier embeddings and state our main result. Let M = (X, ρ),
M0 = (X 0 , ρ0 ) be metric spaces. An injection f : X → X 0 is called an embedding. Given an
embedding f , its distortion is defined as
distortion(f ) = sup
x6=y∈X

ρ0 (f (x), f (y))
ρ(x0 , y 0 )
· sup
.
0
0
0
ρ(x, y)
x0 6=y 0 ∈X ρ (f (x ), f (y ))

We also refer to this notion of distortion as multiplicative distortion. An embedding is
bi-Lipschitz if its distortion is bounded. When M0 = (R, `2 ) then we say that M admits an
embedding into the line. If distortion(f ) ≤ c, then we say that f is a c-embedding. We use
the following definition for outlier embeddings (see also [19]).
A metric space M = (X, ρ) admits a (k, c)-embedding into another metric space M0 =
0 0
(X , ρ ) for some c ≥ 1, k ≥ 0 if there exists K ⊆ X, with |K| ≤ k, and f : X \ K → X 0 ,
with distortion(f ) ≤ c. We say that such K ⊆ X is an outlier set (w.r.t. f ).
In the present work, we focus on the case where the input metric space is the shortestpath metric of an unweighted graph, and the host space is the real line. This setting, but
without outliers, has been studied extensively in the literature (see Section 1.2 for a more
detailed discussion). The shortest-path metrics of unweighted graphs arise naturally in
applications, for example, when considering the k-NN graph of a point set; that is, by taking
the set of vertices to be a set of samples from some unknown manifold, and the edge set
to be all pairs {u, v}, where u is one of the k nearest neighbors of v. Moreover, the case
of embedding into the real line is a prototypical mathematical model for the problem of
discovering 1-dimensional structure in a metrical data set.
The following summarizes the main result of this paper.
I Theorem 1. Let G be a graph, k ≥ 0, c ≥ 1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm
which given G, k, and c, terminates with exactly one of the following outcomes:
(1) Correctly decides that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line.
(2) Computes a (O(c6 k log5/2 n), O(c13 ))-embedding of G into the line.

1.2

Related work

Low-distortion metric embeddings have been studied extensively within mathematics and
computer science. We refer the reader to [14] for a detailed exposition of the work that is of
main interest for computer science. Here, we discuss some results relevant to our work.
Approximation algorithms. The problem of computing an embedding of some input metric
space M into some host space M0 with approximately minimum distortion has received a lot
of attention. Most positive results are concerned with the case where M0 is the line, or, more
generally, some 1-dimensional space. Specifically, Bădoiu et al. [6] obtained an algorithm
which given an unweighted graph that admits a c-embedding into the line, computes a
O(c3 )-embedding into the line. Approximation algorithms have also been obtained by Bădoiu
et al. [5] for the case where the input is a weighted tree, and by Nayyeri and Raichel [17] for
the case where the input is a general metric space.
Approximation algorithms for embedding into more general 1-dimensional spaces have
also been considered. Bădoiu et al. [3] consider the case where the host space is a tree, Chepoi
et al. [8] consider the case where the host space is an outerplanar graph, and Nayyeri and
Raichel [18] generalize this to the case where the host space is a graph of bounded treewidth.
Carpenter et al. [7] obtain an approximation algorithm for embedding unweighted graphs
into subdivisions of any fixed “pattern” graph H (embedding into the line corresponds to H
being a single edge, while embedding into a cycle is the case where H is a triangle).
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The case of higher-dimensional host spaces appears to be significantly more challenging.
The only positive results are an approximation algorithm for embedding finite subsets of
the 2-sphere into R2 [6], and approximation algorithms for embedding ultrametrics into Rd
[4, 10]. On the negative side, it is shown that for any d ≥ 1, the problem of embedding into
d-dimensional Euclidean space with minimum distortion is hard to approximate within a
factor of nα/d , for some constant α > 0 (the case d = 1 is due to [5] and d ≥ 2 is due to [16]).
FPT algorithms. The problem of computing an embedding into the line parameterized by
the optimal distortion has also been considered. Fellows et al. [12] gave an FPT algorithm for
embedding unweighted graphs into the line. A nearly-matching lower bound on the running
time (assuming ETH) was obtained by Lokshtanov et al. [15]. FTP algorithms for embedding
unweighted graphs into subdivisions of an arbitrary fixed pattern graph H have also been
obtained by Carpenter et al. [7].
Outlier embeddings. The problem of computing outlier embeddings was introduced by
Sidiropoulos et al. [19]. They considered the case of embedding into d-dimensional Euclidean
space, and into trees. The main difference with our work is that [19] deals with the case of
additive distortion, while we are concerned with multiplicative distortion. As a result, the
results in [19] are incomparable to ours. We remark, however, that the case of mutliplicative
distortion is known to be significantly more challenging. To the best of our knowledge, our
result is the first non-trivial upper bound for computing outlier embeddings minimizing the
multiplicative distortion.

1.3

High-level overview of the algorithm

We now give an informal description of our algorithm, highlighting the main technical
challenges. The input consists of an undirected graph G and some k ≥ 0, c ≥ 1. The
algorithm either correctly decides that there exists no (k, c)-embedding of G into the line, or
outputs a (k 0 , c0 )-embedding of G into the line, for some k 0 = poly(k, c, log n), c0 = poly(c).
The crux of the algorithm is to identify and remove three “obsrtuctions” for low-distortion
embeddability into the line. These three obstructions are regions of high density, large
metrical cycles and large metrical tripods. We next discuss the steps used to handle each one
of these obstructions, and describe how all the steps are combined in the final algorithm.
Obstruction 1: Reducing the density. The density of a graph is defined to be
∆(G) =

|BallG (v, R)| − 1
.
2R
v∈V (G),R∈N
max

It is known that the density of any graph that admits a c-embedding into the line is O(c) [6].
Therefore, if G admits a (k, c)-embedding, then there must exist some set of at most k
vertices, whose deletion leaves a graph with density O(c). We observe that the density of a
graph is a hereditary property, meaning that for any H ⊆ G, we have ∆(H) ≤ ∆(G). This
leads to a following recursive procedure: if the density is higher than O(c), we compute a
balanced vertex separator X ⊆ V (G), and recurse on G \ X. We set
[
Kdensity :=
X.
all separators X

Let us also denote G \ Kdensity as G0 . It is immediate that ∆(G0 ) = O(c), and we show that
|Kdensity | = poly(k, c, log n).
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Obstruction 2: Eliminating large metrical cycles. It is known that any embedding of the
n-cycle into the line must incur distortion Ω(n) [6]. More generally, it is possible to define an
obstruction, which we refer to as a metrical cycle, and which contains cycles as a special case,
but allows for more general shortest-path distances (see Figure 1). We show how to delete
a small number of vertices so that the resulting graph does not contain any large metrical
cycles, and then we find a low-distortion embedding into some forest.

Figure 1 Example of a large metrical cycle.

We now briefly describe the procedure for eliminating large metrical cycles. We start by
computing a poly(c)-net N in G0 . We then find a Voronoi partition P centered at N : for any
vertex v ∈ G0 , we assign v to a cluster centered at its nearest neighbour y ∈ N (we break ties
to ensure connectivity). Let H be the minor of G obtained by contracting each cluster to its
center y ∈ N . We compute an approximate minimum feedback vertex set Y in H. We set
[
Kforest :=
P(x),
x∈Y

and G00 = G0 \ Kforest . Note that the low density of G0 ensures that |Kforest | is small.
Furthermore, we show that G00 admits a low-distortion embedding into a forest.

Figure 2 Elimination of large metrical cycles. From left to right: the graph G0 , the minor H, the
forest H \ Y , and the graph G00 .

Obstruction 3: Eliminating large metrical tripods. A tripod is a tree consisting of the
union of three paths with a common endpoint; we say that a tripod is R-large if the length
of each of the three paths is at least R. Any embedding of a R-large tripod into the line
must incur distortion Ω(R). We show how to delete a small number of vertices so that the
resulting graph does not have any subgraphs with a shortest-path metric that resembles that
of a Ω(poly(c))-large tripod. More specifically, via a reduction to the Minimum Set Cover
problem, we compute some Z ⊆ V (H \ Y ), so that the forest H \ (Y ∪ Z) does not contain
any Ω(poly(c))-large tripods (see Figure 3). We set
Ktripod :=

[
w∈(H\Y )\Z

P(w).
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and G00 = G0 \ Ktripod . Since the forest H \ (Y ∪ Z) does not contain any large tripods, we
can show that it admits a low-distortion embedding into the line. Furthermore, we can use
this embedding to also embed G00 into the line.

Figure 3 Elimination of a large tripod. A yellow vertex removes the red tripod and the yellow
dotted tripod simultaneously.

Putting everything together. The final algorithm combines the above procedures for
eliminating the three obstructions that we have identified. At each obstruction elimination
step, we remove a small set of vertices. One additional complication is that, because cembeddability into the line is not a hereditary property, this can produce a graph that does
not admit a low-distortion embedding into the line. We show that this issue can be avoided
by deleting a slightly larger superset of vertices, which eliminates the obstruction at hand,
while maintaining the existence of a low-distortion embedding.

1.4

Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce necessary notation and definitions
in Section 2. In Section 3, we present our main algorithm and we state the main technical
results needed. In Section 3.2 we prove a technical lemma which will be applied throughout
the paper. Sections A, B, C, D elaborate on the subroutines executed by the main algorithm.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Graphs

Given a graph G, we refer to its vertex set as V (G) and to its edge set as E(G). For
any C ⊆ V (G), we denote by G[C] the subgraph of G induced on C. Let dG denote the
shortest-path distance of G; unless otherwise noted, we assume that all edges in G are
undirected and have unit length.
I Definition 2 (Local density). For any v ∈ V (G) and R ∈ N, we define
|BallG (v, R)| − 1
2R
The local density of the graph G is defined to be
∆G (v, R) =

∆(G) =

max
v∈V (G),R∈N

∆G (v, R).

I Definition 3 (Tripod). Let G be a graph, R ≥ 1, v, v1 , v2 , v3 ∈ V (G), and let P1 , P2 , P3 be
paths in G, where for all i ∈ [3], Pi is a path with endpoints v and vi . Suppose that for all
i 6= j ∈ [3], and for all u ∈ Pj , we have dG (vi , u) ≥ R. In other words, each endpoint vi is
at distance at least R from every vertex in the other two paths. Then we say that the tree
P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 is a R-tripod with root v (in G).
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v2

v1

v

v3

Figure 4 A tripod rooted at v with leaves v1 , v2 , v3 .

2.2

Some useful approximation results

For a graph G, a feedback vertex set is some X ⊆ V (G), such that G \ X is acyclic. In
the Minimum Feedback Vertex Set problem we are given a graph G and the goal is to
find a feedback vertex set in G of minimum cardinality. We recall the following result on
approximating the Minimum Feedback Vertex Set problem.
I Theorem 4 (Bafna et al. [1]). There exists a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm
for the Minimum Feedback Vertex Set problem.
Given a graph G and some α ∈ [0, 1), we say that some X ⊆ V (G) is a α-balanced vertex
separator (of G) if every connected component of G \ X has at most α · |V (G)| vertices. We
recall the following algorithmic result on computing balanced vertex separators.
I Theorem 5 (Feige et al. [11]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm which given a
graph that admits a 2/3-balanced vertex separator of size s, outputs a 3/4-balanced vertex
√
separator of size at most O( log n · s).
Recall that an instance to the Minimum Set Cover problem consists of some set U (the
universe), and a set C of subsets of U . The goal is to find a subset of C of minimum cardinality
that covers U .
I Theorem 6 (Chvátal [9]). There exists a polynomial-time O(log n)-approximation algorithm
for the Minimum Set Cover problem.

2.3

Voronoi minors

For some metric space M = (X, ρ), and some R > 0, we say that some N ⊆ X is a R-net of
S
M if for any p, q ∈ N , ρ(p, q) > R, and X ⊆ p∈N BallM (p, R). For a graph G, we say that
some N ⊆ V (G) is a R-net of G if N is a R-net of the shortest-path metric of G.
I Definition 7 (Graphical Voronoi partition). Let G be a graph, and let Y ⊆ V (G). Let P be
a partition of V (G) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Every cluster in P contains exactly one vertex in Y .
(2) For any v ∈ V (G), the cluster containing v, P(v), also contains some nearest neighbor
of v in Y .
(3) For any cluster C ∈ P, we have that G[C] is connected.
We say that P is a Voronoi partition of G centered at Y .
We note the following easy fact.
I Lemma 8. For any graph G, and Y ⊆ V (G), there exists a Voronoi partition P of G
centered at Y .
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y1

y1
y3

y3

y2
y2
Figure 5 A Voronoi partition centred at 3-net N = {y1 , y2 , y3 } and a corresponding 3-minor.

Proof. Construct P by assigning each v ∈ V (G) to the cluster containing its nearest neighbor
in Y . In order to ensure that each cluster C induces connected subgraph G[C] it suffices to
ensure that shortest-paths in G are unique. This can be achieved by breaking ties between
different paths lexicographically (viewing paths as sequences of vertices with unique integer
labels) (see also [6]).
J
I Definition 9 (R-Minor). Let G be a graph, R > 0, and let N be a R-net of G. Let P be a
Voronoi partition of G centered at N . Let H be the minor of G obtained by contracting each
cluster in C in P into the unique net point in C. Then we say that P is a R-partition and
H is a R-minor of G induced by P (see Figure 5 for an example).

3

The Main Algorithm

In this section we present and analyze the main algorithm of the paper. For the clarity, we
first state some key technical ingredients used by the algorithm. We then present the main
algorithm and its analysis. The proofs of the technical ingredients appear in latter Sections.

3.1

Technical ingredients used by the main algorithm

Density reduction. The first technical ingredient used by the main algorithm is a procedure
for reducing the local density of the input graph. This is summarized in Lemma 10. Its proof
is given in Section A.
I Lemma 10 (Density Reduction). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm given given a
graph G, k ≥ 0, c ≥ 1, terminates with exactly one of the following outcomes:
(1) Correctly decides that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line.
(2) Outputs some Y ⊆ V (G) such that ∆(G\Y ) ≤ c, with |Y | = O(ck log3/2 n). In particular,
if ∆(G) ≤ c, then the algorithm outputs ∅.
Eliminating large metrical cycles. The next technical ingredient is a procedure for eliminating large metrical cycles. This is summarized in Lemma 11, whose proof is given in
Section B.
I Lemma 11 (Embedding into a forest). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm which
given a graph G, c ≥ 1, and k ≥ 0, terminates with exactly one of the following outcomes:
(1) Correctly decides that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line.
(2) Outputs a c-net N of G, a c-partition P centered at N , a c-minor H induced by P, and
some feedback vertex set X of H, with |X| ≤ 2k.
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Figure 6 A 3 × n grid G can be embedded into the line with distortion O(1); one could follow
the red dotted path on the grid an embed the vertices consequently. A yellow line depicts U . Now,
if we delete a yellow vertex from G \ U , the resulting graph will be just a path.

Eliminating large metrical tripods. The next obstruction that the main algorithm needs
to remove is large metrical tripods. This is done using Lemmas 12 and 13. Their proofs
appear in Section C.
I Lemma 12 (Tripods as obstructions to embeddability). Let G be a graph, R ≥ 1, and let J
be a R-tripod in G. Then for any c-embedding of G into the line we have c ≥ 2R.
I Lemma 13 (Tripod elimination). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm which given a
forest F , R ≥ 1, k ≥ 0, terminates with exactly one of the following outcomes:
(1) Correctly decides that there exists no X 0 ⊆ V (F ), with |X 0 | ≤ k, such that F \ X 0 does
not contain any R-tripod as a subgraph.
(2) Outputs some X 0 ⊆ V (F ), with |X 0 | = O(k log n), such that F \ X 0 does not contain any
R-tripod as a subgraph.

Embedding a tree with no large tripods into the line. Once all the obstructions have
been removed, the problem is reduced to computing an embedding of a tree with no large
tripods into the line. This is done using Lemma 14, whose proof appears in Section D.
I Lemma 14. Let R ≥ 1, and let T be a tree that does not contain any R-tripod as a
subgraph. Then T admits a O(∆(T ) · R)-embedding into the line. Moreover, this embedding
can be computed in polynomial time.

3.2

The Repairing Lemma

The main algorithm proceeds in several steps. At each step, it uses some of the procedures
described above to delete small subsets of vertices. However, because c-embeddability into
the line is not a hereditary property, it is possible that the deletion of some small set of
vertices destroys some candidate solution. As an illustrative example, let G be the 3 × (n/3)
grid. Note that G admits a O(1)-embedding into the line (i.e. without outliers). This
embedding can be realized by consecutively traversing the columns of the grid. Let U be
the set of vertices that do not lie on the outer boundary cycle of G. Then, G \ U is the
(2n/3 + 2)-cycle, and therefore any embedding of G \ U into the line has distortion Ω(n).
However, by removing one additional vertex from G \ U we obtain a path, which admits a
1-embedding into the line (see Figure 6). We show that the above “repairing” process can be
performed for arbitrary U . First, we prove two auxiliary statements.
I Lemma 15. Let G be a graph, k > 0, c > 1. Assume that G admits a (k, c)-embedding
into a line. Suppose G admits a (k, c)-embedding into the line realized by f : G \ K → R.
Then, there exists a (k, c)-embedding f 0 of G into a line such that if j > i then for any
v ∈ Gi , w ∈ Gj we have f 0 (w) > f 0 (v).
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Proof. Let
v1 = arg min {f (v)}
v∈V (G)\K

v2 = arg max {f (v)}
v∈V (G)\K

and let M = f (v2 ) − f (v1 ). Without loss of generality, we can assume that f (v1 ) = 0 and
f (v2 ) = M by setting f (v) := f (v) − f (v1 ). For each v ∈ Gi we define f 0 (v) = f (v) + 2i · M .
We claim that f 0 and f have the same distortion. If v, w ∈ Gi then we have
|f 0 (w) − f 0 (v)| = |(f (w) + 2i · M ) − (f (w) + 2i · M )| = |f (w) − f (v)|.
If v ∈ Gi and w ∈ Gj for i 6= j then the distance between them in the embedding does not
contribute to the distortion.
It remains to show that f 0 (w) > f 0 (v) for all w ∈ Gj , v ∈ Gi with j > i. We have
f 0 (w) − f 0 (v) = f (w) − f (v) + 2(j − i)M > −M + 2M > 0
and the claim follows by induction.

J

Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph and let f : G → R. Consider Z = {v1 , . . . , vm } ⊆ V (G)
such that f (v1 ) < f (v2 ) < · · · < f (vm ). Then Z is consecutive with respect to f if for all
w ∈ V (G) \ U either f (w) < f (v1 ) or f (vm ) < f (w).
I Lemma 16. Let G be a graph, c > 0. Assume that G admits a (0, c)-embedding into the
line realized by f : G → R. Let Z = {z1 , . . . , zm } ⊆ V be consecutive with respect to f .
Suppose that f (vm ) − f (v1 ) ≥ c; then Z is a vertex separator in G.
Proof. We claim that
X = {x ∈ V (G) | f (x) < f (v1 )}
Y = {y ∈ V (G) | f (vk ) < f (y)}
are disconnected in G \ Z. Assume otherwise; then there exists {x, y} ∈ E(G) with
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y. Thus
|f (y) − f (x)| = f (y) − f (vk ) + f (vk ) − f (v1 ) + f (v1 ) − f (x) ≥ c + 1 > c · dG (x, y)
which contradicts the distortion assumption.

J

We can now prove the Repairing Lemma:
I Lemma 17 (Repairing Lemma). Let G be a graph, U ⊂ V (G), k ≥ 0, c ≥ 1. Suppose that G
admits a (k, c)-embedding into a line. Then, G\U admits a ((2c+1)|U |+k, 4c3 +c)-embedding
into a line.
Proof. Let f be a (K, c)-embedding of G into the line, with |K| = k. Let U 0 = U ∩ K, and
U 00 = U \ K. For any v ∈ U \ K, let
Iinner (v) = BallR (f (v), c),
Iouter (v) = BallR (f (v), 2c2 ) \ Iinner (v),
Vinner (v) = {u ∈ V (G) \ K : f (u) ∈ Iinner (v)}
Vouter (v) = {u ∈ V (G) \ K : f (u) ∈ Iouter (v)}
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exposed
inner

inner
outer

safe

v

outer

safe

Figure 7 Inner, outer, safe and exposed vertices with respect to v for c = 2.

Let also
Iinner =

[

Iinner (v)

v∈U \K


Iouter = 


[

Iouter (v) \ Iinner

v∈U \K

Vinner = {u ∈ V (G) \ K : f (u) ∈ Iinner },
Vouter = {u ∈ V (G) \ K : f (u) ∈ Iouter },
Vexposed = Vinner ∪ Vouter ,
Vsafe = V (G) \ Vexposed .
We can now define
K 0 = K ∪ Vinner .
Since the minimum distance in G is one, and f is non-contracting, it follows that
|K 0 | ≤ |K| + (2c + 1)|U |.
Let c0 = (4c3 + c). It remains to construct any (K 0 , c0 )-embedding f 0 . By lemma 15 it is
enough to construct a c0 -embedding for each connected component of G \ K 0
We may thus focus on any connected component C of G \ K 0 . Let f 0 = (4c2 + 1) · f |C
(that is, f 0 is the restriction of f on C scaled by a factor of 4c2 + 1). It suffices to show that
f 0 is a (4c3 + c)-embedding of C.
If there exist v ∈ U \ K, and u ∈ C such that f (v) < f (u), then we set
zL =

arg max

{f (v)},

v∈U \K:∀u∈C,f (zL )<f (u)

Similarly, if there exist v ∈ U \ K, and u ∈ C such that f (v) > f (u), then we set
zR =

arg min

{f (v)}.

v∈U \K:∀u∈C,f (zR )>f (u)

Let u, v ∈ V (C). We first bound the expansion of f 0 . Since K ⊂ K 0 , it follows what
dG\K (u, v) ≤ dG\K 0 (u, v), and thus
|f 0 (u) − f 0 (v)| = (4c2 + 1) · |f (u) − f (v)| ≤ (4c3 + c) · dG\K (u, v)
≤ (4c3 + c) · dG\K 0 (u, v).

(1)

It remains to show that f 0 is non-contractive. Let P be the shortest path between u and
v in G \ K. Let us first assume that u, v ∈ Vsafe ; we will consider the general case later. If
zL is defined and P ∩ Vouter (zL ), we first construct a new path P 0 that avoids Vouter (zL ), as
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follows. When traversing P starting from u, let u1 be the last vertex before visiting Vouter (zL )
for the first time; let also u2 be the first vertex visited immediately after leaving Vouter (zL )
for the last time.
Since the expansion of f is at most c, it follows that
f (u1 ) ∈ (f (zL ) + 2c2 , f (zL ) + 2c2 + c],
f (u2 ) ∈ (f (zL ) + 2c2 , f (zL ) + 2c2 + c],
and thus
dG\K (u1 , u2 ) ≤ |f (u1 ) − f (u2 )| ≤ c.

(2)

Let W be the shortest path between u1 and u2 in G \ K. Since every edge of W is
stretched by at most a factor of c in f , it follows by (2) that W cannot enter Vinner (zL ),
and thus W ⊆ G \ K 0 . Therefore dG\K 0 (u1 , u2 ) = dG\K (u1 , u2 ) ≤ c. We can replace P be
the path P 0 := P [u, u1 ] ◦ W ◦ P [u2 , v], which does not intersect vouter (zL ). We obtain that
length(P 0 ) = length(P [u, u1 ]) + length(W ) + length(P [u2 , v]) ≤ c + length(P ) ≤ c + dG\K (u, v).
Next, if zR exists and P 0 ∩ Vouter (zR ) 6= ∅, then via a symmetric process we can replace
0
P by a new path P 00 between u and v in G \ K avoids Vouter (zR ) ∪ Vouter (zL ), with
length(P 00 ) ≤ length(P 0 ) + c ≤ length(P ) + 2c.
This implies that P 0 ⊆ G \ K 0 .
We therefore obtain
|f 0 (u) − f 0 (v)| = (4c2 + 1) · |f (u) − f (v)| ≥ (4c2 + 1) · dG\K (u, v)
≥ (4c2 + 1) · (dG\K 0 (u, v) − 2c) > dG\K 0 (u, v).

(3)

By (1) and (3) we obtain that f is a (4c3 + c)-embedding of G \ K 0 , as required.
It remains to consider the case where either u ∈ Vexposed , or v ∈ Vexposed . Let Q be a
shortest path between u and v in G \ K 0 . If Q ∩ Vsafe = ∅, then length(Q) ≤ 4c2 − 2c, thus
dG\K 0 (u, v) ≤ (4c2 − 2c) ≤ (4c2 − 2c) · dG\K 0 (u, v),
which implies that f 0 is non-contractive, as required. We may therefore assume for the
remainder of the proof that Q ∩ Vsafe 6= ∅. If u ∈ Vexposed , then we may assume w.l.o.g. that
u ∈ Vouter (zL ). When traversing P starting from u, let u1 be the first vertex visited
immediately after leaving Vouter (zL ). When traversing Q starting from u, let u2 be the
first vertex visited in Vsafe . By an argument identical to the one used in the previous
case, we can obtain a new path between u and v, given by Q[u, u2 ] ◦ W ◦ P [u1 , v], where
length(Q[u, u2 ]) ≤ 2c2 − c (since all vertices in Q[u, u2 ] except the last one are contained in
the rightmost segment of Vouter (zL )), W ⊆ G \ K 0 , and length(W ) ≤ c (as in the previous
case). We thus obtain a path of length at most dG\K (u, v) + 2c2 . If v ∈ Vexposed , we repeat
the above process after exchanging u and v. We thus arrive at a path between u and v of
length at most dG\K (u, v) + 4c2 ≤ (4c2 + 1) · dG\K , which does not intersect Vinner , and thus it
is contained in G \ K 0 . It follows that f 0 is non-contractive, and thus a (4c3 + c)-embedding,
which concludes the proof.
J

3.3

The algorithm

Given the technical ingredients presented above, we are now ready to describe our main
algorithm. Recall that the input consists of a graph G, and k ≥ 0, c ≥ 1. The algorithm
proceeds in the following steps.
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Step 1: Density reduction. Using the algorithm from Lemma 10 we can either correctly
decide that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line, in which case we terminate,
or we compute some Xdensity ⊆ V (G), with |Xdensity | ≤ O(ck log3/2 n), such that ∆(G \
Xdensity ) ≤ c.
Step 2: Cycle elimination. Let k 0 = (2c + 1)|Xdensity | + k and c0 = 4c3 + c. Using the
algorithm from Lemma 11 we either correctly decide that G0 does not admits a (k 0 , c0 )embedding into the line, or we compute a c0 -net N of G0 , a c0 -partition P centered at N ,
a c0 -minor H induced by P, and some feedback vertex set Yforest of H, with |Yforest | ≤ 2k 0 .
If G0 does not admit a (k 0 , c0 )-embedding into the line, then we terminate by deciding
that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line.
Step 3: Tripod elimination. Let F = H \ Yforest , and recall that Yforest is a feedback vertex
set for H, and thus F is a forest. Using the algorithm from Lemma 13, in polynomial
time, we either decide that there exists no Ytripod ⊆ V (F ), with |Ytripod | ≤ k 0 , such that
F \ Ttripod does not contain any (c0 /2 + 1)-tripod, in which case we terminate deciding that
G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line, or we compute some Ytripod ⊆ V (F ),
with |Ytripod | = O(k log n), such that F \ Ytripod does not contain any (c0 /2 + 1)-tripods.
Step 4: Embedding into a forest. Let F 0 = F \ Ytripod . Let
Xforest =

[

P(v),

v∈Yforest

Xtripod =

[

P(v),

v∈Ytripod

and
K = Xdensity ∪ Xforest ∪ Xtripod .
Let F 00 be the forest obtained from F 0 as follows. Initially, we set F 00 := F 0 . For each
v ∈ V (G) \ K, let u(v) be the unique vertex in N ∩ P(v); we add v to F 00 as a leaf
attached to u(v). This completes the construction of the forest F 00 .
Step 5: Embedding into the line. Finally, we compute an embedding f of F 00 into the line
using the algorithm from Theorem 14. We output the embedding ϕ := 2c0 c · f (that is, f
scalled by a factor of 2c0 c).

3.4

Analysis of the main algorithm

We now analyze the main algorithm presented above. First, we state some auxiliary properties
of c-minors and c-partitions.
I Lemma 18. Let G be a graph, R ≥ 1. Let N be a R-net of G, P a corresponding Rpartition and H a R-minor G induced by P. Then for any Y ⊆ V (H) all of the following
hold:
(1) N 0 := N \ Y is a R-net in G0 := G \ (∪v∈Y P(v))
(2) P 0 := P \ (∪v∈Y {P(v)}) is the R-partition of G0 centered at N 0
(3) H 0 := H \ Y is the R-minor of G0 induced by P 0 .
Proof. We first show (1). Since by deleting vertices the shortest-path distances cannot
increase, we have that for all u, v ∈ N 0 , dG0 (u, v) ≥ dG (u, v) > R. It thus remains to show
that for any x ∈ V (G0 ) there exists v ∈ N 0 such that dG0 (x, v) ≤ R. Consider an arbitrary
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x ∈ V (G0 ). Let v ∈ N be such that x ∈ P(v). Since the shortest path between v and x in G
is contained in P(v), it follows that
dG0 (x, v) ≤ dG0 [P(v)] (x, v) = dG[P(v)] (x, v) = dG (x, v) ≤ c,
which implies that N 0 is a c-net of G0 .
Next, we show (2). Since for all v ∈ N 0 , we have P 0 (v) = P(v), it follows that P 0 is a
partition of V (G0 ). Since by (1) N 0 is a R-net of G0 , and for all v ∈ N 0 , and for all x ∈ P 0 (v)
we have dG0 (v, x) ≤ R, it follows that P 0 is a R-partition of G0 centered at N 0 .
e be the R-minor of G0 induced by P 0 . We prove that
Finally, we show (3). Let H
0
0
e
e For the first equality, observe that
V (H ) = V (H) and E(H ) = E(H).
e
V (H 0 ) = V (H \ Y ) = N \ Y = N 0 = V (H).
e
It remains to show that E(H 0 ) = E(H).
Consider an arbitrary {u, v} ∈ E(H 0 ). Since
0
H ⊆ H we have that {u, v} ∈ E(H). Then there must exist a path P ⊆ G between
u, v with P ⊆ P(u) ∪ P(v). Since u, v ∈ V (H \ Y ) = N 0 we have that P(u) = P 0 (u),
e Now consider an
P(v) = P 0 (v). Thus, P ⊆ P 0 (u) ∪ P 0 (v) which yields {u, v} ∈ E(H).
0
e
arbitrary {u, v} ∈ E(H); it induces a path Q ⊆ G between u, v such that Q ⊆ P 0 (u) ∪ P 0 (v).
Since P 0 (u) = P(u), P 0 (v) = P(v) we obtain {u, v} ∈ E(H). Then from u, v ∈ N 0 = N \ Y
we have {u, v} ∈ E(H \ Y ) = E(H 0 ) which concludes the proof.
J
I Lemma 19. Let G be a graph and let R > 0. Let N be c-net of G, P a c-partition centered
at N , and H a R-minor induced by P. Then for any u, v ∈ N we have dH (u, v) ≤ dG (u, v).
Proof. Let P ⊆ G be a shortest path between u, v and let J := {w ∈ N : P ∩ P(w) 6= ∅}.
Let Q ⊆ H be a shortest path between u, v. We claim that
length(Q) ≤ |J| − 1 ≤ length(P ).
Assume for contradiction that length(Q) > |J| − 1. Consider arbitrary {x1 , x2 } ∈ E(P ) such
that x1 ∈ P(w1 ), x2 ∈ P(w2 ) for w1 6= w2 ; hence {w1 , w2 } ∈ E(H). Therefore, P induces a
walk W ⊆ H such that v, u ∈ V (W ). Hence, there is a path Q0 ⊆ W such that v, u ∈ V (Q0 );
note that length(Q) ≤ |V (W )| − 1 = |J| − 1. Thus,
length(Q0 ) ≤ |J| − 1 < length(Q) = dH (v, u).
which gives a contradiction, and concludes the proof.

J

We now have all the necessary ingredients in place to prove Theorem 1, which is the main
result of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1. We analyze the algorithm presented above. By Lemma 10, if we
terminate at Step 1, then we correctly decide that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding.
Otherwise, by Lemma 17, it follows that if G admits a (k, c)-embedding into the line, then
G0 = G \ Xdensity admits a (k 0 , c0 )-embedding into the line, with k 0 = (2c + 1)|Xdensity | + k =
O(c2 k log3/2 n)) and c0 = 4c3 + c.
By Lemma 11, if we decide that G0 does not admit a (k 0 , c0 )-embedding into the line,
then, by the above discussion, this certifies that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into
the line; we can thus correctly decide this fact in Step 2.
Suppose that G0 admits a (k 0 , c0 )-embedding into the line. Thus, there exists some K 0 ⊆
V (G0 ), with |K 0 | ≤ k 0 , such that G0 \ K 0 admits a c0 -embedding into the line. Let J be the set
of all v ∈ N such that the Voronoi cell of v intersects K 0 , that is J = {v ∈ N : K 0 ∩ P(v) 6= ∅}.
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We claim that F \ J does not contain any (3c0 /2 + 1)-tripod. For the sake of contradiction,
suppose that F \ J contains some (3c0 /2 + 1)-tripod T = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 , where P1 , P2 , P3
are three paths sharing a root r. For any i ∈ [3] let zi be the endpoint of Pi other than r.
Then for any i ∈ [3] there exists a path Qi in G0 \ K 0 between r and zi . We claim that for
all i 6= j ∈ [3], for all u ∈ V (Qj ), we have dG\K (zi , u) ≥ c0 /2 + 1. By Lemma 18, F \ J is
a c0 -minor of G0 \ K 0 with respect to the Voronoi partition PJ with P(w) = PJ (w) for all
w ∈ V (F \ J). Let w0 be such that u ∈ PJ (w0 ). By Lemma 19 obtain
dG0 \K 0 (zi , u) ≥ dG0 \K 0 (zi , w0 ) − dG0 \K 0 (w0 , u)
0

(by the triangle inequality)

0

(since u ∈ PJ (w0 ))

≥ dG0 \K 0 (zi , w ) − c
≥ dF \J (zi , w) − c0
0

0

≥ 3c /2 + 1 − c

(by Lemma 19)
0

(since T is a (3c /2 + 1)-tripod)

0

= c /2 + 1.
Therefore, by Lemma 12 we conclude that G0 \ K 0 does not admit a c0 -embedding into
the line, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have established that if G0 admits a (k, c)embedding into the line, then there exists some J \ V (F ), with |J| ≤ k 0 , such that F \ J does
not contain any (3c0 /2 + 1)-tripods.
Therefore, in Step 3, if we do not find a set Ytripod of the desired size, then we correctly
decide that G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line.
Next consider the case where in Step 3 we compute a set Ytripod of the desired size. Since
F 0 does not contain any (3c0 /2 + 1)-tripods, it follows by the construction of F 00 , that F 00
does not contain any (3c0 /2 + 3)-tripods (since every leaf in F becomes the center of a
star in F 0 ). Moreover, we have ∆(F 00 ) ≤ ∆(F 0 ) · O(c0 ∆(G0 )), since every vertex in F 00
corresponds to a star that contains the vertices of a Voronoi cell in G0 , and every such cell
has size at most O(c0 ∆(G0 )). Thus, by Lemma 14 we compute a c00 -embedding of F 00 into the
line, where c00 = O(∆(F 00 )c0 ) = O(∆(F 0 )c3 ∆(G0 )) = O(∆(F )c3 ∆(G)) = O(∆(H)c4 ), since
∆(Γ1 ) ≤ ∆(Γ2 ) for all Γ1 ⊂ Γ2 . Moreover we have ∆(H) ≤ ∆(G0 ) · O(c0 · ∆(G0 )) = O(c5 ),
since every vertex in H corresponds to a Voronoi cell consisting of at most O(c0 · ∆(G0 ))
vertices. Therefore c00 = O(c9 ), and thus we have obtained a O(c9 )-embedding f of F 00 into
the line. Note that since V (F 00 ) = V (G \ K), it follows that f is also a (κ, σ)-embedding of
G into the line, where κ = |K|, for some σ ≥ 1.
It remains to bound κ and σ. We have
κ = |Xdensity | + |Xforest | + |Xtripod |.
Since G admits a (k, c)-embedding into the line, it follows from Lemma 10 that
|Xdensity | = O(ck log3/2 n).
Moreover, ∆(G \ Xdensity ) ≤ c, thus for any e
c-partition P induced by an arbitrary e
c-net N of
G \ Xdensity , and any v ∈ N , we have
|P(v)| = O(e
c · ∆(G \ Xdensity )) = O(e
c · c).
Therefore, using Lemma 11 with e
c := c0 in the Step 3 we obtain
|Xforest | = O(c0 · c) · 2k 0 = O((4c3 + c) · c · (c2 k log3/2 n)) = O(c6 k log3/2 n).
Similarly, from Lemma 13, we have
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|Xtripod | = O(c0 · c)O(k0 log n) = O((4c3 + c) · c) · O(c2 k log3/2 n) log n) = O(c6 k log5/2 n),

which implies that
κ = O(ck log3/2 n) + O(c6 k log3/2 n) + O(c6 k log5/2 n) = O(c6 k log5/2 n).
To find σ, we show that G \ K admits a O(c4 )-embedding ι into F 00 with ι(v) = v for all
v ∈ G \ K. By Lemma 18 F 0 is a c0 -minor of G0 \ (Xforest ∪ Xtripod ) = G \ K with respect to
the partition P 0 := P \ (∪v∈Yforest ∪Ytripod P(v)). Consider arbitrary x1 , x2 ∈ V (G \ K) and let
v1 , v2 ∈ V (F 0 ) be such that x1 ∈ P 0 (v1 ), x2 ∈ P 0 (v2 ). Let Q be the unique v1 -v2 path in F 0 .
We use Q to construct a v1 -v2 path P in G \ K, with
length(Q) ≤ length(P ) ≤ 2c0 c · length(Q).
Since F 0 is a c0 -minor of G \ K, for any {w1 , w2 } ∈ E(Q) there is {z1 , z2 } ∈ E(G \ K) with
zi ∈ P 0 (wi ) for i ∈ [2]. Moreover, for any w ∈ V (Q) the corresponding P 0 (w) is a connected
subgraph such that |V (P 0 (wi ))| ≤ 2c0 ∆(G \ K) + 1 = 2c0 c + 1. Thus, Q induces a walk
W ⊆ G \ K with |V (W )| ≤ 2c0 c · length(Q) and v1 , v2 ∈ W . It follows that there is a v1 -v2
path P in W , such that
length(P ) ≤ 2c0 c · length(Q).
Note that since Q is the v1 -v2 shortest path in F 0 , we obtain
length(P ) ≤ 2c0 c · dF 0 (v1 , v2 ) = 2c0 c · dF 00 (v1 , v2 ),
where the last equality follows from the construction of F 00 .
We claim that ι has contraction O(c4 ). By construction of F 00 we have that dF 00 (xi , vi ) = 1
thus
dG\K (xi , vi ) ≤ c0 ≤ c0 dF 00 (xi , vi ).
Therefore, we have that
dG\K (x1 , x2 ) ≤ dG\K (x1 , v1 ) + dG\K (v1 , v2 ) + dG\K (v2 , x2 )
≤ c0 dF 00 (x1 , v1 ) + 2c0 c · length(Q) + c0 dF 00 (v2 , x2 )
≤ 2c0 c · dF 00 (x1 , v1 ) + 2c0 c · dF 00 (v1 , v2 ) + 2c0 c · dF 00 (v2 , x2 ).
Since F 00 is a tree, it follows that
2c0 c · dF 00 (x1 , v1 ) + 2c0 c · dF 00 (v1 , v2 ) + 2c0 c · dF 00 (v2 , x2 ) = 2c0 c · dF 00 (x1 , x2 ).
Since c0 = O(c3 ), it follows that the contraction of ι is at most O(c4 ). Now we prove that the
expansion of ι is O(1). We claim that dF 00 (x1 , x2 ) ≤ dG\K (x1 , x2 ) + 2. By the construction
of F 00 we have
dF 00 (x1 , x2 ) = dF 00 (x1 , v1 ) + dF 00 (v1 , v2 ) + dF 00 (v2 , x2 )
= dF 00 (x1 , v1 ) + dF 0 (v1 , v2 ) + dF 00 (v2 , x2 ) = dF 0 (v1 , v2 ) + 2.
Since F 0 is a c0 -minor of G \ K, by Lemma 19 we get
dF 0 (v1 , v2 ) + 2 ≤ dG\K (v1 , v2 ) + 2,
thus the expansion of ι is O(1). Therefore, the distortion of ι is O(c4 ). Hence, we obtain that
the map φ := f ◦ ι : G \ K → R1 has distortion σ = O(c9 ) · O(c4 ) = O(c13 ), which concludes
the proof.
J
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A

Density Reduction

A.1

The algorithm for density reduction

Let us describe the algorithm for reducing the density of a graph. The algorithm takes as
input a graph G and some k ≥ 0, c ≥ 1, and outputs some Y ⊆ V (G), such that ∆(G\Y ) ≤ c.
This is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 SPARSIFY.
1: procedure SPARSIFY(G, c)

if ∆(G) ≤ c then
return ∅
else
Let X be a 3/4-balanced vertex separator of G computed by Theorem 5.
Let G1 , . . . , Gt be the connected components
of G \ X.

St
return X ∪
i=1 SPARSIFY(Gi , c)

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

A.2

Analysis of the algorithm for density reduction

We now analyze the algorithm described above. We first recall the following result from [6].
I Lemma 20 (Bădoiu et al. [6]). If G admits a c-embedding into the line then ∆(G) ≤ c.
The following establishes the existence of small balanced separators.
I Lemma 21. Let G be a graph such that G admits a (k, c)-embedding into the line. Let
Z ⊆ V (G) with |Z| = k be such that G \ Z is c-embeddable into the line. Then any H ⊆ G
contains a 2/3-balanced vertex separator of size at most c + |Z ∩ V (H)|.
Proof. Let f : G \ Z → R be an embedding with distortion c. Let V (H) = {v1 , . . . , vh }, and
assume w.l.o.g. that f (v1 ) < f (v2 ) < . . . < f (vh ). Let X = {vbh/3c+1 , vmax{h,bh/3c+c+1} }.
By lemma 16 we get that X is a balanced separator of H \ Z = H \ (Z ∩ V (H)). Therefore,
W := X ∪ (V (H) ∩ Y ) is a balanced separator for H, with |W | = |X| + |Z ∩ V (H)| ≤
c + |Z ∩ V (H)|, as required.
J
We are now ready to prove the main result of this Section.
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Proof of Lemma 10. It is immediate that the output, Y , of the procedure SPARSIFY is
such that ∆(G \ Y ) ≤ c. Also, if ∆(G) ≤ c, the algorithm outputs Y = ∅.
It thus remains to bound |Y |. Fix some K ⊆ V (G), with |K| = k, and some c-embedding
f of G \ K into the line. Consider some recursive call of procedure SPARSIFY(H, c), for
some H ⊆ G. If H ∩ K = ∅, then H ⊆ G \ K, and thus ∆(H) ≤ ∆(G \ K) ≤ c, where the
last inequality follows by lemma 20. Therefore, procedure SPARSIFY computes a balanced
separator, XH , only if H intersects K. By lemma 21 and Theorem 5 it follows that
p



p
|XH | ≤ O
log n · (c + |K ∩ V (H)|) ≤ O |K ∩ V (H)| · c · log n .
We charge the vertices
 in XH to the vertices in K ∩ H; thus every vertex in K ∩ H receives
√
at most O log n units of charge. Since any two subgraphs on the same level of the
√
recursion are disjoint, it follows that each vertex in K receives at most O c log n units
of charge per level of the recursion. Since each separator is 3/4-balanced, it follows that
the depth of the recursion is at most log4/3 n. Thus, every vertex in K receives at most
3/2

log4/3 n · O(c log n) = β · c log4/3 n units of charge throughout the execution of the procedure
SPARSIFY. The constant β comes from the bound on the size of the vertex separator
3/2
computed by Theorem 5. Hence, if Y > β · kc log4/3 n, then we have certified that G does
not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line, which concludes the proof.
J

B
B.1

Eliminating large metrical cycles
The algorithm

The input consists of a graph G, some c ≥ 1, and k ≥ 0. The algorithm proceeds in steps,
that are formally described below.
Algorithm for eliminating large metrical cycles:
Step 1. Compute a c-net N of G.
Step 2. Compute a Voronoi partition P of G centered at N , and the corresponding c-minor
H of G.
Step 3. Using the algorithm from Theorem 4 compute a 2-approximate solution S to the
Minimum Feedback Vertex Set problem on H. If |S| > 2k, then decide that G does not
admit a (k, c)-embedding into the line.

B.2

Analysis

First, we prove the following statement about embeddability into a subgraph of a c-minor.
I Lemma 22. Let G be a graph, R > 0, let N be a R-net in G, let P be a R-partition
centered at N , and let H be the R-minor of G induced by P. Let X ⊂ N , and let
[
Y =
P(x).
x∈X

Then the metric space (N \ X, dG\Y ) admits a (2R + 1)-embedding into H \ X. Moreover,
this embedding can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Let u, v ∈ N \ X. Let Q be a u-v shortest path in G \ Y . When traversing Q starting
from u let C1 , . . . , C` be the sequence of clusters of P visited. For each i ∈ [`] let qi be the
center of Ci ; that is, Ci = P(qi ). Since for all i ∈ [` − 1] there is an edge in G \ Y between
some vertex in Ci and some vertex in Ci+1 , it follows that there also exists an edge in H \ X
between qi and qi+1 . Therefore Q0 = q1 , . . . , q` is a path in H \ X. We thus obtain
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(4)

Let W = w1 , . . . , wt be a u-v shortest path in H \ X. Since each cluster in P has radius
at most R, it follows that for all i ∈ [t − 1] there exists a wi -wi+1 path in G \ Y of length at
most 2R + 1. Concatenating all these paths we obtain a u-v path W 0 in G \ Y of length at
most (t − 1) · (2R + 1). Thus
dG\Y (u, v) ≤ length(W 0 ) ≤ (2R + 1)(t − 1) = (2R + 1)dH\X (u, v).
Combining (4) and (5) the assertion follows.

(5)
J

We recall the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem [2].
I Theorem 23 (Borsuk-Ulam Theorem [2]). Let d ≥ 1, and let Sd denote the d-dimensional
sphere. Let f : Sd → Rd be a continuous map. Then there exists x ∈ Sd , such that
f (x) = f (−x).
The following is a simple consequence of Theorem 23. A similar argument is used in [6].
I Lemma 24. Let C be a cycle and let f : V (C) → R be an injective map. Then there exist
u, v, w ∈ V (C), such that {u, v} ∈ E(C), and f (u) < f (w) < f (v).
Proof. Suppose that C is the n-cycle for some n ∈ N. We identify the vertices in C with
distinct points in S1 , so that the points appear in the same order as in C along a clockwise
traversal of S1 . For each {x, y} ∈ E(C) ther exists an arc Ax,y in S1 that does not contain
any other vertex in C; we extend f to Ax,z affinely. After repeating for all edges in C, we
obtain a continuous map f : S1 → R1 . By Theorem 23 we get that there exists x ∈ S1
with f (x) = f (−x). This means that there exist two edges in C whose images in f span
overlapping intervals in R1 . Since f is injective on V (C) this implies that one endpoint is
contained inside the interval of the other edge, which concludes the proof.
J
We next establish the existence of a small feedback vertex set in the minor computed by
the algorithm.
I Lemma 25. Let G be a graph, c ≥ 1, k ≥ 0, such that G admits a (k, c)-embedding into
the line. Let H be a R-minor of G, for some R ≥ c. Then there exists a feedback vertex set
X in H with |X| ≤ k.
Proof. Let P be the R-partition of G such that H is the R-minor of G induced by P. Since
G admits a (k, c)-embedding into the line, it follows that there exists some Y ⊆ V (G), with
|Y | ≤ k, such that G \ Y admits a c-embedding f into the line.
Let X be the set of all v ∈ V (H), such that Y intersects the cluster in P centered at
v; that is X = {v ∈ V (H) : P(v) ∩ Y 6= ∅}. Since P is a partition, it is immediate that
|X| ≤ |Y | ≤ k. It therefore remains to show that H \ X is acyclic. Suppose, for the sake of
contradiction, that H \ X is not acyclic. Let C be a cycle in H \ X. By Lemma 24 there
exist u, v, w ∈ V (C), such that {u, v} ∈ E(C), and f (u) < f (w) < f (v).
Since {u, v} ∈ E(C), and C ⊆ H, it follows that {u, v} ∈ E(H). Since H is R-minor, it
follows that there exists a path Q between u and v, with Q ⊆ P(u) ∪ P(v). When traversing
Q starting from u let u0 be the last vertex visited with f (u0 ) < f (w); let also v 0 be the vertex
visited immediately after u0 . We have f (u0 ) < f (w) < f (v 0 ).
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Since H is a R-minor and u0 ∈
/ P(w), it follows that dG (w, u0 ) ≥ dG (u, u0 ). By the
definition of a R-partition we have that dG (u, w) > c, and therefore dG (u0 , w) > R/2.
Similarly, we obtain dG (v 0 , w) > R/2. Since f is non-contracting, we obtain |f (u0 ) − f (v 0 )| =
|f (u0 ) − f (w)| + |f (w) − f (v 0 )| ≥ d(u, w) + d(w, v) > R/2 + R/2 = R ≥ c, which contradicts
the fact that f has expansion at most c, and concludes the proof.
J
We are now ready to prove the main result of this Section.
Proof of Lemma 11. By Lemma 25, either G does not admit a (k, c)-embedding into the
line, or there exists X ⊆ V (H), with |X| ≤ k, such that H \ X is acyclic. Using the algorithm
from Theorem 4 we compute in Step 3 a 2-approximation S ⊆ V (H) to the Minimum
Feedback Vertex Set in H. Therefore, if |S| > 2k, then we can terminate with outcome (1),
and otherwise terminate with outcome (2), which completes the proof.
J

C

Eliminating large metrical tripods

In this Section we present and analyze the procedure for eliminating large metrical tripods.
We begin by showing that large tripods are an obstruction to embeddability into the line.
This is summarized in Lemma 12.
Proof of Lemma 12. Let f be a non-contractive embedding of J into the line. Let v be the
common endpoint of P1 , P2 , P3 . For each i ∈ [3] let vi be the other endpoints of Pi . We may
assume w.l.o.g. (by change of indices) that f (v1 ) < f (v2 ) < f (v3 ). Let Q be the unique v1 -v3
path in J. It follows that there exists {u, w} ∈ E(Q), such that f (u) < f (v2 ) < f (w). This
implies that |f (u) − f (w)| = |f (u) − f (v2 )| + |f (v2 ) − f (w)| ≥ dG (u, v2 ) + dG (v2 , w) ≥ 2R =
2RdJ (u, w). Therefore the distortion of f is at least 2R, which concludes the proof.
J
The above easily implies the following results, which asserts the existence of a small set
of vertices whose removal eliminates all large tripods.
I Lemma 26. Let F be a forest that admits a (k, c)-embedding into the line. Then there
exists some X ⊆ V (F ), with |X| ≤ k, such that F \ X does not contain any (c/2 + 1)-tripod
as a subgraph.
Proof. Since F admits a (k, c)-embedding into the line, it follows that there exists some
X ⊆ V (F ), with |X| ≤ k, such that F \ X admits a c-embedding into the line. It suffices
to show that F \ X does not contain any (c/2 + 1)-tripods. Suppose, for the sake of
contradiction, that F \ X contains some (c/2 + 1)-tripod J. Since (V (J), dJ ) is a submetric
of (V (F ) \ X, dF \X ), it follows that J admits a c-embedding into the line, which contradicts
Lemma 12, and concludes the proof.
J
Now are now ready to prove the main result of this Section.
Proof of Lemma 13. Any tripod T ⊆ F can be uniquely specified by selecting its root and
its three leaves. Therefore, there are at most O(|V (F )|4 ) distinct tripods in F . Moreover,
the set of all tripods, T , can be enumerated in polynomial time. We form an instance of the
Minimum Set Cover problem with universe U = T . We also let
[
C=
{Cv },
v∈V (F )
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where Cv = {T ∈ T : v ∈ V (T )}. It is immediate that for any Y ⊆ V (F ), F \ Y contains no
S
R-tripods iff v∈Y Cv = U . Therefore, computing a minimum-cardinality subset of vertices
of F whose deletion removes all R-tripods, is equivalent to solving the Minimum Set Cover
instance on (U, C). The result now follows from Theorem 6.
J

D

Embedding Trees Without Large Tripods into the Line

This Section is devoted to proving Lemma 14, which asserts that any tree with no large
tripods admits a low-distortion embedding into the line.
Proof of Lemma 14. Since T is a tree, we can compute in polynomial time a longest path
Q in T . Let Q = v1 , . . . , vt . Let P be a Voronoi partition centered at V (Q). Since T does
not contain any R-tripod as a subgraph, it follows that for all u ∈ V (T ), there exists some
v ∈ V (Q), with dT (u, v) < R. Therefore, for each vi ∈ V (Q), we have
|P(vi )| ≤ |BallT (vi , R − 1)| ≤ ∆(T ) · 2(R − 1) + 1 ≤ ∆(T ) · 2R − 1.
By the definition of a graphical Voronoi partition we have that for all i ∈ [t], the vertexinduced subgraph Ti := T [P(vi )] is connected, and thus Ti is a subtree of T . Let Wi be
a closed walk in Ti that visits all vertices in Ti , obtained by duplicating every edge (or,
equivalently, the walk obtained by any traversal of Ti ). Since every edge in Ti is traversed
twice, we have length(Ti ) = 2(|V (Ti )| − 1). Let Wi = wi,1 , . . . , wi,ti .
We define the embedding fi : V (Ti ) → R as follows. For each v ∈ V (Ti ), we define
fi (v) = min{j ∈ [ti ] : v = wi,j }.
We combine the mappings f1 , . . . , ft into a mapping f : V (G) → R. Informally, this is
done by translating each fi so that for all i ∈ [t − 1], the image of fi appears to the left of
the image of fi+1 , and there is a gap of length 2R between these two images.
Formally, for each u ∈ Pvi , we set f (u) = Li + fi (u), where

0
if i = 0
Li =
Li−1 + maxz∈P(vi−1 ) {fi−1 (z)} + 2R otherwise
This completed the definition of the embedding f .
It remains to bound the distortion of f . For vertices that lie in the same cluster in P, the
map is non-contractive since the distance in the embedding is at least the distance in some
walk Wi , which is at least the distance in T . Moreover, the expansion is upper bounded by
the length of the walk, which is at most ∆(T ) · (2R − 1).
Next, let us consider p, q ∈ V (T ) that fall in different clusters in P. Suppose that
p ∈ P(vi ), and q ∈ P(vj ), for some i, j ∈ [t], with i < j. We have
|f (p) − f (q)| ≤ 2R(j − 1) +

j
X

length(Wi ) ≤ (j − 1)2R + (j − i + 1)∆(T ) · (2R − 1)

r=i

≤ (j − i) · O(∆(T ) · R) = dT (vi , vj ) · O(∆(T ) · R) ≤ dT (p, q) · O(∆(T ) · R).
Moreover |f (p) − f (q)| ≥ 2R(j − i) + 1 ≥ 2R + (j − i) ≥ dT (p, vi ) + dT (vi , vj ) + dT (vj , q) =
dT (p, q).
Therefore, in all cases, f is non-contractive and has expansion at most O(∆(T ) · R). J
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Introduction

Matching problems are among the most fundamental problems in combinatorial optimization
with great importance in theory and applications. In the bipartite matching problem, we
are given a complete bipartite graph G = (R ∪ S, E) with positive edge cost ce for e ∈ E.
Elements of R and S are called requests and servers, respectively, with n := |R| ≤ |S|.
A matching M ⊆ E is a set of pairwise non-incident edges. A matching is called complete
if every request in R is matched to a server in S, i.e. if it is incident to exactly one edge
of M . The task is to compute a complete matching of minimum cost, where the cost of a
P
matching M is c(M ) := e∈M ce . When all information is given in advance, the optimum
can be computed efficiently, e.g., by using the Hungarian Method [22].
In the online setting, however, the set of requests is not known a priori. Requests arrive
online, one by one, and have to be matched immediately and irrevocably to a unmatched server.
As we cannot hope to find an optimal matching under these restrictions, we use standard
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competitive analysis to evaluate the performance of algorithms. An online algorithm is αcompetitive if it computes for any instance a matching M with c(M ) ≤ α·OPT, where OPT is
the cost of an optimal matching. For arbitrary edge costs, the competitive ratio of any online
algorithm is unbounded [19,21]. For metric costs, there is a deterministic (2n−1)-competitive
algorithm and this is optimal for deterministic online algorithms [19, 21]. A remarkable
recent result by Nayyar and Raghvendra [27] is a fine-grained analysis of an online algorithm
based on t-net cost [28] showing a competitive ratio of O(µ(G) log2 n), where µ(G) is the
maximum ratio of minimum TSP tour and weighted diameter of a subset of G.
So far, the online matching problem has resisted all attempts for achieving an O(1)competitive algorithm even for special metric spaces such as the line. In online matching on
the line the edge costs are induced by a line metric; that is, we identify each vertex of G with
a point on the real line and the cost of an edge between a request and a server equals their
distance on the line. The competitive ratio of the aforementioned algorithm is then O(log2 n),
as µ(G) = 2. This has been improved to Θ(log n) [29], which is best possible for a large class
of algorithms [2]. It remains a major open question whether there exists an O(1)-competitive
online algorithm (deterministic or randomized) on the line.
In this paper, we consider online matching on the line with recourse. In the recourse
model, we allow to change a small number of past decisions. Specifically, at any point, we may
delete a set of edges {(ri , si )}i of the current matching and rematch the requests ri to different
(free) servers. Online optimization with recourse is an alternative model to standard online
optimization which has received increasing popularity recently; see, e.g., [1, 4, 6, 13, 18, 25].
Obviously, if the recourse is not limited then one can just simulate an optimal offline algorithm,
and the online nature of the problem disappears. We say an algorithm requires amortized
recourse budget β if it rematches requests at most βn times in total. The challenging question
for online matching on the line is whether it is possible to maintain an O(1)-competitive
solution with bounded recourse, i.e., with sublinear recourse budget.
Our results. We answer this question to the affirmative and give non-trivial results for the
min-cost online matching problem with recourse. We show that with limited recourse, one
can indeed maintain a constant competitive solution on the line.
I Theorem 1. The online bipartite matching problem on the line admits an O(1)-competitive
algorithm with amortized recourse budget O(log n).
Our algorithm builds on the t-net-cost algorithm by Raghvendra [28, 29]; details follow
later. It has the nice property that it interpolates between an O(log n)-competitive online
solution (without recourse) and an O(1)-approximate offline solution (with large recourse).
Furthermore, we investigate a special class of instances, called alternating instances, where
between any two requests on the line there is at least one server. This class is interesting
as the quite strong lower bound of Ω(log n) for a large class of algorithms given in [3], that
includes all deterministic online algorithms without recourse in literature, holds even on such
instances. For alternating instances, we present a more direct and near-optimal algorithm
with a scalable performance-recourse trade-off.
I Theorem 2. For alternating instances of online matching on the line, there exists a (1 + ε)competitive algorithm that reassigns each request O(ε−1.001 ) times.
While the algorithm is quite simple, the proof requires a clever charging scheme that exploits
the special structure of optimal solutions on alternating instances. We observe that a large
number of recourse actions for a specific request involves large edges in the optimal solution
elsewhere on the line.
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As a byproduct we give a simple analysis of (a variant of) the algorithm in the traditional
online setting without recourse. We show that it is O(log ∆)-competitive for alternating
requests on the line, where ∆ is the ratio between the largest and shortest request-server
distance. This result compares to Θ(log n) for the currently best known online algorithm [29].
I Remark. Simultaneously and independently of our work, Gupta, Krishnaswamy and
Sandeep [17] obtained a similar result for online min-cost matching with recourse on the line.
Their algorithm builds on the O(n)-competitive Permutation algorithm [19, 21] and adapts
it for the recourse setting. On the line this is done by first matching edges according to
Permutation and then asymmetrically applying recourse to arcs (r, s) of the current matching
that overlap in a certain way. Both, their algorithm and analysis are completely different from
ours. They further obtain a more general O(log n)-competitive algorithm with amortized
recourse O(log n) for arbitrary metrics.
Further related work. Extensive literature is devoted to online bipartite matching problems.
The maximum matching variant is quite well understood. For the unweighted setting optimal
deterministic and randomized algorithms with competitive ratio 2 and e/(e−1) are known [20].
The weighted maximization setting does not admit bounded guarantees in general, but
intensive research investigates models with additional assumptions; see, e.g., the survey [26].
The online min-cost matching problem is much less understood. It remains a wide open
question whether a constant-competitive algorithm, deterministic or randomized, is possible
for online min-cost matching on the line. In fact, the strongest known lower bound is 9+ε [10].
For a quite large class of algorithms, including all deterministic ones in the literature, there
is lower bound of Ω(log n) [3].
Randomization allows an improvement upon the best possible deterministic competitive
ratio of (2n−1) for metric online bipartite matching [19,21]; there is an O(log2 n)-competitive
randomized algorithm [5]. On the line, no such improvement on the deterministic result by
randomization is known; the competitive factor of O(log n) is the best known result for both,
deterministic and randomized, algorithms [16, 29].
Interestingly, when assuming randomization in the order of request arrivals (instead
of an adversarial arrival order), the natural Greedy algorithm is n-competitive [11] for
general metric spaces. Furthermore, the online t-net cost algorithm is in this case O(log n)competitive [28] here. Very recently, Gupta et al. [14] gave an O((log log log n)2 )-competitive
algorithm in the model with online known i.i.d. arrivals.
Maintaining an online cardinality-maximal bipartite matching with recourse was studied
extensively; see, e.g., [1,6–8,12,30] and references therein. Bernstein et al. [6] showed recently
that the 2-competitive greedy algorithm uses amortized O(n log2 n) reassignments, leaving a
small gap to the lower bound of Ω(n log n). In contrast, for the min-cost variant, it remained
a challenging question whether recourse can improve upon the competitive ratio. Even on
the line, it remained open whether and how recourse can improve the bound of O(log n) [29].
The following two models address other types of matching with recourse. In a setting
motivated by scheduling, several requests can be matched to the same server and the goal
is to minimize the maximum number of requests assigned to a server. Gupta et al. [15]
achieve an O(1)-competitive ratio with amortized O(n) edge reassignments. A quite different
two-stage robust model has been proposed recently by Matuschke et al. [24]. In a first stage
one must compute a perfect matching on a given graph and in a second stage a batch of 2k
new nodes appears which must be incorporated into the first-stage solution to maintain a
low-cost matching by reassigning only few edges. For matching on the line, they give an
algorithm that maintains a 10-approximate matching reassigning 2k edges.
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Recourse in online optimization has been investigated also for other min-cost problems
even though less than for maximization problems. Most notably seems the online minimum
Steiner tree problem [13, 18, 23, 25]. Here, one edge reassignment per iteration suffices to
maintain an O(1)-competitive algorithm [13], whereas the online setting without recourse
admits a competitive ratio of Ω(log n).
The recourse model has some relation to dynamic algorithms. Instead of minimizing the
number of past decisions that are changed (recourse), the dynamic model focuses on the
running time to implement this change (update time). A full body of research exists on
maximum (weighted) bipartite matching; we refer to the nice survey in [9]. We are not aware
of any results for min-cost matching.

2

Preliminaries

A path P is called alternating with respect to a matching M , if every other edge in P is
contained in M . An alternating path is called augmenting with respect to M if it starts and
ends at vertices are not covered by M . A common method for increasing the cardinality of
an existing matching M is to augment along an augmenting path P . After augmentation,
the resulting matching M̃ is given by the symmetric difference1 M ⊕ P . There may be a
choice between different augmenting paths; typically, a path of minimum cost (w.r.t. some
metric) is selected. Recently, Raghvendra [28] introduced the following metric. For t > 1,
the t-net-cost of a path P w.r.t. a matching M is
φM
t (P ) := t · c(P \ M ) − c(P ∩ M ) = t · c(P ∩ M̃ ) − c(P ∩ M ).

(1)

Our algorithm maintains three matchings: the recourse matching M , the actual output
of the algorithm, and two auxiliary matchings based on (online and offline versions of)
the t-net-cost algorithm [28], namely, the offline matching M ∗ and the online matching M 0 .
While M ∗ is a near-optimal offline matching that possibly requires a large amount of
recourse, M 0 is an online matching that is O(log n)-competitive [29] but uses no recourse.
We describe how M ∗ and M 0 are obtained based on the above cost function; see also [27–29].
By speaking of the matching Mi , Mi∗ or Mi0 , we refer to the state of the respective matching
after serving the i-th request including possible reassignments.
On arrival of the i-th request ri , the offline t-net-cost algorithm constructs the offline
∗
matching Mi∗ by augmenting Mi−1
along an alternating path Pi of minimum t-net-cost
∗
∗ :=
∗
w.r.t. Mi−1 . That is, Mi
Mi−1 ⊕ Pi . By definition, this path starts at ri and ends at
a free server, which we denote by si . While this procedure may require a large amount of
recourse, the resulting matching has been shown to have bounded cost.
I Lemma 3 (Raghvendra [28]). For any i and t > 1, it holds that c(Mi∗ ) ≤ t · OPTi ,
where OPTi := c(MiOPT ) is denotes the cost of an optimal offline matching MiOPT of the
first i requests.
For constructing the online matching Mi0 , augmentation along a path is impossible since
using recourse is not permitted. Instead, the online t-net-cost algorithm maintains M ∗ as
an auxiliary matching and constructs Mi0 by directly connecting the end points ri and si of
0
the augmenting path Pi . That is, Mi0 := Mi−1
∪ {(ri , si )}. In particular, Mi0 and Mi∗ utilize
the same sets of servers.
1

For two sets X, Y, their symmetric difference is given by X⊕Y := (X∪Y )\(X∩Y ). For matchings M1 , M2 ,
their symmetric difference M1 ⊕ M2 consists of disjoint alternating paths and cycles.
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Intuitively, in putting a higher weight on edges that would be added to M ∗ during
augmentation, the parameter t in the t-net cost function discourages the offline t-net-cost
algorithm from choosing long paths for augmentation (w.r.t. actual length). This allows for a
trade-off between minimizing the cost of the underlying offline matching, and the connection
costs in M 0 (with the latter in a greedy fashion). Looking at the extremal cases, this becomes
even more clear. When t = 1, the offline t-net-cost algorithm is in fact equivalent to the
Hungarian Method [22] which computes an optimal offline solution. The corresponding online
matching, however, has a competitive ratio of Ω(n). In contrast, as t tends to infinity, the
algorithm’s behavior resembles that of the greedy online algorithm matching a request to
the nearest free server. Its competitive ratio can be exponential [19]. Interestingly though,
when t = 3, the t-net-cost algorithm has a competitive ratio of O(log n) [29].

3

A Constant-Competitive Algorithm

We start by giving an overview of our algorithm for the recourse model. It exploits the
properties of the t-net-cost algorithm by carefully balancing between the offline matching M ∗
and the online matching M 0 , simultaneously bounding competitive ratio and recourse budget.
On a high level, this is done as follows. When a request arrives, we match it as in M 0 and
locally group it with other recent requests into blocks that partition the line. Matching
requests as in the online matching within a block somewhat increases total cost but requires
zero recourse. A structural result, Lemma 8, allows us to bound this increase in cost up
to a certain point at which the requests in the block are matched according to M ∗ causing
a local update. During such an update, which we call a recourse step, the changes in M ∗
caused by the arrivals of the requests in the respective block are applied simultaneously,
eliminating any redundant recourse actions. Intuitively, blocks can therefore be seen as input
buffers for M ∗ that temporarily use edges from M 0 . The underlying structure of the blocks
guarantees that recourse steps affect only the corresponding portion of the line. To prevent
the recourse steps from causing too many reassignments, we additionally incorporate an edge
freezing scheme that targets low-cost edges and at the same time keeps the overall cost low.
Given the precise value of OPT and n a priori, one could employ a very simple freezing
scheme, which freezes all edges of M 0 with cost OPT
or less. However, in the online model,
n
we do not know OPT or n and, thus, need a dynamic freezing scheme. A typical guess-andi
double approach may work concerning the costs. Yet, care has to be taken as OPT
is not
i
monotone. A major obstacle appears to be the bounding of the recourse budget. Details on
our algorithm and dynamic freezing scheme are given in Section 3.
In Section 4, we consider alternating instances. Again, we simulate the offline matching M ∗ and employ a simple freezing scheme. After a request reaches a certain threshold of
reassignments, we freeze this request and the currently associated matching edge. We charge
detours that are taken due to frozen edges to large non-frozen edges of M OPT .

3.1

Further Definitions and Notation

Our algorithm classifies requests according to the structure of intervals that describe where
on the line the t-net-cost algorithm searches for a free server. Define the search interval
L
R
of a request ri as the open interval Īi = (sLi , sR
line
i ), where si and si are points on the
M∗
farthest to the left and right of ri , respectively, reachable from ri with t-net-cost φt i−1 (Pi ).
0
One of sLi , sR
i is the server si (which ri is matched to in M ), see Lemma 6, while the other
may not necessarily be a point of R ∪ S. For the purposes of this definition, we think of
it as a (virtual) server. That is, we ask the question “If point p was a server in S, would
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Ij+1
Īj+1

sR
j+1

sL
j+1
rj+1

rj

sR
j

sL
j
Īj = Ij

Figure 1 Construction of search intervals and aggregate search intervals of requests rj and rj+1 .
R
The points sL
j and sj+1 (hatched) are points on the line that do not lie in S. We think of them as
virtual servers for the purpose of defining Īj and Īj+1 respectively.
M∗

we be able to reach it with t-net-cost φt i−1 (Pi )?”. In other words, Īi is the convex hull of
all points∗ on the line, reachable from ri via an augmenting path of t-net-cost (strictly) less
M
than φt i−1 (Pi ).
Define the aggregate search interval of ri to be the maximal (open) interval Ii which
S
S
contains ri and is a subset of j≤i Īj . Intuitively, j≤i Īj consists of the (disjoint) portions
of the line, which the t-net-cost algorithm has considered, up to time i, in its search for free
servers; the interval Ii is simply the portion containing ri . See Figure 1 for an illustration.
S
By definition, the portions of the line constituting j≤i Īj grow monotonously (and possibly
merge). Thus, the aggregate search intervals inhibit a laminar structure as detailed in the
following observation.
B Observation 4. Whenever i < j, then either Ii ∩ Ij = ∅ or Ii ⊆ Ij .
Another important observation is the fact, that the arrival of a request ri only affects requests
and servers in its search interval Īi . This is due to the fact that the augmenting path used
by the t-net-cost algorithm is entirely contained in the search interval. Outside of Īi , the
matchings M ∗ and M 0 remain unchanged motivating the following observation.
B Observation 5. Altering the arrival order of requests via a permutation π for which Ii ⊆ Ij
and i < j imply π(i) < π(j) does not alter the final matching.
We say an aggregate search interval Ii has level k, if (1 + ε)k−1 ≤ |Ii | < (1 + ε)k and
1
write `(Ii ) = k. Throughout, we set t = 3 and ε = 32t
. Further, two aggregate search
intervals are said to belong to the same block, if they intersect with each other and are of
same level. If the aggregate search intervals of a block do not intersect those of higher level,
then this block is said to be a top block. With Observation 5 in mind, we note that the
top blocks partition the line into portions that are compatible with the structure of M ∗ .
A typical block-structure is depicted in Figure 2.
Our definition of search intervals was motivated by intuition and practicality (specifically
for the proof of Lemma 12 later on). However, it describes intervals different from the search
intervals defined in [29]. The following lemma shows that our definition of aggregate search
intervals coincides with Raghvendra’s definition of intervals of a cumulative search region.
We may therefore use the corresponding results from [29].
I Lemma 6. For a request ri , the corresponding aggregate search interval Ii and interval of
a cumulative search region Ci are equal. Further, for the search interval Īi = (sLi , sR
i ), we
have si ∈ {sLi , sR
i }.
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Ii
Ij

Ik
r`

Figure 2 Illustration of a typical block structure. On arrival of ri , its aggregate search interval Ii
creates a top block (active) initiating a recourse step. Requests in the hatched area (now inactive)
∗
∗
are reassigned w.r.t. Mi−1
⊕ MiF . On Ii , locally, Mi−1
= Mh∗ for j, k ≤ h < i.

Proof. To see that the first claim holds, note that the intervals Ci and Ii are constructed
the same way. They are built by by taking the union of all known search intervals (for the
respective definition) and choosing of the resulting new intervals that which contains the
considered request. The definition of search intervals in [29], which, to avoid confusion, we call
dual intervals, is as follows. The t-net-cost algorithm maintains dual values y : S ∪ R → R+
satisfying ys + yr = c(s,r) if (s, r) ∈ M ∗ and ys + yr ≤ t · c(s,r) otherwise. Additionally,
duals of free requests or servers are zero. When a request ri arrives, a shortest t-netcost path Pi is found and the duals of all vertices in the search tree (denoted by Ai ⊆ S
and Bi ⊆ R) are updated before augmentation so that the dual constraints on Pi are
tight. This is true for both augmenting paths PiL and PiR that are used to reach sLi
S
and sR
interval ofi a request ri is defined as interior( r∈Bi cspan(r, i)),
i respectively. A dual
i
y
y
(r)
(r)
i
where cspan(r, i) = [r − maxt , r + maxt ] and ymax
(r) is the highest dual weight assigned
to r until time i.
Raghvendra [28] shows, that the dual constraints on PiL and PiR are tight before augmeni
tation. Therefore, we obtain our search intervals Ii by replacing ymax
(r) with the dual weight
of r before augmentation along Pi . Hence, a search interval is contained in the dual interval
and therefore Ii ⊆ Ci . At the same time, dual weights of requests are increased when the
request is contained in some Bi as detailed above or reduced right after an augmentation.
i
Thus, the maximal value ymax
(r) is attained right before an augmentation, in which case
the request is part of some PhL or PhR , implying Ci ⊆ Ii . Therefore, the intervals Ii and Ci
coincide and we may use the respective results from [29].
The second claim follows directly from Lemma 6 in [29], which states that there are no free
servers in the dual interval. As seen above, search intervals are contained in dual intervals,
so this statement is true for our definition as well. And lastly, since clearly si ∈ [sLi , sR
i ], it
L R
follows that si ∈ {si , si }.
J

3.2

The Algorithm

Our algorithm uses the above structures to partition the requests (dynamically) into three
groups. For each group, we follow a different assignment procedure to construct our recourse
matching M . We first give some intuition and then, further below, the precise description.
Group 1: The first group consists of all requests whose aggregate search intervals belong
to a top block. We label requests in this group active and all other requests inactive. In M ,
we match an active request ri exactly as in the online matching M 0 . That is, we have ei
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in M , where ei = (ri , si ) ∈ M 0 connects the endpoints of the minimum t-net-cost augmenting
∗
path Pi with respect to Mi−1
(Algorithm 1, Step 1). In particular, any arriving request
belongs immediately to a top block and is labeled active, by definition of aggregate search
intervals. In the course of the algorithm’s execution new blocks may appear (on top) rendering
previously active requests inactive. We call this a recourse step.
Group 2: This group consists of inactive requests ri , whose corresponding edge ei ∈ M 0
is of negligible size. The precise freezing scheme (Algorithm 1, Steps 2-4) is detailed below.
Intuitively, it is not worth to spend recourse on them; it would ruin our recourse budget, see
Figure 4. We call such a request or edge frozen and denote by Fj ⊆ Mj0 the set of frozen edges
at time j. These requests, too, are to be matched in M according to the online matching M 0 .
However, for technical reasons, the update on M for a newly frozen request is implemented
with a subsequent recourse step. Denote by MjF ⊆ Fj the subset of frozen edges that is in
Mj ∩ M 0 . Their low costs ensures that frozen edges contribute in total at most OPT to the
cost of M .
Group 3: The remaining requests (inactive and unfrozen) are in this group. Ideally, we
would like to match these as in the offline matching M ∗ . This may not be possible, as M ∗
could assign a request r to a server s that is already covered by M F . In such a case, we
match r via a detour of low additional cost as follows; we call this detour matching.
Detour Matching. Consider an unfrozen request r and the symmetric difference M ∗ ⊕ M F
consisting of alternating paths and cycles. There exists a (unique) alternating path P from r
to some server s0 not yet matched via M F . To see this, note that the path starts with
the edge (r, s) ∈ M ∗ which cannot be contained in an alternating cycle as r is not frozen.
Additionally, it cannot end at a request, since every request on P is reached via an edge
of M F . But since a request on P matched in M F is certainly also matched (via a different
edge) in M ∗ , it can be used to extend P . Thus, P ends at a server s0 not matched in M F .
In M , we match r directly to this server s0 (Alg. 1, Step 7). While the online matching M 0
does not change but only gets revealed over time, the offline matching M ∗ can change
its structure drastically at any point. As this causes a lot of recourse, the first group is
used as an input buffer and the detour matching is updated only periodically and locally,
whenever a new top block appears. Specifically, at time i, an inactive request rj is matched
∗
with respect to the detour matching Mh(i,j)
⊕ MiF , where h(i, j) = max{k ≤ i | rj ∈ Ik
and Ik is not in a top block}. That is, h(i, j) is the last time before i when rj participated
in a recourse step. For an example, see Figure 2, where h(i, `) = j.
When considering active, inactive or frozen objects, or membership in a block, we identify
a request ri , the edge ei ∈ M 0 and the interval Ii . For instance, we say ri is of level k and
belongs to a certain block, when this holds for Ii , or, ei is active when this is the case for ri .
We describe Algorithm 1 in a step-by-step manner and detail the precise freezing scheme.
On arrival of a request ri , label it active and match it according to the online matching M 0 .
Freezing/unfreezing inactive requests. We update the set of frozen edges as follows. If
i
the cost of an inactive edge ej ∈ M 0 falls below OPT
i2 , then freeze it and add it to Fi . Note
that while we use ej to determine whether rj is frozen, rj may use another edge in Mi .
F
i
If for a previously frozen ej , we have cej > OPT
i , unfreeze and delete it from Fi and Mi .
0
∗
F
Matching it according to M is now too costly. Reassign it w.r.t. Mh(i,j) ⊕ Mi as follows.
Consider an edge e = (s, r) right before it is unfrozen. If e is already matched according to
the offline matching, then there is nothing to do. Otherwise, it must be part of an alternating
path or cycle in M ∗ ⊕ M F . In the latter case, again, no recourse action needs to be taken as
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Algorithm 1 for computing an online bipartite matching with recourse on the line.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

On arrival of the i-th request ri :
. ri matched in M 0 via ei = (ri , si )
0
match ri to si as in M
. active
Freezing/Unfreezing
determine the set Fi of frozen edges
for inactive requests rj that become unfrozen do
∗
remove ej from MiF and repair assignments on corresponding path of Mh(i,j)
⊕MiF
Recourse step (new top block)
if there is no j < i such that Ij ⊆ Ii and `(Ij ) = `(Ii ) then
for rj ∈ Ii recently frozen do add ej = (rj , sj ) to MiF and reassign rj to sj
∗
⊕ MiF . now inactive
for unfrozen rj ∈ Ii \ {ri } do reassign rj according to Mi−1

r0

s

r

s0

r0

s
P1

P

s0

r
P2

∗

Figure 3 Illustration of Step 4 in Algorithm 1. Edges of M are snaked, edges of M F solid and
edges of M \ M F dashed. After unfreezing r, the removal of (r, s) splits the path in M ∗ ⊕ M F in
two parts.

the removal of e results in a path from r to s. In the detour matching, we want to connect
the ends of this path, which is already accomplished by the edge e = (s, r). Consider the
case that e ∈ P for some alternating path P in M ∗ ⊕ M F that starts in a request r0 and
ends in a server s0 . Unfreezing e and matching according to M ∗ ⊕ M F decomposes P into
the r0 -s-path P1 and the r-s0 -path P2 . In Algorithm 1, we implement these changes via two
recourse actions: we reassign r to s0 and r0 to s; see Figure 3.
Recourse step. If there is no j < i such that Ij ⊆ Ii and `(Ij ) = `(Ii ), then the arrival
of ri produces a new top block and may render a number of previously active requests
inactive. This triggers, what we call a recourse step involving a number of recourse actions
to accommodate the newly inactive requests as follows.
First, assign requests in Ii that were recently frozen according to M 0 and add the
corresponding edge to MiF . Next, reassign all other requests (non-frozen, inactive) that lie
∗
in Ii according to Mi−1
⊕ MiF . We described this as detour matching above; see Figure 2.
Delaying the reassignment of frozen requests according to the frozen edge until their next
recourse step, prevents reassignments when a request repeatedly alternates between frozen
and unfrozen. This “delayed reassignment” accounts for the difference between MiF and Fi .
To see that the freezing scheme is indeed necessary, consider the example in Figure 4
showing an alternating instance with exponentially increasing edge costs. Without freezing
low-cost edges, at the arrival of any request ri with i > 2, all requests rj with j < i are
reassigned. Thus, the recourse budget is linear.
Bounding the competitive ratio. The work already put into structuring M enables us to
bound its cost rather easily. Recall that c(M ∗ ) ≤ t · OPT due to Lemma 3. Frozen edges
satisfy c(M F ) ≤ OPT as, after arrival of the last request, there are at most n frozen edges
of cost at most OPT
each. By triangle inequality, the contribution of inactive non-frozen
n
requests to the cost of M is at most c(M ∗ ⊕ M F ) ≤ (t + 1) · OPT.
B Observation 7. The cost of inactive edges is at most (t + 2) · OPT.
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M4

I4

M3

I3

M2

I2

M1

I1
32

16

r3

2

1

r1

4

8

r2

64

128

r4

Figure 4 An alternating instance with exponentially increasing connection costs. Edge costs
are indicated above the corresponding portion of the line (drawing not to scale). Note that the
aggregate search intervals grow exponentially in size. Therefore, a (top) block consists of a single
aggregate search interval only and every arrival of a request triggers a recourse step. Active edges
are drawn solid, inactive edges dashed.

To bound the cost of active edges, we build on the analysis of Raghvendra [29]. We
refine his technical propositions and perform a slightly more fine-grained analysis. Instead of
simultaneously bounding the cost of all blocks of the same level, we argue more generally on
the cost of any set of disjoint blocks at different levels. In particular, we are interested in
bounding the cost contribution of the top blocks.
I Lemma 8. For t = 3, the cost of all active edges of M is bounded by O(OPT).
To prove this lemma, we may closely follow the argumentation given in [29] for the online
problem without recourse. In fact, there is given essentially the same statement for all edges
of blocks of a particular level. We can adapt the approach, crucially using Observation 5, to
make the arguments work for (disjoint) blocks of different levels. We leave the detailed proof
for the full version.
I Corollary 9. Algorithm 1 has a constant competitive ratio.
Bounding the recourse. Due to delayed reassignments, freezing a request r does not cause
any immediate recourse actions. Unfreezing r, on the other hand, may cause reassignments
(Step 4), namely to r and possibly one additional request, see Figure 3. We charge these
two recourse actions to r, in particular to the last recourse step it participated in. However,
recourse due to unfreezing r happens at most once between two consecutive recourse steps of r.
This implies, that a request is charged at most three times per recourse step it participates
in, once for the recourse step itself and possible two times more for a subsequent unfreezing.
B Observation 10. A request is charged at most three times per recourse step it is involved
in.
i
For a request getting frozen at time i and unfrozen at time j > i, we have ce ≤ OPT
i2
OPTj
0
and ce > j for the corresponding e ∈ M . As OPTi ≤ OPTj , this implies the following.

B Observation 11. A request frozen at time i stays frozen until time at least i2 .
On the other hand, the number of recourse steps in which a continuously non-frozen
request takes part in can be bounded from above.
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I Lemma 12. If a request r ∈ Ii ⊆ Ij is not frozen from time i to time j, then it holds
that `(Ij ) − `(Ii ) = O(log j). In particular, between time i and j, there are O(log j) recourse
steps in which r can participate.
Proof. Consider the search interval Īj = (sLj , sR
j ). By definition of search intervals, there
exist augmenting paths PjL , PjR connecting rj to sLj and sR
j with the same t-net-cost as Pj ,
the path used by the t-net-cost algorithm. We bound the length of Pj ∈ {PjL , PjR } by
∗
c(Pj ) = c(Pj ∩ Mj−1
) + c(Pj ∩ Mj∗ ) ≤ 2t · OPTj .

(2)

Without loss of generality, assume Pj = PjL . Interpreting the point sR
j as a virtual server
∗
and assuming that it is a contained in S, we could augment Mj−1
also along PjR yielding a
different matching M̃j∗ . By definition of PjR and Equation (1), we have
∗
Mj−1

∗
t · c(Pj ∩ Mj∗ ) − c(Pj ∩ Mj−1
) = φt

∗
Mj−1

(Pj ) = φt

∗
(PjR ) = t · c(PjR ∩ M̃j∗ ) − c(PjR ∩ Mj−1
).

Thus,
∗
c(PjR ) = c(PjR ∩ Mj−1
) + c(PjR ∩ M̃j∗ )
∗
∗
≤ c(PjR ∩ Mj−1
) + c(Pj ∩ Mj∗ ) + 1t c(PjR ∩ Mj−1
) ≤ 3t · OPTj .

P
From Equation (2), we get |Īj | ≤ c(PjL )+c(PjR ) ≤ 5t · OPTj , which implies |Ij | ≤ k≤j |Īk | ≤
5t · j · OPTj . On the other hand, the cost of |Ii | can be bounded from below by ce , where e is
the edge in M 0 incident to r, as both ends of e are contained in the interval. We then obtain
|Ij |
5t · j · OPTj
≤
< 5t · j 3 .
|Ii |
ce
The last inequality follows from the assumption that r is not frozen at time j, implying
OPT
that ce > j 2 j . Recall that |Ii | < (1 + ε)`(Ii ) and (1 + ε)`(Ij )−1 ≤ |Ij |. We conclude
`(Ij ) − `(Ii ) ≤ 1 + log(1+ε) (5t · j 3 ) = 1 + log(1+ε) (5t) +

log j
≤ c · log j ,
log(1 + ε)

(3)

for some constant c. Regarding the second claim, recall that r participates in a recourse step
when an interval containing r opens a new top block (i.e. a new level) while r is not (freshly)
frozen. Between time i and time j, this can only happen for intervals Ih of distinct levels for
which Ii ⊆ Ih ⊆ Ij . The claim follows.
J
Lemma 12 and Observation 11 bound the total number of recourse actions taken by
Algorithm 1.
I Lemma 13. Algorithm 1 uses a recourse budget of at most O(log n).
Proof. Consider a request r. By Observation 10, it suffices to bound the number of recourse
F
steps that r is involved in. Let [iU
h , ih ], for h = 0, 1, . . . , k, be maximal intervals of consecutive
F
time points during which r is not frozen, i.e., r is not frozen at any time i ∈ [iU
h , ih ]. We
F
use induction on k to show that r participates in at most 2c · log(ik ) recourse steps, where c
is the constant from Equation (3). The base case, k = 0, follows directly from Lemma 12.
2
U
F
For k ≥ 1, we have (iF
k−1 ) ≤ ik ≤ ik due to Observation 11. By induction hypothesis, the
number of reassignments that involve r in the first k − 1 time intervals is at most
q 
2c · log(iF
)
≤
2c
·
log
iF
= c · log(iF
k−1
k ).
k
For the last time interval, we have at most c · log(iF
k ) many such recourse steps by Lemma 12.
Since iF
≤
n,
this
concludes
the
proof.
J
k
Corollary 9 and Lemma 13 together imply Theorem 1.
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4

A Near-Optimal Algorithm on Alternating Instances

For alternating instances, we may assume that requests and servers alternate from −∞ to ∞
on the line, with servers at ±∞. For such instances, an optimum matching matches all
requests either to the server directly to their left or all requests to the server on their right.
Denote these matchings by M L and M R respectively and call their edges minimal.
We describe a (1 + ε)-competitive algorithm for alternating instances that reassigns each
request at most a constant number of times. In addition to its output M , it maintain M ∗
and a set of frozen edges M F . A request is frozen when it is reassigned the k-th time, for
some k only depending on ε. The request remains matched to its current server perpetually
and the corresponding edge is added to M F . Non-frozen requests are matched according to
the detour matching M ∗ ⊕ M F as described in Section 3. By design, the recourse budget
per request is constant, only the competitive analysis remains.
Notation. We use a similar interval structure as before and keep the notation. Consider
L R
intervals Ii = [sLi , sR
i ], where si , si ∈ S are the closest free servers on the line to the left and
right of ri respectively at the time of its arrival. Denote by PiL , PiR the alternating paths
connecting r to sLi and sR
i respectively that have shortest t-net-cost.
Considered as line segments, the augmenting paths Pi have a laminar structure. We view
them as nodes of a forest, where Pi is a child of the minimal augmenting path that properly
contains it, or a root if no such path exists (see Figure 5). The depth of a path Pi denotes
its distance to the root and determines the number of reassignments of the corresponding
request ri in M ∗ .
I Lemma 14.
(i) The paths PiL , PiR and the matching Mi∗ only use minimal edges.
(ii) If Pi = PiX, for X ∈ {L, R}, then in the area of Ii , locally, we have that Mi∗ = M X .
Y
∗
Specifically, this implies φtMi−1 (Pi ) = φM
t (Pi ) for X 6= Y ∈ {L, R}.
(iii) If Pj is a child of Pi , then Pi = PiL if and only if Pj = PjR .
In particular, we have Ij ⊆ Pi and Ij ∩ Mj∗ ∩ Mi∗ = ∅.
Proof. (i): We use induction on i. The base case, i = 1, is easy. Let i ≥ 2. Without loss of
generality Pi = PiR . Assume Pi contains a non-minimal edge e. Let the notation (s, r) for
∗
an edge reflect that s is to the left of r on the line. Edges (s, r) ∈ Pi are contained in Mi−1
and by induction hypothesis minimal, so e = (r, s) ∈ Mi∗ . Consider the server s0 right of r.
Since e is not minimal, r < s0 < r0 < s, with r0 being the server right of s0 . If s0 was free,
altering Pi to go from r directly to s0 would yield a lower cost. This follows from the fact
that the t-net-cost of a path from a request to a free server is always non-negative, see [28].
If s0 is matched, it must be matched to r0 . Therefore, replacing e by (r, s0 ), (s0 , r0 ), (r0 , s)
reduces the cost as well, contradicting the minimality of Pi .
Ph= P R
h
Pi = P L
i1
1
PL
j1

PL
h
rh

PR
j1
rj
1

PL
j2

Pi = P L
i2
2
PR
j2

rj
2

PR
i1
ri
1

PL
j3

PR
j3
rj
3

PR
i2
ri
2

Figure 5 Illustration of a path tree in an alternating instance. Paths not chosen for augmentation
are dashed. Servers are depicted as squares and requests as filled circles.
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∗
(ii): By statement (i), PiL and PiR only consist of minimal edges. Then PiL ∩ Mi−1
= MR
∗
R
L
∗
and Mi−1 ∩ Pi = M . After augmenting Mi−1 along Pi , the matching is flipped (locally).
(iii): By (ii), we know that Mj∗ ∩ Ij = M X , say X = R, so edges are of the form (r, s).
From part (i), only augmenting paths Ph = PhL can traverse them. If this happens, all
of Ij is traversed as there is no free server in its interior. As parent of Pj , Pi is the first
path to properly contain Pj and thus Pi = PiL and in particular Ij ⊆ Pi . Therefore, the
equation Ij ∩ Mj∗ ∩ Mi∗ = ∅ follows directly from (ii).
J

The above lemma can be used to show that the sum of lengths of augmenting paths of
some depth grows exponentially towards the root. For a path Ph , denote by |Ph | the length
of the corresponding line segment. Further, let Hk be the set of indices of paths at depth k
in the induced subtree of Ph with the root Ph at depth 0.
I Lemma 15. Consider a path Ph and its grandchildren Pj , for j ∈ H2 . Then
 X
|Pj |.
|Ph | ≥ 2 − 1t ·
j∈H2

Proof. Denote by Pi , i ∈ I = H1 , children of Ph in the path-forest and by Ji ⊆ J = H2
the sets of indices of their respective children. Without loss of generality, assume Ph = PhR .
Lemma 14, (iii), implies Pi = PiL , and Pj = PjR , for i ∈ I, j ∈ J ; see Figure 5. With again
∗
∗
i−1 (P R ) ≥ φMi−1 (P L ), we get
Lemma 14, (iii), and φM
t
t
i
i
X
X
 X

∗
i−1 (P R )
t · |Ph | ≥ t ·
|Ii | = t ·
|PiL | + |PiR | ≥
t · |PiL | + φM
t
i
i∈I

≥t·

X

i∈I

|PjR |

+t·

j∈J

X

i∈I

|Pi \

(∪j∈Ji PjR )|

i∈I

+

X

∗

i−1 (P L ).
φM
t
i

(4)

i∈I

Using Lemma 14, we get
∗

R

i−1 (P L ) = φM (P L ) =
φM
t
i
t
i


X R
R
R
φM
(PjL ) + φM
(PjR ) + φM
(Pi \ (∪j∈Ji Ij ))
t
t
t
j∈Ji

≥

X


∗
R
φtMj−1 (PjL ) + φM
(PjR ) − t · |Pi \ (∪j∈Ji Ij )|.
t

j∈Ji
∗
Mj−1

∗
Mj−1

L

(PjL ) ≥ φt
(PjR ) = φM
(PjL ), the above together with Equation (4) implies
t

X
X
L
R
t · |Ph | ≥
t · |PjR | + φM
(PjL ) + φM
(PjR ) ≥ (2t − 1) ·
|PjR |,
t
t

Since φt

j∈J

j∈J
L

R

where last inequality follows from the observation that φM
(P ) + φM
(P ) = (t − 1) · |P |. J
t
t
Proof of Theorem 2. We in fact prove a stronger result than in the theorem statement and
show that the algorithm described in the beginning of this section is (1 + ε)-competitive
while reassigning each request at most O(ε−(1+λ) ) times for fixed λ > 0. Consider a path Ph .
The intervals Ij , j ∈ H2k+2 , are contained in paths Pj 0 , j 0 ∈ H2k+1 , by Lemma 14, (iii).
Lemma 15 implies

P
P
P
1 −k
0
· i∈H1 |Pi |.
(5)
j∈H2k+2 |Ij | ≤
j 0 ∈H2k+1 |Pj | ≤ 2 − t
Raghvendra [28] shows that the t-net-cost of augmenting paths is always non-negative.
∗
h−1 (P ) = t · c(P ∩ M ∗ ) − c(P ∩ M ∗
In particular, φM
h
h
h
t
h
h−1 ) ≥ 0, and thus
∗
|Ph | = c(Ph ∩ Mh∗ ) + c(Ph ∩ Mh−1
) ≤ (t + 1) · c(Ph ∩ Mh∗ ).

(6)
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P
P
Similarly, i∈H1 |Pi | ≤ (t + 1) · i∈H1 c(Pi ∩ Mi∗ ) ≤ (t + 1) · c(Ph ∩ Mi∗ ). In an interval Ii ,
locally, Mh∗ = M L if and only if Mi∗ = M R by Lemma 14 (ii). With (5) and (6), this implies
h

1
t+1

2−


1 k
t

i
−1 ·

X



|Ij | ≤ c Ph \ (∪j∈H2k+2 Ij ) ∩ M X ,

X ∈ {L, R}.

(7)

j∈H2k+2

Denote by α(k, t) the term in square brackets. When a (minimal) edge is frozen, the remaining
instance is again alternating and at most one request will take a detour due to (r, s) being
frozen. The additional cost is bounded by |Ir | and can, via Equation (7), be charged to
non-frozen parts of M OPT . A part Ph ∩ M OPT is charged this way at most 2k + 2 times before
2k+2
Ph itself is frozen which leads to a competitive factor of (t + α(k,t)
). Substituting α(k, t)
4c(λ) ε−λ
ε
from Equation (7) and setting t = 1 + 2 and k = ε · λ , for a constant c(λ), we can
show that this term is at most 1 + ε, yielding a recourse of Oλ (ε−(1+λ) ).
J
As a byproduct, we show, for this special class of instances, a result in the online setting
without recourse. It relates the competitive ratio to the cost metric, i.e., the maximum
difference in edge cost for connecting a request to a server. This result compares to the best
known competitive ratio of O(log n) by Raghvendra [29].
I Theorem 16. The online t-net-cost algorithm is O(log ∆)-competitive for online matching
c(r,s)
on an alternating line, where ∆ = maxr,r0 ∈R,s,s0 ∈S c(r
0,s0 ) .
Proof. Consider an edge ei of M 0 and assume Pi = PiR . By Lemma 14, (ii),
∗

∗

i−1 (P L ) ≥ φMi−1 (P ) = t · c(P ∩ M R ) − c(P ∩ M L ).
t · c(PiL ∩ M L ) − c(PiL ∩ M R ) = φM
i
i
i
t
i
t

Therefore,
|Pi | = c(Pi ∩ M L ) + c(Pi ∩ M R ) ≤ 1 +

1
t



· c(Pi ∩ M L ) + c(PiL ∩ M L ).

As in Equation (6), we obtain |Pi | ≤ (t + 1) · c(Pi ∩ M R ). Together with the above, this
implies that cei = |Pi | ≤ c(Ii ∩ M OPT ) · max{t + 1, 1 + 1t }. Since intervals corresponding to
the same depth in the path-forest are disjoint, we can bound the lengths of paths which are
of same depth by max{t + 1, 1 + 1t } · OPT. As there are at most 2 · log(2−1/t) ∆ levels in
total, by Lemma 15, the theorem’s statement follows.
J

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we give non-trivial results for the min-cost online bipartite matching problem
with recourse. The results were obtained simultaneously with and independently of Gupta
et al. [17] who consider also more general metrics than the line. We confirm that an average
recourse of O(log n) per request is sufficient to obtain an O(1)-competitive matching on the
line. It remains open if such a result can be obtained in a non-amortized setting, where the
recourse is available only per iteration. Our algorithm is clearly designed for the amortized
setting as it buffers online matching decisions and repairs them in batches.
Further, it remains open whether constant recourse per request is sufficient for maintaining
an O(1)-competitive matching on the line, as for the case of alternating requests. This may
be very well possible as there is, currently, no lower bound that rules this out.
Finally, we remind of a major open question in this field: Does there exist an O(1)competitive algorithm for online matching on the line without any recourse?
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Abstract
The problem of finding longest common subsequence (LCS) is one of the fundamental problems in
computer science, which finds application in fields such as computational biology, text processing,
information retrieval, data compression etc. It is well known that (decision version of) the problem
of finding the length of a LCS of an arbitrary number of input sequences (which we refer to as
Multi-LCS problem) is NP-complete. Jiang and Li [SICOMP’95] showed that if Max-Clique is hard
to approximate within a factor of s then Multi-LCS is also hard to approximate within a factor of
Θ(s). By the NP-hardness of the problem of approximating Max-Clique by Zuckerman [ToC’07],
for any constant δ > 0, the length of a LCS of arbitrary number of input sequences of length n
each, cannot be approximated within an n1−δ -factor in polynomial time unless P=NP. However, the
reduction of Jiang and Li assumes the alphabet size to be Ω(n). So far no hardness result is known
for the problem of approximating Multi-LCS over sub-linear sized alphabet. On the other hand, it
is easy to get 1/|Σ|-factor approximation for strings of alphabet Σ.
In this paper, we make a significant progress towards proving hardness of approximation over
small alphabet by showing a polynomial-time reduction from the well-studied densest k-subgraph
problem with perfect completeness to approximating Multi-LCS over alphabet of size poly(n/k). As
a consequence, from the known hardness result of densest k-subgraph problem (e.g. [Manurangsi,
STOC’17]) we get that no polynomial-time algorithm can give an n−o(1) -factor approximation of
Multi-LCS over an alphabet of size no(1) , unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis is false.
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1

Introduction

Finding longest common subsequence (LCS) of a given set of strings over some alphabet is
one of the fundamental problems of computer science. The computational problem of finding
(the length of a) LCS has been intensively studied for the last five decades (see [16] and the
references therein). This problem finds many applications in the fields of computational
biology, data compression, pattern recognition, text processing and others. LCS is often
considered among two strings, and in that case it is considered to be one of the classic
string similarity measures (see [5]). The general case, when the number of input strings is
unrestricted, is also very interesting and well-studied. To avoid any confusion we refer to this
general version of the LCS problem as Multi-LCS problem. One of the major applications
of Multi-LCS is to find similar regions of a set of DNA sequences. Multi-LCS is also a
special case of the multiple sequence alignment and consensus subsequence discovery problem
(e.g. [27]). Interested readers may refer to the chapter entitled “Multi String Comparison-the
Holy Grail” of the book [13] for a comprehensive study on this topic. Other applications of
Multi-LCS include text processing, syntactic pattern recognition [22] etc.
Using a basic dynamic programming algorithm [30] we can find a LCS between two strings
of length n in quadratic time. However the general version, i.e., the Multi-LCS problem is
known to be NP-hard [23] even for the binary alphabet. This problem remains NP-hard even
with certain restrictions on input strings (e.g. [7]). For m input strings a generalization of
the basic dynamic programming algorithm finds LCS in time O(mnm ). Recently, Abboud,
Backurs and Williams [2] showed that an O(nm−ε ) time (for any ε > 0) algorithm for this
problem would refute the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) even for alphabet of
size O(m).
Due to the computational hardness of exact computation of a LCS, an interesting problem
is what is the best approximation factor that we can achieve within a reasonable time bound.
A c-approximate solution (for some 0 < c ≤ 1) of a LCS is a common subsequence of length
at least c · |LCS|, where |LCS| denotes the length of a LCS. For the Multi-LCS problem,
Jiang and Li [18] showed that if Max-Clique is hard to approximate within a factor of s then
Multi-LCS is also hard to approximate within a factor of Θ(s). By the NP-hardness of the
problem of approximating Max-Clique by Zuckerman [31], for any constant δ > 0, the length
of a LCS of arbitrary number of input sequences of length n each, cannot be approximated
within an n1−δ -factor in polynomial time unless P=NP. However, the result of Jiang and
Li [18] is only true for alphabets of size Ω(n). For smaller alphabets (even for size sublinear
in n) we do not know any such hardness result. Jiang and Li [18] conjectured that Multi-LCS
for even binary alphabet is MAX-SNP-hard (see [26] for the definition of MAX-SNP-hardness).
To the best of our knowledge no progress has been done so far on the direction of showing
any conditional hardness for smaller alphabets. On the other hand, it is very easy to get
a 1/|Σ|-approximation algorithm for the Multi-LCS problem over any alphabet Σ. The
algorithm just outputs the best subsequence among the subsequences of the same symbol.
In this paper, we make a significant progress towards showing hardness of approximation
of Multi-LCS by refuting the existence of a polynomial time constant factor approximation
algorithm under the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH).
I Theorem 1. There exists a growing function f (n) = no(1) such that assuming ETH, there
1
is no polynomial time f (n)
-factor approximation algorithm for the Multi-LCS problem over
no(1) -sized alphabet.
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This rules out any efficient poly-logarithmic factor approximation algorithm for the
Multi-LCS problem over any no(1) -sized alphabet. We show the above theorem by providing
a polynomial time reduction from the well-studied densest k-subgraph problem with perfect
completeness and its gap version γ-DkS (for the definition see Section 2).
I Theorem 2. Let nk = β(n)
γ(n) for β < γ ≤ 1. If there is no polynomial time algorithm
that solves (γ 2 /4)-DkS(k, n), then there is no polynomial time algorithm that solves 2γapproximate Multi-LCS problem over some alphabet of size O( β16 ).
The above reduction together with the ETH-based hardness result for the densest k-subgraph
problem given by Manurangsi [24] implies Theorem 1. We refer to Appendix 1.2 for the
previous works related to the LCS problem and the densest k-subgraph problem.

1.1

Techniques

Our reduction starts with the reduction from the Max-Clique problem to Multi-LCS given
by [18]. Given a graph G on n vertices the reduction outputs a Multi-LCS instance I over
an alphabet {a1 , a2 , . . . , an } of size n with 2n strings. The reduction has a guarantee that
the maximum LCS size of I is equal to the size of the maximum clique in G.
A natural way to reduce the alphabet size is to replace each symbol ai in a string with
a string Si ∈ Σm over a smaller alphabet Σ. Let us denote this new instance by I 0 . The
hope is that the only way to get a large LCS in I 0 is to match the corresponding strings
whenever the respective symbols in I are matched. But this wishful thinking is not true
when the alphabet size is much smaller than the original alphabet size as one might get a
large common subsequence by matching parts of strings Si , Sj corresponding to the different
symbols ai , aj in the original strings.
We get away with this issue by using a special collection of strings {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn } with
the guarantee that for every pair i 6= j, LCS(Si , Sj ) is much smaller than m. We can
construct such a set deterministically by using the known deterministic construction of the so
called long-distance synchronization strings [14, 9]. There is also a much simpler randomized
construction (see Theorem 11). It is easy to see that if the original strings have a LCS of
size t, then the new Multi-LCS instance I 0 over alphabet Σ has an LCS of size at least tm.
The interesting direction is to prove the converse i.e., if the LCS of I 0 is large then the
LCS of I is also large. We do not know if this is true in general. So we rely on the starting
problem of Max-Clique from which the instance I (and hence I 0 ) was created. We show that
if I 0 has large LCS, then we can find a large subgraph of G which has a non trivial density
(instead of finding a large clique). Thus, the reduction relies on hardness of approximation
of the DkS problem with perfect completeness. Then we use the result of Manurangsi [24]
which shows that given a graph G with a guarantee that there is a clique of size k, there is
no polynomial time algorithm which finds a subgraph of G of size k with density at least
γ(n) for some γ(n) = o(n), assuming the ETH.

1.2
1.2.1

Related works
Results on LCS problem

Finding LCS between two strings is an important problem in computer science. Wagner
and Fischer [30] gave a quadratic time algorithm, which is in fact prototypical to dynamic
programming. The running time was later improved to (slightly) sub-quadratic, more
2
log log n
specifically O( n log
) [25, 12]. Abboud, Backurs and Williams [2] showed that a truly
2n
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sub-quadratic algorithm (O(n2−ε ) for some ε > 0) would imply a 2(1−δ)n time algorithm for
CNF-satisfiability, contradicting the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH). They in
fact showed that for m input strings an algorithm with running time O(nm−ε ) would refute
SETH. Abboud et al. [3] later further strengthened the barrier result by showing that even
shaving an arbitrarily large polylog factor from n2 would have the plausible, but hard-to-prove,
consequence that NEXP does not have non-uniform N C 1 circuits. In case of approximation
algorithm for LCS over arbitrarily large alphabets a simple sampling based technique
achieves O(n−x )-approximation in O(n2−2x ) time. Very recently, an O(n−0.497956 ) factor
√
approximation (breaking O( n) barrier) linear time algorithm is provided by Hajiaghayi et
al. [15]. For binary alphabets another very recent result breaks 1/2-approximation factor
barrier in subquadratic time [29]. (Note, 1/|Σ|-approximation over any alphabet Σ is trivial.)
The only hardness (or barrier) results for approximating LCS in subquadratic time are
presented in [1, 4].
For the general case (which we also refer as Multi-LCS), when the number of input strings
is unrestricted, the decision version of the problem is known to be NP-complete [23] even
for the binary alphabet. The problem remains NP-complete even with further restriction
like bounded run-length on input strings [7]. As cited earlier, Jiang and Li [18] (along with
the result of Zuckerman [31]) showed that for every constant δ > 0, there is no polynomial
time algorithm that achieves n1−δ -approximation factor, unless P=NP. One interesting aspect
of the reduction in [18] is that in any input string any particular symbol appears at most
twice. It is worth mentioning that if we restrict ourselves to the input strings where a
symbol appears exactly once, then we can find a LCS in polynomial time. The algorithm
is just an extension of the dynamic programming algorithm that finds a longest increasing
subsequence of an input sequence. It is also not difficult to show that the decision version of
the Multi-LCS problem with the above restrictions on the input strings can be solved even
in non-deterministic logarithmic space. To see this consider a LCS as a certificate. Then
the verification algorithm makes single pass on the certificate, and check whether every two
consecutive symbols in the certificate appears in the same order in all the input strings.
Clearly, the above verification algorithm uses only logarithmic space. Since we know that
each symbol appears exactly once in a string, the above verification algorithm correctly
decides whether the given certificate is a valid LCS or not.

1.2.2

Hardness results related to densest k-subgraph problem

Our starting point of the reduction is the hardness of approximating the densest k-subgraph
problem. In the densest k-subgraph problem (DkS), we are given a graph G(V, E) and an
integer 1 ≤ k ≤ |V |. The task is to find a subgraph of G of size k with maximum density.
Various approximation algorithms are known for DkS [21, 10], and the current best known is
by [6] which gives n1/4+ε -approximation algorithm for any constant ε > 0.
A special case of DkS is when it is guaranteed that G has a clique of size k and the
task is to find a subgraph of size1 k with density at least γ for 0 < γ ≤ 1. In this perfect
completeness case, Feige and Seltser [11] gave an algorithm which finds a k sized subgraph
n
with density (1 − ε) in time nO((1+log k )/ε) .
There are several inapproximability results known for DkS based on worst-case assumpε
tions. Khot [19] ruled out a PTAS assuming NP * BPTIME (2n ) for some constant ε > 0.
Raghavendra and Steurer [28] showed that DkS is hard to approximate to within any constant
ratio assuming the Unique Games Conjecture where the constraint graph satisfies a small set
expansion property.

1

Note, here size of a subgraph refers to the number of vertices present in that subgraph.
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Assuming the Exponential Time Hypothesis, Braverman et al. [8], showed that for some
constant ε > 0, there is no polynomial time algorithm which when given a graph with a
k-clique finds a k sized subgraph with density (1 − ε). This result is significantly improved
by Manurangsi [24] in which he showed that assuming ETH, no polynomial time algorithm
can distinguish between the cases when G has a clique of size k and when every k sized
c
subgraph has density at most n−1/(log log n) for some constant c > 0.

2

Preliminaries

Notations
We use [n] to denote the set {1, 2, · · · , n}. For any string S we use |S| to denote its length.
By abuse of notation, for any set V we also use the notation |V | to denote the size of V . For
any string S of length n and two indices i, j ∈ [n], S[i, j] denotes the substring of S that
starts at index i and ends at index j. We use α(n), β(n), γ(n) to denote that α, β, γ are
allowed to depend on n.

2.1

Longest Common Subsequence

Given m sequences S1 , . . . , Sm of length n over an alphabet Σ, the longest common subsequence is the longest sequence S such that ∀i ∈ [m], S is a subsequence of Si .
We will refer to the computational problem of finding or deciding the length of LCS as a
Multi-LCS problem. In this paper, we consider the decision variant of this problem: Given
an integer ` ≤ n, we have to decide whether LCS has a length greater than equal to `, or
less than `. For the approximation, we consider the following gap-version of this problem.
I Problem 3. For any 0 < κ < 1, the κ-approximate Multi-LCS problem is defined as:
Given sequences S1 , . . . , Sm of length n over an alphabet Σ and an integer `, the goal is to
distinguish between the following two cases
YES instance: A LCS of S1 , . . . , Sm has length greater than or equal to `.
NO instance: A LCS of S1 , . . . , Sm has length less than κ · `.
We use the following definition of alignment.
I Definition 4 (Alignment). Given two strings S1 and S2 of lengths n and m respectively,
alignment σ is a function from [n] to [m]∪{∗} which satisfies ∀i ∈ [n], if σ(i) 6= ∗ then S1 [i] =
S2 [σ(i)] and for any i and j if σ(i) 6= ∗, σ(j) 6= ∗ then for i > j, σ(i) > σ(j).
For an alignment σ between two strings S1 and S2 we say σ aligns some subsequence
T1 = S1 [i1 ]S1 [i2 ] · · · S1 [i`1 ] of S1 with some subsequence T2 = S2 [j1 ]S2 [j2 ] · · · S2 [j`2 ] of S2 if
and only if for all p ∈ [`1 ], σ(ip ) ∈ {j1 , j2 , · · · , j`2 }.

2.2

Exponential Time Hypothesis

The Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) was introduced by Impagliazzo and Paturi [17]. It
refutes the possibility of getting much faster algorithm to decide satisfiability of a 3-CNF
formula (also referred as 3-SAT problem) than that by the trivial brute force method.
I Hypothesis 5 (ETH). There is no 2o(n) time algorithm for the 3-SAT problem over n
variables.
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2.3

Densest k-Subgraph problem and related hardness results

For any graph, the density is defined as the ratio of the number of edges present in it and
the number of edges in any complete graph of the same size. So given a graph G = (V, E),
the density of G is |V 2|E|
|2 −|V | .
The Densest k-Subgraph (DkS) problem is the following: Given a graph G on n vertices
and a positive integer k ≤ n, the goal is to find a subgraph of G with k vertices which has
maximum density.
In this paper we will consider the following gap-version of densest k-subgraph, which in
the literature is sometimes referred as densest k-subgraph with perfect completeness.
I Problem 6. For any γ ≤ 1, γ-DkS(k, n) is defined as: Given a graph G on n vertices and
a positive integer k ≤ n, the goal is to distinguish between the following two cases
YES instance: There exists a clique of size k.
NO instance: All subgraphs of size k have density at most γ.
We say that an algorithm solves γ-DkS(k, n) if given any input it can distinguish whether
the input is a YES instance or a NO instance. If the algorithm is randomized then it should
succeed with probability at least 2/3.
In this paper we use the following hardness result by Manurangsi [24].
I Theorem 7 ([24]). There exists a constant c0 > 0 such that assuming the Exponential Time
Hypothesis, for all constants
time algorithm for γ-DkS(k, n)
 ε > 0, hthere is no polynomial
i
1
1
−O (log log
−Ω( log log
c0
k
)
−ε
n)
n
and ∈ n , n
where γ = n
.
n

3

Reduction

In this section we provide a reduction from the densest k-subgraph problem to the problem
of approximating Multi-LCS and prove Theorem 2. Note that, Theorem 2 and Theorem 7
together immediately imply Theorem 1 by plugging γ(n) = n

−O

1
(log log n)c0

, β(n) = γ(n)2 .

I Remark 8. If we want to get the hardness of Multi-LCS for a constant sized alphabet
using Theorem 2 then k must be Ω(n). However, when k = Ω(n) Theorem 7 does not
imply any hardness result. In fact, when k = Ω(n), there is a polynomial time algorithm
for (1 − ε)-DkS(k, n) for any constant ε > 0 [11]. Therefore our reduction will not give
any hardness for constant sized alphabet. However, if one can improve Theorem 7 for
k/n = 1/poly(log n) and γ(n) = 1/poly(log n), then our main reduction in Theorem 2 will
imply Multi-LCS hardness for poly(log n) sized alphabet!
Our reduction involves two steps: First, we use the reduction from the Max-Clique problem
to the Multi-LCS problem over large alphabet given in [18]. Next we perform alphabet
reduction by replacing each character by a “short” string over a small-sized alphabet.

Revisiting the reduction from Max-Clique to Multi-LCS
We first recall the reduction from [18]. We are given a graph G = (V, E) on n vertices and an
integer k ≤ n. Fix an arbitrary labeling on the vertices of V as v1 , . . . , vn . For every vertex
vi , partition its neighbors into two subsets: N< (vi ) contains all the neighboring vertices vj
with j < i; and N> (vi ) contains all the neighboring vertices vj with j > i.
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Consider an alphabet Σ containing a separate symbol for each vertex. We use vi to denote
both the vertex and its corresponding symbol in Σ. Now for each vertex vi ∈ V , construct
the following two strings Xi and Xi0
Xi = v1 . . . vi−1 vi+1 . . . vn vi vir . . . vis and Xi0 = vip . . . viq vi v1 . . . vi−1 vi+1 . . . vn
where N> (vi ) = {vir , · · · , vis } with ir < · · · < is , and N< (vi ) = {vip , · · · , viq } with ip <
· · · < iq . The following proposition is immediate from the above construction.
I Proposition 9 ([18]). If there is a clique of size c in G, then there is a common subsequence
of X1 , · · · , Xn , X10 , · · · , Xn0 of length c.
The converse has also been shown in [18].
I Proposition 10 ([18]). For any common subsequence S of X1 , · · · , Xn , X10 , · · · , Xn0 , all
the vi ’s present in S form a clique in G.
The proofs of these propositions follow from the facts that any common subsequence is of
the form vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vit where i1 < i2 < . . . < it and that there must be an edge between
vij and vij0 for 1 ≤ j < j 0 ≤ t.

Reducing the size of the alphabet
For some parameter α(n) < 1, let {S1 , . . . , Sn } be a set of strings of length m over some
alphabet Σ0 such that: for all i 6= j |LCS(Si , Sj )| ≤ αm. We will fix the value of m and |Σ0 |
later. The following theorem (Theorem 1 of [20]) shows that if we pick strings from Σ0m
uniformly at random then for |Σ0 | = O(1/α2 ), with high probability the sampled strings will
satisfy the above desired property.
I Theorem 11 ([20]). For every ε > 0 there exists c > 0 such that for large enough sized
alphabet Σ0 for any m if two strings S1 , S2 are picked uniformly at random from Σ0m then
h
√ 0
2m
2m i
P r |LCS(S1 , S2 )| − p
≥ εp
≤ e−cm/ |Σ | .
|Σ0 |
|Σ0 |
Now by suitably choosing ε, m the following lemma directly follows from a union bound over
every pair of n chosen strings.
I Lemma 12. For any α ∈ (0, 1), and n ∈ N there exists an alphabet Σ0 of size O(α−2 ) such
that for any m ≥ cα−1 log n (for some suitably chosen constant c > 0), if we choose a set of
strings S1 , · · · , Sn uniformly at random from Σ0m then with probability at least 1 − 1/n for
each i 6= j, |LCS(Si , Sj )| ≤ αm.
The above lemma gives us a randomized reduction. However we can deterministically find
such a collection (with a slight loss in the parameters) using the known construction of
synchronization strings. The proof of the following Lemma is deferred to Appendix A.
I Lemma 13. For any α ∈ (0, 1), and n ∈ N there exists an alphabet Σ0 of size O(α−3 )
such that for any m > 2α−2 log n, there is a deterministic construction of a set of strings
S1 , · · · , Sn ∈ Σ0m such that for each i =
6 j, |LCS(Si , Sj )| ≤ αm. Moreover, all the strings
can be generated in time O(α−2 nm).
I Remark 14. One advantage of using the randomized construction is the alphabet size (as
well as the length of strings); randomized construction has only a quadratic loss whereas the
deterministic construction has a cubic loss in the alphabet size. However this will not matter
much for the parameters we need to prove our main theorem.
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Now let us continue with the description of our reduction. We replace each vj ∈ Σ by
the string Sj . After the replacement we get the following two strings Yi and Yi0 respectively
from Xi and Xi0 .
Yi = S1 . . . Si−1 Si+1 . . . Sn Si Sir . . . Sis and Yi0 = Sip . . . Siq Si S1 . . . Si−1 Si+1 . . . Sn
Note, Yi and Yi0 ’s are over the alphabet Σ0 . For notational convenience we use SN>i to
denote the substring Sir . . . Sis , and SN<i to denote the substring Sip . . . Siq . From now on,
for simplicity, we will refer to these Si ’s as blocks. Note, due to deterministic construction of
strings Si ’s by Lemma 13 our whole reduction is deterministic and polynomial time.
It follows directly from Proposition 9 that:
2

I Lemma 15 (Completeness). If graph G is a YES instance of γ4 -DkS (with clique of size
k), then a LCS of Y1 , . . . , Yn , Y10 , . . . , Yn0 is of length at least km.
We devote the rest of this section to proving the soundness of our reduction.
√
I Lemma 16 (Soundness). Let α ∈ (0, 1/8) and β = 8α. If graph G is a NO instance of
DkS (every subgraph of size k has density less than
has length at most 2βmn.

3.1

2

γ
4

), then a LCS of

γ2
4 Y1 , . . . , Yn , Y10 , . . . , Yn0

Proof of Soundness

Let L be an (arbitrary) LCS of Y1 , · · · , Yn , Y10 , · · · , Yn0 of size greater than 2βmn. By the
construction Yn = S1 . . . Sn (since N> (vn ) = ∅). So we can partition the subsequence L as
Z1 , · · · , Zn where ∀i ∈ [n] Zi is a subsequence of Si . (Zi can be an empty string). Now
consider all the Zi of length at least βm, and let W denote the set of all such Zi ’s, i.e.,
W = {Zi | |Zi | ≥ βm}. Suppose L1 is the string formed by removing all Zi 6∈ W from L.
Clearly, |L1 | ≥ |L| − βmn ≥ βmn.
For all i, j ∈ [n] such that i < j, define C[i, j] as: C[i, j] := {Zt ∈ W | i ≤ t ≤ j}. Note,
W = C[1, n]. Next we show that either the size of C[1, n] is small or there exists a subgraph
in G which has large density.
Let us consider the set of vertices VH := {vt |Zt ∈ W}. So |VH | = |W| ≥ |L|
m − βn ≥ βn.
If we could show that the subgraph H of G induced by the set of vertices VH has high density
(ideally, a clique), then that will imply Lemma 16.
Now consider an (arbitrary) alignment between L1 and Y1 , · · · , Yn , Y10 , · · · , Yn0 . Let us
denote the alignment between L1 and Yi (Yi0 ) by σi (σi0 ). From now on whenever we will
talk about alignment we will refer to these particular alignments (σi or σi0 depending on
strings under consideration) without specifying them explicitly. Consider a Zt ∈ W. We say
Zt is ε-aligned (for some ε ∈ [0, 1]) with some substring S 0 of some Yi (or Yi0 ) if and only if
either the first or the last ε fraction of symbols of Zt is aligned by the alignment σi0 (or σi0 )
with some subsequence of S 0 . Throughout this proof we will set ε = 1/2. Note that, if we
partition Yi into (any) two parts Yil and Yir then Zi is 1/2-aligned to at least one of Yil and
Yir , and this justifies our setting of parameter ε.
By following the argument of the proof of Proposition 10 given in [18], it is possible
to show that if σ aligns all Zt with some subsequence of St in all strings Yi (and Yi0 ),
then the subgraph H induced by vertices in VH has high density (actually forms a clique).
Unfortunately we do not know whether all the Zt ’s are aligned with their corresponding St ’s
in all the Yi ’s (and Yi0 ’s). Following are the different cases of mapping Zi ∈ W with Yi :
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1. Zi is 1/2-aligned with the substring S1 . . . Si−1 of Yi .
2. Zi is 1/2-aligned with Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i of Yi and there exists a j > i such that a symbol
of Zj in L1 is aligned with some symbol of Sj in the substring Si+1 . . . Sn Si .
3. Zi is 1/2-aligned with the substring Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i in Yi and there exists no j > i such
that a symbol of Zj ∈ W is aligned with some symbol of Sj in the substring Si+1 . . . Sn .
Similarly, we will also consider the mapping with Yi0 ’s. We will categorize first and second
case as sparse case and the third one as the dense case. Next we analyze these cases.

3.1.1

Sparse Case: Improper mapping leads to small LCS locally

Let us recall that Yi = S1 . . . Si−1 Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i and Yi0 = SN<i Si S1 . . . Si−1 Si+1 . . . Sn .
The next two claims demonstrate that if Zi is not mapped to Si in Yi (or Yi0 ) then there is a
portion C[j, i] (or C[i, j]) in L1 such that |C[j,i]|
(or |C[i,j]|
i−j
j−i ) is small, i.e., that portion of L1
is “sparse” with respect to the number of Zt blocks present in it.
B Claim 17. If Zi ∈ W is 1/2-aligned with the substring S1 . . . Si−1 of Yi (by the alignment
σi ), then there exists a j < i such that |C[j, i]| ≤ 2α
β (i − j + 1). Similarly, if Zi ∈ W is
1/2-aligned with the substring Si+1 . . . Sn of Yi0 (by the alignment σi0 ), then there exists a
j > i such that |C[i, j]| ≤ 2α
β (j − i + 1).
Proof. Suppose Zi is 1/2-aligned with S1 . . . Si−1 of Yi . Let j be the largest index less than
i such that a symbol in Zj is aligned (by σi ) with some symbol in Sj in Yi (if there does not
exist such a j then take j = 0). Note, by the definition of 1/2-alignment at least first βm/2
symbols of Zi are mapped (by σi ) in S1 . . . Si−1 . Recall, the definition of 1/2-alignment
ensures the mapping of the first or the last half fraction of symbols. However in this case if
Zi ’s last βm/2 symbols are mapped in S1 . . . Si−1 then the whole Zi is actually mapped in
S1 . . . Si−1 , which is even stronger than what we state.
By the properties of strings Sk ’s specified in Lemma 13, the first βm/2 symbols of Zi
β
require at least 2α
blocks from {Sj , Sj+1 , . . . , Si−1 } to map completely (see Figure 1).
≥
Yi
L1

St

β
2α

blocks
Si−1
Zi

Figure 1 Zi is 1/2-aligned with S1 . . . Si−1 where t > j.
β
Similarly each element of C[j + 1, i − 1] also requires at least α
blocks from {Sj , Sj+1 , . . . ,
Si−1 }. However any two Zp , Zp+1 ∈ C[j + 1, i] may share a block (more specifically, the last
block used for Zp and the first block used for Zp+1 ) for mapping. So, we get

β
β
β
+ ( − 1)|C[j + 1, i − 1]| ≤ i − j ⇒
|C[j + 1, i]| ≤ i − j.
2α
α
2α
√
β
β
Note, α
− 1 ≥ 2α
as α ≤ 1/8 (recall, β = 8α), and C[j + 1, i − 1] ∪ {Zi } = C[j + 1, i].
Similarly, suppose Zi is 1/2-aligned with Si+1 . . . Sn of Yi0 . Let j be the smallest index
greater than i such that a symbol of Zj is aligned (by σi0 ) with some symbol of Sj in Yi0 (if
there does not exist any j then take j = n + 1). Using an argument similar to the above, we
get
β
β
β
+ ( − 1)|C[i + 1, j − 1]| ≤ j − i ⇒
|C[i, j − 1]| ≤ j − i.
2α
α
2α

C
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B Claim 18. Suppose (by the alignment σi )
of Yi , and there exists a j > i such that
symbol of Sj in the substring Si+1 . . . Sn Si .
|C[i, r − 1]| ≤ 2α
β (r − i).
Similarly, suppose (by the alignment σi0 )
of Yi0 , and there exists a j < i such that
symbol of Sj in the substring Si S1 . . . Si−1 .
|C[r + 1, i]| ≤ 2α
β (i − r).

Zi ∈ W is 1/2-aligned with Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i
a symbol of Zj in L1 is aligned with some
Then there exists r such that i < r ≤ j and
Zi ∈ W is 1/2-aligned with SN<i Si S1 . . . Si−1
a symbol of Zj in L1 is aligned with some
Then there exists r such that j ≤ r < i and

Proof. Suppose Zi is 1/2-aligned with Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i of Yi and there exists a j > i
such that a symbol of Zj in L1 is aligned (by σi ) with some symbol of Sj in the substring
Si+1 . . . Sn Si . Let us choose r to be the smallest j with the above condition. By the argument
β
used in the proof of Claim 17, Zi requires at least 2α
blocks from {Si+1 , Si+2 , · · · , Sr }, and
β
every element in C[i + 1, r − 1] requires at least α blocks from {Si+1 , Si+2 , · · · , Sr }. Again,
any two Zp , Zp+1 ∈ C[i, r − 1] may share a block (more specifically, the last block used for
Zp and the first block used for Zp+1 ) for mapping. So we get
β
β
β
+ |C[i + 1, r − 1]|( − 1) ≤ r − i ⇒
|C[i, r − 1]| ≤ r − i.
2α
α
2α
Similarly, suppose Zi is 1/2-aligned with SN<i Si S1 . . . Si−1 of Yi0 and there exists a j < i
such that a symbol of Zj in L1 is aligned (by σi0 ) with some symbol of Sj in the substring
Si S1 . . . Si−1 . Let us choose r to be the largest j with the above condition. Then we get
β
β
β
+ |C[r + 1, i − 1]|( − 1) ≤ i − r ⇒
|C[r + 1, i]| ≤ i − r.
2α
α
2α

3.1.2

C

Dense Case: Proper mapping implies large number of neighbors

Recall that VH = {vt | Zt ∈ W}. For each vi ∈ VH further define VH>i := {vt ∈ VH | t > i}
and VH<i := {vt ∈ VH | t < i}. The next two claims show that if Zi is aligned with Si in Yi
and Yi0 then “most” of the vertices in VH are connected to (i.e., neighbors of) the vertex vi .
This eventually helps us to show that density of H is high.
B Claim 19. Suppose (by the alignment σi ) Zi ∈ W is 1/2-aligned with Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i
in Yi , and there exists no j > i such that a symbol of Zj ∈ W is aligned with some symbol
of Sj in the substring Si+1 . . . Sn . Then
|VH>i

\

N> (vi )| +

β
|V >i \ N> (vi )| ≤ 2(n − i) + 1.
2α H

Proof. Zi is 1/2-aligned with Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i of Yi . So to align all Zr ∈ C[i + 1, n] (note,
|C[i + 1, n]| = |VH>i |) at most 2(n − i) + 1 blocks of Sp ’s are available. Since for no j > i
a symbol of Zj ∈ W is aligned with some symbol of Sj in Si+1 . . . Sn , each Zr such that
β
vr ∈ VH>i \ N> (vi ) requires at least α
blocks of Sp ’s to map. Any two Zr , Zr+1 such that
>i
vr , vr+1 ∈ VH \ N> (vi ) may share a block (more specifically, the last block used for Zp
and the first block used for Zp+1 ) for mapping. Recall for our choice of parameters α, β,
β
β
α − 1 ≥ 2α . So we get
|VH>i

\

N> (vi )| +

β
|V >i \ N> (vi )| ≤ 2(n − i) + 1.
2α H

Similarly, we consider the mapping of Zi in the string Yi0 .

C
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C[1, n]
p1

q1 p2

p1
i1

i2

j1

i3

Shaded region is included in T

q2

j2

q1
j3

Considering s = 3,
(i1 , j1 ),(i2 , j2 ),(i3 , j3 ) is a series
of pairs to cover C[p1 , q1 ] where
i1 = p1 and j3 = q1 .

Figure 2 T as a union of disjoint subsets.

B Claim 20. Suppose (by the alignment σi0 ) Zi ∈ W is 1/2-aligned with SN<i Si S1 . . . Si−1
in Yi0 , and there exists no j < i such that a symbol of Zj ∈ W is aligned with some symbol
of Sj in the substring S1 . . . Si−1 . Then
|VH<i

\

N< (vi )| +

β
|V <i \ N< (vi )| ≤ 2i − 1.
2α H

Proof. Zi is 1/2-aligned with SN<i Si S1 . . . Si−1 of Yi0 . So to align all Zr ∈ C[1, i − 1] (note,
|C[1, i − 1]| = |VH<i |), at most 2i − 1 blocks of Sp ’s are available. Since for no j < i a symbol of
Zj ∈ W is aligned with some symbol of Sj in S1 . . . Si−1 , each Zr such that vr ∈ VH<i \ N< (vi )
β
requires at least α
blocks of Sp ’s to map. Any two Zr , Zr+1 such that vr , vr+1 ∈ VH<i \ N< (vi )
may share a block (more specifically, the last block used for Zp and the first block used for
β
β
Zp+1 ) for mapping. Recall for our choice of parameters α, β, α
− 1 ≥ 2α
. So we get
|VH<i

\

3.1.3

N< (vi )| +

β
|V <i \ N< (vi )| ≤ 2i − 1.
2α H

C

Removing sparse blocks from LCS

Next we choose a subset of vertices from the set VH so that the graph induced by that subset
has high density. For that purpose we remove the “sparse” portions from the subsequence L1
in the following way:
1. Initialize an empty set T .
2α
2. For each Zi ∈ W identify the largest j > i such that |C[i,j]|
j−i+1 ≤ β , and then add all
Zk ∈ C[i, j] in the set T . (If no such j exists then do not add anything to T .)
3. Define a new set W 0 = W \ T .
Let L2 be the string formed by removing all Zi 6∈ W 0 from L1 . Let us also define a set of
vertices VH0 = {vt |Zt ∈ W 0 }. (Note, VH0 ⊆ VH .) Now we will argue that the set VH has not
shrunk by much after removing the sparse blocks and each vertex in VH0 has high degree in
the subgraph H, which eventually implies that the subgraph H has high density.
B Claim 21. |VH0 | ≥ |VH | −

4α
β n.

Proof. Let us consider the set T . We can write T as a union of disjoint subsets as T =
C[p1 , q1 ]∪C[p2 , q2 ]∪· · ·∪C[pr , qr ] for some integer r ∈ [n], such that ∀1≤`≤r−1 C[q` , p`+1 ] 6= ∅
(see Figure 2).
Now if we could show that for each ` ∈ [r], |C[p` , q` ]| ≤ 4α
β (q` − p` ), then
|T | =

r
X
`=1

r

|C[p` , q` ]| ≤

4α X
4α
(q` − p` ) ≤
n
β
β
`=1

where the last inequality is true since p1 < q1 < p2 < q2 < · · · < pr < qr . So to conclude the
proof of the claim next we show that for all ` ∈ [r] |C[p` , q` ]| ≤ 4α
β (q` − p` ).
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It is immediate from the construction of the set T that there exists a sequence of pair of
indices (i1 , j1 ), · · · , (is , js ) (for some positive integer s) where i1 = p` and js = q` , such that
S
for all t ∈ [s] while processing Zit we add blocks of C[it , jt ] in T , and C[p` , q` ] = t∈[s] C[it , jt ].
S
We can further assume that there exists no t0 ∈ [s] such that C[it0 , jt0 ] ⊆ t∈[s]\{t0 } C[it , jt ].
(In words it means that C[i1 , j1 ], · · · , C[is , js ] is a minimal sequence of subsets whose union
is C[i1 , js ].) Due to this assumption we can write that i2 ≤ j1 ≤ i3 ≤ j2 ≤ · · · ≤ is ≤ js−1
and ∀t ∈ [s − 2], it+2 ≥ jt + 1 (see Figure 2). So,
|C[p` , q` ]| ≤

s
X

s

|C[it , jt ]| ≤

t=1

2α X
(jt − it + 1)
β t=1

s−1
i
X
2α h
s + (js − i1 ) +
(jt − it+1 )
β
t=1
i
2α h
≤
s + (js − i1 ) + (js−1 − i2 − (s − 2))
β
i
2α h
2(js − i1 )
≤
β

=

where second last inequality uses the fact that ∀t ∈ [s−2], it+2 ≥ jt +1 and last inequality uses
the fact that js ≥ js−1 + 1 and i2 ≥ i1 + 1. Hence we conclude that |C[p` , q` ]| ≤ 4α
β (q` − p` ),
and this completes the proof.
C
T
B Claim 22. For each vertex vi ∈ VH0 , |VH N (vi )| ≥ |VH | − 4α
β n.
Proof. By the construction of W 0 , for each Zi ∈ W 0 we know that there exists no j > i (or
|C[j,i]|
2α
2α
< i) such that |C[i,j]|
j−i+1 ≤ β (or i−j+1 ≤ β ). Then by Claim 17 and Claim 18 it follows that
0
all Zi ∈ W satisfy preconditions of both Claim 19 and Claim 20. Otherwise by Claim 17 and
|C[j,i]|
2α
2α
Claim 18 we know that there exists a j > i (or < i) such that |C[i,j]|
j−i+1 ≤ β (or i−j+1 ≤ β ).
For j > i when we process Zi to construct the set T we add all the blocks of C[i, j], and
for j < i when we process Zj we add all the blocks of C[j, i]. So it must be the case that
the alignment σi between L1 and Yi , 1/2-aligns Zi to the substring Si+1 . . . Sn Si SN>i and
there exists no j > i such that Zj ∈ W aligns with Sj in the substring Si+1 . . . Sn . Also, σi0
1/2-aligns Zi to the substring SN<i Si S1 . . . Si−1 and there exists no j < i such that Zj ∈ W
aligns with Sj in the substring S1 . . . Si−1 . So by Claim 19
|VH>i

\

N> (vi )| +

β
|V >i \ N> (vi )| ≤ 2(n − i) + 1,
2α H

and by Claim 20
|VH<i

\

N< (vi )| +

β
|V <i \ N< (vi )| ≤ 2i − 1.
2α H

These two claims together imply
β
|VH \ N (vi )| ≤ 2n
2α
\
\
β
⇒|VH
N (vi )| +
(|VH | − |VH
N (vi )|) ≤ 2n
2α
\
β
β
⇒(
− 1)|VH
N (vi )| ≥
|VH | − 2n
2α
2α
\
4α
⇒|VH
N (vi )| ≥ |VH | −
n.
β
|VH

\

N (vi )| +

C
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Now we are ready to complete the proof of soundness (Lemma 16).
Proof of Lemma 16. For the sake of contradiction let us assume that the LCS is of size at
least 2βmn. Recall, we have already seen that |VH | ≥ βn. Now we consider the following
two cases depending on the size of VH .
Case 1: (When |VH | ≤

β
n).
γ
0

Suppose |VH | ≤

β
γn

(= k). Let V 0 ⊇ VH be an arbitrary set

of size exactly βγ n. Let H be the subgraph induced by the vertices V 0 . Using Claim 21
and Claim 22, we can lower bound the density of the subgraph H 0 by:
1
2



P

0
v∈VH

|VH | −

|V 0 |

4α
β n





β−

≥

4α
β




n· β−

β
γn

2

· βγ n

4α
β



n

2

4αγ
.
≥ γ− 2
β

As we set α = β 2 /8, we get that the density of the subgraph induced by V 0 is at least
(γ/2)2 .
Case 2: (When |VH | >
is lower bounded by:
1
2

P



0
v∈VH

|VH | −

|VH |

β
n).
γ

4α
β n

If |VH | >


≥

the density of the subgaph H induced by VH


|VH0 | |VH | −

2


≥

β
γ n,

4α
β n



|VH |(|VH | − 1)
2
|VH | − 4α
β n
|VH |2



4αn
= 1−
β|VH |
γ
≥ (1 − )2
2
≥ (γ/2)2

2

(since |VH | >

β
n and we set α = β 2 /8)
γ

(since γ ≤ 1).

Now since density of the subgraph is at least (γ/2)2 , it follows from the following simple
claim that there exists a subgraph of H of size βγ n which has density at least (γ/2)2 .
B Claim 23. Suppose a graph G = (V, E) has edge density c, then for any 2 ≤ k ≤ |V |,
there exists a subgraph of size k with density at least c.
Proof. Let n = |V |. Pick a subset H ⊆ V of size exactly k uniformly at random. For a fixed
edge e in G, the probability that the edge e is present in the subgraph induced by H is

(n−2)
exactly k−2
. Since G has c · n2 edges, by linearity of expectation, the expected number
n
(k )
 (n−2)

of edges in the subgraph induced by H is equal to c · n2 · k−2
= c · k2 . Therefore, the
(nk)
expected density of the subgraph is exactly equal to c. Hence, by an averaging argument,
there exists a subgraph of G of size k with density at least c.
C
In both the cases, we have shown that there exists a subgraph of size βγ n(= k) with density
at least(γ/2)2, which is a contradiction to the fact that we started with a NO instance of
γ2
4 -DkS

β
γ n, n

. Therefore in this case, the size of LCS must be at most 2βmn.

J
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Proof of Theorem 2
If there is no polynomial
time algorithm to distinguish between the YES and NO instances of

γ2
β
-DkS
n,
n
,
then
using
Lemma 15 and Lemma 16, it follows that there is no polynomial
4
γ
time algorithm to distinguish between the cases when the LCS of Y1 , · · · , Yn , Y10 , · · · , Yn0 is
of size βγ mn vs. 2βmn. Also note that if we use Lemma 13 to construct the strings Si ’s then
the alphabet size is O(α−3 ) = O(β −6 ). This proves the main theorem.

4

Conclusion

In this paper we show hardness of constant factor approximation of Multi-LCS problem
with input of length n over no(1) sized alphabet assuming the Exponential Time Hypothesis
(ETH). This is the first hardness result for approximating Multi-LCS problem for sublinear
sized alphabet. To prove our result we provide a reduction from the densest k-subgraph
problem with perfect completeness, and then use the known hardness results for the latter
problem from [24]. One interesting fact is that if one could show hardness of the γ-DkS(k, n)
problem for k = Θ( polynlog n ) and γ = (log n)−c for some c > 0, then due to our reduction
that will directly imply constant factor hardness for Multi-LCS over poly-logarithmic sized
alphabet under ETH.
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Derandomized version of Lemma 12

To achieve deterministic reduction we need to construct the set of strings S1 , · · · , Sn deterministically in time poly(n). For that purpose we use the notion of synchronization strings
used in the literature of insertion-deletion codes [14, 9].
I Definition 24 (c-long-distance ε-synchronization string). A string S ∈ Σn is called a c-longdistance ε-synchronization string for some parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), if for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ i0 <
j 0 ≤ n with i0 − j ≤ n · 1(j+j 0 −i−i0 )>c log n , |LCS(S[i, j], S[i0 , j 0 ])| ≤ ε(j + j 0 − i − i0 ), where
1(j+j 0 −i−i0 )>c log n is the indicator function for (j + j 0 − i − i0 ) > c log n.
Note, in the definition of c-long-distance ε-synchronization string in [9] authors used the notion
of edit distance instead of LCS. More specifically, they specified the edit distance between
S[i, j] and S[i0 , j 0 ]) is at least (1 − ε)(|S[i, j]| + |S[i0 , j 0 ]|). However both the notions can be
used interchangeably since for any two strings S, S 0 , |LCS(S, S 0 )| = |S| + |S 0 | − ED(S, S 0 ),
where the edit distance ED(S, S 0 ) is defined as the minimum number of insertion and deletion
operations required to transform S to S 0 . One may note that, generally while defining the edit
distance we also allow substitution operation. However here we are not allowing substitution
operation, and that is why we are able to write the following equivalence between LCS and
the edit distance of two strings S, S 0 : |LCS(S, S 0 )| = |S| + |S 0 | − ED(S, S 0 ). We would like
to mention that in [9] authors also used this particular version of the edit distance notion
(i.e., without substitution operation).
Several constructions of such long-distance synchronization strings are given in [14, 9]
with different parameters. However we restate one of the theorems from [9] that we find
useful for our purpose.
I Theorem 25 (Rephrasing of Theorem 5.4 of [9]). For any n ∈ N and parameter ε ∈ (0, 1),
there is a deterministic construction of an ε−2 -long-distance ε-synchronization string S ∈ Σn
for some alphabet Σ of size O(ε−3 ). Moreover, for any i ∈ [n] the substring S[i, i + log n]
can be computed in time O(ε−2 log n).
Now using the above we will provide deterministic construction of set of strings S1 , · · · , Sn
with our desired property.
I Lemma 13. For any α ∈ (0, 1), and n ∈ N there exists an alphabet Σ0 of size O(α−3 )
such that for any m > 2α−2 log n, there is a deterministic construction of a set of strings
S1 , · · · , Sn ∈ Σ0m such that for each i =
6 j, |LCS(Si , Sj )| ≤ αm. Moreover, all the strings
can be generated in time O(α−2 nm).
Proof. For a specified α and n, set ε = α/2. Then use the construction from Theorem 25 to
get an ε−2 -long-distance ε-synchronization string S of length 2nm, for any m > 12 ε−2 log n.
The bound on m is required to satisfy the condition that (j + j 0 − i − i0 ) > c log n of
Definition 24. (Note, in our case (j + j 0 − i − i0 ) = 2m and c = ε−2 .) Then divide the string
S into m length blocks. Finally choose alternate blocks as S1 , · · · , Sn . More specifically,
S1 = S[1, m], S2 = S[2m + 1, 3m], · · · , Sn = S[(2n − 2)m + 1, (2n − 1)m]. Now the bound on
|LCS(Si , Sj )| for any i 6= j, directly follows from Definition 24.
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Abstract
Directed Steiner Tree (DST) is a central problem in combinatorial optimization and theoretical
computer science: Given a directed graph G = (V, E) with edge costs c ∈ RE
≥0 , a root r ∈ V and k
terminals K ⊆ V , we need to output a minimum-cost arborescence in G that contains an r→t path
for every t ∈ K. Recently, Grandoni, Laekhanukit and Li, and independently Ghuge and Nagarajan,
gave quasi-polynomial time O(log2 k/ log log k)-approximation algorithms for the problem, which
are tight under popular complexity assumptions.
In this paper, we consider the more general Degree-Bounded Directed Steiner Tree (DB-DST)
problem, where we are additionally given a degree bound dv on each vertex v ∈ V , and we require
that every vertex v in the output tree has at most dv children. We give a quasi-polynomial time
(O(log n log k), O(log2 n))-bicriteria approximation: The algorithm produces a solution with cost at
most O(log n log k) times the cost of the optimum solution that violates the degree constraints by at
most a factor of O(log2 n). This is the first non-trivial result for the problem.
While our cost-guarantee is nearly optimal, the degree violation factor of O(log2 n) is an O(log n)factor away from the approximation lower bound of Ω(log n) from the Set Cover hardness. The
hardness result holds even on the special case of the Degree-Bounded Group Steiner Tree problem on
trees (DB-GST-T). With the hope of closing the gap, we study the question of whether the degree
violation factor can be made tight for this special case. We answer the question in the affirmative by
giving an (O(log n log k), O(log n))-bicriteria approximation algorithm for DB-GST-T.
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1

Introduction

Network design is a central problem in combinatorial optimization and computer science. To
capture more practical situations, the more general model of network design with degreeconstraints was suggested in the early 90’s [22, 8] and has attracted researchers in both theory
and practice for decades. One of the most famous examples is the Degree-Bounded Minimum
Spanning Tree (DB-MST) problem, which models the problem of designing a multi-casting
network in which each node only has enough power to broadcast to a bounded number of its
neighbors. This problem has been studied in a sequence of works (see, e.g.,[16, 18, 11, 24]),
leading to the breakthrough result of Goemans [11] followed by the work of Singh and Lau
[24], which settled the problem by giving an algorithm that outputs a solution with optimum
cost, while violating the degree bound by an additive factor of +1. Since the works on
DB-MST, many efforts have been dedicated to the study the generalizations of the problem:
the Degree-Bounded Steiner Tree problem, in which the goal is to find a minimum-cost
subgraph that connects all the terminals, while meeting the given degree bounds, was studied
in [17, 21]. The Survivable Network Design problem, where each pair of nodes v, w are
required to have at least λvw edge-disjoint v-w paths, has also been studied in literature; see,
e.g., [20, 21].
Recently, degree-bounded network design problems have been studied in the online
setting [4, 3, 5]. Besides the standard (also called point-to-point) network design problems,
Dehghani et al. [4] also studied the Degree-Bounded Group Steiner Tree problem (DB-GST).
They gave a negative result, which shows that it is not possible to approximate both cost and
weight of the Online DB-GST problem simultaneously, even when the input graph is a star.
More specifically, there exists an input demand sequence that forces any algorithm to pay a
factor of Ω(n) either in the cost or in the degree violation. To date, there was no non-trivial
approximation algorithm for DB-GST, either in the online or offline setting, and even when
all the edges have zero-cost. This was listed as an open problem by Hajiaghayi [14] at the
8th Flexible Network Design Workshop (FND 2016).
In this paper, we study a degree-bounded variant of the classic network design problem,
the Degree-Bounded Directed Steiner Tree problem (DB-DST). Formally, in DB-DST, we
are given an n-vertex directed graph G = (V, E) with costs on edges, a root vertex r, a set
of k terminals K, and degree bounds dv for each vertex v. The goal is to find a minimumcost rooted tree T ⊆ G that contains a path from the root r to every terminal t ∈ K,
while respecting the degree bound, i.e., the out-degree of each vertex v in T is at most dv .
Despite being a classic problem, there was no previous positive result on DB-DST as it is a
generalization of DB-GST.
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The barriers in obtaining any non-trivial approximation algorithm for DB-GST and
DB-DST are similar. Most of the previous algorithms for these two problems either run on
the metric closure of the input graph [9, 7, 23], require metric-tree embedding [9, 1, 6] or
use height-reduction techniques [25, 2, 13, 10], all of which lose track of the degree of the
solution subgraph.
We present a bi-criteria (O(log k log n), O(log2 n))-approximation algorithm for DB-DST
that runs in quasi-polynomial-time (see Section 1.1 for the definition), thus solving the open
problem of Hajiaghayi [14]. Our technique expands upon the recent result of Grandoni,
Laekhanukit and Li [13] for the Directed Steiner Tree problem. We observe that the algorithm
in [13] can be easily extended to the problem with degree bounds. Nevertheless, to amend the
degree-constrained problem into their framework, we are required to prove a concentration
bound for degrees, which is rather non-trivial. Notice that the O(log n log k)-approximation
factor on the cost of the tree is almost tight due to the hardness of Ω(log2− n) in [15] for
Directed Steiner Tree and the slightly improved hardness of Ω(log2 n/ log log n) in [13].
While our result for DB-DST is (almost) tight on the cost guarantee, the degree violation
factor O(log2 n) is an O(log n) factor away from the approximation lower bound of Ω(log n)
from the Set Cover hardness. To understand if the gap can be reduced, we study the
special case of DB-DST obtained from the hardness construction in [15], namely the DegreeBounded Group Steiner Tree problem on trees (DB-GST-T). In this problem, we are given
an (undirected) tree T ◦ = (V ◦ , E ◦ ) with edge-costs, a root r, k subsets of vertices (called
groups) O1 , . . . , Ok ⊆ V and a degree bound dv for each vertex v ∈ V ◦ . The goal is to find a
minimum-cost subtree T ⊆ T ◦ that joins r to at least one vertex from each group Ot , for every
t ∈ [k], while respecting the degree bound, i.e., the number of children of each vertex v in T
is at most dv . We present an (O(log k log n), O(log n))-bicriteria approximation algorithm for
DB-GST-T. So, the degree violation of our algorithm is tight and the cost-guarantee is almost
tight. This improves upon the O(log n log k, log n log k)-bicriteria approximation algorithm
due to Kortsarz and Nutov [19] who observe that the randomized rounding algorithm in [9]
also gives a guarantee on degree-violation.

1.1

Our Results

Our first result is an (O(log k log n), O(log2 n))-bicriteria approximation for DB-DST that
runs in quasi-polynomial time: We say that a randomized algorithm is an (α, β)-bicriteriaapproximation algorithm if it outputs a tree T containing an r→t path for every terminal
t ∈ K such that the number of children of every vertex v in T is at most β · dv , and the
expected cost of the tree is at most α times the cost of the optimum tree that does not
violate the degree constraints.
I Theorem 1. There is a randomized (O(log n log k), O(log2 n))-bicriteria approximation
algorithm for the degree-bounded directed Steiner tree problem in nO(log n) -time.
To the best of our knowledge, our result for DB-DST is the first non-trivial bicriteria
approximation for the problem. As we mentioned, the O(log n log k)-factor for the cost is
almost tight due to the hardness results of [15] and [13] for DST. There is a hardness of
Ω(log n) for the degree violation factor from the Set Cover problem, even if we ignore the
cost of the output tree.
I Remark. As in [13, 10], we could save a factor of log log n in the approximation factor
for the problem, with a slight increase in the running time. However, this complicates the
algorithmic framework. To deliver the algorithmic idea in a cleaner way, we choose to present
the results with O(log n log k) approximation ratios.
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Our second result is for the degree-bounded
 group Steiner tree problem on trees (DBGST-T). We obtain an O(log n log k), O(log n) -bicriteria approximation, which is (almost)
tight on both factors:

I Theorem 2. There is a randomized O(log n log k), O(log n) -bicriteria approximation for
the degree-bounded group Steiner tree problem on trees.

1.2

Our Techniques

Our algorithm for DB-DST takes ingredients from both [13] and [10]. As in these papers, we
consider an optimum solution, and recursively partition it into balanced sub-trees; we then
assign a “state” to each of these sub-trees. The tree structure of this recursive partition, as
well as all of the states, form what we call a state tree. We solve the problem indirectly, by
finding a good state tree, which we can transform back into a corresponding good solution.
The state of a sub-tree contains a set of special vertices in the sub-tree that we call portals;
these were used in [10] to obtain their improved approximation algorithm for DST. We
construct a super-tree T◦ that contains all possible state trees as sub-trees and reduce the
problem considered into that of finding a good sub-tree of small cost in T◦ . This can be
done by formulating a linear program (LP) relaxation and rounding the LP solution using a
recursive procedure. The construction of the super-tree and the LP rounding techniques are
similar to those in [13]. To extend the algorithm to DB-DST, we need to store the degrees of
all of the portals in the state.
This algorithmic framework outputs a so-called “multi-tree”: This is a tree where a vertex
or an edge can appear multiple times. Repeating the procedure for Q = O(log n log k) times,
we obtain a set of Q multi-trees. This process violates the degree requirements and thus we
obtain bicriteria approximation results. The analysis of this process is non-trivial as we need
to prove a concentration bound on the number of times a vertex appears in a multi-tree.
Our technique for DB-GST-T is in observing that the rounding algorithm for GST-T (no
degree bounds) in [9] is indeed a generalization of random walk. As we slightly boost the
branching probability by a constant factor, this (almost) does not affect the degree bound,
but the probability of connecting the root vertex to each group is amplified dramatically. A
drawback is that it also incurs a huge blow-up in the cost. To handle the blow-up, we stop
amplifying the branching probability when the connecting probability is sufficiently large.
The best (but inaccurate) way to illustrate our algorithm is by considering a random walk
from the root vertex to a group Ot . We change the random process by branching into two
directions simultaneously in each step, and then stop the extra branching when it generates
Θ(log n) simultaneous random walks. Since we have O(log n) simultaneous random walks,
the cost incurred by the process is blown-up by a factor O(log n), but the degree-violation is
blown-up by only a factor 2. At the same time, the probability of reaching the group Ot
goes up by a factor Ω(log n). Thus, if we need O(log k log n) rounds to reach every group,
then we now need only O(log k) rounds. There is no difference in the cost for running the
algorithm for O(log k log n) rounds or O(log k) rounds (with an extra O(log n) factor in the
cost), but it saves a factor in the degree-violation of O(log n).

2
2.1

Preliminaries for Degree-Bounded Directed Steiner Tree
Notations and Assumptions

In our algorithm and analysis for the DB-DST problem, a tree is always an out-arborescence.
Given a tree T , we use root(T ) to denote its root. Given T and a vertex v in T , we use
ΛT (v) to denote the set of children of v, and Λ∗T (v) to denote the set of descendants of v
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(including v itself) in the tree T . A sub-tree T 0 of T is a weakly-connected sub-graph of T ;
such a T 0 must be an out-arborescence. Sometimes, we shall use left and right children to
refer to the two children of a vertex in a tree; in this case, the order of the two children is
important and will be clearly specified. For an edge e = (u, v), we use head(e) = v to denote
its head.1 For a triple ξ = (u, v, v 0 ) of three vertices, we use second(ξ) = v and third(ξ) = v 0
to denote the second and third parameter of ξ.
Our input digraph is G. Let dmax = maxv∈V dv . We shall assume each terminal t ∈ K
has only one incoming edge and no outgoing edges in G. This can be assumed w.l.o.g using
the following simple operation: For every terminal t ∈ K that does not satisfy the condition,
we add a new vertex t0 , an edge (t, t0 ) with cost c(t,t0 ) = 0 and replace t with t0 in K. We
increase dt by 1 and set dt0 = 0.
One more assumption we can make is that each non-terminal u ∈ V \ K has at most 2
outgoing edges in G. To make sure that this holds, we focus on some non-terminal u with
b ≥ 3 outgoing edges. We replace the star centered at u with its b outgoing edges by a
gadget which is a full binary-tree rooted at u with b leaves being the out-neighbors of u.
For every newly added vertex u, we set du = dmax . This way every vertex in G will have at
most 2 outgoing edges. The cost of the edges in the gadget can be naturally defined: every
leaf edge (of this gadget) ending at w has cost c(u,w) , and all internal edges have zero cost.
However, this operation changes the degree of vertices. To address this issue, we define a
simple transformation function φv : Z → Z for every v ∈ V as follows: If v is a vertex in
the original graph, then φv is identically 1. Otherwise, v is a non-root internal vertex of
some gadget and we define φv to be the identity function. Then we can compute the original
degree ρu of a vertex u in a tree T of G recursively as follows: ρu = 0 if u is a leaf, and
P
ρu = v∈ΛT (u) φv (ρv ) otherwise. So, we require that for every v in the output tree T , the
original degree ρv of v is at most dv .

2.2

Balanced Tree Partition

We shall use the following basic tool as the starting point of our algorithm design. Its proof
is elementary and deferred to Appendix B.
I Lemma 3. Let T = (VT , ET ) be an n-vertex binary tree. Then there exists a vertex v ∈ VT
with n/3 < |Λ∗T (v)| ≤ 2n/3 + 1.
Given a tree T = (VT , ET ) as in the lemma, we can partition it into two trees T1 =
(VT1 , ET1 ) and T2 = (VT2 , ET2 ), where T2 contains vertices in Λ∗T (v) and T1 contains vertices
in VT \(Λ∗T (v)\{v}). First assume n ≥ 4. Since 2n/3+1 < n, we know that v 6= root(T ), thus
implying root(T1 ) = root(T ) 6= root(T2 ) = v, which is a leaf in T1 . Consequently, we have
ET1 ]ET2 = ET and VT1 ∪VT2 = VT , VT1 ∩VT2 = {root(T2 )}. Moreover, |VT1 |, |VT2 | ≤ 2n/3+1,
which is strictly less than n. Thus, T1 and T2 are sub-trees that form a balanced partition of
(the edges of) T . We call this procedure the balanced tree partitioning on T .
When n = 3, there are 2 types of trees. If the root has two children, then we could not
make both |VT1 | and |VT2 | to be smaller than 3. If the tree is a path of 2 edges, then we can
choose v to be the middle vertex and the procedure partitions the tree into two edges. Later,
we shall apply the balanced tree partitioning procedure recursively. We stop the recursion
when the tree is either an edge, or only contains the root and its 2 children. In other words,
the tree has only 1 level of edges.
1

[12] mistakenly called u the head and v the tail. We follow the common convention to call v the head.
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2.3

Multi-Tree

We define a multi-tree in G as an intermediate structure. It is simply a tree over multi-sets
of vertices and edges in G:
I Definition 4 (Multi-Tree). Given the input digraph G = (V, E), a multi-tree in G is a tree
T = (VT , ET ) where every vertex a ∈ VT is associated with a label label(a) ∈ V such that for
every (a, b) ∈ ET , we have (label(a), label(b)) ∈ E.
We say that each vertex a ∈ VT is a copy of the vertex label(a) ∈ V and each edge (a, b) ∈ ET
is a copy of the edge (label(a), label(b)) ∈ E. So, we say that T is rooted at a copy of
v ∈ V , if label(root(T )) = v, and T contains a copy of some v ∈ V if there exists some
a ∈ VT with label(a) = v. We extend the costs ce , the functions φv and the degree bounds
dv to their copies in a multi-tree as follows: for a vertex a and an edge (a, b) in a multitree, da = dlabel(a) , φa ≡ φlabel(a) and c(a,b) = c(label(a),label(b)) . The cost of a multi-tree
P
T = (VT , ET ) is naturally defined as cost(T ) = e∈ET ce . Given a multi-tree T , the “original
degree” ρa of a vertex a can be computed in the same way as before.
I Definition 5 (Good Multi-Trees). Let T = (VT , ET ) be a multi-tree in G. We say that T
is good if it is rooted at a copy of r, has leaves being copies of terminals, and the original
degree of any vertex a in T is at most da .
We can then state the main theorem for DB-DST, which we prove in Sections 3 to 5.
I Theorem 6 (Main Theorem for DB-DST). There is an nO(log n) -time randomized algorithm
that outputs a good multi-tree T = (VT , ET ) such that
(6a) ET [cost(T )] ≤ opt, where opt is the cost of the optimum solution for the instance.
(6b) For every t ∈ K,we have
 PrT [VT contains a copy of t] ≥ Ω(1/ log n).
(6c) For some s = Ω

1
log n

, it holds, for every v ∈ V , that





E exp s · (number of copies of v in T ) ≤ 1 + O log1 n .
We show that this implies Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We run the algorithm in Theorem 6 Q times to obtain Q good multitrees T1 , T2 , . . . , TQ , for some large enough Q = O(log n log k). Our output will contain all
edges that appear in the Q multi-trees. Notice that the output may not be a tree, but we can
remove edges so that it becomes a tree. Applying union bound, all terminals appear in the
union of the Q trees with probability at least 0.9, when Q is big enough. By Property (6c)
in the theorem statement, we have for every v,


E exp s · (# copies of v in T1 , . . . , TQ ) ≤



1+O



1
log n

Q

= exp(O(log k)).

The above inequality holds since the Q trees are produced independently.
Thus, if M = O(log n) is big enough, by Markov’s inequality we have



1
Pr exp s · (# copies of v in T1 , . . . , TQ ) ≥ exp(M ) ≤
.
10n
The event on the left side is exactly that the number of copies of v in T1 , . . . , TQ is at least
M/s.
Thus, with probability at least 0.8, every terminal t appears in one of the Q trees and every
vertex v appears at most M/s = O(log2 n) times in the trees. Taking the union of all trees and
reflecting the edges in the original graph G, we have a sub-graph G0 of G containing a path
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from r to every terminal t ∈ K. The total cost of edges in G0 is at most O(log n log k) · opt.
For every vertex v, the out-degree of v in G0 is at most (M/s)dv = O(log2 n)dv . We can
take an arbitrary Steiner tree T in G0 as the output of the algorithm. This gives us an
(O(log n log k), O(log2 n))-bicriteria approximation algorithm for the degree-bounded directed
Steiner tree problem. The running time of the algorithm is nO(log n) .
J
Organization. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we
define states and good state trees. In Section 4, we argue that the problem of finding a small
cost valid tree can be reduced to that of finding a small cost state-tree. In Section 5, we
present our linear programming rounding algorithm that finishes the proof of Theorem 6.
Section 6 is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 2 for the degree-bounded group Steiner tree
problem on trees (DB-GST-T).

3

States and State-Trees

Given the optimum tree T ∗ (which is binary by our assumptions) for the DB-DST problem,
we can apply the balanced tree partitioning recursively to obtain a decomposition tree: We
start from T ∗ and partition it into two trees T1 and T2 using the balanced-tree-partitioning
procedure, and then recursively partition T1 and T2 until we obtain sub-trees with 1 level
of edges: Such a tree contains either a single edge, or two edges from the root. Then the
decomposition tree is a full binary tree where each node corresponds to a sub-tree of T ∗ .
Due to the balance condition, the height of the tree will be O(log n). Throughout the paper,
we shall use h = Θ(log n) to denote an upper bound on the height of this decomposition tree.
Thanks to its small depth, the decomposition tree becomes the object of interest. However,
as each node in the tree corresponds to a sub-tree of the optimum solution T ∗ , it contains
too much information for the algorithm to handle. Instead, we shall only extract a small
piece of information from each node that we call the state of the node. On one hand, a
state contains much less information than a sub-tree does, so we can afford to enumerate
all possible states for a node. On the other hand, the states of nodes in the decomposition
tree still contain enough information for us to check whether the correspondent multi-tree
is good. We call the binary tree of states a state tree; we require in a good state tree, the
states of nodes satisfy some consistency constraints. Then we can establish a two-direction
connection between good multi-trees and good state trees.
Given a valid tree T in G and a sub-tree T 0 of T , we now start to make definitions related
to the state of T 0 w.r.t T . It is convenient to think that T is the optimum tree T ∗ and T 0 is
a sub-tree of T = T ∗ obtained from the recursive balanced-partitioning procedure since this
is how we use the definitions. However, the definitions are w.r.t. general T and T 0 ; from now
on till the end of Section 3, we fix any valid tree T and its sub-tree T 0 .

3.1

Portals

Other than root(T 0 ), the state for T 0 w.r.t. T contains the set of portals of T 0 :
I Definition 7. A vertex v in T 0 is a portal in T 0 if v is root(T 0 ) or a non-terminal leaf
of T 0 .
In general, the set of portals of T 0 can be large, but if T 0 is obtained from the recursive
balanced-tree-partitioning procedure for T , then the number of portals can be shown to be at
most h + 1. As we shall often use the root and set of portals together, we make the following
definition:
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I Definition 8 (Root-Portals-Pair). A pair (r0 , S) is called a root-portals-pair for vertex r0
and portals S if r0 ∈ S ⊆ V \ K.
It is easy to see that the root-portal-pairs for an internal node of the decomposition tree
and its two children satisfy some properties stated in the following definition:
I Definition 9 (Allowable Child-Pair). Given three root-portals-pairs (r0 , S), (r0 , S1 ) and
(r00 , S2 ), we say ((r0 , S1 ), (r00 , S2 )) is an allowable child-pair of (r0 , S) if r00 ∈
/ S, S1 ∪ S2 =
S ∪ {r00 } and S1 ∩ S2 = {r00 }.
The following claim motivates the definition of allowable child pairs:
B Claim 10. Assume T 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) contains at least 2 levels of edges. Let T10 = (V10 , E10 ) and
T20 = (V20 , E20 ) be the two sub-trees obtained by applying the balanced tree partitioning on
T 0 . Let r0 = root(T 0 ) = root(T10 ), r00 = root(T20 ) 6= r0 and S, S1 , S2 be the sets of portals in
T 0 , T10 , T20 respectively. Then, ((r0 , S1 ), (r00 , S2 )) is an allowable child-pair of (r0 , S).
Proof. First, r00 is not a portal of T 0 since it is a non-root internal vertex in of T 0 . Second, it
is easy to see that S1 = (S ∪ {r00 }) ∩ V10 and S2 = (S ∪ {r00 }) ∩ V20 . So, S1 ∪ S2 = S ∪ {r00 }
and S1 ∩ S2 = {r00 }.
C

3.2

Degree Vectors

The next piece of the information in a state is a degree vector:
I Definition 11. A degree vector for a set S ⊆ V \ K is a vector ρ = (ρv )v∈S , where ρv is
an integer in [1, dv ] for every v ∈ S.
As explained in section 2.1, ρv will be the original degree of v in the tree T .
I Definition 12 (Consistency of degree vectors). Given a root-portals-pair (r0 , S), an allowable
child-pair ((r0 , S1 ), (r00 , S2 )) of (r0 , S), three degree vectors ρ, ρ1 and ρ2 for S, S1 and S2
respectively, we say ρ1 and ρ2 are consistent with ρ, if
for every v ∈ S1 \ {r00 }, we have ρv = ρ1v ,
for every v ∈ S2 \ {r00 }, we have ρv = ρ2v and
ρ1r00 = ρ2r00 .
So, the degree vectors are consistent if there is no contradictory information among them.
I Definition 13 (Edge/Triple Agreeing with Degree Vector). Given a root-portals-pair (r0 , S)
with |S| ≤ 2, a degree vector ρ for S, and an edge (r0 , v) ∈ E with {r0 , v} \ K = S, we
say (r0 , v) agrees with ρ if ρr0 = (φv (ρv ) or 1), where (φv (ρv ) or 1) denotes φv (ρv ) if ρv is
defined (i.e., if v ∈ S) and 1 otherwise.
Similarly, given a root-portals-pair (r0 , S) with |S| ≤ 3, a degree vector ρ for S, and two
edges (r0 , v), (r0 , v 0 ) ∈ E such that {r0 , v, v 0 } \ K = S, we say the triple (r0 , v, v 0 ) agrees with
ρ if ρr0 = (φv (ρv ) or 1) + (φv0 (ρv0 ) or 1).
Notice that, in the above definition, either v ∈ S or v ∈ K. In the former case, ρv is
defined; in the latter case ρv is not defined but we know φv is identically 1. The same
argument holds for v 0 . The definition corresponds to the case when T 0 is a base case of the
recursive balanced tree partitioning, i.e., T 0 contains only 1 level of edges. If T 0 contains an
edge e = (r0 , v), then the portal set of T 0 is {r0 , v} \ K. We shall have ρr0 = (φv (ρv ) or 1).
Similarly, if T 0 contains 3 vertices (r0 , v, v 0 ) with r0 being the root, then we must have
ρr0 = (φv (ρv ) or 1) + (φv0 (ρv0 ) or 1).
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States and Good State-Trees

With degree vectors, we can define states and good state-trees:
I Definition 14. A state is a tuple (r0 , S, ρ) where (r0 , S) is a root-portals-pair and ρ is a
degree vector for S.
The state of the tree T 0 w.r.t T is the tuple (r0 , S, ρ) with r0 = root(T 0 ), S being the set
of portals in T 0 , and ρ being the vector of original degrees of vertices in S w.r.t. the tree T .
I Definition 15 (Good State Trees). A good state tree is a full binary tree τ of depth at most
h, where every node p is associated with a state (rp0 , Sp , ρp ), and every leaf o is associated
with either
an edge eo ∈ E or a triple ξo such that the following conditions hold.


(15a)

0
rroot(τ
) , Sroot(τ ) = (r, {r}).

(15b) For any leaf o of τ , either eo or ξo agrees with ρo .
(15c) For an internal node p in τ , letting q and o be the left and right children of p, then
the pair ((rq0 , Sq ), (ro0 , So )) is an allowable child-pair of (rp0 , Sp ) (so, rq0 = rp0 6= ro0 ), and
ρq and ρo are consistent with ρp .
We say that a terminal t ∈ K is involved in a good state tree τ if there exists a leaf o of
τ with t = head(eo ), or t ∈ {second(ξo ), third(ξo )}.
Given a good state tree τ , and a leaf o in τ , we define the cost c(o) as follows. If eo is
defined, then we define c(o) = ceo ; otherwise, define c(o) = c(ro0 ,second(ξo )) + c(ro0 ,third(ξo )) . The
P
cost of a state-tree τ is defined as cost(τ ) := o leaf of τ c(o).

4

Reduction to Finding Good State-Trees

4.1

From a Valid Tree to a Good State-Tree Involving All Terminals

In this section, we show that the decomposition tree of the optimum tree T ∗ can be turned
into a good state tree τ ∗ with desired properties. The procedure in the proof of the following
lemma is only for the analysis purpose and is not a part of our algorithm.
I Lemma 16. There is a good state-tree τ ∗ involving all terminals with cost(τ ∗ ) = cost(T ∗ ).
Proof. As we alluded, the state tree τ ∗ is constructed by taking the state for each node in
the decomposition tree for T ∗ . Formally, it is obtained by calling gen-state-tree(T ∗ ) (defined
∗
in Algorithm 1). In the algorithm ρT is the vector of original degrees of all vertices in T ∗ .
Algorithm 1 gen-state-tree(T 0 ).
1: create a node p with rp0 = root(T 0 ), Sp = portals of T 0 and ρp being ρT
2: if T 0 has only 1 level of edges then
3:
4:

∗

restricted to Sp

if T 0 contains a single edge e then let ep = e and return the single node p
otherwise, T 0 contains two edges (r0 , v) and (r0 , v 0 ), let ξp = (r0 , v, v 0 ) and return p

5: apply balanced tree partitioning to decompose T 0 into T10 and T20
6: τ1 ← gen-state-tree(T10 ), τ2 ← gen-state-tree(T20 )

7: return the tree τ obtained by combining p, τ1 and τ2 with edges (p, root(τ1 )) and

(p, root(τ2 )), with root(τ1 ) and root(τ2 ) being the left and right children of p respectively
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We first show that τ ∗ is a good state tree, by showing that it satisfies all the properties
in Definition 15. Property (15a) trivially holds by the way we define the parameters for the
∗
root recursion of gen-state-tree. Property (15b) holds by that each ρp is ρT restricted to S p .
P
Property (15c) follows from the same facts and Claim 10. cost(τ ∗ ) = e∈ET ∗ ce = cost(T ∗ )
since every edge in T ∗ is counted exactly once in τ ∗ .
J

4.2

From a Good State Tree to a Good Multi-Tree

Now we focus on the other direction of the reduction and prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 17. Given a good state tree τ , we can efficiently construct a good multi-tree T
with cost(T ) = cost(τ ). Moreover, if a terminal t ∈ K is involved in τ , then T contains a
copy of t.
Proof. The multi-tree T is constructed by joining the edges associated with all leaf nodes o
in τ using a recursive procedure. For each node p in τ , we shall construct a multi-tree Tp for
p, as well as a mapping πp from Sp to vertices in Tp . The multi-tree Tp and the mapping πp
satisfy the following properties:
(P1) For every v ∈ Sp , we have label(πp (v)) = v; that is, πp (v) is a copy of v.
(P2) πp (rp0 ) = root(Tp ).
In particular, the two properties imply that root(Tp ) is a copy of rp0 .
The trees and mappings are constructed from the bottom to the top of the tree τ . Focus
on a leaf node p with ep = (r0 , v). If ep is defined, then Tp only contains a copy of the edge
(r0 , v). πp maps r0 to the copy of r0 , and if v ∈
/ K (thus, v ∈ Sp ), v to the copy of v in Tp .
Otherwise ξp is defined. Then Tp contains a tree with two edges: a copy of (rp0 , second(ξp ))
and a copy of (rp0 , third(ξp )). πp can also be defined naturally.
Now consider the case that p is an internal node and let q and o be its left and right
children. Then, we have rp0 = rq0 , ro0 ∈
/ Sp , Sq ∪ So = Sp ∪ {ro0 } and Sq ∩ So = {ro0 } by
Property (15c). Then we identify πq (ro0 ) with πo (ro0 ) = root(To ), and then the multi-tree Tp is
the new tree containing vertices in Tq and To . Notice that both πq (ro0 ) and πo (ro0 ) are copies
of ro0 ; thus, the obtained Tp can be well-defined. The mapping πp is just the combination
of πq and πo : For a vertex v ∈ Sq , let πp (v) = πq (v); for a vertex v ∈ So , let πp (v) = πo (v);
since Sq ∩ So = {ro0 } and we identified πq (ro0 ) with πo (ro0 ), the mapping is well-defined. Also,
it is easy to see that (P1) and (P2) holds for Tp and πp .
Our final multi-tree for τ will be T = Troot(τ ) . It is straightforward to see that if t ∈ K is
involved in τ , then T contains a copy of t. Notice that all the ρp -vectors are consistent with
each other, and for every leaf o, eo or o agrees with ρo . Thus, aggregating all the ρp vectors
will recover the vector ρT of original degrees of vertices in ρT . So, the multi-tree T is good
P
P
since every v in T has ρTv ∈ [1, dv ]. The cost of T is e∈ET ce = o: leaves of τ c(o) = cost(τ ).
Finally, the running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the size of the state-tree τ . J

5

Finding a Good State Tree using LP Rounding

5.1

Extended State Trees and Construction of T0

With the relationship between good multi-trees and good state trees established, we can now
focus on the problem of finding a good state-tree of small cost involving many terminals. We
shall construct a quasi-polynomial sized tree T◦ so that every good state-tree τ corresponds
to a sub-tree T of T◦ satisfying some property. Roughly speaking, T◦ is the “super-set” of
all potential good state-trees τ . However, since the consistency conditions are defined over
three states for a parent and its two children, it is more convenient to insert a “virtual” node
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between every internal node and its two children. Also, it is convenient to break a leaf state
node o into two nodes, one containing the state information and the other containing eo or
ξo . Formally, for a good state-tree τ , we construct a correspondent tree T as follows.
1. Let T be a copy of τ . All nodes in T are called state nodes.
2. For every internal state node p in T with left and right children p1 and p2 , we create a
virtual node q and replace the two edges (p, p1 ) and (p, p2 ) with 3 edges (p, q), (q, p1 ) and
(q, p2 ); p1 is still the left child and p2 is the right child.
3. For every leaf state node p, we create a base node o and let o be the child of p. Then we
move the ep or ξp information from the node p to node o: If ep is defined, then we let
eo = ep and undefine ep ; otherwise, let ξo = ξp and undefine ξp .
4. We add a super node r and an edge from r to the root of T. r will be the new root for T.
We call this T the extended state-tree for τ ; we say T is good if its correspondent τ is
good. Clearly, there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between good state trees and good extended
state trees.
Our T◦ will be the “super-set” of all potential good extended state trees T. Formally,
we create a super node r to be the root of T◦ . Then, for every ρr ∈ [1, dr ], we call
cnstr-T◦ (0, r, {r}, ρ = (ρr )) to obtain a tree and let its root be a child of r.
Algorithm 2 cnstr-T◦ (h0 , r0 , S, ρ).
1: create a state node p with (rp0 , Sp , ρp ) = (r 0 , S, ρ)

2: for every (r 0 , v) ∈ E such that {r 0 , v} \ K = S and (r 0 , v) agrees with ρ do
3:
4:

create a “base node” o with eo = (r0 , v) and let o be a child of p
let c(o) = c(r0 ,v)

5: for every (r 0 , v), (r 0 , v 0 ) ∈ E such that {r 0 , v, v 0 } \ K = S and (r 0 , v, v 0 ) agrees with ρ do
6:
7:

create a “base node” o with ξo = (r0 , v, v 0 ) and let o be a child of p
let c(o) = c(r0 ,v) + c(r0 ,v0 )

8: if h0 < h then
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

for every allowable child-pair ((r0 , S1 ), (r00 , S2 )) of (r0 , S) do
for every pair of degree vectors ρ1 for S1 and ρ2 for S2 such that ρ1 and ρ2 are
consistent with ρ do
create a “virtual node” q and let q be a child of p
T1 ← cnstr-T◦ (h0 + 1, r0 , S1 , ρ1 )
T2 ← cnstr-T◦ (h0 + 1, r00 , S2 , ρ2 )
let the left and right sub-trees of q be T1 and T2 respectively
return the tree T rooted at p
The following claim is immediate from the construction of T◦ .

B Claim 18. A subtree T of T◦ with root(T) = root(T◦ ) is a good extended state tree if
and only if the following happens:
The super node in T has exactly one child (which is a state node).
Each state node in T has exactly one child (which is a base node or a virtual node).
For each virtual node q in T, both q’s children in T◦ are in T.
On the other hand, every good extended tree T of depth at most h + 1 is a sub-tree of T◦
with root being root(T◦ ).
Also, we say that a vertex v is involved in T if there is a base node o in T with v = head(eo )
or v ∈ {second(ξo ), third(ξo )}. The cost of T, denoted as cost(T), is defined as the sum
of c(o) over all base nodes in T. So, the problem now becomes finding a small-cost good
extended state tree in T◦ that involves each terminal with large probability.
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5.2

LP Formulation

We formulate an LP relaxation for our task. Let V◦ be the set of nodes in T◦ , r = root(T◦ )
◦
◦
◦
and let Vstate
, Vvirt
and Vbase
be the sets of state, virtual and base nodes in T◦ respectively.
Notice that there is only one super node, which is the root r. For every v ∈ V , let
◦
Ov = {v ∈ Vbase
: v = head(eo ) or v ∈ {second(ξo ), third(ξo )}} be the set of base nodes
involving v. Let T∗ be our target good extended state tree; this is the tree correspondent
to the good state tree τ ∗ . Then, in our LP, we have a variable xp for every p ∈ V◦ , that
indicates whether p is in the T∗ or not.
X
min
xo c(o)
(1)
o∈V◦
base

X

xq = xp ,

◦
∀p ∈ Vstate
∪ {r}

(2)

xp = xq ,

◦
∀q ∈ Vvirt
, p ∈ ΛT◦ (q)

(3)

q∈ΛT◦ (p)

X

xp ∈ [0, 1], ∀p ∈ V◦

(4)

◦

xo ≤ xp ,

∀p ∈ V , t ∈ K

(5)

xo = 1,

∀t ∈ K

(6)

o∈Λ∗
(p)∩Ot
T◦

X
o∈Ot

The objective function of LP (1) is to minimize the total cost of all leaves in T∗ .
Constraint (2) requires that for every state or super node p in T∗ , exactly one child of p
is in T∗ . Constraint (3) requires that a virtual node q in T∗ has both its children in T∗ .
Constraint (5) says for every node p in T∗ and every terminal t ∈ K, there is a most one
descendant base node o of p that is in Ot . In the whole tree T∗ , exactly one leaf node o has
t = head(eo ) or t ∈ {second(ξo ), third(ξo )}, for every t ∈ K (Constraint (6)); in the LP, all
the variables are between 0 and 1 (Constraint (4)).
Notice that (5) for p = r and any t ∈ K and (6) for the same t imply that xr = 1.
Constraint (2) and (3) imply that the x values over the nodes of a root-to-leaf path in T◦
are non-increasing.

5.3

Rounding Algorithm

Given a valid solution x to LP (1), our rounding algorithm will round it to obtain the set
V ⊆ V◦ , which induces a good state tree. The algorithm is very similar to that of [9] with
the only one difference: For every state node or super-node p that is added to V, we add
exactly one child q of p to V, while the algorithm of [9] makes independent decisions for
each child. The algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 3. In the main algorithm, we
simply call round(r). It is straightforward to see that the tree induced by round(r) is a good
extended state tree. The following claim also holds:
B Claim 19. Let p ∈ V◦ and q ∈ Λ∗T◦ (p). Let V be the random set returned by round(p).
x
Then we have Pr[q ∈ V] = xpq .
◦
Applying the above claim for p = r and every q ∈ Vbase
, we have that the expected cost of
the tree induced by V is exactly cost(x).
The main theorem we need about the rounding algorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm 3 round(p).
◦
1: if p ∈ Vstate
∪ {r} then

2:

randomly choose a child q of p according to probability vector

return {p} ∪ round(q)
◦
4: else if p ∈ Vvirt
then
5:
return {p} ∪ round(left child of p) ∪ round(right child of p)
6: else return {p}
3:



xq
xp


q∈ΛT◦ (p)

I Theorem 20. Let V be the random set returned by round(r). Then, for any terminal
1
t ∈ K we have Pr[V ∩ O0t 6= ∅] ≥ h+1
.
Theorem 20 was proved [9] for the original rounding algorithm and was reproved in [23].
However, adapting the analysis to our slightly different rounding algorithm is straightforward
and thus we omit the proof of the theorem here.
We now wrap up and finish the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 6) except for
Property (6c), of which the proof is deferred to Appendix A due to the space constraint. We
solve LP(1) to obtain a solution x. Notice that cost(x) ≤ cost(T∗ ) = cost(τ ∗ ) = cost(T ∗ ).
Let V ← round(r). Then by Claim 18 and the rounding algorithm, the tree T induced by V
is a good extended state tree. Let τ be the good state tree correspondent to T, and let T be
the good multi-tree in G constructed using the procedure in Section 4.2. The cost of the
multi-tree T is at most cost(x). By Theorem 20, for every t ∈ K, the probability that t is
involved T is at least 1/(h + 1) = Ω(1/ log n).
Let us consider the running time of the algorithmic framework, which is polynomial on
the size of the tree T◦ . First notice that if ((r0 , S1 ), (r00 , S2 )) is an allowable child pair of
(r0 , S), then we have |S1 |, |S2 | ≤ |S| + 1 since S1 ∪ S2 = S ∪ {r00 }. Thus, a state-node p at
the h0 -th level in T◦ (the children of r have level 0 and for simplicity we do not consider
super and virtual nodes when counting levels) has |Sp | ≤ h0 + 1. Thus, every state node p in
T◦ has |Sp | ≤ h + 1.
Then we consider the degree of the tree T◦ , which is the maximum number of possible
children of a state node p with (rp0 , Sp , ρp ) = (r0 , S, ρ). First, there are at most n × 2|Sp | ≤
n · 2h+1 different allowable child pairs ((r0 , S1 ), (r00 , S2 )) of the pair (r0 , S): there are at
most n choices for r00 and 2h ways to split S into S1 and S2 . Then, for a fixed allowable

child pair ((r0 , S1 ), (r00 , S2 )), we consider the number of pairs of degree vectors ρ1 , ρ2 such
that ρ1 and ρ2 are consistent with ρ. This is determined by the value of ρ1r00 = ρ2r00 , which
has at most dmax possibilities. So, the number of virtual children of a state node is at
most n · 2h+1 · dmax = poly(n) since h = O(log n). The number of child base nodes of
p is at most n2 . Since the height of the tree T◦ is at most O(log n), its size is bounded
by (poly(n))O(log n) = nO(log n) . So the running time of the LP rounding algorithm is
nO(log n) . This finishes the proof of Theorems 6 except for Property (6c), whose is deferred
to Appendix A.

6

Bicriteria-Approximation Algorithm for Degree-Bounded Group
Steiner Tree on Trees

In this section, we prove Theorem 2, which is repeated here.

I Theorem 2. There is a randomized O(log n log k), O(log n) -bicriteria approximation for
the degree-bounded group Steiner tree problem on trees.
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We first set up some notations for the theorem. Recall that T ◦ is the input tree, V ◦
denotes the set of vertices of T ◦ , and r denotes the root of T ◦ . For simplicity, we assume the
costs are on the vertices instead of edges: Every vertex u ∈ V ◦ has a cost cu ≥ 0. Notice that
this does not change the problem. We have k groups indexed by [k]. For each group t ∈ [k],
we are given a set Ot ⊆ V ◦ of leaves in T ◦ . W.l.o.g, we assume all Ot ’s are disjoint. Every
vertex v ∈ V is given a degree bound Dv . The goal of the problem is then to output the
smallest cost subtree T of T ◦ that satisfies the degree constraints and contains the root r and
one vertex from each Ot , t ∈ [k]. Since now we only have one tree T ◦ , we use the following
notations for children and descendants: For every vertex u ∈ V ◦ , let Λu denote the set of
children of u in T ◦ , and Λ∗u to denote the set of descendants of u in T ◦ (including u itself).
Now we describe the LP relaxation we use for our problem. For every vertex u ∈ T ◦ , we
use xu to indicate whether u is chosen or not (in the correspondent integer program). LP (7)
is a valid LP relaxation for the DB-GST-T problem:
X
min
cu xu
s.t.
(7)
u∈V ◦

X

xv ≤ xu

∀u ∈ V ◦ , v ∈ Λu

(8)

xo = 1

∀t ∈ [k]

(9)

xo ≤ xu

∀t ∈ [k], ∀u ∈ V ◦

(10)

xv ≤ du · xu

∀u ∈ V ◦

(11)

xu ∈ [0, 1]

∀u ∈ V ◦

(12)

o∈Ot

X
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗
u

X
v∈Λu

P
In the correspondent integer program, the objective we try to minimize is u∈V ◦ cu xu ,
i.e, the total cost of all verticies we choose. Constraint (8) says that if we choose a vertex
v, then we must choose its parent u. Constraint (9) requires for every group t, exactly one
vertex in Ot is added to the tree. Constraint (10) holds since if u is chosen, at most one
vertex in Λ∗u ∩ Ot is chosen for every group t. Constraint (11) is the degree constraint. In
the LP relaxation, we require each xu to take value in [0, 1] (Constraint (12)). Notice that
(9) and (10) for the root r imply that xr = 1.
Modifying the LP solutions. Solving LP (7), we can obtain an optimum LP solution
(xu )u∈V ◦ . In our rounding algorithm, it would be convenient if every xu is a (non-positive)
integer power of 2 that is not too small. So, we shall modify the LP solution using the
following operations, which may violate many of the LP constraints slightly. For every v ∈ V ◦
1
with xv < 2n
, we change xv to 0. This can only decrease the cost of the solution. It is easy
to see that Constraints (8), (10) and (11) will not be violated. Constraint (9) may not hold
P
1
any more, but we still have v∈Ot xv ≥ 1 − n × 2n
≥ 12 for every t ∈ [k]. We can remove all
1
vertices v with xv = 0 from the instance and thus assume xv ≥ 2n
for every v ∈ V ◦ . Next,
we increase each xv to the smallest (non-positive) integer power of 2 that is greater than
or equal to xv . This will violate many constraints in the LP by a factor of 2. We list the
properties that our new vector (xu )u∈V ◦ has:
1
(P1) For every u ∈ V ◦ , xu is an integer power of 2 between 2n
and 1.
◦
(P2) The x values along any root-to-leaf path in T is non-increasing.
P
1
(P3)
o∈Ot xo ∈ [ 2 , 2] for every group t ∈ [k].
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P
◦
(P4)
∗ xo ≤ 2xu for every t ∈ [k] and u ∈ V .
Po∈Ot ∩Λu
◦
(P5)
xv ≤ 2du xu for every u ∈ V .
Pv∈Λu
(P6)
u∈V ◦ cu xu ≤ 2 · opt, where opt is the cost of the optimum integer solution.

6.1

The rounding algorithm

We now describe our rounding algorithm. We define two important global parameters:
L := dlog(2n)e and γ := blog Lc − 2. We say an edge (u, v) with v ∈ Λu has “hop value” 1 if
xu < xv and 0 if xu = xv . For every vertex u ∈ V ◦ , we define `u to be the sum of hop values
over all edges in the path from the root to u in T ◦ . Thus, for every u ∈ V ◦ and v ∈ Λu , we
have `v − `u ∈ {0, 1}, and `v = `u if and only if xv = xu . By Properties (P1) and (P2), we
have that `v ∈ [0, L] for every v ∈ V ◦ .
Our rounding algorithm is applied on some scaled solution x0 , which is defined as follows:
x0u = 2min{`u ,γ} xu , for every u ∈ V ◦ .
As we mentioned in the introduction, this change will increase the probability of choosing v
conditioned on choosing u by a factor of 2, for some u ∈ V ◦ , v ∈ Λu with `u < `v ≤ γ.
We prove one important property for x0 , which is necessary for us to run the recursive
rounding algorithm.
B Claim 21. For every u ∈ V ◦ and v ∈ Λu , we have x0v ≤ x0u .
Proof. If xv = xu , then the edge (u, v) has hop value 0 and thus `v = `u . In this case we
have x0v = x0u as well. Otherwise, we have xv ≤ xu /2 and hv = hu + 1. So, min {hv , γ} ≤
min {hu , γ} + 1 and therefore x0v ≤ x0u .
C
Notice that x0r = 1 and every x0v is an integer power of 2 between 2−L and 1. Our
recursive rounding algorithm is run over x0 . In the procedure recursive-rounding(u), we
add u to our output tree and do the following: for every v ∈ Λu , with probability x0v /x0u
independent of all other choices, we call recursive-rounding(v). In the root recursion, we
shall call recursive-rounding(r).
Our final algorithm will repeat the recursive procedure M times independently, for a
large enough M = O(log k). Let T1 , T2 , · · · , TM be the M trees we obtained from the M
repetitions. Our final tree T will be the union of the M trees.
We first analyze the expected cost of T . First focus on the tree T1 . It is easy to see that
the probability u is chosen by T1 is exactly x0u ≤ 2γ xu = O(L)xu . Therefore, the expected
cost of T1 is at most O(L) · opt by Property (P6). Therefore, the expected cost of the tree T
is at most O (M L) · opt = O(L log k) · opt = O(log n log k) · opt.
We then analyze the degree constraints on T0. Given that u is selected by T1 , the
x
v
probability that we select a child of v of u is x0v ≤ 2x
xu . By Property (P5), we have
u
0
P
P
xv
2xv
v∈Λu x0u ≤
v∈Λu xu ≤ 4du . Consider all the M trees T1 , T2 , · · · , TM . Even if we
condition on the event that u appears in all the M trees, the degree of u is the summation
of many independent random {0, 1}-variables. The expectation of the summation is at most
4M du = O(log k) · du . Using Chernoff bound, one can show that the probability that the
1
degree of u is more than O(log n) · du is at most 10n
, for some large enough O(log n) factor.
Therefore, with probability at least 0.9, every node u in T has degree at most O(log n) · du .
Therefore, we proved that the degree violation factor of our algorithm is O(log n), as claimed
in Theorem 2.
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6.2

Analysis of connectivity probability

It remains to show that with high probability, the tree T contains a vertex from every group.
This is the goal of this section. Till the end of the section, we focus on the tree T1 and a
fixed group t. For every vertex u ∈ V ◦ , we define Eu to be the event that u is chosen by T1 .
W
Our goal is to give a lower bound on Pr[ o∈Ot Eo ], i.e., the probability that some vertex in
Ot is chosen by the tree T1 .
Notice that when two adjacent nodes in T ◦ have the same x0 value, then the child is
chosen whenever the parent is. Thus, we can w.l.o.g contract any sub-tree of nodes in T ◦
with the same x0 value into one single super-vertex, without changing the rounding algorithm.
Notice that if two adjacent vertices u ∈ V ◦ , v ∈ Λu have `u = `v , then we have xu = xv
and thus x0u = x0v . So, we contract every maximal sub-tree of vertices in T ◦ with the same
` value. After this operation, for every u ∈ V ◦ , `u is exactly the level of u in the tree T ◦ .
So, for every u ∈ V ◦ and v ∈ Λv we have `v = `u + 1. A super-vertex is in Ot if one of its
vertices before contracting is in Ot . If an internal super-vertex is in Ot , we can remove all its
descendants without changing the analysis in this section. So, again we have that Ot only
contains leaves.
P
For every vertex u, we define zu := o∈Ot ∩Λ∗u xo . Notice that zu ≤ 2xu by Property (P4).
hW
i
◦
In the following, we shall bound Pr
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗ Eo Eu for every u ∈ V from bottom to
u

top. This is done in two stages due to the threshold γ we used when we define x0 variables.
First we consider the case when `u ≥ γ and then we focus on the case when `u < γ. The two
stages are captured by Lemmas 22 and 23 respectively.
hW
i
zu
1
I Lemma 22. For a vertex u with `u ≥ γ, we have Pr
E
E
∗
u ≥ 2(L+1−`u ) xu .
o∈Ot ∩Λu o
Similar lemmas have been proved multiple times in many previous results. Since our
parameters are slightly different, we provide the complete
proof in Appendix
B. The lemma
hW
i
zu
1
implies that for every u with `u ≥ γ, we have Pr
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗ Eo Eu ≥ 2L · xu .
u

Now we analyze the probability for u with `u ≤ γ. Recall that γ = blog Lc − 2 and thus
1
2
we have 2γ ∈ (L/8, L/4]. Let αγ = 2L
and for every ` ∈ [0, γ − 1], define α` = 2α`+1 − 4α`+1
.
It is easy to see that for every ` ∈ [0, γ], we have α` ≤
` ∈ [0, γ − 1],

2γ−`
2L .

Then, we have for every

2
α` = 2α`+1 − 4α`+1
= 2α`+1 (1 − 2α`+1 )




2γ−`−1
2γ−`−1
≥ 2α`+1 1 − 2 ×
= 2α`+1 1 −
.
2L
L

Therefore, we have
α0 ≥ 2

γ

γ 
Y
`=1

2γ−`−1
1−
L



γ
2γ Y −2γ−` /L
2γ −2γ /L
αγ ≥
e
≥
e
= Ω(1).
2L
2L
`=1

The second inequality used that 1 − θ ≥ e−2θ for every θ ∈ (0, 1/2). The last equality used
that γ = blog Lc − 2 and thus 2γ = Θ(L).
With the α values defined, we also have the following lemma for the case when `u ≤ γ:
hW
i
zu
I Lemma 23. For every vertex `u = ` ≤ γ, we have Pr
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗ Eo Eu ≥ α` xu .
u

The proof of this lemma is deferred
to Appendix B. Applying the lemma for the root r of

W
zr
1
T ◦ , we have that Pr
E
≥
α
·
0 xr ≥ α0 · 2 = Ω(1).
o∈Ot o
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Now we consider all the M trees T1 , T2 , · · · , TM together. The probability that Ot is
M
1
not chosen by any of the M trees is at most (1 − Ω(1)) ≤ 10k
, if our M = O(log k) is big
enough. Thus, the probability that T , the union of all trees T1 , T2 , · · · , TM , contains an
r-to-Ot path for every t, is at least 0.9.
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Property (6c) of Theorem 6: Concentration Bound on Number of
Copies of a Vertex Appearing in T

Finally, we prove Property (6c) in Theorem 6. To this end, we shall fix a vertex v ∈ V . For
P
every vertex p ∈ V◦ , let zp = o∈Λ∗ ◦ (p)∩Ov xo . By Constraint (5), we have zp ≤ xp . Let
T
mp = |Λ∗T◦ (p) ∩ Ov ∩ V| be the total number of nodes in Λ∗T◦ (p) ∩ Ov that are selected by
the rounding algorithm.
As is typical, we shall introduce a parameter s > 0 and consider the expectation the
random exponential variables esmp (we use e for the natural constant). We shall bound
E[esmp |p ∈ V] from bottom to top by induction. So, in this proof, it is more convenient
to for us to use a different definition of levels: the level of a node p in T◦ is the maximum
number of edges in a path in T◦ starting from p. So, the leaves have level 0 and for an
internal node p in T◦ , the level of p is 1 plus the maximum of the level of q over all children
q of p. We define an αi for every integer i ≥ 0 as α0 = es and αi = eαi−1 −1 , ∀i ≥ 1. Notice
that α0 , α1 , . . . is an increasing sequence. Thus, we can induce the following lemma.
h
i
z /x
I Lemma 24. For any node p in T◦ of level at most i, E esmp p ∈ V ≤ αi p p .
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Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on i. If i = 0, then p is a leaf, and thus, we have
either zp = 0 orh zp = xp , depending
on whether p ∈ Ov or not. If zp = 0, then mp is always
i
z /x

0, and thus, E esmp p ∈ V = 1 = α0p p . If zp = xp , then mp is always 1 (conditioned on
h
i
z /x
p ∈ V), and thus, E esmp p ∈ V = es = α0p p . So, the lemma holds if i = 0.

Now, let i ≥ 1 be any integer and we assume the lemma holds for i − 1. We shall prove
that it also holds for i. Focus on a node p of level at most i. Then all children q of p have
level at most i − 1. If p is a virtual node, then p ∈ V implies that both children of p in V.
Since the two children are handled independently in the rounding algorithm, we have


xq
xq
· E[esmq |q ∈ V] + 1 −
xp
xp
q∈ΛT◦ (p)
q∈ΛT◦ (p)


Y 
xq
smq
|q ∈ V] − 1 .
=
1+
E[e
xp

h
i
E esmp p ∈ V =

Y

h
i
E esmq p ∈ V =

Y



q∈ΛT◦ (p)

P
If p is the super node or a state node, then we have q∈ΛT◦ (p) xq = xp . Conditioned on
p ∈ V, the rounding procedure adds exactly one child q of p to V. Then, we have

i
X xq 
xq h smq
E[esmq q ∈ V] − 1
E e
q ∈V =1+
xp
xp
q∈ΛT◦ (p)
q∈ΛT◦ (p)



Y
xq 
≤
1+
E[esmq |q ∈ V] − 1 .
xp

h
i
E esmp p ∈ V =

X

q∈ΛT◦ (p)

Thus, we always have
h
i
E esmp p ∈ V

Y 
xq 
≤
1+
E[esmq |q ∈ V] − 1
xp
q∈ΛT◦ (p)


Y

xq zq /xq
≤
α
−1
1+
xp i−1
q∈ΛT◦ (p)


X xq z /x

≤ exp 
α q q −1 
xp i−1
q∈ΛT◦ (p)


zp
z /x
≤ exp
(αi−1 − 1) = αi p p .
xp

by induction hypothesis

since 1 + θ ≤ eθ for every θ

To see the second inequality in the last line, we notice the following three facts: (i)
θ
αi−1
− 1 is a convex function of θ and when θ = 0 its value is 0, (ii) zq /xq ∈ [0, 1] for every
P
x
z
z
q in the summation, and (iii) q∈ΛT◦ (p) xpq · xqq = xpp . So, the quantity inside exp(·) has
z
1
maximum value xpp (αi−1
− 1). The equality in the last line is by the definition of αi .
J
Let h0 = Θ(h) = Θ(log n) be the level of the root. Now, we set s = ln(1 +
inductively the following lemma:
I Lemma 25. For every i ∈ [0, h0 ], we have αi ≤ 1 +

1
2h0 ).

We prove

1
2h0 −i .
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Proof. By definition, α0 = es = 1 + 2h1 0 and thus the statement holds for i = 0. Let i ∈ [1, h0 ]
and assume the statement holds for i − 1. Then, we have

2
1
1
1
1+ 2h0 −i+1
αi−1 −1
≤1+ 0
αi = e
≤e
+
2h − i + 1
2h0 − i + 1
0
1
2h − i + 2
≤1+ 0
=1+
.
0
2
(2h − i + 1)
2h − i
The first inequality used the induction hypothesis and the second one used that for every
θ ∈ [0, 1], we have eθ ≤ 1 + θ + θ2 .
J


So, by Lemma 24 and 25, we have E[esmr ] ≤ αh1 0 ≤ 1 + h10 = 1 + O log1 n . This finishes
the proof of Property (6c) in Theorem 6.

B

Omitted Proofs

I Lemma 3. Let T = (VT , ET ) be an n-vertex binary tree. Then there exists a vertex v ∈ VT
with n/3 < |Λ∗T (v)| ≤ 2n/3 + 1.
Proof. We assume n ≥ 4; otherwise, if n = 3, then we have 2n/3 + 1 = 3, and root(T )
satisfies the condition. Our goal is to find a vertex u with n/3 < |Λ∗ (u)| ≤ 2n/3 + 1. Start
from u = root(T ) in the tree, and thus, we have Λ∗ (u) > 2n/3 + 1. Let v be the child of u
with the biggest |Λ∗ (v)|. So, |Λ∗ (v)| ≥ (|Λ∗ (u)| − 1)/2 > n/3. We then replace u with v. So
|λ∗ (u)| has decreased but the condition |Λ∗ (u)| > n/3 is maintained. Thus, if we repeat the
process, we will eventually find a u with n/3 < |Λ∗ (u)| ≤ 2n/3 + 1.
J
hW
i
zu
1
I Lemma 22. For a vertex u with `u ≥ γ, we have Pr
Eo Eu ≥ 2(L+1−`
.
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗
u ) xu
u
Proof. There are two different approaches to prove the lemma, one based on bounding the
conditional second moment of the random variable for the number of chosen vertices in
Ot ∩ Λ∗u , and the other based on the mathematical induction on `u , which is the one we use
here.
u is a leaf.
hSuppose
i Then zu /xu = 1 if u ∈ Ot and zu /xu = 0 otherwise. So, we have
W
Pr
Eo Eu = xzuu and the lemma clearly holds since we have `u ≤ L.
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗
u
Then, we prove the lemma by induction on `u . If `u = L then u must be a leaf and
thus the lemma holds. We assume the lemma holds for every u with `u = ` + 1, for some
` ∈ [γ, L − 1]. Then we prove the lemma for u with `u = `. If u is a leaf the lemma holds
and thus we assume u is not a leaf.
h _
i
Pr
Eo Eu
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗
u



Y 
x0v
1
zv
xv
1
zv
·
=
1
−
1
−
·
·
x0u 2(L − `) xv
xu 2(L − `) xv
v∈Λu
v∈Λu




Y
1
zv
1
zu
≥1−
exp −
·
= 1 − exp −
·
2(L − `) xu
2(L − `) xu
v∈Λu

2
2

1
zu
1
1
zu
1
zu
1
zu
≥
·
−
·
≥
·
−
2(L − `) xu
2 2(L − `) xu
2(L − `) xu
2(L − `)
xu


2(L − `) − 1 zu
1
zu
=
≥
·
.
(2(L − `))2 xu
2(L + 1 − `) xu
≥1−

Y 

1−
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x0

The inequality in the first line used the induction hypothesis: x0v is the probability that we
u
zv
1
choose v in T1 conditioned on that we choose u, and 2(L−`)
xv is the lower bound on the
probability that we choose some vertex in Ot ∩ Λ∗v conditioned on that v is chosen. The
equality in the line used that x0u = 2γ xu and x0v = 2γ xv . The inequality in the second line
used that 1 − θ ≤ e−θ for every real number θ. The first inequality in the third line used
2
that e−θ ≤ 1 − θ + θ2 for every θ ≥ 0. The second inequality in the line used Property 4,
which says xzuu ≤ 2. The last inequality used that (2(L − `) − 1) · 2(L − ` + 1) ≥ 4(L − `)2
since L − ` ≥ 1.
J
hW
i
Eo Eu ≥ α` xzuu .
I Lemma 23. For every vertex `u = ` ≤ γ, we have Pr
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗
u
Proof. We prove this lemma via mathematical induction. The lemma holds if ` = γ as we
mentioned. So, weh assume ` < γ andi the lemma holds with ` replaced by ` + 1. If u is a leaf,
W
then we have Pr
Eo Eu = xzuu and the lemma holds. So, again we assume u is
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗
u
not a leaf. Then,


h _
i
Y 
Y 
zv
x0
2xv
zv
Pr
Eo Eu ≥ 1 −
1 − 0v α`+1
=1−
1−
α`+1
xu
xv
xu
xv
o∈Ot ∩Λ∗
v∈Λu
v∈Λu
u




Y
zv
zu
≥1−
exp −2α`+1
= 1 − exp −2α`+1
xu
xu
v∈Λu

2
1
zu
zu
zu
zu
zu
2α`+1
≥ 2α`+1
−
≥ 2α`+1
− (2α`+1 )2
= α` .
xu
2
xu
xu
xu
xu
To see the equality in the first line, we notice that x0u = 2` xu and x0v = 2`+1 xv for every
v ∈ Λu . Many other inequalities used the same arguments as in Lemma 22.
J
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Abstract
In this paper, we study the online metric matching with recourse (OMM-Recourse) problem.
Given a metric space with k servers, a sequence of clients is revealed online. A client must be
matched to an available server on arrival. Unlike the classical online matching model where the
match is irrevocable, the recourse model permits the algorithm to rematch existing clients upon the
arrival of a new client. The goal is to maintain an online matching with a near-optimal total cost,
while at the same time not rematching too many clients.
For the classical online metric matching problem without recourse, the optimal competitive ratio
for deterministic algorithms is 2k − 1, and the best-known randomized algorithms have competitive
ratio O(log2 k). For the much-studied special case of line metric, the best-known algorithms have
competitive ratios of O(log k). Improving these competitive ratios (or showing lower bounds) are
important open problems in this line of work.
In this paper, we show that logarithmic recourse significantly improves the quality of matchings
we can maintain online. For general metrics, we show a deterministic O(log k)-competitive algorithm,
with O(log k) recourse per client, an exponential improvement over the 2k − 1 lower bound without
recourse. For line metrics we show a deterministic 3-competitive algorithm with O(log k) amortized
recourse, again improving the best-known O(log k)-competitive algorithms without recourse. The
first result (general metrics) simulates a batched version of the classical algorithm for OMM called
Permutation. The second result (line metric) also uses Permutation as the foundation but makes
non-trivial changes to the matching to balance the competitive ratio and recourse.
Finally, we also consider the model when both clients and servers may arrive or depart dynamically,
and exhibit a simple randomized O(log n)-competitive algorithm with O(log ∆) recourse, where n
and ∆ are the number of points and the aspect ratio of the underlying metric. We remark that no
non-trivial bounds are possible in this fully-dynamic model when no recourse is allowed.
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Introduction

The classical online metric matching (OMM) problem is defined on a metric space (X , d),
where X denotes a set of n points where the servers and clients are located, and a distance
function (metric) d : X × X → R+ . A set S ⊆ X of servers, |S| = k, is given offline, and a
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sequence of client requests C = (c1 , . . . , ck ) is revealed in an online manner. The algorithm
is required to match each client request to an available (previously unmatched) server on
arrival irrevocably. The objective is to minimize the total cost of the matching, which is the
sum of distances between matched client-server pairs. The performance of an algorithm is
measured using the notion of competitive ratio – the worst-case over all instances of the ratio
of the cost of the online algorithm and the cost of an optimal offline matching.
This problem was first studied in two independent works [17, 18]. Both these works
present a (2k − 1)-competitive deterministic algorithm called Permutation, and also show
that this bound is tight among deterministic algorithms. Subsequently, the work of [22] shows
that randomization can overcome this lower bound (for oblivious adversaries) by giving a
O(log3 k)-competitive1 randomized algorithm, which was later improved in [4], where the
authors show an O(log2 k)-competitive algorithm. In contrast, the best known lower bound
for randomized algorithms is a factor of Ω(log k)[22]. Resolving this gap has remained a
challenging and long-standing open problem in this area.
The OMM problem has also elicited much interest in specialized metrics such as the line
metric (OMM-Line). It was long conjectured that OMM-Line should admit a 9-competitive
algorithm, by virtue of the connections between this problem and another classical problem
in online algorithms known as the cow-path problem. However, [10] disproved this particular
conjecture by presenting a lower bound of 9.001. In terms of upper bounds, no algorithms
with better competitive ratios than those for general metrics were known until a recent line
of work [15, 23, 25] gave improved algorithms for the line metric. The current best algorithm
is a deterministic O(log k)-competitive algorithm [25]. It is still an open question whether
constant-competitive algorithms exist for OMM-Line. Intriguingly, there are Ω(log k) lower
bounds on natural families of algorithms [1, 19].
Given these barriers for OMM, we study whether we can obtain strictly better performance
if we are allowed to re-match a few clients upon the arrival of a new client.
I Problem 1 (OMM-Recourse). An instance consists of a metric space (X , d), and a set
S ⊆ X of servers with |S| = k. A sequence of client requests Ck = (c1 , . . . , ck ) is revealed in
an online manner. At time t, after the algorithm observes ct , it must maintain a matching
Mt such that every client is matched to exactly one server, and each server is matched to at
most one client. The algorithm can re-match some earlier clients, and the number of times
clients are re-matched is called the recourse.
I Definition 2. We say that an online algorithm is α-competitive with β-amortized recourse
for OMM-Recourse if for all t ∈ [k], the cost of the algorithm’s matching for Ct :=
(c1 , . . . , ct ) is at most α times the cost of the optimal matching for Ct , and the total number
of recourse steps taken so far is at most βt. Additionally, the algorithm is said to have a
per-client recourse of β if no client is rematched more than β times.
While our main theoretical motivation is in understanding the power of recourse in the
classical OMM problem, often it is also the case in practice that matching decisions are not
irrevocable, and instead, there is simply a cost (or) penalty for re-assignments. For example,
in a video streaming setting, users arrive online and want to stream a video. The ISP must
choose a server to stream from, preferring a server closer to the user. Of course, this decision
can be changed over the time horizon, but this will cause a temporary disruption that must
be minimized. The recourse model then naturally captures the competing goals of minimizing
cost and the number of re-assignments. Moreover, the stronger notion of per-client recourse
guarantees a fairness property by bounding the inconvenience for each client.
1

Throughout the paper, logarithms are with respect to base 2.
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The main results of this paper affirmatively answer the question of whether limited
recourse can help in the OMM problem.
I Theorem 3. There is an efficient deterministic 2 log k-competitive algorithm with log k
per-client recourse for OMM-Recourse on general metrics. (Section 3)
Theorem 3 coupled with the (2k − 1) lower bound for deterministic algorithms without
recourse highlights the exponential improvement in competitive ratio possible with limited
recourse. We complement the above result by noting that the guarantees given above are
tight for our algorithm. We also show that any deterministic algorithm which has constant
per-client recourse must have a logarithmic competitive ratio.
I Theorem 4. No deterministic algorithm for OMM-Recourse with per-client recourse at
most an absolute constant C can have a competitive ratio o(log k). (Appendix C)
Our algorithm for Theorem 3 is an adaptation of the classical Permutation algorithm
for OMM [17, 18] which recomputes the offline optimal matching on the arrival of a new
client, and matches the arriving client to the server that is part of the new offline matching
but as yet unmatched in the online matching. While Permutation is a very natural and
elegant algorithm, it fares poorly in the standard model without recourse where it has a
competitive ratio of Ω(k) even on line metrics! At a high level, the worst-case behavior
for the classical Permutation algorithm for OMM occurs when clients arrive one-by-one,
and the competitive ratio improves if the clients arrive in batches. Our algorithm then uses
recourse to mimic the output of such a batched version of Permutation.
We next turn our attention to the special case of the line metric, where we present a
special-purpose algorithm that significantly improves on Theorem 3:
I Theorem 5. There is a deterministic 3-competitive algorithm with O(log k)-amortized
recourse for OMM-Line-Recourse. (Section 4)
Note that obtaining constant-competitive algorithms for the line metric has been a
challenging open problem for OMM– our algorithm achieves such a guarantee when equipped
with a small amount of recourse. This result is also the main technical contribution of
our work. Once again, our algorithm builds on the classical Permutation algorithm for
OMM. Exploiting the nature of the line metric, we view the online matching determined by
Permutation as a collection of directed forward or backward arcs from the clients to servers.
Noting that such a matching may be sub-optimal only if overlapping forward and backward
arcs are present, our algorithm tries to re-match some clients to eliminate such overlaps.
However, blindly re-matching to eliminate all overlapping arcs can lead to a large recourse.
Instead, we propose a clever asymmetric uncrossing method to balance the competitive ratio
and recourse. Our analysis is somewhat non-standard in that we first identify a family of
algorithms for OMM-Line-Recourse, all of which share the same asymmetric uncrossing
criterion, and incur the same cost. Of this family, we first choose one algorithm (whose cost
analysis is most intuitive) to bound the competitive ratio of all the algorithms in the family.
However, this algorithm can demonstrably incur large recourse. Hence, our actual algorithm
is another one from this family which is designed for minimizing the recourse but whose cost
analysis in a direct manner is not apparent to us.
Finally, we focus on another limitation of classical OMM– due to the irrevocable nature
of assignments, the competitive ratio would be unbounded when both clients and/or servers
can arrive or depart the system. Hence, the classical model only considers the setting when
all servers are known ahead of time and clients arrive in an online manner. We show that by
allowing recourse, we can, in fact, handle arrivals and departures of clients and servers:
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I Theorem 6. There is a randomized O(log n)-competitive algorithm with O(log ∆) amortized
recourse for OMM-Recourse when clients and servers can arrive and depart, where ∆ is
the aspect ratio of the metric space.
We defer the details of this dynamic model to [16].
Related Work. To the best of our knowledge, the only work which considers recourse for
online min-cost matching is the recent work [20] where the authors consider a two-stage
version of the uni-chromatic problem (where there is no distinction between servers and
clients): In the first stage, a perfect matching between 2n given nodes must be selected;
in the second stage 2k new nodes are introduced. The goal is to produce α-competitive
matchings at the end of both stages, and such that the number of edges removed from the
first stage matching is at most βk. The authors show that α = 3, β = 1 and α = 10, β = 2 are
possible when k is known or unknown, respectively. Our results can be seen as a multi-stage
generalization of this two-stage model, although the two models are slightly different in terms
of the distinction between servers and clients.
A related model capturing a different kind of flexibility in online matching is that of
matching with delays [8, 5]: here, the requests need not be matched at the time of arrival, but
accrue a delay penalty until the algorithm matches them. The algorithm must minimize the
total matching cost plus total delay penalty. The current best known randomized
 algorithms

log n
are O(log n) competitive [2], which also proves a lower bound of Ω log log n . The best
known deterministic algorithms are O(k 0.59 )-competitive [3]. Another class of beyond-worst
case models are stochastic models, such as i.i.d. and random order settings. The majority of
work in this vein has been done in the reward maximization objective (see e.g., [11, 7, 6] and
references therein). For OMM, [24] gave a deterministic algorithm that is simultaneously
O(log k)-competitive in the random order model and (2k − 1)-competitive in worst case.
Recently, [12] show O((log log log k)2 )-competitive algorithms in the known i.i.d. model.
Finally, online algorithms with recourse have also been studied in other settings such as
scheduling and set cover (see, e.g., [14, 13, 9] and the references within.).
Recently, and independent of our work, [21] have obtained an O(1)-competitive algorithm
with O(log k)-amortized recourse for OMM-Line-Recourse with a very different approach
of extending the t-net framework of [25].

2

Preliminaries

For most of the paper (except for the fully dynamic setting), we consider the setting where
the servers S are known up front. The clients arrive online, and we denote by Ct = (c1 , . . . , ct )
the set of the first t clients. An optimal matching between Ct and S is denoted by M∗t , and
similarly, the algorithm’s matching between Ct and S will be denoted by Mt . We denote by
OPTt , the cost of the optimal matching M∗t . For any matching M, we use M(c) and M(C)
to denote the server and the set of servers matched to the client c and the set of clients C,
respectively. We define M(s) and M(S) similarly.
The Permutation algorithm. As mentioned in Section 1, [17] and [18] independently
proposed a (2k − 1)-competitive algorithm Permutation for OMM. Since our algorithms
build extensively on this algorithm, we first summarize Permutation and its key properties.
The algorithm maintains two matchings: the current online matching Mt , and the optimal
offline matching M∗t of the clients Ct that have arrived so far. The main observation behind
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Algorithm 1 Permutation (metric (X , d), server-optimal matching Mt−1 for Ct−1 ).
1: for new batch of clients Ccur = Ct+` \ Ct−1 = {ct , ct+1 , . . . , ct+` } that arrives do
let M∗t−1 and M∗t+` be optimal matchings for Ct−1 and Ct+` from Lemma 7.
2:
∗
∗
let Scur = St+`
\ St−1
be the set of ` + 1 servers matched in M∗t+` but not in M∗t−1
let Mcur denote the minimum cost matching between Ccur and Scur
4:
5:
augment Mt−1 using Mcur to obtain the new matching Mt+`
6: end for

3:

the algorithm is that, when a new client ct+1 arrives, there exists an optimal matching of
Ct+1 to S which uses exactly the servers used in M∗t plus one extra server. Permutation
simply identifies the extra server st+1 and matches ct+1 with st+1 . This property can be
formalized as follows.
I Lemma 7 (Lemma 2.2 in [17]). There exists a sequence of optimal matchings M∗1 , . . . , M∗k
matching client sets C1 , . . . , Ck to S such that the sets of servers used in these matchings,
Si∗ := M∗i (Ci ) are nested, i.e., S1∗ ⊆ S2∗ ⊆ · · · ⊆ Sk∗ .
I Definition 8 (Server-optimal matching). At time t, a matching Mt of client-set Ct is said
to be server-optimal if it uses the same servers as M∗t , i.e., M∗t (Ct ) = Mt (Ct ).
I Proposition 9 ([17]). Permutation always maintains a server-optimal matching.
The notion of server-optimality will be crucial throughout this paper. Intuitively, it says
that the algorithm has identified the right set of servers from S to match to, and is only
sub-optimal w.r.t to the actual matching maintained between Ct and Mt (Ct ).
Algorithm 1 gives a more general version of Permutation which we will use later, where
clients arrive in batches, and we add a minimum-cost matching between the arriving clients
in the batch and the additional servers an optimal solution uses (from Lemma 7).
I Lemma 10 ([17]). After the arrival of a batch of clients Ct+` \ Ct−1 , the cost of the
matching Mcur computed in Algorithm 1 is at most 2OPTt+` .
I Theorem 11 (Theorem 2.4 in [17]). Algorithm 1 is (2m − 1)-competitive for online weighted
matching if the requests arrive in m batches.

3

Online matching with recourse for general metrics

In this section, we prove Theorem 3 by showing that Algorithm 2 is a (2 log k, log k)competitive algorithm for OMM-Recourse in a general metric. To motivate the algorithm,
note that Theorem 11 says that in order to minimize competitive ratio, it is best to feed
the client sequence to Permutation in as few batches as possible. However, we are also
constrained in matching clients immediately on arrival. One way of balancing the two goals
is to run Permutation incrementally on each client arrival, and use recourse to periodically
unmatch a suffix of client sequence and re-introduce these clients as a single batch. As an
example, assume that we create B batches of k/B clients, with the jth batch consisting of
clients Batchj = {(j −1)k/B +1, . . . , jk/B}. As clients in batch j arrive, we first match them
via vanilla Permutation. After the (jk/B)th client arrives, we unmatch all clients in Batchj
and re-introduce them as one single batch. The amortized recourse of this algorithm is 1.
Moreover, the matching at any time t may be viewed as the output of running Permutation
√
with at most B batches
of
k/B
clients
each
and
k/B
batches
of
1
client
each.
Setting
B
=
k
√
then gives us an O( k)-competitive algorithm with a per-client recourse of 1!
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Algorithm 2 MultiScalePermutation (metric (X, d) and server set S ⊆ X).
1: initialize matching M0 = ∅
2: for each new client ct that arrives at time-step t do

let i(t) = arg maxi s.t t is divisible by 2i
unmatch the latest 2i(t) clients {ct−2i(t) +1 , . . . , ct } and revert to matching Mt−2i(t)
4:
introduce a block of clients {ct−2i(t) +1 , . . . , ct } to Algorithm 1 with the current
5:
matching being Mt−2i(t) and update Mt to be the resulting matching for the clients Ct
6: end for
3:

To get a smaller competitive ratio at the expense of slightly higher recourse, we employ
the following natural extension: imagine the first t clients as the leftmost t leaves of a
balanced binary tree of depth dlog2 ke. If an arriving client is the last leaf of some subtree,
we unmatch all clients in the largest such subtree and re-introduce them as a single batch.
The competitive ratio would then be bounded by 2 log k since the matching at time t is
simply the combination of at most log k batches (based on the binary decomposition of t)
and by using Theorem 11. Further, any client is rematched at most log k times, since the
size of the batch it is part of doubles on every rematch.
Proposition 12 generalizes the result in Theorem 3 to give a trade-off between the cost
and recourse, and Proposition 13 proves that our analysis of Algorithm 2 is tight. The proofs
of these propositions appear in Appendix B.
I Proposition 12. Algorithm 2 with the constant 2 replaced by d, gives an (d − 1) logd kcompetitive algorithm with logd k-per client recourse. In particular, for any d = O(1) we get
O(log k)-competitive algorithm with O(log k)-per client recourse, and for d = k α (α ≤ 1), we
get an Õ(k α )-competitive algorithm with 1 + 1/α-per client recourse.
I Proposition 13. The cost-recourse tradeoff of Theorem 3/Proposition 12 is tight: for
d = 2, there is a sequence of instances where Algorithm 2 is Ω(log k)-competitive and has
Ω(log k) per-client recourse. Further, there is an increasing sequence {di }, such that with
d = di there is a sequence of instances where Algorithm 2 is Ω(d logd k)-competitive with
Ω(logd k) per-client recourse.

4

Online Matching on the Line Metric

In this section, we focus on the special case of a line metric, where, for all points x ∈ X , we
associate a location ` : X → R such that d(x, y) = |`(x) − `(y)|. We also assume without loss
of generality that all the clients and servers are in distinct locations on the line.
Our starting point is again the Permutation algorithm which, by itself can have Ω(k)
competitive ratio even on line metrics: see Figure 1a, where the distance between any
consecutive client and server is 12 . Permutation would first match c1 to s1 , and then c2
to s2 (the set {s1 , s2 } is server-optimal as it admits an optimal matching (c1 , s2 ), (c2 , s1 )).
Continuing in this manner, Permutation would incur a total cost of Ω(k 2 ), whereas the
optimal matching would have a cost of k. A natural fix would seem to be to re-match the
clients and servers in the existing matching to maintain an optimal matching at all times,
but as illustrated in the example in Figure 1b, this can lead to Ω(k) amortized recourse.

2

Even though in this example it seems that Permutation can perform well by breaking ties correctly, we
can modify the edge lengths very slightly to force the matchings, thus proving that no clever tie-breaking
can help the algorithm.
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Figure 1 Illustrative examples of OMM-Line-Recourse.

One of our main observations is that we can view a matching on a line metric as
composed of forward and backward arcs between the matched clients and servers based on
their relative location (as in Figure 1a), and, as we formalize later, a matching between
a given client and server set is sub-optimal if and only if it contains overlapping forward
and backward arcs. Indeed, Permutation does no recourse but has large overlaps, and
always re-matching overlapping arcs output by Permutation yields an optimal solution
but with large recourse. Our idea is to balance the overlap and recourse by re-matching
overlapping pairs asymmetrically. When a new client ct arrives, let st be the new server that
Permutation brings in to the system. Then, if (ct , st ) is a forward arc i.e. if `(ct ) ≤ `(st ),
our algorithm simply adds it as is, even if it overlaps with existing backward arcs. On the
other hand, when (ct , st ) is a backward arc, we use rematches to maximally cancel portions
of this backward arc with overlapping portions of existing forward arcs. See Figure 1c for an
example where M2 has undergone a re-matching, while M3 has not.
While this re-matching process is unambiguous for the example in Figure 1c, in general,
there could be multiple ways of re-matching overlapping arcs in Mt−1 ∪{ct , st }. We, therefore,
begin by defining a family of asymmetric maximally canceling algorithms in Section 4.1
and prove that all algorithms in this family incur the same cost. In Section 4.2, we study
one special algorithm, RecursiveCancel in this family which is the most amenable for
cost analysis and bound the competitive ratio of the entire family of algorithms by 3.
However, RecursiveCancel can incur a large Ω(k) recourse, and so our final algorithm
MinimumCancel in Section 4.3 further identifies a way of re-matching backward arcs
which minimally changes the existing matching. Using this property, we show that the
MinimumCancel algorithm has O(log k) amortized recourse, thereby proving Theorem 5.
Before going into the details of the algorithms, we first introduce a property of the
Permutation algorithm on the line metric that is useful:
I Lemma 14. If Permutation maintains edges (c1 , s1 ), (c2 , s2 ), . . . , (ct , st ) at time t, then
any server st0 added by the algorithm at time t0 > t will lie outside all these arcs.
The proof follows from the server optimality of the Permutation algorithm and is
presented in Appendix B.

4.1

Preliminary Concepts and Notation

We begin by introducing a few concepts that are important for cost analysis of matching
on the line metric: forward and backward arcs, atomic intervals, and discrepancy. We end
the section by defining the family of asymmetric maximally canceling algorithms. Unless
otherwise stated, Ct = {c1 , c2 , . . . , ct } will denote the set of clients which have arrived by
time t, and St = {s1 , s2 , . . . , st } will denote the set of servers chosen by Permutation.
I Definition 15 (Forward and Backward Arcs). Let a client c be matched to server s in a
given matching M. We call the edge (c, s) a forward arc −
c,→s if `(c) ≤ `(s) and a backward
←
−
arc s, c otherwise.
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We now note that in an optimal matching, no pair of forward and backward arcs cross.
I Proposition 16. Consider a set C of clients and a set S of servers with |C| = |S|. Then,
a matching M between C and S is optimal for the client-server set (C, S) if and only if,
−→
←−−−
c−
for any forward arc −
1 , s1 ∈ M and backward arc s2 , c2 ∈ M, the intervals [`(c1 ), `(s1 )] and
[`(s2 ), `(c2 )] are disjoint.
Now, to compute the cost of any matching Mt between Ct ∪ St , our approach will be to
decompose the total cost into the contribution of what we call atomic intervals corresponding
to Ct ∪ St . Informally, the atomic intervals partition the line into open intervals between two
consecutive points in Ct ∪ St in the metric space.
I Definition 17 (Atomic intervals). For two nodes p1 , p2 ∈ Ct ∪ St in the matching Mt at
time t, we call the open interval I = (`(p1 ), `(p2 )) an atomic interval if and only if for any
other p ∈ Ct ∪ St , it holds that `(p) ∈
/ (`(p1 ), `(p2 )). We denote the set of all atomic intervals
at time t by AI t . We denote by |I| = |`(p1 ) − `(p2 )| the length of the interval I.
Note that AI t depends only on the set Ct ∪ St , and grows in t as this set expands. We
call I 0 = (`(p01 ), `(p02 )) a subinterval of I = (`(p1 ), `(p2 )), denoted I 0 ⊆ I if `(p1 ) ≤ `(p01 ) ≤
`(p02 ) ≤ `(p2 ).
I Definition 18 (Discrepancy). For any atomic interval I ∈ AI t with its left end-point at
location l, we define its discrepancy at time t to be the excess number of servers to the left of
l in the currently used set of servers St : disct (I) := |St ∩ (−∞, l]| − |Ct ∩ (−∞, l]|.
The next lemma shows that the discrepancy of atomic intervals immediately gives the
cost of the optimal matching.
I Lemma 19. At any time t, and for any atomic interval I ∈ AI t , exactly |disct (I)| arcs
cross I in an optimal matching between Ct and St . Further, if disct (I) is positive (respectively,
negative), the direction of the crossing arcs is backward (resp., forward). Consequently, the
P
cost of an optimal matching is OPTt = I∈AI t |disct (I)| · |I|.
While disct (I) quantifies the minimum number of arcs that must cross I in any feasible
matching, there could be many more arcs crossing I in the sub-optimal matching maintained
by our algorithm. To this end, for a given matching Mt between Ct ∪ St , and any subinterval
I 0 ⊆ I ∈ AI t , let nft (I 0 ) and nbt (I 0 ) denote the number of forward and backward arcs,
respectively, crossing I 0 at time t. The following is then easy to see.
B Claim 20. For a matching Mt , and any atomic interval I ∈ AI t , we have nbt (I) − nft (I) =
P
disct (I). Furthermore, the cost of Mt is cost(Mt ) = I∈AI t |nft (I) + nbt (I)| · |I|.
We are now ready to define the family of asymmetric maximally canceling algorithms for
OMM-Line-Recourse.
I Definition 21 (Asymmetric maximally canceling algorithm). We call an algorithm an asymmetric maximally canceling algorithm if the sequence of matchings {Mt } produced by the
algorithm satisfies:
1. The server sets {St } are given by Permutation (with a deterministic tie breaking rule);
2. Denoting st as the new server added by Permutation at time t:
If (ct , st ) is a forward arc, then no rematches are made. In other words, for all atomic
intervals I ∈ AI t which overlap with (`(ct ), `(st )) we have: nft (I) = nft−1 (I) + 1.
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Figure 2 Illustration of RecursiveCancel: The leftmost figure shows the initial matching –
(c, s) is the new backward arc and (c0 , s0 ) is the forward arc chosen at step 9 of first iteration. The
center figure shows the matching at step 11 after the rematching. The edge (c0 , s) becoems the new
backward arc, and (c00 , s00 ) is the forward edge picked in step 9 for the next iteration where (c0 , s)
and (c00 , s00 ) are replaced by (c00 , s) and (c0 , s00 ) as in the rightmost figure.

If (ct , st ) is a backward arc, we use it to cancel existing forward arcs as much as possible.
In other words, in the resulting matching Mt (after recourse), for all atomic intervals
I ∈ AI t which overlap with (`(st ), `(ct )) we have: nft (I) = max{nft−1 (I) − 1, 0}.
nft (I) is unchanged for all atomic intervals that do not overlap with (`(ct ), `(st )).
Note that it suffices to define just nft as nbt (I) can be derived from nft (I) for all I
using Claim 20. Furthermore, the definition does not restrict how the rematches are
performed, but only that all asymmetric maximally canceling algorithms have the same
values of nft (I) and nbt (I), for all the atomic intervals. Claim 20 immediately gives:
B Claim 22. All asymmetric maximally canceling algorithms incur the same matching cost.
The next section gives a bound on this cost by focusing on a specific member in this
family by exploiting a useful invariant.

4.2

Algorithm RecursiveCancel for Bounding Cost

We now present our algorithm RecursiveCancel (Algorithm 3) and bound its cost. When
a new backward arc overlapping with existing forward arcs is added, RecursiveCancel
chooses the overlapping forward arc with the rightmost server and rematches the clients and
servers of these two arcs to elimate overlap. This procedure results in at most one remnant
backward arc (a strict suffix, i.e., server end, of the original backward arc) which can overlap
with existing forward arcs. RecursiveCancel then recurses on this remnant until there is
no overlap with a forward arc.
We begin with a couple of simple but useful observations about the behavior of rematches
made by RecursiveCancel.
I Lemma 23. Let (c, s) and (c0 , s0 ) be two arcs defined in steps 8 and 9, respectively, of an
iteration of RecursiveCancel. Then, (i) the new edge (c0 , s) added in step 11 is a backward
arc, thereby proving that the while loop is well-defined; and (ii) the edge (c, s0 ) added in step
10 is either a backward arc, or it is a suffix of the original forward arc (c0 , s0 ).
Proof. From Lemma 14, we know that there are no free servers inside an arc added by
Permutation. Furthermore, since any arc in the current matching under RecursiveCancel
is a sub-arc of some original arc added by Permutation, throughout the execution of
RecursiveCancel algorithm there is never a free server inside an arc in the matching Mt .
Thus, c0 is to the right of s, otherwise the server s which is free in Mt−1 , is inside the arc
(c0 , s0 ). The second part of the lemma can be proved by noting that the forward arc (c0 , s0 )
intersects the backward arc (c, s), and thus `(c0 ) < `(c).
J
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm RecursiveCancel.
1: set M0 = ∅
2: for each client ct arriving at time t ≥ 1 do
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

let st be the server Permutation matches ct to, and let a := (ct , st )
if a is a forward arc, i.e., `(ct ) < `(st ) then
Mt = Mt−1 ∪ {a}
else
. (ct , st ) is a backward arc
while there exists a forward arc in Mt−1 which overlaps with a do . a is the
current backward arc
let (c, s) := a
let (c0 , s0 ) be the forward arc overlapping with a with the rightmost server s0
Mt−1 = {Mt−1 \ {(c0 , s0 )}} ∪ {(c, s0 )}
set a := (c0 , s) . From Lemma 23, a will be a backward arc for loop recursion
end while
Mt = Mt−1 ∪ {a} . a now has no overlapping forward arcs, and is added to Mt
end if
end for

I Lemma 24. Suppose that at some time t, the algorithm adds a backward arc (c, s) to the
matching Mt (either by rematching an older edge in step 10 during the recursion, or as a
new edge in step 13) at the end of the recursion. Then, this arc does not overlap with any
existing forward arcs in Mt .
Proof. The proof follows directly from the fact that we use the forward arc with the rightmost
server in the step 9 of the algorithm.
J
We now try to quantify the excess cost of RecursiveCancel over the optimal solution
using the above-defined quantities. Indeed, if RecursiveCancel adds an edge (c, s) which
is a backward arc at some time step t, then from Lemma 24, we know that it does not
have any existing forward arc overlapping with it, and hence would not contribute to any
sub-optimality at this time. Hence, RecursiveCancel is sub-optimal only due to the
addition of forward arcs which have overlaps with existing backward arcs. These could
happen either in step 5 or in step 10. However, by Lemma 23, we also know that the forward
arcs added in step 10 are only suffixes of the original forward arcs, and so the excess cost
due to the rematched forward arc is only at most that of the original forward arc. Using this
intuition, we label each atomic interval of each forward arc as either redundant (i.e., cost
avoided by OPTt ) or non-redundant (cost incurred by OPTt ) as follows:
I Definition 25 (Redundant/non-redundant forward arcs with respect to atomic intervals).
Suppose at time t, client ct is matched to server st with a forward arc a := (ct , st ) in step 5
of Algorithm 3. Then, the forward arc a is said to be redundant with respect to I ∈ [`(ct ), `(st )]
if nbt−1 (I) > nft−1 (I), and non-redundant with respect to I otherwise. Alternatively, if a new
forward arc (c, s0 ) is added in step 10 of the recursion then it must be the suffix of some
forward arc (c0 , s0 ) ∈ Mt−1 (Lemma 23), and for any atomic interval I (or its subinterval),
the new arc simply inherits its status (redundant/non-redundant) from the status of (c0 , s0 )
with respect to I.
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Figure 3 Illustration of Definition 25. In this example, when forward arc a = (c5 , s5 ) is added, a
is redundant w.r.t. atomic intervals in [`(s1 ), `(c1 )] and [`(s4 ), `(c4 )] and non-redundant with respect
to others.

We are now ready to bound the cost of RecursiveCancel. Indeed, we first show
in Lemma 26 that the semantic meaning of redundant or non-redundant forward arcs with
respect to atomic intervals is preserved throughout the algorithm. That is, for any atomic
interval I, it will hold that there are exactly min(nft (I), nbt (I)) many forward arcs that are
redundant with respect to I, since these can be avoided in an optimal matching.
I Lemma 26. At any time t and for any atomic interval I, there are exactly min(nft (I), nbt (I))
forward arcs crossing I that are redundant w.r.t I.
Proof. We prove the following two claims inductively on the number of client-server pairs
added:
1. In any atomic interval I ∈ AI t , the number of forward arcs that are redundant with
respect to I is equal to the minimum of the number of forward arcs and the number of
backward arcs crossing I.
2. In any atomic interval I, if there exist two forward arcs a1 = (c1 , s1 ) and a2 = (c2 , s2 )
crossing the interval I such that a1 is redundant w.r.t. I, and a2 is non-redundant w.r.t.
I, then `(s2 ) ≥ `(s1 ).
Let a = (c, s) be the client-server pair given by Permutation. Consider the two cases,
adding a forward arc and a backward arc:
1. Suppose that s is to the right of c i.e. the case when we add the forward arc directly. If
in an atomic interval I between c and s, there are fewer forward arcs than backward arcs
before adding c and s, then a is redundant w.r.t. I. Observe that this ensures that in
such an interval I, the number of forward arcs that are redundant w.r.t. I increases, and
is still equal to the minimum of the number of forward and the number of backward arcs
crossing the interval. In intervals I where the number of forward arcs crossing I is at
least the number of backward arcs crossing I before adding c and s, a is non-redundant
w.r.t. I. In this case, the minimum of forward and backward arcs does not increase, and
thus the claim continues to remain valid.
For the second claim: If a is redundant w.r.t. an atomic interval I, then using claim 1
on the instance before adding a, we can infer that all the forward arcs crossing I are
redundant w.r.t I. Thus, claim 2 is void in this case. If a is non-redundant w.r.t. an
atomic interval I, we need to show that the new server is to the right of any server whose
forward arc is redundant w.r.t. I. This follows directly from the fact that an unmatched
server cannot be present in the middle of an arc (Lemma 14), and hence, s is to the right
of the server of any forward arc that intersects I.
2. Suppose that s is to the left of c i.e. the case when we recursively add backward arc(s).
In this case, in an atomic interval I ∈ [`(s), `(c)], either a backward arc is added if there is
no forward arc crossing I, or if there is at least one forward arc crossing I, the number of
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forward arcs crossing I reduces by one. The intervals outside [`(s), `(c)] are not affected.
From Lemma 23, we know that the forward arcs corresponding to a server only shorten.
Thus, the second claim trivially follows.
The algorithm deletes a forward arc from the atomic interval I ∈ [`(s), `(c)] if there
exists at least one forward arc crossing I before adding the new client c. If the number
of forward arcs crossing I is at most the number of backward arcs crossing I, then all
the forward arcs crossing I are marked redundant w.r.t. I, and we delete one such
arc interval. The property of claim 1 still holds. Similarly, the property holds if there
are no backward arcs are crossing I in which case, all the forward arcs crossing I are
marked non-redundant. Thus, it remains to show that if there are both forward arcs
that are labeled non-redundant and also ones that are marked redundant w.r.t. I cross
I, our algorithm makes sure after the changes, one of the forward arc that is labeled
non-redundant no longer crosses I. We use claim 2 here. If there are forward arcs a1 and
a2 cross I and a1 is redundant w.r.t I while a1 is non-redundant w.r.t I, note that the
server of a2 is to the right of the server of a1 .
Recall that for any atomic interval I, there is at most one forward arc that crosses I is
deleted. If a forward arc a that is redundant w.r.t. I is deleted, when the arc is selected
in Line 9 of the algorithm, it has the farthest server among all arcs that intersect the
backward arc. This combined with the above fact implies that if a forward arc that is
redundant w.r.t. I is deleted, then there is no forward arc that is marked non-redundant
crosses I. Thus, if there are forward arcs that are labeled non-redundant crossing I, our
algorithm deletes one of them, which completes the proof of claim 1 in the case when we
add a backward arc.
The both cases together complete the proof of the two claims, and in particular, of the
original lemma.
J
In order to analyze the cost of the algorithm, we define the redundant cost of a forward arc
a = (c, s) at time t as the sum of the lengths of all the atomic intervals I ∈ AI t such that a
is redundant w.r.t. I. Similarly, the non-redundant cost of a forward arc a = (c, s) is the
sum of the lengths of all the atomic intervals I ∈ AI t such that a is non-redundant w.r.t. I.
In Lemma 27, we bound the total redundant cost of all the forward arcs in terms of their
non-redundant cost.
I Lemma 27. At any time t, the redundant cost of any forward arc is at most the nonredundant cost of that forward arc.
Proof. We will prove that for any forward arc a, at any time t, the redundant cost of a is
at most the non-redundant cost of a at time t. Summing over all forward arcs will then
complete the proof of Lemma 27.
To show this, we will in fact show the following: if RecursiveCancel adds a forward
arc a = (ct , st ) in step 5 at time t, then in any suffix of a, the redundant cost is at most the
non-redundant cost. This suffices for us since we know from Lemma 23 that re-matched
forward arcs are only suffixes of existing forward arcs, and their redundant/non-redundant
labels remain the same from Definition 25.
Henceforth, we assume that at time t, the client ct has arrived, and Permutation has
chosen to match it using the server st by a forward arc, and RecursiveCancel has done
the same. Let A = Ct−1 ∪ St−1 denote the set of clients and servers prior to adding ct and
st . Let x ∈ [`(ct ), `(st )]. Consider the suffix [x, `(st )] of the arc (ct , st ), and introduce a
virtual client c0 at x. We claim that the optimal cost of matching clients and servers in
A ∪ {c0 , st } is at least the optimal cost of matching clients and servers in A. Indeed, if this is
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not the case, then we can produce a cheaper matching for the clients in Ct−1 using a subset
of servers in St−1 ∪ {st } by ignoring the client c0 , which is a contradiction to Proposition 9
that Permutation maintains a solution that is server-optimal.
When we add {c0 , st } to A, by Lemma 19, the increase in the cost of optimal matching
occurs precisely at the intervals where the number of clients to the left is greater than the
number of servers (after adding c0 and st ). And in other intervals in [x, `(st )], the cost paid
by the optimal matching decreases. However, this exactly corresponds to the redundancy
and non-redundancy of the forward arc (ct , st ) with respect to the intervals inside [x, `(st )].
The intervals where the cost of optimal matching increases are the ones with respect to which
the arc is non-redundant, and the intervals where the cost of optimal matching decreases are
the ones with respect to which the arc is redundant.
J
I Theorem 28. At any point of time, the cost of the matching of Algorithm 3 (RecursiveCancel) is at most 3 times the cost of the optimal offline matching OPTt .
Proof. For the sake of analysis, for every atomic interval I ∈ AI t , let us label an arbitrary
set of min(nft (I), nbt (I)) backward arcs as redundant with respect to I, and the rest as
non-redundant with respect to I. Then, from Lemma 26, there will be an equal number of
redundant backward arcs and redundant forward arcs with respect to any atomic interval
I ∈ AI t . Using this, we conclude that, for any atomic interval I ∈ AI t , there are exactly
|disct (I)| non-redundant arcs (including both forward and backward) w.r.t I. Indeed, if
nft (I) ≥ nbt (I), then there are nbt (I) redundant forward (and redundant backward) arcs
by Lemma 26, and the remaining nft (I) − nbt (I) forward arcs crossing I are non-redundant
w.r.t I. But this is precisely the (absolute value of) the disct (I) by Claim 20. A similar
argument holds when nbt (I) > nft (I).
For ease of notation, let us denote the total non-redundant cost of all the forward arcs (resp.
backward) maintained by the algorithm at time t as cost(Mt , N F ) (resp. cost(Mt , N B)).
Similarly, we denote the total redundant cost of all the forward arcs (resp. backward) as
cost(Mt , RF ) (resp. cost(Mt , RB)). Now, from Lemma 19, and by noting that |disct (I)| is
equal to the number of arcs crossing I which are non-redundant w.r.t. I, we have that
X
cost(M∗t ) =
|I||disct (I)| = cost(Mt , N F ) + cost(Mt , N B) .
I

On the other hand, the cost of Mt maintained by RecursiveCancel is at most
cost(Mt ) = cost(Mt , RF ) + cost(Mt , RB) + cost(Mt , N F ) + cost(Mt , N B)
= 2 · cost(Mt , RF ) + cost(Mt , N F ) + cost(Mt , N B)
≤ 2 · cost(Mt , N F ) + cost(Mt , N F ) + cost(Mt , N B)
≤ 3 (cost(Mt , N F ) + cost(Mt , N B)) ≤ 3cost(M∗t ) = 3OPTt .
The first equality is from the definition of redundant backward arc w.r.t. atomic intervals
and the first inequality is due to Lemma 27.
J

4.3

Algorithm MinimumCancel

Even though the RecursiveCancel algorithm has a good competitive ratio, there are
instances in which the algorithm performs Ω(k) rematches per client on average. We illustrate
one such example in Appendix A. We, therefore, present another algorithm MinimumCancel
which also satisfies Definition 21 and then bound its recourse.
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm MinimumCancel.
1: for each client ct arriving at time t do
let st be the server Permutation matches ct to
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

if (ct , st ) is a forward arc then
Mt = Mt−1 ∪ (ct , st )
else
let At denote all forward arcs −
c,→s ∈ Mt−1 with `(c) ∈ [`(st ), `(ct )]
−
→
let Ft = ∪c,s∈A
[`(c), `(s)] denote the union of line segments contained within At ,
t
and let Ot = Ft ∩ [`(st ), `(ct )] denote the overlapped portion with ←
st−
, c−t
∗
let At denote a minimal subset of At whose union covers the overlapped region Ot
order the edges in A∗t as (c01 , s01 ), (c02 , s02 ), . . . , (c0m , s0m ) such that `(c01 ) ≤ `(c02 ) . . . ≤
0
`(cm )
et = {(c0 , s0 ), (c0 , s0 ), . . . , (c0m , s0
let A
2 1
3 2
m−1 )}
et ∪ {(ct , s0m )} ∪ {(c0 , st )}
update Mt = {Mt−1 \ A∗t } ∪ A
1
end if
end for

The crux of the algorithm is to cancel parts of forward arcs that overlap with the new
backward arc in a manner that minimally changes the existing solution. We do this by
identifying a minimal arc cover of the overlapping regions and perform the rematch only
within the covering set of arcs. Figure 4a gives an illustration of the existing set of arcs
when a new backward arc ←
st−
, c−t is added. Figure 4b shows the minimal cover chosen in step 8
←−−− −−−→
−−−→
of the algorithm, and the final rematch will contain the arcs st , c01 , c02 , s01 and ct , s02 . Figure 4c
shows an example of a non-minimal cover where there are three overlapping forward arcs.
et computed
I Lemma 29. When a new client ct arrives, the re-matched set of forward arcs A
in step 10 of Algorithm 4 are mutually disjoint.
Proof. We first claim that in the minimum cover A∗t , no three forward arcs intersect. Suppose
−→
−−−→
−−−→
for contradiction that there are forward arcs a1 = −
c−
1 , s1 , a2 = c2 , s2 , a3 = c3 , s3 intersect at
a point. Without loss of generality, let a1 be the arc with left most client and a3 be the
arc with right most server. Then, the union of [`(c1 , `(s1 ))] and [`(c3 ), `(s3 )] fully contains
[`(c2 ), `(s2 )], thus making the arc a2 redundant in the cover, contradicting the minimality of
the cover A∗t . It is easy to conclude that the arcs (c02 , s01 ), (c03 , s02 ), . . . , (c0m , s0m−1 ) are mutually
disjoint. The minimal cover property is crucial as illutrated in Figure 4c; the disjointness
property of residual forward arcs does not hold for the non-minimal cover.
J
Using Lemma 29, we can bound the recourse of the MinimumCancel algorithm.
I Theorem 30. After the arrival of k clients, the total recourse of MinimumCancel
algorithm is at most O(k log(k)).

c′1

st

Ot

ct

st

c′2

s′1

Ot

s′2

ct

st

Ot

ct

(a) A backward arc and overlap- (b) A minimal cover of Ot (in (c) A non-minimal cover of Ot (in
ping forward arcs.
dashed orange).
dashed orange).

Figure 4 Illustration for Algorithm 4. Forward arcs in At are shown with thick width.
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Proof. Note that once a client is matched by a backward arc, it is not going to get re-matched
later. We now bound the number forward-arc to forward-arc rematches.
For a vertex (either client or server) z, let us define a “length” len(z) parameter which is
equal to the number of vertices (all vertices which are part of the eventual matching after all
the k clients have arrived) lying strictly inside the arc defined by z and its currently matched
server/client. Therefore, before the start of the algorithm, the len value of every vertex is at
most 2k. We now define the level of vertex z as blog len(z)c so that the total initial level of
all the vertices is at most 2k(1 + log k). Suppose that a client c is currently matched to s
by using a forward arc, and in an iteration gets re-matched to s0 and s gets re-matched to
c0 both again using forward arcs. At least one of len(c) or len(s) should have decreased by
at least a factor of 2 since these are now disjoint arcs from Lemma 29. And therefore the
total level of c and s at least decreases by 1. In other words, on every re-match, the total
level decreases by at least 1, which together with the bound on the total initial level gives
the number of such re-matches to be at most 2k(1 + log k). If at least one of c or s gets
re-matched by a backward arc, its match does not change from then on. Thus, the number
of these type of re-matches are at most 2k. Thus, in total, the recourse of the algorithm is
O(k log k).
J

5

Conclusion and Open Questions

The current work (together with the concurrent work [21]) represents the first attempt at
exploring the trade-off between recourse and competitive ratio in online metric matching, and
understanding the optimal trade-offs is an interesting direction to pursue. Concretely, can we
get o(log k)-competitive (even randomized) algorithms with polylog(k)-recourse for general
metrics? This would be interesting given the Ω(log k)-lower bounds for algorithms without
recourse. Similarly, obtaining or refuting O(1)-competitive algorithms with O(1)-recourse
on line metrics is a very interesting question. Finally, extending our results to specialized
inputs such as random order arrivals or unknown i.i.d. models would be interesting, as it
better captures beyond-worst-case scenarios.
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Bad Example for Recourse of RecursiveCancel

We illustrate the fact that RecursiveCancel algorithm can have bad recourse in the
following example:
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In this instance, there are four clients c1 , c2 , c3 and c4 , `(c1 ) < `(c2 ) < `(c3 ) < `(c4 ) currently
matched using forward arcs to s1 , s2 , s3 and s4 respectively such that `(c4 ) < `(s1 ) < `(s2 ) <
`(s3 ) < `(s4 ). A new client c5 arrives to the right of s4 and Permutation outputs s5 to
the left of c1 as the new server. Since the arc (c5 , s5 ) is backward, the algorithms try to fix
the matching. The RecursiveCancel i.e. Algorithm 3 changes the matching completely
to obtain (c2 , s1 ), (c3 , s2 ), (c4 , s3 ) as the new forward arcs, where as Algorithm 4 changes
only c4 ’s matching and keeps c2 and c3 intact. If there are k such forward arcs, and if k
backward arcs arrive, Algorithm 3 has a recourse of Ω(k 2 ) where as Algorithm 4 has only
O(k) recourse.

B

Missing Proofs

Proof of Proposition 12. For the sake of simplicity, we stick with d = 2, and the same
proof holds for larger d as well. At any time t, we view our algorithm as simulating the
Permutation algorithm for a certain batch sequence. Indeed, note, the solution maintained
in Mt is exactly what Permutation maintains when fed O(log t) batches of consecutive
clients corresponding to the different powers-of-two 2i−1 (in decreasing order) such that the
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ith bit from right in the binary representation of t is 1. Theorem 11 then bounds the cost.
The recourse is bounded since any client is involved in a re-matching of size 2i at most once
for all i.
J
Proof of Proposition 13. For simplicity, we prove the proposition for the case d = 2. An
alternate view of Algorithm MultiScalePermutation is the following: Let the leaves of a
complete balanced tree of degree d denote the k client arrivals. Whenever the arrival of a
client completes a subtree (that is, it is the rightmost leaf in some subtree), the matching for
the clients and their currently matched serves is re-solved optimally.
Our lower bound instance will be on the line metric and consist of two parts: a core
instance and a auxiliary instance. The subsequent client arrival will be chosen as the next
arrival from either the core or the auxiliary instance so as to obtain a large recourse cost as
we describe soon. The servers for the core instance will at locations ±1, ±2, ±3, . . . , ±k/2,
and the servers for the auxiliary instance will be k servers at location 10k. The client arrival
sequence in the core instance will be , −1 − , 1 + , −2 − , 2 + , −3 − , 3 + , . . .; the client
arrival sequence for the auxiliary instance is 10k, 10k, 10k, . . ..
Note that the above instance have been set up so that on the arrival of a client from
the core instance, the server added by Permutation to the matching is also from the core
instance, and similarly for a client from the auxiliary instance a server from the auxiliary
instance is added. Further, the same is done by OPTso that it suffices to study the cost and
recourse for the arrivals in the core instance.
To decide whether the next client arrival happens from the core or the auxiliary sequence,
we first check whether the arrival completes any subtree. If it does, denote the largest subtree
it completes by T , and by T1 , . . . , Td the d subtrees of the root of T (so that the new arrival
is the rightmost leaf of Td ). If the number of core arrivals so far in Td is even, then the new
arrival is also chosen from the core sequence. Otherwise the new arrival is chosen from the
auxiliary chosen.
We first prove the recourse bound. The sequence in which Permutation adds servers
when the clients arrive from the core sequence is 1, −1, 2, −2, . . .. In particular, the new client
and server are added on the opposite sides of a central matching that is built online. The
construction of the client arrival sequence ensures that when MultiScalePermutation
resolves the optimal matching for subtree T = (T1 , T2 ) the number of client arrivals in T2 is
odd, and hence batch resolving ends up rematching all clients in T1 ∪ T2 (except at most
one). (In the general d case we have to assume d is odd, in which case it is easy to show that
all the subtrees T1 , T2 , . . . , Td have odd number of core clients, and thus a d−1
d fraction of
clients are rematched in the subtree T .)
To study cost, consider the matching immediately after the arrival of the ith client, and
P`
let i = j=0 dj kj (0 ≤ kj ≤ d − 1) denote the base d representation of i. In particular,
consider the case kj = 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ `. The matching consists of one batch of d` clients each,
followed by 1 batch of d`−1 clients and so forth. The cost of OPTis at most i. However, the
cost of MultiScalePermutation is Ω(i · `) = Ω(i logd i).
J
Proof of Lemma 14. Recall that Permutation maintains an offline optimal matching
M∗t at time t, and when a client ct arrives, we pair it with the server that is present in
M∗t \ M∗t−1 . In fact, the symmetric difference of M∗t and M∗t−1 is an augmenting path
starting at ct and ending at st . Let it be denoted by P = ct , sp1 , cp1 , . . . , spm = st . The edges
(ct , sp1 ), (cp1 , sp2 ), . . . , (cpm−1 , spm ) are the new edges, and the rest (sp1 , cp1 ), (sp2 , cp2 ), . . . ,
(spm−1 , cpm−1 ) are the old edges. Recall that the cost of M∗t is at least that of M∗t−1 , and
thus, in the augmenting path, the cost of new edges is at least that of the old edges.
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We claim a stronger property that in any suffix of the augmenting path, the cost of the new
edges is at least that of old edges. Consider a suffix spi , cpi , . . . , spm . If the cost of new edges
is less than the old edges, we can change the old matching from (spi , cpi ), . . . , (spm−1 , cpm−1 )
to (cpi , spi+1 ), . . . , (cpm−1 , spm ) while keeping the rest of the edges intact to get a matching
with cost less than M∗t−1 , contradicting the fact that M∗t−1 is an optimal matching for the
first t − 1 clients. Now, suppose that there is a free server s0 in between ct and st . Consider
the prefix of the augmenting path P starting at ct and ending at s0 . Let this prefix be
denoted by P 0 . Let M0t be the matching obtained from M∗t−1 by augmenting with the new
augmenting path P 0 . Since the cost of new edges is at least that of old edges in any suffix
of the original augmenting path, the difference between new edges and old edges in P 0 is
at most that of the original augmenting path P . Thus, the cost of the matching M0t is at
most that of M∗t . Furthermore, as we have assumed that the location of all the clients and
servers are distinct, the cost of M0t is strictly smaller than M∗t , contradicting the fact that
M∗t is an optimal matching of first t clients. This proves the claim that when we execute
Permutation on the line metric, there are no free servers inside any arc.
J

C

Lower bounds

In this section, we present our lower bound for OMM on general metrics.
I Theorem 31. Suppose that there exists an algorithm for OMM such that for every client c,
the number of servers s such that c is matched to s at some point of execution of the algorithm
is at most C, for an absolute constant C. Then, the competitive ratio of the algorithm is at
least Ω(log(n)).
Proof. We first describe the hard instance for OMM that we use to prove the lower bound.
The underlying metric space is the star metric i.e. there exists a node v0 that is at the
center of the star, and a set of nodes v1 , v2 , . . . , vn such that d(v0 , vi ) = 1 for all i ∈ [n], and
d(vi , vj ) = 2 for all i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j. For every i ∈ [n], there is a server si at vi . For each time
t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 a single client ct arrives at a point in the metric space. First, at t = 0,
the client c0 arrives at v0 . The next clients arrive at the location of the server just used by
the algorithm. Suppose that the algorithm matches c0 to si . Then, c1 arrives at vi . After t
clients have arrived and have been matched by the algorithm, consider the server matched
to c0 - let it be si1 . Let si2 be the server matched by the algorithm to the client at vi1 , and
so on till there is no client yet arrived at vik . Then, in our instance, at time t, a new client
arrives at vik .
Note that all the clients arrive at different locations in the metric space. This implies that
at any point of time t, the offline optimal algorithm cost is equal to 1. We can simply match
each client ci other than c0 to the server si , and match c0 to an arbitrary unused server.
Suppose that for each client c, the number of servers s such that (c, s) is part of the
matching of the algorithm at some point, is at most C. Then, we claim that there is a time t
such that the online algorithm has cost at least Ω(log(n)) at time t. Let Mt , t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1
denote the matching maintained by the algorithm after time t. We consider a new algorithm
that maintains a set of matchings Mt0 , t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 after time t. For every time t, we
obtain Mt0 from Mt as follows: Let M = Mt . While there exists a client c located at vi
matched in M to a server s at vj =
6 vi , but the server si is not used in M , we rematch c to
si in M . Note that this process terminates in at most n steps. When this process can no
longer proceed, we output Mt0 = M . The cost of the matching Mt0 is at most the cost of Mt ,
as every iteration of the above procedure only decreases the cost of the matching. For every
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client c, the number of servers s such that c is matched to s in some Mt0 , is at most C + 1.
Finally, the new algorithm that maintains the matchings Mt0 has a key property that at any
time t: the matching Mt0 can be described as a path: (c0 , si1 ), (c1 , si2 ), . . . , (ct , sit+1 ) such
that cj and sij are at the same location.
We now claim that there exist some time t such that the size of Mt0 is at least Ω(log(n)),
which proves the required lower bound. We define a directed graph G = (V, E). The vertex
set of the graph V is equal to {0, 1, . . . , n}. There is an edge from i to j if for some time t,
the client ci is matched to the server sj in Mt0 . The out-degree of every node is at most C + 1
in G. We also define the graphs G0 , G1 , . . . , Gn−1 as follows: The vertex set of Gk is the
same as G for every k. There is an edge from i to j in Gk if client ci is matched to sj in Mk0 .
It follows from the definitions that for every k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, Gi is a subgraph of G.
Note that for each k, the graph Gk is a path that starts at 0 and ends at the index of the
location of the client ck . Thus, all the graphs G0 , G1 , . . . , Gn−1 are different path subgraphs
of G all of which start at vertex 0 and end at a different vertex in G. As the out-degree of
every vertex is at most C + 1 in G, the number of distinct paths of length at most l in G
starting at 0 is at most (C + 1)l . Thus, there should exist at least one path whose length is
log(n)
log(C+1) = Ω(log(n)). As the length of the subgraph Gi denotes the cost of the matching
Mi0 , we get the required lower bound on the competitive ratio.
J
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Abstract
The Minimum Length Bounded Cut problem is a natural variant of Minimum Cut: given a
graph, terminal nodes s, t and a parameter L, find a minimum cardinality set of nodes (other
than s, t) whose removal ensures that the distance from s to t is greater than L. We focus on the
approximability of the problem for bounded values of the parameter L.
The problem is solvable in polynomial time for L ≤ 4 and NP-hard for L ≥ 5. The best known
algorithms have approximation factor d(L − 1)/2e. It is NP-hard to approximate the problem within
a factor of 1.17175 and Unique Games hard to approximate it within Ω(L), for any L ≥ 5. Moreover,
for L = 5 the problem is 4/3 − ε Unique Games hard for any ε > 0.
Our first result matches the hardness for L = 5 with a 4/3-approximation algorithm for this case,
improving over the previous 2-approximation. For 6-bounded cuts we give a 7/4-approximation,
improving over the previous best 3-approximation. More generally, we achieve approximation ratios
that always outperform the previous d(L − 1)/2e guarantee for any (fixed) value of L, while for large
values of L, we achieve a significantly better ((11/25)L + O(1))-approximation.
All our algorithms apply in the weighted setting, in both directed and undirected graphs, as well
as for edge-cuts, which easily reduce to the node-cut variant. Moreover, by rounding the natural
linear programming relaxation, our algorithms also bound the corresponding bounded-length flow-cut
gaps.
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Introduction

In the Minimum Length Bounded Cut problem, we are given a directed (undirected)
graph G = (V, E), two distinguished vertices s, t ∈ V , called the source and the sink, and an
integer parameter L > 0, and wish to find a minimum cardinality L-bounded node cut (edge
cut, resp.): a subset F ⊆ V \ {s, t} of vertices (a subset F ⊆ E of edges, resp.) such that the
every path between the source s and the sink t in G \ F has length strictly greater than L;
the path length is the number of edges in it.
Various aspects of the problem have been studied for almost half a century: its relationship
to the maximum L-bounded flow [1, 2, 3, 17] and to the maximum number of disjoint
L-bounded s − t paths [1, 7, 16], its complexity [5, 3, 15] and approximability [3, 14],
fixed-parameter tractability [6, 9, 10, 11], and polynomial time solvability for various graph
classes [4, 9, 18, 14]. In this paper we focus on the approximability of the problem.
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There are four basic versions of the L-Bounded Cut problem, depending on whether
the graph G is directed or undirected, and whether we cut nodes or edges. As observed
by Golovach and Thilikos [11], an α-approximation algorithm for Directed L-Bounded
Node Cut yields an α-approximation algorithm for Undirected L-Bounded Node Cut,
Undirected (L − 1)-Bounded Edge cut, and Directed (L − 1)-Bounded Edge Cut.
Thus, we describe all our algorithms just for the directed node version, and in the rest of the
paper we focus exclusively on this setting.
On the complexity and approximability side, the node (edge, resp.) version of Minimum
L-Bounded Cut is solvable in polynomial time for L ≤ 4 [16] (for L ≤ 3 [17], resp.) and is
NP-hard for L ≥ 5 (for L ≥ 4, resp.) [3]. With respect to the length parameter L, there are
several simple O(L)-approximation algorithms [3, 17], and the best known algorithm has
approximation ratio d(L − 1)/2e [3].
For L ≥ 4, L-Bounded Edge Cut is known to be NP-hard to approximate within
a factor of 1.1377 [3]. In fact, we observe that the reduction in that paper also implies
the NP-hardness of approximating the problem to within a factor of 1.1715, and Unique
Games hardness of approximating it to within 4/3 − ε for any ε > 0 – see Appendix A for
details. Note that these results imply the same hardness for L-Bounded Node Cut for
L ≥ 5. Recently, Lee [15] showed that for bounded√values of L it is Unique Games hard to
approximate the undirected edge variant within Ω( L), and the other three variants within
Ω(L). Thus, assuming the Unique Games Conjecture, the best possible approximation for
all but the undirected edge variant is Θ(L). However, the exact best possible approximation
as a function of L is not known.
If the length bound is not a fixed constant but a part of the input, the gap between the
known hardness results and approximations is even bigger: there are no stronger hardness
√
results and the best known algorithms [3] have approximation ratio O(min{L, n/L}) ⊆ O( n)
√
in the node case and O(min{L, n2 /L2 , m}) ⊆ O(n2/3 ) in the edge case where m denotes
the number of edges.

1.1

Our results

Our first result is an algorithmic upper bound matching the Unique Games hardness of
4-Bounded Edge Cut and 5-Bounded Node Cut; note that these two problems are the
first hard instances of L-Bounded Cut – for L the corresponding problems are in P. For
reasons explained earlier we state all our results for the node case only.
I Theorem 1. There is a 43 -approximation algorithm for Minimum 5-Bounded Node Cut.
Similarly, for L = 6 we also describe a new algorithm with an improved approximation ratio.
I Theorem 2. There is a 74 -approximation algorithm for Minimum 6-Bounded Node Cut.
This algorithm is based on the same, yet more involved, techniques as the algorithm for
L = 5. More generally, we have an approximation algorithm that works for any value of L.


3
I Theorem 3. For any fixed length bound L ≥ 6, there exists an L−1
−
2
L−2 -approximation
algorithm for Minimum L-Bounded Node Cut.
This algorithm is based on our algorithm for L = 6 and a general observation that an
α-approximation algorithm for L-Bounded Cut with certain properties can be used to
design an approximation algorithm for (L + 1)-Bounded Cut, with a slightly weaker
approximation ratio (see Theorem 10). This is always better than the previous best known
d(L − 1)/2e-approximation, but for large values of L it is not significantly better. Though
various algorithmic techniques, including the above theorem, all point to L/2 − o(L) being
the best possible approximation (cf. [3]), we are able to improve over this bound.
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I Theorem 4. For any fixed length bound L > 5, there exists an ((11/25)L + O(1))approximation algorithm for Minimum L-Bounded Node Cut.
A succinct summary of the old and the new results on approximability of Minimum
L-Bounded Cut is provided in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that all our algorithms
work also in the more general setting where every node (edge) has a non-negative weight
and the objective is to find an L-bounded cut of minimum total weight, simply by including
these weights in the objective function of the linear program.
Table 1 Known and new (bold type) results for bounded values of L. All results hold for both
directed and undirected cases, unless stated otherwise. We note that a hardness result for some
value of L implies the same hardness result for larger values as well, thus we only state hardness
results here for the smallest L for which they hold. NP stands for NP hardness of approximation,
UG for Unique Games hardness of approximation.

L
Hardness
≤3
4
5

NP 1.1715 [3, 12]
UG 4/3 [3, 13]

6
any

Node Cuts
Approximations
1 (in P)
1 (in P) [16]

UG Ω(L) [15]

2
[3]
4/3
3
[3]
7/4
d(L − 1)/2e
[3]
(L − 1)/2 − 3/(L − 2)
0.44(L − 1) + O(1)

Edge Cuts
Hardness
Approximations
1 (in P) [17]
NP 1.1715 [3, 12]
2
[3]
UG 4/3 [3, 13]
4/3
3
[3]
7/4
3
[3]
12/5
UG Ω(L) directed, dL/2e
[3]
√
Ω( L) undir. [15]
L/2 − 3/(L − 1)
0.44L + O(1)

Approximate duality of L-bounded flows and cuts
As we have already mentioned earlier, researchers investigated the relation between the
minimum L-bounded cut and the maximum L-bounded flow (where an L-bounded flow is a
flow that can be decomposed into flows along paths of length at most L) (e.g., [2, 3, 17]); in
fact, this was one of the first questions Adámek and Koubek [1] asked back in 1971.
All our algorithms are based on rounding the linear program (1) (given in the next
subsection) which is the dual of the exact linear programming formulation of the maximum Lbounded flow. Thus, as a corollary of our algorithmic results, we obtain improved approximate
duality relations between L-bounded cuts and flows that are tighter than those previously
known. For the sake of brevity we state the result just for 4-bounded edge cuts and flows.
I Corollary 5. Given a graph G = (V, E) and nodes s, t ∈ V , let F denote a maximum
4-bounded flow, and C a minimum 4-bounded edge cut. Then
|F| ≤ |C| ≤

4
|F|,
3

and these bounds are tight.
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1.2

Overview of our approach

All our algorithms are based on a rounding of a natural linear programming relaxation of
the problem. This relaxation was studied in earlier works on L-Bounded Cut (e.g., [3, 17])
but for the sake of completeness we provide it here again. In the following linear program
(solvable via a simple separation oracle), Ps,t (L) denotes the set of all paths between s and t
of length at most L.
X
min
xv
(1)
v∈V \{s,t}

X

xv

≥

1

∀p ∈ Ps,t (L)

xv

≥

0

∀v ∈ V

(2)

v∈p\{s,t}

The previous approximation algorithms were based on cutting only shortest paths, which
can be done optimally by taking a minimum cut in the layered graph of shortest paths from
s to t. By iteratively cutting all shortest s − t paths until the distance between s and t
becomes larger then L, we get an L-approximation.
This approach can also be framed as a rounding of the above linear programming
relaxation, via the following classical rounding which cuts in every iteration all shortest paths
while paying at most the LP value:

Exact-Round(G, (xv )v∈V )
For every v ∈ V \{s, t}, let yv := min{x(p) | p : s ; v, |p| = d(s, v)} and Iv := [yv , yv +xv ],
where s ; v stands for an s − v path, d is the hop-distance in G and x(p) is defined to
be the total LP value of vertices in p excluding its endpoints.
Sample r ∈ [0, 1] uniformly at random.
Return the cut {v | r ∈ I(v)}.
In words, every vertex v ∈ V \ {s, t} is mapped to an interval Iv of length xv in such a way
S
that for every s − t path p of interest (i.e., path of length d(s, v)), we have [0, 1] ⊆ v∈p Iv .
The algorithm then cuts all vertices whose corresponding intervals lie on the boundary of a
ball of uniformly random radius; by cutting these vertices the algorithm separates s from t
in the layered subgraph of shortest s − t paths, and, thus, increases the distance between s
and t on the whole graph by one at least. The property that is important in the analysis,
and that will be important later in our new algorithms, is the following:
I Observation 6. Given a solution (xv )v∈V of the LP (1), for every v ∈ V , Exact-Round
cuts v with probability at most xv .
The difficulty with the outlined iterative approach to construct an L-bounded cut is that it
uses up to L iterations (or up to d(L−1)/2e, if we first cut all vertices with xv ≥ 1/d(L−1)/2e),
where each iteration may yield a cut as large as the LP value. See Figure 1 for an instance
where more than one iteration is performed. Our idea is to circumvent the need for multiple
iterations by mapping every vertex v to multiple intervals, each interval representing a
possible position of the vertex in an L-bounded path. Thus, our algorithms are similar to
classical ball cutting algorithms, yet they differ in that they do not (necessarily) separate s
from t.
However, this is only a framework for our improvements. A naïve random ball growing
algorithm would not yield a better approximation ratio when applied to these intervals. To
fully take advantage of this framework, we introduce additional ideas such as cutting only a
carefully chosen subset of the boundaries of more than one ball, and/or modifying the LP
values in order to take better advantage of the structure of our mappings.
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Figure 1 In this instance, L = 5, and the LP values appear above the vertices. In the first
iteration of Exact-Round, we have Iu = [0, 1/2], Iv = [1/2, 1], and Iw = [1, 3/2]. Intervals for
other vertices will have length 0. Thus, in this iteration either u or v will be cut (no other vertex
is assigned an interval with a positive length intersection with [0, 1]), and we will need a second
iteration to cut some remaining path of length 5.

2

A 4/3-approximation for L = 5

Here we prove Theorem 1. Specifically, we give a rounding of the natural LP relaxation for
5-Bounded Node Cut which cuts every vertex v ∈ V with probability at most (4/3) · xv .
Before describing our rounding, we describe here a certain mapping of the vertices V \{s, t}
to intervals. For a graph G = (V, E) and an LP solution (xv )v∈V , we map every vertex v at
−
+
distance most 2 from s or to t to two intervals, IG
(v), IG
(v). For any vertices u, v such that
(s, u), (v, t) ∈ E, we define
−
+
IG
(u) = IG
(u) = [0, xu ]

−
+
IG
(v) = IG
(v) = [1 − xv , 1].

Next, for any vertex u (for which (u, t) 6∈ E) at distance 2 from s, define
+
yG
(u) =

min

u0 :(s,u0 ),(u0 ,u)∈E

xu0

+
+
+
IG
(u) = [yG
(u), yG
(u) + xu ].

−
+
If dG (u, t) > 2, define IG
(u) = IG
(u); note that in such a case, within any 5-bounded s − t
path containing it, u will be at distance 2 from s and 3 from t. Finally, for any vertex v (for
which (s, v) 6∈ E) at distance 2 to t, define
−
yG
(v) =

min

u:(v,v 0 ),(v 0 ,t)∈E

xv 0

−
−
−
IG
(v) = [1 − yG
(v) − xv , 1 − yG
(v)].

−
+
If dG (s, v) > 2, define IG
(v) = IG
(v).
We will drop the subscript G from the above definitions when it is clear from the context.
Note that I + (v), I − (v) have length xv for every v, and I − (v) = I + (v) for all vertices v
except those which are both at distance 2 from s and at distance 2 to t. For v such that
I − (v) 6= I + (v), there exists a path hs, u0 , v, v 0 , ti such that y + (v) = xu0 and y − (v) = xv0 .
Thus, the intervals have the same length, and I − (v) starts to the left of I + (v) (when plotted
on the real number line). Indeed, the left endpoint of I + (v) will be xu0 , while the left
endpoint of I − (v) will be 1 − (xv0 + xv ), which is at most xu0 by Constraint (2).
We are now ready to define our rounding:

Algorithm 5-Round
Let C0 = {v ∈ V | xv ≥ 3/4}. Let G0 be the remaining graph after deleting all vertices in
C0 .
Sample r ∈ [0, 1] uniformly at random.
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Sample r1 ∈ [0, 1/2] uniformly at random, and let r2 = r1 + 1/2.
−
+
Let C1 be the set of all vertices v such that r ∈ IG
0 (v) ∪ IG0 (v).
Let C2 be the set of all vertices v for which at least one of the following conditions holds:
−
−
+
+
1. r1 ∈ IG
0 (v) ∩ IG0 (v) or r2 ∈ IG0 (v) ∩ IG0 (v), or
−
+
2. r1 , r2 ∈ IG
0 (v) or r1 , r2 ∈ IG0 (v).
With probability 2/3, return C0 ∪ C1 . Otherwise (with probability 1/3), return C0 ∪ C2 .
I Remark 7. This algorithm can be easily derandomized by trying O(|V |) possible radii r, r1
and choosing the better of the two cuts C0 ∪ C1 , C0 ∪ C2 .
First let us see why this is a valid 5-bounded cut.
I Lemma 8. Algorithm 5-Round cuts all paths of length at most 5 from s to t.
Proof. Since vertices in C0 are always cut, we focus on paths not cut by C0 . That is, on
paths in G0 .
First, let us see that C1 cuts all 5-bounded s − t paths in G0 (the proof for paths of
length < 5 is similar or simpler). Let p = hs, u0 , u, v, v 0 , ti be such a path and assume
that (s, u), (v, t) 6∈ E; otherwise cutting a vertex in a shorter path (i.e., hs, u, v, v 0 , ti or
hs, u0 , u, v, ti) cuts p as well. Let u00 , v 00 be vertices such that y + (u) = xu00 and y − (v) = xv00 .
Since hs, u00 , u, v, v 00 , ti is also a path in G0 , it follows from the definition of the intervals and
Constraint (2) that [0, 1] ⊆ I + (u00 ) ∪ I + (u) ∪ I − (v) ∪ I − (v 00 ). Moreover, we clearly have
I + (u00 ) ⊆ I + (u0 ) and I + (v 00 ) ⊆ I + (v 0 ), so r must be contained in one of of the intervals
I + (u0 ), I + (u), I − (v), I − (v 0 ), and so p will be cut by C1 .
Now we consider the cut C2 . First consider a path p = hs, u0 , v, v 0 , ti of length 4. Note
that I + (u0 ) = I − (u0 ) and I + (v 0 ) = I − (v 0 ), and by similar reasoning to the above, we
have [0, 1] ⊆ I + (u0 ) ∪ (I + (v) ∩ I − (v)) ∪ I − (v 0 ), and so at least one of r1 or r2 must be in
I − (u) ∩ I + (u) for some u ∈ {u0 , v, v 0 }, and this vertex will be cut by C2 .
Finally, let p = hs, u0 , u, v, v 0 , ti be a 5-path in G0 , and let us see that p is cut by C2 .
Since I + (u0 ) = I − (u0 ) and I + (v 0 ) = I − (v 0 ), we may assume that r1 > xu0 and r2 < 1 − xv0
(otherwise, u0 or v 0 , respectively, will be cut). Thus, r1 , r2 ∈ I + (u) ∪ I − (v). In particular,
r1 ∈ I + (u) or r2 ∈ I − (v); otherwise, we would have r2 ∈ I + (u) and r1 to the left of I + (u),
that is r1 < y + (u) ≤ xu0 , contradicting our current assumption.
If both radii were in I + (u) or both in I − (v), then again the corresponding vertex would
be cut by C2 , so assume r1 ∈ I + (u) and r2 ∈ I − (v). We claim that in this case we must
have r1 ∈ I − (u) ∩ I + (u) or r2 ∈ I − (v) ∩ I + (v), and then the corresponding vertex will be
cut in C2 . For the sake of contradiction, assume r1 ∈ I + (u) \ I − (u) and r2 ∈ I − (v) \ I + (v).
The fact that both of these vertices are mapped to two distinct intervals means that there
exist vertices u00 , v 00 in G0 such that hs, v 00 , vi and hu, u00 , ti are paths in G0 and y − (u) = xu00
and y + (v) = xv00 . As r1 is to the right of I − (u) and r2 is to the left of I + (v), we have
r1 > 1 − xu00 and r1 + 1/2 = r2 < xv00 . Thus, we get xu00 + xv00 > 3/2, contradicting the fact
that the LP value of every vertex in G0 is at most 3/4.
J
Next we bound the expected value of the cut.
I Lemma 9. Every vertex v ∈ V is cut by Algorithm 5-Round with probability at most
(4/3) · xv .
Proof. If xv ≥ 3/4, this is trivial. Thus, let us look at vertices in V \ C0 .
First, consider a vertex v such that xv < 1/2. Note that v is cut by C1 with probability at
most |I − (v) ∪ I + (v)| (it is exactly this probability if both intervals are contained in [0, 1], but
this is not necessarily the case). Now consider the definition of C2 . As xv < 1/2, Condition 2
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Figure 2 Two examples of the final case in the proof of Lemma 9. The black rectangles denote
the range of r2 for which v ∈ C2 . This range has length at most |I − (v) ∩ I + (v)| + b, while the range
of r for which v ∈ C1 has length at most |I − (v) ∪ I + (v)| − b.

in the algorithm can never occur. Thus the probability that v is cut by C2 is the probability
that it will be cut because of Condition 1, which is exactly 2 · |I − (v) ∩ I + (v) ∩ [0, 1/2]| + 2 ·
|I − (v) ∩ I + (v) ∩ [1/2, 1]| = 2 · |I − (v) ∩ I + (v)|. Thus the overall probability that v is cut is
at most
2
3

· |I − (v) ∪ I + (v)| +

1
3

· 2 · |I − (v) ∩ I + (v)| =

2
3

· (|I − (v)| + |I + (v)|) =

4
3

· xv .

Now consider a vertex v ∈ V such that xv ≥ 1/2 (but less than 3/4). If Condition 2
never occurs, or only occurs when Condition 1 also occurs (for example, if I − (v) = I + (v)),
then we are done by the same calculation as above. Otherwise, there exist values of r1 for
which Condition 2 occurs but not Condition 1. That is, either
Case (i): There exists r1 such that r1 , r2 ∈ I − (v) and r2 is to the left of I + (v), or
Case (ii): There exists r1 such that r1 , r2 ∈ I + (v) and r1 is to the right of I − (v).
Note that at most one of these cases is possible for a given vertex v, since Case (i) implies
that I − (v) intersects the interval [1/2, 1], whereas Case (ii) implies that I − (v) is strictly
to the left of 1/2. Without loss of generality, assume (only) Case (i) holds. Let b =
min{1/2 − y − (v), y + (v) − 1/2}, that is, the maximum value such that 1/2 + b ∈ I − (v) and
1/2 + b ≤ min I + (v) (see Figure 2). By our assumption, b ≥ 0. Thus, v ∈ C2 only if
(not iff) r2 ∈ I − (v) ∩ I + (v) or r2 ∈ [1/2, 1/2 + b]. This happens with probability at most
2|I − (v) ∩ I + (v)| + 2b. As we’ve noted, v is cut by C1 with probability at most |I − (v) ∪ I + (v)|.
However a tighter upper bound on this probability is |(I − (v) ∪ I + (v)) ∩ [0, 1]|. Since xv ≥ 1/2,
b ≤ y + (v) − 1/2, and I + (v) = [y + (v), y + (v) + xv ], we have that |I + (v) \ [0, 1]| ≥ b, and so
the total probability that v will be cut is upper bounded by

2 −
1
+
−
+
3

|(I (v) ∪ I (v)) ∩ [0, 1]|+

3

· 2|I (v) ∩ I (v)| + 2b


2
|I − (v) ∪ I + (v)| − |I + (v) \ [0, 1]| + |I − (v) ∩ I + (v)| + b
3

2
=
|I − (v)| + |I + (v)| − |I + (v) \ [0, 1]| + b
3
 4
2
≤
|I − (v)| + |I + (v)| = xv .
3
3
=

Figure 2 illustrates this final case.

3

J

Improved approximations for other small values of L

In this section, we prove Theorem 3. Our approximation is based on an algorithm which
takes as a black box a rounding for (L − 1)-Bounded Cut and converts it into a rounding
for L-Bounded Cut. In particular, we show the following result:
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I Theorem 10. Given a rounding algorithm for (L − 1)-Bounded Cut which cuts every
vertex v with probability at most α · xv , there is a rounding for L-Bounded Cut which cuts
every vertex v with probability at most (1 + α · (1 − 1/(L − 2))) · xv .
Theorem 3 now follows easily.
Proof of Theorem 3. Follows immediately by induction, where the base case is Theorem 2
for L = 6 (or technically, the more specific Lemma 19), and Theorem 10 gives the inductive
step.
J
We now describe our technique for converting a rounding for (L − 1)-Bounded Cut to
a rounding for L-Bounded Cut. The following algorithm takes as a black box a rounding
algorithm AL−1 for (L − 1)-Bounded Cut:

L-Recurse(G, (xv )v∈V , AL−1 )
Cut every vertex v ∈ V such that xv ≥ 1, and let V 0 be the remaining vertices.
Define (zv )v∈V 0 as follows:


xv
1
.
· 1−x
zv = 1 − L−2
v
Run algorithm AL−1 on graph G|V 0 and LP solution (zv )v∈V 0 . Let V 00 be the remaining
vertices (not cut in this step).
Run Exact-Round(G|V 00 , (xv )v∈V 00 ).
To understand this algorithm, first let us see the feasibility of the solution (zv )v∈V 0 defined
in the second step.
I Lemma 11. If (xv )v∈V 0 is a feasible solution for the natural LP relaxation for (L − 1)Bounded Cut on a graph with vertex set V 0 , such that xv < 1 for all v ∈ V 0 , then the
solution (zv )v∈V 0 defined above is also a feasible LP solution for the same LP relaxation.
Proof. By our assumption that xv < 1 for all v ∈ V 0 , we have zv ≥ 0 for all vertices. Now
let hs, v1 , . . . , vL−2 , ti be a path of length L − 1. By the feasibility of (xv )v∈V 0 we know that
PL−2
i=1 xvi ≥ 1. Therefore, by the convexity of the function f (x) = x/(1 − x) for all x < 1
(and Jensen’s inequality), we have
L−2
X

zv = (L − 3) ·

1
L−2

PL−2

xvi /(1 − xvi )

≥ (L − 3) ·

1
L−2

PL−2


x vi / 1 −

≥ (L − 3) ·

1
L−2 /(1

i=1

i=1
i=1

−

1
L−2 )

1
L−2

PL−2
i=1

x vi



= 1.

Thus, Constraint (2) is satisfied for this path. For paths of length L0 < L − 1, the argument
follows from the above calculation by taking the LP values along the path and appending
additional values xL0 −1 = . . . = xL−2 = 0 which are mapped to zL0 −1 = . . . zL−2 = 0.
J
We can now show our main guarantee for this section.
Proof of Theorem 10. Let us see that Algorithm L-Recurse satisfies the requirements. First
note that the algorithm returns a feasible L-bounded cut. Indeed, by Lemma 11, (zv )v∈V 0
is a feasible solution for the relaxation for (L − 1)-Bounded Cut, and so the application of
algorithm AL−1 will cut all paths of length at most L − 1 not already cut in the first step.
In the remaining graph we have d(s, t) ≥ L, and so all remaining paths (if any) of length L
will be cut in the last step.
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As for the approximation guarantee, if xv ≥ 1, then the theorem follows trivially. For
v ∈ V 0 , we know that algorithm AL−1 will cut v with probability αv0 · zv , for some αv0 ≤ α.
Conditioned on surviving this phase, by Observation 6, v will be cut in the last step with
probability at most xv . Thus the overall probability that v is cut will be at most
αv0 · zv + (1 − αv0 · zv )xv = xv + (1 − xv )αv0 · zv
= xv + αv0 · (1 − 1/(L − 2)) · xv
≤ (1 + α · (1 − 1/(L − 2))) · xv .

4

J

An ((11/25) · L + O(1))-approximation

Here we prove Theorem 4, showing that L(1/2 − o(1)) is not the best possible approximation
for general (bounded) L. Similarly to our algorithm for L = 5, we will map every vertex
to different intervals corresponding to different positions the vertex can have in an Lbounded path from s to t, and then cut all intervals containing a random radius in [0, 1].
Our improvement follows from showing that these intervals will be mapped close together.
However, for vertices with small LP value, this will not be sufficient, since the intervals can
still be disjoint. See Appendix B for an example. To avoid this problem, we will define a
new LP solution which will greatly decrease the LP value of vertices which already have a
small LP value, giving us an advantage over previous algorithms for these vertices as well.

Distort-Round
Cut all vertices v ∈ V with xv ≥ 25/(11(L − 1)). Let G0 be the graph on remaining
vertices.
For every remaining vertex v, let imin (v) = d(s, v) and imax (v) = L − d(v, t) (the first
and last possible positions of v in an L-bounded path), where d is the hop-distance in G0 .
Let V 0 = {v ∈ G | imin (v) ≤ imax (v)}, and on these vertices define (x0v )v∈V 0 as follows:
x0v = max{0, (23/20) · xv − 3/(20(L − 1))}.
For all v ∈ V 0 and i ∈ {imin (v), . . . , imax (v)} define the following intervals, where paths
are in G0 and as before x0 (p) is the total x0 value of all vertices in p excluding the
endpoints:
yi (v) := p:s;v
min x0 (p)

and

Ii (v) = [yi (v), yi (v) + x0v ].

|p|≤i

Sample r ∈ [0, 1] uniformly at random.
Return the cut {v ∈ V 0 | r ∈ Ii (v) for some i}.
Let us first see the correctness of the algorithm:
I Lemma 12. Algorithm Distort-Round returns a valid L-bounded vertex cut.
Proof. Since the first step cuts all paths not entirely in G0 , let us focus on paths in G0 . It is
straightforward to see that in this graph, the interior vertices of every L-bounded s − t path
are all in V 0 , since if v is ith vertex in such a path, then imin (v) ≤ i ≤ imax (v). For any such
P
P
path we have v∈p\{s,t} x0v ≥ v∈p\{s,t} (23/20) · xv − ((|p| − 1)/(L − 1)) 3/20 ≥ 1.
Let us see that such a path will necessarily be cut. Denote p = hs, v1 , . . . , vL0 , ti for some
L0 ≤ L − 1. By the definition of our intervals, it can be shown by induction that for every
Si
i ∈ [L0 ] we have [0, yi (vi ) + x0vi ] ⊆ j=1 Ij (vj ). Thus, to see that the path is cut in the last
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step, it suffices to show that yL0 (vL0 ) + x0vL0 ≥ 1. But since (vL0 , t) ∈ E, by the definition of
y, this is the total x0 value of some s − t path of length at most L0 + 1, and so it must be at
least 1.
J
To bound the approximation guarantee, we need to bound the probability that any vertex
v ∈ V 0 is cut. Let D(v) := imax (v) + 1 − imin (v) denote the number of intervals defined for v.
Then one trivial bound is the following:
I Observation 13. Every vertex v ∈ V 0 is cut with probability at most D(v) · x0v .
However, this bound may be too conservative. In fact, if v participates in a large number
of intervals, we can show that these intervals cannot be too spread out.
I Lemma 14. For any given vertex v ∈ V 0 , all the intervals Ii (v) are contained in a single
interval of length at most 161/110 − D(v) · 271/(110(L − 1)) + O(xv ).
Proof. Let p be a shortest path from s to v in G0 . By the definition of G0 , all vertices u ∈ p
have xu < 25/(11(L − 1)), and so x0u < 271/(110(L − 1)). By definition of yi (v), this means
that for all i ≥ imin (v) we have
yi (v) ≤ x0 (p) ≤ (d(s, v) − 1)271/(110(L − 1)) = (imin (v) − 1)271/(110(L − 1)),
and in particular,
yi (v) + x0v ≤ (imin (v) − 1)271/(110(L − 1)) + x0v

(3)

Similarly, for any i ∈ {imin (v), . . . , imax (v)}, let pi be an s − v path of length ≤ i such that
yi (v) = x0 (pi ), and let p0 be a shortest path from v to t. Then pi ◦ p0 is an L-bounded s − t
path with x0 value
x0 (pi ) + x0v + x0 (p0 ) ≤ yi (v) + x0v + (|p0 | − 1)271/(110(L − 1))
= yi (v) + x0v + (L − imax (v) − 1)271/(110(L − 1))
= yi (v) + x0v − imax (v)271/(110(L − 1)) + 271/110.
However, its x0 value must also be at least 1, and so we get
yi (v) ≥ imax (v)271/(110(L − 1)) − 161/110 − x0v .

(4)

Since Ii (v) = [yi (v), yi (v) + x0v ], equations (3) and (4) imply that all these intervals are
contained in a single interval of length at most
(imin (v) − 1)271/(110(L − 1)) + x0v − (imax (v)271/(110(L − 1)) − 161/110 − x0v )
= 161/110 − D(v) · 271/(110(L − 1)) + O(xv ).

J

We can now prove our final guarantee for general (bounded) L:
I Lemma 15. Every vertex v ∈ V is cut by Algorithm Distort-Round with probability at
most ((11/25)(L − 1) + O(1))xv .
Proof. For vertices v 6∈ V 0 , this is trivial, so assume v ∈ V 0 . Also, let us assume x0v > 0,
since otherwise v would not be cut. First, from Observation 13 and Lemma 14, we have that
the probability that v is cut is at most
min{D(v)·x0v , 161/110−D(v)·271/(110(L−1))}+O(xv ) ≤

110x0v

161x0v
+O(xv ),
+ 271/(L − 1)
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where the inequality is obtained by maximizing over all possible values of D(v). Let us
scale up xv and denote cv = (L − 1)xv , which (by our assumption that x0v =
6 0) implies that
x0v = ((23 − 3/cv )/20)xv . Thus, we can rewrite the above upper bound on the probability as


23 − 3/cv
161(L − 1)
·
+ O(1) xv
20
11(23cv − 3)/2 + 271
Ignoring the O(1) term, the expression in parentheses is maximized for cv = (3+
and so is at most 0.43954(L − 1) < (11/25) · (L − 1).

5

p

1626/11)/23,
J

A 7/4-approximation for L = 6

We now prove Theorem 2. We note first that the techniques we have seen already give
an improvement over the previous 3-approximation for Minimum 6-Bounded Node Cut.
Indeed, Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 together give a 2-approximation.
As a warm-up to our final algorithm, let us first see an alternative 2-approximation which
does not use Theorem 10 or our algorithm for L = 5. We introduce some notation which we
will use both for our warm-up algorithm for L = 6 as well as our main algorithm.
Similarly to our algorithm for L = 5, we will map every vertex to a small number of
possible intervals, corresponding to its possible positions in a 6-bounded path, relative to s
and t. For all i ∈ [3], and all vertices u, v ∈ V \ {s, t} such that dG (s, u) ≤ i and dG (v, t) ≤ i,
define
yiG (u) := p:s;u
min x(p)

and

G
y−i
(v) := 1 − min x(p).
p:v;t
|p|≤i

|p|≤i

As before, if (s, u), (v, t) ∈ E, for such neighbors of s, t we define
I1G (u) = [0, xu ]

G
I−1
(v) = [1 − xv , 1].

For other vertices v, wherever the relevant yiG (v) values are defined, we also define intervals


I2G (v) = y2G (v), y2G (v) + xv







G
I3G (v) = y3G (v), y−3
(v)





G
G
I−2 (v) = y−2
(v) − xv , y−2
(v) .

We will drop the superscript G from the above definitions when it is clear from the
context. If I1 (v) (resp. I−1 (v)) is defined, we do not define any other interval for v, as such
an interval would be contained in I1 (v) (resp. I−1 (v)). Note that every interval associated
with a vertex v has length at most xv (in fact, exactly xv except for I3 (v)). As before, it is
not hard to see that the left (resp. right) endpoints of the intervals I2 (v), I3 (v), I−2 (v) (or
whichever subsequence of intervals is defined for this vertex) form a monotone non-increasing
sequence.
Consider the following rounding algorithm.

Algorithm Simple-6-Round
Cut all vertices v with xv ≥ 1/2, and let G1/2 be the remaining graph after deleting these
vertices.
Sample r ∈ [0, 1] uniformly at random.
1/2
Cut all vertices v such that r ∈ IiG (v) for some i ∈ {1, 2, 3, −2, −1}.
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One can check easily that this algorithm will cut all 6-bounded s − t paths (the proof is nearly
identical to the first part of the proof of Lemma 8). To see that it gives a 2-approximation,
first note that trivially every vertex v with xv ≥ 1/2 or for which at most two of the intervals
1/2
1/2
G1/2
I2G (v), I3G (v), I−2
(v) are defined, will be cut with probability at most 2xv . Thus we
only need to concern ourselves with vertices for which all three intervals are defined. Since
we removed vertices with LP value at least 1/2, this means that in the remaining graph
1/2
1/2
G1/2
G1/2
we have y2G (v) < 1/2 and y−2
(v) > 1/2, and so by monotonicity, I2G (v) and I−2
(v)
G1/2
must intersect, and I3 (v) must be contained in their union. Thus, the union of the three
intervals has length at most 2xv , which bounds the probability of cutting v.
To improve over this algorithm, we must make a number of changes. First of all, we
cannot cut all vertices with xv ≥ 1/2. We must allow some (at least slightly) costlier vertices
to remain. This means that we will not have the nice overlap property described above.
We can overcome this by avoiding a small subinterval in the middle of [0, 1] in our radius
sampling. However, this does not resolve the issue that some vertices will still be mapped
to two possibly disjoint intervals, and in fact will exacerbate the problem by increasing the
probability of hitting any given interval (since we are restricting our radius to a smaller
sample space). We are able to overcome all these pitfalls by choosing at random either a
single radius or a two-radius cut as we did in Algorithm 5-Round, and defining our two-radius
cut carefully.

Algorithm 6-Round
Let C0 = {v ∈ V | xv ≥ 4/7}. Let G0 be the remaining graph after deleting all vertices in
C0 .
Sample r ∈ [0, 3/7] ∪ [4/7, 1] uniformly at random.
Sample r1 ∈ [0, 3/7] uniformly at random, and let r2 = r1 + 4/7.
0
Let C1 be the set of all vertices v such that r ∈ IiG (v) for some i ∈ {1, 2, 3, −2, −1}.
Let C2 be the set of all vertices v satisfying at least one of the following conditions:
0
G0
1. r1 ∈ I1G (v) or r2 ∈ I−1
(v).
0
G
2. r1 ∈ I2 (v).
0
0
3. r1 ∈ I3G (v) and 37 ∈ I3G (v).
G0
G0
4. r2 ∈ I−2
(v).
(v) and 37 ∈ I−2
Let C3 be the set of all vertices v satisfying at least one of the following conditions:
0
G0
1. r1 ∈ I1G (v) or r2 ∈ I−1
(v).
0
G
2. r2 ∈ I−2
(v).
0
0
3. r2 ∈ I3G (v) and 47 ∈ I3G (v).
0
0
4. r1 ∈ I2G (v) and 47 ∈ I2G (v).
Return a random cut according to the following distribution: C0 ∪ C1 with probability
1/2, C0 ∪ C2 with probability 1/4, and C0 ∪ C3 with probability 1/4.
First let us see why this is a valid 5-bounded cut.
I Lemma 16. Algorithm 6-Round cuts all paths of length at most 6 from s to t.
Proof. As we did for L = 5, we focus on paths in G0 . Also, the proof of the correctness
of C0 ∪ C1 is essentially the same as the proof of correctness of the corresponding cut in
Lemma 8.
Since C2 and C3 are symmetrically defined, let us focus on C2 . Let hs, u, u0 , w, v 0 , v, ti be
a 5-path from s to t in G0 . The proof for paths of length < 5 is similar or simpler. As before,
it can easily be seen that [0, 1] ⊆ I1 (u) ∪ I2 (u0 ) ∪ I3 (w) ∪ I−2 (v 0 ) ∪ I−1 (v). If the first condition
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in the definition of C2 does not hold w.r.t. I1 (u) or I−1 (v), then r1 and r2 must both intersect
the intervals I2 (u0 ) ∪ I3 (w) ∪ I−2 (v 0 ). If in addition, the second condition does not hold w.r.t.
u, then both these radii (in fact all points in [r1 , r2 ]) intersect the intervals I3 (w) ∪ I−2 (v 0 ).
Since r2 − r1 = 4/7 and all intervals corresponding to vertices in G0 have length less than 4/7,
this necessarily means that r1 ∈ I3 (w) and r2 ∈ I−2 (v 0 ). Since 37 ∈ [r1 , r2 ], either 37 ∈ I3 (w)
or 37 ∈ I−2 (v 0 ). In the first case, w ∈ C2 by Condition 3, and in the second, 37 ∈ I−2 (v 0 ) and
so v 0 ∈ C2 by Condition 4.
J
Before bounding the expected value of the cut, we note that, as before (in Algorithm
Simple-6-Round), Algorithm 6-Round also has the property that for every v 6∈ C0 , at
most two intervals are responsible for v being in the single radius cut.
0

0

G
(v) and I2G (v) are both defined, then the random radius r
I Lemma 17. For v 6∈ C0 , If I−2
G0
G0
is in C1 iff it is in I−2 (v) ∪ I2 (v).
0

Proof. Note that in this case, I3G (v) is also defined. Since all three intervals are defined
0
G0
for v (and I1G (v), I−1
(v) are not defined – so d(s, v), d(v, t) > 1), there must exist paths
hs, u, vi and hv, v 0 , ti in G0 , and by the bound on LP values of vertices in G0 , we have
y2 (v) ≤ xu < 4/7 and y−2 (v) ≥ 1 − xv0 > 3/7. Thus, by the monotonicity of the interval
sequence, I3 (v) \ (3/7, 4/7) is contained in (I−2 (v) ∪ I2 (v)) \ (3/7, 4/7), and the lemma
follows.
J
Since this is the only case in which v will be mapped to more than two intervals, this
immediately bounds the probability that such a vertex participates in C1 :
I Corollary 18. For every v 6∈ C0 , the probability that v ∈ C1 is at most

7
6

· 2xv .

Now let us bound the expected value of the cut in our final algorithm.
I Lemma 19. Every vertex v ∈ V is cut by Algorithm 6-Round with probability at most
(7/4) · xv .
Proof. If xv ≥ 4/7, this is trivial. Thus, let us look at vertices cut by C1 , C2 , or C3 .
For convenience, define a random set

C2 , with probability 1/2
0
C =
C3 , otherwise.
Thus the final step in the algorithm can be equivalently stated as returning C0 ∪ C1 w.p. 1/2
and C0 ∪ C 0 w.p. 1/2.
To analyze the probability that a vertex v in G0 will be cut overall, we will consider a
number of different of cases for this vertex.
Case 1: v is mapped to only one interval. Suppose I1 (v) or I−1 (v) are defined. Then
v ∈ C 0 with probability at most 73 · xv (by Condition
 1 in both C2 and C3 ). In total, it
will be cut with probability at most 12 · 76 + 21 · 73 xv = 74 · xv . This holds similarly for
any vertex v which is not necessarily a neighbor of s or t but which is mapped to only
one interval.
Case 2: v is mapped to at least two intervals, and both I−2 (v) and I2 (v) are defined
for v. Again, note that this implies that I3 (v) is also defined and I1 (v), I−1 (v) are not
defined. Recall that I3 (v) = [y3 (v), y−3 (v)] and as noted above, in this case we must have
y−3 (v) ≥ y−2 (v) ≥ 37 and y3 (v) ≤ y2 (v) ≤ 47 . Thus, I3 (v) cannot be entirely to the left of
3/7 or entirely to the right of 4/7. This together with monotonicity of intervals gives us
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the following implications: Conditions 2 and 3 of C2 each
imply r1 ∈ I3 (v) ∩ 0, 37 and

Conditions 2 and 3 of C3 each imply r2 ∈ I3 (v) ∩ 47 , 1 , giving two possible ways v may
be in C 0 :


r1 ∈ I3 (v) ∩ 0, 37  and C 0 = C2 , or
r2 ∈ I3 (v) ∩ 47 , 1 and C 0 = C3 .
Note that the probability that at least one of these events occurs is at most 76 · |I3 (v)|.
The final reason we may have v ∈ C 0 is due to Condition 4 in either C2 or C3 . That is, if
one of the following
 3 occurs: 0
(a) r1 ∈ I2 (v) ∩ 0,
 7 and C = C3 , or
(b) r2 ∈ I−2 (v) ∩ 74 , 1 and C 0 = C2 .
Note that each of these two events implies that the given radius (r1 in (a) and r2 in (b))
is in fact in I2 (v) ∩ I−2 (v). Indeed, take event (b) for example. As we’ve noted, y2 (v)
(the left endpoint of I2 (v)) is at most 47 , so r2 cannot be to the left of I2 (v). On the other
hand, by monotonicity of intervals, since r ∈ I−2 (v), it also cannot be to the right of
I2 (v). Thus, r2 ∈ I2 (v) ∩ I−2 (v). Thus, the probability that (a) or (b) occurs is at most
7
6 · |I−2 (v) ∩ I2 (v)|.
Combining these bounds with Lemma 17 for C1 , we can bound the total probability that
v will be cut by


1
7
7
1 7
· · |I2 (v) ∪ I−2 (v)| + ·
· |I3 (v)| + · |I2 (v) ∩ I−2 (v)|
2 6
2
6
6
1 7
7
= · · (|I3 (v)| + |I2 (v)| + |I−2 (v)|) ≤ · xv .
2 6
4
Case 3: v is mapped to at two distinct intervals, I3 (v) is defined, but only one of I−2 (v),
I2 (v) is defined. As before, because v is mapped to two distinct intervals, Condition 1
for both C2 and C3 is irrelevant. Without loss of generality, assume only I2 (v) and I3 (v)
are defined for v, and note that Condition 4 for C2 and Condition 2 for C3 are now also
irrelevant. Thus, v can be in C 0 only if Conditions 2 or 3 for C2 or Conditions 3 or 4 for
C3 occur. We further divide this case (under this assumption) into several subcases.
Subcase 3a: 74 6∈ I2 (v). As we’ve noted, I2 (v) cannot lie entirely to the right of 47 , so
in this subcase it must lie entirely to the left of 47 , and by monotonicity, so must I3 (v).
Thus, in fact v can only be in C 0 when C 0 = C2 . For C2 consider two possibilities.
If 37 6∈ I3 (v), then only Condition 2 can apply. Otherwise, we have 37 ∈ I3 (v) and so
by monotonicity Condition 2 would imply Condition 3, and so we need only consider
Condition 3. Either way, only one interval is responsible for v being in C 0 , and the
probability that this occurs is at most 76 · xv . This together with Corollary 18 gives
the desired bound on the probability that v is cut.
Subcase 3b: 47 ∈ I2 (v) and 37 ∈ I3 (v). In this subcase, we need to be slightly more
precise for C1 , and note that the probability that v ∈ C1 is at most 76 |I2 (v) ∪ I3 (v)|.
As above, because 37 ∈ I3 (v), Condition 2 for C2 implies Condition 3 for C2 , so the
relevant conditions are Condition 3 in both C2 and C3 , and Condition 4 in C3 . The
probability that v ∈ C 0 because of Condition 3 in either set is clearly at most 76 · xv .
Similarly, Condition 4 for C3 also implies that r1 ∈ I3 (v), so the probability that
C 0 = C3 and Condition 4 occurs is at most 76 · |I2 (v) ∩ I3 (v)|. Putting these three
bounds together, the probability that v is cut is at most
 1 7
1 7
1
7
7
7
2

· 6 · |I2 (v) ∪ I3 (v)| + 2 ·

6

· xv +

6

· |I2 (v) ∩ I3 (v)| =

2

· 6 · (xv + |I2 (v)| + |I3 (v)|) ≤

4

· xv .
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Subcase 3c: 74 ∈ I2 (v) and I3 (v) lies to the right of 73 . In this subcase, only Condition
3 for C3 is relevant, and so v ∈ C 0 with probability at most 76 · xv , which as we’ve
noted (see Case 3a) is enough.
Subcase 3d: 47 ∈ I2 (v) and I3 (v) lies to the left of 37 . Note that in this case we
will have v ∈ C 0 precisely when r1 ∈ I2 (v) ∩ [0, 37 ] (regardless of whether C 0 = C2 or
C 0 = C3 ), which occurs with probability 73 · |I2 (v) ∩ [0, 37 ]|. Thus, we may also assume
3
0
7 ∈ I2 (v), since otherwise we will never have v ∈ C , and the probability that v is cut
will be much better than we require. However, this means that [ 37 , 47 ] ⊆ I2 (v), so we
can improve our probability bounds by not charging for this omitted interval.
That

is, the probability that v ∈ C1 is at most 76 · |(I2 (v) ∪ I3 (v)) ∩ [0, 1]| − 71 , and the
probability that v ∈ C 0 is 73 · (|I2 (v) ∩ [0, 74 ]| − 17 ).
Now, suppose first that xv ≤ 37 . Then by the above bounds, the probability that v is
cut is at most




1 7
1
· · |I2 (v)| + |I3 (v)| −
2 6
7

+

1 7
1
· · |I2 (v)| −
2 3
7

7
1
· xv −
3
4
7
≤ · xv .
4

≤

since xv ≤

3
7

Otherwise, we have xv ≥ 37 (and, since v 6∈ C0 , xv < 74 ), and so the proof will follow if
we can show that v is cut with probability at most 34 . To see that this holds, recall
that I2 (v) = [y2 (v), y2 (v) + xv ]. There are three ways that v might be cut:
In C1 :
If r ∈ [0, 37 ] (where possibly r ∈ I2 (v) ∪ I3 (v)) – with probability 21 .

If r ∈ [ 47 , y2 (v) + xv ] (where r ∈ I2 (v)) – with probability 76 · y2 (v) + xv − 74 <
7
6 · y2 (v).
In C 0 :
If r1 ∈ [y2 (v), 37 ] (where r1 ∈ I2 (v)) – with probability 73 ·( 37 −y2 (v)) = 1− 73 ·y2 (v).
And indeed, as required, the probability that at least one of these events happens is at
most




1
1 7
1
7
3 7
3
·
+ · y2 (v) + · 1 − · y2 (v) = − · y2 (v) ≤ .
J
2
2 6
2
3
4 6
4
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Hardness of L-Bounded Cut for L ≥ 5

The 1.1377-hardness of approximation result of Baier et al. [3] is based on a reduction from
Vertex Cover. Given an instance G = (V, E) of Vertex Cover, they construct an
instance (G0 , s, t) of L-Bounded Cut such that, given a vertex cover of size x in G, one
can efficiently construct an L-bounded cut of size |V | + x in G0 , and vice versa. This yields
the following general hardness:
I Theorem 20 (Implicit in [3]). For any 0 ≤ c ≤ s ≤ 1, approximating L-Bounded Edge
Cut for L ≥ 4 or L-Bounded Node Cut for L ≥ 5 to within (1 + s)/(1 + c) is at least as
hard as Gap Vertex Cover(c, s).
The 1.1377-hardness of approximation of L-Bounded Cut is in fact the hardness one
gets from
in the NP-hardness of Gap Vertex Cover for
√ the above theorem by plugging
√
c = ( 5 − 1)/2 + ε and s = (71 − 31 5)/2 − ε, implied by the work of Dinur and Safra [8].
However, we can also plug in newer or different hardness results for Vertex Cover in
the above theorem. For instance, the NP-hardness
of Gap Vertex Cover has since been
√
improved to include the case of c = 1/ 2 + ε, s = 1 −
√ε [12], which improves the hardness
of approximation of L-Bounded Cut to 2/(1 + 1/ 2) − ε < 1.1715. Also, plugging in
the Unique Games hardness of Gap Vertex Cover(1/2 + ε, 1 − ε) [13] gives a (4/3 − ε)
Unique Games hardness of approximation for L-Bounded Cut, which is now matched by
our algorithm for 4-Bounded Edge Cut and 5-Bounded Node Cut.
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Short intervals may be disjoint

We motivate the distorted LP values x0v in algorithm Distort-Round by giving an example
in which, if the original LP values xv are used instead of x0v , some vertices may be cut with
probability at least L/2 − O(1) times their LP value.
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Figure 3 Motivating example for Algorithm Distort-Round.

Consider the graph in Figure 3, and suppose we are given the following LP values:
xvi = 2/L for all i ∈ [L/4], xwi = 2/L for all i ∈ [L/4 + 1], xa1 = xa2 = 1/L − 1/(2L2 ),
xb1 = xb2 = xb3 = 2/(3L) − 2/(3L2 ), xci = 1/(2L) − 3/(4L2 ) for all i ∈ [4], all other white
vertices have LP value 2/(5L) − 4/(5L2 ), and finally xu = 1/(2L2 ).
The following is easy to check:
1. These values are a feasible LP solution.
2. The vertex u may have all possible positions in an L-bounded path from imin (u) = L/4 + 1
up to imax (u) = 3L/4 − 2.
3. Defining yi (u) analogously to algorithm Distort-Round with values xv instead of x0v ,
for all k ∈ [L/2 − 3] we have yL/4+k = 1/2 − (k − 1)/L2 , and IL/4+k = [yL/4+k , yL/4+k +
1/(2L2 )].
Thus, u is indeed mapped to L/2 − 3 disjoint intervals, and the probability that it would
be cut by a uniformly chosen radius as in algorithm Distort-Round is (L/2 − 3)xu .
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Abstract
In this paper we study the facility location problem in the online with recourse and dynamic
algorithm models. In the online with recourse model, clients arrive one by one and our algorithm
needs to maintain good solutions at all time steps with only a few changes to the previously made
√
decisions (called recourse). We show that the classic local search technique can
lead to a (1 + 2 + )
competitive online algorithm for facility location with only O log n log 1 amortized facility and
client recourse, where n is the total number of clients arrived during the process.
We then turn to the dynamic algorithm model for the problem, where the main goal is to design
fast algorithms that maintain good solutions at all time steps. We show that the result for online
facility location, combined with the randomized local search technique of Charikar and Guha [8],
√
leads to a (1 + 2 + )-approximation dynamic algorithm with total update time of Õ(n2 ) in the
incremental setting against adaptive adversaries. The approximation factor of our algorithm matches
the best offline analysis of the classic local search algorithm.
Finally, we study the fully dynamic model for facility location, where clients can both arrive and
depart. Our main result is an O(1)-approximation algorithm in this model with O(|F |) preprocessing
time and O(n log3 D) total update time for the HST metric spaces, where |F | is the number
of potential facility locations. Using the seminal results of Bartal [3] and Fakcharoenphol, Rao
and Talwar [12], which show that any arbitrary N -point metric space can be embedded into a
distribution over HSTs such that the expected distortion is at most O(log N ), we obtain an O(log |F |)
approximation with preprocessing time of O(|F |2 log |F |) and O(n log3 D) total update time. The
approximation guarantee holds in expectation for every time step of the algorithm, and the result
holds in the oblivious adversary model.
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1

Introduction

In the (uncapacitated) facility location problem, we are given a metric space (F ∪ C, d), where
F is the set of facility locations, C is the set of clients, and d : (F ∪ C) × (F ∪ C) → R≥0
is a distance function, which is non-negative, symmetric and satisfies triangle inequalities.
For each location i ∈ F , there is a facility opening cost fi ≥ 0. The goal is open a subset
S ⊆ F of facilities so as to minimize cost of opening the facilities and the connection
cost. The cost of connecting a client j to an open facility
to d(j, i).Hence, the
 i is equal
P
objective function can be expressed concisely as minS⊆F f (S) + j∈C d(j, S) , where for
P
a set S ⊆ F , f (S) := i∈S fi is the total facility cost of S and d(j, S) := mini∈S d(j, i)
denotes the distance of j to the nearest location in S. The facility location problem arises
in countless applications: in the placement of servers in data centers, network design,
wireless networking, data clustering, location analysis for placement of fire stations, medical
centers, and so on. Hence, the problem has been studied extensively in many different
communities: approximation algorithms, operations research, and computational geometry.
In the approximation algorithms literature in particular, the problem occupies a prominent
position as the development of every major technique in the field is tied to its application
on the facility location problem. See the text book by Williamson and Shmoys [27] for
more details. The problem is hard to approximate to a factor better than 1.463 [20]. The
current best-known polynomial-time algorithm is given by the third author, and achieves
1.488-approximation [23].
Motivated by its applications in network design and data clustering, Meyerson [24]
initiated the study of facility location problem in the online setting. Here, clients arrive
online one-by-one, the algorithm has to assign the newly arriving client to an already opened
facility or needs to open a new facility to serve the request. The decisions made by the
algorithm are irrevocable, in the sense that a facility that is opened cannot be closed and the
clients cannot be reassigned. In the online setting, Meyerson [24] designed a very elegant
randomized algorithm that achieves an O(log n) competitive ratio, and also showed that
no online algorithm can obtain O(1) competitive ratio. This result was later extended by
Fotakis [15] to obtain an asymptotically optimal O(log n/ log log n)-competitive algorithm.
Both the algorithms and analysis techniques in [15, 24] were influential, and found many
applications in other models such as streaming [17]. The lowerbound in Fotakis [15] holds
even in very special metric spaces such as HSTs or the real line. Since then, several online
algorithms have been designed achieving the same competitive ratio with more desirable
properties such as deterministic [1], primal-dual [14], or having a small memory footprint [16].
We refer to a beautifully written survey by Fotakis [17] for more details.
The main reason to assume that decisions made by an algorithm are irrevocable is because
the cost of changing the solution is expensive in some applications. However, if one examines
these above applications closely, say for example connecting clients to servers in data centers,
it is more natural to assume that decisions need not be irrevocable but the algorithm should
not change the solution too much. This is even more true in modern data centers where
topologies can be reconfigured; see [18] for more details. There are two standard ways of
enforcing that an algorithm does not make too many changes to the solution:
Recourse. The recourse per step of an online algorithm is the number of changes it makes
to the solution. Recourse captures the minimal amount of changes an online algorithm
has to make to maintain a desired competitive ratio due to the information theoretic
limits. For the facility location problem, depending on the application, the recourse can
correspond to: 1) the number of changes made to the opened facilities (called facility
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recourse) 2) the number of reconnections made to the clients (called client recourse).
Notice that we can assume for every facility we open/close, we have to connect/disconnect
at least one client. Thus the client recourse is at least the facility recourse.
Update time. While having a small recourse is enough in some applications, it is
not enough in some others. Take wireless networks as a concrete example. Here, the
set of clients (mobile devices) keeps changing over time, and it is necessary to update
the assignment of clients to facilities as quickly as possible so to minimize the service
disruption. This motivates the dynamic facility location problem, which is similar to
the one in online setting except that at each time step either a new client arrives or an
existing client departs. The goal is to always maintain a solution that is a constant factor
approximation to the optimal solution, while minimizing the total time spent in updating
the solution. We emphasize that we require our dynamic algorithms to maintain an actual
assignment of clients to facilities, not just the set of open facilities and an estimate of
connection cost. This is important for applications mentioned above.
Recently, these applications have motivated the study of the facility location problem,
and its closely related k-clustering problems, in the framework of recourse and dynamic
algorithms [13, 10, 19, 9, 22, 21, 7]. The models for facility location problem considered in
[13, 10] are different from what we study here, so we discuss them in Section 1.3; we also defer
the discussion of k-clustering results [22, 21, 7] to Section 1.3. Goranci et al [19] showed that
for metric spaces with doubling dimension κ, there is a deterministic fully dynamic algorithm
2
with Õ(2κ ) update time, which maintains a constant approximation. Unfortunately, this
result does not imply any non-trivial bound for the general metric spaces. More recently,
Cohen-Addad et al [9] studied the facility location problem in general metric spaces but when
the cost of opening facilities are same; that is, when fi = f, ∀i ∈ F . They showed that there
exists a fully dynamic algorithm that computes a O(1) approximation with update time of
O(n log n) and facility recourse of O(1) per step. They also showed matching lowerbounds for
both these results. However, their positive results do not imply any non-trivial bounds to the
case when the cost of opening facilities are non-uniform. This is an important consideration
in network design problems, and is also the form studied in Goranci et al [19] and in classic
offline literature [27]. Further, to our understanding, none of the existing results bound the
client recourse, which is an important consideration in real-world problems. As a concrete
example, consider the problem of connecting clients to servers in datacenters, which was the
original motivation for Meyerson [24] to initiate the study of online facility location problem.
Here, it is important that one does not reconnect clients to servers too many times, as such
changes can incur significant costs both in terms of disruption of service and the labor cost.
Hence a natural question that arises is:
Are there online and dynamic algorithms for facility location problem in arbitrary metric
spaces when the facility opening costs are not uniform, which achieve small client recourse
and update times?

1.1

Our Contributions

In the following theorems, we use n to denote the total number of facility locations and all
clients that ever arrived, |F | the number of facilities, and D to denote the diameter of the
metric d (assuming all distances are integers).
Our first result concerns online algorithms with small recourse in the incremental setting;
that is, when clients only arrive and not depart.
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I Theorem 1. There is a deterministic online algorithm
location problem
 for the facility

√
that achieves a competitive ratio of (1 + 2 + ) with O log n log 1 amortized facility and
client recourse against an adaptive adversary.
Our next result is in the online dynamic model with the goal to achieve small update
time. First we consider incremental setting.
I Theorem 2. In the incremental setting against an adaptive adversary, there is a randomized dynamic algorithm for the facility location problem
that, with probability at least
√
1 − 1/n2 , maintains an approximation factor of (1 + 2 + ) with amortized update time
of O( n2 log3 n log 1 ). Further, there exists an O(1)-approximate dynamic algorithm with
|
3
1
O( |F
2 log n log  )-amortized update time.
Note that it takes Θ(n|F |) space to specify the input in our model (see Section 2.1). Our
algorithm for the above theorem also simultaneously achieves an amortized logarithmic client
recourse per step; see the remark at the end of Section 5.
Our algorithms to show the above two theorems differ from the previous approaches used
in the context of online variants of facility location problem, and is based on local search.
The local search algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithms for the facility
√ location
problem in practice, and is known to achieve an approximation factor of (1 + 2) in the
offline setting. See the influential paper by Arya et al [2] and a survey by Munagala [25].
Thus our result matches the best known approximation ratio for offline facility location
using local search. Further, our result shows that the local search algorithm augmented with
some small modifications is inherently stable as it does not make too many changes to the
solutions even if clients are added in an online fashion. This gives further justification for its
popularity among practitioners.
Finally, we study the fully dynamic setting, where the clients arrive and depart. Here, we
first consider an important class of metric spaces called hierarchically well separated tree
(HST) metrics [3]; see Definition 13 for the formal definition, and Section 2.1 for more details
about how the input sequence is given. For HST metric spaces, we show the following result.
I Theorem 3. In the fully dynamic setting against adaptive adversaries, there is a deterministic algorithm for the facility location problem that achieves an O(1) approximation factor
with O(|F |) preprocessing time and O(log3 D) amortized update time for the HST metric
spaces.
A seminal result by Bartal [3], which was later tightened by Fakcharoenphol, Rao
and Talwar [12], shows that any arbitrary N -point metric space can be embedded into a
distribution over HSTs such that the expected distortion is at most O(log N ), which is also
tight. Moreover, such a probabilistic embedding can also be computed in O(N 2 log N ) time;
see recent results by Blelloch, Gu and Sun for details [5]. These results immediately imply
the following theorem, provided the input is specified as in Section 2.1.
I Theorem 4. In the fully dynamic setting against oblivious adversary, there is a randomized algorithm for the facility location problem that maintains an approximation factor of
O(log |F |) with preprocessing time of O(|F |2 log |F |) and O(log3 D) amortized update time.
The approximation guarantee holds only in expectation for every time step of the algorithm.
Observe that unlike the incremental setting, the above theorem holds only in the oblivious
adversary model, as probabilistic embedding techniques preserve distances only in expectation
as can be seen by taking a cycle on n points. Our result also shows that probabilistic tree
embeddings using HSTs can be a very useful technique in the design of dynamic algorithms,
similar to its role in online algorithms [3, 4, 26, 6].
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Our algorithms in Theorems 3 and 4 in the fully dynamic setting also have the property
that amortized client and facility recourse is O(log3 D) (in fact, we can achieve a slight better
bound of O(log2 D) as can be seen from the analysis). This holds as our dynamic algorithms
maintain the entire assignment of clients to facilities explicitly in memory at every time step.
Thus, the amortized client reconnections is at most the amortized update time.

1.2

Our Techniques

Our main algorithmic technique for proving Theorems 1 and 2 is local search, which is
one of the powerful algorithm design paradigms.
Indeed, for both results, the competitive
√
(approximation) ratio we achieve is 1 + 2 + , which matches the best approximation ratio
for offline facility location obtained using local search [2]. Both of our results are based on
the following key lemma. Suppose we maintain local optimum solutions at every time step
in our algorithm. When a new client jt comes at time t, we add it to our solution using a
simple operation, and let ∆t be the increase of our cost due to the arrival of jt . The key
lemma states that the sum of ∆t values in the first T 0 time steps can be bounded in terms
the optimum cost at time T 0 . With a simple modification to the local search algorithm, in
which we require each local operation decreases enough cost for every client it reconnects,
one can bound the total client recourse.
The straightforward way to implement the local search algorithm takes time Ω(n3 ). To
derive a better running time, we leverage the randomized local search idea of Charikar and
Guha [8]. At every iteration, we randomly choose a facility i or a closing operation, and
then perform the best operation that opens or swaps in i, or closes a facility if that is what
we choose. By restricting the facility i and with the help of the heap data structure, an
iteration of the algorithm can be implemented in time O(|C| log |F |). As in [8] we can also
show that each iteration can make a reasonable progress in expectation, leading to a bound
of Õ(|F |) on the number of iterations for the success of the algorithm with high probability.
We remark that the algorithm in [8] used a different local search framework. Therefore, our
result shows that the classic algorithm of [2] can also be made fast.
However, directly replacing the randomized local search procedure with a deterministic
one does not work: The solution at the end of each time might not be a local optimum as we
did not enumerate all possible local operations. Thus the key lemma does not hold any more.
Nevertheless we show that applying a few local operations around jt upon its arrival can
address the issue. With the key lemma, one can bound the number of times we perform the
iterative randomized local search procedure, and thus the overall running time.
Our proof for Theorem 3 is based on a generalization of the greedy algorithm for facility
location on HST metrics, which was developed in [11] in the context of differential privacy
but only for the case of uniform facility cost. The intuition of the algorithm is as follows:
If for some vertex v of the HST T , the number of clients in the tree Tv (the sub-tree of T
rooted at v) times the length of parent edge of v is big compared to the cost of the cheapest
facility in Tv , then we should open that facility. Otherwise, we should not open it and let
the clients in Tv be connected to outside Tv through the parent edge. This intuition can be
made formal: We mark v in the former case; then simply opening the cheapest facility in Tv
for all lowest marked vertices v leads to a constant approximation for facility location.
The above offline algorithm leads to a dynamic data structure that maintains O(1)approximate solutions, supports insertion and deletion of clients, and reports the connecting
facility of a client in O(log D) time. This is the case since each time a client arrives or
departs, only its ancestors will be affected. However, in a dynamic algorithm setting, we
need to maintain the assignment vector in memory, so that when the connecting facility of a
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client changes, it needs to be notified. This requires that the number of reconnections made
by our algorithm to be small. To achieve the goal, we impose two constants for each v when
deciding whether v should be marked and the cheapest facility in Tv should be open. When
a vertex v changes its marking/opening status, we update the constants in such a way that
it becomes hard for the status to be changed back.

1.3

More Related Work

Lattanzi and Vassilvitskii [22] first studied the role of recourse (which they call “consistency”)
in online k-clustering problem when clients only arrive – a setting similar to our Theorem 1.
Lattanzi and Vassilvitskii gave a constant approximation algorithm with O(k 2 log4 n) total
recourse (reclusterings). They also showed an Ω(k log n) recourse lowerbound. There are
some subsequent works studying the k-clustering problems in the context of recourse and
dynamic algorithms; we refer the readers to [22, 21, 7, 9] for more details.
A fully dynamic online model of facility location problem, where clients arrive and depart
was recently studied by Cygan et al. [10], but with different assumption on recourse. In this
model, the set of facility locations is the same as the set of clients and thus they are also
changing dynamically. When a client arrives, the algorithm has to assign it to an open facility
immediately; while upon departure of a client, if a facility was opened at the same location,
then the clients that were assigned to that location should be reassigned immediately and
irrevocably. They showed that a delicate extension of Meyerson’s [24] algorithm obtains
asymptotically tight competitive ratio of O(log n/ log log n). However, the result holds only
for the uniform facility costs and Cygan et al [10] even showed an unbounded lower bound
for the non-uniform facility cost case in their model. Moreover, in their model reconnections
of clients are assumed to be “automatic” and do not count towards the client recourse; it
is not clear how many client reconnections their algorithm will make. Hence, our result in
Theorem 4 also implies that one can circumvent the unbounded lowerbound for the general
problem with small recourse.
As we noted earlier, a strictly online algorithm for facility location problem cannot achieve
a competitive ratio better than O(log n/ log log n). To overcome this, the problem has been
studied in the so-called incremental model, which allows two open facilities to be merged at
any given time. In this model [13, 17] showed that one can obtain O(1) approximation for
case when facility opening costs are uniform. However, the recourse of such an algorithm
may be arbitrary.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, we use F to denote the set of potential facilities for all the problems
and models; we assume F is given upfront. C is the dynamic set of clients we need to
connect by our algorithm. This is not necessarily the set of clients that are present: In
the algorithms for online facility location with recourse and dynamic facility location in
the incremental setting, we fix the connections of some clients as the algorithms proceed.
These clients are said to be “frozen” and excluded from C. We shall always use d to denote
the hosting metric containing F and all potential clients. For any point j and subset V of
points in the metric, we define d(j, V ) = minv∈V d(j, v) to be the minimum distance from
j to a point in V . We assume all distances are integers, the minimum non-zero distance
between two points is 1. We define D, the diameter or the aspect ratio of a metric space, as
the largest distance between two points in it. Let n be |F | plus the total number of clients
arrived during the whole process. The algorithms do not need to know the exact value of
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n in advance, except that in the dynamic algorithm for facility location in the incremental
setting (the problem in Theorem 2), to achieve the 1 − 1/n2 success probability, a sufficiently
large Γ = poly(n, log D, 1 ) needs to be given.1
In all the algorithms, we maintain a set S of open facilities, and a connection σ ∈ S C of
clients in C to facilities in S. We do not require that σ connects clients to their respective
P
nearest open facilities. For any solution (S 0 ⊆ F, σ 0 ∈ S 0C ), we use cc(σ 0 ) = j∈C d(j, σj )
to denote the connection cost of the solution. For facility location, we use cost(S 0 , σ 0 ) =
P
f (S 0 ) + cc(σ 0 ) to denote the total cost of the solution (S 0 , σ 0 ), where f (S 0 ) := i∈S 0 fi .
Notice that σ and the definitions of cc and cost functions depend on the dynamic set C.
Throughout the paper, we distinguish between a “moment”, a “time” and a “step”.
A moment refers to a specific time point during the execution of our algorithm. A time
corresponds to an arrival or a departure event: At each time, exactly one client arrives or
departs, and time t refers to the period from the moment the t-th event happens until the
moment the (t + 1)-th event happens (or the end of the algorithm). One step refers to one
statement in our pseudo-codes indexed by a number.

2.1

Specifying Input Sequence

In this section we specify how the input sequence is given. For the online and dynamic
facility location problem, we assume the facility locations F , their costs (fi )i∈F , and the
metric d restricted to F are given upfront, and they take O(|F |2 ) space. Whenever a client
j ∈ C arrives, it specifies its distance to every facility i ∈ F (notice that the connection cost
of an assignment σ ∈ S C does not depend on distances between two clients and thus they do
not need to be given). Thus the whole input contains O(n|F |) words.
For Theorems 3 and 4, as we do not try to optimize the constants, we do not need that a
client specifies its distance to every facility. By losing a multiplicative factor of 2 and an
additive factor of 1 in the approximation ratio, we can assume that every client j is collocated
with its nearest facility in F Thus, we only require that when a client j comes, it reports the
position of its nearest facility. For Theorem 3, the HST T over F is given at the beginning
using O(|F |) words. For Theorem 4, the metric d over F is given at the beginning using
O(|F |2 ) words. Then, we use an efficient algorithm [5] to sample a HST T .

2.2

Local Search for facility location

√
The local-search technique has been used to obtain the classic (1 + 2)-approximation offline
algorithm for facility location [2]. We now give an overview of the algorithm, which will be
the baseline of our online and dynamic algorithms for facility location. One can obtain a
(tight) 3-approximation for
√ facility location without scaling facility costs. Scaling the facility
costs by a factor of λ := 2 when deciding whether an√operation can decrease the cost, we
can achieve
a better approximation
ratio of αFL := 1 + 2. Throughout, we fix the constants
√
√
λ = 2 and αFL = 1 + 2. For a solution (S 0 , σ 0 ) to a facility location instance, we use
costλ (S 0 , σ 0 ) =√λf (S 0 ) + cc(σ 0 ) to denote the cost of the solution (S 0 , σ 0 ) with facility costs
scaled by λ = 2. We call costλ (S 0 , σ 0 ) the scaled cost of (S 0 , σ 0 ).
Given the current solution (S, σ) for a facility location instance defined by F, C, d and
(fi )i∈F , we can apply a local operation that changes the solution (S, σ). A valid local operation
is one of the following.

1

For an algorithm that might fail, we need to have some information about n to obtain a failure probability
that depends on n.
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An open operation, in which we open some facility i ∈ F and reconnect a subset C 0 ⊆ C
of clients to i. We allow i to be already in S, in which case we simply reconnect C 0 to
i. This needs to be allowed since our σ does not connect clients to their nearest open
facilities.
A close operation, we close some facility i0 ∈ S and reconnect the clients in σ −1 (i0 ) to
facilities in S \ {i0 }.
In a swap operation, we open some facility i ∈
/ S and close some facility i0 ∈ S, reconnect
−1 0
0
the clients in σ (i ) to facilities in S \ {i } ∪ {i}, and possibly some other clients to i.
We say i is swapped in and i0 is swapped out by the operation.
Thus, in any valid operation, we can open and/or close at most one facility. A client can
be reconnected if it is currently connected to the facility that will be closed, or it will be
connected to the new open facility. After we apply a local operation, S and σ will be updated
accordingly so that (S, σ) is always the current solution.
For the online algorithm with recourse model, since we need to bound the number of
reconnections, we apply a local operation only if the scaled cost it decreases is large compared
to the number of reconnections it makes. This motivates the following definition:
I Definition 5 (Efficient operations for facility location). Given a φ ≥ 0, we say a local
operation on a solution (S, σ) for a facility location instance is φ-efficient, if it decreases
costλ (S, σ) by more than φ times the number of clients it reconnects.
The following theorem can be derived from the analysis for the local search algorithms
for facility location.
I Theorem 6. Consider a facility location instance with cost of the optimum solution being
opt (using the original cost function). Let (S, σ) be the current solution in our algorithm and
φ ≥ 0 be a real number. If there are no φ-efficient local operations on (S, σ), then we have

cost(S, σ) ≤ αFL opt + |C|φ .
In particular,
if we apply the theorem with φ = 0, then we obtain that (S, σ) is an
√
(αFL = 1 + 2)-approximation for the instance.

2.3

A Useful Lemma

The following lemma will be used repeatedly in our analysis. It’s not hard to prove, but due
to space constraints, we only include the proof in the full version of this paper.
PT 0
I Lemma 7. Let b ∈ RT≥0 for some integer T ≥ 1. Let BT 0 = t=1 bt for every T 0 =
0, 1, · · · , T . Let 0 < a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ aT be a sequence of real numbers and α > 0 such that
Bt ≤ αat for every t ∈ [T ]. Then we have


T
X
bt
aT
≤ α ln
+1 .
a
a1
t=1 t
Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we prove
Theorem 1 by giving our online algorithm for facility location with recourse. Section 4
gives the randomized local search procedure, that will be used in the proof of Theorem 2
in Section 5. We give some open problems and future directions in Section 6. Finally, the
proof of Theorem 4 is deferred to Appendix A, where we give the fully dynamic algorithm
for facility location in HST metrics. Due to space constraint, some proofs are not included
in this paper, and we refer interested readers to the full version.
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2 + )-Competitive Online Algorithm with Recourse

In this section, we prove Theorem 1 by giving the algorithm for online facility location with
recourse.

3.1

The Algorithm

For any  > 0, let 0 = Θ()
√ be a parameter that is sufficiently small so that the approximation
ratio αFL +O(0 ) = 1+ 2+O(0 ) achieved by our algorithm is at most αFL +. Our algorithm
for online facility location is easy to describe. Whenever the client jt comes at time t, we
use a simple rule to connect jt , as defined in the procedure initial-connect in Algorithm 1:
either connecting jt to the nearest facility in S, or opening and connecting jt to its nearest
facility in F \ S, whichever incurs the smaller cost. Then we repeatedly perform φ-efficient
0
2
operations (Definition 5), until no such operations can be found, for φ =  ·cost(S,σ)
αFL |C| .
Algorithm 1 initial-connect(j).
1: if mini∈F \S (fi + d(i, j)) < d(j, S) then

let i∗ = arg mini∈F \S (fi + d(i, j)), S ← S ∪ {i∗ }, σj ← i∗
3: else σj ← arg mini∈S d(j, i)

2:

We can show that the algorithm gives an (αFL + )-approximation with amortized recourse
O(log D log n); recall that D is the aspect ratio of the metric. To remove the dependence on
D, we divide the algorithm into stages, and freeze the connections of clients that arrived in
early stages. The final algorithm is described in Algorithm 3, and Algorithm 2 gives one
stage of the algorithm.
Algorithm 2 One Stage of Online Algorithm for Facility Location.

Input:
C: initial set of clients
(S, σ): a solution for C which is O(1)-approximate
Clients j1 , j2 , · · · arrive from time to time
αFL
Output: Guaranteeing that (S, σ) at the end of each time t is 1−
0 -approximate
1: init ← cost(S, σ)
2: for t ← 1, 2, · · · , terminating if no more clients will arrive do
3:
C ← C ∪ {jt }, and call initial-connect(jt )
0
4:
while there exists an  ·cost(S,σ)
αFL |C| -efficient local operation do perform the operation
5:

if cost(S, σ) > init/0 then terminate the stage

In Algorithm 2, we do as described above, with two modifications. First, we are given
an initial set C of clients and a solution (S, σ) for C which is O(1)-approximate. Second, the
stage will terminate if the cost of our solution increases by a factor of more than 1/0 . The
main algorithm (Algorithm 3) is broken into many stages. Since we shall focus on one stage
of the algorithm for most part of our analysis, we simply redefine the time so that every
stage starts with time 1. The improved recourse comes from the freezing operation: at the

2

There are exponential number of possible operations, but we can check if there is a φ-efficient one
efficiently.
P close operations can be handled easily. To check if we can open a facility i, it suffices to
check if
(d(j, σj ) − d(j, i) − φ) > λfi · 1i∈S
/ . swap operations are more complicated
j∈C:d(j,i)+φ<d(j,σj )
but can be handled similarly.
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Algorithm 3 Online Algorithm for Facility Location.
1: C ← ∅, S ← ∅, σ = ()
2: repeat

C ◦ ← C, (S ◦ , σ ◦ ) ← (S, σ)
redefine the next time to be time 1 and run one stage as defined in Algorithm 2
permanently open one copy of each facility in S ◦ , and permanently connect clients in
C ◦ according to σ ◦ (we call the operation freezing S ◦ and C ◦ )
C ← C \ C ◦ , restrict the domain of σ to be the new C
until no clients come

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

end of each stage, we permanently open one copy of each facility in S ◦ , and permanently
connect clients in C ◦ to copies of S ◦ according to σ ◦ , where C ◦ and (S ◦ , σ ◦ ) are the client
set and solution at the beginning of the stage. Notice that we assume the original facilities
in S ◦ will still participate in the algorithm in the future; that is, they are subject to opening
and closing. Thus each facility may be opened multiple times during the algorithm and we
take the facility costs of all copies into consideration. This assumption is only for the sake of
analysis; the actual algorithm only needs to open one copy and the costs can only be smaller
compared to the described algorithm.
From now on, we focus on one stage of the algorithm and assume that the solution given
at the beginning of each stage is O(1)-approximate. In the end we shall account for the
loss due to the freezing of clients and facilities. Within a stage, the approximation ratio
follows directly from Theorem 6: Focus on the moment after the while loop at time step t in
0
Algorithm 2. Since there are no  ·cost(S,σ)
-efficient local operations on (S, σ), we have by
αFL |C|

0
the theorem that cost(S, σ) ≤ αFL opt + |C| ·  ·cost(S,σ)
= αFL opt + 0 · cost(S, σ), where
αFL |C|
opt is the cost of the optimum solution for C. Thus, at the end of each time, we have
αFL
cost(S, σ) ≤ 1−
0 · opt.

3.2

Bounding Amortized Recourse in One Stage

We then bound the amortized recourse in a stage; we assume that cost(S, σ) > 0 at the
beginning of the stage since otherwise there will be no recourse involved in the stage (since
we terminate the stage when the cost becomes non-zero). We use T to denote the last time
of the stage. For every time t, let Ct be the set C at the end of time t, and optt to be the
cost of the optimum solution for the set Ct . For every t ∈ [T ], we define ∆t to be the value
of cost(S, σ) after Step 3 at time step t in Algorithm 2, minus that before Step 3. We can
think of this as the cost increase due to the arrival of jt .
The key lemma we can prove is the following:
I Lemma 8. For every T 0 ∈ [T ], we have
0

T
X

∆t ≤ O(log T 0 )optT 0 .

t=1

With Lemma 8, we can now bound the amortized recourse of one stage. In time
t, cost(S, δ) first increases by ∆t in Step 3. Then after that, it decreases by at least
0
PT 0
0 optt
0 cost(S,σ)
t
0
≥ α FLopt
t=1 ∆t ; Lemma 8
αFL |C|
|C| ≥ αFL |CT | for every reconnection we made. Let ΦT =
says Φt ≤ αoptt for some α = O(log T ) and every t ∈ [T ]. Noticing that (optt )t∈T is a
non-decreasing sequence, the total number of reconnections is at most
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init
∆t
αFL |CT |
+
=
0
0
 · opt1 /(αFL |CT |) t=1  · optt /(αFL |CT |)
0
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T
−1
X
∆t
∆T
init
+
+
opt1
optt
optT
t=1

!
.

Notice that init ≤ O(1)opt0 ≤ O(1)opt1 . Applying Lemma 7 with T replaced
by T −

 1,
PT −1 ∆t
optT −1
bt = ∆t , Bt = Φt and at = optt for every t, we have that t=1 opt ≤ α ln opt + 1 =
t
1

O log T log 10 , since we have optT −1 ≤ O(1/0 ) · opt1 . Notice that ∆T ≤ optT since
optT ≥ mini∈F
 (fi + d(i, jT )) ≥ ∆T . So, the total number

 is at most

 of reconnections

O log0 T log 10 · |CT |. The amortized recourse per client is O log0 T log 10 ≤ O log0 n log 10 ,
where in the amortization, we only considered clients involved in the stage. Recall that n is
the total number of clients arrived.


As each client appears in at most 2 stages, the overall amortized recourse is O log0 n log 10 .
Finally we consider the loss in the approximation ratio due to freezing of clients. Suppose
we are in the p-th stage. Then the clients arrived at and before (p − 2)-th stage has been
frozen and removed. Let opt be the cost of the optimum solution for all clients arrived
at or before (p − 1)-th stage.
Then the frozen facilities and clients have cost at most

opt · O 0 + 02 + 02 + · · · = O(0 )opt. In any time in the p-th stage, the optimum solution
0
taking all arrived clients into consideration has cost opt ≥ opt, and our solution has cost
0
at most (αFL + O(0 ))opt without considering the frozen clients and facilities. Thus, our
0
0
+O(0 )opt
solution still has approximation ratio (αFL +O( ))opt
= αFL + O(0 ) when taking the
0
opt
frozen clients into consideration.

4

Fast Local Search via Randomized Sampling

From now on, we will be concerned with dynamic algorithms. Towards proving Theorem
2 for the incremental setting, we first develop a randomized procedure that allows us to
perform local search operations fast. In the next section, we use this procedure and ideas
from the previous section to develop the dynamic algorithm with the fast update time.
The high level idea is as follows: We partition the set of local operations into many
“categories” depending on which facility it tries to open or swap in. In each iteration of the
procedure, we sample the category according to some distribution and find the best local
operation in this category. By only focusing on one category, one iteration of the procedure
can run in time O(|C| log |F |). On the other hand, the categories and the distribution over
them are designed in such a way that in each
 iteration, the cost of our solution will be
1
decreased by a multiplicative factor of 1−Ω |F | . This idea has been used in [8] to obtain their
Õ(n2 ) algorithm for approximating facility location. However, their algorithm was based on
a different local search algorithm and analysis; for consistency and √
convenience of description,
we stick to original local search algorithm of [2] that leads to (1 + 2)-approximation for the
problem. Our algorithm needs to use the heap data structure.

4.1

Maintaining Heaps for Clients

Unlike the online algorithm for facility location in Section 3, in the dynamic algorithm, we
guarantee that the clients are connected to their nearest open facilities. That is, we always
have σj = arg mini∈S d(j, i); we still keep σ for convenience of description. We maintain
|C| min-heaps, one for each client j ∈ C: The min-heap for j will contain the facilities in
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Algorithm 4 ∆-open(i).
1: return λfi −

P

j∈C

max{0, d(j, σj ) − d(j, i)}

Algorithm 5 try-open(i).
1: if ∆-open(i) < 0 then open i by updating S, σ and heaps accordingly

Algorithm 6 ∆-swap-in(i).
1: C 0 ← {j ∈ C : d(j, i) < d(j, σj )} and Ψ ← λfi −
2: ∆ ← mini0 ∈S


d(j, σj ) − d(j, i)
o


0
0
min{d(j,
i),
d(j,
heap-top(j))}
−
d(j,
i
)
−
λf
+Ψ
−1
0
0
i
j∈σ (i )\C
P

j∈C 0

nP

3: return (∆, the i0 above achieving the value of ∆)

Algorithm 7 ∆-close.
1: ∆ ← mini0 ∈S

nP

j∈σ −1 (i0 )

o


d(j, heap-top(j)) − d(j, i0 ) − λfi0

2: return (∆, the i0 above achieving the value of ∆)

S \ {σj }, with priority value of i being d(j, i). This allows us to efficiently retrieve the second
nearest open facility to each j: This is the facility at the top of the heap for j and we use
the procedure heap-top(j) to return it.
We define four simple procedures ∆-open, try-open, ∆-swap-in and ∆-close that are described in Algorithms 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Recall that we use the scaled cost for the
local search algorithm; so we are working on the scaled cost function in all these procedures.
∆-open(i) for any i ∈
/ S returns ∆, the increment of the scaled cost that will be incurred by
opening i. (For it to be useful, ∆ should be negative, in which case |∆| indicates the cost
decrement of opening i). This is just one line procedure as in Algorithm 4; try-open will
open i if it can reduce the scaled cost. ∆-swap-in(i) for some i ∈
/ S returns a pair (∆, i0 ),
where ∆ is the smallest scaled cost increment we can achieve by opening i and closing some
facility i0 ∈ S, and i0 gives the facility achieving the smallest value. (Again, for ∆ to be
useful, it should be negative, in which case i0 is the facility that gives the maximum scaled
cost decrement |∆|.) Similarly, ∆-close returns a pair (∆, i0 ), which tells us the maximum
scaled cost decrement we can achieve by closing one facility and which facility can achieve the
decrement. Notice that in all the procedures, the facility we shall open or swap in is given as
a parameter, while the facility we shall close is chosen and returned by the procedures.
With the heaps, the procedures ∆-open, ∆-swap-in and ∆-close can run in O(|C|) time.
We only analyze ∆-swap-in(i) as the other two are easier. First, we define C 0 to be the set
of clients j with d(j, i) < d(j, σj ); these are the clients that will surely be reconnected to i
P
once i is swapped in. Let Ψ = λfi − j∈C 0 (d(j, σj ) − d(j, i)) be the net scaled cost increase
by opening i and connecting C 0 to i. The computation of C 0 and Ψ in Step 1 takes O(|C|)
time. If additionally we close some i0 ∈ S, we need to reconnect each client in σ −1 (i0 ) \ C 0 to
either i, or the top element in the heap for j, whichever is closer to j. Steps 2 and 3 compute
P
and return the best scaled cost increment and the best i0 . Since i0 ∈S |σ −1 (i0 )| = |C|, the
running time of the step can be bounded by O(|C|).
The running time for try-open, swapping two facilities and closing a facility (which are not
defined explicitly as procedures, but used in Algorithms 8) can be bounded by O(|C| log |F |).
The running times come from updating the heap structures: For each of the |C| heaps, we
need to delete and/or add at most 2 elements; each operation takes time O(log |F |).
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Algorithm 8 sampled-local-search.
1: if rand(0, 1) < 1/3 then

. rand(0, 1) returns a uniformly random number in [0, 1]

0

(∆, i ) ← ∆-close
if ∆ < 0 then close i0 by updating S, δ and heaps accordingly
else
i ← random facility in F \ S
∆ ← ∆-open(i), (∆0 , i0 ) ← ∆-swap-in(i)
if ∆ ≤ ∆0 and ∆ < 0 then open i by updating S, δ and heaps accordingly
else if ∆0 < 0 then open i and close i0 by updating S, δ and heaps accordingly

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Algorithm 9 FL-iterate(M ).
1: (S best , σ best ) ← (S, σ)
2: for ` ← 1 to M do
3:
4:

call sampled-local-search
if cost(S, σ) < cost(S best , σ best ) then (S best , σ best ) ← (S, σ)

5: return (S best , σ best )

4.2

Random Sampling of Local Operations

With the support of the heaps, we can design a fast algorithm to implement randomized local
search. sampled-local-search in Algorithm 8 gives one iteration of the local search. We first
decide which operation we shall perform randomly. With probability 1/3, we perform the
close operation that will reduce the scaled cost the most (if it exists). With the remaining
probability 2/3, we perform either an open or a swap operation. To reduce the running time,
we randomly choose a facility i ∈ F \ S and find the best operation that opens or swaps in i,
and perform the operation if it reduces the cost. One iteration of sampled-local-search calls
the procedures in Algorithms 4 to 7 at most once and performs at most one operation, and
thus has running time O(|C| log |F |).
In the procedure FL-iterate(M ) described in Algorithm 9, we run the sampled-local-search
M times. It returns the best solution obtained in these iterations, according to the original
(non-scaled) cost, which is not necessarily the solution given in the last iteration. So we have
I Observation 9. The running time of FL-iterate(M ) is O(M |C| log |F |), where C is the set
of clients when we run the procedure.
Throughout this section, we fix a facility location instance. Let (S ∗ , σ ∗ ) be the optimum
solution (w.r.t the original cost) and opt = cost(S ∗ , σ ∗ ) be the optimum cost. Fixing one
execution of sampled-local-search, we use (S 0 , σ 0 ) to denote the solution before the execution.
Then, we have
I Lemma 10. Let (S ◦ , σ ◦ ) be the (S, σ) at the beginning of an execution of FL-iterate(M
),


|F |
and assume it is an O(1)-approximation to the instance. Let Γ ≥ 2 and M = O 0 log Γ
is big enough. Then with probability at least 1 − Γ1 , the solution returned by the procedure is
(αFL + 0 )-approximate.
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5

√
(1 + 2 + )-Approximate Dynamic Algorithm for Facility
Location in Incremental Setting

In this section, we prove Theorem 2 by combining the ideas from Sections 3 and 4 to derive a
dynamic algorithm for facility location in the incremental setting. As for the online algorithm
in Section 3, we divide our algorithm into stages. Whenever a client comes, we use a simple
rule to accommodate it. Now we can not afford to consider all possible local operations as in
Section 3. Instead we use the randomized local search idea from the algorithm in Section 4
by calling the procedure FL-iterate. We call the procedure only if the cost of our solution
has increased by a factor of 1 + 0 (where 0 = Θ() is small enough). In our analysis, we
show a lemma similar to Lemma 8: The total increase of costs due to arrival of clients is
small, compared to the optimum cost for these clients. Then, we can bound the number of
times we call FL-iterate. Recall that we are given an integer Γ = poly n, log D, 1 that is big
enough: We are aiming at a success probability of 1 − 1/Γ for each call of FL-iterate. Our
final running time will only depend on O(log Γ).
The main algorithm will be the same as Algorithm 3, except that we use Algorithm 10 as
the algorithm for one stage. As before, we only need to design one stage of the algorithm.
Recall that in a stage we are given an initial set C of clients, an O(1)-approximate solution
(S, σ) for C. Clients come one by one and our goal is to maintain an (αFL +O(0 ))-approximate
solution at any time. The stage terminates if no client comes or our solution has cost more
than 1/0 times the cost of the initial solution.
Algorithm 10 One Stage of Dynamic Algorithm for Facility Location.

Input:
C: the initial set of clients
(S, σ): initial
solution

 for C, which is O(1)-approximate
1: let M = O

|F |
0

log Γ be large enough

2: (S, σ) ← FL-iterate (M ), init ← cost(S, σ), last ← init
3: for t ← 1, 2,l3, · · · , m
terminating if no more clients arrive do



4:
5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

last
last
do
for q = log |F
| to log 0

if i ← arg mini∈F \S,fi ≤2q d(jt , i) exists, then call try-open0 (i)
same as try-open except we consider the cost instead of scaled cost.

C ← C ∪ {jt } and call try-open0 arg mini∈F \S (d(jt , i) + fi )
if cost(S, σ) > (1 + 0 ) · last then
(S, σ) ← FL-iterate (M )
if cost(S, σ) > last then last ← cost(S, σ)

. try-open0 is the

if last > init/0 then terminate the stage

Notice that in a stage, we are considering the original costs of solutions (instead of scaled
costs as inside FL-iterate). During a stage we maintain a value last which gives an estimation
on the cost of the current solution (S, σ). Whenever a client jt comes, we apply some rules to
open some facilities and connect jt (Steps 4 to 6). These operations are needed to make the
cost increase due to the arrival of jt (defined as ∆t later) small. In the algorithm try-open0 is
the same as try-open, except that we use the original cost instead of the scaled cost (this
is not important but only for the sake of convenience). If cost(S, σ) becomes too large, i.e,
cost(S, σ) > (1 + 0 )last, then we call (S, σ) ← FL-iterate(M ) for the M defined in Step 1
(Step 8), and update last to cost(S, σ) if we have cost(S, σ) > last (Step 9). We terminate the
algorithm when last ≥ init/, where init is cost(S, σ) at the beginning of the stage (Step 10).
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We say an execution of FL-iterate(M ) is successful if the event in Lemma 10 happens.
Then we have
I Lemma 11. If all executions of FL-iterate are successful, the solution (S, σ) at the end of
each time is (1 + 0 )(αFL + 0 )-approximate.
Now we argue each execution of FL-iterate(M ) is successful with probability at least
1 − 1/Γ. This will happen if (S, σ) is O(1)-approximate before the call. By Lemma 10, we
only need to make sure that the (S, σ) before the execution is O(1)-approximate. This is
easy to see: Before Step 6 in time t, we have cost(S, σ) ≤ O(1)opt; the increase of cost(S, σ)
in the step is at most the value of opt after the step (i.e, we consider the client jt when
defining opt). Thus, we have cost(S, σ) ≤ O(1)opt after the step.

5.1

Bounding Number of Times of Calling FL-iterate

It remains to bound the number of times we call FL-iterate. Again, we use T to denote the
last time step of Algorithm 10 (i.e, one stage of the dynamic algorithm) and ∆t to denote
the cost increase due to the arrival of jt : it is the value of cost(S, σ) before Step 6 minus
that after Step 6 in time t. For every time t ∈ [T ], let Ct be the set C at the end of time t,
and let optt be the cost of the optimum solution for Ct . Let lastt be the value of last at the
beginning of time t.
Like in the online setting, we can bound the total cost increase in a similar manner as
Lemma 8:
I Lemma 12. For every T 0 ∈ [T − 1], we have
0

T
X

∆t ≤ O(log T 0 ) · optT 0

t=1

Then we can wrap up the proof of Theorem 2. Between two consecutive calls of FL-iterate
in Step 8 at time t1 and t2 > t1 , cost(S, σ) should have increased by at least 0 lastt2 : At the
end of time t1 , we have cost(S, σ) ≤ lastt1 +1 = lastt2 since otherwise last should have been
updated in time t1 . We need to have cost(S, σ) > (1 + 0 )lastt2 after Step 6 at time t2 in
order to call FL-iterate. Thus, the increase of the cost during this period is at least 0 lastt2 .
Pt2
∆t
≥ 1 since lastt = lastt2 for every t ∈ (t1 , t2 ]. The argument
Thus, we have t=t
0
1 +1  ·lastt
also holds when t1 = 0 and t2 > t1 is the first time in which we call FL-iterate. Counting the
call of FL-iterate in Step 2, we can bound the total number of times we call the procedure by
PT ∆t
1 + 10 t=1 last
.
t
PT 0
Again let ΦT 0 = t=1 ∆t for every T 0 ∈ [0, T ]. Lemma 12 says Φt ≤ O(log t)optt for
every t ∈ [0, T − 1]. For every t ∈ [T ], since ∆t ≤ optt , thus we have Φt = Φt−1 + ∆t ≤
O(log t)optt−1 ≤ O(log T )lastt since lastt will be at least the cost of some solution for Ct−1 .
Applying Lemma 7 with at = lastt , bt = ∆t and Bt = Φt for every t, the number of times we
call FL-iterate can be bounded by
1+





T
1 X ∆t
1
lastT
log T
1
≤
O(log
T
)
ln
+
1
=
O
log
.
0 t=1 lastt
0
last1



We can then analyze the running time and the success probability of our algorithm. Focus
on each stage of the algorithm. By Observation

 9, each call
 to FL-iterate(M ) takes time
O(M |C| log |F |) = O

|F |
0 (log Γ)|C| log n

=O

n·|CT |


log2 n , where C is the set of clients
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in the algorithm at the time we call
CT ⊇ C is the number set of clients
 the procedure,

|
at the end of time T , and M = O |F
log
Γ
is
as
defined
in Step 1. The total number of
0




times we call the procedure is at most O log T log 1 ≤ O log n log 1 . Thus, the running


3
1
T|
time we spent on FL-iterate is O n·|C
log
n
log
2

 . The running time for Steps 4 to 6 is

|F | 
at most T · O log 0 · O |CT | log |F | = O(|CT |T log2 |F | ) 
≤ O(n|CT | log2 n ). Thus, the
T|
total running time of a stage is at most O n·|C
log3 n log 1 . Now consider all the stages
2
together. The sum of |CT | values over all stages is at most 2n since
client appears
in
 every

3
n2
1
at most 2 stages. So, the total running time of our algorithm is O 2 log n log  .


For the success probability, we call FL-iterate(M ) at most O log1/ (nD) log n log 1
= poly(log n, log D, 1 ) times. If we have Γ be at least n2 times this number, which is still
poly(n, log D, 1 ), then the success probability of our algorithm is at least 1 − 1/n2 .
Finally, we remark that the success of the algorithm only depends on the success of all
executions of FL-iterate. Each execution has success probability 1 − 1/Γ even if the adversary
is adaptive. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
I Remark. We can indeed obtain an algorithm that has both O(log T ) amortized client
recourse and Õ(n2 ) running time, by defining φ = cost(S,σ)
and only performing φ-efficient
αFL 0
local operations. However, this will require us to put φ everywhere in our analysis and
deteriorate the cleanness of the analysis. Thus, we choose to separate the two features in
two algorithms: small recourse and Õ(n2 ) total running time.
We also remark that the total running time for all calls of FL-iterate is only Õ(n|F |), and
the Õ(n2 ) time comes from Steps 4 to 6. By losing a multiplicative factor of 2 and additive
factor of 1 in the approximation ratio, we can assume every client is collocated with its
nearest facility. Then at any time we only have O(|F |) different positions for clients, and the
|
3
1
running time of the algorithm can be improved to O( n|F
2 log n log  ).

6

Open Problems and Discussions

We initiated the study of facility location problem in general metric spaces in recourse and
dynamic models. Several interesting problems remain open: The most obvious one is can
we get O(1)-competitive online/dynamic algorithms with polylog amortized recourse or fast
update times in the fully dynamic setting. Another interesting direction is can we extend
our results to the capacitated facility location and capacitated k-median, where there is an
upper bound on the number of clients that can be assigned to a single open facility. From
technical point of view, it would be interesting to find more applications of local search and
probabilistic tree embedding techniques in the dynamic algorithms model. Finally, as alluded
in the introduction, an exciting research direction is to understand the power of recourse in
the online model.
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Fully Dynamic Algorithm for Facility Location on Hierarchically
Well Separated Tree Metrics

In this section, we give our fully dynamic algorithm for facility location on hierarchically-wellseparated-tree (HST) metrics. Our algorithm achieves O(1)-approximation and O(log2 D)
amortized update time.

A.1

Hierarchically Well Separated Trees

I Definition 13. A hierarchically-well-separated tree (or HST for short) is an edge-weighted
rooted tree with the following properties:
all the root-to-leaf paths have the same number of edges,
if we define the level of vertex v, level(v), to be the number of edges in a path from v to
any of its leaf descendant, then for an non-root vertex v, the weight of the edge between v
and its parent is exactly 2level(v) .
Given a HST T with the set of leaves being X, we use dT to denote the shortest path metric
of the tree T (with respect to the edge weights) restricted to X.
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The classic results by Bartal [3] and Fakcharoenphol, Rao and Talwar [12] state that
we can embed any N -point metric (X, d) (with minimum non-zero distance being 1) to
a distribution π of expanding 3 HST metrics (X, dT ) with distortion O(log N ): For every
u, v ∈ X, we have dT (u, v) ≥ d(u, v) and Eu,v [dT (u, v)] ≤ O(log N )d(u, v). Moreover, there
is an efficient randomized algorithm [5] that outputs a sample of the tree T from π. Thus
applying standard arguments, Theorem 3 implies Theorem 4.
Notations. As we mentioned early, we assume each client is collocated with a facility. From
now on, we fix the HST T and assume the leaves of T is X = F ; let V be the set of all nodes
in T . Let dT be the metric induced by T over the set V of vertices. Recall that level(v) is
the level of v in T . For every vertex v ∈ V , define Λv to be the set of children of v, Xv to be
the set of leaf descendants of v, and Tv be the maximal sub-tree of T rooted at v. We extend
the facility cost from X to all vertices in V : for every v ∈ V \ X, we define fv = mini∈Xv fi .
We can assume that each internal vertex v is a facility; by opening v we mean opening a
copy of the i ∈ Xv with fi = fv . This assumption only loses a factor of 2 in the competitive
ratio: On one hand, having more facilities can only make our problem easier; on the other
hand, the cost of connecting a client to any i ∈ Xv is at most twice that of connecting it to
v. By the definition, the facility costs along a root-to-leaf path are non-decreasing.

A.2

Offline Algorithm for Facility Location on HST Metrics

In this section, we first give an offline O(1)-approximation algorithm for facility location
on the HST metric dT as a baseline. Notice that facility location on trees can be solved
exactly using dynamic programming. However the algorithm is hard to analyze in the
dynamic algorithm model since the solution is sensitive to client arrivals and departures.
Our algorithm generalizes the algorithm in [11] for facility location with uniform facility cost,
that was used to achieve the differential privacy requirement.
For every vertex v ∈ V , we let Nv be the number of clients at locations in Xv . Although
according to the definition Nv ’s are integers, in most part of the analysis we assume there are
non-negative real numbers. This will be useful when we design the dynamic algorithm. Let
α ∈ {1, 2}V and β ∈ {1, 2}V \X be vectors given to our algorithm. They are introduced solely
for the purpose of extending the algorithm to the dynamic setting; for the offline algorithm
we can set α and β to be all-1 vectors.
Marked and Open Facilities.
N and α if

For every vertex v ∈ V , we say v is marked w.r.t the vectors

Nv · 2level(v) > fv /αv
and unmarked otherwise. The following observation can be made:
I Observation 14. Let u be the parent of v. If v is marked w.r.t N and α, so is u.
Proof. v is marked w.r.t N and α implies Nv 2level(v) > fv /αv . Notice that Nu ≥ Nv , level(u) =
level(v) + 1, αv ≤ 2αu and fu ≤ fv . So, Nu 2level(u) ≥ 2Nv 2level(v) > 2fv /αv ≥ fu /αu .
J
Thus there is a monotonicity property on the marking status of vertices in T . We say a
vertex v is highest unmarked (w.r.t N and α) if it is unmarked and its parent is marked; we
say a vertex v is lowest marked if it is marked but all its children are unmarked. However,

3

A metric (X, dT ) is expanding w.r.t (X, d) if for every u, v ∈ X, we have dT (u, v) ≥ d(u, v).
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sometimes we say a vertex u is the lowest marked ancestor of a leaf v ∈ X if either u = v is
marked, or u 6= v is marked and the child of u in the u-v path is unmarked; notice that in this
case, u might not be a lowest marked vertex since it may have some other marked children.
If we need to distinguish between the two cases, we shall use that u is lowest marked globally
to mean u is a lowest marked vertex.
If a leaf vertex v ∈ X is marked, then we open v. For every marked vertex v ∈ V \ X, we
open v if and only if


X

Nu  2level(v) > fv /(αv βv ).
u∈Λv :u unmarked

Notice that all unmarked vertices are closed.
I Observation 15. If v is lowest marked, then v is open.
Proof. We can assume v ∈
/ X since otherwise v is open. So, Nv 2level(v) > fv /αv and all
P
P
children of v are unmarked.
u∈Λv :u unmarked Nu =
u∈Λv Nu = Nv . Therefore,
 level(v) Thus, level(v)
P
N
2
=
N
2
>
f
/α
≥
f
/(α
β
).
Thus v will be open. J
u
v
v
v
v
v
v
u∈Λv :u unmarked
With the set of open facilities defined, every client is connected to its nearest open facility
according to dT , using a consistent tie-breaking rule (e.g, the nearest open facility with the
fv
smallest index). We assume the root r of T has 2level(v)
≤ 1 by increasing the number of levels.
So r will be marked whenever Nr ≥ 1. This finishes the description of the offline algorithm.
Analysis of O(1)-Approximation Ratio. We show the algorithm achieves an O(1)-approximation. First we give a lower bound on the optimum cost. For every v ∈ V , let
n
o
LB(v) = min Nv 2level(v) , fv .
Then we have
I Lemma 16. Let U be a set of vertices in T without an ancestor-descendant pair; i.e, for
every two distinct vertex u and v in U , u is not an ancestor of v. Then the cost of the
P
optimum solution is at least v∈U LB(v).
Then let U be the set of highest unmarked vertices and marked leaves; clearly U does not
P
have an ancestor-descendant pair. By Lemma 16, the optimum cost is at least v∈U LB(v).
We prove the following lemma.
P
I Lemma 17. The solution produced by our algorithm has cost at most O(1) u∈U LB(u).
Combining Lemmas 16 and 17 gives that our algorithm is an O(1)-approximation. One
lemma that will be useful in the analysis of dynamic algorithm is the following:
I Lemma 18. For any open facility v in our solution, the number of clients connected to v
fv
that are outside Tv is at most O(log D) 2level(v)
.
I Remark. The algorithm so far gives a data structure that supports the following operations
in O(log D) time: i) updating Nv for some v ∈ X and ii) returning the nearest open facility
of a leaf v ∈ X. Indeed the algorithm can be made simpler: We set α to be the all-1 vector,
and we open the set of lowest marked facilities (so both α and β are not needed). For every
vertex u ∈ V , we maintain the nearest open facility ψu to u in Tu . Whenever a client at
v arrives or departs, we only need change Nu , ψu , marking and opening status of u for
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ancestors u of v. To return the closest open facility to a leaf v ∈ X, we travel up the tree
from v until we find an ancestor u with ψu defined, and return ψu . Both operations take
O(log D) time. However, our goal is to maintain the solution (S, σ) explicitly in memory.
Thus we also have to bound the the number of reconnections during the algorithm, since
that will be a lower bound on the total running time.

A.3

Dynamic Algorithm for Facility Location on HST Metrics

In this section, we extend the offline algorithm to a dynamic algorithm with O(log3 D)amortized update time; recall that D is the aspect ratio of the metric. We maintain α, β and
N -vectors, and at any moment of the algorithm, the marking and opening status of vertices
are exactly the same as that obtained from the offline algorithm for α, β and N .
Initially, let α and β be all-1 vectors, and N be the all-0 vector. So all the vertices are
unmarked. Whenever a client at some v ∈ X arrives or departs, the α, β values, the marking
and opening status of ancestors of v may change and we show how to handle the changes.
The vertices that are not ancestors of v are not affected during the process.
When a client at v arrives or departs, we increase or decrease the Nu values for all
ancestors u of v by 1 continuously at the same rate (we can think of that the number of
clients at v increases or decreases by 1 continuously). During the process, the marking and
opening status of these vertices may change. If such an event happens, we change α and/or
β values of the vertex so that it becomes harder for the status to change back in the future.
Specifically, we use the following rules:
If a vertex u changes to marked (from being unmarked), then we change αu to 2 (notice
that u remains marked w.r.t the new α), and βu to 1. In this case, we do not consider
the opening status change of u as an event.
If a vertex u changes to unmarked (from being marked), we change αu to 1 (notice that
u remains unmarked w.r.t the new α). The βu value becomes useless. In this case, we
also do not consider the opening status change of u as an event.
If a marked vertex u becomes open (from being closed), then we change βu to 2 (notice
that u remains open w.r.t the new β).
If a marked vertex u becomes closed (from being open), then we change βu to 1 (notice
that u remains closed w.r.t the new β).
We call the 4 types of events above as marking, unmarking, opening and closing events.
Now we talk about the order the events happen. When we increase Nu values of ancestors
of v continuously, one of the following two events may happen:
The highest unmarked ancestor u of v may become globally lowest marked, and this may
induce a closing event for the parent w of u.
The lowest marked ancestor u of v may become open.
Similarly, when we decrease Nu values of ancestors of v continuously, one of the following
two events may happen:
The lowest marked ancestor u of v may become unmarked (we must that u was lowest
marked globally), and this may induce an opening event for the parent w of u.
The lowest marked ancestor u of v may become closed.
Above, if two events happen at the same time, we handle an arbitrary event. Notice that
after we handle the event, the conditions for the other event might not hold any more, in
which case we do not handle it.
Once we have finished the process of increasing or decreasing Nu values by 1, the clients
will be connected to their respective nearest open facilities, breaking ties using the consistent
rule. A reconnection happens if a client is connected to a different facility.
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Bounding Number of Reconnections. Now we analyze the reconnections made in the
algorithm. When a client at v ∈ X arrives or departs, at most O(log D) vertices u will have
their Nu values changed by 1. We distribute 4 tokens to each ancestor u of v, that are of
type-A, type-B, type-C and type-D respectively.4 We are going to use these tokens to charge
the events happened.
First focus on the sequence of marking/unmarking events happened at a vertex u. Right
before u becomes unmarked we have Nu ≤ fu /(2 × 2level(u) ) since at the moment we have
αu = 2. Immediate after that αu is changed to 1. For u to become marked again, we
need Nu ≤ fu /2level(u) . So during the period Nu must have been increased by at least
fu /(2 × 2level(u) ). Similarly, right before u becomes marked we have Nu ≥ fu /2level(u) since at
the moment we have αu = 1. Then we change αu to 2 immediately. For u to become unmarked
again, Nu should be decreased by at least fu /(2 × 2level(u) ). So, when a marking/unmarking
event happens at u, we can spend Ω(fu /2level(u) ) type-A tokens owned by u.
Then we focus on the sequence S of opening/closing events at u between two adjacent
marking/unmarking events at u. At these moments, u is marked and αu = 2. For the first
event in S, we can spend Ω(fu /2level(u) ) type-B tokens owned by u. If some opening/closing
event e in S is induced by an unmarking/marking event of some child u0 of u, then we can
0
spend Ω(fu0 /2level(u ) ) ≥ Ω(fu /2level(u) ) type-C tokens owned by u0 for e, and the event e0
after e in S if it exists. Notice that we already argued that u0 has collected enough number
of type-C tokens.
Then we focus on an event e0 in S such that both e and the event e before e0 in S are not
induced. First, assume e is an opening event and e0 is a closing event. Then, after e we have
P
P
level(u)
0
) and before e0 we have u0 ∈Λu :u0 unmarked Nu0 =
u0 ∈Λu :u0 unmarked Nu = fu /(2 × 2
fu /(4 × 2level(u) ). Notice that the set of unmarked children of u may change, and let U 0 and
U 00 be the sets of unmarked children of u at the moments after e and before e0 respectively.
fu0
fu
Again if there is some u0 ∈ (U 0 \ U 00 ) ∪ (U 00 \ U 0 ), we spend Ω( 2level(u
0 ) ) ≥ Ω( level(u) ) type-C
2
tokens owned by u0 . Otherwise, U = U 0 and fu /(4 × 2(level(u)) ) clients in Tu must have
departed between e and e0 and we can then spend Ω(fu /2level(u) ) type-D tokens for e0 . The
case when e is an closing event and e0 is an opening event can be argued in the same way.
Thus, whenever an event happens at u, we can spend Ω(fu /2level(u) ) tokens; moreover if
an opening/closing event at u was induced by an unmarking/marking event at some child u0
0
of u, then we can spend Ω(fu0 /2level(u ) ) tokens for the event at u. A facility u changes its
opening status when an event happens at u. Notice that, we reconnect a client only if it was
connected to a ready-to-close facility, or it needs to be connected to newly open facility. By
Lemma 18, at any moment the number of clients connected to u from outside Tu is at most
fu
O(log D) · 2level(u)
. At the moment u changes its opening status because of an non-induced
event, then
 before
 and after the event the number of clients connected to u from Tu is of
fu
order O 2level(u)
. u changes its opening status due to a marking/unmarking event happened
at some child u0 of u, then
before

 and after the event the number of clients connected to u
fu0
from Tu is of order Θ 2level(u
. Thus, on average, for each token we spent we connect at
0)
most O(log D) clients. Since each client arrival or departure distributes at most O(log D)
tokens, we have that the amortized number of reconnections (per client arrival/departure) is
at most O(log2 D).
Analyzing Update Time. Then with the bound on the number of reconnections (recourse),
we can bound the update time easily. Indeed, we can maintain a ψu for every u ∈ V , which
indicates the nearest open facility to u in Tu \ u (ψu could be undefined). We also maintain
4

The types are only defined for convenience.
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P
a value Nu0 for marked vertices u where Nu0 = v∈Λv ,v unmarked Nv . Whenever a client at v
arrives or departs, we need to change αu , βu , Nu , Nu0 , ψu , marking and opening status of u
only for ancestors u of v. The update can be made in O(log D) time for every client arrival
or departure using the information on the vertices. The bottleneck of the algorithm comes
from reconnecting clients. We already argued that the amortized number of reconnections
per client arrival/departure is O(log2 D) and thus it suffices to give an algorithm that can
find the clients to be connected efficiently.
For every vertex u, we maintain a double-linked-list of unmarked children u0 of u with
Nu0 ≥ 1. With this structure it is easy to see that for every client that needs to be reconnected,
we need O(log D) time to locate it. If u becomes open, we need to consider each unmarked
children u0 of u and reconnect clients in Tu0 to u. The time needed to locate these clients can
be made O(log D) times the number of clients. For every strict ancestor w of u for which
there are no open facilities in between we can use the ψw information to see if we need to
reconnect clients in Tw . If yes, then for every unmarked child w0 of w with Nw0 ≥ 1 that is
not an ancestor of u, we need to connect the clients in Tw0 to u. Again enumerating these
clients takes time O(log D) times the number of clients. Similarly, if u becomes closed, we
then need to connect all clients connected to u to the nearest open facility to u, which can be
computed using ψ values of u and its ancestors. Enumerating the clients takes time O(log D)
times the number of clients. Overall, the amortized running time per client arrival/departure
is O(log3 D).
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1

Introduction

Low distortion embeddings play an important role in many approximation algorithms,
allowing one to map points in a “difficult” metric space into another simpler metric space
(such as Hilbert space), in a way that approximately preserves distances. See the survey by
Indyk [2] for many examples of algorithmic applications. One interesting family of difficult
metric spaces is given by flat tori. These are defined as quotients of Euclidean space by a
lattice, and play an important role in lattice problems and algorithms.
In more detail, an n-dimensional lattice L ⊆ Rn is defined as the set of all integer linear
combinations of some n linearly independent vectors in Rn . The torus Rn /L is the quotient
space obtained by identifying points in Rn with each other if their difference is a lattice
vector. The torus has a natural metric associated to it; namely, the distance between any
two elements of the torus is defined as the minimum distance between any representative of
these elements. So for instance, in the one-dimensional case R/Z, the distance between 0.1
and 0.9 is 0.2.
Khot and Naor [3] considered the question of how well one can embed flat tori Rn /L
into Hilbert space. They proved that for any L and any embedding of Rn /L into Hilbert
∗ √
1 (L )
space, the distortion must be at least Ω( λµ(L
n). Here, L∗ is the dual lattice of L and
∗)
λ1 (L) and µ(L) represent the length of the shortest nonzero vector and the covering radius
of L respectively. It is known by a result of Conway and Thompson (see [4, Page 46]) that,
for large enough n, there exist lattices L where λ1 (L) = µ(L). Thus the lower bound of
Khot and Naor shows that there are n-dimensional lattices whose torus requires distortion
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√
Ω( n) in any embedding into Hilbert space. In the same paper, they also present an
embedding that achieves a distortion of O(n3n/2 ) for any lattice L. While the distortion of
their embedding might be better than this upper bound, it is known that for some lattices it
is super-polynomial [1, Section 7].
√
In [1] an O(n log n) distortion metric embedding is constructed, significantly reducing
the gap
p between the upper and lower bounds. They also provide an alternative upper bound
of O( n log(µ(L)/ λ1 (L)). For lattices with good geometric structure (specifically, where
√
the ratio µ(L)/ λ1 (L) is only polynomial) this gives an O( n log n) upper bound. However,
in general, the ratio µ(L)/ λ1 (L) can be arbitrarily big, in which case this alternative bound
is not useful.
Our result is a nearly tight embedding of flat tori, essentially resolving the question of
√
Khot and Naor up to a log n factor.
I Theorem 1.1. For any lattice L ⊆ Rn there exists a metric embedding of Rn /L into
√
Hilbert space with distortion O( n log n).

1.1

Proof Overview

Our starting point is the embedding by Haviv and Regev [1], which is based on Gaussian
√
measures. Their embedding achieves a distortion of O( n log n) assuming that the lattice
L has poly(n) “aspect ratio,” i.e., the ratio between µ(L) (the diameter of the torus, or
equivalently, the covering radius of the lattice) and λ1 (L) (the length of the shortest nonzero
vector in the lattice) is polynomial in the dimension n. Their embedding can also be applied
to arbitrary lattices; the only issue is that it “saturates” at distance poly(n)λ1 (L) – points
at greater distance will be contracted by the embedding. See Section 3 for the details.
A natural way to address this issue is to first partition the lattice into scales, and to
then embed each scale separately. Specifically, one can define a filtration of sublattices
{0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lm = L with each Lj capturing a different scale of the lattice. Then,
for each j = 1, . . . , m, we project the torus on the space orthogonal to Lj−1 , and embed
each projection in Hilbert space separately. Our embedding is then the direct sum of the m
individual embeddings.
This approach does work, and is used as part of the construction in [1]. The difficulty is
√
√
that it introduces an additional m loss in the distortion, which at worst can be O( n) and
√
is the reason they only achieved an overall distortion of O(n log n). To see where this loss
comes from, consider a short vector inside the span of L1 ; this vector only contributes to
the first embedding (because it becomes zero in the other m − 1 projections). On the other
hand, a short vector orthogonal to Lm−1 gets accounted for in all m projections, leading to
√
an expansion of m (the square root due to the L2 norm in the target Hilbert space).
√
In order to avoid this loss and achieve a O( n log n) distortion, it is tempting to decompose
space into orthogonal subspaces (and not nested subspaces as in the above). So instead of
projecting on the subspace orthogonal to Lj−1 , we would like to only project on the subspace
of Lj that is orthogonal to Lj−1 (i.e., on the span of Lj /Lj−1 ). This, however, is impossible;
projecting a lattice in such a way in general gives a dense set, and not a lattice.1
Our novel contribution is to replace this “harsh” two-sided projection (which is in general
impossible) by a more gentle “compressed projection.” Namely, we first project orthogonally
to Lj−1 , and then scale down the subspace orthogonal to Lj . Returning to the example above,

1

To see why, consider the two-dimensional lattice generated by (1, 0) and (π, 1); its projection on the
first coordinate is a dense set.
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a short vector orthogonal to Lm−1 is still accounted for in all m “compressed projections,”
but the scaling factors are such that its contributions form a geometric series, so the overall
√
expansion is only a constant instead of m. The technical effort is in showing that these
compressions do not distort the geometry by too much; see Section 4 for details. We
remark that this “compressed projection” idea might find applications in other cases where
decomposing a lattice into scales is desirable.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Embeddings and Distortion

A metric space is a tuple (M, distM ) where M is a set and distM : M × M → R is a
function such that the following hold for all x, y, z ∈ M:
distM (x, y) ≥ 0, and the equality holds if and only if x = y,
distM (x, y) = distM (y, x),
distM (x, y) + distM (y, z) ≥ distM (x, z).
For simplicity, we often write metric space M for (M, distM ). We also use dist without the
subscript to represent the standard Euclidean metric over Rn (for some n that is clear from
the context). A (metric) embedding is a mapping from one metric space to another.
I Definition 2.1. Suppose F : M1 → M2 is an embedding of metric space M1 into M2 .
The distortion of F is defined by
nc
o
u
inf
: ∀x, y ∈ M1 , cl · distM1 (x, y) ≤ distM2 (F (x), F (y)) ≤ cu · distM1 (x, y) .
cl

2.2

Lattices

We now recall some standard definitions and notations regarding lattices. A (full-rank) lattice
L ⊆ Rn is the set of all integer linear combinations of n linearly independent vectors. This
set of vectors is called a basis of the lattice. Equivalently, a lattice is a discrete subgroup of
the additive group Rn . The dual lattice L∗ of L is defined as the set of all vectors y ∈ span(L)
such that hx, yi is an integer for all vectors x ∈ L. A sublattice L0 ⊆ L is an additive
subgroup of L. We say that a sublattice L0 ⊆ L is primitive if L0 = L ∩ span(L0 ). All
sublattices in this paper will be primitive. For a lattice L and a primitive sublattice L0 ⊆ L,
the quotient lattice L/L0 is defined as the projection of L onto the subspace orthogonal to
span(L0 ). Sublattices and quotient lattices can be thought of as full rank while sitting inside
some lower-dimensional space. For lattice L ⊆ Rn , the torus Rn /L is naturally associated
with the quotient metric, defined as
distRn /L (x, y) = dist(x − y, L) = min dist(x − y, v) .
v∈L

The length of the shortest vector of a lattice L, denoted by λ1 (L), is defined as the
minimum length of a non-zero vector in L. Note that here and elsewhere, length refers to
the Euclidean norm. The covering radius of a lattice L, denoted by µ(L), is defined as the
maximum (Euclidean) distance from any vector in span(L) to L. Equivalently, as its name
suggests, it is the minimum radius such that balls of that radius centered at all lattice points
cover the entire span(L).
We end with two simple technical lemmas, where we denote by πV the orthogonal
projection onto subspace V .
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I Lemma 2.2. For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn , vectors x ∈ Rn , v ∈ L such that kx − vk =
dist(x, L), and sublattice L0 ⊆ L,
kπspan(L0 ) (x − v)k ≤ µ(L0 ) .
Proof. Suppose towards contradiction that kπspan(L0 ) (x − v)k > µ(L0 ). Then consider the
lattice point u ∈ L0 that is a closest lattice point to πspan(L0 ) (x − v) in L0 . By definition
kπspan(L0 ) (x − v) − uk ≤ µ(L0 ). Observe that
kx − (v + u)k2 = kπspan(L0 ) (x − v − u)k2 + kπspan(L/L0 ) (x − v − u)k2
= kπspan(L0 ) (x − v) − uk2 + kπspan(L/L0 ) (x − v)k2
< kπspan(L0 ) (x − v)k2 + kπspan(L/L0 ) (x − v)k2
= kx − vk2 ,
which contradicts with the fact that kx − vk = dist(x, L) = minv0 ∈L kx − v0 k.

J

I Lemma 2.3. For any lattice L and sublattice L0 ⊆ L,
µ(L)2 ≤ µ(L0 )2 + µ(L/L0 )2 .
Proof. For any x ∈ span(L), let v ∈ L be a lattice point such that
kπspan(L/L0 ) (x − v)k = dist(πspan(L/L0 ) (x), L/L0 ) .
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that kπspan(L0 ) (x − v)k ≤ µ(L0 ) (since otherwise,
we can use v + u instead of v, where u is a closest lattice point to πspan(L0 ) (x − v) in L0 ).
Then
dist(x, L)2 ≤ kx − vk2
= kπspan(L0 ) (x − v)k2 + kπspan(L/L0 ) (x − v)k2
≤ µ(L0 )2 + µ(L/L0 )2 .
The bound holds for any vector x. Hence µ(L)2 ≤ µ(L0 )2 + µ(L/L0 )2 , as desired.

3

J

Embedding Tori into Hilbert Space

The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 3.6, which summarizes the properties of the
Gaussian embedding from [1], including a modified contraction property which we make
explicit (see left-hand side of (1)). The proof closely follows that of [1, Theorem 1.4]. We
start with some preliminary definitions and results from [1].
For s > 0 and x ∈ Rn we define ρs (x) = exp(−πkx/sk2 ). For any discrete set A, its
P
Gaussian mass ρs (A) is defined as x∈A ρs (x). The smoothing parameter of a lattice L is
defined with respect to an ε > 0 and is given by
η ε (L) = min{s : ρ1/s (L∗ ) ≤ 1 + ε} .
I Lemma 3.1 ([1, Lemma 2.5]). For any n ≥ 1 and lattice L ⊆ Rn , η ε (L∗ ) ≤
ε = 2−10n .
Consider the function
hL,s (x) = 1 −

ρs (L − x)
.
ρs (L)

√
2 n
λ1 (L)

where
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Below we list some basic properties of this function, which ideally we would like to be
proportional to the squared distance from the lattice. This is indeed the case, assuming the
distance is not too large compared to s, and that s itself is small compared to the geometry
of the lattice. The upper bound is shown in Item 1, and the lower bound is established in
Items 2 and 3 (which give very similar bounds). When the distance is sufficiently larger than
s, the function reaches saturation, as shown in Item 4.
I Lemma 3.2 ([1, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2]). For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn , s > 0, and vector
x ∈ Rn ,
1. s2 · hL,s (x) ≤ π · dist(x, L)2 ,
1
and dist(x, L) ≤ √s2 ,
2. s2 · hL,s (x) ≥ c · dist(x, L)2 if s ≤ 2 η 1(L∗ ) for some 0 < ε ≤ 1000
ε
where c is an absolute constant,
√
2
2
3. hL,s (x) ≥ 1 − e−π dist(x,L) /s − 2−11n if λ1 (L) ≥ 4 n · s,
√
4. hL,s (x) ≥ 1 − 2−11n if dist(x, L) > 2 n · s.
I Definition 3.3 ([1, Section 5]). For lattice L ⊆ Rn and s > 0, the embedding HL,s :
Rn /L → L2 (Rn /L) maps vector x ∈ Rn to the function HL,s (x) ∈ L2 (Rn /L) given by
 n/2
s
2
HL,s (x)(y) = p
ρ √s (L + y − x) .
2
2ρs (L) s
I Lemma 3.4 ([1, Proposition 5.1]). For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn , s > 0, and vectors
x, y ∈ Rn , distL2 (Rn /L) (HL,s (x), HL,s (y))2 = s2 · hL,s (x − y).
(k)

I Definition 3.5 ([1, Section 5.1]). For lattice L ⊆ Rn , s > 0, and k ≥ 1, the embedding HL,s
√
(k)
is defined by HL,s = (HL,s1 , . . . , HL,sk ) where si = 2i−1 s. We often take s = λ1 (L)/(4 n),
(k)

in which case we omit the subscript s and simply write HL .
I Lemma 3.6. For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn , k ≥ 1, and vectors x, y ∈ Rn ,
cH
(k)
(k)
· min(distRn /L (x, y), 2k−1 λ1 (L))2 ≤ distL2 (Rn /L)k (HL (x), HL (y))2
n
≤ πk · distRn /L (x, y)2 ,

(1)

where cH > 0 is an absolute constant.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, and recalling the notation si = 2i−1 s where s =
(k)

(k)

distL2 (Rn /L)k (HL (x), HL (y))2 =

k
X

λ1 (L)
√ ,
4 n

distL2 (Rn /L) (HL,si (x), HL,si (y))2

i=1

=

k
X

s2i · hL,si (x − y) .

i=1

Noting that dist
Lemma 3.2:

Rn /L

k
X
i=1

(x, y) = dist(x − y, L), the upper bound in (1) follows from Item 1 in

s2i · hL,si (x − y) ≤

k
X

π · dist(x − y, L)2 = πk · dist(x − y, L)2 .

i=1

For the lower bound in (1), we will show that for any x, y ∈ Rn , there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that
cH
· min(dist(x − y, L), 2k−1 λ1 (L))2 .
(2)
s2i · hL,si (x − y) ≥
n
We consider three cases.
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1 (L)
1. dist(x − y, L) ≤ λ4√
= √s2 . Note that according to Lemma 3.1, s ≤
2n
1
0 < ε ≤ 1000 . Then by Item 2 of Lemma 3.2,

s2 · hL,s (x − y) ≥ c · dist(x − y, L)2 ≥

2.

1
2 η ε (L∗ )

for some

c
· dist(x − y, L)2 ,
n

which proves (2) with i = 1.
√
√s < dist(x − y, L) ≤ λ1 (L) = 4 n · s. By Item 3 of Lemma 3.2,
2
s2 · hL,s (x − y) ≥ s2 · (1 − e−π/2 − 2−11n )
1 − e−π/2 − 2−11n
· λ1 (L)2
16n
1 − e−π/2 − 2−11n
≥
· dist(x − y, L)2 ,
16n

=

which again proves (2) with i = 1.
√
√
3. dist(x − y, L) > 4 n · s. Let j ∈ {2, . . . , k} be the largest index such that 2 n · sj <
√
√
dist(x − y, L). Notice that if j < k then 4 n · sj = 2 n · sj+1 ≥ dist(x − y, L), and that
√
if j = k, then 4 n · sj = 2k−1 λ1 (L). Then by Item 4 of Lemma 3.2,
s2j · hL,sj (x − y) ≥ s2j · (1 − 2−11n )
√
1 − 2−11n
· (4 n · sj )2
16n
1 − 2−11n
· min(dist(x − y, L), 2k−1 λ1 (L))2 ,
≥
16n
=

which proves (2) with i = j.

4

J

Embedding into Tori

The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 4.13, which shows that there exists an embedding
from an arbitrary torus into a tuple of tori with good geometry. The embedding is constructed
based on “good filtrations,” which we define and instantiate in Section 4.1. The definition
of the embedding is given in Section 4.2, and its expansion and contraction properties are
shown in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 respectively. The contraction property matches the
modified notion of contraction used in Lemma 3.6.

4.1

Good Filtrations

In this section we define the notion of a (q, γ)-filtration (Definition 4.1) and show how to
construct a good one for every lattice (Lemma 4.3). We also include a small technical lemma
that will be useful later (Lemma 4.4).
A filtration of a lattice L is a chain of sublattices {0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lm = L. We
call m the size of the filtration.
I Definition 4.1. For q ≥ 1, γ > 1, we say that a filtration {0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lm = L
is a (q, γ)-filtration if it satisfies both
1. µ(Lj /Lj−1 ) ≤ q λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 )/2 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and
2. λ1 (Lj+1 /Lj ) ≥ γ λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 ) for all 1 ≤ j < m.
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Our construction of good filtrations is based on Korkine-Zolotarev bases, defined next.
Recall first that for a sequence of vectors (b1 , . . . , bn ), its Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
(b01 , . . . , b0n ) is defined by
b0i = bi −

i−1
X

µi,j b0j ,

where µi,j =

j=1

hbi , b0j i
,
hb0j , b0j i

i.e., b0i is the projection of bi on the space orthogonal to span(b1 , . . . , bi−1 ).
I Definition 4.2. A basis (b1 , . . . , bn ) for a lattice L ⊆ Rn is called a Korkine-Zolotarev
basis if
b0i is a shortest vector of L/Li−1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
|µi,j | ≤ 1/2 for all 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n,
where (b01 , . . . , b0n ) is the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of (b1 , . . . , bn ), µi,j are the corresponding coefficients, and Li is the lattice generated by (b1 , . . . , bi ) (with L0 = {0}).
It is easy to prove that a Korkine-Zolotarev basis exists for any lattice. We remark that
the second property above will not be used in this paper.
√
I Lemma 4.3. For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn , and γ > 1, there exists a (γ n, γ)-filtration
of L.
Proof. Let (b1 , . . . , bn ) be a Korkine-Zolotarev basis of L. Let (b01 , . . . , b0n ) be its GramSchmidt orthogonalization, and consider the filtration {0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ln = L where
Li is the lattice generated by (b1 , . . . , bi ). From Definition 4.2 we know that λ1 (L/Li−1 ) =
kb0i k = λ1 (Lk /Li−1 ), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ n. Construct a coarsening of this filtration,
{0} = Li0 ⊂ Li1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lim = L, as follows. Let i0 = 0 and for j ≥ 1, ij ∈ {ij−1 + 1, . . . , n}
be the largest index such that kb0k k ≤ γkb0ij−1 +1 k for all k ∈ {ij−1 + 1, . . . , ij }. Finally, stop
√
when im = n. We are going to show that this coarser filtration is a (γ n, γ)-filtration.
We observe that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
λ1 (Lij /Lij−1 ) = kb0ij−1 +1 k .
Then, by construction of the coarsening, for all 1 ≤ j < m,
λ1 (Lij+1 /Lij ) = kb0ij +1 k > γkb0ij−1 +1 k = γ λ1 (Lij /Lij−1 ) .
√
This proves the second property of a (γ n, γ)-filtration. Moreover,
2

µ(Lij /Lij−1 ) ≤

ij
X

µ(Lk /Lk−1 )2

k=ij−1 +1

=

ij
X

kb0k k2 /4

k=ij−1 +1

≤

ij
X

γ 2 kb0ij−1 +1 k2 /4

k=ij−1 +1

≤ γ 2 n · λ1 (Lij /Lij−1 )2 /4 ,
where the first inequality is by Lemma 2.3 and the second inequality is by construction of
√
the coarsening. This proves the first property of a (γ n, γ)-filtration.
J
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We end by proving a small property of (q, γ)-filtrations.
I Lemma 4.4. For any (q, γ)-filtration {0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lm = L and 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
q
µ(Lj ) ≤ p
· λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 )/2 .
1 − 1/γ 2
Consequently, if γ ≥ 2, then µ(Lj ) ≤ q λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 ).
Proof. The inequality can be proved as follows:
µ2 (Lj ) ≤

j
X

µ2 (Li /Li−1 )

i=1

≤

j
X

q 2 λ21 (Li /Li−1 )/4

i=1

≤

j
X
i=1

≤

q2
γ 2(j−i)

· λ21 (Lj /Lj−1 )/4

q2
· λ2 (Lj /Lj−1 )/4 ,
1 − 1/γ 2 1

where the first inequality uses Lemma 2.3, the second inequality uses the first property in
Definition 4.1, and the third inequality uses the second property in Definition 4.1.
J

4.2

The Embedding

Let F be a filtration {0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lm = L of a lattice L ⊆ Rn . The filtration naturally induces an orthogonal decomposition of Rn into m subspaces, namely, span(Lj /Lj−1 )
for j = 1, . . . , m. We use πF ,j to denote πspan(Lj /Lj−1 ) , the projection on the j-th subspace.
≥
≤
<
>
We will similarly use πF
,j , πF ,j , πF ,j , and πF ,j to denote projections on the span of prefixes
≥
and suffixes of this decomposition. Specifically, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m we have πF
,j = πspan(L/Lj−1 ) ,
≤
<
>
πF ,j = πspan(Lj−1 ) , πF ,j = πspan(L/Lj ) , and πF ,j = πspan(Lj ) .
I Definition 4.5. For filtration F of size m, 0 < α < 1, and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the embedding
EF ,α,j is defined by
EF ,α,j (x) =

m
X

αi−j πF ,i (x) .

i=j

Note that since EF ,α,j is linear, for any lattice L ⊆ Rn and vector x ∈ Rn , EF ,α,j (x+L) =
EF ,α,j (x) + EF ,α,j (L), and thus EF ,α,j is a well-defined embedding from the torus Rn /L to
the torus EF ,α,j (Rn /L).
I Definition 4.6. For a filtration F of size m and 0 < α < 1, the embedding EF ,α is defined
by EF ,α = (EF ,α,1 , . . . , EF ,α,m ) with the metric being `2 of the tori metrics.

4.3

Expansion of the Embedding

I Definition 4.7 (Realization of distance in torus). For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn , and vector
x ∈ Rn , since dist(x, L) = minv∈L kx − vk, there always exists v ∈ L such that dist(x, L) =
kx − vk. We say such minimizer v realizes the distance dist(x, L). Similarly, for vectors
x, y ∈ Rn , we say v realizes the distance distRn /L (x, y) if distRn /L (x, y) = kx − y − vk.
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I Lemma 4.8 (Expansion of the embedding). For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn with filtration
F, 0 < α < 1, and vectors x, y ∈ Rn ,
distEF ,α (Rn /L) (EF ,α (x), EF ,α (y))2 :=

m
X

distEF ,α,j (Rn /L) (EF ,α,j (x), EF ,α,j (y))2

j=1

≤

1
· distRn /L (x, y)2 .
1 − α2

Proof. Let m be the size of F. For all v ∈ L, the embedded distance can be bounded from
above by
m
X

distEF ,α,j (Rn /L) (EF ,α,j (x), EF ,α,j (y))2 ≤

j=1

m
X

kEF ,α,j (x − y − v)k2

j=1

=

m X
m
X

α2(i−j) kπF ,i (x − y − v)k2

j=1 i=j

which, for v realizing distRn /L (x, y), gives

4.4

≤

m
X
1
·
kπF ,i (x − y − v)k2
1 − α2 i=1

=

1
· kx − y − vk2 ,
1 − α2

1
1−α2

· distRn /L (x, y)2 as desired.

J

Contraction of the Embedding

I Lemma 4.9. For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn , lattice point v0 ∈ L realizing dist(x, L), and
lattice point v ∈ L,
kx − vk ≥

1
kv − v0 k .
2

Consequently, if v does not realize dist(x, L), then v 6= v0 and
kx − vk ≥

1
λ1 (L) .
2

Proof. By definition, kx − v0 k ≤ kx − vk. Then by the triangle inequality, kv − v0 k ≤
kx − vk + kx − v0 k ≤ 2kx − vk, as desired.
J
I Lemma 4.10. For any (q, γ)-filtration F given by {0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lm = L, 1/γ ≤
α < 1, and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, λ1 (EF ,α,j (L)) = λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 ).
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on j. When j = m, EF ,α,m (L) = Lm /Lm−1 , and
thus the claim holds trivially.
Suppose the claim holds for j + 1. Then for j, note that Lj /Lj−1 ⊆ EF ,α,j (L). Therefore
λ1 (EF ,α,j (L)) is the minimum of λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 ) and the minimum length of vectors in the
set EF ,α,j (L) \ (Lj /Lj−1 ). Since EF ,α,j = πF ,j + αEF ,α,j+1 , the length of any vector in
EF ,α,j (L) \ (Lj /Lj−1 ) is bounded from below by
α λ1 (EF ,α,j+1 (L)) = α λ1 (Lj+1 /Lj )
≥ αγ λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 )
≥ λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 ) ,
where the equality is the induction assumption and the first inequality uses the second
property in Definition 4.1. Hence λ1 (EF ,α,j (L)) = λ1 (Lj /Lj−1 ), as desired.
J
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Combining Lemma 4.10 with Lemma 4.4 as well as Definition 4.1, we immediately get
the following corollary.
I Corollary 4.11. For any (q, γ)-filtration F given by {0} = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lm = L with
γ ≥ 2 and 1/γ ≤ α < 1,
1. µ(Lj ) ≤ q λ1 (EF ,α,j (L)) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and
2. λ1 (EF ,α,j+1 (L)) ≥ γ λ1 (EF ,α,j (L)) for all 1 ≤ j < m.
I Lemma 4.12 (Contraction of the embedding). For any n ≥ 1, lattice L ⊆ Rn with (q, γ)filtration F of size m satisfying γ ≥ 2 and q ≤ γ 2 /32, 12 ≤ α < 1, and vectors x, y ∈ Rn ,
m
X

2

min distEF ,α,j (Rn /L) (EF ,α,j (x), EF ,α,j (y)), q 2 λ1 (EF ,α,j (L))

≥ cE · distRn /L (x, y)2 , (3)

j=1

where cE > 0 is an absolute constant.
≥
≤
<
>
Proof. For simplicity, we omit the subscript F in the notations πF ,j , πF
,j , πF ,j , πF ,j , πF ,j ,
EF ,α,j and EF ,α in this proof.
Let v ∈ L be a lattice point that realizes distRn /L (x, y). Then distRn /L (x, y) =
kx − y − vk. Hence our goal is equivalently to show that the left-hand side of (3) satisfies
m
X

min distEα,j (Rn /L) (Eα,j (x), Eα,j (y)), q 2 λ1 (Eα,j (L))

2

≥ cE · kx − y − vk2 .

(4)

j=1

Let j1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} be the smallest index satisfying that for all j ∈ {j1 + 1, . . . , m},
Eα,j (v) realizes distEα,j (Rn /L) (Eα,j (x), Eα,j (y)). Then for all j ∈ {j1 + 1, . . . , m},
distEα,j (Rn /L) (Eα,j (x), Eα,j (y)) = kEα,j (x − y − v)k
≥ kπj (x − y − v)k .

(5)

Moreover, according to Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 4.11,
kπj (x − y − v)k ≤ kπj≤ (x − y − v)k ≤ µ(Lj ) ≤ q λ1 (Eα,j (L)) ≤ q 2 λ1 (Eα,j (L)) .

(6)

Combining (5) and (6), the left-hand side of (4) is bounded from below by
m
X

kπj (x − y − v)k2 = kπj>1 (x − y − v)k2 .

(7)

j=j1 +1

If it is the case that
kπj>1 (x − y − v)k2 ≥

1
kx − y − vk2 ,
2

then (7) clearly suffices to prove (4). So from now on we assume that
1
kx − y − vk2 ,
2
1
i.e., kπj≤1 (x − y − v)k2 > kx − y − vk2 .
2
kπj>1 (x − y − v)k2 <

(8)

In particular, this implies j1 > 0. Then, by definition of j1 , Eα,j1 (v) does not realize
distEα,j1 (Rn /L) (Eα,j1 (x), Eα,j1 (y)), which, by using Lemma 4.9 with lattice Eα,j1 (L), implies
kEα,j1 (x − y − v)k ≥

1
λ1 (Eα,j1 (L)) .
2

(9)
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Under assumption (8), it suffices to prove that there exists an index j0 ∈ {1, . . . , m} such
that
min distEα,j0 (Rn /L) (Eα,j0 (x), Eα,j0 (y)), q 2 λ1 (Eα,j0 (L))

2

≥ c · kπj≤1 (x − y − v)k2 ,

or equivalently,
kEα,j0 (x − y − v0 )k2 ≥ c · kπj≤1 (x − y − v)k2 , and
q 4 λ21 (Eα,j0 (L)) ≥ c ·

kπj≤1 (x

− y − v)k2 ,

(10)
(11)

where v0 ∈ L is a lattice point such that Eα,j0 (v0 ) realizes distEα,j0 (Rn /L) (Eα,j0 (x), Eα,j0 (y)),
and c is some absolute constant. Note that, without loss of generality, it can be assumed
that
kπj<0 (x − y − v0 )k ≤ µ(Lj0 −1 )

(12)

(since otherwise, we can use v0 + u instead of v0 , where u ∈ Lj0 −1 realizes dist(πj<0 (x − y −
v0 ), Lj0 −1 )).
We choose j0 = j1 if
µ(Lj1 −1 ) ≤

1
λ1 (Eα,j1 (L)) ,
4

and otherwise j0 = j1 − 1. By Corollary 4.11 and the condition q ≤ γ 2 /32, we know that
µ(Lj1 −2 ) ≤

1
q
λ1 (Eα,j1 (L)) .
· λ1 (Eα,j1 (L)) ≤
γ2
32

Moreover, as Lj1 /Lj1 −1 is both a quotient of Lj1 and a sublattice of Eα,j1 (L),
µ(Lj1 ) ≥ µ(Lj1 /Lj1 −1 ) ≥

1
1
λ1 (Lj1 /Lj1 −1 ) ≥ λ1 (Eα,j1 (L))
2
2

(and the last inequality is actually an equality due to Lemma 4.10). Therefore j0 satisfies
1
λ1 (Eα,j1 (L)) , and
4
1
µ(Lj0 ) > λ1 (Eα,j1 (L)) .
4

µ(Lj0 −1 ) ≤

(13)
(14)

We first prove (11) for this choice of j0 :
q 2 λ1 (Eα,j0 (L)) ≥ q µ(Lj0 )
q
> · λ1 (Eα,j1 (L))
4
1
≥ µ(Lj1 )
4
1
≥ kπj≤1 (x − y − v)k ,
4
where the first and third inequalities use Corollary 4.11, the second inequality follows from
(14), and the last inequality uses Lemma 2.2.
We next prove (10) for this choice of j0 . We begin with showing that
πj>2 (v0 ) = πj>2 (v) ,

(15)
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where j2 = min(j1 + 1, m). Suppose towards contradiction that πj>2 (v0 ) 6= πj>2 (v) (implying
j2 < m, and thus j2 = j1 + 1). Then, by definition, kEα,j1 +2 (v − v0 )k ≥ λ1 (Eα,j1 +2 (L)).
Hence
kπj≤1 (x − y − v)k >
≥
≥
≥
=
≥

1
kx − y − vk
2
1
kEα,j0 (x − y − v)k
2
1
kEα,j0 (v − v0 )k
4
1 ≥
(Eα,j0 (v − v0 ))k
kπ
4 j1 +2
αj1 −j0 +2
kEα,j1 +2 (v − v0 )k
4
αj1 −j0 +2
λ1 (Eα,j1 +2 (L)) ,
4

where the first inequality follows from (8) and the third inequality uses Lemma 4.9 with
lattice Eα,j0 (L). On the other hand, we know that kπj≤1 (x − y − v)k ≤ µ(Lj1 ) according to
Lemma 2.2. Then we have
q
αj1 −j0 +2
λ1 (Eα,j1 +2 (L)) < µ(Lj1 ) ≤ 2 λ1 (Eα,j1 +2 (L)) ,
4
γ

(16)

where the last inequality uses Corollary 4.11. Since αj1 −j0 +2 ≥ α3 ≥ 1/8, (16) contradicts
the condition q ≤ γ 2 /32.
Based on (15), we continue to prove (10) with the following observation:
kEα,j0 (x − y − v0 )k2 =

m
X

α2(i−j0 ) kπi (x − y − v0 )k2

i=j0

≥ α2(j2 −j0 )

j2
X

kπi (x − y − v0 )k2

i=j0

= α2(j2 −j0 ) (kx − y − v0 k2 − kπj<0 (x − y − v0 )k2 − kπj>2 (x − y − v0 )k2 )
≥ α2(j2 −j0 ) (kx − y − vk2 − µ2 (Lj0 −1 ) − kπj>2 (x − y − v)k2 ) ,

(17)

where the last inequality uses the following three facts: (i) as v realizes distRn /L (x, y),
kx − y − v0 k ≥ kx − y − vk; (ii) the term kπj<0 (x − y − v0 )k is bounded from above by (12);
and (iii) πj>2 (x − y − v0 ) = πj>2 (x − y − v) due to (15). Moreover, according to (13) and (9),
1
λ1 (Eα,j1 (L))
4
1
≤ kEα,j1 (x − y − v)k
2
1
≤ kx − y − vk ,
2

µ(Lj0 −1 ) ≤

and according to (8),
kπj>2 (x − y − v)k2 ≤ kπj>1 (x − y − v)k2
1
< kx − y − vk2 .
2
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Hence (17) is further bounded from below by

1 1
α4
kx − y − vk2 ≥
α2(j2 −j0 ) 1 − −
kx − y − vk2
4 2
4
α4 ≤
≥
kπ (x − y − v)k2 .
4 j1
J

This completes the proof of (10), and the proof of the lemma.

4.5

Summary of Embedding into Tori

√
By Lemma 4.3, for any lattice L, there exists an (n n, n)-filtration2 F of L. Applying
Lemmas 4.8 and 4.12 to the embedding EF ,α with α = 1/2, we have the following.
I Lemma 4.13. For any sufficiently large n ≥ 1 and lattice L ⊆ Rn , there exists m ≥ 1 and
embedding FL = (FL,1 , . . . , FL,m ) such that each FL,j maps the torus Rn /L to some other
torus, and FL satisfies
m
X

distFL,j (Rn /L) (FL,j (x), FL,j (y))2 ≤ cE,u · distRn /L (x, y)2 , and

j=1
m
X

min distFL,j (Rn /L) (FL,j (x), FL,j (y)), p(n) λ1 (FL,j (L))

2

≥ cE,l · distRn /L (x, y)2 ,

j=1

where cE,u and cE,l are positive absolute constants and p(n) is a fixed polynomial.

5

Putting it All Together

I Theorem 1.1. For any lattice L ⊆ Rn there exists a metric embedding of Rn /L into
√
Hilbert space with distortion O( n log n).
Proof. It suffices to show the embedding for sufficiently large n (by, say, using the embedding
from [3] for small n). Consider the composition



(k)
(k)
HFL,1 (L) ◦ FL,1 , . . . , HFL,m (L) ◦ FL,m ,

where (FL,1 , . . . , FL,m ) is the embedding provided by Lemma 4.13. Let k = dlog2 p(n)e + 1
(where p(n) is the fixed polynomial in Lemma 4.13). By Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 4.13, noting
that the modified contraction properties in both match, it follows immediately that the
composed embedding has distortion at most
s

πkn · cE,u
,
cH · cE,l

where cH , cE,u and cE,l are all absolute constants. Note that k = Θ(log n). Hence the
√
distortion of the composed embedding is O( n log n).
J
2

This√choice of filtration actually only shows the Lemma 4.13 for sufficiently large n. Choosing a
(32n n, 32n)-filtration gives us the lemma for all n ≥ 1.
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Abstract
In the Strip Packing problem, we are given a vertical half-strip [0, W ] × [0, +∞) and a collection of
open rectangles of width at most W . Our goal is to find an axis-aligned (non-overlapping) packing of
such rectangles into the strip such that the maximum height OP T spanned by the packing is as small
as possible. Strip Packing generalizes classical well-studied problems such as Makespan Minimization
on identical machines (when rectangle widths are identical) and Bin Packing (when rectangle heights
are identical). It has applications in manufacturing, scheduling and energy consumption in smart
grids among others. It is NP-hard to approximate this problem within a factor (3/2 − ε) for any
constant ε > 0 by a simple reduction from the Partition problem. The current best approximation
factor for Strip Packing is (5/3 + ε) by Harren et al. [Computational Geometry ’14], and it is achieved
with a fairly complex algorithm and analysis.
It seems plausible that Strip Packing admits a (3/2 + ε)-approximation. We make progress in
that direction by achieving such tight approximation guarantees for a special family of instances,
which we call skewed instances. As standard in the area, for a given constant parameter δ > 0, we
call large the rectangles with width at least δW and height at least δOP T , and skewed the remaining
rectangles. If all the rectangles in the input are large, then one can easily compute the optimal
packing in polynomial time (since the input can contain only a constant number of rectangles). We
consider the complementary case where all the rectangles are skewed. This second case retains a
large part of the complexity of the original problem; in particular, it is NP-hard to approximate
within a factor (3/2 − ε) and we provide an (almost) tight (3/2 + ε)-approximation algorithm.
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1

Introduction

In this paper, we consider the Strip Packing problem, a well-studied classical rectangle
packing problem (see Section 2 for a formal definition). Here, we are given a vertical halfstrip of (integral) width W , plus a collection R of rectangles of width at most W . Our
objective is to find an axis-aligned packing of R (where rectangles do not overlap) such that
the maximum height spanned by the packing is as small as possible.
Strip Packing generalizes famous problems. For example, it generalizes Makespan Minimization (on identical machines) [11] when all the rectangle widths are 1 (here W would be the
number of processors), and also generalizes Bin Packing [12] when all the rectangle heights
are 1 (here the height OP T of the optimal solution would be the optimal number of bins).
Strip Packing has several natural applications. For example, there are many manufacturing
settings where rectangular pieces have to be cut out of some roll of raw material while using
a rectangular piece of that roll of minimum length. Another application is the minimization
of the peak energy consumption in smart-grids [28, 37]: here heights and widths model the
energy consumption and duration, respectively, of a given set of jobs. For analogous reasons,
it captures scenarios where a given set of jobs needs to be allocated a consecutive amount of
a given resource (memory locations, frequencies, etc.) for a given amount of time.
Strip Packing is strongly NP-hard [17], and hence it is reasonable to consider approximation algorithms for it. A simple reduction from the Partition problem shows that it is not
possible to obtain a ( 32 − ε)-approximation algorithm (with polynomial running time) for
any ε > 0 unless P=NP (more details on this reduction are given later). The first non-trivial
approximation algorithm for Strip Packing, with approximation ratio 3, was given by Baker,
Coffman, and Rivest [4]. The First-Fit-Decreasing-Height algorithm (FFDH) by Coffman et
al. [27] gives a 2.7-approximation. Sleator [35] gave an algorithm that generates a packing of
height 2OP T + hmax
2 , where hmax is the maximum height of a rectangle in the instance, hence
achieving a 2.5-approximation. Afterwards, Steinberg [36] and Schiermeyer [34] independently
improved the approximation ratio to 2. Harren and van Stee [19] first broke the barrier of 2
with their 1.9396-approximation. The present best ( 53 + ε)-approximation is due to Harren
et al. [18].
The Strip Packing problem has also been studied in the pseudopolynomial setting, i.e.,
when N = nO(1) . After a series of recent improvements [33, 1, 16, 20, 23], Jansen and Rau [22]
have given a pseudopolynomial time algorithm with an almost tight ( 54 + ε)-approximation
ratio.
In terms of asymptotic approximations, the barrier of 32 can also be beaten. The best
results in these terms are an AFPTAS presented
by Kenyon and Rémila [29] which produces

a solution of height (1 + ε)OP T + O hmax
,
and
an APTAS which generates a solution of
ε2
height (1 + ε)OP T + hmax by Jansen and Solis-Oba [24]. For the variant of Strip Packing
with Rotations, where the rectangles are allowed to be rotated by 90 degrees, Jansen and van
Stee [25] gave an APTAS (see also [13, 32] for related results).

1.1

Related Work

Strip Packing has rich connections with many other important geometric packing problems
such as Two-dimensional Bin Packing (2BP) and Two-dimensional Geometric Knapsack
(2GK). In 2BP, we are given a set of rectangles and unit square bins, and the goal is to pack
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all the rectangles into minimum number of bins. The problem is known to be APX-hard [6]
and the present best approximation ratio is 1.405 [7]. In 2GK, we are given a set of rectangles
(with associated profit) and unit square knapsack, and the goal is to pack a subset of
rectangles into the knapsack maximizing the total profit. This problem is strongly NP-hard
even when all items are squares with unit profit [31]. The present-best approximation ratio
is 1.89 due to Gálvez et al. [14] (see also [3, 26]).
Strip Packing has also been well studied for higher dimensions. The present best
asymptotic approximation for 3-D Strip Packing is due to Jansen and Prädel [21] who
presented a 1.5-approximation extending techniques from 2-D Bin Packing.
Another related problem is the Independent Set of Rectangles problem: here we are given
a collection of axis-parallel rectangles embedded in the plane, and we need to find a maximum
cardinality/weight subset of non-overlapping rectangles [2, 8, 9].
We refer the readers to [10, 30] for surveys on geometric packing problems.

1.2

Our Contribution

In this paper, we study a special case of Strip Packing, where all rectangles are skewed. In
more detail, we say that a rectangle R is δ-large if, for some fixed constant δ > 0, its width
is at least a δ fraction of the width W of the strip and its height is at least a δ fraction of
the height OP T of the optimal packing; otherwise, the rectangle is δ-skewed. We just say
that a rectangle is large or skewed when δ is clear from the context. An instance of Strip
Packing is δ-skewed if all the rectangles in the input are such.
This special case is non-trivial: in particular, the mentioned 3/2 − ε hardness of approximation holds also for this special case with minor adaptations (see Section 5). We also
believe that this special case is practically relevant: e.g., it captures scenarios where no job
can consume a significant amount of the global resource (energy, memory space, etc.) for a
significant amount of time. Our main result is as follows (see Sections 3-4).
I Theorem 1. For a given constant ε0 > 0 and a small enough positive constant δ ≤
0 O(1)
(ε0 )(1/ε )
, there exists a polynomial-time 32 + ε0 -approximation algorithm for δ-skewed
Strip Packing.
We remark that our algorithm does not need to recognize first if the instance is δ-skewed:
It always returns a feasible solution, but only if the instance satisfies the requirements, its
approximation ratio is guaranteed.
Our result suggests that, in order to obtain a better (possibly 3/2 + ε) approximation for
the general case of Strip Packing, one of the main obstacles is the interaction between large
and skewed rectangles.

1.2.1

Organization

In Section 2, we introduce some useful notation and preliminary results. In Section 3,
we prove the existence of a good enough packing with certain structural properties. The
mentioned structure is exploited to derive an algorithm with the claimed approximation
guarantee in Section 4. Section 5 contains our hardness of approximation result.

2

Preliminaries

A Strip Packing instance consists of a vertical strip of integral width W in the two-dimensional
plane, i.e. [0, W ] × R≥0 , and a set of open rectangles R, where each rectangle R ∈ R is
characterized by its integral height h(R) and integral width w(R). An embedding of R is
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given by specifying a bottom-left position (x(R), y(R)) for each R ∈ R. The interpretation

is that R is embedded in the plane in the region x(R), x(R) + w(R) × y(R), y(R) + h(R) .
An embedding is a feasible packing into the strip if the following two conditions hold: (1)
each R ∈ R is embedded inside the strip, namely 0 ≤ x(R) ≤ W − w(R) and y(R) ≥ 0

and (2) rectangles do not overlap, namely, for any two R, S ∈ R, x(R), x(R) + w(R) ×
 

y(R), y(R) + h(R) ∩ (x(S), x(S) + w(S)) × y(S), y(S) + h(S) = ∅. The height of
a feasible packing is the maximum height spanned by any embedded rectangle, namely
the maximum value of y(R) + h(R). The goal of Strip Packing is to compute a feasible
packing of minimum height OP T . W.l.o.g. we can restrict our attention to packings where
the coordinates (x(R), y(R)) are integral as any feasible packing can be transformed into a
feasible packing satisfying this property (intuitively, by pushing rectangles to the bottom-left
as much as possible while keeping feasibility).
P
Given a subset of rectangles S ⊆ R, we denote by w(S) :=
R∈S w(R), h(S) :=
P
P
h(R),
and
a(S)
:=
h(R)w(R)
the
total
width,
height,
and
area
of S, respectively.
R∈S
R∈S
The operation of changing the bottom-left corner of a rectangle R in a given packing from
(x(R), y(R)) to (x(R), y(R) + a) will be denoted by shifting R vertically by a. Analogously,
changing the bottom-left coordinate from (x(R), y(R)) to (x(R) + a, y(R)) will be denoted
by shifting R horizontally by a. These operations are only allowed if the resulting packing is
feasible.
A box of size w × h denotes a rectangular region of width w and height h. We sometimes
embed boxes into the strip similarly to rectangles. A monotone polygonal chain is a curve
specified by a sequence of points (A1 , A2 , . . . , An ) called its vertices. The curve itself
consists of the line segments connecting the consecutive vertices, and we require that the
x-coordinates of points Ai are non-decreasing and the segments are horizontal or vertical.
We say that a rectangle R in the packing lies above (resp. below) one such P if for any
x1 ∈ (x(R), x(R) + w(R)) we have that y(R) (resp. y(R) + h(R)) is not smaller (resp. not
larger) than the largest (resp., smallest) y-coordinate of P at x-coordinate x1 .
We can assume w.l.o.g. that W is lower bounded by a sufficiently large constant, in
particular W ≥ 1/ε. Otherwise one easily obtains a PTAS for δ-skewed instances1 .

2.1

Next Fit Decreasing Height

One of the most recurring tools used as a subroutine in countless results on geometric packing
problems is the Next Fit Decreasing Height (NFDH) algorithm, which was originally analyzed
in [27]. We will use a variant of this algorithm to pack rectangles inside a rectangular box
and analyze its properties. We provide a full proof for the sake of completeness.
Suppose we are given a box C of size w × h, and a set of rectangles R0 each one fitting in
the box. NFDH computes in polynomial time a packing of R00 ⊆ R0 as follows. It sorts the
rectangles R ∈ R0 in non-increasing order of height h(R), and considers rectangles in that
order R1 , . . . , Rn . Then the algorithm works in rounds j ≥ 1. At the beginning of round j it
is given an index n(j) and a horizontal segment L(j) going from the left to the right side
of C. Initially n(1) = 1 and L(1) is the bottom side of C. In round j the algorithm packs
a maximal set of rectangles Rn(j) , . . . , Rn(j+1)−1 , with bottom side touching L(j) one next
to the other from left to right (a shelf ). The segment L(j + 1) is the horizontal segment

1

Choosing δ such that δW < 1 enforces each rectangle to have height at most δOP T (otherwise it would
be large). A PTAS follows, e.g., from [24].
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containing the top side of Rn(j) and ranging from the left to the right side of C. The process
halts at round r when either all rectangles have being packed or Rn(r+1) does not fit above
Rn(r) .
We prove the following standard result.
I Lemma 2 ([27]). Let C be a given box of size w × h and R0 ⊆ R. Assume that, for some
given parameter ε0 ∈ (0, 1), for each R ∈ R0 one has w(R) ≤ ε0 w and h(R) ≤ ε0 h. Then
NFDH is able to pack in C a subset R00 ⊆ R0 of area at least a(R00 ) ≥ min{a(R0 ), (1−2ε0 )w·h}.
In particular, if a(R0 ) ≤ (1 − 2ε0 )w · h, all rectangles in R0 are packed.
Proof. The claim trivially holds if all rectangles are packed. Thus suppose that this is not
Pr+1
the case. Observe that j=1 h(Rn(j) ) > h, otherwise rectangle Rn(r+1) would fit in the next
Pr+1
shelf above Rn(r) ; hence j=2 h(Rn(j) ) > h − h(Rn(1) ) ≥ (1 − ε0 )h. Observe also that the
total width of rectangles packed in each round j is at least w − ε0 w = (1 − ε0 )w, since Rn(j+1) ,
of width at most ε0 w, does not fit to the right of Rn(j+1)−1 . It follows that the total area of
the rectangles packed in round j is at least (w − ε0 w)h(Rn(j+1)−1 ), and thus
a(R00 ) ≥

2.2

r
X

r+1
X

j=1

j=2

(1 − ε0 )w · h(Rn(j+1)−1 ) ≥ (1 − ε0 )w

h(Rn(j) ) ≥ (1 − ε0 )2 w · h ≥ (1 − 2ε0 )w · h. J

Container Packings

Similar to recent work on related problems (e.g., [14, 5]), we will exploit a container-based
packing approach. The idea is to partition the solution into a constant number of axis-aligned
rectangular regions (containers). The sizes (and therefore positions) of these containers can
be guessed in polynomial time, and subsequently, rectangles are packed inside the containers
in a simple way: either one next to the other from left to right (vertical container), or one
on top of the other from bottom to top (horizontal container), or by means of NFDH (area
container). We further require that the rectangles R packed into an area container of size
w × h satisfy w(R) ≤ ε0 w and h(R) ≤ ε0 h for a constant ε0 > 0 to be fixed later. We call
this an ε0 -area container.
We will make use of the following standard PTAS to pack rectangles into a constant
number of containers. The basic idea is to reduce the problem to an instance of the Maximum
Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) with one bin per container, and then use a PTAS
for the latter problem plus NFDH to repack rectangles in area containers. We recall that in
GAP, we are given a collection of n items and a set of k (one-dimensional) bins, each one
characterized by a positive size. Each item has a profit2 and a positive size per bin (possibly
different for different bins). Our goal is to compute a maximum profit subset of items and an
assignment of them into the bins so that the total size of items packed in each bin is at most
the size of the bin. GAP admits a PTAS for constant k (see e.g. Section E.2 in [15]) and the
following lemma shows how to use it to pack the rectangles into a given set of containers.
I Lemma 3. For any constant ε0 > 0, given a set of rectangles R that can be packed into
a given set of k containers (each container being either vertical, horizontal or ε0 -area), k
constant, there is an algorithm to pack R0 ⊆ R with a(R0 ) ≥ (1 − 3ε0 )a(R) into the mentioned
containers.

2

The same item might have different profit on different knapsacks; however, we do not need this extension
here.
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Proof. We let w(Cj ) × h(Cj ) be the size of the j-th container Cj . We build an instance
of GAP as follows. There is one item R per rectangle R ∈ R, with profit a(R). For each
horizontal container Cj , we create a knapsack j of size Sj := h(Cj ). Furthermore, we define
the size s(R, j) of rectangle R w.r.t. knapsack j as h(R) if h(R) ≤ h(Cj ) and w(R) ≤ w(Cj ).
Otherwise s(R, j) = +∞ (meaning that R does not fit in Cj ). The construction for vertical
containers is symmetric. For each area container Cj we create a knapsack j of size Sj = a(Cj )
and define the size s(R, j) of rectangle R w.r.t. knapsack j as a(R) if h(R) ≤ ε0 h(Cj ) and
w(R) ≤ ε0 w(Cj ), setting b(R, j) = +∞ otherwise (meaning that the rectangle is not small
enough with respect to the dimensions of the container).
We next apply the mentioned PTAS for GAP to this instance, so as to obtain a solution
R00 to GAP of profit at least a(R00 ) ≥ (1 − ε0 )a(R). We build a feasible packing of R0 ⊆ R00
into the containers as follows. Let Rj be the items packed into knapsack j. If Cj is vertical,
we pack rectangles Rj into this container bottom-most and from left to right one next to the
other in any order. By definition all rectangles Rj will fit. A symmetric construction works if
Cj is horizontal. If Cj is area, we pack a subset R0j of Rj into it using NFDH. By Lemma 2, we
either have R0j = Rj , or it must be the case that a(R0j ) ≥ (1−2ε0 )w(Cj )h(Cj ) = (1−2ε0 )a(Cj ).
Consider the second case. Let R00j = Rj \ R0j be the rectangles which are not packed. Observe
that a(Rj ) ≤ a(Cj ) by the feasibility of the GAP solution, hence
a(R00j )
a(R0j )
(1 − 2ε0 )a(Cj )
=1−
≤1−
≤ 2ε0 .
a(Rj )
a(Rj )
a(Rj )
Thus altogether a(R0 ) ≥ a(R00 )(1 − 2ε0 ) ≥ a(R)(1 − 2ε0 )(1 − ε0 ) ≥ a(R)(1 − 3ε0 ).

J

Notice that the containers may have considerable free space inside, but the lemma just claims
that the total area of the rectangles that the algorithm is not packing is negligible. Whenever
this lemma is applied, we will pack the remaining rectangles into an extra rectangular box of
small area and carefully argue where to place it.

2.3

Classification of Rectangles

From now on, we will assume that instance (R, W ) is δ-skewed for some δ > 0 to be fixed
later. By OP T , we denote both the optimal height and an optimal packing: the meaning
will be clear from the context. We can assume that OP T is even (otherwise, multiply heights
by a factor 2).
We will assume that our algorithm is given in the input a value OP T 0 such that OP T ≤
OP T 0 ≤ (1 + ε)OP T . This assumption can be removed as follows. We compute, say,
a 2-approximation AP X by Steinberg’s algorithm for Strip Packing and then run our
AP X
algorithm for all the (constantly many) values OP T 0 = (1 + ε)j 2(1+ε)
which fit in the range
AP X
[ 2(1+ε) , AP X(1 + ε)]. One of these values will satisfy the claim. In order to keep the notation
light, we simply use OP T to denote this value OP T 0 . Therefore, all the approximation
factors should be scaled by a factor (1 + ε) in order to consider the true value of OP T .
Let ε > 0 and assume for simplicity that 1ε ∈ N. We will classify the rectangles according
to their heights as follows:
The set of tall rectangles T = {R ∈ R : h(R) > 21 OP T };
The set of vertical rectangles V = {R ∈ R : h(R) ∈ (δOP T, 21 OP T ]};
The set of short rectangles S = {R ∈ R : h(R) ≤ δOP T };
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Linear Grouping

We need the following lemma whose proof (given in the appendix) is based on linear grouping,
a standard technique in the area of rectangle packing. Given a subset S of rectangles, let
Shslice be the set of rectangles obtained by taking each R ∈ S and replacing it with h(R)
rectangles of height 1 and width w(R) (horizontal slices). We define symmetrically the set
Svslice of vertical slices. Notice that any embedding of S naturally induces an embedding of
Shslice and Svslice .
I Lemma 4. Let ε0 > 0 be a given constant, P be a rectangular region of size W × H and H
be a subset or rectangles of height at most δ · H each for some constant δ ∈ [1, 0). Suppose
that Hhslice can be packed into a set B of K = Oε0 (1) boxes contained in P. Then, for
0 O(1)
δ ≤ (ε0 /K)(K/ε )
, there exists a partition of H into two sets Hcont and Hdisc such that:
cont
1. H
can be packed into a set of at most K 0 = Oε0 (1) horizontal and ε0 -area containers,
where each container is fully contained in some box in B.
2. Hdisc can be packed in one horizontal container of size maxR∈H {w(R)} × (ε0 )2 H and one
ε0 -area container of size ε0 W × ε0 H.
3. The sizes of the above containers belongs to a set that can be computed in polynomial
time.
0
A symmetric claim holds for a subset of rectangles V 0 of width at most δ · W such that Vvslice
can be packed into the corresponding boxes.

3

Existence of a Structured Solution

In this section, we will prove our main structural result.
I Theorem 5. For any given constant ε > 0 and any given instance of δ-skewed Strip
Packing (R, W ) with δ = Ωε (1) small enough, there exists a feasible container packing such
that the following holds:

1. The total height of the packing is 32 + O(ε) OP T .
2. The number of containers is Oε (1) and their possible sizes belong to a set that can be
computed in polynomial time.
3. Given any fixed ordering of T in non-increasing order of height, T can be partitioned
into subsequences each one fitting in precisely one vertical container.
4. The packing leaves a free rectangular region (free box) of size ε2 W × 21 OP T .
To achieve the above result, we proceed in three steps:
1. We describe a packing of T ∪ Shslice with height at most (3/2 + O(ε))OP T (see Section
3.1) into Oε (1) boxes. This packing leaves a free space of at least (1/2 + Ω(ε))OP T + a(V).
2. We describe (see Section 3.2) how to pack Vvslice within the free space of the previous
packing using Oε (1) extra boxes. Furthermore, we guarantee that there is a free box
(not containing any rectangle) of size at least Ω(ε)W × 12 OP T . Guaranteeing the latter
property is critical, and it is the main technical novelty in our approach.
3. Finally (see Section 3.3), we convert the above packing into a feasible container packing
(via Lemma 4) inside the above boxes. The residual containers that do not fit into the
boxes can be placed inside the free box (still leaving enough space) plus a new box of size
W × O(ε2 )OP T that can be placed on top of the previous packing.
The reason for leaving a free box will be clearer in Section 4, where we will describe our final
algorithm.
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3.1

Packing of T ∪ Shslice

In this section, we describe a packing of T ∪ Shslice . The proof of the following Lemma is
illustrated in Figure 1.
I Lemma 6. For any given constant ε ∈ (0, 1/4] with 1/ε integral and δ = Ωε (1) sufficiently
small, it is possible to pack T ∪ Shslice into the region P = [0, W ] × [0, ( 32 + 15ε)OP T ] in
such a way that:
1. Rectangles in T are packed into at most 1/ε vertical boxes, slices in Shslice are packed
into at most 1/ε + 1 horizontal boxes, and the remaining area is partitioned into at most
2/ε free boxes. Furthermore, given any fixed ordering of T in non-increasing order of
height, it is possible to partition T into subsequences such that each subsequence fits into
precisely one vertical box.
2. The sizes of the boxes belong to a set that can be computed in polynomial time.
3. The total area of the free boxes is at least ( 21 + 9ε)OP T · W + a(V).
Proof. Consider the embedding of T ∪ Shslice induced by the optimum solution. Let
top
us draw the horizontal line y = 12 OP T and partition Shslice into two sets Shslice
and
bottom
Shslice corresponding to the rectangles in Shslice which are packed above and below the
line y = 12 OP T respectively (notice that this line does not intersect any rectangle in Shslice
bottom
as OP T is even by assumption). If we shift up rectangles in Shslice
by OP T , we obtain a
3
feasible packing (since the region [0, W ] × [OP T, 2 OP T ] was empty) with final height
 1at
3
most 2 OP T . Notice that every rectangle in T intersects the horizontal segment [0, W ] × 2 .
Now, let us shift down each rectangle R in T so that its bottom coordinate becomes zero
(again, the packing remains feasible). Next, we shift rectangles so that the ones in T appear
one next to the other in the bottom left part of the packing, in non-increasing order of height.
To this aim, we proceed recursively as follows. Let T1 , . . . , Tq be the considered ordering of T
in non-increasing order of height. At the beginning of iteration i ≥ 1, we are given a feasible
packing where T1 , . . . , Ti−1 are packed from left to right one next to the other as left as
possible (and with bottom coordinate 0). We consider the region Ai := [wi−1 , W ] × [0, h(Ti )],
P
where wi−1 = j≤i−1 w(Tj ). Let Li be the portion of Ai to the left of (the current embedding
of) Ti . Note that every rectangle is either completely contained in or disjoint from Li since
Ti is the tallest rectangle contained in Ai and Ti−1 is taller than Ti . We move Ti so that its
left coordinate is wi−1 , and shift Li to the right by w(Ti ), moving consistently all rectangles
in Li . Obviously the new packing satisfies the invariant for the next iteration. At the end of
iteration q the packing satisfies the claim.
In the next step, we partition the area not occupied by T into unit-height stripes. Notice
that each rectangle in Shslice is fully contained in some stripe. We need (for a reason that
will be clearer later) to temporarily discard, meaning that we remove them from the packing,
some slices as follows. Let us say that a slice is wide if its width is at least εW , and narrow
0
otherwise. Consider the slices Shslice
in a given horizontal stripe. This set contains at most
0
1/ε wide slices. Let w be the total width of the remaining narrow slices and let w00 ≤ w0
be the largest multiple of εW . We discard a minimal subset of narrow slices so that the
disc
remaining ones have width at most w00 . We let Shslice
be the set of discarded slices, and
sel
Shslice be the remaining (selected) slices.
sel
Next, we push slices Shslice
as right as possible. Afterward, we permute the y-coordinates
of slices in pairs of stripes so that stripes are sorted from top to bottom in non-increasing
order of the total width of the slices contained in them. Observe that this cannot create any
conflict with T (hence the packing remains feasible).
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Cup

bottom
Shslice

OP T

OP T

top
Shslice
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Shslice

1
2 OP T

1
2 OP T

1
2 OP T

0

0

bottom
Shslice

0
0

W

0

W

Cdw
0

W

Figure 1 Depiction of the proof of Lemma 6. Left: Packing of T ∪ Shslice in the optimal
solution. Light gray rectangles correspond to Shslice , dark gray rectangles correspond to T . Center:
bottom
By shifting Shslice
to the top we can shift down the rectangles in T . Right: We can shift now
horizontally rectangles in T and sort stripes. Finally one obtains Cup and Cdw .

sel
We proceed as follows. We shift up Shslice
by 11ε · OP T and construct a polygonal chain
3
Cup with the following procedure. The chain starts at coordinate pup
0 = (0, ( 2 + 11ε)OP T ).
We extend the chain to the right (possibly by a zero amount) until the chain hits some
sel
rectangle in Shslice
. We denote this point by (x1 , ( 32 + 11ε)OP T ) and extend the chain down
up
3
by εOP T , hence reaching some point pup
1 = (x1 , ( 2 + 10ε)OP T ). We continue from p1 in
the same fashion. The procedure ends when the chain reaches the x-coordinate W . Observe
sel
that, by construction, every rectangle in Shslice
lies above Cup . Furthermore, Cup is defined
by axis parallel segments only and at most 1/ε of them.
Afterward, we build symmetrically a polygonal chain Cdw as follows. We start from
pdw
= (W, 0) and extend the chain to the left (possibly by a zero amount) until we hit
0
some rectangle R in T . Then, we extend the chain up by εOP T , hence reaching a point
dw
pdw
1 = (x1 , εOP T ). We continue from p1 in the same fashion until we reach the x-coordinate
0. Notice that each rectangle from T lies below Cdw . Notice also that Cdw is defined by
axis parallel segments only and at most 1/ε of them. Furthermore, it is fully below Cup . To
see the latter, take any coordinate x ∈ (0, W ) (which, for simplicity, is not the position of a
vertex of any one of the two chains). Let yup and ydw be the corresponding y-coordinates in
Cup and Cdw , resp. Suppose by contradiction that ydw > yup . Observe that by construction
sel
the segment x × (yup , yup + εOP T ) must hit some rectangle Rup in Shslice
. Symmetrically,
the segment x × (ydw − εOP T, ydw ) must hit some rectangle Rdw in T . This however implies
sel
that Rup and Rdw overlapped before the shifting up of Shslice
by 11εOP T , a contradiction3 .
up
dw
We claim that points pi and pi have coordinates that belong to a set that can be
computed in polynomial time. Recall that OP T is known to the algorithm. Notice that
dw
the y coordinates of the points pup
are multiples of εOP T , hence they satisfy the
i and pi
requirement. Since we know the precise packing of T , we can compute the x-coordinates of
00
points pdw
explicitly. The x-coordinates of points pup
i
i have value W minus the sum w of
00
the widths of the slices in a given strip. By the previous discarding procedure, w is the sum
of up to 1/ε widths of input rectangles, plus a multiple of εW . Hence we can compute the
set of the possible coordinates in polynomial time.

3

A shifting up by 2εOP T would be sufficient to achieve a contradiction here. The extra shift by 9εOP T
is used to create some more free space that is needed in the following arguments.
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Let us subdivide the area in the strip between Cup and [0, W ] × ( 32 + 11ε)OP T by
extending to the right the horizontal segments in Cup . This gives up to 1/ε boxes Bup that
sel
fully contain Shslice
. Symmetrically, we can subdivide the area in the strip between Cdw and
[0, W ] by extending down the vertical segments in Cdw . This provides up to 1/ε boxes Bdw
that fully contain T . Next, consider the free area between Bup and Bdw . By extending down
the vertical sides of the boxes in Bup until reaching Bdw and symmetrically extending up
the vertical sides of the boxes in Bdw until reaching Bup , we obtain a partition of the free
area into up to 2/ε free boxes Bf ree . By the previous discussion, the possible sizes of all the
mentioned boxes can be computed in polynomial time.
disc
It remains to pack Shslice
. To that aim, we create a new box Bdisc of width W and height
4εOP T that we place on top of the current packing, hence increasing the total height to
disc
( 32 + 15ε)OP T . Notice that each R ∈ Shslice
satisfies w(R) ≤ εW and h(R) = 1 ≤ δOP T .
2
disc
Hence assuming ε ≤ 1/4 and δ ≤ 4ε , Lemma 2 with ε0 = 1/4 guarantees that Shslice
can be
fully packed in Bdisc via NFDH.
Properties (1) and (2) follow by contruction. It remains to prove (3). Notice that by
sel
construction the area inside Bup not occupied by Shslice
is at most εOP T · W . Indeed, as
observed earlier, if we take any point (x, y) along Cup , where x does not correspond to a
sel
step of Cup , the segment x × [y, y + εOP T ] hits some rectangle in Shslice
. Thus a(Bup ) ≤
sel
a(Shslice ) + εOP T · W . A symmetric argument shows that a(Bdw ) ≤ a(T ) + εOP T · W . We
can therefore conclude that


3
sel
+ 11ε OP T − a(Shslice
) − a(T ) − 2εOP T · W
a(Bf ree ) ≥ W ·
2


3
≥W ·
+ 9ε OP T − a(S ∪ T )
2




3
1
≥W ·
+ 9ε OP T − OP T · W + a(V) = W ·
+ 9ε OP T + a(V).
J
2
2

3.2

Including Vvslice

In this section, we show how to incorporate Vvslice in the packing from the previous subsection.
Critically, we need to leave a free box of sufficiently large size.
I Lemma 7. Consider the packing from Lemma 6 and assume ε is small enough. It is
possible to pack Vvslice inside the free boxes and furthermore define an empty rectangular
region of size 2ε2 W × 12 OP T .
Proof. Consider the set of (at most) 2/ε free boxes B1 , . . . , Bq sorted non-decreasingly by
height. We partition them into unit-width vertical stripes S 0 = {S1 , . . . , Sk } sorted in the
same order, and
ties so that stripes of the same box appear consecutively. Recall
 breaking

1
0
that a(S ) ≥ 2 + 9ε OP T · W + a(V).
We next place slices of Vvslice in these stripes from bottom to top in a greedy manner. In
particular, we consider rectangles R in Vvslice in any order, and place R in the left-most stripe
0
where it fits, as low as possible. Assume that the non-empty stripes are Sused
. Notice that the
0
w(Sused
)+1 
OP T
0
unused space in these stripes is at most (w(Sused ) − 1)( 2 − 1) + OP T ≤
OP T ,
2
hence
0
a(Sused
) ≤ a(V) +

0
w(Sused
)+1
OP T.
2
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+ O(ε) OP T

OP T
1
2 OP T

1
2 OP T

Figure 2 Description of the packing of Vvslice . Left: Packing of T ∪ Shslice as described in
Lemma 6 and the Oε (1) boxes for the free area defined by the dashed lines. Right: Boxes in the
free area sorted by height. Even if we ignore 12 OP T height from each box we have enough space for
Vvslice and even to reserve space for future discarded vertical rectangles.
0
0tall
Let us distinguish the unused stripes Sunused
into the ones Sunused
of height at least OP T /2,
0short
and the remaining ones Sunused . One has that
1

0tall
0
0short
a(Sunused
) ≥
+ 9ε OP T · W + a(V) − a(Sused
) − a(Sunused
)
2

1



0
w(Sused
)+1
≥
+ 9ε OP T · W + a(V) − a(V) +
OP T
2
2
OP T
0short
−
w(Sunused
)
2


1
0
0short
w(Sused
) + w(Sunused
)
OP T
+ 9ε OP T · W −
OP T −
=
2
2
2
OP T
≥ 8εOP T · W,
≥ 9εOP T · W −
2

0
0short
The second last inequality follows from the fact that w(Sused
) + w(Sunused
) ≤ W . In the
last inequality, we used the assumption W ≥ 1/ε.
T
0tall
0tall
Since a(Sunused
) ≤ ( 3OP
+ 11εOP T )w(Sunused
), it follows that, for ε ≤ 1/22,
2
0tall
w(Sunused
)≥

8ε · W
≥ 4ε · W.
+ 11ε

3
2

0tall
Next, consider the set of boxes spanned by Sunused
. All these boxes contain a free
1
0tall
rectangular region of height 2 OP T induced by the bottom part of Sunused
: let us call these
2
regions F1 , . . . , Fk . Since the number of these regions is at most ε (i.e. the total number of
boxes) and their total width is at least 4ε · W , by an averaging argument there exists one
such Fi of width at least 2ε2 W .
J

3.3

Rounding

In this section, we show how to round the packing from Lemma 7 by means of Lemma 4,
hence concluding the proof of Theorem 5.
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Proof of Theorem 5. We start with the packing of T ∪ Shslice ∪ Vvslice obtained from
Lemma 7. Recall that Shslice is packed into 1/ε + 1 boxes BS and Vvslice into 2/ε boxes BV .
The total height of this packing is ( 32 + 15ε)OP T , and this packing leaves a free region F of
size 2ε2 W × 21 OP T . Provided that δ is small enough, we can apply Lemma 4 to (Shslice , BS )
and obtain a packing of S into a set of containers fully contained in BS , plus two containers
2
of size at most W × ε2 OP T each. We place the latter two containers on top of the packing,
hence increasing the total height by ε2 OP T . By applying the same Lemma to (Vvslice , BV ),
we obtain a packing of V into a set of containers fully contained in BV plus two containers of
2
size at most ε2 W × 12 OP T each. The latter two containers can be placed inside F without
further increasing the height of the packing, still leaving a free region of size ε2 W × 12 OP T .
By construction, the number of used containers is Oε (1) and their sizes belong to a set
that can be computed in polynomial time.
J

4

Algorithm

In this section, we describe an algorithm based on Theorem 5 to compute our final solution.
Consider the set of containers guaranteed by Theorem 5. In polynomial time we can
guess such containers by trying all possibilities. By brute force we can also compute (in
polynomial time) a packing of these containers plus the free box in the strip of total height
at most ( 32 + O(ε))OP T . We guess which ones among the vertical containers contain T , and
pack the whole set T there greedily in non-increasing order of height.
We next apply Lemma 3 with parameter ε0 = ε3 to the remaining containers and
to the remaining rectangles V ∪ S. This way we can pack a set R0 ⊆ V ∪ S of area at
least a(V ∪ S)(1 − ε3 ). It remains to pack R00 := (V ∪ S) \ R0 , a(R00 ) ≤ ε3 a(V ∪ S) ≤
ε3 ( 32 + O(ε))OP T · W ≤ 2ε3 OP T · W . We partition R00 into 3 subsets and pack them as
follows:
1. The rectangles V 00 ⊆ R00 of height at least 2εOP T (notice that they have height at most
3
OP T ·W
OP T /2). By an area argument their total width is at most 2ε2εOP
= ε2 W . Hence they
T
fit in a vertical container of size ε2 W × 21 OP T that can be placed in the area occupied
by the free box (without increasing the height of the packing).
2. The rectangles H00 ⊆ R00 of width at least ε2 W . By a similar area argument their total
3
T ·W
height is at most 2ε OP
= 2εOP T . Hence they can be placed into a horizontal
ε2 W
container of size W × 2εOP T that can be placed on top of the current packing.
3. The remaining rectangles S 00 ⊆ R00 with height at most 2εOP T and width at most ε2 W .
√
By Lemma 2 with parameter ε0 = ε and for small enough ε, we can pack S 00 by means
√
√
of NFDH into an area container of size ε εW × 2 εOP T to be placed on top of the
current packing.
We now have all the ingredients to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the above algorithm. Clearly it runs in polynomial time for
any fixed parameter ε > 0. Furthermore, for δ small enough, it generates a feasible packing
√
of all rectangles of total height at most 32 + O( ε) OP T . Considering the initial rounding
√
of OP T by a factor (1 + ε), this gives a 32 + O( ε) approximation. The claim then follows
by choosing ε appropriately.
J

5

Hardness of Approximation

In this section, we prove that the lower bound of
still holds in the case of δ-skewed instances.

3
2

on the approximability of Strip Packing
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Figure 3 Construction from Lemma 8. Light gray rectangles represent dummy rectangles and
dark gray rectangles represent partition rectangles.

I Lemma 8. Given δ > 0 and ε > 0, there is no polynomial-time
δ-skewed Strip Packing unless P=NP.

3
2


− ε -approximation for

Proof. We will prove this result via a reduction from the NP-complete Partition problem.
Recall that in Partition we are given a set of integers I = {x1 , . . . , xn } whose sum is p.
Our goal is to determine whether I can be partitioned into two sets I1 and I2 such that
P
p
xi ∈I1 xi = 2 . We define our Strip Packing instance as follows: The width of the strip will
4
be W = (1 + δ/4)M where M = 2p
δ . Also, we will have n + δ rectangles in the instance, from
4
δ
which δ will have height 1 and width 2 M (dummy rectangles) and the remaining n rectangles
will have, for each i = 1, . . . , n, height 1 and width xi (partition rectangles). Notice that the
instance is indeed δ-skewed as the width of the rectangles is either 2δ M ≤ 2δ W or at most
p = 2δ M ≤ 2δ W . Notice also that OP T ≥ 2 since the area of the rectangles is 2W .
We will now prove that the Partition instance is a YES instance if and only if OP T = 2.
Since all the heights in the instance are 1, as a consequence a NO instance has height at least
3, hence concluding the proof of the claim. Notice that if the Partition instance is a YES
instance then we can pack one next to the other 2δ dummy rectangles plus one side of the
partition since their total width would be M + p2 = 1 + 4δ M . We then analogously pack
the rest of the rectangles on top, obtaining a packing of height 2 which is optimal as the total
area of the rectangles is 2W (see Figure 3). On the other hand, if the optimal height of the
Strip Packing instance is 2, the subregion [0, W ] × [0, 2] in the strip must be fully occupied by
rectangles. This actually implies that the horizontal segment [0, W ] × {1} does not intersect
the interior of any rectangle in the packing: indeed otherwise the space below that rectangle
could not be occupied by any other rectangle (as heights are all 1). This divides the solution
into two rows of height 1 and width W which are completely filled with rectangles. The only
way to divide dummy rectangles into the two rows is to have exactly 2δ in each row (as the
largest total width below W that they can sum up to is M and their total width is 2M ),
hence the remaining partition rectangles in each row have total width exactly p2 , forming
then a feasible solution to the Partition instance.
J
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A

Omitted Proofs

Proof of Lemma 4. We prove the claim for H, the case of V 0 being symmetric. For a proper
parameter α > 0 to be fixed later, we define a rectangle R (and its horizontal slices) to be
narrow if w(R) ≤ α2 W and wide otherwise. We temporarily remove narrow rectangles, and
pack the wide ones.
The first step in our construction is to round up the widths of the wide slices, while
discarding a small-area subset of them. Let β > 0 be a parameter to be fixed later. Let us
wide
sort the wide slices Hhslice
in non-increasing order of width, and let us partition the obtained
wide
sequence into subsequences H1 , . . . , H1/β of total height βh(Hhslice
) each (excluding possibly
the last group that can have smaller height). For a group i, we define wimin as the minimum
width in Hi . For each i = 1, . . . , 1/β − 1, we define an injection between Hi+1 and Hi . Next,
we delete slices H1 . Let Hwdisc1 denote the rectangles of which we removed at least one
slice. Notice that all rectangles having some slice in H1 have all their slices in H1 excluding
wide
possibly one rectangle (which has part of its slices in H1 ). Observe that h(Hhslice
)≤ H
α since
wide
otherwise a(Hhslice ) ≥ αW · h(H) would be too large to fit into the region of size W × H.
β
β
Hence h(H1 ) = βh(H) ≤ α
H. It follows that h(Hwdisc1 ) ≤ ( α
+ δ)H. For any fixed α, this
0 2

quantity is at most (ε2) H if β ≤ α(ε0 )2 /4 and δ ≤ (ε0 )2 /4.
For i = 1, . . . , 1/β − 1, we temporarily increase the width of each H ∈ Hi+1 to wimin ,
hence getting an enlarged slice H. Then, we move each such H into the region that was
occupied by the slice H 0 ∈ Hi associated with H according to the above injection. Notice
that this is possible since we removed H1 and since w(H) = wimin ≤ w(H 0 ). Let H be the
final set of enlarged slices. Observe that the number of possible distinct widths in H is
1/β − 1.
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0
Let us focus on a specific box B ∈ B of size w(B) × h(B), and let Hhslice
be the slices
contained in B. Next, we partition B into unit height stripes. We shift slices in each stripe
as left as possible, and permute them so that slices in H appear to the left of each stripe. We
call a configuration C of a stripe the sequence of (enlarged) widths (w1 , . . . , wq ) of its slices
in H from left to right. Notice that there are 1/β − 1 possible enlarged widths, and each
stripe can contain at most 1/α2 wide slices. Hence the number of possible configurations is
P1/α2
2
2
at most nconf = i=0 (1/β − 1)i ≤ 2(1/β − 1)1/α ≤ (1/β)1/α .
0
We reorder the stripes in Hhslice
vertically so that equal configurations appear consecutively from top to bottom, and stripes without narrow rectangles appear at the bottom.
Suppose that the number of stripes in B with a given configuration C = (w1 , . . . , wq ) is h(C),
and A(C) is the corresponding region. We initially cover A(C) by creating q consecutive
horizontal containers of height h(C) and width w1 , . . . , wq respectively. These containers
altogether cover all the wide slices in B. The width of each container belongs to a set that
can be computed in polynomial time (it is the width of some input rectangle). In order to
enforce the same property for their heights, we round down the height of each such container
to the largest multiple h0 (C) of γδ H not larger than h(C), for some parameter γ > 0 to be
fixed later. The number of these containers is nwcont ≤ Knconf .
We next use the obtained horizontal containers to place most of the wide rectangles. We
consider the containers in non-increasing order of width and the slices of wide rectangles
in the same order, breaking ties so that slices of the same rectangle appear consecutively.
We also create a dummy final container of sufficient width and of height large enough to
accommodate the total height of the wide slices minus the total height of the containers.
Now, we place back the slices into the containers following the previous order. Notice that
all slices will fit. We discard each wide rectangle whose slices are contained in 2 containers
(3 is not possible) and all the wide rectangles whose slices are contained in the dummy final
container. Let Hwdisc2 be the set of discarded rectangles. Their total height is

δ
h(Hwdisc2 ) ≤ nwcont δH + nwcont H.
γ
The above quantity is at most
(ε0 )2 γ
4nwcont

(ε0 )2 γ
.
4K(1/β)(1/α2 )

(ε0 )2
2 H

for any choice of ε0 , α, β, and γ, provided that

≤
δ≤
So we packed all the wide rectangles into horizontal containers except for the set Hwdisc =
Hwdisc1 ∪ Hwdisc2 . The latter set has, by the above discussion, height at most (ε0 )2 H, hence
we can pack it into a container of size maxR∈Hwide {w(R)} × (ε0 )2 H.
It remains to pack the narrow rectangles. Consider again a given box B. For each
configuration C, there is some free region F (C) to the right of the containers built for C
whose height is h0 (C) (in particular, a multiple of γδ H) and of some width w(F (C)). We
build an area container of the same height and with width equal to the largest multiple
w0 (F (C)) of αγ W not larger than w(F (C)). We apply a similar construction to the free
rectangular region F in B below all the previous containers, if any: in particular we create
an area container whose width is the largest multiple of αγ W not larger than w(F ) = w
and whose height is the largest multiple of γδ H not larger than h(F ). The total number of
constructed area containers is nncont ≤ K · nconf .
Next, we start packing the narrow rectangles in non-increasing order of height in the
area containers using NFDH. Observe that these rectangles satisfy the claim of Lemma 2
with parameter γ. If all narrow rectangles are packed this way, we are done. Otherwise, let
Hncont and Hndisc be the subset of narrow rectangles that are packed and not packed in
the area containers, resp. By Lemma 2, a(Hncont ) ≥ (1 − 2γ)Aacont , where Aacont is the
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total area of the area containers. Let af ree be the total area in the boxes not occupied by
horizontal containers. Clearly af ree ≥ a(Hnarrow ) since all narrow slices did fit in a region of
area not smaller than af ree . Due to the rounding involved in the construction, in each box
there is some area which is not used by area containers nor by horizontal ones. The latter
area is at most W · γδ H + H · αγ W per container, hence at most ∆ ≤ K · ( δ+α
γ )W H in total.
We can conclude that
a(Hncont ) ≥ (1−2γ)Aacont = (1−2γ)(af ree −∆) ≥ (1−2γ)(a(Hnarrow )−K ·(

δ+α
)W H).
γ

Thus
a(Hndisc ) ≤ 2γ · a(Hnarrow ) + K · (
If we choose γ ≤ (ε0 )2 /6, δ ≤
0 2

(ε0 )2 γ
6K

δ+α
δ+α
)W H) ≤ (2γ + K · (
))W H.
γ
γ
and α ≤

(ε0 )2 γ
6K ,

then the latter quantity is at most

(ε )
2

W H. Next, we create a new area container Cdarea of size ε0 W × ε0 H, and use NFDH to
pack Hndisc in it. It is not difficult to verify that, for such values of δ and α, rectangles in
Hndisc satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2 with parameter ε0 . Thus we have
a(Hndisc ) ≤

1 0 2
1
(ε ) W H = a(Cdarea ) ≤ (1 − 2ε0 )a(Cdarea ).
2
2

Thus all rectangles in Hndisc are packed into Cdarea .
It is possible to choose constant parameters α, β and γ such that the above conditions are
all satisfied (for δ small enough) and the total number of containers is Oε0 (1). More precisely,
(ε0 )2 γ
this is true if γ = (ε0 )2 /6, α = (ε0 )4 /(36 · K), β = (ε0 )6 /(144 · K) and δ = 4K(1/β)
∈δ≤
(1/α2 )
0 O(1)

0 O(1)

(ε0 /K)(K/ε )
, leading to at most (K/ε0 )(K/ε )
containers. By the above construction,
the sizes of the containers belong to a set that can be computed in polynomial time.
J
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Introduction

Geometric methods provide several tools for the analysis of complicated data sets, such as
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objects. The success of this paradigm crucially depends on the metrical representation used
to encode the data. Motivated by this fact, metric learning aims at developing methods
for discovering an underlying metric space from proximity information (we refer the reader
to [23, 17] for a detailed exposition). There are several different formulations of the metric
learning problem that have been considered in the literature. Here, we focus on the popular
case of ordinal constraints. In this case, the input consists of a set of points X = [n], together
with a set T of ordered triples (u, v, w) of points, representing the fact that u is more similar
to v than to w. The goal is to find a mapping f : X → Y , for some host metric space (Y, ρ),
such that for all (u, v, w) ∈ T , we have
ρ(f (u), f (v)) < ρ(f (u), f (w)).

(1)

In general, there might be no mapping f that satisfies all constraints of the form (1), so
we are interested in the algorithmic problem of computing a mapping that minimizes the
fraction of violated constraints. We focus on the case where the host space is the real line,
so the objective can be formulated as computing a mapping f : [n] → R, where for each
(u, v, w) ∈ T we have the constraint
|f (u) − f (v)| < |f (u) − f (w)|.

(2)

We refer to this problem as Line Learning with Ordinal Constraints (LLOC).

1.1

Our contribution

We present an approximation algorithm for learning a line metric space under ordinal
constraints, for the case of dense instances. Here, the density condition means that all
ordinal information is given, i.e. for any distinct u, v, w ∈ [n], we have either (u, v, w) ∈ T ,
or (u, w, v) ∈ T . Our main result is summarized in the following.
I Theorem 1.1. There exists an algorithm that given an instance of LLOC that admits
a solution satisfying (1 − ε)-fraction of all constraints, outputs a solution that satisfies
1/8
(1 − O(ε1/8 ))-fraction of all constraints, in time O(n7 ) + (1/ε)O(1/ε ) n.

Brief overview of our approach
The main idea used to obtain Theorem 1.1 is to first compute an ordering that is close to
the ordering of the points in the optimal solution. This is done by “guessing” a point p∗ that
lies within the few left-most points in an optimal solution, and such that p∗ is not involved
in many violated constraints. We show that the ordinal constraints involving p∗ can be used
to order the points by first solving an instance of the Minimum Feedback Arc Set problem
on a tournament, and then computing a topological ordering of the remaining acyclic graph.
We use this ordering to partition the points into “buckets”, and we show that for almost all
buckets, almost all their points must be mapped inside an interval that does not contain
many other points. This property allows us to define a smaller instance of the problem by
contracting each bucket into a single point. This new smaller instance can be solved exactly,
and its solution can be pulled back to the original problem.
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Related work

Metric learning
Another popular formulation of the metric learning problem uses contrastive constraints.
In

X
this case, the input consists of a set of points X = [n], together with sets S, D ⊆ 2 , where
S contains pairs labeled as similar, and D contains pairs labeled as dissimilar. The goal is
to find a mapping f : X → Y , for some host metric space (Y, ρ), such that for all {u, v} ∈ S,
ρ(f (u), f (v)) ≤ `,
and for all {u, v} ∈ D,
ρ(f (u), f (v)) ≥ h,
for some given threshold values `, h > 0. This problem is easily seen to be a generalization
of Correlation Clustering. It has been studied for the case dense instances, when the host
metric space is either Euclidean or a tree [13]. The main result of [13] is a FPTAS for the
case where there exists a mapping that satisfies all constraints, that is allowed to violate the
constraints by a small multiplicative factor which is referred to as contrastive distortion. In
contrast, in the present work, we do not introduce any distortion, and we do not need to
assume that there exists a mapping satisfying all the constraints.
We also note that the case of arbitrary instances (i.e., not necessarily dense) under
contrastive constraints has been studied for the setting of learning Mahalanobis metric spaces
(i.e., when X is a set of points in d-dimensional Euclidean space, and f is required to be
linear) [12]. This version of the problem is related to the theory of LP-type problems.

Embedding into the line
The problem of computing a geometric representation of a data set into the real line has been
studied extensively in various forms. This is arguably the simplest instance of dimensionality
reduction, which is also a prototypical unsupervised metric learning task. Various objectives
have been studied, including multiplicative [19, 20, 6, 5, 7, 11], additive [3], and average [10, 22]
distortion. We refer the read to [14] for a detailed exposition. A related notion is ordinal
embeddings, where one seeks to obtain mappings that approximately preserve the relative
ordering of pairwise distances [2, 4]. We remark that a key difference between these works
and our result is that they seek to minimize the ordinal distortion, which is a multiplicative
factor of violation of the ordinal constraints, while we are interested in minimizing the number
of violated ordinal constraints (without introducing ordinal distortion).

Betweenness
In the Betweenness problem we are given some set X = [n] and a set T of ordered triples
(a, b, c) ∈ [n]3 . The goal is to find a bijection g : [n] → [n] such that for any (a, b, c) ∈ T , g(b)
appears between g(a) and g(c). This problem has been studied extensively in the literature.
It is known to be MAXSNP-hard [9] (see also [21]), and remains hard to approximate even
on dense instances [1]. The case of tournaments has been shown to admit a PTAS [15], while
the best approximation algorithm for general instances is the 1/3-approximation obtained
by taking a uniformly random ordering, assuming the Unique Games conjecture [8] (see
also [18]).
The Betweenness problem is conceptually similar to the Line Learning with Ordinal
Constraints problem studied here. However, as we now explain, the two problems have some
important differences. A first difference is that the ordinal constraint (2) does not imply any
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ordering constraint1 . A second difference is that the solution space to the Line Learning with
Ordinal Constraints problem that we study is larger. In other words, the ordering of the
points is not always enough to recover a nearly-optimal constraint. For example, consider
the instance on X = {0, 2, 4, . . . , 2k, 2k + 1, . . . , 3k}, with all constraints (u, v, w) ∈ X 3 , such
that |u − v| < |u − w|. Clearly, setting f to be the identity results in a solution that satisfies
all constraints. However, just the ordering of the points in f is not enough to obtain a good
solution: setting g(ui ) = i, where g(u1 ) < g(u2 ) < . . . < g(un ) results in a solution g that
violates a constant fraction of all constraints.

1.3

Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents, as a warm up, an
exact polynomial-time algorithm for the case where there exists a solution that satisfies all
constraints. Section 3 presents the algorithm for the general case. Section 4 presents the
analysis. Section 5 gives the proof of a technical Lemma which is used in the proof of the
main result.

2

Warm up: An exact algorithm with no violations

We now describe an exact polynomial-time algorithm for the case where there exists an
optimal solution that satisfies all constraints. This algorithm is significantly simpler than
the one used to prove our main result. However, it illustrates the main idea of using the
constraints involving some point p to deduce an ordering of all points, and then using this
ordering to obtain an embedding into the line. The algorithm is summarized in the following.
I Theorem 2.1. Let ε∗ be the fraction of violated constraints, then there exists a polynomialtime algorithm which given an instance ([n], T ) of the LLOC problem, either computes a
mapping f : [n] → R that satisfies all the constraints, or correctly decides that no such
mapping exists.
Proof. Fix some optimal mapping f ∗ : [n] → R, that satisfies all constraints in T . We guess
p = arg min f ∗ (x). For all i, j ∈ [n], let di,j = |f ∗ (xj ) − f ∗ (xi )|. We first determine the
x∈[n]

ordering of all the points on the real line, and then we compute the mapping using their
distance constraints and solving some LP.
Suppose that [n] = {x1 , . . . , xn }, such that
f ∗ (p) = f ∗ (x1 ) < f ∗ (x2 ) < . . . < f ∗ (xn ).
Since ε∗ = 0, it follows that for all i < j ∈ [n], we have d1,i < d1,j , and (1, i, j) ∈ T .
Therefore, for any q, q 0 ∈ [n], we can decide whether f ∗ (q) < f ∗ (q 0 ) or f ∗ (q 0 ) < f ∗ (q) based
on whether (p, q, q 0 ) ∈ T or (p, q 0 , q) ∈ T . Therefore, we can compute the ordering x1 , . . . , xn
of [n] by running a sorting algorithm using pairwise comparisons.
We now compute a mapping using an LP. For any i < j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have |f ∗ (xi ) −
Pj−1
f ∗ (xj )| = t=i dt,t+1 . Therefore for each (xi , xj , xk ) ∈ T , the constraint |f ∗ (xi ) − f ∗ (xj )| <
Pj−1
Pk−1
|f ∗ (xi ) − f ∗ (xk )| can be written as t=i dt,t+1 < t=i dt,t+1 . Thus computing the desired
mapping f can be done by computing a feasible solution to the following LP:

1

For example, the constraint (u, v, w) is satisfied by both solutions f (u) = 1, f (v) = 2, f (w) = 3, and
f (u) = 2, f (v) = 1, f (w) = 4, however the former solution implies the ordering f (u) < f (v) < f (w),
while the latter implies f (v) < f (u) < f (w)
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di,j ≥ 0 for all i < j ∈ [n]
j−1
X
t=i

dt,t+1 <

k−1
X

dt,t+1 for all (xi , xj , xk ) ∈ T

t=i

This concludes the proof.

3

J

The algorithm for the general case

In this Section we present the algorithm for the general case of the problem. The algorithm
uses as a subroutine an exact algorithm for a generalized weighted version of the problem.
This exact algorithm is used on small instances that are constructed via a process which we
refer to as a retraction.

3.1

Retractions

We now define a weighted version of the metric learning problem, where each constraint is
associated with some weight, and the goal is to maximize the total weight of all satisfied
constraints. Formally, an input to the Weighted Line Learning with Ordinal Constraints
(WLLOC) problem is defined by a tuple ([b], T , w), where b ∈ N, and T are as before, and
w : T → R is a weight function. The goal is to find a solution f : [b] → [0, 1] that minimizes
the total weight of violated constraints.
I Theorem 3.1. There exists an exact algorithm for the WLLOC problem with running time
O(n3n ).
Proof. We identify the space of possible solutions with [0, 1]n , by mapping each solution
f : [b] → [0, 1] to the vector xf = (f (1), . . . , f (n)) ∈ [0, 1]n . For any (i, j, k) ∈ T , we have
the constraint
|f (i) − f (j)| < |f (i) − f (k)|.
The feasible region for this constraint is thus defined as a union of certain cells in an
arrangement A(i,j,k) of a constant number of open halfspaces in Rn . Let A be the arrangement
obtained as the union of all halfspaces for all (i, j, k) ∈ T . It is known that any arrangement
of a halfspaces in Rb has complexity O(ab ) (see [24] and references therein), and thus A has
complexity O(|T |n ) = O(n3n ). By enumerating all the cells in this arrangement, we find
a solution that satisfies a set of constraints of maximum total weight, which results in an
algorithm with running time O(n3n ).
J
As mentioned earlier, the exact algorithm from Theorem 3.1 will be used as a subroutine on
smaller instances. The following Definition describes a process for mapping large unweighted
instances to smaller weighted ones.
I Definition 3.2 (Retraction). Given an instance φ = ([n], T ) of the LLOC problem, and
some partition B = {B1 , . . . , Bb } of [n], we define the B-retraction of φ to be the instance
φ0 = ([b], T 0 , w) of the WLLOC problem where for any (i, j, k) ∈ T 0 , we have
w((i, j, k)) = |T ∩ (Bi × Bk × Bj )| .
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3.2

The algorithm

The last ingredient we need is an approximation algorithm for the Minimum Feedback Arc
Set problem on tournaments, which is summarized in the following.
I Theorem 3.3 (Kenyon-Mathieu & Schudy [16]). There exists a randomized algorithm
for the Minimum Feedback Arc Set problem on weighted tournaments. Given  > 0, it
outputs a solution with expected cost at most (1 + )OPT. The expected running time is
Õ(1/ε)
O(1/ε)n6 + 2Õ(1/ε) n2 + 22
n.
We are now ready to describe the general algorithm. Let Tn denote the set of all ordered
triples of distinct elements in [n]. Recall that the input consists of a set T ⊆ Tn , such that
for any set of distinct i, j, k ∈ [n], we have that exactly one of the triples (i, j, k) and (i, k, j)
is contained in T .
The algorithm proceeds in the following steps:
Step 1: Exhaustively computing a left-most point. Iterate Steps 2–5 for all values p ∈ [n].
Step 2: Cycle removal. Construct a tournament G(p) = ([n], A(p) ), where
A(p) = {(i, j) : (p, i, j) ∈ T }.
Compute an O(1)-approximate minimum feedback arc set, F (p) ⊂ A(p) , in G(p) , using
the algorithm in Theorem 3.3.
(p)
(p)
Step 3: Ordering. Compute a topological ordering z1 , . . . , zn of G(p) \ F (p) .
Step 4: Retraction. Let b = O(ε−1/8 ). For any i ∈ [b], let
in/b
(p)

Bi

=

[

(p)

{zj }.

j=(i−1)n/b+1

Let ψ (p) be the B (p) -retraction of φ(p) .
Step 5: Extension. Using the algorithm from Theorem 3.1, we compute an optimal solution
g (p) : [b] → [0, 1] for the instance ψ (p) of WLLOC. We define f (p) : [n] → [0, 1] by setting
(p)
for any i ∈ [n], f (p) (i) = g (p) (j), where j ∈ [b] such that i ∈ Bj . The algorithm outputs
the solution f (p) .
Step 6: Return the best solution found among f (1) , . . . , f (n) .
This completes the description of the algorithm.

4

Analysis of the algorithm

This Section presents the analysis of the algorithm, which is the proof of Theorem 1.1.
For the remainder of the analysis, let us fix some optimal solution fOPT : [n] → [0, 1] for
the instance ([n], T ) of the LLOC problem. Fix a numbering {x1 , . . . , xn } = [n], such that
fOPT (x1 ) ≤ fOPT (x2 ) ≤ . . . ≤ fOPT (xn ).
For any f : [n] → [0, 1], for any i ∈ [n], and for any α ∈ [0, 1], we say that i is α-good in
f , if at least α-fraction of the constraints of the form (i, j, k) ∈ T are satisfied; i.e.:


n−1
|{(i, j, k) ∈ T : |f (i) − f (j)| < |f (i) − f (k)|}| ≥ α
.
2
We first argue that there exists a (1 − ε1/2 )-good point that is close to the left-most point
in the optimal solution:
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I Lemma 4.1. There exists i∗ ∈ [2ε1/2 n], such that xi∗ is (1 − ε1/2 )-good in fOPT .
Proof. Let ξ be the total number of constraints violated by fOPT . We have ξ ≤ ε · |T | =
1/2
εn n−1
n] such that xi is (1 − ε1/2 )-good. Therefore
2 . Suppose that there exists no i ∈ [2ε
1/2
1/2 n−1
every i ∈ [2ε n] participates in at least ε
violated constraints of the form (i, j, k),
2

for some j, k ∈ [n]. Thus the total number of violated constraints is at least ξ ≥ 2nε n−1
2 ,
which is a contradiction, concluding the proof.
J
For the remainder of this section, fix some i∗ ∈ [2ε1/2 n], such that xi∗ is (1 − ε1/2 )-good,
as in Lemma 4.1. Let f 0 be the embedding obtained from fOPT by exchanging the images of
x1 and xi∗ , that is for all i ∈ [n],

 fOPT (xi∗ )
f 0 (xi ) =
f
(x )
 OPT 1
fOPT (xi )

if i = 1
if i = i∗
otherwise

We next show that f 0 is near-optimal.
I Lemma 4.2. The total number of violated constraints in f 0 is at most (ε + O(1/n))n

n−1
2



.

Proof. Let T1 ⊆ T be the set of constraints that are violated in f 0 and in fOPT . Let T2 ⊆ T
be the set of constraints that are violated in f 0 but not in fOPT . We have |T1 | ≤ εn n−1
2 .
0
∗
Since fOPT and f differ only on x1 and xi , it follows that every constraint (i, j, k) ∈ T2
must contain at least one of 1 and i∗ . There are at most 6n2 such constraints. Thus
|T2 | ≤ 6n2 . We conclude that the total number of constraints violated in f 0 is at most
|T1 | + |T2 | ≤ (ε + O(1/n))n n−1
J
2 , which concludes the proof.
The next Lemma shows that xi∗ remains (1 − O(ε1/2 ))-good in f 0 .
I Lemma 4.3. We have that xi∗ is (1 − O(ε1/2 ))-good in f 0 .
Proof. Let γ = (xi∗ , j, k) ∈ T , and suppose that γ is satisfied in fOPT . If
fOPT (xi∗ ) ≤ fOPT (j) ≤ fOPT (k),
then, since f 0 (j) = fOPT (j), and f 0 (k) = fOPT (k), it follows that
f 0 (xi∗ ) ≤ f 0 (j) ≤ f 0 (k),
and thus γ is also satisfied in f 0 .
Thus, the only possible constraints of the form (xi∗ , j, k) ∈ T , that are not violated in fOPT ,
but are violated in f 0 , must satisfy either fOPT (j) < fOPT (xi∗ ), or fOPT (k) < fOPT (xi∗ ). In
other words, we must have {j, k} ∩ {x1 , . . . , xi∗ −1 } =
6 ∅. Therefore, there are at most 2ε1/2 n2
such constraints. Since xi∗ is (1 − ε1/2 )-good in fOPT , it follows that xi∗ is (1 − O(ε1/2 ))-good
in f 0 , which concludes the proof.
J
∗

Let F 0 = {(j, k) ∈ A(i ) : (xi∗ , j, k) ∈ T and f 0 violates (xi∗ , j, k)}. The next Lemma shows
∗
F 0 is a valid feedback arc set for G(i ) .

∗
I Lemma 4.4. F 0 is a feedback arc set for G(i ) , with |F 0 | ≤ (O(ε1/2 )) n−1
2 .
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Proof. By Lemma 4.3, xi∗ is (1 − O(ε1/2 ))-good, and thus |F 0 | ≤ (O(ε1/2 )) n−1
2 . Thus, it
∗
suffices to show that F 0 is a feedback vertex set. For any (j, k) ∈ A(i ) \ F 0 , we have that
(xi∗ , j, k) is satisfied in f 0 . Since xi∗ is mapped to the left-most point in f 0 , it follows that
f 0 (j) < f 0 (k). Thus,
xi∗ , x2 , x3 , . . . , xi∗ −1 , x1 , xi∗ +1 , xi∗ +2 , . . . , xn
∗

is a topological ordering of G(i ) \ F 0 , and thus F 0 is a feedback arc set, which concludes the
proof.
J
If the instance admits a solution with no violations, then it can be shown that the
∗
bucketing B (i ) computed by the algorithm agrees with a partition of the optimal solution
to contiguous disjoint intervals. In the following, we show that, in the general case, the
bucketing is “close” to such a partition. First, we introduce a notion of “stability” which
formalizes what it means for a bucket to be close to an optimal interval.
I Definition 4.5 (Stability). Let i ∈ [b]. We say that i is stable if there exists some interval
I ⊂ R, such that
 ∗ 
(i )
I ∩ f 0 Bi
≥ (1 − ε1/8 ) · n/b,
and


(i∗ )
I ∩ f 0 [n] \ Bi
≤ ε1/8 · n/b,
We also say that i is I-stable. We say that i is unstable (I-unstable) if it is not stable
(I-stable).
The following Lemma gives a characterization of unstable buckets.
I Lemma 4.6. Suppose that i ∈ [b] is unstable. Then there exist pairwise disjoint intervals
I1 , I2 , I3 ⊂ R, that appear in this order from left to right in the line, such that
 ∗ 
(i )
I1 ∩ f 0 Bi
≥ nε1/8 /(2b),
 ∗ 
(i )
I3 ∩ f 0 Bi
≥ nε1/8 /(2b),
and


(i∗ )
I2 ∩ f 0 [n] \ Bi
> ε1/8 · n/b,
Proof. Let I1 ⊂ R be the minimal interval that contains the nε1/8 /(2b) left-most points in
(i∗ )
f 0 (Bi ), and let I3 ⊂ R be the minimal interval that contains the nε1/8 /(2b) right-most
(i∗ )
points in f 0 (Bi ). Let I2 ⊂ R be the maximal interval that is contained between I1 and I3 .
Since ε1/8 < 1, we have that I1 ∩ I3 = ∅, and therefore, all intervals I1 , I2 , I3 are well-defined
and pairwise disjoint. By construction, I1 and I3 each contains exactly nε1/8 /(2b) points
(i∗ )
in f 0 (Bi ). Therefore, it remains to show that I2 contains more than ε1/8 n/b points in
(i∗ )
f 0 ([n] \ Bi ). Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that I2 contains at most ε1/8 n/b in
(i∗ )
(i∗ )
f 0 ([n] \ Bi ). Then, I2 contains exactly (1 − ε1/8 )n/b points in f 0 (Bi ), and at most
∗
(i )
ε1/8 n/b points in f 0 ([n] \ Bi ), implying that Bi is stable, which is a contradiction. This
concludes the proof.
J
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We next show that for each unstable bucket, the feedback arc set must contain many
edges incident to vertices in the bucket.
∗

I Lemma 4.7. Let i ∈ [b] be unstable. Then, F (i
(i∗ )
having exactly one endpoint in Bi .

)

∪ F 0 contains at least ε1/4 n2 /(2b2 ) arcs
(i∗ )

Proof. Let I1 , I2 , I3 ⊂ R be the intervals given by Lemma 4.6. Let v ∈ [n] \ Bi
(i∗ )
f 0 (v) ∈ I2 . Pick j ∈ [b], such that v ∈ Bj . We consider two cases:
(i∗ )

, such that
∗

Case 1: Suppose that j < i. Let u ∈ Bi , such that f 0 (u) ∈ I1 . If (v, u) ∈ A(i ) , then it
∗
follows that f 0 violates (xi∗ , v, u), and thus (v, u) ∈ F 0 . Otherwise, we have (u, v) ∈ A(i ) .
∗
∗
∗
Since u appears after v in the topological sort of G(i ) \ F (i ) , it follows that (u, v) ∈ F (i ) .
∗
∗
Thus, in either case, F (i ) ∪ F 0 contains either (u, v) or (v, u). Therefore, F (i ) ∪ F 0 contains
at least nε1/8 /(2b) arcs having u as an endpoint.
Case 2: ∗Suppose that j > i. This case is similar to Case 1, and is included for completeness.
∗
(i )
Let u ∈ Bi , such that f 0 (u) ∈ I3 . If (u, v) ∈ A(i ) , then it follows that f 0 violates (xi∗ , u, v),
∗
and thus (u, v) ∈ F 0 . Otherwise, we have (v, u) ∈ A(i ) . Since u appears before v in the
∗
∗
∗
∗
topological sort of G(i ) \ F (i ) , it follows that (v, u) ∈ F (i ) . Thus, in either case, F (i ) ∪ F 0
∗
contains either (u, v) or (v, u). Therefore, F (i ) ∪ F 0 contains at least nε1/8 /(2b) arcs having
u as an endpoint.
∗
(i∗ )
We conclude that, in either case, for any u ∈ Bi , F (i ) ∪ F 0 contains at least nε1/8 /(2b)
∗
∗
(i )
arcs having u as an endpoint. Summing over all u ∈ Bi , we obtain that F (i ) ∪ F 0 contains
(i∗ )
at least ε1/4 n2 /(2b2 ) arcs having an endpoint in Bi . This concludes the proof.
J
Next, we bound the number of unstable buckets.
I Lemma 4.8. Let J = {i ∈ [b] : i is unstable}, we have |J| ≤ O(ε1/4 )2b2 .
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 we have that xi∗ is (1 − O(ε1/2 ))-good in f 0 , and
 by Lemma 4.4 we
n−1
(i∗ )
1/2
have that G
admits a feedback arc set of size at most (O(ε )) 2 . Thus, by Theorem
∗
∗
∗
3.3, the algorithm computes some feedback arc set F (i ) ⊂ A(i ) , with |F (i ) | = O(ε1/2 n2 ).
We note that here we only use Theorem 3.3 to obtain a O(1)-approximation. By Lemma 4.7,
|J| ≤ |F (i

∗

)

∪ F 0 |/(ε1/4 n2 /(2b2 ))

≤ O(ε1/4 )2b2 ,
which concludes the proof.

J

For any stable i ∈ [b], let Ii ⊂ R be the interval that contains at least (1 − ε1/8 )n/b
(i∗ )
points in f 0 (Bi ), and at most ε1/8 n/b other points. Let also Ji ⊂ Ii be an open interval
(i∗ )
that contains all but the ε1/8 n/b leftmost points in f 0 (Bi ) ∩ Ii , and the ε1/8 n/b rightmost
∗
∗
(i )
(i )
points in f 0 (Bi ) ∩ Ii . Thus, |Ji ∩ f 0 (Bi )| ≥ (1 − 3ε1/8 )n/b. It follows that for any
i 6= j ∈ [b], such that both i and j are stable, we have Ji ∩ Jj = ∅.
Intuitively, we intend to find a solution that satisfies a nearly-optimal fraction of constraints, while ignoring all constraints that involve points that are mapped outside the
intervals Ji , where i ∈ [b] is stable. To that end, we define a small set of points that the
analysis can safely “ignore”:
n
o
[
(i∗ )
XNoise =
v ∈ Bi : f 0 (v) ∈
/ Ji .
i∈[b]:i stable
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(i∗ )

Since |Ji ∩ f 0 (Bi

)| ≥ (1 − 3ε1/8 )n/b, it follows that

|XNoise | ≤ 3ε1/8 n

(3)

Let also, for any i ∈ [b],
(i∗ )

B̄i

(i∗ )

= Bi

\ XNoise .

We identify a set of triples (i, j, k) ∈ [b]3 for which, intuitively, it is difficult to satisfy at
(i∗ )
least some significant fraction of all constraints with one point from each of the clusters Bi ,
(i∗ )
(i∗ )
Bj , and Bk . Formally, we say that some (i, j, k) ∈ [b]3 is brittle if there exist u, u0 ∈ Ji ,
v, v 0 ∈ Jj , and w, w0 ∈ Jk , such that
|u − v| < |u − w|,
and
|u0 − v 0 | > |u0 − w0 |.
(i∗ )

Intuitively, the above property implies that if for all t ∈ [b], all points in B̄t get mapped
to the same point pt ∈ Jt , then there exist choices for the points {pt }t , such that some
(i∗ )
(i∗ )
(i∗ )
constraint in B̄i × B̄j × B̄k is violated; in other words, if a triple (i, j, k) is not
brittle,
then∗ the choice
of the points pt does not affect the satisfiability of the constraints in
(i∗ )
(i )
(i∗ )
B̄i × B̄j × B̄k .
We are now ready to show that the retraction computed by the algorithm admits a
solution of low total cost.
∗

I Lemma 4.9. The instance ψ (i ) of W LLOC constructed in Step 4 admits a solution that
satisfies constraints of total weight at least |T | · (1 − O(ε1/8 )).
Proof. We define a mapping g : [b] → [0, 1], and g 0 : [b] → [0, 1], as follows. For each i ∈ [b],
(i∗ )
pick vi ∈ Bi , arbitrarily, and set
g 0 (i) = f 0 (vi ).
For any j ∈ [b], we set
g(j) = g 0 (i),
(i∗ )

where i ∈ [b] is the unique integer such that i ∈ Bi . By the definition of the WLLOC
∗
instance ψ (i ) , the total weight of the constraints violated by g 0 equals the total number of
constraints violated by g. It therefore suffices to upper bound the number of constraints in
T that are violated by g.
We define a partition T = T0 ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ∪ T3 ∪ T4 ∪ T5 , where
T0 = {(u, v, w) ∈ T : f 0 violates (u, v, w)},
∗

T1 = {(u, v, w) ∈ T : at least two of u, v, w are in the same cluster in B (i ) },
(i∗ )

T2 = {(u, v, w) ∈ T : u ∈ Bi
T3 = {(u, v, w) ∈ T : u ∈

(i∗ )

, v ∈ Bj

(i∗ )
Bi , v

∈

(i∗ )

, w ∈ Bk

(i∗ )
Bj , w

∈

T4 = {(u, v, w) ∈ T : {u, v, w} ∩ XNoise 6= ∅},
T5 = T \ (T0 ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ∪ T3 ∪ T4 ).

, at least one of i, j, k is unstable},

(i∗ )
Bk ,

and (i, j, k) is brittle},
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By Lemma 4.2 we have



n−1
|T1 | ≤ (ε + O(1/n))n
.
2
∗

Since every cluster in B (i

)

has n/b points, we have

|T1 | ≤ 3n3 /b2 .

(4)

In order to bound |T3 | we need a bound on the number of brittle triples. This is done in
Lemma 4.8, which appears in Section 5. We thus have
|T2 | ≤ O(ε1/4 )2n3 b.

(5)

By Lemma 5.5 we have
|T3 | ≤ n3 /b.

(6)

By (3) we have
|T4 | ≤ O(ε1/8 )n3

(7)
(i∗ )

Let (u, v, w) ∈ T5 . By the definition of T5 , we have that u ∈ B̄i
(i∗ )
B̄k ,

(i∗ )

, v ∈ B̄j

, and

0

w ∈
for some distinct i, j, k ∈ [b], such that (i, j, k) is not brittle, and f satisfies
(u, v, w), that is
|f 0 (u) − f 0 (v)| < |f 0 (u) − f 0 (w)|.
By the definition of a brittle triple we get
|g(u) − g(v)| < |g(u) − g(w)|,
and thus g satisfies (u, v, w). We obtain that g satisfies all constraints in T5 . Thus, by
(4)–(7), the number of constraints violated by g is at most |T0 | + . . . + |T4 | ≤ n3 O(ε1/8 ),
which concludes the proof.
J
We are now ready to prove our main result.
∗

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 4.9 we have that WLLOC instance ψ (i ) = ([b], T 0 , w)
constructed at Step 4 of the algorithm, admits a mapping g 0 : [b] → R, such that the total
weight of the constraints in T 0 violated by g 0 is at most O(ε1/8 n3 ). Therefore, in Step 5,
using the exact algorithm from Theorem 3.1, we compute a mapping g : [b] → R, violating
∗
the same total weight as g 0 . By the definition of retraction, it follows that the mapping f (i )
computed in Step 5 violates at most O(ε1/8 n3 ) constraints in T , as required.
It remains to bound the running time. Step 2 uses the algorithm from Theorem 3.3 to
obtain a O(1)-approximate minimum feedback arc set, and thus takes time O(n6 ). Step 3
takes time O(n) and Step 4 takes time O(n2 ). Step 5 runs the algorithm from Theorem 3.1
on an input of size b, and thus takes time O(b3b ) + O(n). Step 6 requires computing the
number of violated constraints in each of the n solutions, and thus takes total time O(n4 ).
Due to Step 1, the Steps 2–5 are repeated n times, and thus the total running time is at
1/8
most O(n7 + b3b n) = O(n7 ) + (1/ε)O(1/ε ) n, which concludes the proof.
J
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5

Bounding the number of brittle triples

This Section is devoted to proving an upper bound on the number of brittle triples. We
begin by deriving a simple condition that is a consequence of brittleness.
I Lemma 5.1. Let j < i < k ∈ [b]. We have that if (i, j, k) is brittle, then there exist pi ∈ Ji ,
pj ∈ Jj , pk ∈ Jk , such that
pi − pj = pk − pi .
Proof. If (i, j, k) is brittle, it is easy to see that Ji must be located between Jj and Jk ;
otherwise, any representative point chosen in Ji must be closer to all the points in Jj than
those in Jk , or vice versa. By definition, there exist pi ∈ Ji , p0j ∈ Jj , p0k ∈ Jk , such that
pi − p0j ≥ p0k − pi ,
and p00j ∈ Jj , p00k ∈ Jk , such that
pi − p00j < p00k − pi .
Without loss of generality, assume p0j < p00j and p0k < p00k , and define δ ∈ [0, 1]. Comparing
dij (δ) = pi − (p0j + δ(p00j − p0j )) and dik (δ) = (p0k + δ(p00k − p0k )) − pi , we have dij (0) − dik (0) ≥ 0
and dij (1) − dik (1) < 0. There exist δ 0 ∈ [0, 1], s.t. dij (δ 0 ) − dik (δ 0 ) = 0.
Define pj = (p0j + δ 0 (p00j − p0j )) ∈ Ji and pk = (p0k + δ 0 (p00k − p0k )) ∈ Jj , we have
pi − pj = pk − pi ,
which concludes the proof.

J

I Lemma 5.2. Let i1 , i2 , i3 , j1 , j2 , j3 , k1 , k2 , k3 ∈ R, with i1 < i2 < i3 , j1 < j2 < j3 ,
k1 < k2 < k3 . For any α, β, γ ∈ {1, 2}, let Hα,β,γ be the axis-parallel parallelepiped defined
by
Hα,β,γ := CH({(iα+α0 , jβ+β 0 , kγ+γ 0 ) : α0 , β 0 , γ 0 ∈ {0, 1}}).
Let h be any plane in R3 . Then, there exist α∗ , β ∗ , γ ∗ ∈ {0, 1}, such that h does not intersect
the interior of Hα∗ ,β ∗ ,γ ∗ .
Proof. For any d ≥ 2, any d-dimensional halfspace containing the origin must also contain
at least one d-orthant. The assertion follows immediately from the case d = 3.
J
I Lemma 5.3. Let i, j, k ∈ [b], with j +1 < i, and i+1 < k. Then, there exist i0 , j 0 , k 0 ∈ {0, 1}
such that (i + i0 , j + j 0 , k + k 0 ) is not brittle.
Proof. Define the plane
h = {(xI , xJ , xK ) ∈ R3 : xI − xJ = xK − xI }.
By Lemma 5.1, we have that if (i + i0 , j + j 0 , k + k 0 ) is brittle, then h must intersect
the hyperrectangle Ji+i0 × Jj+j 0 × Jk+k0 . However, by Lemma 5.2, it follows that there
exist i0 , j 0 , k 0 ∈ {0, 1}, such that h does not intersect Ji+i0 × Jj+j 0 × Jk+k0 , and thus
(i + i0 , j + j 0 , k + k 0 ) is not brittle, which concludes the proof.
J
I Lemma 5.4 (Brittle convexity). Let {e1 , e2 , e3 } be the standard orthonormal basis in R3 .
Let v ∈ [b − 2]3 , and let w ∈ {e1 , e2 , e3 }, such that v and v + 2w are both brittle. Then, v + w
is also brittle.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1, there exist pi ∈ Ji , pj ∈ Jj , pk ∈ Jk , such that
pi − pj = pk − pi .

(8)

Let w = (i0 , j 0 , k 0 ). Similarly, there exist qi ∈ Ji+2i0 , qj ∈ Jj+2j 0 , qk ∈ Jk+2k0 , such that
qi − qj = qk − qi .

(9)

For any α ∈ [0, 1], let
(α)

= (1 − α)pi + αqi ,

(α)

= (1 − α)pj + αqj ,

(α)

= (1 − α)pk + αqk .

zi

zj

zk

Let us assume that w = e1 . The cases w = e2 and w = e3 can be handled in a similar
(α)
(α)
(0)
manner. We have that for all α ∈ [0, 1], zj ∈ Jj , and zk ∈ Jk . Moreover, zi ∈ Ji , and
(α∗ )

(1)

zi ∈ Ji+2 , which implies that there exists some α∗ ∈ [0, 1], such that zi
have
(α∗ )

zi

(α∗ )

− zj

∈ Ji+1 . We

= (1 − α∗ )pi + α∗ qi − (1 − α∗ )pj − α∗ qj
= (1 − α∗ )(pi − pj ) + α∗ (qi − qj )
= (1 − α∗ )(pk − pi ) + α∗ (qk − qi )
= (1 − α∗ )pk + α∗ qk − (1 − α∗ )pi − α∗ qi
(α∗ )

= zk

(α∗ )

− zi

,

which by Lemma 5.1 implies that v + w is brittle, and concludes the proof.

J

We are now ready to bound the number of brittle triples, which is the main result of this
Section.
I Lemma 5.5. The number of brittle triples is at most O(b2 ).
Proof. Let B ⊆ [b]3 be the set of all brittle triples, and let B 0 = [b]3 \ B. For any s ∈ {0, 1}3 ,
let
Us = s · b/2 + [b/2]3 ,
S
and Bs = B ∩ Us . Since B = s Bs , and there are only 8 different values for s, it suffices to
show that for any s ∈ {0, 1}3 , |Bs | = O(b2 ). We shall prove this for the case s = (0, 0, 0). All
remaining cases can be handled in a similar manner.
For the remainder for the proof, let s = (0, 0, 0). By Lemma 5.3, it follows that for any
v ∈ Bs3 , there exists v 0 ∈ B 0 , with v 0 − v ∈ {0, 1}3 . This implies that there exists u ∈ B, and
u0 ∈ B 0 , with u − v ∈ {0, 1}3 , u0 − v ∈ {0, 1}3 , and u0 − u ∈ {e1 , e2 , e3 }, where {e1 , e2 , e3 } is
the standard orthonormal basis in R3 . Let t = u0 − u. By Lemma 5.4, it follows by induction
that for any i ∈ {1, . . . , b/2}, the triple u + i · t is brittle. Let
b/2

Rv =

[

{u + c · i}.

i=1

Thus Rv ⊆ B 0 . Note that, since s = (0, 0, 0), we have
|Rv | ≥ b/2.

(10)
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For any j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we say that v is type-j, if t = ej .
Let
Bs,j = {v ∈ Bs : v is type-j}.
Let j ∗ ∈ {1, 2, 3}, such that |Bs,j ∗ | ≥ |Bs |/3.
By the above construction, it follows that for any v, w ∈ Bs,j ∗ , with kv − wk∞ ≥ 2,
we have Rv ∩ Rw = ∅. We greedily construct some C ⊆ Bs,j ∗ as follows. We start with
C := ∅, and D := Bs,j ∗ . While D 6= ∅, we pick any v ∈ D, and we set C := C ∪ {v}, and
D := D \ Ball∞ (v, 1), where Ball∞ (v, r) denotes the `∞ -ball of radius r centered at v. For
every v added to C, we delete at most 9 elements from D, and thus
|C| ≥ |Bs,j ∗ |/9 ≥ |Bs |/27.
Since for any v, w ∈ C, we have kv − wk∞ , it follows that Rv ∩ Rw = ∅. Combining with
(10), we get
b3 ≥ |B 0 | ≥

[
v∈C

Rv =

X

|Rv | ≥ |C| · b/2 ≥ |Bs | · b/54,

v∈C

and thus |Bs | ≤ 54b2 , which concludes the proof.

J
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Abstract
The shift distance sh(S1 , S2 ) between two strings S1 and S2 of the same length is defined as the
minimum Hamming distance between S1 and any rotation (cyclic shift) of S2 . We study the problem
of sketching the shift distance, which is the following communication complexity problem: Strings
S1 and S2 of length n are given to two identical players (encoders), who independently compute
sketches (summaries) sk(S1 ) and sk(S2 ), respectively, so that upon receiving the two sketches, a
third player (decoder) is able to compute (or approximate) sh(S1 , S2 ) with high probability.
This paper primarily focuses on the more general k-mismatch version of the problem, where the
decoder is allowed to declare a failure if sh(S1 , S2 ) > k, where k is a parameter known to all parties.
Andoni et al. (STOC’13) introduced exact circular k-mismatch sketches of size Õ(k + D(n)), where
D(n) is the number of divisors of n. Andoni et al. also showed that their sketch size is optimal in
the class of linear homomorphic sketches.
We circumvent this lower bound by designing a (non-linear) exact circular k-mismatch sketch
of size Õ(k); this size matches communication-complexity√lower bounds. We also design (1 ± ε)√
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1

Introduction

The Hamming distance [25] is a fundamental metric for strings, and computing the Hamming
distances in various settings is a central task in text processing. The Hamming distance of two
length-n strings S1 and S2 is defined as the number of aligned mismatches between S1 and
S2 . In the k-mismatch variant [1, 4, 14, 22, 32], the problem is parameterized by an integer
1 ≤ k ≤ n, and the task is relaxed so that if Ham(S1 , S2 ) > k, then instead of computing
Ham(S1 , S2 ), the algorithm is only required to report that this is the case, without computing
the distance. Since computing the exact Hamming distance, both in the classic version and
the k-mismatch version, is challenging under some efficiency constraints, a large body of
research [14, 27, 30, 31] focused on the approximation version of both problems. Formally,
in the (1 ± ε)-approximation variant of either problem, the problem is parameterized by
ε > 0, and whenever the algorithm should report Ham(S1 , S2 ) in the original problem, in the
approximation variant, the algorithm may report a (1 ± ε)-approximation of Ham(S1 , S2 ).
Sketching. Sketching is one of the settings of sublinear algorithms designed for space-efficient
and time-efficient processing of big data, with applications in streaming algorithms, signal
processing, network traffic monitoring, and other areas [18, 17, 34]. The task of sketching the
Hamming distance boils down to constructing two (randomized) functions sk : Σn → {0, 1}∗
and dec : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → N such that dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) = Ham(S1 , S2 ) holds with high
probability1 . The communication-complexity interpretation of this problem involves three
players sharing public randomness: two identical encoders and a decoder. The first encoder
receives a string S1 , while the second encoder receives a string S2 . Each of the encoders
needs to independently summarize its string. The summaries (sketches) are then sent to the
decoder, whose task is to retrieve Ham(S1 , S2 ) based on the summaries alone, without access
to S1 or S2 . The sketching complexity of Hamming distance, which is the size of the sketch,
is well understood: the optimal sketch size is Θ̃(n) for the base variant [37, 40], Θ̃(k) for the
k-mismatch variant [26, 37], and Θ̃(ε−2 ) for the (1 ± ε)-approximate variants [2, 33, 40].2
Much less is known about the sketching complexity of edit distance: it is Θ̃(n) for the
base variant and Õ(k 8 ) for the k-error variant [9]. Approximate edit distance sketches with
super-constant approximation ratios are also known; see e.g. [11, 35].
The shift distance. We consider the shift distance [5, 6, 19], which is a cyclic variant
of Hamming distance. For two strings S1 , S2 ∈ Σn , the shift distance is defined as the
minimum Hamming distance between S1 and any cyclic shift (rotation) of S2 . Formally,
if cyc is a function cyclically shifting a given string (by one position to the left), then
sh(S1 , S2 ) = min{Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) | m ∈ Z} is the shift distance between S1 and S2 . The
research on shift distance for sublinear algorithms is mostly motivated by the observation that
the shift distance shares many similarities with the fundamental Hamming distance. At the
same time, shift distance inherits some of the challenges exhibited in the edit distance, e.g., in
the context of low-dimensional embeddings to `1 [29] and asymmetric query complexity [7].
The first sketching scheme for shift distance, by Andoni et al. [6], allows for O(log2 n)approximation using sketches of size Õ(1). Crouch and McGregor [19] showed (1 ± ε)√
approximate sketches for shift distance that use Õ(ε−2 n) space. Andoni et al. [5] designed

1
2

An event E is said to happen with high probability if Pr[E] ≥ 1 − n−Ω(1) .
Throughout this paper, the Θ̃(·), Ω̃(·), and Õ(·) notations suppress logO(1) n factors.
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exact k-mismatch circular sketches that use Õ(D(n) + k) space, where D(n) is the number of
divisors of n, which is nΘ(1/ log log n) in the worst case. In [5], it is proven that Ω̃(D(n)) is a
lower bound for any linear homomorphic sketch for the shift distance k-mismatch problem.3
Our results. We consider a (slight) generalization of the problem of sketching the shift
distance, where the decoder needs to retrieve Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) for every m ∈ Z. We
consider the problem both in the exact setting and in the (1 ± ε)-approximation version.
I Problem 1.1. An exact circular k-mismatch sketch (k-ECS) for Π ⊆ Σn is a pair of
randomized functions4 sk : Π → {0, 1}∗ and dec : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × Z → N such that, for
every S1 , S2 ∈ Π and m ∈ Z, the following holds with high probability:
if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, then dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )),
otherwise, dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) > k.
I Problem 1.2. A (1 ± ε)-approximate circular k-mismatch sketch ((ε, k)-ACS) for Π ⊆ Σn
is a pair of randomized functions sk : Π → {0, 1}∗ and dec : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × Z → R such
that, for every S1 , S2 ∈ Π and m ∈ Z, the following holds with high probability:
if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, then dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) ∈ (1 ± ε)Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )),
otherwise, dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) > (1 − ε)k.
In this paper, a sketch for Π ⊆ Σn is of size s if for every S ∈ Π, we have |sk(S)| ≤ s
with high probability. Our results are stated in the following theorems.
I Theorem 1.3. There exists a k-ECS sketch for Σn of size Õ(k).
√
√
I Theorem 1.4. There exists an (ε, k)-ACS sketch for Σn of size Õ(min(ε−2 k, ε−1.5 n)).
Notice that Theorem 1.3 circumvents the lower bound of Andoni et al. [5] by using
non-linear sketches (however, the sketches are still homomorphic). Moreover, Theorem 1.4
√
improves upon the Õ(ε−2 n) size sketches of Crouch and McGregor [19], and also addresses
the more general k-mismatch variant of the problem.
Decoding efficiency. We also discuss the efficiency of evaluating dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) for
a given m ∈ Z and the efficiency of evaluating or approximating sh(S1 , S2 ) based on our
sketches. We show that the naive solution of minimizing dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) across all
m ∈ [n] can be sped up significantly. Formally, this yields solutions to the following problems.
I Problem 1.5. An exact k-mismatch shift distance sketch (k-ESDS) for Π ⊆ Σn is a pair
of randomized functions sk : Π → {0, 1}∗ and decsh : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → N such that, for
every S1 , S2 ∈ Π, the following holds with high probability:
if sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k, then decsh (sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) = sh(S1 , S2 ),
otherwise, decsh (sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) > k.
I Problem 1.6. A (1 ± ε)-approximate k-mismatch shift distance sketch ((ε, k)-ASDS) for
Π ⊆ Σn is a pair of randomized functions sk : Π → {0, 1}∗ and decsh : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → R
such that, for every S1 , S2 ∈ Π, the following holds with high probability:
if sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k, then decsh (sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) ∈ (1 ± ε)sh(S1 , S2 ),
otherwise, decsh (sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) > (1 − ε)k.
The task of designing efficient algorithms for computing our sketches is left open.
3
4

A sketch is homomorphic if sk(cyc(S)) can be retrieved from sk(S) and linear if sk is a linear mapping.
A randomized function f : X → Y is a random variable whose values are functions from X to Y .
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Related work. A problem closely related to the circular Hamming distances problem, asking
to determine Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) for all 0 ≤ m < n, is the text-to-pattern Hamming distances
problem, where the input consists of a pattern P (of length m) and a text T (of length n),
and the task is to compute the Hamming distances between P and every length-m substring
of T . A straightforward reduction from the circular Hamming distances problem to the
text-to-pattern Hamming distances problem is given by P = S1 and T = S2 · S2 .
In the offline setting, including the exact and approximate k-mismatch variants, we are
not aware of any separation between the two problems. The state-of-the-art exact solution
combines an Õ(nσ)-time solution for small alphabets (of size σ) [21] with an Õ(n + √nkm )-time
algorithm [22], which culminates a long line of research [1, 4, 14, 32]. The approximate
variant can be solved in Õ(ε−1 n) time [30, 31]; these results improve upon [27]. On the other
hand, sketches for text-to-pattern Hamming distances need to be much larger than circular
sketches: already recovering exact occurrences requires Ω(n − m) space [8].
Interestingly, both in the exact and in the approximate setting, the sizes of our circular
k-mismatch sketches coincide with the current upper bounds for space usage in the streaming
k-mismatch problem. In that model, the text arrives in a stream, one character at a time,
and the goal is to compute, or estimate, after the arrival of each text character, the Hamming
distance between P and the√current suffix of T . The state-of-the-art exact algorithm [15]
uses Õ(k) space and costs Õ( k) time per character, which improves
upon [14, 23, 36, 38]. A
√
√
recent approximate streaming algorithm [12] uses Õ(min(ε−2 k, ε−1.5 n)) space and costs
Õ(ε−3 ) time per character, which improves upon [16, 39].

2

Algorithmic Overview and Organization

The central technical contribution of our work is a randomized scheme of selecting positions
in a given string S ∈ Σn so that if f (S) ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is the set of selected positions, then
the following properties hold: |f (S)| = Õ(k) with high probability, the selection is preserved
by rotations (the selected positions are shifted along with the underlying characters), and
|f (S) ∩ f (T )| ≥ k with high probability for every T ∈ Σn such that Ham(S, T ) ≤ k.
Unfortunately, for integer exponents α  k, such a selection of positions is infeasible
for strings of the form S = Qα (that we call high powers), which are fixed points of cycn/α .
Moreover, the selection of positions is also infeasible for strings with a relatively small
Hamming distance to some high power. Hence, we define the problematic strings to be
pseudo-periodic, exclude them from the selection scheme, and deal with them separately.
Sketches for non-pseudo-periodic strings. In Section 4, we construct sketches for nonpseudo-periodic strings using a selection function f satisfying the aforementioned properties.
Our (ε, k)-ACS sketch stores (non-circular)
approximate Hamming distance sketches of
√
cyci (S) for a random sample of Õ( k) positions i ∈ f (S). Given the (ε, k)-ACS sketches of
two strings S1 , S2 and a shift value m such that Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, with high probability,
there is a shift i such that the non-circular sketches of both cyci (S1 ) and cyci+m (S2 ) are
available. The decoder uses these approximate Hamming distance sketches to approximate
Ham(cyci (S1 ), cyci+m (S2 )) = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )); see Section 4.1 for details.
Our k-ECS sketch, for each position i ∈ f (S), stores a (non-circular) sketch of cyci (S)
capable of retrieving each mismatch with probability Θ( logk n ), but no more than O(log n)
mismatches in total. Given circular sketches of two strings S1 , S2 and a shift value m such
that Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, with high probability, there are at least k shifts i such that the
non-circular sketches of both cyci (S1 ) and cyci+m (S2 ) are available. Each of these k pairs of
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non-circular sketches yields random mismatches between S1 and cycm (S2 ). Consequently,
with high probability, each mismatch between S1 and cycm (S2 ) is reported at least once,
which allows for the exact computation of Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )); see Section 4.2 for details.

Selection function. The selection function f for non-pseudo-periodic strings is constructed
n
in Section 5. Our baseline solution is to sample strings of length γk
(for a constant γ fixed in
k
Section 4) with rate Õ( n ) and, for each sampled string u, to add to f (S) the positions where
u occurs in S. Unfortunately, since substrings could have much more than γk occurrences,
the variance of |f (S)| could be rather large, and thus substrings with a large number of
occurrences need to be excluded from the sample. This workaround is feasible unless highly
periodic regions cover most positions of S; see Section 5.1, where the properties of f are
proved using concentration arguments (the Chernoff–Hoeffding bound).
In the complementary case of strings mostly covered by highly periodic regions, we utilize
the structure of these regions to deterministically select positions. If there are many disjoint
regions, it suffices to select the boundaries of the regions. However, in general we follow a
more involved approach inspired by [10, 13]: periodic regions are extended as long as the
number of mismatches between the extended region and the period of the region is relatively
small compared to the length of the extended region. The positions of these mismatches are
also added to f (S). Selection of f in this case is the most technically challenging component
of our construction; see Section 5.2 for details.

Sketches for pseudo-periodic strings. Each pseudo-periodic string can be assigned to the
nearest high power (the base) so that two pseudo-periodic strings S1 , S2 satisfy Ham(S1 , S2 ) ≤
k only if they share the same base. Thus, we first design a 0-mismatch circular sketch (of
size Õ(1)) to be used for comparing the bases both in the exact and approximate variants.
Our exact k-mismatch circular sketch stores the mismatches between the string and its
base. Once the decoder verifies that S1 and cycm (S2 ) share the same base, the mismatches
between S1 and cycm (S2 ) are reconstructed from the mismatches between each of the strings
S1 , cycm (S2 ) and their common base. The (ε, k)-ACS sketch stores only √
the mismatches
n
−1
between the string and its base at Õ( ε√
)
sampled
positions
(so
that
Õ(ε
k) mismatches
k
m
are stored with high probability). Once the decoder verifies that S1 and cyc (S2 ) share the
same base, the mismatches between S1 and cycm (S2 ) at Õ( εn2 k ) jointly sampled positions
are retrieved to estimate Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )); see Section 6.

Organization. In Sections 4 and 5, we describe the main novel ideas and techniques of this
paper, which are used in sketches for strings that are not pseudo-periodic. In Section 6, we
provide sketches for pseudo-periodic strings, and in Section 7 we combine the sketches of
Section 4 with the sketches of Section 6 in order to prove the main theorems. Notice that
these two cases require a slight overlap so that whenever Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, one of
the cases accommodates both S1 and S2 . In Section 7, we also develop another (ε, k)-ACS
sketch, tailored to approximating large distances.
improves the size
√ This simple construction
√
of (ε, k)-ACS sketches (for k ≥ εn) from Õ(ε−2 k) to Õ(ε−1.5 n). Finally, in Appendix A,
we describe efficient decoding algorithms for retrieving the shift distance from the encodings
developed for the circular k-mismatch sketches. A few simple or folklore proofs are deferred
from Sections 3–7 to Appendix B.
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3

Preliminaries

For integers ` ≤ r, we denote [` . . r] = {`, ` + 1, . . . , r}. Moreover, [n] = [1 . . n].
A string S of length |S| = n is a sequence of characters S[1]S[2] · · · S[n] over an alphabet
Σ; in this work, we assume that Σ = [σ]. The set of all length-n strings over Σ is denoted by
Σn . A string T is a substring of a string S ∈ Σn if T = S[i]S[i + 1] · · · S[j] for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.
In this case, we denote the occurrence of T at position i by S[i . . j]. Such an occurrence is a
fragment of S. A fragment S[i . . j] is a prefix of S if i = 1 and a suffix of S if j = n.
Hamming distance. The Hamming distance Ham(S, T ) of two strings S, T ∈ Σn is defined as
the number of positions i ∈ [n] such that S[i] 6= T [i]. We denote MP(S, T ) = {i ∈ [n] | S[i] 6=
T [i]} to be the set of mismatch positions and MI(S, T ) = {(i, S[i], T [i]) | i ∈ [n], S[i] 6= T [i]}
to be the underlying mismatch information. Note that Ham(S, T ) = |MP(S, T )| = |MI(S, T )|.
For a subset A ⊆ [n], we denote MIA (S, T ) = {(i, a, b) ∈ MI(S, T ) | i ∈ A} and
HamA (S, T ) = |MIA (S, T )|. The following result, based on the Chernoff bound and proved in
Appendix B, shows that HamA (S, T ) for random A yields an approximation of Ham(S, T ).
I Lemma 3.1. Let A be a random subset of [n] with elements chosen independently
at rate


pHam(S,T )ε2
p. For 0 < ε < 1, we have Pr[HamA (S, T ) ∈ (1 ± ε)pHam(S, T )] ≥ 1 − 2 exp −
.
3
The triangle inequality yields Ham(S, U ) ≤ Ham(S, T ) + Ham(T, U ) for S, T, U ∈ Σn .
The underlying phenomenon also allows retrieving MI(S, U ) from MI(S, T ) and MI(T, U ).
The following fact is proved in Appendix B.
I Fact 3.2. For every S, T, U ∈ Σn and every A ⊆ [n], the mismatch information MIA (S, U )
can be retrieved from MIA (S, T ) and MIA (T, U ) in time Õ(HamA (S, T ) + HamA (T, U )).
Periods. An integer p is a period of S ∈ Σ∗ if and only if S[i] = S[i+p] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |S|−p.
The shortest period of S is denoted per(S). If per(S) ≤ 12 |S|, we say that S is periodic.
Rotations. For a string S = S[1]S[2] · · · S[n], let cyc(S) = S[2] · · · S[n]S[1]. For i ∈ Z, we
denote i  n = ((i − 1) mod n) + 1 so that, for i ∈ [n], the value (i − 1)  n is the position of
S[i] in cyc(S).5 Moreover, for M ⊆ Z, we denote M  n = {i  n | i ∈ M }. For P ⊆ [n], let
rotn (P ) = {(i − 1)  n | i ∈ P } be the rotated set P .
The primitive root of a string S is the shortest string Q such that S = Qα for an
integer α ≥ 1. The length of the primitive root is denoted by root(S). Notice that
per(S) ≤ root(S). Moreover, for every m, m0 ∈ Z, we have that root(cycm (S)) = root(S),
0
and cycm (S) = cycm (S) if and only if root(S) | (m − m0 ).

4

Sketches for Non-pseudo-periodic Strings

We say that a string S ∈ Σn is (α, β)-pseudo-periodic if there exists a string S 0 ∈ Σn , called
n
an (α, β)-base of S, such that root(S 0 ) ≤ α
and Ham(S, S 0 ) ≤ β.
I Observation 4.1. If S is (α, β)-pseudo-periodic with an (α, β)-base S 0 , then every rotation
cycm (S) with m ∈ Z is also (α, β)-pseudo-periodic and cycm (S 0 ) is an (α, β)-base of cycm (S).

5

We introduce the  operator because positions in strings are indexed from 1 rather than from 0.
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Let Hn,k be the set of strings in Σn that are (3γk, γk)-pseudo-periodic, where γ is the
n
smallest constant such that γ ≥ 14 and 3γk
is an integer. In this section, we present two
n
circular sketches for strings in Σ \ Hn,k : an (ε, k)-ACS sketch and a k-ECS sketch. Both
sketches rely on the following result, proved in Section 5.
I Theorem 4.2. For every two integers 1 ≤ k ≤ n, there exists a randomized function
f : Σn \ Hn,k → 2[n] such that the following holds for every S1 , S2 ∈ Σn \ Hn,k :
1. |f (S1 )| = Õ(k) with high probability,
2. f (cyc(S1 )) = rotn (f (S1 )),
3. if Ham(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k, then |f (S1 ) ∩ f (S2 )| ≥ k with high probability.

4.1

An (ε, k)-ACS Sketch

We start with briefly presenting a useful technical tool, that is, the non-circular version of
the approximate sketch. We remark that many variants of this sketch exist, with equivalent
space complexity. A short proof is given in Appendix B for the sake of completeness.
I Theorem 4.3 ((1 ± ε)-approximate sketches, folklore). There exists a (1 ± ε)-approximate
sketch skε such that, given skε (S1 ) and skε (S2 ) for two strings S1 , S2 ∈ Σn , one can decode
Ham(S1 , S2 ) with a (1 ± ε)-multiplicative error. The sketches use Õ(ε−2 ) space, the decoding
algorithm is correct with high probability and costs Õ(ε−2 ) time.
Next, we describe our sketching scheme and prove that, together with an appropriate
decoding algorithm, it forms an (ε, k)-ACS sketch for Σn \ Hn,k .
I Construction 4.4. The encoding function circε,k : Σn \ Hn,k → {0, 1}∗ is defined as
follows:
1. Let f : Σn \ Hn,k → 2[n] be the selection function of Theorem 4.2.
2. Let skε : Σn → {0, 1}∗ be the sketch of Theorem 4.3.
q
3. Let A, B ⊆ [n] be two subsets6 with elements sampled independently with rate p = 2 lnkn .
4. For S ∈ Σn \ Hn,k , the encoding circε,k (S) stores (i, skε (cyci (S))) for i ∈ f (S) ∩ (A ∪ B).
I Proposition 4.5. There exists a decoding function which, together with the encoding circε,k
n
of Construction
4.4, forms an (ε, k)-ACS sketch
√
√ of Σ−2\ Hn,k . The size of this sketch is
−2
Õ(ε
k), and the decoding algorithm costs Õ( k + ε ) time with high probability.
Proof. Our decoding procedure iterates over i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ A. If i0 := (i + m)  n ∈ f (S2 ) ∩ B,
0
the procedure retrieves the sketches skε (cyci (S1 )) and skε (cyci (S2 )) and recovers a (1 + ε)0
approximation of Ham(cyci (S1 ), cyci (S2 )) = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )). Otherwise, ∞ is returned.
We now reason that if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, then, with high probability, i0 ∈ f (S2 ) ∩ B
for some i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ A. By Theorem 4.2, |f (S1 ) ∩ f (cycm (S2 ))| ≥ k. Thus, for any i ∈
f (S1 ) ∩ f (cycm (S2 )), we have that i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ A with probability p. Similarly, i0 ∈ f (S2 ) ∩ B
with probability p. Since A and B are independent, we have a success probability p2 for each
i independently. The probability of at least one success is at least 1 − (1 − p2 )k ≥ 1 − n−4 .
The decoding time is given by√
the time needed to compute the intersection of f (S1 ) ∩ A
and rotm
(f
(S
)
∩
B),
which
is
k) with high probability, and Õ(ε−2 ) time to decode the
Õ(
2
n
distance from a single pair of indices i, i0 , provided that the intersection is not empty.
J
6

The sketch would remain valid with one subset only. However, introducing the second subset simplifies
the arguments and makes the construction more similar to the counterpart for pseudo-periodic strings.
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4.2

An k-ECS Sketch

We begin with the following corollary of [37, Theorem 5.1]. The original statement in [37]
is given for A = [n] only, but it can be generalized in a straightforward manner, e.g., by
replacing all characters at positions in [n] \ A with a fixed character.
I Theorem 4.6 (based on [37, Theorem 5.1]). For every k ≤ n and A ⊆ [n], there is a sketch
skk,A of size Õ(k) such that, given skk,A (S1 ) and skk,A (S2 ) for two strings S1 , S2 ∈ Σn :
if HamA (S1 , S2 ) ≤ k, then the decoding function returns MIA (S1 , S2 );
otherwise, if HamA (S1 , S2 ) > k, the decoding function reports that this is the case.
The decoding algorithm is correct with high probability and costs Õ(k) time.
I Construction 4.7. The encoding function circk : Σn \ Hn,k → {0, 1}∗ is defined as follows:
1. Let f : Σn \ Hn,k → 2[n] be the selection function of Theorem 4.2.
n
2. Let A ⊆ [n] be a subset with elements sampled independently with rate p := 9 ln
k .
n
∗
3. Denote t = d18 ln ne, and let skt,A : Σ → {0, 1} be the sketch of Theorem 4.6.
4. For S ∈ Σn \ Hn,k , the encoding circk (S) stores the pairs (i, skt,A (cyci (S))) for i ∈ f (S).
I Proposition 4.8. There exists a decoding function which, together with the encoding circk
of Construction 4.7, forms a k-ECS sketch of Σn \ Hn,k . The size of this sketch is Õ(k), and
the decoding algorithm costs Õ(k) time with high probability.
Proof. The decoding procedure iterates over i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 )), If the number of such
positions is less than k, then ∞ is returned. Otherwise, for each i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 )),
we have i0 := (i + m)  n ∈ f (S2 ), and the algorithm runs a decoding procedure for
0
skt,A (cyci (S1 )) and skt,A (cyci (S2 )). If any such decoding fails, then ∞ is returned. Other0
wise, for each mismatch position j found, say with cyci (S1 )[j] 6= cyci (S2 )[j], the algorithm
adds (i + j)  n to a set M , initialized as the empty set. Finally, the size |M | is returned.
The decoding procedure costs Õ(k) time, which is needed both to find all the aligned
pairs i ∈ f (S), i0 ∈ f (S2 ) by computing the intersection f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 )) and to retrieve
and gather the mismatches obtained from the aligned pairs (in Õ(t) = Õ(1) time per pair).
Correctness. Recall that MP(S1 , cycm (S2 )) is the set of mismatch positions between S1 and
cycm (S2 ). First, notice that each j ∈ M is a mismatch position between S1 and cycm (S2 ),
0
since cyci (S1 )[j] 6= cyci (S2 )[j] is equivalent to S1 [(i + j)  n] 6= S2 [(i + j + m)  n]. Hence,
M ⊆ MP(S1 , cycm (S2 )) and |M | ≤ Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 ))
Now, we prove that, with high probability, if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, then the algorithm
reports Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )), and if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) > k, then the algorithm reports a value
larger than k. In the case where Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, we have that |f (S1 )∩rotm
n (f (S2 ))| ≥
k with high probability due to Theorem 4.2. Moreover, for every i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 )), the
n
expected number of positions in A ∩ MP(S1 , cycm (S2 )) is Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) · p ≤ k · 9 ln
=
k
9 ln n
m
9 ln n. Hence, by a Chernoff bound Pr[|A∩MP(S1 , cyc (S2 ))| > 18 ln n] ≤ exp(− 3 ) = n−3 .
0
Thus, when Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, decoding skt,A (cyci (S1 )) and skt,A (cyci (S2 )) succeeds
for all i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 )) with high probability.
Conditioned on the event that |f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 ))| ≥ k and the decoding algorithm of
skt,A is successful, we now prove that |M | = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )). For each mismatch j ∈
MP(S1 , cycm (S2 )), there is an independent trial associated with each i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 )),
which is whether ((j − i)  n) ∈ A or not. The trial is successful with probability p. The
probability that at least one of those trials succeeds is at least 1−(1−p)k ≥ 1−n−9 . Applying
the union bound over all j ∈ MP(S1 , cycm (S2 )), we conclude that M = MP(S1 , cycm (S2 ))
and |M | = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) with high probability.
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If Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) > k, then the decoding algorithm may return ∞ because of |f (S1 ) ∩
m
rotn (f (S2 ))| < k or due to a decoding failure. If neither of these events happen, the algorithm
returns |M |, which is equal to Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) with high probability (as proved above).
Thus, in both cases, a value larger than k is reported.

5

J

Construction of the Selection Function

For S ∈ Σn , let S ∗ = S · S · S · · · be the infinite string which is the infinite concatenation of
n
S to itself (for any i ∈ N, we have S ∗ [i] = S[i  n]). Let ` = 3γk
(recall it is an integer). A
position i ∈ [n] is called cubic if ui = S ∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1] has per(ui ) ≤ |u3i | = `, i.e., if the cyclic
fragment of length 3` starting at position i consists of at least three repetitions of the same
factor. Otherwise, position i is called non-cubic. We denote the set of cubic positions in a
string S as C(S), and the set of non-cubic positions as N(S). Notice that C(S) ∪ N(S) = [n]
and C(S) ∩ N(S) = ∅.
We present two selection techniques, resulting in functions fn and fc , designed for strings
with many non-cubic positions and for strings with many cubic positions, respectively. Both
functions satisfy the first two properties of Theorem 4.2 for any string S1 ∈ Σn \ Hn,k . The
functions fn and fc have the third property of Theorem 4.2 if |N(S1 )| ≥ n2 and if |C(S1 )| ≥ n2 ,
respectively. Thus, the function f defined through f (S) = fn (S) ∪ fc (S) satisfies Theorem 4.2.

5.1

Selecting Positions for Strings with Many Non-cubic Positions

Throughout this subsection, let h : Σ3` → {0, 1} be a hash function assigning values
independently to each u ∈ Σ3` such that Pr[h(u) = 1] = 4k nln n . For clarity, we omit the
explicit dependence on h in our notation. For S ∈ Σn , define fn (S) = {i ∈ N(S) | h(ui ) = 1}.
Our proofs rely on the following multiplicative Chernoff–Hoeffding bound:
I Proposition 5.1 (Corollary of [20, Theorems 1.10.1 and 1.10.5]). Let X1 , . . . , Xn be indePn
pendent random variables taking values in [0, M ], let X = i=1 Xi , and let µ ≥ 0.
(a) If µ ≥ E[X], then, for every δ > 0, we have Pr[X ≥ (1 + δ)µ] ≤ exp(− min(δ,δ
3M
(b) If µ ≤ E[X], then, for every 0 < δ < 1, we have Pr[X ≤ (1 − δ)µ] ≤

2

)µ

).

2
exp(− δ2Mµ ).

We first prove that fn satisfies the first property of Theorem 4.2.
I Lemma 5.2. For every S ∈ Σn , we have Pr [|fn (S)| < 8k ln n] ≥ 1 − n−Ω(1) .
Proof. For each u ∈ Σ3` , we introduce a random variable Xu = |{i ∈ fn (S) | ui = u}|;
notice that Xu depends only on h(u), so the variables Xu are independent. In order to apply
P
Proposition 5.1 for |fn (S)| = u∈Σ3` Xu , we prove that each Xu is bounded.
First, note that if per(u) ≤ ` or h(u) = 0, then Xu = 0. Otherwise, as ui = u = ui0 for i <
i0 ≤ i + 3` implies i0 − i ≥ per(u) > `, we conclude that Xu = |{i ∈ [n] | ui = u}| ≤ n` = 3γk.
P
Now, E[|fn (S)|] = i∈N(S) Pr[h(ui ) = 1] = |N(S)| · 4k nln n ≤ 4k ln n, so, by Proposition 5.1(a)
ln n
−4/(9γ)
with δ = 1, we have Pr[|fn (S)| ≥ 8k ln n] ≤ exp(− 4k
= n−Ω(1) .
J
3·3γk ) = n
The following lemma states that fn satisfies Property 2 of Theorem 4.2.
I Lemma 5.3. For every S ∈ Σn , we have fn (cyc(S)) = rotn (fn (S)).
Proof. Let i ∈ fn (cyc(S)) and let u = (cyc(S))∗ [i . . i + ` − 1] = S ∗ [i + 1 . . i + `]. Since
i ∈ fn (cyc(S)), we have that per(u) > 3` and h(u) = 1. Therefore, (i + 1)  n ∈ fn (S),
which means that i  n = i ∈ rotn (fn (S)). Hence, fn (cyc(S)) ⊆ rotn (fn (S)). Symmetrically,
rotn (fn (S)) ⊆ fn (cyc(S)). Thus, fn (cyc(S)) = rotn (fn (S)).
J
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Finally, the following lemma states that fn satisfies Property 3 of Theorem 4.2.
I Lemma 5.4. Suppose that S1 , S2 ∈ Σn satisfy Ham(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k. If |N(S1 )| ≥ 21 n, then
Pr[|fn (S1 ) ∩ fn (S2 )| ≥ k] ≥ 1 − n−Ω(1) .
Proof. For each i ∈ [n], let ui = S1∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1] and vi = S2∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1], and let
Λ = {i ∈ N(Si ) | ui = vi }. Notice that, for i ∈ [n], we have ui 6= vi if and only if
MP(S1 , S2 ) ∩ ([i . . i + 3` − 1]  n) 6= ∅. Hence, the number of indices i ∈ [n] with ui 6= vi is
n
at most |MP(S1 , S2 )| · 3` ≤ k · γk
≤ nγ . Since |N(S1 )| ≥ 12 n, then |Λ| ≥ 21 n − γ1 n > 31 n due to
γ ≥ 6. Thus, E[|fn (S1 ) ∩ fn (S2 )|] ≥ |Λ| · 4k nln n ≥ 43 k ln n. The rest of the proof follows from
Proposition 5.1(b) similarly as Proposition 5.1(a) is applied in the proof of Lemma 5.2. J

5.2

Selecting Positions for Strings with Many Cubic Positions

Recall that our goal is to design a rotation-invariant mechanism for selecting Õ(k) indices so
that, given two fairly similar strings, at least k common indices are selected in both strings.
In the selection procedure described in Section 5.1, the decision whether or not to include
position i was based on whether or not S ∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1] ∈ Π for a certain family Π ⊆ Σ3` .
Then, we argued that S1∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1] = S2∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1] ∈ Π for at least k positions i ∈ [n].
Unfortunately, this strategy might be infeasible if C(S) is large, that is, when there is a
large number of cubic positions in S. For example, it could be the case that S1∗ [i . . i+3`−1] 6=
S2∗ [i . . i+3`−1] holds for 3`k = nγ positions i ∈ [n], and S1∗ [i . . i+3`−1] = S2∗ [i . . i+3`−1] =
a3` for the remaining n − nγ positions i ∈ [n]. This may happen even if Ham(S1 , an ) = Ω( nγ ),
i.e., for strings far from being (3γk, γk)-pseudo-periodic.
We begin with some intuition for the construction of the function fc . First, suppose that,
for each position i ∈ C(S), we include in fc (S) the smallest j > i such that per(S ∗ [i . . j]) >
per(S ∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1]). In other words, fc (S) contains the positions following each maximal
cyclic fragment of length at least 3` and period at most `. Notice that this construction
satisfies Property 2 of Theorem 4.2. Moreover, since each position may belong to at most
two such maximal repetitions, the number of positions selected is at most 2n
3` = 2γk (so that
Property 1 of Theorem 4.2 is satisfied), and a substitution of a single character in S may
remove at most two positions from fc (S). However, if the cubic positions are clustered in few
blocks, then this mechanism is not enough to guarantee that Property 3 of Theorem 4.2 is
satisfied, i.e., that |fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )| ≥ k when Ham(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k. Hence, instead of selecting
just one position j for each i ∈ C(S), several positions are selected using a process inspired
by [10] with subsequent improvements in [13]: The fragment S ∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1] is maximally
extended to S ∗ [i . . i+τi −1] so that the period of S ∗ [i . . i+τi −1] drops to per(S ∗ [i . . i+3`−1])
after Θ( nk τi ) substitutions, and the underlying mismatching positions are added to fc (S).

5.2.1

Definition of fc

For any i ∈ C(S ∗ ), let ui = S ∗ [i . . i + 3` − 1], let ρi = per(ui ), and let µS,i = S ∗ [i . . i + ρi − 1],
which is the string period of ui . To avoid clutter in the presentation, we use µi = µS,i when
S is clear from context. Notice that, for τ ≥ 2ρi , the string µ∗i [1 . . τ ] is the (unique) string of
length τ with string period µi .
We are now ready to formally define the concept of extending (to the right) a cubic
fragment starting at position i for as long as the ratio between the length of the extended
fragment and the Hamming distance between the extended fragment and the appropriate
prefix of µ∗i is large enough. The length of such a (maximal) extended fragment is defined as
n
o
n
τS,i = min τ | τ < γk
Ham (S ∗ [i . . i + τ − 1], µ∗i [1 . . τ ]) .
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The following lemma shows that τS,i is well-defined, i.e., that the minimum in the definition
of τS,i is taken over a non-empty set. The bound τS,i ≤ 2n is also useful later on.
I Lemma 5.5. For every S ∈ Σn \ Hn,k and i ∈ C(S), we have τS,i ≤ 2n.
Proof. Let i ∈ C(S) and assume by contradiction that τS,i > 2n. This yields
2n ≥

∗
n
γk Ham (S [i . . i

+ 2n − 1], µ∗i [1 . . 2n]) .

Moreover, S ∗ [i . . i + n − 1] = S ∗ [i + n . . i + 2n − 1], and so, by the triangle inequality,
2γk ≥ Ham (S ∗ [i . . i + 2n − 1], µ∗i [1 . . 2n])
= Ham (S ∗ [i . . i + n − 1], µ∗i [1 . . n]) + Ham (S ∗ [i + n . . i + 2n − 1], µ∗i [n + 1 . . 2n])
= Ham (S ∗ [i . . i + n − 1], µ∗i [1 . . n]) + Ham (S ∗ [i . . i + n − 1], µ∗i [n + 1 . . 2n])
≥ Ham (µ∗i [1 . . n], µ∗i [n + 1 . . 2n]) .
Notice that for any strings x, y, z (with |x| = |y|) and any integer m, we have Ham(x, y) =
1
n
m m
m Ham(x , y ) and Ham(x, y) ≤ Ham(xz, yz). Thus, due to |µi | = ρi ≤ ` ≤ 3γk , we have
Ham (µi , µ∗i [n + 1 . . n + ρi ]) =

∗
∗
1
3γk Ham (µi [1 . . 3γkρi ], µi [n

≤

+ 1 . . n + 3γkρi ])

∗
∗
1
3γk Ham (µi [1 . . n], µi [n

+ 1 . . 2n]) ≤

2γk
3γk

< 1.

Consequently, µi = µ∗i [n + 1 . . n + ρi ] = cycn (µi ), which implies ρi | n by primitivity of µi
n
(recall that µi = cycm (µi ) only for ρi | m). Since τS,i > n, we have n ≥ γk
Ham(S ∗ [i . . i+n−1],

n/ρ 
µ∗i [1 . . n]), that is γk ≥ Ham S ∗ [i . . i + n − 1], µ∗i [1 . . n] = Ham S ∗ [i . . i + n − 1], µi i .
Hence, S ∗ [i . . i + n − 1] ∈ Hn,k so, by Observation 4.1, S ∈ Hn,k .
J
Let RS,i = [i . . i + τi − 1] be the positions in the extended fragment, and let MS,i =
{j ∈ RS,i | S[j] 6= µ∗i [j − i + 1]} be the set of positions in RS,i corresponding to mismatches
between S ∗ [i . . i + τi − 1] and µ∗i [1 . . τi ]. To avoid clutter in the presentation, we use τi = τS,i ,
Ri = RS,i , and Mi = MS,i when S is clear from context. Define
[
fc (S) =
(Mi  n) = {p  n | p ∈ Mi , i ∈ C(S)}.
i∈C(S)

5.2.2

Properties of fc

Property 1 of Theorem 4.2. Our strategy for proving an upper bound on the size of
fc (S) is to associate each i ∈ C(S) with a carefully defined set Ai ⊆ Ri . We then select
a subset Γ ⊆ C(S) so that the sets Ai for i ∈ Γ are disjoint subsets of [1 . . 3n] and
S
S
Mi = i∈C(S) Mi . Finally, we show that |Mi | = O( γk
n |Ai |) for each i ∈ C(S), and so
Si∈Γ
S
P
| i∈C(S) Mi | = | i∈Γ Mi | = O( i∈Γ γk
|A
|)
=
O(γk).
i
n
For each Ri , consider the set of indices j ∈ Ri such that [j, j + 2`) ∩ Mi = ∅. Formally, let
Ai = {j ∈ Ri | [j, j + 2`) ⊆ Ri \ Mi }. The following lemma lets us define fc (S) as the union
of Mi  n for a restricted set of values of i, with the property of having disjoint sets Ai .
I Lemma 5.6. Let i, i0 ∈ C(S). If i < i0 and Ai ∩ Ai0 6= ∅, then Mi0 ⊆ Mi .
The following fact is useful in the proof of Lemma 5.6.
I Fact 5.7 ([24, Lemma 6]). Let S be a periodic string. If T is a substring of S of length at
least 2per(S), then per(S) = per(T ).
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Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let j ∈ Ai ∩ Ai0 . By definition, [j . . j + 2`) ⊆ (Ri \ Mi ) ∩ (Ri0 \ Mi0 ).
Thus, µ∗i [1+j−i . . 2`+j−i] = S ∗ [j . . j+2`−1] = µ∗i0 [1+j−i0 . . 2`+j−i0 ]. Since ρi = per(µ∗i ) ≤
` and ρi0 = per(µ∗i0 ) ≤ `, by Fact 5.7, we have ρi = per(µ∗i ) = per(µ∗i [1 + j − i . . 2` + j − i]) =
per(µ∗i0 [1 + j − i0 . . 2` + j − i0 ]) = ρi0 . Therefore, µ∗i0 [1 . . τi0 ] = µ∗i [i0 − i + 1 . . i0 − i + τi0 ]
(since the two fragments are extensions of the same periodic string with the same period).
Hence, for any τ ≤ τi0 , we have Ham(S ∗ [i0 . . i0 + τ − 1], µ∗i0 [1 . . τ ]) = Ham(S ∗ [i0 . . i0 + τ − 1],
µ∗i [i0 − i + 1 . . i0 − i + τ ]).
Since min(Ai ∩Ai0 ) ≥ i0 and Ai ⊆ Ri , we have that τi > i0 −i. Therefore, for τ = i0 −i, we
n
n
have i0 − i ≥ γk
Ham(S ∗ [i . . i + i0 − i − 1], µ∗i [1 . . i0 − i]) = γk
Ham(S ∗ [i . . i0 − 1], µ∗i [1 . . i0 − i]).
0
Thus, for any τ < i − i + τi0 , we have
∗
∗
n
γk Ham (S [i . . i + τ − 1], µi [1 . . τ ])
n
Ham (S ∗ [i . . i0 − 1], µ∗i [1 . . i0
= γk
n
≤ i0 − i + γk
Ham (S ∗ [i0 . . i0 − (i0
0
0

∗ 0
∗ 0
n
γk Ham (S [i . . i + τ − 1], µi [i
τ − 1], µ∗i0 [1 . . τ − (i0 − i)])

− i]) +
− i) +

− i + 1 . . τ ])

≤ i − i + τ − (i − i) = τ.

Consequently, τi ≥ i0 − i + τi0 , which means that Ri0 ⊆ Ri . For a proof that Mi0 ⊆ Mi , let us
choose j 0 ∈ Mi0 . By definition, S[j 0 ] 6= µ∗i0 [j 0 − i0 + 1] = µ∗i [j 0 − i0 + 1 + (i0 − i)] = µ∗i [j 0 − i + 1].
Hence, j 0 ∈ Mi .
J
Lemma 5.6 implies that for any two indices i < i0 , if Ai ∩ Ai0 6= ∅, then Mi0 ⊆ Mi , and
thus it is enough to consider only the index i when defining fc (S). Therefore, we define
Γ = {i0 ∈ C(S) | ∀i < i0 : Ai ∩ Ai0 = ∅}. Notice that, among i ∈ Γ, all the sets Ai are
disjoint. Moreover, since for any i ∈ C(S) we have Ai ⊆ Ri ⊆ [1 . . 3n] by Lemma 5.5, we
P
S
have i∈Γ |Ai | = i∈Γ Ai ≤ |[1 . . 3n]| = 3n.
2n
For every i ∈ C(S), we have |Ai | ≥ |Ri |−2`|Mi | = |Ri |− 3γk
|Mi |. Furthermore, |Ri |−1 ≥
n
n
n
n
2n
(|M
|
−
1)
by
definition
of
τ
=
|R
|.
Thus,
|A
|
>
|M
|
−
i
i
i
i
i
γk
γk
γk − 3γk |Mi | = 3γk (|Mi | − 3).
Due to [i . . i + `) ⊆ Ai , we have |Ai | ≥ ` =
3γk
9γk
12γk
n |Ai | + n |Ai | =
n |Ai |. Hence, |fc (S)|
P
12γk
12γk P
i∈Γ n |Ai | = n
i∈Γ |Ai | ≤ 36γk.

Property 2 of Theorem 4.2.

≤

and therefore |Mi | < 3γk
n |Ai | + 3 ≤
S
P
i∈Γ Mi ≤
i∈Γ |Mi | ≤
i∈C(S) Mi =

n
3γk ,

S

The following lemma states that fc satisfies Property 2.

I Lemma 5.8. For every S ∈ Σn , we have fc (cyc(S)) = rotn (fc (S)).
Proof. Let j ∈ fc (cyc(S)). There exists i ∈ C(cyc(S)) such that j ∈ Mcyc(S),i  n. Let
j 0 ∈ Mcyc(S),i such that j = j 0  n. We distinguish between two cases: if i ∈ [1 . . n − 1], then,
since i ∈ C(cyc(S)), we have i + 1 ∈ C(S) and τS,i+1 = τcyc(S),i . Therefore, j 0 + 1 ∈ MS,i+1
and (j 0 + 1)  n ∈ fc (S). Thus, j = (j 0 + 1 − 1)  n ∈ rotn (fc (S)). If i = n, then it must be
that 1 ∈ C(S) and τS,1 = τcyc(S),n . Therefore, j 0 − n + 1 ∈ MS,1 and (j 0 − n + 1)  n ∈ fc (S).
Thus, j = (j 0 − n + 1 − 1)  n ∈ rotn (fc (S)). The converse inclusion holds symmetrically. J
Property 3 of Theorem 4.2.

We first give a lower bound on |fc (S)| in terms of |C(S)|.

I Lemma 5.9. For every string S ∈ Σn \ Hn,k , we have |fc (S)| ≥ γk
3n |C(S)|.
P
Proof. First, we shall construct a set ∆ ⊆ C(S) such that i∈∆ |Ri | ≥ |C(S)| and, for any
two distinct indices i, i0 ∈ ∆, we have Ri ∩ Ri0 = ∅. We build ∆ iteratively.
We start with

S
S
∆ = ∅ and, as long as C(S) 6⊆ i∈∆ Ri , we add min C(S) \ i∈∆ Ri to ∆. Let i < i0 be
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two indices in ∆. When i0 was added to ∆, we already had i ∈ ∆. Thus, Ri ends to the left
of i0 , which is the starting point of Ri0 . Hence, Ri ∩ Ri0 = ∅. The algorithm terminates when
S
S
P
C(S) ⊆ i∈∆ Ri , so |C(S)| ≤ | i∈∆ Ri | = i∈∆ |Ri |.
n
For any i ∈ C(S), we have |Ri | = τi < γk
Ham (S ∗ [i . . i + τi − 1], µ∗i [1 . . τi ]), i.e., |Ri | <
n
γk |Mi |. Since Mi ⊆ Ri for every i, the sets Mi for i ∈ ∆ are disjoint. Consequently,
P
S
P
γk
| i∈∆ Mi | = i∈∆ |Mi | > γk
i∈∆ |Ri | ≥ n |C(S)|.
n
S
By Lemma 5.5, for any i ∈ C(S), we have τi ≤ 2n. Therefore, i∈∆ Mi ⊆ [1 . . 3n] and
S
each position in j ∈ i∈∆ (Mi  n) may be introduced by at most 3 positions j, j + n, j + 2n ∈
S
S
S
γk
1
J
i∈∆ Mi ≥ 3n |C(S)|.
i∈∆ Mi . Thus, |fc (S)| =
i∈∆ (Mi  n) ≥ 3
Using Lemma 5.9, we prove the third property of Theorem 4.2, assuming |C(S1 )| ≥ 12 n.
I Lemma 5.10. Suppose that S1 , S2 ∈ Σn \ Hn,k satisfy Ham(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k. If |C(S1 )| ≥ 21 n,
then |fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )| ≥ k.
Proof. Let S 0 be a string of length n, where, for any i with S1 [i] = S2 [i], we have S 0 [i] = S1 [i]
and, for any other i (i.e., for i ∈ MP(S1 , S2 )), we have S 0 [i] = $i , where $i ∈
/ Σ differs from
any other character $i0 for i0 6= i.
B Claim 5.11. fc (S 0 ) ⊆ (fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )) ∪ MP(S1 , S2 ).
Proof. Let j ∈ fc (S 0 ). If j ∈ MP(S1 , S2 ), the claim follows; thus, assume j ∈
/ MP(S1 , S2 ). By
the definition of fc (S 0 ), there is an index i ∈ C(S 0 ) such that j ∈ MS 0 ,i  n; let j 0 ∈ MS 0 ,i
be an integer such that j = j 0  n. Notice that µS1 ,i = µS 0 ,i since if µS 0 ,i contains some $k
character, then i cannot be cubic and so i ∈
/ C(S 0 ). Therefore, µS1 ,i = µS 0 ,i , and let µi = µS1 ,i .
∗
For any integer τ , we have Ham(S1 [i . . i+τ −1], µ∗i [1 . . τ ]) ≤ Ham((S 0 )∗ [i . . i+τ −1], µ∗i [1 . . τ ])
because the new $k characters in S 0 just form new mismatches. In particular, for τS1 ,i we have
n
n
0 ∗
∗
∗
∗
γk Ham((S ) [i . . i+τS1 ,i −1], µi [1 . . τS1 ,i ]) ≥ γk Ham(S1 [i . . i+τS1 ,i −1], µi [1 . . τS1 ,i ]) > τS1 ,i .
Hence, τS 0 ,i ≤ τS1 ,i and RS 0 ,i ⊆ RS1 ,i . Since j 0 ∈ MS 0 ,i and j ∈
/ MP(S1 , S2 ), it must be that
j 0 ∈ MS1 ,i . Similarly, j 0 ∈ MS2 ,i . Thus, j = j 0  n ∈ (fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )) ∪ MP(S1 , S2 ).
C
B Claim 5.12. |C(S 0 )| ≥

γ−2
2γ n.

Proof. Recall that |C(S1 )| ≥ 12 n. If µS1 ,i = µS 0 ,i and i ∈ C(S1 ), then i ∈ C(S 0 ). The
only indices i ∈ C(S1 ) ∩ N(S 0 ) are indices such that µS1 ,i 6= µS 0 ,i , which means that
MP(S1 , S2 ) ∩ ([i . . i + 3` − 1]  n) 6= ∅. Hence, each m ∈ MP(S1 , S2 ) will remove at most 3`
n
positions from C(S1 ). Thus, |C(S 0 )| ≥ 12 n − |MP(S1 , S2 )|3` ≥ 21 n − k γk
= γ−2
C
2γ n.
(γ−2)k
γk γ−2
0
Due to Claim 5.12, we have |C(S 0 )| ≥ γ−2
2γ n, and therefore |fc (S )| > 3n 2γ n =
6
0
by Lemma 5.9. Due to Claim 5.11, fc (S ) ⊆ (fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )) ∪ MP(S1 , S2 ), and therefore
|fc (S 0 )| ≤ | (fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )) ∪ MP(S1 , S2 )| ≤ |fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )| + |MP(S1 , S2 )| ≤ |fc (S1 ) ∩
14−8
fc (S2 )| + k. Consequently, since γ ≥ 14, we have |fc (S1 ) ∩ fc (S2 )| ≥ γ−8
6 k ≥
6 k = k. J

6

Sketches for Pseudo-periodic Strings

0
Let Hn,k
⊆ Σn be the family of (3γk, (γ + 1)k)-pseudo-periodic strings in Σn . In this section,
0
we develop circular sketches for Hn,k
. We start with a few properties of pseudo-periodic
n
strings. Recall that a string S ∈ Σ is called (α, β)-pseudo-periodic if it has an (α, β)-base
n
S 0 ∈ Σn with root(S 0 ) ≤ α
and Ham(S, S 0 ) ≤ β. If bαc > 2β, then the (α, β)-base is unique.
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I Lemma 6.1. If S ∈ Σn is an (α, β)-pseudo-periodic string for some parameters bαc > 2β,
then S 0 has a unique (α, β)-base.
Proof. Suppose that S has two bases S 0 , S 00 . Alzamel
[3] show
that if |X| = |Y | ≥
 et al.

2n
per(X) + per(Y ) and X =
6 Y , then Ham(X, Y ) ≥ per(X)+per(Y
.
Setting
X = S 0 and
)



2n
2n
00
0
00
Y = S , we get a contradiction: Ham(S , S ) ≥ per(S 0 )+per(S 00 ) ≥ root(S 0 )+root(S
≥
00 )
 2n 
0
00
0
00
J
n/α+n/α = bαc > 2β ≥ Ham(S, S ) + Ham(S, S ) ≥ Ham(S , S ).
Moreover, the triangle inequality immediately yields the following observation.
I Observation 6.2. Let S ∈ Σn be an (α, β)-pseudo-periodic string and let T ∈ Σn be a
string such that Ham(S, T ) ≤ k. Then, T is (α, β + k)-pseudo-periodic, and every (α, β)-base
of S is an (α, β + k)-base of T .
Combining Lemma 6.1 with Observations 4.1 and 6.2, we obtain the following corollary.
0
I Corollary 6.3. Let S1 , S2 ∈ Hn,k
with (3γk, (γ + 1)k)-bases S10 and S20 , respectively. If, for
m
some m ∈ Z, we have Ham(S1 , cyc (S2 )) ≤ k, then S10 = cycm (S20 ).

Proof. By Observation 6.2, S10 is a (3γk, (γ + 2)k)-base of cycm (S2 ). Moreover, by Observation 4.1, cycm (S20 ) is a (3γk, (γ +1)k)-base of cycm (S2 ), and thus also a (3γk, (γ +2)k)-base of
cycm (S2 ). Since b3γkc > 2(γ + 2)k due to γ ≥ 5, Lemma 6.1 implies that S10 = cycm (S20 ). J

6.1

A 0-mismatch Circular Sketch

0
Both the exact and the (1 ± ε)-approximation sketches of strings in Hn,k
rely on 0-mismatch
circular sketches, which we implement using Karp–Rabin fingerprints.

I Fact 6.4 (Karp–Rabin fingerprints [28]). For every positive integer n, there exists a randomized function Φ : Σn → {0, 1}O(log n) such that, for every S1 , S2 ∈ Σn , the following holds
with high probability: if S1 6= S2 , then Φ(S1 ) 6= Φ(S2 ).
Proof. The function Φ is based on a fixed prime number p ≥ max(σ, n2 ) and a uniformly
P|S|
random x ∈ [0 . . p − 1]. The function Φ maps a string S to ( i=1 xi−1 · S[i]) mod p. This
way, for every two strings S1 6= S2 in Σn , we have Pr[Φ(S1 ) = Φ(S2 )] ≤ np ≤ nn2 = n−1 . J
I Lemma 6.5. There exists a 0-ECS sketch (sk0 , dec0 ) for Σn of size O(log n) bits with
constant decoding time.
Proof. The construction relies on a Karp–Rabin fingerprint function Φ. The sketch sk0 (S)
for a string S ∈ Σn is defined based on the minimum cyclic rotation of S, denoted minrot(S),
and consists of the following components:
the fingerprint Φ(minrot(S)) of the minimum cyclic rotation of S,
the length root(S) of the primitive root of S,
the smallest integer r ≥ 0 such that S = cycr (minrot(S)).
The decoding function dec0 is given two sketches sk0 (S1 ) = (Φ(minrot(S1 )), root(S1 ), r1 ),
sk0 (S2 ) = (Φ(minrot(S2 )), root(S2 ), r2 ), and a shift m. If Φ(minrot(S1 )) 6= Φ(minrot(S2 )),
then S1 6= cycm (S2 ), and thus the function returns ∞. Otherwise, minrot(S1 ) = minrot(S2 )
with high probability, and the implementation proceeds assuming that minrot(S1 ) = T =
minrot(S2 ) for a string T ∈ Σn . In particular, this implies root(S1 ) = root(T ) = root(S2 ).
Finally, since S1 = cycr1 (T ) equals cycm (S2 ) = cycm+r2 (T ) if and only if root(T ) | (m + r2 −
r1 ), the function returns 0 or ∞ depending on whether root(S1 ) | (m + r2 − r1 ) or not. J
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0
I Construction 6.6. The encoding function circk : Hn,k
→ {0, 1}∗ is defined as follows:
1. Let sk0 be the 0-mismatch sketch of Lemma 6.5.
0
2. For S ∈ Hn,k
, the encoding circk (S) stores the sketch sk0 (S 0 ) of the (3γk, (γ + 1)k)-base
0
S of S and the mismatch information MI(S, S 0 ).

I Proposition 6.7. There exists a decoding function which, together with the encoding circk
0
of Construction 6.6, forms a k-ECS sketch of Hn,k
. The size of the sketch is Õ(k), and the
decoding time is Õ(k) with high probability.
Proof. The decoding function is given two sketches circk (S1 ) = (sk0 (S10 ), MI(S1 , S10 )),
circk (S2 ) = (sk0 (S20 ), MI(S2 , S20 )), and a shift m. By Corollary 6.3, if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤
k, then S10 = cycm (S20 ), and this condition is checked by applying dec0 (sk0 (S10 ), sk0 (S20 ), m).
If the call returns a non-zero result, then ∞ is returned. Otherwise, S10 = cycm (S20 ) holds
with high probability. The analysis below is conditioned on this event.
First, MI(cycm (S2 ), cycm (S20 )) is retrieved from MI(S2 , S20 ) by shifting all the the mismatches. Next, the decoding function retrieves MI(S1 , cycm (S2 )) from MI(S1 , S10 ) and
MI(cycm (S2 ), cycm (S20 )) (using Fact 3.2 and assuming that S10 = cycm (S20 )) and returns
Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = |MI(S1 , cycm (S2 ))|.
J

6.3

An (ε, k)-ACS Sketch

For the pseudo-periodic (ε, k)-ACS sketches, we relax the problem statement; we overcome
this relaxation in Section 7. In the relaxed (ε, k)-ACS sketch, the distances smaller than k2
do not need to be approximated. More precisely, we require the following:
if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) < 12 k, then dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) < 1+ε
2 k,
1
m
if 2 k ≤ Ham(S1 , cyc (S2 )) ≤ k, then dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) ∈ (1 ± ε)Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )),
otherwise, dec(sk(S1 ), sk(S2 ), m) > (1 − ε)k.
0
I Construction 6.8. The encoding function circε,k : Hn,k
→ {0, 1}∗ is defined as follows:
1. Let sk0 be the 0-mismatch sketch of Lemma 6.5.
q
n
2. Let A, B ⊆ [n] be two subsets with elements sampled independently with rate p := log
ε2 k .
0
0
3. For S ∈ Hn,k , the encoding circε,k (S) stores the sketch sk0 (S ) of the (3γk, (γ +1)k)-base
S 0 of S and the mismatch information MIA∪B (S, S 0 ).

I Proposition 6.9. There exists a decoding function which, together with the encoding circε,k
0
of Construction 6.8, forms a relaxed (ε, k)-ACS sketch of Hn,k
. The size of the sketch is
√
√
−1
−1
Õ(ε
k), and the decoding time is Õ(ε
k) with high probability.
Proof. The decoding function is given two sketches circε,k (S1 ) = (sk0 (S10 ), MIA∪B (S1 , S10 ))
and circε,k (S2 ) = (sk0 (S20 ), MIA∪B (S2 , S20 )), and a shift m. According to Corollary 6.3,
if Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k, then S10 = cycm (S20 ), and this condition is checked by applying
dec0 (sk0 (S10 ), sk0 (S20 ), m). If the call returns a non-zero result, then ∞ is returned. Otherwise,
S10 = cycm (S20 ) holds with high probability. The analysis below is conditioned on this event.
First, MIA∩rotm
(cycm (S2 ), cycm (S20 )) is retrieved by filtering and shifting MIA∪B (S2 , S20 ).
n (B)
Secondly, MIA∩rotm
(S1 , S10 ) is retrieved by filtering MIA∪B (S1 , S10 ). Then, the algorithm ren (B)
trieves MIA∩rotm
(S1 , cycm (S2 )) combining MIA∩rotm
(S1 , S10 ) and MIA∩rotm
(cycm (S2 ),
n (B)
n (B)
n (B)
m
0
0
m
0
cyc (S2 )) (using Fact 3.2 and assuming that S1 = cyc (S2 )). Since A ∩ rotm
n (B) is a
log n
random subset of [n] with elements sampled independently with rate ε2 k , the quantity
ε2 k
m
m
log n HamA∩rotn (B) (S1 , cyc (S2 )) is a (1 ± ε)-approximation of Ham(S1 , S2 ) with high probability provided that Ham(S1 , S2 ) = Ω(k); see Lemma 3.1.
J
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7

Proofs of Main Theorems

In this section, we complete our construction of circular k-mismatch sketches for Σn .
I Theorem 1.3. There exists a k-ECS sketch for Σn of size Õ(k).
Proof. Our construction combines the k-ECS sketches of Propositions 6.7 and 4.8. For each
0
string S ∈ Σ, if S ∈ Hn,k
, then the sketch contains the sketch of Proposition 6.7, and if
S ∈ Σn \ Hn,k , then the sketch contains the sketch of Proposition 4.8. Notice that the sketch
0
contains both components if S ∈ Hn,k
\ Hn,k .
n
For two strings S1 , S2 ∈ Σ , given the sketches of S1 and S2 , the decoder works as follows.
If the two sketches contain compatible components (of Proposition 4.8 or of Proposition 6.7),
then the decoder uses the decoder corresponding to these components. Otherwise, without
0
loss of generality, it must be that S1 ∈ Hn,k and S2 ∈
/ Hn,k
. Thus, by Observation 6.2,
Ham(S1 , S2 ) > k, and therefore the decoder outputs ∞. The decoding time is Õ(k).
J
Similarly, combining the results of Sections 4 and 6 gives (1 + ε)-approximate sketches.
The proof of the following result mimics the proof of Theorem 1.3 and is given in Appendix B
for completeness.
√
exists a relaxed (ε, k)-ACS sketch for Σn of size Õ(ε−2 k). Its
I Proposition 7.1. There
√
decoding time is Õ(ε−1 k + ε−2 ) with high probability.
A simple alternative approach yields smaller sketches when k is large compared to n.
I Construction 7.2. The encoding function circε,k : Σn → {0, 1}∗ is defined as follows:
q
n
1. Let A, B ⊆ [n] be two subsets with elements sampled independently with rate p := log
ε2 k .
2. For S ∈ Σn , the encoding circε,k (S) consists of pairs (i, S[i]) for i ∈ A ∪ B.
I Proposition 7.3. There exists a decoding function which, together with the encoding
circε,k of Construction 7.2, forms a relaxed (ε, k)-ACS sketch of Σn . The size of the sketch
n
n
is Õ( ε√
), and the decoding time is Õ( ε√
) with high probability.
k
k
Proof. The decoder, given the sketches of S1 , S2 ∈ Σn and a shift m, uses Lemma 3.1 to
estimate Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) based on HamA∩rotm
(S1 , cycm (S2 )). For each i ∈ A∩rotm
n (B),
n (B)
m
the decoder retrieves S1 [i] from the sketch of S1 and cyc (S2 )[i] = S2 [(i − m)  n] from the
sketch of S2 . Since A∩rotm
n (B) is a random subset of [n] with elements sampled independently
n
ε2 k
m
m
with rate log
,
the
quantity
ε2 k
log n HamA∩rotn (B) (S1 , cyc (S2 )) is a (1 ± ε)-approximation of
Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) with high probability provided that Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = Ω(k); see
Lemma 3.1.
J
√
√
I Theorem 1.4. There exists an (ε, k)-ACS sketch for Σn of size Õ(min(ε−2 k, ε−1.5 n)).
Proof. An (ε, k)-ACS sketch is obtained by combining O(log k) relaxed (ε, k 0 )-ACS sketches,
where k 0 ranges over powers of two between 1 and 2k. Depending on whether k 0 ≤ εn or not,
Proposition 7.1 or Proposition 7.3 is used to implement k 0 -mismatch sketches.
J
I Remark 7.4. Applying Proposition 7.3 instead of Proposition 7.1 improves the
√ sketch
−2
size (for k ≥ εn) but degrades the decoding
time.
We
get
two
alternatives:
Õ(ε
k)-size
√
√
sketches with decoding time Õ(ε−1 k + ε−2 ), and Õ(ε−1.5 n)-size sketches with decoding
√
time Õ(ε−1.5 n).
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Efficient Shift Distance Decoders

In this section, we develop exact and approximate k-mismatch shift distance sketches
with efficient decoding procedures. These sketches use the same encoding functions as
the corresponding k-mismatch circular sketches, so we only need to develop the decoding
procedures.
Our decoding procedures for shift distance heavily rely on their counterparts for decoding
the Hamming distance between S1 and a fixed rotation of S2 . Hence, each of the following
four propositions refers to its counterpart in Section 4 or Section 6.

A.1

Shift Distance Sketches for Non-Pseudo-Periodic Strings

I Proposition A.1 (see Proposition 4.5). There exists a decoding function which, together
with the encoding circε,k of Construction 4.4, forms an (ε, k)-ASDS sketch of Σn \ Hn,k .
The decoding algorithm costs Õ(ε−2 k) time with high probability.
Proof. Our decoding procedure iterates over i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ A and i0 ∈ f (S2 ) ∩ B. For each
0
such pair (i, i0 ), the procedure retrieves the sketches skε (cyci (S1 )) and skε (cyci (S2 )) and
0
recovers a (1 + ε)-approximation of Ham(cyci (S1 ), cyci (S2 )). The algorithm returns the
smallest among the values obtained across all the iterations.
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Since Ham(cyci (S1 ), cyci (S2 )) ≥ sh(S1 , S2 ), the returned value is at least (1 − ε)sh(S1 , S2 )
with high probability (unless the sketches skε fail). Moreover, if sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k with
Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = sh(S1 , S2 ) for some integer m, then, as in the proof of Proposition 4.5,
with high probability, there is a pair of indices i ∈ f (S1 ) ∩ A and i0 ∈ f (S2 ) ∩ B with i0 =
(i+m)  n. Hence, the returned value is at most (1+ε)Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = (1+ε)sh(S1 , S2 )
with high probability.
J
I Proposition A.2 (see Proposition 4.8). There exists a decoding function which, together
with the encoding circk of Construction 4.7, forms a k-ESDS sketch of Σn \ Hn,k . The
decoding algorithm costs Õ(k 2 ) time with high probability.
Proof. The decoding algorithm first computes the sizes sm := |f (S1 ) ∩ rotm
n (f (S2 ))| for all
0
shifts m ∈ [n]. For this, the algorithm iterates over i ∈ f (S1 ) and i ∈ f (S2 ) incrementing
s(i0 −i)n . Next, for each shift m ∈ [n] with cm ≥ k, the algorithm uses the decoding function
of Proposition 4.8 to retrieve Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) (or learn that Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) > k).
Finally, the algorithm returns the smallest among the reported values. (If cm < k for each
m ∈ [n], then the algorithm returns ∞.)
As for correctness, first note that Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≥ sh(S1 , S2 ) holds for each m ∈ [n],
so the returned value is at least min(k + 1, sh(S1 , S2 )) with high probability (unless the decoding procedure of Proposition 4.8 fails). Next, suppose that sh(S1 , S2 ) = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤
k. As argued in the proof of Proposition 4.8, sm = |f (S1 ) ∩ f (cycm (S1 ))| ≥ k holds with
high probability. Consequently, the decoding procedure of Proposition 4.8 was called for
S1 , S2 , and m, resulting in sh(S1 , S2 ) with high probability. Hence, the returned value is at
most sh(S1 , S2 ) with high probability.
The decoder iterates over f (S1 ) × f (S2 ), which is of size Õ(k 2 ) with high probability due
2
to Theorem 4.2. Hence, by the pigeonhole principle there are at most Õ( kk ) = Õ(k) positions
m ∈ [n] such that cm ≥ k. For each such position, the decoding time of Proposition 4.8 is
Õ(k). Thus, the total decoding time is Õ(k 2 ).
J

A.2

Shift Distance Sketches for Pseudo-Periodic Strings

I Lemma A.3 (see Lemma 6.5). There exists a decoding function decsh
0 which, together with
the encoding sk0 of Lemma 6.5, forms an exact 0-ESDS sketch with constant decoding time.
Proof. The decoding function, given the sketches sk0 (S1 ) = (Φ(minrot(S1 )), root(S1 ), r1 ) and
sk0 (S2 ) = (Φ(minrot(S2 )), root(S2 ), r2 ), returns 0 or ∞ based on whether Φ(minrot(S1 )) =
Φ(minrot(S2 )) or not.
J
I Proposition A.4 (see Proposition 6.7). There exists a decoding function which, together
0
with the encoding circk of Construction 6.6, forms a k-ESDS sketch of Hn,k
. The decoding
2
algorithm costs Õ(k ) time with high probability.
Proof. The decoding algorithm is given the sketches circk (S1 ) = (sk0 (S10 ), MI(S1 , S10 )) and
0
0
circk (S2 ) = (sk0 (S20 ), MI(S2 , S20 )). First, the algorithm applies decsh
0 (sk0 (S1 ), sk0 (S2 )) of
Lemma A.3. If this call returns a non-zero result, then ∞ is returned. Otherwise, for each
m ∈ [n], the algorithm constructs the following sets:
Pm := MP(S1 , S10 ) ∩ MP(cycm (S2 ), cycm (S20 ))
P0m := Pm \ MP(S1 , cycm (S2 ))
For this, the algorithm iterates over (i, a, b) ∈ MI(S1 , S10 ) and (i0 , c, d) ∈ MP(S2 , S20 ), adding
i to P(i0 −i)n and, provided that a = c, also to P0(i0 −i)n .
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For each shift m with Pm 6= ∅, the algorithm uses dec0 (sk0 (S10 ), sk0 (S20 ), m) of Lemma 6.5.
If this call returns a non-zero result, then m is ignored. Otherwise, Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) =
Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) − |Pm | − |P0m | is computed. Finally, the algorithm returns
the minimum of Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) and the smallest among the computed values
Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )).
Correctness. By Corollary 6.3, sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k guarantees sh(S10 , S20 ) = 0, so the algo0
0
rithm correctly returns ∞ if decsh
0 (sk0 (S1 ), sk0 (S2 )) yields a non-zero result. Moreover,
m
0
m
Ham(S1 , cyc (S2 )) ≤ k guarantees S1 = cyc (S20 ), so the algorithm correctly ignores
m ∈ [n] if dec0 (sk0 (S10 ), sk0 (S20 ), m) yields a non-zero result. In the following, we assume
sh(S10 , S20 ) = 0 with S10 = cycm (S20 ) for all the shifts considered. The latter assumption
implies Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) − |Pm | − |P0m | (compare the proof of
Fact 3.2). Moreover, sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) holds by the triangle inequality,
Hence, the returned value is at least sh(S1 , S2 ) with high probability.
On the other hand, if sh(S1 , S2 ) = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k for some shift m ∈ [n], then
0
S1 = cycm (S20 ) and Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) − |Pm | − |P0m |. This
either yields sh(S1 , S2 ) = Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) (in case of Pm = ∅, which yields
|Pm | = |P0m | = 0) or that m was among the shifts considered (otherwise). In both cases, we
conclude that the returned value is at most sh(S1 , S2 ) with high probability.
J
A relaxed (ε, k)-ASDS sketch is defined analogously to a relaxed (ε, k)-ACS sketch:
if sh(S1 , S2 ) < 12 k, then decsh (sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) < 1+ε
2 k,
1
sh
if 2 k ≤ sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k, then dec (sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) ∈ (1 ± ε)sh(S1 , S2 ),
otherwise, decsh (sk(S1 ), sk(S2 )) > (1 − ε)k.
I Proposition A.5 (see Proposition 6.9). There exists a decoding function which, together
0
with the encoding circε,k of Construction 6.8, forms a relaxed (ε, k)-ASDS sketch of Hn,k
.
−2
The decoding algorithm costs Õ(ε k) time with high probability.
Proof. The decoding algorithm is given sketches circε,k (S1 ) = (sk0 (S10 ), MIA∪B (S1 , S10 )) and
0
0
circε,k (S2 ) = (sk0 (S20 ), MIA∪B (S2 , S20 )). First, the algorithm applies decsh
0 (sk0 (S1 ), sk0 (S2 ))
of Lemma A.3. If this call returns a non-zero result, then ∞ is returned. Otherwise, for each
0
m
m ∈ [n], the algorithm constructs the sets Pm ∩ A ∩ rotm
n (B) and Pm ∩ A ∩ rotn (B), where
Pm := MP(S1 , S10 ) ∩ MP(cycm (S2 ), cycm (S20 ))
P0m := Pm \ MP(S1 , cycm (S2 ))
are defined as in the proof of Proposition A.4. For this, the algorithm iterates over (i, a, b) ∈
(i0 −i)n
MIA (S1 , S10 ) and (i0 , c, d) ∈ MIB (S2 , S20 ), adding i to P(i0 −i)n ∩ A ∩ rotn
(B) and,
(i0 −i)n

provided that a = c, also to P0(i0 −i)n ∩ A ∩ rotn
(B).
m
For each shift m with Pm ∩ A ∩ rotn (B) 6= ∅, the algorithm uses dec0 (sk0 (S10 ), sk0 (S20 ), m)
of Lemma 6.5. If this call returns a non-zero result, then m is ignored. Otherwise, the
algorithm computes
dm := Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) −

ε2 k
log n (|Pm

0
m
∩ A ∩ rotm
n (B)| + |Pm ∩ A ∩ rotn (B)|).

Finally, the algorithm returns the minimum of Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) and the smallest
among the computed values dm .
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Correctness. By Corollary 6.3, sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ k guarantees sh(S10 , S20 ) = 0, so the algo0
0
rithm correctly returns ∞ if decsh
0 (sk0 (S1 ), sk0 (S2 )) yields a non-zero result. Moreover,
m
0
m
Ham(S1 , cyc (S2 )) ≤ k guarantees S1 = cyc (S20 ), so the algorithm correctly ignores
m ∈ [n] if dec0 (sk0 (S10 ), sk0 (S20 ), m) yields a non-zero result. In the following, we assume
sh(S10 , S20 ) = 0 with S10 = cycm (S20 ) for all the shifts considered.
Recall that Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = Ham(S1 , S10 )+Ham(S2 , S20 )−|Pm |−|P0m | holds provided
that S10 = cycm (S20 ). Since A ∩ rotm
n (B) is a random subset of [n] with elements sampled
n
ε2 k
0
m
m
independently with rate log
,
the
quantity
ε2 k
log n (|Pm ∩ A ∩ rotn (B)| + |Pm ∩ A ∩ rotn (B)|) is
0
with high probability a ± εk
2 -additive approximation of |Pm | + |Pm | (which can be argued as in
the proof of Lemma 3.1). Consequently, the computed value dm is with high probability a ± εk
2 additive approximation of Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )). As sh(S1 , S2 ) ≤ Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 )
holds by the triangle inequality, this means that the returned value is at least (1 − ε)sh(S1 , S2 )
with high probability provided that sh(S1 , S2 ) ≥ 21 k.
On the other hand, if sh(S1 , S2 ) = Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) ≤ k for some shift m ∈ [n], then
S10 = cycm (S20 ) and dm is a ± εk
2 -additive approximation of sh(S2 , S2 ). This either yields
Ham(S1 , S10 ) + Ham(S2 , S20 ) ≤ (1 + ε)sh(S1 , S2 ) (if Pm ∩ A ∩ rotm
n (B) = ∅, which yields
0
m
|Pm ∩ A ∩ rotm
(B)|
=
|P
∩
A
∩
rot
(B)|
=
0)
or
that
m
was
among
the shifts considered
m
n
n
(otherwise). In both cases, we conclude that the returned value is at most (1 + ε)sh(S1 , S2 )
with high probability.
J

A.3

Shift Distance Sketches for Σn

After handling non-pseudo-periodic and pseudo-periodic strings separately, we derive sketches
for the whole Σn . The following results provide efficient shift distance decoding procedures
for the circular k-mismatch sketches described in Section 7.
For the exact case, using Propositions A.2 and A.4, the same construction as in the proof
of Theorem 1.3 yields the following corollary.
I Corollary A.6 (see Theorem 1.3). There exists a k-ESDS sketch of size Õ(k) with decoding
time Õ(k 2 ).
For the approximate case, using Propositions A.1 and A.5, the√same construction as in
Proposition 7.1 yields a relaxed (ε, k)-ASDS sketch of size Õ(ε−2 k) with decoding time
Õ(ε−2 k).
I Proposition
A.7 (see Proposition 7.1). There exists a relaxed (ε, k)-ASDS sketch of size
√
Õ(ε−2 k) and decoding time of Õ(ε−2 k).
The following provides an alternative method for constructing (ε, k)-ASDS sketches which
improves the sketch size (for k ≥ εn) but degrades the decoding time.
I Proposition A.8 (see Proposition 7.3). There exists a decoding function which, together
with the encoding circε,k of Construction 7.2, forms a relaxed (ε, k)-ASDS sketch of Σn .
2
The decoding time is Õ( εn2 k ) with high probability.
Proof. The decoding function, given the sketches of S1 , S2 ∈ Σn , computes a value dm :=
HamA∩rotm
(S1 , cycm (S2 )) for each m ∈ [n]. For this, the algorithm iterates over (i, S1 [i])
n (B)
with i ∈ A (retrieved from the sketch of S1 ) and (i0 , S2 [i0 ]) with i0 ∈ B (retrieved from the
sketch of S2 ), and increments d(i0 −i)n if S1 [i] 6= S2 [i0 ].
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2

ε k
m
m
As in the proof of Proposition 7.3, log
n HamA∩rotn (B) (S1 , cyc (S2 )) is a (1±ε)-approximam
tion of Ham(S1 , cyc (S2 )) with high probability provided that Ham(S1 , cycm (S2 )) = Ω(k)
ε2 k
m
m
(and log
n HamA∩rotn (B) (S1 , cyc (S2 )) = o(k) otherwise). Hence, the algorithm returns as

an approximation of sh(S1 , S2 ) the smallest value
m ∈ [n].

ε2 k
m
m
log n HamA∩rotn (B) (S1 , cyc (S2 ))

among
J
√
I Corollary A.9 (see Theorem 1.4). There exists an (ε, k)-ASDS sketch of size Õ(ε−2 k)
√
with decoding time Õ(ε−2 k), and an (ε, k)-ASDS sketch of size Õ(ε−1.5 n) with decoding
time Õ(ε−3 n).

B

Missing Proofs

I Lemma 3.1. Let A be a random subset of [n] with elements chosen independently
at rate


pHam(S,T )ε2
p. For 0 < ε < 1, we have Pr[HamA (S, T ) ∈ (1 ± ε)pHam(S, T )] ≥ 1 − 2 exp −
.
3
Proof. For each index i ∈ [n], let xi be an indicator variable such that xi = 1 if i ∈ MIA (S, T )
Pn
and xi = 0 otherwise. Note that HamA (S, T ) = |MIA (S, T )| = i=1 xi and that xi are
independent variables. For every i ∈ MI(S, T ), we have Pr[xi = 1] = p and, for every
Pn
P
i∈
/ MI(S, T ), we have Pr[xi = 1] = 0. Thus, E[ i=1 xi ] = E[ i∈MIA (S,T ) xi ] = pHamA (S, T ).
Hence, by the Chernoff bound (see, e.g., [20])
" n
#


X
pHamA (S, T )ε2
xi − pHamA (S, T ) > εpHamA (S, T ) ≤ 2 exp −
.
Pr
3
i=1
2

)ε
).
Thus, Pr[HamA (S, T ) ∈ (1 ± ε)pHam(S, T )] ≥ 1 − 2 exp(− pHam(S,T
3

J

I Fact 3.2. For every S, T, U ∈ Σn and every A ⊆ [n], the mismatch information MIA (S, U )
can be retrieved from MIA (S, T ) and MIA (T, U ) in time Õ(HamA (S, T ) + HamA (T, U )).
Proof. For each i ∈ A, we have one of the following four cases:
if i ∈
/ MP(S, T ) and i ∈
/ MP(T, U ), then S[i] = T [i] = U [i], so i ∈
/ MP(S, U ),
if (i, a, b) ∈ MI(S, T ) and i ∈
/ MP(T, U ), then S[i] = a =
6 b = T [i] = U [i], so (i, a, b) ∈
MI(S, U ),
if i ∈
/ MP(S, T ) and (i, b, c) ∈ MP(T, U ), then S[i] = T [i] = b =
6 c = U [i], so (i, b, c) ∈
MI(S, U ),
if (i, a, b) ∈ MI(S, T ) and (i, b, c) ∈ MP(T, U ), then S[i] = a 6= b = T [i] = b =
6 c = U [i], so
(i, a, c) ∈ MI(S, U ) (if a 6= c) or i ∈
/ MP(S, U ) (if a = c).
J
I Theorem 4.3 ((1 ± ε)-approximate sketches, folklore). There exists a (1 ± ε)-approximate
sketch skε such that, given skε (S1 ) and skε (S2 ) for two strings S1 , S2 ∈ Σn , one can decode
Ham(S1 , S2 ) with a (1 ± ε)-multiplicative error. The sketches use Õ(ε−2 ) space, the decoding
algorithm is correct with high probability and costs Õ(ε−2 ) time.
Proof. Consider µ : Σ → {0, 1}σ defined as µ(c) = 0c−1 10σ−c . For every words u, v, we have
Ham(µ(u), µ(v)) = 2 · Ham(u, v). We then use AMS sketches [2] on µ(u) and µ(v) which
allow for decoding of `2 distance kµ(u) − µ(v)k2 . This is enough since, for binary words, the
`22 distance coincides with the Hamming distance. We then note that the AMS sketches of
µ(u) and µ(v) can be computed without explicitly constructing µ(u) or µ(v).
J
√
I Proposition 7.1. There
exists a relaxed (ε, k)-ACS sketch for Σn of size Õ(ε−2 k). Its
√
decoding time is Õ(ε−1 k + ε−2 ) with high probability.
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Proof. Our construction combines the (ε, k)-ACS sketch of Proposition 4.5 and the relaxed
0
(ε, k)-ACS sketch of Proposition 6.9. For each strings S, if S ∈ Hn,k
, then the sketch contains
n
the sketch of S by Proposition 6.9 and, if S ∈ Σ \ Hn,k , then the sketch contains the
0
sketch of S by Proposition 4.5. Notice that, for S ∈ Hn,k
\ Hn,k the sketch contains both
components.
For any two strings S1 , S2 ∈ Σn , given the sketches of S1 and S2 , the decoder works
as follows. If the two sketches contains compatible components (of Proposition 4.5 or of
Proposition 6.9), then the decoder uses the decoder corresponding to these components.
0
Otherwise, without loss of generality, it must be that S1 ∈ Hn,k and S2 ∈
/ Hn,k
. Thus, by
Observation 6.2, Ham(S1 , S2 ) > k, and therefore the decoder outputs ∞.
J
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Abstract
Guillotine separability of rectangles has recently gained prominence in combinatorial optimization,
computational geometry, and combinatorics. Consider a given large stock unit (say glass or wood)
and we need to cut out a set of required rectangles from it. Many cutting technologies allow only
end-to-end cuts called guillotine cuts. Guillotine cuts occur in stages. Each stage consists of either
only vertical cuts or only horizontal cuts. In k-stage packing, the number of cuts to obtain each
rectangle from the initial packing is at most k (plus an additional trimming step to separate the
rectangle itself from a waste area). Pach and Tardos [20] studied the following question: Given a set
of n axis-parallel rectangles (in the weighted case, each rectangle has an associated weight), cut out
as many rectangles (resp. weight) as possible using a sequence of guillotine cuts. They provide a
guillotine cutting sequence that recovers 1/(2 log n)-fraction of rectangles (resp. weights). Abed et
al. [1] claimed that a guillotine cutting sequence can recover a constant fraction for axis-parallel
squares. They also conjectured that for any set of rectangles, there exists a sequence of axis-parallel
guillotine cuts that recovers a constant fraction of rectangles. This conjecture, if true, would
yield a combinatorial O(1)-approximation for Maximum Independent Set of Rectangles (MISR),
a long-standing open problem. We show the conjecture is not true, if we only allow o(log log n)
stages (resp. o(log n/ log log n)-stages for the weighted case). On the positive side, we show a simple
O(n log n)-time 2-stage cut sequence that recovers 1/(1 + log n)-fraction of rectangles. We improve
the extraction of squares by showing that 1/40-fraction (resp. 1/160 in the weighted case) of squares
can be recovered using guillotine cuts. We also show O(1)-fraction of rectangles, even in the weighted
case, can be recovered for many special cases of rectangles, e.g. fat (bounded width/height), δ-large
(large in one of the dimensions), etc. We show that this implies O(1)-factor approximation for
Maximum Weighted Independent Set of Rectangles, the weighted version of MISR, for these classes
of rectangles.
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1

Introduction

Cutting stock problem is a well-studied problem in combinatorial optimization, starting from
the seminal work of Gilmore and Gomory [13]. Specially, the 2-D variant has received a lot
of attention due to its application in practice [14, 27]. In these problems, we need to cut out
some required geometric objects under some constraints, from a large source material such
as glass, rubber, metal, wood or cloth. One special constraint, guillotine cut (end-to-end
cut) emerges naturally from the design of cutting machines. Starting from the initial source
material (piece), in each step such a cutting sequence takes one of the available pieces and
finds an end-to-end cut along a straight line to divide it into two smaller pieces. Ultimately,
each of the required objects corresponds to one of the final pieces. These cuts are simple to
program due to column generation techniques [10, 26]. Due to lower cost and simple usability,
we find many real-world applications of guillotine cuts, such as in crepe-rubber mill [23],
glass industry [22], and paper cutting [19].
The problem has also been studied extensively from theoretical viewpoint. Urrutia [25]
asked the following question: Given a family of pairwise disjoint compact convex sets on a
sheet of glass, is it true that one can always separate out a constant fraction of them using
a guillotine cutting sequence? Pach and Tardos [20] answered the question in negative for
line segments. They provided a family of n straight line segments where at most O(nlog3 2 )
line segments can be separated using guillotine cuts. However, they showed that one can
always cut out a constant fraction of the input objects, if all objects have roughly the same
size (contains a circle of radius r1 and contained within a circle of radius r2 , for r2 ≥ r1 > 0).
For any family of n pairwise disjoint compact convex sets (resp. line segments) in the plane,
one can always separate Ω(n1/3 ) (resp. Ω(n1/2 )) of members using guillotine cuts. For any
family of n pairwise disjoint compact convex sets (resp. line segments) in the plane, one can
always separate Ω(n1/3 ) (resp. Ω(n1/2 )) of members.
In this paper, we focus on guillotine separability of rectangles and squares. Given a set
of n pairwise disjoint axis-parallel open rectangles R := {R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn } embedded on a
square [0, N ] × [0, N ], our goal is to separate as many rectangles as possible by a sequence of
axis-parallel guillotine cuts. Pach and Tardos [20] showed that Ω(n/ log n) rectangles can
be separated using guillotine cuts. Abed et al. [1] studied the problem for squares. They
claimed a guillotine cutting sequence that recovers 1/81-fraction of any set of axis-parallel
squares and made the following conjecture:
I Conjecture 1 ([1]). For any set of n non-overlapping axis-parallel rectangles there is a
guillotine cutting sequence with only axis-parallel cuts separating Ω(n) of them.
Furthermore, they extend the problem to the weighted case in which each rectangle Ri has
an associated weight pi ∈ Q and the goal is to separate a subset of rectangles using guillotine
cuts such that the total profit of separated rectangles is maximized. For this weighted version
for squares, they claimed recovery of 4/729-fraction of squares, and a 1/2O(d) -fraction in the
weighted case in d-dimensions (where objects are hypercubes). They also showed that a proof
of Conjecture 1 will imply an O(1)-approximation for maximum independent set of rectangles
(MISR), a notoriously difficult NP-hard problem [2, 8]. In maximum weighted independent
set of rectangles (MWISR), we are given a set of possibly overlapping axis-parallel rectangles
(with associated profit) and the goal to compute a non-overlapping subset of maximum profit.
MISR is the cardinality variant, i.e., when all rectangles have equal profit. This connection
between MISR and guillotine separability has made the guillotine separability to rise into
prominence in recent years [18].
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Guillotine cutting for rectangles can also be viewed as a packing problem where all
rectangles are packed in such a way that all of them can be cut out using a guillotine cutting
sequence. Gilmore and Gomory [13] initiated systematic study of guillotine packing by
k-stage packing, where each stage consists of either horizontal or vertical guillotine cuts (but
not both). Geometric packing problems are a classical well-studied area in approximation
algorithms [9, 15]. In 2-D geometric knapsack problem (2GK) [16], we are given a set of
rectangular items (with associated profit) and unit square knapsack, and the goal is to pack
a subset of items into the knapsack maximizing the total profit. This problem is strongly
NP-hard [17], even for squares with unit profit. The present-best approximation ratio is
1.89 [12]. In 2-D strip packing problem (2SP) [11], we are given a set of rectangular items
and fixed-width unbounded-height strip, and the goal is to pack all the items into the strip
such that the height of the strip is minimized. Kenyon and Rémila gave an APTAS for the
problem [14] using a 3-stage packing. In 2-D bin packing problem (2BP), we are given a set
of rectangular items and unit square bins, and the goal is to pack all the items into minimum
number of bins. The problem is APX-hard [3] and the present best approximation ratio is
1.405 [4].
All these problems have been studied under k-stage packing [21]. Abed et al. [1] have
studied 2GK under guillotine cuts and have given a QPTAS for the cardinality case with quasipolynomially bounded input. Caprara [6] obtained a 2-stage T∞ (≈ 1.691)-approximation for
2BP, and conjectured that the worst-case asymptotic ratio between the optimal 2-stage 2BP
and optimal general 2BP is 3/2. Later, Caprara et al. [7] gave an APTAS for 2-stage 2BP
and 2-stage 2SP. Afterwards, Bansal et al. [5] showed an APTAS for guillotine 2BP. Seiden
and Woeginger [24] gave an APTAS for guillotine 2SP. Both the APTAS for guillotine 2BP
and guillotine 2SP are based on the fact that general guillotine 2BP or guillotine 2SP can
be approximated arbitrary well by O(1)-stage packing, and such O(1)-stage packing can be
found efficiently. Bansal et al. [4] conjectured the worst-case asymptotic ratio between the
best guillotine 2BP and the best general 2BP is 4/3. This conjecture, if true, along with
APTAS for guillotine packing [5], will imply a (4/3 + ε)-approximation for 2BP.

1.1

Our contributions

We obtain improved guillotine separability for many classes of rectangles. We show a simple
O(n log n)-time algorithm that recovers 1/(log n + 1)-fraction of rectangles. The recursive
algorithm of [20] can recover 1/(2 log n)-fraction of rectangles, but can also take Ω(log n)stages in the worst case, whereas our algorithm takes only 2-stages. We define multi-level
lines called poles to partition the rectangles into guillotine separable classes and used this
technique to recover a constant fraction of rectangles for many classes (see Section 5). Using
ternary partitions we show a slightly improved bound of n/ log3 (n + 2). We then show that
unlike other packing problems (such as 2BP or 2SP), in our problem any guillotine packing
can not be approximated arbitrary well by O(1)-stages. In particular, we show:
I Theorem 2. Any guillotine cutting algorithm with a constant number of stages can recover
at most O( logloglogn n ) fraction of total weight. In order to recover a constant fraction of weight
we require Ω( logloglogn n ) stages.
I Theorem 3. Any guillotine cutting algorithm with a constant number of stages can extract
1
at most O( log log
n ) fraction of total rectangles. In order to extract a constant fraction of
rectangles, we require Ω(log log n) number of stages.
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For the case of squares, we found bugs in [1]. We could fix them by loosing additional
multiplicative factor. Then using a more involved sampling and exploiting structural properties of guillotine cuts, we obtain further improvement. These structural properties might
find usage in related guillotine packing problems.
I Theorem 4. For axis-parallel squares, always there exists a guillotine cutting sequence
that recovers 1/40 (resp. 1/160 in the weighted case)-fraction.
We also show that O(1)-fraction of rectangles can be recovered for many special classes
of rectangles, such as (a) Fat: when for each rectangle the ratio of width and height is in
[1/β, β], for some constant β. Fat objects generalize squares and are well-studied [20], (b)
δ-large: when each rectangle has either width ≥ δN or height ≥ δN . These rectangles are
well-studied in the context of MISR [2], (c) part-similar, (d) anti-laminar (see Section 5).
We also show that if 1/c-fraction of weight can be recovered for a class of rectangles, then we
obtain an O(n5 )-time c-approximation for MWISR. Thus obtaining O(1)-approximation for
MWISR for the above classes of rectangles.

1.2

Organization of the paper

Section 2 describes some building blocks and known results used in this article. Section 3
gives improved guillotine separability of squares. Section 4 describes algorithms and hardness
for rectangles. Section 5 studies several special classes of rectangles and obtains constant
factor extraction for them. Due to space constraints, some proofs are deferred to the full
version .

2

Preliminaries

Let Z+ (resp. Z≥0 ) be the set of positive (resp. nonnegative) integers. Let us define
[n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} and [n ∪ 0] := {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}, for n ∈ Z+ . We are given a set of
axis-parallel nonoverlapping rectangles R := {R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn } embedded in a box K :=
[0, N ] × [0, N ]. Each rectangle Ri ∈ R has width wi , height hi , and bottom-left corner at
(xi , yi ). Thus rectangle Ri is defined by the region R(i) := [xi , xi + wi ] × [yi , yi + hi ], where
xi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, xi + wi ≤ N, yi + hi ≤ N . For any two input rectangles Ri , Rj (j 6= i), we
have R(i) ∩ R(j) = ∅. Rectangle Ri has an associated weight pi . In the unweighted case, all
rectangles have the same (unit) weight.

2.1

Guillotine separability

I Definition 5 (Piece). A piece is an axis-aligned rectangular region with axis-parallel
rectangles R embedded on it.
I Definition 6 (Guillotine cut). A guillotine cut for a piece P is an end-to-end axis-parallel
cut along a straight line ` dividing the piece into two (rectangular) subpieces P1 and P2 .
We define a stage of guillotine cuts as a set of end to end, equal, axis-parallel cuts separating
piece P into further sub-pieces. Cuts in alternate stages alternate between vertical (parallel
to y-axis) and horizontal (parallel to x-axis) cuts.
A guillotine cutting strategy is represented by two types of trees.
I Definition 7 (Guillotine binary tree). A guillotine binary tree for a set of rectangles R is
a binary tree TB where each non-leaf node v ∈ V (TB ) is equipped with a piece Pv and the
straight line `v corresponding to the cut such that cutting Pv along the straight line `v gives us
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(b) 5-stage.
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(c) many stage.

(d) non-guillotine.

Figure 1 Different types of packing: (a), (b), (c) are guillotine packing, while (d) is not.

subpieces Pv1 and Pv2 , where v1 , v2 are the children of v. Thus the piece Pr corresponding to
the root node r contains R and for each leaf node v, the piece Pv contains only one rectangle.
For each non-leaf node v, let cutrec(v) (resp. cutwt(v)) denote the number (resp. total
weight) of rectangles cut by line `v .
I Definition 8 (Guillotine stage tree). A guillotine stage cutting strategy for a set of rectangles
R is represented by a guillotine stage tree TS where each non-leaf node v ∈ V (TS ) is equipped
with a piece Pv and the set of straight lines Lv corresponding to the stage of the cut such
that cutting Pv along the straight lines in Lv gives us subpieces Pv1 , Pv2 , . . . , Pv|Lv | , where
v1 , v2 , . . . , v|Lv | are the children of v. For each non-leaf node v ∈ V (TS ), let cutrec(v) (resp.
cutwt(v)) denote the number (resp. weights) of rectangles cut by lines in Lv . A guillotine
cutting strategy has k-stages if the tree TS has height k.
We say that TB (resp. TS ) separates a set of rectangles R if cutrec(v) = 0 for all
v ∈ V (TB ) (resp. TS ).
I Definition 9 (k-good cut). A cut `v cutting Pv is a k-good cut, if it intersects at most k
rectangles and each side contains at least one rectangle completely.
I Definition 10 ((k, c)-good cut). For any piece P having at least 2c rectangles, a (k, c)-good
cut is a cut which cuts at most k rectangle and also has at least c rectangles on both sides.
I Definition 11 (Extraction factor). A guillotine cutting strategy is said to have an extraction
factor f if it separates f -fraction of rectangles (resp. weight).

2.2

Grid sampling for squares

Here we briefly discuss grid sampling from [1] (but modify slightly to fix the bugs) when
all input rectangles in R are squares. Let len(i) be the side length of square Ri . Abed et
al. [1] introduced a collection of (multi-level) grid lines to do a four step sampling to show
that a constant fraction of squares are guillotine separable. First, we define these gridlines
and related notions as they constitute animportant
i component in our proofs too. A square
N
Ri ∈ R is said to be at level-i if len(i) ∈ 2i+1
, 2Ni . We independently pick random numbers
x̃, ỹ ∈ [0, N ) to define a random shift for drawing the grid. The vertical grid lines at level-i
are drawn at x̃, x̃ + 2Ni , x̃ + 2N
2i , · · · . Similarly, the horizontal grid lines at level-i are drawn at
N
2N
ỹ, ỹ + 2i , ỹ + 2i , · · · (Note that the coordinates mentioned for the vertical and horizontal grid
lines are taken modulo N ). Grid cells circumscribed by successive grid lines at level-(i − 1)
2N
are said to be at level-i. Thus the level-i grid cells are square regions of size 2N
2i × 2i . Hence,
if a level-j square is completely contained within a level-i grid cell, then i ≤ j + 1. Note that
higher the level, more fine grained the grid is, and smaller the grid cells and squares are.
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In the first step of sampling, we pick squares from either even levels or odd levels,
randomly. Let R0 be the set of squares remaining afterwards. Then P[R ∈ R0 ] = 1/2.
In the second step of sampling, a square R ∈ R0 is removed if it intersects with grid lines
in the level below it, i.e., any level-i (i ≥ 1) square R is removed if it intersects a gridline of
level 0, . . . , i − 1. Let R1 be the set of squares that remained after this step.

i
N
I Lemma 12 ([1]). A level-i square R ∈ R0 of side length len(R) ∈ 2i+1
, 2Ni remains in
R1 with probability (1 − µR )2 ≥ 1/4 , where µR = len(R) ·

2i−1
N

In the third sampling step, the squares in R1 are sampled to obtain R2 so that each leveli grid cell contains at most one square of level-i. Let RC
1 denote the subset of level-i
squares contained within a grid cell C at level-i. We sample each R ∈ RC
1 with probability
P
{(1 − µR )2 · MC )−1 for MC =
(1 − µS )−2 . Let R2 be the set of squares remaining
S∈RC
1

after this process. Then the probability that a level-i square
 R remainsin R2 is: P[R ∈
1
2
R0 ] · P[R ∈ R1 |R ∈ R0 ] · P[R ∈ R2 |R ∈ R1 ] = 2 · (1 − µR ) · (1−µR1)2 ·MC = 1/(2 · MC )
In the fourth step, squares in R2 are sampled further to obtain a guillotine separable set.
I Definition 13 (ε-guillotine sampling). An ε-guillotine sampling for objects O is a distribution
D : 2O → [0, 1] such that any object r ∈ O is sampled by D with probability at least ε and
each subset in the support of D is guillotine separable.
I Lemma 14 ([1]). For any set of objects O, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) there is an ε-guillotine sampling for O,
(ii) for any w : O → Z≥0 , there is a guillotine seperable subset O0 ⊆ O with w(O0 ) ≥
ε · w(O).
Let level(R) be the level of square R. For a level-i square R, let cell(R) be the level-i
gridcell containing R. We say that two squares R and S are conflicting if either R overlaps
the boundary of cell(S) or S overlaps the boundary of cell(R). Note that if R overlaps
the boundary of cell(S), then level(R) < level(S). A conflict graph H encodes the conflict
structures between squares, where the vertex set V (H) corresponds to the squares in R, and
there is an edge between squares R and S if and only if R and S are conflicting.
I Lemma 15 ([1]). For an independent set I ⊆ V (H), {R}R∈I are guillotine separable.
Let H be the conflict graph defined by the squares in R2 . If H is χ-colorable, then we
obtain a guillotine separable set of size at least |R2 |/χ. Abed et al. [1] showed that H
2
1
≥ 729
is 9-colorable and showed MC ≤ 81/4. This shows 9·(2M
-fraction of squares are
C)
guillotine separable. For the unweighted case, they claimed an improved bound of 1/81, by
exploiting the structure of the tree representing the binary cutting strategy. However, there
are bugs in both the proofs of weighted and unweighted cases.

3

Improved guillotine separability of squares

1
In this subsection, we prove extraction for unweighted and weighted squares to be 40
and
1
160 , respectively. First we prove the following structural property to showing 5-colorability
of conflict graph H. We say that a set of squares cover the edges of a level-l grid cell if the
level-l cell has atleast one level-l square inside it and every square in the set intersects atleast
one of the edges of the grid cell.

I Lemma 16. The edges of any level-l grid cell can be covered by at most 4 squares after
the second sampling.
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Proof. Other than squares covering the corners, there can not be any squares on the edges
because any square on the edge has to be of level ≤ l − 1 because it intersects a level l − 1
grid line. But since by first sampling we picked either odd or even parity levels the square
on the edge has to be of level ≤ l − 2 which implies that the side of this square exceeds the
side length of the level-l grid cell.
J
I Lemma 17. The conflict graph H is 5-colorable.
Proof. Using similar proof as in [1], we prove this by induction on the number of vertices
(squares). The base case (when there is only one square) is obvious. When there are at least
two squares, consider the smallest square and the squares adjacent to it in the graph H. By
Lemma 16, the vertex corresponding to smallest square has degree at most 4. Now assuming
the graph without this vertex is 5-colorable, we can add this vertex and color it with one of
the available 5-colors because the degree of this vertex is at most four. So inductively it is
proven that the graph H is 5-colorable.
J
From Lemma 15, the squares representing any independent set of graph H are guillotine
separable. The first three (modified) steps of sampling selects every square with probability
at least ε = 2/81. Now by sampling the five independent sets from H, uniformly at random,
2
we obtain a set of squares which is ε-guillotine samplable for ε = 81
· 15 = 2/405. From
Lemma 14, we obtain extraction factor of 2/405.

3.1

Further improvement in the unweighted case

We can see that the initial set of squares were sampled thrice after picking a parity of levels
and drawing a random grid so that no square of level-l was intersected by a grid line of level
less than l and every level-l grid cell has at most one square of level-l inside it. We shall
do the third sampling a bit differently. After we draw random grid lines and remove all the
squares intersected by grid lines of level lower than that of the square, we now allow up to 6
squares inside a grid cell. Let the set of squares that remained after the first sampling be R1 .
If the length of a square R ∈ R be len(R) ∈ (N/2i+1 , N/2i ], then the probability that this
square stays in R1 is (1 − µR )2 where µR = len(R) · 2i−1 /N . Let |C| denote the number
of squares in cell C. Now for the third sampling let us sample each square from a cell C
P
min(6,|C|)
1
with a probability (1−µ
, for MC =
2
(1−µS )2 . Let the set of squares that remained
R ) ·MC
S∈C

after this third sampling be R0 2 . Now the probability that a square remains in R0 2 after
the third sampling
as: P[R ∈ R0 ] · P[R ∈ R1 |R ∈ R0 ] · P[R ∈ R2 |R ∈ R1 ]
 can be written

=

1
2

· (1 − µR )2 ·

min(6,|C|)
(1−µR )2 ·MC

=

1
2

·

min(6,|C|)
.
MC

B Claim 18. MC / min(6, |C|) ≤ 4
Proof. Let us find the maximum possible value of

P
r∈C

1
(1−µR )2 ·min(6,|C|)

with µR ∈ (1/4, 1/2].

As len(R) > len(C)/4, we have |C| ≤ 9. As the sum of the areas of squares in C is less
P
than that of the area of C, we have
µR 2 ≤ 1. For the case when |C| ≤ 6, we have the
R∈C

sum to be at most (1−1/2)2|C|
·min(6,|C|) = 4. For |C| ≥ 7, we use the fact from [1] that the
function above is maximized for a given |C| when all µR are equal. Thus a simple calculation
gives that the maximum occurs when |C| = 9 and the value of the summation is equal to
81/24 < 4.
C
Therefore, at the end of this sampling, each square is left with probability at least 1/8. Now
we consider further properties of guillotine cuts to obtain a better guillotine separable set.
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I Definition 19 (T -cut). A T -cut is constituted by two axis-parallel line segments `A and
`B such that one of the end points of `B lies on `A and `A ⊥ `B .
A set of rectangles is said to be intersected by a T -cut if each rectangle in the set has a
non-empty intersection with the T -cut. The following observations will be helpful in proving
the existence of good cuts.
I Observation 20. Any set of rectangles intersected by a T -cut is guillotine separable.
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume in the T -cut `B is vertical and the bottom endpoint is lying on
horizontal line segment `A . Consider the cut along the bottom edge of the topmost rectangle
that is intersected by `B . If this line is a guillotine cut then we are done, otherwise consider
the line aligned with the edge of the rectangle that got intersected first by this line. This
has to be a guillotine cut otherwise will contradict our assumption about the top most
rectangle.
J
I Observation 21. If there are at most 3 rectangles in a piece, they are guillotine separable.
Proof. If there are no axis-parallel line intersecting at least two rectangles, the rectangles
are guillotine separable by guillotine cuts along the edges of rectangles. Otherwise, if there
exists such a line `, we can extend a perpendicular line segment to ` that intersects the third
remaining rectangle. This will form a T -cut and the proof follows from Observation 21. J
I Observation 22. If there are at most n (≤ 6) rectangles in a piece, then we can separate
at least (n − 1) squares by a sequence of guillotine cuts.
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume that there is no 0-good cut in the piece.
Case 1: There is a 1-good cut `. Let R be the square intersected by `. If there are at most
three rectangles on both sides of this cut then we can extract all rectangles, except the one
cut by `, due to Observation 21. The other case is when there is one rectangle on one side
and four on the other side. If those four rectangles are guillotine separable then we are done.
Otherwise, w.l.o.g. assume ` is vertical and these four rectangles are on the right side of `
and a single rectangles R0 is on the left side of `. Let `1 be the line aligned with the right
edge of R0 . Then `1 should intersect R as there are no 0-good cuts. W.l.o.g. assume R lies
above R0 . Let `2 be the line aligned with the bottom edge of R and `3 be the line aligned
with the left most edge of the first rectangle (from the left) that `2 intersects. We can see
that `3 is again a 1-good cut and cut along `2 after cutting along `3 is a 0-good cut. These
two cuts seperated the piece into three parts with atmost three rectangles in each sub-piece
by cutting atmost one rectangle. By Observation 21 we are done.
Case 2: There is no 1-good cut in the piece. Let `1 be the line aligned with the left most
right edge of the rectangles. This line has at least two rectangles on it as there is no 1-good
cut. If we have at least four rectangles intersected by `1 then we are done because we can
form a T -cut with all rectangles except possibly one rectangles and by Observation 20 we can
extract all of them. Now consider if we have exactly three rectangles on `1 . Then consider
the line `2 that is aligned with the bottom edge of the top most rectangle on `1 . This line
should have at least two rectangles on it by our assumption which will again lead to a T
containing five rectangles and we are done. Now suppose `1 has exactly two rectangles on it
and `2 also has exactly two rectangles on it. Let `3 be the line aligned with the left edge
of the first rectangle intersected by `2 . For `3 to also intersect two rectangles, one of the
rectangles have to be the lower rectangle that `1 intersects. However this implies that the cut
along the top edge of the bottom rectangle on `1 is a 1-good cut which is a contradiction. J
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I Observation 23. If there are at most 10 rectangles, then there exists a (4, 1)-good cut.
Proof. Consider the median cut that has almost equal number of rectangles on each side
and let the line corresponding to the cut be `1 . Suppose if the cut has at least six rectangles
on it then any cut separating these rectangles cuts at most four rectangles and hence is a
(4, 1) good cut. If `1 cuts at most four then it itself is a (4, 1) good cut. The only case is
when it has exactly five rectangles on it. Consider every cut separating these five rectangles.
If none of these cuts are (4, 1)-good cuts then every cut has to intersect all other remaining
rectangles. This implies that there is one guillotine stage cut separating all the five rectangles
on `1 from the rest.
J
I Observation 24. If there are at most 12 squares with level less than l in a piece P and at
least 7 squares lie on a grid line of level-(l − 1) then there exists a (6, 2)-good cut in P .
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume that the level-(l − 1) gridline `h that is intersecting at least 7 squares,
is horizontal. Consider the leftmost level-(l − 1) vertical line `v with at least 2 squares on
its left. We now prove that `v is a (6, 2)-good cut. Note that this vertical line can cut at
most 6 squares because there are a total of at most 12 squares. Let `0v be the vertical line
of level-(l − 1) that is immediately to the left of `v . Then `0v can have at most 1 square to
the left of it by definition of line `v . We know that there can be at most 1 square of level
< l in the space between `v and `0v . Thus there are at most 3 squares to the left of line `v .
Therefore, we obtain `v to be a (6, 2)-good cut.
J

`a
A

`b
Y

C

`c
W

X

`d
D

Z

B

(a) Different classes of squares after
sampling in the unweighted case.

(b) Different third sampling for weighted
case (squares with diagonal, horizontal,
full, and no shading belong to classes
X, Y , Z, W , respectively).

Figure 2

I Lemma 25. Using the new sampling scheme, every sampled instance in the piece (and the
following subpieces) admits either a (4, 1)-good cut or a (6, 2)-good cut.
Proof. For contradiction, assume that there are no (4, 1) and (6, 2)-good cuts. Let P 0 be the
considered piece. Now there are two cases:
Case 1: P 0 has at least 13 squares. Label the largest 13 squares as R1 , R2 , . . . , R12 , R13 in
non-increasing order of size. Consider the grid cell C13 of square R13 (say, of level l). Let the
left, right, top and bottom grid lines forming the edges of C13 be `a , `b , `c , `d , respectively
(see Figure 2a). Let us also label the set of squares that are intersected by `a , `b , `c , `d as
A, B, C, D, respectively. Also let us label the set of squares lying completely to the left
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of line `a as W , right of line `b as X, above line `c as Y , and below line `d as Z. We
observe that at least one of the sets W, X, Y, Z are non empty because there can be at
most six squares inside C13 after the sampling, and at most four squares are in the set
(A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D) \ (W ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ Z) (squares intersecting the edges of the cell). W.l.o.g. let
the largest non-empty set be W .
First, we consider the case when |W | = 1. As we don’t have (4, 1)-good cuts, `a intersects at
least 5 squares. So, |Y ∪ Z| ≥ 2. However, |Y |, |Z| ≤ |W |. Hence, |Y | = 1 and |Z| = 1. Then
both the lines `c and `d should intersect 5 squares each. Which implies |X| ≥ 2 which is a
contradiction to our assumption that |W | = 1 is the largest among |W |, |X|, |Y |, |Z|. Now
we consider the case when |W | ≥ 2. If there is any square on the right of `a other than R13
then consider `a can not intersect ≤ 6 squares, as then we obtain a (6, 2)-good cut. On the
other hand if it intersects at least 7 squares, then from Observation 24 we have a (6, 2) good
cut which is a contradiction. So let us consider the case when there are no squares on the
right of `a except R13 . As there are no (4, 1)-good cuts, `a should intersect at least 5 squares.
Since we have at least 5 squares on `a , |Y ∪ Z| ≥ 2. W.l.o.g let us assume |Y | ≥ 1. Then it
implies again that there have to be at least 5 squares on line `c and all these squares are on
or to the left of line `a . Using similar arguments as in proof of Observation 24, let `p be the
left most level-(l − 1) vertical grid line that has at least two squares on its left. Note that
`p 6= `a and thus has at least two squares on its right. Then `p must intersect ≥ 7 squares as
there are no (6, 2)-good cuts. However, then by observation 24, we will again have a (6, 2)good cut, giving a contradiction.
Case 2: P 0 has at most 12 squares. Consider any two squares and draw a line `1 that
separates both these squares. The number of squares lying on this line have to be at least
5 by our assumption that there is no (4, 1)-good cut. Now draw a line `2 perpendicular to
`1 which has at least two squares on both its sides out of the 5 squares that were lying on
`1 . The line `2 should have at least 7 squares on it to avoid being the (6, 2)-good cut. Now
consider the line `3 perpendicular to `2 that has at least 2 squares on each side of `3 out
of the 7 squares lying on l2 . Line `3 also should have at least 7 squares lying on it by the
previous argument. Two perpendicular lines each having 7 squares lying on them guarantee
a total of at least 13 squares in total. This is a contradiction.
J
Using these observations and several other properties of guillotine cuts, we show existence
of good cuts in the sample instance.
I Theorem 26. Given a set of n squares obtained after the sampling, we can find a subset
of at least n/40 squares that are guillotine separable.
Proof. Using Lemma 25, we define a guillotine cutting sequence on a piece using only (4, 1)
and (6, 2)-good cuts until each subpiece has 6 or fewer rectangles. Then if the subpiece has
4, 5 or 6 rectangles and is not guillotine separable, we use Observation 22 to separate them,
cutting at most one rectangle. This whole cutting strategy can be represented by a binary
tree with internal nodes storing the number of squares that were killed by the cut. Each leaf
node contains guillotine separable squares. Let f1 , f2 be the number of leaf nodes containing
one square and greater than one square, respectively. By the property of binary tree we
know that the number of internal nodes is f1 + f2 − 1. Let vi be a leaf node and vj be its
parent node. Now if vi has one square in it and vj corresponds to a (4, 1)-good cut, then vj
has at most 4 squares in it. If vi was obtained using Observation 22 then its parent node vj
again has only one square in it. Now assume that there is an internal node va which has
two leaf children vb , vc , and both vb and vc have exactly one square in each of them. Then
as va can have at most four squares, the three nodes va , vb , vc have at most six squares in
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total. By our assumption then we would have used the strategy as defined in Observation 22.
This gives a contradiction. Thus every internal node can have at most one leaf child which
has 1 square in it. This observation tells us that there are at least f1 internal nodes each of
which correspond to at most 4 squares. The maximum number of rectangles killed is at most
4f1 + 6(f2 − 1) and at least f1 + 2f2 squares are extracted. So the fraction of squares that are
+2f2
1
saved is at least 5ff11+8f
≥ 1/5. This implies an overall extraction factor of 18 · 15 = 40
. J
2 −6

3.2

Further improvement in the weighted case

From Claim 18, The probability for a square to survive after the second sampling is at least
1/8. Now we will divide these squares into four groups and select a group uniformly at
random. Every level-l grid cell contains at most six squares of level-l due to the property
of second sampling. Now, consider a particular cell C, then assume `v , `h be the vertical
line and the horizontal line, respectively, that bisect the cell (see Figure 2b). Note that `v
(resp. `h ) belongs to the vertical (resp. horizontal) gridlines of level-(l). Now we define four
sets. Let WC be the set of squares in C that does not intersect either of `v , `h ; XC be the
set of squares in C that intersects only `v , but not `h ; YC be the set of squares in C that
intersects only `h , but not `v ; and ZC be the set of squares in C that intersects both `h and
`v . Let W (resp. X, Y, Z) be the set of all squares of type WC for all cells C in the grid
decomposition. We select one of these sets W, X, Y, Z uniformly at random. Let R3 be the
1
squares that survive. Then each square will survive with probability ≥ 18 × 41 = 32
.
Now we will look at the conflict graph H of R3 and prove that the independent sets of
H are actually guillotine separable.
I Lemma 27. The independent set of squares obtained from the conflict graph H as defined
above, is guillotine separable
Proof. Let P be a piece obtained from such sampling as defined above. We will show the
existence of a guillotine cut that does not cut any of the squares in P . Iteratively, this will
show guillotine separability of all rectangles embedded on P . If we only have one square
in our piece, then we are done. So let us assume that we have at least two squares. Now
consider the two squares with the lowest levels. Let the squares be R1 and R2 and the levels
to which they belong are l1 and l2 , respectively. There are two cases:
Case 1: l1 = l2 . Then we have two subcases.
In subcase (a), they belong to different grid cells. Then we can separate them by cutting
along one of the grid lines coinciding with one of the edges of grid cells containing one of the
two considered squares. This line does not cut any of the other squares because the level
of this line is lesser than every square in the piece (by definition of R1 and R2 ). Now let
us apply this cutting procedure as long as we have a set of squares having the lowest level
and are in different grid cells. At the end, we should obtain a piece in which the lowest level
squares are either of different levels or they belong to the same level and same cell.
In subcase (b), they belong to the same grid cell. As sampling S gives at most one square per
grid cell, R1 , R2 belong to one of the groups among W, X or Y . But we can then separate
any two squares from the same group along one of the level-l grid lines. This level-l line does
not intersect any of the squares in this piece as we do not have any level-l squares outside
this cell. By the first sampling, this line can not intersect any higher level squares.
Case 2: l1 6= l2 . Then we can cut along the grid line coinciding with the edges of grid
cell of the second largest square. This does not cut any of the smaller squares by definition
of the first sampling. Also this line does not intersect the largest square by the definition of
independent set in conflict graph.
J
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Now we are ready to prove the final theorem of this section.
I Theorem 28. Given a set of axis-parallel weighted squares embedded in a plane, there is
1
-fraction of weights.
always a guillotine cutting sequence that recovers 160
Proof. As the smallest square can have at most four neighbors after the first sampling step,
inductively we can show the conflict graph to be 5-colorable. Hence, from Lemma 27 we can
conclude that any set of weighted squares is ε-guillotine sampleable for ε = 1/32 × 1/5. J

4

Extraction of rectangles

Using standard techniques from [1], we can assume that all rectangles are embedded in
a 2n × 2n rectangular box with all corners of rectangles having integral coordinates in
[2n ∪ 0] × [2n ∪ 0]. When we refer to the width or height of these rectangles we refer to the
width or height of those rectangles in this embedding. W.l.o.g. assume that log n ∈ Z. Let
us define some horizontal lines called poles and give an attribute to each rectangle called
level. A set of poles at level-i is defined as equally spaced horizontal lines with y-coordinates
{ (2k+1)×n
| k ∈ [(2i−1 − 1) ∪ 0]}. A level-0 line has y-coordinate either 0 or 2n. The level
2i−1
of a rectangle is defined as the smallest level i such that some pole at level i intersects the
rectangle. The union of all poles from levels 1 to i divides the plane into 2i equal partitions
which we will call as the grid-partition of level i. Let Ri be the set of rectangles present in
i’th level for i ∈ [log n ∪ 0]. Further, assume that αi = |Ri |.
Now we will use poles to show that we can partition all the input rectangles into log n + 1
groups such that the embedding of rectangles in each group is guillotine separable.
I Theorem 29. Given a set of rectangles (possibly weighted) R embedded in a square,
fraction of total rectangles (resp., weight) can be extracted using 2-stage cuts.

1
log n+1

Proof. Rectangles in Ri are 2-stage separable, for any i ∈ [log n + 1]. The first stage consists
of cuts along the poles of level ≤ i − 1. These cuts divide the plain into 2i equal partitions
without cutting rectangles in Ri . In each of the partitions, all rectangles are intersected by a
pole of level-i and thus no vertical line within a partition can intersect two rectangles. Hence,
the second stage can separate all rectangles by vertical cuts. As Ri ’s partition R, taking Ri
with the maximum cardinality (resp. weight) gives extraction factor of log 1n+1 .
J
Using a k-ary partition, we can gain even further.
I Lemma 30. We can extract n/ log3 (n + 2) rectangles by a series of guillotine cuts.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. The base case is trivial. Consider a T -cut
partitioning the plane into three parts with almost equal number of rectangles on each part.
n
Suppose the number of rectangles on the T is greater than log (n+2)
then we can just extract
3
all of it using Observation 20. Otherwise, by induction on each of the small parts we can
n
n
n− log (n+2)
n− log (n+2)
3
3
extract log (n+2−
J
n
)−1 ≥ log (n+2)−1 = n/ log3 (n + 2).
3

log3 (n+2)

3

For general rectangles, we will show that we can not obtain much better extraction
factor using O(1)-stage cuts. However, in Section 5, we use poling arguments to obtain
O(1)-extraction factor for many special cases of rectangles.
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(a) External square skew-grid.
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(b) Level-(α − 1) instance in the hole of Level-α instance.

Figure 3 Level-α square skew-grid.

4.1

Hardness for k-stage algorithms in weighted case

In this section, we will prove Theorem 2.
I Definition 31 ([1]). A k × k unit square skew-grid is defined as a set of k 2 unit squares
arraged in k rows and k columns numbered from bottom to top and left to right, respectively.
With the bottom left coordinates of the square belonging to ith row and j th column as
(j + i · ε, i − j · ε) for i, j ∈ [(k − 1) ∪ 0], ε ≤ k1 . A square in ith row and j th column is said to
have location (i,j). The gaps formed by four adjacent squares are called holes. Those holes
that are formed by the four squares with location (i, i), (i + 1, i + 1), (i + 1, i), (i, i + 1) for
i ∈ [0 ≤ [(k − 2) ∪ 0] are called diagonal holes and they are indexed by i.
I Observation 32. Let S be a k × k square skew-grid. Consider a set of p ∈ [(k − 1) ∪ 0]
vertical lines passing through different diagonal holes of S partitioning the plane into p + 1
sub-pieces and in each of these pieces consider some horizontal lines through different diagonal
holes (each hole has at most one line passing through it) with total number of horizontal lines
q ∈ [(k − 1) ∪ 0]. This set of p + q lines intersect a total of at least k · p + q squares.
Proof. We can see that every vertical line through j th diagonal hole intersects all squares
with location (i + 1, j), j ≤ i and (i, j + 1), i ≤ j. So all the p vertical lines intersect a total
of p · k squares and none of these squares have location (i, i). Every horizontal line through
j th diagonal hole intersects the square with location (j, j), which gives a total of atleast q
diagonal squares that get intersected by the horizontal lines.
J
I Definition 33. A level-α k × k square skew-grid (see Figure 3) is defined as a k × k square
skew-grid with each of the k − 1 diagonal holes having a level-(α − 1) k × k skew-grid in it
scaled appropriately to fit inside it. A level-0 square skew-grid is defined to be empty. We
also say that a square belongs to level-i if it is among the largest squares in the level-i k × k
square skew-grid that it is contained in.
Now we show that for level-α k × k square skew-grid extraction factor is bounded based
on the number of stages used. We assign weights uniformly to squares of same level so that
the total weight of each level is 1. This implies the overall weight of this instance is α.
I Theorem 34. Let fc (α) be the best extraction factor for any c-stage extraction algorithm
for level-α k × k square skew-grid instance. Then, fc (α) ≤ αk + c − 1.
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Proof. We prove it by induction on c + α. As we can extract at most one square out of k in
each column by slicing vertically, we have f1 (α) ≤ α/k and fc (1) ≤ 1. Thus for c = 1 and
(c ≥ 2 and α = 1), the claim is true. This proves the base case: c + α = 2. Let us prove the
inductive step from c + α to c + α + 1. Let us assume that for every c, α with c + α ≤ s, the
bound on fc (α) is true. Now we will prove this for every (c, α + 1) with c + α = s.
Consider the best c-stage maximum weight extraction cutting sequence for a level-(α + 1)
instance. On every diagonal hole of it, a cutting sequence of stage ≤ c is induced. So
considering an (α + 1)-stage configuration, suppose that the number of holes on which
an i-stage cutting (i ≤ c)) is induced is hi . One observation is that the function fc (α) is
monotonic for a fixed α (extraction factor should be non decreasing by increasing stages).
Thus using Observation 32,
c

fc (α + 1) ≤

k 2 − k × hc − hc−1 X hi
+
× fi (α)
k2
k−1
i=1

c
α

k 2 − k × hc − hc−1 X hi
+
×
+
i
−
1
k2
k−1
k
i=1
α
 X

α
c−1
1
1
k +c−1
k +c−2
≤ 1 + hc ×
−
− 2
+
hi ×
k−1
k
k−1
k
i=1

α

α
1
1
k +c−1
k +c−2
−
− 2
+ (k − 1 − hc ) ×
≤ 1 + hc ×
k−1
k
k−1
k


1
1
k−1
α
≤ 1 + hc ×
+
+ +c−2−
k(k − 1) k 2
k
k2
α+1
≤
+c−1
k

≤

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

The first term in RHS of (1) is the maximum total weight of level-α squares that can be
extracted, following from Observation 32. The second summation term in (1) is the total
weight extracted through the ith stage cutting sequence induced on the diagonal holes over
all i ∈ [c]. In (2) we can substitute αk + i − 1 in place of fi (α) by inductive assumption.
We get (3) from (2) by rearranging
terms and replacing i for all i ∈ [c − 1] by c − 1. Since
α
Pc
Pc−1
1
k +c−2
≥ 0, we can replace i=1 hi by k − 1 − hc in
i=1 hi ≤ k − 1 and also
k−1 − k2
(3).

J

I Observation 35. The total number of squares n in a level-α k × k square skew-grid is
Pα−1
k 2 · i=0 (k − 1)i . It follows that (k − 1)α+1 ≤ n ≤ k α+1 .
So it follows from the result that the maximum extraction fraction using any c-stage algorithm
1
is fc (α)/α ≤ 1/k + (c − 1)/α which can be bounded by n− α+1 + c−1
α , using Observation 35.
(c−1)·log log n
log n
1
Taking α = log log n − 1, we get the total extraction factor as log n + log
n−log log n .
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. Note that this does not disprove Conjecture 1
for Ω(n) stages as this instance already admits O(1)-extraction factor for Ω(n) stages.
For the unweighted case (Theorem 3), a more involved analysis shows that any guillotine
1
cutting algorithm with a constant number of stages can extract at most O( log log
n ) fraction
of total rectangles. See Section A.1 for the proof of Theorem 3.
We also consider guillotine separability of d-dimensional axis parallel disjoint hyper cubes.
The proof of the following theorem is deferred to the full version.
I Theorem 36. There exist a family of d-dimensional axis parallel disjoint hyper cubes for
1
which the guillotine extraction factor is asymptotically upper bounded by 2·(d−1)
.
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Constant extraction-factor for special classes

(a) fat rectangles (β = 2).

(b) δ-large rectangles.

(c) part-simillar instance (γ = 2).

Figure 4 special cases.

First, let us show a connection between the weighted case of guillotine separability of
rectangles and MWISR (see Section B.1 for details).
I Theorem 37. If there is a guillotine extraction algorithm which guarantees at least 1/α
fraction of the total weight, then we have a O(α) approximation algorithm for the MWISR
problem that runs with running time O(n5 ).
Now we show Ω(1)-extraction factor for special classes of rectangles. Using Theorem 37,
we obtain O(1)-approximation for MISR (also MWISR, except for the balanced instance) for
these classes. For omitted proofs of this section, see Appendix B.

5.1

Fat rectangles

hi
i
A rectangle i is fat if maxi ( w
hi , wi ) ≤ β, where β is a constant (see Figure 4a). We divide
the rectangles into two sets: (i) w ≥ h and (ii) w ≤ h, and pick the one with maximum
weight. W.l.o.g assume this to be the former set. We generalize the grid sampling techniques
for squares and randomly pick a size class modulo (log β + 2) among widths and modulo 2
among heights. Then we exploit properties of this sampling to extract a constant fraction.
hi
i
I Lemma 38. If a piece has n rectangles with maxi ( w
hi , wi ) ≤ β, β ≥ 1, then there is a
1
guillotine cutting strategy with extraction factor 1584·(log β+2) .

5.2

δ-large rectangles

A rectangle i is δ-large if either wi ≥ δN or hi ≥ δN , where 0 < δ < 1 (see Figure 4b). By
using the poles that we have defined in Section 4, we obtain O(1) extraction factor.
I Lemma 39. Given an embedding of a set of δ-large rectangles in an N × N square, we
can extract 1/(log(1/δ) + 1) fraction of rectangles (resp. weights) using 2-stage cuts.

5.3

Part-similar instance

i hi maxi wi
An instance is part-similar if min( max
mini hi , mini wi ) = γ, where γ is a constant, i.e., rectangles
have either similar width or similar height (see Figure 4c). Using random position for poles,
we find an interesting relation between the level of pole a rectangle belongs to and the size
class of rectangle along the dimension perpendicular to the pole. This bounds the range of
poles that any rectangle can belong to and we extract from one of the levels in that range.
i hi maxi wi
I Lemma 40. Given a set of rectangles with min( max
mini hi , mini wi ) = γ, there exists a 2-stage
guillotine cutting sequence with extraction factor 2×(blog1 γc+3) .
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(a) balanced
√ instance (every sub piece has a (b) anti-laminar instance (no rectangles is x-contained
balanced k cut).
in another).

Figure 5 special cases.

5.4

Balanced instance

Balanced instances are instances where in any sub-piece with k rectangles, there exists a cut
that cuts c(k) rectangles (c(k) should be either Ω(k) or O(k 1−ε ), where 0 < ε < 1), dividing
the remaining rectangles in a balanced way such that the ratio of number of rectangles on
both sides is at most a constant r ≥ 1. We show a constant factor O(1)-extraction factor for
these instances. This instance includes many probable candidates for worst-case examples,
including the skew-grid (see Figure 5a).
I Lemma 41. For a fixed α = 1 + 1r , r ≥ 1, 0 ≤ ε < 1, 0 < f , if a configuration has the
property that for every large sub-piece of k rectangles, there is a cut that cuts either at least
k · f1 rectangles or at most k 1−ε · f rectangles and also divide rectangles into two sets such
that the ratio of number of rectangles on the two sides is at most r, then we can extract n · f1
fraction of rectangles for f1 = e

5.5

−

f ·α−ε
(1−f ·α−ε )(1−α−ε )

, f ≤ αε .

Anti-laminar instance

A rectangle i is said to be x-contained (resp. y-contained) in another rectangle j if xj <
xi < xi + wi < xj + wj (resp. yj < yi < yi + hi < yj + hj ). A set of rectangles is said
to be x-containment free (resp. y-containment free) if no rectangle is x-contained (resp.
y-contained) in other. A set of rectangles is anti-laminar if it is either x-containment free or
y-containment free (see Figure 5b).
I Lemma 42. For an anti-laminar instance, we always have an extraction factor 1/2.

6

Conclusion

We have made progress towards understanding guillotine separability of rectangles. We
showed that Pach-Tardos conjecture is not true, even for squares, if we use o(log log n)stages. However, if we allow Ω(n) stages, even with general rectangles we were unable
to find any instance where we can not recover more than n/2 rectangles. The balanced
instance (see Figure 5a) or its variants are probable candidates for such hard instances.
However, we showed that we can still separate a constant fraction of rectangles from these
instances. It is interesting to obtain guillotine separability of even (log log n/ log n)-fraction
of rectangles. This will give an O(n5 )-time algorithms for MWISR, matching the present
best approximation guarantee. Apart from the existential questions, an interesting problem
is to find a polynomial-time O(1)-approximation algorithm to recover rectangles through a
sequence of guillotine cuts.
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A

Omitted proofs from Section 4

A.1

Hardness for small stage algorithms in unweighted case

Here we prove Theorem 3.
I Lemma 43 (Restatement of lemma 18 from [1]). The number of squares of a n × n square
2
2
skew-grid that can be seperated by a guillotine cutting strategy is at most d n +2n−2
e ≤ n2 + n
2
In this subsection we show another example which is constructed almost similarly as in the
weighted case such that the extraction factor is bounded based on the number of stages used.
In the construction so that the number of squares in all levels is almost same.
I Definition 44. For k ≥ 2, A k-modified level-α square skew-grid is defined as a

α+k−1
α+k−1
α+k−1
diagonal holes
22
+ 1 × 22
+ 1 square skew-grid with each of the 22
having a k-modified level-(α − 1) square skew-grid in it scaled appropriately to fit inside it. A
k-modified level-0 square skew-grid is defined to be empty. We also say that a square belongs
to level-i if it is among the largest squares in the k-modified level-i square skew-grid that it is
contained in.
I Lemma 45. Let Ec (α) be the maximum total number of squares that can be extracted
k+α
using a c-stage cutting sequence on a level α configuration. Let fc (α) = Ec (α) · 2−2 . Then
Pα
α+k−i
α+k+1−i
fc (α) ≤ c − 1 + i=1 (2−2
+ 2−2
).
Proof. We prove it by induction on c + α. Let us prove some boundary cases first and use
inductive step to cover all the cases. For the case when c = 1, it is clear that
E1 (α) = (22

α+k−1

α+k−1

α+k−2

α+k−1

α+k−2

α+k−3

+ 1) + 22
× (22
+ 1) + 22
× 22
× (22
+ 1) . . . (7)
Pα
α+k−i
α+k+1−i
which gives f1 (α) = i=1 (2−2
+ 2−2
) which satisfies the bound we assumed.
Now for the case when c ≥ 2 ,α = 1 we have
!
k
(22 + 1)2
−21+k
−21+k
2k
fc (1) = Ec (1) × 2
≤2
×
+2 +1 ≤1
(8)
2
By using the upper bound given in Lemma 43 and the fact that k ≥ 2, we get the above
bound which also satisfies the bound for fc (α) we assumed. We have proved the base case
when c + α = 2. Let us assume for every c, α with c + α ≤ s the bound on fc (α) is true.
Let us prove that for every (c, α + 1) with c + α = s the bound on fc (α + 1) is true ( hi is
defined similarly as in the weighted case).
c
 α+k
 X
α+k
Ec (α + 1) ≤ (22
+ 1)2 − hc × (22
+ 1) − hc−1 +
hi × Ei (α)
(9)
i=1

⇒ fc (α + 1) ≤ c − 1 +

α+1
X

(2−2

α+k−i

+ 2−2

α+k+1−i

)

(10)

i=1

The inequality (9) is obtained similarly as in the weighted case. We obtain (10) by using the
inductive assumptions and some simple algebraic manipulations.
J
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Pα
α+k
k+i−1
× i=1 (1 + 2−2
)2 . This
Now we also have that the total number of squares n = 22
Pα
P
α
−2k+i−1 2
−2α+k−i
gives the extraction fraction Ec (α)/n = fc (α)/ i=1 (1 + 2
) ≤ c−1+ i=1 (2
+
Pα
−2α+k+1−i
−2k+i−1 2
2
)/ i=1 (1 + 2
) ≤ c/α (because the numerator is < c and denominator
> α). Now in order to get a good upper bound we need to minimize c/α for fixed n, c which
α
means we need to maximize α for fixed n. which happens when k = 2. So n ≈ α · 22 .
Thus α is in the order of log log n and the upper bound c/α in the order of c/ log log n.
Which says we need at least order log log n number of stages for any algorithm to guarantee
a constant extraction factor even for squares case. Strangely the results we got say that
using constant stages we cannot guarantee better than logloglogn n and log log n factors for the
weighted and unweighted cases, respectively, which matches the best-known approximation
ratios for MISR.

B

Omitted proofs from Section 5

B.1

Connection between MWISR and weighted guillotine problem

In this subsection we prove Theorem 37. Note that Abed et al. [1] already showed a similar
connection between MISR and the unweighted guillotine problem. We build on their approach
to build a dynamic program to handle the weighted case.
We are given a set of n axis-parallel rectangles. We can assume that the corners of
rectangles have integer coordinates in the range {0, . . . , 2n} and w.l.o.g no two rectangles are
exactly coinciding (if such a case exists just consider the rectangle with the largest weight).
Consider a piece P out of O(n4 ) such pieces possible in integer plane [0, 2n] × [0, 2n].
If P has no rectangle completely lying inside, we take the solution to be an empty set.
If P = R (plane exactly coincides rectangle R), we take the maximum of the below two cases:
Case 1: Consider solution for P to be only R and discard all other rectangles inside R.
Case 2: Discard R and consider all rectangles inside R. Try all possibilities of dividing P into
two smaller pieces using a horizontal or vertical guillotine cut such that the horizontal/vertical
coordinates of this cut is an integer. Consider one such cut and let P1 =
6 ∅ 6= P2 denote
the resulting pieces. The DP looks up the solutions for the cells representing P1 and
P2 and combines them to a solution for P . It selects the cut yielding the optimal total
profit from the resulting two subproblems. Let us define two tables DP G[i][j][k][l] and
RECT [k1 ][l1 ][k2 ][l2 ]. Where DP G[i][j][k][l] stores the maximum weight guillotine separable
independent set of rectangles in the piece having bottom left coordinates(k, l) and top right
coordinates (k + i, l + j) and RECT [k1 ][l1 ][k2 ][l2 ] stores the weight of the rectangle in the
input having bottom left and top right coordinates (k1 , l1 ) and (k2 , l2 ) respectively if such a
rectangle is present else it stores zero otherwise.
DP G[i][j][k][l] = max
max

1≤s≤i−1



max (DP G[i][s][k][l] + DP G[i][j − s][k + s][l]),

1≤s≤j−1



DP G[s][j][k][l] + DP G[i − s][j][k + s][l] , RECT [k][l][k + i][l + j] .

With constraints 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n , 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n , 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n − i, 0 ≤ l ≤ 2n − j.
This DP gives an O(n5 ) time algorithm and returns the maximum weight guillotine separable
independent set of rectangles.

B.2

Fat rectangles

h
We give proof of Lemma 38. Let us consider objects that have bounded w
h ≤ β, w ≤ β, β ≥ 1
N
N
for any rectangle in R. Previously, a square of side length ` ∈ ( 2i+1 , 2i ] is said to belong
to level i. Now similarly, for a rectangle with width w and height h, we say that its width
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N
N
w belongs to level i if w ∈ ( 2i+1
, 2Ni ] and height h belongs to level j if h ∈ ( 2j+1
, 2Nj ]. Let
us only consider that class of rectangles for which h ≥ w and we can assume w.l.o.g. that
they are at least half in weight (resp. number). Now it follows that for every rectangle

j ≤ i, since β ≥

h
w

>

N
2j+1
N
2i

= 2i−j−1 , we have j ≤ i < j + 1 + log β. Now consider all the

width classes and select all the classes that are congruent to some random r ∈ [0, log β + 1]
modulo (2 + log β). Also randomly select either even or odd classes from the height class.
1
The expected number(or weight) of rectangles that remain until now are 4·(2+log
β) . To this
set of rectangles let us apply the sampling procedures that we applied for squares. In the
first sampling, we remove all those rectangles that are intersected by vertical lines of level
less than that of its width or horizontal lines of level less than that of its height. Which
guarantees an expected number of 14 number of rectangles that remained after our first two
sampling procedures. In the next sampling procedure, we define a cell for a rectangle of level
(i, j) (let us say for now informally that the level of a rectangle is (width class, height class) as
the rectangle formed by the two pair of vertical and horizontal level i − 1 and level j − 1 lines
that contain this rectangle. We want every cell of a rectangle to have at most one rectangle
with level (i, j). It is an important observation that any rectangle with i0 < i or j 0 < j cannot
stay inside a level (i, j) cell, because i0 < i implies i0 ≤ i − (2 + log β) ≤ i − 2, which implies
the width of this rectangle exceeds that of the cell. And j 0 < j implies that j 0 ≤ j − 2, which
exceeds the height of the cell. A bug arises in the second sampling mentioned in [1] because
a cell of level-i can have a level i − 1 square inside it which causes problems in all the results
that follow. Since there can be at most 9 rectangles of level (i, j) inside a level (i, j) cell. We
select a square randomly. The total expected weight (resp. number) of squares that remain
after the previous sampling is 19 . After these samplings we have an important property that
we can use.
I Observation 46. If a rectangle of level-(i0 , j 0 ) intersects one of the grid lines of a level
(i, j) rectangle then i0 + j 0 < i + j.
Proof. Suppose the rectangle intersects the horizontal level j − 1 line then we have j 0 ≤
j − 1 ≤ i − 1 and i0 < j 0 + log β + 1 ≤ i + log β, which implies i0 ≤ i, which then implies
i0 + j 0 < i + j. Suppose the rectangles intersects the vertical i − 1 level lines then we have
i0 ≤ i − 1, which implies i0 ≤ i − 2 − log β < j − 1 and j 0 ≤ i0 ≤ i − 2 − log β < j − 1, which
then implies i0 + j 0 < i + j. We can also see that the total number of rectangles that can
intersect the boundary of this cell can be at most 10 (4 in corners, 0 on vertical edges because
j 0 < j − 1, 3 each on horizontal edges).
J
We can define the conflict graph H same as defined for squares and it is easy to see that
H is 11 colorable. And also if we think i + j as the level of a rectangle now it also follows
similarly that independent set of H is guillotine separable. So combining all of this gives
wmax
hmax
1
a 1584·(log
β+2) extraction algorithm. Even when we have bounded wmin or hmin we can
extract O( log1 β ) where β is the bound using the same grid sampling techniques. However, we
will solve that problem with a different technique in the later subsection.

B.3

δ-large rectangles

Now we prove Lemma 39.
Proof. All rectangles will be intersected by some poles of level ≤ dlog(1/δ)e. Similar to
proof of Theorem 29, we can select the level with the maximum number of rectangles (resp.
weights) to extract n/(log(1/δ) + 1) rectangles (resp. weights) using 2-stages of cuts.
J
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Part-similar instance

Here we prove Lemma 40.
Proof. Let us define the size classes for a rectangles based on their height. A rectangle
2n
belongs to size class i if its height is in the range ( 22n
i+1 , 2i ] for i ∈ [log 2n ∪ 0].
Now let us choose a random y ∈ [2n ∪ 0] uniformly and shift all the horizontal poles by y
wrapping up appropriately. Let us delete all those rectangles that are intersected by a pole
of level less than its size class. The probability that a rectangle stays after this sampling is
at least 1/2. Which implies that there exists a y such that more than half of the rectangles
are not intersected by a line with level lesser than their size classes. Now if an object has
N
height > 2i+1
then it has to belong to level ≤ i + 1. This implies that after the random
sampling, every rectangle from size class i belongs to level i or i + 1. Suppose we have a set
of rectangles with hhmax
= γ. Let all the rectangles after the sampling be distributed over
min
levels [α, α + c − 1]. The minimum size difference between any two rectangles in levels α and
α + c − 1 is > 2c−3 . So γ > 2c−3 gives c ≤ blog γc + 3. This guarantees a level with at least
n
J
2×(blog γc+3) rectangles.

B.5

Balanced instance

I Lemma 47. For an instance of n rectangles, if in any sub-piece with k rectangles we have
a cut that cuts at most c(k) rectangles dividing the remaining rectangles in a balanced way
such that the number of rectangles on both sides has ratio at most r ≥ 1, then we have an
Plogα n c(αi )
α
1
αi , where α = 1 +
extraction factor f (n) ≥ n · e− α−c(α) · i=1
r (note that in this result
c(k) can be any function).
Let us start with a simpler case where any sub-configuration obtained after few cuts has
√
a O( p) cut that divides the number of rectangles on each side almost equally, where p is
the number of rectangles in that sub-configuration. Let f (n) = n/g(n) be the number of
√
rectangles that can be extracted by simply cutting using the√available O( n) cut. We have
√
f (n) ≥ 2 · f ((n − n)/2). This implies g(n) ≤ ( n−n√n ) · g( n−2 n ) ≤ ( n−n√n ) · g( n2 ) (since g(n)
is a non decreasing function). We have base cases g(p) = 1, p ≤ 3. Using the P
above inequality
k
Qk
−
log(1−2−i/2 )
k
−i/2 −1
i=1
recursively, we obtain the upper bound for g(2 ) as i=1 (1 − 2
) =e
.
Pk 2−i/2
Pk
√
2−i/2
Using 1−1/x ≤√log(x) for x ≥ 0, we obtain g(2k ) ≤ e i=1 1−2−i/2 ≤ e i=1 1−2−1/2 ≤ e3 2+4 .
So f (n) ≥ n/e3 2+4 .
Now we state the proof of Lemma 47, a more general case.
Proof. In balanced instance, in any sub-configuration with k rectangles we always have a
cut which cuts at most c(k) and divides the remaining rectangles in a balanced way such
the number of rectangles on both sides are in some r : 1 ratio with r ≥ 1. Then we have
r
1
f (n) ≥ f ( r+1
· (n − c(n))) + f ( r+1
· (c − c(n))). This after replacing f (n) with n/g(n) gives
n
g(n)

≥

r
( r+1
)·(n−c(n))
r
g( r+1
·(n−c(n)))

decreasing, we obtain

1
r+1 ·(n−c(n))
. Now using the fact
1
g( r+1
·(n−c(n)))
c(n) −1
g(n) ≤ (1 − n ) · g( 1+n 1 ). Taking
r

+

α

Plogα n

that the function g(n) is non
α = 1 + 1/r and applying the

c(αi )

αi . Whenever c(n) = O(n1−ε )
inequality recursively, we get that g(n) ≤ e− α−c(α) · i=1
1
and α = 1 + r is constant, the value of g(n) is bounded by a constant. For c(n) = n1−ε

−

αε

we get f (n) ≥ n · e (αε −1)2 . This implies we can always extract a constant fraction of the
number of rectangles.
J
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The proof of Lemma 41 follows from the proof of Lemma 47. Using Lemma 47, we can
extract a constant fraction of items if c(k) is either Ω(k) or O(k 1−ε ). The idea is that if c(k)
is Ω(k) then we can extract all the rectangles that are cut and this is already a constant
fraction. If c(k) is O(k 1−ε ) then we can cut and recurse into the subpieces.

B.6

Anti-laminar instance

Intuitively, a set of rectangles is anti-laminar, if along one of the axes, the intervals formed
by projecting the rectangles on that axis have the property that no interval is completely
inside another. First we show the proof of Lemma 48.
I Lemma 48. Let I be a set of n intervals on the x-axis such that no two intervals are
completely contained inside each other. Let {p1 , · · · , p2n } be the endpoints of intervals in
I. Then we can distribute weight n to the intervals (pi , pi+1 ) for i ∈ [2n − 1] such that each
interval in I gets weight 1.
Proof. Let us prove this by induction on the number of intervals. This is obviously true
when there is only one interval. Let us sort the intervals by increasing value of the left end
point and label them 1, . . . , k + 1. Suppose the claim is true until n = k. Then for n = k + 1
we can assume that the first interval intersects the second interval w.l.o.g (otherwise we
can assign weights for intervals other than the first interval and assign unit weight to the
first interval which completes the inductive step) and consider the left end point of second
interval. Consider the k intervals to the right of this point and assign weights so that all this
k intervals have the same weights. Now since the second interval is not contained in the first
interval, the right end point of the second interval is to the right of the right end point of
the first interval. We can just assign the weight contained in the region from the right end
point of first interval to the right end point of the second interval in the region from the left
end point of the first interval to the left endpoint of the second interval. Which makes the
weight of first interval equal to that of the second and hence this gives equal weight to all
the intervals. We can also observe that this is impossible when an interval is contained in
another interval.
J
I Lemma 49 (Restatement of Lemma 13 in [1]). For a set of rectangles with equal width (or
height) there exists a guillotine cutting strategy that separates at least 1/2 of the weight.
Now we are ready to prove of Lemma 42.
Proof. Without loss of generality let us suppose that the projection of rectangles on x-axis
satisfies the no containment property. By Lemma 48, we can assign weights to intervals on
x-axis such that the total weight inside each interval is same. Now if we scale each strip
associated with the intervals with a scaling factor equal to its weight then we get another set
of rectangles where each rectangle has the same width. Now by lemma 49 we can separate
1/2 the total weight of the given set of rectangles.
J
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1

Introduction

Flow shop is a fundamental scheduling model where a set of jobs needs to be processed in
multiple stages in a specified order that is the same for all jobs. There are many real-world
applications of flow shop scheduling, ranging from production planning and computing
platforms to satellite systems and service centers. For instance, an autonomous car runs
applications, such as obstacle detection and route planning, applying deep neural networks on
an embedded computing platform, which are composed of a CPU host and a GPU accelerator
connected via a non-preemptive bidirectional bus. Each execution instance (i.e., job) of the
applications is first initiated in the CPU to preprocess the input data, then transfers the
data from CPU to GPU via the bus, executes the computation on the GPU, and finally
transfers the results back via the bidirectional bus. There are multiple such jobs running in
real-time with different release times and deadlines, e.g., multiple images to be processed by
the object detection application in a time window. Hence, the computing platform needs to
schedule the execution on the CPU and GPU, as well as the data transfers on the bus, to
meet preset deadlines, e.g., to maximize the number of images processed in a time window.
The flow shop model has been widely studied for minimizing the latest completion time of
any job (or, makespan) since the 1950s, starting with the seminal work of Johnson [16], which
showed that makespan minimization in two-machine flow shop can be solved in polynomial
time. However, most extensions of the problem are strongly NP-hard [7]. For example,
makespan minimization for flow shop with three machines is already NP-complete, even if
the input length is measured by the sum of the job lengths [12]. Hence, later works studied
approximation algorithms for the problem (see, e.g., [13, 18, 20, 22, 24]).
In this paper, we are interested in flow shop scheduling for jobs with different release
times, due dates, and weights, and the scheduling objective is to maximize the throughput –
the total weight of the jobs that are completed by their due dates. Surprisingly, in contrast
to the extensive results on minimizing the makespan, flow time, and tardiness in the flow
shop model, there is little work on maximizing the throughput of jobs with due dates. On
the other hand, the problem of maximizing the throughput of jobs with release times, due
dates, and weights, also known in the literature as (aperiodic) real-time scheduling, has been
widely studied. In this classic model, each job can be processed to completion on a single
machine or any of the parallel machines (see, e.g., [1–4, 9, 15, 17, 19, 25]).
We now formalize our problem. In the m-machine flow shop model, there is a set of
n jobs, J = {J1 , . . . , Jn }, and m machines, M1 , . . . , Mm . Each job Jj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, has a
release time, a due date, and a weight, given by rj ≥ 0, dj ≥ 0, and wj > 0, respectively. A
job can only start executing on machine Mi , 2 ≤ i ≤ m, after it has finished its execution
on the previous machine Mi−1 . In addition, at any time t ≥ 0, each of the machines can
process at most one job. For a job Jj , we denote the processing time of its i-th segment to
be executed on machine Mi by pj,i . We assume that pj,i , rj and dj are rational numbers.
We further assume that all job segments are non-preemptive. In other words, once a job Jj
has started its execution on a machine, this machine cannot stop or switch to another job
until Jj has finished its execution on this machine. We seek a subset of jobs J 0 ⊆ J that
can be feasibly scheduled (i.e., each job Jj can complete processing on all machines in a flow
shop manner in its time window (rj , dj ]) and has a maximum total weight. We denote this
maximum throughput objective by MaxT. We obtain results for MaxT in the m-machine flow
shop model, with a focus on the special case of two-machine flow shop.
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Applications

In the following, we motivate MaxT in the flow shop model with some real-life applications.
Scheduling in Cloud Data Centers. A cloud-data-center (CDC) consists of a set of server
clusters connected with clients through a network. Since all the resources are stored on the
servers, clients generate resource requests from the CDC. A data request consists of two
steps: task execution, in which data is obtained from a disk or distributed storage systems
and stored in memory, and then transmission from memory to the client over the network
(see, e.g., [26]). When data requests have release times and due dates, a natural goal is to
maximize the total number of requests that can be processed by the CDC in a given time
interval. This yields an instance of MaxT in the flow shop model.
Earth Observation Satellites. An earth observation satellite (EOS) is equipped with highresolution cameras for observing target objects across the surface of Earth. There are available
time windows for multiple EOSs to observe a given object and to download the acquired
image/video data to ground receiver stations. The problem of observation scheduling (at
stage 1) and data downlink scheduling (at stage 2) with the objective of maximizing the
number of satellites that can complete processing in their time windows yields an instance of
MaxT in the two-machine flow shop model (see, e.g., [26]).
Autonomous Vehicle Navigation. An object detection application running in autonomous
cars takes images from a front-facing camera as input and produces car steering angles as
output (see, e.g., [6]). Since the algorithm uses deep neural networks (DNN), each image
is handled in stages (preprocessing data in CPU, data transfers between CPU and GPU,
and DNN computation in GPU), the process of handling the images in real-time so as to
maximize the number of images processed in a given time window can be viewed as a MaxT
instance in the flow shop model.

1.2

Contributions and Techniques

We say that A is a ρ-approximation algorithm for a maximization problem Π, for ρ ≥ 1, if
for any instance I of Π, A(I) ≥ OP ρT (I) , where OP T (I) is the value of an optimal solution
for I.
In this paper, we study the fundamental problem of throughput maximization in the
flow shop scheduling model. Our main result is a polynomial-time (9 + ε)-approximation
algorithm for MaxT in the two-machine flow shop, where ε = O(1/n) for an input of size
n (i.e., n = |J |). We derive the algorithm by first obtaining a pseudo-polynomial time
(2m + 1)-approximation algorithm for MaxT on m machines, where m ≥ 2 is a constant. We
note that the ratio of (2m + 1) is essentially tight for any m ≥ 3, due to a known hardness of
approximation result for a ratio Ω( logmm ) [14].
We show that MaxT admits better approximations on some restricted instances of the
two-machine model. In particular, we present a 4-approximation algorithm for instances
where all jobs have the same release time, i.e., rj = 0 for all Jj ∈ J , and uniform weights.
For the special case where all jobs have the same time window and arbitrary weights, we
give a (3 + ε)-approximation algorithm, for any fixed ε > 0.
Techniques. In Section 2, we give an approximation algorithm for instances of MaxT on
m machines, where m is some constant. As our algorithm requires solving a Configuration
Linear Program (LP), this implies a pseudo-polynomial running time. Showing that this
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algorithm can be implemented in polynomial time, with only a slight degradation in the
approximation ratio, is a major challenge even in the two machine case. We use the following
key observation. Any instance J can be modified to an instance Jnew (by replacing some jobs
with new jobs) in which for every job Jj ∈ Jnew either both pj,1 and pj,2 are large relative to
dj − rj , or both pj,1 and pj,2 are small relative to dj − rj . Then, by an intricate analysis, we
show how to reduce the number of variables associated with the jobs in Jnew to be of size
polynomial in |Jnew | (and consequently also in |J |, since we add only a polynomial number
of new jobs) with only a minor degradation in the quality of the solution. The resulting
polynomial-size linear program can then be solved and rounded in polynomial time to obtain
an approximate solution (details are in Section 3). In one of the special cases, we establish
a precise relation between the approximability of classic real-time scheduling on a single
machine and MaxT in the two-machine flow shop (details are in Section 4.1). This allows the
use of approximation algorithms for the single machine case for solving our problem.

1.3

Prior Work

The problem of real-time scheduling with the objective of throughput maximization is
discussed widely in the literature. A general instance of the problem consists of a set of n
jobs and k machines, for some k ≥ 1, where each job j has a weight wj > 0, a release time
rj , a due date dj and a processing time pji on machine i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The
goal is to find a non-preemptive schedule that maximizes the weight of jobs that meet their
respective due dates. Note that all the related works in this domain do not consider the
flow shop model. Instead, the k machines form a single stage, where each job needs to be
processed on any one of the machines.
The problem is known to be NP-complete already in the single machine case (i.e., k = 1),
where all jobs have the same (unit) weight [11]. Some special cases of the problem are known
to be solvable in polynomial time. Moore [19] showed for the single machine case and uniform
job weights that, if rj = 0 ∀j the problem can be solved in time O(n2 ). Sahni presented
3
in [21] a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS), whose running time is O( nε ),
for the more general case where jobs have the same release time and arbitrary weights.
Bar-Noy et al. [3, 4] considered the real-time scheduling problem for general instances
with k machines, for some k ≥ 1, where jobs may have arbitrary weights and arbitrary
release times and due dates. They presented in [3] a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm, using
the local ratio technique. A quasi-polynomial time dynamic programming framework was
proposed in [15], which gives a (1 + ε)-speed (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for the weighted
throughput problem on k machines. The best known result without speed augmentation is
e
< 1.582 approximation algorithm [9], for a single machine and uniform job weights.
an e−1
We note that a variant of MaxT, where for every job Jj ∈ J , the start-times of all
segments of Jj are given explicitly, yields an instance of maximum weight independent set in
m-union graphs. Recall that an m-union graph can be modeled as the intersection graph
of m-segments, i.e., each vertex in the graph can be represented by at most m segments on
the real line. Two vertices are adjacent if their ith segments intersect. For this problem,
the paper [5] presented a 2m-approximation algorithm that was shown to be close to the
best possible, due to a hardness of approximation result for a ratio of Ω( logmm ) [14]. The
hardness result carries over to MaxT in the flow shop model and m machines, for any m ≥ 3.
Our approximation algorithm for a constant number of machines builds on an algorithm
presented in [5]. However, further steps are required to obtain polynomial running time,
which is the main contribution of this paper.
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Another line of work that relates to MaxT deals with maximizing the total weight of
just-in-time (JIT) jobs, i.e., the weighted number of jobs that are completed exactly on
their due dates. All previous studies assume that rj = 0 ∀j. Choi and Yoon [8] show that
JIT two-machine flow shop with arbitrary job weights is NP-complete. The special case of
uniform job weights is solvable in polynomial time on two machines and is strongly NP-hard
for instances with three machines. The best known result is an FPTAS in [10] (see also [23]).
We are not aware of earlier studies of throughput maximization in the flow shop model.

2

Approximation Algorithm for Fixed Number of Machines

In this section, we present a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for MaxT on flow shop
instances with m ≥ 2 machines, where m is some constant. Given the set of jobs J , each job
Jj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, is associated with m segments and a weight wj ≥ 0. Also, Jj has a release
time and a due date, rj ≥ 0 and dj ≥ 0, respectively. We seek a subset of the jobs that can
be feasibly scheduled on the machines in a flow shop manner, such that the total weight of
scheduled jobs is maximized.
As the processing time pj,i on machine Mi , release time rj , and deadline dj of job Jj
are all rational numbers, we can obtain integer values for these parameters by appropriate
scaling. Since all these values are integral, it is easy to see that any feasible solution can
be “tweaked” so that the start times of all segments of all jobs begin at an integral time
point. Thus, from now on we assume that this is the case. This allows us to discretize the
input and consider all the possible occurrences of a job Jj in its time window (rj , dj ]. An
occurrence of Jj specifies the start times of all segments of Jj on the m machines in (rj , dj ].
Note that the number of such possible occurrences of job Jj is upper bounded by (dj − rj )m .
We give some notations towards solving MaxT on m machines using a linear program. Let
Lj denote the set of occurrences of job Jj , so the number of the occurrences of Jj is |Lj |. Let
Sn
Pn
L = j=1 Lj . Clearly, |L| = j=1 |Lj |. Let x` (j) ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator variable for the
selection of the `-th occurrence Jj` of Jj in the solution, where 1 ≤ ` ≤ |Lj |. We note that the
Pn
number of variables and the number constraints in the linear program is O( j=1 (dj − rj )m ),
and is thus pseudo-polynomial in the input size. Let w ∈ IRn , x ∈ IR|L| be a weight vector
Pn P|Lj |
and a relaxed indicator vector, respectively. Then, w · x = j=1 `=1
wj x` (j).
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Figure 1 The job clique (J13 , J24 , J12 , J41 ) is defined by z, the right endpoint of the ith segment of
3
J1 . The clique contains two occurrences of J1 : J13 and J12 . The next clique, (J12 , J51 ), is defined by
the segment having its right endpoint at z 0 .

We now define job cliques on each of the m machines as follows. For machine 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
we examine the time axis from left to right and find among the segments that need to be
processed on machine i a segment whose right endpoint is earliest. Let z be the time point
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where this segment ends. We now define a clique C consisting of all job occurrences whose
ith segment intersects the time point z. The next clique is defined by the earliest endpoint
z 0 of an ith segment of a job, for which the following holds: there exists a job occurrence Jkr ,
such that the ith segment of Jkr intersects z 0 , but Jkr ∈
/ C, as shown in Figure 1. Intuitively,
0
the endpoints z and z in the definition of job cliques capture the maximum intersecting job
occurrences in the time window [z, z 0 ]. Hence, a feasible schedule can only select one job
occurrence in each clique.
We formulate the linear programming relaxation for MaxT as follows.

(P) maximize w · x subject to :
X
x` (j) ≤ 1
for each clique C
Jj` ∈C
|Lj |
X
`=1
`

x` (j)

x (j)

≤

1

∀1 ≤ j ≤ n

≥

0

∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ ` ≤ |Lj |

The first constraint ensures that at most one job occurrence is selected from each clique.
The second constraint guarantees that at most one occurrence of a job Jj is selected for
the solution, ∀Jj ∈ J . We note that (P) can be viewed as a Configuration LP, where each
occurrence, Jj` , defines a configuration, ∀Jj ∈ J .
Considering the neighbors of a job occurrence Jj` , we define two subsets of job occurrences.
1. Let Ñ1 (Jj` ) be the set of all job occurrences Jkr where k 6= j, such that a segment of Jkr
intersects a segment of Jj` (recall that two segments can intersect only if both need to be
processed on the same machine).
2. Let Ñ2 (Jj` ) be the set of all job occurrences Jjr where r 6= `, i.e., other occurrences of Jj .
S
The neighborhood of a job occurrence Jj` is defined as Ñ (Jj` ) = Ñ1 (Jj` ) Ñ2 (Jj` ).
I Lemma 1. Let x be a feasible solution to (P). There exists a job occurrence Jj` satisfying:
X
x` (j) +
xr (k) ≤ 2m + 1.
Jkr ∈Ñ (Jj` )

Proof. We first show that there exists a job occurrence Jj` for which the following holds:
X
x` (j) +
xr (k) ≤ 2m.
(1)
Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )

For two “neighboring” job occurrences Jj` and Jkr (i.e., Jkr ∈ Ñ1 (Jj` ) and Jj` ∈ Ñ1 (Jkr )),
define z(Jj` , Jkr ) = x` (j) · xr (k). We also define z(Jj` , Jj` ) = (x` (j))2 . We prove (1) using a
weighted averaging argument, where the weights are the values z(Jj` , Jkr ) for all pairs of job
occurrences which have intersecting segments. The full proof is given in Appendix A.
J

2.1

The Algorithm

We now show how to use Lamma 1 to get a (2m + 1)-approximation for MaxT on m machines
for some constant m ≥ 2. Let I be the set of all half open subintervals of the interval
(0, 2m + 1]. Given an optimal solution x for the linear program (P), we construct a mapping
ψ : L → 2I such that for each job occurrence Jj` the following properties are satisfied:
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1. All the subintervals in ψ(Jj` ) are disjoint.
2. The total size of the subintervals in ψ(Jj` ) is x` (j).
S
3. None of the subintervals in ψ(Jj` ) intersects any of the subintervals in J r ∈Ñ [J ` ] ψ(Jkr ).
k

j

The mapping is constructed for one job occurrence at a time according to a hierarchical
order induced by Lemma 1. We first define this hierarchical order. The last job occurrence
in the order is the occurrence Jj` that satisfies the inequality of Lemma 1. We then remove
this job occurrence from the feasible solution to (P). We still remain with a feasible solution
to (P) and we can apply Lemma 1 again and find yet another job occurrence that satisfies
the inequality of the lemma. We append this job occurrence to the order. We continue in
the same manner until we order all the job occurrences.
We compute ψ(Jj` ) for one job occurrence at a time from the first to the last in the
hierarchical order defined above. When ψ(Jj` ) is computed, we remove from the interval
S
(0, 2m + 1] all the subintervals in J r ∈N̄ ψ(Jkr ), where N̄ ⊂ Ñ [Jj` ] is the set of all job
k

occurrences in Ñ [Jj` ] that precede Jj` in the hierarchical order. By Lemma 1 the total size
of these subintervals is no more than 2m + 1 − x` (j). Thus, the remainder contains a set
of disjoint subintervals of a total size at least x` (j). If we assign ψ(Jj` ) greedily, that is,
we assign the leftmost collection of such disjoint subintervals, then it can be shown that
|ψ(Jj` )| is bounded by |L|. This is because each job occurrence may increase the number of
subintervals by at most one.
For a point y ∈ (0, 2m+1], let φ(y) ⊆ L be the subset of L consisting of all job occurrences
`
Jj for which one of the subintervals in ψ(Jj` ) contains the point y. From the definition of
the mapping ψ, it is evident that the subset φ(y) does not contain two job occurrences that
intersect and also does not contain two job occurrences of the same job. Thus, the job
P
occurrences in φ(y) can be scheduled feasibly to yield a weight of w(y) = J ` ∈φ(y) wj . Let
j
y ∗ = arg maxy∈(0,2m+1] {w(y)}. Note that if the mapping is computed greedily there are at
most |L|2 possible values of w(y ∗ ). These values are determined by the right endpoints of all
subintervals. The pseudocode of the algorithm, Flowshop_Time_Windows, is in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Flowshop_Time_Windows.
1: Find an optimal solution x for the linear program (P ).
2: Order the job occurrences according to the hierarchical order.
3: for each job occurrence Jj` in order do
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Remove from the interval (0, 2m + 1] all subintervals assigned to “neighbors” of Jj`
that precede it in the hierarchical order.
Assign to Jj` the leftmost collection of subintervals of total size x` (j).
end for
Let maxwy = 0.
for a point y that is a right endpoint of a subinterval do
Let φ(y) ⊆ L be the subset of all job occurrences Jj` for which one of the subintervals
in ψ(Jj` ) contains the point y.
P
Let w(y) = J ` ∈φ(y) wj .
j
if w(y) > maxwy then
Let maxwy = w(y) and y ∗ = y.
end if
end for
Return φ(y ∗ ).
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I Theorem 2. Flowshop_Time_Windows yields a (2m + 1)-approximation for MaxT on m
machines.
R 2m+1
Proof. Consider 0
w(y)dy. By our definitions,
2m+1

Z

w(y)dy =
0

|Lj | Z
n X
X
j=1 `=1

wj dzj =

ψ(Jj` )

|Lj |
n X
X

wj x` (j) = w · x

j=1 `=1

The first equality is derived by a variable substitution
R 2m+1and the second equality follows
from the second property of the mapping. Since 0
w(y)dy = w · x it follows that
(2m + 1)w(y ∗ ) ≥ w · x.
J
I Corollary 3. There is a pseudo-polynomial time (2m + 1)-approximation algorithm for
MaxT on m machines, where m ≥ 2 is some constant.

3

Approximating MaxT on Two Machines

We now show that, with a slight degradation of the approximation ratio, we can use the
algorithm presented in Section 2 to obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for m = 2.
We start with some notations. Consider two machines, M1 and M2 , and each job consists
of two non-preemptive segments. For notation simplicity, in the following sections, we denote
the processing times of Jj on M1 and M2 as aj and bj , respectively. Recall that a job Jj ∈ J
has a release time rj ≥ 0, a due date dj ≥ 0, and a weight wj ≥ 0. Thus, in any feasible
schedule of J 0 ⊆ J in the flow shop model, Jj ∈ J 0 is processed first for aj time units on
M1 after its release time rj , then processed for bj time units on M2 and finished no later
than its due date dj .
We distinguish between three types of jobs based on their slackness:
(i) Small jobs JS : Job Jj is a Small job, if it has a large slack in its time window [rj , dj ],
d −r −a −b
d −r
satisfying aj + bj < j nj2 −1j j . Note that this implies aj + bj < jn2 j .
d −r −a −b

d −r −a −b

(ii) Large jobs JL : Job Jj is a Large job, if aj ≥ j 2nj 2 −2j j and bj ≥ j 2nj 2 −2j j .
(iii) Almost-Large jobs JAL : Job Jj is a Almost-Large job, if it satisfies aj + bj ≥
dj −rj −aj −bj
d −r
(and hence aj + bj ≥ jn2 j ), and also one of the following:
n2 −1
(a) aj ≥
(b) aj <

dj −rj −aj −bj
2n2 −2
dj −rj −aj −bj
2n2 −2

and bj <
and bj ≥

dj −rj −aj −bj
.
2n2 −2
dj −rj −aj −bj
.
2n2 −2

We modify the linear program (P) in Section 2 to solve it in polynomial time in the
following steps. First, we eliminate Almost-Large jobs and replace each Almost-Large
job by two Large jobs and one Small job. Then, we define the modified linear program
(Pnew ) of polynomial size by identifying only a polynomial number of job occurrences for each
job included in this formulation. We call these job occurrences the selected job occurrences.
All the unselected job instances will not be scheduled (fractionally). We show that any
feasible solution of (P) induces a feasible solution of (Pnew ) with a slight degradation in the
value of the objective function. Finally, we show how a feasible solution of (Pnew ) can be
“rounded” to a schedule whose weight is 19 of the objective value of this feasible solution of
(Pnew ). This schedule is a (9 + )-approximation of the optimal solution.

3.1

Eliminating the Almost-Large Jobs

1
2
We first partition the set JAL of Almost-Large jobs into two subsets JAL
and JAL
.
d
−r
−a
−b
d
−r
−a
−b
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
2
(1) The subset JAL of jobs Jj satisfying aj ≥
and bj <
.
2n2 −2
2n2 −2
2
(2) The subset JAL
of jobs Jj satisfying aj <

dj −rj −aj −bj
2n2 −2

and bj ≥

dj −rj −aj −bj
.
2n2 −2
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d −t −a −b

1
Consider a job Jj ∈ JAL
. Let time point tj = dj − aj − (2n2 − 1)bj , so bj = j 2nj 2 −2j j .
Partition the occurrences of Jj into two subsets. The first subset consists of all occurrences
Jj` in which the first segment of Jj` starts (on M1 ) at or after tj , and the complement subset
consists of all occurrences Jj` in which the first segment of Jj` starts processing before time
tj . We replace job Jj with three new jobs as follows.
Note that the job occurrences in the first subset are essentially the job occurrences of a
new job consisting of two segments of lengths aj , bj with new release time tj and due date
d −t −a −b
dj . We add such a job Jn+j to the input. This job is Large, since aj ≥ j 2nj 2 −2j j and
d −t −a −b

bj = j 2nj 2 −2j j .
For the second subset of job occurrences, we ignore (for now) all the occurrences where
the second segment starts before tj + aj . Note that the rest of the job occurrences in the
second subset are essentially the job occurrences of two new jobs: one job consisting of
a single segment of length aj (to be processed on M1 ) with release time rj and new due
date tj + aj , and a second job consisting of a single segment of length bj (to be processed
on M2 ) with new release time tj + aj and due date dj . We add these two jobs J2n+j and
d −r −a −b
J3n+j to the input. Since dj − bj = tj + aj + (2n2 − 2)bj ≥ tj + aj and aj ≥ j 2nj 2 −2j j ,
tj +aj −rj −aj
we have aj ≥
. Thus, the job J2n+j is Large. The job J3n+j is Small, since
2n2 −2
d −t −a −b

d −t −a −b

bj = j 2nj 2 −2j j < j nj2 −1j j . We make sure that J2n+j and J3n+j are scheduled together
by modifying the linear program.
2
Jobs Jj ∈ JAL
are handled symmetrically. Let tj be the time point satisfying aj =
tj −rj −aj −bj
.
Partition
the occurrences of Jj into two subsets. The first subset consists of
2
2n −2
all occurrences where the second segment ends at or before tj , and the complement subset
consists of all occurrences where the second segment ends processing (on M2 ) after time tj .
The job occurrences in the first subset are the same as the new job occurrences of a job with
two segments of lengths aj , bj , release time rj and new due date tj . We add such a job Jn+j
t −r −a −b
t −r −a −b
to the input. This job is Large since aj = j 2nj 2 −2j j and bj ≥ j 2nj 2 −2j j . For the second
subset, we again ignore (for now) all the occurrences where the first segment finishes after
tj −bj . Then the rest job occurrences in the second subset are the same as the job occurrences
of two new jobs: one job with a single segment of length bj (to be processed on M2 ) with
new release time tj − bj and due date dj , and a second job consisting of a single segment of
length aj (to be processed on M1 ) with release time rj and new due date tj − bj . We add
these jobs J2n+j and J3n+j to the input. Since tj − bj = rj + aj + (2n2 − 2)aj ≥ rj + aj
d −r −a −b
d −(t −b )−b
and bj ≥ j 2nj 2 −2j j , we have bj ≥ j 2nj 2 −2j j . Thus, the job J2n+j is Large. Since
aj =

3.2

tj −rj −aj −bj
2n2 −2

<

(tj −bj )−rj −aj
,
n2 −1

the job J3n+j is Small.

The Selected Occurrences of Small and Large Jobs

After eliminating Almost-Large jobs, the set of Small jobs in the modified LP becomes
[
JS new = JS {J3n+j | Jj ∈ JAL } and |JS new | = |JS | + |JAL |.
2

For each Small job Jj ∈ JS new , find n2 non-overlapping occurrences of Jj : Jj1 , . . . , Jjn ,
such that in each such occurrence, the two segments of Jj are scheduled with no wait, i.e.,
the second segment is scheduled on M2 immediately after completing the first segment on
d −r
M1 . We can find n2 such job occurrences since aj + bj < jn2 j . These non-overlapping
occurrences are the selected occurrences of job Jj .
After eliminating Almost-Large jobs, the set of Large jobs in the modified LP is
[
JL new = JL {Jn+j , J2n+j | Jj ∈ JAL } and |JL new | = |JL | + 2|JAL |.
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For every Jj ∈ JL new , define 2n2 +1 dividers on the time axis for machine M1 , at the time
(d −b −r )
points rj + h · j 2nj2 j , for h = 0, . . . , 2n2 , and 2n2 + 1 dividers on the time axis for machine
(d −r −a )
M2 , at the time points rj + aj + h · j 2nj2 j , for h = 0, . . . , 2n2 . The |JL new |(4n2 + 2)
dividers define half open time slots for M1 and M2 , where each time slot is between adjacent
dividers. We note that for any Jj ∈ JL new , no segment of Jj is completely contained in a
time slot, i.e., it lies between two adjacent dividers.
Consider a Large job Jj ∈ JL new . For each time slot s for M1 and time slot t for M2 ,
consider the set of all job occurrences of Jj where the right endpoint of its first segment is
in time slot s and the right endpoint of its second segment is in t. Select one arbitrary job
occurrence from this set. Let Jj` , for 1 ≤ ` ≤ (2n2 + 1)2 , be all the selected job occurrences.

3.3

The Modified Linear Program

S
The set of jobs in the modified LP is Jnew = JS new JL new . Thus, |Jnew | = |JS | + |JL | +
3|JAL | ≤ 3n. All the jobs in Jnew are either Small or Large. We only consider variables
that correspond to the selected job occurrences. We define job cliques as before but only
with respect to the selected job occurrences. The modified linear program is as follows.

w·x

(Pnew ) maximize
X
x` (j)

subject to :
≤ 2

for each clique C

≤ 1

∀Jj ∈ Jnew

≤ 1

∀Jj ∈ JAL

=

∀Jj ∈ JAL

Jj` ∈C
|Lj |
X

x` (j)

`=1
|Lj |

X

`

x (n + j) +

`=1
|Lj |

X
`=1
`

|Lj |
X

x` (2n + j)

`=1
|Lj |

x` (2n + j) −

x (j)

X

x` (3n + j)

0

`=1

≥ 0

∀Jj ∈ Jnew , 1 ≤ ` ≤ (2n2 + 1)2

The first constraint is a relaxation of the original clique constraint and ensures that the
total value of the variables associated with the selected job occurrences in each clique is
at most two. The second constraint guarantees that at most one occurrence of a job Jj is
selected for the solution, ∀Jj ∈ Jnew . The third and fourth constraints deal with the jobs
that replace the Almost-Large jobs. Recall that in Section 3.1 the occurrences of any
Jj ∈ JAL were partitioned into two subsets. The third constraint ensures that the total value
of the variables associated with the two Large jobs that replace a single Almost-Large
job (one Large job for each subset of job occurrences of the Almost-Large job) is at most
one. The fourth constraint ensures that for each pair of Large job and Small job that
replace the second subset of job occurrences of a single Almost-Large job, the total value
of the variables associated with the replacement Large job is the same as the total value of
the variables associated with the replacement Small job.
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The Induced Solution of the Modified Linear Program

Consider a solution of the linear program (P) for an instance with two machines. Denote this
solution y ` (j), for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ ` ≤ Lj . We show how it induces a solution to the modified
PLj r
linear program (Pnew ) as follows. If Jj ∈ JS , then for ` = 1, . . . , n2 , x` (j) = n12 r=1
y (j).
`
`
If Jj ∈ JL , then for each selected job occurrence Jj , the variable x (j) is the sum of all
variables y ` (r), over all job occurrences Jjr such that the right endpoint of the first segment
of Jjr is in the same time slot as the right endpoint of the first segment of Jj` and the right
endpoint of the second segment of Jjr is in the same time slot as the right endpoint of the
second segment of Jj` .
1
Suppose Jj ∈ JAL
. Recall that in Section 3.1 the occurrences of Jj were partitioned into
two subsets, denoted as S1 and S2 . (The subset S2 includes the job occurrences we ignored
`
in Section 3.1.) For each selected job occurrence Jn+j
, the variable x` (n + j) is the sum of
`
r
all variables y (r), over all job occurrences Jj ∈ S1 such that the right endpoint of the first
(second) segment of Jjr is in the same time slot as the right endpoint of the first (second)
`
segment of Jj` . Similarly, for each selected job occurrence Jn+2j
, the variable x` (n + 2j)
is the sum of all variables y ` (r), over all Jjr ∈ S2 such that the right endpoint of the first
segment of Jjr is in the same time slot as the right endpoint of the first segment of Jj` .
2
`
Symmetrically, suppose Jj ∈ JAL
. For each selected job occurrence Jn+j
, the variable
`
x` (n + j) is defined as above. For each selected job occurrence Jn+2j
, the variable x` (n + 2j)
is the sum of all variables y ` (r), over all Jjr ∈ S2 such that the right endpoint of the second
segment of Jjr is in the same time slot as the right endpoint of the second segment of Jj` .
P
Finally, suppose Jj ∈ JAL for ` = 1, . . . , n2 , we have x` (n + 3j) = n12 J r ∈S2 y r (j).
j
It is straightforward to verify that the induced solution of the modified linear program
(Pnew ) satisfies all constraints but the relaxed clique constraint. We show that the relaxed
clique constraint is satisfied as well. First, we show that it is satisfied when we ignore the
variables associated with Small jobs.
Consider a time slot s for M1 , and assume that at least one selected job occurrence Jj`
has the right endpoint of its first segment is time slot s. Let C be the clique defined by this
endpoint. Let S be the set of all job occurrences Jkr whose first segment intersects time
P
P
slot s. Clearly, J r ∈C xr (k) ≤ J r ∈S y r (r). Since all jobs are Large, the first segment
k
k
of any Jkr ∈ S intersects at least one of the dividers that define time slot s. It follows
P
r
Jkr ∈C x (k) ≤ 2. The same argument holds for any time slot t for M2 .
Next, we show how the relaxed clique constraint is satisfied when we add the variables
associated with Small jobs. Note that for each variable associated with a Small job Jj ,
x` (j) ≤ n12 , for 1 ≤ ` ≤ n2 . Still, adding these variables may render the solution infeasible.
Since for each Small job Jj , the job occurrences Jj` , 1 ≤ ` ≤ n2 are nonoverlapping, any
job clique C contains at most one segment out of all segments of the job occurrences Jj` ,
1 ≤ ` ≤ n2 . Thus, the total sum of fractions assigned to Small jobs in any job clique C is at
most n12 · n = n1 . It follows that scaling the fractions assigned to Large jobs by a factor
of (1 − n1 ) will make the solution feasible. This scaling degrades the value of the objective
function of the fractional solution by a factor of (1 − n1 ).

3.5

Rounding the Solution of the Modified Linear Program

Since the clique constraint is relaxed, we need to reformulate Lemma 1.
I Lemma 4. Let x be a feasible solution to (Pnew ). Then, there exists a job occurrence Jj`
P
satisfying x` (j) + J r ∈Ñ (J ` ) xr (k) ≤ 9.
k

j
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. We first show that there exists a
selected job occurrence Jj` for which
x` (j) +

X

xr (k) ≤ 8.

(2)

Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )

As before, we define z(Jj` , Jkr ) = x` (j) · xr (k). The analysis is slightly different from the one
in the proof of Lemma 1 since the first constraint in (Pnew ) is now relaxed. We omit the
details.
J
We apply Lemma 4 to obtain a mapping (as defined in Section 2.1). This can be done in
polynomial time since we are guaranteed to have a polynomial number of nonzero variables
that correspond to job occurrences. The mapping yields a schedule of a subset of jobs in
Jnew as defined in Section 2.1 with total weight 19 of the objective value of the feasible
solution of (Pnew ). Recall that this value is the objective value of the feasible solution of (P)
scaled down by a factor of (1 − n1 ). We summarize in the next theorem.
I Theorem 5. There is a polynomial time (9 + )-approximation algorithm for MaxT on two
machines.

4

Better Approximations for Special Cases on Two Machines

4.1

A 4-approximation Algorithm for Unit Weight Jobs with the Same
Release Time

Consider instances of flow shop with two machines, in which all jobs have the same release
time, i.e., rj = 0 ∀Jj ∈ J , arbitrary due dates, and unit weight. Below, we show that for
such instances a simple algorithm yields an improved approximation ratio of 4 for MaxT. We
note that the problem of maximizing throughput on a single machine with the same release
times and unit job weights is solvable in polynomial time using Moore’s algorithm [19]. We
call this problem below MaxTS . Moore’s algorithm can thus be used as a subroutine in our
algorithm for MaxT, Split_the_Schedule. We give the pseudocode in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Split_the_Schedule.
1: For any job Jj ∈ J let pj = aj + bj .

Solve optimally MaxTS , where each job Jj has a processing time pj , a release time
rj = 0, and a due date dj . Let SOL be the set of jobs in the solution.
3: Define the following flow shop schedule of SOL on M1 and M2 : for any Jj ∈ SOL that
is processed on the single machine in (sj , tj ], process Jj on M1 in (sj , sj + aj ] and on
M2 in (sj + aj , tj ].
4: Return the schedule of SOL on M1 and M2 .

2:

I Theorem 6. Let OPT be the set of jobs in an optimal solution for MaxT. Then |SOL| ≥
|OP T |
.
4
We use the following two lemmas to prove our main result in Theorem 6.
I Lemma 7. For any instance of MaxT where rj = 0 ∀Jj ∈ J , there exists an optimal
permutation schedule, i.e., a schedule where jobs are scheduled in the same order on both
machines.
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Proof. Consider an optimal schedule that is not a permutation schedule, then we show that
by swapping jobs we can obtain a feasible permutation schedule. Formally, given a schedule
of the jobs on the two machines, we scan the schedule on M2 , starting from time t = 0. For
any two consecutive jobs on M2 , Jk , Jj , if Jk precedes Jj on M2 , but Jj precedes Jk on M1 ,
we modify the schedule on M1 as follows. Let s1j , s1k the start-times of Jj , Jk on M1 , and
t1k the completion time of Jk on M1 (see Figure 2). Then we schedule Jk on M1 at time
t1k − ak − aj and Jj at time t1k − aj . For M1 we have:
Jk completes processing earlier.
Jj has a later completion time on M1 , but it still completes processing on M2 by its due
date. Indeed, as before, Jj starts processing on M2 at time s2j ≥ t1k and completes by dj .
For any other job Jr , r 6= j, k, the above swap can only result in an earlier completion
time of Jr on M1 .
In addition, since we made no change on M2 , the schedule is still feasible.
1

1

2

…

1

J

1

…

…

Figure 2 A non permutation schedule. Jj and Jk can be swapped on M1 and scheduled
consecutively, so that Jj completes processing on M1 at time t1k .

I Lemma 8. Let OP T be an optimal solution for a MaxT instance J for which there is a
permutation schedule. Then there exists a subset of jobs OP Tsingle ⊆ OP T satisfying:
(i) The jobs in OP Tsingle can be feasibly scheduled on a single machine, taking the processing
time of each Jj ∈ OP Tsingle to be pj = aj + bj .
(ii) |OP Tsingle | ≥ |OP4 T | .
Proof. Consider an optimal subset of jobs, OP T , which has a permutation schedule. Assume
w.l.o.g. that this permutation is the identity permutation. We now show how to move
from a two machine schedule to a schedule of a subset of jobs in OP T , such that each
job is completely processed either on M1 or on M2 . We note that if |OP T | is odd then
we can always process the two segments of the last job on M1 . Hence, we assume from
now on that |OP T | = 2k for some integer k ≥ 1. We now partition OP T to k pairs of
jobs: (J1 , J2 ), . . . , (J2i−1 , J2i ), . . .. Consider the jobs J2i−1 , J2i with the processing times
(a2i−1 , b2i−1 ) and (a2i , b2i ), respectively. We distinguish between two cases:
(i) If a2i > b2i−1 then we schedule J2i−1 on M1 with processing time p2i−1 = a2i−1 + b2i−1 .
(ii) If a2i ≤ b2i−1 then we schedule J2i on M2 with processing time p2i = a2i + b2i .
We note that the schedules obtained on M1 and M2 are feasible. In addition, from each pair
of jobs in OP T , one job is scheduled (either on M1 or on M2 ). Therefore, |OP T |/2 jobs
are scheduled. Now, we choose the machine with a maximum number of jobs. This yields a
solution consisting of at least |OP T |/4 jobs.
J
Proof of Theorem 6. Recall that for an instance in which rj = 0 ∀Jj ∈ J we can use
Moore’s algorithm to solve MaxTS optimally. By Lemma 8, there exists a subset of |OP T |/4
jobs that can be scheduled feasibly on a single machine, where OP T is an optimal solution
for MaxT on two machines. Since Moore’s algorithm outputs an optimal solution on a single
machine, we have the statement of the theorem.
J
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4.2

A (3 + ε)-approximation Algorithm for Jobs with the Same
Release Time and Due Date

Consider instances of flow shop with two machines, in which all jobs have the same release
time and the same due date. We assume below that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, rj = 0 and dj = T , for
some T > 0. We note that MaxT on such instances is NP-hard, as Knapsack is the special
case where bj = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Algorithm 3 below is a (3 + ε)-approximation algorithm for such instances. The algorithm
partitions the jobs into two groups: large and small jobs. For the large jobs the algorithm
finds an optimal solution by applying an algorithm for makespan minimization in two-machine
flow shop due to Johnson [16]. For the small jobs it finds a (2 + ε)-approximation by applying
a greedy algorithm for the knapsack problem. The algorithm then outputs the better of the
two solutions, to yield a (3 + ε)-approximation.
Let ∆j = max{aj , bj } for each job Jj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Also, let ∆0 = 0. For a set of jobs J ,
P
define the weight of J to be w(J ) = Jj ∈J wj .
Algorithm 3 Pack_and_Schedule.
1: Fix 0 < ε < 1.
2: Let L = {Jj ∈ J | ∆j ≥ εT
6 } and S = J \ L.
3: Let ML = 0
4: for all R ⊆ L such that |R| ≤ 12
ε jobs do
5:
if R can be scheduled with makespan at most T then

. use Johnson’s Algorithm [16] to check this condition
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

if w(R) > ML then
Let SOLL = R
Let ML = w(R)
end if
end if
end for
Order the jobs in S in non-ascending order of the ratio
S = {J1 , . . . , J|S| }, and

13:
14:
15:
16:

w1
∆1

≥

w2
∆2

w|S|
∆|S|

wj
∆j .

Assume w.l.o.g. that

≥ ... ≥
Pk
Find the maximum index k such that j=1 ∆j ≤ T (1 − 6ε )
Let SOLS = {J1 , . . . , Jk }
. SOLS can be scheduled feasibly as shown below
If w(SOLL ) > w(SOLS ) then SOL = SOLL ; else SOL = SOLS .
Return SOL

I Theorem 9. For any fixed 0 < ε < 1 , Algorithm 3 runs in polynomial time and yields a
(3 + ε)-approximation for MaxT on instances where rj = 0 and dj = T , ∀j.
To prove Theorem 9 we need an observation and a few lemmas.
I Observation 10. Any feasible solution R of MaxT on instances where rj = 0 and dj = T
P
∀j satisfies Jj ∈R ∆j ≤ 2T .
P
P
P
Proof. We note that Jj ∈R ∆j = Jj ∈R max{aj , bj } ≤ Jj ∈R (aj + bj ) ≤ 2T. The last
inequality follows from the fact that R can be scheduled feasibly.
J
I Lemma 11. The set SOLL is an optimal solution for input L.
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Proof. Since for every job Jj ∈ L we have ∆j ≥ εT
6 , it follows from Observation 10 that
any feasible solution for L cannot include more than 12
ε jobs. Since we enumerate over all
feasible schedules with up to this number we are guaranteed to find the optimum.
J
I Lemma 12. The jobs in SOLS = {J1 , . . . , Jk } can be scheduled feasibly.
Proof. Sort the jobs J1 , . . . , Jk in non-ascending order of ∆j . Let π be the resulting
permutation; that is, ∆π(1) ≥ ∆π(2) ≥ . . . ≥ ∆π(k) . Let π(0) = 0.
Pj−1
Schedule job Jπ(j) at time tj1 = i=0 ∆π(i) on M1 and at time tj2 = tj1 + ∆π(1) on M2 .
The schedule is feasible since (i) no two jobs overlap in any of the machines (recall that
Pk
∆j = max{aj , bj }), (ii) the makespan of the schedule is ∆π(1) + j=1 ∆π(j) ≤ T since
∆π(1) < εT
6 , and (iii) for any job Jj , its segment on M2 is executed after the completion of
its segment on M1 , since the schedule on M2 is shifted by ∆π(1) = maxj∈[1..k] ∆j .
J
I Lemma 13. The set SOLS is a (2 + ε)-approximation of the optimal solution for input S.
Proof. First, consider a knapsack problem with set of items corresponding to the jobs in S,
where the size of item j is ∆j and its weight is wj . Assume that the knapsack capacity is T .
We claim that the weight of the optimal solution to this knapsack problem has weight that
is at least 12 of the weight of optimal solution for input S. To see this consider an optimal
solution for input S and partition the set of jobs in this solution into two disjoint sets: the
first set O1 consists of all jobs Jj in the solution for which ∆j = aj , and the second set
O2 consists of all jobs Jj in the solution for which ∆j > aj (and ∆j = bj ). Let i be the
index of the set whose total weight is larger; that is w(Oi ) ≥ w(O3−i ). Clearly w(Oi ) is at
least half the optimum. Since we start from a feasible solution, the total size of the items
corresponding to the jobs in Oi is bounded by T . Thus, there is a feasible solution to the
knapsack problem with weight that is at least 12 of the weight of optimal solution for input
S. Note that we may not be able to feasibly schedule the set of jobs corresponding to the
items in an optimal solution of this knapsack problem.
Pk
From the way we chose k and since for all Jj ∈ S, ∆j < εT
j=1 ∆j >
6 , it follows that
w
T (1 − 3ε ). Since the jobs are sorted in non-ascending order of the ratio ∆jj , we are guaranteed
that w(SOLS ) is at least (1 − 3ε ) of the weight of the optimal solution to the knapsack
problem and thus it is at least 12 (1 − 3ε ) of the weight of the optimal solution for input
S. Since (2 + ε) · 12 (1 − 3ε ) = 1 + 16 (ε − ε2 ) ≥ 1, for 0 < ε < 1, it follows that SOLS is a
(2 + ε)-approximation of the optimal solution for input S.
J
12

I Lemma 14. The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n ε ).
Proof of Theorem 9. Consider an optimal solution O for input J , and partition the jobs
in this solution into two disjoint sets OL = O ∩ L and OS = O ∩ S. By Lemmas 11
and 13, we have that w(OL ) ≤ w(SOL) and w(OS ) ≤ (2 + ε) · w(SOL). It follows that
w(O) ≤ (3 + ε) · w(SOL).
By the algorithm and Lemma 12 the jobs in SOL can be scheduled feasibly, and by
Lemma 14 the running time is polynomial in n. The theorem follows.
J
I Corollary 15. If aj ≤ bj , for all Jj ∈ J , or aj ≥ bj , for all Jj ∈ J , then, for any fixed
0 < ε < 1 , Algorithm 3 is a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for MaxT on instances where
rj = 0 and dj = T , ∀j.
Proof. It is easy to see that if any of the conditions in the corollary hold then the weight of
an optimal solution to the knapsack problem defined in Lemma 13 is at least the weight of
the optimal solution for input S, and thus the set SOLS is a (1 + ε)-approximation of the
optimal solution for input S.
J
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Some Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. We first show that there exists a job occurrence Jj` for which the
following holds:
X
x` (j) +
xr (k) ≤ 2m.
(3)
Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )

For two “neighboring” job occurrences Jj` and Jkr (i.e., Jkr ∈ Ñ1 (Jj` ) and Jj` ∈ Ñ1 (Jkr )),
define z(Jj` , Jkr ) = x` (j) · xr (k). We also define z(Jj` , Jj` ) = (x` (j))2 . We prove (3) using a
weighted averaging argument, where the weights are the values z(Jj` , Jkr ) for all pairs of job
occurrences which have intersecting
segments.

Pn PLj 
P
Consider the sum j=1 `=1 z(Jj` , Jj` ) + J r ∈Ñ1 (J ` ) z(Jj` , Jkr ) . We upper bound this
k

j

sum as follows. Let I(Jj` ) denote the set of segments of a job occurrence Jj` . For each
job occurrence Jj` , we consider all of its segments I ∈ I(Jj` ). For each such segment I,
we sum up z(Jj` , Jkr ) for all job occurrences Jkr having at least one segment that intersects
with I (including Jj` itself). Let R(Jj` , I) be the set of job occurrences that have a segment
intersecting the right endpoint of I (including Jj` itself). We note that it suffices to sum up
z(Jj` , Jkr ) only for job occurrences Jkr ∈ R(Jj` , I) and then multiply the total sum by 2. This
is because, for the intersecting segment I of Jj` and segment I 0 of Jkr , if the right endpoint
of I precedes the right endpoint of I 0 , then Jkr ∈ R(Jj` , I); otherwise, Jj` ∈ R(Jkr , I 0 ). Since
z(Jj` , Jkr ) = z(Jkr , Jj` ), each of them contributes the same value to the other. Therefore, it
follows that


|Lj |
|Lj |
n X
n X
X
X
X
X
X

`
`
`
r 
z(Jj , Jk ) ≤ 2
z(Jj` , Jkr ).
(4)
z(Jj , Jj ) +
j=1 `=1

j=1 `=1 I∈I(J ` ) J r ∈R(J ` ,I)
j
j
k

Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )

By the first constraint in (P), the definition of job cliques and the definition of z(Jj` , Jkr ),
we have
X
X
z(Jj` , Jkr ) ≤ x` (j) ·
xr (k) ≤ x` (j).
(5)
Jkr ∈R(Jj` ,I)

Jkr ∈R(Jj` ,I)

Using (4), (5), and the fact that |I(Jj` )| ≤ m, we get that
|Lj |
n X
X
j=1 `=1



`
`
z(Jj , Jj ) +


X
Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )


z(Jj` , Jkr )

|Lj |
|Lj |
n X
n X
X
X
X
≤2
x` (j) ≤ 2m
x` (j).
j=1 `=1 I∈I(J ` )
j

j=1 `=1
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Hence, there exists a job occurrence Jj` satisfying
X

z(Jj` , Jj` ) +

X

z(Jj` , Jkr ) = (x` (j))2 +

Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )

xr (k)x` (j) ≤ 2m · x` (j).

Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )

By factoring out x` (j) from both sides we get inequality (3).
To complete the proof of the lemma, we note that for a job Jj` satisfying (3) it also holds
that
x` (j)+

X
Jkr ∈Ñ (Jj` )

xr (k) = x` (j)+

X
Jkr ∈Ñ1 (Jj` )

xr (k)+

X

xr (k) ≤ 2m+

Jkr ∈Ñ2 (Jj` )

The last inequality follows from the second constraint in (P).

|Lj |
X

xr (j) ≤ 2m+1.

r=1

J

Proof of Lemma 14. It is easy to see that the most time consuming part is the loop defined
in Step 4 where we enumerate over all subsets of L of size at most 12
ε and thus the time
complexity.
J
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Abstract
Correlation Clustering is an elegant model where given a graph with edges labeled + or −, the
goal is to produce a clustering that agrees the most with the labels: + edges should reside within
clusters and − edges should cross between clusters. In this work we study the MaxCorr objective,
aiming to find a clustering that maximizes the difference between edges classified correctly and
incorrectly. We focus on the case of bipartite graphs and present an improved approximation of
0.254, improving upon the known approximation of 0.219 given by Charikar and Wirth [FOCS‘2004]
and going beyond the 0.2296 barrier imposed by their technique. Our algorithm is inspired by
Krivine’s method for bounding Grothendieck’s constant, and we extend this method to allow for
more than two clusters in the output. Moreover, our algorithm leads to two additional results: (1)
the first known approximation guarantees for MaxCorr where the output is constrained to have
a bounded number of clusters; and (2) a natural extension of Grothendieck’s inequality to large
domains.
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1

Introduction

Correlation Clustering is a classic model, where given objects and possibly inconsistent
pairwise similarity (or dissimilarity) information regarding the objects, the goal is to cluster
the objects in a way that agrees the most with the given information. Since its introduction by
Bansal et al. [7] close to two decades ago, Correlation Clustering has found numerous
practical applications in a wide range of settings: image segmentation [35], cross-lingual link
detection [33], clustering gene expression patterns [5, 8], coreference resolution [14, 15, 28]
and aggregating inconsistent clusterings [18], to name a few (refer to the survey [35] and the
references therein for additional details). Moreover, from a theoretical perspective it can be
shown that Correlation Clustering captures classic graph cuts problems, including Min
s − t Cut, Multiway Cut and Multicut.
Formally, in Correlation Clustering we are given an undirected graph G = (V, E)
equipped with non-negative edge weights w : E → R+ . Additionally, each edge is labeled
either with a + or a −, where + indicates similarity and − indicates dissimilarity. We
consider E to be the disjoint union of E + (all edges labeled +) and E − (all edges labeled −).
Intuitively, two nodes connected by a + edge (− edge) are said to be similar (dissimilar) and
the weight of the edge quantifies the strength of the similarity (dissimilarity) between the
© Dor Katzelnick and Roy Schwartz;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY
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two nodes. A clustering of the graph is a partition C = {S1 , . . . , S` } of V , for some `, where
each Si is called a cluster. Two nodes u and v are in agreement with respect to a clustering
C if (u, v) ∈ E + (or (u, v) ∈ E − ) and u and v belong to the same cluster (different clusters),
and are in disagreement otherwise.
The above leads to three natural objectives, which were introduced in the original paper
of Bansal et. al. [7], measuring the compliance of a clustering C with the input: MaxAgree,
MinDisagree and MaxCorr. Given a clustering C, the first objective aims to maximize
the total weight of edges that are in agreement, the second objective aims to minimize the
total weight of edges that are in disagreement, and the third objective combines the previous
two objectives and aims to maximize the difference between the total weight of edges in
agreement and disagreement. Formally, given a clustering C the MaxCorr objective value
of C is denoted by Corr(C) and is defined as follows: Corr(C) , Agree(C) − DisAgree(C),
where:
X
X
Agree(C) =
wu,v +
wu,v
(u,v)∈E − :C(u)6=C(v)

(u,v)∈E + :C(u)=C(v)

DisAgree(C) =

X
(u,v)∈E + :C(u)6=C(v)

wu,v +

X

wu,v .

(u,v)∈E − :C(u)=C(v)

In the above C(u) denotes the cluster in C that u belongs to. The goal is to find a clustering
C that maximizes Corr(C).1 A generalization of MaxCorr, denoted by Max-k-Corr, is
where we are also given as input a parameter k that upper bounds the possible number of
clusters in C.
All the above objectives have been extensively studied for almost two decades for important
special cases, such as bipartite graphs [1, 5, 6, 12], complete unweighted graphs [7, 10] and
weights satisfying specific constraints [2, 12], as well as general graphs [10, 11, 17, 32]. The
more general problem where the number of clusters is bounded has also been studied, e.g.,
[7, 16, 20, 24, 6]. From a practical perspective, the study of clustering of bipartite graphs was
motivated by numerous applications, such as gene expression and biological data analysis
[13, 27], and data mining applications [36].
The only known algorithm for MaxCorr is given by Charikar and Wirth [11] who
elegantly reduced the problem to maximizing a quadratic form. We denote the latter
by Max Quad: given a matrix B ∈ Rn×n find x ∈ {±1}n maximizing xT Bx.2 The
algorithm of [11] works as follows (for simplicity of presentation we assume that V =
{1, . . . , n}): First, set Bi,j to be wi,j if (i, j) ∈ E + , −wi,j if (i, j) ∈ E − (and 0 otherwise)
and approximately solve maxx∈{±1}n {xT Bx}. Second, consider the clustering C1 = {S1 , S2 }
defined by x: S1 = {i : xi = 1} and S2 = {i : xi = −1}. Third, consider the clustering
C2 = {S1 , . . . , Sn } of V into singletons, where Si = {i}. Finally, return the best from C1
and C2 , i.e., max{Corr(C1 ), Corr(C2 )}. [11] proved that if there exists an α approximation
algorithm for Max Quad, the above reduction provides an approximation of α/(2 + α) for
MaxCorr. Since Max Quad is known to have a logarithmic approximation [11, 31], i.e.,
α = Ω(1/ log n), this results in an approximation of Ω(1/ log n) for MaxCorr on general
graphs.
We note that using the above exact same reduction, one can implicitly deduce an improved
approximation algorithm for MaxCorr for bipartite graphs by simply substituting the
approximation algorithm for Max Quad with one for maximizing a bipartite quadratic form.
1

2

Equivalently one can formulate MaxCorr without the edge labels by negating the weight of − edges
and then maximizing the total weight of edges inside clusters minus the total weight of edges that cross
between clusters.
It is assumed that the diagonal of B is all zeros, i.e., Bi,i = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , n.
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We denote the latter by Max BiQuad: given A ∈ Rn×m find x ∈ {±1}n and y ∈ {±1}m
maximizing xT Ay.3 Specifically, assuming G is a bipartite graph containing n vertices
on one side and m vertices on the other, instead of the previously defined B consider a
matrix A ∈ Rn×m as follows: Ai,j is set to wi,j if (i, j) ∈ E + , −wi,j if (i, j) ∈ E − and
0 otherwise. Given A, approximately solve the instance of Max BiQuad defined by A,
i.e., maxx∈{±1}n ,y∈{±1}m {xT Ay}. The rest of [11]’s reduction remains unchanged. One can
easily verify that the overall approximation guarantee of the reduction remains as before.
Max BiQuad is known to have an approximation of ≈ 0.5611 [4, 26] that follows from
Grothendieck’s inequality, resulting in an improved approximation of 0.5611/(2 + 0.5611) =
0.219 for MaxCorr when G is a bipartite graph.4
To the best of our knowledge, no other approximation algorithm for MaxCorr besides
Charikar and Wirth [11] is known, both for general and bipartite graphs. It is important
to note that when restricting attention to bipartite graphs, the algorithm of [11] imposes
an intrinsic barrier of 0.2296 that follows from lower bounds on Grothendieck’s constant
KG (see Section 1.2 for more details). Thus, it seems there is no much room to improve the
current 0.219 approximation using [11]’s approach. Moreover, no approximation is known
for Max-k-Corr, even when considering bipartite graphs. The reason for the latter is that
the algorithm of [11] might output n singleton clusters, thus violating the bound k on the
number of clusters. The only exception is Max-2-Corr, which coincides with Max Quad
and Max BiQuad for general and bipartite graphs, respectively.

Grothendieck’s Inequality with Large Domains
Our work closely relates to Grothendieck’s inequality. This classic inequality, first presented
in [21], states that there is a universal constant KG such that for every matrix A ∈ Rn×m
(recall that S d denotes the Euclidean unit sphere in Rd+1 ):




n X
m
n X
m
X

X

max
A
hu
,
v
i
≤
K
·
max
A
x
y
.
i,j
i
j
G
i,j
i
j


x∈{±1}n ,y∈{±1}m 
{ui }n
∪{vj }m
⊆S n+m−1 
i=1
j=1
i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

The problem of bounding KG , both upper and lower bounds, has been studied for more than
half a century [9, 21, 26, 29, 30]. Specifically, upper bounding KG is typically achieved by
providing an approximation algorithm for Max BiQuad that rounds a fractional solution
to the natural semi-definite relaxation: each xi and yj is assigned a unit vector ui and
−1
vj respectively and xi yj is replaced with hui , vj i. Intuitively, KG
can be viewed as the
integrality gap of this relaxation.
One can easily note that the existence of a 1/βk approximation for Max-k-Corr for
bipartite graphs, that is based on rounding the natural semi-definite relaxation (see Section 2),
implies a generalization of Grothendieck’s inequality to larger domains. This generalization
states that there exists an αk , where αk ≤ βk , such that for every matrix A ∈ Rn×m ,


n X
m
X
(2(k − 1) hui , vj i − (k − 2)) 
max
Ai,j
≤

k
{ui }n
∪{vj }m
∈Pk 
i=1
j=1
i=1 j=1


n X
m
X

αk ·
max
A
s(x
,
y
)
.
i,j
i
j

x∈[k]n ,y∈[k]m 
i=1 j=1

3
4

Both problems, Max BiQuad and Max Quad, are known to be NP-hard [4, 11].
Braverman et al. [9] showed an improvement over 0.5611 by a very small absolute constant, thus one
can in fact obtain an approximation for MaxCorr in bipartite graphs that is slightly better than 0.219.
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In the above Pk is defined as follows: Pk , {U ⊆ S n+m−1 : hu, vi ≥ −1/(k−1) ∀u, v ∈ U},
s is the signed indicator function, i.e., s(xi , yj ) = 1 if xi = yj and s(xi , yj ) = −1 if xi 6= yj ,
and [k] = {0, . . . , k − 1}. It is important to note that when k = 2 the above inequality reduces
to the classic Grothendieck’s inequality since P2 only enforces that all vectors {ui }ni=1 and
{vj }m
j=1 are unit vectors. Thus, Grothendieck’s original inequality corresponds to the case
where the size of the domain is 2. Hence, for larger values of k the above inequality can
be viewed as an extension of Grothendieck’s original inequality to larger domains. To the
best of our knowledge, such an extension was not considered in the past. A special case of
particular interest of the above extended inequality, in addition to the case k = 2, is when
k → ∞. In this case the above extended inequality reduces to:


n X
m
X

max
A
(2
hu
,
v
i
−
1)
≤
i,j
i
j

{ui }n
∪{vj }m
∈P∞ 
i=1
j=1
i=1 j=1


n X
m
X

α∞ ·
max
A
s(x
,
y
)
,
i,j
i
j

x∈[n+m]n ,y∈[n+m]m 
i=1 j=1

where P∞ only enforces that all vectors are unit and in the positive orthant. This case
is interesting since one can easily observe that if MaxCorr admits an approximation of
1/β for bipartite graphs, that is based on rounding the natural semi-definite relaxation (see
Section 2), then α∞ ≤ β.

CSP Over Large Domains
We note that MaxCorr and Max-k-Corr can be equivalently cast as a constraint satisfaction problem over a large domain with negative payoffs. Specifically, when considering
bipartite graphs, we are given variables x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , ym , and weighted equality/inequality constraints containing exactly two variables per constraint (one from each type), i.e.,
xi = yj or xi 6= yj . Given an assignment of values from the domain [k] to each of the
variables, the value of a constraint is its weight if it is satisfied and the negation of its weight
if it is unsatisfied. The goal is to find an assignment maximizing the sum of values of the
constraints. The above equivalence obviously applies to general graphs as well. CSP over
large (non-binary) domains was studied, for example, by Guruswami and Raghavendra [22]
(see the references therein for additional related work). Moreover, the classic problem of
Max k-Cut, studied by Frieze and Jerum [19], is also a CSP (or equivalently a clustering
problem) over a domain of size k.

1.1

Our Results

In this work we focus on MaxCorr and Max-k-Corr in bipartite graphs. We obtain the
following main result for MaxCorr.
I Theorem 1. There exists a polynomial-time 0.254-approximation algorithm for the problem
of MaxCorr on bipartite graphs.
There are three important things to note regarding Theorem 1. First, it improves upon the
previously known approximation of 0.219 of Charikar and Wirth [11]. Second, it goes beyond
the 0.2296 barrier which is intrinsic to the algorithm of [11] and follows from lower bounds
on Grothendieck’s constant KG (see Section 1.2 for more details). Third, our algorithm that
proves Theorem 1 produces at most three clusters, whereas the optimal solution might have
any number of clusters.
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We show how our main algorithm can be adapted to handle any bound k on the number
of clusters. This results in an approximation factor that for k = 2 equals Krivine’s [4, 26]
guarantee of 0.5611, gracefully degrades as k increases, and reaches the guarantee of 0.254 of
Theorem 1 for unbounded k (see Table 1 for approximation guarantees for some values of
k). To the best of our knowledge, no previous approximation for Max-k-Corr for bipartite
graphs is known. Similarly to Theorem 1, the number of clusters produced by our algorithm
for Max-k-Corr in bipartite graphs does not exceed four, regardless of how many clusters
are in the optimal solution. Moreover, allowing our algorithms to produce more clusters than
four is not beneficial.
Table 1 Approximation for Max-k-Corr.
k
approximation

2
0.561

3
0.397

4
0.348

5
0.32

6
0.309

10
0.285

The above approximation guarantees of MaxCorr and Max-k-Corr for bipartite
graphs lead to the following results regarding α∞ and αk for the extension of Grothendieck’s
inequality to large domains.
I Theorem 2. αk is a universal constant for every k ≥ 2. Moreover, α∞ is also a universal
constant.
The specific values of the bounds on α∞ and αk can be derived directly from our approximation
factors and integrality gaps.

1.2

Our Techniques

The existing approach for approximating MaxCorr in bipartite graphs, i.e., the reduction of
Charikar and Wirth [11], poses two difficulties. The first main difficulty is that this approach
most likely cannot provide a much better approximation than its promised 0.219 guarantee.
Recall that its approximation equals α/(2 + α), where α is the known approximation for
Max BiQuad. It can be shown that the dependence on α in the approximation is tight, i.e.,
[11]’s algorithm cannot provide an approximation better than α/(2 + α). Thus, improving
this algorithm requires improving α, a task that most likely will improve Grothendieck’s
constant KG as well. Moreover, the known lower bound of β = 1.6769 on KG [29] yields
that [11]’s approach cannot provide an approximation better than (1/β)/(2 + 1/β) ≈ 0.2296
for MaxCorr on bipartite graphs. The latter is true since the only known method for
approximating Max BiQuad uses the standard semi-definite relaxation whose integrality
−1
gap is exactly KG
. We note that our guarantee of 0.254 in Theorem 1 goes beyond this
0.2296 barrier that is inherent to the approach of [11]. The second main difficulty is that the
approach of Charikar and Wirth [11] results in an algorithm that might produce up to n
clusters. Therefore, it cannot be applied to Max-k-Corr as it violates the constraint on the
number of clusters k in the output.
To eschew the above difficulties, we adopt an approach that is inspired by Krivine’s result
for bounding KG [26]. This approach is based on transforming two collections of disjoint
vectors in such a way that allows random hyperplane rounding to be successful even when
negative values are present in the objective function. We first show that a straightforward
adaptation of this method yields an approximation of 0.198 for MaxCorr on bipartite
graphs. To obtain our main result for MaxCorr we show that it suffices to extend Krivine’s
method to only three clusters and present suitable transformations to this end. Focusing on
Max-k-Corr we require more subtlety, as we build upon and adapt our two algorithms for
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MaxCorr which are based on Krivine’s method (the straightforward adaptation as well as
the three cluster extension). We note that allowing our algorithms to produce more than
four clusters is not beneficial.

1.3

Related Work

Many variants of Correlation Clustering were presented and studied throughout the
years, both from theoretical and practical perspectives. We present here only some of the
more relevant previous work. For general graphs, [7, 32] presented a 0.766-approximation for
MaxAgree, [10, 17] presented an O(log n) approximation for MinDisagree, [11] presented
an Ω(1/ log n) approximation for MaxCorr (while [3] presented a more refined guarantee of
Ω(1/ log(ϑ(Ḡ)))).
For complete unweighted graphs, Bansal et al. [7] presented a PTAS for MaxAgree,
a constant factor approximation for MinDisagree, and a simple 3-approximation for
MinDisagree restricted to two clusters. The approximation factor for MinDisagree was
continually improved by Charikar et al. [10] to 4, Ailon et al. [2] to 2.5 and by Chawla et
al. [12] to 2.06 − ε. Moreover, Giotis et al. [20] presented a PTAS for MaxAgree and
MinDisagree when the number of clusters is restricted to a constant k.
Focusing on bipartite graphs, Asteris et al. [6] presented a PTAS for MaxAgree on
complete bipartite graphs, even when the number of clusters is restricted. Amit [5] presented
a 11-approximation algorithm for MinDisagree on complete bipartite graphs. The latter
was subsequently improved by [1] to a factor of 4 and by [12] to a factor of 3.
In the context of Grothendieck’s Inequality, numerous studies were conducted. For
bounding KG , Grothendieck [21] showed that π2 ≤ KG ≤ sinh( π2 ). Later on, Reeds [29]
presented a lower bound of 1.6769. The upper bound was also improved by Rietz [30] to
2.261 and by Krivine [26] to 1.78821 who conjectured that this is the correct number. Many
years later, Braverman et al. [9] showed that Krivine’s bound is not the correct answer for
KG , by slightly improving the upper bound. These days, the value of KG is still unknown.
Many extensions of Grothendieck’s Inequality were presented and studied, e.g., [3, 25]. In
addition, Nesterov [34] presented a (2/π)-approximation for Max Quad for the special case
the matrix A is positive semi-definite.

2

Semi-Definite Relaxations for MaxCorr and Max-k-Corr

In this section we present natural semi-definite programming relaxations for both MaxCorr
and Max-k-Corr. These relaxation apply to both general and bipartite graphs. Focusing
first on MaxCorr, we consider the following natural semi-definite programming formulation,
denoted by SDP, which assigns to each vertex u a unit vector yu .
X
X
max
wu,v · (2yu · yv − 1) +
wu,v · (1 − 2yu · yv )
(1)
(u,v)∈E +

(u,v)∈E −

s.t. yv · yv = 1

∀v ∈ V

yu · yv ≥ 0

∀u, v ∈ V

In the following lemma, we prove that (1) is a relaxation5 for the MaxCorr problem.
I Lemma 3. Let OPTSDP be the optimum value of (1), and OPT be the value of the optimal
clustering. Then it holds that OPTSDP ≥ OPT.
5

The integrality gap of this relaxation is discussed in Appendix C.
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Proof. Given an optimal solution COPT , we can assign each yv to be a standard unit vector
in Rn , while a pair of vectors yu , yv will be the same unit vector if and only if u and v are
in the same cluster in COPT . This way, all the constrains are satisfied: for each v ∈ V we
have that yv · yv = 1, and for each u, v ∈ V it holds that yu · yv ∈ {0, 1}. Moreover, the
value of this solution for the SDP formulation is the same as Corr(COPT ): for a plus edge
(u, v), if u and v are in the same cluster in COPT , then yu · yv = 1 and so it contributes
wu,v . If they are in different cluster, then yu · yv = 0 and the edge contributes −wu,v to the
objective function. Similar argument can be placed for the minus edges. Therefore, it holds
that OPTSDP ≥ OPT.
J
Recall that in Max-k-Corr the output can contain at most k clusters. Therefore, focusing
on Max-k-Corr we consider the following natural semi-definite formulation, inspired by
the work of Karger et. al. on 3-Coloring [23], which we denote by SDPk :
(2)
max

X


wu,v

(u,v)∈E +

s.t.

2(k − 1)
k−2
yu · yv −
k
k


+

X


wu,v

(u,v)∈E −

yv · yv = 1

2(k − 1)
k−2
−
yu · yv
k
k



∀v ∈ V

yu · yv ≥ −1/(k − 1)

∀u, v ∈ V

One may observe, that if we are limited to two clusters only, i.e., k = 2, then SDP2 is
exactly the standard semi-definite relaxation for both Max Quad and Max BiQuad (as
in Grothendieck’s inequality). Moreover, when k → ∞, namely k is large enough such that
Max-k-Corr becomes MaxCorr, SDP∞ becomes the relaxation for MaxCorr. Similarly
to MaxCorr, we prove the following lemma which shows that (2) is indeed a relaxation for
the problem of Max-k-Corr.
I Lemma 4. Let OPTSDPk be the optimum value of (2), and OPTk be the value of the
optimal clustering with at most k clusters. Then it holds that OPTSDPk ≥ OPTk .
Proof. Given an optimal solution with at most k clusters, COPT , we construct the following
fractional solution. Let v1 , . . . , vk be the vectors that form the k − 1-regular simplex centered
at the origin. We know that v1 + · · · + vk = 0, and therefore
0 = kv1 + · · · + vk k2 =

k
X
i=1

vi · vi +

X

vi · vj = k +

i6=j

X

vi · vj .

i6=j

Since the vertices of the regular simplex are in equal distance from each other, it must be
the case that vi · vj = −1/(k − 1) for all i 6= j. One can show that this is the most efficient
solution, in terms of maximizing the minimum distance between k points on the Euclidean
unit sphere.
Let us assign the vectors {yv }v∈V to the vectors v1 , . . . , vk where yu = yv iff u and v are
in the same cluster in COPT . One can see that if yu · yv = 1, it holds that
2(k − 1)
k−2
2k − 2 − k + 2
yu · yv −
=
= 1,
k
k
k
and if yu · yv = −1/(k − 1), then it holds that
2(k − 1)
k−2
−2 − k + 2
yu · yv −
=
= −1.
k
k
k
Hence, the value of the objective of (2) with this fractional solution equals the value of the
integral solution. Thus, OPTSDPk ≥ OPTk .
J
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3

Approximation Algorithms for MaxCorr

In this section we present our approximation algorithms for MaxCorr on bipartite graphs,
thus proving Theorem 1. First, for simplicity of presentation, we show that a straightforward
adaptation of Krivine’s method to SDP yields an approximation of 0.198. Second, we present
an improved algorithm that achieves the guarantee of Theorem 1 by extending Krivine’s
method to more than two clusters.

3.1

Case Study: A Simple Two Clusters Algorithm

In this section we present a straightforward adaptation of Krivine’s method to round SDP
that produces at most two clusters. Denote by V = V1 ∪ V2 the two sides of the graph
and by n the total number of vertices in V . Let A ∈ Rn×n be the matrix of the solution
of (1). That is, Ai,j = yi · yj for all i, j ∈ V . Given a solution A, we can construct the
corresponding vectors {yv }v∈V in polynomial time. Additionally, we note that (1) can be
solved, in polynomial time, and the value of the solution will be far from the optimum up to
some additive error which is arbitrarily small.
Algorithm 1 Two Clusters Algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: G = (V1 , V2 , E) and w : E → R
Output: clustering C
Solve (1) for G and w to obtain a positive semi-definite matrix A ∈ Rn×n .
(
f (Ai,j ) if i and j in different sides of V
n×n
Define Ã ∈ R
as follows: Ãi,j ←
g(Ai,j ) otherwise
Find vectors {ỹi }i∈V s.t.: ỹi · ỹj = Ãi,j ∀i, j ∈ V (via Cholesky decomposition of Ã).
Choose z uniformly at random from S n−1 .
Set C1 ← {i ∈ V : ỹi · z ≥ 0} and C2 ← {i ∈ V : ỹi · z < 0}.
Return C = {C1 , C2 }.

Next, we show how to choose the transformation functions f and g, and prove that the
algorithm achieves the desired approximation factor. Specifically, we prove that it suffices to
choose:
cπ
cπ
) − cos(cπx) sin( )
2
2
cπ
cπ
g(x) , sinh(cπx) cos( ) + cosh(cπx) sin( ),
2
2

f (x) , sin(cπx) cos(

cπ
where c is the solution to the equation sinh(cπ) cos( cπ
2 ) + cosh(cπ) sin( 2 ) = 1. The reader
is referred to Appendix A for the complete analysis.

3.2

Producing More Clusters – Better Approximation

Algorithm 1 always clusters the graph into at most two clusters while ignoring the fact that
the optimal solution might contain a larger number of clusters. Building upon Algorithm 1,
we present an algorithm that clusters the graph into at most three clusters. Though this
seems like only a minor change, it enables us to improve the approximation factor to 0.254,
well beyond the 0.2296 barrier of the approach of Charikar and Wirth [11].
We note that Algorithm 2 differs from Algorithm 1 since it uniformly at random picks one
of the two initial clusters and splits it again using another independent random hyperplane.
This subtle change incurs a significant change in the choice of f and g, as will be evident
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Algorithm 2 Three Clusters Algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: G = (V1 , V2 , E) and w : E → R
Output: clustering C
Solve (1) for G and w to obtain a positive semi-definite matrix A ∈ Rn×n .
(
f (Ai,j ) if i and j in different sides of V
n×n
Define Ã ∈ R
as follows: Ãi,j ←
g(Ai,j ) otherwise
Find vectors {ỹi }i∈V s.t.: ỹi · ỹj = Ãi,j ∀i, j ∈ V (via Cholesky decomposition of Ã).
Choose z and z 0 independently and uniformly from S n−1 .
Set C 0 ← {i ∈ V : ỹi · z ≥ 0} and C 00 ← {i ∈ V : ỹi · z < 0}.
Let C1 be a uniform random cluster from C 0 and C 00 , and C the remaining cluster.
Set C2 ← {i ∈ C : ỹi · z 0 ≥ 0} and C3 ← {i ∈ C : ỹi · z 0 < 0}.
Return C = {C1 , C2 , C3 }.

from the analysis. Furthermore, this subtle change also makes the analysis more challenging,
compared to Krivine’s original method. The reason is that the separation probability of
two vectors is quadractically dependent on the angle between them, as opposed to linear
dependency in Krivine’s original method. In order to analyze this algorithm, we first calculate
the probability that two vertices will be in the same cluster.
I Lemma 5. Let u, v ∈ V whose corresponding vectors are ỹu , ỹv respectively. Then,



2
1
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
1
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
Pr[u, v are in the same cluster] =
1−
+
1−
.
2
π
2
π
Proof. If u and v are in different clusters after splitting V into C 0 and C 00 , then u and v
will remain apart. Otherwise, with probability 1/2 we will choose to split their cluster, and
then the chance of separating u and v is the same as before. That is,

 


arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
1 1
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
Pr[u, v are in the same cluster] = 1−
+
·
1−
.
π
2 2
π
J

This concludes the proof.

Similarly to Lemma 11 we have the following lemma. In what follows, Xu,v is the random
variable denoting the contribution of the edge (u, v) to the value of the output of Algorithm 2.
I Lemma 6. For every edge (u, v) ∈ E:



arccos(ỹu ·ỹv )2
u ·ỹv )
wu,v · 1 − 3 · arccos(ỹ
+
2
π
π


E[Xu,v ] =
w · 3 · arccos(ỹu ·ỹv ) − arccos(ỹu ·ỹv )2 − 1
2
u,v
π
π

(u, v) ∈ E +
(u, v) ∈ E − .

Proof. For every edge (u, v) ∈ E + :
E[Xu,v ] = wu,v · Pr[u, v are in the same cluster] − wu,v · (1 − Pr[u, v are in the same cluster])
= wu,v ·

2

1
2




= wu,v ·

1−3·

arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
1−
π



1
+
2



arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
1−
π

arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )2
+
π
π2

2 !

!
−1


.

For a minus edge, we can simply multiply the above by −1.

J
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The following lemma lies at the heart of the argument as it provides the existence of
suitable transformations f and g.
I Lemma 7. There exist functions f, g : R →
− R and a constant c ∈ (0, 1) such that the
matrix Ã obtained in Algorithm 2 can be decomposed into unit vectors {ỹv }v∈V in Rn , and
these vectors satisfy that for all (u, v) ∈ E:


arccos(ỹu ·ỹv )
arccos(ỹu ·ỹv )2

+
= c · (2yu · yv − 1)
if (u, v) ∈ E +
 1−3·
2
π
π


2

 3 · arccos(ỹu ·ỹv ) − arccos(ỹ2u ·ỹv ) − 1 = c · (1 − 2yu · yv )
if (u, v) ∈ E − .
π
π
Proof. We wish to find the appropriate functions f, g and the constant c, that will satisfy
the above conditions. That is, we need to solve the equation:


arccos(ỹu · ỹv ) arccos(ỹu · ỹv )2
= c · (2yu · yv − 1) .
1−3·
+
π
π2
p
It has two solutions: arccos(ỹu · ỹv ) = 12 (3π ± π 5 − 4c + 8c(yu · yv )). Therefore, we have
√
√
two candidates for f : cos( 12 (3π − π 5 − 4c + 8cx)) and cos( 12 (3π + π 5 − 4c + 8cx)). We
know that arccos(x) is bounded between 0 and π, and expect that f will satisfy f (1) > f (0),
so we dismiss the latter candidate solution and remain with:
√
1
f (x) = cos( (3π − π 5 − 4c + 8cx)).
2
Moreover, since yu · yv ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, it holds that 5 − 4c + 8c(yu · yv ) ≥ 0 for
all u, v and so f is well defined for our case. In fact, we can see that f is well defined
for all x ≥ (4c−5)/(8c). Hence, we consider the Taylor expansion of f at x = 0, defined by
P∞
p(x) = k=0 (k!)−1 f (k) (0)xk . Let fk be the coefficient of xk in p(x). We note that the
coefficients depend on the value of c. Thus, p(x) has the following two properties, described
in two technical lemmas that are given without a proof.
I Lemma 8 (The convergence radius of p). The function f (x) is equal to its Taylor series,
4c−5
p(x), for all x ∈ ( 4c−5
8c , − 8c ), and in particular, p(x) = f (x) for all x ∈ [−1, 1] if c < 5/12.
I Lemma 9 (The signs of the coefficients of p). For all c ∈ (0.25, 0.4), it holds that f0 < 0,
f1 > 0, f2 < 0 and for all k ≥ 2, f2k > 0 and f2k−1 < 0.
Thus, from now on we assume that c is in the range (0.25, 0.4), and can consider the
function f (−x). It holds that for all x ∈ [−1, 1],
f (−x) = p(−x) =

∞
X
k=0

f2k x2k −

∞
X
k=0

f2k+1 x2k+1 = f0 − f1 x + f2 x2 +

∞
X

|fk |xk .

k=3

P∞
Therefore, we conclude that k=0 |fk |xk = f (−x) − 2f0 + 2f1 x − 2f2 x2 . Hence, let us define
g(x) = f (−x) − 2f0 + 2f1 x − 2f2 x2 . We can prove that Ã is positive semi-definite, and can
be decomposed to the above vectors {ỹv }v∈V in a similar way to Lemma 13. Next, we wish
to find the value of c for which the new vectors {ỹv }v∈V will be unit vectors. Plugging x = 1
in the equation g(x) = 1 and then solving for c in the required range, will yield the solution
c ≈ 0.254013. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
J
Proof of Theorem 1. According to Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, it follows that Algorithm 2
achieves an approximation of 0.254 for the problem of MaxCorr on bipartite graphs. J
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As a result from Theorem 1, we obtain an upper bound on α∞ , proving the second part of
Theorem 2. Additionally, we note that Algorithm 2 can be slightly improved. If we consider
the probability that two vertices will be in the same cluster, we can notice that it is the
same as if we split the hyper-sphere with one hyper-plane with probability 1/2, or with two
hyper-planes with probability 1/2. Hence, we can find the value of p for which the algorithm
that splits the hyper-sphere with one hyper-plane with probability p or with two hyper-planes
with probability 1 − p, achieves the best approximation factor (with the above analysis). It
turns out that the best p is very close to 1/2, i.e., if we set p = 0.49 the approximation factor
will be c ≈ 0.2551. As previously mentioned, allowing the algorithm to produce more than
four clusters is not beneficial (refer to Appendix B for additional details).

4

Restricting the Number of Clusters – Approximating Max-k-Corr

In this section we focus on Max-k-Corr, where the solution is constrained to contain at
most k clusters. We build upon Algorithms 1 and 2 to obtain our results.

4.1

Two Clusters – Adapting Algorithm 1

We start with adapting Algorithm 1 to Max-k-Corr. It is obvious that this algorithm
produces a feasible solution, no matter which transformations f and g we employ, since
k ≥ 2 and it produces at most two clusters. However, since SDPk changes with k, the
original transformations f and g, that were chosen when considering MaxCorr and SDP
(equivalently SDP∞ ), do not yield a meaningful approximation anymore. Thus, all that
remains is to choose these transformations, given k. This is done by requiring that the
transformed vectors satisfy the following for every edge (u, v) ∈ E:


arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
2(k − 1)
k−2
1−2
=c
yu · yv −
.
π
k
k
To satisfy the above we choose f as follows:

π
(k + c(k − 2) − 2cx(k − 1))
f (x) = cos
 2k







k−1
cπ k − 2
k−1
cπ k − 2
= sin cπx
cos
− cos cπx
sin
.
k
2 k
k
2 k
Hence, the function g will be:








k−1
cπ k − 2
k−1
cπ k − 2
g(x) = sinh cπx
cos
+ cosh cπx
sin
.
k
2 k
k
2 k
The analysis continues the same as in Algorithm 1, and we require for the transformed
vectors to be unit vectors, i.e., that g(1) = 1. Solving this equation for each value of k, yields
the desired approximation factor c. These appear in Table 2 for some values of k.
Table 2 Approximation factors obtained by adapting Algorithm 1 for Max-k-Corr.
k
c

2
0.5611

3
0.3441

4
0.2901

5
0.2654

10
0.2269

50
0.2034

1000
0.1985

We can see that when k = 2, we have exactly the constant obtained by Krivine. As
k increases the approximation factor gracefully degrades, and when k → ∞ it approaches
0.1985 (the approximation we obtained for MaxCorr with Algorithm 1). Additionally, we
note that this result proves the first part of Theorem 2 as it provides upper bounds on αk
for k ≥ 2.
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4.2

More Than Two Clusters – Adapting Algorithm 2

The success of Algorithm 2 implies that allowing more than two clusters in the output
might be beneficial. However, adapting this approach, and specifically Algorithm 2, to
Max-k-Corr requires much care as the value of k will have a considerable influence on the
resulting algorithm and its transformations.
Specifically, given k, we need to choose from the following clustering techniques: (1) two
clusters produced by a random hyperplane (similarly to Algorithm 1); (2) three clusters
produced by a random hyperplane and then further partioning of one of the clusters by an
additional random hyperplane (similarly to Algorithm 2); and (3) four clusters produced by
choosing two random hyperplanes. The exact convex combination of these techniques will
uniquely dictate the transformations f and g that will ensure the success of the algorithm. We
refer the reader to Appendix B for a more detailed discussion of the above, the approximation
guarantees obtained for specific values of k, and additional details, e.g., why not use a larger
number of hyperplanes to construct a clustering.
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Analysis of Algorithm 1

Lemma 10 is widely known and is given without proof (see, e.g., [3]).
I Lemma 10. Let yu , yv be two unit vectors in Rn and z be a random unit vector chosen
uniformly from S n−1 . Then,
Pr[sign(yu · z) = sign(yv · z)] = 1 −

arccos(yu · yv )
.
π

I Lemma 11. Let ỹu , ỹv be the vectors representing u and v respectively. Additionally, denote
by Xu,v = wu,v · sign(ỹu · z)sign(ỹv · z) the random variable that represents the contribution
of the edge (u, v) to the value of the solution. Therefore,



u ·ỹv )
wu,v 1 − 2 arccos(ỹ
π


E[Xu,v ] =
arccos(ỹu ·ỹv )
w
2
−
1
u,v
π

(u, v) ∈ E +
(u, v) ∈ E − .

Proof. From Algorithm 1, we can see that that two vertices u, v will be in the same cluster
if and only if sign(ỹu · z) = sign(ỹv · z). Therefore, for every plus edge (u, v) ∈ E + ,
E[Xu,v ] = wu,v Pr[sign(ỹu · z) = sign(ỹv · z)] + (−1)wu,v (1 − Pr[sign(ỹu · z) = sign(ỹv · z)])
= wu,v (2 Pr[sign(ỹu · z) = sign(ỹv · z)] − 1).

Additionally, for every minus edge (u, v) ∈ E − ,
E[Xu,v ] = wu,v (1 − Pr[sign(ỹu · z) = sign(ỹv · z)]) + (−1)wu,v Pr[sign(ỹu · z) = sign(ỹv · z)]
= wu,v (1 − 2 Pr[sign(ỹu · z) = sign(ỹv · z)])

Consequently, we can use Lemma 10 to complete this proof.

J

The following corollary is immediate from linearity of expectation.
I Corollary 12. Let XALG be the value of the output of Algorithm 1 . Then




X
X
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
E[XALG ] =
wu,v 1 − 2
+
wu,v 2
−1 .
π
π
+
−
(u,v)∈E

(u,v)∈E

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 11 and the linearity of expectation.

J

The following lemma lies at the heart of the argument as it proves the existence of suitable
transformations f and g.
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I Lemma 13. There exist functions f, g : R →
− R and a constant c ∈ (0, 1) such that the
matrix Ã obtained in Algorithm 1 can be decomposed into unit vectors {ỹv }v∈V in Rn , and
these vectors satisfy that for all (u, v) ∈ E + ,
1−2

arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
= c(2yu · yv − 1)
π

and for all (u, v) ∈ E − ,
2

arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
− 1 = c(1 − 2yu · yv ).
π

Proof. First, we want to choose a function f such that
1−2

arccos(f (yu · yv ))
= c(2yu · yv − 1)
π

for all (u, v) ∈ E. This will satisfy the condition on plus edges and minus edges as well. The
constant c will be determined later. We choose the function f in the following way:
π


cπ
cπ 
cπ
(1 − c(2x − 1)) = sin cπx −
f (x) , cos
= sin(cπx) cos( ) − cos(cπx) sin( ),
2
2
2
2
where the last equality follows from the identity: sin(a − b) = sin(a) cos(b) − cos(a) sin(b) for
all a, b ∈ R. In addition, using the Taylor series expansion of sin(x) and cos(x), f can be
written as follows:
f (x) = cos(

∞

∞

k=0

k=0

cπ X (−1)k (cπx)2k
cπ X (−1)k (cπx)2k+1
)
− sin( )
.
2
(2k + 1)!
2
(2k)!

Let fk be the coefficient of xk in the Taylor expansion of f . We define the following functions:
g(x) =

∞
X

|fk |xk ,

k=0

a(x) =

∞ p
X

|fk |xk ,

b(x) =

k=0

∞
X

p
sign(fk ) |fk |xk .

k=0

Let ak and bk be the coefficients of xk in the above series expansions of a and b. Recall that
our goal is to show that there exist vectors {ỹv }v∈V such that ỹu · ỹv = Ãu,v for all u, v ∈ V .
Given the set of vectors {yv }v∈V , we define the following vectors: if u ∈ V1 then
yu0 = (a0 , a1 yu , a2 (yu ⊗ yu ), a3 (yu ⊗ yu ⊗ yu ), . . . )
and if u ∈ V2 then
yu0 = (b0 , b1 yu , b2 (yu ⊗ yu ), b3 (yu ⊗ yu ⊗ yu ), . . . ).
We note that the k-times tensor product yu ⊗ yu ⊗ · · · ⊗ yu are in fact nk coordinates in
the vector yu0 , as n is the dimension of the vector yu . For every vector v and integer k, we
denote by v ⊗k the k-times tensor product of v with itself. It is a known fact, that for every
two vectors u, v and integer k, it holds that u⊗k · v ⊗k = (u · v)k .
Thus, we can see that if u, v are not both in V1 or V2 , that is, not in the same side of the
bipartite graph, then
yu0 · yv0 =

∞
X
k=0

ak bk (yu⊗k · yv⊗k ) =

∞
X
k=0

ak bk (yu · yv )k =

∞
X

fk (yu · yv )k = f (yu · yv ).

k=0
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Otherwise, if u and v are in the same side of the graph, without loss of generality, let it be
V1 , then:
yu0 · yv0 =

∞
X

a2k (yu⊗k · yv⊗k ) =

k=0

∞
X

|fk |(yu · yv )k = g(yu · yv ).

k=0

That is, it holds that Ãi,j = yi0 ·yj0 for all i, j ∈ V . Consequently, the matrix Ãi,j ∈ Rn×n is
the symmetric Gramian matrix of the vectors {yv0 }v∈V , and can be decomposed in polynomial
time with Cholesky decomposition into Ã = Ỹ Ỹ T . The rows of Ỹ will be the desired vectors
{ỹv }v∈V .
To complete the proof we need to show that these vectors are unit vectors. That is, we
want to show that yu0 · yu0 = 1 for all u ∈ V . Since yu is a unit vector, we have that
yu0 · yu0 =

∞
X

|fk |(yu · yv )k = g(1).

k=0
cπ
Since c ∈ (0, 1), we have that cos( cπ
2 ) ≥ 0 and sin( 2 ) ≥ 0. Therefore, we can write g in the
form:

g(x) =

∞
X

|ak |xk = sinh(cπx) cos(

k=0

cπ
cπ
) + cosh(cπx) sin( ).
2
2

Hence, we can choose c to be the solution of the equation
∞
X

|fk | = sinh(cπ) cos(

k=0

cπ
cπ
) + cosh(cπ) sin( ) = 1
2
2

in the range (0, 1), and the vectors {ỹv }v∈V will be unit vectors. The constant c turns out
to be at least 0.19829.
J
Finally, we are ready to complete the analysis of Algorithm 1, which is given in the
following theorem.
I Theorem 14. There exists a polynomial-time 0.198-approximation algorithm for the
problem of MaxCorr on bipartite graphs that clusters the graph to at most 2 clusters.
Proof of Theorem 14. From Corollary 12, Lemma 13 and Lemma 3, it follows that:




X
X
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
E[XALG ] =
wu,v 1 − 2
+
wu,v 2
−1
π
π
(u,v)∈E +
(u,v)∈E −
X
X
=
wu,v c(2yu · yv − 1) +
wu,v c(1 − 2yu · yv )
(u,v)∈E +

(u,v)∈E −

= c · OPTSDP ≥ c · OPT,
where c is at least 0.19828.

B

J

Max-k-Corr: Adapting Algorithm 2

As previously mentioned, given k, we need to present the combination of clustering techniques
that will be used to approximate Max-k-Corr. Let us start by doing exactly this. In what
follows, it is important to note that given k: (1) the mixing probability p appearing below
depends on k; and (2) the transformations f and g also depend on k.
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First, when k = 3, with a probability of p we produce two clusters by a single random
hyperplane and with the remaining probability of 1 − p we produce three clusters as described
in Algorithm 2 (use one random hyperplane to produce two clusters, choose uniformly at
random one of the two clusters, and further partition it using the second random hyperplane).
Second, when k ≥ 4, with a probability of p we produce two clusters by a single random
hyperplane and with the remaining probability of 1 − p we produce four clusters by using
two random hyperplanes.
Let focus now on the analysis, specifically, how the transformations f and g are chosen.
First, when k = 3, the probability that two vertices u and v are in the same cluster equals:




 !

p 1−

arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
π

+ (1 − p)



arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
1
= (1 + p) 1 −
2
π



1
2

1−

arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
π

+

1
2



arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
1
+ (1 − p) 1 −
2
π

1−

arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
π

2

2
.

Thus, we wish to find the optimal parameters p and c that will satisfy that:


4
1
2 Pr[u, v are in the same cluster] − 1 = c
yu · yv −
3
3
and the transformed vectors remain unit vectors. Hence, the function f is chosen to be:

 p
9 (p2 − 2p + 5) − 12c(p − 1)(4x − 1) + 3p − 9
π
,
f (x) = cos 
6(p − 1)
and g is chosen accordingly. Performing the computation of the parameters, similarly to the
previous sections of the paper, we obtain that p ≈ 0.47 and c ≈ 0.397.
Second, when k ≥ 4, the probability that two vertices u and v are in the same cluster
equals:



2
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
p· 1−
+ (1 − p) · 1 −
.
π
π
Thus, following the same footsteps as before we can conclude that f is chosen to be:

 q
2c(p−1)(2kx−k−2x+2)
2 − 2p + 2 + p − 2
π
−
+
p
k


,
f (x) = cos 


2(p − 1)
and g is chosen accordingly. For every k ≥ 4 we can repeat the process and find the best
parameters p and c. Summarizing, we present these parameters (optimized numerically) for
several values of k (refer to Table 3).
Table 3 Approximation factors obtained by adapting Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 for Max-kCorr.
k

3

4

5

6

10

p
approximation

0.47
0.397

0.655
0.348

0.648
0.32

0.595
0.309

0.541
0.285
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We note that when k is large it is not clear why one should not use more than two
hyperplanes and obtain a clustering that might contain a large number of clusters. An
interesting phenomenon arises when we want to split the hypersphere to m slices. If
m ∈ (2t , 2t+1 ) for some integer t, then we can sample t random hyperplanes and split the
hypersphere into 2t slices. Then, we randomly choose m − 2t of the slices, and split each
one of them with a random hyperplane. The result is m slices, and the probability that two
vertices will be in the same cluster equals:


t
t+1
2t+1 − m
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
m − 2t
arccos(ỹu · ỹv )
·
1
−
+
·
1
−
.
2t
π
2t
π
That is, this probability is a convex combination of the probabilities that two vertices will
be in the same cluster when we randomly chose t or t + 1 hyperplanes. Since the analysis of
P∞
the algorithm is edge-wise, we can simply consider a distribution {pt }t>0 , t=1 pt = 1, where
pt is the probability that we split the hypersphere into 2t slices using t random independent
hyperplanes. However, numeric calculations of splitting into more than four clusters did
not yield better approximation factors. Thus, for a fixed k, the behavior of the value of c
is unimodal, and reaches a peak when p1 + p2 = 1. Therefore, we focus on on algorithms
that pick one hyperplane with a probability of p and two hyperplanes with the remaining
probability of 1 − p.

C

The Integrality Gap of (1)

In this section, we wish to discuss the integrality gap of the relaxation presented in (1). We
consider the following simple example: a 4-cycle graph that has 3 plus edges and 1 minus
edge. We denote it by V = {1, 2, 3, 4} and E + = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)}, E − = {(1, 4)}. Clearly,
this graph is bipartite and the value of the optimal solution is 2. However, the optimum
√ of
(1) is obtained when the vectors y1 , y4 are orthogonal,
and
y
·
y
=
y
·
y
=
y
·
y
=
3/2.
1
2
2
3
3
4
√
√
One possible solution will be y√
=
(1,
0),
y
=
(
3/2,
1/2),
y
=
(1/2,
3/2),
y
=
(0,
1),
and
1
2
3
4
the value of this solution is 3 3 − 2. Therefore, (1) admits an integrality gap of at most
√2
≈ 0.62575.
3 3−2
In addition, we can give better bound on the integrality gap for general graphs. We
consider the simple 3-cycle graph, that has two plus edges, (1, 2), (2, 3), and one minus edge,
(1, 3). One can see that the value of the optimal integral solution
√ is 1, whereas the fractional
optimum is obtained when y1 · y3 = 0 and y1 · y2 = y2 · y3 = 2/2. Therefore, the integrality
gap on general graphs is at most 2√12−1 ≈ 0.54691.
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Abstract
We study the space complexity of solving the bias-regularized SVM problem in the streaming model.
In particular, given a data set (xi , yi ) ∈ Rd ×{−1, +1}, the objective function is Fλ (θ, b) = λ2 k(θ, b)k22 +
Pn
1
max{0, 1−yi (θT xi +b)} and the goal is to find the parameters that (approximately) minimize
n
i=1
this objective. This is a classic supervised learning problem that has drawn lots of attention, including
for developing fast algorithms for solving the problem approximately: i.e., for finding (θ, b) such
that Fλ (θ, b) ≤ min(θ0 ,b0 ) Fλ (θ0 , b0 ) + ε.
One of the most widely used algorithms for approximately optimizing the SVM objective
1
is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), which requires only O( λε
) random samples, and which
d
immediately yields a streaming algorithm that uses O( λε ) space. For related problems, better
streaming algorithms are only known for smooth functions, unlike the SVM objective that we focus
on in this work.
We initiate an investigation of the space complexity for both finding an approximate optimum of
this objective, and for the related “point estimation” problem of sketching the data set to evaluate the
function value Fλ on any query (θ, b). We show that, for both problems, for dimensions d = 1, 2, one
1
can obtain streaming algorithms with space polynomially smaller than λε
, which is the complexity
of SGD for strongly convex functions like the bias-regularized SVM [12], and which is known to be
tight in general, even for d = 1 [1]. We also prove polynomial lower bounds for both point estimation
√
and optimization. In particular, for point estimation we obtain a tight bound of Θ(1/ ε) for d = 1
e (d/ε2 ) for d = Ω(log(1/)). Finally, for optimization, we prove a
and a nearly tight lower bound of Ω
√
Ω(1/ ) lower bound for d = Ω(log(1/)), and show similar bounds when d is constant.
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1

Introduction

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) optimization problem is a classic supervised learning
problem with a rich and extensive literature. In this work, we consider the SVM problem
in the space-constrained setting. Specifically, we focus on the bias-regularized SVM1 . For
n labelled data points (xi , yi ) ∈ Rd × {−1, +1}, with kxi k ≤ 1, and (θ, b) ∈ Rd × R the
unknown model parameters, the SVM objective function is defined as:
n

Fλ (θ, b) :=

λ
1X
k(θ, b)k22 +
max{0, 1 − yi (θT xi + b)},
2
n i=1

(1)

where λ is the regularization parameter. The SVM optimization problem is then to minimize
the objective:
(θ∗ , b∗ ) := arg min Fλ (θ, b).

(2)

θ,b

This problem is of both theoretical and practical interest, and has received lots of attention
in the machine learning community. One of the main lines of work on SVMs has focused
on trying to find approximately optimal solutions quickly (see, e.g., [12], [3], [11], and the
references therein). Most notably, using a variant of stochastic gradient descent (SGD), one
1
can compute a solution (θ̂, b̂) which is at most ε away from the optimal Fλ (θ∗ , b∗ ) in O( λε
)
SGD steps, each using a single randomly sampled data point (xi , yi ) [12].
However, in many applications of SVMs, the number of data points is sufficiently large
that even storing all of the data may be prohibitively expensive. In this case, it may be
desirable to store a smaller summary of the data that is alone sufficient for optimizing the
SVM objective within a desired error tolerance.
This goal has been studied for related smooth objective functions, but not for non-smooth
objectives like SVMs. For example, [5] focuses on this problem for the more general setting
Pn
of Generalized Linear Models (GLMs), where F is defined as F = n1 i=1 φ(yi , θT xi ) for
an arbitrary function φ. This includes the SVM objective. The authors of [5] show that if
φ is well-approximable by a low-degree polynomial, then one can stream through the data
points while keeping a small sketch of the data that is sufficient for minimizing the objective.
However, the space complexity depends exponentially on the degree of the approximating
polynomial, so it is only feasible for relatively smooth functions φ.
In this work we study SVMs, the most common non-smooth GLM, and focus on space
complexity in the streaming setting. In addition to optimization, we also focus on the
problem of point estimation: sketching the data points so that, given (θ, b), we can output a
value within ε of Fλ (θ, b). While we use this as an intermediate step for achieving improved
optimization upper bounds in the low-dimensional setting, this problem is also of independent
interest. It occurs, for example, in estimating the GLM posterior distribution: the distribution
of the parameters (θ, b) given the observed data and some prior distribution over (θ, b) [5].
1

In the standard SVM formulation, the bias is not regularized, but the bias-regularized version is common
both in theoretical work and in practice. See, for example, [12].
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Our Results

Our results are for the two considered problems, and include both upper and lower bounds.
We present the results for the point estimation problem independently. Then we present our
results for optimization, the upper bounds for which rely on our point estimation results.
Point estimation. First, we show that one can obtain a multiplicative (1 + ε)-factor approximation for d = 1 that uses Õ(1/ε2 ) space. However, we then show that it is not possible to
get a multiplicative approximation algorithm for dimension d > 1 that uses space sub-linear
in n. Given this, we otherwise focus on the space complexity of additive ±ε approximation
√
streaming algorithms. For d = 1, we obtain space O(1/ ε), and for d = 2, we obtain
space O(ε−4/5 ). We complement our algorithms with a lower bound of Ω(ε−(d+1)/(d+3) ) for
dimension d, for any sketching algorithm, which goes up to ε−1 as we increase d. Note that,
for d = 1, our bounds are tight. For d = 2, our lower bound translates to Ω(ε−3/5 ).
We also prove a lower bound of Ω(d/(ε2 polylog(1/ε))) for d = Ω(log(1/ε)), which is tight
up to polylog(1/ε) factors. Together with the O(1/λε) upper bound achieved from SGD, this
shows that there is a strict gap between point estimation and optimization. This is also the
case for linear regression in the streaming model: while getting a multiplicative 1 ± ε point
estimation approximation for linear regression requires space Θ̃(ε−2 ) [6], the (multiplicative)
optimization problem requires only Θ̃(ε−1 ) space [4].
Optimization. First, using standard net arguments, we show how to use our point estimation
results to approximately minimize the SVM objective.
n
I Theorem 1. Suppose there is a streaming algorithm that, after seeing data {(xi , yp
i )}i=1 ,
where kxi k ≤ 1, can produce a sketch of size s that, given any (θ, b) such that k(θ, b)k ≤ 2/λ,
is able to output F̂ (θ, b) such that |F̂ (θ, b) − F (θ, b)| ≤ ε with probability at least 0.9. Then
there is also a streaming algorithm that, under the same input, will output (θ̂, b̂) with
|Fλ (θ̂, b̂) − Fλ (θλ∗ , b∗λ )| ≤ ε with probability at least 0.9, while using space O(s · d log d/(λε)).

Together with our point estimation results, we immediately obtain streaming algorithms
1
that, for dimensions one and two, obtain space polynomially smaller than λε
, which is the
complexity of SGD for strongly convex functions like the bias-regularized SVM [12], and
which is tight in general [1].
We also prove space lower bounds for optimization. First, we consider the high-dimensional
case when λ = 10−4 is a constant:
I Theorem 2. Let λ = 10−4 and d = O(log n) for n = Θ(ε−1/2 ). Suppose there exists a
sketch such that, given a stream of inputs {(xi , yi )}ni=1 , outputs some (θ̂, b̂) with probability
at least 0.9 such that Fλ (θ̂, b̂) ≤ Fλ (θ∗ , b∗ ) + ε. Then such a sketch requires Ω(ε−1/2 ) space.
We can adapt the lower bound to the low dimensional setting if we let λ = poly(1/n).
Specifically, we show a somewhat weaker lower bound of Ω(ε−1/4 ) for d = 2 as long as
λ = Θ(1/n2 ). Moreover, we are able to show the same Ω(ε−1/2 ) bound for any d ≥ 3 as long
as λ = Θ(1/n). Note that λ = 1/n is a reasonable setting that is often used in practice.

1.2

Related Work

Stochastic optimization methods. SGD for strongly convex functions, which includes the
1
bias-regularized SVM, has a sample complexity O( λε
). Consequently, in the streaming
1
setting we can simply maintain O( λε
) random elements from the stream, then at the end
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d
run SGD, yielding a space complexity of O( λε
). Moreover, this is tight for general Lipschitz,
1
strongly convex functions; there is an Ω( ε ) SGD sample complexity lower bound for this
function class [1].
Some stochastic optimization methods like Stochastic Average Gradient (SAG) [10] achieve
linear convergence, meaning that after T iterations Fλ (θT ) − Fλ (θ∗ ) ≤ O(ρT ) for some ρ < 1.
However, in this case, ρ ≈ 1 − 1/n, so we would need T > n iterations, which is worse than
1
λε when n is sufficiently large.
Similarly, some stochastic optimization methods like Katyusha [2] achieve a sample
√
complexity that has a dependence on ε like 1/ ε. However, the sample complexity for such
methods also has a sample complexity that scales linearly with n, again making them worse
1
than λε
for the regime we care about.
Finally, note that if the elements of the stream are drawn IID from some distribution,
and the size of the stream, n, is sufficiently large, then we can simply run online gradient
descent (OGD) and use O(d) space. However, we focus on the general setting where we
cannot make any distributional assumptions.

Core-set and streaming algorithms for SVMs. Tsang et al. focuses on trying to speed
up SVM optimization via core-sets [13]: a subset of training points that are sufficient
for approximately optimizing the objective corresponding to the full training set. They
approximately solve a Minimum Enclosing Ball (MEB) problem that they show is equivalent
to the SVM. In the language of our paper, it shows an algorithm for achieving a ±ε additive
approximation for the SVM objective in the batch setting using space O(ε−2 ). [9] adapts these
ideas to the streaming setting by showing a simple one-pass approximate MEB algorithm.
However, they only achieve a constant approximation, rather than one with a target error ε.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to analyze streaming SVM algorithms with
sub-constant approximation guarantees.

1.3

Techniques

Multiplicative approximation algorithm. First note that by considering the points labeled
+1 and −1 separately, the point estimation problem that we consider reduces to the following:
given a set of n points, the goal is to sketch them such that later, given a query hyperplane
denoted by H = (θ, b), one can estimate the sum of distances of the points on one side of H
to H. In one dimension, the points are positioned on the real line and the query is also a
P
value b on the real line and the goal is to compute i max{0, b − xi }.
The idea behind the streaming algorithm is the following: we uniformly sample a 1/2i
fraction of the input points, for i = 1, 2, . . . , O(log n), and for each of the O(log n) sampling
rates, we store the smallest Õ(−2 ) points that we have seen. Now given a query point q, we
want to estimate the sum of distances of points p < q to q. If there are fewer than Õ(−2 )
input points p less than q, then we have stored all of them and can compute this sum exactly.
Otherwise we can think of partitioning the input points p into geometric scales, in powers of
2, based on their distance to q. The main insight is if one of these scales contributes to the
overall sum, it must have a number n0 of points in it of roughly the same order as the total
number of points p0 even further away from q. This is because each such point p0 contributes
even more than any point p in this scale to the sum. Consequently, if we choose i for which
1/2i ≈ 1/(n0 2 ), then there will be about Θ̃(1/2 ) survivors in the sampling that are at this
distance scale, and we will have stored all of them. By separately estimating the contribution
of each scale and adding them together, we obtain our overall estimate. We note that to
achieve our overall Õ(−2 ) space bound we need to obtain as crude of an additive error as
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possible for scales that do not contribute as much as other scales to the overall objective. We
do this by separately first estimating the contribution of each scale up to a constant factor,
and then refining it appropriately.
Additive approximation algorithms. We also show additive approximation algorithms in
the low dimensional regimes. As our lower bound depends on the diameter of the points,
we assume without loss of generality that our point set has diameter 1. For d = 1, the
√
sketching algorithm groups the points into 2/ ε groups in a way that i) each group has
√
√
diameter at most ε, and ii) each group has at most n ε points in it. It is easy to verify
that such a grouping results in an additive approximation of ε. To make the algorithm
work in the streaming setting, we must maintain the groups as the points arrive. Note that
the partitioning based on the diameter can be done in advance. However in order to also
√
partition based on the number of points (and make sure each group gets at most n ε points
√
in it), we create a binary tree for each original group (that has diameter ε). Whenever a
√
group reaches its maximum size of n ε, we create two children corresponding to that group
and further points arriving in the group will be assigned to one of the children. Note that it
is important that we cannot partition the previous points into the two children as we already
discarded them in the stream.
For d = 2, we maintain a quad tree on the points in [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]. Whenever a cell
gets too many points we further partition it into four until its side length becomes too small.
We process every cell of the quad tree so that if the query (which is a line now) does not
collide with the cell, we can exactly compute the sum of distances of the points in the cell to
the line (using [5]). Ignoring the points in the cells that the line crosses, will result in an
algorithm with space usage of O(ε−1 ). To push it down to O(ε−4/5 ), we randomly sample
a point from each cell and for the crossing cells, we will use the single sampled point to
estimate the average distances of the points in the cell to the query line.
Finally, for the lower bounds in low dimensions, we develop reductions from the Indexing
d+1
problem. We show how to consider k = Ω(ε− d+3 ) positions inside a d-dimensional sphere,
where they correspond to a bit-string of length k by Alice. If her i-th bit in the string is 1,
then she will put n/k actual points in the corresponding positions, otherwise she does not
put any point there. We show that Bob can recover Alice’s input using hyper-plane queries.
P
Lower bound in high dimensions. We let b = 0 so that F (θ, 0) = n1 i max{0, θ · xi }. This
is similar to the subspace sketch problem studied in [7], which considers approximating
P
i φ(θ·xi ) for φ(t) = |t| up to a multiplicative factor of (1+ε). Here we have φ(t) = max{0, t}
instead (by flipping θ) and an additive error εn. The proof in [7] turns the multiplicative
error into an additive error and so we can adapt the same approach in our current case.
Following the same approach, we can show an Ω(d/(ε2 polylog(1/ε))) lower bound when
d = Ω(log(1/ε)) for the point estimation problem. Below we sketch the main idea for the
proof, which is similar to that in [7].
We show an Ω̃(1/ε2 ) lower bound for d = Θ(log(1/ε)). The lower bound for general d
follows from the concatenation of Θ(d/ log(1/ε)) independent smaller hard instances.
In the remainder of this subsection let d = Θ(log(1/ε)) be such that n = 2d = Θ̃(1/ε).
Consider all the {−1, 1}d vectors and let xi be the i-th {−1, 1}-vector scaled by some scalar
ri . Define a matrix M ∈ Rn×n , indexed by {−1, 1}-vectors, as Mij = φ(hi, ji). Then we
P
P
P
P
have for θ ∈ {−1, 1}d that i φ(−hθ, xi i) = i φ(hθ, xi i) = i φ(ri hθ, ii) = i ri φ(hθ, ii) =
P
i Mθ,i ri = hMθ , ri if all ri ≥ 0, where Mθ denotes the θ-th row of M . Our goal is to encode
random bits si in the scalars ri , such that obtaining hM, θi within additive εn allows us to
recover as many bits si as possible.
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P
Mi
First we allow ri to be negative and consider (M r)θ . Let r =
i si · kMi k2 , where
s1 , . . . , sn are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables. It follows from a standard concentration
inequality that krk∞ ≤ poly(d). If M had orthogonal rows, then hMθ , ri = sθ kMθ k2 , in
which case we can recover the bit sθ from the sign of hMθ , ri, provided that kMθ k2 is larger
than the additive error εn.
However, M does not have orthogonal rows. The argument above still goes through so
long as we can identify a subset R ⊆ [n] = [2d ] of size |R| = Ω(2d / poly(d)) such that the rows
{Mi }i∈R are nearly orthogonal, meaning that the `2 norm of the orthogonal projection of Mi
onto the subspace spanned by other rows {Mj }j∈R\{i} is much smaller than kMi k2 . To this
end, we study the spectrum of M using Fourier analysis on the hypercube, which shows that
the eigenvectors of M are the rows of the normalized Hadamard matrix, while the eigenvalues
of M are the Fourier coefficients associated with the function g(s) = φ(d − 2wH (s)), where
wH (s) is the Hamming weight of a vector s ∈ {0, 1}d . It can be shown that M has at least
Ω(2d / poly(d)) eigenvalues of magnitude Ω(2d/2 / poly(d)). For the θ’s which correspond to
those eigenvalues, we have kMθ k2 = Ω(2d/2 / poly(d)) so that kMθ k2 = Ω(εn) for our choice
of n and d, as required by the argument.
Recall that we require ri ≥ 0. Since krk∞ ≤ poly(d) with high probability, we can just
shift each coordinate of r by a fixed amount of poly(d) to ensure that all entries of r are
positive. We can still obtain hMθ , ri with an additive error O(ε2d poly(d)), since the amount
of the shift is fixed and bounded by poly(d).
Last, rescaling θ and xi ’s to unit vectors loses poly(d) = poly(log(1/ε)) factors in the
lower bound and we continue to have an Ω(1/(ε2 polylog(1/ε))) lower bound.
Optimization lower bound. We prove optimization lower bounds by reducing from the
Indexing problem: Alice encodes points at specific locations on the unit sphere, then Bob
uses the optimization sketch to decode whether a point was added at some particular location.
The challenge is that Bob must be able to reason about a single data point when given access
to an approximate optimum corresponding to an entire dataset. The key idea in getting this
to work is for Bob to add some additional points with the following property: if the location
being queried does not contain a point, then the added points are the only support vectors,
i.e. (θ∗ , b∗ ) is entirely determined by the added points, whereas if the the location being
queried does contain a point, then (θ∗ , b∗ ) is entirely determined by the added points and
the point at that location. Hence, (θ∗ , b∗ ) can take on exactly two possible values, and does
not depend on any of the remaining points in the dataset. Moreover, the strong convexity of
Fλ allows us to upper bound k(θ∗ , b∗ ) − (θ̂, b̂)k in terms of ε. We make this precise in the
following lemma, which we will refer to multiple times later on:
p
I Lemma 3. If Fλ (θ̂, b̂) ≤ Fλ (θ∗ , b∗ ) + ε, then k(θ̂, b̂) − (θ∗ , b∗ )k2 ≤ 2ε/λ.
By exactly characterizing
what (θ∗ , b∗ ) is in these two possible cases, and showing that
p
the gap is more than 2 2ε/λ, we show that Bob can distinguish these two situations and
decode the bit. The analysis is delicate, requiring a carefully chosen construction for the
proof to go through.
Open Problems. For the case of d = 1, we have matching upper and lower bounds for
(additive) point estimation of Θ(ε−1/2 ). This also translates into an optimization upper
bound of O(ε−1/2 ), the best upper bound we know of for this setting. However, we have
no optimization lower bound for d = 1. Instead, we have an optimization lower bound of
Ω(ε−1/4 ) for d = 2 and Ω(ε−1/2 ) for d ≥ 3. Moreover, for optimization in high dimensions,
there remains a gap between the Ω(ε−1/2 ) lower bound and O(1/ε) upper bound. It remains
to close all of these gaps.
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Also, while in this work we focus on linear SVMs, often times non-linear kernels are
preferred in practice. This raises the question of whether we can extend our results to this
setting. One approach is to use random feature maps that allow one to convert a kernel SVM
problem into a linear SVM problem [8]. However, this increases the dimension significantly,
so that sampling and running SGD is more efficient than optimization via point estimation.2

2

Point Estimation

In this section, we study the streaming complexity of the point estimation problem. Specifically, the algorithm sees the data points (xi , yi ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, one by one. The goal is to
keep a sketch of the data such that later, given the query parameters (θ, b), it can output an
estimate of the SVM objective function F (θ, b).
Setup for point estimation. We can simplify the presentation by focusing on a slight
simplification of the SVM objective (without loss of generality). First, we note that, since
yi ∈ {+1, −1}, we can estimate the contribution from xi ’s with yi = +1 and yi = −1
separately. Hence, for point estimation it is enough to assume that yi = +1, as well as that
λ = 0 (since the regularization can be computed independently of the data). Furthermore,
we can just work with the following related objective:
n

F (θ, b) :=

1X
max{0, b − θ · xi },
n i=1

(3)

by adjusting b accordingly. Hence we focus on estimating the function from Eqn. (3) for the
rest of this section.
Note that when d = 1, it is enough to consider the case of θ = +1. First, because
for θ ∈ (0, 1), we can rescale the output of a sketch (that uses θ = +1 and accordingly
rescaled b). Second, because the case of θ ∈ [−1, 0) is precisely symmetric, so one can
just keep two sketches, one for each of θ ∈ {−1, +1}. Note that the objective simplifies to
Pn
F = n1 i=1 max{0, q − xi } where q = b. We will call the value q the query.

2.1

Multiplicative (1 + ε) approximation algorithm for d = 1

Here we consider the case of d = 1: We are given a set of n points xi ∈ R, and given any
P
query q ∈ R, the goal is to approximate i:xi ≤q (q − xi ) up to a multiplicative 1 + ε factor. To
analyze the bit complexity of the problem, we assume the points are integers between 1 and
W . A simple sketching algorithm is given in the full version. Here we present a streaming
algorithm for the problem.
Streaming. Here we assume that the values x1 , . . . , xn are given in a stream in this order,
and we are allowed to make a single pass over it, and the query q is given at the end of the
stream. Note that xi ’s are not necessarily sorted, and for simplicity, we assume all xi ’s are
distinct. The algorithm maintains the following sketch throughout the stream.

2

As described in [12], one can use adapt SGD to work for kernelized SVMs. This involves tracking dual
d
variables αi , which we can do with the same space complexity of O( λε
) as before.
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Sketch. The sketch consists of two collections of sets of samples as described below. The
first collection is used to get a crude (constant factor) approximation of the contribution
of each contributing interval as defined later, and the second collection is used for a more
precise approximation.
For each 0 ≤ i ≤ log n, sample every point with probability 1/2i , and preserve the
m1 = C1 ε−1 log2 W points with the smallest x value in the set Ei , where C1 is a constant
to be specified later.
For each 0 ≤ i ≤ log n, sample every point with probability 1/2i , and preserve the
m2 = C2 ε−2 log W points with the smallest x value in the set Si , where C2 is a constant
to be specified later.
I Observation 4 (Space). The sets Ei and Si can be maintained in a stream. Let M =
2
W 1
max{m1 , m2 }, then the space usage of the algorithm is O(log n·M ·log W ) = O( log n·log
(ε +
ε
log W )) bits.
Next we describe the query processing algorithm. The analysis is deferred to Appendix A.
Query algorithm. Let p be the largest value in S0 ∪ E0 . Given the query point q ∈ R, we
proceed as follows.
If q ≤ p, then we can report an exact solution using the corresponding sample set: e.g. if
P
p ∈ S0 , then we output x∈S0 ,x≤q (q − x).
Otherwise, we group the points based on their distance to q and estimate the contribution
of each group separately. More precisely, let D = q − p, which is a positive number,
D
and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ log D, define the interval Rj = (q − 2j−1
, q − 2Dj ]. For notational
convenience, let R0 be the interval covering S0 ∩ E0 which ends at the point p. Finally
for each 0 ≤ j ≤ log D, let tj = |P ∩ Rj | be the number of points in the interval Rj , and
S
Tj = |P ∩ ( k<j Rk )| be the number of points to the left of interval Rj .
Let i0 (j) be the largest i such that Ei contains at least log D points from Rj . If no such
i0 exists, let i0 (j) = −1. The value i0 (j) shows which sampled set (Ei0 (j) ) we should use
for our crude approximation. As we show in Lemma 17, if i0 (j) = −1, the contribution of
the points in Rj can be ignored).
|Ei0 (j) ∩Rj |

Let φj = min{1, |E 0

i (j) ∩(∪k<j Rk )|

}. This value is used to approximate the ratio of the
t

points in Rj to the points that are to the left of Rj , i.e., φj ≈ Tjj . This is verified in
Lemma 18.
We set the value of i(j) as follows.
If i0 (j) = −1 or φj ≤ logεW , then set i(j) = −1. In this case, the contribution of Rj
can be ignored.
Otherwise, if φj ≥ log1W , then set i(j) to be the largest i such that Si contains at least
1/ε2 points from Rj . If no such i exists let i(j) = −1. This case in analyzed in Lemma
19 and Lemma 20.
Finally, if logεW ≤ φj ≤ log1W , then set i(j) to be the largest i such that Si contains at
least (φj log W/ε)2 points from Rj . This case in analyzed in Lemma 21 and Lemma
22.
P
P
Report j≤log D,i(j)6=−1 x∈Si(j) ∩Rj 2i (q − x). That is for all sets whose contribution is
significant (equivalently i(j) 6= −1) we estimate their contribution using sample set Si(j) .
We then have the following results.
I Lemma 5 (main lemma). This algorithm returns a (1 + O(ε)) multiplicative approximation.
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I Corollary 6. There exists a one pass streaming algorithm that computes a (1 + ε) multiplicative approximation for point estimation variant of the problem in one dimensional case.
2
W
Moreover, if the points come from [W ], the space usage of the algorithm is O( log n·log
(log n+
ε
1/ε)) bits.

2.2

Lower Bounds

We now show that one cannot hope to get a sketch with multiplicative approximation in
higher dimensions than one with a bound independent of n. In fact we show the following
additive approximation lower bound for any sketching algorithm (and hence streaming
algorithm as well).
I Theorem 7. For any d ≥ 1, ε ∈ (0, 1), and n ≥ 1/ε, there exists an instance of the
problem, where the point set has diameter O(1), such that getting an algorithm with additive
approximation factor ε, requires space of Ω(ε−(d+1)/(d+3) ) bits.
Moreover, getting a (1 + ε)-multiplicative approximation for d ≥ 2 requires Ω(n) space.
The proof is given in Appendix B. We note that while this theorem formally applies to
the simplified objective, it immediately translates to the SVM objective as well as we only
use points with one label (when the problems are exactly equivalent).
The preceding theorem gives at most an Ω(1/ε) lower bound, leaving a quadratic gap
from the simple random sampling algorithm of Õ(d/ε2 ) bits. In fact, for high dimensions
d = Ω(log(1/ε)), we can prove a lower bound of Ω̃(d/(ε2 polylog(1/ε)) bits, tight up to
logarithmic factors. We state the theorem below and give the proof in the full version.
I Theorem 8 (high-dimensional). There exist constants C ∈ (0, 1] and ε0 > 0 such that
the following holds. Let d0 = 2 log2 (C/(ε polylog(1/ε)). For any ε ∈ (0, ε0 ), d ≥ d0 ,
n ≥ (d/d0 )2d0 , any algorithm that gives an additive ε-approximation for the point estimation
problem with probability at least 2/3 requires Ω d/(ε2 polylog(1/ε)) bits.

2.3

Additive approximation algorithms

We now design streaming algorithms that achieve an additive ε-approximation to the objective
Eqn. (3). We also generalize these results to a slightly modified objective in the full version.
We start with dimension d = 1.
I Theorem 9. There exists a one pass streaming algorithm for the point estimation variant
of the problem
in the one dimensional regime, that achieves an additive error of ε, space of
p
O(ε−1/2 log(1/ε)) words, and that succeeds with constant probability per query.
Pn
Recall that for d = 1, the objective simplifies to F (q) = n1 i=1 max{0, q − xi }. We
√
describe a sketching algorithm that produces a sketch of size O(1/ ε) that is able to answer
point estimation queries to this F . Later, we show how to adapt this algorithm to the
streaming setting.
√
Let m = (1/ ε) and consider two sets of m points. First consider Y1 , . . . , Ym such that
Yi is at position i/m. Moreover consider m points X1 , . . . , Xm such that Xi is at position
x(i·n)/m , where we assume that xi ’s are in a sorted order, i.e., x1 ≤ · · · ≤ xn . Now sort these
2m points and name them Z1 , . . . , Z2m . For each i ≤ 2m we store three numbers: i) Zi itself,
ii) si , the sum of the distances of the points to the left of Zi to the point Zi , and iii) ci , the
number of points xi to the left of Zi .
Given a query q ∈ [0, 1], we will find i such that Zi ≤ q < Zi+1 . We will return
si + ci · (q − Zi ). Clearly for the the points that are to the left of Zi this distance is computed
correctly. The only points that are not computed in the sum are part of the points in the
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√
interval [Zi , Zi+1 ], but we know that there are at most n ε of them (by our choice of the
√
Xi ’s) and their distance to q is at most (Zi+1 − Zi ) ≤ ε (by our choice of Yi ’s). Therefore
they introduce an average error of at most ε as we require.
Streaming. We adapt the above algorithm to the streaming setting as follows. We keep a
binary tree, where each node corresponds to an interval in [−1, 1] (the domain of xi ). The
root corresponds to the entire interval [−1, 1], and the two children of a node/inverval are
the 2 half correspondingly (applied recursively). Initially, we start with a tree of height
√
√
log2 1/ ε, where the leaves correspond to intervals of length precisely ε (assuming it’s a
power of two, w.l.o.g.).
As we stream through the points xi , we add the information about the point xi to the
leaf corresponding to the interval containing xi . In particular, each node v, with associated
interval Iv , keeps a count of points cv , as well as sv which is the sum, over of the points
accounted in cv , of their distance to the right border of the interval.
We may also expand this leaf v to add its two children (v ceases to be a leaf). The leaf is
√
split when cv reaches value εn. The new children start with their counters equal to 0. One
exception is that if the depth of the node is more than 3 log(1/ε) (the interval’s diameter is
< ε), in which case we don’t do the expansion.
To answer a query q ∈ [−1, 1], we sum up, over all nodes v (internal nodes and leaves)
whose interval Iv is entirely to the left of q, the quantity sv + cv · (q − Iv ), where q − Iv is the
distance from q to (the rightmost endpoint of) Iv . The analysis is given in Appendix C.1.
Now we study dimension d = 2. We now develop a streaming algorithm for sketching
a set of points in the 2D plane such that given any query (affine) line in the plane, one
can approximate the cost. To simplify the ensuing notation, we denote the set of points by
p1 = (x1 , y1 ), . . . , pn = (xn , yn ) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1], and the query by a line {x : θT x = b}, which
we denote by L = (θ, b). Recall the assumption that kθk ≤ 1, we may assume that kθk = 1.
Our goal is equivalent to reporting the sum of distances of the points on one side of L to L.
Henceforth we denote the distance from point p to line L as D(p, L).
I Theorem 10. There is a streaming algorithm for the point estimation problem in two
dimensions, that with constant probability, achieves additive error ε, with sketch size O(ε−4/5 )
words.
The following shows how to get an O(1/ε)-size sketch with an additive error of O(ε5/4 ),
and at the end we just replace ε0 = Θ(ε4/5 ) to prove the above theorem.
We use a quad-tree over the unit square [0, 1] × [0, 1], where each node is associated with
a number of points (each point is associated with exactly one node of the quad-tree). Thus
each node v contains a counter cv for the number of associated points, a randomly chosen
associated points (chosen using reservoir sampling), as well as a sketch Sv to be described
√
later. Initially, the quad-tree is of depth log(1/ ε) and all counters/sketches are initialized
to zero. When we stream over a point pi , we associate it with the corresponding leaf of the
quad-tree (process defined later), unless the counter cv is already ε · n and the depth is at
least 2 log(1/ε) (i.e., the side length is at least ε2 ). In that case the leaf v is expanded by
adding its 4 children, which become new leaves (with counters initialized to 0).
When we associate a point with a node v, we increment cv and update the sketch Sv
on the associated points. The sketch Sv for the associated points, say termed Pv , allows us
P
P
to compute, for any query line L = (θ, b), the sum p∈Pv (b − θT p). The sum p∈Pv θT p
can be computed in a streaming fashion using the sketch from [5]. In particular, the sketch
actually consists of two counters: Xv , the sum of the x coordinates, and Yv , the sum of the
y coordinates.
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Query algorithm. Given a query line L, we distinguish contribution from points in two
types of quad-tree nodes: nodes that do not intersect the line and those that do. For the first
kind, we can just use the sketch Sv to estimate the distance to the line, without incurring any
P
P
error. More precisely we have that p∈Pv D(p, L) = p∈Pv (b − hp, θi) = cv b − h(Xv , Yv ), θi.
Note that this is included in the final sum iff the entire node lies in the halfplane hx, θi ≤ b.
For the second kind of nodes, we estimate their contribution as follows. For each
non-empty node v, with the random sample rv , we add to the final sum the quantity
(1/n) · cv · max{0, b − θT rv }.
The analysis is deferred to Appendix C.2.

3

Optimization

In this section we consider the problem of finding the (approximate) optima for the SVM
objective in the streaming setting. First, we show that a streaming solution for the point
estimation problem immediately leads to a solution for the optimization problem, with only
a O(d log 1/ε) loss in space complexity. Second, we give lower bounds for the optimization
problem, showing a (different) polynomial dependence on 1/ε is still required for dimension
d > 1.
As before, we consider the SVM optimization problem in which the bias is regularized:
minθ,b Fλ (θ, b), where Fλ is as defined in (1). Without loss of generality, we assume that the
inputs are contained in a ball of radius 1, i.e., kxi k ≤ 1, and that yi ∈ {−1, +1}.
Recall that [12] show that O(1/(λε)) random samples (xi , yi ) are enough for computing
an ε-approximate optimum (by running SGD). This can be seen as a streaming algorithm
with space complexity O(d/(λε)). We show that, given an efficient streaming algorithm for
point estimation, we can solve the optimization problem with only a minor blowup.
n
I Theorem 11. Suppose there is a streaming algorithm that, after seeing data {(xi , yp
i )}i=1 ,
where kxi k ≤ 1, can produce a sketch of size s that, given any (θ, b) such that k(θ, b)k ≤ 2/λ,
is able to output F̂ (θ, b) such that |F̂ (θ, b) − F (θ, b)| ≤ ε with probability at least 0.9. Then
there is also a streaming algorithm that, under the same input, will output (θ̂, b̂) with
|Fλ (θ̂, b̂) − Fλ (θλ∗ , b∗λ )| ≤ ε with probability at least 0.9, while using space O(s · d log d/(λε)).

The proof of this theorem is a standard net argument and is given in the full version.
Recall that our point estimation results assume
p k(θ, b)k ≤ 1, which can be adapted to
k(θ, b)k ≤ R by replacing  with /R. Letting R = 2/λ, the above theorem implies that we
get an optimization algorithm for d = 1 that uses Õ(ε−1/2 λ−1/4 ) space, and an optimization
algorithm for d = 2 that uses Õ(ε−4/5 λ−2/5 ) space. Note that this has a polynomially better
dependence on both ε and λ relative to the O(1/λε) bound that we get from SGD.
Lower bounds. We start with the high-dimensional case. Suppose there exists a sketch
such that, given a stream of inputs {(xi , yi )}ni=1 , kxi k2 ≤ 1, with probability at least 0.9
outputs some (θ̂, b̂) such that Fλ (θ̂, b̂) ≤ Fλ (θ∗ , b∗ ) + ε, where Fλ (θ, b) := λ2 (kθk2 + b2 ) +
Pn
1
T
−4
and d = O(log n). Later, we
i=1 max{0, 1 − yi (θ xi + b)}. For now, suppose λ = 10
n
show a similar lower bound for low dimensions when λ = Θ(1/n).
I Theorem 12. Such a sketch requires Ω(ε−1/2 ) words of space.
Proof idea: We will reduce from the Indexing problem in the one-way communication
model. At a high level, we will argue that we can query whether a point exists at a given
location on the unit sphere by adding additional points with the property that the optimal
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parameters are determined entirely by the added points and the point being queried (if it
exists). This yields a separation in the optimal parameters in these two cases, which we will
argue (via strong convexity) is distinguishable using such a sketch.
Specifically, suppose Alice is given a bit string b ∈ {0, 1}n/2 which she wants to encode.
Let T = {v1 , . . . , vn } be a subset of the unit sphere in d dimensions satisfying ∀v1 6= v2 ∈ T ,
1
viT vj < 1 − 10δ, where δ will be specified later, with |T | = n. For δ = 100
, such a set exists
for d = poly(log n). If bi = 0, Alice adds (vi , −1) to the sketch S; otherwise, if bi = 1, Alice
adds (vn/2+i , −1) to S. Alice then sends the sketch to Bob, who decodes bq for q ∈ [ n2 ] by
querying whether a point exists at location xq . In particular, Bob adds n4 copies of (xα , −1),
and n4 copies of (xβ , +1), where xα := (1 − δ)xq and xβ := (1 + δ)xq . Let (θ̂, b̂) be the
output of the sketch after doing so. Define θ0 :=

2λ(1+δ)+δ
2λ(1+(1+δ)2 )

and θ1 :=

1
2λ(1+δ)+δ(1+ n
)
2λ(1+(1+δ)2 ) .

If

kθ̂ − θ0 k < kθ̂ − θ1 k then Bob outputs “bi = 0”; otherwise, Bob outputs “bi = 1”.

3.1

Preliminaries for the lower bound

We introduce some standard facts about the SVM objective. We can rewrite the SVM
objective as a constrained optimization problem:
n

1X
λ
γi
min k(θ, b)k22 +
θ,b 2
n i=1

(4)

subject to γi ≥ 0 and γi ≥ 1 − yi (θT xi + b).
The corresponding Lagrangian is then:
min L :=

θ,b,γ,η,α

n
n
n
X
X
λ
1X
k(θ, b)k22 +
γi −
γi η i +
νi [1 − γi − yi (θT xi + b)]
2
n i=1
i=1
i=1

(5)

subject to: γi ≥ 0, γi ≥ 1 − yi (θT xi + b), ηi ≥ 0, and νi ≥ 0.
The KKT conditions are:
ηi γi = 0

(6)
T

νi (1 − γi − yi (θ xi + b)) = 0
n
1X
θ∗ =
νi yi xi
λ i=1

(7)
(8)

n

b∗ =

1X
νi yi
λ i=1

1
− νi
n
γi = max{0, 1 − yi (θT xi + b)}

ηi =

ηi ≥ 0, νi ≥ 0

3.1.1

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Notation

We will characterize the optimal solutions for the two scenarios (there exists a point at xq or
there does not) for the case that the dimension is d = 1. We will later show how this provides
results for d > 1. We will specify δ later, but will always maintain the relation λ = δ 2 .
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Let n = 201√ε , and define a set S0 of n points as follows:
n
4 points are xα := 1 − δ with yα := −1.
n
4 points are xβ := 1 + δ with yβ := +1.
The remaining n2 points are not support vectors and are otherwise arbitrary; i.e. are such
that 1 − y((θ0∗ )T x + b∗0 ) < 0, where
(0)

(θ0∗ , b∗0 ) = arg min Fλ (θ, b) :=
(θ,b)

λ
1
(kθk2 + b2 ) +
2
n

X

max{0, 1 − y(θT x + b)} (13)

(x,y)∈S0

Observe that such points exist as long as θ0∗ 6= 0, which is easy to show.
(0)

(0)

Define γα := max{0, 1 − yα ((θ0∗ )T xα + b∗0 )} = max{0, 1 + θ0∗ (1 − δ) + b∗0 } and γβ :=
max{0, 1 − yβ ((θ0∗ )T xβ + b∗0 )} = max{0, 1 − θ0∗ (1 + δ) − b∗0 }.
Similarly, define S1 to be the set of n points that is exactly the same as S0 , except
that instead of n2 points that are not support vectors, there are n2 − 1 points that are not
(1)
support vectors and one additional point at xq := 1 with yq := −1. Similarly define Fλ ,
(1)
(1)
(θ1∗ , b∗1 ), γα , and γβ to be the analogous quantities where S0 is replaced with S1 , and let
(1)

γq := max{0, 1 − yβ ((θ1∗ )T xq + b∗1 )} = max{0, 1 + θ1∗ + b∗1 }. We will also sometimes use the
notation γα (θ, b) := max{0, 1 − yα (θT xα + b)}, and similarly for γβ (θ, b).

3.1.2

Lemmas

Next, we show some properties of the optimal solutions in each of the two cases.
I Lemma 13. Suppose δ <
i ∈ {0, 1}.
(i)

1
100

and n ≥

1
δ2 .

(i)

(i)

Then we have that γα > 0 and γβ = 0 for

(i)

Proof. To see that γα > 0 and γβ = 0 for i ∈ {0, 1}, we will rule out the other possibilities.
B Claim. Suppose δ <

1
7

and n ≥

1
δ2 .

(i)

Then we cannot have γβ > 0.
(i)

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that γβ > 0, and let (θi∗ , b∗i ) be the corresponding
(0)

optimal parameters. First consider i = 0. Then since γβ > 0, by the KKT conditions
we have that the dual variables corresponding to each of the n4 copies of xβ , call them νβ ,
satisfy νβ = n1 . Moreover, note that this is the maximal value possible for the dual variables.
Additionally, for points that are not support vectors, the dual variables are νi = 0. The KKT
conditions then imply:


n
1X
1 n1
n1
δ
1
θ0∗ =
νi xi yi ≥
(1 + δ) −
(1 − δ) =
=
(14)
λ i=1
λ 4n
4n
2λ
2δ
Pn
1
and b∗0 = λ1 i=1 νi yi ≥ 0. But this implies that 1−θ0∗ (1+δ)−b∗0 ≤ 1− 2δ
(1+δ) = 12 (1− 1δ ) < 0
(0)
(since δ < 1), which contradicts that γβ > 0.
Next, consider when i = 1. This time, we also have xq as a support vector. Again using
the fact that the corresponding dual variable is at most νq ≤ n1 , we have:
n

θ1∗

1X
1
=
νi xi yi ≥
λ i=1
λ



δ
1
−
2 n



1
≥
λ



δ
− δ2
2



1
≥
λ



δ
δ
−
2 4


=

1
4δ

(15)

Pn
1
1
and b∗1 = λ1 i=1 νi yi ≥ − λn
. But this implies that 1 − θ1∗ (1 + δ) − b∗1 ≤ 1 − 4δ
(1 + δ) + δ21n ≤
(1)
1
1
4 (3 − δ ) + 1 < 0, contradicting that γα > 0 and proving the claim.
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(i)

(i)

B Claim. It cannot hold that γα = γβ = 0 for either i ∈ {0, 1}.
First consider i = 0. We will show that in this case θ0∗ = 1δ and b∗0 = − 1δ . By assumption,
we know that 1 + θ∗ + b∗ − θ∗ δ ≤ 0 and 1 − (θ∗ + b∗ ) − θ∗ δ ≤ 0. Summing these implies that
1 − θ0∗ δ ≤ 0 ⇒ θ0∗ ≥

1
δ

(16)
(0)

Combining this last result with γα = 0:
1
1
1
0 ≥ 1 + θ0∗ (1 − δ) + b∗0 ≥ 1 + (1 − δ) + b∗0 = + b∗0 ⇒ b∗0 ≤ −
δ
δ
δ

(17)

We have that θ = 1δ and b = − 1δ satisfy γα (θ, b) = γβ (θ, b) = 0. By these last two equations,
they are also clearly the smallest norm values satisfying these; hence they indeed minimize
the overall optimization problem. But then F0 (θ, b) = λ2 ( δ22 ) = 1. But since we also have that
(0)
(0)
F0 (0, 0) = 1, this cannot be the optimal solution, so we indeed cannot have γα = γβ = 0.
Now consider when i = 1. By the same argument as before, we must again have that if
(1)
(1)
γα = γβ = 0 then θ1∗ ≥ 1δ and b∗1 ≤ − 1δ . Observe also that F1 (θ, b) = F0 (θ, b) + n1 γq (θ, b) ≥
F0 (θ, b). Hence:
F1 (θ1∗ , b∗1 ) ≥ F0 (θ1∗ , b∗1 ) =

λ 1
(2 ) = 1
2 δ2

(18)

which again contradicts the optimality of (θ1∗ , b∗1 ) since F1 (0, 0) = 1. The proof of the claim
is complete.
(i)
(i)
Since under the assumption of the lemma we cannot have γα = γβ = 0, and we cannot
(i)

(i)

(i)

have that γβ > 0, we must have that γα > 0 and γβ = 0, concluding the proof.

J

Next, we show what the optimal parameters are in this case.
(0)

(0)

I Lemma 14. Suppose that γα > 0 and γβ = 0. Then we have:
θ0∗ =

2λ(1 + δ) + δ
2λ(1 + (1 + δ)2 )

(19)

and b∗0 = 1 − (1 + δ)θ0∗ .
(1)
(1)
Similarly, if γα > 0 and γβ = 0. Then we have:
θ1∗ =

2λ(1 + δ) + δ(1 + n1 )
2λ(1 + (1 + δ)2 )

(20)

and b∗1 = 1 − (1 + δ)θ1∗ .
(i)

Proof. First, observe that for i ∈ {0, 1} we not only have γβ = max{0, 1−(θi∗ +b∗i )−θi∗ δ} = 0,
but also have that
1 − (θi∗ + b∗i ) − θi∗ δ = 0

(21)

To see this, suppose otherwise, that 1−(θi∗ +b∗i )−θi∗ δ < 0. Then there exists some 0 < θ0 < θi∗
such that we still have 1 − (θ0 + b∗i ) − θ0 δ = 1 − θ0 (1 + δ) − b∗i < 0. Moreover, this can only
(i)
decrease the regularization term, λ2 θ2 , and can only decrease the γα = max{0, 1+θ(1−δ)+b}
(1)
term. In the case that i = 1, this can also only decrease the γq = max{0, 1 + θ + b} term.
Either way, this contradicts the optimality of θi∗ . Hence, b∗i = 1 − θi∗ (1 + δ).
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For i = 0, plugging this in and simplifying, we can rewrite the optimization problem as:
λ
1
min (θ2 + (1 − θ(1 + δ))2 ) + (1 − θδ)
θ 2
2

(22)

Differentiating with respect to θ and setting the expression equal to zero,


∂ λ 2
1
0=
(θ + (1 − θ(1 + δ))2 ) + (1 − θδ)
∂θ 2
2
θ=θ ∗
0

λ
δ
= (2θ0∗ − 2(1 − θ0∗ (1 + δ))(1 + δ)) −
2
2
δ
= λθ0∗ (1 + (1 + δ)2 ) − λ(1 + δ) −
2
from which we can solve for θ0∗ and obtain that
θ0∗ =

2λ(1 + δ) + δ
.
2λ(1 + (1 + δ)2 )

Similarly, for i = 1, we can rewrite the optimization problem as:
λ
1
1
min (θ2 + (1 − θ(1 + δ))2 ) + (1 + θ + 1 − θ(1 + δ) − θδ) + (1 + θ + 1 − θδ)
θ 2
4
n

(23)

We can again differentiate with respect to θ and set the expression equal to zero, then solve
for θ1∗ , yielding the desired expression.
J
We now adapt these results to the case that we care about: when d > 1 and there are
points other than just xα , xβ , and xq .
First, note that when d > 1 and the only possible support vectors are xα , xβ , and xq ,
∗
θi ∈ Rd is parallel to xq . Hence, θi∗ reduces to the one-dimensional case, and is simply
projected onto xq . For d dimensions, we can thus replace what was previously θi∗ ∈ R with
(θi∗ )T xq ∈ R, where θi∗ , xq ∈ Rd .
Recall that up to this point we have been assuming that the remaining n2 or n2 − 1 points
that were added by Alice are not support vectors. We will now show that this is the case.
Redefine S0 to be the set of points including n4 copies of (xα , −1), n4 copies of (xβ , +1), and
n/2
n
n
T
2 arbitrary points {vi }i=1 , but this time with the requirement that vi xq < 1 − 10δ, ∀i ∈ [ 2 ].
n
n
Similarly, let S1 be the set of points including 4 copies of (xα , −1), 4 copies of (xβ , +1), one
n/2−1
copy of (xq , −1) and n2 − 1 arbitrary points {vi }i=1 , all satisfying viT xq < 1 − 10δ.
Define
λ
1 X
(0)
Fλ (θ, b; λ) := (kθk2 + b2 ) +
max{0, 1 − y(θT x + b)}
(24)
2
n
(x,y)∈S0

and
(1)

Fλ (θ, b; λ) :=

λ
1
(kθk2 + b2 ) +
2
n

X

max{0, 1 − y(θT x + b)}

(25)

(x,y)∈S1
(i)

Finally, let (θi∗ , b∗i ) = arg minθ,b Fλ (θ, b) for i ∈ {0, 1}.
I Lemma 15. Suppose λ = δ 2 , δ < 17 and n ≥ δ12 = λ1 . Then for both S0 and S1 , none of
the points v satisfying v T xq < 1 − 10δ are support vectors. Moreover, we have


2λ(1 + δ) + δ
θ0∗ =
xq
(26)
2λ(1 + (1 + δ)2 )
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θ1∗ =



2λ(1 + δ) + δ(1 + n1 )
2λ(1 + (1 + δ)2 )


xq

(27)

and b∗i = 1 − kθi∗ k(1 + δ) for both i ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. By the preceding discussion and lemmas, it suffices to show that for (v, −1) ∈ Si
such that v T xq < 1 − 10δ, (v, −1) is not a support vector. This implies that (θi∗ , b∗i ) does not
depend on such v, so that the equations for the optimal parameters from before (adapted
slightly for d > 1) indeed hold. For this, it suffices to show that for the (θi∗ , b∗i ) described
above, we have 1 + ((θi∗ )T v + b∗i ) < 0 when v T xq < 1 − 10δ.
For the given δ, λ, and n, one can easily verify that for both i = 0 and i = 1 we have
δ
kθi∗ k ≥ 5λ
. Moreover, since b∗i = 1 − (1 + δ)kθi∗ k and (θi∗ )T xq = kθi∗ k, we have:
1+(θi∗ )T v +b∗i ≤ 1+(1−10δ)kθi∗ k+1−(1+δ)kθi∗ k = 2−11δkθi∗ k ≤ 2−11δ
proving the claim.

3.2

δ
11
= 2−
<0
5λ
5
J

Proofs of Main Results

We now use the preceding lemmas to complete the proof of Theorem 12.
Proof. Let n =

1√
,
20 ε

and let xq be the point being queried by Bob. If xq was added to

the set by Alice, then i := bq = 0; otherwise, i := bq = 1. Let (θ̂, b̂) be the output of
the sketch. Then using
q the guarantee of the sketch and of strong convexity, we have that
∗ ∗
k(θ̂, b̂) − (θi , bi )k ≤ 2ε
λ . Hence, to distinguish these two scenarios, it suffices to show that
q
k(θ0∗ , b∗0 ) − (θ1∗ , b∗1 )k > 2 2ε
λ . Indeed,
r
r
√
1
δ
δ
20δ ε
ε
2ε
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
∗
∗
k(θ0 , b0 ) − (θ1 , b1 )k ≥ kθ0 − θ1 k =
≥
=
=4
>2
,
2
n 2λ(1 + (1 + δ) )
5λn
5λ
λ
λ
proving the claim.

J

Now we extend this result to the low-dimensional case. When d is a constant, the above
lower bound cannot be directly applied because there does not exist a set T of size |T | = n
such that ∀v =
6 v 0 ∈ T , v T v 0 < 1 − 10δ when δ is a constant. However, we can adapt the lower
bound to the low dimensional setting if we let δ be sub-constant. Since we always maintain
the relationship that λ = δ 2 , this means that λ also scales with n1 . Note that λ = Θ( n1 ) is
often used in practice.
I Theorem 16. For d = 2 and λ = Θ( n12 ), a sketch as defined above requires space Ω(ε−1/4 ).
For d ≥ 3 and λ = Θ( n1 ), such a sketch requires space Ω(ε−1/2 ).
Proof. First, note that if n = O(δ −(d−1) ) for d > 1, then there exists a subset T of the unit
sphere in Rd satisfying ∀v 6= v 0 ∈ T , v T v 0 ≤ 1 − 10δ. Alice will use such a set to encode bits.
In the high dimensional lower bound construction, the constraints we had on the points
were δ < 71 and n ≥ δ12 = λ1 . Moreover, for the final step of the analysis, we needed that
q
√ 1
δ
1
2ε
1√
=
>
2
5λn
5δn
λ = 2 2ε δ , which is always satisfied for n ≤ 20 ε (regardless of λ and δ,
as long as λ = δ 2 ). Additionally, for the construction we must also have n ≤ Θ(δ −(d−1) ).
Hence, for d = 3, by letting λ = n1 = Θ(ε1/2 ), all of these constraints are satisfied, so that
we again get a √1ε lower bound. For d = 2 and λ = Θ(ε1/2 ), this also implies that we can
encode Θ(δ −(d−1) ) = Θ(ε−1/4 ) bits.

J
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Analysis of the streaming algorithm for (1 + ε)-multiplicative
approximation in the case of d = 1

First, it is clear from the algorithm description that in the case of q ≤ p, the algorithm
produces an exact solution. To show the correctness in the otherwise case, as stated in the
description let tj be the number of points in P that fall in the interval Rj , and let Tj be
the number of points that fall to the left of Rj , i.e., Tj = |{x ∈ P : x ≤ q − (D/2j−1 )}| =
S
| k<j Rk | and note that Tj ≥ max{|S0 |, |E0 |} ≥ 2 logε W max{log W + 1/ε}. Moreover, let
P
P
V =
x∈P,x≤q (q − x) be the value of the solution and Vj =
x∈P ∩Rj (q − x) be the
contribution of the points in Rj to the solution.
I Lemma 17 (If Not Enough Samples, Set Doesn’t Contribute). If tj < log D, then i0 (j) = −1.
t
Moreover, if i0 (j) = −1, then with high probability Tjj ≤ log2εW .
Proof. For the first claim, note that for such j, even if we sample the points with probability
1, we don’t get log D points in Ei , and thus i0 (j) = −1.
Now suppose i0 (j) = −1. If tj ≤ 2 log D, then since Tj ≥ log2 W/ε, we have that
0
tj
D
2ε
−(i0 +1)
0
≤ 2 log
≤ 2−i . Now, if we sample every
Tj ≤ log W . Otherwise, let i be such that 2
tj
0

0

point in Rj with probability 2−i , in expectation, we sample tj 2−i points which is between
2 log D and 4 log D. Moreover, since tj ≥ 2 log D, we can use Chernoff bound, proving that
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with high probability the number of samples is between log D and 8 log D. Therefore, since
the final sample Ei0 does not contain log D points from Rj , it means that it contains at least
2
W
m1 − 8 log D ≥ m1 /2 = C1 log
points from ∪k<j Rk (for sufficiently large constant C1 ).
2ε
S
0
On the other hand, the expected number of sampled points from k<j Rk is Tj 2−i which
with high probability (using Chernoff again) should be at least m1 /4 ≥
we get that
Tj ≥ 2i

0

C1 log2 W
4ε

. Therefore,

C1 log2 W
tj
C1 log2 W
C1 tj log W
≥
·
≥
4ε
4 log D
4ε
16ε

Thus for C1 ≥ 8, we get that

tj
Tj

≤

2ε
log W

J

I Lemma 18 (If Enough Samples, Get Initial Constant Factor Approximation). If i0 (j) 6= −1,
t
then φj approximates min{1, Tjj } by a constant factor.
Proof. By Lemma 17, we know that tj ≥ log D.
First note that if Tj ≤ tj , with high probability the number of sampled points from
∪k<j Rk is less than 2 times the number of sampled points from Rj , and therefore,
φj ≥ 1/2, and the lemma is proved.
t
log D
ε
Second, note that if Tjj ≤ 2C1 log
W · log W , then the number of sampled points from
T

∪k<j Rk with high probability (using Chernoff) is at least 12 · tjj ·log D ≥

log D 2C1 log2 W
2 · log Dε

≥

C1 log2 W
ε

= m1 which is a contradiction, because then we would not have picked log D
points in Ei0 (j) from Rj .
In the otherwise case, we show that the sample Ei0 (j) suffices to get a constant factor
approximation to both values tj and Tj (and hence, tj /Tj ). First, to see the latter, note
that Tj ≥ tj and therefore with high probability (using Chernoff) we get at least log2 D
samples from ∪k<j Rk in the set Ei0 (j) which are chosen uniformly at random. This is
enough for computing a constant factor approximation of Tj with high probability.
Second, if Ei0 (j) only contains samples from the first tj /8 fraction of the points in Rj ,
then with high probability, there would still be log D samples from Rj in Ei0 (j)+1 (this
S
is because with high probability, we only get less points from k<j Rk in Ei0 (j)+1 and
still at least log D points from Rj in it). However, this contradicts the choice of i0 (j).
Therefore, we get a uniform sample of size Ω(log D), from a constant fraction of the
points in Rj , meaning that we can approximate tj up to a constant factor with high
t
probability. Therefore, φj will be a constant approximation to the value of min{1, Tjj }.
J
The following two lemmas analyze the case of φj ≥

1
log W

.

I Lemma 19 (Enough Samples are Found From Large Contributing Sets). If i0 (j) 6= −1 and
φj ≥ log1W , then we have i(j) 6= −1.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 18, φj is a constant factor approximation for min{1, tj /Tj }
which means that either tj ≥ Ω(Tj ) or tj ≥ Ω(Tj / log W ) as φj ≥ 1/ log W . Let C3 be the
W
constant in this inequality, i.e., tj ≥ Tj /(C3 log W ). Moreover, as Tj ≥ |S0 | = C2 log
, we
ε2
C2
2
get that tj ≥ C3 ε2 ≥ 2/ε for C2 ≥ 2C3 .
Now let i be such that 2−(i+1) ≤ 2/(ε2 tj ) ≤ 2−i . This means that by sampling the points
with rate 2−i , in expectation, we sample 2−i tj ≥ 2/ε2 points from Rj and moreover, with
high probability we will sample at least 1/ε2 points from Rj (here we used the fact that
since i0 (j) 6= −1, we have tj ≥ log D and thus we can apply Chernoff bound). Furthermore,
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in expectation, we will sample 2−i Tj ≤ 4Tj /(tj ε2 ) ≤ 4C3 · log W/ε2 points from intervals
R0 , . . . , Rj−1 . Therefore, since we keep m2 = C2 log W/ε2 smallest sampled points in Si , by
choosing C2 large enough, i.e., C2 ≥ (4C3 + 2), we will store all sampled points of Rj in Si
as well. Therefore, i(j) 6= −1.
J
I Lemma 20 (Large Contributing Sets have Small Relative Error). If i0 (j) 6= −1 and φj ≥
P
then we have that x∈Si(j) ∩Rj 2i (q − x) is a (1 + 2ε) approximation of Vj .

1
log W

,

Proof. As in the previous lemma, let i be such that 2−(i+1) ≤ 2/(ε2 tj ) ≤ 2−i . Therefore,
by similar arguments to the above lemma, we know that i(j) ≥ i, which further means that
all sampled points from Rj are kept in Si(j) . We thus get a uniform sample of size at least
1/ε2 from the interval Rj , which is enough for an additive εtj (D/2j−1 ) approximation as
every point in the interval is contributing at least D/2j−1 . On the other hand, we have
that Vj ≥ tj D/2j . Thus this additive approximation translates to a (1 + 2ε) multiplicative
approximation.
J
The following two lemmas analyze the case of

ε
log W

≤ φj ≤

1
log W

.

I Lemma 21 (Enough Samples are Found from Small Contributing Sets). If i0 (j) 6= −1 and
ε
1
log W ≤ φj ≤ log W , then if Vj ≥ V (ε/ log W ), we have i(j) 6= −1.
Proof. Note that Vj ≥ V (ε/ log W ) means that tj ≥ Tj (ε/ log W ), as otherwise if tj <
Tj (ε/ log W ), we have that the total contribution of Rj is at most Vj ≤ tj D/2j−1 , while
we have that V ≥ Tj D/2j−1 ; which means that Vj ≤ Tj (ε/ log W )D/2j−1 ≤ (ε/ log W )V ,
which is a contradiction.
Now let i be such that 2−(i+1) ≤ 2(φj log W )2 /(ε2 tj ) ≤ 2−i 3 . This means that in
expectation, we sample 2−i tj ≥ 2(φj log W/ε)2 points from Rj and moreover, with high
probability we will sample at least (φj log W/ε)2 points from Rj . Furthermore, in expectation,
we will sample 2−i Tj ≤ 4Tj (φj log W )2 /(tj ε2 ) ≤ 4φ log2 W/ε2 ≤ 2 log W/ε2 points from
intervals R0 , . . . , Rj−1 , where in the last inequality we used the fact that φj ≤ 1/ log W .
Therefore, since we keep m2 ≥ 6 log W/ε2 smallest points in Si , we will store all sampled
points of Rj in Si . Therefore, i(j) 6= −1.
J
I Lemma 22 (Small Contributing Sets have Small Additive Error). If i0 (j) 6= −1 and logεW ≤
P
φj ≤ log1W , then if Vj ≥ V (ε/ log W ), we have that x∈Si(j) ∩Rj 2i (q − x) is a logεW additive
approximation of V .
Proof. As in the previous lemma, let i be such that 2−(i+1) ≤ 2(φj log W )2 /(ε2 tj ) ≤ 2−i .
Therefore, by similar arguments to the above lemma, we know that i(j) ≥ i, which further
means that all sampled points from Rj are kept in Si(j) . We thus get a uniform sample of size
ε
j−1
at least (φj log W/ε)2 from the interval Rj , which is enough for an additive φj log
)
W tj (D/2
j−1
approximation as every point in the interval is contributing at least D/2 . However, as
tj
ε
ε
V ≥ Tj D/2j−1 , this translates to a φj log
J
W Tj V = log W V additive approximation.
We now restate and prove Lemma 5 and Corollary 6.
I Lemma 23 (Lemma 5). The algorithm returns a (1 + O(ε)) multiplicative approximation.
3

Note that again by the conditions of the lemma on φj , the fact that φj approximates tj /Tj , and the
fact that Tj ≥ C2 log W/ε2 , this value is always at most 1 and therefore such i exists.
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Proof. Let us consider the following cases separately.
For j = 0, we get the exact contribution of the points in R0 .
t
For j where i0 (j) = −1, we know by lemma 17 that Tjj ≤ 2ε/ log W . Therefore the total
contribution of all Vj for such j is at most 2εV .
Moreover, whenever i(j) = −1, using Lemmas 19 and 21, we know that Vj ≤ V (ε/ log W ).
Summing over all such j, we get a total additive error of εV .
Now consider all j ≥ 1 such that φj ≥ log1W . By Lemma 19 and Lemma 20, we get a
(1 + 2ε) multiplicative approximation of their contribution.
Finally consider all j ≥ 1 such that logεW ≤ φj ≤ log1W . If Vj ≥ V (ε/ log W ), by lemma
22, we get an additive logεW V approximation of their contribution. Summing over all
such j, this will give a (1 + ε) multiplicative approximation.
However if Vj < V (ε/ log W ) and i(j) 6= −1 for such j, it means that we have sampled
points in Rj with probability 2−i(j) and potentially kept only some of them in Si(j)
this only causes an under estimation of the contribution of Rj . However, the samples
that the algorithm has chosen to keep in Si might be biased towards the smaller end
of the interval, i.e., D/2j−1 , however this can only cause an over estimation by a factor
P
of 2. Therefore, for such a j, we have 0 ≤ x∈Si(j) ∩Rj 2i (q − x) ≤ 2(1 + ε)Vj . Again
because Vj ≤ V ε/ log W , the total error of such j will be at most a multiplicative (1 + ε)
factor.
J
I Corollary 24 (Corollary 6). There exists a one pass streaming algorithm that computes
a (1 + ε) multiplicative approximation for point estimation variant of the problem in one
dimensional case. Moreover, if the points come from [W ], the space usage of the algorithm is
2
W
O( log n·log
(log n + 1/ε)) bits.
ε
Proof. Note that in the above algorithm we do not need to consider Rj for which j ≥
log n2 = 2 log n, as the overall contribution of such points to the solution is as most D/n
whereas the value of the solution is at least D. Thus we can bound one of the log W in the
bound of Observation 4 by log n.
J

B

Multiplicative point estimation lower bound

Proof. We prove this theorem by a reduction from the standard Augmented Indexing
problem. In this problem, Alice is given a bit string s of length m and Bob has an index
i ∈ [m] as well as bits s1 , . . . , si−1 . The goal is for Alice to send a message to Bob so that he
can recover si , the ith bit in Alice’s string. It is a standard fact that this requires Ω(m) bits.
√
Case of d = 1. First consider the one dimensional case and let r = 1/ ε. Suppose that
Alice holds a string of length r, termed s1 . . . sr . From that, she will construct an instance
of our point estimation sketching problem. For each 0 ≤ i < r, if her ith bit is one, she
√
√
will put n/r = n ε points in position 3i/r = 3i ε. Otherwise if the bit is 0, she will not
put any point there. Thus all points will be positioned in [0, 1) with the diameter less
than 1.
√
To learn the ith bit, Bob will query the presumed sketch with b = 3(i + 1) ε, obtaining
a value v. Bob will subtract the contribution from the points associated with the first
√
√
i − 1 bits. Note that the resulting value is n1 · si · n ε · 3 ε, up to an additive error ε.
Therefore it is possible to recover the value of the encoded bit. Hence the one-dimensional
√
point estimation problem cannot be solved in space less than Ω(r) = Ω(1/ ε).
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Case of d = 2. Next, consider the two dimensional case, and for parameters s and r (to be
specified later), consider the s × r potential positions inside a circle of unit radius. More
specifically, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the (i, j)-th position is the point at angle 2πi/s and
at radius 1 − j−1
2r . These positions correspond to the sr bits in the index problem held by
Alice. For the ((j − 1)s + i)-th bit in her bit-string, Alice will put n/(sr) actual points at
the (i, j)-th position described above iff the corresponding bit is equal to 1. She will then
send her point set to Bob.
Bob can recover any bit of Alice using hyperplane queries. Specifically, in order to figure
out the ((j − 1)s + i)-th bit of Alice, Bob can ask the hyper-plane corresponding to
θ = 2πi/s and b = 1 − j/(2r); and subtract the contribution of points corresponding to
bits up to ((j − 1)s + i). Note that, if there is no point at that location, the result should
be 0, otherwise it should be (n/(sr)) · (1/(2r)). Thus, if the algorithm has an additive
approximation less than 13 (n/(sr)) · (1/(2r)), it can correctly recover the respective bit in
Alice’s input.
Also, note that the above means that no multiplicative approximation is possible unless
Alice sends s bits. But setting s = n and r = 1, this will require Alice to send all her
input to Bob.
Note that for the hyperplane to include only the ith point from the tier j circle, we
need to set r so that 1/(2r) ≈ (1 − cos(2π/s)) ≈ 2π 2 /s2 . Thus we need additive
approximation Θ(n/s5 ). We set s = ε−1/5 , and get that the total size of the sketch is at
least Ω(sr) = Ω(ε−3/5 ).
Case of d > 2. To generalize the result to higher dimensions, we put s points uniformly on
the d − 1 dimensional unit sphere and repeat this for r different radii as before. More
precisely, using we put an `-net on the surface of the unit sphere. It is a standard fact
that we can have s = Θ(1/`)d−1 points on the surface so that their pairwise distance is at
least `. Similar to the two-dimensional case, we have that (1/2r) ≈ (1 − cos(O(π/`))) ≈
n
1
O(1/`2 ). Therefore, the additive approximation the algorithm can tolerate is sr
· 2r
2
which should be at most nε and therefore, we get that ε = 1/(sr ). Inserting the
values of s and r using the value of `, we get that ε = `d+3 . As the space lower bound
for the index problem is Ω(sr), we get that the space requirement for our problem is
d+1
sr = 1/(εr) = `2 /ε = ε2/(d+3) /ε = ε− d+3 .
J

C
C.1

Additive point estimation upper bounds
d=1

Proof. We now argue the correctness and space complexity of the algorithm given in
Theorem 9. For correctness, the output of a query q accounts for all the data points entirely
to the left of the interval Iv(q) , where v(q) is the unique leaf v(q) with q ∈ Iv(q) . Hence the
error comes entirely from the unaccounted points in v(q) as well as the predecessors of v(q).
√
√
By construction any (non-empty) predecessor has diameter ε and contains less than εn
points, or, alternatively, has diameter less than ε (for expansion exception). Hence the error
is ≤ ε for each predecessor, and O(ε log 1/ε) overall. As usual, we can rescale ε to obtain
error ε and correspondingly larger space.
For space complexity, note that the space is proportional to the size of the tree. The
√
√
tree has size at most O(1/ ε) since each leaf is either one of the original 2/ ε one or has a
√
parent node with εn points.
J
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C.2

d=2

Proof. We now analyze the procedure described in Theorem 10. It is clear that the total
space usage of the algorithm is at most order of the size of the quad-tree. The size of the tree
is bounded by O(1/ε) as follows. First, there at most O(1/ε) of the original nodes. Second,
each new children created has the property that its parent got associated with εn points,
hence at most 4/ε such children can be ever created.
We now analyze the error of the sketching algorithm. For the nodes that do not cross the
line L, the distances of their points are computed exactly. So we only need to argue about
the crossing nodes. First of all, note that we can ignore all leaves with more than εn points
at them as their diameter is less than 2ε2 .
Let C be the set of leaves that cross the query line and have diameter at least 2ε2 (and
hence less than εn associated points). It is immediate to check that, in expectation, our
estimator outputs the correct value; in particular for Pv the set of points associated to a
node v:
"
#
X
XX 1
XX
E
cv · max{0, D(rv , L)} =
max{0, D(p, L)}.
cv ·max{0, D(p, L)} =
cv
v∈C

v∈C p∈Pv

v∈C p∈Pv

Thus we only need to argue that it concentrates closely around its expectations, with constant
probability. Let us compute the variance. The point in each (non-empty) node is chosen
independently at random. Thus we can sum up the variances of each node. Consider a node
v with side length ` ≥ ε2 . Then we have that
cv
X
1
Var [cv · max{0, D(rv , L)}] ≤
· (cv · `)2 ≤ c2v `2 ≤ (nε)2 `2 .
c
i=1 v

Now note that any line can intersect only (1/`) nodes with side length `, and thus the total
variance of all nodes with side length ` is at most (nε)2 `. Hence, the total variance over
√
all nodes (over all levels) is at most O(n2 ε2 ε). Overall, the standard deviation is at most
O(nε5/4 ). By Chebyshev’s bound, the reported answer has an additive error of O(nε5/4 )
with constant probability.
As stated before, replacing ε0 = Θ(ε4/5 ) we get that the algorithm is providing an additive
0
ε approximation using space Õ((ε0 )−4/5 ), completing the proof of the result.
J
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Abstract
A graph operation that contracts edges is one of the fundamental operations in the theory of graph
minors. Parameterized Complexity of editing to a family of graphs by contracting k edges has
recently gained substantial scientific attention, and several new results have been obtained. Some
important families of graphs, namely the subfamilies of chordal graphs, in the context of edge
contractions, have proven to be significantly difficult than one might expect. In this paper, we
study the F-Contraction problem, where F is a subfamily of chordal graphs, in the realm of
parameterized approximation. Formally, given a graph G and an integer k, F-Contraction asks
whether there exists X ⊆ E(G) such that G/X ∈ F and |X| ≤ k. Here, G/X is the graph obtained
from G by contracting edges in X. We obtain the following results for the F-Contraction
problem.
Clique Contraction is known to be FPT. However, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly, it does not admit
a polynomial kernel. We show that it admits a polynomial-size approximate kernelization scheme
(PSAKS). That is, it admits a (1 + )-approximate kernel with O(kf () ) vertices for every  > 0.
Split Contraction is known to be W[1]-Hard. We deconstruct this intractability result in two
ways. Firstly, we give a (2+)-approximate polynomial kernel for Split Contraction (which also
implies a factor (2 + )-FPT-approximation algorithmfor Split Contraction). Furthermore,
we show that, assuming Gap-ETH, there is no 54 − δ -FPT-approximation algorithm for Split
Contraction. Here, , δ > 0 are fixed constants.
Chordal Contraction is known to be W[2]-Hard. We complement this result by observing
that the existing W[2]-hardness reduction can be adapted to show that, assuming FPT6= W[1],
there is no F (k)-FPT-approximation algorithm for Chordal Contraction. Here, F (k) is an
arbitrary function depending on k alone.
We say that an algorithm is an h(k)-FPT-approximation algorithm for the F-Contraction problem,
if it runs in FPT time, and on any input (G, k) such that there exists X ⊆ E(G) satisfying G/X ∈ F
and |X| ≤ k, it outputs an edge set Y of size at most h(k) · k for which G/Y is in F. We find it
extremely interesting that three closely related problems have different behavior with respect to
FPT-approximation.
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1

Introduction

Graph modification problems have been extensively studied since the inception of Parameterized Complexity in the early ‘90s. The input of a typical graph modification problem
consists of a graph G and a positive integer k, and the objective is to edit k vertices (or
edges) so that the resulting graph belongs to some particular family, F, of graphs. These
problems are not only mathematically and structurally challenging, but have also led to the
discovery of several important techniques in the field of Parameterized Complexity. It would
be completely appropriate to say that solutions to these problems played a central role in the
growth of the field. In fact, just in the last few years, parameterized algorithms have been
developed for several graph editing problems [12, 10, 11, 9, 5, 6, 26, 24, 17, 18, 19, 27]. The
focus of all of these papers and the vast majority of papers on parameterized graph editing
problems has so far been limited to edit operations that delete vertices, delete edges or add
edges.
In recent years, a different edit operation has begun to attract significant scientific
attention. This operation, which is arguably the most natural edit operation apart from
deletions/insertions of vertices/edges, is the one that contracts an edge. Here, given an edge
uv that exists in the input graph, we remove the edge from the graph and merge its two
endpoints. Edge contraction is a fundamental operation in the theory of graph minors. For
some particular family of graphs, F, we say that a graph G belongs to F + kv, F + ke or
F − ke if some graph in F can be obtained by deleting at most k vertices from G, deleting at
most k edges from G or adding at most k edges to G, respectively. Using this terminology,
we say that a graph G belongs to F|ke if some graph in F can be obtained by contracting at
most k edges in G. In this paper, we study the following problem.
F-Contraction

Parameter: k

Input: A graph G and an integer k
Question: Does G belong to F|ke?

For several families of graphs F, early papers by Watanabe et al. [46, 47], and Asano and
Hirata [3] showed that F-Edge Contraction is NP-complete.
In the framework of Parameterized Complexity, these problems exhibit properties that
are quite different from those problems where we only delete or add vertices and edges.
Indeed, a well-known result by Cai [7] states that in case F is a hereditary family of graphs
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with a finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs, then the graph modification problems,
F + kv, F + ke or F − ke, defined by F admits a simple FPT algorithm (an algorithm with
running time f (k)nO(1) ). However, for F-Contraction, the result by Cai [7] does not
hold. In particular, Lokshtanov et al. [38] and Cai and Guo [8] independently showed that if
F is either the family of P` -free graphs for some ` ≥ 5 or the family of C` -free graphs for
some ` ≥ 4, then F-Contraction is W[2]-Hard (W[i]-hardness, for i ≥ 1, is an analogue to
NP-hardness in Parameterized Complexity, and is used to rule out FPT-algorithm for the
problem) when parameterized by k (the number of edges to be contracted). These results
immediately imply that Chordal Contraction is W[2]-Hard when parameterized by k.
The parameterized hardness result for Chordal Contraction led to finding subfamilies of
chordal graphs, where the problem could be shown to be FPT. Two subfamilies that have
been considered in the literature are families of split graphs and cliques. Cai and Guo [8]
showed that Clique Contraction is FPT, however, it does not admit a polynomial kernel.
Later, Cai and Guo [32] also claimed to design an algorithm that solves Split Contraction
2
in time 2O(k ) · nO(1) , which proves that the problem is FPT. However, Agrawal et al. [2]
found an error with the proof and showed that Split Contraction is W[1]-Hard.
Inspired by the intractable results that Chordal Contraction, Split Contraction and Clique Contraction are W[2]-Hard, W[1]-Hard, and does not admit
polynomial kernel, respectively, we study them from the viewpoint of parameterized
approximation.

Our Results and Methods. We start by defining a few basic definitions in parameterized
approximation. To formally define these, we need a notion of parameterized optimization
problems. We defer formal definitions to Section 2 and give intuitive definitions here. We
say that an algorithm is an h(k)-FPT-approximation algorithm for the F-Contraction
problem, if it runs in FPT time, and on any input (G, k) if there exists X ⊆ E(G) such that
G/X ∈ F and |X| ≤ k, it outputs an edge set Y of size at most h(k) · k and G/Y ∈ F. Let
α ≥ 1 be a real number. We now give an informal definition of α-approximate kernels. The
kernelization algorithm takes an instance I with parameter k, runs in polynomial time, and
produces a new instance I 0 with parameter k 0 . Both k 0 and the size of I 0 should be bounded
in terms of just the parameter k. That is, there exists a function g(k) such that |I 0 | ≤ g(k)
and k 0 ≤ g(k). This function g(k) is called the size of the kernel. For minimization problems,
we also require the following from α-approximate kernels: For every c ≥ 1, a c-approximate
solution S 0 to I 0 can be transformed in polynomial time into a (c · α)-approximate solution S
to I. However, if the quality of S 0 is “worse than” k 0 , or (c · α) · OP T (I) > k, the algorithm
that transforms S 0 into S is allowed to fail. Here, OP T (I) is the value of the optimum
solution of the instance I.
Our first result is about Clique Contraction. It is known to be FPT. However, unless
NP ⊆ coNP/poly, it does not admit a polynomial kernel [8]. We show that it admits a PSAKS.
That is, it admits a (1 + )-approximate polynomial kernel with O(k f () ) vertices for every
 > 0. In particular, we obtain the following result.
I Theorem 1. For any  > 0, Clique Contraction parameterized by the size of solution
k, admits a time efficient (1 + )-approximate polynomial kernel with O(k d+1 ) vertices, where
d = d 1 e.
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Overview of the proof of Theorem 1. Let us fix an input (G, k) and a constant  > 0.
Given a graph G, contracting edges of G to get into a graph class F is same as partitioning the
vertex set V (G) into connected sets, W1 , W2 , . . . , W` , and then contracting each connected
set to a vertex. These connected sets are called witness sets. A witness set Wi is called
non-trivial, if |Wi | ≥ 2, and trivial otherwise.
Observe that if a graph G can be transformed into a clique by contracting edges in F ,
then G can also be converted into a clique by deleting all the endpoints of edges in F . This
observation implies that if G is k-contractible to a clique, then there exists an induced clique
of size at least |V (G)| − 2k. Let I be a set of vertices in G, which induces this large clique and
let C = V (G) \ I. Observe that C forms a vertex cover in the graph G (graph with vertex
set V (G) and those edges that are not present in E(G)). Using a factor 2-approximation
algorithm, we find a vertex cover X of G. Let Y = V (G) − X be an independent set in
G. If |X| > 4k, we immediately say No. Now, suppose that we have some solution and let
W1 , W2 , . . . , W` be those witness sets that are either non-trivial or contained in X. Now, let
us say that a set Wi is nice if it has at least one vertex outside X, and small if it contains
less than O(1/) vertices. A set that is not small is large. Observe that there exists a
(1 + )-approximate solution where the only sets that are not nice are small. Also, observe
that all nice sets are adjacent. Now, we classify all subsets of X of size at most O(1/) as
possible and impossible small witness sets. Notice that if a set A ⊆ X has more than 2k
non-neighbors, then it can not possibly be a witness set, as one of these non-neighbors will
be a trivial witness set. Now for every set, A ⊆ X of size at most O(1/) mark all of its
non-neighbors, but if there are more than 2k, then mark 2k + 1 of them. Now, look at an
unmarked vertex in Y , the only reason it could still be relevant if it is part of some Wi . So
its job is (a) connecting the vertices in Wi , or (b) potentially being the vertex in Y that is
making some Wi nice, or (c) it is a neighbor to all the small (not nice) subsets of X in the
solution. Now notice that any vertex in Y that is unmarked does jobs (b) and (c) equally
well. So we only need to care about connectivity. Look at some nice and small set Wi ; we
only need to preserve the neighborhoods of the vertices of Y into Wi . For every subset of
size O(1/), we keep one vertex in Y that has that set in its neighborhood. Notice that we
do not care that different Wi ’s use different marked vertices for connectivity because merging
two Wi ’s is more profitable for us. Finally, we delete all unmarked vertices and obtain an
(1 + )-approximate kernel of size roughly k O(1/) . We argue that this kernelization algorithm
is time efficient i.e. the running time is polynomial in the size of an input and the constant
in the exponent is independent of . This completes the overview of the proof for Theorem 1.
Next, we move to Split Contraction.
Split Contraction is known to be W[1]-Hard [2]. We ask ourselves whether Split Contraction is completely FPT-inapproximable or admits an α-FPT-approximation algorithm,
for some fixed constant α > 0. We obtain two results towards our goal.
I Theorem 2. For every  > 0, Split Contraction admits a factor (2 + )-FPTapproximation algorithm. In fact, for any  > 0, Split Contraction admits a (2 + )approximate kernel with O(k f () ) vertices.
Given, Theorem 2, it is natural to ask whether Split Contraction admits a factor
(1 + )-FPT-approximation algorithm, for every  > 0. We show that this is not true and
obtain the following hardness result.
I Theorem 3. Assuming Gap-ETH, no FPT time algorithm can approximate Split Contraction within a factor of 45 − δ , for any fixed constant δ > 0.
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Overview of the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. Our proof for Theorem 2 uses ideas for
(1 + )-approximate kernel for Clique Contraction (Theorem 1) and thus we omit its
overview. Towards the proof of Theorem 3, we give a gap preserving reduction from a variant
of the Densest-k-Subgraph problem (given a graph G and an integer k, find a subset
S ⊆ V (G) of k vertices that induces maximum number of edges). Chalermsook et al. [13]
showed that, assuming Gap-ETH1 , for any g = o(1), there is no FPT-time algorithm that,
given an integer k and any graph G on n vertices that contains at least one k-clique, always

output S ⊆ V (G), of size k, such that Den(S) ≥ k −g(k) . Here, Den(S) = |E(G[S])|/ |S|
2 .
We need a strengthening of this result that says that assuming Gap-ETH, for any g = o(1)
and for any constant α > 1, there is no FPT-time algorithm that, given an integer k and any
graph G on n vertices that contains at least one k-clique, always outputs S ⊆ V (G), of size
αk, such that Den(S) ≥ k −g(k) . Starting from this result, we give a gap-preserving reduction
to Split Contraction that takes FPT time and obtain Theorem 3. Given an instance
(G, k) of Densest-k-Subgraph, we first use color coding to partition the edges into t = k2
color classes such that every color class contains exactly one edge of a “densest subgraph”
(or a clique). For each color class we make one edge selection gadget. Each edge selection
gadget corresponding to the color class j consists of an independent set ESj that contains a
vertex corresponding to each edge in the color classj, and a cap vertex gj that is adjacent
to every vertex in ESj . Next, we add a sufficiently large clique Z of size ρ · |V (G)|, where
for every vertex v ∈ V (G), we have ρ vertices. Every vertex in an edge selection gadget is
adjacent to every vertex of Z, except those corresponding to the endpoints of the edge the
vertex represents. Finally, we add a clique SV of size t that has one vertex sj for each edge
selection gadget. Make the vertex sj adjacent to every vertex in ESj . We also add sufficient
guards on vertices everywhere, so that “unwanted” contractions do not happen. The idea of
the reduction is to contract edges in a way that the vertices in SV, Z, and gj , j ∈ {1, . . . , t},
become a giant clique and other vertices become part of an independent set, resulting in a
split graph. Towards this we first use 2t contractions so that gj , sj , and a vertex aj ∈ ESj are
contracted into one. One way to ensure that they form a clique along with Z is to contract
each of them to a vertex in Z. However, this will again require t edge contractions. We
set our budget in a way that this is not possible. Thus, what we need is to destroy the
non-neighbors of aj . One way to do this again will be to match the vertices obtained after
the first round of 2t contractions in a way that there are no non-adjacencies left. However,
this will also cost t/2, and our budget does not allow this. The other option (which we take)
is to take the union of all non-neighbors of aj , say N , and contract each of them to one of
the vertex in Z \ N . Observe that to minimize the contractions to get rid of non-neighbors of
aj , we would like to minimize |N |. This will happen when N spans a large number of edges.
Thus, it precisely captures the Densest-k-Subgraph problem. The budget is chosen in a
way that we get the desired gap-preserving reduction, which enables us to prove Theorem 3.
Our final result concerns Chordal Contraction. Lokshtanov et al. [38] showed that
Chordal Contraction is W[2]-Hard. We observe that the existing W[2]-hardness reduction
can be adapted to show the following theorem.

I Theorem 4. Assuming FPT6= W[1], no FPT time algorithm can approximate Chordal
Contraction within a factor of F (k). Here, F (k) is a function depending on k alone.

1

We refer the readers to [13] for the definition of Gap-ETH and related terms.
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Overview of the proof of Theorem 4. Towards proving Theorem 4, we give a 1-approximate
polynomial parameter transformation (1-appt) from Set Cover (given a universe U , a
family of subsets S, and an integer k, we shall decide the existence of a subfamily of size k
that contains all the elements of U ) to Chordal Contraction. That is, given any solution
of size at most ` for Chordal Contraction, we can transform this into a solution for Set
Cover of size at most `. Karthik et al. [35] showed that assuming FPT6= W[1], no FPT time
algorithm can approximate Set Cover within a factor of F (k). Pipelining this result with
our reduction we get Theorem 4.
Related Work. To the best of our knowledge, Heggernes et al. [33] was the first to explicitly
study F-Contraction from the viewpoint of Parameterized Complexity. They showed that
in case F is the family of trees, F-Contraction is FPT but does not admit a polynomial
kernel, while in case F is the family of paths, the corresponding problem admits a faster
algorithm and an O(k)-vertex kernel. Golovach et al. [28] proved that if F is the family
of planar graphs, then F-Contraction is again FPT. Moreover, Cai and Guo [8] showed
that in case F is the family of cliques, F-Contraction is solvable in time 2O(k log k) · nO(1) ,
while in case F is the family of chordal graphs, the problem is W[2]-Hard. Heggernes et
al. [34] developed an FPT algorithm for the case where F is the family of bipartite graphs.
Later, a faster algorithm was proposed by Guillemot and Marx [30].
Pioneering work of Lokshtanov et al. [40] on the approximate kernel is being followed by
a series of papers generalizing/improving results mentioned in this work and establishing
lossy kernels for various other problems. Lossy kernels for some variations of Connected
Vertex Cover [21, 36], Connected Feedback Vertex Set [43], Steiner Tree [20] and
Dominating Set [22, 44] have been established (also see [41, 45]). Krithika et al. [37] were
first to study graph contraction problems from the lenses of lossy kernelization. They proved
that for any α > 1, Tree Contraction admits an α-lossy kernel with O(k d ) vertices, where
d = dα/(α − 1)e. Agarwal et al. [1] proved similar result for F-Contraction problems
where graph class F is defined in parametric way from set of trees. Eiben et al. [21] obtained
similar result for Connected H-Hitting Set problem.
Organization. Due to space constraints, we omit some of the results from this extended
abstract. We present the notations and preliminaries in Section 2 and in Section 3 we give
the (1 + )–approximate polynomial kernel for Clique Contraction.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we give notations and definitions that we use throughout the paper. Unless
specified, we will be using all general graph terminologies from the book of Diestel [15].

2.1

Graph Theoretic Definitions and Notations

For an undirected graph G, sets V (G) and E(G) denote the set of vertices and edges,
respectively. Two vertices u, v in V (G) are said to be adjacent if there is an edge uv in E(G).
The neighborhood of a vertex v, denoted by NG (v), is the set of vertices adjacent to v in G.
S
For subset S of vertices, we define N (S) = v∈S N (v)) \ S. The subscript in the notation
for the neighborhood is omitted if the graph under consideration is clear. For a set of edges
F , set V (F ) denotes the endpoints of edges in F . For a subset S of V (G), we denote the
graph obtained by deleting S from G by G − S and the subgraph of G induced on set S by
G[S]. For two subsets S1 , S2 of V (G), we say S1 , S2 are adjacent if there exists an edge with
one endpoint in S1 and other in S2 .
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An edge e in G is a chord of a cycle C (resp. path P ) if (i) both the endpoints of e are in
C (resp. in P ), and (ii) edge e is not in C (resp. not in P ). An induced cycle (resp. path) is
a cycle (resp. path) which has no chord. We denote induced cycle and path on ` vertices
by C` and P` , respectively. A complete graph G is an undirected graph in which for every
pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (G), there is an edge uv in E(G). As an immediate consequence of
definition we get the following.
I Lemma 5. A connected graph G is complete if and only if G does not contain an induced P3 .
A clique is a subset of vertices in the graph that induces a complete graph. A set I ⊆ V (G)
of pairwise non-adjacent vertices is called an independent set. A graph G is a split graph if
V (G) can be partitioned into a clique and an independent set. For split graph G, partition
(X, Y ) is split partition if X is a clique and Y is an independent set. In this article, whenever
we mention a split partition, we first mention the clique followed by the independent set. We
will also use the following well-known characterization of split graphs. Let, 2K2 be a graph
induced on four vertices, which contains exactly two edges and no isolated vertices.
I Lemma 6 ([29]). A graph G is a split graph if and only if it does not contain C4 , C5 or
2K2 as an induced subgraph.
A graph G is chordal if every induced cycle in G is a triangle; equivalently, if every cycle
of length at least four has a chord. A vertex subset S ⊆ V (G) is said to cover an edge
uv ∈ E(G) if S ∩ {u, v} 6= ∅. A vertex subset S ⊆ V (G) is called a vertex cover in G if it
covers all the edges in G.
We start with the following observation, which is useful to find a large induced clique
in the input graph. The complement of G, denoted by G, is a graph whose vertex set is
V (G) and edge set is precisely those edges which are not present in E(G). Note that given a
graph G, if S is a set of vertices such that G − S is a clique, then S is a vertex cover in the
complement graphs of G, denoted by G, as G − S is edgeless. Using the well-known factor
2-approximation algorithm for Vertex Cover [4], we have following.
I Observation 2.1 ([4]). There is a factor 2-approximation algorithm to compute a set of
vertices whose deletion results in a complete graph.
Using, Lemma 6 one can obtain a simple factor 5-approximation algorithm for deleting
vertices to get a split graph.
I Observation 2.2. There is a factor 5-approximation algorithm to compute a set of vertices
whose deletion results in a split graph.
Recently, for every  > 0, a factor (2 + )-approximation algorithm for deleting vertices to get
a split graph has been obtained [39]. However, for our purposes Observation 2.2 will suffice.

2.2

Graph Contraction

The contraction of edge e = uv in G deletes vertices u and v from G, and adds a new
vertex, which is made adjacent to vertices that were adjacent to either u or v. Any parallel
edges added in the process are deleted so that the graph remains simple. The resulting
graph is denoted by G/e. Formally, for a given graph G and edge e = uv, we define
G/e in the following way: V (G/e) = (V (G) ∪ {w})\{u, v} and E(G/e) = {xy | x, y ∈
V (G) \ {u, v}, xy ∈ E(G)} ∪ {wx| x ∈ NG (u) ∪ NG (v)}. For a subset of edges F in G, graph
G/F denotes the graph obtained from G by repeatedly contracting edges in F until no such
edge remains. We say that a graph G is contractible to a graph H if there exists an onto
function ψ : V (G) → V (H) such that the following properties hold.
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For any vertex h in V (H), graph G[W (h)] is connected, where set W (h) := {v ∈ V (G) |
ψ(v) = h}.
For any two vertices h, h0 in V (H), edge hh0 is present in H if and only if there exists an
edge in G with one endpoint in W (h) and another in W (h0 ).
For a vertex h in H, set W (h) is called a witness set associated with h. We define H-witness
structure of G, denoted by W, as collection of all witness sets. Formally, W = {W (h) | h ∈
V (H)}. Witness structure W is a partition of vertices in G, where each witness forms a
connected set in G. Recall that if a witness set contains more than one vertex, then we call
it non-trivial witness set, otherwise a trivial witness set.
If graph G has a H-witness structure, then graph H can be obtained from G by a series
of edge contractions. For a fixed H-witness structure, let F be the union of spanning trees
of all witness sets. By convention, the spanning tree of a singleton set is an empty set. Thus,
to obtain H from G, it is sufficient to contract edges in F . If such witness structure exists,
then we say that graph G is contractible to H. We say that graph G is k-contractible to H
if cardinality of F is at most k. In other words, H can be obtained from G by at most k
edge contractions. Following observation is an immediate consequence of definitions.
I Observation 2.3. If graph G is k-contractible to graph H, then the following statements
are true.
For any witness set W in a H-witness structure of G, the cardinality of W is at most
k + 1.
For a fixed H-witness structure, the number of vertices in G, which are contained in
non-trivial witness sets is at most 2k.
In the following two observations, we state that if a graph can be transformed into a
clique or a split graph by contracting few edges, then it can also be converted into a clique
or split graph by deleting few vertices.
I Observation 2.4. If a graph G is k-contractible to a clique, then G can be converted into
a clique by deleting at most 2k vertices.
Proof. Let F be a set of edges of size at most k such that G/F is a clique. Let W be
a G/F -witness structure of G. Let X be a set of all vertices which are contained in the
non-trivial witness sets in W. By Observation 2.3, size of X is at most 2k. Any two vertices
in V (G) \ X are adjacent to each other as these vertices form singleton sets, which are
adjacent in G/F . Hence, G can be converted into a clique by deleting vertices in X.
J
I Observation 2.5. If a graph G is k-contractible to a split graph then G can be converted
into a split graph by deleting at most 2k vertices.
Proof. For graph G, let F be the set of edges such that G/F is a split graph and |F | ≤ k.
Let V (F ) be the collection of all endpoints of edges in F . Since cardinality of F is at most k,
|V (F )| is at most 2k. We argue that G − V (F ) is a split graph. For the sake of contradiction,
assume that G − V (F ) is not a split graph. We know that a graph is split if and only if it
does not contain induced C4 , C5 or 2K2 . This implies that there exists a set of vertices V 0
in V (G) \ V (F ) such that G[V 0 ] is either C4 , C5 or 2K2 . Since no edge in F is incident on
any vertices in V 0 , G/F [V 0 ] is isomorphic to G[V 0 ]. Hence, there exists a C4 , C5 or 2K2 in
G/F contradicting the fact that G/F is a split graph. Hence, our assumption is wrong and
G − V (F ) is a split graph.
J
Consider a connected graph G which is k-contractible to the clique K` . Let W be a
K` -witness structure of G. The following observation gives a sufficient condition for obtaining
a witness structure of an induced subgraph of G from W.
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I Observation 2.6. Let W be a clique witness structure of G. If there exists two different
witness sets W (t1 ), W (t2 ) in W and a vertex v in W (t1 ) such that the set W (t) = (W (t1 ) ∪
W (t2 )) \ {v} is a connected set in G − {v}, then W 0 is a clique witness structure of G − {v},
where W 0 is obtained from W by removing W (t1 ), W (t2 ) and adding W (t).
Proof. Let G0 = G−{v}. Note that W 0 is a partition of vertices in G0 . Any set in W 0 \{W (t)}
is a witness set in W and does not contain v. Hence, these sets are connected in G0 . Since
G0 [W (t)] is also connected, all the witness sets in W 0 are connected in G0 .
Consider any two witness sets W (t0 ), W (t00 ) in W 0 . If none of these two is equal to W (t)
then both of these sets are present in W. Since none of these witness sets contains vertex v,
they are adjacent to each other in G0 . Now, consider a case when one of them, say W (t00 ),
is equal to W (t). As witness sets W (t0 ) and W (t2 ) are present in W, there exists an edge
with one endpoint in W (t0 ) and another in W (t2 ). The same edge is present in graph G0 as
it is not incident on v. Since W (t2 ) is subset of W (t), sets W (t0 ) and W (t) are adjacent in
G0 . Hence any two witness sets in W 0 are adjacent to each other. This implies that W 0 is a
clique witness structure of graph G − {v}.
J
In the case of Split Contraction, the following observation guarantees the existence
of witness structure with a particular property.
I Observation 2.7. For a connected graph G, let F be a set of edges such that G/F is a
split graph. Then, there exists a set of edges F 0 which satisfy the following properties: (i)
G/F 0 is a split graph. (ii) The number of edges in F 0 is at most |F |. (iii) There exists a split
partition of G/F 0 such that all vertices in G/F 0 which correspond to a non-trivial witness
set in G/F 0 -witness structure of G are in clique side.
Proof. Let (C, I) be a split partition of vertices of G/F such that C is a clique and I is an
independent set. If all the vertices corresponding to non-trivial witness sets are in C, then
the observation is true. Consider a vertex a in I which corresponds to a non-trivial witness
set Wa . Since G is connected, G/F is a connected split graph. This implies that there exists
a vertex, say b, in C which is adjacent to a in G/F . We denote witness set corresponding
to b by Wb . We construct a new witness structure by shifting all but one vertices in Wa to
Wb . Since ab is an edge in G/F , there exists an edge in G with one endpoint in Wa and
another in Wb . Let that edge be ua ub with vertices ua and ub contained in sets Wa and Wb ,
respectively. Consider a spanning tree T of graph G[Wa ] which is rooted at ua . We can
replace edges in F whose both endpoints are in V (Wa ) with E(T ) to obtain another set of
edges F ∗ such that G/F ∗ is a split graph. Formally, F ∗ = (F ∪ E(T )) \ (E(G[Wa ]) ∩ F ).
Note that the number of edges in F ∗ and F are same. Let v1 be a leaf vertex in T and v2
be its unique neighbor. Consider F 0 = (F ∗ ∪ {ua ub }) \ {v1 v2 }. Since edge v1 v2 is in F ∗
and ua ub is not in F ∗ , |F 0 | = |F ∗ |. We now argue that G/F 0 is also a split graph. Let
W 0 be the G/F 0 -witness structure of G. Note that W 0 can be obtained from G/F ∗ -witness
structure W ∗ of G by replacing Wa by {v1 } and Wb by Wb ∪ (Wa \ {v1 }). Since all other
witness set remains unchanged any witness set which was adjacent to Wb is also adjacent to
Wb ∪ (Wa \ {v1 }). Similarly, any witness set which was not adjacent to Wa is not adjacent
to {v2 }. In other words, this operation of shifting edges did not remove any vertex from the
neighborhood of b (which is in C) nor it added any vertex in the neighborhood of a (which
is in I). Hence, G/F 0 is also a split graph with (C, I) as one of its split partition. Note that
there exists a split partition of G/F 0 such that the number of vertices in the independent side
corresponding to non-trivial witness set is one less than the number of vertices in I which
corresponds to non-trivial witness sets. Hence, by repeating this process at most |V (G)|
times, we get a set of edges that satisfy three properties mentioned in the observation. J
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2.3

Parameterized Complexity and Lossy Kernelization

An important notion in parameterized complexity is kernelization, which captures the
efficiency of data reduction techniques. A parameterized problem Π admits a kernel of size
g(k) (or g(k)-kernel) if there is a polynomial time algorithm (called kernelization algorithm)
which takes as input (I, k), and returns an instance (I 0 , k 0 ) of Π such that: (i) (I, k) is
a yes-instance if and only if (I 0 , k 0 ) is a yes-instance; and (ii) |I 0 | + k 0 ≤ g(k), where
g(·) is a computable function whose value depends only on k. Depending on whether the
function g(·) is linear, polynomial or exponential, the problem is said to admit a linear,
polynomial or exponential kernel, respectively. We refer to the corresponding chapters in the
books [25, 14, 16, 23, 42] for a detailed introduction to the field of kernelization.
In lossy kernelization, we work with the optimization analog of parameterized problem.
Along with an instance and a parameter, an optimization analog of the problem also has a
string called solution. We start with the definition of a parameterized optimization problem. It
is the parameterized analog of an optimization problem used in the theory of approximation
algorithms.
I Definition 7 (Parameterized Optimization Problem). A parameterized optimization problem
is a computable function Π : Σ∗ × N × Σ∗ 7→ R ∪ {±∞}. The instances of Π are pairs
(I, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N and a solution to (I, k) which is simply a string S ∈ Σ∗ such that |S| ≤ |I| + k.
The value of a solution S is Π(I, k, S). In this paper, all optimization problems are
minimization problems. Therefore, we present the rest of the section only with respect to
parameterized minimization problem. The optimum value of (I, k) is defined as:
OPTΠ (I, k) =

min

S∈Σ∗ , |S|≤|I|+k

Π(I, k, S),

and an optimum solution for (I, k) is a solution S such that Π(I, k, S) = OPTΠ (I, k). For a
Π(I,k,S)
constant c > 1, S is c-factor approximate solution for (I, k) if OP
TΠ (I,k) ≤ c. We omit the
subscript Π in the notation for optimum value if the problem under consideration is clear
from the context.
For some parameterized optimization problems we are unable to obtain FPT algorithms,
and we are also unable to find satisfactory polynomial time approximation algorithms. In this
case one might aim for FPTapproximation algorithms, algorithms that run in time f (k)nc
and provide good approximate solutions to the instance.
I Definition 8. Let α ≥ 1 be constant. A fixed parameter tractable α-approximation algorithm
for a parameterized optimization problem Π is an algorithm that takes as input an instance
(I, k), runs in time f (k)|I|O(1) , and outputs a solution S such that Π(I, k, S) ≤ α · OPT(I, k)
if Π is a minimization problem, and α · Π(I, k, S) ≥ OPT(I, k) if Π is a maximization
problem.
Note that Definition 8 only defines constant factor FPT-approximation algorithms. The
definition can in a natural way be extended to approximation algorithms whose approximation
ratio depends on the parameter k, on the instance I, or on both. Next, we define an αapproximate polynomial-time preprocessing algorithm for a parameterized minimization
problem Π as follows.
I Definition 9 (α-Approximate Polynomial-time Preprocessing Algorithm). Let α ≥ 1 be a real
number and Π be a parameterized minimization problem. An α-approximate polynomial-time
preprocessing algorithm is defined as a pair of polynomial-time algorithms, called the reduction
algorithm and the solution lifting algorithm, that satisfy the following properties.
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Given an instance (I, k) of Π, the reduction algorithm computes an instance (I 0 , k 0 ) of Π.
Given instances (I, k) and (I 0 , k 0 ) of Π, and a solution S 0 to (I 0 , k 0 ), the solution lifting
Π(I 0 ,k0 ,S 0 )
Π(I,k,S)
≤ α · OPT(I
algorithm computes a solution S to (I, k) such that OPT(I,k)
0 ,k 0 ) .
We sometimes refer α-approximate polynomial-time preprocessing algorithm kernel as
α-lossy rule or α-reduction rule.

3

Lossy Kernel for Clique Contraction

In this section, we present a lossy kernel for Clique Contraction. We first define a natural
optimization version of the problem.

min{|F |, k + 1} if G/F is a clique
ClC(G, k, F ) =
∞ otherwise
If the number of vertices in the input graph is at most k + 3, then we can return the
same instance as a kernel for the given problem. Further, we assume that the input graph is
connected; otherwise, it can not be edited into a clique by edge contraction only. Thus, we
only consider connected graphs with at least k + 3 vertices. By the definition of optimization
problem, for any set of edges F , if G/F is a clique, then the maximum value of ClC(G, k, F )
is k + 1. Hence, any spanning tree of G is a solution of cost k + 1. We call it a trivial solution
for the given instance. Consider an instance (P4 , 1), where P4 is a path on four vertices. One
needs to contract at least two edges to convert P4 into a clique. We call (P4 , 1) a trivial
No-instance for this problem. Finally, we assume that we are given an  > 0.
We start with a reduction rule, which says that if the minimum number of vertices that
need to be deleted from an input graph to obtain a clique is large, then we can return a
trivial instance as a lossy kernel.
I Reduction Rule 3.1. For a given instance (G, k), apply the algorithm mentioned in
Observation 2.1 to find a set X such that G − X is a clique. If the size of X is greater than
4k, then return (P4 , 1).
I Lemma 10. Reduction Rule 3.1 is a 1-reduction rule.
Proof. Let (G, k) be an instance of Clique Contraction such that the Reduction Rule 3.1
returns (P4 , 1) when applied on it. The solution lifting algorithm returns a spanning tree F
of G. Note that for a set of edges F 0 , if P4 /F 0 is a clique then F 0 contains at least two edges.
This implies ClC(P4 , 1, F 0 ) = 2 and OPT(P4 , 1) = 2.
Since a factor 2-approximation algorithm returned a set of size strictly more than 4k,
for any set X 0 of size at most 2k, G − X 0 is not a clique. But by Observation 2.4, if G is
k-contractible to a clique then G can be edited into a clique by deleting at most 2k vertices.
Hence, for any set of edges F ∗ if G/F ∗ is a clique, then the size of F ∗ is at least k + 1. This
implies that OPT(G, k) = k + 1, and for a spanning tree F of G, ClC(G, k, F ) = k + 1.
)
ClC(P4 ,1,F 0 )
k+1
2
Combining these values, we get ClC(G,k,F
OPT(G,k) = k+1 = 2 = OPT(P4 ,1) . This implies that
if F 0 is factor c-approximate solution for (P4 , 1), then F is factor c-approximate solution for
(G, k). This concludes the proof.
J
We now consider an instance (G, k) for which Reduction Rule 3.1 does not return a trivial
instance. This implies that for a given graph G, in polynomial time, one can find a partition
(X, Y ) of V (G) such that G − X = G[Y ] is a clique and |X| is at most 4k. For  > 0, find a
1
smallest integer d, such that d+1
d ≤ 1 + . In other words, fix d = d  e. We note that if the
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number of vertices in the graph is at most O(k d+1 ), then the algorithm returns this graph
as a lossy kernel of the desired size. Hence, without loss of generality, we assume that the
number of vertices in the graph is larger than O(k d+1 ).
Given an instance (G, k), a partition (X, Y ) of V (G) with G[Y ] being a clique, and an
integer d, consider the following two marking schemes.
I Marking Scheme 3.1. For a subset A of X, let M1 (A) be the set of vertices in Y whose
neighborhood contains A. For every subset A of X which is of size at most d, mark a vertex
in M1 (A).
Formally, M1 (A) = {y ∈ Y |A ⊆ N (y)}. If M1 (A) is an empty set, then the marking scheme
does not mark any vertex. If it is non-empty, then the marking scheme arbitrarily chooses a
vertex and marks it.
I Marking Scheme 3.2. For a subset A of X, let M2 (A) be the set of vertices in Y whose
neighborhood does not intersect A. For every subset A of X which is of size at most d, mark
2k + 1 vertices in M2 (A).
Formally, M2 (A) = {y ∈ Y |N (y) ∩ A = ∅}. If the number of vertices in M2 (A) is at most
2k + 1, then the marking scheme marks all vertices in M2 (A). If it is larger than 2k + 1, then
it arbitrarily chooses 2k + 1 vertices and marks them.
I Reduction Rule 3.2. For a given instance (G, k), partition (X, Y ) of V (G) with G[Y ]
being a clique, and an integer d, apply the Marking Schemes 3.1 and 3.2. Let G0 be the graph
obtained from G by deleting all the unmarked vertices in Y . Return the instance (G0 , k).
Above reduction rule can be applied in time |X|d · |V (G)|O(1) = O(k O(d) |V (G)|O(1) ) as
|X| is at most 4k. Note that G0 is an induced subgraph of G. We first show that since G
is a connected graph, G0 is also connected. In the following lemma, we prove a stronger
statement.
I Lemma 11. Consider instance (G, k) of Clique Contraction. Let Y 0 be the set of
vertices marked by Marking Scheme 3.1 or 3.2 for some positive integer d. For any subset
Y 00 of Y \ Y 0 , let G00 be the graph obtained from G by deleting Y 00 . Then, G00 is connected.
Proof. Recall that, by our assumption, G is connected and Y is a clique in G. Hence, for
every vertex in X, there exists a path from it to some vertex in Y . By the construction of
G00 , (X, Y \ Y 00 ) forms a partition of V (G00 ) and Y \ Y 00 is a clique in G00 . To prove that G00
is connected, it is sufficient to prove that for every vertex in X, there exists a path from it
to a vertex in Y \ Y 00 in G.
Fix an arbitrary vertex, say x, in X. Consider a path P from x to y in G, where y is
some vertex in Y . Without loss of generality, we can assume that y is the only vertex in
V (P ) ∩ Y . We argue that there exists another path, say P1 , from x to a vertex in Y \ Y 00 . If
y is in Y \ Y 00 then P1 = P is a desired path. Consider the case when y is in Y 00 . Let x0 be
the vertex in V (P ) which is adjacent with y. Note that x0 may be same as x. As Marking
Scheme 3.1 considers all subsets of size at most d, it considered singleton set {x0 }. As x0 is
adjacent with y, we have {x0 } ⊆ N (y). Since y is in Y 00 , and hence unmarked, there exists a
vertex, say y1 , in Y which has been marked by Marking Scheme 3.1. Consider a path P1
obtained from P by deleting vertex y (and hence edge x0 y) and adding vertex y1 with edge
x0 y1 . This is a desired path from x to a vertex in Y \ Y 00 . As x is an arbitrary vertex in X,
this statement is true for any vertex in X and hence G00 is connected.
J
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Figure 1 Straight lines (e.g within W (t)) represent edges in original solution F . Dashed lines
(e.g. across W (t) and W (t0 )) represents extra edges added to solution F . Please refer to the proof
of Lemma 12.

Thus, because of Lemma 11, from now onwards, we assume that G0 is connected. In
fact, in our one of the proof, we will iteratively remove vertices from Y \ Y 0 , and Lemma 11
ensures that the graph at each step remains connected. In the following lemma, we argue
that given a solution for (G0 , k), we can construct a solution of almost the same size for
(G, k).
I Lemma 12. Let (G0 , k) be the instance returned by Reduction Rule 3.2 when applied on
an instance (G, k). If there exists a set of edges of size at most k, say F 0 , such that G0 /F 0 is
a clique, then there exists a set of edges F such that G/F is a clique and cardinality of F is
at most (1 + ) · |F 0 |.
Proof. If no vertex in Y is deleted, then G0 and G are identical graphs, and the statement
is true. We assume that at least one vertex in Y is deleted. Let Y 0 be the set of vertices
in Y , which are marked. Note that the sets X, Y 0 forms a partition of V (G0 ) such that
Y 0 is a clique and a proper subset of Y . Let W 0 be a G0 /F 0 -witness structure of G0 . We
construct a clique witness structure W of G from W 0 by adding singleton witness sets {y}
for every vertex y in Y \ Y 0 . Since G[Y \ Y 0 ] is a clique in G, any two newly added witness
sets are adjacent to each other. Moreover, any witness set in W 0 , which intersects Y 0 is also
adjacent to the newly added witness sets. We now consider witness sets in W 0 , which do not
intersect Y 0 .
Let W ? be a collection of witness sets W (t) in W 0 such that W (t) is contained in X and
there exists a vertex y in Y \ Y 0 whose neighborhood does not intersect with W (t). See
Figure 1. We argue that every witness set in W ? has at least d + 1 vertices. For the sake of
contradiction, assume that there exists a witness set W (t) in W ? which contains at most d
vertices. Since Marking Scheme 3.2 iterated over all the subsets of X of size at most d, it also
considered W (t) while marking. Note that the vertex y belongs to the set M2 (W (t)). Since
y is unmarked, there are 2k + 1 vertices in M2 (W (t)) which have been marked. All these
marked vertices are in G0 . Since the cardinality of F 0 is at most k, the number of vertices in
V (F 0 ) is at most 2k. Hence, at least one marked vertex in M2 (W (t)) is a singleton witness
set in W 0 . However, there is no edge between this singleton witness set and W (t). This
non-existence of an edge contradicts the fact that any two witness sets in W 0 are adjacent to
each other in G0 . Hence, our assumption is wrong, and W (t) has at least d + 1 vertices.
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Next, we show that there exists a witness set in W 0 that intersects Y 0 . This is ensured
by the fact that G0 is connected, and we are in the case where at least one vertex in Y is
deleted. The last assertion implies that Y 0 is non-empty, and hence there must be a witness
set in W 0 that intersects Y 0 . Let W (t0 ) be a witness set in W 0 that intersects Y 0 . Note that
W (t0 ) is adjacent to every vertex in Y \ Y 0 . Let W (t) be a witness set in W ? . Since W (t0 )
and W (t) are two witness sets in the G0 /F 0 -witness structure, there exists an edge with one
endpoint in W (t0 ) and another in W (t). Therefore, the set W (t0 ) ∪ W (t) is adjacent to every
other witness set in W.
We now describe how to obtain F from F 0 . We initialize F = F 0 . For every witness set
W (t) in W ? add an edge between W (t) and W (t0 ) to the set F 0 . Equivalently, we construct a
new witness set by taking the union of W (t0 ) and all witness sets W (t) in W ? . This witness
set is adjacent to every vertex in Y \ Y 0 , and hence G/F is a clique. We now argue the size
bound on F . Note that we have added one extra edge for every witness set W (t) in W ? . We
also know that every such witness set has at least d + 1 vertices. Hence, we have added one
extra edge for at least d edges in the solution F 0 . Moreover, since witness sets in W ? are
vertex disjoint, no edge in F can be part of two witness sets. This implies that the number
of edges in F 0 is at most (d+1/d)|F | ≤ (1 + ) · |F |.
J
In the following lemma, we argue that the value of the optimum solution for the reduced
instance can be upper bounded by the value of an optimum solution for the original instance.
I Lemma 13. Let (G0 , k) be the instance returned by Reduction Rule 3.2 when applied on
an instance (G, k). If OPT(G, k) ≤ k, then OPT(G0 , k) ≤ OPT(G, k).
Proof. Let F be a set of at most k edges in G such that OPT(G, k) = ClC(G, k, F ) and
W be a G/F -witness structure of G. Since we are working with a minimization problem,
to prove this lemma it is sufficient to find a solution for G0 which is of size |F |. Recall that
(X, Y ) is a partition of V (G) such that G − X = G[Y ] is a clique. Let Y 0 be the set of
vertices that were marked by either of the marking schemes. In other words, (X, Y 0 ) is a
partition of G0 such that G0 − X = G0 [Y ] is a clique. We proceed as follows. At each step,
we construct graph G? from G by deleting one or more vertices of Y \ Y 0 . Simultaneously,
we also construct a set of edges F ? from F by either replacing the existing edges by new ones
or by simply adding extra edges to F . At any intermediate state, we ensure that G? /F ? is a
clique, and the number of edges in F ? is at most |F |. Let F ◦ = F be an optimum solution
for the input instance (G, k). For notational convenience, we rename G? to G and F ? to F
at regular intervals but do not change F ◦ .
To obtain G? and F ? , we delete witness sets which are subsets of Y \ Y 0 (Condition 3.1)
and modify the ones which intersect with Y \ Y 0 . Every witness set of latter type intersects
with Y 0 or X or both. We partition these non-trivial witness sets in W into two groups
depending on whether the intersection with X is empty (Condition 3.2) or not (Condition 3.3).
We first modify the witness sets that satisfy the least indexed condition. If there does not
exist a witness set which satisfies either of these three conditions, then Y \ Y 0 is an empty
set, and the lemma is vacuously true.
I Condition 3.1. There exists a witness set W (t) in W which is a subset of Y \ Y 0 .
Construct G? from G by deleting the witness sets W (t) in W. Let F ? be obtained from
F by deleting those edges whose both the endpoints are in W (t). Since the class of cliques
is closed under vertex deletion, G? /F ? is a clique, and as we only deleted edges from F ,
we have |F ∗ | ≤ |F |. We repeat this process until there exists a witness set that satisfies
Condition 3.1.
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Figure 2 Straight lines (e.g. y4 y5 ) represent edges in original solution F . Dotted lines (e.g. y4 y6 )
represents edges which are replaced for some edges in F . Please refer to the proof of Lemma 13.

At this stage we rename G? to G and F ? to F .
I Condition 3.2. There exists a witness set W (t) in W which contains vertices from Y \ Y 0
but does not intersect X.
Since W (t) is not contained in Y \ Y 0 and W (t) ∩ X is empty it must intersect with
Y . See Figure 2. Let y4 and y5 be vertices in W (t) ∩ Y 0 and W (t) ∩ (Y \ Y 0 ), respectively.
Let W (t1 ), different from W (t), be a witness set which intersects Y 0 . Since Y 0 is large and
non-empty, such a witness set exists. Let y6 be a vertex in the set W (t1 ) ∩ Y 0 . Consider
the witness sets W (t), W (t1 ) and vertex y5 in W (t) in graph G. Lemma 11 implies that
these witness sets satisfy the premise of Observation 2.6. This implies W ? is a clique witness
structure of G − {y5 }, where W ? is obtained from W by removing W (t), W (t1 ) and adding
(W (t) ∪ W (t1 )) \ {y5 }. This corresponds to replacing an edge in F which was incident to y5
with the one across W (t) and W (t1 ). For example, in Figure 2, we replace edge y4 y5 in the
set F with an edge y4 y6 to obtain a solution for G − {y5 }. An edge in F has been replaced
with another edge and one vertex in Y \ Y 0 is deleted. The size of F ? is same as that of F
and G? /F ? is a clique. We repeat this process until there exist a witness set which satisfies
Condition 3.2.
0

At this stage we rename G? to G and F ? to F .
I Condition 3.3. There exists a witness set W (t) in W which contains vertices from Y \ Y 0
and intersects X.
Let y be a vertex in W (t) ∩ (Y \ Y 0 ), Xt be the set of vertices in W (t) ∩ X which are
adjacent to y via edges in F , and Qt be the set of vertices in W (t) ∩ Y which are adjacent to
y via edges in F . We find a substitute for y in Y 0 . If the set Xt is empty then the vertex y is
adjacent only with the vertices of Y , in this case the edges incident to y can be replaced as
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mentioned in the Condition 3.2. Assume that Xt is non-empty. For every vertex x in Xt the
set {x} is considered by Marking Scheme 3.1. Since y is adjacent to every vertex x in Xt ,
the set M1 ({x}) is non-empty. As y is in Y \ Y 0 , and hence unmarked, for every x in Xt ,
there is a vertex in M1 ({x}), say yx , different from y which has been marked. We construct
F ? from F by the following operation: For every vertex x in Xt , replace the edge xy in F by
xyx . Fix a vertex xo in Xt , and for every vertex u in Qt , replace the edge uy in F with uyxo .
Since we are replacing a set of edges in F with another set of edges of same size we have
|F ? | ≤ |F |. (For example, in Figure 2, Xt = W1 and Qt = {y7 }. Edges yx1 , yy7 are replaced
by x1 y1 , y1 y7 resp.) We argue that if G? is obtained from G by removing y, then G? /F ? is a
clique.
We argue that contracting edges in F ? partitions W (t) into |Xt | + |Qt | many parts and
merges each part with some witness set in W \ {W (t)}. Recall that F contains a spanning
tree of graph G[W (t)]. Let T be a spanning tree of G[W (t)] such that E(T ) ⊆ F and T
contains all edges in F that are incident on y. It is easy to see that such a spanning tree
exists. Let y be the root of tree T . For every z in Xt ∪ Qt , let W 0 (z) be the set of vertices
in the subtree of T rooted at z. As V (T ) = W (t), set {W 0 (z)| z ∈ Xt ∪ Qt } is a partition
of W (t) \ {y}. For every x in Xt , let W (yx ) be the witness set in W containing the vertex
yx . For every x in Xt \ {xo }, let W ? (yx ) be the set W (yx ) ∪ W 0 (x). Let W ? (yxo ) be the
S
set W (yxo ) ∪ W 0 (xo ) ∪ y0 W 0 (y 0 ) for all y 0 in Qt . We obtain W ? from W by removing
W (t) and W (yx ) for every x in Xt , and adding the sets W ? (yx ) for every x in Xt . Since
W ? (yx ) contains the set W (yx ) which was adjacent to every witness set in W, W ? (yx ) will
be adjacent with every witness set in W ? . We repeat this process until there exists a witness
set that satisfies this condition.
Any vertex in Y \ Y 0 must be a part of some witness set in W, and any witness set in W
satisfies at least one of the above conditions. If there are no witness sets that satisfy these
conditions, then Y \ Y 0 is empty. This implies G? = G0 and there exists a solution F ? of size
at most |F ◦ |. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
J
We are now in a position to prove the following lemma.
I Lemma 14. Reduction Rule 3.2, along with a solution lifting algorithm, is an (1 + )reduction rule.
Proof. Let (G0 , k) be the instance returned by Reduction Rule 3.2 when applied on an
instance (G, k). We present a solution lifting algorithm as follows. For a solution F 0 for
(G, k) if ClC(G0 , k, F 0 ) = k + 1, then the solution lifting algorithm returns a spanning tree F
of G (a trivial solution) as solution for (G, k). In this case, ClC(G, k, F ) = ClC(G0 , k, F 0 ).
If ClC(G0 , k, F 0 ) ≤ k, then size of F 0 is at most k and G0 /F 0 is a clique. Solution lifting
algorithm uses Lemma 12 to construct a solution F for (G, k) such that cardinality of F is at
most (1 + ) · |F 0 |. In this case, ClC(G, k, F ) ≤ (1 + ) · ClC(G0 , k, F 0 ). Hence, there exists
a solution lifting algorithm which given a solution F 0 for (G0 , k 0 ) returns a solution F for
(G, k) such that ClC(G, k, F ) ≤ (1 + ) · ClC(G0 , k, F 0 ).
If OPT(G, k) ≤ k, then by Lemma 13, OPT(G0 , k) ≤ OPT(G, k). If OPT(G, k) = k + 1
then OPT(G0 , k) ≤ k + 1 = OPT(G, k). Hence in either case, OPT(G0 , k) ≤ OPT(G, k).
)
(1+)·ClC(G0 ,k,F 0 )
Combining the two inequalities, we get ClC(G,k,F
. This implies that
OPT(G,k) ≤
OPT(G0 ,k)
if F 0 is a factor c-approximate solution for (G0 , k) then F is a factor (c · (1 + ))-approximate
solution for (G, k). This concludes the proof.
J
We are now in a position to present the main result of this section.
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Proof. (of Theorem 1) For a given instance (G, k) with |V (G)| ≥ k + 3, a kernelization
algorithm applies the Reduction Rule 3.1. If it returns a trivial instance, then the statement
is vacuously true. If it does not return a trivial instance, then the algorithm partitions V (G)
into two sets (X, Y ) such that G − X = G[Y ] is a clique and size of X is at most 4k. Then
the algorithm applies the Reduction Rule 3.2 on the instance (G, k) with the partition (X, Y )
and the integer d = d 1 e. The algorithm returns the reduced instance as (1 + )-lossy kernel
for (G, k).
The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 10 and Lemma 14 combined with
the fact that Reduction Rule 3.2 is applied at most once. By Observation 2.1, Reduction
Rule 3.1 can be applied in polynomial time. The size of the instance returned by Reduction
Rule 3.2 is at most O((4k)d · (2k + 1) + 4k) = O(k d+1 ). Reduction Rule 3.2 can be applied
in time nO(1) if the number of vertices in (G, k) is more than O(k d+1 ).
J
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1

Introduction

In the online graph coloring problem the input graph is presented to the algorithm vertex
by vertex, along with all the edges adjacent to the already presented vertices. Each vertex
must be assigned a color, different than any of its neighbors, immediately and irrevocably at
the moment it is presented, without any knowledge of the remaining part of the graph. The
objective is to minimize the number of used colors. The problem and its variants attract much
attention, both for theoretical properties and practical applications in network multiplexing,
resource allocation, and job scheduling.
The standard performance measure, used to analyze online algorithms, is the competitive
ratio, i.e., the worst-case guarantee on the ratio of the solution given by an online algorithm
to the optimal offline solution (see Section 1.1 for a formal definition).
In the general case, of online coloring of arbitrary graphs, there is no hope for any algorithm
with a constant competitive ratio. The best known algorithm [7] uses O(χ · n/ log n) colors for
n-vertex χ-colorable graphs, i.e. it is O(n/ log n)-competitive, and there
is a lower bound [8]

showing that no online graph coloring algorithm can be o n/ log2 n -competitive. It is thus
common to study the problem restricted to particular graph classes.
Having in mind the applications in scheduling, one of the important special cases is the
class of interval graphs, i.e. intersection graphs of intervals on the real line. The classic result is
by Kierstead and Trotter [11], who designed a 3-competitive algorithm and proved a matching
lower bound. However, in the special case of unit interval graphs, i.e. intersection graphs of
intervals of a fixed length, already the simple greedy FirstFit algorithm is 2-competitive [4].
Coloring unit interval graphs can model only a restricted scheduling setting, with all jobs
having the same processing time. On the other hand, allowing arbitrary processing times,
modeled by (general) interval graphs, might be a too permissive setting, precluding efficient
online algorithms. Thus, we ask what happens in between the interval and unit interval
graph classes. In particular, we are interested in the optimal competitive ratio of online
coloring algorithms for intersection graphs of intervals of length restricted to a fixed range.
Formally, let us introduce the σ-interval coloring problem.
I Definition 1. For σ > 1, the σ-interval coloring problem asks: Given a sequence of closed
intervals [l1 , r1 ], [l2 , r2 ], . . . , [ln , rn ], such that 1 6 (ri − li ) 6 σ for every i ∈ [n], find a
sequence of colors, c1 , c2 , . . . , cn , such that

∀i6=j [li , ri ] ∩ [lj , rj ] 6= ∅ =⇒ (ci 6= cj ),
minimizing the number of distinct colors {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn } .
We study the problem in the online setting, i.e., intervals are presented one by one, in an
arbitrary order, and each interval has to be colored immediately and irrevocably after it is
presented.
Note that we choose to include the interval representation in the input, instead of
presenting the mere graph. It seems a plausible modeling choice given the scheduling
applications. Moreover, it lets algorithms exploit geometric properties of the input, and not
only structural graph properties. Naturally, any lower bound obtained for this variant of the
problem transfers to the harder variant with no interval representation in the input.
Among others, we look to answer the following two apparent questions.
I Question 1. Is σ-interval coloring strictly easier than interval coloring?
I Question 2. Is σ-interval coloring strictly harder than unit interval coloring?
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Naturally, we ask these questions in the online setting, where easier (harder) mean smaller
(greater) best possible competitive ratio.

1.1

Our Results

Before we state our results, let us give a formal definition of the competitive ratio. In this
paper we focus on the asymptotic competitive ratio.
I Definition 2. Let A be an online graph coloring algorithm, and let A(χ) denote the
maximum number of colors A uses to color any graph which can be colored offline using χcolors (i.e. its chromatic number is at most χ). We say that A has the asymptotic competitive
ratio α (or that A is α-competitive, for short), if lim supχ→∞ A(χ)
χ 6 α.
Another popular performance measure for online algorithms is the absolute competitive
ratio, which requires that A(χ)
χ 6 α holds for all χ (and not only in the limit). The choice of
the asymptotic, instead of absolute, competitive ratio for our analysis makes things easier
for the algorithm and harder for the lower bounds. In our algorithm, sadly, we do not know
how to get rid of a constant additive overhead, which vanishes only with growing χ. This
is in contrast to the FirstFit and Kierstead-Trotter algorithms, whose claimed competitive
ratios are not only asymptotic but also absolute. The good side is, our lower bounds for the
asymptotic competitive ratio imply the identical lower bounds for the absolute competitive
ratio.
Algorithm. Our positive result is the existence of a (1 + σ)-competitive algorithm.
I Theorem 3. For every σ ∈ Q, σ > 1, there is an algorithm for online σ-interval coloring
with 1 + σ asymptotic competitive ratio.
Note that for σ 0 > σ every σ 0 -interval coloring algorithm is also a correct σ-interval
coloring algorithm, with the same upper bound on its competitive ratio. Therefore, for
σ ∈ R \ Q Theorem 3 yields an online σ-interval coloring algorithm with a competitive
ratio arbitrarily close to 1 + σ. This distinction between rational and irrational values of σ
becomes somewhat less peculiar in the light of the results of Fishburn and Graham [5], who
proved, among other things, that the classes C(σ)’s of graphs with interval representation
T
with lengths in [1, σ] are right-continuous, i.e. C(σ) = τ >σ C(τ ), exactly at irrational σ’s.
Until now, the state-of-the art was the 2-competitive FirstFit algorithm [4] for σ = 1,
and the 3-competitive Kierstead-Trotter algorithm [11] for σ > 1. Our algorithm matches
the performance of FirstFit for σ = 1, and beats the Kierstead-Trotter algorithm for σ < 2.
The algorithm is inspired by the recent result for online coloring of unit disk intersection
graphs [9]. We cover the real line with overlapping blocks, grouped into a constant number
of classes, with each class constituting a partition of the real line. We assign to each class
a private set of available colors. When an interval is presented, the algorithm chooses, in
a round-robin fashion, a block containing the interval’s left end, and greedily picks a color
from the block’s class.
While not being overly complicated, the algorithm already answers positively our Question 1. Indeed, since there cannot exist a less-than-3-competitive algorithm for (general)
interval coloring [11], σ-interval coloring is strictly easier, for σ < 2.
Lower Bounds.
consequences.

Our negative results include a series of constructions with the following
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I Theorem 4. For every σ > 1 there is no online algorithm for σ-interval coloring with the
asymptotic competitive ratio less than 5/3.
I Theorem 5. For every σ > 2 there is no online algorithm for σ-interval coloring with the
asymptotic competitive ratio less than 7/4.
I Theorem 6. For every ε > 0 there is σ > 1 such that there is no online algorithm for
σ-interval coloring with the asymptotic competitive ratio 5/2 − ε.
The following, more illustrative, statement is a direct corollary of Theorem 6.
I Corollary 7. There is no online algorithm that works for all σ > 1 and uses at most
2.499 · ω + f (σ) colors for ω-colorable graphs (for any function f ).
Theorem 6 gives a positive answer to our Question 2. Indeed, while FirstFit is 2competitive for unit interval coloring, there is no 2-competitive algorithm for σ-interval
coloring (for large enough σ), therefore the latter problem is strictly harder. Working out
the exact number from our proof, this starts to be the case for σ > 278 , however we did not
attempt to optimize the constant.
Our proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 can be considered as generalizations of the 3/2 lower
bound for online coloring of unit interval graphs by Epstein and Levy [4]. In particular, we
heavily use their separation strategy, which also appears in [1].
Our main technical contribution is a recursive composition of strategies, which seems
essential to prove any lower bound higher than 2. Our 5/2 lower bound (Theorem 6) borrows
also from the work of Kierstead and Trotter [11]. However, in order to control the length
of intervals independently of the number of colors, we cannot simply use the pigeonhole
principle, as they did. Instead, we develop Lemmas 19 and 20, which let us overcome this
issue, at a cost of a worse bound for the competitive ratio, i.e. 5/2 instead of 3.

1.2

Related Work

Interval graphs have been intensively studied since the sixties [2, 12], and, in particular, they
are known to be perfect, i.e. the chromatic number χ of an interval graph always equals
the size of the largest clique ω (see, e.g., [6]). To construct an optimal coloring offline it is
sufficient to color the graph greedily in a nondecreasing order of the left ends of the intervals.
For the most basic approach for online coloring, that is the FirstFit algorithm, the
competitive ratio for interval graphs is still not known exactly. After a series of papers,
the most recent results state that FirstFit is at least 5- and at most 8-competitive [10, 13].
Kierstead and Trotter [11] designed a more involved online coloring algorithm, which uses at
most 3ω − 2 colors for ω-colorable interval graphs, and proved that there exists a strategy
that forces any online coloring algorithm to use exactly that number of colors. The same
lower and upper bounds were obtained independently by Chrobak and Ślusarek [3, 14]. For
intersection graphs of intervals of unit length any online coloring algorithm uses at least 32 ω
colors, and FirstFit uses at most 2ω − 1 colors [4].
It seems a natural question to ask if it is possible to improve the bound of 3ω − 2 by
assuming that interval lengths belong to a fixed range. The study of interval graphs with
bounded length representations was initiated by Fishburn and Graham [5]. However, it
focused mainly on the combinatorial structure, and not its algorithmic applications.
Kierstead and Trotter [11] give, for every ω ∈ N+ , a strategy for Presenter to construct
an ω-colorable set of intervals while forcing Algorithm to use at least 3ω − 2 colors. However,
the lengths of presented intervals increase with the increasing ω. For this reason, with the
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Figure 1 Small blocks (above), and large blocks (below), for b = 3.

interval length restricted to [1, σ], their lower bound is only for the absolute competitive
ratio and does not exclude, say, an algorithm that always uses at most 2ω + σ 10 colors. On
the contrary, in Theorem 6 we rule out the existence of such an algorithm.

2

Algorithm

I Theorem 3. For every σ ∈ Q, σ > 1, there is an algorithm for online σ-interval coloring
with 1 + σ asymptotic competitive ratio.
Proof. Let us present an algorithm which, in principle, works for any real σ, however only
for a rational σ it achieves the declared competitive ratio. The algorithm has a positive
integer parameter b. Increasing the parameter brings the asymptotic competitive ratio closer
to 1 + σ at the cost of increasing the additive constant. More precisely, given an ω-colorable
set of intervals our algorithm colors it using at most db · (1 + σ)e · ωb + b − 1 colors, and
thus its competitive ratio is db·(1+σ)e
+ O(1/ω). For a rational σ, in order to obtain exactly
b
the declared 1 + σ asymptotic competitive ratio it is sufficient to set b to the smallest possible
denominator of a simple fraction representation of σ. Let ϕ = db · (1 + σ)e. The algorithm
will use colors from the set {0, 1, . . . , ϕ − 1} × N.
Now, let us consider the partition of the real line into small blocks. For i ∈ Z, the i-th
small block occupies the interval [i · 1b , (i + 1) · 1b ). Moreover, we define large blocks. The i-th
large block occupies the interval [i · 1b , i · 1b + 1). See Figure 1.
Let us point out certain properties of the blocks, which will be useful in the further
analysis. Each large block is the union of b consecutive small blocks, and each small block is
a subset of b consecutive large blocks. Further, the length of a large block is 1, and for any
two intervals of length in [1, σ] that both have the left endpoint in the same large block, the
two intervals intersect. Thus, the intervals whose left endpoints belong to a fixed large block
form a clique. Finally, if the indices of two large blocks differ by at least ϕ, then any two
intervals – one with the left endpoint in one block, the other with the left endpoint in the
other – do not intersect.
With each small block the algorithm associates a small counter, and with each large block
the algorithm associates a large counter. Let Si denote the small counter of the i-th small
block, and Lj denote the large counter of the j-th large block. Initially, all the small and
large counters are set to zero.
The small counter Si tracks how many intervals with left endpoint in the i-th small block
appeared so far. Based on the small counter the algorithm assigns, in a round-robin fashion,
the processed interval to one of the b large blocks containing its left endpoint. The large
counter Lj tracks how many intervals were assigned to the j-th large block so far. The color
of the processed interval will depend on the large counter.
To assign a color to an interval, the algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Let i be the index of the small block containing the left endpoint of the interval.
2. Let j be the index of the large block containing the left endpoint of the interval such that
j ≡ Si (mod b). Note that there is exactly one such j.
APPROX/RANDOM 2020
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3. Assign to the interval the color (j mod ϕ, Lj ).
4. Increase the small counter Si by one.
5. Increase the large counter Lj by one.
First let us argue that the algorithm outputs a proper coloring. Consider any two intervals
which were assigned the same color. Let j1 and j2 denote the indices of the large blocks
selected for these intervals by the algorithm. Since the colors of the two intervals have the
same first coordinates, we have that j1 ≡ j2 (mod ϕ). However, since the second coordinates,
which are determined by large counters, are also the same, j1 and j2 must be different, and
thus they differ by at least ϕ. Hence the left endpoints of the large blocks j1 and j2 are
at least 1 + σ apart, and the two considered intervals do not intersect, thus the coloring is
proper.
It remains to bound the number of colors in terms of the clique number ω. Let j be the
index of the maximum large counter Lj at the end of the algorithm. Clearly, the algorithm
used at most ϕ · Lj colors in total. Let C denote the set of intervals with the left endpoints
in the j-th large block and colored with a color in {j mod ϕ} × N. Observe that |C| = Lj .
Let xk denote the number of intervals in C which have the left endpoint in the k-th small
block. Recall that the j-th large block is the union of b small blocks – indexed j, j + 1, . . . ,
j + b − 1 – and thus Lj = xj + xj+1 + · · · + xj+b−1 . Because of the the formula j ≡ Si
(mod b) in the step (2) of the algorithm, the large counter Lj is incremented by one out of
every b intervals with the left endpoints in any given small block. Hence either xk = b Sbk c or
xk = b Sbk c + 1. In particular
Sk > b · (xk − 1) + 1.
Let D denote the set of all intervals with the left endpoints in the j-th large block. We can
bound the number of intervals in D
|D| =

j+b−1
X

Sk >

j+b−1
X

k=j

(b · (xk − 1) + 1) = b · (Lj − b) + b.

k=j

Recall that D is a clique and thus the clique number ω of the input graph is at least the size
of D. Therefore Lj 6 ω+b·(b−1)
, and the algorithm used at most
b
ω

db · (1 + σ)e ·
+b−1
b
J

colors.

3
3.1

Lower Bounds
Technical Overview

Algorithm-vs-Presenter game. In order to prove lower bounds for online problems, it
is often convenient to look at the problem as a combinatorial game between two players,
Algorithm and Presenter. In our case, in each round Presenter reveals an interval, and
Algorithm immediately and irrevocably assigns a color to it. Algorithm tries to minimize the
number of different colors it assigns. Contrarily, the Presenter’s goal is to force Algorithm
to use as many colors as possible, while guaranteeing that the introduced set of intervals
is colorable with a smaller number of colors, and contains only short intervals. A strategy
for Presenter implies a lower bound on the competitive ratio of any algorithm solving the
problem.
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Figure 2 Separation strategy.

Separation Strategy. Epstein and Levy [4] prove their 32 lower bound for online coloring of
unit intervals by giving the following strategy for Presenter. The strategy has three phases.
1. Presenter introduces a clique of ω2 equal (i.e. located at the same place) initial intervals.
Algorithm has to use ω2 different colors. Let X denote the set of these colors.
2. Just to the left of the initial intervals, Presenter introduces a clique of ω separation
intervals. These intervals are not equal, they all have slightly different endpoints, and in
total they occupy a place of length 1 + ε. None of them intersect the initial intervals. The
specific way the separation intervals are presented ensures that all separation intervals
with colors in X have their left (resp. right) endpoints to the left of all left (resp. right)
endpoints of separation intervals with colors not in X (see Figure 2). In particular, each
of ω2 right-most separation intervals has a color not in X .
3. Presenter introduces a clique of equal ω2 final intervals that intersect all the initial intervals,
and ω2 right-most separation intervals.
Algorithm has to use at least 32 ω different colors, but the largest clique size (i.e. the offline
optimum) is only ω.
The second phase of the above strategy is an example of the separation strategy. The
formal details are included in the proof of Lemma 14.
Recursive Composition of Strategies. Let us generalize the above strategy. Observe, that
instead of presenting a clique in the first phase, Presenter can use an arbitrary strategy,
presenting a set of intervals with the clique number equal to ω2 but possibly enforcing more
than ω2 colors. Moreover, Presenter might be able to achieve a better trade-off by allowing a
clique of size βω (for some 0 < β < 1) in the first phase, and introducing a clique of size
(1 − β)ω in the third phase. Actually, it turns out that if the strategy used in the first phase
enforces a competitive ratio α (e.g. presenting a clique has α = 1), then it is optimal to set
1
β = 1+α
.
Assume we have a strategy that enforces a competitive ratio α, uses intervals of length
at most σ, and needs a place of length M on the real axis (e.g. presenting a clique gives
α = σ = M = 1). Consider the following strategy.
1. Presenter plays the assumed strategy to obtain a set of initial intervals with the clique
ω
ω
number 1+α
. Algorithm has to use α 1+α
different colors, denoted by X .
2. Presenter introduces a clique of ω separation intervals (of unit length), and at least the
ω
right-most ω − |X | > 1+α
of them get new colors, not in X .
ω
final intervals of length M + ε that intersect all
3. Presenter introduces a clique of α 1+α
ω
the initial intervals, and the 1+α right-most separation intervals.
In total, the intervals can be colored with ω colors, but the algorithm uses at least
α

ω
ω
ω
(2α + 1)ω
+
+α
=
1+α 1+α
1+α
1+α

colors, i.e. it is at most (2 −

1
α+1 )-competitive
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Let S0 be a trivial strategy that presents a clique of equal unit intervals. Now, let Si+1
be a strategy obtained as above by playing Si in the first phase. It enforces a competitive
ratio αi+1 , uses intervals of length at most σi+1 , and needs a place of length Mi+1 , where
α0 = σ0 = M0 = 1, and each αi+1 = 2 − αi1+1 , σi+1 = Mi + ε, Mi+1 = Mi + 1 + ε. By
solving the recurrence equations we get the following corollary.
I Corollary 8. For every n ∈ N+ and every ε > 0, there is no online algorithm for (n + ε)interval coloring with the asymptotic competitive ratio less than FF2n+1
, where Fn is the n-th
2n
Fibonacci number (F0 = F1 = 1, Fn+2 = Fn+1 + Fn ).
√

Note that this method cannot give a lower bound higher than limn→∞ FF2n+1
= 1+2 5 ≈
2n
1.61803. However, we can get arbitrarily close to this bound. That is, for every ε > 0 there
is a σ and ω0 such that for each ω > ω0 there is a strategy
for Presenter to present intervals
√
1+ 5
of length at most σ and force Algorithm to use
− ε · ω colors on an ω-colorable set
2
of intervals.
I Observation 9. There is no online algorithm that works for all σ > 1 and uses at most
1.618 · ω + f (σ) colors for ω-colorable graphs (for any function f ).
Overview of the 5/2 Lower Bound. Our 5/2 lower bound also works by recursively
combining strategies, however the three phases are substantially different than above. In
particular, in the first phase, instead of playing the simpler strategy only once, Presenter
plays many instances of it, independently, side by side. Intuitively, either Algorithm uses
mostly different colors for different instances, and it already uses too many colors, or there
must be many colors shared by many instances.
So far the argument resembles the lower bound for interval graphs by Kierstead and
Trotter [11]. They use pigeonhole principle to argue that if the total number of colors is
bounded, then after playing exponentially many instances, there must be four instances that
use exactly the same subset of colors. Thus, the number of instances – and consequently
the length of intervals in the subsequent phases – required in their approach grows with the
number of colors, which makes it infeasible in our setting.
To overcome the above difficulty we show (see Lemmas 19 and 20) that, if the total
number of colors is small, there must be four groups of consecutive instances, which do not
necessarily use exactly the same colors, but at least have large intersection.

3.2

Preliminaries

To properly capture asymptotic properties of the introduced strategies we give the following
formal definitions.
I Definition 10. For ω, C ∈ N+ and σ, M ∈ R+ , an hω, C, σ, M i-strategy is a strategy for
Presenter that forces Algorithm to use at least C colors subject to the following constraints:
1. the set of introduced intervals is ω-colorable,
2. every introduced interval has length at least 1 and at most σ,
3. every introduced interval is contained in the interval [0, M ].
We are interested in providing strategies that achieve the biggest possible ratio C
ω for large
ω. This motivates the following definition.
I Definition 11. An hα, σ, M i-schema is a set of hω, Cω , σ, M i-strategies for all ω ∈ N+
such that Cω = αω − o(ω).
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The o(ω) term in the above definition accounts for the fact that sometimes in a proof
we would like to introduce, say, ω2 -clique. Then, for odd ω’s a rounding is required, which
results in small inaccuracies we need to control.
I Remark 12. Note that the existence of an hα, σ, M i-schema implies a lower bound of α
for the asymptotic competitive ratio of any online algorithm solving the σ-interval coloring
problem.
To put the above definitions in context, note that Kierstead and Trotter [11] give, for
all ω ∈ N+ , an hω, 3ω − 2, f (ω), f (ω)i-strategy. However, their family of strategies does not
yield an hα, σ, M i-schema, because the length of the presented intervals grows with ω.
I Example 13 (h1, 1, 1i-schema). For any ω ∈ N+ , a strategy that introduces the interval
[0, 1] in every round 1, . . . , ω is an hω, ω, 1, 1i-strategy. The set of these strategies is a
h1, 1, 1i-schema.
In this section we show a series of constructions that use an existing schema to create
another schema with different parameters. The h1, 1, 1i-schema given above is the initial step
for those constructions.
Let S be an hω, C, σ, M i-strategy. We will say that Presenter uses strategy S in the
interval [x, x + M ] to denote that Presenter plays according to S, presenting intervals shifted
by x, until Algorithm uses C colors.

3.3

Warm-up

Our first construction is a natural generalization of the strategy for unit intervals given by
Epstein and Levy [4], already described in Section 3.1 in an informal way. The construction
is surpassed by more involved strategies coming later, but it serves as a gentle introduction
to our formal framework.
D
E
1
I Lemma 14. If there is an hα, σ, M i-schema, then there is a 2 − α+1
, M + ε, M + 1 + ε schema for every ε > 0.
D
E
1
Proof. To prove the lemma we need to provide an ω, (2 − α+1
)ω − o(ω), M + ε, M + 1 + ε j
k
ω
strategy for every ω ∈ N+ . Let us fix an ω ∈ N+ , and let ω 0 = α+1
. The hα, σ, M i-schema
contains an hω 0 , αω 0 − δ, σ, M i-strategy S for some δ = o(ω 0 ). The strategy for Presenter
consists of three phases (see Figure 3). In the first phase, called the initial phase, Presenter
uses strategy S inside the interval [1 + ε, M + 1 + ε]. Let C = αω 0 − δ and let X denote the
set of C colors used by Algorithm in the initial phase.
The second phase, borrowed from [4, 1], is called the separation phase. In this phase,
Presenter plays the following separation strategy for ω rounds. Let l1 = 0 and r1 = 2ε . In
i li +ri
the i-th round of the separation phase Presenter introduces the interval [ li +r
+ 1]. If
2 , 2
li +ri
Algorithm colors the interval with one of the colors in X , let li+1 = 2 and ri+1 = ri , which
means that the next interval will be shifted slightly to the right. Otherwise, let li+1 = li and
i
ri+1 = li +r
2 , which means that the next interval will be shifted slightly to the left.
The above procedure guarantees the following invariant. At the beginning of round i all
the previously introduced intervals with a color in X have their left endpoints to the left of
li , and, conversely, all the previously introduced intervals with a color not in X have their
left endpoints to the right of ri . Moreover, all the intervals yet to be introduced will have
their left endpoints strictly between li and ri .
i
Observe that all intervals introduced in the separation phase have length1 and ∀ili +r
< 2ε .
2
ε
Thus, every interval introduced in the separation phase is contained in 0, 1 + 2 and any
two of those intervals intersect. Furthermore, the above invariant guarantees that for any two
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M +ε

final phase
width: ω − ω 0
colors: |Z| = ω − ω 0

separation phase
width: ω − ω 0

ω

separation phase
width: ω 0
colors: |Y| = ω 0

initial phase
width: ω 0
colors: |X | = αω 0 − δ

1+ ε
2

ω0

M
M +1+ε

Figure 3 Strategy construction in Lemma 14.

intervals x, y introduced in the separation phase, x colored with a color in X , and y colored
with a color not in X , we have that the left endpoint of x is to the left of the left endpoint of
y. Let Y be the set of ω 0 6 ω − |X | right-most intervals introduced in the separation phase,
and let Y be the set of colors used by Algorithm on the intervals in Y . Note that X and Y
are disjoint.
For the last phase, called the final phase, let r be the left-most right endpoint of an interval
in Y . In the final phase Presenter introduces ω − ω 0 times the same interval [r, M + 1 + ε].
This interval intersects all intervals introduced in the initial phase, all intervals in Y , and no
other interval introduced in the separation phase. Thus, Algorithm must use ω − ω 0 colors in
the final phase that are different from the colors in both X and Y. Let Z denote the set of
colors used by Algorithm in the final phase.
The presented set of intervals is clearly
ω-colorable
and Algorithm used at least |X | +


|Y| + |Z| = αω 0 − δ + ω 0 + ω − ω 0 = 2 −

1
α+1

ω − o(ω) many colors. The longest interval

presented has length
M + ε, and all intervals
D
E are contained in [0, M + 1 + ε]. Thus, we have
1
constructed a 2 − α+1 , M + ε, M + 1 + ε -schema.
J

3.4

The 5/3 Lower Bound

D
I Lemma 15. If there is an hα, σ, M i-schema, then there is a 2 −
schema for every ε > 0.

1
α+2 , M

E
+ ε, M + 2 + ε -

Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of Lemma 14, but now we have
two separation
phases instead of just one, see Figure 4. Let us fix an ω ∈ N+ , and let
j
k
ω
ω 0 = α+2
. Let S be an hω 0 , αω 0 − δ, σ, M i-strategy for some δ = o(ω 0 ).


In the initial phase, Presenter uses S inside interval 1 + 2ε , M + 1 + 2ε , and forces
Algorithm to use C = αω 0 − δ colors. Let X denote the set of those colors.
In the separation phase, Presenter plays the separation strategy two times. First, Presenter
plays the separation strategy for ω rounds in the region 0, 1 + 4ε pushing to the right colors
not in X . Let Y1 be the set of ω 0 right-most intervals from this first separation. Let Y1
denote the set of colors used by Algorithm
to color Y1 . Then, Presenter plays the separation

strategy for ω rounds in the region M + 1 + 3ε
4 , M + 2 + ε pushing to the left colors not
in X ∪ Y1 . Let Y2 be the set of ω 0 left-most intervals from this second separation. Let Y2
denote the set of colors used by Algorithm to color Y2 .
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M + ε0

separation phase
width: ω − ω 0

final phase
width: ω − ω 0
colors: |Z| = ω − ω 0

separation phase
width: ω − ω 0

ω

separation phase
width: ω 0
colors: |Y1 | = ω 0

1+ ε
4

initial phase
width: ω 0
colors: |X | = αω 0 − δ

separation phase
width: ω 0
colors: |Y2 | = ω 0

ω0

1+ ε
4

M
M +2+ε

Figure 4 Strategy construction in Lemma 15.

Let r be the left-most right endpoint of an interval in Y1 . Let l be the right-most left
endpoint of an interval in Y2 . In the final phase Presenter introduces ω − ω 0 times the same
interval [r, l].
The presented set of intervals is clearly ω-colorable

and Algorithm used at least |X | +
|Y1 | + |Y2 | + |Z| = αω 0 − δ + ω 0 + ω 0 + ω − ω 0 = 2 −

1
α+2

ω − o(ω) many colors. The longest

interval presented has length at
D most M + ε, and all intervals
E are contained in [0, M + 2 + ε].
1
Thus, we have constructed a 2 − α+2 , M + ε, M + 2 + ε -schema.
J
I Corollary 16. There is an hαn , 2n − 1 + ε, 2n + 1 + εi-schema, for every n ∈ N+ and
every ε > 0, where
√
√
 √
n
 √
n
3−3
3−2 +
3+3 − 3−2
αn = √
√
 √
n
 √
n .
3−1
3−2 +
3+1 − 3−2
Proof. Starting with a h1, 1, 1i-schema and repeatedly applying Lemma 15 one can generate1
a family of hαn , σn + εn , Mn + εn i-schemas, such that αn+1 = 2 − αn1+2 , σn+1 = Mn ,
Mn+1 = Mn + 2, and α0 = σ0 = M0 = 1. Solving the recurrence equations we get
αn = FF2n+1
, σn = 2n − 1, and Mn = 2n + 1.
J
2n
Note that, similarly to Observation 9,√one could already use Corollary 16 to get a lower
bound arbitrarily close to limn→∞ αn = 3 ≈ 1.73205 for the asymptotic competitive ratio
of any online algorithm that work for all σ > 1. Nonetheless in Section 3.6 we prove a
stronger 5/2 lower bound.
I Theorem 4. For every σ > 1 there is no online algorithm for σ-interval coloring with the
asymptotic competitive ratio less than 5/3.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that for some σ > 1 there exists an online algorithm for
σ-interval coloring with the asymptotic competitive ratio 53 − ε, for some ε > 0. By the
definition of the asymptotic competitive ratio, there is an ωA such that for every
ω > ωA the


5
ε
algorithm colors every ω-colorable set of intervals using at most 3 − ε + 3 ω = 53 − 2ε
3 ω
colors.
1

Knowing the desired target values of n and , one needs to properly adjust the  value for each application
of Lemma 15, e.g., it is sufficient to set it to /n.
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2M + ε0

final phase
width: ω − ω 0
colors: |Z| = ω − ω 0

separation phase
width: ω − ω 0

separation phase
width: ω − ω 0

ω

separation phase
width: ω 0
colors: |Y1 | = ω 0

1+ ε
6

initial phase
width: ω 0
colors:
|X1 | = αω 0 − δ

initial phase
width: ω 0
colors:
|X2 | = αω 0 − δ

M

separation phase
width: ω 0
colors: |Y2 | = ω 0

ω0

1+ ε
6

M
2M + 2 + ε

Figure 5 Lemma 17, Case 1: |C2 \ C1 | >

ω
.
2α+2

Observe that, for n = 1, Corollary 16 gives a 53 , 1 + (σ − 1), 3 + (σ − 1) -schema. By
the definition of schema, there is an ωP such that for every ω > ωP there is a strategy for
Presenter to present
an ω-colorable set of intervals, of length in [1, σ], and force Algorithm

J
to use 53 − 3ε ω colors. For ω = max(ωA , ωP ) we reach a contradiction.

3.5

The 7/4 Lower Bound

I Lemma 17. If there is an hα, σ, M i-schema, then there is a
schema for every ε > 0.

D

2α+1
2α+2 , 2M

E
+ ε, 2M + 2 + ε -

Proof. The proof of this lemma is a bit more complicated than the previous ones, as we now
have two initial phases, two separation phases
j and
k a strategy branching, see Figure 5 and
ω
Figure 6. Let us fix an ω ∈ N+ , and let ω 0 = α+1
. Let S be an hω 0 , αω 0 − δ, σ, M i-strategy
for some δ = o(ω 0 ).


ε
ε
In the initial phase, Presenter
uses
strategy
S
twice:
(1)
inside
interval
1
+
,
M
+
1
+
,
3
3


2ε
2ε
0
and (2) inside interval M + 1 + 3 , 2M + 1 + 3 . Algorithm uses C = αω − δ colors in
each of these intervals. We get a set of colors X1 used by Algorithm in the first interval, and
a set of colors X2 used by Algorithm in the second interval. Note that X1 ∩ X2 might be
non-empty.
In the separation phase, Presenter plays the separation strategy two times. First, Presenter
plays the separation strategy for ω rounds in the region 0, 1 + 6ε pushing to the right colors
not in X1 . Let Y1 be the set of ω 0 right-most intervals from the first separation phase. Let Y1
denote the set of colors used by Algorithm
to color Y1 . Then, Presenter plays the separation

strategy for ω rounds in the region 2M + 1 + 5ε
6 , 2M + 2 + ε pushing to the left colors not
in X2 . Let Y2 be the set of ω 0 left-most intervals from the second separation phase. Let Y2
denote the set of colors used by Algorithm to color Y2 . Let r be the left-most right endpoint
of an interval in Y1 . Let l be the right-most left endpoint of an interval in Y2 .
There are two cases in the final phase. Let C1 := X1 ∪ Y1 , and analogously C2 := X2 ∪ Y2 .
We have that |C1 | = |C2 | = (α + 1)ω 0 − δ = ω − o(ω).
ω
Case 1. If |C2 \ C1 | > 2α+2
, then Presenter introduces ω − ω 0 times the same interval [r, l].
Each interval introduced in the final phase intersects with all intervals from both initial
0
phases and all intervals in Y1 ∪ Y2 . Thus, Algorithm
is forced

 to use |C1 ∪ C2 | + ω − ω =

|C1 | + |C2 \ C1 | + ω − ω 0 > ω − o(ω) +

α+ 12
α+1

ω = 2−

1
2α+2

ω − o(ω) colors in total.
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2M + ε0

final phase
width: ω − ω 0
separation phase
width: ω − ω 0

separation phase
width: ω − ω 0
pre-final phase
width: ω 0

ω

separation phase
width: ω 0
colors: |Y1 | = ω 0

1+ ε
6

initial phase
width: ω 0
colors:
|X1 | = αω 0 − δ

initial phase
width: ω 0
colors:
|X2 | = αω 0 − δ

M

separation phase
width: ω 0
colors: |Y2 | = ω 0

ω0

1+ ε
6

M
2M + 2 + ε

Figure 6 Lemma 17, Case 2: |C2 \ C1 | <

ω
.
2α+2

ω
Case 2. If |C2 \ C1 | < 2α+2
, then Presenter introduces ω 0 intervals, all of them having
endpoints [M + 1 + 5ε/12, l]. Let Q be the set of colors used by Algorithm in this preω
final phase. We have C2 ∩ Q = ∅, and we assumed that |C2 \ C1 | 6 2α+2
, thus we have
ω
|Q \ C1 | > 2α+2 , and now we are in a situation analogous to Case 1, with Q playing the
role of C2 , see Figure 6.
The longest interval introduced by Presenter in both cases has length strictly less than
2M + ε, and the whole game is played in the region [0, 2M + 2 + ε].
J

I Corollary 18. There is an hαn , 3 · 2n − 4 + ε, 3 · 2n − 2 + εi-schema, for every n ∈ N+ and
every ε > 0, where
√

√
 √
n
 √
n
7−4
7−3 +
7+4 − 7−3
αn = √
√
 √
n
 √
n .
7−1
7−3 +
7+1 − 7−3
Proof. The argument is similar to Corollary 16, but now we solve the recurrence equations
α0 = 1, αn+1 = 2 − 2αn1+2 , and M0 = 1, Mn+1 = 2Mn + 2, σ0 = 1, σn+1 = 2Mn .
J
Note that, similarly to Observation 9, one√ could already use Corollary 18 to get a lower
bound arbitrarily close to limn→∞ αn = 1+2 7 ≈ 1.82287 for the asymptotic competitive
ratio of any online algorithm that work for all σ > 1. Nonetheless in Section 3.6 we prove a
stronger 5/2 lower bound.
I Theorem 5. For every σ > 2 there is no online algorithm for σ-interval coloring with the
asymptotic competitive ratio less than 7/4.
Proof. Observe that, for σ > 2 and n = 1, Corollary 18 gives a
schema. Then proceed analogously to the proof of Theorem 4.

3.6

7
4, 2

+ (σ − 2), 4 + (σ − 2) J

The 5/2 Lower Bound

To prove our main negative result we need two simple combinatorial lemmas.
I Lemma 19. Let γ ∈ [0, 1]. For every four sets X1 , . . . , X4 , each of size k, if their
T4
S4
3+γ
intersection is small:
i=1 Xi 6 (1 − γ) · k, their union is large:
i=1 Xi > 3 · k.
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X10 X11 X12

X1
4
X13 X14 X15 X16

Figure 7 Xij sets in Lemma 20.

Proof. Each element which belongs to the union but does not belong to the intersection can
belong to at most three sets. Thus, we have
!
!
4
4
4
[
\
\
3·
Xi −
Xi > 4 · k −
Xi ,
i=1

i=1

i=1

and so
4
[

3·

Xi > 4k −

i=1

4
\

Xi > (3 + γ) · k.

J

i=1

I Lemma 20. Let γ ∈ [0, 1], and X1 , . . . , X4n be a family of 4n sets, each of size k. Then,
either
n

4
[
i=1


Xi >

3+γ
3

n
k,

or the sequence 1, 2, . . . , 4n can be covered with four disjoint intervals [l1 , r1 ], . . . , [l4 , r4 ],
S ri
l1 = 1, li+1 = ri + 1, r4 = 4n , such that for Yi = j=l
Xj the intersection of Yi ’s is large:
i
|Y1 ∩ Y2 ∩ Y3 ∩ Y4 | > (1 − γ) · k.
Proof. Consider n + 1 families of sets defined as follows: Xi0 := Xi for every i ∈ [4n ], and
S4i
Xij := l=4i−3 Xlj−1 for every j ∈ [n] and i ∈ [4n−j ]. See Figure 7.
T4i
If for some i, j we have | l=4i−3 Xlj | > (1 − γ) · k, then we are done. Thus, we assume
 4
T4i
j
j
that ∀i,j | l=4i−3 Xlj | < (1 − γ) · k. Let % := 3+γ
3 ∈ 1, 3 . We prove that ∀i,j |Xi | > % k,
0
0
by induction on j. For j = 0 the statement is obvious because ∀i |Xi | = |Xi | = k = % k. For
j
j
j + 1 and arbitrary i, let k 0 = %j k. By the induction hypothesis |X4i−3
|, . . . , |X4i
| > %j k = k 0 .
j
j
We may ignore some elements of those sets and assume that |X4i−3 | = . . . = |X4i
| = k0 ,
j
j
1−γ j
0 0
moreover we assumed that |X4i−3 ∩ . . . ∩ X4i | < (1 − γ)k = %j % k = (1 − γ )k , where
j
j
γ 0 ∈ [0, 1] and γ 0 > γ. We apply Lemma 19 and get |X4i−3
∪ . . . ∪ X4i
|>
0
j+1
3+γ 0
3+γ 0
0
j+1
|Xi | > 3 k > 3 k = %k = % k.

3+γ 0 0
3 k .

Thus,
J

I Lemma 21. If there is an hα, σ, M i-schema, then for every ε > 0 and for every γ ∈ (0, 1),
there is a 54 + 12 (1 − γ)α, 4n M + ε, 4n M + ε -schema, for some n := n(γ).
 
Proof. Let us fix an ω ∈ N+ , and let ω 0 = ω2 . Let S be an hω 0 , αω 0 − δ, σ, M i-strategy
for some δ = o(ω 0 ). Presenter repeats strategy
phase 4n times. For each
 S in the initial
ε
n
i ∈ [4 ] the i-th game is played inside interval (i − 1)(M + 4n ), (i − 1)(M + 4εn ) + M . See
Figure 8. Algorithm uses C = αω 0 − δ colors in each of these games. Let Xi denote the set
of C colors used by Algorithm in the i-th game. Let X denote the set of all colors used in
S
the initial phase, i.e., X = i∈[4n ] Xi .
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6
ω

X5 . . . X4n
?
n
4 M +ε
X4

Figure 8 Case 1: |X | is large.

6
ω0
?

W
6

Z1

Z2

ω
Y1
?


Y2

Y3
4n M + ε

6
ω0
?

Y4
-

Figure 9 Case 2.1: |Y| is large and |Z2 \ Z1 | > 14 ω.

n
We apply Lemma
 20 to the family X1 , . . . , X4 and get that either the union of these sets
3+γ n
has at least 3
C elements, or we get four disjoint consecutive subfamilies Y1 , . . . , Y4
S ri
(Yi = j=l
X
)
such
that the size of the intersection Y1 ∩ Y2 ∩ Y3 ∩ Y4 has at least (1 − γ) · C
j
i
elements.

n
Case 1. If the size of the union |X | is at least 1 + γ3 · C, then Presenter introduces ω 0
intervals, all of them having endpoints [0, 4n M + ε]. See Figure 8. Each interval introduced in the final phase intersects with all intervals introduced
in
n
 the initial phase. Thus,
Algorithm is forced to use at least |X | + ω 0 > 12 1 + γ3 α + 1 ω − o(ω) colors in total.
Easy calculation shows that for γ ∈ (0, 1), α ∈ [1, 3] and for any n > log1+ γ3 (5/2 − γ),
n
we have 21 + 12 1 + γ3 α > 54 + 12 (1 − γ)α.
Case 2. The size of the intersection |Y1 ∩ . . . ∩ Y4 | is at least (1 − γ) · C. Let Y = Y1 ∩ Y2 ∩
Y3 ∩ Y4 denote the colors that appear in all four parts of the initial phase. Presenter
introduces a set Z1 of ω 0 identical intervals covering all intervals contributing to Y1 and
disjoint with intervals contributing to Y2 . See Figure 9. Let Z1 be the set of colors used
by Algorithm to color Z1 .
Then Presenter introduces a set Z2 of ω 0 identical intervals covering all intervals contributing to Y4 and disjoint with intervals contributing to Y3 . Let Z2 be the set of colors
used by Algorithm to color Z2 .
Clearly, |Z1 | = |Z2 | = ω 0 , and Z1 ∩ Y = Z2 ∩ Y = ∅. Now we distinguish two subcases
depending on the size of the set Z2 \ Z1 .
Case 2.1. If |Z2 \ Z1 | > 41 ω, then Presenter introduces a set W of ω 0 identical intervals
intersecting all the intervals in Z1 and Z2 , and covering all the intervals contributing
to Y2 and Y3 . Let W be the set of colors used by Algorithm to color W . By the
definition, we have W ∩ Y = W ∩ Z1 = W ∩ Z2 = ∅. Algorithm was forced to use
 |W| +
|Z1 | + |Z2 \ Z1 | + |Y| > 12 + 12 + 14 ω + 12 (1 − γ)αω − o(ω) = 45 + 21 (1 − γ)α ω − o(ω)
colors in total. See Figure 9.
 
Case 2.2. If |Z2 \ Z1 | < 14 ω, then let Z = Z1 ∩ Z2 and observe that |Z| > ω4 . Presenter
introduces a set W1 of ω 0 identical intervals intersecting all the intervals in Z1 , and
covering all the intervals contributing to Y2 . Then, presenter introduces a set W2 of
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Figure 10 Case 2.2: |Y| is large and |Z2 \ Z1 | < 41 ω.

ω 0 identical intervals, intersecting all the intervals in W1 and Z2 , and covering all the
intervals contributing to Y3 . Let W be the set of colors used by Algorithm to color
0
intervals in W1 ∪W2 . We have that |W|
= ∅. Algorithm
was

 =12ω , and W ∩Y = W ∩Z
1
forced to use |W|+|Z|+|Y| > 1 + 4 ω+ 2 (1 − γ)αω−o(ω) = 54 + 12 (1 − γ)α ω−o(ω)
colors in total. See Figure 10.
J
I Corollary 22. There is an an αn , 4nf (γ) + ε, 4nf (γ) + ε -schema, for every n ∈ N+ , every
ε > 0, and every γ ∈ (0, 1), where
&
'

n
log 52 − γ
1−γ
5
1
(3 − 2γ)
 .
αn = ·
−
·
, f (γ) =
2 1+γ
2(1 + γ)
2
log 1 + γ3
Proof. The argument is similar to Corollaries 16, and 18, but now we solve the recurrence
equations α0 = 1, αn+1 = 54 + 12 (1 − γ)αn for competitive ratio, and M0 = 1, Mn+1 =
4f (γ) Mn , σn = Mn for region and interval lengths.
J
I Theorem 6. For every ε > 0 there is σ > 1 such that there is no online algorithm for
σ-interval coloring with the asymptotic competitive ratio 5/2 − ε.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that, for some ε > 0, there are (5/2 − ε)-competitive
algorithms for every σ > 1. Setting γ small enough and n large enough, Corollary 22 gives
us a 25 − 4ε , σ, σ -schema, for some value of σ. This means, there is ωP such that for every
ω > ωP there exists an ω, ( 52 − 2ε
4 )ω, σ, σ -strategy. On the other hand, for the assumed
σ-interval coloring
 algorithm, there exists ωA such that for every ω > ωA the algorithm uses
at most 52 − 3ε
4 ω colors for every ω-colorable set of intervals. For ω = max(ωA , ωP ) we
reach a contradiction.
J
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Open Problems

Throughout the paper we presented several constructions which can be combined recursively
to obtain strategies proving higher and higher lower bounds for larger and larger interval
lengths σ. Table 1 summarizes a selection of these strategies.
Table 1 Summary of selected strategies for Presenter.
ratio

interval length

strategy

1.5
1.6

1
2+ε

Epstein and Levy [4]
Corollary 8, n = 2 iterations

1.66
1.72

1+ε
3+ε

Corollary 16, n = 1 iteration
Corollary 16, n = 2 iterations

1.75
1.81

2+ε
8+ε

Corollary 18, n = 1 iteration
Corollary 18, n = 2 iterations

2
2.4
2.49

439 + ε
4486 + ε
47970 + ε

Corollary 22, n = 3 iterations, γ = 0.21030395
Corollary 22, n = 6 iterations, γ = 0.0339
Corollary 22, n = 10 iterations, γ = 0.003449
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Online Coloring of Short Intervals

There are still large gaps between the best known lower and upper bounds for the optimal
competitive ratios for online σ-interval coloring problems (see Figure 11). It would be
interesting to close the gap, even for a single specific σ. For example, for σ = 3/2 the optimal
online algorithm has the competitive ratio somewhere between 5/3 and 5/2.
Finally, let us conjecture that the lower bound of Theorem 6 is tight.
I Conjecture 23. There is a 5/2-competitive online algorithm for σ-interval coloring, for
every σ > 1.
ratio

Theorem 3

Kierstead-Trotter [11]
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Figure 11 Gap between current bounds for competitive ratio of online σ-interval coloring.
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Abstract
We consider the Requirement Cut problem, where given an undirected graph G = (V, E) equipped
with non-negative edge weights c : E → R+ , and g groups of vertices X1 , . . . , Xg ⊆ V each equipped
with a requirement ri , the goal is to find a collection of edges F ⊆ E, with total minimum weight,
such that once F is removed from G in the resulting graph every Xi is broken into at least ri
connected components. Requirement Cut captures multiple classic cut problems in graphs,
e.g., Multicut, Multiway Cut, Min k-Cut, Steiner k-Cut, Steiner Multicut, and MultiMultiway Cut. Nagarajan and Ravi [Algoritmica‘10] presented an approximation of O(log n log R)
for the problem, which was subsequently improved to O(log g log k) by Gupta, Nagarajan and
Pg
Ravi [Operations Research Letters‘10] (here R =
r and k = | ∪gi=1 Xi |). We present an
i=1 i
√
approximation of O(X log R log k log log k) for Requirement Cut (here X = maxi=1,...,g {|Xi |}).
Our approximation in general is incomparable to the above mentioned previous
 results, however
√
when all groups are not too large, i.e., X = o ( log k log g)/(log R log log k) , it is better. Our
algorithm is based on a new configuration linear programming relaxation for the problem, which is
accompanied by a remarkably simple randomized rounding procedure.
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1

Introduction

We consider the Requirement Cut problem (RC), where we are given an undirected graph
G = (V, E) equipped with non-negative edge weights c : E → R+ and g groups of vertices
X1 , . . . , Xg ⊆ V . Every group Xi is associated with a requirement ri , where 2 ≤ ri ≤ |Xi |.
The goal is to find a collection of edges F ⊆ E, with total minimum weight, such that once
F is removed from G in the resulting graph GF = (V, E\F ) every Xi is broken into at least
ri connected components. To simplify presentation we use the notation Cut(G, Xi ) to denote
the number of connected components of G that contain at least one vertex of X. The above
requirement implies that Cut(GF , Xi ) ≥ ri , ∀i = 1, . . . , g.
Requirement Cut captures multiple classic cut problems in graphs, e.g., Multicut
[11, 15], Multiway Cut [4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 22], Min k-Cut [19, 20, 21], Steiner k-Cut
[8], Steiner Multicut [14], and Multi-Multiway Cut [3]. To simplify presentation of
Pg
known results for (RC), we denote by R the sum of requirements, i.e., R = i=1 ri , by X
the largest group, i.e., X = maxi=1,...,g {|Xi |}, and by k the number of vertices in groups,
i.e., k = | ∪gi=1 Xi |. Nagarajan and Ravi [18] were the first to consider (RC), presenting
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approximations of O(log n log R) and O(log R) for general graphs and trees, respectively.1
They also proved that there is a hardness of approximation of Ω(log g) when the graph is a
tree. Subsequently, Gupta et al. [12] presented improved approximations of O(log k log g) and
O(log g) for general graphs and trees, respectively. Thus, providing a tight approximation
when the graph is a tree. In both these works, the main approach to solving (RC) in general
graphs is first to formulate a linear programming relaxation which finds a suitable spreading
metric over the vertices of V , then transform the metric into a tree metric, and finally round
the solution on the tree. In [18], an additional greedy combinatorial approach is presented.
In this approach the algorithm repeatedly finds cuts that (approximately) minimize the ratio
between their cost and the number of groups they separate. This algorithm also yields an
approximation of O(log n log R) for (RC).

1.1

Our Result

The following theorem summarizes our main result for the (RC) problem.
for Requirement Cut
I Theorem 1. There is a randomized polynomial time algorithm

√
that achieves an approximation of O X log R log k log log k .
We note that our approximation is incomparable to the current state of the art
 [12]. However,
√
when all groups are not too large, i.e., X = o ( log k log g)/(log R log log k) , our approximation is better. Our algorithm in fact provides an approximation guarantee of O (DX log R),
where D is the distortion of embedding a metric of negative type into `1 (refer to Section 2
for an exact definition). The guarantee of Theorem 1 follows by employing the embedding of
Arora et al. [2].

1.2

Our Techniques

Our approach for obtaining the result is based on three ingredients, on which we currently
elaborate.
The first is a new configuration linear programming relaxation of exponential size, in
which each cut S is associated with a variable λS . In this relaxation the goal is to assign
a fractional value λS to each cut S while satisfying two requirements: (1) for each group
Xi the total fractional value of cuts that separate it is high enough, i.e., Xi is broken into
enough pieces; and (2) for each vertex u the total fractional value of cuts containing u is at
most one, i.e., the connected components in the output are disjoint. This configuration LP
differs from the relaxation used in [12, 18], which imposes a metric over the vertices of the
graph while ensuring that for every Xi the total length of every tree spanning Xi is high
enough.
The second ingredient is a remarkably simple randomized rounding procedure of the
configuration LP. When considering classic randomized rounding applied to our setting, each
cut S, independently of other cuts, chooses all edges that cross it with a probability of λS .
This straightforward use of randomized rounding is problematic, as it might separate a group
into very few pieces, even though the total fraction of cuts that separate the group is quite
high. To intuitively exemplify this, it is enough to note that choosing ` cuts that separate
some group Xi might result in breaking Xi into only O(log `) pieces due to non-trivial

1

In [18], in contrast to what is cited above, the claimed approximation does not depend on R but rather
on the maximum requirement multiplied by g. However, the algorithms of [18] provide the above claimed
approximation guarantee.
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overlaps between the cuts. To overcome this difficulty, we note that cuts S with a high
fractional value λS are disjoint. Hence, for these cuts the above difficulty does not occur.
Unfortunately, cuts S with a high fractional value λS might be few and we are not guaranteed
that choosing all of them breaks each Xi into enough pieces. To remedy this, we introduce a
remarkably simple analysis for the classic randomized rounding procedure that assumes all
cuts S have a small fractional value λS . In our analysis we show that for each cut S, if all
other cuts have a small fractional value, then with a high enough probability S is able to
break at least one additional piece from Xi on its own. This enables us to lower bound the
number of pieces each Xi is broken into.
The third and last ingredient relates to solving the configuration LP. Since the configuration LP has an exponential number of variables, we need to present an (approximate) dual
separation oracle for it. It turns out that the dual separation oracle for the configuration
LP is a node weighted variant of Sparsest Cut with general demands where demands are
given over groups, as opposed to pairs. Our approximation algorithm for the dual separation
oracle, similarly to classic algorithms for Sparsest Cut, finds a suitable metric of negative
type, embeds it into `1 , and chooses the best cut S among all cuts in the decomposition
of the `1 metric into a non-negative combination of cut metrics. The only caveat in this
approach is that, unlike Sparsest Cut, our problem is not symmetric, i.e., S and S have
different objective value. To overcome this, we break symmetry and introduce an artificial
point to the metric space, while ensuring that all cuts in the decomposition of the `1 metric
do not contain this artificial point.
We note that our dual separation oracle captures the Steiner Ratio problem (SR)
[14], used in the greedy step of the combinatorial approach of [18] for (RC). Thus, it can
√
be proved that our approximation guarantee of O(X log k log log k) for the dual separation
oracle (Theorem 8) also extends to (SR). Incorporating
 this into the analysis of [18] yields
√
an overall approximation of O X log R log k log log k , matching the result of Theorem 1
in yet another way.

1.3

Related Work

The literature on approximating cut problems and metric embedding is vast, we mention
here only some of the most relevant work. Let us start by surveying problems captured
by (RC). Multicut, a special case of (RC) where each group Xi is of size two and its
requirement ri also equals two, admits an approximation of O(log C log2 k) (where C is the
total weight of edges in the graph) [15] and O(log k) [11]. Multiway Cut, another special
case of (RC) where there is a single group X of size k and its requirement also equals k,
exhibits a long sequence of works [4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 22] which culminates in an approximation
of 1.2965 [22]. Min k-Cut, a special case of (RC) where there is a single group X that
spans all of V and its requirement equals k, admits a simple combinatorial approximation of
2(1 − 1/k) [19, 20, 21]. Steiner k-Cut is similar to Min k-Cut, with the difference that
X does not necessarily equal all of V , also admits a similar approximation of 2(1 − 1/k) [8].
Steiner Multicut is similar to Multicut, with the difference that each group Xi might
be larger than two, though its requirement ri still remains two. This problem admits an
approximation of O(log3 (gX)) [14], which was subsequently improved to O(log g log n) [18]
and to O(log g log k) [12]. Multi-Multiway Cut is similar to Multiway Cut, with the
difference that there are multiple groups (though the requirement of each group equals its
size). This problem admits an approximation of O(log g) [3].
Metric embedding also play a central role in our work, specifically embedding metrics
of negative type into `1 . Chawla et al. [7] presented an embedding with a distortion of
√
3
O(log /4 n), which was later improved to O( log n log log n) by Arora et al. [1, 2]. The above
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works are based on the seminal result of Arora et al. for Sparsest Cut, which obtained
√
an approximation of O( log n), improving upon the O(log n) guarantee of Leighton and
Rao [16].

Paper Organization
Section 2 contains needed preliminaries regarding metric spaces. Section 3 presents our new
configuration LP for (RC). The rounding algorithm appears in Section 4, and Section 5 is
dedicated to approximately solving the configuration LP. All missing proofs appear in the
appendix.

2

Preliminaries

A metric space (V, d) embeds into `1 with distortion D if there exists an embedding f
satisfying: d(a, b) ≤ ||f (a)
√− f (b)||1 ≤ D · d(a, b), ∀a, b ∈ V . Moreover, a metric space (V, d)
is of negative-type if (V, d) is isometric to a subset of Euclidean space. Arora et al. [1, 2]
√
proved that D = O( log n log log n) for metrics of negative type, when |V | = n. We can
exploit a slightly improved guarantee (see Corollary 5.1 in [2]), which we rephrase here for
simplicity of presentation.2
I Theorem 2 (Corollary 5.1 in [2]). Given a metric space (V, d) of negative type and U ⊆ V
of size k, there exists an embedding f into `1 that satisfies: (1) ||f (a) − f (b)||1 ≤ D · d(a, b),
√
∀a, b ∈ V ; and (2) ||f (a) − f (b)||1 ≥ d(a, b), ∀a, b ∈ U . In the above D = O( log k log log k).
Furthermore, f can be computed in polynomial time.
We note that in the above theorem, expansion is upper bounded for all pairs of points
in the metric space, whereas contraction is lower bounded only for pairs of points in the
√
given subset. This enables the improvement in the value of D from O( log n log log n) to
√
O( log k log log k).

3

Configuration LP

We consider the following new linear relaxation for the (RC) problem. In this relaxation each
possible cut S ⊆ V is associated with a variable λS . We denote by δG (S) the total weight of
edges crossing the cut S defines in the graph G, and let C (T ) = {S : 0 < |S ∩ T | < |T |} be
the collection of cuts S that separate T , i.e., S contains at least one vertex of T but does not
contain T as a whole.
X 1
(LP) min
δG (S) · λS
2
S∈V
X
s.t.
λS ≥ ri
∀i = 1, ...g
(1)
S∈C(Xi )

X

λS ≤ 1

∀u ∈ V

(2)

S:u∈S

λS ≥ 0

∀S ⊆ V

In the above relaxation, Constraint (1) ensures that Xi is broken into at least ri pieces, and
Constraint (2) ensures that each vertex belongs to at most a single cut.

2

The cited theorem of [2] is originally given for `2 and not `1 . However, standard arguments imply it
also applies to `1 , see, e.g., [2], for further details.
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For our rounding algorithm to work we actually need to iteratively resolve (LP) for
subgraphs of G. To this end, let us formally define the relaxation when considering GF =
(V, E \ F ), for some F ⊆ E, which we denote by (LPF ). Moreover, we denote by Yi,1 , . . . , Yi,`i
the `i pieces Xi is broken into in GF . Formally, if GF is broken into ` connected components
C1 , . . . , C` , which form a partition of V , then every Yi,j is obtained by Xi ∩ Cj and discarding
the result if Xi and Cj are disjoint (hence `i ≤ `). Additionally, let us denote by ri0 the
residual requirement of Xi in GF , i.e., ri0 = max{0, ri − `i } (we can assume that groups Xi
for which the residual requirement reached zero are removed from the instance).
X 1
(LPF ) min
δG (S) · λS
2 F
S∈V

s.t.

`i
X

X

λS ≥ ri0

∀i = 1, ...g

(3)

∀u ∈ V

(4)

j=1 S∈C(Yi,j )

X

λS ≤ 1

S:u∈S

λS ≥ 0

∀S ⊆ V

Similarly to (LP), Constraint (3) ensures that Xi is broken to at least ri0 pieces, and Constraint
(4) ensures that each vertex belongs to at most a single cut.
The following lemma proves that (LPF ), for every F ⊆ E, is a relaxation when considering
GF . We denote by OPTLPF the value of an optimal solution to (LPF ) and by OPT the
value of an optimal solution to the original instance.
I Lemma 3. OP TLPF ≤ OPT, for every F ⊆ E.
Proof. Let F ∗ be an optimal solution to the problem with respect to the original instance, and
denote by F̃ = F ∗ \ F the edges of F ∗ still remaining in GF . Thus, GF̃ ∪F = (V, E \ (F̃ ∪ F ))
denotes the graph resulting in the removal of F ∗ from GF . Let S1∗ , ..., S`∗ be the connected
components in GF̃ ∪F . Define the following solution to (LPF ): λSi∗ = 1 for every i = 1, ..., `
(and λS = 0 for all other cuts S). We notice that S1∗ , ..., S`∗ are disjoint cuts, hence Constraint
(4) is satisfied for every u ∈ V . Since F ∗ is a feasible solution with respect to the original
instance, i.e., Xi is broken to at least ri pieces in GF ∗ (or equivalently Cut(GF ∗ , Xi ) ≥ ri ),
we can conclude that removing F̃ from GF breaks Xi to at least the same number of pieces.
Thus, since Xi is already broken into `i pieces in GF : Yi,1 , . . . , Yi,`i , we can conclude that
P`i
0
j=1 Cut(GF̃ ∪F , Yi,j ) ≥ ri . Therefore, Constraint (3) is also satisfied and the defined
solution is feasible for (LPF ). Since δGF (S) ≤ δG (S), for every S ⊆ V , we can conclude that
the value of the solution is at most OPT. This finishes the proof.
J
A main challenge is solving (LPF ) since it has an exponential number of variables. The
following theorem summarizes our guarantee for solving (LPF ), and Section 5 is dedicated
to its proof. The solution found is bicriteria as it violates the constraints and incurs some
loss in the objective.
I Theorem 4. For every F ⊆ E, there exists an efficient algorithm that finds a bicriteria
solution {λS }S⊆V ⊆ R+ to (LPF ) satisfying:
P
1.
λS ≤ α, ∀u ∈ V .
PS:u∈S
`i P
2.
λS ≥ β · ri0 , ∀i = 1, . . . , g.
Pj=1 1 S∈C(Yi,j )
3.
S⊆V 2 δGF (S)λS ≤ γ · OPT.
In the above α = γ = O(XD) (where D is as in Theorem 2 when considering U = ∪gi=1 Xi ⊆
V ) and β = 1.
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4

Rounding the Configuration LP

In this section we present our rounding algorithm and prove the main result, Theorem 1,
given Theorem 4. Our rounding algorithm progresses in iterations, similar in spirit to the
classic randomized rounding for the Set Cover problem (a similar method was employed
in the context of (RC) by [18]). However, unlike the latter rounding method, we require a
different handling of cuts S with a large λS fraction and cuts S with a small λS fraction.
We start by focusing on the algorithm for a single iteration, which given GF , for some
F ⊆ E, outputs a random collection L ⊆ E \ F of edges such that: (1) if L is removed from
GF then the number of pieces every Xi is broken into increases additively in expectation, up
to some scaling, by Xi ’s residual requirement ri0 ; and (2) the expected cost of edges in L is
not too large. We denote by {λ̃S }S⊆V the solution {λS }S⊆V scaled by a factor of 1/α, where
α is as in guarantee (1) of Theorem 4, i.e., λ̃S = λS/α. The single iteration algorithm removes
all edges crossing a collection of cuts chosen according to two different criterions to ensure
that the number of pieces Xi is broken into increases as required. The first criterion consists
of all cuts whose λ̃S value is sufficiently large. The second criterion consists of executing
randomized rounding on all cuts whose λ̃S is sufficiently small. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the single iteration rounding procedure (in the algorithm’s description we denote by ΓG (S)
the collection of edges in the graph G crossing the cut S), and Lemma 5 summarizes the
guarantee of Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Single Iteration.

1
2
3
4
5

Input: GF = (V, E\F ) , {λ̃S }S⊆V
Output: L ⊆ E\F
F1 ← {e ∈ E \ F : ∃S, λ̃S ≥ 2/3 ∧ e ∈ ΓGF (S)}
let {IS }S⊆V :λ̃S <2/3 be independent random indicators where Pr[IS = 1] = λ̃S
F2 ← {e ∈ E \ F : ∃S s.t. λ̃S < 2/3 ∧ IS = 1 ∧ e ∈ ΓGF (S)}
L ← F1 ∪ F2
output L

I Lemma 5. For every F ⊆ E and {λS }S⊆V guaranteed in Theorem 4, executing Algorithm
1 on GF with {λ̃S }S⊆V results in L ⊆ E \ F satisfying:
0
β
1. E [Cut(GF ∪L
 , Xi )] ≥ Cut(GF , Xi ) + Ω ( /α) · ri , ∀i = 1, ...g.
P
γ
2. E
e∈L ce ≤ O ( /α) · OPT.
Proof. Let us start with requirement (1) above. Note that for every vertex u ∈ V , since
P
{λS }S⊆V satisfies guarantee (1) of Theorem 4, we can conclude that:
S:u∈S λ̃S ≤ 1. Thus,
we can conclude that all cuts S whose λ̃S is large, i.e., λ̃S ≥ 2/3, are disjoint. Therefore,
removing F1 from GF additively increases the number of pieces every Xi is broken into by:
`i
X


S : S ∈ C(Yi,j ) ∧ λ̃s ≥ 2/3

≥

j=1

`i
X

X

λ̃S ,

j=1 S:S∈C(Yi,j )∧λ̃S ≥2/3

where the above inequality follows from the fact that λ̃S ≤ 1, ∀S ⊆ V .
Let us now consider cuts S ⊆ V whose λ̃S is small, i.e., λ̃S < 2/3. We analyze the expected
additive increase in the number of pieces Xi is broken into when removing F2 from GF . A
cut S satisfying: λ̃S < 2/3 and S ∈ C(Yi,j ), increases the number of pieces Yi,j is broken into
by one if there exists a vertex u ∈ Yi,j ∩ S such that S is the only cut having IS = 1, among
all cuts T with λ̃T < 2/3 containing u. Let us denote this event by AYi,j ,S,u . Thus,
Y



Pr AYi,j ,S,u = λ̃S ·
1 − λ̃T .
2
T :λ̃T < /3∧u∈T
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P
We note that since T :u∈T λ̃T ≤ 1 (as previously mentioned in the proof), and the fact that we
Q
consider only cuts T satisfying λ̃T < 2/3, the following holds: T :λ̃T <2/3∧u∈T (1 − λ̃T ) = Ω(1).
Hence, Pr[AYi,j ,S,u ] ≥ Ω(λ̃S ). Therefore, removing F2 from GF additively increases the
expected number of pieces every Xi is broken into by at least:
`i
X

X

`i

 X
Pr ∃u ∈ Yi,j ∩ S s.t. AYi,j ,S,u ≥

j=1 S:S∈C(Yi,j )∧λ̃S <2/3

X

Ω(λ̃S ).

j=1 S:S∈C(Yi,j )∧λ̃S <2/3

The above inequality follows since for every Yi,j and every S ∈ C(Yi,j ), satisfying λ̃S < 2/3,
one can choose an arbitrary vertex u ∈ Yi,j ∩ S and apply the lower bound on the probability
of the event AYi,j ,S,u .
Recall that {λS }S⊆V satisfies guarantee (2) of Theorem 4, therefore we can conclude that
∀i = 1, . . . , g:
`i
X

X

λ̃S ≥

j=1 S:S∈C(Yi,j )∧λ̃S <2/3

β 0
r
2α i

or

`i
X

X

j=1 S:S∈C(Yi,j )∧λ̃S ≥2/3

λ̃S ≥

β 0
r.
2α i

Thus, removing all edges in F1 ∪ F2 from GF additively increases the number of pieces
every Xi is broken into, in expectation, by at least Ω (β/α) ri0 . This concludes the proof of
requirement (1).
Let us focus on requirement (2). It is easy to note that the definition of F1 implies
P
P
that e∈F1 ce ≤ 3/2 S:λ̃S ≥2/3 δGF (S)λ̃S . Additionally, it is easy to note from the definition
P
P
of F2 that E[ e∈F2 ce ] ≤ S:λ̃S <2/3 δGF (S)λ̃S . Summing the former and the latter and
recalling that λ̃S = λS/α ∀S ⊆ V , along with the fact that {λS }S⊆V satisfies guarantee (3)
P
of Theorem 4, we can conclude that: E[ e∈L ce ] ≤ O(γ/α)OPT. This concludes the proof of
requirement (2).
J
We are now ready to describe our rounding algorithm, which is depicted in Algorithm
2. The algorithm is straightforward, as it iteratively applies the single iteration algorithm,
Algorithm 1, as long as there is a group Xi that is not broken to its required ri number of
pieces. We note that unlike previous algorithms for the (RC) problem, e.g., [18], we need
to resolve (LPF ) in each iteration as it is not clear whether the original fractional solution
remains feasible for GF .
Algorithm 2 Rounding.
g

g

6

Input: G (V, E) , {Xi }i=1 , {ri }i=1 , c : E → R+
Output: F ⊆ E
F ←∅
while ∃i = 1, . . . , g s.t. Xi is not broken into at least ri pieces in GF do
solve (LPF ) to obtain {λS }S⊆V using Theorem 4
λ̃S ← λS/α, ∀S ⊆ V
execute Algorithm 1 with GF and {λ̃S }S⊆V to obtain L
F ←F ∪L

7

output F

1
2
3
4
5

The following lemma bounds the number of iterations Algorithm 2 performs, and its
proof follows similar lines to the proof of [18]. We present it here for completeness.
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I Lemma 6. With a probability of at least 1/2 Algorithm 2 performs at most O(α/β · log R)
iterations.
Proof. Let Ris be the random variable that equals the residual requirement of Xi at the
Pg
beginning of iteration s of Algorithm 2, and let Rs = i=1 Ris be the random variable that
equals the total residual requirement at the beginning of iteration s. Requirement (1) of
Lemma 5 implies that there exists an absolute constant c such that for every iteration s:
E[Ris |Ris−1 ] ≤ (1 − c · β/α)Ris−1 , where (1 − c · β/α) < 1. From linearity of expectation we get
that for every iteration s: E[Rs ] ≤ (1 − c · β/α)s R. Recall that R denotes the total initial
Pg
requirement, i.e., R = R0 = i=1 ri . Thus, if we choose s∗ = log (4R)/ log ((1 − c · β/α)−1 )
∗
∗
then E[Rs ] ≤ 1/4. Using Markov’s Inequality we get that Pr[Rs < 1/2] ≥ 1/2. However,
∗
since Rs is integral we can conclude that with a probability of at least 1/2 Algorithm 2
∗
terminates after s∗ iterations because all requirements are satisfied, i.e., Rs reached a value
of 0. Noting that s∗ = O(α/β · log R) concludes the proof.
J
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 6 proves that with a probability of at least 1/2 Algorithm 2
performs O(α/β · log R) iterations. Requirement (2) of Lemma 5 implies that the expected
cost of every iteration is at most O(γ/α) · OPT. Hence, the expected value of the output
of the algorithm is O(γ/β · log R) · OPT. Plugging the values of γ and β as guaranteed in
Theorem 4 concludes the proof.
J

5

Solving the Configuration LP

In this section we address the problem of solving the relaxation (LPF ). This task requires us
to provide an (approximate) separation oracle for the dual of (LPF ), thus proving Theorem 4.
Intuitively, the dual separation oracle is a node weighted variant of sparsest cut where
demands are given over subsets, as opposed to pairs, of vertices. We denote this problem
by Sparsest Requirement Cut (SRC). There are multiple methods of proving that an
approximate dual separation oracle provides a bicriteria solution to the primal formulation,
e.g., via the Ellipsoid algorithm. In this version of the paper we use Young’s iterative
method [23]. To simplify presentation, let us denote by Cross(S, i) = |{Yi,j : S ∈ C(Yi,j )}|
the number of sets among Yi,1 , . . . , Yi,`i that S separates.

5.1

The Sparsest Requirement Cut Problem

Let us start by formally introducing the (SRC) problem, which is essential to proving
Theorem 4.
I Definition 7. An instance of the Sparsest Requirement Cut problem consists of
i
the following tuple (G, F, {{Yi,j }`j=1
}gi=1 , c, y, z), where: G = (V, E) is an undirected graph,
i
F ⊆ E is a collection of edges removed from G, for every i = 1, . . . , g: {Yi,j }`j=1
is the
partition of Xi according to the connected components of GF , non-negative edge weights
c : E → R+ , non-negative group weights z : {1, . . . , g} → R+ , and non-negative vertex
weights y : V → R+ . The goal is to find a cut S ⊆ V minimizing:
P
δGF (S) + u∈S yu
Pg
.
i=1 Cross(S, i)zi
The following theorem summarizes our algorithm for (approximately) solving (SRC), and
it has a key role in proving Theorem 4. Its proof follows the lines of the classic algorithm
for Sparsest Cut (SC) with general demands (see, e.g., [17]): first a metric is found that
forms a lower bound on the value of an optimal solution, then it is rounded by embedding it
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into `1 . Unfortunately, (SRC) is inherently different from (SC) since it is not symmetric,
i.e., S and S have (possibly) different objective values. To overcome this we introduce a new
artificial point o to the metric space which represents S. Furthermore, when embedding the
metric into `1 we make sure to consider only cuts that do not contain o.
i
I Theorem 8. Given an instance (G, F, {{Yi,j }`j=1
}gi=1 , c, y, z) of the Sparsest Requirement Cut problem, there exists a polynomial time algorithm that returns a cut S satisfying:
P
δGF (S) + u∈S yu
Pg
≤ (X − 1) · D · OPTSRC ,
i=1 Cross(S, i)zi

where OPTSRC is the value of an optimal solution to the given instance, and D is as in
Theorem 2 when considering U = ∪gi=1 Xi ⊆ V .
Proof. Our proof is comprised of two steps: (1) introducing a semi-definite relaxation and
proving it lower bounds OPTSRC ; and (2) rounding the fractional solution and proving it
yields the desired approximation factor.
Step 1. We start by presenting a semi-definite relaxation for (SRC) which we denote by
(SDP). In (SDP), a squared Euclidean metric space is imposed over V ∪ {o}, where o
denotes a special artificial point which is the origin. Thus, every vertex a ∈ V ∪ {o} is
associated with a vector va and vo is constrained to be the origin, i.e., the zero vector.
Moreover, we denote by Ti,j the collection of all spanning trees over the complete graph
whose vertices are Yi,j .
X
X
2
2
ce ||va − vb ||2 +

min

ya ||va ||2

a∈V

e=(a,b)∈E\F

s.t. ||va − vb ||22 + ||vb − vc ||22 ≥ ||va − vc ||22
||vo ||22

∀a, b, c ∈ V ∪ {o}

=0

X

(5)
(6)

||va −

vb ||22

≥ si,j

∀i = 1, . . . , g, ∀j = 1, . . . , `i , ∀T ∈ Ti,j

(7)

(a,b)∈T
g
X

zi

i=1

`i
X

si,j ≥ 1

(8)

j=1

Constraint (5) is the triangle inequality, whereas Constraint (6) enforces that vo is
the origin. Constraint (7) states that each si,j is upper bounded by the length of the
minimum spanning tree in Ti,j . Constraint (8) is a scaling constraint, similar to the
standard relaxation for (SC). Clearly, (SDP) is solvable in polynomial time since the
separation oracle is just the computation of a minimum spanning tree.
Let us now prove that the optimal value of (SDP) lower bounds OPTSRC . Let S ∗ be an
optimal solution to the problem, let us define the following solution to (SDP):


1
0
 Pg
a∈
/ S∗
S ∗ ∈ C(Yi,j )
Cross(S ∗ ,i)zi
i=1
,
va = p
and
s
=
i,j
1
e a ∈ S∗
 Pg
0
∗
S∗ ∈
/ C(Y )
i=1

i,j

Cross(S ,i)zi

where e is an arbitrary unit vector. Additionally, we set v0 = 0. The crucial observation
Pg
is that ||va − vb ||22 = ( i=1 Cross(S ∗ , i)zi )−1 if a and b are on different sides of S ∗ and
0 otherwise. Clearly, the above solution satisfies Constraints (5) and (6). Focusing on
Constraint (7), if si,j 6= 0 then S ∗ ∈ C(Yi,j ) and the minimum spanning tree of Yi,j crosses
Pg
S ∗ exactly once and its length equals ( i=1 Cross(S ∗ , i)zi )−1 e · e = si,j . Considering
Constraint (8), we note that:
g
X
i=1

zi

`i
X
j=1

si,j =

g
X
i=1

Cross(S ∗ , i)
= 1.
∗
i=1 Cross(S , i)zi

zi Pg
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Hence, we can conclude that the above solution is feasible. Moreover, we note that the
objective value of the above defined solution equals:
P
X
X
δGF (S ∗ ) + u∈S ∗ yu
2
2
.
ce ||va − vb ||2 +
ya ||va ||2 = Pg
∗
i=1 Cross(S , i)zi
a∈V

e=(a,b)∈E\F

Therefore, the value of an optimal solution to (SDP) lower bounds OPTSRC .
Step 2. We start by presenting the rounding algorithm, Algorithm 3. As previously mentioned, Algorithm 3 follows the lines of classis algorithms for (SC) with non-uniform
demands [17]. The main difference is that we make sure to consider only cuts that do
not contain o when decomposing the `1 metric into a non-negative combination of cut
metrics (such a decomposition can be easily found, see, e.g., [10, 17]). In what follows we
use the notation δS to denote the cut metric S defines, i.e., δS (a, b) = 1 if a and b are on
different sides of S and 0 otherwise.
Algorithm 3 Rounding (SDP).

1
2

3
4
5
6

Input: {va }a∈V ∪{o}
Output: S ⊆ V
let f be the embedding into `1 of Theorem 2 when considering U = ∪gi=1 Xi ⊆ V ∪ {o}
PL
L
V
find {µr }L
r=1 ⊆ R+ and {Sr }r=1 ⊆ 2 s.t. ||f (a) − f (b)||1 =
r=1 µr δSr (a, b),
∀a, b ∈ V ∪ {o}
for r = 1 to L do
if o ∈ Sr then
swap Sr with V ∪ {o} \ Sr
P
Pg
output argminr=1,...,L {(δGF (Sr ) + a∈Sr ya )/( i=1 Cross(Sr , i)zi )}
Let us now analyze Algorithm 3. Note that:


P
P
 PL µ P
δGF (Sr ) + a∈Sr ya
r=1 r
e=(a,b)∈Γ(Sr ) ce δSr (a, b) +
a∈Sr ya
Pg
≤
.
PL
Pg
i=1 Cross(Sr , i)zi
r=1 µr
i=1 Cross(Sr , i)zi


min

r=1,...,L

Focusing on the numerator we get that:


L
X
X
X
µr 
ce δSr (a, b) +
ya 
r=1

=

X

ce

X

L
X

µr δSr (a, b) +

r=1

e=(a,b)∈E\F

=

a∈Sr

e=(a,b)∈Γ(Sr )

ce ||f (a) − f (b)||1 +

e=(a,b)∈E\F

X

ya

ya ||f (a) − f (o)||1

a∈V


≤ D

µr δSr (o, a)

r=1

a∈V

X

L
X


X

e=(a,b)∈E\F

ce ||va − vb ||22 +

X

ya ||va ||22  .

a∈V

The first equality follows from changing the order of summation and the fact that o ∈
/ Sr ,
∀r = 1, . . . , L, i.e., 1{a∈Sr } = δSr (o, a). The inequality follows from Theorem 2 and
Constraint (6).
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Focusing on the denominator and choosing an arbitrary spanning tree Ti,j ∈ Ti,j , we get
that:
L
X
r=1

µr

g
X

Cross(Sr , i)zi =

i=1

≥

L
X

µr

r=1

i=1

L
X

g
X

µr

r=1

≥

g
X

zi

`i
X

1{Sr ∈C(Yi,j )}

j=1

zi

i=1

`i
X
j=1

g
`i
1 X X
zi
X − 1 i=1 j=1

g
`i
1 X X
=
zi
X − 1 i=1 j=1

≥

≥

g
`i
1 X X
zi
X − 1 i=1 j=1

1
X −1

g
X
i=1

zi

`i
X
j=1

1
|Yi,j | − 1

X

L
X

X

δSr (a, b)

(a,b)∈Ti,j

µr δSr (a, b)

(a,b)∈Ti,j r=1

X

||f (a) − f (b)||1

(a,b)∈Ti,j

X

||va − vb ||22

(a,b)∈Ti,j

si,j ≥

1
.
X −1

The first equality follows from the definition of Cross(Sr , i). The first inequality follows
from the fact that any spanning tree in Ti,j can cross the cut Sr ∈ C(Yi,j ) at most |Yi,j |−1
times. The second inequality follows from changing the order of summation and from
|Yi,j | ≤ X. The third inequality follows from Theorem 2 and the fact that if (a, b) ∈ Ti,j
then a, b ∈ Yß,j ⊆ U . The before last inequality follows from Constraint (7), whereas the
last inequality follows from Constraint (8). The second step of the proof is concluded by
combining the upper bound on the nominator with the lower bound on the denominator,
along with the first step of the proof.
J

5.2

Proving Theorem 4

As previously mentioned we follow the footsteps of Young’s iterative method [23]. Please
refer to Appendix A for the details.
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Proving Theorem 4

For simplicity of presentation, for the remainder of this section, we assume that F ⊆ E is
given and fixed. Let M be a guess of the value of OPT, and given M define the following
polytope capturing (LPF ):
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n
V
1 X 1
Q(M ) = λ ∈ R2 :
δG (S)λS ≤ 1
M
2 F
S⊆V
X
λS ≤ 1

,

(9)

∀u ∈ V,

(10)

λS ≥ 1

∀i = 1, . . . , g,

(11)

λS ≥ 0

o
∀S ⊆ V .

S:u∈S
`i
1 X
ri0 j=1

X
S∈C(Yi,j )

We refer to Constraints (9) and (10) as the packing constraints, and Constraint (11) as the
covering constraint. For a sufficiently large parameter N , to be determined later, we use the
smoothed definitions of the max and min functions for the packing and covering constraints
of Q(M ), respectively:
!
!
g
X
X
1
1
ln R(λ) +
`max(λ) ,
y(λ, u)
and `min(λ) , − ln
z(λ, i) ,
N
N
i=1
u∈V

where:



X 1
N
δG (S)λS 
R(λ) , exp 
M
2 F
S⊆V
!
X
y(λ, u) , exp N
λS
S:u∈S





`i
NX
z(λ, i) , exp − 0
ri j=1

X

λS  .

S∈C(Yi,j )

To simplify presentation, we denote the following value of a cut S ⊆ V by φλ (S):
P
Pg
1 1
δGF (S)R(λ) + u∈S y(λ, u)
z(λ, i)
M
2
i=1
P
Pg 1
φλ (S) ,
·
.
R(λ) + u∈V y(λ, u)
i=1 r 0 Cross(S, i)z(λ, i)
i

There are two important things to note regarding φλ . First, for every S ⊆ V :
φλ (S) =

∂`max(λ)
∂λS
∂`min(λ)
∂λS

.

(12)

Observation (12) plays a crucial role when analyzing Young’s iterative method applied to
our setting. Second, φλ (S) equals the value of S when considering the following instance
i
(G, F, {{Yi,j }`j=1
}gi=1 , cλ , yλ , zλ ) of (SRC):
cλ (e) =
yλ (u) =

1
R(λ)ce
2MP

R(λ) +

u∈V

y(λ, u)

R(λ) +

y(λ, u)
P

y(λ, u)

u∈V

1
r 0 z(λ, i)

zλ (i) = Pgi

i=1

z(λ, i)

∀e ∈ E \ F
∀u ∈ V
∀i = 1, . . . , g.

The following lemma proves that there exists a solution to the above instance of (SRC)
whose value is at most 1, assuming our guess for M is not smaller than OPT.
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V

I Lemma 9. For every λ ∈ R2 , if M ≥ OPT then there exists a cut S ⊆ V such that
φλ (S) ≤ 1.
V

Proof. We define two vectors a, b ∈ R2 , indexed by S, as follows:
Pg 1
P
1 1
+ u∈S y(λ, u)
i=1 ri0 Cross(S, i)z(λ, i)
M 2 δGF (S)R(λ)
P
Pg
,
aS ,
and bS ,
R(λ) + u∈V y(λ, u)
i=1 z(λ, i)
V

and prove that ha, λ∗ i ≤ 1 and hb, λ∗ i ≥ 1, for some non-negative vector λ∗ ∈ R2+ . Since a,
b, and λ∗ are all non-negative, we can conclude that there exists S ⊆ V such that aS ≤ bS .
This will conclude the proof.
We note that since M ≥ OPT, Q(M ) is non-empty. The reason for the latter is that
∗
λ ∈ Q(M ), where λ∗ is an optimal solution to the (RC) problem applied to GF (as defined
in the proof of Lemma 3). Hence, we know that:
X 1
δG (S)λ∗S ≤ OPT
2 F
S⊆V
X
λ∗S ≤ 1

(13)
∀u ∈ V

(14)

∀i = 1, . . . , g.

(15)

S:u∈S
`i
X

X

λ∗S ≥ ri0

j=1 S∈C(Yi,j )

We note that (13) above follows from Lemma 3. First, let us prove that ha, λ∗ i ≤ 1:
∗

1 1
M 2 δGF (S)R(λ)
P

P

y(λ, u) ∗
λS
R(λ) + u∈V y(λ, u)
S⊆V
P
P
R(λ) P
1
∗
∗
S⊆V 2 δGF (S)λS +
u∈V y(λ, u)
S:u∈S λS
M
P
=
R(λ) + u∈V y(λ, u)
P
R(λ)
OPT + u∈V y(λ, u)
P
≤ M
≤ 1.
R(λ) + u∈V y(λ, u)

ha, λ i =

X

+

u∈S

The second equality follows from changing the order of summation. The first inequality
follows from (13) and (14), whereas the last inequality follows since M ≥ OPT. Second, let
us prove that hb, λ∗ i ≥ 1:
Pg
∗

hb, λ i =

X
S⊆V

Pg
=

1
i=1 ri0 Cross(S, i)z(λ, i) ∗
Pg
λS
i=1 z(λ, i)

`i
1
i=1 ri0 z(λ, i)
j=1
S∈C(Yi,j )
Pg
z(λ,
i)
i=1

P

P

λ∗S

≥ 1.

The second equality follows from changing the order of summation, whereas the inequality
follows from (15).
J
The following lemma establishes the connection between the above and our algorithm for
(approximately) solving (SRC), i.e., Theorem 8.
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V

I Lemma 10. Given λ ∈ R2 , if M ≥ OPT then executing the algorithm of Theorem 8
i
on the instance (G, F, {{Yi,j }`j=1
}gi=1 , cλ , yλ , zλ ) of (SRC) yields a cut S̃ ⊆ V satisfying:
φλ (S̃) ≤ (X − 1)D.
i
}gi=1 , cλ , yλ , zλ ) of
Proof. Let S ∗ be an optimal solution to the instance (G, F, {{Yi,j }`j=1
(SRC), or equivalently, a cut that minimizes φλ (S ∗ ). Since M ≥ OPT, we can apply Lemma
9 and obtain that OPTSRC ≤ 1 for the given instance. Theorem 8 concludes the proof. J

We are now ready to present Young’s iterative approach adapted to (LPF ), Algorithm
4. The parameter ζ > 0 in the input determines the step size of the algorithm and will be
determined later.
Algorithm 4 Solving (LPF ).
i
}gi=1 , c : E → R+ , ζ > 0
Input: G = (V, E) , F ⊆ E, {{Yi,j }`j=1
V

1
2
3

4
5

Output: λ ∈ R2+
λ←0
while ∃i = 1, . . . , g s.t.

1
ri0

P`i P
j=1

S∈C(Yi,j )

λS < 1 do

i
apply Theorem 8 on instance (G, F, {{Yi,j }`j=1
}gi=1 , cλ , yλ , zλ ) of (SRC) to obtain
S̃
λS̃ ← λS̃ + ζ

output λ

The following lemma is used to upper bound the step size ζ in Algorithm 4 and it follows
directly by adapting Lemma 1 of [23] to our setting.
P
I Lemma 11. For every 0 < ε ≤ 1 and ζ > 0 such that ζ ≤ ε min{1, 1/X, (2M )/( e∈E\F ce )},
the following two hold for every S ⊆ V :
P
1
1
+ u∈S y(λ, u)
`max(λ + ζ1S ) − `max(λ)
∂`max(λ)
M · 2 δGF (S) · R(λ)
P
≤
=
(16)
ζ(1 + ε)
∂λS
R(λ) + u∈V y(λ, u)
Pg 1
i=1 ri0 · Cross(S, i)z(λ, i)
∂`min(λ)
`min(λ + ζ1S ) − `min(λ)
Pg
≥
=
.
(17)
ζ(1 − ε/2)
∂λS
i=1 z(λ, i)
The following lemma states that when Algorithm 4 terminates, assuming M ≥ OPT, it
produces an approximate solution to Q(M ).
I Lemma 12. For every 0 < ε ≤ 1, ζ > 0 satisfying the conditions of Lemma 11, and
N = ε−1 ln (g(n + 1)), when Algorithm 4 terminates, assuming M ≥ OPT, it outputs
V
λ ∈ R2+ satisfying:
X

λS ≤ α

∀u ∈ V

(18)

∀i = 1, . . . , g

(19)

S:u∈S
`i
1 X
ri0 j=1

X

λS ≥ β

S∈C(Yi,j )

1 X 1
δG (S)λS ≤ γ.
M
2 F

(20)

S⊆V

In the above α = γ = ε +

(1+ε)(1+2ε)
(X
1−ε/2

− 1)D and β = 1.
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Proof. From the stopping condition of Algorithm 4, it is clear that (19) holds with β = 1,
i.e., the covering constraints are satisfied. Let us now focus on the remaining two covering
constraints. Denote the sequence of cuts Algorithm 4 increased by: S1 , . . . , SL (note that some
PL
cuts might appear several times in the sequence), and by λ the output, i.e., λ = ζ r=1 1Sr .
For simplicity of presentation, we denote by λr the solution Algorithm 4 maintains after the
Pr
rth iteration, i.e., λr = ζ s=1 1Ss . Note that λ0 = 0 and λL = λ. Let us now upper bound
the worst packing constraint upon termination of the algorithm:
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The first inequality follows from the definition of `max. Since `max(λ0 ) = `max(0) =
ln (n + 1)/N , the first equality follows. The second inequality follows from Lemma 11 and
the definition of φ. We note that the third inequality follows from Lemma 10 and how Sr is
chosen by Algorithm 4. Since `min(λ0 ) = `min(0) = − ln g/N , the second equality follows.
The fourth inequality follows from the choice of N and the definition of `min. Note that the
fifth inequality follows from the stopping condition of Algorithm 4, i.e., the algorithm stops
once all coverings constraints are satisfied. The last inequality follows from the restrictions
on ζ.
J
Proof of Theorem 4. All that remains is to choose ζ, such that for every guess of M
Algorithm 4 performs a polynomial number of iterations. We do this by tracking the
P
P
following potential: Φ(λ) , u∈V S:u∈S λS . Note that initially Φ(λ) = Φ(0) = 0. From
guarantee (18) of Lemma 12, we know that once Algorithm 4 terminates the value of
Φ(λ) cannot exceed n(ε + (1 + ε)(1 + 2ε)/(1 − ε/2) · (X − 1)D). Setting the step size
P
ζ = ε min{1, 1/X, (2M )/( e∈E\F ce )} and choosing ε = 1 implies that Algorithm 4 performs
at most O(nXD/ζ) iterations. Applying standard weight rescaling techniques, we can assume
without loss of generality, that 1 ≤ ce ≤ poly(n), ∀e ∈ E. Thus, given a guess M , Algorithm
4 performs at most a polynomial number of iterations (recall that M ≥ 1 due to the rescaling).
Since all edge weights are rescaled as above, one can find in polynomial time a value M such
that OPT ≤ M ≤ 2OPT. This concludes the proof.
J
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Abstract
We consider parametrized versions of metrical task systems and metrical service systems, two
fundamental models of online computing, where the constrained parameter is the number of possible
distinct requests m. Such parametrization occurs naturally in a wide range of applications. Striking
examples are certain power management problems, which are modeled as metrical task systems with
m = 2. We characterize the competitive ratio in terms of the parameter m for both deterministic and
randomized algorithms on hierarchically separated trees. Our findings uncover a rich and unexpected
picture that differs substantially from what is known or conjectured about the unparametrized
versions of these problems. For metrical task systems, we show that deterministic algorithms do
not exhibit any asymptotic gain beyond one-level trees (namely, uniform metric spaces), whereas
randomized algorithms do not exhibit any asymptotic gain even for one-level trees. In contrast, the
special case of metrical service systems (subset chasing) behaves very differently. Both deterministic
and randomized algorithms exhibit gain, for m sufficiently small compared to n, for any number of
levels. Most significantly, they exhibit a large gain for uniform metric spaces and a smaller gain for
two-level trees. Moreover, it turns out that in these cases (as well as in the case of metrical task
systems for uniform metric spaces with m being an absolute constant), deterministic algorithms
are essentially as powerful as randomized algorithms. This is surprising and runs counter to the
ubiquitous intuition/conjecture that, for most problems that can be modeled as metrical task systems,
the randomized competitive ratio is polylogarithmic in the deterministic competitive ratio.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Metrical task systems are a general framework proposed in the early days of online computing
to model a wide range of problems. In this model, an algorithm controls its state among
n possible states. It is presented with a sequence of requests. Each request indicates the
cost of serving it in each of the n states. The algorithm must choose a state to serve the
request, then pay both the transition cost and the service cost. It competes against the
optimal offline solution, and is c-competitive iff for any request sequence it pays at most c
times this yardstick (plus an allowed additive term independent of the request sequence).
The transition costs are assumed to be distances in a finite metric space whose points are the
states. The seminal paper [12] introduces this model and also solves completely a fundamental
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problem regarding the proposed model. It gives a tight 2n − 1 upper and lower bound on the
competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithm. The paper also raises the same question
regarding randomized algorithms. For a uniform metric space, it gives a lower bound of Hn
and a nearly tight upper bound of 2Hn , where Hn = 1 + 12 + · · · + n1 is the n-th harmonic
number. In light of this result, a natural folklore conjecture asserts that in any metric space
the randomized competitive ratio is Θ(log n). This conjecture turned out to be far more
elusive than the deterministic case. Currently, the best universal bounds are a lower bound
of Ω(log n/ log log n) [7, 9] and a very recent upper bound of O(log2 n) [13].
Many online problems can be modeled as special cases of metrical task systems. For
instance, paging [31] and more generally the k-server problem [27] are task systems on the
state space of k-tuples of points in an underlying metric space. But the best bounds that
are known for these problems are much lower than the general bounds that apply to any
metrical task system. Clearly, there are constraints on the allowed requests. For instance,
in the k-server problem in an n-point metric space, the state space has size nk , but the
number of possible requests is just n, and they have only 0 or ∞ values. Such constraints
often characterize concrete applications of metrical task systems (e.g., various problems in
networks, see [8] and the references therein). A striking example of the gain from instances
with a restricted set of requests is the power management problem [25]. It allows only two
possible requests, and admits an O(1)-competitive algorithm [2]. In view of these examples,
it is natural to seek a meaningful measure of instance complexity that will provide at least
partial prediction of the better bounds in special cases, a prediction that may be applied to
new problems. An obvious choice is the cardinality m of the set of possible requests. (Clearly,
this question is interesting only for m  n, otherwise the known general lower bounds kick
in.) Examining request sequences drawn from a given set is proposed explicitly in [15]. They
give a deterministic algorithm that in uniform metric spaces achieves a competitive ratio of
O(log n) times the (unknown) best possible bound.
Motivated by the k-server example, the restriction of the requests to have costs in {0, ∞}
is a natural and attractive problem of chasing subsets of points in a finite metric space.
Indeed, this problem setting was proposed in [17], dubbed metrical service systems. We
note that this is part of a broader theme of online chasing and searching, and other seminal
papers in this theme include [28, 3, 23]. The focus of the metrical service systems literature
(e.g. [17, 20, 29, 14, 19, 16]) is the width of the requests, which is the maximum size of a
requested set. In view of the above discussion, it is equally natural to ask about chasing sets
drawn from a small-sized pool of possible requests and deriving bounds that are independent
of the width.

1.2

Our results

Our main contribution is an explicit analysis of the competitive ratio of metrical task systems
and metrical service systems with m possible requests, m  n. Perhaps surprisingly, we
show that unlike the general case, the answer here depends on the metric space. In particular,
for metrical task systems we show that in uniform metric spaces, restricting thus the request
sequence improves dramatically the deterministic competitive ratio, which we characterize
tightly, up to constant factors. In contrast, there exist other metric spaces, namely twolevel HSTs (uniform metrics are one-level HSTs), that exhibit no deterministic asymptotic
improvement, even if m = 2. Perhaps even more surprisingly, in uniform metric spaces the
randomized competitive ratio does not improve asymptotically even if m = 2, and in this case
the deterministic competitive ratio is asymptotically the same as the randomized competitive
ratio.
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We also analyze unrestricted width metrical service systems with m possible requests
in uniform metric spaces versus two-level HSTs. This case, too, exhibits complex and
fascinating behavior, and furthermore it is not identical to the general case. In sufficiently
large uniform metric spaces the restriction to m requests improves both the deterministic and
the randomized competitive ratio. However the two ratios are asymptotically the same, linear
in m and independent of the size of the metric. The two-level HSTs case also deviates from
the general case. As with uniform metric spaces, both the deterministic and the randomized
competitive ratios improve and are independent of the size of the metric space. However,
both the deterministic and the randomized competitive ratios are now exponential in m (the
base of the exponent may be different in the two cases). We discuss the surprising aspects of
these results and their features that persist beyond two levels in the following sections.
We note that our results, most strikingly the bounds for m = 2 metrical task systems
in uniform metric spaces, refute a folklore conjecture that for most problems that can be
cast as metrical task systems, the randomized competitive ratio is polylogarithmic in the
deterministic competitive ratio.
Finally, we relate some of our results to the question of quantifying the amount of
information an adversary needs in order to force an online algorithm to perform poorly.

2

Definitions and Results

A metrical task system instance consists of a finite metric space M = (X, d), an initial
state s0 ∈ X, and a sequence of requests ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρL , where for every t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},
the request ρt is a cost function that maps X to R+ ∪ {+∞}. We will denote n , |X|. A
solution consists of a choice of states s1 , s2 , . . . , sL ∈ X, which incurs a total cost of
L
X

(d(st−1 , st ) + ρt (st )) .

t=1

A deterministic online algorithm chooses, for every t = 1, 2, . . . , L, the next state st based
only on M and ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρt , without knowing the suffix of the requests sequence or even
its length L. A randomized online algorithm is a probability distribution over deterministic
online algorithms, and its cost is defined to be the expectation of the cost of the deterministic
algorithms in the support of the distribution.
We use the following notation. For a sequence of requests ρ, let z ∗ (ρ) denote the optimal
cost of serving ρ. Define cdet
M to be the infimum over c such that there exists a constant a
and a deterministic online algorithm A such that for every sequence of requests ρ, the cost
of A of serving ρ is at most c · z ∗ (ρ) + a. Define similarly crand
M for randomized algorithms.
The following theorem is well-known:
I Theorem 1 (Borodin et al. [12]). For every finite metric space M,
cdet
M = 2n − 1.
It is also conjectured that crand
M = Θ(log n). The conjecture has been established in special
cases. For instance tight bounds are known in uniform metric spaces. The currently best
known bounds (following substantial previous work [26, 11, 15, 10, 6, 24, 30, 22, 4, 1]) that
hold for every metric space are (see below for the definition of an HST):
I Theorem 2 (Bartal et al. [7, 9]). For every finite metric space M,


log n
crand
=
Ω
.
M
log log n
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I Theorem 3 (Bubeck et al. [13]). For every HST M,
crand
M = O(log n),
and therefore, for every finite metric space M,
2
crand
M = O(log n).

We are interested in analyzing metrical task systems with constrained requests. The
primary constraint that we investigate in this paper is the following: there exists a finite set
X
R ( (R+ ∪ {+∞}) such that all the requests lie in R. We will denote m , |R|. Let cdet
M,R
rand
(cM,R , respectively) denote the deterministic (randomized, respectively) competitive ratio
rand
when requests are restricted to the set R. Also let cdet
M,m (cM,m , respectively) denote the
det
rand
supremum of cM,R (cM,R , respectively) over |R| = m. We find that unlike the general case,
the competitive ratio that can be guaranteed for constrained metrical task systems depends
crucially on the underlying metric space M. In particular, we study a class of ultrametrics
called hierarchically separated trees (HSTs), invented in [5]. HSTs play a critical role in both
the best known upper bounds and the best known lower bounds for metrical task systems,
as well as other problems involving metric spaces. For metrical task systems, the best known
upper bounds rely on an asymptotically optimal approximation of any metric space by a
convex combination of HSTs, discovered in [18]. The best known lower bounds rely on a
lower bound on HSTs and the fact that any metric space contains a large approximate HST
subspace [7, 9]. More concretely, an L-level HST is a metric space defined on the leaves of a
leveled rooted node-weighed tree with L + 1 levels. The leaves are at level 0, the root is the
unique node at level L, each node other than the root has a parent at one level above its
own, all the nodes at level i have the same weight, and this weight increases rapidly with the
level number. The distance between two leaves is the weight of their least common ancestor.
(We note that HSTs are often defined alternatively without the uniformity constraint on
levels.) This defines an ultrametric (which is in particular a metric) on the leaves.
We exhibit on the one hand that for uniform metric spaces (which are in the above terms
one-level HSTs), restricting m helps immensely deterministic algorithms, but not randomized
algorithms:
I Theorem 4. If M is a uniform metric space, then for every m ≤ n,
cdet
M,m = Θ(m log(en/m)),
and
rand
crand
M,2 = Θ(cM ) = Θ(log n).

On the other hand, we study what is in some sense just a slightly more sophisticated
family of metric spaces. We consider the following family of two-level HSTs, which we call
paired-uniform. Let n be an even number of points. Partition the points into pairs {i, i0 }.
(So, according to this notation i00 = i.) Let C  1 be a large constant to be determined later.
Set d(i, i0 ) = 1 for all pairs, and set d(i, j) = C for every two points i 6= j 6= i0 . It turns out
that here restricting m helps neither the asymptotic performance of deterministic algorithms,
nor that of randomized algorithms:
I Theorem 5. If M is a paired-uniform metric space, then
cdet
M,2 = Θ(n),
whereas
crand
M,2 = Θ(log n).
Notice that by prior results, the upper bounds hold even for arbitrary requests in arbitrary
HSTs.
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The lower bound constructions in the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 use sets of requests that
assign many widely varying cost values. Thus, it makes sense to consider requests using costs
from a small set of scales, and in particular to consider metrical service systems that use
rand
just two scales, 0 or ∞ (a.k.a. set chasing). Let ĉdet
M,m , (ĉM,m , respectively) denote the best
deterministic (randomized, respectively) competitive ratio that can be achieved for chasing
sets drawn from a collection R of m subsets of points in M. In this case we show that for
uniform spaces, restricting m helps both deterministic and randomized algorithms. Moreover,
if m = O(log n), the deterministic and the randomized competitive ratios are asymptotically
identical. More precisely we have:
I Theorem 6. If M is a uniform metric space, then for every m ∈ N,
min{m, n} − 1 ≤ ĉdet
M,m ≤ min{m, n},
and,
ĉrand
M,m = Θ (min{m, log n}) .
Unlike the more general case of Theorem 5, in the case of metrical service systems on
two-level HSTs, restricting the number of possible requests helps, but not as much as in
uniform metric spaces. In order to state the results, we introduce a bit more notation. Let
rand
det
rand
ĉdet
L,m (ĉL,m , respectively) denote the supremum of ĉM,m (ĉM,m , respectively) over all L-level
HSTs M. We prove:
I Theorem 7. For every m ∈ N,
det
m
2bm/2c−1 ≤ ĉrand
2,m ≤ ĉ2,m ≤ m2 .


m
We note that we actually prove a somewhat tighter lower bound of bm/2c
on ĉdet
2,m , see
Lemma 16. We also note that it is not surprising that for sufficiently large HSTs, the
competitive ratio (deterministic or randomized) depends solely on m and the number of
levels. This is because one can trim isomorphic nodes from the tree. (Note however that for
deterministic algorithms the trivial bound obtained this way is exponentially worse than the
ones proposed above.) The surprising aspects of these theorems are (a) that the deterministic
competitive ratio nearly matches the randomized competitive ratio, and (b) that for two-level
HSTs, a collection of O(log log n) set chasing requests is sufficient to generate a randomized
lower bound of Ω(log n) (while the classical lower bound requires Ω(n) such requests). In
fact, this latter aspect extends to and is amplified in HSTs with any number of levels. So,
using just 6 set chasing requests, we can get a lower bound of Ω(log n) for infinitely many n,
on HSTs with more and more levels. The argument is outlined in Section 4.
Our main results are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of our results, for any n  m.
one-level HSTs (uniform metrics)

MTS
MSS

deterministic

randomized

Θ(m log n)
Θ(m)

Θ(log n)
Θ(m)

two-level HSTs

MTS
MSS

deterministic

randomized

Θ(n)
2Θ(m)

Θ(log n)
2Θ(m)
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3

Proofs

I Lemma 8. Let M = (X, d) be an n-point uniform metric space. Consider any set of
requests R of cardinality |R| = m and any set S ⊆ X of cardinality |S| > m log(n/m). Then,
there exists a state s ∈ S such that for every r ∈ R,
1
· |S|.
(1)
m
Proof. The proof is a simple application of the probabilistic method. Choose s ∈ S uniformly
at random. We have that for every r ∈ R,


1
1
Pr |{s0 ∈ S : rs0 ≥ rs }| <
· |S| < .
m
m
|{s0 ∈ S : rs0 ≥ rs }| ≥

Therefore, applying the union bound,


1
· |S| < 1,
Pr ∃r ∈ R : |{s0 ∈ S : rs0 ≥ rs }| <
m
so there is a choice of s ∈ S that satisfies Equation (1).

J

I Lemma 9. Let M be an n-point uniform metric space. Then, cdet
M,m = O(m log(en/m)).
Proof. Consider the following algorithm. The algorithm works in phases, and these are
further partitioned into rounds. In a phase, we will denote by Sr the set S at the end of round
P
r. We define the cost that a state s acrues during some interval I as Σ(I; s) = t∈I ρt (s).
In the beginning of a phase, set S0 = X and move to a state s that satisfies Equation (1).
As soon as at least |Sr−1 |/2m states in Sr−1 acrue a cost of at least 1 in the current phase
(including the new request), round r ends. When this happens, remove from Sr−1 the
d|Sr−1 |/2me states that acrued the highest cost. Set Sr to be the remaining states in Sr−1 .
If |Sr | ≥ m log(en/m), repeat the above process with a new s ∈ Sr . Otherwise, this is the
last round. In this last round, use a (2|Sr | − 1)-competitive algorithm, restricted to Sr .
Execute this algorithm until the optimal cost of serving this round reaches at least 1. Notice
that this implies that by the end of the phase, all states in X acrued a cost of at least 1
during the phase. Therefore, the adversary’s cost for the entire phase must be at least 1,
because it either stayed at one state and paid a service cost of 1, or moved at least once and
paid a movement cost of 1.
In order to analyze this algorithm, fix a phase and denote by ar the total cost that
the algorithm acrues in round r of this phase. Also denote by or the average over s ∈ Sr
of the minimum between 1 and the cost acrued by s in this phase by the end of round r.
1
(Set o0 = 0.) Notice that |Sr | ≤ 1 − 2m
· |Sr−1 |. This implies that the number of rounds
(including the special last round) is at most 2m log(n/m) + 1. Also notice that throughout
round r, at each request at least |Sr−1 |/m states in Sr−1 pay at least the cost that the
algorithm pays, but less than |Sr−1 |/2m states in Sr−1 acrued a total cost of at least 1. Thus,
1
the average over Sr−1 increases by at least ar /2m. Each state in Sr−1 \ Sr contributes |Sr−1
|
to this average, and there are |Sr−1 |/2m such states, so removing them reduces the average
1
by at most 2m
. Thus,
ar
1
−
.
2m 2m
Let r̄ be the penultimate round. Notice that for all r, or ≤ 1. Then
or ≥ or−1 +

2m ≥ 2m · or̄ ≥

r̄
X
r=1

ar − r̄ ≥

r̄
X
r=1

ar − 2m log(n/m).
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Pr̄
Thus, r=1 ar = O(m log(en/m)). The last phase also costs the algorithm O(m log(en/m)).
This is because |Sr̄ | < m log(en/m), we use a (2|Sr̄ | − 1)-competitive algorithm, and an
adversary with the same initial state in this round as the algorithm pays at most 2 – one for
moving to the best initial state, and one for serving the request sequence in the round. J
I Lemma 10. Let M be an n-point uniform metric space. Then, crand
M,2 = Ω(log n).
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that n = 2q is a power of 2 (otherwise we can
restrict the instance to the power of 2 closest to n; the redundant states can be blocked by
assigning to them a cost of ∞ in both elements of R). Let {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} be an arbitrary
enumeration of the points of M. Let C = C(n) be a large constant. Set R = {r0 , r1 }, where
ri0 = C i−n , and let ri1 = C −i−1 . We use the minimax principle and generate a random request
sequence that “beats” every deterministic algorithm. The request sequence is generated
in phases. In each phase we choose uniformly at random one state h ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}
where the adversary “hides.” Let h0 h1 · · · hq−1 be the binary representation of h. This
defines a natural sequence of nested intervals in the dyadic partition of the set of states. The
interval Ji consists of all the states whose binary representation has the prefix h0 · · · hi . For
notational convenience, let J−1 = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. The phase consists of q rounds numbered
0, 1, . . . , q − 1. Then, in round i, we request repeatedly rhi until the state adjacent to Ji on
the right, if hi = 0, or on the left, if hi = 1, acrues a cost of at least 1 in this round. Notice
that the algorithm knows the entire round once its first request is given.
The analysis is completed as follows. Define
J¯i =



{j : j ≤ max s ∈ Ji }
{j : j ≥ min s ∈ Ji }

hi = 0,
hi = 1.

When round i starts, with probability at least 12 , the algorithm occupies a state s 6∈ J¯i . In
this case the algorithm pays at least 1 in this round. This is clear if it moves. Otherwise,
every state not in J¯i pays at least as much as the state in this set that is adjacent to Ji .
Thus, the expected cost of the algorithm for the entire phase is at least q/2 = log(n − 1). On
the other hand, the adversary pays at most 1 to move to h. Notice that the state adjacent
to Ji that determines the stopping condition pays less than 2 in round i (in fact it pays close
to 1). Thus, all the states in Ji pay at most C2 . If the adversary stays at h for the duration
of the phase, it pays a service cost of at most 2q
C , which can be made arbitrarily close to 0 by
choosing C  q.
J
I Lemma 11. Let M be an n-point uniform metric space. Then, cdet
M,m = Ω(m log(en/m)).
Proof Sketch. Without loss of generality, we may assume that m is an even number which is
at most n/2, that 2n is divisible by m and that 2n/m is a power of 2. (Otherwise, eliminate
some states by having their cost always ∞ and use fewer requests. A constant fraction of both
states and requests remains.) So, partition the states into m/2 disjoint subsets of size 2n/m
each. For each subset, define two new requests as per the proof of Lemma 10, and outside
the subset have both requests cost 0. In each subset, use the adversary’s strategy from the
proof of Lemma 10. The requests according to this strategy will be used in the steps when
the algorithm occupies a state in the subset. Clearly, while the algorithm hasn’t paid at least
Ω(log(n/m)) in all subsets, there’s at least one state that hasn’t paid 1. Thus, the adversary
can choose the last such surviving state and cause the algorithm to pay Ω(m log(n/m)) before
no state survives. When no state survives, a phase that cost the adversary less than 2 and
the algorithm Ω(m log(n/m)) ends, and we can repeat the process in a new phase.
J
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Proof of Theorem 4. The theorem is a corollary of Lemmas 9, 10, and 11.

J

Proof of Theorem 5. The upper bound on crand
M,2 follows from the general upper bound on
trees of Bubeck et al. [13], and the lower bound follows from Theorem 4. The lower bound
0
on cdet
M,2 goes as follows. Denote the pairs of leaves by i, i for i = 0, 1, . . . , n/2 − 1. Let
i−n
h0 , h1 , . . . , hn/2−1 be the sequence defined by hi = (Cn) . We use two requests: r is
defined by ri = hi and ri0 = 0, for all i, and r0 is defined by ri0 = 0 and ri00 = hn−i−1 , for all
i. The request sequence is simple: if the algorithm occupies a state i, use r, otherwise the
algorithm occupies a state i0 , so use r0 .
For analyzing the competitive ratio, partition the request sequence into rounds. A round
ends whenever the algorithm either moves from one pair to another pair or pays C while
staying in one pair {i, i0 }. Notice that either way, the algorithm’s cost is at least C per round.
Further partition the rounds into phases. Each phase contains exactly n/2 − 1 rounds. Thus,
the cost of the algorithm per phase is at least C(n/2 − 1). We show that the adversary can
pay less than C + n/2 per round. Choosing C = Ω(n) completes the proof. To show that
the adversary’s cost per phase is less than C + n/2, notice that in a phase, the algorithm
cannot visit all the pairs. Let {i, i0 } be a pair that is not visited by the algorithm during the
phase. The adversary will “hide” in such a pair. Moving to this pair in the beginning of the
round costs at most C. For each round in the phase, the adversary stays either at i or at i0 ,
so moving between i and i0 costs at most n/2 − 1.
To complete the analysis, we have to explain how the adversary chooses between i and i0 ,
and we have to analyze the cost of staying at the chosen state. Notice that in a round, by
definition the algorithm stays in one pair {j, j 0 }, where i 6= j. If i < j, the adversary stays at
i, otherwise the adversary stays at i0 . Consider the first case (the other case is analogous).
By the definition of a round, j acrues a cost of at most C during the round, because it is
hit by a positive cost only when the algorithm occupies j, and the algorithm pays at least
this cost (it might decide to move to j 0 and pay 1). Therefore, i acrues a cost of at most
C · (Cn)i−j ≤ n1 . This is the service cost that the adversary pays during the round. Thus,
since there are n/2 − 1 rounds in a phase, the total service cost of the adversary during a
phase is less than 1.
J
I Lemma 12. Let M be an n-point uniform metric space. Then, min{m, n} − 1 ≤ ĉdet
M,m ≤
min{m, n}

Proof. The lower bound follows from restricting the number of states that can get a request
with a 0 value to k + 1 = min{m, n} and then applying the deterministic k-server lower
bound to this subspace. Notice that this lower bound uses k + 1 different requests.
The upper bound is achieved with a variant of the marking algorithm, as follows. Each
request r can be associated with a subset Sr = {i ∈ X : ri = 0}. If there exists a state i
that is in the intersection of all m subsets Sr , the algorithm can pay at most 1 to move to
this state, and then pay 0 for the rest of the sequence. Otherwise, the algorithm partitions
the sequence into phases. In each phase, if the current location of the algorithm is hit by an
∞ value, it moves to a state in the intersection of all the sets seen so far in the phase. The
phase ends, and a new phase begins, when this intersection is empty. Notice that to move,
the algorithm needs to get a request not seen so far in the phase, so the algorithm moves at
most m times per phase. At the end of the phase, all states were hit by an ∞ value at least
once, so any algorithm would have to move at least once per phase.
J
I Lemma 13. Let M be an n-point uniform metric space. Then, ĉrand
M,m = O (min{m, log n}).
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Proof. Theorem 3 implies in particular an upper bound of O(log n). Lemma 12 gives an
upper bound of m (because the randomized competitive ratio is upper bounded by the
deterministic competitive ratio).
J
I Lemma 14. Let M be an n-point uniform metric space. Then, ĉrand
M,m = Ω (min{m, log n}).
Proof. If m ≥ n, then we get a lower bound of Hn−1 from the paging problem [21], which
requires n possible requests. Otherwise, let k = bmin {m/2, log2 n}c. We restrict our
attention to a set of size 2k states. (If there are more, all the others have cost ∞ in all the
requests.) We label the states in this set with the nodes of the binary cube {0, 1}k . We use
2k possible requests that are constructed as follows. There are two requests ri,0 and ri,1
corresponding to each coordinate i = 1, 2, . . . , k of the binary cube. The request ri,b has a
cost of ∞ at points with the i-th coordinate of their label being b, and 0 at states with the
complement i-th coordinate. We use the minimax principle and construct a probabilistic
request sequence that beats every deterministic algorithm. The request sequence consists of
phases. In each phase the adversary draws independently a point b1 b2 · · · bk in the binary
cube uniformly at random, and then requests the sequence ri,bi , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, in that order.
Against any deterministic algorithm, the expected cost of each request in the phase is 12 , so
the total expected cost of k2 . The adversary needs to move at most once per phase, to the
point labeled with the bitwise complement of b1 b2 · · · bk .
J
Proof of Theorem 6. The theorem is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 12, 13, and 14. J
m
I Lemma 15. For every two-level HST M, ĉdet
M,m ≤ m2 .

Proof. Let C > 1 denote the aspect ratio of M. Let T be any level-1 subtree of M (so in
particular T indicates a uniform subspace of M). We say that T is hit by a subset S of
requests iff for every state s ∈ T there is a request r ∈ S such that rs = ∞. The algorithm
works in periods. In the beginning of a period all level-1 subtrees are unmarked, and a
period ends when they are all marked. Each period is divided into epochs. In an epoch, the
algorithm chooses an unmarked subtree T and stays in it for the entire epoch. While in a
subtree T , the algorithm runs the uniform metric procedure from the proof of Lemma 12,
ignoring the states outside T . Notice that this divides the epoch into phases, where during a
phase the algorithm encounters one subset S of requests that hits T , for which the algorithm
pays |S| ≤ m and any algorithm staying in T pays at least 1. The epoch ends as soon as the
algorithm executes C phases in T . When the epoch ends, the algorithm marks T and any
other subtree that was hit at least C times so far in the period. The cost of the algorithm in
a period is upper bounded as follows. In each phase the algorithm encounters a hitting set S.
If the same set is encountered C times, all the subtrees that it hits get marked. Therefore,
since the empty set is not a hitting set, the total number of phases is at most C(2m − 1).
The number of epochs in a period is therefore 2m − 1, and thus the total cost of transition
between subtrees is C(2m − 2) (because no transition is required at the end of the last epoch
in the period). Since the algorithm encounters each non-empty set S at most C times, the
P
total “internal” cost of the phases is at most C · S |S| = Cm2m−1 . Therefore, the total cost
of the algorithm per period is C(m2m−1 + 2m − 2) < Cm2m , for all m ∈ N. Any algorithm
must pay at least C per period. If it stays in one subtree, then every subtree is hit at least
C times. If it moves between subtrees, this incurs a cost of at least C.
J
I Lemma 16. For all m ∈ N, ĉdet
2,m ≥

m
bm/2c



.
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Proof. We construct
the following two-level HST with aspect ratio C and request set R.

m
There are bm/2c
subtrees, each labeled by a different subset of the requests of cardinality
bm/2c. Each subtree has bm/2c states labeled by the elements of the subtree’s label. A
request has cost ∞ at all the states that are labeled by it, and 0 otherwise. The adversary’s
strategy is simple: if the algorithm is currently at a subtree labeled S, apend to the sequence
all the requests in S (the order doesn’t matter), then repeat after updating the location that
the algorithms reaches after the apended requests. In order to analyze the competitive ratio,
partition the request sequence into periods, where in each period the algorithm leaves all
the subtrees. Fix a period, and let k denote the number of times the algorithm changes a
m
subtree in this period, including the departure that ends the period. Clearly, k ≥ bm/2c
.
The algorithm pays at least Ck in this period. The adversary can hide at the last tree that
is visited. At each step, no matter which subtree the algorithm occupies, there is at least one
state in the last tree that won’t be hit by the apended requests. Each time the algorithm
switches trees, the adversary must move to a new state in this last subtree. At the end of the
period, the adversary may have to move to a new subtree.
So, the total cost of the adversary


m
m
per period is at most k + C. If we choose C = bm/2c
, this gives a lower bound of 12 · bm/2c
.

m
However, we can get a lower bound arbitrarily close to bm/2c by choosing a larger C. J
bm/2c−1
I Lemma 17. For all m ∈ N, ĉrand
.
2,m ≥ 2

Proof. The argument is basically a “lifting” of the construction in the proof of Lemma 14.
As in that proof, we associate the requests with the coordinates of the binary cube {0, 1}m/2
(we assume without loss of generality that m is even, otherwise, discard one request). Each
state is labeled by a node of the cube, and request ri,b has cost ∞ for all states with a label
that has value b in its i-th coordinate, and cost 0 otherwise. The requests are paired into
pairs ri,0 , ri,1 . Notice that each request hits half of the possible state labels, and the sets of
labels that two paired requests hit are complements. Now, consider a sequence of requests
generated by choosing one request from each pair. We can label this sequence with a point b
in the binary cube, where the sequence requests ri,bi for i = 1, 2, . . . , m/2. Thus, there are
2m/2 possible such sequences. If such a sequence is requested, it hits all the labels, except for
one – the bitwise complement of b. Thus, we can pair such sequences into pairs that have
complement labels, and the two sequences in a pair miss complement labels of states. There
are 2m/2−1 pairs of sequences. We can create a meta-sequence of requests by choosing one
m/2−1
sequence in each pair and concatenating all the chosen sequences. This gives 22
possible
meta-sequences. This structure is used to generate the adversary’s strategy.
But, before we state the adversary’s strategy, we construct the metric space and set the
labels of the states (which imply the structure of the individual requests). The two-level
m/2−1
HST that we use has 22
subtrees. A subtree is labeled by a subset of the binary
cube {0, 1}m/2 of cardinality 2m/2−1 (half the cube) that contains exactly one node of each
m/2−1
antipodal (i.e., complementary) pair of nodes. There are 22
possible choices, hence the
m/2−1
number of subtrees. Such a subtree has 2
states, each labeled with a distinct node in
the label of the subtree. Aside from the aspect ratio C, to be defined later, this specifies
completely M and R.
We are now ready to define the adversary’s strategy. As usual, we rely on the minimax
principle and define a randomized strategy that beats any deterministic algorithm. The
adversary repeats the following process. Choose one meta-sequence uniformly at random,
then loop through its list of sequences and repeat each sequence C times. Notice that
regardless of the state of the algorithm at the beginning of any sequence of the meta-sequence,
it pays at least C for this sequence with probability at least 12 . This is because each sequence
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hits half the subtrees, and the two possible choices for the sequence hit complement sets
of subtrees: a sequence labeled b hits all subtrees that contain b, a sequence labeled b̄ hits
all subtrees that contain b̄, and every subtree contains either b or b̄, regardless of b. If the
sequence hits the subtree where the algorithm is located, it either stays there and pays at
least 1 for each time the sequence is requested (because it hits all the states in that subtree),
or it moves to a different tree and pays C for the transition. On the other hand, after
requesting the entire meta-sequence, there exists one subtree that was not hit even once. This
is the subtree that is labeled with the set of complements of all the labels of the sequences in
the meta-sequence. The adversary can hide in that subtree. It pays C to move there at the
start of the current meta-sequence, and at most 1 to move to a safe state at the start of each
sequence in the meta-sequence. So, the expected cost of the algorithm per meta-sequence is
C2m/2−1 , and the total cost of the adversary per meta-sequence is C + 2m/2−1 . As C grows,
the ratio approaches 2m/2−1 .
J
Proof of Theorem 7. The theorem is a corollary of Lemmas 15 and 17.

4

J

Discussion

4.1

Open problems

Our work initiates the study of metrical task systems (MTS) and metrical service systems
(MSS) parametrized by the number of distinct requests. Roughly speaking (and somewhat
surprisingly) we find that this restriction has little effect in general for MTS, in the sense
that beyond uniform metric spaces, the achievable competitive ratio with m = 2 is already
asymptotically as bad as for m = ∞ (Theorem 5). In fact, as far as randomized algorithms
are concerned this is already true for uniform metric spaces (Theorem 4). On the other hand,
the situation for MSS is very different. A number of questions remain open regarding MSS. A
particularly interesting qualitative open problem would be to characterize the class of infinite
size metric spaces for which there exist online MSS algorithms with finite competitiveness for
fixed m, say even for m = 3. For example, is it possible to obtain a finite competitive ratio
for chasing 3 arbitrary sets on the real line? Another intriguing quantitative open problem
is to determine if the deterministic competitive ratio on a weighted star metric is linear or
exponential in m. (A simple argument bounds the deterministic competitive ratio by O(2m )
and the randomized competitive ratio by O(m). A lower bound of Ω(m) in both cases clearly
follows from Theorem 6.)

4.2

Deeper trees

Consider MSS on an HST. Label each leaf by a binary vector of dimension m indicating which
requests hit it. Clearly, if there are two identically labeled leaves that share a parent, we can
eliminate one from consideration. Similarly, label each internal node by the set of labels of its
children. If there are two identically labeled internal nodes with the same label and the same
parent, we can eliminate one. Thus, effectively, the maximum number TL of distinct L-level
HSTs satisfies: T0 < 2m and TL < 2TL−1 (the reason for the strict inequality is that we can
eliminate the empty tree and also every leaf labeled by the all-ones vector). The maximum
QL−1
number of leaves NL of an L-level HST therefore satisfies NL ≤ i=0 Ti (in fact, this
PL−1
estimate is far from tight for large L). Notice that log2 NL = i=0 log2 Ti = O(log2 TL−1 ).
Theorem 7 can be generalized to any number of levels L ≥ 2. Let c1 = bm/2c and for L ≥ 2
let cL = 2cL−1 −1 . Then, for L ≥ 1,
Ω(cL ) ≤ ĉrand
L,m ≤ O(log NL ).
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The upper bound follows from the above observations and previous work (Theorem 3). As
m/2−1
for the lower bound, in the proof of Lemma 17 we constructed 22
one-level subtrees,
each labeled with a subset of the binary cube {0, 1}m/2 of cardinality 2m/2−1 , and also
m/2−1
22
meta-sequences. Each meta-sequence misses one subtree. The subtrees can be paired
into complement halves of the binary cube, and the meta-sequences can be paired into
complement choices of the sequences that compose them. Complement meta-sequences miss
complement subtrees. Thus, we can “lift” this construction just as we “lifted” the uniform
m/2−1
−1
metric construction to get a 22
randomized lower bound for three-level HSTs, and
this “lifting” can be iterated ad infinitum.
For three or more levels, we do not know reasonably tight upper and lower bounds on
the deterministic competitive ratio. We leave this as an open problem. For two levels, the
upper and lower bounds of Theorem 7 are similar but not tight asymptotically in m. Thus,
deriving asymptotically tight bounds, and moreover determining if the deterministic and
randomized competitive ratios are asymptotically (in m) equal (as is the case for uniform
metric spaces), are interesting open problems.

4.3

Leaky randomization

Generally our results show that the characteristics of the metric spaces have a strong influence
on the type of guarantees one can hope for, in stark contrast with the well-known results and
conjectures for non-parametrized sequences (e.g., randomized MTS, or the k-server problem).
Moreover our lower bounds constructions also shed a new light on randomization, in the
following sense. In online computing randomness may help because it hides the state of the
algorithm. An adversary generating the worst-case sequence for a given algorithm knows
the probability distribution but not the outcome of the algorithm’s coin flips. A natural
question in this context is to quantify this phenomenon. In particular, consider an adversary
that is given at each step t a signal σt indicating some information on the algorithm’s state
st (which is a random variable). Suppose that there exists b such that for all t, the mutual
information is I(σt ; st ) = b. If the adversary is allowed to choose the signals subject to this
constraint, what can we say about the competitive ratio? Before we proceed, two comments
are in place. Firstly, by “algorithm’s state” we could mean simply the position reached by
the algorithm in the state space, or we could mean more broadly also the internal state of
the algorithm. The distinction is immaterial for our results. Secondly, notice that such an
adversary is restricted even from having perfect recall, because past requests may reveal
more than b bits of information regarding the algorithm’s current state. So, we denote the
best competitive ratio against the above adversary by cbM . In every metric space M, the
dlog ne
deterministic lower bound in Theorem 1 implies that cM
= 2n − 1. Notice that cdet
M,2b
b
reveals something about cM . In particular, in paired-uniform metric spaces, revealing a
single bit is sufficient to force the algorithm to pay asymptotically as much as a deterministic
algorithm.
I Corollary 18. If M is a paired-uniform metric space, then
c1M = Ω(n).
Proof of Corollary 18. If cdet
M,m = Ω(n), then in order to force an algorithm to a competitive
ratio of Ω(n), all that the adversary needs to know is which of the m requests to use at each
step. For this log2 m bits of information are sufficient, and this is clearly an upper bound on
the mutual information. Thus, the corollary follows from Theorem 5.
J
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Abstract
Given a graph G = (V, E) with non-negative real edge lengths and an integer parameter k, the
(uncapacitated) Min-Max Tree Cover problem seeks to find a set of at most k trees which together
span V and each tree is a subgraph of G. The objective is to minimize the maximum length among
all the trees. In this paper, we consider a capacitated generalization of the above and give the
first constant factor approximation algorithm. In the capacitated version, there is a hard uniform
capacity (λ) on the number of vertices a tree can cover. Our result extends to the rooted version
of the problem, where we are given a set of k root vertices, R and each of the covering trees is
required to include a distinct vertex in R as the root. Prior to our work, the only result known was a
(2k − 1)-approximation algorithm for the special case when the total number of vertices in the graph
is kλ [Guttmann-Beck and Hassin, J. of Algorithms, 1997 ]. Our technique circumvents the difficulty
of using the minimum spanning tree of the graph as a lower bound, which is standard for the
uncapacitated version of the problem [Even et al.,OR Letters 2004 ] [Khani et al.,Algorithmica 2010 ].
Instead, we use Steiner trees that cover λ vertices along with an iterative refinement procedure that
ensures that the output trees have low cost and the vertices are well distributed among the trees.
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1

Introduction

Covering vertices of a given graph using simpler structures, for example, paths, trees, stars
and so on, have long attracted the attention of the Computer Science and Operations
Research communities. This can be attributed to a variety of applications in vehicle routing,
network design and related problems. One classical example is the so-called “Nurse Location
Problem” [10]. The goal is to place a group of nurses at different locations and finding a
tour for each of them so that every patient is visited by a nurse. A similar setting arises in
vehicle routing. Suppose we are given a set of vehicles, initially located at a given set of
depots. The goal is to find a tour for each of these vehicles, each starting and ending at the
respective depots so as to cover client demands at various locations. One of the most popular
objectives is to minimize the maximum distance travelled by any vehicle, also known as the
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makespan of the solution. A standard reduction shows that this problem is equivalent, within
an approximation factor of 2, to finding trees in a graph such that all vertices in the graph
are covered by the union of these trees. In this paper, we consider a natural generalization of
the above setting. As before, we are given a set of vehicles, initially located at a given set of
depots and a set of clients. Additionally one package is to be delivered to each of the clients
and each vehicle can carry at most a fixed number of packages (all packages are identical).
We have to find a set of tour such that each client receives a package and the objective, as
before is to minimize the maximum distance travelled by any vehicle. This can be seen as a
capacitated version of the Nurse Location Problem, where each nurse can visit at most a
given number of patients. Within a factor of two, this problem is equivalent to the following
generalization of the TSP problem : given a metric and two constants k, λ, find k tours, each
tour on no more than λ vertices, such that the maximum cost over all the tours is minimized.
We formally define the problem now, which will be useful in further discussions.

1.1

Notations and Preliminaries

We set up some preliminaries, notations and definitions from literature that will be useful in
the exposition of our contributions. The set of positive integers {1, 2, , . . . , n} is denoted by
[n]. Given a graph G = (V, E), H = (VH , EH ) is a subgraph of G if VH ⊆ V and EH ⊆ E.
We use `(H) to denote the total length of edges in the subgraph H. For any two vertices
u, v, d(u, v) denotes the shortest path distance between u, v. We extend the definition to
subsets of vertices U, V - define d(U, V ) to be minu∈U,v∈V d(u, v). The set of vertices in any
graph H is denoted by V (H).
I Definition 1 (Min-Max Tree Cover Problem (MMTC)). Given a graph G(V, E), edge length
` : E → R≥0 and a parameter k, one is required to output a set of k trees Ti for i ∈ [k],
such that each Ti is a subgraph of G and ∪ki=1 V (Ti ) = V . The objective is to minimize
maxki=1 `(Ti ).
Note that two trees in a feasible solution can share vertices as well as edges. In the capacitated
version of the problem, we are also given an additional parameter λ. A feasible solution to
the Capacitated Min-Max k-Tree Cover consists of a set of trees (not necessarily disjoint)
T = {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk } along with an assignment of each vertex v ∈ V to one of the trees
containing it, such that no more than λ vertices are assigned to any T ∈ T . The goal, as in
the case of uncapacitated case, is to minimize the maximum length of any tree in T . Let
cov(T ) denote the set of vertices assigned to T . We think of the vertices in cov(T ) as being
covered by T . Hence, in any feasible assignment ∪T ∈T cov(T ) = V and |cov(T )| ≤ λ for all
T ∈ T . Note that a vertex may be a part of multiple trees, but it is covered by exactly one
of them. Whenever the notation cov(T ) is used, there is an (implicit) underlying assignment
of vertices to the trees. We do not explicitly mention the assignment if it is clear from the
context.
I Definition 2 (Capacitated Min-Max Tree Cover (CapMMTC)). Given a graph G(V, E),
edge length ` : E → R≥0 , and two integer parameters k, λ, one is required to output a set of
k trees Ti for i ∈ [k] along with an assignment of every vertex in G to a tree containing it,
such that each Ti is a subgraph of G, ∪ki=1 cov(Ti ) = V and |cov(Ti )| ≤ λ for i ∈ [k]. The
objective is to minimize maxki=1 `(Ti ).
In rooted version of MMTC and CapMMTC, we are given a set of k roots as well. The
only additional constraint being that each tree in the output should contain a distinct root.
We will refer to these problems as Rooted Min-Max Tree Cover Problem(RMMTC) and
Capacitated Rooted Min-Max Tree Cover (CapRMMTC).
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Our Contribution

We give the first polynomial time constant factor approximation algorithm for CapMMTC
and CapRMMTC.
I Theorem 3. There is a polynomial time O(1)-approximation algorithm for CapMMTC.
I Theorem 4. There is a polynomial time O(1)-approximation algorithm for CapRMMTC.
Our algorithms are much more intricate and involved than those which give an O(1) approximation for the uncapacitated case, as is generally the case with capaciated versions of
many problems in combinatorial optimization, for instance k-median and facility location
problems. These are the first approximation algorithms for both the problems, to the best
of our knowledge. The only known result is a (2k − 1)-approximation for the special case
when the total number of vertices in the graph is kλ and hence every tree must contain
exactly λ vertices [12]. All our algorithms are combinatorial. We first show the result for the
unrooted case, ie. CapMMTC and then extend the ideas to prove the result for the rooted
problem CapRMMTC. We show that value of the constant in Theorem 3 and 4 is ≤ 300.
For simplicity of exposition, we have not tried to optimize the constant. We believe that
it should be possible to do so with some more effort and leave it as an open problem. We
prove Theorem 3 in Section 2 and defer the proof of Theorem 4 to the Appendix, Section 3.

1.3

Related Work

Even et al. [10] and Arkin et al. [3] gave 4-approximation algorithms for both rooted and
unrooted (uncapacitated) MMTC. Khani et al. improved the unrooted version to a 3approximation [16], whereas Nagamochi and Okada [17] gave a 3 − 2/(k + 1)-approximation
for the special case of the rooted version where all roots are co-located. On the other hand,
the MMTC problem has been shown to be hard to approximate to a factor better than 3/2,
assuming P 6= N P [20]. The problem has been considered when the underlying graph has
special structure. The rooted version of the MMTC problem on a tree admits a PTAS, as
shown recently by Becker and Paul [5], while the unrooted version has a (2+)-approximation,
given by Nagamochi and Okada [17]. Further, Chen and Marx gave fixed parameter tractable
algorithms for the problem on a tree [8]. MMTC on a star is equivalent to the classical
makespan minimization problem on identical machine, for which elegant EPTAS-es are well
known [1]. In stark contrast, no approximation algorithms have been reported so far for the
capacitated versions of these problems, to the best of our knowledge. Guttmann-Beck and
Hassin gave an (2k − 1)-approximation for the special case where the number of vertices
in each the tree is exactly λ [12]. On the other special case of a star metric, an EPTAS
result follows from the work on identical machine scheduling with capacity constraints [7].
Interestingly, the problem becomes inapproximable if one disallows sharing of vertices and
edges between the trees in the solution [12], even when k = 2. A related but quite different
setting is that of bounded capacity vehicle routing with the objective of minimizing the total
length of all the tours. Here, a vehicle is allowed to make multiple tours to cover all the points,
however, each tour can serve at the most λ clients. This problem has been well studied, a
2.5 − λ−1 -approximation is known for general graphs [13], while Becker et al. have reported
a PTAS on planar graphs recently [4]. Capacitated versions of other classical combinatorial
optimization problems are very well studied and we give a highly non-exhaustive list here.
Capacitated unweighted vertex cover admits a 2-approximation [14, 19]. Capacitated versions
of clustering problems like k-center [2], k-median [6] and scheduling problems [18] have also
been widely popular.
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1.4

High Level Ideas and Techniques

Most algorithms for either MMTC or rooted MMTC build upon the following idea. Assume
that we know the optimal tree cost - say T ? . Further, for ease of exposition, let us assume
that the graph is connected and does not contain any edge of length more than T ? . Now
consider the k trees in the optimal solution, each of total length at most T ? . Adding at most
k − 1 edges to the union of these trees forms a spanning tree of the entire graph. Hence,
the minimum spanning tree (MST) cost is upper bounded by (2k − 1)T ? . This leads to the
natural idea of starting with the MST of the graph. At a high-level, we can root the tree at
an arbitrary vertex, traverse it bottom-up and chop it off as soon as the total cost of the
traversed sub-tree is between [2T ? , 4T ? ]. This needs to be done carefully and we would refer
the reader to [10] for details. Now, this can create at most k partitions of the MST, each of
cost at most 4T ? . The rooted version uses a similar idea, but requires more care. Let us try
to apply this idea to the capacitated case. A potential problem is that, we have no control
over the structure of the MST. In particular, some part of the MST might be dense - it might
contain a connected subtree that has small length but covers a large number of vertices,
while some other parts might be sparse. Hence, cutting off the MST on the basis of length
as above might end up producing infeasible trees, although the cost might be bounded. One
possible idea to fix this could be to further cut off the dense subtrees and try and re-combine
them with the sparse subtrees. However, it is not clear how to avoid either combining more
than a constant number of subtrees or subtrees that are more than O(T ? ) distance away
from each other and hence cannot lead to a constant factor approximation.
Our Approach: Using λ-Steiner Trees. In order to develop the intuition for our core ideas,
we focus on the special case where each tree in the optimal solution covers exactly λ vertices
( note that each tree may span more than λ vertices). We take a different approach to the
problem by utilizing the concept of λ-Steiner Trees. Given a graph G and a subset of vertices
R called terminals, a λ-Steiner tree on R is a minimum length subtree of G that contains
exactly λ vertices from R. We begin with the observation that each tree in the optimal
solution covers λ vertices and hence OPT can be thought of as an union of k λ-Steiner trees
in G, although not necessarily of the minimum possible cost. A natural algorithm is to
pick an arbitrary root vertex and construct a λ-Steiner tree. Computing the λ-MST and
hence λ-Steiner trees is NP-Hard and hence we resort to the 4-approximation algorithm that
essentially follows from Garg’s algorithm [11]. If we are lucky, we might end up capturing
an optimal tree and continue. However, in the unlucky case, the λ-Steiner tree might cover
vertices from several of the optimal trees. Now if we disregard these vertices in further
iterations and try to build another λ-Steiner Tree on the uncovered vertices, we might be
stuck since such vertices in the union of the optimal trees might be far away from each other.
Hence we cannot guarantee that a low cost λ-Steiner tree exists on these vertices.
We fix this problem by being less aggressive in the first step. We try to build as many
dλ/2e-Steiner trees as possible that have cost at the most O(T ? ) using Garg’s algorithm call such trees good. At some point, we might be left with vertices such that there does not
exist any dλ/2e-Steiner trees of low cost that can cover them - let us call them bad vertices.
In order to cover the bad vertices, we deploy an iterative clustering procedure. We begin
by applying the algorithm of Khani and Salavatipour [16] for MMTC, henceforth termed
as the KS-algorithm, on the bad vertices. Note that this will return at most k trees each
of cost O(T ? ), although we still cannot prove any lower bound on the number of vertices
covered by each tree. Next we set up a bipartite matching instance with these newly formed
trees on the left hand side and the good trees on the right hand side. We introduce an edge
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between two trees if and only if they are separated by a distance of at the most T ? . The
crucial claim now is - if there exists a Hall Set in this matching instance, say S, then the
number of trees in S is strictly greater than the number of trees that the optimal solution
forms with the vertices covered by S. Hence, applying the KS-algorithm on the vertices
in S reduces the number of trees in S without increasing the cost of each tree. This idea
forms the heart of our algorithm. We apply the KS-algorithm iteratively until there is no
Hall Set, at which point we can compute a perfect matching of the bad trees. Each bad tree
can now be combined with a good tree to produce a tree that has cost O(T ? ) and contains
at least λ/2 vertices each. In a nutshell, the above procedure circumvents the problem of
creating too many sparse trees. It ensures that every tree is sufficiently dense - covers at
least dλ/2e vertices and are of low cost. Consider a modified graph G̃ created by contracting
the edges of the dense trees. Since the original graph is connected and each edge has length
at the most T ? , G̃ is also connected and any edge in G̃ has length at the most T ? . We utilize
these properties to distribute the vertices and ensure that the final set of trees have exactly
λ vertices each and cost at the most O(T ? ). We note that under the assumption that every
optimal solution tree has exactly λ vertices as well, the above algorithm will produce exactly
k trees.
Our algorithm for the capacitated problem builds upon the above ideas. However, one
major bottleneck is that we can no longer assume that each tree in the optimal solution
contains exactly λ vertices. In fact, there could be trees which have a small number of
vertices, say less than λ/2 - call them light trees and the rest heavy. Handling this situation
requires more subtle ideas. We again start by creating dλ/4e-Steiner trees of low cost as
long as possible which we call good trees and as before, we shall be left with some bad trees
that contain less than λ/4 vertices each, but have bounded cost. Unfortunately, the iterative
refinement procedure is no longer guaranteed to produce a perfect matching, as before.
However, we are able to show the following. Existence of a Hall Set even after applying the
said refinement is a certificate of the fact that optimal solution contains a significant number
of light trees - suppose this number is k` . Then, we add k` · dλ/2e dummy vertices co-located
with suitably chosen bad vertices. The upshot is that, this addition ensures that each bad
tree now becomes a good tree, together with the dummy vertices. Further, the total number
of vertices including the dummy vertices is still bounded above by kλ. Together, this gives
us that, creating trees of size exactly λ cannot result in more than k trees in the solution.

2

Capacitated Min-Max Tree Cover

In this section, we shall describe our algorithm for the CapMMTC problem and prove
Theorem 3. The first step in our algorithm is to guess the value of the optimal solution - call
it T ? . We remove all edges from G that are of length bigger than T ? since the optimal solution
can never use any such edge. The resulting graph Ĝ has, say, p connected components - call
them G1 , G2 , · · · Gp , p ≤ k. Suppose, in the optimal solution, there are ki trees that cover
all vertices in Gi , i = 1, 2 · · · p. Then, Σpi=1 ki = k. For each connected component i, we
run our algorithm to get at most ki trees with cost O(T ∗ ). Due to the above argument, in
subsequent exposition, we shall assume that we have a connected graph G(V, E) with edge
lengths `(e) ≤ T ? , ∀e ∈ E and there are k trees in the optimal solution that cover V such
that every tree has cost at most T ? and covers at most λ vertices. There could be multiple
optimal solutions. For the purpose of our discussion we pick one arbitrarily and whenever
we refer to an optimal solution, we mean this particular solution. We shall divide the trees
in the optimal solution into two classes for the purpose of analysis. Define a tree T in the
optimal solution to be light if |cov(T )| ≤ bλ/2c and heavy otherwise. Define kheavy and klight
to be the number of heavy and light trees respectively. We shall prove the following theorem.
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I Theorem 5. Given a connected graph G(V, E) with the edge lengths ` : E → R≥0 ,
`(e) ≤ T ? , ∀e ∈ E and non-negative integers k, λ, suppose there exists k trees T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk
along with an assignment of vertices to the trees, such that Ti is a subgraph of G, |cov(Ti )| ≤ λ
and `(Ti ) ≤ T ? for i ∈ [k]. Then there exists a polynomial time algorithm that finds a set
of trees T10 , T20 , · · · Tk0 0 along with an assignment of vertices to the trees such that k 0 ≤ k, for
each Tj0 , `(Tj0 ) = O(T ? ) and |cov(Tj0 )| ≤ λ.
Before proceeding to the proof of the Theorem above, we show how it implies a proof for
Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. We can use Theorem 5 to carry out a binary search for the correct
value of T ? - the optimal solution - in the range [0, Σe∈E `(e)]. For a particular choice of
T ? , we remove all edges that are of length more than T ? and apply Theorem 5 to each of
the connected components. If the total number of trees formed by our algorithm over all
components is at most k, then we iterate with a guess T ? /2 , otherwise with 2T ? . The
correctness follows from Theorem 5, since our algorithm will create at most k 0 trees for
connected component V 0 , provided optimal solution makes k 0 trees as well and the guessed
value T ? is correct.
J
I Definition 6. Given an integer λ > 0, a tree T is called λ-good if |cov(T )| ≥ λ/4.
I Definition 7 (λ-Steiner Trees). Given a graph G(V, E) and a subset of vertices R called
terminals, λ-Steiner tree is a tree which is a subgraph of G that spans exactly λ terminals.
The special case of R = V is called λ-MST.
We shall be using the 2-approximation algorithm for minimum cost λ-MST from [11] as a
black-box, which implies a 4-approximation for the minimum cost λ-Steiner tree problem.
Our algorithm has three phases A, B and C, each making progress towards the proof of
Theorem 5.

2.1

Algorithm A: Constructing λ-good trees

Recall that the input is a graph G = (V, E), with edge lengths le ≤ T ? , e ∈ E. Further, we
assume that there exists a partition of V into k trees such that the cost of each tree is at most
T ? and each tree covers at most λ vertices (with respect to some assignment). We maintain
a set of covered vertices Vc throughout our algorithm. Initially Vc = φ. The following is
done iteratively. Pick an arbitrary vertex v ∈ V \ Vc which has not been considered in any
previous iteration. Construct a 4-approximate minimum cost dλ/4e-Steiner Tree in G, rooted
at v with the terminal set being V \ Vc . If the cost of this tree is at most 4T ? , then add this
tree to the set λgood , add all terminals spanned by this tree to Vc . At the termination of this
loop, set Vbad = V \ Vc .
I Lemma 8. At termination of Algorithm A,
S
1. V = cov(λgood ) ∪ Vbad , where cov(λgood ) = T ∈λgood cov(T )
2. For any tree T ∈ λgood , |cov(T )| = dλ/4e and `(T ) ≤ 4T ?
I Lemma 9. For any heavy tree in OPT, say T , at least half of the vertices covered by T in
OPT, ie. cov(T ) are covered by the union of trees in λgood
Proof. Assume otherwise. This implies that at least λ/4 vertices covered by T are added to
Vbad - let us call this set V 0 . Now, `(T ) ≤ T ? and there must exist a connected sub-tree of T
that covers exactly dλ/4e vertices from V 0 . Hence, some iteration of Algorithm A must have
returned a tree of cost at most 4T ? covering dλ/4e vertices from V 0 and this tree was added
to λgood . Consequently, V 0 cannot be a subset of Vbad leading to a contradiction.
J
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm A.

Input: Graph G = (V, E), λ
Output: Set of trees λgood and set of vertices Vbad
Vc ← φ, λgood ← φ, Vtemp ← V
While Vtemp 6= φ
Pick v ∈ Vtemp arbitrarily
T ← d∗eλ/4-Steiner tree rooted at v with terminal set defined as V \ Vc
cov(T ) ← terminals in V \ Vc covered by T
If`(T ) ≤ 4T ? Then
Add T to λgood
Update Vtemp ← Vtemp \ cov(T ), Vc ← Vc ∪ cov(T )
Else
Update Vtemp ← Vtemp \ {v}
Vbad ← V \ Vc
Return λgood and Vbad

2.2

Algorithm B: Covering V -bad vertices with λ-good trees

Recall that in the previous section, we gave algorithm to construct a set of trees λgood such
that for any tree T ∈ λgood , `(T ) ≤ 4T ? and |cov(T )| = dλ/4e. Further, we extracted a
subset of vertices Vbad such that no dλ/4e-Steiner tree of cost at the most 4T ? exists covering
these vertices. In this section, we shall give a procedure to cover the vertices in Vbad , either by
constructing new trees that have large size but low cost, or by merging them in to the existing
λ-good trees. In the following procedure, we shall be making use of the 3-approximation
algorithm by Khani and Salavatipour [16] for the MMTC problem. Recall the main theorem
from above paper, re-phrased to suit our notations.
I Theorem 10 ([16]). Given an undirected graph G(V, E), an integer k and edge lengths `,
if there exists a set of k trees (subgraphs of G) T1 , T2 , · · · Tk , along with an assignment of
vertices to the trees, such that maxi∈[k] `(Ti ) ≤ T ? and ∪ki=1 cov(Ti ) = V , then there exists a
polynomial time algorithm that outputs trees (subgraphs of G) T10 , T20 , · · · Tk0 0 , along with an
0
assignment of vertices to the trees such that maxj∈[k0 ] `(Tj0 ) ≤ 3T ? , ∪kj=1 cov(Tj0 ) = V and
k 0 ≤ k.
We refer to the algorithm referred to in the above theorem as the KS-Algorithm in
subsequent sections. As mentioned earlier, although the trees Tj0 might share vertices and
edges, the set of vertices that such trees cover forms a partition of V . Note that KS algorithm
takes an edge weighted graph and number of trees as input.
A Bipartite Matching Instance. Our algorithm first constructs a maximum matching
instance on a suitably defined bipartite graph H = (B, Q, F ). In the course of algorithm, Q
remains fixed. However, the other partitite set B and consequently the edge set F is refined
iteratively, each time giving rise to a new maximum matching instance. Our invariants
will ensure that, either we end up with a perfect matching of B or conclude that there are
significantly many light trees in the optimal solution, which need to be handled separately.
For clarity of notation, we parameterize set B by iteration index t - define Bt to be the
partite set B at iteration t. A vertex in the set Bt represents a subtree Tj,t , j = 1, 2, · · · |Bt |
|Bt |
such that ∪j=1
cov(Tj,t ) = Vbad . The set Q contains a vertex corresponding to each tree
in T ∈ λgood . Next, we define the edges in Ft at any iteration t. There exists an edge
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e = (Tj,t , T ) ∈ Ft , T ∈ Q if and only if d(V (Tj,t ), V (T )) ≤ T ? . For a fixed t, define Mt to be
a maximum matching instance on the graph (Bt , Q, Ft ). For any subset B 0 ⊆ Bt , let N (B 0 )
be the neighborhood set of B 0 in Q.
Algorithm IterRefine. We initialize by setting B0 = Vbad - each vertex in B0 is a trivial
tree containing a single vertex. Now we have the required setup to describe the iterative
refinement procedure. At any iteration t, we solve the maximum matching instance Mt . If
Mt admits a perfect matching of Bt , then we terminate. Otherwise we consider the Hall Set
S ⊆ Bt with maximum deficiency, that is argmaxS⊆Bt (|S| − |N (S)|). Let set S contains the
subtrees T1,t , T2,t , · · · Ts,t , s = |S|. Let Gt = (Vt , Et ) be defined as: Vt = ∪sj=1 cov(Tj,t ), Et =
{(u, v)|u, v ∈ Vt } and `(u, v) is the length of shortest path between u and v in G. We run
0
0
the KS algorithm on Gt with k = s − 1. Suppose it returns trees T1,t
, T2,t
, · · · Ts00 ,t , s0 ≤ s − 1.
0
S
s
0
If cost of each such tree is at most 6T ∗ , we define Bt+1 = (Bt \ S) j=1 {Tj,t
}, the edge set
Ft+1 accordingly and proceed to the next iteration, else we terminate.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm IterRefine.

Input : λgood , Vbad
Output: A maximum matching in Ht and Unmatched Set Bm
Initialize the bipartite graph H0 = (B0 , Q, F0 ), t ← 0
While there exists a Hall Set in Bt
Pick the Hall Set S = argmaxS⊆Bt (|S| − |N (S)|)
0
Apply KS-algorithm on Gt with k = s − 1. Let T1,t
· · · Ts00 ,t be the output of the
0
algorithm with s ≤ s − 1.
0
0
If maxsi=1 `(Ti,t
) > 6T ∗ Then STOP
Ss0
0
Else { Bt+1 ← (Bt \ S) j=1 {Tj,t
} and t ← t + 1 }
Return Maximum Matching Mt and unmatched subset Bm ⊆ Bt
The following lemmas are crucial to prove the correctness of our algorithm. Lemma 11 is
a well known result, but we give the proof for completion. We define the projection of the
optimal solution on S as follows:
OPT

S

= {T 0 ∈ OPT : ∃Ti,t ∈ S, cov(T 0 ) ∩ cov(Ti,t ) 6= φ}

I Lemma 11. At any iteration t, let the number of trees in OPT S be m. Then there exist m
∗
trees Ti , i ∈ [m] such that ∪m
i=1 V (Ti ) = Vt , `(Ti ) ≤ 2T and Ti is a subtree of Gt for i ∈ [m].
Proof. Let Ti0 , i ∈ [m] be the trees in OPT S . Fix a tree, say Ti0 . Consider the graph with
each edge of Ti0 doubled. It is connected and all degrees are even, hence there exists an
eulerian walk, say v1 , v2 , . . . , vl . Note that vertices in this walk may be repeated. Identify
a unique vertex for each v ∈ V (Ti0 ) ∩ Vt in this sequence. This defines a subsequence of
the walk, say vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vil with every vertex in Vt ∩ V (Ti0 ) occurring exactly once. This
sequence defines a path in Gt since Gt is a complete graph. The total length of path is at
most 2T ∗ , as length of any edge in Gt is the shortest path distance between the end points
in G and total length of the walk is at most 2T ∗ . Repeating this argument for all trees in
OPT S , we get that vertices in Vt can be covered by m trees of length at most 2T ∗ each. J
I Lemma 12. Suppose S is the maximum deficiency Hall Set, if any, at termination
of Algorithm IterRefine. Further, let k` be the number of light trees in OPT S . Then
|S| − |N (S)| ≤ k` .
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Proof. Let kh be the number of heavy trees in OPT S . We first claim that |S| ≤ kh + k` .
Assume otherwise. But then, by Lemma 11, there exists a partition of S into exactly kh + k`
trees in Gt with cost at most 2T ∗ , by Theorem 10, the KS-algorithm applied on the Hall
Set S with k = |S| − 1 must have produced trees with cost at most 6T ∗ and the algorithm
would not have terminated.
Now, we prove that |N (S)| ≥ kh . Consider any heavy tree in OPT S , say Tb. By Lemma 9,
at least half of the vertices in Tb are covered by λ-good trees. By construction of the bipartite
graph (Bt , Q), all such λ-good trees belong to the set N (S), since any two vertices in the
same tree of the optimal solution can be at the most T ? distance away from each other.
Thus, adding up over all heavy trees in OPT S , the total number of vertices covered by the
λ-good trees in N (S) is at least kh · dλ/4e. But, each λ-good tree in N (S) covers exactly
dλ/4e vertices. Hence, by pigeon-hole principle, |N (S)| ≥ kh . Combining the above two
facts, we have |S| − |N (S)| ≤ k` .
J
I Corollary 13. Let t0 be the final iteration of the Algorithm IterRefine. Then, the total
number of unmatched trees in Bt0 is at most klight .
Proof. We use the fact that the size of the maximum matching in Bt0 is exactly equal to
|Bt0 | − (|S| − |N (S)|), where S is the maximum deficiency Hall Set [9]. Hence, the total
number of unmatched trees in Bt0 is at exactly |S| − |N (S)| ≤ k` ≤ klight , by Lemma 12. J
We proceed to the final phase of our algorithm, equipped with the above Lemmas. Recall
that, there are two types of partitions in Bt0 - either matched or unmatched by Mt0 . First,
let us consider the matched partitions - call this set Bm . For each tree T in Bm , we take
its union with the λ-good tree in Q, say Tb that it is matched to in Mt0 . More formally,
we build a tree T 0 by connecting T, Tb using the shortest path between the closest pair of
vertices in T and Tb. We set cov(T 0 ) = cov(T ) ∪ cov(Tb). We remove Tb and add the newly
constructed tree T 0 to the set λ-good.
Finally, we consider the set of unmatched trees Bm . For each such tree, we add dλ/2e
dummy vertices co-located with any arbitrary vertex in the tree. We add this tree to λgood .
This completes the description of the algorithm.
I Lemma 14. At termination, Algorithm B returns a set of trees λgood that
1. covers all vertices in the set V ∪ Vdummy .
2. The cost of any tree in λgood is at most 11T ? .
3. |V ∪ Vdummy | ≤ kλ
Proof. First we show that all trees in λgood are indeed λ-good, that is, they cover at least λ/4
vertices. Recall that, after algorithm A, the set Q contains only λ-good trees, by Lemma 8.
At termination of algorithm B, each tree is either formed by joining of a tree in the set Q
with some tree in Bm . Hence, the tree continues to be λ-good. The only other type of tree
in λgood are formed by adding dλ/2e dummy vertices to an unmatched tree in Bm . Hence,
they are λ-good by construction. Property 1 follows from Lemma 8 and the fact that cover
of trees in Bt0 is a partition of the vertices in Vbad . Next we prove Property 2. There are
two types of trees in λgood . Let us consider any tree that is formed by the union of some
matched tree in Bm , say T and some already existing λ-good tree in Q, say Tb. By Lemma 8,
`(Tb) ≤ 4T ? . By Lemma 11, `(T ) ≤ 6T ? . A tree is formed by joining these two trees by a
path of cost at the most T ? . So, the resultant tree has cost at the most (4 + 6 + 1)T ? = 11T ? .
The second kind of tree corresponds to the unmatched vertices in Bt0 and hence their cost is
bounded above by 3T ? , by Lemma 11. Addition of dummy vertices does not affect the cost
at all.
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Property 3 can be proved as follows. Recall that |V | ≤ kheavy λ + klight λ/2. Now, we add
λ/2 dummy vertices to each unmatched partition in Bt0 , which, by Corollary 13, can be at
the most klight λ/2. Hence, |V ∪ Vdummy | ≤ kheavy · λ + 2 · klight · λ/2 ≤ kλ
J
The above lemma guarantees that the total number of vertices in the graph is at the most
kλ. For technical reasons that would be clear in Section 2.3, we add some more dummy
vertices co-located with an arbitrarily selected v ∈ V , such that the total number of vertices
is an integer multiple of λ. We note at this point that we do not make any claim about the
number of trees in the set λgood . In fact, the number can be larger that k, the original budget.
However, in the next Section, we show how to refine the trees such that number of trees is
at most k, without increasing the cost by more than a constant factor and maintaining the
capacity constraints. Also note that all our procedures are polynomial time.

2.3

Algorithm C: Converting λ-good trees to feasible trees

In the previous section, we gave algorithms that ensure the property that each tree covers at
least λ/4 vertices and the cost of each tree is bounded by O(T ? ). In this section, we prove
that it is possible to construct a solution that creates at most k admissible trees given the
previous solution, where k is the number of trees that the optimal solution uses to cover the
vertices in the connected component G = (V, E). We prove the following theorem in this
section.
I Theorem 15. Let T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm be trees returned by the Algorithms A and B such that
|cov(Ti )| ≥ λ/c, where c ≥ 1, `(Ti ) ≤ αT ∗ for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. If λ divides | ∪m
i=1 cov(Ti )|, then
there exist trees T10 , T20 , . . . , Tl0 spanning V such that |cov(Ti0 )| = λ, `(Ti0 ) ≤ (6c+6cα−2α−6)T ∗
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Further, such trees can be found in polynomial time.
Define GP be to be an unweighted graph with T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm as vertices. There is an edge
(Ti , Tj ) if d(Ti , Tj ) = d(V (Ti ), V (Tj )) ≤ T ∗ .
B Claim 16. GP is connected. Further, the implicit cost of each unweighted edge in Gp is
at most T ? .
Proof. The claim follows from the fact that we run Algorithms A and B only on connected
components of Ĝ formed after removing all edges that are of length more than T ? from G.
C
We will need the following theorem by Karaganis [15] to prove our result:
I Theorem 17 ([15]). Let G = (V, E) be a connected simple unweighted graph. Define G3
to be the graph on the same set of vertices and set of edges
E 3 = {(u, v)|shortest path distance between u and v in G is at the most 3}
Then, G3 has a Hamiltonian path.
By the above theorem, there exists a Hamiltonian path in G3P . After renaming, let
T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm be the order in which the vertices of G appear on that path. Then d(Ti , Ti+1 ) ≤
3T ∗ + 2(max diameter of any Ti ) ≤ (2α + 3)T ∗ for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. We are now ready to
prove the main results of this section.
I Lemma 18. Let T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm be trees such that |cov(Ti )| ≥ λ/c for some c > 1, `(Ti ) ≤
αT ∗ for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and d(Ti , Ti+1 ) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. There exist trees T10 , T20 , . . . , Tl0
0
such that d(Ti0 , Ti+1
) ≤ D, |cov(Ti0 )| ≥ λ for 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 and `((Ti0 ) ≤ (c − 1)D + cαT ∗ for
1 ≤ i ≤ l. Further, such trees can be computed in polynomial time.
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Proof. We make l = dm/ce trees. Let P (Tp , Tq ) denote the shortest path connecting trees Tp
Smin(ic,m)
0
and Tq . Ti0 = j=(i−1)c+1 (Tj ∪ P (Tj , Tj+1 )) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Since T10 , T20 , . . . , Tl−1
are formed
by combining c trees, each covering at least λ/c vertices, |cov(Ti0 )| ≥ λ vertices. Since any
V 0 is formed by combining at most c trees, `(T 0 ) ≤ (c − 1)D + cαT ∗ . Also, by construction
0
d(Ti0 , Ti+1
) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1
J
I Lemma 19. Let T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm be trees such that |cov(Ti )| ≥ λ for 2 ≤ i ≤ m, `(Ti ) ≤ αT ∗
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and d(Ti , Ti+1 ) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. If λ divides | ∪m
i=1 cov(Ti )|, then there
0
0
0
0
0
∗
exist trees T1 , T2 , . . . , Tl such that |cov(Ti )| = λ, `(Ti ) ≤ D + 2αT for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Further,
such trees can be found in polynomial time.
Proof. We will prove this by induction on m. If m = 1, then λ divides |cov(T1 )|. We
partition cov(T1 ) into sets of size λ arbitrarily. Cost of a tree covering each of these partitions
will be at most αT ∗ (T1 is one such tree). Let m > 1 and |cov(T1 )| = cλ + p, where
c ≥ 0, 1 ≤ p ≤ λ − 1. We first make c partitions of size λ each out of cov(T1 ). Cost of
spanning tree covering each of these partitions is at most αT ∗ . We create a new tree, say Tp ,
by taking p remaining points of cov(T1 ) and any λ − p points of cov(T2 ). |cov(Tp )| = λ and
`(Tp ) ≤ `(T1 ) + D + `(T2 ) ≤ D + 2αT ∗ . The remaining points form a smaller instance and
by induction can be covered by trees with desired properties. This completes the induction
step and proof of the theorem.
J
Proof of Theorem 15. From the discussion above and applying Lemma 18, we get trees
covering at least λ vertices and cost at most C = (c − 1)D + cαT ∗ . Using Lemma 19 on
these trees, we get trees covering exactly λ vertices and cost at most D + 2C. Plugging in
D = (2α + 3)T ∗ gives the desired result.
J
Proof of Theorem 5. Plugging in c = 4 and α = 11 from Lemma 14 gives a 260-factor
approximation algorithm for the capacitated min max tree cover problem.
J

3

Extension to Capacitated Rooted Tree Cover

In this section, we show how to extend Theorem 5 to the rooted setting. Recall that in
CapRMMTC, in addition to the settings of CapMMTC, we given a set of root vertices,
R = {r1 , r2 , · · · rk }. The k output trees need to be rooted at each of these root vertices. We
prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 20. Given a graph G = (V, E) with the edge lengths ` : E → R≥0 , a set of
roots R ⊆ V, |R| = k and a parameter λ, suppose there exist subtrees of G, T1 , T2 , · · · , Tk0 ,
where ∪ki=1 cov(Ti ) = V ,maxi∈[k0 ] |cov(Ti )| ≤ λ, V (Ti ) ∩ R 6= φ and `(Ti ) ≤ T ? , ∀i = 1, 2, · · · k.
Then there exists a polynomial time algorithm that finds subtrees of G, T10 , T20 , · · · Tk0 0 , k 0 ≤ k
0
such that ∪ki=1 cov(Ti0 ) = V , maxi∈[k0 ] |cov(Ti0 )| ≤ λ, V (Ti0 ) ∩ R 6= φ and `(Ti0 ) ≤ βT ? , where
β = O(1).
Proof. Similar to Section 2, we focus on one of the connected components, say G0 obtained
after deleting all edges of length larger than T ? . Let R0 = {r1 , r2 , · · · , rk0 } be the subset of
roots belonging to this component. There exists a partition of V 0 − R0 into k 0 trees, each
covering at most λ − 1 vertices and cost no more than T ? . Using Theorem 5, we first compute
subtrees of G0 , T1 , . . . , Tk0 , such that |cov(Ti0 )| ≤ λ − 1 and cost is O(T ? ). We construct a
bipartite graph H 0 = (T ∪ R0 , E 0 ), where T contains a vertex corresponding to each tree
Tj0 , j = 1, 2, · · · , k 0 . We shall abuse notations slightly and interchangeably use Tj0 to denote
the vertex in T corresponding to the tree Tj0 and the actual tree itself, noting the difference
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wherever necessary. (ri , Tj0 ) ∈ E 0 if and only if d(ri , Tj0 ) ≤ T ? . If there exists a matching in
H 0 such that all vertices of T are matched, we add the matching root vertex to Tj0 . This
increases the cost of a component by at most T ? . Now each component contains at least
one root vertex, covers at most λ vertices and costs O(T ? ). If all the vertices of T cannot
be matched, there exists a set S ⊆ T such that |N (S)| < |S|. Let V (S) = ∪Tj0 ∈S V (Tj0 ). In
optimal solution, every vertex of V (S) is contained in a tree with one of the vertices in N (S)
as its root. Hence, there exists |N (S)| trees such that each tree covers at most λ − 1 points
of V (S), costs no more than 4T ? and union of all the trees cover V (S). We use the result of
Theorem 5 to get at most |N (S)| trees covering V (S), such that each tree covers at most
λ − 1 vertices and costs O(T ? ). Note that this procedure is similar to IterRefine defined
earlier. We now have a new set of trees. We modify our bipartite graph H 0 by removing
vertices corresponding to trees in S and replacing them by vertices corresponding to newly
formed trees. We modify E 0 suitably. If there exists a matching in the new graph, we are
done, otherwise we repeat the above procedure till we find a perfect matching. Note that the
size (in terms of number of vertices) of H 0 decreases by at least |S| − |N (S)| ≥ 1 after every
step and hence will halt in at most k 0 steps.
J

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we give the first constant factor approximation algorithms for the hard uniform
capacitated versions of unrooted and rooted Min Max Tree Cover problem on a weighted
graph. Our main technical contribution lies is devising an iterative refinement procedure
that distributes vertices as evenly as possible among the different trees in the cover, without
incurring too much cost.
Our current approximation factor is large (> 250) and although we did not attempt to
optimize, it is unlikely that our approach can reduce the factor to a very small constant.
Such a result requires new ideas. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, no LPs with constant
integrality gap is known, even for the uncapacitated problem. We leave open the question
of finding such an LP, in particular, configuration-style LPs, which can possibly lead to a
small approximation ratio. On the other hand, the only known hardness result, to the best
of our knowledge, follows from the hardness of the uncapacitated version [20]. It would be
interesting to prove a better lower bound for the capacitated case, if possible.
As mentioned in Section 1, there is a PTAS known for the uncapacitated rooted MMTC
problem on a tree metric. We conclude with our second open question of proving a PTAS
for the hard capacitated version of the same.
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Abstract
Given a matrix A and k ≥ 0, we study the problem of finding the k × k submatrix of A with the
maximum determinant in absolute value. This problem is motivated by the question of computing
the determinant-based lower bound of Lovász et al. [11] on hereditary discrepancy, which was later
shown to be an approximate upper bound as well [14]. The special case where k coincides with
one of the dimensions of A has been extensively studied. Nikolov [17] gave a 2O(k) -approximation
algorithm for this special case, matching known lower bounds; he also raised as an open problem
the question of designing approximation algorithms for the general case.
We make progress towards answering this question by giving the first efficient approximation
algorithm for general k × k subdeterminant maximization with an approximation ratio that depends
only on k. Our algorithm finds a kO(k) -approximate solution by performing a simple local search.
Our main technical contribution, enabling the analysis of the approximation ratio, is an extension of
Plücker relations for the Grassmannian, which may be of independent interest; Plücker relations are
quadratic polynomial equations involving the set of k × k subdeterminants of a k × n matrix. We
find an extension of these relations to k × k subdeterminants of general m × n matrices.
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1

Introduction

We consider the problem of finding the k × k submatrix of a given m × n matrix A that has
the largest determinant in absolute value:

 
 
[m]
[n]
maxdetk (A) := max |det(AI,J )| I ∈
,J ∈
.
k
k
A well-studied special case of this problem asks to find the maximum absolute determinant of
a maximal submatrix. In other words, k is set to min{m, n}. This special case is known in the
literature as the largest volume simplex problem or simply (sub)determinant maximization
[10, 4, 17], and it was originally framed as the problem of finding a largest simplex in
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a convex body, a simplex-based analog of the John ellipsoid. The best approximation
algorithm for when k = min{m, n} was obtained by Nikolov [17] who gave an efficient
2O(k) -approximation algorithm, improving upon log(k)O(k) -approximation of [4], and the
earlier k O(k) -approximation of [10], and also matching known lower bounds [4].
More recently, a line of work has studied various generalizations of the largest volume
simplex problem, where the returned indices of the submatrix are required to satisfy a
matroid constraint [18, 2, 22, 6, 3, 12]. This line of work led to fruitful applications in several
problems in combinatorial optimization: experimental design, network design, fair allocation,
column subset selection, and more (see [12] for the history and applications).
Despite the extensive study of variants of the special case k = min{m, n}, little has
been done for the general case where k < min{m, n}. A key motivation behind studying
the general case comes from discrepancy theory, namely the problem of computing the
determinant lower bound on hereditary discrepancy, due to Lovász et al. [11]. This quantity
is defined formally as
np
o
detlb(A) := max k maxdetk (A) k ≥ 0 .
Matoušek [14] showed, by completing earlier results of Lovász et al. [11], that detlb(A) is a
polylogarithmic approximation to the hereditary discrepancy of A. This raised the question
of efficiently approximating detlb(A). Nikolov and Talwar [19] showed how to approximately
compute the hereditary discrepancy by bypassing detlb(A) and instead computing a quantity
known as γ2 (A); they showed that γ2 (A) is a logarithmic approximation of detlb(A) [15] and
a polylogarithmic approximation of hereditary discrepancy. But efficient O(1)-approximation
of detlb remains open. Nikolov [17] who obtained the best approximation algorithm for
the largest volume simplex problem, posed this as an open problem. Such a result has the
potential to improve the approximation factor for hereditary discrepancy, as the worst known
gap between detlb and hereditary discrepancy is only logarithmic [21, 14].
As a step towards answering this question, we show how to approximate maxdetk (A)
efficiently, with an approximation factor that depends only on k.
I Theorem 1. There
is a polynomial
time algorithm that on input A ∈ Rm×n , outputs sets


[m]
[n]
of indices I ∈ k and J ∈ k guaranteeing
k O(k) · |det(AI,J )| ≥ maxdetk (A).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first nontrivial approximation algorithm for maxdetk .
Our algorithm is based on a simple local search procedure, where in each iteration indices
of up to two rows and/or columns are replaced by new ones, until an approximate local
maximum is found.
Local search and greedy algorithms have been studied for the related problems of largest
volume simplex, D-optimal design, and maximum a posteriori inference in (constrained)
determinantal point processes [7, 9, 13, 8]. A key difference in our work, compared to prior
works, is that we need to allow two changes per iteration. It is easy to construct examples
where replacing only one row or one column at a time can get us stuck in an arbitrarily bad
local optimum. For example, consider a diagonal matrix:


d1 0 . . . 0
 0 d2 . . . 0 


A :=  .
.. . .
.. 
 ..
.
.
.
0

0

...

dn
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Any principal k × k submatrix is a local optimum. Changing any row or column results in a
0 determinant. But obviously, di s can be planted in a way that some of the local optima
become arbitrarily bad. On the other hand, allowing simultaneous change of a row and a
column lets us move between various subsets of di s, and escape the bad local optima.

1.1

Techniques

Despite the simplicity of applying local search to combinatorial optimization problems, it
is often difficult to prove approximation guarantees for its performance. We take a page
from the study of matroids and discrete convexity [16], and prove a quantitative exchange
inequality for subdeterminants. We will formally show that if (I, J) and (I ∗ , J ∗ ) are two
sets of indices determining k × k submatrices, one can swap at most two elements in total
between I and I ∗ , and J and J ∗ , and obtain
|det(AI,J )| · |det(AI ∗ ,J ∗ )| ≤ k O(1) · |det(AI∆dI,J∆dJ )| · |det(AI ∗ ∆dI,J∆dJ )|

(1)

for dI ⊆ I∆I ∗ , dJ ⊆ J∆J ∗ of total size |dI| + |dJ| ∈ {2, 4}. This can be viewed as a form of
discrete log-concavity for the determinant function on submatrices, and allows us to bound
the approximation ratio of a local maximum.
Exchange properties have a long history in the theory of matroids, valuated matroids, and
M-concavity [16]. Besides their use in proving the performance of greedy and local search
algorithms for optimization problems, they have also recently found applications in sampling
problems [1].
In order to prove the exchange inequality, we find an extension of Plücker relations to
k × k subdeterminants of m × n matrices. The relations are in the form of an identity
expressing the l.h.s. of Equation (1) as a linear combination of the possible values, for
different choices of dI, dJ on the r.h.s. Classical Plücker relations establish exactly this
form of identity in the case of k = min{m, n}, and have been known to be connected to
variants of matroids and exchange properties [5], although not quantitative exchanges of the
approximate multiplicative type. Our key technical contribution is the establishment of a
variant of these identities when k < min{m, n}.
Several variants of Plücker relations have been studied in the literature. For example
Dress and Wenzel [5] extended the Plücker relations to Pfaffians of skew-symmetric matrices.
Their extension involves submatrices of varying sizes, and does not immediately yield a
relationship involving just k × k submatrices. Both our approximate exchange inequality, and
our extension of Plücker relations appear to be novel and might be of independent interest.

2

Preliminaries

We use the notation
 [n] = {1, . . . , n} for integers n. We denote the family of subsets of size
k from [n] by [n]
k . We use S∆T = (S \ T ) ∪ (T \ S) to denote the symmetric set difference
between S and T . When m, n, k are clear from context, we denote by I the family of valid
submatrix index pairs for k × k submatrices
   
[m]
[n]
I :=
×
.
k
k
For a pair S = (Srow , Scol ) ∈ I, and a matrix A ∈ Rm×n , we denote by AS = ASrow ,Scol
the submatrix of A with rows and columns indexed by Srow , Scol respectively. We extend set
operations, such as ∆ to pairs of sets denoting row and column indices in the natural way.
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For example for S = (Srow , Scol ) and U = (Urow , Ucol ) we let S∆U = (Srow ∆Urow , Scol ∆Ucol ).
Similarly we let |S| = |Srow | + |Scol |. The reader might wish to think of pairs of row and
column index sets as one single set, with the caveat that row indices are distinguished from
column indices.
Throughout the paper, we keep the input matrix A ∈ Rm×n for subdeterminant
maximization fixed. We also assume, w.l.o.g. that m ≤ n. For S = (Srow , Scol ) ∈ I,
we use [S] = [Srow , Scol ] and [AS ] = [ASrow ,Scol ], interchangeably as a shorthand for
det(AS ) = det(ASrow ,Scol ).
In Section 6, we use the following famous formula for determinants of rectangular matrix
products.
I Fact 2 (Cauchy-Binet Formula). Let A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Rn×m . Then
X
det(AB) =
det(A[m],S ) det(BS,[m] ).
S∈([n]
)
m
For indices S = (Srow , Scol ), T = (Trow , Tcol ) ∈ I, let
d(S, T ) := |S∆T |/2 = |Srow ∆Trow |/2 + |Scol ∆Tcol |/2
be the distance between S and T .
Armed with this distance, we can define the neighborhoods of a submatrix indexed by
S ∈ I:
I Definition 3. For r ≥ 0 let the r-neighborhood of S ∈ I be
Nr (S) := {T ∈ I | d(S, T ) ≤ r}.

3

Subdeterminant Maximization via Local Search

In this section we prove our main result, Theorem 1. Our strategy is to use a simple local
search that starts with a submatrix indexed by S ∈ I, and myopically finds better and better
solutions by searching 2-neighborhoods until no more improvement can be found.
To make sure that our algorithm terminates within polynomial time, we will only take
improvements that increase the magnitude of the determinant by at least a lower multiplicative
threshold; for our purposes, even a factor 2 improvement works. We will then show how to
find a good start, needed to bound the number of local search steps, by bootstrapping with
the help of a crude approximation algorithm.
We will find a locally approximately maximum solution as defined below.
I Definition 4. For α > 0, we say S ∈ I is an (r, α)-local maximum if
|det(AS )| ≥ α|det(AT )|
for all T ∈ Nr (S).
Algorithm 1 finds this locally approximate maximum. It starts with some arbitrary
solution S0 ∈ I, and iteratively finds α-factor improvements within the 2-neighborhood, until
no more improvement can be found.
It is immediate to see that when Algorithm 1 terminates, the output is a (r, α)-local
maximum.
I Proposition 5. The output of Algorithm 1 is a (2, α)-local maximum.
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Algorithm 1 α-Local Search.

Let S ← S0
while there is T ∈ N2 (S) such that α|det(AT )| > |det(AS )| do
Let S ← T
end
Output S = (Srow , Scol )

The most challenging part of local search algorithms is proving that local (approximate)
optimality implies global (approximate) optimality. We appeal to approximate exchange
properties that we prove for k × k subdeterminants, and show the following statement in
Section 4.
I Lemma 6. Suppose that S ∈ I is a (2, α)-local maximum. Then S is a (k/α)O(k) approximate global optimum:
(k/α)O(k) · |det(AS )| ≥ maxdetk (A).
We prove the remaining part of Theorem 1, that with a suitable choice for S0 , Algorithm 1
runs in polynomial time.
I Proposition 7. The number of steps taken by Algorithm 1 starting from S0 is at most


maxdetk (A)
log1/α
.
|det(AS0 )|
Proof. Each iteration improves |det(AS )| by a factor of 1/α. On the other hand, this value
can never exceed maxdetk (A), and it starts as |det(AS0 )|.
J
In Section 6, we show how to obtain a good S0 by a crude algorithm, that appeals to known
results for the case of k = min{m, n}. We will formally show the following.
I Lemma 8. There is a polynomial time algorithm that returns S0 with
(n + m)O(k) · |det(AS0 )| ≥ maxdetk (A).
Having all the ingredients for Theorem 1, we finish its proof.
Proof of Theorem 1. We set α to be some constant below 1, say 1/2. We first apply
Lemma 8 to obtain a good starting point S0 . If det(AS0 ) = 0, then maxdetk (A) = 0, and
there is nothing to be done. Otherwise, we run Algorithm 1 with α = 1/2. The output of
the algorithm, S, is a (2, 1/2)-local maximum, which by Lemma 6, is a (2k)O(k) = k O(k) approximate solution.
Each iteration of Algorithm 1 clearly runs in polynomial time, since N2 (S) has at most
O(k 2 (m + n)2 ) elements. So we just need to bound the number of iterations. But by Lemma 8
and Proposition 7, the number of steps is at most


log (n + m)O(k) = O(k log(m + n)).
J
I Remark 9. The approximation factor of k O(k) is the best possible for local search, even
when we consider (c, α)-local maxima for any constant number of row/column swaps c ∈ Z>0 .
This is true even for the special case of k = min{m, n}. To see why, consider the maxdetk (A)
problem on input A ∈ Rk×2k defined by the block form
h
i
1
A = Ik c− 2 Hk
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where Hk ∈ Rk×k is the Hadamard matrix, a matrix with ±1 entries whose columns are
orthogonal to each other. Observe that A[k],[k] = Ik is a (c, 1)-local maximum, since for any
(I, J) ∈ Nc ([k], [k]), after rearranging rows and columns, we can write

Ik−c
|det(AI,J )| = det
0

?



1

c− 2 D

1

= |det(c− 2 D)| ≤ 1,
c

where D ∈ {±1}c×c , and |det(D)| ≤ c 2 by the Hadamard inequality. However the global
optimum is achieved by the Hadamard matrix part of A. Letting J ∗ = {k + 1, · · · , 2k},
det(A[n],J ∗ ) = det(c

− 21

  k2
k
Hk ) =
det(A[k],[k] ) .
c

In other words, the local optimum is worse than the global optimum by a factor of (k/c)k/2 .

4

Approximate Exchange and Local to Global Optimality

Here we prove Lemma 6. Our main tool will be an exchange property, that we state below.
First we define the notion of an r-exchange.
I Definition 10. Let S, T ∈ I denote two submatrices. We call U = (Urow , Ucol ) an
r-exchange between S and T , if S∆U and T ∆U are still indices of k × k submatrices,
U ⊆ S∆T , and |U | = 2r. Note that U simply represents the exchange of r pairs of rows
and/or columns between S and T . We denote by E(S, T ), the set of all 1-exchanges and
2-exchanges between S and T .
Now we are ready to state the key ingredient for proving local to global optimality.
I Theorem 11 (Exchange Property). Let S, T ∈ I be indices of two k × k submatrices, and
assume that S 6= T . Then
|det(AS )| · |det(AT )| ≤ O(k 2 ) max{|det(AS∆U )| · |det(AT ∆U )| | U ∈ E(S, T )}.
Note that Theorem 11 can be thought of a form of discrete log-concavity for subdeterminants. Starting from submatrices S, T , we move to two “nearby” submatrices S∆U and
T ∆U that are closer to T and S respectively, and then we get that up to some error terms,
the average log of the determinant goes up.
We will prove Theorem 11 in Section 5 by appealing to a new extension of Plücker
relations, which is an identity between subdeterminants. Here we show how to leverage
Theorem 11 to show global approximate optimality from local approximate optimality. Our
strategy is to start from S being the locally optimal solution and T being the globally optimal
solution, and to gradually move from T to S, accumulating at most a (k/α)O(k) loss.
Proof of Lemma 6 using Theorem 11. Let S ∈ I be a (2, α)-local maximum and let L ∈ I
be the indices of a submatrix that has the highest subdeterminant in magnitude. We first
prove the following claim.
B Claim 12.
and

For any T ∈ I, there exists W ∈ I such that d(S, W ) ≤ max(0, d(S, T ) − 1)

|det(AT )| ≤ O(k 2 /α) · |det(AW )|.
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Proof of Claim 12. If T = S then the claim is trivially true, since we can take W = S.
Assume T 6= S. By Theorem 11, there exists U ∈ E(S, T ) such that
|det(AS )| · |det(AT )| ≤ O(k 2 ) · |det(AS∆U )| · |det(AT ∆U )|
≤ O(k 2 ) ·

|det(AS )|
· |det(AT ∆U )|
α

where the last inequality follows from the definition of (2, α)-local maximum.
Setting W = T ∆U and dividing both sides by |det(AS )| gives the desired inequality.

C

Note that initially d(S, L) ≤ 2k. We can iteratively apply Claim 12 for up to 2k times, and
obtain W ∈ I such that |det(AL )| ≤ O(k 2 /α)2k |det(AW )| and
d(S, W ) ≤ max(0, d(S, L) − 2k) = 0.
The latter condition implies S = W , and we are done.

5

J

An Extension of Plücker Relations

In this section, we prove Theorem 11 by proving an extension of the Plücker relations. These
are identities relating the k × k subdeterminants of a matrix. Theorem 11 will be derived
from applying the triangle inequality to these identities.
To give some intuition, let us demonstrate why the regular Plücker relations, imply an
exchange property when k = min{m, n};

5.1

Regular Plücker Relations and Exchange

W.l.o.g., let us take k = m and assume n ≥ m. Given any subsets S, T ∈
Plücker relation (see, e.g., [5]) states that, for any fixed j ∈ T \ S
X
det(A[m],S ) det(A[m],T ) =
δji det(A[m],S∆{i,j} ) · det(A[m],T ∆{i,j} ),

[n]
m



, the classical

i∈S\T

where δji ∈ {±1} is a sign determined by the indices i and j. The triangle inequality then
implies the following exchange property
|det(A[m],S )| · |det(A[m],T )| ≤

k · max |det(A[m],S∆{i,j} )| · |det(A[m],T ∆{i,j} )| i ∈ S \ T, j ∈ T \ S .
This is an analog of Theorem 11, but with just one exchange between S and T . As we saw
before, we cannot hope for just one exchange in the general case of k < min{m, n}. But we
manage to prove an extended form of Plücker relations and, by appealing to the triangle
inequality, prove Theorem 11.

5.2

Extended Plücker Relations

In this subsection, we state and prove a “two-dimensional” extension of Plücker relations. In
trying to find this relationship, we did a bit of guesswork; we knew we were looking for an
identity involving only neighbors of the submatrices S and T , to make sure we can extract
an exchange inequality. By running computer algebra systems on small values of k, we
discovered the correct form of the identity, and then proceeded to prove it.
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Consider S = (Srow , Scol ), T = (Trow , Tcol ) ∈ I. Note that only the entries in AS∪T
matter and that permuting the rows and/or columns in S ∪ T will preserve determinants of
k × k minors up to sign.
We first show a Plücker relation for the case when S and T are disjoint, i.e., Srow ∩ Trow =
Scol ∩ Tcol = ∅. W.l.o.g., we can assume that
Srow = Scol = {1, . . . , k}

and Trow = Tcol = {k + 1, · · · , 2k},

(2)

and that A has the following block form:


C V
.
A=
U D
Note that AS = C and AT = D.
We adopt a few notations for this section.
We use [Urow , Ucol ] to denote det(AUrow ,Ucol ).
Matrix entries are denoted by lowercase letter. Submatrices are denoted by uppercase
letter. For example, we denote entries of submatrix C by ci,j for i ∈ Srow , j ∈ Scol .
For a set L and i ∈ L we use L − i and L−i as short hand for L \ {i}. Let rL (i) denote
the rank of i in L, i.e., the number of i0 ∈ L that are smaller
than i.P
P
r∗ (i)+

r∗ (j)

j∈Ucol
For Urow ⊆ Srow ∆Trow , Ucol ⊆ Scol ∆Tcol , let δ U = (−1) i∈Urow
, where,
with some abuse of notation we use r∗ for both row indices and column indices, and let
(
(
rSrow (i) if i ∈ Srow
rScol (j) if j ∈ Scol
r∗ (i) =
, r∗ (j) =
.
rTrow (i) if i ∈ Trow
rTcol (j) if j ∈ Tcol

I Lemma 13 (Extended Plücker Relation in the Disjoint Case). Consider S = (Srow , Scol ), T =
(Trow , Tcol ) as in Equation (2).
Let Ω := (S, T ). Define
X
0
0
s1 (Ω) =
δ {i,i },{j,j } [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ∆{j, j 0 }] × [Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ∆{j, j 0 }]
i,j,i0 ,j 0

s2 (Ω) = (−1)k

X

0

δ {i,i },∅ [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ] × [Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ]

i,i0

s3 (Ω) =

X

0

0

δ {i,i ,h,h },∅ [Srow ∆{i, h, i0 , h0 }, Scol ] × [Trow ∆{i, h, i0 , h0 }, Tcol ],

(3)

i<h,i0 <h0

where in above summations, i, h ∈ Srow , i0 , h0 ∈ Trow , j ∈ Scol , j 0 ∈ Tcol .
Let si := si (Ω). Then, we have the following relation
s1 − 2(k − 1)s2 − 4s3 − k 2 [Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ] = 0

(4)

The proof is elementary; we only use well-known identities about the determinant and
perform some algebraic manipulation.
Proof of Lemma 13. Expanding [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ∆{j, j 0 }] along row i0 , we get:
[Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ∆{j, j 0 }] =
di0 ,j 0 [Srow − i, Scol − j] +

X
`∈Scol \{j}

(−1)

k+r

S

−j (`)
col

ui0 ,` [Srow − i, Scol − j − ` + j 0 ].
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Expanding [Srow − i, Scol − j − ` + j 0 ] along column j 0 , we get:
X
k−1+rS −i (h)
row
[Srow − i, Scol − j − ` + j 0 ] =
vk,j 0 [Srow − i − h, Scol − j − `].
(−1)
h∈Srow \{i}

Thus
[Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ∆{j, j 0 }] =
X
r −i (h)+r −j (`)
S
col
di0 ,j 0 [Srow − i, Scol − j] −
ui0 ,` vk,j 0 [Srow − i − h, Scol − j − `].
(−1) Srow
h,`

Similarly,
[Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ∆{j, j 0 }] =
X
r −i0 (h0 )+r −j 0 (`0 )
T
col
(−1) Trow
ci,j [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ] −
vi,`0 uh0 ,j [Trow − i0 − h0 , Tcol − j 0 − `0 ]
h0 ,`0

Now, consider [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ∆{j, j 0 }] × [Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ∆{j, j 0 }] as a multivariate poly0
,j,j 0
nomial p in variables ~u = {u·,· }, ~v = {v·,· }. For s ∈ {0, 1, 2} let pi,i
denote the sum
s
over monomials of p which have degree s in ~u and in ~v . We will omit the superscript when
appropriate.
We further decompose p1 into p1 = −(p1A + p1B ), where
p1A =

X

(−1)

rS −i (h)+r
row

−j (`)
S
col

ci,j [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ]ui0 ,` vh,j 0 [Srow − i − h, Scol − j − `],

h,`

and
p1B =

X

r

(−1)

0
0
−i0 (h )+r −j 0 (` )
Trow
T
col

di0 ,j 0 [Srow − i, Scol − j]vi,`0 uh0 ,j [Trow − i0 − h0 , Tcol − j 0 − `0 ].

h0 ,`0

B Claim 14. We have
X
X
0
0
0
0
,j,j 0
δ {i,i },{j,j } pi,i
= 2(k −1)(−1)k
(−1)h+i [Srow −h+i0 , Scol ]·[Trow −i0 +h, Tcol ] (5)
1
h,i0
0
P
0
0
,j,j 0
Proof. In i,j δ {i,i },{j,j } pi,i
we consider the sum of all terms with the same i0 , j 0 , h, l.
1A
Note that rS −j (`) + rScol (j) = rScol (`) + rS −` (j) + 1 mod 2. This is because,
col
col
(
(
rScol (`) if ` < j
rScol (j) − 1 if ` < j
rS −j (`) =
and rS −` (j) =
.
col
col
rScol (`) − 1 if ` > j
rScol (j) if ` > j
−i (h) + rS
Similarly, rSrow
(i) = rSrow (h) + rSrow
−h (i) + 1 mod 2. Thus, this sum is exactly,
row
0

0

δ {i ,h},{j ,`} ui0 ,` vh,j 0 [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ]×
X
r −` (j)+r −h (i)
Srow
(−1) Scol
ci,j [Srow − i − h, Scol − j − `] =
i6=h,j6=`
0

(k − 1)δ {i ,h},{j

0

,`}

ui0 ,` vh,j 0 [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ][Srow − h, Scol − `],

Indeed, for each i ∈ Srow − h, expanding [Srow − h, Scol − `] along row i gives
X
r −` (j)+r −h (i)
Srow
(−1) Scol
ci,j [Srow − i − h, Scol − j − `].
j6=`
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Taking sum over i ∈ Srow − h gives the above equality.
Thus
X
0
0
0
,j,j 0
δ {i,i },{j,j } pi,i
1A
X
0
0
= (k − 1)
δ {i ,h},{j ,`} ui0 ,` vh,j 0 [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ][Srow − h, Scol − `]
i0 ,j 0 ,h,`

= −(k − 1)(−1)k

X

X
0
δ {i ,h},∅ ( (−1)h+rScol (`) ui0 ,` [Srow − h, Scol − `])×

h,i0

`


X
0
( (−1)1+rTcol (j ) vh,j 0 [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ])
j0

= −(k − 1)(−1)k

X

0

δ {i ,h},∅ [Srow − h + i0 , Scol ][Trow − i0 + h, Tcol ]

h,i0

Similarly,
X
X 0
δ {i ,h} [Srow − i + h0 , Scol ][Trow − h0 + i, Tcol ]
p1B = −(k − 1)(−1)k

C

i,h0

Next, we show
B Claim 15.
X
0
0
0
0
δ {i,i },{j,j } p2i,i ,j,j = 4
i,j,i0 ,j 0

X

[Srow −i−h+i0 +h0 , Scol ][Trow −i0 −h0 +i+h, Tcol ] (6)

i<h,i0 <h0
0

0

Proof. Recall that p2i,i ,j,j equals
X
0
0
(−1)ω(h,h ,`,` ) ui0 ,` vi,`0 vh,j 0 uh0 ,j [Srow \ {i, h}, Scol \ {j, `}][Trow \ {i0 , h0 }, Tcol \ {j 0 , `0 }],
h,`,h0 ,`0
0
0
−i (h) + r −j (`) + r −i0 (h ) + r −j 0 (` ). Taking sum and rearranging
where ω(h, h0 , `, `0 ) = rSrow
Scol
Trow
Tcol
terms, we have
X
0
0
0
,j,j 0
δ {i,i },{j,j } pi,i
=
2
i,j,i0 ,j 0

X

(−1)

rSrow (i)+rTrow (i0 )+rS −i (h)+r
row

0
−i0 (h )
Trow

Xi,i0 ,h,h0 × Yi,i0 ,h,h0

i,i0 ,h,h0

where
Xi,i0 ,h,h0 =

X
r −j (`)+rScol (j)
(−1) Scol
ui0 ,` uh0 ,j [Srow − i − h, Scol − j − `]

Yi,i0 ,h,h0 =

X

j,`
r

(−1)

T

0
0
−j 0 (` )+rTcol (j )
col

vi,`0 vh,j 0 [Trow − i0 − h0 , Tcol − j 0 − `0 ]

j 0 ,`0

Expanding [Srow −i−h+i0 +h0 , Scol ] along row h0 then i0 , we get that [Srow ∆{i, i0 , h, h0 }, Scol ]
X
0
0
=
(−1)rScol (j)+k+1{i >h } uh0 ,j [Srow − i − h + i0 , Scol − j]
j

=

X

(−1)rScol (j)+k+1{i >h } (−1)
0

j,`

= (−1)1{i <h } Xi,i0 ,h,h0
0

0

0

r

S

−j (`)+k−1
col

ui0 ,` uh0 ,j [Srow − i − h, Scol − j − `]
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Similarly, Yi,i0 ,h,h0 = (−1)1{i<h} [Trow ∆{i, i0 , h, h0 }, Tcol ]. Note that 1{i < h} + rSrow (i) +
0
0
−i (h) ≡ 0 (mod 2). A similar equation holds for i , h . Substituting back in we get the
rSrow
desired equation
X
X
0
0
0
,j,j 0
δ {i,i },{j,j } pi,i
=4
[Srow ∆{i, i0 , h, h0 }, Scol ][Trow ∆{i, i0 , h, h0 }, Tcol ] C
2
i,j,i0 ,j 0

i<h,i0 <h0

0 0
P
0
0
,j
Lastly, we compute i,j,i0 ,j 0 δ {i,i },{j,j } pi,j,i
. By rearranging terms and using the determi0
nant expansion for [Srow , Scol ] and [Trow , Tcol ], we get:

X

0

0

0

0

0

,j
δ {i,i },{j,j } pi,j,i
0

0

i,j,i0 ,j 0

X

δ {i,i },{j,j } (di0 ,j 0 [Srow − i, Scol − j]ci,j [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ])


X
=  (−1)rSrow (i)+rScol (j) ci,j [Srow − i, Scol − j]×

=

i,j



X
0
0
 (−1)rTrow (i )+rTcol (j ) di0 ,j 0 [Trow − i0 , Tcol − j 0 ]
i0 ,j 0

= (t[Srow , Scol ])(t[Trow , Tcol ])
Substituting equations Equations (5) to (7) back into s1 we get Equation (4).

(7)
J

Now consider the general case when Srow , Trow and Scol , Tcol are not necessarily disjoint.
We will create a new larger matrix A with a new set of row and column indices. In particular
∗
∗
∗
∗
we create new disjoint subsets Srow
, Trow
and Scol
, Tcol
with copied versions of common rows
∗
∗
∗
∗
and columns. We use Lemma 13 for Srow , Trow , Scol , Tcol
, then argue that any nonzero terms
in Equation (4) must be equal to [Srow ∆Urow , Scol ∆Ucol ][Trow ∆Urow , Tcol ∆Ucol ] for some
U ⊆ Srow ∆Trow , Ucol ⊆ Scol ∆Tcol .
Let r := |Srow ∩ Trow |, c := |Scol ∩ Tcol |. W.l.o.g., we can assume
Srow = {1, · · · , r, r + 1, · · · , k}, Trow = {1, · · · , r, k + (r + 1), · · · , 2k},
Scol = {1, · · · , c, c + 1, · · · , k}, Tcol = {1, · · · , c, k + (c + 1), · · · , 2k}.

(8)

For i ∈ [r], set row k + i to be identical to row i. For j ∈ [c], set column k + j to be identical
to row j.
∗
∗
∗
∗
Let Srow
:= Srow , Scol
:= Scol , Trow
= {k + 1, · · · , 2k}, Tcol
= {k + 1, · · · , 2k}. Clearly,
∗
∗
∗
∗
Srow
∩ Trow
= Scol
∩ Tcol
= ∅.
Let Ω∗ = (S ∗ , T ∗ ) and s∗i := si (Ω∗ ) as in Equation (3). We first prove the following
claims on the structure of nonzero terms in s∗1 , s∗2 , s∗3 .
∗
0
∗
B Claim 16. Consider Urow ⊆ Srow
, Urow
⊆ Trow
of the same cardinality. Let U row =
0
∗
∗
Urow ∪ Urow . Consider sets V, W of the same cardinality t that partition Scol
∪ Tcol
.
0
1. If there exists i ∈ Urow ∩ [r] such that k + i 6∈ Urow then
∗
∗
[Srow
∆U row , V ][Trow
∆U row , W ] = 0.
0
2. If there exists k + i ∈ Urow
∩ {k + 1, · · · , k + r} such that i 6∈ Urow then
∗
∗
[Srow
∆U row , V ][Trow
∆U row , W ] = 0.
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∗
0
∗
0
B Claim 17. Consider Ucol ⊆ Scol
⊆ Tcol
, Ucol
of the same cardinality. Let U col = Ucol ∪ Ucol
.
∗
∗
Consider sets V, W of the same cardinality t that partition Srow ∪ Trow .
0
1. If there exists i ∈ Ucol ∩ [c] such that k + i 6∈ Ucol
then
∗
∗
[V, Scol
∆U col ][W, Tcol
∆U col ] = 0.
0
2. If there exists k + i ∈ Ucol
∩ {k + 1, · · · , k + c} such that i 6∈ Ucol then
∗
∗
[V, Scol
∆U col ][W, Tcol
∆U col ] = 0.

We prove Claim 16. The argument for Claim 17 is similar.
Proof of Claim 16. We prove the first statement. The second one follows by a similar argu0
ment, since the role of Urow , Urow
are symmetric.
0
∗
Suppose there exists i ∈ Urow ∩ [c] such that k + i 6∈ Urow
. Then Trow
∆U row contains both
∗
rows i and k + i, which are identical by our construction, thus [Trow ∆U row , W ] = 0.
C
I Lemma 18. Consider S = (Srow , Scol ), T = (Trow , Tcol ) as in Equation (8).
Let Ω := (S, T ), r := |Srow ∩ Trow |, c := |Scol ∩ Tcol |.
Define
X
0
0
s1 (Ω) = (−1)r+c
δ {i,i },{j,j } [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ∆{j, j 0 }] × [Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ∆{j, j 0 }]
i,j,i0 ,j 0

s2 (Ω) = (−1)k−r

X

ŝ2 (Ω) = (−1)k−c

X

0

δ {i,i },∅ [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ][Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ]

i,i0
0

δ ∅,{j,j } [Srow , Scol ∆{j, j 0 }][Trow , Tcol ∆{j, j 0 }]

j,j 0

s3 (Ω) =

0

X

0

δ {i,h,i ,h },∅ [Srow ∆{i, h, i0 , h0 }, Scol ][Trow ∆{i, h, i0 , h0 }, Tcol ]

i<h,i0 <h0

ŝ3 (Ω) =

X

δ ∅,{j,`,j

0

,`0 }

[Srow , Scol ∆{j, `, j 0 , `0 }][Trow , Tcol ∆{j, `, j 0 , `0 }],

j<`,j 0 <`0

(9)
where in above summations, j, ` ∈ Scol \ Tcol ; j 0 , `0 ∈ Tcol \ Scol ; i, h ∈ Srow \ Trow ; i0 , h0 ∈
Trow \ Srow .
Let si := si (Ω). we have the following relations.
 
r
2
(k − 2(k − 1)r + 4
− rc)[Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ] = s1 − rŝ2 − (2(k − 1) + c − 4r)s2 − 4s3
2
 
c
(k 2 − 2(k − 1)c + 4
− rc)[Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ] = s1 − cs2 − (2(k − 1) + r − 4c)ŝ2 − 4ŝ3
2
(10)
Summing the two equations above, we get:
((k − r)2 + (k − c)2 + (r − c)2 )[Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ] =
2s1 − 2(k − 1 + r − 2c)ŝ2 − 2(k − 1 + c − 2r)s2 − 4(s3 + ŝ3 )

(11)

Proof. We prove the first statement. The second one can be obtained by switching the role
of columns and rows. Consider s∗1 , and let
0

0

∗
∗
∗
∗
Xi,i0 ,j,j 0 := δ {i,i },{j,j } [Srow
∆{i, i0 }, Scol
∆{j, j 0 }][Trow
∆{i, i0 }, Tcol
∆{j, j 0 }].
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By Claim 16 and Claim 17, any nonzero term Xi,i0 ,j,j 0 in s∗1 must belong to one of the
following cases:
1. i ∈ [r], i0 = k + i, j 6∈ [c], j 0 6∈ {k + 1, · · · , k + c} : Note that j ∈ Scol \ Tcol , j 0 ∈ Tcol \ Scol .
0
0
0
Obviously δ {i,i },{j,j } = δ ∅,{j,j } .
Since rows k + i and i are identical,
∗
∗
∗
∗
[Srow
∆{i, i0 }, Scol
∆{j, j 0 }] = (−1)k+i [Srow
, Scol
∆{j, j 0 }] = (−1)k+i [Srow , Scol ∆{j, j 0 }],

and
∗
∗
∗
∗
[Trow
∆{i, i0 }, Tcol
∆{j, j 0 }] = (−1)1+i [Trow
, Tcol
∆{j, j 0 }] = (−1)1+i+c [Trow , Tcol ∆{j, j 0 }].

Therefore,
0

Xi,i0 ,j,j 0 = (−1)k−c+1 δ ∅,{j,j } [Srow , Scol ∆{j, j 0 }][Trow , Tcol {j, j 0 }].
2. j ∈ [c], j 0 = k + j, i 6∈ [r], i0 6∈ {k + 1, · · · , k + r} : similarly,
0

Xi,i0 ,j,j 0 = (−1)k−r+1 δ {i,i },∅ [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ][Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ].
3. i ∈ [r], j ∈ [c], i0 = k + i, j 0 = k + j: Xi,i0 ,j,j 0 = [Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ].
4. i ∈ Srow \ Trow , i0 ∈ Trow \ Srow , j ∈ j ∈ Scol \ Tcol , j 0 ∈ Tcol \ Scol , then
0

0

∗
∗
∗
∗
Xi,i0 ,j,j 0 = δ {i,i },{j,j } [Srow
∆{i, i0 }, Scol
∆{j, j 0 }][Trow
∆{i, i0 }, Tcol
∆{j, j 0 }]
0

0

= (−1)r+c δ {i,i },{j,j } [Srow ∆{i, i0 }, Scol ∆{j, j 0 }][Trow ∆{i, i0 }, Tcol ∆{j, j 0 }]
We can rewrite
s∗1 = s1 + rc[Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ] − (r ŝ2 + c s2 )
By a similar argument
s∗2 = s2 − r[Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ]
 
r
s∗3 = s3 +
[Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ] − rs2
2
Substitute into Equation (4) we get:
 
r
2
(k − 2(k − 1)r + 4
− rc)[Srow , Scol ][Trow , Tcol ] =
2
s1 − rŝ2 − (2(k − 1) + c − 4r)s2 − 4s3

5.3

J

From the Extended Plücker Relations to Exchange

Armed with the extended Plücker relations, we are now ready to prove Theorem 11.
Proof of Theorem 11. We can permute the rows and columns of A so that Srow , Scol , Trow ,
and Tcol are as in Equation (8), while preserving the absolute value of determinant of minors.
W.l.o.g., we can assume the permutation has already been applied; thus Equation (11) holds.
Let r = |Srow ∩ Trow |, c = |Scol ∩ Tcol |.
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With Ω = (S, T ), we define
E1Ω : = {({i, i0 }, {j, j 0 }) | i ∈ Srow \ Trow , i0 ∈ Trow \ Srow , j ∈ Scol \ Tcol , j 0 ∈ Tcol \ Scol }
E2Ω : = {({i, i0 }, ∅) | i ∈ Srow \ Trow , i0 ∈ Trow \ Srow }
Ê2Ω : = {(∅, {j, j 0 }) | j ∈ Scol \ Tcol , j 0 ∈ Tcol \ Scol }
E3Ω : = {({i, h, i0 , h0 }, ∅) | i, h ∈ Srow \ Trow ; i0 , h0 ∈ Trow \ Srow }
Ê3Ω : = {(∅, {j, `, j 0 , `0 }) | j, ` ∈ Scol \ Tcol ; j 0 , `0 ∈ Tcol \ Scol }

(12)

then E(S, T ) = E1Ω ∪ E2Ω ∪ Ê2Ω ∪ E3Ω ∪ Ê3Ω , where E(Ω) is as defined in Definition 10.
Note that

2

2
k−c
k−r
2
2
2
2
.
|E1 | = (k − r) (k − c) , |E2 | = (k − r) , |Ê2 | = (k − c) , |E3 | =
, |Ê3 | =
2
2
Let γ := max{|det(AS∆U )| · |det(AT ∆U )| | U ∈ E(S, T )}. By the triangle inequality,
|s1 | ≤ |E1 |γ.
A similar inequality holds for s2 , ŝ2 , s3 , ŝ3 .
Consider Equation (11). Let M := (k − r)2 + (k − c)2 + (r − c)2 . By the triangle inequality
and the above observation,
M · [Srow , Scol ] · [Trow , Tcol ]
≤ γ(2|E1 | + |k − 1 + c − 2r| · |E2 | + |k − 1 + r − 2c| · |Ê2 | + 4(|E3 | + |Ê3 |))

≤ γ ((k − r)2 + (k − c)2 )2 + 8k((k − r)2 + (k − c)2 )
≤ M (2k 2 + 8k).
Since S 6= T so M > 0. Dividing both sides by M gives the desired inequality.

6

J

A Crude Approximation Algorithm

In this section we describe a crude approximation algorithm that can be used to provide the
starting point for Algorithm 1. We will formally prove Lemma 8. Our strategy is to appeal
to prior results on simpler variants of determinant maximization. Specifically we use the
following result of Nikolov [17]:1
I Theorem 19 ([17]). There is a polynomial time algorithm
that given a positive semidefinite

matrix B ∈ Rn×n and k ≥ 0, outputs a set S ∈ [n]
that
approximately
maximizes det(BS,S ).
k
The approximation factor of this algorithm is guaranteed to be 2O(k) .
Using Theorem 19, we will provide an algorithm that constructs S0 , a (n + m)O(k) approximation to maxdetk (A) in the general case where k < min{m, n}.
Proof of Lemma 8. Consider the following procedure that outputs S = (Srow , Scol ) ∈ I:
|
m×m
1. Let B := AA
. Note that B is positive semidefinite. Use Theorem 19 to pick
 ∈R
[m]
Srow ∈ k that approximately maximizes |det(BSrow ,Srow )|.

1

We remark that the approximation factor of 2O(k) is not very important, and one can use simpler and
cruder algorithms, such as [20], instead of [17].
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2. Let C := ASrow ,[n] ∈ Rk×n , D := C | C ∈ Rn×n . Use Theorem 19 to pick Scol ∈
approximately maximizes |det(DScol ,Scol )|.

[n]
k



that

We claim that for S = (Srow , Scol ):
(n + m)O(k) · |det(AS )| ≥ max{|det(AT )| | T ∈ I}.
Let T ∈ I denote the indices of the submatrix with the maximum k × k subdeterminant.
Note that BSrow ,Srow = CC | . Thus, by the Cauchy-Binet formula,
X
X
|
det(BSrow ,Srow ) =
det(C[k],Wcol ) det(CW
)=
det(C[k],Wcol )2
col ,[k]
Wcol ∈([n]
k )

=

X

Wcol ∈([n]
k )

det(ASrow ,Wcol )2 ≤

[n]
k

Wcol ∈(

)

X
[n]
k

Wcol ∈(

2O(k) · det(ASrow ,Scol )2
)

= nO(k) · det(ASrow ,Scol )2 .

(13)

Similarly, the Cauchy-Binet formula applied to BTrow ,Trow = ATrow ,[n] (ATrow ,[n] )| gives
X
det(BTrow ,Trow ) =
det(ATrow ,Wcol )2 ≥ det(ATrow ,Tcol )2
(14)
Wcol ∈([n]
k )

Thus,
nO(k) det(ASrow ,Scol )2 ≥ 2O(k) det(BSrow ,Srow ) ≥ det(BTrow ,Trow ) ≥ det(ATrow ,Tcol )2 ,
where the first inequality follows from (13) and the second from definition of Srow .
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Abstract
Given a metric space (F ∪ C, d), we consider star covers of C with balanced loads. A star is a pair
(i, Ci ) where i ∈ F and Ci ⊆ C, and the load of a star is ∑j∈Ci d(i, j). In minimum load k-star cover
problem (MLkSC), one tries to cover the set of clients C using k stars that minimize the maximum
load of a star, and in minimum size star cover (MSSC) one aims to find the minimum number of
stars of load at most T needed to cover C, where T is a given parameter.
We obtain new bicriteria approximations for the two problems using novel rounding algorithms
for their standard LP relaxations. For MLkSC, we find a star cover with (1 + O(ε))k stars and
O(1/ε2 )OPTMLk load where OPTMLk is the optimum load. For MSSC, we find a star cover with
O(1/ε2 )OPTMS stars of load at most (2 + O(ε))T where OPTMS is the optimal number of stars for
the problem. Previously, non-trivial bicriteria approximations were known only when F = C.
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1

Introduction

Facility location (FL) is a family of problems in computer science where the general goal is to
assign a set of clients to a set of facilities under various constraints and optimization criteria.
FL family encompasses many natural clustering problems like k-median and k-means, most
of which are well studied. In this work, we study two relatively less studied FL problems
which we call minimum load k-star cover (MLkSC) and minimum size star cover (MSSC).
The goal of MLkSC is to assign clients to at most k facilities, minimizing the maximum
assignment cost of a facility, while that of MSSC is to find a client-facility assignment with
the minimum number of facilities such that the total assignment cost of each facility is upper
bounded by a given threshold T .
We begin by formally defining the two problems. Let C be a finite set of clients and F be a
finite set of facilities. Let (F ∪ C, d) be a finite metric space where d ∶ (F ∪ C) × (F ∪ C) → R+0
is a distance metric. By a star in (F, C), we mean any tuple (i, Ci ), where i ∈ F and
Ci ⊆ C. We say two stars (i, Ci ) and (h, Ch ) are disjoint if i ≠ h and Ci ∩ Ch = ∅. A star
cover of (F, C) is a finite collection S = {(i1 , Ci1 ), . . . , (i∣S∣ , Ci∣S∣ )} of disjoint stars such that
C = Ci1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ Ci∣S∣ . The size of a star cover S is the number of stars ∣S∣ in the cover. Given a
star cover S, a star (i, Ci ) ∈ S, and a client j ∈ Ci , we say that client j is assigned to facility i
under S and the facility i is serving client j under S. For a star (i, Ci ), the load of facility i
© Buddhima Gamlath and Vadim Grinberg;
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is the sum of pair-wise distances ∑j∈Ci d(i, j) between itself and its clients. The load L(S)
of a star cover S is the load of its maximum load star. I.e., L(S) ∶= max(i,Ci )∈S ∑j∈Ci d(i, j).
For notational convenience, we denote the collection of all star covers of (F, C) by S. Using
the introduced notation, we now define MLkSC and MSSC.
I Definition 1 (Minimum Load k-Star Cover). Given a finite metric space (F ∪ C, d) and
number k ∈ N, the task of minimum load k-star cover problem is to find a star cover of size at
most k that minimizes the load; I.e., find S ∗ ∶= argminS∈S∶∣S∣≤k L(S). We denote the optimal
load L(S ∗ ) by OPTMLk .
I Definition 2 (Minimum Size Star Cover). Given a finite metric space (F ∪ C, d) and a
number T ∈ R+ , the task of minimum size star cover problem is to find a star cover of load at
most T that minimizes the size; I.e., find a star cover S ⋆ ∶= argminS∈S∶L(S)≤T ∣S∣. We denote
the optimal size ∣S ⋆ ∣ by OPTMS .
Even et al. [5] showed that both MLkSC and MSSC are NP-hard for general metrics even
when F = C. Both Even et al. [5] and Arkin et al. [3] studied the problem in F = C setting
and gave constant factor bicriteria approximation algorithms for MLkSC. The latter work
also gave a constant factor approximation algorithm for MSSC in the same setting.
Arkin et al. [3] use k-median clustering and then split the individual clusters that are
too large into several smaller clusters to obtain their approximation guarantees. However,
the splitting of clusters rely on that the clients and facilities are indistinguishable, which
allows one to conveniently choose a new facility for each new partition created in the splitting
process. Meanwhile, the technique of Even et al. [5] is to formulate the problem as an integer
program, round its LP relaxation using minimum make-span rounding techniques, and use
a clustering approach that also relies on F being equal to C to obtain the final bicriteria
approximation guarantees. Both the techniques do not generalize to the case where F ≠ C
unless it is allowed to open the same facility multiple times.
Recently, Ahmadian et al. [1] showed that MLkSC is NP-hard even if we restrict the
metric space to be a line metric. They further gave a PTAS for MLkSC in line metrics and
a quasi-PTAS for the same in tree metrics. However, their techniques are specific to line and
tree metrics, and it is not known whether they can be extended to general metrics.
The main goal of this work is to extend the approach of Even et al. [5] to F ≠ C setting
where any given facility can be opened at most once. To do so, we introduce a novel clustering
technique and an accompanied new algorithm to modify the LP solution before applying the
minimum makespan rounding at the end. This yields the following theorem:
I Theorem 3. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given an instance (F ∪ C, d)
of MLkSC problem and any ε ∈ (0, 1), finds a star cover of (F, C) of size at most (1 + O(ε))k
and load at most O(OPTMLk /ε2 ).
As a complementary result, we also show that the standard LP relaxation has some
inherent limitations. That is, we construct a family of MLkSC instances where the load of
any integral (1 + ε)k-star cover is at least Ω(1/ε) times the optimal value of the standard LP.
With slight modifications to our clustering and rounding techniques, we further obtain
the following theorem on MSSC:
I Theorem 4. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given an instance of MSSC
problem with load parameter T and any ε ∈ (0, 1), finds a star cover of load at most (2+O(ε))T
and size at most O(OPTMS /ε2 ).
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As with MLkSC, we show that the standard LP-relaxation for MSSC also suffers from
inherent limitations; I.e., for any ε > 0, we give an instance of MSSC for which there is a
fractional star cover of load at most T but any integral star cover of that instance has load
at least (2 − ε)T even with all facilities opened.
We end the introduction with a brief section on other related work. In Section 2, we
introduce the LP relaxations of the two problems and provide a more elaborate description
of our techniques. Later in Section 3 and Section 4 we describe the proofs of Theorem 3 and
Theorem 4 in detail. We present the explicit constructions of families of MLkSC and MSSC
that show inherent limitations of the respective standard LP relaxations in Appendix B.

Other Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, Even et al. [5] and Arkin et al. [3] were among the first
to explicitly address close relatives of MLkSC and MSSC problems. Both of their works
considered the problem where one has to cover nodes (or edges) of a graph using a collection
of objects (I.e.,trees or stars). Even et al. considered the problem of minimizing the maximum
cost of an object when the number of objects is fixed, for which they gave a 4-approximation
algorithm. Arkin et al. also studied the same problem and additionally considered paths and
walks as covering objects. They further discussed the MSSC version of the problems where
the goal is to minimize the number of covering objects such that the cost of each object is at
most a given threshold. For min-max tree cover with k trees, Khani and Salavatipour [6]
later improved the approximation guarantee to a factor of three.
In general, many well-known facility location problems have constant factor approximation
guarantees. For example, for uncapacitated facility location, the known best algorithm (Li et
al. [8]) gives an approximation ratio of 1.488. For k-median in general metric spaces, the
current best is 2.675 due to Byrka et al. [4], and for k-means in general metric spaces, it
is (9 + ε) due to Ahmadian et al. [2]. Remarkably, all these results follows from LP based
approaches. A common theme of all these problems is that their objectives are to minimize
a summation of costs. I.e., we minimize the sum of distances from clients to their respective
closest opened facilities, where in uncapacitated facility location problem, we additionally
have the sum of opening costs of the opened facilities. This min-sum style objective is in
contrast with the min-max style objective of minimum star cover problem which makes it
immune to algorithmic approaches that are applicable to other common facility location
counterparts.
As discussed, minimum star cover problems are closely related to minimum makespan
scheduling and the generalized assignment problem. Two most influential literature in this
regard include Lenstra et al. [7] and Shmoys et al. [10].

2

Our Results and Techniques

We start with the LP relaxations of the standard integer program formulations for MLkSC
and MSSC. To make the presentation easier, we first define a polytope SC-LP(T, k) such
that the integral points of SC-LP(T, k) are feasible star covers of load at most T and size at
most k.
For i ∈ F , let variable yi ∈ {0, 1} denote whether i’th facility is opened (I.e., yi = 1 if and
only if there is a star (i, Ci ) in the target star cover), and for (i, j) ∈ F × C, let variable
xij ∈ {0, 1} denote whether j’th client is assigned to facility i (I.e., xij = 1 if and only if j ∈ Ci
where (i, Ci ) is a star in the target star cover). Then the following set of constraints define
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SC-LP(T, k):

∑ d(i, j) ⋅ xij ≤ T ⋅ yi

∀i ∈ F,

(1)

j∈C

∑ yi ≤ k,

(2)

i∈F

∑ xij = 1

∀j ∈ C,

(3)

∀i ∈ F, ∀j ∈ C,

(4)

∀i ∈ F,

(5)

∀i ∈ F, ∀j ∈ C

(6)

∀i ∈ F, ∀j ∈ C ∶ d(i, j) > T.

(7)

i∈F

xij ≤ yi
yi ∈ [0, 1]
xij ∈ [0, 1]
xij = 0

(SC-LP(T, k))

Here, Constraint (1) ensures that the load of an opened facility i ∈ F is at most T , while
Constraint (2) limits the maximum number of opened facilities to k. Constraint (3) and
Constraint (4) ensure that each client is fully assigned and they are only assigned to opened
facilities. Finally Constraint (5) and Constraint (6) ensures that the only integral values
of xij ’s and yi ’s are 0 or 1, while Constraint (7) essentially removes any (i, j) pair from
consideration if the distance between them is larger than T .
Note that we can now define the LP for MLkSC as
Minimize T such that SC-LP(T, k) is feasible,

(MLkSC-LP)

where one can find the minimum such T using the standard binary search technique. Similarly,
the LP for MSSC can be stated as
Minimize k such that SC-LP(T, k) is feasible.

(MSSC-LP)

Recall that k is part of the MLkSC input and T is a part of the MSSC input.
For an arbitrary (not necessarily feasible) solution (x, y) to SC-LP(T, k), for i ∈ F
let L(i, x) denote the fractional load of facility i with respect to the assignment x, I.e.,
L(i, x) ∶= ∑j∈C d(i, j)xij . A solution (x, y) to SC-LP(T, k) is called (α, β)-approximate, if
for every i ∈ F , L(i, x) ≤ αT yi , and ∑i∈F yi ≤ βk. The proofs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4
immediately follow from the two theorems on rounding feasible solutions of SC-LP presented
below:
I Theorem 5. There exists a polynomial time rounding algorithm that, given a feasible
solution (x∗ , y ∗ ) to SC-LP(T, k) and any ε ∈ (0, 1), outputs an integral (O(1/ε2 ), 1 + O(ε))approximate solution to SC-LP(T, k).
Proof of Theorem 3. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be given. Using standard binary search approach, we
can guess the value T ∗ , such that OPTMLk ≤ T ∗ ≤ 2OPTMLk , by solving MLkSC-LP multiple
times for different values of T ∗ and either finding a feasible fractional solution of load at
most T ∗ , or determining that no such solution exists. Let (x∗ , y ∗ ) be the corresponding
fractional solution to MLkSC-LP. Observe that (x∗ , y ∗ ) is a feasible solution to SC-LP(T ∗ , k).
By Theorem 5, we can round (x∗ , y ∗ ) to an integral solution (ẋ, ẏ), which opens at most
(1 + O(ε))k facilities and achieves maximum load at most O(1/ε2 )T ∗ , and it will take
polynomial time. Therefore, (ẋ, ẏ) will be an integral solution to MLkSC-LP with opening
at most (1 + O(ε))k and maximum load at most O(1/ε2 )OPTMLk .
J
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I Theorem 6. There exists a polynomial time rounding algorithm that, given a feasible
solution (x∗ , y ∗ ) to SC-LP(T, k) and any ε ∈ (0, 1), outputs an integral (2 + O(ε), O(1/ε2 ))approximate solution to SC-LP(T, k).
The proof of Theorem 4 using Theorem 6 is just the same as the proof of Theorem 3 using
Theorem 5, omitting the binary search part (as we optimize over k instead of T ).
Note that MLkSC-LP closely resembles the LP used in minimum make-span rounding
by Lenstra et al. [7]. In fact, for the case where we do not have a restriction on number of
opened facilities, we can assume yi = 1 for all i ∈ F , and the LP reduces to the minimum
make-span problem, yielding a 2-approximation algorithm. The main difficulty here is to
figure out which facilities to open. Once we have an integral opening of facilities, we can
still use minimum make-span rounding at a loss of only a factor 2 in the guarantee for
minimum load. Thus, our algorithm for MLkSC essentially transforms the initial solution
for MLkSC-LP via a series of steps to a solution with integral openings, I.e., yi ∈ {0, 1} for
all i ∈ F , and fractional assignments, without violating Constraint 1 by too much.
When we fully open (I.e., set yi = 1) some facilities in the solution, inevitably, we have to
close down (set yi = 0) some other partially opened facilities, which requires redistributing
their assigned clients’ demand to the opened ones. This process is called rerouting and
is a well-known technique in rounding facility-location-like problems. However, instead of
bounding the total load of all facilities, our problem requires bounding each L(i, x) for i ∈ F
separately, and consequently, many facility-location rounding algorithms which use rerouting
fail to produce a good solution.
Let x○ be the solution we obtain from x after rerouting facility i to facility h. Using
triangle inequality d(h, j) ≤ d(h, i) + d(i, j) for j ∈ C, we bound L(h, x○ ), the new load of h:
L(h, x○ ) ≤ L(h, x) + L(i, x) + d(h, i) ∑ xij .
j∈C

If both L(h, x) and L(i, x) were initially O(T ), the new load of h will also be O(T ) if and
only if the value d(h, i) ∑j∈C xij ≤ d(h, i)∣N (i)∣ is also at most O(T ) (here N (i) is the set of
all clients partially served by i). However, if d(h, i)∣N (i)∣ is large for all other facilities h, a
good alternative to rerouting is to open i integrally and assign every client in N (i) to i. We
call such facilities heavy facilities. There is still an issue if the integral load ∑j∈N (i) d(i, j) is
too large compared to T , but we show that we can prevent having too large integral loads in
heavy facilities by preceding the rerouting step with additional filtering and preprocessing
steps. The filtering step blows-up the load constraint by a (1 + ε) factor while ensuring that
no client is fractionally assigned to far away facilities. The preprocessing step uses techniques
similar to those of minimum make-span rounding by Lenstra et al. [7] to ensure that any
non-zero fractional assignment xij to a facility i is at least a constant factor times its opening
yi , while slightly relaxing other constraints.
Once we identify the heavy facilities, we cluster the remaining, non-heavy facilities, and
choose which ones should be opened based on the clustering. Then we redistribute the
assignments of the remaining facilities to those that were opened. Using the properties of
the preprocessed solution and the clustering, and using the fact that none of the non-opened
facilities are heavy, we show that the resulting fractional assignment satisfies the constraints
up to an O(1/ε2 ) factor violation of load constraints. Hence, the algorithmic result of
Theorem 5 follows from the minimum make-span rounding of Lenstra et al. [7], which gives
us an integral assignment with maximum load increased at most by another factor of 2
The algorithm for MSSC problem, on a high level, resembles that for MLkSC: We first
alter the solution of MSSC-LP to have integral yi ’s and fractional xij ’s, allowing the total
opening ∑i∈F yi to be at most O(1/ε2 ) factor larger than the value of MSSC-LP, and then
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use minimum make-span rounding of Lenstra et al. [7] to obtain the final solution. However,
since make-span rounding guarantees only a factor 2 violation in the load constraint, we need
to make sure that our modified solution with integral openings and fractional assignments
introduces only small error in load constraints. Namely, to ensure that the final solution
satisfies (2 + O(ε))T maximum load, before applying the minimum make-span rounding, all
the loads must be at most (1 + O(ε))T . We ensure this by re-arranging the steps of the
algorithm for MLkSC and carefully choosing parameters.

3

(O(1/ε2 ), 1 + O(ε))-approximation to SC(T, k)

In this section, we show how to convert a (feasible) fractional solution (x, y) of SC-LP in
to a (O(1/ε2 ), 1 + O(ε))-approximate solution with integral y values. This together with
minimum make-span rounding scheme by Lenstra et al. [7] proves Theorem 5.

3.1

Preprocessing and filtering

Suppose that for each (i, j) ∈ F × C we either have xij = 0 or xij ≥ γyi for constant γ ∈ (0, 1).
Then, if L(i, x) = ∑j∈C d(i, j)xij ≤ νT yi for some constant ν ≥ 1, we have ∑j∈N (i) d(i, j) ≤ γν T .
Therefore, if we open i integrally and assign all N (i) to i, the resulting load of i will be
O(T ). Even though we cannot guarantee the property above for every solution (x, y) to
SC-LP(T, k), we can modify (x, y) so that all non-zero assignments xij satisfy xij ≥ γyi for
some constant γ ∈ (0, 1) at the expense of slightly relaxing other constraints of SC-LP. This
is exactly the statement of the preprocessing theorem.
I Theorem 7 (Preprocessing). Let (x, y) be such that, for all i ∈ F , L(i, x) ≤ µT yi for some
constant µ ≥ 1 and all other constraints of SC-LP(T, k) on variables x are satisfied. There
exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given such solution (x, y) and a constant γ ∈ (0, 1),
finds a solution (x′ , y ′ ) such that
1. y ′ = y, and if xij = 0, then x′ij = 0;
2. for every (i, j) ∈ F × C, yi′ ≥ x′ij , and if x′ij > 0, then x′ij ≥ γyi′ ;
3. for every j ∈ C, 1 ≥ ∑i∈F x′ij ≥ 1 − γ;
4. for every i ∈ F , L(i, x′ ) ≤ (µ + 2 − γ)T yi′ .
That is to say, we can guarantee the property {xij > 0 ⇐⇒ xij ≥ γyi } by loosing at most γ
portion of each client’s demand and slightly increasing each facility’s load. Loosing a factor
of γ demand is affordable for our purposes, as one can meet the demand constraint by scaling
each xij by a factor of at most 1/(1 − γ). Since γ is a constant, this would blow up the load
constraint only by an additional constant factor. The proof of Theorem 7 is rather technical
and is given in Appendix A.
We now present our rounding algorithm step by step. Let (x, y) be a feasible fractional
solution to SC-LP(T, k) and let ε ∈ (0, 1). By (ẋ, ẏ) we denote the final rounded solution
with integral ẏ and fractional ẋ.
I Definition 8. For j ∈ C, let D(j) ∶= ∑i∈F d(i, j)xij , the average facility distance to j.
Let ρ ∶= 1+ε
. By applying the well-known filtering technique of Lin and Vitter [9] to (x, y),
ε
we construct a new solution (x̂, ŷ), such that ∑i∈F ŷi ≤ (1 + ε)k, L(i, x̂) ≤ (1 + ε)T ŷi for all
i ∈ F , and for every i, j, x̂ij ≤ ŷi and if x̂ij > 0, then d(i, j) ≤ ρD(j). Applying Theorem 7 to
(x̂, ŷ), we obtain solution (x′ , y ′ ) such that
1. ∑i∈F yi′ ≤ (1 + ε)k,
2. for all (i, j), yi′ ≥ x′ij , and if x′ij > 0, then x′ij ≥ γyi′ and d(i, j) ≤ ρD(j),
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3. for every j ∈ C, 1 ≥ ∑i∈F x′ij ≥ 1 − γ, and
4. for every i ∈ F , L(i, x′ ) ≤ (µ + 2 − γ)T yi′ = νT yi′ .
Here ν ∶= (µ + 2 − γ) is a new load bound. We choose µ ∶= 1 + ε and γ ∶= ε/(1 + ε), but will
keep the parameters unsubstituted, for convenience. It is easy to see from the bounds above
that for every j ∈ C, ∑i∈F ∶x′ij >0 yi′ ≥ 1/(1 + ε).

3.2

Opening heavy facilities

We now give an algorithm to choose heavy facilities based on (x′ , y ′ ).
I Definition 9. For subsets F ′ ⊆ F , C ′ ⊆ C, for i ∈ F ′ denote N ′ (i) ∶= {j ∈ C ′ ∶ x′ij > 0}, and
for j ∈ C ′ denote N ′ (j) ∶= {i ∈ F ′ ∶ x′ij > 0}.
The algorithm internally maintains two subsets F ′ ⊆ F and C ′ ⊆ C. Notice that N ′ changes
as the algorithm modifies F ′ and C ′ .
I Definition 10. A facility i ∈ F ′ is λ-heavy for λ > 0, if ∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) > λT .
Algorithm 1 opens all λ-heavy facilities for the given value of λ. It starts with F ′ = F and
C ′ = C and scans F ′ for λ-heavy facilities. It fully opens every λ-heavy facility i ∈ F ′ and
assigns all N ′ (i) integrally to i. Then, it discards i from F ′ and N ′ (i) from C ′ , and continues
until all facilities are processed.
Algorithm 1 Opening Heavy Facilities.

Input: A solution (x′ , y ′ ), λ > 0.
Output: Partial solution (ẋ, ẏ), sets F ′ , C ′ , such that ∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) ≤ λT , ∀i ∈ F ′ .
1: Initialize F ′ ← F , C ′ ← C
2: for i ∈ F ′ do
3:
if ∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) > λT then
4:
Initialize C(i) ← N ′ (i)
5:
F ′ ← F ′ ∖ {i}, ẏi ← 1
6:
for j ∈ C(i) do
7:
C ′ ← C ′ ∖ {j}, ẋij ← 1
8:
for h ∈ F ∖ {i} do ẋhj ← 0
return (ẋ, ẏ), F ′ , C ′ .
Since for each h ∈ F ′ we may discard some clients from N ′ (h) after every step, facilities
that were λ-heavy might become non-λ-heavy under updated F ′ and C ′ . Lemma 11 shows
that this procedure does not open too many facilities and that the load of opened facilities
does not exceed T by too much.
I Lemma 11. Let F ′ , C ′ be the sets returned by Algorithm 1. Then ∣F ∖ F ′ ∣ ≤ k/λ, and for
each facility i ∈ F ∖ F ′ , L(i, ẋ) ≤ γν T .
Proof. The set F ∖ F ′ is exactly the set of facilities integrally opened during Algorithm 1.
For i ∈ F ∖ F ′ , set C(i) in Algorithm 1 is exactly the set of clients, integrally assigned to
i by the algorithm. Observe that for every i, h ∈ F ∖ F ′ , i ≠ h, the sets C(i) and C(h) are
disjoint. Hence, by feasibility of (x, y),
∣F ∖ F ′ ∣ ⋅ λT < ∑

∑ D(j) ≤ ∑ D(j) = ∑ ∑ d(i, j)xij ≤ ∑ T yi ≤ T k

i∈F ∖F ′ j∈C(i)

j∈C

j∈C i∈F

i∈F

Tk
and ∣F ∖ F ′ ∣ < λT
= λk . Next, by the properties of solution (x′ , y ′ ), νT yi′ ≥ ∑j∈C(i) d(i, j)x′ij ≥
γyi′ ∑j∈C(i) d(i, j), implying L(i, ẋ) = ∑j∈C(i) d(i, j) ≤ γν T .
J
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We apply Algorithm 1 with λ ∶= 1/ε, and by Lemma 11 this opens at most εk additional
T = O(T /ε). For the
facilities. The load of each opened facility is at most γν T = (1+ε)(µ+2−γ)
ε
returned sets F ′ and C ′ , ∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) ≤ T /ε for all i ∈ F ′ . Moreover, since j ∈ C ′ if and
only if j was not served by any λ-heavy facility (which got opened), for all j ∈ C ′ we have
∑i∈N ′ (j) yi′ = ∑i∈F ∶x′ij >0 yi′ ≥ 1/(1 + ε). Facilities in F ∖ F ′ are all integral, and it remains to
find the integral opening among facilities in F ′ .
As discussed earlier, if we reroute i ∈ F ′ to h ∈ F ′ , to guarantee a good approximation
we have to bound the term d(h, i)∣N ′ (i)∣. Observe that ∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) is an upper bound for
∣N ′ (i)∣ minj∈N ′ (i) D(j). Therefore, to get a good bound, we need to choose h for i so that
d(h, i) is at most some constant times minj∈N ′ (i) D(j). This requires some sophisticated
clustering technique and a wise choice of facility h for every such i.

3.3

Clustering

To create an integral opening over F ′ , we partition F ′ into disjoint clusters, open some
facilities in every cluster and reroute the closed ones into opened ones within the same cluster.
Our goal is to cluster F ′ so that, if i and h belong to the same cluster and we reroute h to i,
d(h, i) ≤ O(minj∈N ′ (i) D(j)). Classic clustering approaches for facility-location-like problems
do not work, and to achieve this bound we are required to design a novel approach.
Let C ⊆ C ′ be the set of cluster centers. For every j ∈ C, let F ′ (j) ⊆ F ′ be the set of
facilities belonging to the cluster centered at j, for i ∈ F ′ let C(i) be the center of the cluster
i belongs to (I.e., i ∈ F ′ (j) ⇐⇒ C(i) = j). Figure 1 visualizes the clustering procedure and
Algorithm 2 gives its pseudocode. Below we explain each step of the algorithm in detail.
Algorithm 2 Clustering.

Input: Solution (x′ , y ′ ), sets F ′ and C ′ .
Output: Centers C ⊆ C ′ and disjoint clusters F ′ (s) for every s ∈ C, ∪s∈C F ′ (s) = F ′ .
1: Initialize C ← ∅, sort j ∈ C ′ by the values of D(j) in ascending order
2: for j ∈ C ′ do
3:
if ∀s ∈ C ∶ d(s, j) > 2ρD(j) then
4:
C ← C ∪ {j}
5: For all s ∈ C, initialize F ′ (s) ← ∅
6: for i ∈ F ′ do
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

if ∃s ∈ C ∶ i ∈ N ′ (s) then
C(i) ← s, F ′ (s) ← F ′ (s) ∪ {i}
else
Let j ∶= argminr∈N ′ (i) D(r)
Take s ∈ C, such that D(s) ≤ D(j), d(s, j) ≤ 2ρD(j)
C(i) ← s, F ′ (s) ← F ′ (s) ∪ {i}
return C, F ′ (s) for s ∈ C.

The clustering procedure works as follows. First, we form cluster centers C by scanning
j ∈ C ′ in ascending order of D(j) and adding j to C only if there are no other centers
in C within the distance 2ρD(j) from j. Having determined C, we add facilities from F ′
to different clusters. Most classical clustering approaches would put i into F ′ (s), if s is
closest to i among C. Our approach is different: if i ∈ F ′ is serving some s ∈ C, we add
i ∈ F ′ (s) regardless the distance d(i, s). Otherwise, we consider j ∈ N ′ (i) with minimum
D(j) (j is not a cluster center), take s ∈ C that prevented j from becoming a center, and
add i to F ′ (s). One can easily check that, after Algorithm 2 finishes, for any s, v ∈ C,
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N ′ (j)

N ′ (v)

i

w
v

u

N ′ (s)

j

s

h
D(v) ≤ D(j) ≤ D(s)

Figure 1 Here, v, j, s ∈ C ′ , v, s ∈ C, j ∉ C, u, w, h, i ∈ F ′ . The bold arrow → shows that a facility
belongs to the cluster centered at that client, the dashed arrow ⇢ shows that a particular client has
minimum average distance among all clients served by a facility.

s ≠ v, d(s, v) > 2ρ max (D(s), D(v)), and as a result N ′ (s) and N ′ (v), as well as F ′ (s)
and F ′ (v) are disjoint. Also, for every j ∉ C there exists s ∈ C such that D(s) ≤ D(j) and
d(s, j) ≤ 2ρD(j), simply by construction of the algorithm. Algorithm 2 allows us to obtain
an upper bound on the distance between a facility an its cluster center, represented in terms
of minimum average distance of the client served by this facility.
I Lemma 12. Let i ∈ F ′ , let j = argminr∈N ′ (i) D(r). Then d(i, C(i)) ≤ 3ρD(j).
Proof. Let C(i) = s. There are two cases to distinguish.
i ∉ N ′ (s) (this case is shown by clients j, v and facility h in Figure 1). By construction
of Algorithm 2, client s is exactly the one that prevented j from becoming a cluster
center, therefore D(s) ≤ D(j) and d(j, s) ≤ 2ρD(j). Thus, by triangle inequality d(i, s) ≤
d(i, j) + d(j, s) ≤ ρD(j) + 2ρD(j) = 3ρD(j).
i ∈ N ′ (s). Then D(j) = minr∈N ′ (i) D(r) ≤ D(s). If s = j or D(s) = D(j), then d(i, s) ≤
ρD(j) automatically. Suppose that s ≠ j, and D(j) < D(s), then j ∉ C, as s ∈ C and
i ∈ N ′ (j) ∩ N ′ (s) (this case is shown by clients j, s and facility i in Figure 1). Hence,
there exists some s′ ∈ C that prevented j from becoming a cluster center, so D(s′ ) ≤ D(j)
and d(s′ , j) ≤ 2ρD(j). It is easy to see that D(j) must be strictly greater than zero, and
since both s and s′ are cluster centers, d(s′ , s) > 2ρD(s). So, by triangle inequality,
2ρD(s) < d(s′ , s) ≤ d(s′ , j) + d(i, j) + d(i, s) ≤ 2ρD(j) + ρD(j) + ρD(s),
implying 2ρD(s) ≤ 3ρD(j) + ρD(s) and D(s) ≤ 3D(j). Since i ∈ N ′ (s), it immediately
follows that d(i, s) ≤ ρD(s) ≤ 3ρD(j).
J
By applying the triangle inequality once more, we get the desired upper bound on the
distances between any two facilities within the same cluster.
I Corollary 13. Let i, h ∈ F ′ , such that C(i) = C(h). Let j = argminr∈N ′ (i) D(r) and
v = argminl∈N ′ (h) D(l). Then d(i, h) ≤ 6ρ max (D(j), D(v)).
Another useful observation is that ∑i∈F ′ (s) yi′ ≥ 1/(1 + ε) for every cluster center s ∈ C. It
follows from N ′ (s) ⊆ F ′ (s) and ∑i∈N ′ (s) yi′ ≥ 1/(1 + ε).

3.4

Rerouting

The last part of our rounding algorithm is opening some facilities in every cluster and
rerouting the closed ones. For s ∈ C we open ⌊(1 + ε) ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ⌋ facilities in cluster F ′ (s),
prioritizing facilities i with minimum values of minr∈N ′ (i) D(r). Since ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ≥ 1/(1 + ε),
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we will open at least one facility in every cluster F ′ (s) for s ∈ C. Then, the demand of each
closed facility in F ′ (s) is redistributed at an equal fraction between all the opened ones in
F ′ (s), I.e. we reroute it to all opened facilities in F ′ (s). This gives us an integral opening ẏ
over facilities in F ′ and a fractional assignment ẋ over clients in C ′ .
Lemma 14 shows that by opening ∣Ks ∣ = ⌊(1 + ε) ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ⌋ facilities in cluster F ′ (s)
and rerouting all closed facilities in F ′ (s), we open at most (1 + 3ε)k facilities in total, and
the load of every opened facility in F ′ exceeds T at most by a constant factor.
Algorithm 3 Rerouting.

Input: Solution (x′ , y ′ ), cluster centers C and clusters F ′ (s) for s ∈ C.
Output: Solution (ẋ, ẏ), sets of opened facilities Ks for s ∈ C.
1: for s ∈ C do
2:
Initialize Ks ← ∅
3:
Sort i ∈ F ′ (s) in ascending order of minr∈N ′ (i) D(r)
4:
for i ∈ F ′ (s) do
5:
if yi′ = 0 then
6:
ẏi ← 0
7:
else if ∣Ks ∣ + 1 ≤ ⌊(1 + ε) ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ⌋ then
8:
Ks ← Ks ∪ {i}, ẏi ← 1
9:
for j ∈ N ′ (i) do ẋij ← x′ij
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

else
ẏi ← 0
for r ∈ N ′ (i) do
ẋir ← 0
for h ∈ Ks do
ẋhr ← ẋhr + x′ir /∣Ks ∣
return (ẋ, ẏ), Ks for s ∈ C.

I Lemma 14. After Algorithm 3, for every facility h ∈ F ′ , ẏh = 1: L(h, ẋ) ≤ 3(ν + 4ρλ)T .
Moreover, ∑h∈F ′ ẏh ≤ (1 + 3ε)k.
Proof. Since for every s ∈ C we have ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ≥ 1/(1 + ε), ⌊(1 + ε) ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ⌋ ≥ 1 and
∣Ks ∣ ≥ 1. After filtering and preprocessing steps, ∑u∈F ′ yu′ ≤ (1 + ε)k, so
∑ ẏh = ∑ ∑ ẏh ≤ (1 + ε) ∑
h∈F ′

s∈C h∈Ks

′
′
2
∑ yu = (1 + ε) ∑ yu ≤ (1 + ε) k ≤ (1 + 3ε)k.

s∈C u∈F ′ (s)

u∈F ′

Next, let h ∈ F ′ , ẏh = 1, and let C(h) = s. Take i ∈ F ′ (s) that was closed by Algorithm 3.
The demand of every r ∈ N ′ (i) served by i gets split between all opened facilities from Ks at
an equal fraction. So, after we reroute i into h, the additional load of h is
∑ d(h, r)

r∈N ′ (i)

x′ir
1
d(h, i)
′
′
≤
∑ d(i, r)xir +
∑ x .
∣Ks ∣ ∣Ks ∣ r∈N ′ (i)
∣Ks ∣ r∈N ′ (i) ir

Recall that ∑r∈N ′ (i) d(i, r)x′ir = L(i, x′ ) ≤ νT yi′ . Let v = argminl∈N ′ (h) D(l) and j =
argminr∈N ′ (i) D(r). Since h was opened, and i was closed, D(v) ≤ D(j), and by Corollary 13 d(h, i) ≤ 6ρD(j). Hence, the additional load of h is at most
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νT yi′ 6ρD(j)
1
d(h, i)
′
′
′
+
∑ d(i, r)xir +
∑ xir ≤
∑ x ≤
∣Ks ∣ r∈N ′ (i)
∣Ks ∣ r∈N ′ (i)
∣Ks ∣
∣Ks ∣ r∈N ′ (i) ir
≤

νT yi′ 6ρD(j)
y′
′
′
+
∑ yi = i (νT + 6ρ ⋅ ∣N (i)∣D(j)) ≤
∣Ks ∣
∣Ks ∣ r∈N ′ (i)
∣Ks ∣
≤

y′
yi′
(νT + 6ρ ⋅ λT ) = i (ν + 6ρλ)T.
∣Ks ∣
∣Ks ∣

We used the bound ∣N ′ (i)∣ minr∈N ′ (i) D(r) ≤ ∑r∈N ′ (i) D(r) ≤ λT for non-λ-heavy facilities.
Hence, the total additional load of h, gained after rerouting all closed facilities i ∈ F ′ (s) ∖ Ks
in its cluster, is at most
∑

∑ d(h, r)

i∈F ′ (s)∖Ks r∈N ′ (i)

= (ν + 6ρλ)T ⋅

yi′
x′ir
≤
(ν + 6ρλ)T =
∑
∣Ks ∣ i∈F ′ (s)∖Ks ∣Ks ∣

(1 + ε) ∑i∈F ′ (s) yi′
∑i∈F ′ (s)∖Ks yi′
≤
(ν
+
6ρλ)T
⋅
≤
⌊(1 + ε) ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ⌋
⌊(1 + ε) ∑u∈F ′ (s) yu′ ⌋
≤ (2ν + 12ρλ)T.

The load of h before rerouting was L(h, x′ ) ≤ νT yh′ ≤ νT , so after Algorithm 3 the total load
of facility h is L(h, ẋ) ≤ 3(ν + 4ρλ)T . This holds for every h ∈ Ks and every center s ∈ C. J
Now we are ready to complete the analysis of the rounding algorithm.
Proof of Theorem 5. We claim that, having completed all the intermediate steps from
filtering and up to Algorithm 3 included, with parameter values ρ = 1+ε
, γ = ε/(1 + ε) and
ε
λ = 1/ε, for the resulting solution (ẋ, ẏ) it holds:
1. ẏ is integral, and ∑i∈F ẏi ≤ (1 + 4ε)k;
2. for every j ∈ C, 1 ≥ ∑i∈F ẋij ≥ 1/(1 + ε), and if j ∈ C ∖ C ′ , ∑i∈F ẋij = 1;
) T ẏi .
3. for every i ∈ F , L(i, ẋ) ≤ 12 (1 + 1+ε
ε2
By Lemma 11, Algorithm 1 could open additional εk facilities, so ∑i∈F ∖F ′ ẏi ≤ εk. By
Lemma 14, ∑h∈F ′ ẏh ≤ (1 + 3ε)k. This gives us total opening ∑i∈F ẏi ≤ (1 + 4ε)k.
Next, take j ∈ C. If j was serving some λ-heavy facility i, then j ∈ C ∖ C ′ , and Algorithm 1
sets ẋij = 1 and ẋhj = 0 for all other facilities h ≠ i. If j did not serve any λ-heavy facility,
then j ∈ C ′ , and we get 1 ≥ ∑i∈F ẋij = ∑i∈F x′ij ≥ 1/(1 + ε) after rerouting.
Finally, if i ∈ F was λ-heavy, by Lemma 11 L(i, ẋ) ≤ γν T ≤ 4ε T ẏi . Let i be non-λ-heavy,
I.e. i ∈ F ′ . If ẏi = 0, I.e. i is closed, then Algorithm 3 assures that L(i, ẋ) = 0. If ẏi = 1, then
) T ẏi = 12 (1 + 1+ε
) T ẏi .
by Lemma 14 we have L(i, ẋ) ≤ 3(ν + 4ρλ)T ≤ 3 (4 + 4 1+ε
ε2
ε2
′
′
For every (i, j) ∈ F × C , we multiply the assignment variables ẋij by 1/ (∑i∈F ẋij ). Since
∑i∈F ẋij ≥ 1/(1 + ε), the load of every opened facility in F ′ gets increased at most by a factor
) T for all j ∈ C, i ∈ F .
of 1 + ε ≤ 2. After this change, ∑i∈F ẋij = 1 and L(i, ẋ) ≤ 24 (1 + 1+ε
ε2
The solution (ẋ, ẏ) has integral opening ẏ, and every client j ∈ C is served fully (I.e.
∑i∈F ẋij = 1). By applying minimum makespan rounding algorithm [7], we get an integral
assignment with respect to facilities opened in ẏ, sacrificing another factor of 2 in approxim) , 1 + 4ε)-approximate solution to SC(T, k) problem, and the
ation. We obtain a (48 (1 + 1+ε
ε2
whole algorithm clearly runs in polynomial-time.
J
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(2 + O(ε), O(1/ε2 ))-approximation to SC(T, k)

4

Similar to the (O(1/ε2 ), 1+O(ε))-approximation to SC(T, k), our goal is, given some solution
(x, y) to SC-LP(T, k), find an integral opening ẏ and fractional assignment ẋ, and then apply
minimum makespan rounding [7], which will prove Theorem 6. However, this time we need
to assure that L(i, ẋ) ≤ (1 + O(ε))T for every i ∈ F . To achieve this, we use the same steps,
applied in different order and with different values of parameters.

4.1

Preprocessing and opening heavy facilities

Let (x, y) be a feasible fractional solution to SC-LP(T, k), and let ε ∈ (0, 1). Straightahead,
we apply preprocessing algorithm from Theorem 7 to (x, y) with parameters µ = 1 and
1
γ = 1+ε
. This will give us a solution (x′ , y ′ ) such that
1. y ′ = y, and ∑i∈F yi′ ≤ k,
2. for all (i, j) ∈ F × C, yi′ ≥ x′ij and if x′ij > 0 then x′ij ≥ γyi′ = yi′ /(1 + ε),
3. for every j ∈ C, 1 ≥ ∑i∈F x′ij ≥ 1 − γ = ε/(1 + ε), and
ε
)T yi′ = νT yi′ .
4. for every i ∈ F , L(i, x′ ) ≤ (µ + 2 − γ)T yi′ = (2 + 1+ε
In this algorithm, we overuse the notation and define D(j) with respect to assignment x′ .
I Definition 15. For j ∈ C, let D(j) ∶= ∑i∈F d(i, j)x′ij , the average facility distance to j.
The definitions of N ′ (i), N ′ (j) for i ∈ F ′ , j ∈ C ′ , given F ′ ⊆ F and C ′ ⊆ C, are the same.
I Definition 16. For F ′ ⊆ F , C ′ ⊆ C, let N ′ (i) ∶= {j ∈ C ′ ∶ x′ij > 0}, N ′ (j) ∶= {i ∈ F ′ ∶ x′ij > 0}.
I Definition 17. A facility i ∈ F ′ is λ-heavy for λ > 0, if ∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) > λT .
We apply Algorithm 1 to solution (x′ , y ′ ) with λ ∶= ε2 /15. Observe that ∑j∈C D(j) =
∑i∈F ∑j∈C d(i, j)x′ij ≤ ∑i∈F νT yi′ ≤ νT k. Hence, using a similar analysis as in Lemma 11, we
open at most λν k = O(k/ε2 ) additional facilities, and the load of every opened facility is at
ε
) T = (2 + 3ε)T .
most γν T = (1 + ε) (2 + 1+ε
For the returned sets F ′ and C ′ , ∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) ≤ λT = ε2 T /15, for every i ∈ F ′ . As before,
it remains to find the integral opening among facilities in F ′ . However, there may be clients
j ∈ C ′ , for which preprocessing step might have dropped a very huge portion of their demand,
as the best bound we have is ∑i∈F ′ x′ij ≥ ε/(1 + ε). Just for the same reason, the opening
∑i∈N ′ (j) yi′ may be too small for some clients j ∈ C ′ , so we cannot apply the clustering and
rerouting steps to solution (x′ , y ′ ), as we did in Section 3, without loosing a lot in both
approximation factors, we even do not have any distance upper bounds. We are going to
handle these issues by applying a specific filtering step to (x′ , y ′ ), bounding distances between
facilities and clients they serve, as well retrieving the lost demand of every client in C ′ .

4.2

Filtering

We apply filtering to the restriction of (x′ , y ′ ) on F ′ × C ′ , however, the filtering process will
be quite different from [9] (the analysis though is similar). We will rely a lot on the fact that
we now operate with non-λ-heavy facilities only.
I Definition 18. Let ρ ∶=

(1+ε)2
.
ε2

For every j ∈ C define Fj′ ∶= {i ∈ F ′ ∶ d(i, j) ≤ ρD(j)}.

I Lemma 19. For every j ∈ C ′ , ∑i∈Fj′ x′ij ≥ 1/(ρε) = ε/(1 + ε)2 .
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Proof. Every j ∈ C ′ was served by F ′ only, therefore D(j) = ∑i∈F ′ d(i, j)x′ij . Observe that
at most a portion of 1/ρ demand of j can be served by facilities not in Fj′ . Otherwise,
D(j) = ∑ d(i, j)x′ij ≥
i∈F ′

∑

i∈F ′ ∖Fj′

d(i, j)x′ij ≥ ρD(j)

∑

i∈F ′ ∖Fj′

x′ij > ρD(j) ⋅

1
= D(j),
ρ

a contradiction. Hence, ∑i∈F ′ ∖Fj′ x′ij ≤ 1/ρ. Since ∑i∈F ′ x′ij ≥ ε/(1 + ε) for all j ∈ C ′ , we have
′
′
∑ xij = ∑ xij −
i∈F ′

i∈Fj′

∑

i∈F ′ ∖Fj′

x′ij ≥

ε
ε2
ε
1
−
=
= .
2
2
1 + ε (1 + ε)
(1 + ε)
ρε

J

We construct a new solution (x̂, ŷ) as follows:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪0,
x̂ij = ⎨ x′ij
⎪
′ ,
⎪
⎪
⎩ ∑i∈Fj′ xij

for all (i, j) ∈ F ′ × C ′ ,

i ∉ Fj′ ;
i ∈ Fj′ ;

ŷi = min (1, ρεyi′ ) .

Clearly, ∑i∈F ′ ŷi ≤ ρε ∑i∈F ′ yi′ ≤ ρεk = O(k/ε). Also, by Lemma 19, x̂ij ≤ min(1, ρεx′ij ) ≤ ŷi
for every (i, j) ∈ F ′ × C ′ . To bound L(i, x̂) for i ∈ F ′ , recall that i is non-λ-heavy, therefore
∑j∈N ′ (i) D(j) ≤ λT = ε2 T /15. Since x̂ij > 0 if and only if x′ij > 0 and d(i, j) ≤ ρD(j),
λT ŷi ≥

∑ D(j)ŷi ≥

j∈N ′ (i)

∑

D(j)ŷi ≥

j∈N (i)
s.t. x̂ij >0
′

1
ρ

∑

d(i, j)ŷi ≥

j∈N (i)
s.t. x̂ij >0
′

1
ρ

∑

d(i, j)x̂ij ,

j∈N ′ (i)
s.t. x̂ij >0

implying
L(i, x̂) =

∑

d(i, j)x̂ij ≤ ρλT ŷi =

j∈N ′ (i)
s.t. x̂ij >0

ρε2
(1 + ε)2
T ŷi =
T ŷi .
15
15

Also, for every j ∈ C ′ we now have ∑i∈F ′ x̂ij = 1 and ∑i∶x̂ij >0 ŷi ≥ 1.
Since {i ∈ F ′ ∶ x̂ij > 0} ⊆ N ′ (j) and {j ∈ C ′ ∶ x̂ij > 0} ⊆ N ′ (i), we will abuse the notation
. It holds for (x̂, ŷ):
and redefine N ′ (i) and N ′ (j) in terms of assignment x̂. Let ν̂ ∶= (1+ε)
15
1. ∑i∈F ′ ŷi ≤ ρεk = O(k/ε),
2. for all (i, j) ∈ F ′ × C ′ , ŷi ≥ x̂ij and if x̂ij > 0 then d(i, j) ≤ ρD(j),
3. for every j ∈ C ′ , ∑i∈F ′ x̂ij = 1 and ∑i∈N ′ (j) ŷi ≥ 1,
4. for every i ∈ F ′ , L(i, x̂) ≤ ν̂T ŷi .
2

4.3

Finishing the algorithm

Now we can correctly use our clustering and rerouting algorithms with (x̂, ŷ). We subsequently
apply Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 to (x̂, ŷ) with newly defined sets N ′ for F ′ and C ′ , with
corresponding values of of parameters λ, ρ and ν ≡ ν̂, obtaining the integral opening ẏ and
possibly fractional assignment ẋ over (F ′ , C ′ ). By Lemma 14, for h ∈ F ′ with ẏh = 1,
L(h, ẋ) ≤ 3(ν̂ + 4ρλ)T = 3 (

(1 + ε)2
(1 + ε)2 ε2
+4
⋅ ) = (1 + ε)2 T ≤ (1 + 3ε)T,
15
ε2
15

and we open at most (1 + ε) ∑i∈F ′ ŷi = O(k/ε) facilities.
Since for every j ∈ C we have ∑i∈F ẋij = 1, there is no need to modify fractional variables
ẋ to regain lost demand (as we loose nothing). Observe that all i ∈ F ∖F ′ serve j ∈ C ∖C ′ only,
these j are assigned to i ∈ F ∖ F ′ integrally, and for all i ∈ F ∖ F ′ we have L(i, ẋ) ≤ (2 + 3ε)T .
Therefore, it remains to obtain integral assignment over (F ′ , C ′ ), where for every i ∈ F ′
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we have L(i, ẋ) ≤ (1 + 3ε)T . By applying minimum makespan rounding algorithm [7] to
the restriction of (ẋ, ẏ) on (F ′ , C ′ ), we get integral assignment, sacrificing a factor of 2
in load approximation for i ∈ F ′ , resulting in maximum load of the final solution at most
(2 + 6ε)T . Algorithm 1 might have opened at most O(k/ε2 ) additional facilities, so we obtain
a (2 + 6ε, O(1/ε2 ))-approximate solution to SC(T, k) problem, and the whole algorithm
clearly runs in polynomial-time, proving Theorem 6.
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Preprocessing

I Theorem 20 (Theorem 7 restated). Let (x, y) be such that, for all i ∈ F , L(i, x) ≤ µT yi
for some constant µ ≥ 1 and all other constraints of SC-LP(T, k) on variables x are satisfied.
There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given such solution (x, y) and a constant
γ ∈ (0, 1), finds a solution (x′ , y ′ ) such that
1. y ′ = y, and if xij = 0, then x′ij = 0;
2. for every (i, j) ∈ F × C, yi′ ≥ x′ij , and if x′ij > 0, then x′ij ≥ γyi′ ;
3. for every j ∈ C, 1 ≥ ∑i∈F x′ij ≥ 1 − γ;
4. for every i ∈ F , L(i, x′ ) ≤ (µ + 2 − γ)T yi′ .
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The algorithm we use in Theorem 7 is heavily inspired by the minimum makespan
rounding algorithm, introduced by Lenstra et. al in [7]. In a sense, their algorithm achieves
the desired property: in minimum makespan problem we have yi = 1 for all i ∈ F , so for j ∈ C
we wish to have either x′ij = 0 or x′ij = 1 = yi′ . The key difference is that in our case y is not
integral, which requires several modifications of the original algorithm.
Let (x, y) and γ ∈ (0, 1) be given. Let F̃ ⊆ F , C̃ ⊆ C, let E ⊆ F̃ × C̃. Consider a
bipartite graph G = (F̃ ∪ C̃, E), let δE (v) be the neighbors of v ∈ F̃ ∪ C̃ in G, I.e., for i ∈ F̃ ,
δE (i) = {j ∈ C̃ ∶ (i, j) ∈ E}, and for j ∈ C̃, δE (j) = {i ∈ F̃ ∶ (i, j) ∈ E}. For (i, j) ∈ F̃ × C̃ we
introduce a variable wij , and numbers dj ≤ 1 and Li ≤ µT yi , which can be thought of as the
remaining demand of client j ∈ C̃ and the remaining load of facility i ∈ F̃ respectively. Given
sets F̃ , C̃, E and numbers d, L, we define the polytope P (F̃ , C̃, E, d, L) as the solution set of
the following feasibility linear program:
∑ wij = dj ,

∀j ∈ C̃,

∑ d(i, j)wij ≤ Li ,

∀i ∈ F̃ ,

i∈δE (j)
j∈δE (i)

wij ≤ min(yi , dj ),

∀(i, j) ∈ E,

wij ≥ 0,

∀(i, j) ∈ E.

(P (F̃ , C̃, E, d, L))

Note that all values yi for i ∈ F are fixed, so for every number dj , j ∈ C, we have either
constraint {wij ≤ yi } or constraint {wij ≤ dj }. The extreme points of P (F̃ , C̃, E, d, L) possess
some very important properties, which resemble the properties of the extreme point solutions
to the auxiliary program for the minimum makespan rounding algorithm of [7].
I Lemma 21. Let w be an extreme point of P (F̃ , C̃, E, d, L), where dj ≥ γ for all j ∈ C̃.
One of the following must hold:
(a) there exists (i, j) ∈ E such that wij = 0,
(b) there exists (i, j) ∈ E such that wij = yi ,
(c) there exists (i, j) ∈ E such that wij = dj ,
(d) there eixsts i ∈ F̃ such that ∣δE (i)∣ ≤ 1,
(e) there exists i ∈ F̃ such that ∣δE (i)∣ = 2 and ∑j∈δE (i) wij ≥ γyi .
Proof. Suppose that none of (a), (b), (c), or (d) hold. We will show that (e) must hold then.
For all (i, j) ∈ E we have 0 < wij < min(yi , dj ), and for every i ∈ F̃ we have ∣δE (i)∣ ≥ 2.
Since ∑i∈δE (j) wij = dj for all j ∈ C̃, we must also have ∣δE (j)∣ ≥ 2. As w is an extreme point
of P (F̃ , C̃, E, d, L), there exist F̃∗ ⊆ F̃ and C̃∗ ⊆ C̃ such that ∑i∈δE (j) wij = dj for all j ∈ C̃∗ ,
∑j∈δE (i) d(i, j)wij = Li for all i ∈ F̃∗ , ∣F̃∗ ∣ + ∣C̃∗ ∣ = ∣E∣, and constraints corresponding to F̃∗ , C̃∗
are linearly independent. Since 2∣E∣ = 2∣F̃∗ ∣+2∣C̃∗ ∣ ≤ ∑i∈F̃∗ ∣δE (i)∣+ ∑j∈C̃∗ ∣δE (j)∣ ≤ 2∣E∣, for all
i ∈ F̃∗ we must have ∣δE (i)∣ = 2, as well as ∣δE (j)∣ = 2 for all j ∈ C̃∗ . Therefore, the subgraph
G[F̃∗ ∪ C̃∗ ] of G induced on F̃∗ ∪ C̃∗ is a bipartite union of disjoint cycles.
Let H be a cycle of G[F̃∗ ∪ C̃∗ ], let HF̃∗ ∶= H ∩ F̃∗ , HC̃∗ ∶= H ∩ C̃∗ . Since for all i ∈ HF̃∗ we
have ∣δE (i)∣ = 2, δE (i) ⊆ H ∩ E, and similarly, as ∣δE (j)∣ = 2 for all j ∈ HC̃∗ , δE (j) ⊆ H ∩ E.
Suppose that (e) does not hold, then for all i ∈ HF̃∗ we have ∑j∈δE (i) wij < γyi . Consequently,
∑ yi >
i∈HF̃∗

1
∑
γ i∈HF̃

∗

∑ wij =

j∈δE (i)

1
γ

∑

(i,j)∈H∩E

wij =

1
∑
γ j∈HC̃

∑ wij =

∗

i∈δE (j)

1
∑ dj .
γ j∈HC̃
∗

The last equality follows from ∑i∈δE (j) wij = dj for every j ∈ C̃∗ . Since dj ≥ γ for all j ∈ C̃,
dj ≥ γyi for all (i, j) ∈ E. Since H is a cycle in bipartite graph, it has even length, its vertices
alternate between F̃∗ and C̃∗ , and ∣HF̃∗ ∣ = ∣HC̃∗ ∣. Then, we can split vertices of H into disjoint
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consecutive pairs (i, j), so that i ∈ HF̃∗ , j ∈ HC̃∗ , (i, j) ∈ H ∩ E, and apply dj ≥ γyi for every
pair. Therefore, ∑j∈HC̃ dj ≥ γ ∑i∈HF̃ yi , which combined with inequalities above leads to a
∗
∗
contradiction. So, there must exist i ∈ HF̃∗ such that ∑j∈δE (i) wij ≥ γyi , implying (e).
J
We transform (x, y) into (x′ , y ′ ) using a similar approach as in [7]. On every step
t ≥ 1 of the algorithm, we provide values of parameters F̃ t , C̃ t , E t , dt , Lt so that polytope
P t ∶= P (F̃ t , C̃ t , E t , dt , Lt ) is nonempty and dtj ≥ γ for j ∈ C̃ t , and find its extreme point wt .
By Lemma 21, either (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) cases may occur for wt . If (a), we set x′ij ← 0,
t
E t+1 ← E t ∖ {(i, j)}. If (b), we set x′ij ← yi , dt+1
← dtj − yi , Lt+1
← Lti − d(i, j)wij
, E t+1 ←
j
i
t
′
t
t+1
t+1
t
t
t+1
t
E ∖ {(i, j)}. If (c), we set xij ← dj , dj ← 0, Li ← Li − d(i, j)wij , E
← E ∖ {(i, j)}.
If (d) or (e), we set F̃ t+1 ← F̃ t ∖ {i}. After processing exactly one case (a), (b), (c), (d)
or (e), we scan j ∈ C̃ t+1 , and if dt+1
< γ for some j, set C̃ t+1 ← C̃ t+1 ∖ {j}, x′ij ← 0 for all
j
(i, j) such that i ∈ δE t+1 (j), and then E t+1 ← E t+1 ∖ {(i, j) ∶ i ∈ δE t+1 (j)}. If the change of
F̃ t+1 , C̃ t+1 , E t+1 , dt+1 or Lt+1 is not mentioned for current case, the values are as in step t, so
even though we drop facility i from F̃ t in case (d) or (e), the edges (i, j) for j ∈ δE t (i) are
still kept in E t+1 . Having processed C̃ t+1 , if E t+1 ≠ ∅, we move to step t + 1 and consider
P t+1 . Algorithm 4 gives the full pseudocode, summarizing all the steps.
Algorithm 4 Preprocessing.

Input: Initial values of F̃ , C̃, E, d, L, parameter γ ∈ (0, 1).
Output: An assignment x′ .
1: while E ≠ ∅ do
2:
Find an extreme point w of P (F̃ , C̃, E, d, L)
3:
if ∃(i, j) ∈ E ∶ wij = 0 then x′ij ← 0, E ← E ∖ {(i, j)}
4:
else if ∃(i, j) ∈ E ∶ wij = yi then
5:
x′ij ← yi , dj ← dj − yi , Li ← Li − d(i, j)wij , E ← E ∖ {(i, j)}
6:
else if ∃(i, j) ∈ E ∶ wij = dj then
7:
x′ij ← dj , dj ← 0, Li ← Li − d(i, j)wij , E ← E ∖ {(i, j)}
8:
else if ∃i ∈ F̃ ∶ ∣δE (i)∣ ≤ 1 then F̃ ← F̃ ∖ {i}
9:
else if ∃i ∈ F̃ ∶ ∣δE (i)∣ = 2 and ∑j∈δE (i) wij ≥ γyi then F̃ ← F̃ ∖ {i}
for j ∈ C̃ do
11:
if dj < γ then
12:
C̃ ← C̃ ∖ {j}, for i ∈ δE (j) do x′ij ← 0, E ← E ∖ {(i, j)}
′
return x , extended to F × C by adding zero entries

10:

It is easy to see that if P t is nonempty and dtj ≥ γ for j ∈ C̃ t , the very same holds for P t+1
in the next step, unless E t+1 = ∅. Indeed, we manually assure that for all j kept in C̃ t+1
the condition dt+1
≥ γ must hold, and the restriction of wt to the set E t+1 ⊆ E t is a feasible
j
t+1
solution to P , by construction of the algorithm. Moreover, if we take F̃ 1 = F , C̃ 1 = C,
E 1 = {(i, j) ∈ F × C ∶ xij > 0}, d1j = 1 for j ∈ C and L1i = µT yi for i ∈ F , d1j ≥ γ and P 1 is
nonempty, since there is a feasible solution wij ∶= xij for (i, j) ∈ E 1 . We run Algorithm 4
with these initial values of F̃ , C̃, E, d and L given as input, obtaining an assignment x′ . By
setting y ′ ∶= y, we obtain a solution (x′ , y ′ ).
We claim that Algorithm 4 runs in polynomial-time, and solution (x′ , y ′ ) satisfies all
requirements of Theorem 7. By Lemma 21, on every step t ≥ 1 either (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e)
must occur for wt , the extreme point of P t . Then, either ∣E t ∣, ∣F̃ t ∣ or ∣C̃ t ∣ is reduced at least
by 1 after step t. So, since ∣E 1 ∣ ≤ ∣F ∣∣C∣, after at most 2∣F ∣∣C∣ steps we will have E t+1 = ∅
for some 1 ≤ t ≤ 2∣F ∣∣C∣. Each step t takes only polynomial time to perform, thus the total
running time is also polynomial.
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Since E 1 = {(i, j) ∈ F × C ∶ xij > 0}, the only positive coordinates of x′ can be (i, j) such
that xij > 0, as if xij = 0 ⇐⇒ (i, j) ∉ E 1 , Algorithm 4 sets x′ij = 0 in the very end. The
constraint {wij ≤ min(yi , dj )} of P (F̃ , C̃, E, d, L) assures that x′ij ≤ yi′ , for all (i, j) ∈ F × C.
If x′ij > 0, then either x′ij = yi′ (case (b)) or x′ij = dtj for some step t ≥ 1 (case (c)). Since yi′ ≤ 1
and for all steps t ≥ 1 we maintain dtj ≥ γ for all j ∈ C̃, in both cases we have x′ij ≥ γyi′ .
Next, if after processing cases for wt during some step t ≥ 1 we end up with dt+1 < γ,
client j gets discarded from C̃ t+1 . Since d1j = 1 initially, by the end of step t we must have
assigned at least 1 − γ portion of j’s demand before discarding j having dt+1
< γ. Then, after
j
′
Algorithm 4 finishes, for all j ∈ C we have 1 ≥ ∑i∈F xij ≥ 1 − γ.
Finally, fix i ∈ F . Observe that if i ∈ F̃ t in the beginning of step t ≥ 1, then
t
d(i, j)wij
≤ Lti = L1i − ∑ d(i, j)x′ij Ô⇒ ∑ d(i, j)x′ij +

∑
j∈δE t (i)

C∖C̃ t

C∖C̃ t

∑

t
d(i, j)wij
≤ µT yi ,

j∈δE t (i)

by feasibility of wt for polytope P t . Suppose that after step t facility i gets removed from
F̃ t , so i ∉ F̃ t+1 . If case (d) occurred and ∣δE t (i)∣ ≤ 1, let j ∈ δE t (i) be a single client served by
facility i. After removing i from F̃ t , the constraint {∑j∈δE (i) d(i, j)wij ≤ Li } is not present
in P t+1 and all future-step polytopes. So, for any step r ≥ t + 1, the load we may get after
obtaining wr and determining the value of x′ij is at most d(i, j)wr ≤ d(i, j)yi ≤ T yi (as
d(i, j) ≤ T for all xij > 0). The total load of facility i becomes L(i, x′ ) ≤ (µ + 1)T yi .
t
If case (e) occurred for this facility i, ∣δE t (i)∣ = 2 and ∑j∈δEt (i) wij
≥ γyi . Let j ′ and j ′′ be
the two clients belonging to δE t (i). Their contribution to facility i’s load on step t is exactly
t
′′
t
t
t
d(i, j ′ )wij
′ + d(i, j )wij ′′ , which is at most Li . After removing i from F̃ , the constraint
t+1
{∑j∈δE (i) d(i, j)wij ≤ Li } is not present in P
and all future-step polytopes. So, for any
step r ≥ t + 1, the load we may get after obtaining wr and determining the values of both x′ij ′
r
′′
r
′
′′
and x′ij ′′ is at most d(i, j ′ )wij
′ + d(i, j )wij ′′ ≤ d(i, j )yi + d(i, j )yi . Hence, the additional
load facility i gained since the end of step t is at most
t
′′
t
(d(i, j ′ )yi + d(i, j ′′ )yi ) − (d(i, j ′ )wij
′ + d(i, j )wij ′′ ) =
t
′′
t
t
t
= d(i, j ′ )(yi − wij
′ ) + d(i, j )(yi − wij ′′ ) ≤ T (2yi − (wij ′ + wij ′′ )) ≤

≤ T (2yi − γyi ) = (2 − γ)T yi .
Therefore, the total load of facility i becomes L(i, x′ ) ≤ (µ + 2 − γ)T yi .
As a result, solution (x′ , y ′ ) and the preprocessing algorithm (Algorithm 4) indeed satisfy
all the claimed properties of Theorem 7, thus finishing the proof.

B

Hard instances

We first present a hard instance for MLkSC problem. Let R, M be integers, R ≪ M . Let
k = 2R − 1, ∣F ∣ = 2R, ∣C∣ = (M + R)R. F and C are partitioned into R disjoint groups, each
has exactly 2 facilities and exactly M + R clients. For i, h ∈ F , d(i, h) = 1 if i, h are in the
same group, otherwise d(i, h) = R. In every group, one facility has M collocated clients (call
it M -facility), the other has R collocated clients (R-facility). The instance is illustrated in
Figure 2.
There is a feasible fractional solution to MLkSC-LP for this instance with T = 1. Open
every M -facility fully, and there assign all its collocated clients. Next, open every R-facility
to 1 − 1/R, and let it serve (1 − 1/R)-fraction of its collocated clients’ demand. The remaining
1/R fraction of these clients’ demand will be served by M -facility of the same group. It is
easy to see that the load of every R-facility is 0, the load of every M -facility is R ⋅ 1/R ⋅ 1 = 1,
and the opening is exactly R ⋅ (1 + 1 − 1/R) = 2R − 1 = k.
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One Group

M

×R

1

R
Figure 2 Hard instance for MLkSC-LP.

Consider any integral solution to this instance of MLkSC. If it assigns some client to
a facility from different group, maximal load will be at least R. Suppose that all clients
are assigned to facilities only from the same group. Since k = 2R − 1, there will be at least
one group with at most one facility opened, take this group. If M -facility is opened, both
its clients and clients of R-facility must be assigned to M -facility fully, resulting in its load
R ⋅ 1 ⋅ 1 = R. Similarly, if R-facility is opened, maximum load will be at least M ≫ R. Hence,
the load of any integral star cover of size k is at least R. Furthermore, even if we allow
opening (1 + ε)k facilities for ε = 1/(2R), since
(1 + ε)k = (1 +

1
1
) (2R − 1) = 2R −
< 2R,
2R
2R

there will still be a group with at most one facility opened, resulting in maximum load at
least R = T /(2ε), where T = 1 is maximal fractional load. It follows that if T ∗ is an optimal
load to MLkSC-LP, any integral (1 + ε)k star cover of (F, C) has load is at least Ω(1/ε)T ∗ .
Now, we move to a hard instance for MSSC. For integer N , let ∣F ∣ = N and ∣C∣ = N + 1,
the load bound T ≥ 1 is arbitrary. Both F = {i1 , . . . , iN } and C = {J, j1 , . . . , jN } are vertices
of a bipartite graph, and the metric d is a shortest-path metric. For every 1 ≤ r ≤ N we
have an edge (ir , jr ) or length d(ir , jr ) = (1 − 1/N )T . Also, every facility ir for 1 ≤ r ≤ N is
connected to a “central” client J by an edge of length d(ir , J) = T . The instance is illustrated
in Figure 3.
j1

j2

...

...

...

jN −1

(1 − 1/N )T

i1

jN
(1 − 1/N )T

i2

...

...

T

iN −1

T
J

Figure 3 Hard instance for MSSC-LP.
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It is easy to see that in any integral solution to MSSC-LP every client jr for 1 ≤ r ≤ N
can be served only by facility ir . Furthermore, client J should also be served fully, so it
should be assigned to one of i ∈ F . Therefore, even if we open all facilities in F fully, for some
facility i ∈ F which gets J assigned to it, the load will be at least (2 − 1/N )T . This means
that there is no feasible integral solution to MSSC-LP, and any integral solution violates the
maximum load constraint at least by a factor of (2 − 1/N ).
On the other hand, there exists a feasible fractional solution to MLkSC-LP for this
instance. We open all ir for 1 ≤ r ≤ N and assign jr fully to it. Also, client J gets served
by all i ∈ F at an equal fraction of 1/N . In this solution, the load of every facility i ∈ F is
exactly T .
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Abstract
Given a predicate P : {−1, 1}k → {−1, 1}, let CSP(P ) be the set of constraint satisfaction problems
whose constraints are of the form P . We say that P is approximable if given a nearly satisfiable
instance of CSP(P ), there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm that does better than a
random assignment. Otherwise, we say that P is approximation resistant.
In this paper, we analyze presidential type predicates, which are balanced linear threshold
functions where all of the variables except the first variable (the president) have the same weight.
We show that almost all presidential type predicates P are approximable. More precisely, we prove
the following result: for any δ0 > 0, there exists a k0 such that if k ≥ k0 , δ ∈ (δ0 , 1 − 2/k], and
Pk
δk + k − 1 is an odd integer then the presidential type predicate P (x) = sign(δkx1 + i=2 xi ) is
approximable. To prove this, we construct a rounding scheme that makes use of biases and pairwise
biases. We also give evidence that using pairwise biases is necessary for such rounding schemes.
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1

Introduction

In constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), we have a set of constraints and we want to
satisfy as many of them as possible. Many fundamental problems in computer science are
CSPs, including 3-SAT, MAX CUT, k-colorability, and unique games.
One fundamental question about CSPs is as follows. For a given type of CSP, is there a
randomized polynomial time algorithm which is significantly better than randomly guessing
an assignment? More precisely, letting r be the expected proportion of constraints satisfied
by a random assignment, is there an  > 0 and a randomized polynomial time algorithm A
such that given a CSP instance where at least (1 − ) of the constraints can be satisfied,
A returns an x which satisfies at least (r + ) of the constraints in expectation? If so, we
say that this type of CSP is approximable. If not, then we say that this type of CSP is
approximation resistant.
For example, Håstad’s 3-bit PCP theorem [10] proves that 3-XOR instances (where every
constraint is a linear equation modulo 2 over 3 variables) are NP-hard to approximate. A
direct corollary of Håstad’s 3-bit PCP theorem is that 3-SAT is also NP-hard to approximate
and this theorem has served as the basis for numerous other inapproximability results. On
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the other hand, Goemans and Williamson’s [7] breakthrough algorithm for MAX CUT, which
gives an approximation ratio of .878 for MAX CUT, shows that MAX CUT is approximable
as a random cut would only cut half of the edges in expectation.
However, while the approximability or approximation resistance of CSPs has been extensively investigated, there is still much that is unknown. In this paper, we investigate CSPs
where every constraint has the form of some fixed presidential type predicate P . We show
that for almost all presidential type predicates P , this type of CSP is approximable.

1.1

Definitions

In order to better describe our results and their relationship to prior work, we need a few
definitions.
I Definition 1. A Boolean predicate P of arity k is a function P : {−1, 1}k → {−1, 1}.
We remark that in general a predicate can be non-Boolean.
I Definition 2. A presidential type predicate is a Boolean predicate of the form
P (x1 , . . . , xk ) = sign(a · x1 + x2 + · · · + xk ),
where a is an integer and a + k − 1 is odd.
I Remark 3. In the definition above we require that a is an integer. This is not a serious
restriction because if a is not an integer, then we can shift a up or down slightly to find
another predicate with integer coefficient a0 which is equivalent to the original predicate. We
require a + k − 1 to be odd in order to prevent a tie.
We can think of the predicate as a vote where the vote of x1 , the “president”, has weight
a, while the votes of the remaining voters, the “citizens”, have the same weight 1.
I Remark 4. Note that presidential type predicates are balanced linear threshold functions,
Pk
Pk
i.e. functions of the form sign( i=1 ci xi ) where ∀i, ci ∈ R and ∀x ∈ {−1, 1}k , i=1 ci xi 6= 0
(so that the function is well-defined). Note that if a predicate P is a balanced linear threshold
function, P (−x) = −P (x) so exactly half of the assignments satisfy the predicate and thus a
uniformly random assignment has expected value 0.
I Definition 5. Given a Boolean predicate P : {−1, 1}k → {−1, 1}, an instance Φ of CSP(P )
consists of a set of n variables x1 , . . . , xn and m constraints C1 , . . . , Cm where each Ci has
the form
Ci (xi1 , . . . , xik ) = P (zi,1 xi1 , . . . , zi,k xik )
for some distinct i1 , . . . , ik ∈ [n] and zi,1 . . . zi,k ∈ {−1, 1}.
I Definition 6. A Boolean predicate P is approximable if there exists a constant  > 0
and a polynomial time algorithm, possibly randomized, that on input Φ ∈ CSP(P ) such that
OPT(Φ) ≥ 1 − , produces an assignment to Φ’s variables that in expectation satisfies rP + 
fraction of the constraints in Φ, where rP = Ex∈{−1,1}k [(1 + P (x))/2] is the probability that a
constraint in Φ is satisfied by a random assignment. Otherwise, we say P is approximation
resistant.
We say that a Boolean predicate P is weakly approximable if there exists a constant  > 0
and a polynomial time algorithm, possibly randomized, that on input Φ ∈ CSP(P ) such that
OPT(Φ) ≥ 1 − , produces an assignment to Φ’s variables that in expectation either satisfies
at least rP +  fraction of the constraints in Φ or satisfies at most rP −  fraction of the
constraints in Φ. Otherwise, we say that P is strongly approximation resistant.
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I Remark 7. For presidential type predicates, and in fact any odd predicate P (i.e. a
predicate P where P (−x) = −P (x)), the notions of being approximable and being weakly
approximable are equivalent.

1.2

Our Results

In this paper, we prove the following result.
I Theorem 8. For any δ0 > 0, there exists a k0 ∈ N such that if k ≥ k0 , δ ∈ (δ0 , 1 − 2/k],
and δk + k − 1 is an odd integer then the presidential type predicate
!
k
X
P (x) = sign δkx1 +
xi
i=2

is approximable.
I Remark 9. Informally, this theorem says that if the weight of x1 (the “president”) is at
least a constant times k, then the predicate is approximable for sufficiently large k. We have
the condition δ ≤ 1 − 2/k because if δ > 1 − 2/k and δk + k − 1 is an odd integer, then
δk ≥ k, which means the predicate is a dictator predicate which is trivially approximable.
We will prove this theorem by constructing a rounding scheme that makes use of biases
and pairwise biases, which are given by a standard semi-definite program (see Section 2.2).
Complementarily, we also give evidence that using pairwise biases is necessary for such
rounding schemes. In particular, we show that for any fixed δ > 0 anddegree m, for sufficiently

Pk
large k there is no rounding scheme for the predicate P (x) = sign δkx1 + i=2 xi which
has degree at most m and does not use pairwise biases (see Theorem 40).

1.3

Relationship to Prior Work

We now describe known criteria for determining whether a predicate P is approximable or
approximation resistant and how our techniques compare to these criteria.
In 2008, Raghavendra [14] gave a characterization of which predicates are approximable
and which predicates are approximation resistant. Raghavendra showed that either a standard
semi-definite program (SDP) together with an appropriate rounding scheme gives a better
approximation ratio than a random assignment or it is unique games hard to do so. However,
this characterization leaves much to be desired because for a given predicate, it can be
extremely hard to tell which case holds. In fact, it is not even known to be decidable!
Khot, Tulsiani, and Worah [12] gave a characterization of which predicates are weakly
approximable which is based on whether there exist certain vanishing measures over a
polytope which we call the KTW polytope (though similar polytopes were analyzed in
some earlier papers, see e.g. [2, 3, 4, 11]). Unfortunately, it is also unknown whether this
characterization is decidable.
Thus, if we want to determine if a given predicate P is approximable or approximation
resistant, it is often better to use more direct criteria. For showing that predicates are hard
to approximate, the following criterion, proved by Austrin and Mossel [5], is extremely useful.

I Definition 10. We say that a Boolean predicate P has a balanced pairwise independent
distribution of solutions if there exists a distribution D on {−1, 1}k such that
1. D is supported on {x ∈ {−1, 1}k : P (x) = 1} (D is a distribution of solutions to P )
2. For all i ∈ [k], Ex∈D [xi ] = 0 and for all i < j ∈ [k], Ex∈D [xi xj ] = 0
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I Theorem 11. If P has a balanced pairwise independent distribution of solutions then P is
unique games hard to approximate.
This criterion captures most but not all predicates which are known to be unique games
hard to approximate. One example of a predicate which is not captured by this criterion is
the predicate which was recently constructed by Potechin [13] which is unique games hard to
approximate and is a balanced linear threshold function. 1
For approximation resistance which does not rely on the hardness of unique games,
Chan [6] gave the following stricter criterion which implies NP-hardness of approximation.
I Theorem 12. If a predicate P has a balanced pairwise independent subgroup of solutions
then P is NP-hard to approximate.
For showing that predicates are approximable, the general technique is as follows:
1. Run Raghavendra’s SDP to obtain biases {bi : i ∈ [n]} and pairwise biases {bij : i < j ∈
[n]} for the variables.
2. Construct a rounding scheme which takes these biases and pairwise biases and gives us a
solution x such that if the SDP “thinks” that almost all of the constraints are satisfiable
then x satisfies significantly more constraints than a random assignment in expectation.
Based on rounding schemes which are essentially linear in the biases and pairwise biases,
Hast [9] obtained the following criterion for when predicates are approximable:
I Theorem 13 (Hast’s criterion). Given a predicate P : {−1, +1}k → {−1, +1},
Pk
1. Define P1 : {−1, +1}k → R to be P1 (x) = i=1 P̂{i} xi
Pk−1 Pk
2. Define P2 : {−1, +1}k → R to be P2 (x) = i=1 j=i+1 P̂{i,j} xi xj .
If there are constants c1 , c2 such that c2 ≥ 0 and c1 P1 (x) + c2 P2 (x) > 0 for all x such that
P (x) = 1 then P is approximable.
Aside from Hast’s criterion, most of the known approximability results are ad-hoc. Some
such results are as follows.
1. Austrin, Benabbas, and Magen [1] showed that the monarchy predicate P (x1 , · · · , xk ) =
Pk
sign((k − 2)x1 + i=2 xi ) is approximable and that any predicate P which is a balanced
symmetric quadratic threshold function is approximable.
2. Potechin [13] showed that the almost monarchy predicate P (x1 , · · · , xk ) = sign((k −
Pk
4)x1 + i=2 xi ) is approximable for sufficiently large k.
In this paper, we prove that almost all presidential type predicates are approximable by
generalizing the ideas Potechin [13] used to prove that the almost monarchy predicate is
approximable for sufficiently large k and making these ideas more systematic. Our work
compares to previous criteria as follows.
1. Raghavendra’s criterion and the KTW criterion give a space of rounding schemes which
should be considered but don’t provide an efficient way to search for the best rounding
scheme in this space. For our techniques, we take full advantage of this space of rounding
schemes while also providing a way to systematically construct the rounding scheme
which we need.
1

1
There were previously known predicates, such as the GLST predicate [8] P (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = 1+x
2 x2 x3 +
1−x1
x
x
,
which
are
unique
games
hard
(in
fact
NP-hard)
to
approximate
yet
do
not
have
a
balanced
2 4
2
pairwise independent distribution of solutions. However, the hardness of these predicates can be reduced
to the hardness of predicates which do have a balanced pairwise independent distribution of solutions,
so Austrin and Mossel’s criterion can still be used for these predicates.
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2. Like Hast’s criterion, we need to check that a certain expression is positive for all x such
that P (x) = 1. However, there are two key differences between our techniques and Hast’s
criterion. First, as noted above, we use a larger space of rounding schemes. In particular,
we use rounding schemes which are very much non-linear in the biases and pairwise biases.
Second, because these rounding schemes are nonlinear in the biases and pairwise biases,
it is not sufficient to check all x such that P (x) = 1. Instead, we need to check over the
entire KTW polytope.

2

Techniques for Analyzing Boolean Predicates

In this section, we recall techniques for analyzing the approximability of boolean predicates.

2.1

Fourier Analysis

In this paper, we will make extensive use of the Fourier expansion of boolean predicates.
P
The Fourier expansion of a k-ary boolean predicate P is of the form P (x) = I⊂[k] P̂I xI ,
Q
where xI = i∈I xi and {P̂I : I ⊆ [k]} are the Fourier coefficients P̂I = Ex∈{−1,1}k [P (x)xI ]
of P . We have the following lemma for the Fourier coefficients of presidential type predicates,
the proof of which can be found in the full version.
I Lemma 14 (Fourier coefficients of presidential type predicates). Let P (x1 , . . . , xk ) = sign(a ·
x1 + x2 + · · · + xk ) be a presidential type predicate where a ≤ k − 2 and a + k − 1 is an odd
integer. Let P̂tC denote the Fourier coefficient of a set of t citizens (indices from 2 to k)
and P̂P +tC denote the Fourier coefficient of a set of t citizens together with the president
(index 1). Let τ = b(k − a − 1)/2c. We have

Pτ
k−1
1
(1) P̂P = 1 − 2k−2
,
l=0
l
 
P
P
τ
τ −i
1
j k−t−1 t
(2) P̂tC = 2k−2
(−1)
∀t(1 ≤ t ≤ k − 1 ∧ t is odd),
i=0
j=0
i
j ,
 
Pτ Pτ −i
1
j k−t−1 t
(3) P̂P +tC = − 2k−2 i=0 j=0 (−1)
∀t(2 ≤ t ≤ k − 1 ∧ t is even).
i
j ,

2.2

Choosing Rounding Schemes

Our approximation algorithms for presidential type predicates work as follows. We first run
the standard SDP given by Raghavendra [14]. This standard SDP gives us biases {bi : i ∈ [n]}
and pairwise biases {bij : i < j ∈ [n]} such that for each constraint, these biases and pariwise
biases give us a point in the KTW polytope for that constraint, which is defined below
and which plays a crucial role in Khot, Tulsiani and Worah’s [12] characterization of which
predicates are weakly approximable. For a more detailed discussion of this standard SDP
and the KTW polytope, see the full version of this paper.
k

I Definition 15. Given x ∈ {−1, 1}k , let p(x) ∈ {−1, 1}k+(2) be the vector obtained by
concatenating x and (x1 x2 , x1 x3 , . . . , xk−1 xk ). Define
KT WP = Conv({p(x) | x ∈ {−1, 1}k , P (x) = 1}),
where P : {−1, 1}k → {−1, 1} is a boolean predicate and Conv(S) is the convex hull of S.
Once we have these biases {bi : i ∈ [n]} and pairwise biases {bij : i < j ∈ [n]}, we use a
probabilistic rounding scheme to obtain an actual x ∈ {−1, 1}n . To choose this rounding
Q
scheme, we choose E[xI ] for each monomial xI = i∈I xi . However, we do not have complete
freedom for these choices. Intuitively, E[xI ] should obey the following constraints:
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1. E[xI ] is a function of {bi | i ∈ I} and {bij | i, j ∈ I}.
2. E[xI ] is invariant under permutations of the indices in I.
3. If we flip the sign of any variable xi where i ∈ I (by flipping the signs of bi and
{bij : j ∈ I, j 6= i}), then the sign of E[xI ] should be flipped as well.
It turns out that for determining whether a predicate P is weakly approximable (which is
the same as approximable for presidential type predicates), these are the only constraints on
E[xI ]. More precisely, we have the following theorem from [13], which is also implicit in [12]:
I Theorem 16 (Theorem 5.1 in [13]). Let {bi | i ∈ [k]} and {bij | i, j ∈ [k], i < j} be biases and
a
pairwise biases produced by the standard SDP. For every a ∈ [k], let fa : [−1, 1]a+(2) → [−1, 1]
be a continuous function satisfying the following symmetric requirements.
1. For all permutations σ ∈ Sa ,
fa (biσ(1) , . . . , biσ(a) , biσ(1) iσ(2) , . . . , biσ(a−1) iσ(a) ) = fa (bi1 , . . . , bia , bi1 i2 , . . . , bia−1 ia )
2. For all signs si1 , . . . , sia ∈ {−1, 1}a ,
fa (si1 bi1 , . . . , sia bia , si1 si2 bi1 i2 , . . . , sia−1 sia bia−1 ia ) = fa (bi1 , . . . , bia , bi1 i2 , . . . , bia−1 ia )·

a
Y

sij

j=1

Then there exists a sequence of rounding schemes {Rq } and coefficients {cq } such that for all
subsets I = {i1 , . . . , ia } of size at most k,
X

cq ERq [xI ] = fa (bi1 , . . . , bia , bi1 i2 , . . . , bia−1 ia ),

q

where ERq [xI ] is the expected value of xI given by rounding scheme Rq . Moreover, this sum
can be taken to be globally convergent.
I Remark 17. This theorem gives us a linear combination of rounding schemes. The
coefficients cq can be thought of as a probability distribution of rounding schemes, but there
are two problems:
P
1.
q |cq | may not be 1. One fix to this issue is to scale f by an appropriate constant .
2. cq may be negative. In general, this can be a real issue but here the predicates we consider
are odd, which means if cq is negative we can simply flip the rounding scheme Rq and
take it with probability −cq .
I Example 18. This theorem says the following about E[xi ] and E[xi xj ].
1. We can take E[xi ] ∼ f1 (bi ) for any continuous function f1 such that f1 (bi ) = −f1 (−bi )
(i.e. f1 is odd).
2. We can take E[xi xj ] ∼ f2 (bi , bj , bij ) for any continuous function f2 such that f2 (bi , bj , bij ) =
f2 (bj , bi , bij ) = −f2 (−bi , bj , −bij ). The first equality corresponds to exchanging i and j
while the second equality corresponds to flipping xi .
I Example 19. Some examples of possible functions f3 are as follows:
1. We can take E[xi xj xk ] ∼ xi xj xk
2. As discussed in the following subsections, we will take E[xi xj xk ] ∼ (bi bjk + bj bik + bk bij )
3. Potechin [13] found a simpler rounding scheme for the monarchy predicate where
E[xi xj xk ] ∼ sign(xi xj xk ) max{|xi |, |xj |, |xk |}
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In choosing the rounding scheme, our goal is as follows. For each constraint, the standard
SDP could give us any point in the KTW polytope. We need to show that no matter which
point in the KTW polytope we are given, the probability that the rounding scheme satisfies
the constraint is better than a random guess. Equivalently, we need to show that for all
P
points in the KTW polytope, I⊆[k]:I6=∅ P̂I E[xI ] > 0.
I Example 20. Consider the majority predicate P (x1 , . . . , xk ) = sign(x1 + . . . + xk ). If we
take E[xi ] = f1 (bi ) = bi and take fa = 0 whenever a > 1 then
X

P̂I E[xI ] = P̂{1}

I⊆[k]:I6=∅

k
X

bi

i=1

Pk

i=1 xi ≥ 1 forPevery satisfying assignment, for any point in the KTW polytope,
b
≥
1 and thus I⊆[k]:I6=∅ P̂I E[xI ] ≥ P̂{1} > 0.
i
i=1

Since
Pk

3

Techniques for Approximating Presidential Type Predicates

In this section, we describe our techniques for approximating presidential type predicates.
These techniques are a generalization of the techniques used in [13] to show that the almost
monarchy predicate is approximable for sufficiently large k.

3.1

High Level Overview



Pk
To approximate the presidential type predicate P (x) = sign δkx1 + i=2 xi , we use the
following type of rounding scheme.
1. f1 (bi ) = c1 bi .

2. f2l+1 (bi1 , . . . , bi2l+1 , bi1 i2 , . . . , bi2l i2l+1 ) = c2l+1 bi1 bi2 i3 · · · bi2l i2l+1 + symmetric terms
where we need to carefully choose the coefficients c1 , c3 , . . . so that for all points in the KTW
polytope,
X
P̂I E[xI ] > 0.
I⊆[k]:I6=∅

Because of the symmetry of presidential type predicates P , we can analyze
in terms of a few key functions of the biases and pairwise biases.

P

I⊆[k]:I6=∅

P̂I E[xI ]

I Definition 21. Given biases {bi : i ∈ [k]} and pairwise biases {bij : i < j ∈ [k]}, we make
the following definitions:
1. We define α = b1
Pk
2. We define β = i=2 bi
P
3. We define S{{i1 ,i2 }} =
1<i<j∈[k] bij . We then write S{{i1 ,i2 }} = E(1 + ∆) where
2 2

E = δ 2k − k2 + 1 is the value we expect for S{{i1 ,i2 }} and ∆ measures how far S{{i1 ,i2 }}
is from this expected value.
P
With these definitions, we can approximate I⊆[k]:I6=∅ P̂I E[xI ] in terms of α, β, and ∆. Our
strategy is now as follows:
Pm
1. We choose a polynomial h(x) = l=1 al xl so that h(1 + ∆) ≈ 1 except near ∆ = −1 as
we must have that h(0) = 0. More precisely, we choose h to satisfy certain properties
(see Lemma 36).
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h(1 + ∆) = 1 + ∆3
1

0

∆
-1

0

Figure 1 Plot of h(1 + ∆) = 1 + ∆3 .

I Remark 22. A reasonably good choice for h is h(1 + ∆) = 1 + ∆3 , which was used to
give an approximation algorithm for the almost monarchy predicate for sufficiently large
k [13]. In fact, while 
we don’t prove it here,for quasi-monarchy predicates of the form
Pk
P (x1 , . . . , xk ) = sign (k − 2c)x1 + i=2 xi for a fixed constant c, h(1 + ∆) = 1 + ∆3
is sufficient to give an approximation algorithm for sufficiently large k. However, this h
is not sufficient to give an approximation algorithm for more general presidential type
predicates because h(1 + ∆) = 1 + ∆3 is far from 1 if ∆ is much larger than 0.
2. We choose the coefficients {c1 } ∪ {c2l+1 : l ∈ [m]} so that



k
α
2
P̂I E[xI ] = δk +
h(1 + ∆) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1)
α+k β−
δ
δ
I⊆[k]:I6=∅

α
(h(1 + ∆) − 1) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1)
= k(δkα + β) + k β −
δ
X

3. Since for every satisfying assignment, δkx1 +
polytope,
δkb1 +

k
X

Pk

i=2

xi ≥ 1, for every point in the KTW

bi = δkα + β ≥ 1

i=2


and thus k(δkα + β) ≥ k. If we could show that the remaining terms k β − αδ (h(1 +
∆) − 1) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1) are o(k), then we would be done. Unfortunately, this may not
be true when |∆| is large.
4. To handle this, we show that if |∆| is large then we can obtain a considerably better
bound on δkα + β More precisely, we proceed as follows:
2
a. When ∆ ≥ −0.55, we show that δkα + β ≥ (δ k−1)|∆|
+ 12 (see Lemma 37). As
4
long as h(1
 + ∆) is sufficiently close to 1, this allows us to show that k(δkα + β) +
k β − αδ (h(1 + ∆) − 1) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1) is positive.
b. When ∆ < −0.55, we show that
we must have α > 0. In this case, we rewrite

P
k
2
P̂
E[x
]
=
δk
+
α
+
k β − αδ h(1 + ∆) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1) as
I
I
I⊆[k]:I6=∅
δ


k
k(δkα + β)h(1 + ∆) + δk +
δ
2


α(1 − h(1 + ∆)) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1).

and show that the sum of the first two terms is positive and Ω(k 2 ).
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Sums of Products of Biases and Pairwise Biases

In order to implement this strategy, we need some notations related to biases and pairwise
biases. Note that similar definitions were also used in [13].
I Definition 23. For E1 ⊆ [k] and E2 ⊆
BE1 ,E2 =

Y
i∈E1

bi

Y

[k]
2



, define

bij .

{i,j}∈E2
i<j

I Definition
24. Let V = {α, i1 , i2 , . . . , ik−1 }. Let H = H1 ∪ H2 where H1 ⊆ V and

V
H2 ⊆ 2 . Define
X

SH =

BE1 ,E2 ,

E1 ,E2 :∃σ:V →[k] bijective
σ(α)=1,σ(H1 )=E1 ,σ(H2 )=E2

where σ(H1 ) = {σ(i) | i ∈ H1 }, σ(H2 ) = {{σ(i), σ(j)} | {i, j} ∈ H2 }.
Intuitively, SH is the sum of products BE1 ,E2 where E1 ∪ E2 has the form H. One
particularly important such sum in our algorithms is S{{i1 ,i2 }} , which is the sum of pairwise
biases with indices in [2, k].
I Definition 25. We define the following shorthand notations for some important sums.
S1,l = S{i1 ,{i2 ,i3 },{i4 ,i5 },...,{i2l ,i2l+1 }} ,
S2,l = S{α,{i1 ,i2 },{i3 ,i4 },...,{i2l−1 ,i2l }} ,
S3,l = S{i1 ,{α,i2 },{i3 ,i4 },...,{i2l−1 ,i2l }} .
I Example 26. In the case where k = 4, l = 1, we have
S1,l = b2 b34 + b3 b24 + b4 b23 ,
S2,l = b1 b23 + b1 b24 + b1 b34 ,
S3,l = b2 b13 + b2 b14 + b3 b12 + b3 b14 + b4 b12 + b4 b13 .

The reason that these sums are important is because they are the main terms which appear
P
when we evaluate I⊆[k]:I6=∅ P̂I E[xI ].
I Proposition 27. If we take

f2l+1 (bi1 , . . . , bi2l+1 , bi1 i2 , . . . , bi2l i2l+1 ) = c2l+1 bi1 bi2 i3 · · · bi2l i2l+1 + symmetric terms
then
X



P̂I E[XI ] = c2l+1 P̂(2l+1)C S1,l + P̂P +(2l)C (S2,l + S3,l ) .

|I|=2l+1

To approximate these sums, we use the following proposition (recall that we set S{{i1 ,i2 }} =
E(1 + ∆)). The proof of this proposition can be found in the appendix.
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I Proposition 28. For every l ≥ 1,
S{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }}
βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }}
l!
S1,l = β(1 + ∆)l −
l(l − 1)(1 + ∆)l−2
l(1 + ∆)l−1 −
l
2
E
E
E
 
1
+O
,
k
 
l!
1
l
S2,l = α(1 + ∆) + O
,
El
k
 
βS{{α,i1 }}
l!
1
l−1
S3,l =
l(1 + ∆)
+O
,
El
E
k
where the hidden constants in big-O may depend on l.

4

Proof of Theorem 8

In this section, we prove Theorem 8.
I Theorem 8. For any δ0 > 0, there exists a k0 ∈ N such that if k ≥ k0 , δ ∈ (δ0 , 1 − 2/k],
and δk + k − 1 is an odd integer then the presidential type predicate
!
k
X
P (x) = sign δkx1 +
xi
i=2

is approximable.
In particular, we prove that for sufficiently large k and a carefully chosen polynomial
h, the
rounding
scheme approximates the presidential type predicate P (x) =
 following

Pk
sign δkx1 + i=2 xi .
Pm
I Definition 29. Given a polynomial h(x) = l=1 al xl , we define Rk,δ,h to be the rounding
1−δ
δ 2 k2
k
scheme such that setting
u = 1+δ
2 k, v = 2 k, and E = 2 − 2 + 1,

k
2
1. f1 (bi ) = δk + δ bi
2. For all l ∈ [m],

f2l+1 (bi1 , . . . , bi2l+1 , bi1 i2 , . . . , bi2l i2l+1 ) = c2l+1 bi1 bi2 i3 · · · bi2l i2l+1 + symmetric terms
where c2l+1 = al ·

2k−2 (u−1)!(v−1)!
,
(k−2l−2)!δ 2l k2l−1 E l

.
Pm

I Theorem 30. For all δ0 > 0, if h = l=1 al xl is a polynomial such that
1. h0 (1) = h00 (1) = 0,
δ 2 |∆|
2. For all ∆ ∈ [−0.55, δ12 ], |h(1 + ∆) − 1| ≤ 0 5 ,
0
3. For all ∆ ∈ [−1, −0.55], 0 ≤ h(1 + ∆) ≤ 1,
then there exists a k0 ∈ N such that for all δ ≥ δ0 and k ≥ k0 where δk
 + k − 1Pis an odd

k
integer, Rk,δ,h approximates the presidential type predicate P(x) = sign δkx1 + i=2 xi .
I Remark 31. As described in Section 3.1, our proof contains a case analysis of ∆. The value
−0.55 is chosen because when ∆ < −0.55, the bias α of the president is always positive.
This section is organized as follows. We first compute the expected value of the rounding
scheme in terms of h. Then, we show that if h has the required properties, then the expected
value is positive over the entire polytope, which implies that our predicate is approximable.
Finally, we find such a polynomial with the desired properties.
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Evaluating the Rounding Scheme

P
In this subsection, we analyze I⊆[k]:I6=∅ P̂I E[xI ] in terms of h. We have the following lemma
for the Fourier coefficients, the proof of which can be found in the full version.
I Lemma 32. Let δ0 > 0 be a constant. Let P (x1 , . . . , xk ) = sign(δ · kx1 + x2 + · · · + xk )
1−δ
where δ ∈ [δ0 , 1) such that δk + k − 1 is an odd integer. Let u = 1+δ
2 k and v = 2 k. Let P̂tC
denote the Fourier coefficient of a set of t citizens and P̂P +tC denote the Fourier coefficient
of a set of t citizens together with the president. We have the following:
Pv−1 k−1
1
1. P̂P = 1 − 2k−2
.
l=0
l
2. If t is an odd integer, then


(k − t − 1)!
1
(t − 1)(t − 2) t−3 t−2
P̂tC = k−2 ·
δ t−1 k t−1 −
δ k
+ O(k t−3 ) .
2
(u − 1)!(v − 1)!
2
3. If t is an even integer, then
P̂P +tC = −

1
2k−2

(k − t − 1)!
·
(u − 1)!(v − 1)!



(t − 1)(t − 2) t−3 t−2
t−1 t−1
t−3
δ k
−
δ k
+ O(k ) .
2

Here, the constants inside the big Os grows with t but not with δ.
I Remark 33. The lemma allows δ to depend on k as long as δ = Ω(1). In particular, we can
take δ = 1 − 2c
k for any constant c ≥ 1. Also, when δ is at least a constant we have that P̂P
is exponentially larger than P̂C .
2 2

Recall that we set S{{i1 ,i2 }} = E(1 + ∆) where E = δ 2k − k2 + 1 (see Definition 21). The
reason for this choice for E is as follows. We expect that the cases which are most difficult
to round are the two cases where δkα + b = 1:
1. The president and 1−δ
2 k citizens vote 1, others vote −1. In this case,




X
k−1
(1 − δ)k (1 + δ)k
−1
xi xj =
−2
2
2
2
i<j∈[2,k]

2. The president and
X

1+δ
2 k


xi xj =

i<j∈[2,k]

For both of these cases,

citizens vote −1, others vote 1. In this case,



k−1
(1 + δ)k (1 − δ)k
−2
−1
2
2
2
P

i<j∈[2,k] xi xj is approximately
δ 2 k2
k
2 − 2 + 1. Note that since δ >

δ 2 k2
2 .

Taking the average of these

two cases we have E =
δ0 is at least a constant, we have
E = Ω(k 2 ).
P
The following lemma analyzes I⊆[k]:|I|≥3 P̂I E[xI ] in terms of h. Its proof can be found
in the appendix.
Pm
I Lemma 34. Assume that we have h(x) = l=1 al xl and coefficients
c2l+1 = al ·

2k−2 (u − 1)!(v − 1)!
(k − 2l − 2)!δ 2l k 2l−1 E l

where u = 1+δ
2 k, v =



1−δ
2 k,

and E =

δ 2 k2
2

−

k
2

+ 1. The contribution of degree ≥ 3 terms is

(1 + ∆)βh0 (1 + ∆)
2(1 + ∆)2 βh00 (1 + ∆)
α
h(1 + ∆) −
+
2
δ
δ
δ2


S{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }} 0
βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }} 00
βS{{α,i1 }} 0
−k
h (1 + ∆) +
h
(1
+
∆)
+
h
(1
+
∆)
+ O(1)
E
E2
Eδ

k β−
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I Corollary 35. If we have h(x) =
coefficients
c2l+1 = al ·

Pm

l=1

al xl such that h0 (1) = h00 (1) = 0 and choose

2k−2 (u − 1)!(v − 1)!
(k − 2l − 2)!δ 2l k 2l−1 E l

then the contribution of degree ≥ 3 terms is

α
k β−
h(1 + ∆) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1).
δ
Proof. This follows from the fact that E = Ω(k 2 ), β = O(k), S{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }} = O(k 2 ),
S{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }} = O(k 3 ) and S{{α,i1 }} = O(k).

4.2

J

Conditions on the Rounding Polynomial

Pm
I Lemma 36. For all δ0 > 0, if h = l=1 al xl is a polynomial such that
1. h0 (1) = h00 (1) = 0
δ 2 |∆|
2. For all ∆ ∈ [−0.55, δ12 ], |h(1 + ∆) − 1| ≤ 0 5
0
3. For all ∆ ∈ [−1, −0.55], 0 ≤ h(1 + ∆) ≤ 1
then there exists k0 ∈ N such that for all k ≥ k0 and all δ ≥ δ0 , the rounding scheme Rk,δ,h
has positive expected value over the entire KTW polytope.
To prove this, we need the following lemma about points in the KTW polytope for P :
I Lemma 37. For sufficiently large k we have
δkα + β ≥

(δ 2 k − 1)|∆| 1
+ .
4
2

The proof of Lemma 37 can be found in the appendix.
Proof of Lemma 36. Since h0 (1) = h00 (1) = 0, by Corollary 35 the contribution of degree
≥ 3 terms becomes

α
k β−
h(1 + ∆) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1).
δ
Now we add in the contribution of degree 1 terms. Since P̂P is extremely close to 1
and P̂C is exponentially small, the contribution of degree 1 terms is extremely close to
c1 α = (δk 2 + k/δ)α. Adding this to the contribution from the higher degree terms, we get
that



X
α
k
2
P̂I E[xI ] = k β −
h(1 + ∆) + δk +
α + O(k) · ∆ + O(1).
(∗)
δ
δ
I⊆[k]:I6=∅

To establish the theorem, we need to show that (∗) is positive over the entire KTW polytope.
We proceed with a case analysis on ∆. Note that the range of ∆ is approximately (−1 −
O(1/k), 1/δ 2 ). We have the following cases.
1. ∆ ≥ −0.55. In this case we have



α
k
α + O(k) · ∆ + O(1)
(∗) = k β −
h(1 + ∆) + δk 2 +
δ
δ

α
= k(δkα + β) + k β −
(h(1 + ∆) − 1) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1)
 2
δ

(δ k − 1)|∆| 1
α
≥k
+
+k β−
(h(1 + ∆) − 1) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1)
4
2
δ
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The last inequality is due to Lemma 37. Here the two terms which are quadratic in k are
δ 2 k 2 |∆|/4 (note that δ > δ0 is at least a constant) and kβ(h(1 + ∆) − 1). Since |β| < k
δ 2 |∆|
and |h(1 + ∆) − 1| ≤ 0 5 , the above quantity is positive when k is sufficiently large.
2. ∆ < −0.55. Note that if x1 = −1 then the minimum value of ∆ is about 0. If x1 = 1,
then the minimum value of ∆ is about −1. This means that when ∆ < −0.55, with
probability > 0.5 we have x1 = 1, which implies α > 0 and is Ω(1). We can write (∗) as


k
2
α(1 − h(1 + ∆)) + O(k) · ∆ + O(1).
(∗) = k(δkα + β)h(1 + ∆) + δk +
δ
If ∆ ≥ −1, then h(1 + ∆) ∈ [0, 1] and both the first two terms are positive and at least
one of the two terms is Ω(k 2 ). If ∆ ≤ −1 then since ∆ ≥ −1 − O(1/k) we know that
the first term is O(k) and the second term is Ω(k 2 ) and positive. Either way, we get a
positive value when k is sufficiently large.
J

4.3

Choosing the Rounding Polynomial

To finish the proof of our main theorem, we need to construct a polynomial that satisfies
the conditions in Lemma 36. We claim that h(x) = 1 − (1 − x)3 exp(−Bx) works for some
constant B except that it’s not a polynomial. However, by truncating the Taylor expansion
of this function, we can get a polynomial which also works. See full version for the proof of
these claims.

multiple of β
h = 1 + ∆3 exp(−B(1 + ∆))
1

0

∆
-1

0

Figure 2 Plot of h = 1 + ∆3 exp(−B(1 + ∆)).

5

Evidence for the Necessity of Pairwise Biases

We have now given rounding schemes for almost all presidential predicates. These rounding
schemes crucially use the pairwise biases {bij : i < j ∈ [k]}. A natural question is whether
this is necessary or it is possible to only use the biases {bi : i ∈ [k]}. If there is a rounding
scheme which only uses the biases, then instead of using a semidefinite program, it is sufficient
to use a linear program, which is much faster. Indeed, such rounding schemes exist for
predicates which are close to the majority function [9] and for the monarchy predicate [5, 13].
In this section, we give evidence that this is not possible for more general presidential
type predicates and it is necessary to use the pairwise biases. In particular, we prove the
following theorem.
Recall that we choose a rounding scheme by specifying fa (bi1 , . . . , bia , bi1 i2 , . . . , bia−1 ia )
for each a ∈ [k].
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I Definition 38. We say that a rounding scheme has degree m if fm =
6 0 and fa = 0 for all
a > m.
I Definition 39. We say that a rounding scheme does not use pairwise biases if for all
a ∈ [k], fa (bi1 , . . . , bia , bi1 i2 , . . . , bia−1 ia ) only depends on {bi1 , . . . , bia }.
I Theorem 40. For all δ0 > 0 and all m ∈ N, there exists a k0 such that for all k ≥ k0
and δ ∈ (δ0 ,1 − 4/k] where 
δk + k − 1 is an odd integer, the presidential type predicate
Pk
P (x) = sign δkx1 + i=2 xi cannot be approximated by any rounding scheme of degree at
most m which does not use pairwise biases.
Proof. Let us consider a two-player zero-sum game where Alice chooses a point b ∈ [−1, 1]k
in the KTW polytope2 of P and Bob chooses a rounding scheme R of degree at most m.
P
The objective of Alice is to minimize R(b) = I⊆[k]:I6=∅ P̂I E[xI ], the expected value of P (x)
if we are given the point b in the KTW polytope and apply the rounding scheme R.
The lemma will follow if we can show a mixed strategy for Alice, which is a distribution
µ over points in KTW polytope, such that for any rounding scheme R, Eb∼µ [R(b)] = 0.
Recalling that for each a ∈ [m] and monomial xi1 xi2 . . . xia of degree a, E[xi1 xi2 . . . xia ] =
fa (bi1 , . . . , bia ), it suffices to have the sum of degree a terms be zero for every a ∈ [m], i.e.,



Eb∼µ 


X

I⊂[k],|I|=a
I={i1 ,...,ia }


P̂I fa (bi1 , . . . , bia )
 = 0,

∀a ∈ [m].

Now let us construct such a distribution µ. By Lemma 14, P̂P , the Fourier coefficient
of the president x1 , is exponentially larger than P̂C , and limk→∞ P̂P +(t−1)C /P̂tC = −1 for
every odd integer t ≤ m. For concreteness, let us assume that m = 5. Then we will have the
following distribution for µ:
Probability
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5

x1
0
0
0
0
-1

x2
1
1
1
1
1

x3
0
1
1
1
1

x4
0
-1
1
1
1

x5
0
0
0
1
1

x6
0
0
0
-1
1

x7
0
0
0
0
1

···
···
···
···
···
···

xk
0
0
0
0
1

First of all, it is easy to check that all these points are inside the KTW polytope for P (x).
The following is a table of contribution of each degree from each of these points.
Points
Degrees
f1 (1)
f3 (1, 1, 1)
f5 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)

1st type

2nd type

3rd type

4th type

5th type

p1 P̂C
0
0

p2 P̂C
−p2 P̂3C
0

3p3 P̂C
p3 P̂3C
0

3p4 P̂C
−2p4 P̂3C
−p4 P̂5C

p5 (−P̂P + (k − 1)P̂C )


p5 ( k−1
P̂
+ k−1
P̂ )
2  P +2C
3  3C
k−1
p5 ( k−1
P̂
+
P̂5C )
P
+4C
4
5

To balance degree 1 terms, we need
p1 · P̂C + p2 · P̂C + p3 · 3P̂C + p4 · 3P̂C + p5 · (−P̂P + (k − 1)P̂C ) = 0.

2

The KTW polytope of P actually has dimension k +
omit those coordinates for simplicity.

k
2



, but since pairwise biases play no role here, we
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Notice that every point in this distribution has a positive contribution from citizens (i.e.,
variables x2 , . . . , xk ), so we need a negative contribution from x1 . Since P̂P is exponentially
larger than P̂C , we can achieve the balance by having p5 be exponentially small in k. Then
we balance degree 5 terms, for which we need





k−1
k−1
−p4 · P̂5C + p5 ·
P̂P +4C +
P̂5C = 0.
4
5
Recall that limk→∞ P̂P +4C /P̂5C = −1, so we can achieve the balance by having p4 =
poly(k) · p5 , where poly(k) is a polynomial in k. For degree 3 terms, we need

−p2 · P̂3C + p3 · P̂3C − 2p4 · P̂3C + p5 ·





k−1
k−1
P̂P +2C +
P̂3C = 0.
2
3

We can then use either the second type or the third type to balance degree 3 terms. Again we
will only use poly(k)·p5 amount of probability. When k is sufficiently large, p2 +p3 +p4 +p5 ≤ 1
and we let the first type of points take up the remaining probability. This method can be
easily extended to handle the case where m is any fixed positive integer.
J


Pk
I Remark 41. For the monarchy predicate P (x) = sign (k − 2)x1 + i=2 xi , this argument
fails for the following reason. The only satisfying assignment to the monarchy predicate
where x1 = −1 is when all of the other xi are 1. This implies that for all i ∈ [2, k], bi ≥ −b1 ,
which means that the point b = (0, 1, 1, −1, 0, . . . , 0) and similar points are not in the KTW
polytope.
I Remark 42. This theorem rules out any fixed degree rounding schemes that use only biases,
but it does not rule out the possibility that a rounding scheme might be able to succeed with
just biases if its degree grows with k.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we showed that almost all presidential type predicates are approximable. To
do this, we carefully constructed rounding schemes which have positive expected value over
the entire KTW polytope. These rounding schemes use both the biases {bi : i ∈ [k]} and the
pairwise biases {bij : i < j ∈ [k]} and have relatively high (but still constant) degree.
This work raises a number of open questions, including the following:
1. Which other types of predicates can this technique be applied to? For example, can we
show that almost all oligarchy-type predicates are approximable, where oligarchy-type
predicates are balanced LTFs where all but a few of the inputs have the same weight?
As another example, can we extend the result of Austrin, Bennabas, and Magen that all
symmetric quadratic threshold functions with no constant term are approximable to show
that almost all quadratic threshold functions with no constant term which are symmetric
with respect to all but one variable are approximable or at least weakly approximable?
2. Can we show that for almost all presidential type predicates, there is no rounding scheme
which only uses the biases {bi : i ∈ [k]}? Note that by Theorem 40, such rounding
schemes would have to have degree which increases with k.
3. Our results only hold if k is sufficiently large. Is it true that all presidential type predicates
are approximable? Less ambitiously, can we either extend our techniques or develop new
techniques to handle presidential type predicates where k is relatively small?
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Proof of Proposition 28

I Proposition 28. For every l ≥ 1,
S{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }}
βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }}
l!
S1,l = β(1 + ∆)l −
l(1 + ∆)l−1 −
l(l − 1)(1 + ∆)l−2
l
2
E
E
E
 
1
+O
,
k
 
l!
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l
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,
2,l
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βS{{α,i1 }}
l!
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l−1
S
=
l(1
+
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+
O
,
3,l
El
E
k
where the hidden constants in big-O may depend on l.
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Proof. Here we only prove the first equality since the other two can be proved similarly.
Recall that S{{i1 ,i2 }} = E(1 + ∆) and E = Θ(k 2 ). The first equality is equivalent to
l!S1,l =β(S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l − S{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }} l(S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−1 − βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }} l(l − 1)(S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−2
+ O k2l−1 .



Let’s analyze the term β(S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l , by definition, it’s equal to


l
X
X
X

bi  
bij  =
bj1 bj2 j3 bj4 j5 · · · bj2l j2l+1 .
i≥2

2≤i<j

j1 ,j2 ,...,j2l+1 ∈{2,3,...,k}
j2 <j3 ,j4 <j5 ,··· ,j2l <j2l+1

Let’s call the sum on the right hand side T . We classify the terms in T according to number
of repetitions in indices. If there is no repetition, then the term bj1 bj2 j3 bj4 j5 · · · bj2l j2l+1 is
also in S1,l . Note that in S1,l the order of the l pairwise biases can be arbitrary, so the sum
of terms with no repeated indices is equal to l!S1,l . If there are two or more repetitions,
then the number of distinct indices is at most 2l − 1, and the contribution of such terms is
O(k 2l−1 ). If there is exact one repetition, then there are two cases.
1. j1 is equal to some jt for t ≥ 2. Without loss of generality consider the terms where the
only repetition is j1 = j2 or j1 = j3 (note that j2 < j3 ). The contribution of these terms
are
X
bj1 bj2 j3 bj4 j5 · · · bj2l j2l+1
j1 ,j2 ,...,j2l+1 ∈{2,3,...,k}
j2 <j3 ,j4 <j5 ,··· ,j2l <j2l+1
j1 =j2 or j1 =j3
j2 ,j3 ,...,j2l+1 distinct

=

X

bj1 bj2 j3 bj4 j5 · · · bj2l j2l+1 + O(k 2l−1 )

j1 ,j2 ,...,j2l+1 ∈{2,3,...,k}
j2 <j3 ,j4 <j5 ,··· ,j2l <j2l+1
j1 =j2 or j1 =j3

=S{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }} (S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−1 + O(k 2l−1 ).
This is because the terms where j2 , j3 , . . . , j2l+1 are not distinct have at most 2l − 1
distinct indices and contribute O(k 2l−1 ). So the contribution of this case is
lS{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }} (S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−1 + O(k 2l−1 ).
2. js = jt for some s, t ≥ 2. Note that in this case s and t cannot appear in the same
pairwise bias. Without loss of generality assume s ∈ {2, 3} and t ∈ {4, 5}. We have
X
bj1 bj2 j3 bj4 j5 · · · bj2l j2l+1
j1 ,j2 ,...,j2l+1 ∈{2,3,...,k}
j2 <j3 ,j4 <j5 ,··· ,j2l <j2l+1
one repetition in j2 ,j3 ,j4 ,j5
other indices distinct

=

X

bj1 bj2 j3 bj4 j5 · · · bj2l j2l+1 + O(k 2l−1 )

j1 ,j2 ,...,j2l+1 ∈{2,3,...,k}
j2 <j3 ,j4 <j5 ,··· ,j2l <j2l+1
one repetition in j2 ,j3 ,j4 ,j5

=

2βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }} (S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−2 + O(k 2l−1 ).

So the contribution of this case is
 

l
· 2βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }} (S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−2 + O(k 2l−1 )
2

= βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }} l(l − 1)(S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−2 + O k 2l−1 .
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We conclude that
β(S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l = l!S1,l + lS{i1 ,{i1 ,i2 }} (S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−1

+ βS{{i1 ,i2 },{i1 ,i3 }} l(l − 1)(S{{i1 ,i2 }} )l−2 + O k 2l−1 .
J

We get the desired equality by shifting the terms.

B

Proof of Lemma 34

I Lemma 34. Assume that we have h(x) =
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Proof of Lemma 37

I Lemma 37. For sufficiently large k we have
δkα + β ≥

(δ 2 k − 1)|∆| 1
+ .
4
2
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Proof. Since |∆| is a convex function on the KTW polytope, it suffices to check that for each
satisfying assignment, δkα + β ≥ δk|∆|
+ 12 . Letting t be the number of ones in x2 , . . . , xk ,
4
we have that β = t − (k − 1 − t) = 2t − k + 1 and
X
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We will show that δkα + β ≥
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will follow. To this end, we show that δkα + β ≥
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+ 12 , from which our lemma
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+ (1−δ4 )k − 12 + 12 and
k
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+ 12 .

We have two cases, α = 1 or α = −1. If α = 1, then δkα + β = δk + 2t − k + 1 and since
it’s a satisfying assignment we have t ≥ 1−δ
2 k. The inequality becomes
(k − 1)t
(1 − δ 2 )k
t2
−
− 2t +
− δk + k − 1 ≤ 0.
k
k
4
The left hand side is a quadratic function on t with positive leading coefficient, and to
check it’s non-positive we simply need to check its values on t = 1−δ
2 k and t = k − 1, the
1−δ
boundary points of t’s domain. When t = 2 k,
t2
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− 2t +
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2
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When t = k − 1,
t2
(k − 1)t
(1 − δ 2 )k
−
− 2t +
− δk + k − 1 =
k
k
4




2
t
(k − 1)t
(1 − δ 2 )k
−
+ (−t + k − 1) + −t − δk +
=
k
k
4
3 − 4δ + δ 2
−
k+1
4
which is negative when k is sufficiently large (note that δ ≤ 1 − k3 ).
If α = −1, then δkα + β = −δk + 2t − k + 1 and we have that t ≥ 1+δ
2 k. The inequality
becomes
t2
(k − 1)t
(1 − δ 2 )k
−
− 2t +
+ δk + k − 1 ≤ 0.
k
k
4
We check the value of LHS on t = 1+δ
k and t = k −1. Following exactly the same argument
we used for α = 1 except that δ is replaced by −δ, when t = 1+δ
2 k,
t2
(k − 1)t
(1 − δ 2 )k
1+δ
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− 2t +
+ δk + k − 1 =
−1<0
k
k
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2
and when t = k − 1,
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(1 − δ 2 )k
3 − 4δ + δ 2
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4
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(1−δ 2 )k
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1
2. δkα + β ≥ − tk − (k−1)t
+
−
k
4
2 + 2.
We again have two cases, α = 1 or α = −1. If α = 1, we have δkα + β = δk + 2t − k + 1
and the inequality becomes


t2
k−1
(1 − δ 2 )k
+ 2−
t+
+ δk − k ≥ 0.
k
k
4
The left hand side is a quadratic function that achieves minimum when t is negative, so
we simply need the inequality to hold when t = 1−δ
2 k, at which point the value of LHS is
1−δ
≥
0.
2
If α = −1, the inequality becomes


t2
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(1 − δ 2 )k
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− δk − k ≥ 0.
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Again, we simply need it to hold when t =
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2 ≥ 0.
This completes our proof.

1+δ
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at which point the value of LHS is
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Introduction

The k-Local Hamiltonian problem is the most studied QMA-complete problem in quantum
computing [19] and generalizes classical constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). It is
physically motivated, asking about the ground state energy of a system specified by its
Hamiltonian, or equivalently the minimum eigenvalue of an exponentially large Hermitian
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matrix. Even though the matrix is exponentially large in the number of qubits, it can be
succinctly described as a sum of matrices that are each a tensor product of a 2k ×2k Hermitian
matrix and the 2n−k × 2n−k identity matrix, where n is the size of the whole matrix, and k
is some constant given by a problem instance (called locality). Note that one only needs to
describe the 2k × 2k matrices to describe the whole problem. A precise definition will be
given later. There are many variations depending on the locality, the number of levels each
particle has (instead of 2 for the qubit case above), and other assumptions that can be made
on the Hamiltonian. The class QMA has also been well-studied, and a large set of problems
has been shown to be QMA-complete [6].
There has been much less progress in finding approximation algorithms for these problems.
One difference arising in the quantum case is that classical algorithms cannot efficiently
represent arbitrary solutions, which in general are entangled quantum states and thus reside
in an exponentially large space (2n dimensional). One approach to circumvent this problem
is to only consider product state solutions, which are a subset of quantum states that exhibit
no entanglement and admit efficient classical descriptions. Bansal, Bravyi, and Terhal [5]
proved that a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) (a polynomial-time algorithm
that offers an arbitrarily good approximation at the expense of increase in run time) exists
for Quantum Ising Spin Glass when assuming the underlying graph describing the interaction
of the qubits is planar with bounded degree. Brandão and Harrow [7] analyze the D-regular
case and give an additive approximation algorithm.
Another issue in the design of approximation algorithms is ensuring that problems
have well-defined approximations. For general Hamiltonians, which are Hermitian, the
spectrum can include positive and negative numbers, so it is difficult to define a meaningful
approximation ratio. Gharibian and Kempe [12] defined the MAX-k-Local Hamiltonian
problem and analyze the dense case. Their definition requires the k-local terms of the
Hamiltonian to be positive semidefinite, so that meaningful approximations exist. This case
is still QMA-hard and includes the classical constraint satisfaction problem, MAX-k-CSP as
a special case.

The Max-2-Local Hamiltonian problem
In this paper we give a randomized classical approximation algorithm for the MAX-2-Local
Hamiltonian (MAX-2-LH) problem on qubits. MAX-2-LH is QMA-hard, so approximation
algorithms are a natural solution strategy. The problem is NP-hard because it includes
MAX-2-CSP as a special case. To see that it is QMA-hard requires relating it to the decision
(promise) k-Local Hamiltonian problem, defined on n qubits. In this problem, 2k × 2k
Hermitian matrices HS are given for each subset S ⊆ [n] of size k, together with real numbers
a and b with b − a ≥ 1/poly(n). The HS are called k-local terms and may be viewed as
quantum generalizations of classical boolean constraints on k variables. The promise on
P
the input is that either some eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian H := S HS ⊗ I[n]\S is less
than a, or all eigenvalues are greater than b (the notation HS ⊗ I[n]\S signifies that HS
acts on the k qubits of S and is tensored with identity on the other n − k qubits). The
QMA witness for the yes case is a quantum state that is an eigenstate with eigenvalue less
that a, and a quantum algorithm can verify in polynomial time whether its eigenvalue is
less than a or larger by 1/poly(n). The QMA-hard 2-Local Hamiltonian problem may be
reduced to the optimization problem, MAX-2-LH by negating H (since MAX-2-LH is a
maximization problem) and adding identity terms, if necessary, to ensure that each 2-local
term is positive semidefinite. MAX-2-LH also generalizes the NP-hard MAX-2-CSP problem,
which is illustrated in Section 2.2.
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For MAX-2-LH, we assume an edge set E over the vertex set [n] and a set of 4 × 4
positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices {Hpq }(p,q)∈E are given. The goal is to compute the
P
maximum eigenvector of H := (p,q)∈E Hpq ⊗ I[n]\{p,q} . The Hermitian matrix H acts on n
qubits, and each term Hpq acts on the two qubits p, q and as the identity on the remaining
n − 2 qubits. More precisely, Hpq : Hp ⊗ Hq → Hp ⊗ Hq , where for all p ∈ [n], Hp is the 2
dimensional complex Hilbert space, representing the qubit p, and I[n]\{p,q} is the identity
N
matrix on i∈[n]\{p,q} Hi . The input matrices {Hpq }(p,q)∈E therefore implicitly describe the
2n × 2n Hermitian matrix H, whose maximum eigenvector we wish to compute.

Related work
Other generalizations of classical problems to physically motivated Local Hamiltonian problems have been studied, but the exact relationship to well-studied classical problems such
as MAX-2-SAT, MAX-CUT, and MAX-2-AND depends on which variant of the Local
Hamiltonian problem is being considered. Gharibian and Parekh [14] study a maximization
problem on 2-Local Hamiltonians for the Heisenberg model, which is a physically motivated
P
generalization of MAX-CUT. These have the form H = (p,q)∈E wpq Hpq for wpq ≥ 0, where
Hpq = I − αXp Xq − βYp Yq − γZp Zq , for α, β, γ ∈ {0, 1}, where Xp , Yp , Zp are the Pauli
matrices on qubit p (e.g., Xp is a 2n × 2n matrix formed by taking the 2 × 2 Pauli X matrix
on qubit p tensored with identity on all the other n − 1 qubits). They get approximation
ratios 0.498 (when α + β + γ = 3), 0.649 (when α + β + γ = 2), or 0.878 (when α + β + γ = 1).
Furthermore, they show that their ratios are almost tight in the product state space. In
particular they give a simple instance on which a product state cannot provide an approximation ratio better than 0.5, for the α + β + γ = 3 case. This case of their problem is a special
case of MAX-2-LH, hence 0.5 is also an upper bound on the best attainable approximation
ratio for MAX-2-LH using product states. Anshu, Gosset, and Morenz [2] have very recently
demonstrated that it is possible for a classical algorithm to provide an approximation ratio
better than 0.5 for this problem, by outputting descriptions of relatively simple entangled
states.
Bravyi, Gosset, König, and Temme [8] consider traceless 2-local Hamiltonians. This
generalizes the Maximum Quadratic Programming problem (MAX-QP) where the diagonal
entries are zero [10, 3]. In addition to generalizing MAX-QP, it also captures a variety of
physical quantum models. They give a randomized classical algorithm that outputs a product
state with expected energy OPT /O(log n), where OPT is the maximum eigenvalue of the
input Hamiltonian.

Our results
In this paper we achieve an approximation ratio of 0.328 for MAX-2-LH. The approximation
algorithm for MAX-2-LH that picks a random assignment (i.e., the fully mixed quantum
state) achieves ratio 0.25. Ours is the first example of an approximation algorithm for this
problem that beats the trivial bound by a constant. It is also possible to achieve a ratio of
0.25 + 1/O(log(n)) by taking the input instance, shifting each term Hi so that it is traceless,
and using the result in [8]. In MAX-2-LH each local term, acting on 2 qubits, is a rank 1
projector. In the special case when each local term is a rank 1 projector that is a product of
two rank 1 projectors, one on each qubit, we get a better ratio of 0.40. This special case is
detailed in Section 4. It is QMA-hard to find the maximum eigenvalue of this special type of
Hamiltonian by Theorem 7 in [11].
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In terms of techniques, we follow the framework that was first introduced by Goemans
and Williamson. We first formulate a semidefinite program (SDP) whose optimal objective
value provides an upper bound on the maximum energy of a given 2-local Hamiltonian. We
can solve the SDP to arbitrary precision in polynomial time. Then we randomly round the
solution, which resides in a larger space, down to the original solution space. Analyzing the
randomized rounding is considerably more complicated than in the classical setting, because
we need to round the solutions to a continuous 3-dimensional space, whereas the solution
space is the boolean space for classical cases. We build upon a rounding procedure analyzed
for generalizing the positive-semidefinite Grothendieck problem to a rank-constrained setting,
by Briët, de Oliveira Filho, and Vallentin [9].
Even with this rounding procedure, obtaining a multiplicative bound that outperforms a
random assignment for MAX-2-LH is a nontrivial task. In particular, our analysis takes the
1-local part of the input Hamiltonian explicitly into account. Ours is the first work of its kind
to do so. Bravyi, Gosset, König, and Temme [8] showed that in the context of their problem,
1-local terms could be ignored without loss of generality, while Gharibian and Parekh [14]
considered a problem without 1-local terms.
It is natural to consider SDP relaxations for our problem, because most approximation
algorithms for classical MAX-2-CSP employ SDP rounding [15, 23, 22, 20]. Our SDP
formulation is similar to that of [14, 8]; however, we must use additional constraints to handle
the 1-local part. We also consider a different SDP formulation in order to get an improved
approximation ratio in the special case where each local term is a product projector. The
alternative formulation is described in Section 4. An advantage of the first SDP formulation is
that the optimal value of the program provides an upper bound on OPT itself (the maximum
eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian), whereas the optimal value of the alternative program gives
an upper bound on OPTprod , the objective value achieved by the best product state.

Open questions
There are several open questions. Is it possible to close the gap between 0.328 that we achieve
and the 0.5 upper bound for product states? Is it possible to beat the uniformly random
assignment when each term is a rank 3 projector, which is a quantum generalization of the
classical Max 2-SAT problem? Is it possible to use more general states than product states,
for example, as in the recent developments of Anshu, Gosset, and Morenz [2]? Does the
approximation algorithm shed any light on the quantum PCP theorem?

2
2.1

Background
Approximating quantum problems

We first define the MAX-2-Local Hamiltonian problem.
I Definition 1 (MAX-2LH). An instance is given as a set of Hamiltonians {Hpq : (p, q) ∈ E},
for some edge set E ⊆ [n] × [n], where Hpq ⊗ I[n]\{p,q} is positive semidefinite and operates
non-trivially on qubits p and q. Given such a list of Hamiltonians on 2 qubits, the goal of the
P
problem is to find the largest eigenvalue of H = (p,q)∈E Hpq ⊗ I[n]\{p,q} , which we denote
as OPT.
P
To simplify notation we will write H = pq Hpq , where terms Hpq for (p, q) 6∈ E are the
zero matrix (so have rank 0). Also, let OPTprod denote the maximum energy achievable over
the set of product states, i.e., OPTprod = max|φ1 i···|φn i hφ1 | · · · hφn |H|φ1 i · · · |φn i.
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Since the 2-Local Hamiltonian problem can be reduced to the MAX-2-Local Hamiltonian
problem, this problem is QMA-hard. So instead, we turn to approximating OPT with a
multiplicative error. The goal of this paper is to beat the trivial approximation for the
maximum eigenvalue of 2-local Hamiltonians presented in the following theorem.
P
I Theorem 2. Given a 2-local Hamiltonian H = pq Hpq ⊗ I[n]\{p,q} with local terms that
are rank r projectors, Hpq (r ∈ {1, 2, 3}), if the maximum eigenvalue (energy) of H is OPT,
then the uniformly random product state achieves energy at least r/4 · OPT .
Proof. Consider the contribution of the local term Hpq to the energy. Since we are assigning
the uniformly random product state, the qubit p, q is assigned

 

1/2
0
1/2
0
ρpq :=
⊗
= I/4
0
1/2
0
1/2
jointly. The energy contribution of Hpq is then Tr(Hpq ρpq ) = Tr(Hpq )/4 = r/4, because Hpq
is a rank r projector. Therefore if ρn is the uniformly random product state on n qubits,
the total energy is Tr(Hρn ) = rm/4 where m is the number of local terms. We know that
m ≥ OPT. So Tr(Hρn ) ≥ r/4 · OPT .
J
Harrow and Montanaro [16] consider approximation of the minimum and maximum
eigenvalue of local Hamiltonians where each qubit can √
appear in at most D local terms. They
give an algorithm with approximation ratio c + Ω(1/ D), where c is the ratio achieved by
uniformly random assignment. More related to the problem we consider, Gharibian and
Kempe [12] consider approximating the maximum eigenvalue of a k-local Hamiltonian with
positive semidefinite local terms.
I Theorem 3 ([12]). For a k-local Hamiltonian H on n, d-dimensional qudits with positive
semidefinite local terms and maximum eigenvalue (energy) OPT, there exists a product state
assignment with energy of OPT /dk−1 .
We are interested in the case of (d, k) = (2, 2) in this paper. In this case, the above theorem
implies there exists a product state with energy OPT /2 and this means OPTprod ≥ OPT /2;
however, finding such a product state is NP-hard in general. They also give an approximation
algorithm achieving a constant approximation ratio for dense instances.
I Theorem 4 ([12]). For any k-local Hamiltonian H on n qubits, there exists a deterministic
poly-time algorithm outputting a product state achieving hψ|H|ψi > OPTprod −nk . OPTprod
is the highest energy that can be achieved by a product state.
In the case of k = 2, this implies a product state with energy OPTprod −n2 can be efficiently
found. If the constraint graph is dense, combining the two gives a (1/2 − 0 )-approximation
algorithm. With a dense constraint graph, we know that OPTprod = Θ(n2 ) (by assigning a
random product state). So OPTprod −n2 = OPTprod −c OPTprod = (1 − c) OPTprod , for
some constant c. By Theorem 3, we know that this value is at least (1/2 − c/2) OPT.
Brandão and Harrow’s result [7] also says that product states do better on regular
constraint graphs as the degree increases.
I Theorem 5 ([7]). Suppose a 2-local Hamiltonian H on qudits has non-trivial terms on
a D-regular graph. For all edges (p, q) on the graph, suppose the local term Hpq satisfies
d2 ln d 1/3
kHpq k ≤ 1. Then there exists a product state |ψi such that hψ|H|ψi ≥ OPT −12 nD
,
2 ( D )
where OPT is the largest eigenvalue of H.
The above theorems imply that there exists a product state that achieves approximation
2
ratio of 1 − 12( d Dln d )1/3 when the constraint graph is D-regular.
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More recent and closely related work is that of Gharibian and Parekh [14] and Bravyi,
Gosset, König, and Temme [8]. These works and our work all aim to optimize 2-local
Hamiltonians in the product state space, and they all use SDP to do so. The work [14]
considers a specialization of Max-2-LH; however, a key difference is that their main target
Hamiltonian is more restricted and physically motivated, a maximization version of the
quantum Heisenberg model. The special case they consider is qualitatively simpler in some
sense, as their Hamiltonian does not have any 1-local terms, which present an additional
complication in our work. They also consider additional Hamiltonians that do not have
PSD local terms, which are not special cases of MAX-2-LH. Another difference is in the
SDP relaxations employed. We must use additional constraints yielding a strengthened SDP
relaxation to obtain our results. They get the following results.
P
I Theorem 6 ([14]). Consider a local Hamiltonian H = (p,q)∈E wpq Hpq for wpq ≥ 0, where
Hpq = I − αXp Xq − βYp Yq − γZp Zq , for α, β, γ ∈ {0, 1}. There exists a randomized classical
approximation algorithm with approximation ratio 0.498 (when α + β + γ = 3), 0.649 (when
α + β + γ = 2), or 0.878 (when α + β + γ = 1).
The α + β + γ = 3 case of the above problem is when Hpq is a rank 1 projector onto the Bell
state |Ψ− i = |01i − |10i, on qubits p and q. Thus this case is an instance of MAX-2-LH.
The work [8] uses similar techniques for a slightly different problem. They consider the
problem of approximating the maximum eigenvalue of traceless 2-local Hamiltonians on n
qubits. They give a randomized classical approximation algorithm that outputs a product
state with expected energy OPT /O(log n) where OPT is the maximum eigenvalue of the
input Hamiltonian. They use the same SDP relaxation as [14] for the maximum eigenvalue,
but they use a different rounding technique from [14] or this work; as with [14], being able
to ignore 1-local terms simplifies their algorithm and analysis relative to this work.
Another related work is by Bansal, Bravyi, and Terhal, where they prove that a PTAS
(an algorithm that runs in polynomial time in problem size and 1/ where  is an arbitrarily
small approximation ratio) exists [5] for Quantum Ising Spin Glass defined over a planar
interaction graph with bounded degree, where the goal is to find the minimum eigenvalue
P
P
of Hamiltonians of form H = (u,v)∈E cuv Luv + u Lu , where Luv is quadratic in Pauli
matrices and Lu is linear.
There are limited results on the hardness of approximation of quantum problems. Gharibian and Kempe introduce a quantum version of Σp2 called cq-Σ2 [13]. They prove that QSSC
and QIRR, defined in the paper, are cq-Σ2 -hard to approximate to certain ratios. Moreover,
they also show that it is QCMA-hard to approximate Quantum Monotone Minimum Satisfying Assignment, defined in their paper, to approximation ratio N 1− for all  > 0, where N
is the size of instance.

2.2

Reducing Max-2-CSP to Max-2-LH

MAX-2-CSP is reduced to MAX-2-Local Hamiltonian as follows. Suppose we are given
a MAX-2-CSP instance on n boolean variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1}, a set of edges E
between the xi ’s, and functions fij : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1} on (xi , xj ) for (i, j) ∈ E. The
P
question is to compute the quantity OPTCSP = maxx1 ,...,xn (i,j)∈E fij (xi , xj ). We can
reduce this instance to a MAX-2-LH instance on n qubits q1 , q2 , . . . , qn with projectP
ors Pij :=
(xi ,xj )∈Supp(fij ) |xi xj ihxi xj | on qubit i, j for (i, j) ∈ E, where Supp(fij ) =
{(xi , xj ) | fij (xi , xj ) = 1}. To see that this is a correct reduction, consider an optimizer
P
P
|φi = x∈{0,1}n cx |xi to the MAX-2-LH instance. The energy of |φi is hφ| (i,j)∈E Pij |φi =
P
P
2
x∈{0,1}n |cx | hx|
(i,j)∈E Pij |xi. Measuring |φi in the computational basis and using it as
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P
P
an assignment for the original instance, we satisfy x∈{0,1}n |cx |2 (i,j)∈E fij (xi , xj ) constraints in expectation, which coincides with the energy of |φi. So MAX-2-Local Hamiltonian
on qubits is NP-hard. Then MAX-k-Local Hamiltonian with k > 2 on qudits is also NP-hard
because MAX-2-LH on qubits is a special case of MAX-k-LH on qudits, when each projector
acts non-trivially on 2 locations within an embedded 2 dimensional space.

2.3

Approximating 2-CSPs using SDP

SDP has been a major tool for approximating 2-CSP problems since Goemans and Williamson
used semidefinite programming to obtain a 0.878-approximation for MAX-CUT and MAX-2SAT, as well as a 0.796-approximation for a MAX-DICUT [15].
There had been gradual improvements in the approximation ratio [23, 22], and finally
[20] obtained the best approximation ratios to date, 0.94016 for MAX-2-SAT and 0.87401 for
MAX-DICUT. All of the papers mentioned above employ SDP rounding techniques.
On the other hand, [17] showed that the approximation ratio 0.878 for MAX-CUT is
tight and the approximation ratio for MAX-DICUT is upper bounded by 0.878, assuming
that the Unique Game Conjecture (UGC) is true. Austrin proved that the approximation
ratio 0.94016 is tight for MAX-2-SAT and the approximation ratio for MAX-2-AND is upper
bounded by 0.87435, assuming the UGC [4]. More details about CSP approximation can be
found in a recent survey by Makarychev and Makarychev [21].

2.4

Lemmas on randomized rounding

We use the following lemmas without proof. The inequalities are special cases of more general
“Grothendieck inequalities.” Grothendieck inequalities have begun playing an important role
in theoretical computer science with a variety of applications. For more details see a survey
by Khot and Naor [18].
The first two lemmas below are given by Goemans and Williamson with which they prove
approximation ratios for their MAX-CUT and MAX-2SAT algorithms respectively, namely,
Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 7.3.2 in [15].
I Lemma 7 ([15]). Let u, v ∈ S N be unit vectors in RN +1 for N ≥ 2, and let x =
sgn(u · r), y = sgn(v · r) for a uniformly random vector r ∈ S N . Then
Er [1 ± xy] ≥ α1 (1 ± u · v),
where α1 =

2
π

min0<θ<π

θ
1−cos θ

= 0.878 . . ..

I Lemma 8 ([15]). Let u, v, w ∈ S N be unit vectors in RN +1 for N ≥ 2, and let x =
sgn(u · r), y = sgn(v · r), z = sgn(w · r), for a uniformly random vector r ∈ S N . Then
Er [1 ± xy ± xz + yz] ≥ α2 (1 ± u · v ± u · w + v · w),
where α2 = min0<θ<arccos (−1/3)

2 2π−3θ
π 1+3 cos θ

= 0.796 . . ..

We will also use the following lemma, obtained by Briët, de Oliveira Filho, and Vallentin [9]
in considering a rank-constrained version of the Grothendieck problem, to bound randomized
rounding for positive semidefinite matrices.
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I Lemma 9 ([9]). Let A be a m × m real-valued positive semidefinite matrix and u1 , . . . , um
be unit vectors in S N for an integer N ≥ m. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let xi = sgn(r · ui ) for a
uniformly random vector r ∈ S N . Then



2 X
X
m
Γ(m/2)
E
Aij xi xj  ≥
Aij ui · uj .
π Γ((m + 1)/2)
1≤i,j≤m

The coefficient

1≤i,j≤m

Γ(m/2) 2
m
π Γ((m+1)/2)

is asymptotically 2/π + Θ(1/m). We will use the lemma for

2

2
Γ(3)
= π6 15√2π/8 = 0.691 · · · .
m = 6, which has associated constant α7 := π6 Γ(3.5)

Since Lemma 9 is not explicitly stated in the form of a theorem in [9], we give a brief
description about how to piece the statements in [9] together. This lemma follows from the
analysis in [9], where they give an approximation algorithm for the Grothendieck problem. In
particular, Lemma 1 and the argument surrounding Equation (3) are used as follows. Using
e1 (t) = 2 arcsin t − 2 t . It turns out that the
their notation, let E1 (t) = π2 arcsin t and let E
π
π γ(m)
functions only depend on the inner product between two vectors, so E1 (ui , uj ) means E1 (t),
e1 (t) is of positive type for S m−1 . This means that
where t = ui · uj . Lemma 1 states that E


e1 (ui , uj )
for any vectors u1 , . . . , um ∈ S m−1 , the matrix E
is positive semidefinite.
1≤i,j≤m


Pm
ui ·uj
Since A is also positive semidefinite, it holds that i,j=1 Aij π2 arcsin ui · uj − π2 γ(m)
=
Pm
P
P
2
2 ui ·uj
e
Aij E1 (ui , uj ) ≥ 0. Therefore
Aij arcsin ui · uj ≥
. Finally, use
Aij
i,j=1

ij

π

ij

π γ(m)
2 1
π γ(m)

the fact that E [sgn(r · ui ) sgn(r · uj )] = π2 arcsin ui · uj , and the fact that
the factor given in the lemma above, as in Theorem 2 in [9].

2.5

is equal to

Notation

I
10 (Pauli
We denote
matrices on a qubit as
 Definition

 matrices).

 the Pauli

 W0 := I =
1 0
0 1
0 −i
1 0
, W1 := X =
, W2 := Y =
, and W3 := Z =
.
0 1
1 0
i 0
0 −1
On n qubits, we write Wpi := Wi ⊗ I[n]\{p} , where Wi is on the qubit p, and I[n]\{p} is the
identity on the rest of the qubits.

3

The algorithm and analysis

The setup
A 2-local Hamiltonian is given as a set of Hamiltonians {Hpq : (p, q) ∈ E}, for some edge
set E ⊆ [n] × [n], where Hpq operates on qubits p and q. This means Hpq is a 4 × 4 matrix
on the Hilbert space Hp ⊗ Hq that represents the joint space of qubits p, q. Given such a
list of Hamiltonians on 2 qubits, the goal is to approximate the maximum eigenvalue of
P
H := (p,q)∈E Hpq ⊗ I[n]\{p,q} . In this paper we assume each term Hpq is a PSD matrix. We
P4
will decompose Hpq using its eigenvectors Hpq = t=1 wpq,t |γpq,t ihγpq,t |, where wpq,i ≥ 0 for
all p, q, t.
Let OPT denote the maximum eigenvalue of H over quantum states. Stated in terms
of energy, OPT = max|φi hφ|H|φi. We seek to produce an approximately optimal state;
however, since our approximation algorithms are classical polynomial-time algorithms, we
output an efficient representation of such a state. Our approach is to formulate an SDP that
upper-bounds the maximum energy of the given Hamiltonian. We then randomly round the
solution vectors of the SDP to real numbers to get a product quantum state, admitting a
polynomial-size representation, with a relatively high energy.
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A semidefinite program relaxation
We start with an SDP relaxation that gives an upper bound on the optimal energy. By
“relaxation”, we mean an SDP for which each quantum state generates a feasible solution,
with objective function value matching its energy. This way, we know that the value of the
SDP is at least the highest energy possible by a physical state.
For each pair of qubits (p, q) ∈ E (E consists of ordered pairs pq with p < q), we have a
P4
local Hamiltonian Hpq = t=1 wpq,t |γpq,t ihγpq,t |. We denote the Pauli decomposition of the
local terms Cpqij = Tr(Hpq (Wi ⊗ Wj ))/4. Note that the matrix Cpq = (Cpqij )ij is real for
all (p, q) ∈ E, since tensor products of Pauli matrices form a real-coefficient basis for the
Hermitian matrices. Consider the SDP:
Maximize

X

3
X

Cpqij vpi · vqj

(S1)

(p,q)∈E i,j=0

subject to:
||v0 || = 1
||vpi || = 1, ∀p, i
v0 · vp0 = 1, ∀p
vpi · vpj = 0, ∀p, i, j > 0 : i 6= j
v0 , vpi ∈ RN , ∀p, i
3
X
i,j=0

Cpqij vpi · vqj ≤

4
X

wpq,t , ∀(p, q) ∈ E.

t=1

and N can be taken to be the total number of vectors, v0 and the vpi in the program, which is
4n+1. The motivation for this relaxation is that, for any quantum state |φi, we may construct
additional complex unit vectors by applying tensor products of Pauli matrices to |φi. In
particular, setting v0 := |φi, and vpi := Wpi |φi, for all p and i, yields a solution that is “almost”
feasible for the above SDP. The first three constraints are satisfied, noting that Wp0 = W0 = I
for all p. For the fourth constraint, we have that vpi · vpj = hφ|Wpi Wpj |φi = −hφ|Wpj Wpi |φi,
since distinct nontrivial Pauli matrices anticommute. This implies that Re(vpi · vpj ) = 0.
Indeed, we obtain a true solution to the SDP by modifying the vectors so that the imaginary
part of their inner products is discarded. This is formalized in the claim below.
I Remark 11. The complex vectors vpi , as constructed above from |φi, suggest a complex
SDP relaxation; however, the real version, (S1) is simpler and equivalent in terms of optimal
objective value. The relationship vpi · vqj = hφ|Wpi Wqj |φi connects 2-moments of the state
|φi to SDP relaxations. Considering higher-order moments leads to larger but stronger SDP
relaxations, and considering n-moments leads to an exact SDP formulation of exponential
size. Restricting the moments considered to products over only Wp3 = Zp for different p
yields an SDP hierarchy equivalent to the celebrated classical Lasserre hierarchy.
B Claim 12. This SDP is a relaxation, i.e., there is a mapping from pure quantum states to
vectors such that objective value is the energy of the state.
Proof. Let |φi be a quantum state, and let v0 := (Re(|φi), Im(|φi)), and vpi := (Re(Wpi |φi),
Im(Wpi |φi)), for p ∈ [n], i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Here Re(u) := (Re(ui ))i∈[d] , Im(u) := (Im(ui ))i∈[d]
for a d-dimensional complex vector u.
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To check the SDP constraints, first note the v0 has norm 1, and v0 = vp0 for all p. Next,
each vector vpi has norm 1, and two different vectors on qubit p are orthogonal:
vpi · vpj = (Re(Wpi |φi), Im(Wpi |φi)) · (Re(Wpj |φi), Im(Wpj |φi))
= Re(hφ|Wpi Wpj |φi) = δij ,
for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, p ∈ [n]. This follows from the Pauli matrices anticommutation relations
Wi Wj + Wj Wi = 2δij I.
Next, we consider two vectors on different qubits. Let ρ := |φihφ|. Then
vpi · vqj = (Re(Wpi |φi), Im(Wpi |φi)) · (Re(Wqj |φi), Im(Wqj |φi))
= Re(hφ|Wpi Wqj |φi) = Re(Tr(Wpi Wqj ρ)),
for all p 6= q, and i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. This follows from the fact that two Pauli matrices
commute when they act on different qubits.
The SDP objective is therefore equal to the enegy of the state:
X

3
X

Cpqij vpi · vqj =

(p,q)∈E i,j=0

X
(p,q)∈E

3
X
1
Tr(Hpq (Wi ⊗ Wj ))Re(Tr(Wpi Wqj ρ))
4
i,j=0


X

= Re 

(p,q)∈E

=

X


3
X
1
Tr(Hpq (Wi ⊗ Wj )) Tr((Wi ⊗ Wj )ρpq )
4
i,j=0

Tr(Hpq ρpq ) = Tr(Hρ),

(p,q)∈E

where ρpq is the reduced density matrix of ρ onto qubits {p, q}. The second last equality is
because the Pauli matrices form an orthogonal basis. The last constraint of (S1) asserts that
the energy contribution from the site (p, q) should not exceed the sum of the eigenvalues of
(p, q). The seemingly unnecessary last constraint will be useful in the analysis.
C
We can solve the SDP to arbitrary multiplicative quality 1 −  using existing SDP solvers
(for example, [1]), in time polynomial to the size of the program and log(1/). This gives us
a solution of quality OPTSDP (1 − ), where OPTSDP is the optimal value of the SDP. We
will ignore (1 − ) factor because it can be absorbed into our approximation ratio.

The algorithm and analysis
Algorithm 1 MAX-2-Local Hamiltonian with PSD local terms.
1: Input: {Hpq : (p, q) ∈ E}, E ⊆ [n] × [n].
2: Calculate (Cpqij := Tr(Hpq (Wi ⊗ Wj ))/4)pqij .
3: Solve the SDP (S1), and get (v0 , (vpi )pi ).
4: Pick a uniformly random unit vector r ∈ RN (use N := 4n + 1).
5: Set (x0 , (xpi )pi ) := (sgn(v0 · r), (sgn(vpi · r))pi ).



P3
C
x
x
+
C
x
x
epi := −xpi x0 for all p and
(p,q)∈E
i=1 pqi0 pi 0
j=1 pq0j 0 qj < 0, set x
1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Otherwise set x
epi := xpi x0 for all p, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Nn
P3
1
1
√1 epi Wi
7: Output state ρ :=
ρ
p=1 p , where ρp := 2 I + 2
i=1 3 x
6: If

P

P3
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Algorithm 1 describes our rounding procedure. Let Cpq ∈ R4×4 refer to the matrix
P4
(Cpqij )ij , let cpq := Cpq00 = 14 t=1 wpq,t , let apq ∈ R3 refer to the vector (Cpqi0 )i:i>0 , and
bpq := (Cpq0j )j:j>0 is defined analogously. Finally C̄pq ∈ R3×3 is (Cpqij )ij:i,j>0 . So we have


cpq

bTpq



Cpq = 

.
apq

C̄pq

To apply the bound from [9], we need a symmetrized and PSD version of Cpq , so define
cpq

aTpq

bTpq





+
Cpq
=
 apq


cpq I

C̄pq



 ∈ R7×7 .



bpq

T
C̄pq

cpq IWpqi



+
+
The matrix Cpq
is clearly symmetic. To see that Cpq
 0, use the fact that Hpq =
P4
w
|γ
ihγ
|
for
non-negative
w
’s,
and
get
pq,t
pq,t
t=1 pq,t pq,t

+
=
4Wpqj Cpqij

4
X

wpq,t Re (Tr [|γpq,t ihγpq,t |Wpqi Wpqj ])

t=1

=

4
X

wpq,t (Re(Wpqi |γpq,t i), Im(Wpqi |γpq,t i)) · (Re(Wpqj |γpq,t i), Im(Wpqj |γpq,t i)),

t=1
+
where (Wpqi )0≤i≤6 := (I, W1 ⊗ I, W2 ⊗ I, W3 ⊗ I, I ⊗ W1 , I ⊗ W2 , I ⊗ W3 ). Since Cpq
is
therefore a non-negative-weighted sum of Gram matrices, it is PSD. Now we state the main
theorem.

I Theorem 13. Algorithm 1 runs in polynomial time and outputs a product state with expected
energy at least 0.328 OPT, where OPT is the maximum energy of the 2-local Hamiltonian
P
H = (p,q)∈E Hpq ⊗ I[n]\{p,q} where Hpq is PSD for all (p, q) ∈ E.
Proof. Algorithm 1 outputs a product state, whose reduced part on p and q is

 

1
x
ep1
x
ep2
x
ep3
x
eq2
x
eq3
x
eq1
ρp ⊗ ρq =
I + √ W1 + √ W2 + √ W3 ⊗ I + √ W1 + √ W2 + √ W3 .
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
Thus the total energy of the approximate solution is Er
is equal to
P3

"
Er

X

cpq +

(p,q)∈E

i=1

hP

(p,q)∈E

i
Tr(Hpq (ρp ⊗ ρq )) , which

#
P3
P3
apqi x
epi + j=1 bpqj x
eqj
epi x
eqj
i,j=1 C̄pqij x
√
+
.
3
3

Meanwhile, the SDP objective value is


3
3
3
X
X
X
X
cpq +
apqi vpi · v0 +
bpqj v0 · vqj +
C̄pqij vpi · vqj  .
(p,q)∈E

i=1

j=1

(1)

(2)

i,j=0
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Fix an edge (p, q) ∈ E, and let vpq := (v0 , vp1 , vp2 , vp3 , vq1 , vq2 , vq3 ). By applying Lemma 9
+
to Cpq
and vpq , we get


3
3
3
X
X
X
Er 7cpq + 2
apqi xpi x0 + 2
bpqj x0 xqj + 2
C̄pqij xpi xqj  ≥
i=1


α7 7cpq + 2

3
X

j=1

apqi vpi · v0 + 2

i=1

3
X

i,j=1

bpqj v0 · vqj + 2

j=1

3
X


C̄pqij vpi · vqj  .

(3)

i,j=1

+
The coefficients 7 and 2 above come from how many times each parts are in Cpq
. We
would like to compare the energy of our solution (1) against the SDP objective (2) using
the inequality (3). For the series of inequalities that will appear below, we define some
short-hand:


3
3
X
X
X

Lx :=
apqi xpi x0 +
bpqj x0 xqj  ,
(p,q)∈E


Qx :=

X

i=1

j=1

3
X




(p,q)∈E

C̄pqij xpi xqj  ,

i,j=1



3
3
X
X
X

Lv :=
apqi vpi · v0 +
bpqj v0 · vqj  ,
(p,q)∈E


Qv :=

X

i=1

j=1

3
X




(p,q)∈E

C̄pqij vpi · vqj  ,

i,j=1



3
3
X
X
X
e x :=

L
apqi x
epi +
bpqj x
eqj  ,
i=1

(p,q)∈E


e x :=
Q

X

(p,q)∈E

c :=

3
X

X

j=1


C̄pqij x
epi x
eqj  ,

i,j=1

cpq .

(p,q)∈E

After summing the inequality (3) over the edges and moving the terms, we get


α7 ( 72 c + Lv + Qv ) − 12 c
Lx + Qx
Er c +
.
≥
3
3

(4)

e x ≥ 0 (Step 6 of Algorithm 1), and L
ex + Q
e x ≥ Lx + Qx for every r, we can
Because L
bound the energy of the approximate solution:
"
#
"
#


ex
ex + Q
ex
ex
α7 ( 27 c + Lv + Qv ) − 12 c
L
Q
L
Lx + Qx
Er c + √ +
≥ Er c +
≥ Er c +
≥
,
3
3
3
3
3
where the last inequality follows from (4). We can now bound the approximation factor,
h
i
ex
ex + Q
L
Er c + √
α7 ( 72 c + Lv + Qv ) − 12 c
α7 ( 72 c + S) − 12 c
3
3
≥
=
,
c + Lv + Qv
3(c + Lv + Qv )
3(c + S)
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letting S := Lv + Qv for convenience. The value of the SDP (S1) is c + S and the energy of
P
the maximally mixed state is c = (p,q)∈E cpq . The SDP value c + S should at least be the
energy of the maximally mixed state, so c + S ≥ c. This implies that S ≥ 0. By summing the
P
last constraint of (S1) over the edges, we get c + S ≤ (p,q)∈E,1≤t≤4 wpq,t = 4c. Therefore,
the approximation ratio is at least
α7 ( 27 c + S) − 12 c
α7 ( 13
8 )−
≥
3(c + S)
3
S∈[0,3c]
min

The min occurs at S = 3c since
for c + S ≥ 0.

4

1
8

= 0.328 . . . .

α7 ( 27 c+S)− 21 c
3(c+S)

=

α7 (c+S)+α7 52 c− 12 c
3(c+S)

=

α7
3

5α7 −1
+ 6(c+S)
c is decreasing
J

Improved approximation in for tensor product projectors using a
different SDP and rounding

In this section we show that a better approximation factor is possible when each local
term is a rank 1 projector that is a product of 2 rank 1 projectors on a qubit. Namely,
Hpq = Hpq,p ⊗ Hpq,q , and Hpq,p , Hpq,q are rank 1 projectors on qubit p, q respectively for
all (p, q) ∈ E. The algorithm is similar to the previous one in that Goemans-Williamson
approach is used. This time, however, we formulate the SDP and round the vector solution
in a different way: we first formulate a quadratic programming (QP) in the real space that
has the highest energy by a product state as the objective value, and relax the
√ QP to an
SDP. The previous rounding reduced the norms of the solution vectors by 1/ 3, but here
we will keep the norms. The first observation we make is that the value of the following
quadratic program (Q) is the maximum energy achieved by a product state.
Quadratic program for MAX-2-Local Hamiltonian over product states:
Maximize 4

3
XX

Cpqij xpi xqj

(Q)

pq i,j=0

subject to:
xp0 =
3
X
i=0

1
, ∀p
2

x2pi =

1
, ∀p
2

xpi ∈ R, ∀p, i.
The Pauli coefficients Cpqij are the same as defined previously. The constraints will
restrict us to the set of quantum states that are product states. We use the Pauli basis so
that all numbers we solve for are real valued. Representing qubits as density matrices, let
Φp := |φp ihφp | for all p.
For any density matrix, there exists a unique decomposition into Pauli matrices. So
P3
P3
we can write Φp = i=0 xpi Wi , and Hpq = i,j=0 Cpqij Wi ⊗ Wj . Moreover, we know that
Tr[Φp ] = 1 because the state |φp i is norm 1, and also Tr[Φ2p ] = 1 if we assume, without loss of
P
generality, that the state |φp i is pure. This implies that (i) xp0 = 12 for all p, (ii) i x2pi = 12
P
2
for all p, (iii) Cpq00 = 14 for all p, q, and (iv) ij Cpqij
= 41 for all p, q.
The reverse process also works: Given real numbers (xp0 , xp1 , xp2 , xp3 ) as a part of a
P3
feasible solution to (Q), one can construct a state |φp i such that |φp ihφp | = i=0 xpi Wi .
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This is because of the properties of the Pauli basis:
Φ2p =

3
X

xpi xpj Wi Wj = x2p0 W02 + 2

i,j=0

=

3
X

xpi xp0 Wi +

i=0

3
3
X
X
1
W0 +
xpi Wi +
x2pi Wi2 +
4
i=0
i=1

3
3
X
X
1
xpi Wi +
x2pi W0 +
= W0 +
4
i=0
i=1

3
X

xpi xpj Wi Wj

i,j=1
3
X

xpi xpj Wi Wj

1≤i,j≤3,i6=j
3
X

xpi xpj (Wi Wj + Wj Wi )

1≤i<j≤3

3
X
1
1
xpi Wi + W0 + 0 = Φp .
= W0 +
4
4
i=0

The fact that Φ2p = Φp implies that Φp is a projector, and Tr Φp = 1 implies that it is a
P3
rank 1 projector. So there exists a vector |φp i such that |φp ihφp | = Φp = i=0 xpi Wi .
Exactly solving this program is NP-hard, because as noted in Section 2.2, MAX-2-CSP can
be cast as an instance of MAX-2-LH. Additionally, an optimum solution to such a MAX-2-LH
instance is always, without loss of generality, a product state. We can, however, solve this
approximately by first relaxing the program to an SDP, solving the SDP in polynomial time,
and performing randomized rounding to the SDP solution we get to obtain a valid solution
to the original program. Below is the SDP to which we relax. The coefficients Cpqij ’s are
given as constants.
SDP relaxation for MAX-2-Local Hamiltonian over product states:
Maximize 4

3
XX

Cpqij vpi · vqj

(S2)

pq i,j=0

subject to:
1
2
1
kvp0 k = , ∀p
2
1
v0 · vp0 = , ∀p
4
3
X
1
kvpi k2 = , ∀p
2
i=0
kv0 k =

v 0 ∈ RN
vpi ∈ RN , ∀p, i.
The first three conditions simply force that for all p, vp0 = v0 . The SDP is in fact a
relaxation of the quadratic program in the sense that given a solution xpi , for all p, i, to
the first program, the vector solution v0 := (1, 0, . . . , 0), vpi := xpi v0 , for all p, i, is a feasible
solution to the SDP that achieves the same objective value. Therefore the value of the SDP
is at least the value of the first program. Algorithm 2 details our approach.
P
I Theorem 14. Given a local Hamiltonian on n qubits H = pq Ppq , where Ppq is a product
of a rank 1 projector on qubit p and a rank 1 projector on qubit q, Algorithm 2 outputs a
product state that has an expected energy of at least α2 · OPTprod , where α2 = 0.796 . . ., and
OPTprod = max|φ1 i,...,|φn i hφ1 | . . . hφn |H|φ1 i . . . |φn i.
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Algorithm 2 MAX-2-local Hamiltonian with PSD local terms.
1: Input: {Hpq : (p, q) ∈ E}, E ⊆ [n] × [n].
2: Calculate (Cpqij := Tr(Hpq (Wi ⊗ Wj ))/4)pqij .
3: Solve the SDP (S2), and get (v0 , (vpi )).
4: Pick a random unit vector r ∈ RN (use N := 4n + 1).
5: For all p ∈ [n] and i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, assign xpi := kvpi k sgn(v0 · r) sgn(vpi · r).
Nn P3
6: Output Φp :=
p=1
i=0 xpi Wi as the resulting product state assignment.

Proof. We express the rank 1 projector Hpq as |γpq ihγpq | for some state |γpq i. OPTprod is
the value of the program (Q). We relax the program (Q) to the SDP (S2) and get vpi for
all p, i as a solution to the SDP. To get real-valued xpi , we perform randomized rounding
reminiscent of the Goemans-Williamson algorithm: xpi = kvpi k sgn(v0 · r) sgn(vpi · r). The
xpi are used in Step 6 of the algorithm to produce a product state; these variables constitute
a feasible solution to (Q) because xp0 = kvp0 k sgn(v0 · r) sgn(vp0 · r) = 12 sgn(v0 · r)2 = 12 , and
3
X

x2pi =

i=0

3
X

kvpi k2 sgn(v0 · r)2 sgn(vpi · r)2 =

i=0

3
X

kvpi k2 =

i=0

1
.
2

We apply Lemma 16 below to analyze the performance of the rounding term by term to
yield:

E 4

3
XX


Cpqij xpi xqj  ≥ α2 4

pq i,j=0

3
XX

Cpqij vpi · vqj = α2 OPTSDP ≥ α2 OPTprod . J

pq i,j=0

I Corollary 15. Algorithm 2 outputs a product state achieving 0.40 · OPT.
Proof. By Theorem 14 the algorithm outputs a state achieving 0.796 · OPTprod , which is at
least 0.40 · OPT /2 by Theorem 3.
J
Note that we have not yet used the assumption that Hpq is a tensor product of rank 1
projectors. In this case we have that |γpq ihγpq | = Hpq = Hpq,p ⊗ Hpq,q = |γp ihγp | ⊗
|γq ihγq | = (|γp i ⊗ |γq i)(hγp | ⊗ hγq |), for some states |γp i and |γq i. Consequently |γpq i =
|γp i ⊗ |γq i is a product state, and the Pauli coefficients are Cpqij = Tr(|γpq ihγpq |Wi ⊗ Wj )/4
= Tr((|γp ihγp | ⊗ |γq ihγq |)(Wi ⊗ Wj ))/4 = Tr(|γp ihγp |Wi ) Tr(|γp ihγp |Wi )/4 = Cpi Cqj . So for
P3
2
2
all i, j, Cpqij = Cpi Cqj . Note that since |γp i is a 1 qubit state, Cp0
= ( 12 )2 = i=1 Cpi
. To
conclude our analysis, we leverage this structure in the lemma below.
I Lemma 16. Let u0 , . . . , u3 , v0 , . . . , v3 ∈ RN be vectors such that u0 = v0 , ku0 k = kv0 k =
P3
P3
2
2
1/2, and
i=0 kui k =
i=0 kvi k = 1/2. Let xi = kui k sgn(u0 · r) sgn(ui · r), yj =
kvj k sgn(v0 · r) sgn(vj · r) be the rounding of the vectors with respect to a uniformly random
P3
vector r ∈ S N −1 . Let Cij = Ci Dj where Ci , Dj ∈ R such that C02 = i=1 Ci2 = D02 =
P3
2
i=1 Di . Then

α2

3
X
i,j=0


Cij ui · vj ≤ E 

3
X

i,j=0


Cij xi yj  , where α2 =

min

0<θ<arccos −1/3

2 2π − 3θ
= 0.796 . . . .
π 1 + 3 cos θ
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Proof. The proof is by applying Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Let Ui = sgn(ui · r) and Vi = sgn(vi · r) and note that U0 = V0 . Also for convenience, set

A0 := C0 ku0 k −

3
X

|Ci |kui k,

A1 :=

3
X

i=1

B0 := D0 kv0 k −

3
X

|Dj |kvj k,

B1 :=

j=1


E

3
X

|Ci |kui k(1 + sgn(Ci )U0 Ui ),

i=1
3
X

|Ci |kui k(1 + sgn(Ci )U0 Ui )

i=1





Cij xi yj  = E 

i,j=0

3
X


Ci Dj kui kU0 Ui kvj kV0 Vj 

i,j=0



3
3
X
X
= E
Ci kui kU0 Ui
Dj kvj kV0 Vj 
i=0


= E  C0 ku0 k +

j=0
3
X

!
Ci kui kU0 Ui

D0 kv0 k +

i=1

3
X


Dj kvj kV0 Vj 

j=1

= E [(A0 + A1 )(B0 + B1 )]
= A0 B0 + E [A1 B0 ] + E [A0 B1 ] + E [A1 B1 ] .
For convenience, set
A00 := A0 ,

A01 :=

3
X

|Ci |kui k(1 + sgn(Ci )

u0 · ui
),
ku0 kkui k

|Di |kvi k(1 + sgn(Di )

u0 · vi
).
ku0 kkvi k

i=1

B00 := B0 ,

B10 :=

3
X
i=1

From Lemma 7,

E [1 + sgn(Ci ) sgn(u0 · r) sgn(ui · r)] ≥ α1

u0 · ui
1 + sgn(Ci )
ku0 kkui k



for all i. Therefore E [A1 ] ≥ α1 A01 and E [B1 ] ≥ α1 B10 .
Using the fact that either exactly one of sgn(Ci ), sgn(Dj ), or sgn(Ci ) sgn(Dj ) is positive,
or all three are, Lemma 8 implies
E [(1 + sgn(Ci ) sgn(u0 · r) sgn(ui · r))(1 + sgn(Dj ) sgn(v0 · r) sgn(vj · r))] ≥


u0 · ui
v0 · vj
ui · vj
α2 1 + sgn(Ci )
+ sgn(Dj )
+ sgn(Ci Dj )
ku0 kkui k
kv0 kkvj k
kui kkvj k
for all i, j. Therefore E [A1 B1 ] ≥ α2 A01 B10 .
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From Cauchy-Schwarz we have A0 , B0 ≥ 0, and using this inequality we can bound


3
X
E
Cij xi yj 
i,j=0

= A0 B0 + E [A1 B0 ] + E [A0 B1 ] + E [A1 B1 ] .
≥ A0 B0 + α1 A01 B00 + α1 A00 B10 + α2 A01 B10
≥ α2 A0 B0 + α2 A01 B00 + α2 A00 B10 + α2 A01 B10
= α2 (A00 + A01 )(B00 + B10 )
= α2

3
X

Ci Dj ui · vj = α2

i,j=0

3
X

Cij ui · vj .

J

i,j=0
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Abstract
Lykouris and Vassilvitskii (ICML 2018) introduce a model of online caching with machine-learned
advice that marries the predictive power of machine learning with the robustness guarantees of
competitive analysis. In this model, each page request is augmented with a prediction for when
that page will next be requested. The goal is to design algorithms that (1) perform well when the
predictions are accurate and (2) are robust in the sense of worst-case competitive analysis.
We continue the study of algorithms for online caching with machine-learned advice, following
the work of Lykouris and Vassilvitskii as well as Rohatgi (SODA 2020). Our main contribution
is a substantially simpler algorithm that outperforms all existing approaches. This algorithm is a
black-box combination of an algorithm that just naïvely follows the predictions with an optimal
competitive algorithm for online caching. We further show that combining the naïve algorithm with
LRU in a black-box manner is optimal among deterministic algorithms for this problem.
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1

Introduction

The study of online algorithms traditionally focuses on worst-case robustness, where algorithms provide the same competitive guarantee against the offline optimal over all possible
inputs. In recent years, however, there has been a surge of interest in online algorithms for
structured inputs [20, 18, 24, 11, 15, 16, 25, 17, 23]. A principal motivation for these works is
the philosophy of “beyond worst-case analysis” [13, 26]: Many practical settings have inputs
that follow restricted patterns, making worst-case competitive analysis too pessimistic to
inform practice. Algorithms designed with the worst case in mind can be hamstrung by
these considerations, sacrificing performance on “easy” inputs in order to eke out a better
worst-case guarantee.
Learning-augmented online algorithms, introduced by Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [18] and
Purohit et al. [24], is a “beyond worst-case” framework motivated by the powerful predictive
abilities of modern machine learning. In this framework, the classical online algorithm model
is augmented with a machine-learned oracle that predicts future inputs. A concern with
simply relying on the oracle is that machine learning models typically have few worst-case
guarantees. Thus, with learning-augmented online algorithms, we seek to obtain the best of
both worlds. Given a predictor, our objective is to design algorithms that:
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1. Perform well in the optimistic scenario, where the predictor has low error;
2. Remain robust in the classical worst-case sense, when the predictor can be arbitrarily
bad.
In other words, we want our algorithm to be c(η)-competitive against the offline optimal on
all inputs, for c a function of the predictor’s total error η, such that supη c(η) ≤ γ for some
constant γ ≥ 1. This γ is the classical worst-case competitive ratio and is a measure of the
robustness of our algorithm.
This paper focuses on learning-augmented online caching [18, 25]. In the online caching
(a.k.a. online paging) problem, one maintains a cache of size k online while serving requests
for pages that may or may not be in the cache. For simplicity, assume that pages must
always be served from the cache and that bringing a page into the cache has unit cost. (In
particular, if the cache is full, bringing a page into the cache requires also evicting a page
already in the cache.) Thus, one wishes to minimize the number of cache misses, i.e., requests
for which the page is not already in the cache. This is a classical online problem that has
been the subject of extensive study over the past several decades (see [6] for an overview).
From the worst-case perspective, this problem is well-understood for not only the version
stated above [27, 10, 1], but also for weighted generalizations [3, 4].
Online caching in the learning-augmented context was first considered by Lykouris and
Vassilvitskii [18]. They introduce a model of prediction where the predictor, upon the arrival
of each page, predicts the next time that this page will be requested. They show that the
BlindOracle algorithm, which follows the predictor naïvely and evicts the page with the
latest predicted arrival time, can have unbounded competitive ratio (i.e., is non-robust).
They then give a different algorithm, PredictiveMarker, based on the Marker algorithm
of Fiat et al. [10], that achieves a competitive ratio of
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where η is the `1 error of the predictor and OPT is the cost of the offline optimal. (For
precise definitions, refer to Section 2.1.) Notably, this competitive ratio approaches 2 as the
error η goes to 0 and is bounded by O(log k) regardless of how large η gets.
In recent work, Rohatgi [25] introduces the LNonMarker algorithm, which is also based
on randomized marking, and shows that LNonMarker achieves a competitive ratio of
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This bound is obtained by constructing a non-robust algorithm and then using the black-box
combination technique discussed in [18] to combine this non-robust algorithm with the
Marker algorithm. Rohatgi also shows a lower bound of
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for the competitive ratio of any learning-augmented online algorithm for caching in terms
of k, OPT, and η. The main difference between two bounds is that the former has a linear
dependence on η/OPT, whereas the latter has only a logarithmic dependence on the same.
We will make some progress in closing this gap and also show that deterministic algorithms
fundamentally cannot approach Rohatgi’s lower bound.
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Our Contribution

We show that the strikingly simple approach of combining BlindOracle with an O(log k)competitive online caching algorithm (e.g., Marker) in a black-box fashion achieves stateof-the-art performance, improving over LNonMarker with a competitive ratio bound of
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Thus, although BlindOracle was previously shown to be non-robust [18], our result
demonstrates that using BlindOracle appropriately can actually lead to very effective
algorithms for learning-augmented online caching.
In addition to achieving better theoretical bounds, our approach to learning-augmented
online caching is substantially simpler than previous work. The algorithms of Lykouris and
Vassilvitskii [18] and Rohatgi [25] rely on intricate constructions based on randomized marking,
whereas our main ingredient is a careful analysis of perhaps the simplest algorithm possible.
We thus believe that our approach may yield better practical performance and may generalize
more readily to other learning-augmented settings. We note that our optimal deterministic
algorithm is especially simple: For each eviction, “follow” whichever of BlindOracle and
LRU has performed better so far.
The crux of our result is a tight analysis of BlindOracle’s performance as a function of
η. We prove that BlindOracle has excellent performance when η/OPT is small, improving
over O(log k)-competitive online caching algorithms for η up to O(k log k) · OPT. This is in
contrast to the lower bound on BlindOracle given by Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [18], who
rule out BlindOracle due to its poor performance when k = 2. In particular, our bound
has a 1/k dependence on k, meaning BlindOracle obtains drastically better bounds for
larger k. Stated formally, our main theorem is the following:
I Theorem 1.1. For learning-augmented online caching, BlindOracle obtains a competitive
ratio of
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4
η
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where η is the `1 loss incurred by the predictor and OPT is the optimal offline cost. (For
precise definitions, see Section 2.1.)
We then obtain robust deterministic and randomized algorithms for learning-augmented
online caching as corollaries, by combining BlindOracle with LRU and Equitable [1].
We apply the algorithms of Fiat et al. [10] and Blum and Burch [5] for combining online
algorithms in a black-box manner online. These algorithms achieve better constants in the
competitive ratio than the approach discussed by Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [18] and applied
by Rohatgi [25]. By composing our analysis of BlindOracle with these “combiners,” we
obtain constants in the competitive ratio that are significantly lower than those of previous
works. Indeed, we have the following corollaries for deterministic and randomized algorithms
for learning-augmented online caching:
I Corollary 1.2. There exists a deterministic algorithm for learning-augmented online caching
that achieves a competitive ratio of
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I Corollary 1.3. There exists a randomized algorithm for learning-augmented online caching
that achieves a competitive ratio of
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for any γ ∈ (0, 1/4).1 (Here, Hk = 1 +
number.)
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= ln(k) + O(1) is the k-th harmonic

Finally, we show that combining BlindOracle with a k-competitive deterministic
algorithm (e.g., LRU [27]) is the best one could hope to do among deterministic algorithms
for learning-augmented online caching. In particular, we show that a linear dependence on
η/(k · OPT) in the competitive ratio is necessary. Therefore, if a logarithmic dependence on
η/(k · OPT) is to be achieved, as in Rohatgi’s lower bound, then randomization is needed,
(perhaps surprisingly) even in the regime where η/(k · OPT) is bounded.
I Theorem 1.4. The competitive ratio bound for any deterministic learning-augmented
online caching algorithm must be at least



1 η
1 + Ω min
,k
k OPT
in terms of k and η/OPT.

1.2

Related Work

In addition to the predecessor works by Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [18] and Rohatgi [25]
on learning-augmented online caching, there have been several other recent papers in the
space of learning-augmented online algorithms: Medina and Vassilvitskii [20] study repeated
posted-price auctions, Purohit et al. [24] and Gollapudi and Panigrahi [11] study the ski
rental problem, and Purohit et al. [24], Lattanzi et al. [17], and Mitzenmacher [23] study
online scheduling. Of these, the scheduling algorithm of Purohit et al. [24] is the most similar
in spirit to this present work: Both algorithms are based on combining a naïve and optimistic
algorithm with a robust algorithm.
Other threads of research falling under beyond worst-case online algorithms include work
on combining multiple algorithms with different performance characteristics [10, 5, 19, 11],
designing online algorithms with distributional assumptions (e.g., stochasticity) on the input
[13, 8, 21], and semi-online algorithms, where the input is assumed to have a predictable
offline component and an adversarial online component [15, 16].
The idea of learning-augmentation has also been explored in many other algorithmic and
data structural settings in recent years. These include learned indices [14], bloom filters [22],
frequency estimation in streams [12], and nearest neighbor search [9], among others.
Finally, advice for online algorithms has also been considered with a more complexity
theoretic spirit through the study of advice complexity of online algorithms; see the survey
of Boyar et al. [7] for an overview.

1.3

Recent Developments

Recently, in work done independently of and concurrently with this paper, Antoniadis et al. [2]
also study a BlindOracle-like algorithm, which they term FollowThePrediction, in the
more general setting of learning-augmented metrical task systems; they also use the “combiner”

1

The trade-off in γ and the cost is additive; thus, it does not factor into the competitive ratio.
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of Blum and Burch [5] to make this algorithm robust. However, their prediction model,
when specialized to online caching, is incomparable to that of Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [18]
(which we follow).2 Thus, the theoretical results proved in these two models do not imply
each other.

1.4

Outline

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we formally describe
our model of learning-augmented online caching and BlindOracle; we also introduce
background results that will later be used in our proofs. In Section 3, we prove our upper
bounds (i.e., Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3). In Section 4, we prove our lower
bound (Theorem 1.4) for deterministic algorithms. Section 5 concludes.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Setup and Notation

In the online caching problem, we receive a sequence σ = (σ1 , . . . , σn ) of page requests online,
and our goal is to serve these requests using a cache of size k while minimizing cost. In
this problem, pages must be served from the cache and can be served at no cost; however,
evicting a page from the cache has unit cost.3
We will establish competitive bounds comparing the performance of two caching algorithms
A and B. More precisely, we will show bounds of the form
ALGB (σ) ≤ γ · ALGA (σ) + O(1),
where ALGA (σ) and ALGB (σ) are the costs of A and B, respectively, as measured in number
of evictions made while serving a sequence σ of page requests. Ultimately, A will be the
optimal offline algorithm and B will be BlindOracle. We will also use OPT(σ) to denote
the optimal offline cost; that is, OPT(σ) is the minimum possible cost of serving the request
sequence σ. We will omit the argument σ when the context is clear (i.e., just writing ALGA
to represent ALGA (σ)).
In our analysis, we use At and Bt to denote the cache states of A and B, respectively,
just before the t-th request. Formally, At and Bt are subsets of {1, . . . , t − 1} of size at most
k, containing for each cached page the index at which it was last served. That is, when
serving the t-th request, we remove some old request index t0 from the cache and insert t.
Thus, if t0 is such that σt = σt0 , this operation is free; otherwise, it has unit cost. In the
sequel, we will also refer to these indices t as page requests.
In the learning-augmented online caching problem, the t-th page request comes with a
prediction ht for the next time page σt is requested. That is, at the time of the t-th request,
our algorithm receives the pair (σt , ht ). Let h = (h1 , . . . , hn ) be the tuple of all n predictions.
To define a notion of loss, let yt denote for each t the next time page t is actually requested,
with yt = n + 1 if page σt is never requested again. The `1 loss is then defined to be
X
η(σ, h) =
|ht − yt |.
t

2

3

Namely, their algorithms expect predictions to be in a different form: They expect predictions to
be cache states (i.e., the set of pages in the cache at time t) rather than next arrival times of pages.
Moreover, there exist sequences of “corresponding” inputs for each of these two models such that the
predictor error approaches infinity in one model while remaining constant in the other.
Observe that this formulation is equivalent to the “standard” formulation of online caching, where each
cache miss has unit cost, up to an additive constant of k.
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We will omit arguments to η if the context is clear. Note that if η(σ, h) = 0, then the
offline optimal can be obtained, as the optimal algorithm always evicts the page that is next
requested furthest into the future.
In stating our bounds, the essential quantity is often η/OPT. To make this clear, we will
take ε = η/OPT and state our bounds in terms of ε in the sequel.

2.1.1

Inversions

Call a pair (i, j) of page requests an inversion if yi < yj but hi ≥ hj . Let M (σ, h) denote the
total number of inversions between the pair of sequences σ and h. We will omit arguments
to M when the context is clear.

2.1.2

BlindOracle

We formally define the BlindOracle algorithm as follows: For each page request, if the
requested page is already in the cache, do nothing. Otherwise, evict the page request p whose
predicted next arrival time hp is furthest into the future, with ties broken consistently (e.g.,
by always evicting the least recently used page among those with maximal hp ).

2.2

Combining Online Algorithms Competitively

To define our algorithms, we will need two classical results on competitively combining online
algorithms online, due to Fiat et al. [10] and Blum and Burch [5], respectively. This type
of “black-box” combination was also considered by Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [18], but their
approach has a worse constant than that of Fiat et al. [10]. We also note that results of a
similar flavor are proven by Purohit et al. [24] and Mahdian et al. [19], but for other online
problems.
The question of combining multiple online algorithms while remaining competitive against
each was first considered in the seminal paper of Fiat et al. [10]. They consider combining n
online algorithms B1 , . . . , Bn for the online caching problem into a single algorithm B such
that B is Ci -competitive against Bi for each i. They show such an B is achievable if and
only if
n
X
1
≤ 1.
C
i
i=1

We will need only the special case of n = 2 and C1 = C2 = 2, which we state below:
I Theorem 2.1 ([10], special case). Given two algorithms B1 and B2 for the online caching
problem, there exists an algorithm B such that
ALGB (σ) ≤ 2 min(ALGB1 (σ), ALGB2 (σ)) + O(1).
Moreover, if B1 and B2 are deterministic, then so is B.
We note that this can be done deterministically with a “follow-the-leader” approach,
where we simulate both algorithms and at each step evict any page that is not in the cache
of the better performing algorithm (as measured by total number of evictions after serving
the current request).
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Blum and Burch [5] show that one can obtain a better approximation factor using a
randomized scheme, namely multiplicative weights.4 That is, at each point in time, the
probability that the combined algorithm is following one of the n algorithms is given by a
probability distribution over the n algorithms governed by the multiplicative weights update
rule. For n = 2, their result can be stated as follows:
I Theorem 2.2 ([5], special case). Given two algorithms B1 and B2 for the online caching
problem and any γ such that 0 < γ < 1/4, there exists an algorithm B such that
ALGB (σ) ≤ (1 + γ) min(ALGB1 (σ), ALGB2 (σ)) + O(γ −1 k).
I Remark. Although we do not state the versions of these results for combining several
algorithms, one can imagine that they could be useful if one wishes to ensemble multiple
machine-learned predictors.

2.3

From `1 Loss to Inversions

We now state a lemma of Rohatgi [25] that relates `1 loss to the number of inversions, letting
us lower bound the `1 loss η(σ, h) by lower bounding the number of inversions M (σ, h). Thus,
instead of reasoning in terms of `1 loss, we will reason in terms of inversions.
I Lemma 2.3 ([25, Lemma 11]). For any σ and h, η(σ, h) ≥ 21 M (σ, h).
With this lemma, it suffices (up to a factor of 2) to give our competitive ratio upper
bounds in terms of the number of inversions M .

3
3.1

Upper Bounds
A First Analysis of BlindOracle

In this section, we give a first analysis of BlindOracle, showing that it gets very good
performance when the ratio ε = η/OPT is very small. In particular, our analysis shows that
as ε → 0, the competitive ratio achieved approaches 1.
Let A be the offline optimal algorithm (i.e., such that ALGA = OPT). Let B be
BlindOracle. Note that we can think of each of ALGA , ALGB , and M as functions of the
time t, i.e., they are the cost of A, the cost of B, and the number of inversions, respectively,
on the prefix consisting of the first t − 1 requests.5 We use the ∆ operator to denote the
change (in a function of t) from time t to time t + 1. For example, ∆ALGA = 1 if ALGA
evicts an element upon the t-th request.
In our analysis, we maintain a matching Xt between At and Bt at all times t. Call a
matching valid if it consists only of pairs (a, b) ∈ At × Bt such that the next arrival of b is
no later than the next arrival of a. Our matching Xt ⊆ At × Bt will be valid throughout the
execution of the algorithm.
We now proceed with a potential function analysis, taking our potential Φ (as a function
of At , Bt , and Xt ) to be the number of unmatched pages in Bt . For notational simplicity,
we denote Φ(At , Bt , Xt ) by Φ(t). Given this setup, we show:

4
5

The result of Blum and Burch [5] in fact holds more generally for all metrical task systems.
This indexing is to be consistent with the definitions of At and Bt .
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I Proposition 3.1. There exists a valid matching Xn such that
ALGB + Φ(n) ≤ OPT + M.
Proof. We induct on the length n of the input and perform a case analysis to show that we
can maintain a valid matching Xt such that at each time step, the right-hand side increases
at least as much as the left-hand side, i.e., ∆ALGB + ∆Φ ≤ ∆OPT + ∆M .
For our base case, note that A1 = B1 , so we may take X1 to be the identity matching.
Now, upon a request at time t, we update Xt according to the following cases (and with
the consequences listed for each case):
1. The requested page p is in both At and Bt .
a. The cached pages are matched to each other.
Do nothing.
b. Otherwise:
i. Both cached pages are matched.
Remove the pairs (c, p) and (p, d) from Xt .
Add the pairs (p, p) and (c, d) to Xt .
As a result:
Nothing changes. (For conciseness, we omit obviously unchanged quantities
here and for the remainder of this proof.)
ii. Otherwise:
Remove any pairs involving p from Xt . (There is at most one such pair.)
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt .
As a result:
∆Φ ≤ 0.
2. The requested page p is in Bt only.
Remove any pairs involving the evicted page a from Xt . (There is at most one such
pair.)
Remove any pairs involving the requested page p from Xt . (There is at most one such
pair.)
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt .
As a result:
∆OPT = 1.
∆Φ ≤ 1.
3. The requested page p is in At only.
a. The evicted page b ∈ Bt is unmatched.
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt . (The arriving page p ∈ At cannot be in any valid
matching.)
As a result:
∆ALGB = 1.
∆Φ = −1.
b. The evicted page b ∈ Bt is matched.
i. b arrives later than all unmatched pages in Bt .
Remove the pair (c, b) involving the evicted page b from Xt .
Add the pair (c, b0 ) to Xt , where b0 ∈ Bt is any unmatched page.
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt . (The arriving page p ∈ At cannot be in any valid
matching.)
As a result:
∆ALGB = 1.
∆Φ = −1.
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ii. There is an unmatched page b0 ∈ Bt arriving later than b.
Remove the pair (c, b) involving the evicted page b from Xt .
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt . (The arriving page p ∈ At cannot be in any valid
matching.)
As a result:
∆ALGB = 1.
∆Φ = 0.
∆M = 1, as there is an inversion between b and b0 . (Note that we do not
count this inversion ever again, as b gets evicted.)
4. The requested page p is in neither At nor Bt .
a. A evicts an unmatched page a ∈ At .
i. B evicts an unmatched page b ∈ Bt .
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt .
As a result:
∆OPT = 1.
∆ALGB = 1.
∆Φ = 1.
ii. B evicts a matched page b ∈ Bt .
Remove the pair (c, b) involving b from Xt .
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt .
As a result:
∆OPT = 1.
∆ALGB = 1.
b. A evicts a matched page a ∈ At .
i. B evicts an unmatched page b ∈ Bt .
Remove the pair (a, d) involving a from Xt .
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt .
As a result:
∆OPT = 1.
∆ALGB = 1.
ii. B evicts a matched page b ∈ Bt .
Remove the pair (a, d) involving a from Xt .
Remove the pair (c, b) involving b from Xt .
Add the pair (p, p) to Xt .
As a result:
∆OPT = 1.
∆ALGB = 1.
Note that either b arrives after d, in which case we can add (c, d) to Xt and
∆Φ = 0, or the pair (b, d) forms an inversion, in which case ∆Φ = 1 and
∆M = 1. (As before, since b is getting evicted, we will not count this pair
twice.)
It is not hard to verify that the change in the left-hand side of the bound is no more than the
change in the right-hand side in each of the cases listed above, from which the proposition
follows.
J
I Proposition 3.2. The competitive ratio of algorithm B is at most 1 + 2ε.
Proof. Note that 2η is bounded below by the number of inversions M of (σ, h) by Lemma 2.3.
By Proposition 3.1, ALGA ≤ OPT + M , so ALGA /OPT ≤ 1 + M/OPT ≤ 1 + 2ε.
J
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3.2

A More Careful Analysis

We now give an asymptotically better (in k) bound for the performance of BlindOracle.
A more careful analysis is needed to show an upper bound with a 1/k coefficient on the
ratio ε = η/OPT. We use the same high-level approach for the proof as before, but with a
more complicated potential function. Again, A is the offline optimal algorithm and B is the
BlindOracle algorithm, and also as before, we use ∆ to denote change (in functions of t)
from request t to request t + 1.
We maintain in this proof a matching Xt over pairs of page requests (a, b) ∈ At × Bt
such that ha ≥ hb for each time step t. (Recall that ha is the prediction for the next time
that page σa is requested.) We also require that Xt restricts to the identity matching on
At ∩ Bt . That is, if a page p is in both caches at time t, then it is matched to itself in Xt . If
Xt satisfies both of these properties, we say that it is allowable. Our potential function Φ –
which will really be a sum of three separate potential functions – will be a function of At , Bt ,
and an allowable matching Xt . For notational simplicity, we denote Φ(At , Bt , Xt ) by Φ(t).
Given At , Bt , and Xt at time t, define Φ0 (t) to be the number of b ∈ Bt that are
unmatched. Define Φ1 (t) to be the number of b ∈ Bt such that (b, b) 6∈ Xt . In other words,
Φ1 counts how many page requests in Bt are not matched to the same page request in At .
For a page request p, let zp (t) be the number of pages in Bt predicted to appear before hp
(with pages predicted to appear at the same time tie-broken in a consistent manner, e.g., by
the last time each page was requested6 ). Next, define
X

Φ2 (t) =
zb (t) − za (t) .
(a,b)∈Xt

With these “sub”-potential functions defined, we take
Φ(t) = (k − 1)Φ0 (t) + (k − 1)Φ1 (t) + Φ2 (t)
as our overall potential function. This completes our setup for the analysis. But before we
give the details of the proof, we make a few observations about these definitions and discuss
some intuition.
First, observe that for any p, we have 0 ≤ zp (t) ≤ k. And if p ∈ Bt , then zp (t) ≤ k − 1
because there are only k − 1 other pages that could be predicted to appear before. Next,
if (a, b) ∈ Xt , then za (t) ≥ zb (t) as ha ≥ hb . Hence Φ2 (t) ≤ 0 always. As a result, Φ may
sometimes be negative, but it satisfies |Φ(t)| ≤ 3k 2 for all t. Finally, we note that Φ2 is
equivalently a sum over the (a, b) ∈ Xt such that a 6= b.
In terms of intuition for these definitions, the main substance perhaps lies in Φ2 : Suppose
(a, b) ∈ Xt and a 6= b; in particular, a 6∈ Bt . The quantity za (t) − zb (t) is the future number
of inversions that we are “guaranteed” from this pair (a, b). If we request σp for any p such
that hb < hp < ha , then we have an inversion (p, b). On the other hand, if σp is not requested
before the next time σa is requested, then the request for σa forms an inversion (a, p). Thus,
the quantity M − Φ2 accounts not only for the inversions already encountered, but also
for future inversions. The matching of a and b also serves another purpose: We couple the
decrease of za to the decrease of zb whenever za decreases without generating an inversion.
Therefore, if za is small when σa is next requested, then zb ≤ za is also small. It follows that
if we form a new pair (a0 , b), then za0 − zb will be comparatively large, i.e., we get many
future inversions.
6

Alternatively, one can simply perturb all predictions by infinitesimal amounts so that there are no ties.
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We execute on this intuition to prove the following proposition:
I Proposition 3.3. For any input (σ, h), there exists a matching Xn ⊆ An × Bn consisting
only of pairs (a, b) satisfying ha ≥ hb such that
(k − 1)ALGB + Φ(n) ≤ 2k · OPT + 2M.
Proof. Like in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we induct on the length of the input and perform
a case analysis to show that we can maintain a allowable matching Xt such that the right-hand
side increases at least as much as the left-hand side for each page request.
We split the serving of each page request into two phases:
1. Matching. Update Xt so that the page requests in At and Bt that are to be removed
are unmatched. (Note that page requests are removed either because the corresponding
page was requested again or because the corresponding page was evicted.)
2. Updating. Replace a page request from each of At and Bt with the new request and
add the new page request pair (t, t) into Xt .
In doing so, we ensure that the pages to be removed are unmatched by the time updating
occurs, so they do not contribute to Φ2 .
We first analyze how updating affects the overall potential Φ. This operation decreases
each of Φ0 and Φ1 by 1, since we remove an unmatched pair and replace it with the matched
pair (t, t). For Φ2 , observe that for a matched pair (a, b), the difference zb − za increases on
the t-th request only if a page predicted to arrive between b and p is removed. This occurs if
and only if there is a p ∈ Bt such that σp = σt and hb < hp < ha . In this case, the pair (p, b)
forms an inversion, i.e., it increases M by 1. Any inversion (p, b) is counted at most once
this way because p is getting removed from Bt . Thus ∆Φ2 ≤ ∆M . In summary, updating
leaves us with an extra 2(k − 1) in potential due to the changes in Φ0 and Φ1 ; the change in
potential of Φ2 is offset by the change in one of the two M terms on the right-hand side.
We now specify the matching phase in greater detail and analyze it using a case analysis.
We will show
(k − 1)∆ALGB + ∆Φ ≤ 2k · ∆OPT + ∆M + 2(k − 1),
with the extra 2(k − 1) being covered by the updating step. The analysis proceeds as follows:
1. The requested page is in both At and Bt .
The previous page requests for σt in At and Bt are matched to each other by assumption,
so we can just unmatch them.
As a result:
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 = k − 1.
2. The requested page is in At only.
a. The previous request p ∈ At for the requested page is matched as (p, d) and the page
request b ∈ Bt evicted by B is matched as (c, b).
Unmatch (p, d) and (c, b) and match (c, d). The latter is allowable because hc ≥
hb ≥ hd .
As a result:
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 ≤ k − 1, since p 6= d.
∆Φ2 = zp − (k − 1), since zb = k − 1.
∆M ≥ zp , since the arrival of σp generates zp inversions of the form (p, b0 ) for all
b0 ∈ Bt such that hp > hb0 .
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b. The previous request p ∈ At for the requested page is matched as (p, d) and the page
request b ∈ Bt evicted by B is unmatched.
Unmatch (p, d).
As a result:
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 = 0, since p 6= d.
∆Φ2 = zp − zb ≤ zp .
∆M ≥ zp , since the arrival of σp generates zp inversions of the form (p, b0 ) for all
b0 ∈ Bt such that hp ≥ hb0 .
c. The previous request p ∈ At for the requested page is unmatched and the page request
b ∈ Bt evicted by B is matched as (c, b).
Unmatch (c, b) and match (c, d) for an arbitrary unmatched d ∈ Bt \ {b}. This is
allowable because hc ≥ hb ≥ hd .
As a result:
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = 0.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 ≤ k − 1.
∆Φ2 = zd − (k − 1) ≤ 0, since zb = k − 1.
d. The previous request p ∈ At for the requested page is unmatched and the page request
b ∈ Bt evicted by B is unmatched.
Do nothing.
As a result:
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
3. The requested page is in Bt only.
a. The previous request p ∈ Bt for the requested page is matched as (c, p) and the page
request a ∈ At evicted by A is matched as (a, d).
Unmatch (c, p) and (a, d).
As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = 2(k − 1).
If a = d:
∗ (k − 1)∆Φ1 = k − 1, since c 6= p.
∗ ∆Φ2 = zc − zp ≤ k, since zc ≤ k.
Otherwise, if a 6= d:
∗ (k − 1)∆Φ1 = 0, since c 6= p.
∗ ∆Φ2 = (zc − zp ) + (za − zd ) ≤ 2k, since zc , za ≤ k.
b. The previous request p ∈ Bt for the requested page is matched as (c, p) and the page
request a ∈ At evicted by A is unmatched.
Unmatch (c, p).
As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 = 0, since c 6= p.
∆Φ2 ≤ zc − zp ≤ k, since zc ≤ k.
c. The previous request p ∈ Bt for the requested page is unmatched and the page request
a ∈ At evicted by A is matched as (a, d).
Unmatch (a, d).
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As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 ≤ k − 1.
∆Φ2 ≤ za − zd ≤ k, since za ≤ k.
d. The previous request p ∈ Bt for the requested page is unmatched and the page request
a ∈ At evicted by A is unmatched.
Do nothing.
As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
4. The requested page is in neither At nor Bt .
a. The previous request a ∈ At evicted by A is matched as (a, d) and the page request
b ∈ Bt evicted by B is matched as (c, b).
If (a, d) = (c, b), simply unmatch (a, d) (and thus (c, b)). Otherwise, unmatch (a, d)
and (c, b) and match (c, d). The latter is allowable because hc ≥ hb ≥ hd .
As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 ≤ 2(k − 1).
∆Φ2 = za − (k − 1) ≤ 0, since zb = k − 1.
b. The previous request a ∈ At evicted by A is matched as (a, d) and the page request
b ∈ Bt evicted by B is unmatched.
Unmatch (a, d).
As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 ≤ k − 1.
∆Φ2 = za − zd ≤ k, since za ≤ k.
c. The previous request a ∈ At evicted by A is unmatched and the page request b ∈ Bt
evicted by B is matched as (c, b).
Unmatch (c, b) and match (c, d) for an arbitrary unmatched d ∈ Bt \ {b}. This is
allowable because hc ≥ hb ≥ hd .
As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
(k − 1)∆Φ0 = 0.
(k − 1)∆Φ1 ≤ k − 1.
∆Φ2 = zd − (k − 1) ≤ 0, since zb = k − 1.
d. The previous request a ∈ At evicted by A is unmatched and the page request b ∈ Bt
evicted by B is unmatched.
Do nothing.
As a result:
2k · ∆OPT = 2k.
(k − 1)∆ALGB = k − 1.
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Recall that we have an extra 2(k − 1) in potential from the updating phase that we can
use to defray the costs of the matching phase. One can verify that this is sufficient for all
of the cases described above – the “tight” cases are 1, 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), 3(a), and 4(a). The
proposition now follows.
J
I Proposition 3.4. The competitive ratio of algorithm B is at most 2 + 2/(k − 1) + 4ε/(k − 1).
Proof. Compose Proposition 3.3 with Lemma 2.3. In particular, we have
ALGB
O(k)
2k
2M
2
4
η
+
≤
+
≤2+
+
.
OPT
OPT
k − 1 (k − 1)OPT
k − 1 k − 1 OPT

3.3

J

Finishing Up

The results stated in Section 1 now follow easily from what we have already shown:
I Theorem 1.1. For learning-augmented online caching, BlindOracle obtains a competitive
ratio of


η
4
η
min 1 + 2
,4 +
,
OPT
k − 1 OPT
where η is the `1 loss incurred by the predictor and OPT is the optimal offline cost. (For
precise definitions, see Section 2.1.)
Proof. From the analysis of the previous two sections, the desired bound immediately follows
from taking the minimum of the bounds in Propositions 3.2 and 3.4, noting that 2/(k − 1) ≤ 2
when k ≥ 2.
J
I Corollary 1.2. There exists a deterministic algorithm for learning-augmented online caching
that achieves a competitive ratio of


 
η
4
η
2 min min 1 + 2
,4 +
,k .
OPT
k − 1 OPT
Proof. Combine BlindOracle with LRU using the “combiner” from Theorem 2.1, with
the performance of BlindOracle being bounded by Theorem 1.1.
J
I Corollary 1.3. There exists a randomized algorithm for learning-augmented online caching
that achieves a competitive ratio of




η
4
η
,4 +
(1 + γ) min min 1 + 2
, Hk
OPT
k − 1 OPT
for any γ ∈ (0, 1/4).7 (Here, Hk = 1 +
number.)

1
2

+

1
3

+ ··· +

1
k

= ln(k) + O(1) is the k-th harmonic

Proof. Like in the proof above, combine BlindOracle with algorithm Equitable of
Achlioptas et al. [1]8 , this time using the “combiner” from Theorem 2.2.
J
7
8

The trade-off in γ and the cost is additive; thus, it does not factor into the competitive ratio.
We use Equitable because it achieves the optimal worst-case competitive ratio of Hk for online caching;
Marker has a competitive ratio of 2Hk − 1 [1].
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Lower Bound for Deterministic Algorithms

We now show that combining BlindOracle with LRU achieves an optimal competitive
ratio bound (in terms of k and ε = η/OPT) among all deterministic algorithms for learningaugmented online caching by proving Theorem 1.4:
I Theorem 1.4. The competitive ratio bound for any deterministic learning-augmented
online caching algorithm must be at least



1 η
1 + Ω min
,k
k OPT
in terms of k and η/OPT.
Proof. Fix a k > 2, and let A be any deterministic algorithm for learning-augmented online
caching. We show that for any even integer 2j such that 1 < 2j < k, there exists a sequence
of inputs with OPT(σ) growing arbitrarily large that satisfies ε/k = 2j and
ALGA (σ, h)
ε
≥1+
OPT(σ)
4k
for all (σ, h) in the sequence. As 2j nears k, this lower bound on competitive ratio approaches
1 + k/4, so this lower bound binds up to a competitive ratio of Ω(k), thus yielding the stated
result.
We spend the remainder of this proof constructing such inputs (σ, h). Let P1 , . . . , Pk , Q
be k + 1 distinct pages. We make the following sequence of requests, which we call a phase:
1. For i = 1, . . . , k − 1:
a. Request pages P1 , . . . , Pk in order, predicting each page to next appear k requests
from now.
2. Request pages P1 , . . . , Pk in order, predicting each page to next appear k + j + 2 requests
from now.
3. Request page Q and predict that it will next appear j + 1 requests from now.
4. For i = 1, . . . , j:
a. Request the page evicted by A during the previous request if it exists. Otherwise,
request an arbitrary page. For each page, provide the same prediction as the last time
this page was requested.
5. Request page Q and predict that it will next appear k 2 + 1 + z requests from now, for
some z ≥ 0 that we will specify below.
As an outer loop, we can repeat the above “phase” as many times as needed.
In a single phase, observe that OPT makes at most two evictions: One to evict Q if it is
in the cache at the beginning of the phase and one upon the arrival of Q in step (3). For the
latter, it suffices to evict a page that does not appear among the at most j + 1 ≤ k pages
requested in steps (4) and (5). Note also that OPT makes at least one eviction in any phase,
since each phase involves serving k + 1 distinct pages.
On the other hand, I claim A makes at least j + 1 evictions. First, if the cache of A at
the end of step (2) does not consist of pages P1 , . . . , Pk , then A must have incurred cost
at least k ≥ j + 1 during steps (1) and (2). Thus, we may assume that A’s cache consists
exactly of pages P1 , . . . , Pk at the end of step (2). If so, A has to evict a page for each of the
j + 1 requests made in steps (3) and (4).
Finally, observe that all the predictions are accurate except those made for the pages
that arrive in step (4) and the prediction in step (5). I claim that each prediction for a
page arriving in step (4) is off by at most k + j < 2k. Indeed, a request to Q will be off by
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at most j, as Q is requested again in step (5). And a request to P` will be off by at most
k + j, as either page P` appears in step (1) of the next phase or the sequence of requests
terminates. To bound the error for the former, note that P` will appear at most k requests
into step (1) of the next phase, which starts j requests after the first request of step (4). For
the prediction made in step (5), note that it is off from the ground truth by exactly z.
Putting everything together, we have that 1 ≤ OPT ≤ 2 and η ≤ j · 2k + z. In fact, we
can set z so that η = 2jk · OPT exactly. In this case,


1
1
1η
ALGA ≥ j + 1 = 2 +
1−
· 2j ≥ OPT +
,
2
j
4k
with ε/k = 2j. To finish, notice that we can make OPT arbitrarily large by repeating the
“phase” defined above multiple times in sequence; the same analysis holds.
J

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we show that the simple approach of combining BlindOracle with competitive
algorithms for online caching surprisingly achieves state-of-the-art performance for learningaugmented online caching. We additionally show that combining BlindOracle with LRU
is optimal among deterministic algorithms for learning-augmented online caching. An open
question is whether the bounds we achieve can be improved using randomization to match
the lower bound of Rohatgi [25].
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A 4/3-Approximation for 2ECM in the Half-Integral Case

1

Introduction

The 2-edge connected multisubgraph (2ECM) problem is a fundamental problem in survivable
network design where one wants to be resilient against a single edge failure. In this problem,
we are given an undirected graph G = (V , E) with non-negative edge costs c and we want to
find a 2-edge connected spanning multisubgraph of G of minimum cost. Below we give an
integer linear program for 2ECM. The variable xe denotes the number of copies of edge e that
are used in a feasible solution. For any S ⊂ V , δ(S) := {e = uv ∈ E : u ∈ S, v ∈
/ S} denotes
the cut induced by S. For any F ⊆ E and vector x ∈ RE , we use x(F ) as a shorthand for
P
e∈F xe . Also, for any graph H with edge costs c, we sometimes use c(H) as a shorthand
for c(E(H)).
min

X

ce xe

(1)

e∈E

(2ECM-IP)

subject to

x(δ(S)) ≥ 2

∀∅ ( S ( V ,

(2)

xe ≥ 0

∀e ∈ E,

(3)

xe integral

∀e ∈ E.

(4)

It is easy to see that an optimal solution for 2ECM never has to use more than two copies
of an edge. As is discussed in [6], since we are allowed to use more than one copy of an
edge, without loss of generality, we may assume that G is complete by performing the metric
completion: for each u, v ∈ V we set the new cost of the edge uv to be the shortest path
distance between u and v in G. In the sequel, we assume that G is a complete graph and that
the cost function c is metric i.e., c ≥ 0 and for every u, v, w ∈ V , we have cuw ≤ cuv + cvw .
The linear relaxation (2ECM-LP) for 2ECM is obtained by dropping the integrality
constraints given by (4). By a result due to Goemans and Bertsimas [8] called the parsimonious
property, adding the constraint x(δ(v)) = 2 for each v ∈ V to (2ECM-LP) does not increase
the optimal solution value; here, we require the assumption that the costs form a metric. So,
the optimal value of (2ECM-LP) is the same as the optimal value for the well-known subtour
elimination LP (Subtour-LP) for the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) defined below. Due
to this connection, we often refer to an optimal solution for (2ECM-LP) as an optimal solution
to (Subtour-LP), and vice versa. Another consequence of the parsimonious property is that
for graphs with at least 3 vertices, the constraint xe ≤ 1 is implied by (Subtour-LP): for any
e = uv, we have 2xe = x(δ(u)) + x(δ(v)) − x(δ({u, v})) ≤ 2.
min

X

ce xe

(5)

e∈E

(Subtour-LP)

subject to

x(δ(S)) ≥ 2

∀∅ ( S ( V ,

(6)

x(δ(v)) = 2

∀v ∈ V ,

(7)

xe ≥ 0

∀e ∈ E.

(8)

A long-standing open problem called the “four-thirds conjecture” states that the integrality gap of (Subtour-LP) is 43 . Besides the importance of 2ECM in the field of survivable
network design, the connection between (2ECM-LP) and (Subtour-LP) has spurred interest
in determining the integrality gap for (2ECM-LP) as a means to gaining useful lower bounds
on the integrality gap for (Subtour-LP). The general version of metric TSP has resisted all
attempts at proving an upper bound better than 32 on the integrality gap, so a great deal
of research has focused on obtaining improvements for important special cases. In [13], the
authors conjecture that the integrality gap for (Subtour-LP) is achieved on instances where
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an optimal (fractional) solution to (Subtour-LP) is half integral i.e., 2xe ∈ Z≥0 for all e. We
refer to such instances as half integral instances. More than two decades ago, Carr and Ravi
[6] proved that the integrality gap of (2ECM-LP) is at most 43 in the half-integral case. They
show that 43 x dominates a convex combination of 2-edge connected spanning multisubgraphs
of G. This supports the four-thirds conjecture for TSP since the (integer) optimal value for
2ECM lower bounds the (integer) optimal value for TSP. However, the proof of Carr and Ravi
does not give a polynomial-time algorithm for 2ECM. Very recently, in [12], Karlin, Klein,
and Oveis Gharan gave a randomized approximation algorithm for half-integral instances
of TSP whose (expected) approximation factor is 32 − 0.00007. This immediately implies a
better than 32 -approximation algorithm, albeit randomized, for 2ECM as well.
We note that the result of Carr and Ravi mentioned above does not apply to the strict
variant of 2ECM (henceforth denoted by 2ECS) where we are allowed to pick at most one copy
of an edge in G, i.e. where we are considering subgraphs of G rather than multisubgraphs;
similarly, our main result does not apply to 2ECS.

1.1

Our Work

Our main contribution is a deterministic approximation algorithm for 2ECM on half-integral
instances that matches the existence result in [6].
I Theorem 1. Let x denote an optimal half-integral solution to an instance (G, c) of
(Subtour-LP) (and (2ECM-LP)). There is an O(|V (G)|2 )-time algorithm for computing a
2-edge connected spanning multisubgraph of G with cost at most 43 cT x.
Given a half-integral solution x to (Subtour-LP) for G, let G = (V, E) denote the
multigraph induced by 2x. Formally, the vertex-set V := V , and for each edge e ∈ E,
the edge-set E has 2xe copies of the edge e. Note that if |V | ≥ 3, then 2xe ∈ {0, 1, 2} for
all e ∈ E, and if |V | = 2, then 2xe = 4 for the unique edge e ∈ E. With a slight abuse
of notation, we use the same cost function c to denote the edge costs in G i.e., cf := ce
where e ∈ E gave rise to the edge f ∈ E. By (7) and (6), G is a 4-regular 4-edge connected
multigraph. Theorem 1 follows from the following result applied to the graph G induced by
2x.
I Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph on n vertices. Let
c : E → R be an arbitrary cost function on the edges of G (negative costs on the edges are
allowed), and let e be an arbitrary edge in G. Then, in O(n2 ) time, we can find a 2-edge
connected spanning subgraph H of G − e satisfying:
(i) c(H) ≤ 23 c(G − e); and
(ii) each multiedge of G appears at most once in H (multiedges may arise in H due to
multiedges in G).
For any F ⊆ E, let χF ∈ {0, 1}E denote the characteristic vector of F : χF
e = 1 if and only
if e ∈ F . Note that distinct multiedges in E correspond to distinct coordinates in χF . As
mentioned before, Carr and Ravi prove the existence of such a subgraph H by showing that
for any 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph G, there exists a finite collection H1 , . . . , Hk
of 2-edge connected spanning subgraphs of G such that 23 χE(G)\{e} lies in the convex hull of
{χHi }i . At a high level, their proof is inductive and splits into two cases based on whether
G has a certain kind of a tight set (a cut of size 4). In the first case they construct two
smaller instances of the problem by contracting each of the shores of the tight set, and in
the second case they perform two distinct splitting-off operations at a designated vertex to
obtain two smaller instances of the problem. In either case, the convex combinations from the
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two subinstances are merged to obtain a convex combination for G. The first case requires
gluing since the subgraphs obtained from the two subinstances need to agree on a (tight)
cut. Merging the convex combinations arising from the second case is rather straightforward
as the two subinstances are more or less independent.
Our first insight in this work is that the case from Carr and Ravi’s proof that requires
the gluing step can be completely avoided, thereby unifying the analysis. This is discussed
in Section 2. Our proof relies on an extension of Lovász’s splitting-off theorem that is due to
Bang-Jensen et al., [2]. For further discussion on splitting-off theorems, see [7, Chapter 8].
The challenge in efficiently finding a cheap subgraph H from the above convex combination
construction is that each inductive step requires solving two subinstances of the problem,
each with one fewer vertex, leading to an exponential-time algorithm. Having said that,
an (expected) polynomial-time Las Vegas randomized algorithm can be easily designed
that randomly recurses on one of the two subinstances and produces a 2-edge connected
spanning subgraph whose expected cost is at most 23 c(G − e). Our second insight, which is
used in derandomizing the above procedure, is that it is easy to recognize which of the two
subinstances leads to a “cheaper” solution, so we recurse only on the cheaper subinstance.
Complementing this step, we lift the solution back to the original instance. This operation
can lead to two different outcomes so the cost analysis must account for the worst outcome.
There is a choice of defining the costs in the subinstance such that the cost of the lifted
subgraph is the same irrespective of the outcome. Such a choice can lead to negative costs, but
this is not a hindrance for our inductive step because Theorem 2 allows arbitrary real-valued
edge costs. This generality of cost functions is crucial to our algorithm.
In Section 4 we consider a well-studied special case of the 2ECM problem. We present a
simple O(n3 )-time algorithm that given a 3-regular 3-edge connected graph G, finds a 2-edge
connected spanning multisubgraph of cost at most 78 c(G) (see Theorem 10). The proof is
inspired by that of Haddadan, Newman, and Ravi in [11] where they give a polynomial-time
7
algorithm for this problem with a factor 15
17 (> 8 ). In [10, Theorem 1.1], Haddadan and
7
Newman improve this result to a factor 8 , and very recently, in [9, Theorem 1.20], Haddadan
7
1
claims a stronger result with a factor of 41
47 = 8 − 376 . We remark that these proofs are
longer and/or more complicated than that of Theorem 10. Another motivation for Section 4
is to illustrate the potential of Theorem 2 in giving simpler proofs for results that may not
have any explicit half-integrality restrictions.

1.2

Related Work

The 2ECM problem has been intensively studied in network design and several works have
tried to bound the integrality gap α2ECM of (2ECM-LP). For the general case with metric
costs, we have 65 ≤ α2ECM ≤ 23 , where the lower bound is from [1] and the upper bound
follows from the polyhedral analysis of Wolsey [16] and Shmoys and Williamson [15] (this
analysis also gives a 32 -approximation algorithm). It is generally conjectured that α2ECM = 43 ,
however in [1], Alexander et al., study α2ECM and conjecture that α2ECM = 65 based on
their findings. As mentioned before, Carr and Ravi [6] show that the integrality gap of
(2ECM-LP) is at most 43 in the half-integral case. In [5] Boyd and Legault consider a more
restrictive collection of instances called half-triangle instances where the optimal LP solution
is half-integral and the graph induced by the half-edges is a collection of disjoint triangles.
They prove that α2ECM = 65 in this setting. Half-triangle solutions are of interest as there is
evidence that the integrality gap of (2ECM-LP) is attained at such solutions (see [1]). When
the costs come from a graphic metric (i.e., we want to find a minimum-size 2-edge connected
spanning multisubgraph of a given unweighted graph), we have 87 ≤ α2ECM ≤ 34 (see [3, 14]).
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A Simpler Proof of a Result of Carr and Ravi

In this section, we give a simplified proof of the following result from [6]. As mentioned before,
avoiding the case involving the gluing operation is useful for our algorithm in Section 3.
For notational convenience, for any subgraph K of some graph, we use χK to denote χE(K)
whenever the underlying graph is clear from the context.
I Theorem 3 (Statement 1 from [6]). Let G = (V, E) be a 4-regular 4-edge connected
multigraph and e = uv be an arbitrary edge in this graph. There exists a finite collection
{H1 , . . . , Hk } of 2-edge connected spanning subgraphs of G − e such that for some nonnegative
P
Pk
µ1 , . . . , µk with i µi = 1, we have 23 χE\{e} = i=1 µi χHi . Moreover, we may assume that
none of the Hi ’s use more than one copy of an edge in E; Hi may have multiedges as long
as they come from distinct edges in G.

2.1

Operations involving splitting-off at a vertex

The following tools on the splitting-off operation will be useful. In keeping with standard
terminology, we designate a vertex v (one of the endpoints of e in the theorem statement) at
which the splitting-off operation is applied. For a multigraph H = (V, E) and x, y ∈ V , let
λH (x, y) denote the size of a minimum (x, y)-cut in H, and let degH (x) denote the degree of
x in H. Note that each multiedge is counted separately towards the degree of a vertex and
the size of a cut.
I Definition 4. Given a multigraph G and two edges sv and vt that share an endpoint v,
the graph Gs,t obtained by splitting off the pair (sv, vt) at v is given by G + st − sv − vt.
I Definition 5. Given a multigraph G and a vertex v of G of even degree, a complete
splitting at v is a sequence of 12 degG (v) splitting off operations that result in vertex v having
degree zero in the resulting graph.
I Definition 6. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer and let G be a multigraph such that for all
x, y ∈ V \ {v}, λG (x, y) ≥ k. Let e = sv and vt be two edges incident to v. We say that the
pair (sv, vt) is admissible if for all x, y ∈ V \ {v}, λGs,t (x, y) ≥ k, and for a particular edge
e ∈ δ(v), we let Ae denote the set of edges f ∈ δ(v) \ {e} such that (e, f ) is an admissible
pair.
The following result due to Bang-Jensen et al., [2] shows that in our setting with a
4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph at least two distinct edges incident to v form an
admissible pair with e = uv. Using this we can perform a complete splitting at v in two
distinct ways.
I Lemma 7 (Theorem 2.12 from [2]). Let k ≥ 2 be an even integer. Let G be a multigraph
such that for all x, y ∈ V \ {v}, λG (x, y) ≥ k. Let degG (v) be even (each multiedge is counted
separately towards the degree). Then, |Auv | ≥ 21 degG (v).
I Lemma 8. Let G be a 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph and e = vx be an edge incident
to v. Then, (i) |Ae | ≥ 2; and (ii) if (e, f ) is an admissible pair for some f = vy ∈ δ(v) \ {e},
then the remaining two edges in δ(v) \ {e, f } form an admissible pair in Gx,y .
Proof. Conclusion (i) follows from Lemma 7 since G is 4-regular and 4-edge connected.
For conclusion (ii), let f ∈ δ(v) \ {e} be such that (e, f ) forms an admissible pair in
G. Let Gx,y denote the graph obtained by splitting off the pair (e = vx, f = vy) i.e.,
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Gx,y = G − vx − vy + xy. Observe that the hypothesis of Lemma 7 still holds for Gx,y with
k = 4 because (a) we performed a splitting off operation using an admissible pair of edges;
and (b) degGx,y (v) = 2 is even. Let g denote one of the two remaining edges in δ(v) \ {e, f }.
By Lemma 7, the other unique edge h ∈ δ(v) \ {e, f, g} forms an admissible pair with g in
Gx,y .
J
Equipped with the above tools, we give a proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let G = (V, E) be a 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph and let
e = uv be an arbitrary edge in G. We prove this theorem via induction on n := |V (G)|.
The base case n = 2 corresponds to a pair of vertices having
 four parallel edges, call them
e, f, g, h. Observe that 23 χE\{e} = 13 χ{f,g} + χ{f,h} + χ{g,h} , so the induction hypothesis is
true for the base case.
For the induction step, suppose that n ≥ 3 and the hypothesis holds for all 4-regular
4-edge connected multigraphs with at most n − 1 vertices and for all choices of e ∈ E.
Consider a 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph G on n vertices and an arbitrary edge
e = uv ∈ E(G). Besides e, let vx, vy, vz be the other three edges incident to v. With
a relabeling of vertices, by Lemma 8, we may assume that (uv, vx) and (uv, vy) form an
admissible pair in G (see Figure 1).
u

u=z

e

e
v

x

u

y

e
v

z

x

u=z
e

v

y

x=y

v

z

x=y

(a) v has four distinct (b) v has two parallel (c) v has two parallel edges (d) v has two parallel
neighbors
edges with u
with x, x 6= u
edges to each of {u, x}
|Ae | ∈ {2, 3}.
Ae = {vx, vy}.
Ae = {vx, vy}.
Ae = {vx, vy}.

Figure 1 Four configurations of edges in δ(v) = {uv, vx, vy, vz} that can arise in our proof.

By the second conclusion of Lemma 8, (vy, vz) is an admissible pair in Gu,x , and (vx, vz)
is an admissible pair in Gu,y . Consider the graph G1 obtained by splitting off the pair (vy, vz)
in Gu,x i.e., G1 = G − v + {ux, yz}; it is customary to drop the vertex v after all its edges
have been split off. Similarly, let G2 be the graph obtained by splitting off the pair (vx, vz)
in Gu,y i.e., G2 = G − v + {uy, xz}.
Since we only split off admissible pairs, both G1 and G2 are 4-regular 4-edge connected
multigraphs on n − 1 vertices. Recall that for any subgraph K of some graph, χK is a
shorthand for χE(K) whenever the underlying graph is clear from the context. Applying the
induction hypothesis to G1 with the designated edge e1 = ux gives:
k

1
X
1
2 E(G1 )\{e1 }
2
·χ
= · χ(E\δ(v))∪{yz} =
µ1i χHi ,
3
3
i=1

(ConvexComb-G1 )

where {µ1i }i denote the coefficients in a convex combination, and {Hi1 }i are 2-edge connected
spanning subgraphs of G1 such that none of them use more than one copy of an edge in G1 .
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Repeating the same argument for G2 with the designated edge e2 = uy gives:
k

2
X
2
2 E(G2 )\{e2 }
2
·χ
= · χ(E\δ(v))∪{xz} =
µ2i χHi ,
3
3
i=1

(ConvexComb-G2 )

where {µ2i }i denote the coefficients in the other convex combination arising from {Hi2 }i . It remains to combine (ConvexComb-G1 ) and (ConvexComb-G2 ) to obtain such a representation
for G with the designated edge e. We mimic the strategy from [6].
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k1 }, we lift Hi1 to a spanning subgraph Ĥi1 of G − e. Define Ĥi1 as
follows:
(
Hi1 − yz + vy + vz if yz ∈ E(Hi1 ),
1
Ĥi :=
(Lift-G1 )
Hi1 + vy + vx
if yz ∈
/ E(Hi1 ).
Similarly, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k2 }, we define Ĥi2 as the following spanning subgraph of
G − e:
Ĥi2 :=

(
Hi2 − xz + vx + vz
Hi2 + vx + vy

if xz ∈ E(Hi2 ),
if xz ∈
/ E(Hi2 ).

(Lift-G2 )

We finish the proof of Theorem 3 by arguing that the following convex combination meets
all the requirements:
k

q :=

k

1
2
1
2
1X
1X
µ1i χĤi +
µ2i χĤi .
2 i=1
2 i=1

(ConvexComb-G)

Many of our arguments are the same for G1 and G2 so we just mention them in the
context of G1 . First of all, by the induction hypothesis and (Lift-G1 ) it is clear that
e(= uv), yz, ux ∈
/ E(Ĥi1 ), where yz and ux refer to the edges that originated from the
splitting off operations applied at v. Next, we argue that Ĥi1 is a spanning subgraph of G
that uses no more than one copy of any edge in G. By the induction hypothesis, none of
the subgraphs Hi1 use more than one copy of an edge in G1 , and Hi1 spans V \ {v}. By the
way we lift Hi1 to Ĥi1 , it is clear that Ĥi1 uses no more than one copy of any multiedge in G,
and that it is spanning. To see that Ĥi1 is 2-edge connected, observe that the two cases of
lifting may be viewed as either (i) subdividing the edge yz by a node v when yz ∈ E(Hi1 ),
or (ii) adding an edge yx and subdividing it by a node v when yz ∈
/ E(Hi1 ). Clearly, these
1
operations preserve 2-edge connectivity, hence, Ĥi is 2-edge connected.
It remains to argue that the vector q in the expression (ConvexComb-G) matches the
vector 23 χE(G)\{e} . Since {µ1i }i and {µ2i }i denote coefficients in a convex combination, taking
an unweighted average of these two combinations gives us another convex combination.
Since none of the edges in E(G) \ δ(v) are modified in the lifting step, qf = 2/3 for any
such edge f . Next, consider the edge vy. Observe that Ĥi1 always contains the edge vy,
whereas Ĥi2 contains vy only when xz ∈
/ E(Hi2 ) (this happens with weight 1/3). Therefore,
1
1 1
2
qvy = 2 · 1 + 2 · 3 = 3 . The analysis for vx is symmetric. Lastly, consider the edge vz.
It appears in Ĥi1 (Ĥi2 ) if and only if yz ∈ E(Hi1 ) (respectively, xz ∈ E(Hi2 ). Therefore,
qvz = 12 · 23 + 12 · 32 = 23 . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
J
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3

Our Algorithm and the Proof of Theorem 2

In this section we give a proof of Theorem 2 which we use to obtain a 43 -approximation
algorithm for 2ECM on half-integral instances (Theorem 1). We apply the same splitting-off
theorem of [2] together with an induction scheme that is captured in Theorem 2. A key
feature of this theorem is that we allow edges of negative cost, although the edge costs in
any instance of 2ECM are non-negative.
Consider a 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph G = (V, E) on n vertices, and let
e = uv be an edge in G. Let c : E → R be an arbitrary real-valued cost function. Our goal
is to obtain a 2-edge connected spanning subgraph H of G whose cost is at most 23 c(G − e)
while ensuring that H uses no more than one copy of any multiedge in G. Observe that
if we had access to the collection {H1 , . . . , Hk } of 2-edge connected spanning subgraphs
from Theorem 3 for some k that is polynomial in |V (G)|, then we would be done: for any
cost function c, the cheapest subgraph in this collection (w.r.t. cost c) is one such desired
subgraph. It is not clear how to efficiently obtain such a collection; a naive algorithm that
follows the proof of Theorem 3 does not run in polynomial time.
As alluded to before, for the purposes of obtaining a cheap 2-edge connected subgraph,
it suffices to only recurse on one of two subinstances that arise in the proof of Theorem 3.
This insight comes from working backwards from (ConvexComb-G). Since this convex
combination for G is a simple average of convex combinations from two subinstances (see
(ConvexComb-G1 ) and (ConvexComb-G2 )), it is judicious to only recurse on the “cheaper”
subinstance. Combining (ConvexComb-G1 ) and (Lift-G1 ), we get that the first subinstance
gives rise to a convex combination for 23 χE(G)\{e} + 13 (χ{vy} − χ{vx} ). On the other hand,
the second subinstance gives rise to a convex combination for 23 χE(G)\{e} + 13 (χ{vx} − χ{vy} ).
Thus, we should recurse on G1 if cvx ≥ cvy , and G2 otherwise. For the sake of argument,
suppose that we are recursing on G1 . So far, we have ignored an important detail in the
recursion: the splitting-off operation creates a new edge yz that was not originally present
in G, so we need to assign it some cost to apply the algorithm recursively. Depending on
how we choose the cost of yz, it might either be included or excluded from the subgraph
obtained for the smaller instance, so to bound the cost of the lifted solution we must have a
handle on both outcomes of the lift operation. Setting cyz := cvz − cvx balances the cost of
both outcomes. Note that cyz could possibly be negative, but this is permissible since the
statement of Theorem 2 allows for arbitrary edge costs. We formalize the above ideas.
In the recursive step, we pick one end vertex v of e and apply a complete splitting off
operation at v to obtain a 4-regular 4-edge connected graph on n − 1 vertices; this can be
implemented in O(n) time. The running time of the algorithm is O(n2 ), since we apply the
induction step O(n) times.
Let T = {v, x, y, z} be the four neighbors of v and let e = uv. Recall that Ae denotes the
set of edges f ∈ δ(v) \ {e} such that (e, f ) is an admissible pair (see Definition 6).
I Lemma 9. For vx ∈ δ(v) \ {e}, we can check whether vx ∈ Ae in O(n) time.
Proof. We may suppose that the elements of the set T of neighbors of v are all distinct.
Otherwise, by Lemma 8, we know exactly which pairs are admissible, see Figure 1. Consider
the graph Ĝ = (Gu,x )y,z obtained by splitting off the pairs (uv, vx) and (yv, vz) at v. Let
G∗ be the graph obtained from Ĝ by contracting ux to a single vertex s and contracting yz
to a single vertex t. Then we apply a max s − t flow computation to check whether G∗ has
≥ 4 edge-disjoint s − t paths; otherwise, G∗ has an (s, t)-cut δ(S) of size ≤ 3. In the latter
case, it is clear that our trial splitting is not admissible.
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In the former case, we claim that our trial splitting is admissible. Suppose that Ĝ is
not 4-edge connected. Then there exists a non-empty, proper vertex set S in Ĝ such that
|T ∩ S| ≤ |T \ S| and |δĜ (S)| < 4. Clearly, |S ∩ T | ≤ 2, and if |S ∩ T | = 2, then we have
|S ∩ {u, x}| = 1 and |S ∩ {y, z}| = 1 (otherwise, S would give an (s, t)-cut of G∗ of size ≤ 3).
Since the size of the cut of S is the same in G and in Ĝ, we have, by 4-edge connectivity of
G, 4 > |δĜ (S)| = |δG (S)| ≥ 4, a contradiction.
To see that the running time is linear, observe that G∗ has ≤ 2n edges, an s − t flow of
value ≥ 4 can be computed by finding 4 augmenting paths, and each augmenting path can
be found in linear time.
J
Proof of Theorem 2. First, consider the base case in the recursion when n = 2. The only
such 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph is given by four parallel edges between u and v,
of which e is one. Picking the two cheapest edges from the remaining three edges gives the
desired subgraph.
For the induction step, suppose that n ≥ 3 and the induction hypothesis holds for all
4-regular 4-edge connected multigraphs with at most n − 1 vertices and for all choices of edge
e. Consider a 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph G on n vertices and an edge e = uv
in G.
Our algorithm proceeds as follows. By Lemmas 8 and 9, we can find in O(n)-time two
neighbors of v, say x and y, such that vx, vy ∈ Ae and cvx ≥ cvy . Next, we construct the
graph Ĝ := (Gu,x )y,z = G − v + {ux, yz} and extend the cost function c to the new edge yz
as cyz := cvz − cvx (note that the cost of ux is inconsequential and that cyz may be negative
or non-negative). We recursively find a 2-edge connected spanning subgraph Ĥ of Ĝ with
cost at most 23 c(Ĝ − ux). Then, we lift Ĥ to obtain a spanning subgraph H of G:
(
H :=

Ĥ − yz + vy + vz

if yz ∈ E(Ĥ),

Ĥ + vy + vx

if yz ∈
/ E(Ĥ).

We analyze the cost of this subgraph. Regardless of the cases above, our choice of cyz
implies that c(H) = c(Ĥ) + cvy + cvx . Therefore,
c(H) ≤

2
2
c(Ĝ − ux) + cvy + cvx = {c(G − e) − cvx − cvy − cvz + (cvz − cvx )} + cvy + cvx
3
3
2
1
2
= c(G − e) + (cvy − cvx ) ≤ c(G − e) ,
3
3
3

where the last inequality follows from our choice of vx, vy to satisfy cvx ≥ cvy .
It remains to argue that H is a 2-edge connected spanning subgraph of G − e that uses no
more than one copy of any multiedge in G. It is clear that the following hold: (a) e ∈
/ E(H);
(b) H is a spanning subgraph of G; and (c) each multiedge of G appears at most once in
H. Since Ĥ is 2-edge connected and adding and/or subdividing an edge preserves 2-edge
connectivity, H is 2-edge connected. Overall, in O(n2 )-time we have constructed a 2-edge
connected spanning subgraph H of G − e whose cost is at most 23 c(G − e), thereby proving
Theorem 2.
J
Using Theorem 2, we give a deterministic
half-integral instances.

4
3 -approximation

algorithm for 2ECM on

Proof of Theorem 1. Let x be an optimal half-integral solution to (Subtour-LP) (and
(2ECM-LP)) for an instance given by an n-vertex graph G = (V , E) and a metric cost
function c. Let G = (V, E) denote the graph induced by 2x where for each e ∈ E we include
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2xe copies of the edge e in G. Since x has (fractional) degree 2 at each vertex and it is fractionally 2-edge connected, G is a 4-regular 4-edge connected multigraph. With a slight abuse
of notation, we use the same cost function for the edges of E: for any e ∈ E, ce := cf , where
f denotes the edge in E that gave rise to e. We invoke Theorem 2 on G and some edge e ∈ E.
This gives us a 2-edge connected spanning subgraph H of G − e satisfying c(H) ≤ 23 c(G − e).
Lifting the subgraph H to G gives a 2-edge connected spanning multisubgraph H (of G);
note that H uses at most two copies of any edge in G. By the first conclusion of Theorem 2
and the non-negativity of c, c(H) = c(H) ≤ 23 c(G − e) ≤ 32 c(G) = 43 cT x, where the last
equality follows by recalling that G is induced by 2x. Besides invoking Theorem 2 we only
perform trivial graph operations so the running time is O(n2 ).
J

4

2ECM for 3-Regular 3-Edge Connected Graphs

Let G = (V, E) be a 3-regular 3-edge connected graph with non-negative edge costs c ∈ RE
≥0 .
In this section we consider an analogous problem to that of Theorem 2, namely the problem of
finding a polynomial-time algorithm which gives a 2-edge connected spanning multisubgraph
of G of cost at most βc(G) for some β ≥ 0. Note that the everywhere 23 vector for G is
feasible for (Subtour-LP). For any costs c for which the everywhere 23 vector is also optimal
for (Subtour-LP) (such as for the graphic metric), such an algorithm would provide a 3β
2 approximation for 2ECM. The conjecture that α2ECM = 43 would then imply β = 43 · 23 = 89
should be possible, and the 65 conjecture for α2ECM would imply β = 65 · 23 = 45 should
be possible. In [5] a constructive algorithm for β = 45 is given, however it does not run in
polynomial time.
In [11, Theorem 2], Haddadan, Newman, and Ravi show that it is possible to do better
than 89 for this problem, and provide an efficient algorithm for β = 15
17 . In fact, they show
that the everywhere 15
vector
can
be
expressed
as
a
convex
combination
of 2-edge connected
17
spanning multisubgraphs of G and this convex combination can be found in polynomial time.
They remark that combining their ideas with an efficient algorithm for Theorem 3 would
15
imply the result for β = 78 (< 17
). Although a polynomial-time algorithm for Theorem 3 is
not currently known, it is possible to use our result in Theorem 2 to obtain β = 78 , as follows.
I Theorem 10. Let G = (V, E) be a 3-regular 3-edge connected graph on n vertices with
3
non-negative edge costs c ∈ RE
≥0 . Then in O(n )-time we can find a 2-edge connected spanning
7
multisubgraph H of G such that c(H) ≤ 8 c(G).
Proof. Let F be a 2-factor of G that intersects all of the 3-edge cuts and 4-edge cuts of
G. Such a 2-factor can be found in O(n3 )-time (see [4, Theorem 5.4]). Let G0 be the
graph obtained by contracting the cycles of F and removing any resulting loops, and let
M := E(G0 ). Clearly G0 is 5-edge connected (by choice of F ), and thus the vector y ∈ RM
≥0
defined by ye := 25 for all e ∈ M is feasible for (2ECM-LP) for G0 . It then follows from the
polyhedral analysis of Wolsey [16] and Shmoys and Williamson [15] of the (Subtour-LP) that
we can find a 2-edge connected spanning multisubgraph of G0 with edge set R satisfying
c(R) ≤ 23 cT y = 35 c(M ). Then the graph H1 induced by F ∪ R is a 2-edge connected spanning
multisubgraph of G such that
3
3
c(H1 ) ≤ c(F ) + c(M ) ≤ c(F ) + c(E \ F ) .
5
5

(9)
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Now consider the vector z ∈ RE
≥0 where ze := 1/2 for all e ∈ F , and ze := 1 otherwise.
Vector z is a feasible half-integer solution for (Subtour-LP), and thus by Theorem 2 and the
ideas used in the proof of Theorem 1, in O(n2 )-time we can find a 2-edge connected spanning
multisubgraph H2 of G such that
c(H2 ) ≤

4
2
c(F ) + c(E \ F ).
3
3

(10)

We complete the proof by showing that either H1 or H2 has cost at most 78 c(G). Using
(9) and (10) we have:
min(c(H1 ), c(H2 )) ≤

 3 2
 7
5
3
5
3
4
c(H1 ) + c(H2 ) ≤
c(F ) + c(E \ F ) +
c(F ) + c(E \ F ) = c(G).
8
8
8
5
8 3
3
8
J
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Abstract
We give improved multi-pass streaming algorithms for the problem of maximizing a monotone
or arbitrary non-negative submodular function subject to a general p-matchoid constraint in the
model in which elements of the ground set arrive one at a time in a stream. The family of
constraints we consider generalizes both the intersection of p arbitrary matroid constraints and
p-uniform hypergraph matching. For monotone submodular functions, our algorithm attains a
guarantee of p + 1 + ε using O(p/ε)-passes and requires storing only O(k) elements, where k is the
maximum size of feasible solution. This immediately gives an O(1/ε)-pass (2 + ε)-approximation
for monotone submodular maximization in a matroid and (3 + ε)-approximation for monotone
submodular matching. Our algorithm is oblivious to the choice ε and can be stopped after any
number of passes, delivering the appropriate guarantee. We extend our techniques to obtain the
first multi-pass streaming algorithms for general, non-negative submodular functions subject to a
p-matchoid constraint. We show that a randomized O(p/ε)-pass algorithm storing O(p3 k log(k)/ε3 )
elements gives a (p + 1 + γ̄off + O(ε))-approximation, where γ̄off is the guarantee of the best-known
offline algorithm for the same problem.
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Introduction

Many discrete optimization problems in theoretical computer science, operations research,
and machine learning can be cast as special cases of maximizing a submodular function f
subject to some constraint. Formally, a function f : 2X → R≥0 is submodular if and only
if f (A) + f (B) ≥ f (A ∪ B) + f (A ∩ B) for all A, B ⊆ X. One reason for the ubiquity of
submodularity in optimization settings is that it also captures a natural “diminishing returns”
property. Let f (e | A) , f (A + e) − f (A) be the marginal increase obtained in f when
adding an element e to a set A (where here and throughout we use the shorthands A + e
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and A − e for A ∪ {e} and A\{e}, respectively). Then it is well-known that f is submodular
if and only if f (e | B) ≤ f (e | A) for any A ⊆ B and any e 6∈ B. If additionally we have
f (e | A) ≥ 0 for all A and e 6∈ A we say that f is monotone.
Here, we consider the problem of maximizing both monotone and arbitrary submodular
functions subject to an arbitrary p-matchoid constraint on the set of elements that can be
selected. Formally, a p-matchoid Mp = (I p , X) on X is given by a collection of matroids
{Mi = (Xi , Ii )} each defined on some subset of X, where each e ∈ X is present in at most
p of these subsets. A set S ⊆ X is then independent if and only if S ∩ Xi ∈ Ii for each
matroid Mi . One can intuitively think of a p-matchoid as a collection of matroids in which
each element “participates” in at most p of the matroid constraints. The resulting family
of constraints is quite general and captures both intersections of p matroid constraints (by
letting Xi = X for all Mi ) and matchings in p-uniform hypergraphs (by considering X as a
collection of hyperedges and defining a uniform matroid constraint for each vertex, ensuring
that at most one hyperedge containing this vertex is selected).
In many applications of submodular optimization, such as summarization [19, 1, 21, 23]
we must process datasets so large that they cannot be stored in memory. Thus, there
has been recent interest in streaming algorithms for submodular optimization problems.
In this context, we suppose the ground set X is initially unknown and elements arrive
one-by-one in a stream. We suppose that the algorithm has an efficient oracle for evaluating
the submodular function f on any given subset of X, but has only enough memory to store
a small number of elements from the stream. Variants of standard greedy and local search
algorithms have been developed that obtain a constant-factor approximation in this setting,
but their approximation guarantees are considerably worse than that of their simple, offline
counterparts.
Here, we consider the multi-pass setting in which the algorithm is allowed to perform
several passes over a stream – in each pass all of X arrives in some order, and the algorithm is
still only allowed to store a small number of elements. In the offline setting, simple variants
of greedy [15] or local search [18, 13] algorithms in fact give the best-known approximation
guarantees for maximizing submodular functions subject to the p matroid constraints or a
general p-matchoid constraint. However, these algorithms potentially require considering all
elements in X each time a choice is made. It is natural to ask whether this is truly necessary,
or whether we could instead recover an approximation ratio nearly equal to these offline
algorithms by using only a constant number of passes through the data stream.

1.1

Our Results

Here we show that for monotone submodular functions, O(1/ε)-passes suffice to obtain
guarantees only (1 + ε) times worse than those guaranteed by the offline local search
algorithm. We give an O(p/ε)-pass streaming algorithm that gives a p + 1 + ε approximation
for maximizing a monotone submodular function subject to an arbitrary p-matchoid constraint.
This immediately gives us an O(1/ε) pass streaming algorithm attaining a 2+ε approximation
for matroid constraints and a 3 + ε approximation for matching constraints in graphs. Each
pass of our algorithm is equivalent to a single pass of the streaming local search algorithm
described by Chakrabarti and Kale [6] and Chekuri, Gupta, and Quanrud [7]. However,
obtaining a rapid convergence to a p + 1 + ε approximation requires some new insights. We
show that if a pass makes either large or small progress in the value of f , then the guarantee
obtained at the end of this pass can be improved. Balancing these two effects then leads
a carefully chosen sequence of parameters for each pass. Our general approach is similar
to that of Chakrabarti and Kale [6], but our algorithm is oblivious to the choice of ε. This
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Table 1 Summary of known approximation ratios for maximizing monotone and non-monotone
submodular functions. M means that f is monotone, and NN means that f is non-negative. In
stating results parameterized by p, we let o(1) denote a term that approaches zero as p increases.
Offline

Constraint
matroid

M
e/(e − 1) [5]

rank p hypergraph b-matching

p + ε [13]

p matroid intersection

p + ε [18]

p-matchoid

p + 1 [15]

Constraint
matroid
rank p hypergraph b-matching
p matroid intersection
p-matchoid

NN
2.598 [3]
p2 +ε
[13]
p−1
p2 +(p−1)ε
[18]
p−1
ep
[12,
(1−ε)(2−o(1))

Streaming
M
NN
4 [6, 7, 11]
5.8284 [11]

M
2 + ε [6]

8]

Multipass
NN #-passes

O ε−1

4p + 2 − o(1) [11] p + 1 + ε [6]

O

4p [6, 7, 11] 4p + 2 − o(1) [11] p + 1 + ε [6]

O

4p [7, 11]

4p [7, 11]



p4 log(p)
ε3





p4 log(p)
ε3



4p + 2 − o(1) [11]

allows us to give a uniform bound on the convergence of the approximation factor obtained
after some number d of passes. This bound is actually available to the algorithm, and so we
can certify the quality of the current solution after each pass. In practice, this allows for
terminating the algorithm early if a sufficient guarantee has already been obtained. Even in
the worst case, however, we improve on the number of passes required by similar previous
results by a factor of O(ε−2 ). Our algorithm only requires storing O(k) elements, where k
is the rank of the given p-matchoid, defined as the size of the largest independent set of
elements.
Building on these ideas, we also give a randomized, multi-pass algorithm that uses
O(p/ε)-passes and attains a p + 1 + γ̄off + O(ε) approximation for maximizing an arbitrary
submodular function subject to a p-matchoid constraint, where γ̄off is the approximation
ratio attained by best-known offline algorithm for the same problem. To the best of our
knowledge, ours is the first multipass algorithm when the function is non-monotone. In
3
k
this case, our algorithm requires storing O( p kεlog
) elements. We remark that to facilitate
3
comparison with existing work, we have stated all approximation guarantees as factors γ ≥ 1.
However, we note that if one states ratios of the form 1/γ less than 1, then our results lead
to 1/γ − ε approximations in which all dependence on p can be eliminated (by setting simply
selecting some ε0 = pε).

1.2

Related Work

There is a vast literature on submodular maximization with various constraints and different
models of computation. In the offline model, the work on maximizing a monotone submodular
function goes back to Nemhauser, Wolsey and Fischer [24]. Monotone submodular functions
are well studied and many new and powerful results have been obtained since then. The
best approximation algorithm under a matroid constraint is due to Calinescu et al. [5] which
is the best that can be done using a polynomial number of queries [24] (if f is given as a
value oracle) or assuming P 6= N P [9] (if f is given explicitly). For more general constraints,
Lee, Sviridenko and Vondrák obtained a p + ε approximation algorithm under p matroid
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Table 2 Summary of our results maximizing monotone and non-monotone submodular functions.
Constraint
matroid

monotone
2+ε

rank p hypergraph b-matching

p+1+ε

p matroid intersection
p-matchoid

Our results
non-negative
4.598 + ε
p2
+ O(ε)
p−1
p2
1 + p−1 + O(ε)
ep
+ O(ε)
(1−ε)(2−o(1))

#-passes

O 1ε

p+1+

O

p+1+ε

p+

O

p+1+ε

p+1+

O

p
ε
p
ε
p
ε





constraints [18]. Feldman et al. [13] obtained the same approximation ratio for the general
class of p-exchange systems. For general p-matchoid constraints, the best approximation
ratio is p + 1, which is attained by the standard greedy algorithm [15].
Non-monotone objectives are less understood even under the simplest assumptions. The
current best-known result for maximizing a submodular function under a matroid constraint
is 2.598 [3], which is far from the 2.093 hardness result [16]. Table 1 gives the best known
bounds for the constraints that we consider in the paper.
Due to the large volume of data in modern applications, there has also been a line
of research focused on developing fast algorithms for submodular maximization [2, 22].
However, all results we have discussed so far assume that the entire instance is available
at any time, which may not be feasible for massive datasets. This has motivated the
study of streaming submodular maximization algorithms with low memory requirements.
Badaniyuru et al. [1] achieved a 2 + ε-approximation algorithm for maximizing a monotone
submodular function under a cardinality constraint in the streaming setting. This was
recently shown to be the best possible bound attainable in one pass with memory sublinear
in the size of the instance [14]. Chakrabarti and Kale [6] gave a 4p-approximation for the
intersection of p matroid constraints or p-uniform hypergraph matching. Later, Chekuri
et al. [7] generalized their argument to arbitrary p-matchoid constraints, and also gave a
modified algorithm for handling non-monotone submodular objectives. A fast, randomized
variant of the algorithm of [6] was studied by Feldman, Karbasi and Kazemi [11], who
showedpthat it has the same approximation guarantee when f is monotone and achieves a
2p + 2 p(p + 1) + 1 = 4p + 2 − o(1)-approximation for general submodular function.
When multiple passes through the stream are allowed, less is known and the tradeoff
between the approximation guarantee and the number of passes requires more attention.
e
Assuming cardinality constraints, one can obtain a e−1
+ ε-multipass streaming algorithm
−1
in O ε
passes (see [2, 17, 20, 21, 25]).
Huang
et
al.
[17]
achieved a 2 + ε-approximation

−1
under a knapsack constraint in O ε
passes. For the intersection of p partition matroids
or rank p hypergraph matching, the numberof passes becomes dependent on p. Chakrabarti
4
and Kale [6]1 showed that if one allows O p log(p)
-passes, a p + 1 + ε approximation is
ε3
possible. Here we show how to obtain the same guarantee for an arbitrary p-matchoid
constraint, while reducing the number of passes to O(p/ε).

1

In [6] a bound of O(log p/ε3 ) is stated. We note that there appears to be a small oversight in their
analysis, arising from the fact that their convergence parameter κ in this case is O(ε3 /p4 ). In any case,
it seems reasonable to assume that p is a small constant in most cases.
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Algorithm 1 The multi-pass streaming local search algorithm.

procedure MultipassLocalSearch(α, β1 , . . . , βd )
S0 ← ∅;
for i = 1 to d do
Let S̃ be the output of StreamingLocalSearch(α, βi , Si−1 );
Si ← S̃;
return Sd ;
procedure StreamingLocalSearch(α, β, Sinit )
S ← Sinit ;
foreach x in the stream do
if x ∈ Sinit then discard x;
Cx ← Exchange(x, S);
P
if f (x|S) ≥ α + (1 + β) c∈Cx ν(c, S) then
S ← S\Cx + x;
return S;

Algorithm 2 The procedure Exchange(x, S).

procedure Exchange(x, S)
Cx ← ∅;
foreach M` = (X` , I` ) with x ∈ X` do
S` ← S ∩ X` ;
if S` + x 6∈ I then
T` ← {y ∈ S` : S` − y + x ∈ I` };
Cx ← Cx + arg mint∈T` ν(t, S);
return Cx ;

2

The main multi-pass streaming algorithm

Our main multi-pass algorithm is given by the procedure MultipassLocalSearch in
Algorithm 1. We suppose that we are given a submodular function f : 2X → R≥0 and a
p-matchoid constraint Mp = (I p , X) on X given as a collection of matroids {Mi = (Xi , Ii )}.
Our procedure runs for d passes, each of which uses a modification of the algorithm of
Chekuri, Gupta, and Quanrud [7], given as the procedure StreamingLocalSearch. In
each pass, procedure StreamingLocalSearch maintains a current solution S, which is
initially set to some Sinit . Whenever an element x ∈ Sinit arrives again in the subsequent
stream, the procedure simply discards x. For all other elements x, the procedure invokes
a helper procedure Exchange, given formally in Algorithm 2, to find an appropriate set
Cx ⊆ S of up to p elements so that S\Cx + x ∈ I. It then exchanges x with Cx if this gives
a significantly improved solution. This improvement is measured with respect to a set of
auxiliary weights ν(x, S) maintained by the algorithm. For u, v ∈ X, let u ≺ v denote that
“element u arrives before v” in the stream. Then, we define the incremental value of an
element e with respect to a set T as
ν(e, T ) = f (e | {t0 ∈ T : t0 ≺ e}) .
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There is a slight difficulty here in that we must also define incremental values for the elements
of Sinit . To handle this difficulty, we in fact define ≺ with respect to a pretend stream
ordering. Note that in all invocations of the procedure StreamingLocalSearch made by
MultipassLocalSearch, the set Sinit is either ∅ or the result of a previous application of
StreamingLocalSearch. In our pretend ordering (≺) all of Sinit first arrives in the same
relative pretend ordering as the previous pass, followed by all of X\Sinit in the same order
given by the stream X. We then define our incremental values with respect to this pretend
stream ordering.
Using these incremental values, StreamingLocalSearch proceeds as follows. When
an element x 6∈ Sinit arrives, StreamingLocalSearch computes a set of elements Cx ⊆ S
that can be exchanged for x. StreamingLocalSearch replaces Cx with x if and only
if the marginal value f (x | S) with respect to S is at least (1 + β) times larger than the
sum of the current incremental values ν(c, S) of all elements c ∈ Cx plus some threshold α,
where α, β > 0 are given as parameters. In this case, we say that the element x is accepted.
Otherwise, we say that x is rejected. An element x ∈ S that has been accepted may later be
removed from S if x ∈ Cy for some later element y that arrives in the stream. In this case
we say that x is evicted.
The approximation ratio obtained by one pass of StreamingLocalSearch depends on
the parameter β in two ways, which can be intuitively understood in terms of the standard
analysis of the offline local search algorithm for the problem. Intuitively, if β is chosen to
be too large, more valuable elements will be rejected upon arrival and so, in the offline
setting, our solution would be only approximately locally optimal, leading to a deterioration
of the guarantee by a factor of (1 + β). However, in the streaming setting, the algorithm
only attempts to exchange an element upon its arrival, and so the final solution will not
necessarily be even (1 + β)-approximately locally optimal – an element x may be rejected
because f (x | S) is small when it arrives, but the processing of later elements in the stream
can evict some elements of S. After these evictions, we could have f (x | S) larger. The key
observation in the analyses of [6, 7] is that the total value of these evicted elements – and so
also the total increase in the marginal value of all rejected elements – can be bounded by
O( β1 ) times the final value of f (S) at the end of the algorithm. Intuitively, if β is chosen
to be too small, the algorithm will make more exchanges, evicting more elements, which
may result in rejected elements being much more valuable with respect to the final solution.
Selecting the optimal value of β thus requires balancing these two effects.
Here, we observe that this second effect depends only on the total value of those elements
that were accepted after an element arrives. To use this observation, we measure the
ratio δ = f (Sinit )/f (S̃) between the value of the initial solution Sinit of some pass of
StreamingLocalSearch and the final solution S̃ produced by this pass. If δ is relatively
small – and so one pass makes a lot of progress – then this pass gives us an improvement of
δ −1 over the ratio already guaranteed by the previous pass since f (S̃) = δ −1 f (Sinit ). On the
other hand, if δ is relatively large – and so one pass does not make much progress – then
the total increase in the value of our rejected elements can be bounded by 1−δ
β f (S̃), and so
the potential loss due to only testing these elements at arrival is relatively small. Balancing
these two effects allows us to set β smaller in each subsequent passes and obtain an improved
guarantee.
We now turn to the analysis of our algorithm. Here we focus on a single pass of
StreamingLocalSearch. For T, U ⊆ X we let f (T | U ) , f (T ∪ U ) − f (U ). Throughout,
we use S to denote the current solution maintained by this pass (initially, S = Sinit ). The
following key properties of incremental values will be useful in our analysis. We defer the
proof to the Appendix.
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I Lemma 1. For any T ⊆ U ⊆ X,
P
1.
e∈T ν(e, T ) = f (T ) − f (∅)
2. ν(e, U ) ≤ ν(e, T ) for all e ∈ T .
P
3. f (T | U \T ) ≤ t∈T ν(t, U )
4. At all times during the execution of StreamingLocalSearch, ν(e, S) ≥ α for all e ∈ S.
Let A denote the set of elements accepted during the present pass. These are the elements
which were present in the solution S at some previous time during the execution of this pass.
Initially we have A = S = Sinit and whenever an element is added to S, during this pass we
also add this element to A. Let Ã and S̃ denote the sets of elements A and S at the end of
this pass. Note that we regard all elements of Sinit as having been accepted at the start of
the pass. The following lemma follows from the analysis of Chekuri, Gupta, and Quanrud [7]
in the single-pass setting. We give a complete, self-contained proof in Appendix A. Each
element e ∈ Ã\S̃ was accepted but later evicted by the algorithm. For any such evicted
element, we let χ(e) denote the value of ν(e, S) at the moment that e was removed from S.
I Lemma 2. Let f : 2X → R≥0 be a submodular function. Suppose S̃ is the solution produced
at the end of one pass of StreamingLocalSearch and Ã be the set of all elements accepted
during this pass. Then,
X
f (OPT ∪ Ã) ≤ (p + βp − β)
χ(e) + (p + βp + 1)f (S̃) + kα .
e∈Ã\S̃

P
We now derive a bound for the summation e∈Ã\S̃ χ(e) (representing the value of evicted
elements) in terms of the total gain f (S̃) − f (Sinit ) made by the pass, and also bound the
total number of accepted elements in terms of f (OPT ).
I Lemma 3. Let f : 2X → R≥0 be a submodular function. Suppose that S̃ is the solution
produced at the end of one pass of StreamingLocalSearch and Ã is the set of all elements
accepted during this pass. Then, |Ã| ≤ f (OPT )/α and
X
e∈Ã\S̃

χ(e) ≤


1
f (S̃) − f (Sinit ) .
β

P
Proof. We consider the quantity Φ(A) , e∈A\S χ(e). Suppose some element a with Ca =
6 ∅
is added to S by the algorithm, evicting the elements of Ca . Then (as each element can be
P
+
evicted only once) Φ(A) increases by precisely ∆ , e∈Ca χ(e). Let Sa− , Sa+ and A−
a , Aa
be the sets S and A, respectively, immediately before and after a is accepted. Since a is
P
accepted, we must have f (a | Sa− ) ≥ α + (1 + β) e∈Ca ν(e, Sa− ). Then,
f (Sa+ ) − f (Sa− ) = f (Sa− \Ca + a) − f (Sa− )
= f (a | Sa− \Ca ) − f (Ca | Sa− \Ca )
≥ f (a | Sa− ) − f (Ca | Sa− \Ca )
X
≥ f (a | Sa− ) −
ν(e, Sa− )

(by submodularity)
(by Lemma 1 (3))

e∈Ca

≥ α + (1 + β)

X
e∈Ca

=α+β

X

χ(e) .

ν(e, Sa− ) −

X

ν(e, Sa− )

(since a is accepted)

e∈Ca

(by definition of χ(e))

e∈Ca

= α + β∆
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It follows that whenever Φ(A) increases by ∆, f (S) must increase by at least β∆. Initially,
P
Φ(A) = 0 and f (S) = f (Sinit ) and at the end of the algorithm, Φ(A) = e∈Ã\S̃ χ(e) and
P
f (S) = f (S̃). Thus, β e∈Ã\S̃ χ(e) ≤ [f (S̃) − f (Sinit )].
It remains to show that |Ã| ≤ f (OPT )/α. For this, we note that the above chain of
inequalities also implies that every time an element is accepted (and so |A| increases by one),
f (S) also increases by at least α. Thus, we have f (OPT ) ≥ f (S̃) ≥ α|Ã|.
J
Using Lemma 3 to bound the sum of exit values in Lemma 2 then immediately gives us the
following guarantee for each pass performed in MultipassLocalSearch. In the ith such
pass, we will have Sinit = Si−1 , S̃ = Si , and β = βi . We let Ai denote the set of Ã of all
elements accepted during this particular pass.
I Lemma 4. Let f : 2X → R≥0 be a submodular function. Consider the ith pass of
StreamingLocalSearch performed by MultipassLocalSearch, and let Ai be the set of
all elements accepted during this pass. Then, |Ai | ≤ f (OPT )/α and
f (OPT ∪ Ai ) ≤ (p/βi + p − 1) [f (Si ) − f (Si−1 )] + (p + pβi + 1)f (Si ) + kα .

3

Analysis of the multipass algorithm for monotone functions

We now show how to use Lemma 4 together with a careful selection of parameters α and
β1 , . . . , βd to derive guarantees for the solution f (Si ) produced after the ith pass made in
MultipassLocalSearch. Here, we consider the case that f is a monotone function. In
this case, we have f (OPT ) ≥ f (OPT ∪ Ai ) for all i. We set α = 0 in each pass. In the first
pass, we will set β1 = 1. Then, since S0 = ∅ Lemma 4 immediately gives:
f (OPT ) ≤ f (OPT ∪ A1 ) ≤ (2p − 1) [f (S1 ) − f (∅)] + (2p + 1)f (S1 ) = 4pf (S1 ) .

(1)

For passes i > 1, we use the following, which relates the approximation guarantee obtained
in this pass to that from the previous pass.
I Theorem 5. For i > 1, suppose that f (OPT ) ≤ γi−1 · f (Si−1 ) and define δi =
Then,
n
o
f (OPT ) ≤ min γi−1 δi , ( βpi + p − 1)(1 − δi ) + p + βi p + 1 · f (Si ) + kα .

f (Si−1 )
f (Si ) .

Proof. From the definition of γi−1 and δi , we have:
f (OPT ) ≤ γi−1 f (Si−1 ) = γi−1 δi f (Si ) .
On the other hand, f (Si ) − f (Si−1 ) = (1 − δi )f (Si ). Thus, Lemma 4 gives:
f (OPT ) ≤ [(p/βi + p − 1) (1 − δi ) + p + βi p + 1] f (Si ) + kα .

J

Now, we observe that for any fixed guarantee γi−1 from the previous pass, γi−1 δi is an
increasing function of δi and ((p/βi + p − 1)(1 − δi ) + p + βi p + 1) is an decreasing function
of δi . Thus, the guarantee we obtain in Theorem 5 is always at least as good as that obtained
when these two values are equal. Setting:
γi−1 δi = ( βpi + p − 1)(1 − δi ) + p + βi p + 1,
and solving for δi gives us:
δi =

p(1 + βi )2
.
p + βi (γi−1 − 1 + p)

(2)
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In the following analysis, we consider this value of δi since the guarantee given by Theorem 5
will always be no worse than that given by this value. The analysis for a single matroid
constraint follows from our results for p-matchoids, but the analysis and parameter values
obtained are much simpler, so we present it separately, first.
I Theorem 6. Suppose we run Algorithm 1 for an arbitrary matroid constraint and monotone
submodular function f , with βi = 1i . Then 2(1 + 1i )f (Si ) ≥ f (OPT ) for all i > 0. In
particular, after i = 2ε passes, (2 + ε)f (Si ) ≥ f (OPT ).
Proof. Let γi be the guarantee for our algorithm after i passes. We show, by induction on i,
that γi ≤ 2(i+1)
. For i = 1, we have β1 = 1 and so from (1) we have γ1 = 4, as required. For
i
2i
i > 1, suppose that γi−1 ≤ i−1
. Since p = 1 and βi = 1/i (2) gives:
(1 + 1i )2
δi ≤
=
2i
1 + 1i ( i−1
)

(i+1)2
i2
(i−1)+2
i−1

=

(i − 1)(i + 1)
.
i2

Thus, by Theorem 5, the ith pass of our algorithm has guarantee γi satisfying:
γi ≤ γi−1 δi ≤

2i (i − 1)(i + 1)
2(i + 1)
=
,
i−1
i2
i
J

as required.

I Theorem 7. Suppose we run Algorithm 1 for an arbitrary p-matchoid constraint and
monotone submodular function f , β1 and
γi−1 − 1 − p
βi =
γi−1 − 1 + p
for i > 1, where γi is given by the recurrence γ1 = 4p and
γi = 4p

γi−1 (γi−1 − 1)
(γi−1 − 1 + p)2


for i > 1. Then p + 1 + 4p
i f (Si ) ≥ f (OPT ) for all i > 0. In particular, after i =
passes, (p + 1 + ε)f (Si ) ≥ f (OPT ).

4p
ε

Proof. We first show that approximation guarantee of our algorithm after i passes is given
by γi . Setting β1 = 1, we obtain γ1 = 4p from (1), agreeing with our definition. For passes
−1−p
i > 1, let βi = γγi−1
. As in the case of matroid constraint, Theorem 5 implies that the
i−1 −1+p
guarantee for pass i will be at most δi γi−1 , where δi is chosen to satisfy (2). Specifically, if
we set


2
2
2(γi−1 −1)
−1−p
p 1 + γγi−1
p
−1+p
γ
−1+p
4p(γi−1 − 1)
i−1
i−1
=
=
,
δi =
γi−1 −1−p
γi−1 − 1
(γi−1 − 1 + p)2
p + γ −1+p (γi−1 − 1 + p)
i−1

then we have δi γi−1 = γi .
We now show by induction on i that γi ≤ p + 1 + 4p
i . In the case i = 1, we have γ1 = 4p
and the claim follows immediately from p ≥ 1. In the general case i > 0, and we may assume
without loss of generality that γi−1 ≥ 1. Otherwise the theorem holds immediately, as each
subsequent pass can only increase the value of the solution. Then, we note (as shown in
Appendix B) that for p ≥ 1 and γi−1 ≥ 1, γi is an increasing function of γi−1 . By the
4p
induction hypothesis, γi−1 ≤ p + 1 + i−1
. Therefore:



4p
4p
4p p + 1 + i−1
p + i−1
γi ≤
≤ p + 1 + 4p

2
i ,
4p
2p + i−1
as required. The last inequality above follows from straightforward but tedious algebraic
manipulations, which can be found in Appendix B.
J
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Algorithm 3 The randomized multi-pass streaming algorithm.

procedure MultipassRandomizedLocalSearch(α, β1 , . . . , βd , m)
S0 ← ∅, S00 ← ∅;
for i = 1 to d do
Let (S̃, S 0 ) be the output of RandomizedLocalSearch(Si−1 , α, βi , m);
0
Si ← S̃, Si0 ← arg max{f (Si−1
), f (S 0 )};
return S̄ = arg max{f (Sd ), f (Sd0 )};
procedure RandomizedLocalSearch(Sinit , α, β, m)
S ← Sinit ; B ← ∅;
foreach x in the stream do
P
if f (x | S) ≥ α + (1 + β) e∈Cx ν(e, S) then
B ← B + x;
if |B| = m then
x ← uniformly random element from B;
Cx ← Exchange(x, S);
B ← B − x; S ← S + x − Cx ;
foreach x0 in B do
Cx0 ← Exchange(x0 , S);
P
if f (x0 | S) < α + (1 + β) e∈Cx0 ν(e, S) then
B ← B − x0 ;
S 0 ← Offline(B);
return (S, S 0 );

4

A multi-pass algorithm for general submodular functions

In this section, we show that the guarantees for monotone submdodular maximization can
be extended to non-monotone submodular maximization even when dealing with multiple
passes. Our main algorithm is given by procedure MultipassRandomizedLocalSearch
in Algorithm 3. In each pass, it calls a procedure RandomizedLocalSearch, which is
an adaptation of StreamingLocalSearch, to process the stream. Note that each such
pass produces a pair of feasible solutions S and S 0 , which we now maintain throughout
MultipassRandomizedLocalSearch. The set S is maintained similarly as before and
gradually improves by exchanging “good” elements into a solution throughout the pass. The
set S 0 will be maintained by considering the best output of an offline algorithm that we run
after each pass as described in more detail below.
To deal with non-monotone submodular functions, we will limit the probability of elements
being added to S. Instead of exchanging good elements on arrival, we store them in a buffer
B of size m. When the buffer becomes full, an element is chosen uniformly at random and
added to S. Adding a new element to the current solution may affect the quality of the
remaining elements in the buffer and thus we need to re-evaluate them and remove the
elements that are no longer good. As before, we let A denote the set of elements that were
previously added to S during the current pass of the algorithm. Note that we do not consider
an element to be accepted until it has actually been added to S from the buffer. For any
fixed set of random choices, the execution of RandomizedLocalSearch can be considered
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as the execution of StreamingLocalSearch on the following stream: we suppose that an
element x arrives whenever it is selected from the buffer and accepted into S. All elements
that are discarded from the buffer after accepting x then arrive, and will also be rejected by
StreamingLocalSearch. Any elements remaining in the buffer after the execution of the
algorithm do not arrive in the stream. Applying Lemma 4 with respect to this pretend stream
ordering allows us to bound f (S̃) with respect to f (OPT \ B) (that is, the value of the part of
OPT that does not remain in the buffer B) after a single pass of RandomizedLocalSearch.
Formally, let B̃i be the value of the buffer after the ith pass of our algorithm. Then, applying
Lemma 4 to the set OPT \B̃i , and taking expectation, gives:
E[f (Ai ∪(OPT \B̃i ))] ≤ (p/β + p − 1) (E[f (Si )] − E[f (Si−1 )])+(p+βp+1) E[f (Si )]+αk . (3)
In order to bound the value of the elements in B̃i , we apply any offline γ̄off -approximation
algorithm Offline to the buffer at the end of the pass to obtain a solution S 0 . In MultipassRandomizedLocalSearch, we then remember the best such offline solution Si0
computed across the first i passes. Then, in the ith pass, we have
E[f (OPT ∩ B̃i )] ≤ γ̄off E[f (S 0 )] ≤ γ̄off E[f (Si0 )] .

(4)

From submodularity of f and Ai ∩ B̃i = ∅ we have f (Ai ∪ OPT ) ≤ f (Ai ∪ (OPT \B̃i )) +
f (OPT ∩ B̃i ). Thus, combining (3) and (4) we have:
E[f (Ai ∪ OPT )] ≤ (p/β + p − 1) (E[f (Si )] − E[f (Si−1 )])
+ (p + βp + 1) E[f (Si )] + γ̄off E[f (Si0 )] + αk . (5)
To relate the right-hand side to f (OPT ) we use the following result from Buchbinder et al. [4]:
I Lemma 8 (Lemma 2.2 in [4]). Let f : 2X → R≥0 be a non-negative submodular function.
Suppose that A is a random set where no element e ∈ X appears in A with probability
more than p. Then, E[f (A)] ≥ (1 − p) f (∅). Moreover, for any set Y ⊆ X, it follows that
E[f (Y ∪ A) ] ≥ (1 − p)f (Y ).
We remark that a similar theorem also appeared earlier in Feige, Mirrokni, and Vondrák [10]
for a random set that contains each element independently with probability exactly p.
Here, the probability that an element occurs in Ai is delicate to handle because such
an element may either originate from the starting solution Si−1 or be added during the
pass. Thus, we use a rougher estimate. By definition Ai ⊆ Ai ∪ Ai−1 ∪ . . . ∪ A1 . Thus,
Pr[e ∈ Ai ] ≤ Pr[e ∈ Ai ∪ . . . ∪ A1 ]. The number of selections during the j th pass is at most
|Aj | and by Lemma 4 (applied to the set OPT \ B̃j due to our pretend stream ordering in
each pass j), |Aj | ≤ f (OPT \ B̃j )/α ≤ f (OPT )/α in any pass. Here, the second inequality
follows from the optimality of OPT , and the fact that any subset of the feasible solution
OPT is also feasible for our p-matchoid constraint. Thus, the total number of selections in
Pi
the first i passes at most j=1 |Aj | ≤ i · f (OPT )/α. We select an element only when the
buffer is full, and each selection is made independently and uniformly at random from the
buffer. Thus, the probability that any given element is selected when the algorithm makes a
selection is at most 1/m and by a union bound, Pr[e ∈ Ai ∪ . . . ∪ A1 ] ≤ i · f (OPT )/(mα).
Let d be the number of passes that the algorithm makes and suppose we set α = εf (OPT )/2k
(in Appendix C we show that this can be accomplished approximately by guessing f (OPT ),
which can be done at the expense of an extra factor O(log k) space). Finally, let m = 4dk/ε2 .
Then, applying Lemma 8, after i ≤ d passes we have:
E[f (Ai ∪ OPT )] ≥ (1 − d · f (OPT )/(mα)) f (OPT ) ≥ (1 − ε/2) f (OPT ) .

(6)
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Our definition of α also implies that αk ≤ (1 − ε/2)f (OPT ). Using this and (6) in (5), we
obtain:
(1 − ε)f (OPT )
≤ (p/β + p − 1)(E[f (Si )] − E[f (Si−1 )]) + (p + βp + 1) E[f (Si )] + γ̄off E[f (Si0 )] . (7)
As we show in Appendix C, the rest of the analysis then follows similarly to that in Section 3,
using the fact that f (S̄) = max{f (Sd ), f (Sd0 )}.
I Theorem 9. Let Mp = (X, I) be a p-matchoid of rank k and let f : 2X → R≥0 be a
non-negative submodular function. Suppose there exists an algorithm for the offline instance
of the problem with approximation factor γ̄off . For any ε > 0, the randomized streaming
local-search algorithm returns a solution S̄ ∈ I such that
f (OPT ) ≤ (p + 1 + γ̄off + O(ε)) E[f (S̄)]
 3


2k
using a total space of O p k εlog
and O pε -passes.
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Proof of Lemma 2

Here, we give a self-contained analysis of the single-pass algorithm of Chekuri, Gupta,
and Quanrud [7], corresponding to Algorithm 1 initialized with Sinit = ∅. First, we prove
Lemma 1, which concerns properties of the incremental values maintained by Algorithm 1.
I Lemma 1. For any T ⊆ U ⊆ X,
P
1.
e∈T ν(e, T ) = f (T ) − f (∅)
2. ν(e, U ) ≤ ν(e, T ) for all e ∈ T .
P
3. f (T | U \T ) ≤ t∈T ν(t, U )
4. At all times during the execution of StreamingLocalSearch, ν(e, S) ≥ α for all e ∈ S.
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Proof. Property (1) follows directly from the telescoping summation
X

ν(e, T ) =

e∈T

X

[f (e ∪ {t0 ∈ T : t0 ≺ e}) − f ({t0 ∈ T : t0 ≺ e}] = f (T ) − f (∅).

e∈T

Property (2) follows from submodularity since T ⊆ U implies that {t0 ∈ T : t0 ≺ e} ⊆
{t ∈ U : t0 ≺ e}.
For property (3), we note that:
0

f (T | U \T ) =

X
t∈T

f (t | U \T ∪{t0 ∈ T : t0 ≺ t}) ≤

X

f (t | {u0 ∈ U : u0 ≺ t}) =

t∈T

X

ν(t, U ) ,

t∈T

where the first equation follows from a telescoping summation, and the inequality follows
from submodularity, since {u0 ∈ U : u0 ≺ t} ⊆ U \ T ∪ {t0 ∈ T : t0 ≺ t}.
We prove property (4) by induction on the stream of elements arriving. Initially S = ∅.
Thus, the first time that any element x is accepted, we must have Cx = ∅ and so f (x | S) ≥ α.
After this element is accepted, we have ν(x, S) = ν(x, {x}) = f (x | ∅) = α. Proceeding
inductively, then, let Sx− and Sx+ be the set of elements in S before and after some new
element x arrives and is processed by Algorithm 1, and suppose that ν(s, Sx− ) ≥ α for all
s ∈ Sx− . Then, if x is rejected, we have Sx+ = Sx− and so ν(s, Sx+ ) = ν(s, Sx− ) ≥ α for all
P
s ∈ Sx+ . If x is accepted, then Sx+ = S\Cx + x and f (x | Sx− ) ≥ α + (1 + β) e∈Cx ν(e, Sx− ).
Thus,
ν(x, Sx+ ) ≥ f (x | Sx+ − x) ≥ f (x | Sx− ) ≥ α + (1 + β)|Cx |α ≥ α ,
where the first inequality follows from property (2) of the lemma, the second from submodularity, and the third from the induction hypothesis and the assumption that x is accepted.
For any other s ∈ Sx+ , we have {t0 ∈ S\Cx : t0 ≺ s} ⊆ {t0 ∈ S : t0 ≺ s} and so by property
(3) of the lemma, ν(s, Sx+ ) ≥ ν(s, Sx− ) ≥ α, as required.
J
In our analysis we will use the following structural lemma from Chekuri et al. [7]
(here, restated in our notation). This lemma applies to the execution of our algorithm
StreamingLocalSearch when Sinit = ∅, and so no element is discarded upon arrival due
to x ∈ Sinit . However, we note that the execution of our algorithm is in fact exactly the same
as this algorithm executed on the pretend stream ordering introduced in Section 2 to define
the incremental values ν. Specifically, in each pass of our algorithm, the set Sinit is a feasible
solution produced by the preceding pass and in the pretend stream ordering, all elements of
Sinit arrive in our pretend ordering in the same relative (pretend) order as this preceding
pass. It follows that whenever x ∈ Sinit arrives in our pretend ordering for the present pass,
we have Cx = ∅ and ν(x, S) = ν(x, Sinit ) ≥ α by Lemma 1 (4), since x was present in the
feasible solution S = Sinit at the end of the preceding pass. Thus, each x ∈ Sinit will first be
accepted in our pretend stream ordering, and then the rest of X\Sinit is processed, exactly
as in StreamingLocalSearch.
Recall that we let Ã be the set of all elements that were accepted by this pass of
StreamingLocalSearch (and so at some point appeared in S). For each element x ∈ X,
we let Sx− be the current set S at the moment that x arrives and Sx+ the set after x is
processed. For an element e that is accepted but later evicted from S, let χ(e) be the
incremental value ν(e, S) of e at the moment that e was evicted.
I Lemma 10 (Lemma 9 of [7]). Let T ∈ I be a feasible solution disjoint from Ã, and S̃ be
the output of the streaming algorithm. There exists a mapping ϕ : T → 2Ã such that:
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1. Every s ∈ S̃ appears in the set ϕ(t) for at most p choices of t ∈ T .
2. Every e ∈ Ã\S̃ appears in the set ϕ(t) for at most p − 1 choices of t ∈ T .
3. For each t ∈ T :
X
X
X
ν(s, S̃) .
ν(c, St− ) ≤
χ(e) +
c∈Ct

s∈ϕ(t)∩S̃

e∈ϕ(t)\S̃

Using this charging argument, we can now prove Lemma 2 directly.
I Lemma 2. Let f : 2X → R≥0 be a submodular function. Suppose S̃ is the solution produced
at the end of one pass of StreamingLocalSearch and Ã be the set of all elements accepted
during this pass. Then,
X
f (OPT ∪ Ã) ≤ (p + βp − β)
χ(e) + (p + βp + 1)f (S̃) + kα .
e∈Ã\S̃

Proof. Let R = OPT \Ã. Since Sr− ⊆ Ã for all r, submodularity of f implies that
X

f (r | Sr− ) ≥

r∈R

X

f (r | Ã) ≥ f (R ∪ Ã) − f (Ã) = f (OPT ∪ Ã) − f (Ã) .

(8)

r∈R

For any r ∈ R, since r was rejected upon arrival,
X
f (r | Sr− ) ≤ (1 + β)
ν(c, Sr− ) + α .

(9)

c∈Cr

Thus, applying Lemma 10 we obtain:
X
X X
f (r | Sr− ) ≤ (1 + β)
ν(c, Sr− ) + kα
r∈R

(by (9) and |R| ≤ k)

r∈R c∈Cr

≤

X

 X
(1 + β)

r∈R

χ(e) +

e∈ϕ(r)\S̃

X


ν(s, S̃) + kα

(by Lemma 10 (3))

s∈ϕ(r)∩S̃



X
X
≤ (1 + β) (p − 1)
χ(e) + p
ν(s, S̃) + kα
e∈Ã\S̃

(by Lemma 10 (1) and (2))

s∈S̃

where in the last inequality we have also used Lemma 1 (4), which implies that each χ(e)
and ν(s, S̃) is non-negative. Combining the above inequality with (8), we obtain


X
X
χ(e) + p
ν(s, S̃) + f (Ã) + kα .
(10)
f (OPT ∪ Ã) ≤ (1 + β) (p − 1)
e∈Ã\S̃

s∈S̃

We now bound f (Ã) in terms of the values ν(s, S̃) and χ(e). Since S ⊆ Ã at all times
during the algorithm, and χ(e) = ν(e, S) at the moment e was evicted, we have χ(e) ≥ ν(e, Ã)
by Lemma 1 (2). Thus,
f (Ã) − f (∅) =

X
a∈Ã

ν(a, Ã) =

X
s∈S̃

ν(s, Ã) +

X
e∈Ã\S̃

ν(e, Ã) ≤

X
s∈S̃

ν(s, S̃) +

X

χ(e) , (11)

e∈Ã\S̃

where the first equation follows from Lemma 1 (1), and the last inequality follows from
Lemma 1 (2).
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Combining (10) and (11) we have:
f (OPT ∪ Ã) ≤ ((1 + β)(p − 1) + 1)

X

χ(e) + ((1 + β)p + 1)

= (p + pβ − β)

χ(e) + (p + βp + 1)

e∈Ã\S̃

ν(s, S̃) + f (∅) + kα

e∈S̃

e∈Ã\S̃

X

X

X

ν(s, S̃) + f (∅) + kα .

(12)

s∈S̃

By Lemma 1 (1), we have the following bound for the second summation in (12):
X
ν(e, S̃) + f (∅) = (p + βp + 1)[f (S̃) − f (∅)] + f (∅) ≤ (p + βp + 1)f (S̃) .
(p + βp + 1)
e∈S̃

Combining this and (12) we obtain:
X
f (OPT ∪ Ã) ≤ (p + pβ − β)
χ(e) + (p + βp + 1)f (S̃) + kα

J

e∈Ã\S̃

B

Calculations for the proof of Theorem 7

We recall that
γi = γi−1 δi =

4pγi−1 (γi−1 − 1)
.
(γi−1 − 1 + p)2

Then, to see that γi is an increasing function of γi−1 for p ≥ 1 and γi−1 ≥ 1, we note that:
8pγi (γi−1 − 1)
d
4p(γi−1 − 1) + 4pγi−1
−
γi =
dγi−1
(γi−1 − 1 + p)2
(γi−1 − 1 + p)3

=

4p(γi−1 − 1)(γi−1 − 1 + p) + 4pγi (γi−1 − 1 + p) − 8pγi−1 (γi−1 − 1)
≥0
(γi−1 − 1 + p)3

Where the final inequality follows from γi−1 ≥ 1 and p ≥ 1.
We now verify the following inequality used at the end of Theorem 7:



4p
4p
4p p + 1 + i−1
p + i−1
≤ p + 1 + 4p

2
i .
4p
2p + i−1
Rearranging both sides and placing over a common denominator gives:



4p
4p
p + i−1
4p p + 1 + i−1
4p ((p + 1)(i − 1) + 4p) (p(i − 1) + 4p)
=

2
2
4p
(2p(i − 1) + 4p)
2p + i−1
=

4p ((p + 1)(i − 1) + 4p) (p(i − 1) + 4p)
2

(2p(i + 1))
((i − 1)(p + 1) + 4p) (i + 3)
=
(i + 1)2
(i − 1)(i + 3)i(p + 1) + i(i + 3)4p
=
i(i + 1)2

2
i + 2i − 3 i(p + 1) + (i2 + 3i)4p
=
i(i + 1)2
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and
p+1+

4p
i

(p + 1)i + 4p
i
i(i + 1)2 (p + 1) + (i + 1)2 4p
=
i(i + 1)2


i2 + 2i + 1 i(p + 1) + i2 + 2i + 1 4p
.
=
i(i + 1)2
=

Then, since p ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1,


4p
4p p + 1 + i−1
p+

−
p + 1 + 4p


2
i
4p
2p + i−1

C

4p
i−1


=

4i(p + 1) − 4(i − 1)p
≥ 0.
i(i + 1)2

Additional Details for the Non-Monotone Case

C.1

Guessing the value of f (OPT )

Guessing the value of f (OPT ) is a common technique in streaming submodular function
maximization. Badanidiyuru et al. [1] showed how to approximate f (OPT ) within a constant
factor using O(log(k)) space in a single pass. To avoid extra complications, we show how to
guess f (OPT ) in two passes and refer the reader to [1] for an approximation of f (OPT ) on
the fly. Let τ = maxe∈X f (e). Using submodularity, it is easy to see that τ ≤ f (OPT ) ≤ kτ .
Consider the set

Λ = 2i | i ∈ Z, τ ≤ 2i ≤ k · τ .
Then there exists a value λ ∈ Λ such that f(OPT)
≤ λ ≤ f (OPT ). Setting the parameter
2
α = ελ/(2k), we get that α ∈ [εf (OPT ) /4k; εf (OPT ) /2k]. The defined range of α is
sufficient for the analysis2 . Unfortunately, it is still not possible to know which λ ∈ Λ satisfies
the property. However, it suffices to run the randomized local-search algorithm for every
λ ∈ Λ in parallel and output the best solution of all the copies. This operation increases the
space complexity by a multiplicative O(log2 k) factor, and adds one additional pass to find τ .

C.2

Proof of Theorem 12

Here we give a full proof of the following theorem from Section 4:
I Theorem 9. Let Mp = (X, I) be a p-matchoid of rank k and let f : 2X → R≥0 be a
non-negative submodular function. Suppose there exists an algorithm for the offline instance
of the problem with approximation factor γ̄off . For any ε > 0, the randomized streaming
local-search algorithm returns a solution S̄ ∈ I such that
f (OPT ) ≤ (p + 1 + γ̄off + O(ε)) E[f (S̄)]
 3


2k
using a total space of O p k εlog
and O pε -passes.
3

2

Equation (6) and the bound αk ≤ εf (OPT ) are where we need the exact value of α, using upper and
lower bounds for α yield the same result up to the hidden constant in the term O().
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In the same spirit as in Section 3, we show that we can derive a guarantee with respect
to the solution E[f (Si )] produced after the ith pass even when the function is non-monotone.
In fact, we show that the analysis of the non-monotone case reduces to the monotone case as
shown in the following theorem.
I Theorem 11. Let f be a non-negative submodular function. Assume α = εf (OPT )/2k
and let d ≥ i > 1. Suppose that at the start of the ith iteration of the randomized local-search
algorithm with a buffer of size m = 4dk/ε2 we have (1 − ε)f (OPT ) ≤ γi−1 E[f (Si−1 )] +
0
γ̄off E[f (Si−1
)]. Then,




p
(1−ε)f (OPT ) ≤ min γi−1 δi ,
+ p − 1 (1 − δi ) + p + βi p + 1 ·E[f (Si )]+γ̄off E[f (Si0 )],
βi
where δi =

E[f (Si−1 )]
E[f (Si )] .

Proof. From the definition of γi−1 and δi , it follows that,
0
(1 − ε)f (OPT ) ≤ γi−1 E[f (Si−1 )] + γ̄off E[f (Si−1
)] ≤ γi−1 δi E[f (Si )] + γ̄off E[f (Si0 )] . (13)
0
where in the last inequality we have used the definition of δi and the fact that f (Si0 ) ≥ f (Si−1
),
which follows from the way Si0 is defined in Algorithm 3.
On the other hand, E[f (Si )] − E[f (Si−1 )] = (1 − δi ) E[f (Si )]. Thus, by (7) we also have:

(1−ε)f (OPT )


≤ βpi + p − 1 (E[f (Si )] − E[f (Si−1 )]) + (p + βp + 1) E[f (Si )] + γ̄off E[f (Si0 )]



= βpi + p − 1 (1 − δi ) + p + βi p + 1 E[f (Si )] + γ̄off E[f (Si0 )] .

(14)

Since the right-hand side of equation 13 is an increasing function of δi and the right-hand
side of equation 14 is a decreasing function of δi , the guarantee we obtain is always at least
as good as that obtained when these two values are equal.
J
As in the monotone case, the lemma enables us to derive values of β so as to minimize the
value of the approximation ratio. The following follows directly from the same calculations
as in Section 3 and Appendix B.
I Theorem 12. Suppose we run Algorithm 3 with a buffer of size m = 4dk/ε2 on a arbitrary
p-matchoid constraint and a submodular function, with α = εf (OPT )/2k, β1 = 1 and
−1−p
i−1 (γi−1 −1)
βi = γγi−1
where γi is given by the recurrence, γ1 = 4p and γi = 4pγ
(γi−1 −1+p)2 . Then,
i−1 −1+p


4p
(1 − ε)f (OPT ) ≤ p + 1 +
E[f (S̃i )] + γ̄off E[f (Si0 )].
i
In particular after d =

4p
ε

passes,

(1 − ε)f (OPT ) ≤ (p + 1 + γ̄off + ε) E[f (S̄d )] .
Under a matroid constraint, Algorithm 3 with α = εf (OPT )/2k, βi = 1/i and d = 2ε−1
passes outputs a solution S̄ such that,
(1 − ε)f (OPT ) ≤ (2 + γ̄off + ε) E[f (S̄)] ,
where γ̄off is the approximation ration of the best offline algorithm for maximizing f under a
matroid constraint.
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We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 9. We assume that we know the value
of f (OPT ) before hand, which can be accomplished approximately as in Section C.1. Let
ε0 = ε/p with 1/2 ≥ ε0 > 0 and let α = ε0 f (OPT )/2k. We want to obtain an additive error
term instead of a multiplicative error term as stated in Theorem 12. By Theorem 12,



4p
(1 − ε0 )f (OPT ) ≤ p + 1 + γ̄off +
E[f (S̄d )] = (p + 1 + γ̄off ) 1 + O d−1 E[f (S̄d )] .
d
Using the fact that (1 − ε0 )−1 ≤ 1 + 2ε0 for ε0 ∈ (0, 1/2], we get that,

f (OPT ) ≤ (p + 1 + γ̄off ) 1 + O d−1 (1 + 2ε0 ) E[f (S̄d )] .

(15)

Since ε0 = ε/p, setting d = O(p/ε) we finally obtain the desired result:
f (OPT ) ≤ (p + 1 + γ̄off )(1 + O(ε/p))(1 + 2ε/p) E[f (S̄d )] ≤ (p + 1 + γ̄off + O(ε)) E[f (S̄d )].
For the space complexity, we note that the randomized local-search algorithm stores the
buffer B and maintains two past solutions Si , Si0 ∈ I, together with the current solution
S ∈ I. Hence,
the total space needed is equal to O(|B| + |Si0 | + |Si | + |S|) = O(m + 3k) =

3
−3
O p kε
, times an additional factor of O(log k) for guessing f (OPT ). The number of
passes is d = O(p/ε).
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Abstract
In the k-Connected Directed Steiner Tree problem (k-DST), we are given a directed graph G = (V, E)
with edge (or vertex) costs, a root vertex r, a set of q terminals T , and a connectivity requirement
k > 0; the goal is to find a minimum-cost subgraph H of G such that H has k edge-disjoint paths
from the root r to each terminal in T . The k-DST problem is a natural generalization of the classical
Directed Steiner Tree problem (DST) in the fault-tolerant setting in which the solution subgraph
is required to have an r, t-path, for every terminal t, even after removing k − 1 vertices or edges.
Despite being a classical problem, there are not many positive results on the problem, especially for
the case k ≥ 3. In this paper, we present an O(log k log q)-approximation algorithm for k-DST when
an input graph is quasi-bipartite, i.e., when there is no edge joining two non-terminal vertices. To
the best of our knowledge, our algorithm is the only known non-trivial approximation algorithm for
k-DST, for k ≥ 3, that runs in polynomial-time Our algorithm is tight for every constant k, due to
the hardness result inherited from the Set Cover problem.
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1

Introduction

Designing a network that can operate under failure conditions is an important task for
Computer Networking in both theory and practice. Many models have been proposed to
capture this problem, giving rise to the area of survivable and fault-tolerant network design.
In the past few decades, there have been intensive studies on the survivable network design
problems; see, e.g., [55, 30, 35, 20, 14, 46, 32]. The case of link-failure is modeled by the
Edge-Connectivity Survivable Network Design problem (EC-SNDP), which is shown to admit
a 2-approximation algorithm by Jain [35]. The case of node-failure is modeled by the VertexConnectivity Survivable Network Design problem (VC-SNDP), which is shown to admit a
polylogarithmic approximation algorithm by Chuzhoy and Khanna [14]. Nevertheless, most
of the known algorithmic results pertain to only undirected graphs, where each link has no
prespecified direction. In the directed case, only a few results are known as the general case
of Survivable Network Design is at least as hard as the Label-Cover problem [16], which is
believed to admit no sub-polynomial approximation algorithm [44, 2].
This paper studies the special case of the Survivable Network Design problem on directed
graphs, namely the k-Connected Directed Steiner Tree problem (k-DST), which is also
known as the Directed Root k-Connectivity. In this problem, we are given an n-vertex
directed graph G = (V, E) with edge-costs c : E → R+
0 , a root vertex r, a set of q terminals
T ⊆ V − {r} and a connectivity requirement k ∈ Z+ ; the goal is to find a minimum-cost
subgraph H ⊆ G that has k edge-disjoint1 r, t-paths for every terminal t ∈ T . This problem
was mentioned in [19] and have been subsequently studied in [12, 41, 8, 43, 32]. The only
known non-trivial approximation algorithms for k-DST is for the case k = 2 due to the work
of Grandoni and Laekhanukit [32], and for the case of γ-shallow instances due to the work
of Laekhanukit [43]. To the best of our knowledge, for k ≥ 3, there were only a couple of
positive results on k-DST: (1) Laekhanukit [43] devised an approximation algorithm whose
running time and approximation ratios depend on the diameter of the optimal solution,
and (2) Chalermsook, Grandoni and Laekhanukit [8] devised a bi-criteria approximation
algorithm for a special case of k-DST, namely the k-Edge-Connected Group Steiner Tree
(k-GST), where the solution subgraph is guaranteed to be an O(log2 n log k)-approximate
solution, whereas the connectivity is only guaranteed to be at least Ω(k/ log n). We focus on
the case of k-DST where an input graph is quasi-bipartite, i.e., there is no edge joining any
pair of non-terminal (Steiner) vertices, which generalizes the works of Hibi and Fujito [34],
and Friggstad, Könemann and Shadravan [26] for the classical directed Steiner tree problem
(the case k = 1).
The main contribution of this paper is an O(log q log k)-approximation algorithm for kDST on quasi-bipartite graphs, which runs in polynomial-time regardless of the structure of the
optimal solution. Our result can be considered the first true polylogarithmic approximation
algorithm whose running time is independent of the structure (i.e., diameter) of the optimal
solution, albeit the algorithm is restricted to the class of quasi-bipartite graphs. Our technique
is different from all the previous works on k-DST [32, 43, 8]; all these results rely on the
tree-rounding algorithm for the Group Steiner Tree problem by Garg, Konjevod and Ravi [27],
and thus require either an LP whose support is a tree or a tree-embedding technique (e.g.,
Räcke’s decomposition [50] as used in [8]). Our algorithm, on the other hand, employs the
Halo-Set decomposition devised by Kortsarz and Nutov [39] and further developed in a series

1

While we define the problem here as an edge-connectivity problem, our algorithm itself works for both
edge and vertex connectivity variants, and can handle both edge and vertex costs.
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of works [17, 11, 46, 48, 42, 47]. It is worth noting that the families of subsets decomposed
from our algorithm are not uncrossable. We circumvent this difficulty by reducing it to the
Set Cover problem. Our algorithm can be seen as a variant of the spider decomposition
method developed by Klein and Ravi [36], and Nutov [45].
Lastly, we remark that it was discussed in [32] that the tree-embedding approach reaches
the barrier as soon as k > 2, and this holds even for quasi-bipartite graphs. Please see
Appendix B for discussions. While our algorithm exploits the structure of quasi-bipartite
graphs, we hope that our technique using the Halo-Set decomposition would be an alternative
method that sheds some light on developing approximation algorithms for the general case
of k-DST for k > 2.

1.1

Related Works

Directed Steiner tree has been a central problem in combinatorial optimization. There have
been a series of work studying this problem; see, e.g., [56, 9, 54, 25, 33, 29]. The best approximation ratio of O(q  ), for any  < 0, in the regime of polynomial-time algorithms, is known
in the early work of Charikar et al. [9]2 , which leads to an O(log3 q)-approximation algorithm
that runs in quasi-polynomial-time. Very recently, Grandoni, Laekhanukit and Li [33] developed a framework that gives a quasi-polynomial-time O(log2 q/ log log q)-approximation
algorithm for the Directed Steiner Tree problem, and this approximation ratio is the best possible for quasi-polynomial-time algorithms, assuming the Projection Games Conjecture and
S
δ
NP ⊆ δ>0 ZPTIME(2n ). The same approximation ratio was obtained in an independent
work of Ghuge and Nagarajan [29].
The study of Steiner tree problems on quasi-bipartite graphs was initiated by Rajagopalan
and Vazirani [51] in order to understand the bidirected-cut relaxation of the (undirected)
Steiner tree problem. Since then the special case of quasi-bipartite graphs has played a
central role in studying the Steiner tree problem; see, e.g., [52, 6, 53, 37, 5, 31]. For the
case of directed graphs, Hibi and Fujito [34], Friggstad, Könemann and Shadravan [26]
independently discovered O(log n)-approximation algorithms for the directed Steiner tree
problem on quasi-bipartite graphs. Assuming P 6= NP, this matches to the lower bound of
(1 − ) ln n, for any  > 0, inherited from the Set Cover problem [18, 15].
The generalization of the Steiner tree problem is known as the Survivable Network Design
problem, which has been studied in both edge-connectivity [55, 30, 35], vertex-connectivity
[14] and element-connectivity [20] settings. The edge and element connectivity Survivable
Network Design problems admit factor 2 approximation algorithms via the iterative rounding
method, while the vertex-connectivity variant admits no polylogarithmic approximation
algorithm [38, 7, 41] unless NP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n) ). To date, the best approximation ratio
known for the Vertex-Connectivity Survivable Network problem is O(k 3 log n) due to the
work of Chuzhoy and Khanna [14]. The single-source k-vertex-connectivity variant, which is
closely related to the problem considered in this paper, has been studied in [7, 13, 10, 46, 49],
culminating in the best approximation ratio of O(k log k) due to Nutov [46].
In vertex-connectivity network design, one of the most common techniques is the Halo-Set
decomposition method, which has been developed in a series of works [39, 17, 11, 48]. The
main idea is to use the number of minimal deficient sets as a notion of progress. Here a
deficient set is a subset of vertices that needs at least one incoming edge to satisfy the
connectivity requirement. The minimal deficient sets in [39, 17, 11, 48], called cores, are

2

The same result can be obtained by applying the algorithm by Kortsarz and Peleg in [40]
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independent and have only polynomial number, while the total number of deficient sets is
exponential on the number of vertices. The families of deficient sets defined by these cores
allow us to keep track of how many deficient sets remain in a solution subgraph. The early
version of this method can be traced back to the seminal result of Frank [22] and that of
Frank and Jordan [23]; please see [24] for reference therein.
The spider decomposition method was introduced by Klein and Ravi [36] to handle the
Vertex-Weighted Steiner Tree problem. This technique gives a tight approximation result
(up to constant factor) to the problem. Later, Nutov generalized the technique to deal
with the Minimum Power-Cover problems [45] and subsequently for the Vertex-Weighted
Element-Connectivity Survivable Network Design problem [46].

1.2

Our Result

The main result in our paper is an O(log q log k)-approximation algorithm for k-DST on quasibipartite graphs. To keep the flow, our algorithm is presented as a randomized algorithm.
The derandomization is provided in Appendix A. Since our algorithm is LP-based, it also
gives an upper bound on the integrality gap of the standard LP-relaxation.
I Theorem 1. Consider the k-Connected Directed Steiner Tree problem where an input
graph consists of an n-vertex quasi-bipartite graph and a set of q terminals. There exists a
polynomial-time O(log q log k)-approximation algorithm. Moreover, the algorithm gives an
upper bound on the integrality gap of O(log q log k) for the standard cut-based LP-relaxation
of the problem.

2

Preliminaries

We use standard graph terminologies. Given a graph G, we denote by V (G) and E(G) the
vertex set and edge set of G, respectively. For any subset of vertices U ⊆ V (G), we denote
in
by δG
(U ) the set of edges in G entering the set U and denote by degin
G (U ) its cardinality.
We denote by EG (U ) the set of edges that have both head and tail in U . That is,
in
δG
(U ) = {wv ∈ E(G) : v ∈ U, w 6∈ U },

in
degin
G (U ) = |δG (U )|,

and

EG (U ) = {vw ∈ E(G) : v, w ∈ U }.
We will omit the subscript G if the graph G is known in the context, and we may replace
EG with another edge-set, e.g., E+ . Then, for any subset of edges E 0 , we denote the total
P
cost of edges in E 0 by cost(E 0 ) = e∈E 0 ce .

2.1

Problem Definitions

k-Edge-Connected Directed Steiner Tree (k-DST)
In the k-Edge-Connected Directed Steiner Tree problem (k-DST), we are given a graph
G with non-negative edge-costs c : E −→ R+
0 , a root vertex r and a set of q terminals
T ⊆ (V (G) − {r}), and the goal is to find a minimum-cost subgraph H ⊆ G such that H
has k edge-disjoint r → t-paths for every terminal t ∈ T .

Rooted Connectivity Augmentation (Rooted-Aug)
In Rooted-Aug, we are given a graph G with the edge-set E(G) = E0 ∪ E+ , where E0 is the
set of zero-cost edges and E+ is the set of positive-cost edges, a root vertex r and a set of
terminals T ⊆ V (G) − r such that E0 induces a subgraph G0 ⊆ G that has ` edge-disjoint
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r → t-paths for every terminal t ∈ T . The goal in this problem is to find a minimum-cost
subset of edges E 0 ⊆ E+ such that E0 ∪ E 0 induces a subgraph H ⊆ G that has ` + 1
edge-disjoint r → t-paths for every terminal t ∈ T .
We may phrase Rooted-Aug as a problem of covering deficient sets as follows. We say that
a subset of vertices U ⊆ V (G) is a deficient set if U separates the root vertex r and some
terminal t ∈ T , but U has less than ` + 1 incoming edges (which means that U has exactly `
incoming edges); that is, U is a deficient set if r 6∈ U , U ∩ T 6 ∅ and degin
G0 (U ) = `. These
subsets of vertices need at least one incoming edge to satisfy the connectivity requirement.
We say that an edge e ∈ E+ covers a deficient set U if degin
E0 ∪{e} (U ) ≥ `, which means that
adding e to G0 satisfies the connectivity requirement on U .
Let F denote the set of all deficient sets in the graph G0 . Then Rooted-Aug may be
phrased as the problem of finding a minimum-cost subset of edges E 0 ⊆ E+ that covers all
the deficient sets, which can be described by the following optimization problem:
min{E 0 ⊆ E+ : degin
E 0 (U ) ≥ 1 ∀U ∈ F}.

Set Cover
Given a universe U of n elements and a collection of m subsets S1 , . . . , Sm ⊆ U, each
associated with weight wj , for j = 1, . . . , m, the goal in the Set Cover problem is to find a
collection S ∗ of subsets with minimum total weights so that the union of all subsets in S ∗ is
equal to U.

2.2

Deficient Sets, Cores and Halo-families

This section discusses subsets of vertices called deficient sets that certify that the current
solution subgraph in Rooted-Aug (and also in k-DST) does not meet the connectivity
requirement. To be formal, a subset of vertices U ⊆ V (G) is called a deficient set in the
graph G if T ∩ U =
6 ∅, r 6∈ U and degin
G (U ) < k; that is, (V (G) − U, U ) induces an edge-cut
of size < k that separates some terminal t ∈ U ∩ T from the root vertex r. We say that an
edge vw 6∈ E(G) covers a deficient set U if degin
G+vw (U ) ≥ k, i.e., the set U is not a deficient
set after adding the edge vw. Similarly, we say that a subset of edges E 0 covers a deficient
set or a collection of deficient sets F if degin
G+E 0 (U ) ≥ k, for every deficient set U ∈ F.
Let F be a family of deficient sets. A core C ∈ F is a deficient set such that there is
no deficient set in F properly contained in C. The Halo-family Halo(C) of a core C is the
collection of all deficient sets in F that contain C but no other core C 0 6= C. The Halo-set
S
H(C) of C is the union of all the deficient sets in Halo(C), i.e., H(C) = U ∈Halo(C) U .

2.3

LP-relaxations

Throughout this paper, we will use the following standard (cut-based) LP-relaxation for
k-DST and Rooted-Aug. Our LP-relaxations will be written in terms of deficient sets. We
denote by Val(z) the cost of the optimal solution to an LP z.

LP for k-DST
Here we present the standard cut-based LP-relaxation for k-DST, denoted by LP(k). The
collection of deficient sets in this LP is defined by F(k) = {U ⊆ V − {r} : U ∩ T 6= ∅}.

P

min

e∈E ce xe

 s.t.
P
LP(k) =
∀U ∈ F(k)
in (U ) xe ≥ k

e∈δG



0 ≤ xe ≤ 1
∀e ∈ E(G)
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LP for Rooted-Connectivity Augmentation
Here we assume that the initial graph G0 is already `-rooted-connected, and the goal is to
add edges to increase the connectivity of the solution subgraph by one. Thus, the collection of
deficient sets in this problem is defined by F(`) = {U ⊆ V : U ∩T =
6 ∅, degin
G0 (U )| = `}. Below
is the standard cut-based LP-relaxation for the problem of increasing the rooted-connectivity
of a graph by one.

min



 s.t.
LPaug (`) =





3

P

E(G)−E(G0 ) ce xe

P

in
e∈δE(G)−E(G

0)

0 ≤ xe ≤ 1

(U )

xe ≥ 1

∀U ∈ F(`)
∀e ∈ E(G) − E(G0 )

Properties of Deficient Sets in Rooted Connectivity Augmentation

This section presents the basic properties of deficient sets, cores and Halo-families in a
Rooted-Aug instance, which will be used in the analysis of our algorithm. Readers who
are familiar with these properties may skip this section. Similar lemmas and proofs can be
seen, e.g., in [11]. Our proofs are rather standard. The readers who are familiar with these
properties may skip to the next section.
The first property is the uncrossing lemma for deficient sets of Rooted-Aug.
I Lemma 2 (Uncrossing Properties). Consider an instance of Rooted-Aug. Let G0 be a rooted
`-connected graph, and let A, B be deficient sets in G0 that have a common terminal, i.e.,
A ∩ B ∩ T 6= ∅. Then both A ∪ B and A ∩ B are deficient sets.
Proof. We prove the lemma by using Menger’s theorem and the submodularity of the indegree
function degin . First, since G0 is rooted `-connected, we know from Menger’s Theorem that
degin (A) and degin (B) = `. We also know that degin (A ∪ B) ≥ ` and degin (A ∩ B) ≥ `
because the root r is not contained in either A or B and that A ∩ B ∩ T 6= ∅. By the
submodularity of degin , it holds that
2` = degin (A) + degin (B) ≥ degin (A ∪ B) + degin (A ∩ B) ≥ 2`.
Therefore, degin (A ∪ B) = degin (A ∩ B) = `, implying that both A ∪ B and A ∩ B are
deficient sets in the Rooted-Aug instance.
J
The next lemma gives an important property of the cores arose from deficient sets in
directed graphs; that is, two cores may have non-empty intersection on Steiner vertices, but
they are disjoint on terminal vertices.
I Lemma 3 (Members of Two Halo-families are Terminal Disjoint). Let C and C 0 be two
distinct cores. Then, for any deficient sets U ∈ Halo(C) and U 0 ∈ Halo(C), it holds that
U ∩ U 0 ∩ T = ∅, i.e., any members of two distinct Halo-families have no common terminals.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let U and U 0 be deficient sets U ∈ Halo(C)
and U 0 ∈ Halo(C) such that U and U 0 share a terminal t ∈ U ∩ U 0 ∩ T . We may assume
that U and U 0 are minimal such sets, i.e., there are no deficient sets W ∈ Halo(C) and
W 0 ∈ Halo(C) such that (1) W is properly contained in U , (2) W 0 is properly contained in
U 0 and (3) t ∈ W ∩ W 0 . By Lemma 2, U ∩ U 0 must be a deficient set properly contained in
both U and U 0 (because C 6= C 0 ). This contradicts the minimality of U and U 0 .
J
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Then we combine Lemma 3 and that there is no edge joining any pair of Steiner vertices
in quasi-bipartite graphs, we have the Internally Edge-Disjoint Lemma.
I Lemma 4 (Internally Edge-Disjoint). Consider a quasi-bipartite graph G. For any edge
e ∈ E(G), there is at most one core C ∈ C such that e ∈ E(H(C)).
Proof. Consider any edge uv ∈ E(G). Since G is a quasi-bipartite graph, one of u and v must
be a terminal. By Lemma 3, we know that there can be at most one Halo-family Halo(C),
for some C ∈ C, whose member contains both u and v. Hence, the lemma follows.
J
The next lemma shows that both the union and the intersection of any two deficient sets
in a Halo-family Halo(C) are also deficient sets in Halo(C). This is a crucial property for
computing the halo-set H(C) as we are unable to list all the deficient sets in a Halo-family.
I Lemma 5 (Union and Intersection of Halo-Family Members). Let F be a family of all
deficient sets in G0 , and let C be any core w.r.t. F. Then, for any two deficient sets
A, B ∈ Halo(C), both A ∩ B and A ∪ B are also deficient sets in Halo(C).
Proof. Consider any deficient sets A, B ∈ Halo(C). Since both A and B contain C, they
share at least one terminal. Thus, Lemma 2 implies that both A ∪ B and A ∩ B are deficient
sets. Clearly, A ∩ B contains C and no other core C 0 6= C. Thus, A ∩ B is a member of
Halo(C).
Next consider A ∪ B. Assume for a contradiction that A ∪ B is not a member of Halo(C).
Then A ∪ B must contain a core C 0 6= C. This means that at least one of the sets, say A,
contains some terminal t ∈ C 0 . By Lemma 2, since A and C 0 have a common terminal, it
holds that A ∩ C 0 is a deficient set. Since C 0 ( A (because A is a member of Halo(C)), we
have that A ∩ C 0 is a deficient set that is strictly contained in C 0 , a contradiction.
J
S
It follows as a corollary that H(C) = U ∈Halo(C) U is a also deficient set in Halo(C).
I Corollary 6 (Halo-set is deficient). Let F be a family of all deficient sets in G0 , and let
S
C be any core w.r.t. F. Then the Halo-set H(C) = U ∈Halo(C) U is also a deficient set in
Halo(C).
Corollary 6 implies that H(C) can be computed in polynomial-time using an efficient
maximum-flow algorithm. Such an algorithm can be seen in [11].
S
I Corollary 7. For any core C, its Halo-set H(C) = U ∈Halo(C) U can be computed in
polynomial-time.

4

Our Algorithm and Its Overview

This section provides the overview of our algorithm, which is based on the connectivity
augmentation framework plus the Halo-set decomposition method. To be specific, our
algorithm starts with an empty graph called H0 = (V, ∅). Then we add edges from G to
the graph H0 to form a graph H1 that has at least one path from the root vertex r to each
terminal t ∈ T . We keep repeating the process, which produces graphs H2 , . . . , Hk such that
each graph H` , for ` ∈ [k], has ` edge-disjoint r, t-paths for every terminal t ∈ S. In each
iteration ` ∈ [k], we increase the rooted-connectivity of a graph by one using the Halo-set
decomposition method.
We discuss the connectivity augmentation framework in Section 4.1 and discuss the
algorithm based on the Halo-set decomposition method for Rooted-Aug in Section 4.2.
We devote Section 5 to present a key subroutine for solving the the problem of covering
Halo-families via a reduction to the Set Cover problem.
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4.1

Connectivity Augmentation Framework

A straightforward analysis of the connectivity augmentation framework incurs a factor k
in the approximation ratio. Nevertheless, provided that the approximation algorithm for
Rooted-Aug is based on the standard LP for k-DST, the cost incurred by this framework is
Pk
only `=1 1/(k − ` + 1) = O(log k). This is known as the LP-scaling technique, which has
been used many times in literature; see, e.g., [30, 39, 12].
I Lemma 8 (LP-Scaling). Consider an instance of the k-DST problem, and its corresponding
LP, namely LP(k). Suppose there exists an algorithm that produces an integer solution to
Pk
LPaug (`) with costs at most α` · Val(LPaug (`)). Then there exists an `=1 α` /(k − ` + 1) =
O(α log k) approximation algorithm for k-DST, where α = maxk`=1 α` .
Proof. Let G be the input graph in the k-DST instance. Let H ∗ be an optimal integral
solution to k-DST (and thus LP(k)), and let G0 ⊆ G be the initial solution subgraph of
Rooted-Aug where we wish to increase the connectivity of G0 from ` to ` + 1 by adding edges
from E(G) − E(G0 ). Then we can define the following LP solution {xe }e∈E(G) to LPaug (`):

xe =

1
k−`

0

if e ∈ E(H ∗ ) − E(G0 )
otherwise.

Let F be the family of deficient sets in the Rooted-Aug instance. Then we know by Menger’s
theorem that any deficient set U ∈ F has at least k incoming edges in H ∗ , and at most ` of
them are in G0 (because degin
G0 (U ) = ` by the definition of the deficient set). Consequently,
we have
X
1
xe ≥ (k − `) ·
= 1.
k−`
in
e∈δE(G)−E(G

0)

(U )

This means that {xe }e∈E(G)−E(G0 ) is a feasible solution to LPaug (`) whose cost is at most
(1/(k − `))Val(LP(k)). The lemma then follows by taking the summation over all ` =
0, 1, . . . , k − 1.
J

4.2

Algorithm for Rooted-Aug via Halo-set Decomposition

The algorithm for rooted-connectivity augmentation is built on the Halo-set Decomposition
framework. In detail, we decompose vertices in the graph G0 into a collection of subsets
of vertices, each is defined by a Halo-family Halo(C), which is in turn defined by its core
C. Then we add edges to cover all the deficients that are contained in any of these families.
However, the collection of Halo-families does not include all the deficient sets in the graph
because a deficient set that contain two distinct cores are not recorgnized by any Halo-families.
Thus, after we cover all these Halo-families (i.e., we add edges covering all its members),
we need to recompute the deficient sets remaining in the graph and form the system of
Halo-families again.
Following the above method, our algorithm runs in multiple iterations. In each iteration,
we first compute all the cores and their corresponding Halo-set in the current solution
subgraph, which can be done in polynomial time. (We recall that it is not possible to
compute a Halo-family explicitly because it may contain exponential number of deficient
sets.) These cores define a collection of Halo-families. Our goal is then to find a subset of
edges E 0 that covers Halo-families in this collection. To be formal, by covering a Halo-family,
we mean that we find a subset of edges that covers every deficient set in its family. Here
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our algorithm departs from the previous application of the Halo-set decomposition as we are
not aiming to cover all the Halo-families. We cover only a constant fraction of Halo-families
from the collection, which is sufficient for our purposes. Once we found the subset of edges
E 0 , we add it to the solution subgraph and recompute the cores and their Halo-sets.
To find a set of edges E 0 , we need to compute an optimal solution to the LP for augmenting
the connectivity of a graph from ` to ` + 1 (i.e., LPaug (`)), denoted by {xe }e∈E+ , where
E+ is the set of edges not in the initial solution subgraph H` , which is `-rooted-connected.
Using this LP-solution, we can find a set of edges E 0 that covers at least 1/9 fraction of the
P
collection of Halo-families whose cost is at most 4 e∈E+ ce xe via a reduction to the Set Cover
problem. This subroutine is presented in Section 5. Note that the mentioned subroutine
is a randomized algorithm that has a constant success probability; thus, we may need to
run the algorithm for O(log n) times to guarantee that it successes with high probability.
The derandomization of our subroutine is presented in Appendix A. Our algorithm for the
rooted-connectivity augmentation is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Rooted-Connectivity Augmentation.

Require: : An input graph G and an `-rooted-connected graph H`
Ensure: : An (` + 1)-rooted-connected graph H`+1
1: Initialize H`+1 := H` .
2: repeat
3:
Find an optimal solution x to LPaug (`).
4:
Compute cores and their corresponding Halo-sets in H`+1 .
Find a subset of edges E 0 that covers at least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families whose
5:
P
cost is at most 4 e∈E+ ce xe .
6:
Update H`+1 := H`+1 + E 0 .
7: until The graph H`+1 has no deficient set (and thus has no core).
8: return H`+1
One may observe that the covering problem in our setting is different from that in the
usual Set Cover problem as after we add edges to cover γ fraction of the Halo-families, it
is not guaranteed that the number of Halo-families will be decreased by a factor γ. This
is because some of the deficient sets in the previous iterations may become new cores in
the solution subgraph. Fortunately, we have a key property that any new core that was
not contained in any Halo-families must contain at least two old cores. As a result, we can
promise a factor (1 − γ/2) decrease. Please see Figure 1 for illustration. The subsets C1 and
C2 are two cores covered by e1 and e2 , respectively. After adding two edges, C1 and C2 are
S
no longer a deficient set. Now the deficient set C3 ⊇ C1 C2 becomes a new core, which
contains two old cores.

Figure 1 After adding edges e1 and e2 to cover C1 , C2 , a new core C3 appear. The new core C3
must contain at least two old cores.
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I Lemma 9 (The number of cores decreases by a constant factor). Let H be the current
solution subgraph whose number of cores is ν, and let E 0 be a set of edges that covers at
least γ fraction of the Halo-families in H. Then the number of cores in H ∪ E 0 is at most
(1 − γ/2)ν. In particular, the number of cores in the graph H ∪ E 0 decreases by a constant
factor, provided that γ is a constant.
Proof. Let us count the number of cores in the graph H ∪ E 0 . Consider any core C in H ∪ E 0 .
If C is a member of some Halo-families Halo(C 0 ) in H, then we know that Halo(C 0 ) is not
covered by E 0 . Thus, there can be at most (1 − γ)ν cores of this type.
Next assume, otherwise, that C is not a member of any Halo-family in H. Then, by
definition, C must contain at least two cores in H. Notice that, for every core C 0 in H that
is contained in C, all of the deficients in Halo(C 0 ) must be covered by E 0 . Suppose not. Then
there exists a deficient set U in Halo(C 0 ) that is not covered by E 0 . Since U interesects C
on the terminal set, Lemma 2 implies that U ∩ C is also a deficient set. By Lemma 3, any
two cores are disjoint on the terminal set, which means that U ∩ C is strictly contained in C
(because C contains another core C 00 distinct from C 0 ). The existence of U ∩ C contradicts
the fact that C is a core in H ∪ E 0 . Thus, we conclude that H ∪ E 0 has at most (γ/2)ν cores
of this type.
Summing it up, the total number of cores in H ∪ E 0 is at most (1 − γ/2)ν as claimed. J
It follows as a corollary that our algorithm terminates within O(log q) iterations.
I Corollary 10. The number of iterations of our algorithm is at most O(log q), where q is
the number of terminals.
By Corollary 10, our algorithm for rooted-connectivity augmentation terminates with
P
in O(log q), and each round, we buy a set of edges whose cost is at most 4 e∈E+ ce xe ; see
Section 5. Therefore, the total cost incurred by our algorithm is at most O(log q) times the
optimal LP solution, implying an LP-based O(log q)-approximation algorithm as required by
Lemma 8. The following lemma then follows immediately.
I Lemma 11. Consider the problem of augmenting the rooted-connectivity of a directed
graph from ` to ` + 1 when an input graph is quasi-bipartite. There exists a polynomialtime algorithm that gives a feasible solution whose cost at most O(log q) that of the optimal
solution to the standard LP-relaxation. In particular, there exists a polynomial-time LP-based
O(log q)-approximation algorithm for the problem.
I Remark. Lastly, we remark that one may simply cover all the Halo-families in each iteration.
However, the number of rounds the randomized algorithm required will be at least O(log q),
meaning that the total number of iterations is O(log2 q). Consequently, this implies that
the algorithm has to pay a factor O(log2 q) in the approximation ratio. We avoid the extra
O(log q) factor by covering only a constant fraction of the Halo-families.

4.3

Correctness and Overall Analysis

First, to prove the feasibility of the solution subgraph, it suffices to show that the rootedconnectivity of the solution subgraph increasess by at least one in each connectivity augmentation step. This simply follows by the stopping condition of the Halo-set decomposition
method runs until there exists no core in the graph (and thus no deficient sets). It then
follows by Menger’s theorem that the number of edge-disjoint paths from the root vertex r
to each terminal t ∈ T must be increased by at least one.
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Next we analyze the cost. By Lemma 11, the approximation factor incurred by Algorithm 1
is O(log q), and it also bounds the integrality gap of LPaug (`). Consequently, letting OPTk
denote the cost of an optimal solution to k-DST, by Lemma 8, the total expected cost
incurred by the algorithm is then
!
k
k
X
X
1
aug
· Val(LP(k))
O(log q) · Val(LP (`)) = O(log q) ·
k−`+1
`=1

`=1

= O(log q log k) · OPTk .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

5

Covering Halo-Families via Set Cover

In this section, we present our subroutine for covering the Halo-families that arose from the
Rooted-Aug problem. As mentioned in the introduction, the key ingredient in our algorithm is
the reduction from the problem of covering Halo-families to the Set Cover problem. However,
our instance of the Set Cover problem has an exponential number of subsets, which more
resemblances to an instance of the Facility Location problem. To prove our result, one route
would be using Facility Location as an intermediate problem in the presentation. However,
we prefer to directly apply a reduction to the Set Cover problem to avoid confusing the
readers.

5.1

The Reduction to Set Cover and Algorithm

As an overview, our reduction follows from simple observations.
(P1) For any minimal subset of edges that covers a Halo-family Halo(C), there is only
one edge e that has head in Halo(C) and tail outside. Let us say e is outer-cover Halo(C)
since it is coming from the outside of the family.
(P2) Any edge can be contained in at most one Halo(C). i.e., there is at most one
halo-family Halo(C) such that both head and tail of e are contained in H(C). (From
Lemma 4.)
(P3) An LP for covering a single Halo-family is integral.
We remark that while Properties (P1) and (P3) hold in general instances of k-DST,
Property (P2) holds only in quasi-bipartite graphs.
Now an instance of the Set Cover problem can be easily deduced. We define each Halofamily Halo(C) as an element, and we define each edge e as a subset. However, we may have
multiple subsets corresponding to the same edge e as it may serve as an “outer-cover” for
many Halo-families. Thus, we need to enumerate all the possible collections of Halo-families
that are outer-covered by e. We avoid getting exponential number of subsets by using the
solution from an LP (for the connectivity augmentation problem) as a guideline.
Before proceeding, we need to formally define some terminologies. Let Ĝ be the current
solution subgraph. We say that an edge e outer-covers a Halo-family Halo(C) if the head of e
is in H(C) and the tail is not in H(C) and that there exists a subset of edges E 0 ⊆ E+ − E(Ĝ)
such that (1) both endpoints of every edge in E 0 are contained in H(C) and (2) the set of
edges E 0 ∪ {e} covers Halo(C).
For each Halo-family Halo(C), we define the set of edges ICe to be the minimum-cost
subset of edges E 0 ⊆ E+ − E(Ĝ) whose both endpoints are in H(C) and that E 0 ∪ {e} covers
e
e
Halo(C), and we denote the cost of ICe by σC
. We may think that σC
is the cost for covering
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Halo(C) given that e has been taken for free. We use the notation E[C] to mean the set of
edges whose both endpoints are contained in the Halo-set H(C). We denote the cost of the
P
fractional solution restricted to E[C] by costx (E(C)) = e∈E[C] ce xe .
Our reduction is as follows. Let H be the current solution subgraph. For each core C in
H, we define an element C. For each edge e ∈ E+ − E(H), we define a subset Se by adding to
e
Se an element C if σC
≤ costx (E[C]). This completes a reduction. Notice that the resulting
instance of the Set Cover problem has polynomial size. To show that our reduction runs
e
in polynomial-time, we need to give a polynomial-time algorithm for computing σC
, which
we defer to Section 5.4. Here we leave a forward reference to Lemma 15. Our algorithm
covers a constant fraction of the collection of Halo-families by simply picking each edge e
with probability xe and add all the edges ICe , for all cores C ∈ Se , to the solution subgraph;
if a core C is outer-covered by two picked edges, then we add only one edge-set ICe . We claim
that the set of edges chosen by our algorithm covers at least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families,
while paying a cost of at most four times the optimum (with a constant probability). In
particular, we prove the following lemma.
I Lemma 12. With constant probability, the above algorithm covers at least 1/9 fraction of
the collection of Halo-families, and the cost of the of the edges chosen by the algorithm has
P
cost at most 4 e∈E+ ce xe . In particular, the algorithm partially covers the collection of the
Halo-families, while paying the cost of at most constant times the optimum.
To prove Lemma 12, we need to show that the fractional solution defined by {xe }e∈E+
is (almost) feasible to the Set Cover instance, which then implies that the set of edges we
bought covers a constant fraction of the Halo-families with probability at least 2/3. Then we
will show that the cost of the fractional solution to the Set Cover instance is at most twice
that of the optimal solution to LPaug (`), thus implying that we pay at most six times the
optimum with probability 2/3.
To be more precise, we show in Section 5.2 that our algorithm covers at least 1/3 fraction
of the Halo-families in expectation, meaning that we cover less than 1/9 fraction with
probability at most 1/3. Then we show in Section 5.3 that the expected cost incurred by our
P
algorithm is 2 e∈E+ ce xe , thus implying that we pay more than six times that of the LP
with probability at most 1/3. Applying the union bound, we conclude that our algorithm
covers at least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families, while paying the cost of at most six times
the optimal LP solution with probability at least 1/3. (Note that in Section 5.3, we show
P
a slightly stronger statement that the cost incurred by our algorithm is 4 e∈E+ ce xe with
probability at least 2/3.) To finish our proof, we proceed to prove the above two claims and
then prove the structural properties used in the forward references.

5.2

Partial Covering

We show in this section that our algorithm covers at least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families
with probability at least 1/3
First, we show that the LP variable defined by xe is almost feasible to the LP-relaxation
of the Set Cover problem. We note that our proof will need a forward reference to Lemma 14.
I Lemma 13. The LP variable {ye }e∈E+ , where ye = min{1, 2xe } for all edges e ∈ E+ is
feasible to the Set Cover instance. That is, for any core C in the graph,
X
xe ≥ 1/2.
e∈E+ :C∈Se
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Proof. Consider a core C, which corresponds to an element in the Set Cover instance. We
take the set of edges incident to its Halo-set H(C), and find a minimal vectors {x0e }e∈E+ such
that {x0e }e∈E+ fractionally covers the Halo-family Halo(C) and x0e ≤ xe for all edges e ∈ E+ .
(Note that by minimality we mean that, for any edge e and any  > 0, decreasing the value
P
of x0e by  results in an infeasible solution.) By Lemma 14, we have e∈δin (H(C)) x0e = 1, i.e.,
the total weight of the LP value of edges incoming to H(C) is exactly one.
Next consider the following LP.

LPhalo



 min
s.t
=



P
c 0x 0
0
Pe ∈E+ (H(C)) e e
0
e0 ∈δ in (U ) xe ≥ 1

∀U ∈ Halo(C)

0 ≤ x e0 ≤ 1

∀e ∈ E+ (H(C))

E+

By Lemma 2, we know that both the intersection and union of any two deficient sets in
Halo(C) are also deficient sets in Halo(C). This means that the Halo-family Halo(C) is an
intersecting family. It then follows from the result of Frank [21] that the above LP is Totally
Dual Integral, which means that any convex point of its polytope is an integral solution
(including the optimal one). Since {x0e }e∈E 0 is a feasible solution to LPhalo , it can be written
as a convex combination of integral vectors in the polytope, i.e.,
x=

w
X
i=1

λi zi , where

w
X

λi = 1.

i=1

Let Fi be the set of edges induced by each integral vector zi (i.e., Fi is the support of zi ).
Since the LP requires H(C) to have at least one incoming edge, we deduce that, for each Fi ,
there exists one edge ei ∈ Fi entering H(C).
ei
ei
Now we compare the cost of σC
to the cost of Fi − {ei }. By minimality of σC
, we know
ei
that σC ≤ cost(Fi − {ei }) for all i = 1, . . . , w. We recall that we add a core C to the set Sei
ei
only if σC
≤ costx (E[C]). Since costx0 (E[C]) is the convex combination of Zi , at least half
ei
of the Fi (w.r.t. to the weight λi ) must have σC
≤ cost(Fi − {ei }) ≤ costx (E[C]); that is,
P
λ
≥
1/2.
Therefore,
we
conclude
that the sum of yei over all ei such that
e
i
i:σC ≤cost(Fi −{ei })
ei
σC
≤ costx (E[C]) is at least one, thus proving the lemma.
J
We remark that we may define the Set Cover instance so that {xe }e∈E+ is exactly a
feasible solution to the LP for the Set Cover problem by using the integer decomposition as
in the proof of Lemma 13. However, we choose to present it this way to keep the reduction
simple.
Now we finish the proof of our claim. Consider a core C. Note that by construction,
every time we pick an edge e, we also add the set of edges ICe , for each C ∈ Se (recall that
ICe ∪ {e} covers Halo(C)). Thus, the probability that the algorithm picks no edges e such
that C ∈ Se is


X
2
Πe∈E+ :C∈Se (1 − xe ) ≤ exp −
xe  ≤ exp(−1/2) ≤ .
3
e∈E+

The first inequality follows because 1 − x ≤ exp(−x), for 0 < x ≤ 1. That is, the probability
that the algorithm does not cover a core C is at most 2/3, which means that the expected
fraction of Halo-families covered by our algorithm is at least 1/3. Applying Markov’s
inequality, we conclude that with probability at least 2/3 our algorithms covers at least
1/9 fraction of the Halo-families. Our algorithm can be derandomized using the method of
conditional expectation. Please see Appendix A for details.
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5.3

Cost Analysis

Now we analyze the expected cost of the edges we add to the solution subgraph. We classify
the cost incurred by our algorithm into two categories. The first case is the set of edges e
P
that we pick with probability xe . The expected cost of this case is e∈E+ ce xe . Applying
Markov’s inequality, we have that with probability at least 2/3 the cost incurred by the edges
P
of this case is at most 3 e∈E+ ce xe .
The second case is the set of edges corresponding to each subset Se whose edge e is added
to the solution. By construction, a core C is added to Se only if costx (E[C]) is greater than
e
σC
(i.e., the cost of the set of edges ICe ). We recall that we also add one set of edges ICe
to the solution if there are more than one edges e such that C ∈ Se are chosen. As the
set of edges E[C] and E[C 0 ] are disjoint for any two cores C 6= C 0 (please see the forward
reference to Lemma 4), we conclude that the cost incurred by the edges of this case is at
P
most e∈E+ ce xe (regardless of the choices of the edges randomly picked in the previous
step). Therefore, with probability at least 2/3 the cost of edges chosen by our algorithm is
P
at most 4 e∈E+ ce xe .

5.4

Structural Properties of the LP solution

We devote this last subsection to prove properties (P1) to (P3) and all the forward references
as discussed earlier. Property (P3) simply follows from the fact that the intersection and union
of any two members of a Halo-family Halo(C) are also members of Halo(C), which means
that the polytope of the problem of covering Halo(C) is integral due to the result of Frank
[21]. Thus, we are left to prove the property (P1) and (P2) and to present a polynomial-time
e
algorithm for computing σC
, which thus complete the proof that our reduction can be done
in polynomial time.
First, we prove Property (P1), which allows us to reduce the instance of the problem of
covering Halo-families to a Set Cover instance.
I Lemma 14 (Unique Entering Edge in Minimal Cover). Consider a minimal fractional cover
x of a Halo-family Halo(C). That is, x is a feasible solution to LPhalo whose collection of
deficient sets is defined by Halo(C), and decreasing the value xe of any edge e ∈ E+ results
P
in an infeasible solution. It holds that e∈δin (H(C)) xe = 1. Thus, for an integral solution
E+

E 0 , there is exactly one edge e ∈ E 0 entering the Halo-set H(C).
P
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that e∈δin (H(C)) xe > 1. By the minimality of x, for
E+

in
any edge e ∈ δE
(H(C)), there exists a deficient set We ∈ Halo(C) such that
+
P
x
=
1. We choose We to be the maximum inclusionwise such set and call it the
in
e
e∈δ
(We )
E+

witness set of e.
Now we take two distinct witness sets We and We0 , for e 6= e0 . By Lemma 5, both
We ∩ We0 and We ∪ We0 are deficient sets in Halo(C). Let us abuse the notation of x. For
P
any subset of vertices S ⊆ V (G), let x(S) = e∈δin (S) xe . The function x(S) is known to
E+

be submodular [24], meaning that
2 = x(We ) + x(We0 ) ≥ x(We ∩ We0 ) + x(We ∪ We0 ) ≥ 2.
The last inequality follows because {x}e∈E+ fractionally covers Halo(C), which then implies
that x(We ∩ We0 ) = x(We ∪ We0 ) = 1. But, this contradicts the choice of We (and also We0 )
because We ∪ We0 is a deficient set in Halo(C) strictly containing We in which the conditions
in
x(We ∪ We0 ) = 1 and e ∈ δE
(We ∪ We0 ) hold.
J
+
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Next we prove Property (P2), which allows us to upper bound the cost incurred by the
main algorithm.
e
Finally, we show that σC
can be computed in polynomial time.
I Lemma 15. For any core C ∈ C and an edge e ∈ E(G), the set of edges ICe and, thus,
e
e
its cost σC
can be computed in polynomial time. Moreover, the value of σC
is equal to the
optimal value of the corresponding covering LP given below.

P
min
c 0x 0
0


Pe ∈E+ (H(C)) e e

 s.t
0
x
∀U ∈ Halo(C)
in (U )
e ≥1
e0 ∈δE
+
LPcover =

0 ≤ x e0 ≤ 1
∀e ∈ E+ (H(C))



xe = 1
Proof. Consider the Halo-family Halo(C). By Lemma 5, the union and intersection of any
deficient sets U, W ∈ Halo(C) are also deficient sets in Halo(C). This means that Halo(C) is
an intersecting family. It is known that the standard LP for covering an intersecting family
e
is integral (see, e.g., [21]), which implies that we can compute σC
and its corresponding set
cover
e
of edges IC in polynomial time by solving LP
.
e
Alternatively, we may compute σC
combinatorially using an efficient minimum-cost
(` + 1)-flow algorithm. In particular, we construct an s∗ , t∗ -flow network by setting the costs
in
of edges in δH
(H(C)) ∪ {e} to zero, adding a source s∗ connecting to ` + 1 edges entering
`+1
in
Halo(C) (which consists of ` edges from δH
(H(C)) plus the edge e) and then picking an
`+1
∗
in
arbitrary terminal t ∈ C as a sink. All the edges not in E(H(C)) except δH
(H(C)) ∪ {e}
`+1
are removed. Applying Manger’s theorem, it can be seen that every (` + 1)-flow in this
s∗ , t∗ -flow network corresponds to a feasible solution to the covering problem with the same
e
cost. This gives a polynomial-time algorithm for computing σC
and ICe as desired.
J

6

Conclusion and Open Problems

We have presented our O(log q log k)-approximation algorithm for k-DST when an input
graph is quasi-bipartite. This is the first polylogarithmic approximation algorithm for k-DST
for arbitrary k that does not require an additional assumption on the structure of the optimal
solution. In addition, our result implies that k-DST in quasi-bipartite graphs is equivalent to
the Set Cover problem when k = O(1).
Lastly, we conclude our paper with some open problems. A straightforward question is
whether there exists a non-trivial approximation algorithm for k-DST for k ≥ 3 in general
case or for a larger class of graphs (perhaps, in quasi-polynomial-time). Another interesting
question is whether our randomized rounding technique, which consists of dependent rounds
of a randomized rounding algorithm for the Set Cover problem, can be applied without
connectivity augmentation. If this is possible, it will give O(log k) improvements upon the
approximation ratios for approximating many problems whose the best known algorithms
are based on the Halo-Set decomposition technique.
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Derandomization

In this section, we present a derandomization of our algorithm in Section 5 using the method
of conditional expectation [1]. We will mostly follow the proof presented in the work of
Bertsimas and Vohra [4] who gave a derandomized technique for the randomized scheme for
the Set Cover problem.
In more detail, first observe that the cost incurred by our algorithm comes from two
parts. The firt part is the cost of edges e that we pick with probabilty xe , and the second
part is the cost of edges IeC in which the edge e is chosen. For the second part, our algorithm
guarantees that, for each core C, only one set of edges IeC will be added to the solution.
P
Thus, by the construction of Se and Lemma 4, the cost incurred by this part is e∈E+ ce xe
regardless of the choices of the edges e added to the solution from the first part.
Hence, it suffices to show that there exists a deterministic algorithm that pick a set of
edges E 0 that outter-covers at least 1/3 fraction of the Halo-families, while paying the cost
P
at most e∈E+ ce xe .
Let C be the collection of all the cores in the current solution subgraph. For a given set
of edges E 0 ⊆ E+ , we define a function τC ∈ {0, 1} for each Halo-family Halo(C) to indicate
whether Halo(C) is covered by some edge in E 0 , and we define a function I(~τ ) to indicate
whether E 0 outer-covers at least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families. The formal definition of
these two functions are given below.

1 if E 0 outer-covers Halo(C)
0
τC (E ) =
0 Otherwise

(
0

I(E ) =

1
0

P

C∈C τC (E

0

)<

|C|
9

Otherwise

Next we define the potential function:
X
X
Φ(E 0 ) =
ce + M · I(E 0 ), where M = 3
ce xe .
e∈E 0

e∈E+
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Observe that Φ(E 0 ) ≤ M if E 0 outer-covers at least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families, while
having the cost at most three times that of the LP solution; otherwise, Φ(X) > M . Notice
that, by Lemma 12, if we add each edge e ∈ E+ to E 0 with probability xe , then E[Φ(E 0 )] ≤ M .
Thus, there exists an event that Φ(X) ≤ M , which will give us the desired integer solution.
We then follow the method of conditional expectation (see, e.g., [1]). That is, we order edges
in E+ in an arbitrary order, say e1 , e2 , . . . , e|E+ | . Let E 00 be the set of edges that we try to
simulate the set of randomly chosen edges E 0 . Initially, Edet = ∅. Then we decide to add
each edge ei , for i = 1, 2, . . . , |E+ | to E 0 if E[Φ(E 0 )|Edet ∪ {ei } ⊆ E 0 ]] ≤ E[Φ(E 0 )|Edet ⊆ E 0 ]].
This way the resulting set of edges Edet outer-covers at least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families,
P
while having the cost of at most 3 e∈E+ ce xe . Therefore, after adding the set of edges IeC
for each core outer-covered by some edge e ∈ Edet , we have a set of edges that covers at
P
least 1/9 fraction of the Halo-families with cost at most 4 e∈E+ ce xe , i.e., with the same
guarantee as desired in Lemma 12.

B

Bad Example for Grandoni-Laekhanukit Tree-Embedding Approach

In [32], Grandoni and Laekhanukit proposed an approximation scheme for k-DST based
on the decomposition of an optimal solution into k divergent arborescences [28, 3]. Their
approach results in the first non-trivial approximation algorithm for 2-DST, and the algorithm
achieves polylogarithmic approximation ratio in quasi-polynomial-time. Nevertheless, this
technique meets a barrier as soon as k ≥ 3 as it was shown in [3] that the decomposition of
an optimal solution into k divergent arborescences does not exist for general graphs when
k ≥ 3. One would hope that the decomposition is still possible for some classes of graphs,
e.g., quasi-bipartite graphs. We show that, unfortunately, even for the class of quasi-bipartite
graphs the divergent arborescences decomposition does not exist for k ≥ 3. The counter
example of a 3-rooted-connected graph that has no 3 divergent arborescences is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 This figure shows an example 3-rooted-connected quasi-bipartite graph that cannot be
decomposed into 3 divergent arborescences.
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Abstract
We study the Maximum Independent Set problem for geometric objects given in the data stream
model. A set of geometric objects is said to be independent if the objects are pairwise disjoint.
We consider geometric objects in one and two dimensions, i.e., intervals and disks. Let α be the
cardinality of the largest independent set. Our goal is to estimate α in a small amount of space, given
that the input is received as a one-pass stream. We also consider a generalization of this problem by
assigning weights to each object and estimating β, the largest value of a weighted independent set.
We initialize the study of this problem in the turnstile streaming model (insertions and deletions)
and provide the first algorithms for estimating α and β.
For unit-length intervals, we obtain a (2 + )-approximation to α and β in poly( log(n)
) space. We

also show a matching lower bound. Combined with the 3/2-approximation for insertion-only streams
by Cabello and Perez-Lanterno [11], our result implies
 aseparation between the insertion-only and
turnstile model. For unit-radius disks, we obtain a

√
8 3
π

-approximation to α and β in poly

log(n)




space, which is closely related to the hexagonal circle packing constant.
Finally, we provide algorithms for estimating α for arbitrary-length intervals under a bounded
intersection assumption and study the parameterized space complexity of estimating α and β, where
the parameter is the ratio of maximum to minimum interval length.
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Introduction

Maximum Independent Set (MIS) is a fundamental combinatorial problem and in general,
is NP-Hard to approximate within a n1− factor, for any constant  > 0 [34]. We focus on
the MIS problem for geometric objects: we are given as input n intervals on the real line
or disks in the plane and our goal is to output the largest set of non-overlapping intervals
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or disks. Computing the Maximum Independent Set of intervals and disks has numerous
applications in scheduling, resource allocation, cellular networks, map labellings, clustering,
wireless ad-hoc networks and coding theory, where it has been extensively studied [31] [4],
[50], [12], [6], [5], [1], [33], [45].
In the one dimensional setting, the MIS problem, also known as the Interval Scheduling1
problem, has a simple greedy algorithm that picks intervals in increasing order of their right
endpoint to obtain an optimal solution. The variant with weighted intervals can also be
solved in polynomial time using dynamic programming, which is shown in a number of
modern algorithms textbooks [21], [41]. These algorithms have considerable applications in
resource allocation and scheduling, where offline and online variants have been extensively
studied and we refer the reader to [42] for a survey.
In the two dimensional setting, MIS of geometric objects, such as line segments [35],
rectangles [30], [37] and disks [19], is NP-Hard. However, in the offline setting (polynomial
space), a PTAS is known for fat objects (squares, disks) and pseudo-disks [15] (who also
provide a recent survey). The MIS problem for arbitrary rectangles has also received
considerable attention: [13] show a log log(n) approximation in polynomial time and [18]
−1
obtain a (1 + )-approximation in npoly(log(n)) time for axis-aligned rectangles.
Streaming Model. The increase in modern computational power has led to massive amounts
of available data. Therefore, it is unrealistic to assume that our data fits in RAM. Instead,
working with the assumption that data can be efficiently accessed in a sequential manner
has led to streaming algorithms for a number of problems. Several classical problems such as
heavy-hitters and lp sampling [38], lp estimation [39], entropy estimation [44], [20], maximum
matching [43] etc. have been studied in the turnstile model and recent work has led to
interesting connections with linear sketches [2].
In this paper, we study the streaming complexity of the geometric MIS problem, where
the input is a sequence of n updates, either inserting a new object or deleting a previously
inserted object. We assume that the algorithm has poly-logarithmic bounded memory and at
the end of the stream, the algorithm should output an estimate of the (weighted) cardinality
of the MIS. Since most real world scheduling applications are dynamic, and scheduling
constraints expire, it is crucial to allow for both insertions and deletions, while operating in
the low-space setting. Consider the following concrete application: automatic point-label
conflict resolution on interactive maps [48]. In this problem, the goal is to label features
(geometric objects such as points, lines and polygons) on a map such that no two features
with the same label overlap. Labelling maps in visual analytic software requires such labelling
to be fast and dynamic, since features can be added and removed.

1.1

Our Contributions

We provide the first algorithmic and hardness results for the Weighted Maximum Independent
Set (WMIS) problem for geometric objects in turnstile streams (where previously inserted
objects may also be deleted). The aim of our work is to understand the MIS and WMIS
problems in this common data stream model and we summarize the state of the art in Table 1.
Our contributions are as follows:
1. Unit-length Intervals. Our main algorithmic contribution is
streaming
 a turnstile

log(n)
algorithm achieving a (2 + )-approximation to α and β in poly
space. We also

show a matching lower bound, i.e., any (possibly randomized) algorithm approximating

1

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interval_scheduling.
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Table 1 The best known upper and lower bounds for estimating α and β in insertion-only and
turnstile streams (defined below). Note, the weight and length above are still polynomially bounded
in n. The folklore result follows from partitioning the input into O(log(n)) weight classes, estimating
α on each one in parallel and taking the maximum estimate.
Problem
Unit Intervals
Unit Weight
Unit Intervals
Arbitrary Weight
Unit Disks
Arbitrary Weight

Insertion-Only Streams
upper bound lower bound
3/2 + 
3/2 − 
[10]
[10]
3/2 + 
3/2 − 
Thm 22
[10]
√
8 3
π

+
Thm 21

2−
Thm 25

Turnstile Streams
upper bound lower bound
2+
2−
Thm 8
Thm 16
2+
2−
Thm 8
Thm 16
8

√

3

+
Thm 21
π

2−
Thm 16

α up to a (2 − ) factor requires Ω(n) space. Interestingly, this shows a strict separation
between insertion-only and turnstile models since [10] show that a 3/2 approximation is
tight in the insertion-only model.
An unintuitive yet crucial message here is that attaching polynomially bounded weights
to intervals does not affect the approximation factor. Along the way, we also obtain new
algorithms for estimating β in insertion-only streams which are presented in Section C.
2. Arbitrary Length Intervals. For arbitrary length intervals, we give a one-pass turnstile
streaming algorithm that achieves a (1 + )-approximation to α under the
 assumption


that the degree of the interval intersection graph is bounded by poly log(n)
. Our



algorithm achieves poly log(n)
space. We also study the problem for arbitrary lengths

by parameterizing the ratio of the longest to the shortest interval. We give a one-pass
turnstile streaming algorithm that achieves a (2 + )-approximation to α, where the space
complexity is parameterized by Wmax , which is an upper bound on the length of an
interval assuming the minimum
 interval length is 1. Here, the space complexity of our
log(n)
algorithm is poly Wmax 
and this algorithm gives sublinear space whenever Wmax
is sublinear.
3. Unit-radius Disks. We show that we can extend the ideas developed for unit-length
intervals in turnstile
streams
to unit disks in the 2-d plane.
describe an algorithm
 √
 We 

log(n)
8 3
achieving an
space. One key idea
π +  -approximation to α and β in poly

in the algorithm is to use the hexagonal circle packing for the plane, where√the fraction
of area covered is √π12 and our approximation constant turns out to be 4 · π12 .
We also show a lower bound that any (possibly randomized) algorithm approximating α
or β for disks in insertion-only streams, up to a (2 − ) factor requires Ω(n) space. This
shows a strict separation between estimating intervals and disks in insertion-only streams.

2

Related Work

There has been considerable work on streaming algorithms for graph problems. Well-studied
problems include finding sparsifiers, identifying connectivity structure, building spanning
trees, and matchings; see the survey by McGregor [46]. Recently, Cormode et. al. [22]
provide guarantees for estimating the cardinality of a maximum independent set of general
graphs via the Caro-Wei bound. Emek, Halldorsson and Rosen [24] studied estimating the
cardinality of the maximum independent set for interval intersection graphs in insertion-only
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streams. They output an independent set that is a 32 -approximation to the optimal (OPT)
for unit-length intervals and a 2-approximation for arbitrary-length intervals in O(|OPT|)
space. Note that |OPT| could be Θ(n) which is a prohibitive amount of space.
Subsequently, Cabello and Perez-Lantero [10] studied the problem of estimating the
cardinality of OPT, which we denote by α, for unit-length and arbitrary length intervals
in one-pass insertion-only streams. For unit-length intervals in insertion-only
streams,


log(n)
3
Cabello and Perez-Lantero [10] give a ( 2 + ) approximation to α in poly
space.

Additionally, they show that this approximation factor is tight, since any algorithm achieving
a ( 32 − )-approximation to α requires Ω(n)
space.
For arbitrary-length intervals they give


a (2 + )-approximation to α in poly

log(n)


space. Additionally, they show that the

approximation factor is tight, since any algorithm achieving a (2 − )-approximation to
α requires Ω(n) space. Recently, [23] studied MIS of intersection graphs in insertion-only
streams. They show achieving a (5/2 − )-approximation to MIS of squares requires Ω(n)
space.
To the best of our knowledge there is no prior work on the problem of Maximum
Independent Set of unit disks in turnstile streams. In the offline setting, the first PTAS
for MIS of disks was developed by [26] and later improved in running time by Chan [14],
while [36] shows a PTAS for MIS of k × k squares. We note that these algorithms require
space linear in the number of disks and use a dynamic programming approach that is not
suitable for streaming scenarios.
We note that MIS can also be viewed as a natural generalization of the distinct elements
problem that has received considerable attention in the streaming model. This problem
was first studied in the seminal work of [29] and a long sequence of work has addressed its
space complexity in both insertion-only and turnstile streams [3], [7], [32], [27], [28], [40], [9]
and [23].

3

Notation and Problem Definitions

We let D(dj , rj , wj ) be a disk in Rd , where d ∈ {1, 2}, such that it is centered at a point
dj ∈ Rd with radius rj ∈ N and weight wj . We represent D(dj , rj , wj ) using the short form
Dj when dj , rj and wj are clear from context. Note, we use the same notation to denote
intervals in d = 1. For a set P ⊆ Rd of n disks (unweighted or weighted), let G be the
induced graph formed by assigning a vertex to each disk and adding an edge between two
vertices if the corresponding disks intersect. We call G an intersection graph. The Maximum
Independent Set (MIS) and Weighted Maximum Independent Set (WMIS) problems in the
context of intersection graphs are defined as follows:
I Definition 1 (Maximum Independent Set). Let P = {D1 , D2 . . . , Dn } ⊆ R be a set of n
disks such that each weight wj = 1 for j ∈ [n]. The MIS problem is to find the largest disjoint
subset S of P (i.e., no two objects in S intersect). We denote the cardinality of this set by α.
I Definition 2 (Weighted Maximum Independent Set). Let P = {D1 , D2 . . . , Dn } ⊆ Rd be a
P
set of n weighted disks. We let the weight wS of a subset S ⊆ P be wS = Dj ∈S wj . The
WMIS Problem is to find a disjoint (i.e., non overlapping) subset S of P whose weight wS is
maximum. We denote the weight of the WMIS by β.
For a set P of disks, let OPTP denote MIS or WMIS of P. We use |OPTP | to denote
the cardinality of MIS as well as the weight of WMIS for P. When the set P is clear from
context, we omit it. Next, we define the two streaming models we consider. In our context,
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an insertion-only stream provides sequential access to the input, which is an ordered set
of objects such that at any given time step a new interval arrives. Turnstile streams are
an extension of this model such that at any time step, previously inserted objects can be
deleted. An algorithm in the streaming model has access to space sublinear in the size of the
input and is restricted to making one pass over the input.
For proving our lower bounds, we work in the two player one-way randomized communication complexity model, where the players are denoted by Alice and Bob, who have
private randomness. The input of Alice is denoted by X and the input for Bob is denoted
by Y . The objective is for Alice to communicate a message to Bob and compute a function
f : X × Y → {0, 1} on the joint inputs of the players. The communication is one-way and
w.l.o.g. Alice sends one message to Bob and Bob outputs a bit denoting the answer to the
communication problem. Let Π (X, Y ) be the random variable that denotes the transcript
between sent from Alice to Bob when they execute a protocol Π.
A protocol Π is called a δ-error protocol for function f if there exists a function Πout
such that for every input P r [Πout (Π(X, Y )) = f (X, Y )] ≥ 1 − δ. The communication cost
of a protocol, denoted by |Π|, is the maximum length of Π (X, Y ) over all possible inputs
and random coin flips of the two players. The randomized communication complexity of a
function f , Rδ (f ), is the communication cost of the best δ-error protocol for computing f .

4

Technical Overview

In this section, we summarize our results and briefly describe the main technical ideas in
our algorithms and lower bounds. We note that our results hold in the recently introduced
Sketching Model [49]. This model captures applications of sketches in turnstile streams,
distributed computing, communication complexity and property testing. While Sun et. al.
study graph problems such as dynamic connectivity and triangle detection, we initiate the
study of dynamic Maximum Independent Set in this model. While we state our results in for
turnstile streams, they immediately extend to the sketching model.

4.1

Unit-length Intervals

Our main algorithmic contribution is to provide an estimate that obtains a (2 + )-approximation to WMIS of unit-length intervals in turnstile streams :
I Theorem 3 (Theorem 8, informal). For any  > 0, there exists a turnstile streaming
algorithm that outputs an estimate such that with probability at least 99/100, it is a (2 + )approximation
of unit intervals (polynomially bounded weights) and the algorithm
 to WMIS

requires poly

log(n)


space.

A naïve approximation. We start by describing a simple approach (Algorithm 1) to obtain
a 9-approximation. The algorithm proceeds by imposing a grid of side length 1 and shifts it
by a random integer. This is a standard technique used in geometric algorithms. We then
snap each interval to the cell containing the center of the interval and partition the real
line into odd and even cells. This partitions the input space such that intervals landing in
distinct odd (even) cells are pairwise independent. Let Ce be the set of all even cells and Co
be the set of all odd cells.
By averaging, either |OPTCe | or |OPTCo | is at least OPT
2 , where |OPT| is the max weight
independent set of intervals. We develop an estimator that gives a (1 + )-approximation to
|OPTCe | as well as |OPTCo |. Therefore, taking the max of the two estimators, we obtain a
(2 + )-approximation to |OPT|.
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Having reduced the problem to estimating |OPTCe |, we observe that for each even cell
only the max weight interval landing in the cell contributes to OPTCe . Then, partitioning
the cells in Ce into poly(log(n)) geometrically increasing weight classes based on the max
weight interval in each cell and approximately counting the number of cells in each weight
class suffices to estimate |OPTCe | up to a (1 + )-factor.
Algorithm 1 Naïve Approximation.

Input: Given a turnstile stream P with weighted unit intervals, where the weights are
polynomially bounded,  and δ > 0, Naïve Approximation outputs a (9 + )-approximation
to β with probability 1 − δ.
1. Randomly shift a grid ∆ of side length 1. Partition the cells into even and odd, denoted
by Ce and Co .
2. Consider a partition of cells in Ce into b = poly(log(n)) weight classes Wi = {c ∈
Ce |(1 + 1/2)i ≤ m(c) < (1 + 1/2)i+1 }, where m(c) is the maximum weight of an interval
in c (this is not an algorithmic step since we do not know this partition a priori). Create
a substream for each weight class Wi denoted by Wi0 .
3. For each new interval D(dj , 1, wj ), feed it to substream Wi0 if wj ∈ [(1+1/2)i , (1+1/2)i+1 ).
For each substream Wi0 , maintain a (1 ± )-approximate `0 -estimator (described below).
P
2
i+1
4. Let ti be the `0 estimate corresponding to Wi0 . Let Xe = 9(1+)
ti .
i∈[b] (1 + 1/2)
5. Repeat Steps 2-6 for the odd cells Co to obtain the corresponding estimator Xo .
Output: max(Xe , Xo )
Given such a partition, we can approximate the number of cells in each weight class by
running an `0 norm estimator. Estimating the `0 norm of a vector in turnstile streams is
a well studied problem and a result of Kane, Nelson and Woodruff [40] obtains a (1 ± )approximation in poly( log(n)
 ) space. However, we do not know the partition of the cells into
the weight classes a priori and this partition can vary drastically over the course of a stream
given that intervals can be deleted. Therefore, the main technical challenge is to simulate
this partition in turnstile streams.
As a first attempt, consider a partition of cells in Ce into b = poly(log(n)) weight classes
Wi = {c ∈ Ce |(1 + 1/2)i ≤ m(c) < (1 + 1/2)i+1 }, where m(c) is the maximum weight of an
interval in c. Create a substream for each weight class Wi and feed an input interval into this
substream if its weight lies in the range [(1 + 1/2)i , (1 + 1/2)i+1 ). Let ti be the corresponding
`0 estimate for this substream. Approximate the contribution of Wi by (1 + 1/2)i+1 · ti . Sum
up the estimates for all i ∈ [b] to obtain an estimate for |OPTCe |.
We note that there are two issues with our algorithm. First, we overestimate the weight
of intervals in class Wi by a factor of 3/2 and second, for a given cell we sum up the
weights of all intervals landing in it, instead of taking the maximum weight for the cell. In
the worst case, we approximate the true weight of a contributing interval, (3/2)i+1 , with
Pi
i0 +1
≤ 3((3/2)i+1 − 1). Note, we again overestimate the weight, this time by
i0 =1 (3/2)
a factor of 3. Combined with the approximation for the `0 norm, we obtain a weaker
( 92 + )-approximation to |OPTCe | in the desired space. From our discussion above, this
implies a (9 + )-approximation to |OPT|. We also note that this attempt is not futile as we
use the above algorithm as a subroutine subsequently.
A refined attempt. Next, we describe an algorithm that estimates |OPTCe | up to a (1 + )factor. Here, we use more sophisticated techniques to simulate a finer partition of the cells in
Ce into geometrically increasing weight classes in turnstile streams. One key algorithmic tool
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we use here is a streaming algorithm for k-Sparse Recovery: given an input vector x such
that x receives coordinate-wise updates in the turnstile streaming model and has at most k
non-zero entries at the end of the stream of updates, there exist data structures that exactly
recover x at the end of the stream. As mentioned in Berinde et al. [8], the k-tail guarantee
is a sufficient condition for k-Sparse Recovery, since in a k-sparse vector, the elements of the
tail are 0. We note that the Count-Sketch Algorithm [17] has a k-tail guarantee in turnstile
streams.

This time around, we consider partitioning cells in Ce into poly −1 log(n) weight classes,
creating a substream for each one and computing the corresponding `0 norm. We also assume
we know |OPTCe | up to a constant
(this can be simulated in turnstile streams). Formally,

given b = poly log(n), −1 weight classes, for all i ∈ [b], let Wi denote the set of even
cells with maximum weight sandwiched in the range [(1 + )i , (1 + )i+1 ). We then simulate
sampling from the partition by subsampling cells in each Wi at the start of the stream,
agnostic to the input. We do this at different sampling rates , i.e. for all i ∈ [b], we subsample
the cells in Wi with probability roughty (1 + )i /|OPTCe |.
This presents several issues, as we cannot subsample non-empty cells in turnstile streams
a priori. Further, if a weight class has a small number of non-empty cells, we cannot recover
accurate estimates for the contribution of this weight class to |OPTCe | at any level of the
subsampling. To address the first issue, we agnostically sample cells from Ce according to
a carefully chosen range of sampling rates and create a substream for each one. We then
run a sparse recovery algorithm on the resulting substreams. At the right subsampling rate,
we note that the resulting substream is sparse since we can filter out cells that belong to
smaller weight classes. Further, we can ensure that the number of cells that survive from the
relevant weight class (and larger classes) is small. Therefore, we recover all such cells using
the sparse recovery algorithm.
To address the second issue, we threshold the weight classes that we consider in the
algorithm based on the relative fraction of non-empty cells in them. This threshold can be
computed in the streaming algorithm using the `0 -norm estimates for each weight class. All
the weight classes below the threshold together contribute at most an -fraction of |OPTCe |
and though we cannot achieve concentration for such weight classes, we show that we do not
overestimate their contribution. Further, for all the weight classes above the threshold, we
can show that sampling at the right rate can recover enough cells to achieve concentration.
We complement the above algorithmic result with a matching lower bound, i.e., a (2 − )approximation to MIS, for any  > 0, requires Ω(n) space. This follows from an easy
application of the Augmented Indexing problem. We note that our result combined with
the 3/2-approximation by [11] implies an unexpected separation between insertion-only and
turnstile streams.

4.2

Parametrized Algorithms for Arbitrary Length Intervals

In light of the lower bound discussed above, we identify two sources contributing to the
streaming hardness of MIS for arbitrary length intervals : the number of pair-wise intersections
(max-degree) and the ratio of the longest to shortest interval (scale). We show that when
either of these quantities is poly-logarithmically bounded, we can approximate MIS for
arbitrary length intervals.
Instead of assuming the max-degree or scale is bounded, we instead provide algorithms
paramterized by these quantities. First, let the number of pair-wise intersections be bounded
by κmax . Then,
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I Theorem 4 (Theorem 17, informal). For  > 0, there exists a turnstile streaming algorithm
that takes as input a set of unit-weight arbitrary-length intervals, with at most κmax pairwise intersections and with probability 99/100, outputs a (1 + )-approximation to MIS in
poly(log(n), −1 , κmax ) space.
This result requires several new algorithmic ideas. Observe, placing a unit grid no longer
suffices since the intervals now span different lengths. Therefore, we impose a nested grid on
our input, where the grid size is geometrically increasing, and randomly shift it. Further,
observe that the natural strategy that partitions the interval into geometrically increasing
length classes and estimates each partition up to 1 +  does not work since the intervals
overlap.
We therefore define the following object that uniquely determines intervals of a particular
length class contributing to the MIS :
I Definition 5 (ri -Structure). We define an ri -Structure to be a subset of the Nested Grid,
such that there exists an interval at the ith grid level, there exist no intervals in the grid at
any level i0 > i and all the intervals in the grid at levels i0 < i intersect the interval at the
ith level.
It is easy to see any interval that contributes to MIS corresponds to an ri -Structure for
some i. Therefore, it suffices to estimate the number of ri -Structures for all i. Following
our approach for unit intervals, we again use k-Sparse Recovery as our main tool. At a high
level, we sub-sample poly(log(n), −1 ) ri -Structures from the set of all such structures at level
i, and create a new substream for each i. We then run a κmax -Sparse Recovery Algorithm
on each substream. We show that at the end of the stream, we obtain an estimate of the
number of ri -Structures at level i that concentrates. Since the structures form a partition,
our overall estimate is simply the sum of the estimates obtained for each i.
The main algorithmic challenge here is to show that we can indeed detect and subsample
the ri -structures. These structures are defined in a way that takes into account how many
intervals appear in the nested grid both above and below a given interval. Therefore, it is
unclear how to track such updates as they constantly change over the stream. However,
observe that since our space is parameterized by the max-degree, we can afford to store an
ri -Structure completely in memory.
Given a randomly sampled cell from the i-th level of the nested grid, we assume this
cell contributes an ri -structure. We then run κmax -Sparse Recovery on this cell. Our main
insight is that at the end of the stream we can verify whether this cell indeed contributed an
ri -structure since we recover the nested intervals exactly. The final remaining challenge is to
ensure that our sub-sample contains a sufficient number of non-empty structures for each
level and the resulting estimate concentrates. We describe these details in Section A.1.
Finally, we show that similar algorithmic ideas also result in a turnstile streaming
algorithm, if parametrize the input by the Wmax , the ratio of the largest to smallest interval :
I Theorem 6 (Theorem 20, informal). For  > 0, there exists a turnstile streaming algorithm
that takes as input a set of unit-weight arbitrary-length intervals, with Wmax being an upper
bound on the ratio of the largest to smallest interval, and with probability 99/100, outputs a
(2 + )-approximation to MIS in poly(log(n), −1 , Wmax ) space.
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Hexagonal Packing of Circles in the Plane

Figure 4.1 We illustrate the hexagonal circle packing in the Euclidean Plane. Each color
represents an equivalence class. Observe that input disks that are centered in distinct circles of the
same equivalence class are independent, since the circles are at least 2 units apart.

4.3

Unit-Radius Disks

We generalize the WMIS turnstile streaming algorithm for unit length intervals to unit
radius disks in R2 . The approximation ratio for disks is closely related to the optimal circle
packing constant. We leverage the hexagonal packing of circles in the 2-D plane to obtain
the following result:
ITheorem 7 (Theorem 21, informal). There exists a turnstile streaming algorithm achieving
√
8 3
π

+  -approximation to estimate WMIS of unit disks with constant probability and in


log(n)
poly
space.


a

We note that a greedy algorithm for unweighted disks obtains a 5-approximation to
α [25] and the space required is O (α). The greedy algorithm can be extended to obtain

a (5 + )-approximation in poly log n space using the sampling approach we presented
in Section 5. However, beating the approximation ratio achieved by the greedy algorithm
requires geometric insight. Critically, we use the hexagonal packing of unit circles in a plane
introduced by Lagrange , which was shown to be optimal by Toth [16].
The hexagonal packing covers a √π12 fraction of the area in two dimensions. We then
partition the unit circles in the hexagonal packing into equivalence classes such that two
circles in the same equivalence class are at least a unit distance apart. Formally, let c1 , c2 be
two unit circles in the hexagonal packing of the plane lying in the same equivalence class.
Then, for all points p1 ∈ c1 , pi ∈ c2 , kp1 − p2 k2 ≥ 1. Therefore, if two input disks of unit
radius have centers lying in distinct circles belong to the same equivalence class, the disks
must be independent, as long as the disk are not centered on the boundary of the circles.
Randomly shifting the underlying hexagonal packing ensures this happens with probability
1. We then show that we can partition the hexagonal packing into four equivalence classes
such that their union covers all the circles in the packing and disks lying in distinct circles of
the same equivalence class are independent.
Algorithmically, we first impose a grid ∆ of the hexagonal packing of circles with radius
1 and shift it by a random integer. We discard all disks that do
√ not have centers lying
inside the grid ∆. Given that a hexagonal
packing covers a π/ 12 fraction of the area,
√
in expectation, we discard a (1 − π/ 12) fraction of |OPT|. We√note that if we could
accurately
estimate the remaining WMIS, and scale the estimator by 12/π, we would obtain
√
a ( 12/π)-approximation to |OPT|. Let ||OPT|hp | denote the remaining WMIS. By Theorem
16 such an approximation requires Ω(n) space.
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We then observe that the hexagonal circle packing grid can be partitioned into four
equivalence classes. We use C1 , C2 , C3 and C4 to denote these equivalence classes. Since
the equivalence classes form a partition of the hexagonal packing, at least one of them
must contain a 1/4-fraction of the remaining maximum independent set. W.l.o.g, let C1 be
the partition that contributes the most to |OPT|. Then, |OPTC1 | ≥ 14 |OPThp |. Therefore,
we focus on designing
an estimator for C1 . We show a (1 + )-approximation to C1 in

poly log(n), −1 space
generalizing
ideas we introduced for Theorem 8. This

  the algorithmic

implies an overall

5

√
4 12
π

+ =

√
8 3
π

+  approximation for |OPT|.

Weighted Interval Selection for Unit Intervals

In this section, we present an algorithm to approximate the weight of the maximum independent set, β, for unit-length intervals in turnstile streams. Interestingly, we note that
estimating β has the same complexity as approximating α for unit-length intervals. That is,
we obtain a (2 + )-approximation to β in the turnstile model, which immediately implies
(2 + )-approximation for α, where the weights are identical. We complement this result with
a lower bound that shows any (2 − )-approximation to α requires Ω(n) space. The main
algorithmic guarantee we achieve is as follows:
I Theorem 8. Let P be a turnstile stream of weighted unit intervals such that the weights
are polynomially bounded in n and let  ∈ (0, 1/2). There exists an algorithm that outputs an
estimator Y such that with probability at least 9/10 the following guarantees hold:
β
1. 2(1+)
≤ Y ≤ β.


2. The total space used is poly log(n)
.

We first impose a grid ∆ of side length 1 and shift it by a random integer. We then
snap each interval to the cell containing the center of the interval and partition the real line
into odd and even cells. Let Ce be the set of all even cells and Co be the set of all odd cells.
By averaging, either |OPTCe | or |OPTCo | is at least β2 . We describe an estimator that gives a
(1 + )-approximation to |OPTCe | and |OPTCo |. W.l.o.g let |OPTCe | ≥ |OPTCo |. Therefore, taking
the max of the two estimators, we obtain a (2 + )-approximation to β.
Having reduced the problem to estimating |OPTCe |, we observe that each even cell has at
most 1 interval, namely the max weight interval landing in the cell, contributing to OPTCe .
Then, partitioning the cells in Ce into poly(log(n)) weight classes based on the max weight
interval in each cell and approximately counting the number of cells in each weight class
suffices to estimate |OPTCe | up to a (1 + )-factor. Given such a partition, we can create a
substream for each weight class in the partition and compute the `0 norm of each substream.
However, we do not know the partition of the cells into the weight classes a priori and this
partition can vary drastically over the course of stream given that intervals can be deleted.
The main technical challenge is to simulate this partition. A key tool we use is to estimate
the `0 norm of a vector in turnstile streams. Kane, Nelson and Woodruff [40] showed how to
obtain a (1 ± )-approximation to the `0 -norm of a vector in poly( log(n)
 ) space.
I Theorem 9 (`0 -Norm Estimation [40]). In the turnstile model, there is an algorithm for
(1 ± )-approximating
the `0 -norm (number of non-zero coordinates) of a vector using space

poly

log(n)


with success probability 2/3.

We begin by describing a simple algorithm which obtains a weaker (9/2+)-approximation
to |OPTCe | and in turn a (9 + )-approximation to β. Formally, consider a partition of cells
in Ce into b = poly(log(n)) weight classes Wi = {c ∈ Ce |(1 + 1/2)i ≤ m(c) < (1 + 1/2)i+1 },
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where m(c) is the maximum weight of an interval in c. Create a substream for each weight
class Wi , denoted by Wi0 , and feed an input interval into this substream if its weight lies in
the range [(1 + 1/2)i , (1 + 1/2)i+1 ). Let ti be the corresponding `0 estimate for substream
Wi0 . Then, we can approximate the contribution of Wi by (1 + 1/2)i+1 · ti . Summing over
the b weight classes gives an estimate for |OPTCe |.
Given access to an algorithm for estimating the `0 -norm, the Naïve Approximation
Algorithm (1) satisfies the following guarantee:
I Lemma 10. The Naïve Approximation Algorithm (1) outputs
 an estimate X such that
log(n
β
≤
X
≤
β
and
runs
in
space
poly
.
9(1+)


with probability 99/100,

Proof. We observe that for each non-empty cell c ∈ Ce , there is exactly 1 interval that can
contribute to |OPTCe | since each cell of the grid has side length 1 and all intervals falling in
a given cell pairwise intersect. This contributing interval lies in some weight class Wi and
our estimator approximates its weight as (1 + 1/2)i+1 . Here, the weights of the intervals are
sandwiched between (1 + 1/2)i and (1 + 1/2)i+1 . Therefore, we overestimate the weight by a
factor of at most 3/2.
Further, instead of taking the maximum over each cell c, we may have inserted intervals
that lie in c into all substreams Wi0 . Therefore, we take the sum of our geometrically
increasing weight classes over that cell. In the worst case, we approximate the true weight
Pi
0
of a contributing interval, (3/2)i+1 , with i0 =1 (3/2)i +1 = 3((3/2)i+1 − 1). Note, we again
overestimate the weight, this time by a factor of 3.
Finally, Theorem 9 overestimates the `0 -norm of Wi by at most 1 +  with probability
at least 2/3. We boost this probability by running O(log(n)) estimators and taking the
median. Union bounding over all i ∈ [b], we simultaneously overestimate the `0 -norm of
all Wi by at most 1 +  with probability at least 99/100. Therefore, the overall estimator
is a (9/2 + )-approximation to |OPTCe |. Rescaling our estimator by the above constant
β
underestimates |OPTCe |. Finally, |OPTCe | ≥ β/2 and (9+)
≤ X ≤ β.

Since our weights are polynomially bounded, we create poly log1+ (n) substreams and
run an `0 estimatorfrom 
Theorem 9 on each substream. Therefore, the total space used by
log(n
Algorithm 1 is poly  .
J
We can thus assume we know β and |OPTCe | up to a constant by initially making O (log(n))
guesses and running the Naïve Approximation Algorithm for each guess in parallel. At the
end of the stream, we know the correct guess up to a constant factor, and thus can output the
estimator corresponding to that branch of computation. A key tool we use in this algorithm
is k-Sparse Recovery. As mentioned in Berinde et al. [8], the k-tail guarantee is a sufficient
condition for k-Sparse Recovery, since in a k-sparse vector, the elements of the tail are 0.
We note that the Count-Sketch Algorithm [17] has a k-tail guarantee in turnstile streams.
I Definition 11 (k-Sparse Recovery). Let x be the input vector such that x is updated
coordinate-wise in the turnstile streaming model. Then, x is k-sparse if x has at most k
non-zero entries at the end of the stream of updates. Given that x is k-sparse, a data structure
that exactly recovers x at the end of the stream is referred to as a k-Sparse Recovery data
structure.


Intuitively, we again simulate partitioning cells in Ce into poly log(n)
weight classes

according to the maximum weightoccurring
 in each cell. Since we do not know this partition
a priori, we initially create b = O log(n)
substreams, one for each weight class and run the
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`0 -estimator on each one. We then make O log(n)
guesses for |OPTCe | and run the rest of

the algorithm for each branch in parallel. Additionally, we run the Naïve Approximation
Algorithm
to
 compute the right value of |OPT

 Ce |up to a constant factor, which runs in space

. Then, we create b = poly log(n)
substreams by agnostically sampling cells



b(1+)i log(n)
, where X is the right guess for |OPTCe |. Sampling at
with probability pi = Θ
3 X
this rate preserves a sufficient number of cells from weight class Wi . We then run a sparse
recovery algorithm on the resulting substreams.
We note that the resulting substreams are sparse. To see this, note we can filter out cells
that belong weight classes Wi0 for i0 < i by simply checking if the maximum interval seen so
farlies in weight
 classes Wi and higher. Further, sampling with probability proportional to
i
log(n)
Θ b(1+)
ensures that the number of cells that survive from weight classes Wi and
3 |OPTCe |
above are small. Therefore, we recover all such cells using the sparse recovery algorithm.
Note, we limit the algorithm to considering weight classes that have a non-trivial contribution
to OPTCe .
Using the `0 norm estimates computed above, we can determine the number of non-empty
cells in each of the weight classes. Thus, we create a threshold for weight classes that
contribute, such that all the weight classes below the threshold together contribute at most
an -fraction of |OPTCe | and we can set their corresponding estimators to 0. Further, for all
the weight classes above the threshold, we can show that sampling at the right rate leads to
recovering enough cells to achieve concentration in estimating their contribution.


Next, we show that the total space used by Algorithm 2 is poly log(n)
. We initially



log(n)
create b = O
substreams, one for each weight class and run an `0 -estimator on each





log(n)
one. Recall, this requires poly log(n)
.
We
then
make
O
guesses for |OPTCe | and


run the rest of the algorithm for each branch in parallel. Additionally, we run Algorithm
 1 to

compute the right value of |OPTCe | up to a constant factor, which runs in space poly log(n)
.


i
log(n)
Then, we create b substreams by sampling cells with probability pi = Θ b(1+)
, for
3 X


log(n)
i ∈ [b]. Subsequently, we run a poly
-sparse recovery algorithm on each one. Note, if



each sample is not too large, this can be done in poly log(n)
space. Therefore, it remains

to show that each sample Si is small.
poly

log(n)


I Lemma 12. Given a turnstile stream P, with probability at least 99/100,
the

 Weighted
log(n)
Unit Interval Turnstile Sampling procedure (Algorithm 2) samples poly
cells from

the grid ∆.
Proof. For i ∈ [b], let Si be a substream of cells in Ce , sampled with probability pi and
having an interval with weight at least (1 + )i since we filter out all cells with smaller
weight. Then, by an averaging argument, the total number of cells with an
of weight
 interval

b(1+)i log(n)
β
at least (1 + )i is at most (1+)
.
Sampling
with
probability
p
=
Θ
, the
i
i
3 X


log(n)
β
expected number of cells from Wi that survive in Si is at most pi (1+)
=
poly
in
i

expectation. Next, we show that they are never much larger than their expectation. Let
Xc be the indicator random variable for cell c ∈ Wi to be sampled in Si and let µ be the
expected number of cells in Si . By Chernoff bounds,
"
#


X
22 poly(log(n))
≤ 1/nk
Pr
Xc ≥ (1 + )µ ≤ exp −
poly()
c
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for some large constant k. A similar argument holds for the number of cells from weight
class Wi0 , for i0 > i, surviving in substream Si . Note, for all i0 < i, we never include such
a cell from weight class Wi0 in our sample Si , since the filtering step rejects all cells that
do not contain an interval of weight at least (1 + )i . Union bounding over the events
 that

cells c ∈ Wi0 get sampled in Si , for i0 ≥ i, the cardinality of Si is at most poly

log(n)


0

with probability at least 1 − 1/nk for an appropriate constant k 0 . Since we create b such
S
substreams for Ce , we can union bound over such events in each of them and thus i∈[b] |Si |


is at most poly log(n)
with probability at least 99/100. Since |Ce | is |∆|/2, the same result

holdsfor the total cells sampled from ∆. Therefore, the overall space used by Algorithm 2 is
poly log(n)
.
J

Algorithm 2 Weighted Unit Interval Turnstile Sampling.

Input: Given a turnstile stream P with weighted unit intervals, where the weights are
polynomially bounded,  and δ > 0, the sampling procedure outputs a (2 + )-approximation
to β.
1. Randomly shift a grid ∆ of side length 1. Partition the cells into Ce and Co .
2. For cells in Ce , snap each interval in the input
 c that contains its center. Consider a
 to a cell
log(n)
partitioning of the cells in Ce into b = poly
weight classes Wi = {c ∈ Ce |(1 + )i ≤

m(c) ≤ (1 + )i+1 }, where m(c) is the maximum weight of an interval in c (we do not
know this partition a priori.) Create a substream for each weight class Wi denoted by
Wi0 .
3. Feed interval D(dj , 1, wj ) along substream Wi0 such that wj ∈ [(1 + )i , (1 + )i+1 ).
Maintain a (1 ± )-approximate `0 -estimator for each substream. Let |Wi0 | denote the
number of non-empty cells in substream Wi0 and XWi0 be the corresponding estimate
returned by the `0 -estimator.
4. Create O(log(n)) substreams, one for each guess of |OPTCe |. Let X be the guess for the
current branch of the computation. In parallel, run Algorithm 1 estimates |OPTCe | up
to a constant factor. Therefore, at the end of the stream, we know a constant factor
approximation to the correct value of |OPTCe | and use the estimator from the corresponding
branch of the computation.
5. In parallel,
for i ∈ [b],

 create substream Si by subsampling cells in Ce with probability
pi = Θ

b(1+)i log(n)
3 X

. Note, this sampling is done agnostically at the start of the stream.


6. Run a poly log(n)
-sparse recovery algorithm on each substream Si . For substream Si ,

filter out cells c such that m(c) < (1 + )i . Let Si0 be the set of cells recovered by the
0
sparse recovery algorithm. Let Si|W
be the cells in Si0 that belong to weight class Wi .
i
P
(1+)i+1
0
7. Let XW 0 =
if
i∈[b] XWi . Let Zc be a random variable such that Zc =
pi
XW 0
0
th
c ∈ Si|W
and 0 otherwise. If XWi0 ≥ (1+)
subsample,
i+1 b , set the estimator for the i
Pi
P
0
Yi = c∈S 0 XWi0 Zc /Si|W
.
Otherwise,
set
Y
=
0.
Let
Y
=
Y
.
i
e
i i
i
i|Wi

8. Repeat Steps 2-7 for the set Co and let Yo be the corresponding estimator.
Output: Y = max(Ye , Yo ).
Next, we show that the estimate returned by our sampling procedure is indeed a (2 + )approximation. We observe that the union of the Wi ’s form a partition of Ce . Therefore,
it suffices to show that we obtain a (1 + )-approximation to the WIS for each Wi with
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good probability. Let c denote a cell in Wi and OPTc denote the WIS in cell c. We create
a substream for each weight class Wi denoted by Wi0 and let XWi0 be the corresponding
P
estimate returned by the `0 norm of Wi0 . Let XW 0 = i∈[b] XWi0 denote the sum of the
estimates across the b substreams.
XW 0
We say that weight class Wi contributes if XWi0 ≥ (1+)
i+1 b . Note, if we discard all the
weight classes that do not contribute we lose at most an -fraction of β (as shown below).
Therefore, setting the estimators corresponding to classes that do not contribute to 0 suffices.
The main technical hurdle remaining is to show that if a weight class contributes we can
accurately estimate |OPTWi |.
P
I Lemma 13. Let Ye = i Yi be the estimator returned by Algorithm 2 for the set Ce . Then,
Ye = (1 ± )|OPTCe | with probability at least 99/100.
XW 0
Proof. We first consider the case when Wi contributes, i.e., XWi0 ≥ (1+)
i+1 b . Note, XW 0 =
P
0
X
is
a
(1±)-approximation
to
the
number
of
non-empty
cells
in
W
with probability
i∈[b] Wi
S
−k
at least 1−n , where W = i∈[b] Wi , since the `0 -estimator is a (1±)-approximation to the
number of non-empty cells in Wi simultaneously for all i with high probability and
 the Wi ’s are
X
i
disjoint. Recall, X is the correct guess for |OPTCe |. Therefore, (1+) XWi0 = Ω (1+)b
. Then,


i
b(1+) log(n)
b(1+)i log(n)
X
sampling at a rate pi = Θ(
) implies at least Ω (1+)i+1 b · Θ(
)=
3 X
3 X


log(n)
Ω (1+)
cells from Wi survive in expectation. Let Xc denote an indicator random variable
2
for cell c ∈ Wi being in substream Si . Then, by a Chernoff bound,
"

#


X
log(n−c )
−22 log(n−c )
Pr
Xc ≤ (1 − )
≤
exp
≤ n−c
22
22
c∈Wi

for some constant c. Union bounding over all the random events similar to the one above
 for
log(n)
i ∈ [b], simultaneously for all i, the number of cells from Wi in Si is at least Ω
with
2
probability at least 1 − 1/nk for some constant k. Note, for i0 < i, no cell c ∈ Wi0 exists in
Si since the filter step removes all cells c such that m(c) < (1 + )i .
Next, consider a weight class Wi0 for i0 > i such that it contributes. We upper bound the
number of cells from Wi0 that survive in substream Si . Note, weight class Wi0 contains
at


log(n)
β
β
0
most (1+)i+1 non empty cells for i > i. In expectation, at most (1+)i+1 · pi = O b (1+)3
cells from Wi0 survive in sample Si , for 
i0 > i. Bya Chernoff bound, similar to the one above,
log(n)
0
simultaneously for all i > i, at most O b (1+)
cells from Wi0 survive, with probability at
3
0

least 1 − 1/nk .
Now, we observe that 
the total number of cells that survive the sampling process
in


log(n)
substream Si is poly log(n)
and
therefore,
they
can
be
recovered
exactly
by
the
poly


sparse recovery algorithm. Let the resulting set be denoted by Si0 . We can also compute
the number of cells that belong to weight class Wi that are recovered in the set Si0 and we
XW 0 Zc
P
0
i
denote this by |Si|W
|.
Recall,
the
corresponding
estimator
is
Y
=
, where
0
i
c∈S
0
i
i|Wi

(1+)i+1
pi

Si|W

i

0
Si|W
i

Zc =
if c ∈
and 0 otherwise. We first show we obtain a good estimator for
P
0
|OPTWi | in expectation: E [Yi ] = E c∈S 0 XWi0 Zc /Si|W
= (1 ± 4)|OPTWi |.
i
i|Wi

log(n)
0
Since we know that |Si|W
| = Ω( (1+)
2 ), we show that our estimator concentrates. Note,
i


i+1
(1+)i+1 3 X
X
i+1
E [Yi ] = (1 + ) XWi0 = Ω( log(n) ). Further, 0 ≤ Zc ≤ (1+)
= O b(1+)
i log(n) . By a
pi
h
i


Hoeffding bound, Pr |Yi − E [Yi ] | ≥ E [Yi ] ≤ 2exp Ω(log(n))
≤ 1/nk for some constant
1+
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k. Therefore, union bounding over all i, Yi is a (1 ± )2 -approximation to |OPTWi | with
probability at least 1 − 1/n. Therefore, if Wi contributes we obtain a (1 ± )-approximation
to |OPTWi |.
In the case where Wi does not contribute, we set the corresponding estimator to 0. Note,
XW 0
(1±)|OPTW |
XWi0 < (1+)
= O( β
i+1 b =
b
b ). Note, since there are at most b weight classes,
discarding all weight classes that do not contribute discards at most O(β). We therefore
lose at most an -fraction of β by setting the Yi corresponding to non-contributing weight
classes to 0.
J
Combining Lemmas 10 and 13 finishes the proof for Theorem 8.

5.1

Lower bound for Unit Intervals

Here, we describe a communication complexity lower bound for estimating α for unit-length
interval in turnstile streams and thus show the optimality of Theorem 8. Our starting point
is the Augmented Index problem and its communication complexity is well understood in
the two-player one-way communication model. In this model, we have two players Alice and
Bob who are required to compute a function based on their joint input and Alice is allowed
to send messages to Bob that are a function of her input and finally Bob announces the
answer. Note, Bob isn’t allowed to send messages to Alice.
I Definition 14 (Augmented Indexing). Let AIn,j denote the communication problem where
Alice receives as input x ∈ {0, 1}n and Bob receives an index j ∈ [n], along with the xj 0 for
j 0 > j. The objective is for Bob to output xj in the one-way communication model.
I Theorem 15 (Communication Complexity of AIn,j , [47]). The randomized one-way communication complexity of AIn,j with error probability at most 1/3 is Ω(n).
Let Alg be a one-pass turnstile streaming algorithm that estimates α. We show that Alg
can be used as a subroutine to solve AIn,j , in turn implying a lower bound on the space
complexity of Alg. We formalize this idea in the following theorem:
I Theorem 16. Any randomized one-pass turnstile streaming algorithm Alg which approximates α to within a (2 − )-factor, for any  > 0, for unit intervals, with at least constant
probability, requires Ω(n) space.
of unit-length intervals and runs Alg on
Proof. Given her input x, Alice constructs a stream

2i−xi
i
the stream. For i ∈ [n], Alice inserts the interval 2i−x
n2 , ( n2 ) + 1 . She then communicates
the state of Alg to Bob. Bob uses the message received from Alice as the initial state of the
algorithm and continues the stream. Since Bob’s input includes an index
all i > j,
 j and xi for
2j−0.5
Bob deletes all intervals corresponding to such i. Bob then inserts ( 2j−0.5
)
−
1,
.
2
n
n2
Let us consider the case where xj = 1. We first note that Bob’s interval is the leftmost
interval in the remaining set. The right endpoint of this interval is 2j−0.5
n2 . Next, the rightmost
th
interval corresponds to the j interval inserted by Alice. The left endpoint of this interval
is 2j−1
n2 . Clearly, these intervals intersect each other and intersect all the intervals between
them. Therefore, α = 1.
Let us now consider the case where xj = 0. Again, Bob’s interval is the leftmost with its
2j
right endpoint at 2j−0.5
n2 . However, the left endpoint of Alice’s rightmost interval is n2 and
thus these two intervals are independent. Therefore, α ≥ 2. Observe, any (2 − )-approximate
algorithm can distinguish between these two cases and solve AIn,j . By Theorem 15, any such
algorithm requires Ω(n) communication and in turn Ω(n) space.
J
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Arbitrary Length Intervals in Turnstile Streams

We now focus on estimating α and β for arbitrary-length intervals in turnstile streams.
While we cannot obtain streaming algorithms in general, we show it is possible to estimate
α and β when the maximum degree of the interval intersection graph or the maximum
length of an interval arre bounded. In particular, we show an algorithm that achieves

a
log(n)
(1 + )-approximation to α given that the maximum degree is upper bounded by poly
.

We also parameterize the problem with respect to the maximum length of an interval,
W
 max
(assuming the minimum length is 1), and give an algorithm using poly Wmax log(n)
space.


A.1

Algorithms under Bounded Degree Assumptions

In light of the lower bound, we study the problem of estimating α for arbitrary-length


intervals assuming the number of pair-wise intersections are bounded by κmax = poly log(n)
.

In this section we show the following theorem:
I Theorem 17. Let P be an turnstile stream of unit-weight arbitrary-length intervals
 with
lengths polynomially bounded in n and let  ∈ (0, 1/2). Let κmax = poly log(n)
be the

maximum number of pairwise intersections in P. Then, there exists an algorithm that outputs
an estimator Y such that the following guarantees hold:
α
1. (1+)
≤ Y ≤ α with probability at least 2/3.


2. The total space used is poly log(n)
.
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Algorithm 3 Level Estimator.

Input: Given a turnstile stream P with unit weight arbitrary length intervals, where
the length is polynomially bounded,  > 0 and δ > 0,
 the algorithm outputs a (1 + )approximation to α, assuming that κmax = poly
1. Let t = O



log(n)




log(n)


.

be the number of level-classes. Let ∆ =

S

i∈[t]

∆i be a randomly

i+1

.
shifted Nested Grid, where ∆i is a grid of side length (1+)

2. For i ∈ [t], let Ri be the set of all ri -Structures at level i, where a ri -Structure is a subset
of the Nested Grid, ∆, such that there exists an interval at the ith level of the structure,
there exist no intervals in the structure at any level i0 > i and all the intervals in the
th
structure at levels i0 < i intersect the interval at
 the i level.
log(n)
3. For all i ∈ [t], using Algorithm 4, sample poly
ri -Structures from the set Ri to

create a substream Ris . Note, this sampling is carried out with probability pi defined
below.
|OPTRs |
4. At the end of the stream, we recover Ris , for all i ∈ [t]. Let Yi = pi i (where pi is the
sampling probability for the ith level), where |OPTRis | can be computed using an offline
algorithm.
P
Output: Y = i∈[t] Yi .

LetW bethe maximum length of the intervals in our input. We split our input into
t = O log(n)
length classes Wi such that for all i ∈ [t], Wi = {Dj ∈ P|(1 + )i ≤ rj ≤

S
(1 + )i+1 }. Let W denote i∈[t] Wi . We note that the partition here is over the input to
the problem.
We can estimate the number of non-empty cells in each weight class up to a (1 ± )-factor
by creating a substream for each one and running an `0 estimator on them. At the end of
the stream, we can discard classes that are not within log(W ) non-empty cells of each other.
Therefore, we can assume the remaining classes have the same number of non-empty cells up
to a log(W ) factor.
We then make O(log(n)) guesses for the number of non-empty cells for any fixed level
and run our algorithm in parallel for each guess. Since there are t levels, this gives rise to an
O (t log(n)) factor blowup in space. At the end of the stream we know the correct value for
each level via the `0 estimates. Let the number of non-empty cells at every level be denoted
by Xi .
In contrast with our previous algorithm, we note that placing a grid on the input with
side length 1 no longer suffices since our intervals may now lie in multiple cells. Therefore,
we impose a nested grid over the input space:
I Definition 18 (Nested Grid). Given a partition W, let grid ∆i , corresponding to Wi ∈ W,
i+1
be a set of cells over the input space with length (1+)
. Then a Nested Grid, denoted by ∆,

S
is defined to be i∈[t] ∆i .
We then randomly shift the nested grid such that at most an -fraction of intervals in the
ith length class lie within a distance (1 + )i+1 of the ith grid. Since this holds for all Wi ,
and Wi are a partition of our input, we lose at most an -fraction of α. We then define the
following object that enables us to obtain accurate estimates for each length class.
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I Definition 19 (ri -Structure). We define an ri -Structure to be a subset of the Nested Grid,
∆, such that there exists an interval at the ith level of the structure, there exist no intervals in
the structure at any level i0 > i and all the intervals in the structure at levels i0 < i intersect
the interval at the ith level.

Algorithm 4 Sampling ri -Structures from Ri .

Input: Given a turnstile stream P with unit weight arbitrary length intervals, with the
length
 being
 polynomially bounded,  > 0 and δ > 0, the sampling procedure creates a
log(n)
poly
size sample of the set Ri .

1. Let ∆i be the ith level of a randomly shifted Nested Grid ∆. Let Ri be the set of
ri -Structures where the topmost cells lie in ∆i . Let Xi be the correct guess for the number
of non-empty cells in ∆i up to a constant.




1
2. Agnostically sample cells from ∆i with probability pi = max poly log(n)

Xi , 1 . Let
Si be the corresponding substream created.
3. For each cell c ∈ Si , let ric be a structure (as defined in 5) with c at the topmost level.
Run κmax -Sparse Recovery on substream Si .
4. At the end of the stream, verify that ric is a valid ri -Structure. Let Ris be the set of all
such structures.
P

Xi
i∈[t]
, keep Ris , else discard it.
5. If Xi >
t
S
Output: i∈[t] Ris .

Let Ri denote the set of all ri -Structures at level i. Observe that, taking the union over
i ∈ [t] of Ri gives a partition of the input. Therefore, estimating |OPTRi | separately and
summing up the estimates is a good estimator for α.
Similar to the algorithm

 in Section 5 a key tool we use is k-Sparse Recovery. Intuitively,
we subsample poly log(n)
ri -Structures from the set Ri to create a substream Rsi and

run a κmax -Sparse Recovery Algorithm on each substream. At the end of the stream, we
get an estimate of |OPTRi | that concentrates. We then add up the estimates across all the
levels to form our overall estimate. We formally describe the Level Estimator Algorithm in
Algorithm 3, assuming we are given access to a black-box sampling algorithm for sampling
an ri -Structure. We describe how to sample ri -Structures in turnstile streams in Algorithm 4.
Next, we consider the problem of estimating
α for

 arbitrary-length intervals assuming
that the space available is at most poly Wmaxlog(n) , where Wmax is an upper bound on
the ratio of the max to the min length of an interval. We note that this regime is interesting
when Wmax is sublinear in n. We obtain the following result:
I Theorem 20. Let P be an turnstile stream of unit-weight arbitrary-length intervals s.t.
the length is polynomially bounded in n and let  ∈ (0, 1/2). Let Wmax be an upper bound on
the ratio of the max to the min length of intervals in P. Then, there exists an algorithm that
outputs an estimator Y s.t. the following guarantees hold:
α
(2+)

≤ Y ≤ α with probability at least 2/3.


2. The total space used is poly Wmaxlog(n) .
1.
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Unit Radius Disks in Turnstile Streams

In this section, we state our main result for approximating α and β for unit-radius disks in
R2 that are received in a turnstile stream. Given space constraints, we defer the exposition
to the full version.
The main algorithmic result we prove is the following:
I Theorem 21. Let P be a sequence of unit-radius disks that are received as a turnstile
stream and let  ∈ (0, 1/2). Then, there
 existsan algorithm that outputs an estimator Y such
π
√
8 3

+  β ≤ Y ≤ β where α is the cardinality of the



largest independent set in P. Further, the total space used is O poly log n .

that with probability at least 9/10,

C

Insertion-Only Streams

In this section, we state our results for estimating the maximum weighted
independent

set of intervals in insertion-only streams. Recall, [10] show that 32 +  is tight for the
unweighted case in insertion-only streams. We also show a lower bound for estimating the
maximum independent set
 of disks in insertion-only streams. The lower bound for intervals
in [10] shows that 32 −  -approximation requires Ω(n) space and this naturally extends to
disks. We improve this to 2 − , implying a strict separation between intervals and disks for
insertion-only streams. Note, this is not yet known to be the case for turnstile streams.
Our theorem for weighted MIS of unit interval in insertion-only streams is as follows:
I Theorem 22. Let P be an insertion-only stream of weighted unit intervals s.t. the weights
are polynomially bounded in n and let  ∈ (0, 1/2). Then, there exists an algorithm that
outputs an estimator Y s.t. with probability at least 9/10 the following guarantees hold:
2β
≤ Y ≤ β.
1. 3+


2. The total space used is poly log(n)
bits.

Next, we describe a lower bound for estimating α for unit disks in insertion-only streams
via a reduction from the communication complexity of the Indexing problem, which we use as
the starting point. We consider the one-way communication model between two players Alice
and Bob and each player has access to private randomness. The randomized communication
complexity of Indexing is well understood in the two-player one-way communication model.
I Definition 23 (Indexing). Let In,j denote the communication problem where Alice receives
as input a bit vector x ∈ {0, 1}n and Bob receives an index j ∈ [n]. The objective is for Bob
to output xj under the one-round one-way communication model with error probability at
most 1/3.
I Theorem 24 (Communication Complexity of In,j ). The randomized one-round one-way
communication complexity of In,j with error probability at most 1/3 is Ω(n).
We begin with considering the stream of disks P. Let Alg be a one-pass insertion-only
streaming algorithm that estimates the cardinality of the maximum independent set denoted
by α. We then show that Alg can be used as a subroutine to solve the communication
problem In,j . Therefore, a lower bound on the communication complexity in turn implies a
lower bound on the space complexity of Alg. Formally,
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I Theorem 25. Given a stream of disks P, any randomized one-pass insertion-only streaming
algorithm Alg which approximates α to within a (2 − )-factor, for any  > 0, with error at
most 1/3, requires Ω(n) space.
Proof. We show that any such insertion-only streaming algorithm Alg can be used to
construct a randomized protocol Π to solve the communication problem. Given her input
x, Alice constructs a stream of unit disks and runs Alg on the stream. Consider the unit
circle around the origin. Divide the half-circle above the x-axis into n equally spaced points,
denoted by vectors p1 , p2 , . . . , pn . For i ∈ [n], if xi = 0, Alice streams a unit disk centered
at pi . If xi = 1, Alice streams a unit disk centered at −pi . After streaming n disks, Alice
communicates the memory state of Alg to Bob. Bob uses the message received from Alice as
the initial state of the algorithm and continues the stream. Recall, Bob’s input only consists
of a single index j. Therefore, Bob inserts a unit disk centered at (1 + 1/n2 )pj .
We first observe that all disks inserted by Alice pairwise intersect. Since all her unit
radius disks are centered on the unit circle around the origin, the distance between their
center and the origin is 1. Since all the disks contain the origin, they pairwise intersect. Now,
let us consider the case where xj = 0. Recall, in this case, Alice inserts the disk centered
pj and Bob inserts the disk centered at (1 + 1/n2 )pj . The distance between their centers
is 1/n2 and they clearly intersect. Let us now consider the other disks inserted by Alice,
centered at points pi for i 6= j. The distance between their centers is
||pi − (1 + 1/n2 )pj ||22 = ||pi ||22 + (1 + 1/n2 )2 ||pj ||22 ± 2(1 + 1/n2 )hpi , pj i
≤ 1 + (1 + 3/n2 ) ± 2(1 + 1/n2 )hpi , pj i

(C.1)

where the last inequality follows from (1 + 1/n2 )2 = 1 + 1/n4 + 2/n2 ≤ 1 + 3/n2 for sufficiently
large n. Since i 6= j, hpi , pj i ≤ 1 − Θ(1/n). Note, (1 + 1/n2 )(1 − Θ(1/n)) ≤ 1 − Θ(n) for
sufficiently large n. Substituting this above, we get
||pi − (1 + 1/n2 )pj ||22 ≤ 1 + (1 + 3/n2 ) ± 2(1 + 1/n2 )(1 − Θ(1/n))
≤ 2 + 3/n2 ± 2(1 − Θ(1/n))
≤ 4 − Θ(1/n)

(C.2)

where the last inequality follows from Θ(1/n) ≥ 3/n2 for sufficiently large n. Therefore,
the squared distance between the centers is strictly less 4 and the disks do intersect. As a
consequence, all disks pairwise intersect and α = 1.
Let us now consider the case where xj = 1. Recall Alice inserts a disk centered at
−pj and Bob inserts a disk centered at (1 + 1/n2 )pj . The distance between the centers is
(2 + 1/n2 ), therefore the two disks do not intersect. Then, α is at least 2. We observe that
any (2 − )-approximate algorithm Alg can distinguish between these two cases because
in the first case Alg outputs at most 1 and in the second case Alg outputs at least 1 + .
Therefore it is a valid protocol for solving In,j . If Alg has error at most 1/3, the protocol
has error at most 1/3. By Theorem 24, any such protocol requires Ω(n) communication and
in turn Alg requires Ω(n) space.
J

